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RIGHT BALDRICK, WHAT IS YOUR CUNNING PLAN?
Those who have applied for redundancy or whose names appear on the redundancy list on 25 Feburary 1993
really should be making a cunning plan. Shown below are things that you should include in it:•Have you seen your Unit Resettlement Officer?
•Have you seen your RAO and checked your financial position?
•Have you seen the local ETS/ SETS Resettlement Officer? Have arrangements been made for a Resettlement
Panel Interview (WOs), Career Advice Board Interview NCOs & below, and Final Resettlement Board Interview
(All)?
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• Have you been on a financial counselling seminar?
•Have you sorted out your advice briefings, familiarisation attachments to civilian firms and Resettlement
Course? One of the better ones is the 'Job Search' briefing run by Coutts.

NEW YEAR HONOURS

•If Commissioned have you registered with the Officers Association? They have branches in London and

We warmly congratulate those who received awards in the New Year Honours List.

Edinburgh and you should register now.
Association in the Area where you want a job? There are 40 branches of the RFEA and your Unit Resettlement
Officer should have a contact address and telephone number.

•Have you Registered with the Royal British Legion Attendants Coy Ltd? They offer a comprehensive range
of employment, the main being security services (they pay very much better than most for this), and car park
services.
•Has your wife registered with the Federation of Army Wives (FAW) computerised job register? If she has
a job she should get a reference. If she has a Civil Service job she should apply for a transfer. Also if she is
in the UK she could apply for an office skills course on the FOCUS scheme run by FAW.

Major M. Lithgow Royal Signals
WOl (RSM) M. Smith
DEM

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

•If you are a Sergeant or above (and some Corporals are eligible) have you registered with the Service
Employment Network of the Tri-Service Resettlement Organisation? This is a computer driven job matching
service.
•Have you registered with the Corps of Commissionaires? The type of job they offer covers the broad spectrum
of management, administration, technical specialisations, transport, security and not unnaturally
Commissionaires.

MBE

ODE
Lieutenant Colonel D. P. Hughes Royal Signals

•If Non-Commissioned, have you gone to see the Employment Officer of the Regular Forces Employment

Corporal P. R. Chesters
Corporal M. S. Stanton
Lance Corporal D. J. Kilford

F. W. Dawson
K. D. John
F. D. Kurthausen
I. G. Tepielow
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•Have you made contact with the District Action and Support Team in the area where you intend to live? They
have been tasked to liaise with local employers and to pr~vide information on housing, jobs and schooling.
•Have you been to your local Employment Service Job Centre? You should do this 56 days before you leave.
Ask to see the 'New Client Adviser'. There are a number of schemes available and the job club provides free
stamps, free telephone calls, free travel to interviews. They also have a scheme which guarantees you an
interview with a prospective employer.

OUR COVER PICTURES
Front cover picture shows members of 5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216 Para) operating a TAC SATCOM Terminal on exercise in UK.
Back cover picture shows the Hitch-Hikers Guide to the Gala~y which came 24th overa_ll in the J24 World Championships crewed
by Capt David Ellis, Mr Simon Rogers, Sgt Chas Cowell, MaJ John Rowley and Cpl Phil Lever.Photograph by Hamo Thornycroft.

•Have you contacted the Joint Service Housing Advice Office about your particular Housing need?
•Have you sorted out schooling, informed the local education authority of the date of your arrival, reserved
a place at the school of you choice, ascertained if you are entitled to BSA?
If you have any worries on the above see your Unit Resettlement Officer or write or telephone to Lieutenant
Colonel Tony Hunt, The Corps Resettlement Officer at RHQ Royal Signals. Telephone: 071-414 8427.

The opinions expressed in The Wire are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the poli~y en_d vie":"s, official or _o!herwise,
of the Corps or the MOD. This publication contains official information. h should be treated with d1scret1on by the rec1p1ent.
© Crown Copyright
Disclaimer: No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advert_ised in t~is megezi'!e can be accepted by the publishers or their
agents. Advertisements ere included m good faith.
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MAJOR GENERAL A.H. BOYLE
DIRECTOR GENERAL COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION S\'..:;TEMS (ARMY) SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
Maj Gen Tony Boyle assumed the appoi ntment of DGCIS(A) and
SOinC(A) from Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook on 2 November 1992.
Educated at Forest School Snaresbrook, Harrogate Grammar
School and Welbeck College he was then commissioned into the Royal
Corps of Signals on passing out from the Royal Military Academy
Sandhur t in 1961.
In 1965 he graduated from St Catherine's College, Cambridge after
reading a degree in Mechanical Sciences Tripos. He continued his
engineering and professional trai ning and attended the Post Graduate
Telecommunications Engineering Course at the School of Signals in
Blandford in 1967.
Between 1968-1971 he was the Adjutant of 22 Sig Regt and
Cambridge University Officer Trai ning Corps before completing
Division I of the Army Staff Course. In 1976 he took command of 20
Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and in 1981 he commanded 9 Sig Regt
(Radio) in Cyprus. Jn 1984 he was selected to become part of the
Payload Specialist Team for the SKYNET IV Satellite Project, then
intended to be launched by the NASA Space Shuttle. On promotion
to Brigadier in 1978 he was the Commander of the Royal School of
Signals and was then appoi nted to be the Director Military Command,
Control and Communications Projects in the MOD Procurement
Executive.
Maj Gen Boyle and his wife Ann have three children .

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT FAREWELL AND FINAL PASS-OFF PARADE
11 December was an historical day for Royal Signals and in
particular for 11 Sig Regt (Depot) as the CO, Lt Col M. J. Dent MBE
presided at the Farewell and Final Adult Recruit Pass-Off Parade to
take place in Helles Barracks before the Regiment's closure in April
1993. The Reviewing Officer was Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE,
DL, Master of Signals, assisted by two Inspecting Officers; Maj Gen
A. H. Boyle, SOinC(A)/ DGCIS(A) and Maj Gen P. D. Alexander
CB, MBE, Colonel Commandant Royal Signals, the ADCs were Lis
Eric Baker, Lt Tom McCappin and 2Lt Mark Wadsley. Guests
included Maj Gen P.A. J. Cordingley DSO, GOC EDIST, Brig J. H.
Almond , Comd Trg Gp and Catterick Garrison, Brig N. F. Wood,
Comd Comds/CIS HQ UKLF, together with eight former COs and I 0
former RSMs of the Regiment. Civilian guests included the Mayor
and Mayoress of Richmond, the Chairman of North Yorks County
Council and many other local service and civilian dignitaries.
Three Troops Passed-Off; 5 Tp (adult recruits), Iron and Kohima
commanded by Lt Mark Hanby, Capt Justin Smith and Lt Scott,
Youngson respectively. Also in support were representative Troops
from RSSC 16, RSDCC 274 and TA Recruits Course 92F commanded
by Capts Rab Young, Ken Lonergan The Cheshire Regt and Capt
baron Barkley R Signals (V). The Corps Band under the direction of
Maj David Wall played throughout and a fly past by an RAF Tornado
flight marked the event. The day started with a welcoming reception
in the Corps Historical Room followed by the Farewell Parade, during
which even the Adjt, Capt A hley Stocker managed to find
the drill square. Despite the vagaries of the Catterick weather the
parade passed without major hiccup much to the credit of WOl
(RSM) Willie Ireland and the three SSMs, Dave Parry, Martin
Chapman and Kevin Fitzpatrick who managed to cajole even the most
re erved and nervous of those on parade.
Following the Inspection and March Past the Master gave an
address during which he wished those passing-off every success and
gave a valedictory speech detailing the history of 11 Sig Regt (Depot)
since its formation in 1959 and highlighting the fact that since the
Regiment had moved into Helles Barracks in 1964 some 44,000 Royal
Signal soldiers had passed through its portals. Following the parade
the Reviewing and Inspecting Officers spent time talking to the newly
pa. ed--0ff oldier and their families and friends before adjourning to
the Royal Signals Headquarters SergeanLs' Mess to present a Clasp to
the LS & GC Medal to gt Colin Claypole. He has been employed
with the Personnel Selection Team Royal Signals since 1978 and has
completed nearly 33 year service with the Corps. Drinks and lunch
with the officers, WOs and Sgts of the Regiment together with the
permanent cadre of the pas ing-off Troops and the Regiment's guests
followed. In the evening a Farewell Ladies Dinner Night was held in
the Royal ignal Officers' Mess to which all former COs and RSMs
and their ladies were invited. A momentous and memorable day but,
sad for the Corps, as I I Sig Regt (Depot) bid its formal farewell to
Helle Barracks and Catterick, the home of Royal Signals.
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(L to RJ: Maj Gen P. D. Alexander, Lt Col M. J. Dent, Maj Gens

A. H. Boyle and A. C. Birtwistle

The Master of Signals inspects No 5 Troop
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THE CORPS IN SOMALIA
by Capt B. Greenwood , The Royal School of Signals
Most of us are aware that the Corps is represented in many parts
of the world in operational units, as individuals on loan or exchange
service, or perhaps p.ursuing exotic adventurous training activities.
Few know of our involvement in Somalia .
In mid-September an urgent requirement was identified for a
volunteer, Officer or Warrant Officer, to deploy at short notice to
Bast Africa. The nature of the task was biased towards an 'operator'
background and therefore a Traffic Officer or Yeoman of Signals was
thought to be most suitable for the job.
Initially the task seemed vague, as Ministerial approval had to be
granted before being allowed to contact the organisation concerned .
To my surprise, this attachment was to be with the Save the Children
Fund (SCF) in Somalia. l volunteered because three significant factors
had enabled me to make my decision without hesitation .
Fi rstly, this seemed to be an opportunity to escape a desk bound
environment in search of adventure. Secondly, it was likely to be the
' last bite of the cherry'. Finally, and perhaps more importantly, I
would have an opportunity to visit and assist in a country whose
people genuinely needed help . For years I had questioned the need fo r
countless billions of pounds sterling leaving the country in Foreign ·
Aid, while levels of homelessness and poverty appeared to be on the
increase in the United Kingdom. I would now be able to judge for
myself!
Time was short to obtain the medication necessary to travel via
Kenya to Somalia, Djibouti and possibly Ethiopia. The Staff at the
Blandford Garrison Medical Centre were first class, reacting to my
unusual request for pills and a fist full of injections without raising an
eyebrow.
Within 24 hours, confirmation of my attachment to SCF Somalia
had been agreed followed by Ministerial approval to contact HQ SCF
based in Camberwell, London. Meetings were arranged with the
Programmes Officer, Somalia desk and my military sponsor, the
Directorate of Operations (Middle East and Africa) (DO (MEA)). The
briefing provided by HQ SCF covered a potted history of Somalia to
date, together with an overview of SCF's increasing operation. Little
detail was known of the communications requirements, order of
priorities on arrival in theatre, or capabilities of current
communications assets. The Overseas Supply office were desperately
trying to fill orders in a timely manner, generated by the Field Director
in Somalia. The visit to DO (MEA) outlined my Terms of Reference
for the period of attachment and covered all military administrative
details, including provision of a visa for entry into Djibouti.
THE ADVENTURE
My task had now been defined , I was to provide communications
advice to SCF Somalia to enable them to maximise the efficient use
of the equipment they had available in the Horn of Africa.
Throughout my attachment I was to wear civilian clothes and to
become fully integrated with the SCF team. Personal security, travel
and accommodation arrangements were to be provided by SCF.
However in the event of extreme difficulty I was to contact the
Defence Attache in Nairobi, Yemen, Djibouti or Addis Ababa who
were aware of my mission.
To be truthful, I was excited as I reflected on my personal situation .
Alone, the 'British Army representative' in the Horn of Africa, with
a rather tenuous lifeline back to the military system.
Departure was on Wednesday 16 September 1992 from Heathrow
en route for Nairobi with approximately 70kg of additional 'hand
baggage' , consisting of assorted communications equipment for
Somalia. A day was spent in Nairobi viewing the SCF logistic base and
included a visit to the UN High Commission for Refugees (UN HCR).
This one day visit was most useful to experience the enormous logistic
problems involved in supporting Somalia, to receive an update on the
refugee situation and to identify alternative communications facilities,
should they be required .
·
Despite my 27 years service, having experienced some unpleasant
situations about the world, and more recently in Kuwait after
witnessing the aftermath of the air attack on the road to Basranothing had prepared me for what I was about to see!
THE OMALI PEOPLE AND ENVIRONMENT
The Somali people are a mixture of pastoral, agricultural and
nomadic tribes. A variety of animals including cattle, sheep, goats and
camels are raised throughout the region . However, the camel forms
the mainstay of their stock because of its ability to survive with little
water, to produce milk and meat, and also suitable to provide
transport when required. During the latter part of the 19th. Century
the Horn of Africa was partitioned into imperial zones of influence
by Britain, France and Italy. Despite their Islamic way of life the
influence of colonial occupation still exists today. Many Italian
designed buildings still stand (looted!) in the cities and large towns,
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while a surprising number of Somalis are able to speak all three
languages including Russian and Arabic.
All Somalis regard themselves as one nation subdivided into large
clan clusters, originally descended from the prophet Mohammed, and
although different dialects exist they speak one language. A clan may
range in size from a few thousand to several hundred thousand
members. A genealogical grid 'matrix' ties together the various
branches of the Somali nation and indicates the position that
individuals occupy within the total system. In short, an extremely
complex situation when attempting to resolve a seemingly simple
problem .
The media coverage portrays the Somali people to be dying in their
thousands due to the drought conditions. This is not correct.
Currently there is no drought in Somalia. Swollen rivers meander
through the bush from Ethiopia across Somalia towards the Indian
Ocean. The trees are green, the flowers are reds and yellows, even
much of the scrub in the countryside is green. However many water
holes have been fouled, blocked with rubble and detonated, and
therefore unsuitable for human consumption. The problem is rather
the violence and the civil war which has destroyed almost all the
normal sources of food. Gunmen take over any new drilling rigs and
water pumps for power and personal gain.
There is no market economy or infrastructure on which to rebuild
Somalia. Houses are looted daily, cars are looted or requisitioned if
left unattended. Anything that is transportable is removed at gun
point.

Somalia remains a nation of nomads
THE COMMUNICATIONS TASK
After negotiating customs clearance for my communications 'hand
baggage' I departed Nairobi for Mogadishu, arriving late afternoon
on Friday 18 September 1992. On arrival at Mogadishu West, one of
three airports approximately one hour from Mogadishu armed escorts
with AK47s and assorted Soviet weaponry ensured our safe transit.
My first task was to install a mobile HF transceiver into a vehicle
departing for Bardera early the next morning. With limited resources
the installation was completed in sufficient time to allow the new relief
support team to deploy as scheduled.
The SCF communication plan was based on HF radio between
Mogadishu, Nairobi and field relief support bases at Belet Huen,
Jalalaxi and Bardera. With additional VHF communications to
provide coverage for the local area at each base station and an
INMARSA T satellite tertninal in Mogadishu providing a telephone
and facsimile facility. Working distances ranged from lOOOkm
between Nairobi and Mogadishu, to 300km in the North and 350km
to the West. Somalia is totally 'de-regulated' therefore no control
exists. No authorised frequencies are available therefore frequency
piracy prevails with little coordination between the many relief
agencies based in Mogadishu.
Despite my advisory capacity it soon became evident that
responsibility for the provision, installation and repair of all
communications equipment would fall to me.
During the following two weeks I refitted HF and VHF ba e
stations, re-organised power ources and battery charging facilitie ,
replaced antennae systems, repaired satellite terminals and trained
radio users where appropriate. It became clear that some VHF
equipment had been purchased through United Kingdom sources,
built to European specification. The radios in question were suitable
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On my return to Mogadishu I continued to assist with day to day
communications requirements including establishing a VHF base
station in SCFs Mogadishu (North) warehouse and mobile
installation. This later proved to be extremely useful when
coordinating movements between Mogadishu North and South.
Whilst waiting for agreement to move to Hargesia I continued to assist
many other Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), without any
support or expertise to install an assortment of communications
equipment. Regrettably the ituation in Bardera deteriorated,
resulting in an evacuation of NGO personnel, which affected my
proposed visit to Hargesia.
It was clear that my month would rapidly expire before all tasks
were completed. An extension of a further week was granted, during
which time a replacement was found to continue with many
outstanding tasks. I handed over to WOl (YofS) Peter Barron in
Nairobi during 21/22 October 1992, prior to my departure to
Heathrow. The Yeoman has now returned to 14 Sig Regt after a
similarly rewarding and diverse attachment to SCF Somalia.
After a period of adjustment back into our 'safe, comfortable and
rich' lifestyle I thought it was essential to submit a brief account of
my experiences to HQ SCF. The report included recommendations
concerning future procurement, training, service support and (for all
you 'trafficators') communications security.
THE WAY FORWARD
It is easy to sit back after such an adventure and conveniently recall
pleasant memories, discarding the distressing and at times depressing
environment where countless hundreds of people, mainly women and
children died each day. The plight in Somalia has made a lasting
impression that will be difficult and morally wrong to forget. At the
time of writing the United Nations is about to agree to a massive
intervention force from the United States to ensure food is fairly
distributed throughout the region. Humanitarian aid to the people of
Somalia is not a 'quick fix' scenario that will go away overnight.
Donations will still be required to establish a longer term programme
of development, education and public health care, long after military
forces return home.

EXERCISE BALTIC QUADRANT
One crisp November 1992 morning while working towards
prepara1ion for a Regimental exercise, Lt Stu Moffat was 'ambushed'
by the CO, who mentioned, in passing comment, that it might be a
good idea to organise an expedition to St Petersberg, a marvellous
idea, too good to be true.
The weeks passed, no news, but then, guess who we bumped into.
You've guessed it! The mission was to take three yachts to St
Petersberg crewed by soldiers of the Regiment. Initially it was thought
there would be no problem, all that liad to be done was book three
boals, submit an ATFA and off they would go.
ATFAs were battled through and submitted in late November, only
to be refused on the grounds that MOD clearance would not be
granted for such an expedition, despite the lowering of the Iron
Curtain and the break up of the Soviet Union. As with all great plans
there was an alternative plan to go to Helsinki via Sweden.
The next problem that was encountered was that of qualified
personel. A determined effort had to be started to get members of the
Regiment away to get themselves qualified to RYA Competant Crew
standard. The Adventure Training Wing (ATW) at Kiel were very
helpful in giving places on courses at very short notice, this enabled
enough people to get qualified for the expedition to go ahead . The
problem of qualified skippers was not as easily overcome and
eventually they had to settle for two boats, meaning a maximum of
24 people could take part in the expedition.
The format of the expedition was to take the two boats up the east
coast of Sweden across the Sea of Aland to Finland, ending up in
Helsinki. A crew change would take place and the boats would be
sailed back along an opposite route, wind and weather permitting
calling in on Stockholm. The boats used were Quicksilver, the Corps'
yacht, and Cormorani, a Kiel Yacht Club Sigma 33.

Sail repairs carried out the intrepid adventurers set sail once more
into the sunrise not knowing what they would come up against next.
The itinerary for the expedition was quite full and had to be flexible
enough to be changed. The boats hopped up the Swedish coast, using
the best winds available to them, unfortunately they were not able to
reach Stockholm, they got up as far as the island of Sandhamn on the
outer edge of the Stockholm Archipelago. Next stop Finland.
Obviously when passage sailing there is a constant need to keep up
with supplies and repairs. To this end it is pointless coming into port
at 2200 after a day-night-day sail and expect to leave at 0530 the next
morning. The intrepid adventurers reached their first Finnish port,
Marienhamn on the island of Aland which is approximately half way
between Sweden and Finland. It is a very flat windswept island, with
a large town in the middle, which enabled the crews to re-supply and
muster their strength for what was to turn out a demanding couple of
days.
Between Aland and Finland there are literally thousands of tiny
islands, mostly uninhabited, but the odd one has some form of life on
it. Having perused the almanac a suitable place was found for a
stopover before the long slog to Helsinki. The island was called Uto.
As the boats rounded the final island before Uta, Sig Dickie Brass
mentioned the missile attack boat that was suddenJy looming out of
the mist towards them, closely followed by a customs launch. A one
way conversation followed and the boats followed the customs launch
to what seemed a Naval base, non of which were evident on the charts.
The Finnish Navy briefed the crews not to go more than lOOm in any
direction from the point at which they were berthed, otherwise they
would be liable to be shot. Not wishing an international incident this
early in the trip a decision was made to leave Uta early and crack on
to Helsinki.

r
New bush feeding station

for 'Ham' use on the 2 metre band (144-146 Mhz) and provided
insufficient frequency coverage for use in Somalia. These had to be
returned at additional cost for replacement 'chips' and reprogramming.
Many items of existing assets proved to be faulty due to 'wear and
tear', lack of maintenance or damaged as a result of unreliable power
plants. Repairs were carried out where possible in theatre, while other
Items were taken back to a dealer service agent, in Nairobi. It was
therefore thought essential to compile a list of additional equipment
to. supplement exi~g resou:~es. This new order was to provide; a
suita~le packet .radio capability between Mogadishu and Nairobi;
sufficient techrucal standby equipment at each location and a
complete HF/VHF installation, including antenna system and power
source, unpacked ready to deploy at short notice.
Deployment to Belet Huen, Jalalaxi and the majority of relief
stations was governed by aircraft movements and therefore subject to
delay. I was able to re0t the radio installation and power supply in
Belet Huen before movmg by road, a 6 or 7 hour journey to Jalalaxi.
The. resources available to me were sufficient to provide an HF base
stauon, erect an HF broadband dipole antenna and little more.

Sigs 'Stacey' Hoole and Williams
Captain Brian Greenwood at the Nairobi Office of the Save the
Children Fund prior to his departure
If asked about my reasons for volunteering to help SCF I would say

that my appetite for adventure had been satisfied, the 'cherry' had
been well and truly bitten, and the realisation that for many years I
had been wrong regarding Foreign Aid. Perhaps Somalia, like Sudan
and Ethiopia before, is a special case? Long term aid is needed no
matter how little actually gets through to the people who need it.

Please buy a copy of your Corps Magazine-£1.30 per issue: £7.80 per annum.
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Life on the ocean waves?
LEG 1
After nearly nine months of planning the Leg l crew got away under
the guidance of Capt Andy Watts AAC, on what had to be the hottest
day of the year. After what had to be described as an uncomfortable
journey they arrived in Kiel to take over the boats, and prepare for
the coming weeks.
The first morning can only be described as idyllic for sailing, plenty
of sunshine, a steady force 3 just abaft the beam, which meant that
the first port of call, Rodby, could be reached easily. It is bard 10
think of a better introduction to sailing.
.
.
The real tester came on the third night, in fact the first rught sail.
A sudden squall hit both boats, knocking both of them over t<? the
spreaders, winds measured force 9 across the deck, the crews quickly
shortened canvas and waited for the weather to ease, Sig Torbitt was
sure he saw 'the Grim Reaper' go by on a surf board. The squall
knocked all of the electronic equipment out for a few hours, the GPS
Navigation system did not work for a good 12 hours afterwards. The
boats eventually arrived in Kalmar for a well deserved rest, the ere~
were surprised how much a night sail takes out of you, and by this
stage they all agreed that sailing could be a bit more adventurou. than
they all thought, especilly Pte Cheryll Warde who turned a bghter
shade of green.
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The two boats left Uto in good spirits for the final leg into Helsinki,
then all chat was left to do was 10 clean the boats up and hand them
over to the second ]eg who were arriving in Helsinki by Ferry to sail
the boats back.
All in all the first leg was a very enjoyable sail, a total of 749Nm
were covered in distance and wind speeds varying from nothing to
force 9 in squalls were encountered . Both boats crew would agree it
was very adventurous and all were looking forward to a few days R
& R in Helsinki, all credit must go to Sig Eck Cowan who overcame
an alrnightly fear of the sea to get this far. Well done Eck!

LEG 2
The crew for Leg 2 departed Herford on 21 August 1992 by coach
which took them to Travemude to catch the Finnjet Ferry to Helsinki.
The trip on the ferry was enjoyed by all and set the right mood for
the rest of the expedition. LCpl Faz Farrow and Sig Stacey Hoole
eventually turned up as the boat docked with two local girls claiming
a new era in Anglo-Finnish relacions. The Leg 1 crew had prepared the
boats for handover as soon as Leg 2 had arrived and the boats were
taken over straight away. The crews unpacked and settled in on board.
The next day was spent getting u ed to some nautical terms, the crews
were then let loose for some serious sight seeing. Helsinki is a
beautiful capital city dominated by water and islands characteri ed
for its Neo-classical buildings. (That wa straight out of a Touri I
Brochure.)
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fler a very wet , tay in the mo t northerly of the candinavian
cap11al the bCl3t · et off in fog for a small island called Barosund. Tl~e
fog seemed to get thicker and the fog horn more frequent. As 1s
norm 1 \\'ith fog there wa no wind ,.-~d the 'Ste_el <?enoa' h~d to be
witched on. Barosund is in the midctle of the Fmrush, Ar~h1pelago,
nd required ome advanced na\igation to get us there mamly m the
form of, tagellan GP . The sea was glas like for the majority ?f the
day but two ferociou squall hit, stoppin~ both boat~ dead m the
water hail and snow bombarded down which made bemg on deck a
painf~I affair, after a day weaving through the rocks and admiring the
cemc beauty of Finland a well de erved rest was needed. The squalls
left people in no doubt to what lay ahead.
The ailing eason had come to an end and no other boats were seen
on the water. The harbour in Barosund was empty and it was the last
night of the eason before they do ed up shop for the year. The owner
kindly offered to fire up his sauna free of charge and kept the bar
open. The only other inhabitants on Barosund were three very drunk
Finn who were very friendly, especially to Lt Stu Moffat, who they
thought was their long lost cou in who had come back from the sea,
de pite not being able to speak a word in Finnish: They ~azed u~ all
with their nautical prowess, they could steer their boats m a straight
line, however, walking was a different matter. When morning br?ke
it was found that they had left six freshly shot duck, a very kmd
ge ture indeed, except nobody liked duck.
.
The winds for the second leg were always on the nose as the wmds
are predominantly South-Westerly at this time of year, which meant
that the boats were always do e hauled or on a fine reach, not exactly
the most comfortable points of sail. The weather forecast from
Baro und was favourable and it was decided to make the most of it
and go for Stockholm or bust with a stopover for a quick meal and
to get ome fresh supplies. The best place to stop was Hanko which
i really the last mainland pore before Stockholm, all the others being
islands.
After stocking up with fresh rations both boats set off for
Stockholm with imminent gale warnings. Just as both boats left the
harbour a Finnish customs launch screamed across the bows ordering
them back to port, it followed that the boats had not cleared customs
properly and they were happy to show the skippers the correct
procedure for Finland. They explained that they have had a lot of
problems with refugees from the Baltic states illegally entering Finland
by boat, after proving that we had no ties with Russia at all they let
us on our way.
As the boats left the customs harbour it was obvious that the wind
had picked up a bit, and being late at night it was decided to put two
reefs in the main and the No 1 jib up, even with this reduced sail area
the boats still cracked on at 6 knots. The rest of the trip to Stockholm
was interspersed with gale warnings and the wind stayed a steady force
7 on the nose which meant lots of tacks and very uncomfortable
sleeping when off shift.
One thing that was very impressive was the speed at which the watch
system was implemented and ran, it normally takes a few days for it
to take shape and run smoothly, all credit must go to the crews for
this, the majority of whom were novice and this was not the nicest
tart to their sailing lives, Sig 'Nav' Elliot was the star of the trip with
his 'Biscay Specials'.
It took the best part of three days and nights to reach Stockholm
and it was decided that R & R would be taken there in mid trip.
Stockholm is a beautiful city, and three days does not really do it any
justice at all. The boats were berthed up by the Wasa museum. The
museum contains an old ship that sunk on her maiden voyage, which
has almost been completely restored. Although she is a little older
than the Mary Rose she makes the same look like driftwood collected
by a beachcomber their stories are remarkably similar.
The crews said a sad farewell to Stockholm, heading south through
the archipelago, which meant that two bridges that needed raising
needed to be passed under. A quick call on the VHF to the Sodertalje
bridge told the boats that all was not well, the bridge was closed until
midnight that night. Luckily there was an alternative route with no
bridges, .-hich meant a deviation from the itinerary.
The new route was very scenic, but not really sailable due to the
canal being very narrow. Once open water was reached they found
them elves in the middle of a one tonne yacht race, a discussion
ensued and the merits of local knowledge in this sort of event were
being knocked about when an almightly crunch was heard, oi.e of the
racing yachts had run aground. A glance at the charc showed that it
was the only rock, and was clearly marked by a Northerly Cardinal.
They continued on their way, leaving the crew of the stranded boat
clinging to the end of the boom, trying to reduce the draught and float
the boat off, all in vain. Local knowledge was not trusted after that.
The owner probably shed enough tears to float the yacht off in the
end.
The boat stopped at ynashamn for a quick rest before cracking
on for Kalmar, Kalmar is dominated by its bridge over the estuary,
and is quite an amazing sight, the Swedes and the Danes have this
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thing about big bridges. The boats moored up outside the local
nightclub in Kalmar, which cheered the crew up.
Sig Gus Greener w~s heaved aboard and the boats. set. sail once
more. Obviously the mght before had got to the crews thmkmg matter
as they hoi ted the No 2 Genoa upside down, this was soon rectified
and sailing begun once more. The next 40 hours at sea proved to be
the roughest and most testing of the trip winds of force 9 were
recorded over the deck and very rough seas, if you have sailed the
Baltic before when its rough it is particularly horrible due to the short
distance between the waves. Tli.e boats arrived in Ronne on the island
of Bornholm at around midnight in a hail storm.
After the weather over the previous days it was decided to stay in
Bornholm for two nights to enable the crew to recover. Bornholm is
a beautiful island that is Danish by nationality but closer to Poland
thus it has suffered with an influx of refugees. The Danish Marines
al o use it for training, as luck would have it they were in town on R
& R. lt can only be said that the town was a little more colourful than
usual. Whilst in Ronne a foresail from the Sigma had to be repaired by
the local sail maker, he failed miserably, when the sail was hoisted two
of the hanks that had previously gone unnoticed were on their last
threads, alas it was felt that it could not be used .
The boats set off for Kiel under yet another gale warning, they were
becoming routine but they were still respected. After six hours at sea
both boats were down to three reefs making good if lumpy progress.
During the night the wind veered round el_lough to fly the spinnaker,
it showed the novice crews another aspect of sailing.
As Kiel light loomed in the mist toward them, there was a feeling
of sadness and relief, as it brought it home that the expedition had
almost finished. All that remained to be done when they arrived at
Kiel was to clean the boats and hand them over, which was completed
in the usual soldier like fashion.
Leg 2 sailed a total distance of 797Nm with a total of 54 night hours
and winds varying from force 1 to force 9. The overall distance sailed
was l ,546Nm, which is halfway across the Atlantic if you look at it
relatively.
In summary Ex Baltic Quadrant was enjoyed by everyone who took
part in it. Many new friendships were forged, and it showed that
sailing is not available to the rich and famous, as the facilities in the
Army are wide and always readily available.
On a final note, thanks must go to our sponsors, O'Girkes Travel,
Volvo Germany, London Fashions, and all those who donated to the
'Sponsored Car Wash'.

MALAYSIAN ROYAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
40tb ANNIVERSARY
On the 15 November 1992 the Malaysian Royal Signal Regiment
celebrated the 40th Anniversary of its formation at Sugne Besi Camp
Four contingents were on parade with the band of the Royal
Armoured Corps. Past and present members of the Regiment
gathered to watch the parade. Among the spectators was Capt Dick
Whltington, who left the Corps in 1973 and, after service in Malaysia
and his career with Racal, finally retired this year.
At 0830 hrs the parade commenced with the arrival of Brig Jen Dato
Ahmed Bin Ibrahim, Chief of Signals. Traditionally the parade is
commanded by the most recently promoted Lieutenant Colonel of the
Regiment, in this instance Lt Col Haji Kamaruddin Bin Haji Sakhari.
The drill was, as always, immaculate. Despite the threatening skies the
rain held off and by 0945 hrs we gathered for makan. The
conversation turned to the remainder of the 40th Anniversary
celebrations, the ladies guest night and the Signal Masters Golf.

THE BRAEMAR GATHERING
Report by Capt L. Wood, 2 Sig Regt
Early last summer I received an invitation to take a team of
sprinters to the 1992 Braemar Gathering to contest one of the
highlights of the event~the Inter-Services Invitation Medley Relay
Race. This race, like all the running events at Braemar, is run on a
grass track about 300m in circumference and which roughly resembles
a warped 50 pence piece in shape-a far cry from the perfect surface
and accurate dimensions of the international-standard athletics track
on which we are used to training and competing!
For those taking part, however, the rigours of the event are easily
outweighed by the brilliant atmosphere in which the Gathering takes
place. Surrounded by the beautiful purple-heather-clad Grampian
mountains, the arena is capable of holding around 18,000 spectators
and is invariably packed to capacity with visitors from all over the
world by early afternoon. The events begin early in the day and
continue non-stop for at least eight hours. 'Light' events include all
the running events and some field events such as the running high
leap, running long leap, and hop step and jump, all of which we see
in not too dis~imilar form on our televisions. The 'heavy' events,
which bear s.:ant resemblance to amateur athletics field events, attract
as competitors monsters from around the globe and involve throwing
a variety of missiles e.g. 22lbs hammer standing throw, 28lbs stone,
28lbs weight for distance, 56lbs weight over bar one-handed for
height, and of course an assortment of cabers, the largest of which is
the Braemar caber at 19ft 9ins and 132lbs. It is not widely known
outside Scotland that although strength is an essential requirement for
caber tossing the event is judged on technique-the thrower must first
ensure that the caber turns over and falls away from his position, but
the winning caber is not the one which travels the farthest but that
which is judged to have landed nearest to the ' 12 o'clock' position.
The above forms only a part of the day's proceedings. Colourful
and traditional Scottish activities also continue non-stop. Pipe music
is everywhere- pipe bands compete in the arena for the Braemar
Championship Shield, solo players display their talents for the judges
on three separate platforms outside the main arena, whilst pipers also
accompany the Scottish country dancing which continues throughout
the day. This whole marvellous spectacle generates a unique
atmosphere to which is added a buzz of anticipation as the time
approaches for the arrival of the Royal party from nearby Balmoral
Castle.
The Royal party included HM The Queen, HM Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother, HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, and HRH The
Prince Edward. The competitors entered the arena. Price of place
among these is taken by the final of the Inter-Services Medley Relay.
Teams for this event consisted of four runners, the first runner
covering half a lap of the track, the second and third runners running
a full lap, whilst the anchor man completes half a lap. Teams from
all three services and the United States forces are reduced to five
finalists in earlier heats, amongst them this year was the 2 Sig Regt
team who had cruised to a leisurely but safe second place in their heat
but who had drawn the worst possible lane for the final. In a race in
which a good start is vital the tension which the lead runners
experience is made almost unbearable by the hush of anticipation as
the spectators wait for the crack of the starter's pistol.
First away for 2 Sig Regt was Sig Rob White, a sprinter who has
matured considerably since appearing for 21 Sig Regt in last year's
event. Despite having the added burden of running 'blind' in the
outside lane Rob ran a brilliant leg, and a smooth hand-over to Cpl
Carl Richardson saw Carl with a two metre advantage as the runners
broke from the take-over box to vie for the inside position.
Richardson's polished, loping stride belies his natural speed and
despite the high quality of the chasing pack the lead remained on
completion of his 300m stint. Another good baton change saw LCpl
'JTM' Smith sail from the box with a good lead going into the third
leg. Smith too is a talented runner and he will certainly progress much
further as a middle distance runner once he grasps the nettle and
knuckles down to a strict training programme. At Braemar he was
fresh from a successful track season with a string of victories at 800m,
1500m, and 4 x 400m relay behind him, and he easily maintained his
lead, leaving only a smooth hand-over and a good anchor leg

necessary to ensure a prestigious victory for the 2 Sig Regt runners.
Cpl Trev McSween would be the first to admit that his future lies more
with decathlon than with sprinting, but he is no mean sprinter
nonetheless, and a sense of occasion joined forces with a surge of
adrenalin as he sped round the lush turf of Braemar's unique arena,
and helped him to stretch the gap between himself and his pursuers by
the time he crossed the finish line, allowing 2 Sig Regt to record a
decisive victory against strong opposition on the Regiment's debut at
Braemar.
Without doubt the whole Braemar 'experience' makes this event an
occasion to remember for all who participate, while for the winners
there is the satisfaction of having beaten all-comers; but to only one
individual falls a singular honour. Cpl Trev Mcsween is an all-round
athlete who trains and competes with total commitment. He
represented his Regiment and the Army at long jump, high jump,
hurdles and decathlon during 1992, and also appears regularly for
Regiment and Corps on the football field. For his dedication to the
true spirit of sport he was chosen by the team manager to accept the
coveted Challenge Shield from The Queen.

Cpl Trev Mcsween receiving the Challenge Shield from The
Queen
The formalities completed it was time to savour the taste of victory
and to talk of returning to defend the title next year, before reluctantly
setting off on the long journey home.
The Scottish highland region is unquestionably one of the most
beautiful and hospitable places in the world, and anyone planning a
trip there in early September could find no better evidence of that than
at the Braemar Gathering. To whet the appetite of would-be travellers
or to bring a taste of nostalgia to expatriate Scots this report condudes
with a short quiz.
• Who was Member of Parliament for Dundee from 9 May 1908
until 15 November 1922?
• In April 1933 a motorist made a sighting which put a certain part
of Scotland on the map. What and where?
• If you flick through the pages of a Scottish phone book and find
the following exchanges-Ancrum, Camptown, Greenlaw, LiUiesleaf and Morebattle-which area are you in?
• Who was world motor racing champion in 1969, 1971 and 1973?
• Her real name is Marie McDonald Lawrie. The first pop group she
sang with was 'The Gleneagles'. She had an American number one
hit but never reached number one in the UK, although she sang the
British entry in the 1969 Eu.rovision Song Contest. Who is she?
• Who described smoking as : 'A custom loathsome to the eye,
hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to the lungs,
and in the black stinking fume thereof, nearest resembling the
horrible Stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless'?
Answers on page 14.
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H ROYA
IGNALS PARACHUTE DISPLAY TEAM,
YPRU PARACHUTE CHAMPlONSHIPS
pl Dan Robson OC Team RSt;T, Capt George Devine, 31 Sig
Regt (\1, WOl (Fof ) Mick Cooper, 36 Sig Regt (V), SSgt (PSI) John
William , 35 ig Regt (V) Sgt Phil Raven, Team S(~ T/BPA Instr,
Tandem Master RSDT Cpl Dan Bailie, 9 Sig Regt Cpl Jackie Hide,
16 Sig Regt/
ig Regt Cpl John Craven, RSDT Eddy Smerdon,
R OT Max Hurd, 30 Sig Regt LCpls Stew Burton, 14 Sig Regt Ian
utton, RSDT John Perkins, 71 Sig Regt (V) Debbie Pryor CPC and
Mi Tracey Veal, Ip wich PC.
upporters: Mrs heila Cooper, Miss Emma Cooper and Mrs
nnette Williams.
Early on 8 ovember 1992, skydivers from all over the Corps met
at Luton Airpon with Y. ton of parachuting equipment, swimwear,
and un cream for our flight to Larnaca. A 4 hour flight and into our
waiting vehicle .
Monday morning everyone set off for the Drop Zone (DZ) for Docs
and Equipment check, and then the work commenced. Cpls Jackie
Hide, Max Hurd and LCpl Ian Sutton required their CAT 10 dives,
Cpl J. C. Craven required his WARP 3 dive, LCpl Stew Burton
needed to complete his Square Canopy Familiarisation (FAMS), and
Miss Tracey Veal needed to change from Round to Square Canopies.
So with assistance from the rest of the team these tasks were
attempted, much to the amusement of every one else.
Tuesday morning began with what was to be a familiar 0630 hrs
start. Capt Dave Robson and Sgt Phil Raven then set about sorting
the Team into their competition teams. The Royal Signals senior team
(The Priapismics), consisted of Capt Dave Robson, W02 Mick
Cooper, Sgt Phil Raven and LCpl John Perkins, and the Royal
Signal ' intermediate team (The Chubins) consisted of Capt George
Devine, SSgt John Williams, Cpls Dave BaUie and Eddy Smerdon,
made up our two 4 way relative work teams (four persons falling
relative to each other making formations (not)). The rest of the team
members, in sportsman-like fashion assisted others teams, to enable
them to partake in the competition. Then on to our accuracy teams,
(people trying to land on a pin head) Royal Signals 'A' (senior) Capt
George Devine, W02 Mick Cooper, Sgt Phil Raven and LCpl John
Perkins. Royal Signals 'B' (senior) Capt Dave Robson, Cpls Dave
Bailie, Eddy Smerdon and LCpl Ian Sutton. Royal Signals 'C'
(intermediate) SSgt John Williams, Cpls J. C. Craven, Jackie Hide
and Max Hurd, the remaining members entered as individuals in their
respective categories.
Training over the next week was intense as we prepared ourselves
for the competition, but morale was always on a high with the likes of
Capt George Devine swooping down and kissing the unsuspected,
SSgt John Williams being given a bum spot and going for it (what a
wheeze), Cpl Jackie Hind deciding to throw her reserve handle away
at 12,000ft (good call) and WOl Mick Cooper who's happier to wear
his canopy around him when he's at 3,500ft (apparently he was cold)
(that's what you get for doing CRW). The weekend (Sunday) break
couldn't come round fast enough, the memories of trooping around
Larnaca town in the pouring rain, craving for a full Sunday breakfast
will stay with us for years (a high point of the trip).
The competition was bard and fast, six rounds of RW and six
rounds of accuracy, dirt dive, up, jump, land, pack, re-din dive
became the order for the days to follow, the weather held until the
final ~ay i~ ~bich we were blown out. And so they called it a day, just
the pnze-g1vmg and the customary party to go.

Final Position:
The Priapismics
6th Senior team 4 way RW
The Chubins
3rd Intermediate team 4 way RW
Royal Signals 'A'
3rd Senior accuracy team
1st Intermediate accuracy team
Royal Signals 'C'
LCpl Ian Sutton
2nd Individual intermediate accuracy
3rd Individual intermediate accuracy
Cpl Dave Bailie
LCpl Stew Burton 3rd Individual novice accuracy
In all the team collected 17 medals and one trophy, everyone on the
team picking up at least one hard earned medal, sorry everyone except
the team OC ... (sorry, I had to get that one in).
Achievements
W02 Mick Cooper 1st cut away
Cpl Max Hurd
CATIO
LCpl Ian Sutton
CAT 10 and a DC
Cpl John Craven
WARP 4
Cpl Jackie Hide
WARP 9 and 1st reserve ride
LCpl Stew Burton !st square jump
Miss Tracey Veal
!st square jump and CAT 8
Thanks
Cyprus Parachute Club (and Dixie the CCI) for hosting the event.
662 Sig Tp for accommodation and admin support (and Eddy) . 9 Sig
Regt for the transportation (and Dave). Alex for help with our flight
tickets (hope the leg gets better). Our supporters club, wives,
girlfriends, boyfriends, lovers, many thanks for all your support. And
to all units which released and allowed their Skydivers to represent the
Corps team.
CONGRATULATIONS
To LCpl Ian Sutton and LCpl Debbie Pryor on the announcement
of their engagement.
At last it was cime for us to collect our belongings and catch our
flight to Luton where we bade each other farewell.
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OHICERS
DECEMBER 1992

Rank and Name
Lt Col A. B. Gould
Lt Col J . M. Sweetman
Lt Col G. D. Birch
Maj A. J, Clark
Maj N. J , Corbin
Maj N. D Couch .
Maj A. T . Evans ..
Maj E. M. Flint ..
Maj S. D. Galpin ..
Maj N. W. Gill , ,
Maj E. Heritage . .
Maj R. G, !.. Hill .
Maj B. M. M. Jack"°n
Maj A. W. James.
Maj M. P . Llewellyn
Mai A J. Madsen
Maj A. W. T. McComb
Maj R . G. Nicholson
Maj D. F Palmer .,
Maj K. K. W. Parso s
Maj R. A. f. ReynolJs
Maj J . Rowley
..
Maj A. Russell
Maj R . J . Sanders ..
Maj P.R. Towers.
Maj C. H . Turner ..
Maj I. D. Westerman
Capt R M. Beebee
Capt P. J. Beynon ..
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
Capt M. S. Coleman
Capt S. Grlmmitt . ,
Capt L. R. Harvey .,
Capt G. Hearn
..
Capt D. A. 0 . Holmes
Capt A. P. Hudson
Capt L. S. Lawton ..
Capt S. K. Macrostie
Capt J. E. Richardson
Capt J. J. Stanley ..
Capt S. J. Vickery ..
Capt T. C. Wadcy . .
Capt S. G. Watoon
Capt L. Wood
..
Lt M. J, Hanby ..
Lt D. Wild ..
..
2Lt R. C . Chalmers

Unit lo which posted
..

DOES (A)
ES 31 DOES (A)
DGPS (A)
Higher Education Centre (Germany)
HQ BAOR/BRSC
ACDS (OR) Land Systems
D LOG IS (A)
AUS (Prog)
32 Sig Regt (V) (HS Retirement)
DOAE (AE)

DGSTI
HQ UKLF
HQ Scotland/ I AFHQ
IS Sig Regt
DSS (AD)

cos
..
.•

..
..

..

Defence Research Agency
HQ Int Co rps Depot & Centre
The Royal School of Signals
DCIS (A)
43 (Wessex) Bde/7 Regional AFHQ
ACDS (CIS)
241 Sig Sqn
School of Inf Warminster
DG POL &SP
DSS (AD)
ACDS (O R) Land Systems
241 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
Queen's Div Dep
The Royal School of Signals
37 Sig Regt (V)
28 Sig Rcgt
S AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216) Para)
39 Sig Reg! (V)
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
l Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
S AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216 Para)
DG POL& SP
2 Sig Regt
2 Sig Regt
Queen's Div Dep
JCUFl (A£)
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

JANUARY 1993

The Team

MR TONY WILLIAMS

~r Tony Williams, a professional and technical officer covering th~ 160 W~es Brigade Area with Signal Works Services (SW), 241 Sig Sqn
~eurhedCon 31 December 1992 after more than 43 years Government Service of which 37 years were with Digna! Works Services and National Service

mt e orps.
To mark the occasion a gee-together was held on 14 December when a presentation of a Royal Signals cut glass decanter a clock and a watch
was made by the staf~ from Pe_mbroke, ~astlemartin, Sennybridge and Donnington offices.
'
Ad hikeen ~fateur radio enthus1.ast (~ll Sign GB2FBR) and a member of RSARS he is looking forward to pursuing these interests. We wish him
wt e Anne happy days m retirement.
an
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Rank and Name

Unit to which posted

Lt Col R. M. Crombie
Lt Col K. J . Hadfield ..
Lt Col T. E . M. Richardson
Lt Col R. P . Shiner
Lt Col J. T . Smith
Lt Col J. C. Young
,.
Maj B. J . Barton-Ancliffe
Maj I. K. Bucklow
Maj G, D. Corbet
Maj S. C . Dexter . ,
Maj C . P. Donaghy
Maj P. H. Eaton ..
Maj l. R . fie lder ..
Maj P. J . Filby ..
Maj M. D. Fogg ..
Maj l. Foxley
Maj S. D. Galpin
Maj T. J . Gigg ..
Maj R. J. Good ..
Maj D. A . Hargreaves
Maj T. J. Hendren
Maj G. A . James
Maj J. S. H, Johnson
Maj K. A. Jones ..
Maj A. E. Kendall
Maj C. R. Lawrence
Maj l. W. Mackenzie
Maj 0 , R. Mason
.,
Maj S. J. May
Maj 0. J . McNeill
Maj E. A. Newnham
Maj R. C. Offord
Maj A . P. R. Robem ..
Maj F. P. Roberts
Maj M. N. Robinson
Moj R. J. Steed ..
Maj D. M . Steele
Maj R. F. Strawbridge . ,
Maj P . C. J. Taylor
Maj J. A. Terrington
Maj J. E. Thomas
Maj R. G . Vale ..
Maj P . G. Walker
Maj D. J. Whilby
Maj C. J . Whittaker
Maj K. G. Wilson
Maj A. J, Wood , .
Cap! A. J. Allman

Queens Gurkha Signals
SHAPE Staff (BAE)
RMCS Shrivenharn
DCIS (A)
DOGWLS
SUC Attache The Hague
HQ E Dist
RMCS Shrivenham
Defence Research Agency
Queens Gurkha Signals
30 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Dept of AG
RMCS Shrivenham
7 Sig Regt
Staff College
242 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
RMCS Sbrivenham
19 Inf Bde HQ and Si~ Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
HQ BAOR/ BRSC
DSS (AD)
RMCS Shrivenham
l Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
HQ AFCENT (ASG/CRSG)
30 Sig Regt
2S9 Sig Sqn
DOA£ (AE)
HQ BAOR/ BRSC
DSS (AD)
16 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
IS Sig Regt
HQ Multinational Div
MS
30 Sig Regt
4 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn (AMf(L))
Depot I J Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
HQ BAOR/BRSC
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
DCIS (Al
HQ UKSC (Fwd)
Depot 11 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
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Capt G. A. Atkinson
Capt D. J , M. Bizley
Capt J. E. Body ..
Capt J, R. C. Bunce
..
Capt A. H . Campbell-Black
Capt M. S. C..tle-Smith
Capt E. A. Davis
Capt C . Dowie
Capt I. G. Favager
Capt R. r. Giles . ,
Capt P. J . Holliday
Capt l. Hooper .
Cap! D. B. Hudson
Capt P. F. Johnson
Capt G. C. McAvoy
Capt S. E. J. Parry
Capt S. R. Renfrey
Capt R. G . C . Sparshatt
Capt A. D. Sykes
Capt J. Turner . .
Capt D . I. Whimpenny ..
Capt K. Whitehead
Lt A. J. Chessum
LIP. F. Wood ..
LI S. S. M. Youngson ..
2Lt L. J. H. Cullen

33 Sig Regt (V)
16 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
HQ UKLF
Hjgher Education Centre (Germany)
Defence Research Agency
SVC Adviser Pakistan
608 Sig Tp
Exch Offr Cdn I Sig Rcgt
HQ 48 Gurkha Inf Bde
HQ BRIGNEPAL
RMAS
8 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
242 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
DG Pol & SP
RMCS Shrivenham
The Royal School of Signals
9 Sig Regt
71 Sig Regt (V)
RMCS Shrivenham
I Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
30 Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

WOs AND SNCOs
DECEMBER 1992

Rank and Name
WOI 0. N. F. Knight ..
WOI (FofS) A. M. Sulivan
A/WO! K. J. Leighton . .
A/WOI B. J. Spiers
W02 C. Alexander
..
W02 (YofS) G. Blonde! ..
W02 P . J . Charles
..
W02 (YofS) M. W. Dawson
W02 G. T. Dewar
..
W02 A. S. Dos Martyrcs
W02 A. N. Ficek
W02 M. P. McGrath
W02 S. Mullen . .
..
W02 (YofS) P. J . Stoddart
W02 S. M. Toms
..
..
W02 (FofS) S. G. P. Whiteford
AIW02 J . Richards
..
A/W02 P. W. K. Sixsmith
SSgt P . Atkinson ..
SSgt J. S. Black ..
gt L. J. Brice ..
SSgt C. L. Brown
SSgt R. W . Forshaw
SSgt A. B. Hilborn
SSgt C. M. Maye
SSgt J. M. O'Connor
Sgt A. J. Anderson
Sgt A. 0. Baughan
Sgt K. W. Baxter ..
Sgt M. A. Baxter ..
Sgt S. Cherry
..
Sgt R. A. Collins ..
Sgt M. J . Cumiskey
Sgt R. f. Duffield
Sgt M. R. Flathcr
Sgt S. E. Gallagher
Sgt S. M. Griffiths
Sgt M. E. Howard
Sgt M. J. Hughes
Sgt G. L. Huthart
Sgt S. Johnson
Sgt S. R. Kelly ..
Sgt M. R. Langton
Sgt S. L. Martwich
Sgt K. C. McGirr
Sgt M. Meaden ..
Sgt G. Murray
.,
Sgt G. C. Norris . .
Sgt C. C. Pcdcrick
Sgt . J . Preston
Sgt K. R. Quinn ..
SRI w. E. Redman
Sgt P. C. RidlinJ!IOn
..
Sgt S. Tail
Sgt D. C. Torrance
Sgl I . Unsworth ..
Sgt P. R. Watson
A/Sg1 A. S. Costello
A/Sgt T . A. Henry
A/Sgt M. C. W. Payne

Unit to which posted
14 Sig Rcgt
HQ BAOR

DAMA
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Rcgt
63 Sig Sqn (V)
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
II Sig Rcgt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
IS Sig Rcgt
BOS Washington
16 Sig Rcgt
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Regt
216 Sig Sqn (Para)
31 Sig Regt (V)
JCUFI
The Royal School of Signals
RMAS
321 EOD (COY)
662 Sig Tp
242 Sig Sqn (Balado Bridge)
22.S Sig Sqn
l Royal Irish
31 Sig Regt (V)
Queens Gurkha Sig Regt
UXNDA THATCHAM
11 Sig Rcgt Depot Tp
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
8 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
HQ I, (BR) Corps
Queens Gurkha Sig Rcgt
242 Sig Sqn (Balado Bridge)
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp
16 Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt
2 Royal Anglian
16 Sig Regt
l Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
242 Sig Sqn (Balado Bridge)
22S Sig Sqn
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
RAF Mt Pl<asant
13 Si2 RClll
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
34 Sig Regt (V)
3S Sig Regt (V)
16 Sig Regt
30 Sig Reg1
AA Coll Harrogate
JSSU Fl
I Kings Own Border
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Rank and Name

Unit to which posttd

WO l (FofS) W. P . tockdale
A/WOI S. R. Buxton ..
A/WOI (YofS) P. M. Curley
W02 D. A. M. Bennett
W02 (FofS) S. G. Bibby
W02 H, J. Douglas
W02 A. N. Fleck

21 Sig Rcg1
71 ig Rcgt (V)
2 Sig Regt
662 Sig Tp
SA GCOM
9 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt

..

9

WO. (Yo ) I. C. Gascoigne •
) S. A. !'.lcE.lrea•ey
2 (Y
·02 T. G. forri y ••
\\ 02 (Ye> ) D. • Prinoe
'02 J. Robertson
02 .. p Samm
'02 (Yo ) S. P. Sutton
W02 R Taylor
•
1W02 A J. Bottomley
'02 "4 . D. 1.:cnnedy
..
W02 {Yof"S) C. J. Mon1&omery
W02 \I Toner
gt l. K Alcock
gt B. J. .\luander
t
Carr
t R C. Oair
gt D. R. Clark ..
gt I Coo
..
1 P .. Edon .•
.•
t (F ofS) G. I. Edwards
t P . GiUcspie ..
t G. A. Hitchen
gt {Yof"S) J.C. J. Hughes
gt R. S. Lewis ..
gt !\>! . J . McKenno
at R C. MUiiins
..
gt (Fof"S) J . M . O sborne
gt D. R. Preston
gt S. J . Reeve ..
gt E. C. Ridley
gt R. A. no w ..
gt • J . Stonier
gt J. T. Summers
SSgt . T. Thomas
gt (Fors) S. Ward le ..
SSgt (Fof"S) R. C. Windows
gt S. York
..
gt P . A. Archibald
gt G. S. Bennett
Sgt f . R. Buchan
Sgt C. M. Chee.man
Sgt R. Cowb urn ..
Sgt G. Croudance
gt C. Cullington
Sgt E. M. Dwyer ..
Sgt D. B. Ed li n ..
Sgt S. M. Elliott ..
Sgt D. W. Evans ..
Sgt • G . Fletcher
Sgt M. Gear
Sgt K. T . German
Sgt I. M. Grubb ..

IS I& Regt

9 Sig Regt

4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
rhc Royal School of Signals
14 is Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
The Royal School or ':i1gnal
30 ig Regt
9 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
37 Sig Regt M
S Inf Bdc HQ & ig Sqn
J.4 Sig Regt (V)
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
633 Sig Tp
1 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sis Regt
Comm & Sy G p (UK)
16 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
11 Sig Bde
S Sig Regt
3 UK Div HQ & Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
The Royal School o f Signals
16 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
S Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt (V)
HQ AFNORT H
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
2S9 Sig Sqn
11 Ord Bn
242 Sig Sqn (Balado Britlge)
JCU {NI)
NCS Latina
14 Sig Regt
HQ BAOR
243 Sig Sqn
22S Sig Sqn
2S l Sig Sqn (FSS Cold blow Lane)
The Royal School of Signals
JCU (N I)
39 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
3 UK Div HQ & Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt

DEATHS
Archer-Capt W. B. Archer-died 17 April 1992.
Baker-F. Baker-served 1939-46-died 26 November 1992.
Barnes-Sig A.H . Barnes-served 1938-46-died 19 September 1992.
Brown-Maj J. I. G. Brown-served 1941-46-died 11January1993.
Crawford-Brig H. . Crawford MBE, DL-served 1927-49-died
31 December 1992.
Field-Capt A. L. Field MC and Bar-served 1940-46-died June
1992.
Kavanagh-Maj J. Kavanagh-died 24 October 1992.
Lee-Maj P. G. M. Lee TD-served 1934-60-died 14 December
1992.
McMahon-Maj M. D. McMahon-served 1951-85-died 16
December 1992.
Parkes-Maj W. H. H. Parkes-served 1945-81-died 21 January
1993.
Reed-Maj A. A. J . Reed- died 10 May 1992.
Self-Capt G. S. Self-served 1939-46-died 11 January 1993.
Westerman-Maj J. F. C. Westerman-died 21 November 1992.

OBITUARIES
Bastow-James Bastow. Affectionately known as Danny he joined
the Army in 1942 and trained as a wireless operator and was then
accepted for airborne training in the newly formed Airborne
Forces. He joined I AB Div Sig Regt and saw service in North
Africa and Italy and later in Holland . After the war Danny ran a
very successful business . He became a member of the Arnhem
Veterans Club, Middlesex Regiment OCA and the Parachute
Regimental Association . He was a loyal and hard working member
of East Kent and Thanet Branches RSA serving as a Committee
Member, Vice Chairman and Chairman. In these activities he was
upponed by his wife Angie. Danny died on 30 December 1992
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Sgt C. J. Haigh ..
Sgt S. Hamilton ..
Sgt C. M . Han on
Sgt A. Hartwell ..
· Sgt T. C. Hopkins
Sgt • Humphries
Sgt R . J . ldt!JCS ..
Sgt G. Johnston ..
Sg1 H. McNair ..
Sgt C . R. Midd leton
Sgt S. J . Morris ..
Sgt H. Mullen
Sgt A. K. Phillips
g1 D. Phillips
Sgt W. M. Potter
Sgt K. N. Prince ..
Sgt M. A. Ramshaw
Sgt G. S. RoberU
Sgt A. J. Robert
Sgt J. T. T . Seymour
Sgt C. R. Shrives ..
Sgt K . J. Simmons
Sgt D. Spender ..
Sgt J . Stephen
..
Sgt V. R . T ibbs ..
Sgt G. T. Tinsley . .
Sgt D. G. Watson
Sgt S. R . Wells ..
Sgt W. Wes1on ..
Sgt M. J . Yates . .
A/Sgt T. B. Bai ley
A/Sg1 S. D. Goodyear ..
A/Sgt N. Howa rth
A/Sgt S. A . Humphreys
A/Sgt A. R. Hursi
A/Sgt D. !. Langford
A/Sgt T . Moses ..
A/Sgt A . S. Osborne
A/Sgt M . B. Stapleton ..
A/Sgt G. T. Thompson ..
A/Sgt M . K. WCS1wood ..
A/Sgt D. J . Williams

242 Sig Sqn (Balado Bridge)

8 Sig Regt
UNFICYP
14 Sig Rest
JCUFI (AE)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
AA Coll Harrogate
34 Sig Regt (V)
633 Sig Tp
14 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
I Mech Bde (215 Sig Sqn)
IS Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg!
8 Sig Regt
3S Sig Reg! (V)
30 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
Pontrilas Army Tr_g. Area
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
9 Sig Reg1
9 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
4 Artnd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
HQ Easllant (BAE)
238 Sig Sqn
RMAS
4 Artnd Div HQ & Sig Sqn
19 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sq n
16 Sig Reg!
2 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
I Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
225 Sig Sqn
AA Coll Harrogate
DGGWLS (P roject Wavell Mt)

It is regretted that the November postings published in the
December 1992 Wire on page 402 showed WOl Taylor posted to 39
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn . He is, in fact, posted to 39 Sig Regt (V) in
the appointment of RSM. Also A/W02 B. D. Durlik (not Durlick) to
AA Coll, Harrogate as Chief Clerk.

after illness. A large gathering at his funeral included members of
Thanet Branch, Parachute Regimental Association, Airborne
Signals, French Paras, British Army Association with Standards
and members of the Middlesex Regiment OCA.
Our sincere condolences go to Angelina, Vivia na, Diana and
Stella and all other members of the family at this sad time. Danny
was a loyal friend, a devoted husband and a much loved father and
grandfather. He will be greatly missed but not forgotten .
Blackett- Maj R. J. G. (Richard) Blackett who was approaching his
78th birthday when he died on 22 October 1992 had, apart from
his time in the Army, served with the Post Office (now British
Telecom) until his retirement in 1977. That bland statement
actually covers a career full of interest and variety . He started as
a trainee engineer in 1934 and by 1938, was at the National HQ in
the Telephone and Telegraph Planning Division . At the same time
, he held a TAR Signals Commission and was mobilised prior to the
outbreak of WW2. His service took him to France, Kenya,
Rhodesia, Madagascar, Algeria, Italy, and then France, Belgium,
Holland and Germany in duties ranging from plant construction
to Combined Operations. On release in 1946 he was a Major and
joined RARO . By 1949 he was the Senior Manager in the NE
Region but in 1952 was sent on loan to the Sudan Government to
launch their telephone service. From there in 1955 to Libya where
he was in charge of all the telecom services and started the radio
broadcasting service. He returned to UK in 1958 and in 1963 he
will be remembered by many for his work as head of the Line
Communications Division of the DSS in the MOD, a period which
he regarded as the most rewarding of all his duties. Then back to
the Post Office until his retirement in 1977.
He is survived by his wife, Marie-Reine, a lecturer in French at
the University of Kent. They met in Reims in 1940 and were
engaged but as a result of the German advance in May, Richard
came back to UK with the BEF whilst Marie-Renie remained in
France during the occupation with no communication between
them other than spasmodic Red Cross messages. Eventually they
were married in Reims in 1944.
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Cole-Maj Gen E. S. Cole CB, CBE, who served in the Corps from
1925- 1961, died on 19 December 1992. He spent his early service
in Egypt where he pioneered long range radio communications on
an expedition crossing the Western Desert and the Sand Sea.
During the evacuation of Dunkirk he was acting CSO l Corps
and on returning to the UK joined Combined Operations. In 1942
he was appointed CSO Combined Operations under Admiral
Mountbatten. During the Normandy Landings he was CSO I
Corps before assuming command of 6 AB Div Sig.
In late 1944 he was posted to AFHQ Italy as CSO sub equently
being promoted to Brigadier, CSO, Greece. He returned to UK
and was Chairman of the Joint Communication Board. He
subsequently served in Washington, Southern Command and
SHAPE a CSO before being promoted to Major General in 1958
to assume the appointment of Director Telecommunications.
Eric Cole retired in 1961 and joined Ultra Communications until
J964 when he moved to Graingar Associates Ltd.
He had a wide range of interests, being an accomplished
sportsman, representing the Corps and the Army at boxing, soccer
and cricket. He was President of the Army Golf Society, the Radio
Society of Great Britain and the British Wireless Dinner Club. He
was an active Radio Amateur with the distinctive callsign G2EC.
Eric ole was a modest, quiet man with a flair for radio
communi ations. He married Doris Hartley who died in 1986. He
will be sadly missed, particularly by his brother and sister Fred and
Dorothy Cole.
Cunion-W02 N. W. Cunion. It is with deep regret that we have to
announce the death of W02 Norm an Cunion in Germany on 4
August 1992. We are sure there will be many old friends who knew
Norman. He enlisted in December 1946 and served with the Corps
in BAOR, BTA, FARELF, France and Malta as well as four tours
at home in the UK . His last appointment was RQMS {Tech) in I
Div HQ and Sig Regt, and he completed his service in 1969.
Subsequently, he joined the BFG Newspaper 'Sixth Sense' in
Germany as Advertising Manager, and many will remem ber him
as the Forces Representative for Prins Ferries, later to become
DFDS. He is survived by his wife, Gerda , and daughter, Susan,
and anyone who would care to write to them should do so care of
the Assistant Regimental Secretary at RHQ.
Dyson-Mr Fred Dyson . Founder member and lately Secretary/
Treasurer of Oldham Branch RSA died 20 November 1992 after a
short illness.
Since his retirement in 1975, Fred has devoted much of his time
to the welfare of the Service and ex-Service people of Oldham in
various capacities including Divisional Secretary of SSAFA No
779 area, Cor ps representative on the Oldham Liaison of exService Associations and J oint organiser of one of the largest
annual Festivals of Remembrance in t he area. He also took an
active part in Oldham Old People's Welfare Association as cofounder and joint manager of its 'Pop Inn'.
Because of his former employment as HM Inspector of Taxes,
Fred 's help was invaluable in these enterprises, and was always
most generously given, as indeed it was on many matters.
He will be sadly missed by his wife Doris, daughter Liz, son-in·
law Gordon , his very many ex-Service comrades and his very wide
circle of frien ds.
Fryer-LCpl Gary Fryer. It is with great regret that 4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt announce the sad deat h of Gary Fryer on 16 October
1992 aged 22 years who died from multiple injuries as a consequence of a road traffic accident in Germany.
Gary Fryer joined the Corps as a Junior Soldier in May 1987.
He completed his Tele Op (RR) training at 8 Sig Regt and was
posted to 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt in June 1988 where he was
pro moted to LCpl in Septem ber this year . Gary will be sadly
missed by all members of the Regiment. Our deepest sympathies
go to his wife Kirstie, daughter Danielle, family and friends.
Haigh- Pip Haigh . It is with deep sadness that Chester Branch report
the death of Pip Haigh who died on 25 December 1992, in his 73rd
year.
He rendered exceptional service to the Association over a period
of 44 years. He joined the Chester Branch in 1948 whilst serving
in the area . During the follow ing 12 years whilst serving away he
kept in touch and attended Branch meetings and social functions
whenever possible.
In 1960 he completed his 25 years service as WO! (SC) in Signals
Branch HQ Western Command . He was a very active member of
the Branch, serving as Secretary, Vice Chairman, Chairman and
had been its Vice President since 1965 ; he also played a part in
organising social function s.
At the 1985 Branch AGM a propo ition wa made and carried
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unanimously that he should be recommended for Honour
Membership in appreciation of his exceptional service to the
Chester Branch and to mark his completion of 20 years as its Vice
President. To his two sons and two daughters we offer our
condolences.
Hughes-Capt Arthur (Nobby) Hughes who served in the Corps from
1942-1946 died on 4 December 1992 aged 78 years.
Arthur was commissioned into the Corps from the King's
Regiment and was posted to 3rd {Br) Inf Div Sig. He was given
command of the Cable Section, a job which suited him down to
the ground. He and his Linemen (HA) landed on 'D' Day and were
hard at it laying cable often forward of Battalion HQs.
During the Normandy cam paig n Arthur was Mentioned in
Dispatches and received the Croix de Guerre. On demobilisation
he returned to the timber trade and retired as a Director of a large
timber firm. He retained close links with his old comrades through
his membership of the 3rd Div Signals Reu nion Club, of which he
was a staunch supporter. He will be sadly missed .
Our condolences go to his widow Mollie and his children and
grandchildren in their sad bereavement.
Prideaux-Sir John Prideaux who has died aged 81 years was a most
respected financier who came from a distinguished banking
backgrou nd. He served as Chairman of the National Westminster
Bank, President of the Institute of Bankers and Chairman of the
Committee of London Clearing Bankers as well as holding other
important appointments in the City. Sir John was a Deputy
Lieutenant of Surrey.
In the 1930s Sir John served as a Territorial Officer in the
Middlesex Yeomanry and was in the Middle East, Italy and at
Second Army Headquarters during World War 2. He was
President of the Middlesex Yeomanry Branch of the Royal Signals
Assocation. He leaves a widow Joan.
Rees-Col K. E. Rees MBE, who died on 22 July 1992 had a
distinguished career in the Corps . After leaving school he joined
the TA and was commissioned at the beginning of World War 2.
He served with 7 Armd Div, in North Africa, where he was
Mentioned in Despatches.
Ken returned to the United Kingdom in 1944 to attend the Staff
College before joining the staff of SHAPE. During his service in
North West Europe he was again Mentioned in Despatches.
After the war he played a key role in the reorganisation of the
Indian and Pakistan Signal Corps. He was made an MBE for his
services during the Malayan Emergency.
Ken was appointed Commandant of the Signals Wing of the
School of Infantry in 1961 , and Director of Signals in the New
Zealand Army in 1963. He became Chief Signal Officer, Western
Command, in 1966, where, amongst his duties, he was responsible
for the communications for the investiture of the Prince of Wales
in 1969.
He retired in 1969 joining Barclays Bank before taking up a
Re1ired Officer post in London District.
Ken was a keen sponsman, representing the Corps and his
School at rugby.
Ken is survived by his wife, Anne, to whom we extend our
deepest sympathy, as well as his son , David, and his daughter
Susie.
Spencer-W02 R. J . Spencer. It is with deep sadness that we report
the sudden death of W02 Raymond Spencer in Western Park
Hospital Sheffied on Saturday 28 November 1992 aged 36 years,
very shortly after being diagnosed as having cancer.
Ray Spencer joined the Corps in September 1974 as a Radio
Operator. His postings including tours with 30 Sig Regt
Blandford, 595 Rear Link Detachment, 229 Sig Sqn Berlin, 7 Sig
Regt BAOR, AA College Harrogate, 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BAOR and latterly with 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
Ray was a loyal kind and caring person, devoted to his wife
Debra and two small children Oaire, aged 7 and Jamie aged 4. He
was a keen soldier and all-round sportsman, regularly representing
his Squadron/ Regiment at basketball, football and water-polo at
which he also represented BAOR . He will be greatly missed by his
many friends throughout the Corps who will remember him
particularly for his sense of humour, practical jokes and
impersonations .
At the time of his death he was serving as the Royal Signals PSI
at Sheffield University Officers Training Corps where be was
regarded highly and acted as a superb ambassador for the Corps.
A short service was held in the presence of many of his cadet at
St Andrews Parish Church Sheffield on 7 December 1992 with a
bearer party being provided by 2 Sig Regt at York. A trumpeter
from the Royal Signals Band sounded Last Post. Our deepest
sympathies go to his widow Debra and children Claire and Jamie.
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Blue Helmets
Blue Helmets
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East or England Show Peterboroush
York Garrison Open Day
Severn Trent Water Open Day
Clc\•eland County Show Middlesbrough
Accrington Show
orthampton Show
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Tailc1on Show Southpon
Alnwick Castle Northumberland
Bingley Show
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Ponsmouth and Sou1hsca
Shrewsbury Flower Show
Darlington Show
Newcastle Ice Rink
Cromer Carnival
Cromer Carnival
Denbighshire & Flinishirc
Colwyn Bay
Hanlcpool Show
Sou1hend Show
Macclesfield Show
Prcs1a1yn Carnival N Wales
Town & County Show (Stonlei$h)
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Dcnbi$hshire Flower Show N Wales
Eye Show
Hemsworth Water Park Yorkshire

29-30
29-31
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1-6
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S
No1tingham City Show
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Sou1h orfolk Tattoo Auleborough Norfolk
I S-16
Thame Show
16-30
Possible BAOR Tour
17-19
ewbury Show
19
Farewell to Herford
19
Brentwood Show
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6
RAF Linton on Ousc

1992
15 Dec
1993
3 Apr

Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Whi1c Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets & Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
While Hclme1s
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
While Helmets
White HclmelS & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
3S Sig Regt (V)
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Wh ite Helmc1s & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets

The calendar is accurate at the time or going to press bu1 you arc advised to con1act the
Units con=ncd to ensure that there ha•·c been no changes before embarking on long
journeys. Confirmation and information can be obtained from the Units concerned on the
following numbers:
Display Teams
(WhitcfBluc Helmets. Quicksilver, TGRln
Corps Band
JO Sig Rcgt
71 Sig Rcgt (V), 68 Sig Sqn, 70 Sig Sqn, 2S6 Sig Sqn
34 Sig Regt (V)
36 Sig Regt (V) (44 Sig Sqn)
37 Sig Rcgt (V)
S (AB) Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (02S 2) 34950J

(0748) g)2S2 I
(02S8) 4S2S8 I
(02S8) 4S2S8 I
(0322) S2922S
(0642) 232626
081-478 1941
(0272) s19898
(02S8) 4S2S8 I

Ext 2SS6
Ext 244S
Ext 2SS8

Ex1 2SS8

Key:
KAPE ~ Keep The Arm)· ln 1he Public Eye
TGRJT = Training G ro up Regimental Information Teams
A BF = Army Benevolent Fund

11 May
16
19 Jun
26/27
27
28
5 Nov
25 Nov
14 Dec

CORPS DATES
Carol Service
Royal Signals Association Branch Representatives'
Meeting,
Corps Dinner, International Press Centre
Royal Signals Association Reunion, Blandford
orps Luncheon, Blandford
Royal Signals Association Reunion, Catterick
Corps Luncheon North, Catterick
Princess Royal Day
Corps Scottish Dinner, Glasgow
Royal Signals Institution London Lecture, International
Press Centre
Corps Carol Service

HM THE QUEf l'\/'S GARDEN PARTY AT BUCKINGHAM
PALACE
It is u11iikely that the olonel in Chief will attend the Parties this
year so those bidding for tickets should ask for the day most suitable
for them. The dates are 13, 15 and 20 July 1993.

FINAL PARADE AT HARROGATE
From: Col C. J. Walters, Commandant, AA Coll, Harrogate
Many of you will have heard that it is intended to move the Royal
Signal Apprentices and amalgamate with 8 Signal Regiment. The
final date for the move is still to be decided. The College is now
making plans for the future, which amongst other things, will include
a 'Final Parade' at Harrogate. Anyone who may wish to be invited to
the final parade should register with the S02 Coord of the College so
that you can be contacted when dates are known.
l am also writing a History of the Barracks which date back to 1939.
You will note that within the Vital Link we are the 'Missing Link'. I
would be grateful to have the experiences of any ' Old Boys' and
especially those dating back to pre-1955 days. In this l include the
Signals Cypher Unit that existed in Hildebrand Barracks during the
War. l would also be grateful to be put in contact with non-Signallers
who may have served here.
I am keen to have sight of pre-1955 copies of the magazine 'The
Harrogate Apprentice'; the first issue of which was in Winter 1948.
Can you help please?

REUNIONS

5 AB BDE HQ AND SIG SQN (216 Para)
INDUCTION DAY
216 Parachute Sig Sqn will be holding an Airborne Induction Day during the period 21-23
February 1993. The aim is to provide potential volunteers the opportunity to experience the life
and environment within 5 AB Bde. The day will consist of introducing volunteers to the various
tests involved in P-Company, an overview of the Brigade and more importantly the Squadron.
Any Royal Signals personnel with their Unit's permission are eligible to apply. Bids direct either
by signal or telephone to the Training Wing on Aldershot Mil 4549.

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT'S DINNER-IS MAY 1993
The next President's Dinner will be held at Welbeck College on
Saturday 15 May 1993.
Dres is Mess Kit for serving officers and Black Tie for retired
officers. The cost will be £14.00. Timings are 1930 for 2000 hours.
Limited accommodation is available on request.
Applications, including a contact address and telephone number,
should be sent to: The Adjutant, Wei beck College, WORKSOP, Notts
S80 3LN , Tel: (0909) 476326.
Applications should arrive at least two weeks prior to the Dinner.
WELBECK COLLEGE 40th ANNIVERSARY SUMMER BALL
SATURDAY 3 JULY 1993
Welbeck College and the Old Welbexian Association will hold a
Summer Ball, to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Welbeck College.
The Ball will be held in The Great Hall at Welbeck on Saturday 3
July 1993.
Applications for tickets and further details should be sent to:
Anniversary Ball Secretary, Welbeck College, WORKSOP, Notts S80
3LN, Tel: (0909) 476326.
THE WELBEXIAN MAGAZINE
The Old Welbex.ian Association (OW A) is currently updating the
list of addresses. If you are a subscriber and have not received your
1992 magazine by March 1993, please contact the Membership Sec
with your address. Membership Secretary, Welbeck College,
WORKSOP, Notts S80 3LN, Tel: (0909) 476326.
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CORPS CAROL SERVICE tm
The fifth Corps Carol Service was held at the Corps London
Church, St Stephen with St John, Westminster on Tuesday 15
December at 1800 hrs.
Again, a choir was especially formed for the occasion from
members of the Corps, Regular, Territorial, Retired, their families
and friends and performed to its usual high standard under the
direction of the organist and Master of the Choristers, Lt Col J. C.
Chambers.
'Furn, furn, furn', a traditional Spanish Carol, 'Angelus ad
Virginem', a XIVc English Carol, 'Ody Sie Chrystus Rodzi ', a Polish
Carol and 'Or Ditesnous, Marie', an old French Carol sung by the
choir were enjoyed by the congregation.
Lessons were read by WOl S. J. Dunlin, 31 Sig Regt (V), Mr A.
E. Foot, Chairman, Reading Branch RSA, Maj R. W. McLaren 238
Sig Sqn, Lt Col A. G. Whiddett, 39 Sig Regt (V), SOinC Maj G~n A.
H. Boyle, and the Master of Signals Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB,
CBE, DL.
Our next Carol Service will be held at 1800 hrs on Tuesday 14
December 1993; please make a note in your diary now.

DO YOU KNOW?
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the Corps was formed?
When the title 'Royal' was conferred on the Corps?
What the Corps' motto means?
What the Corps' colours signify?
The rank and full title of the bead of the serving Corps?
What is the highest bravery award given to a member of the Corps?
Answers on page 19

FOR SALE
PRINTS FOR SALE-HEADQUARTERS 7 ARMOURED
BRIGADE (207 SIGNAL SQUADRON) OPERATION GRANBY/
GULF WAR
Mr Mervyn Finch MBE (ex Corps Yeoman) who left the Army last
year is offering prints of a 200 limited edition run of a Gulf War
painting which depicts the Headquarters and the Ord Coy CP/RV in
a desert setti ng: Prominent in the picture are members of the Signal
Squadron erectmg masts on the AFV 432 series staff vehicles. Cost
£12 plus p&p £1.50 (total of £13.50) available from the artist-Mr M.
Finch MBE, 4 Kestrel Drive, Scotton, Richmond, N Yorks DL9 3LX.

WANTED
WW2 WIRELESS 19 INSTALLATION MANUAL
Mr E. H. Thomas would like to locate a copy of the
manual-WO Code No : 4237 (ZA 10479) Wireless Station No:
car 4x4 Light Reconnaissance Humber Mk3A 1943/ 4. If you
possession of a copy please contact him-Orovehill Farm,
Green, East Sussex TN 19 7PS.

above
19 for
are in
Hurst

EX-SERVICES MENTAL WELFARE SOCIETY
The ex-Services Mental Welfare Society has recently launched a
£1,000,000 appeal for its new home in the Lancashire area and an
extension of Tyrwhitt Hou e to provide nine extra ground floor
bedrooms with ancillary services. Anyone wishing to support thi very
worthy Society is asked to send donations to Maj Colin Crawford ExServices Mental Welfare Society, Broadway House, The Broadway,
Wimbledon, London SWJ9 IRL or alternatively ask about
Covenanting your donation.
VICTORY SERVICES CLUB
The Victory Services Club which is situated at 63/79 Seymour
Street, London W2 2HF, two minutes walk from Marble Arch, is a
club for all ranks and has a current membership of 45,000 men and
women. It has several large public rooms, a grill room restaurant, a
buttery, bars and lounges and provides accommodation for 300
including 75 twin-bedded rooms for family use. Charges range from
£19.50 night for best single rooms and £39 for best double rooms. Full
English breakfa L costs £2.50. The Club is hoping to raise £110,000 to
provide the £250,000 required to meet a major refurbishment plan to
provide en-suite facilities and further improve the standard of
accommodation offered by the Club. If you would like to help with
this venture please send your donation to The Appeals Secretary, The
Victory Services Club; it will be much appreciated.
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REPOR1" FROM ULS'T'ER

is posted, on well earned promotion, which has led to the untimely
disbandment of the MT train spotters club. Promotion congratulations also go to LCpl Jason Kielty. Finally a big hello to the
following newcomers to the troop, Dvr 'Geordie' Goldsmith, Sig
'Frog' Whitehead, LCpls Derek Staff and Paul Stokes.
QM's DEPT
Personnel changes dominate the New Year as RQMS Mick Ara
moves to 30 Sig Regt. Those strange noises coming from the RQ's
office are him losing his Irish accent and acquiring a mid European
one. He and Theresa take with them our thanks for all they have
achieved here. We welcome his replacement W02 Mark Toner and his
wife.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

qn Cornd
Maj P. A. Pratley MBE
21C
Capt A. I. M. Gordon
Cornms Offr Capt M. W. G. Adams, FofS W02 (FofS) P.
Richardson DEM , YofS W02 (YofS) T. Ball, MT Tp Cornd W02 D.
• Appleby RCT, AO Maj J. L. Godfrey LD, RSM WOl (RSM) J.
A. J. Brooks, RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. A. Ara, Ch Clk SSgt
(ORQMS) G. Smith, TM Tp Cornd SSgt A. J. Clarke, Comms Tp
Comd SSgt D. W. Craig.
SHQ TROOP
.
. .
' Start winding down and I'll . .. ' came our festive rn1ss1ve from
the now settled SSgt Graham 'Guv' Smith-the Chief. ' Perish the
thought' said Cpl Norman 'Style' Wright and then proceeded to
organise the inaugural meeting of the 8 Bde Star Trekkers Club. ' Ho~
can I wind down Chief?' said Sig Gary Coupe 'I'm off on leave' this
after his ·skive' on a civilian motorcycle course. Admin Officers never
wind down-they just don't come in for work as often. As Maj Lew
Godfrey puts it 'I won't be in tomorrow morning Chief er urn visiting
the PSA'. The movement desk run by LCpl Stephen 'Henry Pratt'
Up ail continues to thrive and he has been selected for promotion ..we
bade farewell to Sgt Brian Harold McClements who leaves marned,
promoted and posted to 8 Sig Regt. His sense of humour and will ~e
sorely missed. We welcome his replacement Sgt Mark Bristow and his
wife Sara to the SHQ club and hope his stay in the training wing will
be a happy one.
Sporting success at last for the Squadron hockey team led by Capt
Alistair Gordon as with the help of Bde HQ ringers, byes and perfectly
legitimate exploitation of the rule book, they reached the NI minor
units final. Unfonunately they lost, in a rather physical game, 1-0
to the Depot Royal Irish . Man of the Match was Pte ' Budgie' Burgess
who managed to survive the intimate attention of three large, fun
loving Irishmen whose sole reason in life was to ruin bis day. Other
Op /Plans members W02 (FofS) 'Chuddy' Richardson and W02
(YofS) Tom Hall seek similar success in cross country and rugby
respectively. Comms Offr, Capt Mark Adams has no sporting
aspirations but hopes eventually to win critical acclaim for journalism
and creative photography and his uncanny ability to conduct early
morning briefs on a nearby HLS.
Moving from Public Relations to Community Relations Sig Gary
Coupe raised £700 for his sponsored Bungee jump.
YofS 'Santa' Hall delivered presents to a nearby old peoples' home
and a turkey was given to a local school.

Sig Gary Coupe presents the proceeds of the sponsored bungee
jump to Nurse Kathy McDaid of the Altnagelvin Hospital
premature baby unit. On left is hospital admin officer Mary
Harrogan and on right bungee jumpers LCpl 'Geordie' Tidyman
and Sgt Carol Hale
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u
YofS ' Santa' hands out 'goodies' to residents in a nearby home

BDE CO MD'S FAREWELL
The Bde Comd Brig J . C. B. SuthereU ODE left at the end of the
year and attended a number of Squadron farewell functions, the most
unusual was 'farewell' from TM Tp. Having asked several times
during his tour to go rigging, he finally got the chance to accompany
LCpl Brian Whyte and Sgt Steve Roxton on a BART deployment. On
arrival at the location he clambered into the nice new Goretex suit and
boots provided and asked if there was anything he could do to help.
At this point it became clear that it was Brig SuthereU who was
installing the antenna but if there was anything LCpl Whyte could do
he would. Fortunately the Commander took clinging to a mast
hundreds of feet above sea level on a cold starry night with the
possibility of storms and lightning strikes in his stride . He was duly
accorded the title ' Honorary Rigger' and awarded a certificate to
prove it. He takes the Squadron's best wishes with him.
COMMS TROOP
The mysterious Syscon rebuild has yet to start, this may be because
of the unusual statement of requirement submitted by Cpl Kelly. It
includes a kennel for Spot the Dog, discrete telephone answering
service for Cpl 'Toofy' Thompson, fume extractors for LCpl Gaz
Wilsea and a 24 hour burger and beer bar for Sig Reg Wibberley . In
an effort,to increase Syscon funds Cpl Dyer has set up a Bedtime Story
dial-in-line. It' s quite simple; just phone in, mention any country in
the world, and Cpl Dyer will talk about it until you fall asleep. Joy
abounds in the Commcen; not only has LCpl 'H' Sainsbury returned
successful from RSDCC but she has come off the board too;
congratulations and get the beers in. Commiserations to the
Commcen's Sig Sheri Hardman and accomplice LCpl 'Noddy'
Newton who recently rescued 'Nebby', the rigging and line section dog
from being lost in another security force base.
MT TROOP
Sgt Mick Kemp has been working hard to avoid the usual driving
mishaps in winter weather by training the Squadron on the Skid Car
training vehicle. Many found it a moving experience! in fact moving
in any direction but forwards. The UK Safe Driving competition
brought us the runners-up plaque in the theory section. Apparently
the practical section proved a little more difficult than the NI finals
had for team captain Cpl 'Scouse' Naylor and team members Sgt
Dave Howson and LCpl Warren Pollitt. Unfortunately, LCpl Pollitt
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TM TROOP
We bade farewell to Cpl Tony Maggi and wish him good luck in
Belize, congratulations also on his engagement to LCpl 'Noddy'
Newton from the Commcen. We have also parted company with LCpl
Dean Sutton. SSgt 'Aggi' Clarke and his band of merry men are
currently beasting themselves all over the TAOR preparing to be
unscrutably scrutinised by our equipment supplier, yes it could be as
painful as it sounds. Volunteers are queuing up in TM Tp for a new
trade 'combat make-up artist'. This is to support the recent trial of a
video conference facility into our Bde HQ.

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

Sqn Comd
Maj Neail Yeoell
2IC
Capt Alasdair Rodgers
AO Capt Dave Moffat PWO, Ops Tp Comd Capt Chris Paterson,
RSM W02 (RSM) Dave Thomas, YofS W02 (YofS) Nick Nicholson,
FofS W02 (FofS) Phil Cutforth, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Willie Gray,
CC SSgt Charlie Foster. Trg SNCO Sgt Ray Pickering.

moved from the Rover Group to MT and also welcome to Dvr Kev
McGarry, posted in from 27 Regt RCT.
Farewell to Cpl 'Jenks' Jen.kins who is leaving us on promotion to
go to su nny Colchester or is it Catterick? Good luck to him and his
family in the future. Also farewell to Cpl Mark Peploe who is posted
across to 21 Regt RCT. Both will be greatly missed.

ARRIVALS/DEPARTUR.ES
Hello and welcome to LCpls Julia Scott, Johnson and Dvr Kevin
McGarry, who have arrived in the MT. Hearty welcomes also to Cpl
Phil McNeilly who has arrived in the Rigging section and for Pte
David Arnott our new clerk in HQ .
Congratulations to the two LCpl Wilsons- Robert and Shona-on
the birth of their son William Alan on 9 November 1992.
Mid October saw the Squadron saying goodbye to the long
suffering 2IC Capt Rob Healey, who departs to commence JCSC. The
Squadron wishes him all the best, particularly for his forthcoming
marriage to Helen in March.

RUGBY
By SSgt Charlie Foster
The rugby attracted a lot of enthusiastic support from the
Squadron. The team played in the final of the NI Minor Units
Championships on Wednesday 21 October 1992 against 176 Pro Coy
RMP. The match was held at Lisburn in fairly wet and windy
conditions. The Squadron got off to a good start and the trys started
to mount up. Scorers in the first half included LCpl 'Scotty' Sherrell,
Cpl Shaun Curry and SSgt John Rose. Cpl Shaun Curry kicked the
points after. In the second half the RMPs started to apply a little more
pressure. Taking advantage of a lapse in concentration they managed
to claw their way back into the game. But after trys by LCpl 'Scotty'
Sherrell and Capt Pete McCutcheon the Squadron held on to the lead
and ran out eventual winners by 34-27.
The quarter finals of the Army Cup was held in Tidworth on Friday
27 November 1992 against 3 Fd Wksps REME. A reshuffled squad,
the team came up against a very powerful and well organised REME
side, nevertheless, the team played extremely well. At half time the
score was 5-0 to the REME. With the loss of the scrum half, Capt
Rob Healey and the hooker, Dvr 'Taff' Rees for the second half,
through injury, things went from bad to worse. The REME drove
through and the final score of 34-0 does not reflect the team's effort.

SQUADRON ROUND-UP
Recent changes of key personalities, a new AO Capt Dave Moffat
and a new 2IC Capt Alasdair Rodgers, who recently joined from 3
Bde Sig Sqn . The new sites SSgt, John Rose has been frantically
touring around the Brigade area ensuring that all is well for the
impending PRE. A full sporting calendar with Capt Dave Moffat
driving the unit football team . The unit competed in the NI Basketball
league competition on 24 November; however, despite considerable
enthusiasm and flair from the team, it could not compensate for a lack
of practice and the team lost all its four games. The interdepartmental hockey competition was more of a success, the winners
in a closely fought competition being 'Ops Maint' .
OPS TROOP
We would like to say hello (again) to Sig Lee Pearce after his
prolonged hospital stay.
We hope Sig Jimmy Stonestreet does well on his rigging course.
RADIO SECTION
Firstly congratulations to LCpl 'Dixie' Dix on successfully passing
his T2 assessment and getting married to the gorgeous Sharon. Some
people just can' t do one thing at a time. We would also like to
congratulate LCpl Paul Colborn and Elizabeth on the birth of their
daughter Erin.
TELS SECTION
The lads in the Tels Section have been hard at work as usual under
the leadership of SSgt Dave 'fly away hair' Gill and Cpl Bing Crosbie.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Ali' Watkins and wife Paula, on the birth
of their first child Jak. LCpl 'Ali' Watkins must also be congratulated
for coming off the Promotions Board .
We also wish the best to SSgt Dave Gill who is on his EPC (A) and
to LCpls Dave Scragg and Share who are on their Bl in sunny
Catterick.
MT NEWS
Welcome to LCpls 'Geordie' Leonard and Will Ross who have
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39 Inf Bue HQ & Sig Sqn Rugby Team
NI Minor Units Champions 1992
Back Row (I to r): Maj Neal Yeoell, LCpl Taff Jones, SSgt John
Rose, Capt Chris Paterson , LCpl Bertie Baker, Sgt George Roper,
LCpl Tom Hill, Capt John Bedford, Capt Pete Mccutcheon, Maj
Nick Sharples and LCpl Stevie Stoker
Front Row (I to r): LCpl Dixie Dix, Capt Rob Healey, LCpl Scotty
Sherrett, SSgt Charlie Foster (Capt). Dvr Taff Rees, Cpl Shaun
Curry and Sgt Ray Pickering
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FAREWELLS/ ARRIVALS
Firstly _farewell to S~t Chris Kidd, wife Jane and family who return
to Cattenck and 24 Atrmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Also farewell and
good luck _as a civvy to Cpl Dave Morton who gave many years of
good service to the troop. I hope the instructors in Op Wing
appreciate his sharp dry humour.
.
Welcome to Sgt Steve Littlewood all the way from Mil Trg Tp and
Cpl Mick 'what! we work more than two days a week?' O'Connor
wife Viv and family from SHAPE.
'

- News from Headquarters Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
The training of our female apprentices is proving very succe sful
and a1 1he end of October la t our first All Arms Junior Leader
ompany (C Company) formed up and star1ed training. Bradley Sqn
will graduate the last of its Junior Leaders in December and will then
go into 'light preservation'. By the time your read this the future of
the Army Apprentices' College Harrogate will be known but at the
time of writing our future is still uncertain.
The College conducts a vast range of activities which include
numerous spons and hobbies to fund raising activities for charity and
ervice to the local community. The following paragraphs highlight
just ome of those activitie over the past few months.
C COMPANY
For over 30 years the College has been training young men for
trades exclusively in the Royal Corps of Signals. However, with the
reducing size of the Armed Forces and the greater need for efficiency,
the unit is due for a radical change.
In October Uniacke Barracks (1he Apprentices College Campu and
the site of continuous Army training since the first World War)
became a training centre for all school leavers joining not only the
Corp but also Infantry Battalions in the Scottish Division, the King's
Division and the Royal Pioneer Corps.
We now have representatives from many of these infantry
Regiments which form the staff of the newly formed 'C' Company.
Under the command of Maj Nigel Parker PWO (The Prince of
Wales' Own Regiment of Yorkshire) 16 Officers and COs, all
wearing a different 'cap badge', will train 'Junior Leader ' for a 21
week course after which they will progress to other establishments for
further training.

C Company Permanent Staff
Back Row (! to r). CSgt Byrne, Cpls MacBean, Magill, Wood,
Lumber, Dunnell, Maj Parker, lts Wood, Bomphray, Taylor, Cpl
Adams and Sgt Reid
Front Row: Col C. J. Walters, Brig A. H. Boyle and Lt T. D. Smith
IGHQ
CI
Lt Col R. S. Hewitt
EO
Lt Col D. W. M. Magee AGC (E'I'S)
Trg Adjt Capt W. J. Dodds BEM, SIO Mr P.A. Sharp, CPO Mrs
M. Wakefield, Chief Clerk gt D. Pudsey, Typists Mrs E. D. Bolton,
Mrs . M. Erskine, Civil Labour Mrs A. Amos.
This has been a turbulent time for !GHQ with the introduction of
the Six Month Junior Leader course and the One Year's ApprenticeFoundation Course. It was in some haste that Lt Col Martin Stretch
left us for the EC Monitor Mission in June 1992. We had just come
to terms with his Gulf stories and his obsession for wearing red 'Ron
Hill' gloves whilst in uniform. He will be sadly missed and we wish
him well in Zagreb.
Loyalty quickly changes as we welcome the arrival of Lt Col
Rlc~ard Hewitt on promotion to take over the mantle. The real power
bchmd the throne gt Dennis Pudsey was heard to mutter 'not another
officer !O educate in the ways of "Pudsey Bear" ' as he went about
h1 bu me s. We also welcome Lt Col David Magee who arrived
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shortly before the departure of Lt Col Stretch and was quickly
introduced into college life without the CI and an ex Supervisor Radio
as a Trg Adjt. He is still smiling which proves that 'educators' are
made of strong stuff these days.
TECHNICIAN WING
OC
Maj C. G. Webb
Wing SSgt
SSgt R. L. Woodfine
HIO Trg Mr R. V. Huxtable, HIO Prog Mr C. M. Smith, 101 Qual
Control Mr P. M. Shepherd.
The intake of 91B was viewed with trepidation, excitement and
much speculation as to whether the first female AT Technicians would
be a good or bad thing for the college. Now that they've been in trade
training for a year, I think we can say that, despite losing three of the
original five, they have performed as well as the boys and in some
ca es a lot better.
ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
In anticipation of the young ladies arrival we were keen to have a
female Tech Instructor and Sgt Zdena Best joined us in May, fresh off
the SgtS Course. She arrived complete with hockey sticks, hockey
balls, pads, a complete itinerary and fixtures list and oh! yes, a couple
of Technical notebooks. But we're very glad she's with us .
Also swelling the ranks were Sgt Nick 'maybe I'll get home this
weekend' Keep, Sgt John (no E in Whitty) Whitty and SSgt Dick
Woodfine complete with golf clubs and an urge to improve his
handicap.
Sadly we've seen the departure of a number of both military and
civilian personnel. Sgt Neil Wadey, SSgt Rob Gentles (complete with
234 species of Fuchsias) and SSgt Steve Croot, have all swapped their
green suits for one of a civvy hue. We wish them well in their new
careers. In anticipation of the run down of the Apprentice Techs from
the College, Messrs Pete Charles, Terry Ely and Brian Rlchardson
have packed up their computers and headed for various technical
wings in 8 Sig Regt. Our loss is very much 8 Sig Regt's gain-but who
knows (and someone must do!) we might all meet up again in
Blandford's sunny clime.
Sgts Soly Solomons, John Whitty and Steve Erskine all succeeded
in passing the Forernan of Signals entrance exam and we now know
that Soly and John were successful on the Selection Board and will be
attending the gruelling Foreman of Signals course in September 1993.
Better luck on the next selection board, Steve.
A particularly poignant moment in the year was the farewell to one
of the Colleges longest serving members, Mr Eddie Dodd. Eddie, who
joined as a tech instructor in 1962, decided to take early retirement
and left at the conclusion of the summer term . Needless to say, he was
dined out in the usual manner with many old friends attending his
farewell. May Eddie and his wife Shirley enjoy a long and happy
retirement.

ACTIVITIES
The present gales not only played havoc with the apprentices on
exercise but interfered with Cpl Donno's golf and YofS Firth's
fishing. ~pl Bradford is anticipating the weather for his forthcoming
leadership course and Cpl Donaldson is wiping the sweat from his
brow (at least the heaters are working).
Meai:iwhile,_ Cpl Sandy Ward is still picking himself up off the floor
after his car msur.anc~ quote. Another T_roop bowling evening has
recently passed with its regular shark wmning again and the Sqn
Comd strangely out of form. Must be too much squash on the 'old'
arm.
Somewhere 10 all of this the Troop copes joyfully with the
continuous exercise commitments and the apprentices are still
providing challenges!
RAWSON SQU DRON
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
We welcome to Rawson Sqn 2Lt Lorna Hambly AGC (ETS), 2Lt
Sarah Hulm AGC (ETS), Lt Harry Campbell AGC (ETS) and W02
(SSM) Tony Singleton . We sadly say goodbye to Capt Wendy Smart
who is off to Beaconfield, W02 (SSM) Geordie Uey who takes over
the Training Wing and Sgt John Davidson who moves over to the MT.
VISIT BY ATSGT DYLAN ARNOLD
T~e College received a welcome visit from ATSgt Dylan Arnold.
Du~10g the Easter Break of 1992 he was involved in a climbing
accident at Swanage. He was knocked unconscious and fell some
distance into the sea below. After a number of minutes in the water
he was rescued by the RNLI. Dylan was in a coma for a number of
wee~s: Sin~e coming out of this he has gone from strength to strength,
rega10mg his speech, upper body strength and is now concentrating on
his walking.
He has been undergoing an intensive physiotherapy course at
Headley Court since the Summer. Dylan returned to the College on an
overnight visit to see his intake graduates.
During the visit Dylan was awarded the Mayor of Harrogate's Prize
for his service to the Community and also received his Duke of
Edinburgh's Silver Award.
The entire College wish Dylan the best for his recovery and hope to
see him again in the near future.

VISITS
The visits by senior A Ts to Catterick to gain an insight into the sort
of equipment they will be training on and using in the field, has
proved beneficial and is appreciated by both ATs and Instructors.
Now instructors can utter such words as 'Trend' and 'Ptarmigan' with
impunity and not be met with a sea of blank faces. It also gave ex-A Ts
of 908 a chance to impress the visiting 90C and 91A intake with their
newly gained technical prowess and superiority.
NEW INTAKE 92B
The arrival of intake 92B has come as a shock to the system. Their
numbers alone were more than the sum of all the existing intakes.
However, it's a challenge for Colin Smith to programme expanding
classes with dwindling instructor resources, and the boisterous, rather
loud hubbub of this intake is to be preferred to the rather ghostly
footsteps of other decimated classes. It's a pity that they are only here
for the one year Foundation Course and not the full two year
Apprenticeship-or are they?
COMMUNICATIONS EXERCISE TROOP
OC
Maj Charles Birchall
YofS
SSgt (YofS) S. H. Firth
Tp Sgt Sgt Steve Littlewood, Tp Storeman Cpl Donaldson.
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NOTES FROM CHARLIE TROOP EX RECRUITS
By AT Jason Hogarth and AT Stephen Ireson
~f~e~ returning from half term break we begin the unclear process
of J01010g our new trade classes. The best part of returning to the
College is the Sport. ATs Steve Terry, Lee Dodgson, Andy Carnegie
Dave Dowdall and Kev Liddle have already represented the College a~
Football. They fought a great game against Bishop Burton and came
a good second (2-1).
We have almost taken over the College Rugby Team, ATs Lee
Hepworth, Jamle Howard, Mike Clark and Barry Still were selected
from a cast of many other non-players to fight for the College team.
We taught Bingley Grammar School how to play.
Despite our high spirits we volunteered our services to the Squadron
Commander Maj Steven Jackson BEM and asked if we could go on
a weekend's Military Exercise. This he did for us ... Misery!
QM GEN
QM
Maj J. N. Turner
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) D. F. L. Cox
SQMS SSgt (SQMS) S. Major.
Those readers with fond memories of Harrogate will be delighted
to hear th~t Mrs Isobel Brennan, the untamed Scottish lady, still rules
the roost 10 the clothing department. Our general stores are kept in
order by the eagle eye of Mr Dave Dickinson who is, thankfully, now
recover10g from a heart attack in early November, all customers are
now requested to ensure that MFO Boxes are not too heavy!! Allan
and Tom, our unit craftsmen are still overworked (so they say) but are
always available to give valuable advice for DIY enthusiasts!
SSgt (SQMS) Steve Major occasionally looks in on us, in between
golf tournaments in Portugal (free gratis!) and preparing for the
imminent skiing season. Fortunately Cpl Mick King 'minds the ship'
most ably. Soon to depart for civvy street is Sgt Scott Fitzsimmons,
our Jack of all trades, we would like to take this opportunity to wish
him and his wife Sheila and family all the best in civvy street.
MEDAL PRESENTATIONS
During the Graduation Parade for 90B eight medals were presented
to members of the College Permanent Staff.

Medal presentations
L to R: Gulf Medal: Capt S. J. McConnell, Sgt Jones, Cpl Bradford

and LCpl Thomas
Centre: Col C. J. Walters (Comdt) and Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle
(Master of Signals)
Meritorious Service Medal: W02 (ROMS) Firth
LS & GC: Sgts Davidson, Stewart and Ridlington

Visit by AT Sgt Dyl on Arnold
L to R: AT Jones, Sgt Arnold's Mother, AT Finney, LCpl Scaddon
and AT Sgt Arnold seated
SCOIT SQUADRON
FAREWELL-INTAKE 90C
We said farewell in October to Intake 90C. This was the last of all
Technician Intakes into Scott Squadron . They celebrated this event
and left the College in excellent style.
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The cost of The Wire for
1993 is £7.80. Please check
with your bank that this
amount has been paid.
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The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

HQ Q ADRON
On I I ovember 1992 the CO Lt Col R. E. S. Drew handed over
hi appointment to Lt ol V. G. trivens. We wish Lt Col Drew all
the very best with hi new job as Director of Administration at
orwich Ho pita! and thank hi wife Bobby for the support she has
given The Royal chool of Signals. We take this opportunity of
wel omi ng Lt Col Strivens from HQ 2 Sig Bde. Our thanks and best
wi hes al o go to W02 (ORQMS) John Richards and his wife Annette
on their po ting to Comms and Sy Gp (UK). We al o said goodbye to
Kath German who was prese nted with a farewell gift by the Comd
Brig A. E. G. Truluck in recognition of her 10 years service as
manager of the NAAFI Ju nior Ranks Club in Blandford. She is
movi ng to Cyprus on early retirement. We wish her well for the
fut ure.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Maj Eddy Holland on reach ing the ripe age
of 59 years, unfortunately it will be his last one in the Corps as he
leaves on retirement this year. We also congratulate W02 (AQMS)
Dougie Goodman, Cpl Paul Ralf and WCpl Elaine Ralf on their
recent promotions.
1 SQUADRON TRAINING SUPPORT

FIELD T RUNK SYSTEMS GROUP
Sqn Comd
Maj John MacDonald
WOl (FofS) George Blythe
Group FofS
Systems Section Comd Capt Nick Romans, Fo fS W02 (FofS) Tim
Prince, YofS W02 (YofS) Norman Wareing, NCO IC PMB Sgt Paul
Youd .
TRANSMISSIO N SECTION
QC
Capt Colin Hinsley
W02 (FofS) Seve Roberts
Fo fS
Euromux Sgt Dave Critchlow , VSC 501 Sgt Lee Warren .

The Commander Brig A. E. G. Truluck presenting Kath German
with her farewell gift on early retirement

It has been a considerable time since FfSG last contributed Wire
notes, so for those of you who don't know us, we are part of the
Comms and EW School. We teach Ptarmigan, Euromux, Satcom and
various other bits and pieces to courses coming through the School.
We also provide facilities and experience to RSSST and 2 Sqn (Trials)
for their trials and enquiries. Capt Nick Romans has found his feet
and now occupies the chair recently vacated by Capt Tim Cooper who
has departed to attend his CEC course and will now be listening in the
classroom instead of talking. W02 (FofS) Tim Prince can be seen
huffing and puffi ng around the camp, training for his half marathons,
and W02 (YofS) Norman Wareing spends his spare time (and some
of the Army) hacking around the local golf course.
T he Ptarmigan Hall crew are a small but happy (!) band led from
the front by Sgt Paul Youd who works hard, in between exercises,
demos and trials, to maintain the nine installations held by the section.
They recently received a n excellent RSIT report, so well done to the
Det Commanders namely, Cpl Mick 'Hobbit' O'Brien, Cpls Gerry
Russell, Alex Hurst, LCpls Sue Stackwood and Lindsay Joyce.
Transmission Section , led by Capt Colin 'Baywatch' Hinsley tick
over in M corridor, with W02 (FofS) Steve Roberts who has recently
returned from a three year holiday with the US Army in Southern
Germany. Sgts Dave 'PAD' Critchlow, and Lee 'Bouncer' Warren sit
behind their desks doing their impressions of the 'Two Ronnies' .
Finally congrats to Dave Critchlow on his recent marriage to Maggie,
Sue Stackwood on her marriage to Terry and good luck in civvy street.
Farewell and congrats to Cpl Alex Hurst (2 Sig Regt), and Cpl Andy
Osborne (I Inf Bde) on promotion to Sgts. Good luck to Cpl Phil
Cooper who moves to 8 Sig Regt for his Tl .

2 SQUADRON (TRIALS)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. F. Dinham MBE
Tech Adj
Capt A. Sarginson
QC Trials Tp Comd Capt M. Baines, SSM SSgt A. Gaston.

Sgt Kev Dicks presenting a cheque to Lt Col Drew for the recent
75 mile five day walk along the South Coast in aid of the Children
in Need charity
TM TROOP
Maj E. Holland
Tp Comd
W02 (AQMS) D. Goodman
An Tels
Tp Sgt gt C. Mcintosh.
RRIVALS
The following have recently arrived and are welcomed to the fold,
Cpl Ra) mith, Mark tanton, St ve Wilson and LCpl Dale Wallace.
DEPARTURES
We say farewell and all the best for the future to Sgt Mick Webb
on completion of 22 years service and Sgts Martin Webb, Jim Barr,
hri !'dorgan, Kev Dicks and Cpl Phil Lever who move on posting.
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DEVELOPMENT TROOP
Within the Squadron, Development Troop renovations are
progressing steadily with the eventual delivery of all the new
workbenches. Even so , when they first came they were all delivered
with legs of different lengths. All that the benches now need is some
power!
W02 (YofS) Paul Barrett, Sgt Graham Stott and Cpl P aul Urwin
representing the School Regiment, and Blandford Garrison, entered
the Army Angling Championships held at Deal and Dover on 11-13
November. They were placed 4th in the team event and in the
individuals, Sgt Stott came 9th and collected the trophy for the
heaviest fish and Cpl Urwin was placed I Ith. Sgt Stott was also
selected to represent the Army at the inter-Services match held 30
November-2 December. He is to be congratulated for not actually
catching anything but a mild cold . He achieved the distinction of
coming last overall .
We now have a celebrity within the Troop, Sgt Paul Flint, who has
been pursued for some time now by paparazzi who want to know what
he intends to do with the 1,000 cans of Spam that he recently had
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deliv.ered.to his house. (I know it's true because I live next door and
saw 1t bemg unloaded by the pallet load.) He tells us that it's a gift
to his son who is allergic to most foods but he always seems to have
the smell o f luncheon meat on his breath and his sandwiches always
have pink meat fillings .
Some .or the .remainder ?f the Troop have been busy representing
the Regiment m Inter-Unit Tug-of-War contests with SSgt (FofS)
Andy Hockley, Sgt Tony 'Gurning Champion' Osborne and Sgt Gary
'<";huck' Mars~all al~ ~oing away for days at a time and coming back
with 5he amazmg ab1hty to be able to tie their own bootlaces without
bending.
The rest of the Troop with Cpls Lee 'Van' Morrison Martin
Robson, Sgts Andy Jenno and Nigel 'Amphetamine' Deowe~eley are
notable only for the hot air generated by them, whenever the heating
goes down or whenever a rush job comes up .
TRIALS TROOP
We.welcome LCpl Archibald and Sig 'Brad' Ki ng both from Radex
(no disturbance allowance for you), and say farewell to LCpl 'CB'
Pollit who goes to baffle 21 Sig Regt.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Al' Henderson and LCpl 'Tweedy'
Tweedle who both found themselves promoted. Also congrats to LCpl
Ian Fawcett who has battled his way to success in RSDCC .
.In the las~ f~w weeks the whole Troop has been heavily involved in
tnals of J{~plmg and the Fast Battery Charges, Sig Ian Woods
over~ame his fear of public ~peaking by giving an inspired demonstration to a recent Foreman s course. Business as usual.
THE TRUSCOTT TROPHY 1992
The Truscott Trophy is the annual Blandford Garrison Cross
Country race and this year it was held on 4 November 1992. There
were 416 male and 31 female entries, the men's race was a 6Y2 mile
two lap jog around Blandford Camp, the ladies starting alongside th~
men completing the first lap. The race was started at 1330hrs by Col
'Mo!ltY' Truscott, who is now unfortunately confined to a wheelchair.
Straight from the start Sig Billy McCreath made a determined effort
to break LCpl Colin Wolfendale, the eventual winner. The two broke
away from the chasing pack led by LCpl Jez Ward, who was to fi nish
2nd, and Cpl Dave Copley 3rd. Sgt McCreath succumbed to the
strength of LCpl Wolfendale and fi nished 4th. The ladies race was
~o.re of a procession with Sgt Julie Holder leading from start to
fm1sh, 2nd was Amy Doherty, and 3rd Mrs Marie Emmerson.

LC pl Colin Wolfe ndale receiving the winners trophy from Mrs
Jenny Truluck

Col Monty Truscott about to start the race
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CANOE TEAM
Over the last t~o months The Royal School of Signals Canoe Team
has been both acuve and successful. Capt C. Hinsley, Cpl A. Daniels,
LCpls S. Dupree and P . H a i~h have all been selected to represent the
Army i:eam ~t the Interserv1ces Surf Championships.
Desp~te b.1tterly cold conditions at the UKLF Whitewater
Champ1onsh1ps, on the River Tees, the Team managed a third place.
The w~o l e !earn ~as also selected to go forward to th e Army
Cha!np1onsh1ps. This was the first time that Capt Hinsley and Cpl
Damels had ever competed in this discipline.
Res ults:
UKLF Whitewater Championships 1992
Open Kl. Men's Individ ual: 3rd LCpl Haigh , 8th Capt Hinsley 12th
Cpl Daniels.
'
Open Kl Men's Team: 3rd The Royal School of Signals.
BOURNEMOUTH TRIATHLON AND THE SW ANAGE BA y
DUATHLON
By SSgt (FofS) Philip Cox
Th.e Bournemouth Tri was held on Sunday 27 September 1992. The
Garnson was represented by the B team (ie me) at the seaside. The
excellent administrative team had remembered to book the weather
a n ~ the day was sunny with just a breath of a Westerly to add some
exc1tei_nent to, the end of the run . The 1500m swim follo wed what was
ess~nually a there-and-back' course along the coast towards Poole.
This would have been fi ne were it not for the current that had decided
to go the same way. This resulted in some excellent times at the halfway buoy but it made the ret urn leg a real chore. At this stage and
after 29.36 mins I wail 30th out of the water. The 40km cycle was
through a particularly pretty area on the edge of the New Forest.
Unf?rtunately, traf_fi c levels dictate that this route requires a dual
carnageway and so it was necessary to do battle with juggernauts and
road wor~s . Now the pros may appreciate the extra tug provided by
these vehicles as they hurtle past, but l tend to prefer the unassisted
method- besides the exhaust is a bit rough! The fastest bike split was
l.03 .44 and I managed l.18 .44 which was the 27th fastest.
The course chosen for the lOkm run wasn't particulary imaginative.
5km aloi:ig the ~eafront towards Christchurch and back again . The
ret u~n ~np was mto the now increasing wind, resulting in a gradual
decline m !l'orale . However a great deal of position shuffling went on
as competitors fou nd new reserves of energy (or tried to impress the
spectators along the seafront). The fastest run was 35 .54 and I
achieved a time of 42.40. Overall my fi nal result was =21st.
The Swanage Bay Duathlon event was held on Sunday I November
during a downpour. The rain had staned even before the race began
and common sense was screaming ' Don' t do it!' . But what has
common sense got to do with it?
The ~o~se consi~ted of a 3 !12 mile run, then a 15 (ish) mile cycle
and fini shing off with a further 3 !12 mile run for good measure. The
Blandford delegation consisted of Cpl Mick Garbett and SSgt Philip
Cox.
With t.he course best described as 'gently undulating', times were
nev~r gomg to be exceptional. The Blandford pair finished the first
run m 21.40 and 22.11 respectively and this compares well against Neil
Cookson's (unattached) 18.27. Well, it does if you allow for the fact
that he was running much faster .
The cycle phase was extremely unpleasant due to the weather with
the wind demonstrating that peculiar ability to blow the rain int~ your
face all the way around the circular course. Some ' eyebrow raising '
descents (with wet brakes) were included, as were some rather
interesting hairpins at the bottom (these can become very
uncomfortable). At least one cyclist was passed, standing at the side
of the road , with a severe gravel rash.
The fastest cycle split was 36.02. We followed not too far behind
with 40.30 each. Yes, I managed to stop the Garbett machine from
inc~~asing his lead. This cou,ld be due to my purchase of a super duper
Ab1hta-hand-made-frame bike (I promised that I'd do an advert) or
just that we were goi ng the same speed .
. Back at the trai:isi tio~ area it was out of the wet cycling things and
mto the wet runrung things. Mick Garbett tore off at high speed but
as fatigue was beginning to set in, I continued at a more sedate pace.
Out of sheer generosity, 1 allowed a couple of runners to go past but
all. too soon it was time to put in the 'sprint finish' and call it a day.
Mick Garbett managed an excellent 22.36 and the author jogged in at
26.07 .
A footnote- the name Ian Bruce crops up in the result as another
ATA member. Ian, if you ' re reading this, please get in touch either
before, or at the next event. We might even manage 'a team' !
The final results were:
15th Ian Bruce
ATA l.25.20
17th Mick Garbett ATA l.25.42
ATA l.28.49
23rd Philip Cox
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HQ 2 Sig Bde (NC)
and Cotswold Garrison
Corsbam
COMMEMORATIVE DIN ER--A CAPTAIN'S VlEW
b) Geoff Hornsby 94 (Berkshire Y omanry) Sig Sqn
A a result of 'Option for Change' 2 (National Cc mmunications)
ig Bde ha expanded in role and undergone substantial
organi ational change. One Squadron has left the Brigade, several
have joined and a new Squadron i being raised. Also within the
Brigade, a number of Squadron have moved between Regiments
following the changes in Di trict boundaries. Changes on such a scale
were ertainly worth marking and o, on such a special occasion in the
hi tory of the Brigade, a Commemorative Dinner wa held on 31
O.:tober 1992 at Headquarters Mess Royal Signals as part of the
Brigade Study weekend.
ome 140 guests and Brigade Officers dined together and the splash
of colour from such a range of distinctive mess kits, plus a wonderful
atmo phere, set the scene for an emotional yet joyous evening in the
highest tradition of the Territorial Army.
Lt Col Dick Thwaites commanding 31 Sig Regt (V) and Maj Mike
Gilyeat qn Comd 56 Sig Sqn (V) based in Eastbourne were welcomed
into the fold and presented with silver coasters to mark the occasion .
Capt Steve Holder of the new 96 Sig Sqn (V) wa also welcomed into
the Brigade with the instruction to open wide the doors of his TA
Centre in Coventry and get the large queue of eager volunteers in and
erving. Steve, who previously served with 67 (Queens Own
Warwick hire and Worcestershire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn was delighted
to take on the challenge of raising a new Squadron and was looking
forward to the next Brigade exercise.
Maj Simon 'A Very Good Year' Frost now of the Brigade Staff
gave an amusing speech during which the Squadron Commanders
moved to join the officers of their new Regiments, accompanied by
music from the Corps Band. 'The Attack' . the Squadron March of 93
(E Lanes) Sig Sqn (V), signalled the move by the Sqn Comd Maj Alan
Whittle from 38 Sig Regt (V) to 37 Sig Regt (V). Maj Andy Flint Sqn
Comd 57 (City and County of Bristol) Sig Sqn (V) took his Squadron
from 37 Sig Regt (V) to 7J Sig Regt (V) to the Squadron March, the
' '1echanical Horse'.

Unit Computing
(UNICOM) Team
Worthy Down
SOI IT
Lt Col D. F. Malone
S02 Comms
Maj C. R. Urquhart
F?fS S gt ~o~S) R. Isbell, Imp & Trg Team SSgt N. Grant, Sgts N.
Risch, G. Gillings, Network Control Sgt D. Langridge Database Sgt
P. Sinderberry.
'
In our last contribution to The Wire we explained what project
U !COM was and the state of play at that time.
As U ICOM will affect nearly everybody in the British Army we
thought it opportune to give you an update on what has been
happening over the past 10 months.
The contract is now at the stage where the best and final offers have
been r_equested from the three remaining contractors. The replies have
to be in shortly and the decision after evaluation of the tender replies
hould be known in December 1992/January 1993.
Over the past ten m~nths t~e Royal_ Signals element of the project
has been busy overseeing the mstallation of the two nominated trial
ites and arranging the work services for the two reserve trial sites.
The e tasks have been complicated by the privatisation of the PSA
and the sl- rt timescales placed on the installations.
. The t~am has also been involved where possible on arranging the
in tall~tlon of th~ work services in barracks that are either being
refurb1 hed, rebuilt or completely new builds. This is an important
task as the eventual coM savings can be quite significant. So, if any
of you _out there_ know o_f any rebui_lds or refurbishments going vn that
you think we might be interested in, please give us a call on Worthy
Down Mil 2957.
A the U. IC<?M trials start early next year and, Roll-out follows
clo~ly on its tail, we are du to get an increase in personnel. The
actual number and trades are still being determined. However,
hould anyone_ be lucky enough to be posted to the team we look
for~ard to s~ing you and we are sure you will enjoy working on a
proJe<:t that 1 at the front of technology.
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Maj David wann Sqn Comd 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, whose
Squadron March is the 'Coggershall Mans Wedding' led his Squadron
from 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt to join 38 Sig Regt (V).
The final move to occur was a sad occasion as 43 (Wessex) Sig Sqn
(V) led by Maj Rosemary Tuhey officially left the Brigade to the tune
of 'Mercury March' . She was given a rousing farewell as the officers
of the Brigade wished the Squadron the best of luck for their future
with 21 Sig Regt (AS) .
After all the moves were complete, Brig Colin Brown congratulated
Brig Stan Gordon, DSOinC on his appointment as 'the SOinC for the
weekend' and then went on to say that it was unique in the UK for
the officers of six Royal Signals Regiment and an independent Signal
Squadron to dine together. He thanked Tony Jewell from 265 (Kent
and County of London Yeomanry) Sig Sqn and Capt Lyndon
Campbell-Black, Adjutant of 71 Sig Regt (V) for their hard work in
organising with much style such an excellent evening.
Two pipers of 51 (Highland) Sig Sqn, 32 Sig Regt (V), LCpls John
Dickens and Alan Jack then entertained everyone with their haunting
and memorable tunes which were admired by all the officers.
Maj Gen A. Richardson CB, MBE, Hon Col of 70 (Essex
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, acLing as official timekeeper for the sweepstake
recorded the time taken for each speech, and it can now be revealed
that Brig Colin Brown clocked up a respectable 11 minutes 37 seconds.
The winner of a bottle of champagne was a certain Paul Brown (a case
more of know your relations rather than no relation!) .
As the Dinner drew to a close the Corps Band gave a lively
rendering to set the seal on their performance throughout the evening.
For the many of us who see the Corps Band infrequently our spirit and
pride, in being a part of the Corps, were most certainly enhanced by
their presence. Indeed it was most probably a 'first' in the different
number of Corps marches to be played during an evening!
Finally a combined team of the Berkshire, Kent, Essex and Inns of
Court and City Yeomanry Sig Sqns remained undefeated at mess
rugby against separate assaults of both 37 Sig Regt (V) and 32 Sig Regt
(V) teams. It emphasised the national character of the Regiment as the
Scots, Welsh and Ulstermen united to attack the English!
Honour satisfied, new friends made and drinks all round. All in all
an excellent evening for the Volunteer and Regular Officers gathered
in from every part of the United Kingdom to mark the changes and
a bright future with 2 (National Communications) Sig Bde.

... for
•
convenience.
...on camp
...on ships
...on active duty.

TWO BRITISH EMPIRE MEDALS FOR UNICOM
SSgt Nigel Grant and Sgt David Langridge received the British
Empire Medal on Wednesday 2 September 1992 from the General
Officer Commanding Southern District, Lt Gen Sir Richard Swinburn
KCB at a ceremony in the Sergeants' Mess AG Corps' Centre, Worthy
Down. The ceremony was watched by their families: SSgl Grant's wife
Jackie and children Samantha (3) and Michael (2) and Sgt Langridge's
wife Chris and children Zoe (13) and Martin (9). Prior to his posting
to Project UNICOM SSgt Grant was stationed in Cyprus for three and
a half years, where he was responsible for the military telephone
network within Dhekelia Garrison. It is for his exceptional
achievements and dedication during this time-including the
replacement of over 18 miles of underground cable-that he was
awarded a BEM in the New Year Honours List.
Sgt Langridge was awarded his BEM in the Birthday Honours List
for his outstanding achievements since joining the UNICOM Project.
He was commended for his technical ability and dedication,
particularly during the Gulf War.

Always there
when you need us.

SSgt Grant (right) and Sgt Langridge after the presentation
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lSQUADRON
Maj W. Richardson
Sqn Comd
21C
Capt T. S. Sullivan Canadian Signals
SSM W02 (SSM) Fullwood , FofS W02 (FofS) Naylor YofS W02
(YofS) Knight , SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Murrell.
'
.

News from Regiments
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32
CO
Lt Col A. J . Grey
2IC
Maj H. A. Ross
dj t Capt G. J. Complin, Supt Clk WOl (SC) J. Chapman, RSM
WOl (RM) C. A. Clark-Darby.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Firstly, welcome to Capt Graham Complin who has taken over the
po t of Adjt from Capt Andy ' Sinbad the Sailor' Bristow. A sigh of
relief when we heard that Capt Complin was married (no more late
nights) and a non smoker (Duty Clerk will no longer need twice as
many cigarettes whilst on duty). However, a street map showing bike
repair shops has been given to him . Cobble stones make wheel nuts
loosen, especially front wheel nuts. We hope that you and your wife
Catherine enjoy Verden .
Capt Bristow departed the Regiment via the RHQ Court Martial
Centre where he was tried and found guilty o f never actually being at
work . The Prosecuter, WOl John ' Perry Mason' Chapman explained
the workings of a RHQ Court Martial to the Defence, Cpl Andy
Callsghan, especially the part about him not being allowed to say
anything. Capt Bristow declined the offer to commit Hari-kari and
was fined 400 Benson and Hedges .
Congratulations go to WOl (RSM) R. E. Bolt (Mr Bean) on
commissioning into the AAC. Our best wishes go with him and his
wife Ursula. With luck he will not have to play car park attendant
anymore.
Welcome also to the new RSM WOl (RSM) C. A. Clark-Darby
from 34 Sig Regt (V). He joins us with his wife Lise and two children .
We hope you all enjoy your tour.
RACE THE SUN
On Wednesday 21 October 1992, on the Bergen/ Munster Sud
Ranges, 12 teams comprising of 32 competitors from each team
participated in a multi-discipline marathon exceeding I lOkm. The
event ran from dawn until dusk and is thus called Race the Sun .
The event was brought to Germany by Brig Mike Smythe Comd
Verden Garrison from 2 Sig Regt. Race the Sun was first int;oduced
to the then 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt by (now) Brig J. H. Griffin, in
1989, when be was CO of the Regiment.
The team captain for the combined HQ and Sig Regt team was Capt
Gerry Hegarty which comprised a mixture of Regimental and Div HQ
athletes of all ranks.
The race began with the Brigadier firing a 25 Pounder Gun and 33
cyclists accelerating away on the 42kms course. Only l hr and 12 rnins
later the fust team came in from HQ 21 Engr Regt having averaged
over 35kph. Their arrival signalled the start of the 2lkms half
marathon. The winner from the Regiment was LCpl Nesbitt who
completed this course in 1 hr 10 mins, a superb individual effort with
the team corning second overall . Next the canoeists started on their
long distance paddle. HQ Sqn 21 Engr Regt won this event with the
Regiment coming third. Then it was the turn of another set of runners
to take on the next 12kms course.

Canoe Team

L to R: 21C Maj Ross , Capt Bristow and LCpl Dowcka
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Compared to their forerunners on the half marathon, they att acked
this course as though it was not much more than a sprint ! T he
individual winner of this event was from H Q Bly 4 Fd Regt in 40 mins
15 secs but it was the Regiment who too k the team honours with SSgts
Mark Davidson and Jim Brebner finish ing second and fou rth
respectively.
Next the teams tackled the gruelling 13kms Bergen March over tank
tracks and roads carrying 35llbs excluding water. Fir st home was a 10
AD Bty man with a magnificient but solo effort o f l hr 14 mins ahead
of another gunner and then our own SSgt Ron Blackburn . The HQ
and Sig Regt Combined Team came fo urth.

Race the Sun Bergan Run
L to R: Capt Huw Jenkins, SSgt Ron Blackburn and Cpl Alex
Strange sweat it out
Now back at the Central Control A rea and the mass of enthusiastic
and very vociferous spectators, the mountain bikers took up the
challenge and scrambled their way . over the next 12kms. The
continuous rain throughout the day had turned this course into a
tortuous quagmire . First home was 40 Fd Regt but it was the Regiment
(LCpl Mark Sala, Capt David Fairclough and Cpl Craig Coombs)
who took the first team place. Penultimately, teams of six dashed their
way along a straigh'course of 5km carrying two ammunition boxes,
finally to handover to teams of eight carrying stretchers weighing
140lbs over a course of a similar length . Both these events were won
by 21 Engr Regt with the 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt coming a
respectable fifth and third.
The final results drew out some interesting statistics. HQ Sqn 21
Engr Regt teams had won no less than 4 of the 8 legs, 1 Armd Div HQ
, and Sig Regt had won 2 and 97 Fd Bty and HQ Bty, both of 4 Fd Regt,
had _won one each . However, 97 Fd Bty Royal Artillery, of 4 Fd Regt
earned off the trophy. Sadly there were no prizes for the minor places
but the ~egiment can take great pride in corning third overall with the
same pomts as HQ Sqn 21 Engr Regt who came second having done
slightly better in the final event.
It _was always designed to be a very testing competition but the
contmuous rain up until the prizegiving markedly increased the
difficulty factor. The Regimental team are to be congratulated for the
manner in which they rose to the challenge and they thoroughly
earned their certificates.
WIVES CLUB EXERCISE
~n 14 September 1992 the Training Wing ran an exercise for the
Wives Club on a l?cal training area. The exercise was split into three
phase~. The morning was spent on the ranges, introducing the wives
~o various weapons. The afternoon took the form of a 'crash' course
m f<;>ur-tonner and 'Panza' driving. Fortunately there was not much
to hit and only a couple of trees were in the way of vehicles. The final
part of the el_{ercise w_as a command task followed by a FIBUA attack
and then a mght out m the woods. The wives have said that next time
they would like to be 'bumped' during the night!
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HELLOS AND GOODBYES
. Fir_stly, w~ said farewell to our Sqn Comd Maj Colin Whittaker and
hts wife Judith who departed for MOD . We also said goodbye to SS t
(Y<!fS) Al Haresign and his wife Katie who left us for UK Lastly t~e
e~t1re SQMS staff h~ve left. SSg~ (SQMS) Lewis Brice is 'off to ~ork
with th e TA at 31 Sig Regt (V) m London and newly promoted Sgt
Sammy Johnston. has moved to Trunk Node 071. We wish everyone
all the very best m their new posts.
Hearty welcom~s are in order f<;>r a~I the new blood. The new Sqn
Comd Maj Jim Richardson and his wife Paula , who join us from 11
Bde_, _the ne_w YofS who saw the light and moved across from the
Trammg \;Vmg, SSgt (YofS) Knight and his wife Julie who join us
from 22 Sig Regt. Last, but not least, we say hello to the new Tech
Staffy, SSgt Glen Renshaw. We hope you all enjoy your time in
Verden.
HAWK TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Hill
Tp SSgt
SSgt Johnson
_The Troop ex!e~ds a warm welcome to SSgt Steve Johnson and his
wife Jan~ who JOIIl us all the way from 2 Sqn and to Sig Rodemell
from 8 Sig Regt. We say farewell to 2Lt Billingham and wish her good
luck on her Troop Commanders' Course.
_It has been a busy couple of months. First there was Ex Hawk
p1amond, a troop adventurous training week in Bernkastel Kries. It
JUSI happened there was a wine festival going on at the same time.
Good Reece Sgt Graham Wilkinson. This was quickly followed by Ex
Green Blade and everyone's favourite RSIT. A special mention must
be ma~e of Sigs 'Paddy' Moo.re and 'Gazza' Peak, who, in the span
of a smgle week, lost_ a vehicle mast under a low bridge, then a
generator do<;>r and fmally reversed into another vehicle on the
washdown pomt.
The Troop would like to congratulate Cpl Shaun Littlefield and
LCpl John Botham on their recent marriages.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dubique
Reece Sgt
Sgt Dawson
Sys Sgt Sgt Ginty.
2n~ Line lnspectio_n~ wa_s quickl~ followed by Ex Whirlygig and a
week s adventure trammg m Bavana, which proved a real adventure
for two people. LCpl 'Danny' Kaye and Sig Dave Sharkey misread the
route card and tur~ed up in Austria . Once we were all there the
weather. was very k~~ to u~ after ~ day of non-stop rai n.
We did ~?me abseiling, hill walkmg, rock climbing and had a day
of ~~ters k un_g . Thanks go to 2Lts Jules Hill and Sara Billingham fo r
thelf mstrucuon. Thanks also go to Sig Rob Hardiman Sgt Bill Bailey
and ~ig Mark Hook for looking after us so well.
'
This was fo llowed by RSIT and exercises.
. Congratu_lations go to Cpl Willie Rushton and his wife Gwen on the
birth of thelf son Ryan. Also to Cpl Geoff Foster and his wife Claire
on the birth of their daughter Keah .
The Troop exter;tds a warm welcome_to Sig Chris Oliver who joins
the troop from 8 ~1g Regt and has the distinction of being the first and
only female Radio Relay Operator in the Regiment .
2SQUADRON
Maj Croft
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Boulton
YofS SSgt (YofS) Trask, FofS SSgt (FofS) Soward, MT Sgt Gibson.
COMPETITION DAY
~he maii:i event !n November was the Squadron Training Week .
This c~ !mmated m . the Sqn Comd's Competition Day. The
compet1t1on s~rted with a. CFT out to Haberloh Ranges. Sections I,
2 and 3 were first away with 4, 5 and 6 leaving 5 minutes later. Cpl
'Ooh Ah ' Sala, IC Section 1 was disgusted with his section when
Section 2 ov_ertook them an~ then went on to complete it in a very
respectable !1me of I hr 33 mms. Next was the shoot, with 30 balloons
at lOOm which was won by Section I . After a bite of lunch it was time
to cam up and take on the stands that lay ahead. Section 1 came away
:ovinners but it was a close run thing. A great deal was learnt by all
mvolved.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Wilson
Tech Wksp
Sgt Hindson
EDs Cpl Nutbeam, Lineys Cpl Sala.
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INTER TROOP COMPETITION
The inter-troop rugby was a great success and was a fiercely
contested 'best of three' said the Sqn Comd, but Support Tp only
needed to play two games to prove that they were far superior with
s~or~s of 23- 20 and 30- 06. The first win was all down to s~perb
k1ckmg by Lt David Wilson and the determination of the team . The
second match was won .by two superb tries both of which came from
techs, namely Cpl ~~stm March and LCpl J ohn 'the man' Manley.
\he next compet1t10n was basketball, which was based on a league
basis.- Two teams from both troops were selected. The games were
dommated by Support Tp. LCpl 'Big Al' Morton led the 'A' Team to
a comfortable win.
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Morcom
Tp SSgt
SSgt Williams
Tp Sgt Sgt Ferris.
On Monday 26 Oct?ber 1992 the Squadron was re-organised from
Oscar, Papa, Rov_er, Lm~ Support and SHQ Tps, into Comms T p and
Support Tp! the_ idea bemg to maxim ise manpower for Drawdown .
After nail-b1tmg planning sessions to complete the drawdown
prog!an:ime by Lt Char Morcom , SSgt Mick Williams and Sgt Steve
F~rns: tt _was brought fo rward by three months. (' Oh well , never
mmd, said S~eve, 'I love work ing late.')
Th~ Troop 1s _
currently prepari ng for its latest, and probably last,
exe_rc_1se as a Div complex, so the garages are a veritable hive of
a~t:VJty, the rebros are busy packing toasters, T Vs , videos and sports
kit. The Armoured Troops are doing track bashes and sprocket
changes.
The Troop has played foo tball and rugby against Support Tp
Comms Tp w?n the football , and let Support Tp win· the rugby! '
Congratulations to Scott Johnstone and Lee Middleton promotion
to LCP!· Welcome to Cpl Dean Cox and wife Hayley from 14 Sig
Regt, ~1gs Kno~les _and Jarrett from 8 Sig Regt. 'Adios' to Cpl Dave
Longfield who 1s gomg o n an extended Snow Queen before emigrating
to the Land of Oz as a civvy.

201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
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Sqn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
2IC
Capt C. Mcintosh
A Tp Comd 2Lt N. O'Kelly, B Tp Comd 2Lt J . Langley, YofS W02
(YofS) ~ · _Greig , FofS SSgt (FofS) D. Alexander, SSM W02 (SSM)
D. Stachm1, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) C. Dennis, Chief Clk Sgt D. Maher.
GOODBYES
We say farewell to the following: Lt D. Wilson Pte Adey Cpls
'
'
Webb and Jowitt. We wish you all the best.
WELCOMES
~~Uo to Sgts Atkinson, Gear, Sigs Morris, Murray, Steadman, Dvr
Wilkinson and Pte Newcombe.
The majority C?f the adv_e~turou s training took place in September
when a t?tal of five expeditions went o ff to various parts of Europe.
At one llme, a total of 100 personnel, officers and other ranks were
aw~y from the Squadron , travelling to Garmisch,
orway and
Switzerland .
SWITZERLAND
Two expeditions went to Switzerland, one led by 21C, Capt Chris
Mcintosh and the other by W02 (YofS) George Greig. The aims were
to ~averse the Grande Hante route between Zermat and Chamonix
which was about 1lOkm long. Each party consisted of around six or
seven people plus an admin party of two people. The idea was then
to wa~~ the route with the admin pa:ty setting up at the end. Both
expe<1:1t1ons were completed successfully, but some minor injurie were
expenenced, so the R & R phase was well appreciated.
NORWAY
Th: next two exp~ditions both went to Norway to do some erious
trekkmg on the glaciers, amongst other things. The first was led by the
Sqn Comd, Maj Chris Wakerley and the econd by SSgt Rick
Skelland. The forma t was generally to have a couple of days trekking
and then to cross the Hardanger Vidda which was about 90km in
length . A large amount of snow and ice work was needed which made
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the condition very demanding. Due to the hard nature of these
e pedition the R & R at the e.id was taken with great delight but not
too much energy.
G RMI CH
This wa the final 'expedition' run by the members of the
quadron. It was actually an outdoor pursuit camp run by Lt Dave
Wil on for the remainder of the Squadron. Altogether about 40
personnel were involved i!1 th~s •. with acti_vities incl~ding ~op rop_e and
abseil, canoeing, moumam b1kmg, walkmg/~rekkmg, w~~dsurfmg, a
day of white water rafting and an ?v~rmght expediuon ~P the
Zug pitz. Even though it was such a difficult camp to orgamse and
run with the help of Sgts Mick Williams and Dennis, the camp went
ext;emely well and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone who took
part.

(2Lt O'KeUy). All the six groups rotated around. the stands spending
either a morning or afternoon at each for the first three days.
The next day and a half were taken with compulsory lectures _about
abuse of drugs, driving on the Continent and the Law relatmg to
Armed Conflict.
The climax of the week and to the inter section competition was the
4 mile stretcher race where each time was accompanied by two
members of OS. The winning team, supervised by SSgt Rick Skelland
contained many fit people including LCpls Gipson and Cook and just
narrowly beat the Sqn Comd's Learn, led by LCpl Daly.
A thoroughly exhausting but educating time was had by all.

Back Row (I to r): Sigs Mathews, Rumbold, Cpl Lamont, Sig

Wright and SSgt Rick Skelland

EXERCI E REFORGER
Ex Reforger 92 was a Joint Forces Multi Nation exercise which saw
the Squadron in support of I (US) Inf Div (Mech) in the area
of Gies en and Cleeberg. The Squadron worked well throughout the
four weeks of the exercise, proving that in a static role the boredom
and monotony of shift could put a damper on our morale and
professional attitude. (The PX and shower runs helped considerably).
Throughout the exercise a number of stars were found within the
complex, in particular ig Knobby 'The Sock' Clark, don't worry,
your ecret's safe with us, and for pure entertainment value Sig
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ranges using pistol, SABO rifle, LMG, GPMG and LAW 94,
fieldcraft, command tasks and much more.
The Squadron was divided into six sections with each section being
marked and awarded points for every task. The competition was fierce
and culminated with a one day Mil Skills/ Assault Course Comp which
tested sections and individuals on everything they had been taught
over the previous fortnight.
The final results were announced in barracks, where the Sqn Comd
presented the winners shield to A2 Section led by Cpl Dave Bennett.
By the end of it all, everyone had been pushed hard but spirits were
high and most had learned a great deal.
Individuals worthy of note were Cpl Mick Angove for his novel use
of a map, Cpl eao Seraphin found a novel way to park a landrover,
Cpl Dave Pook for choosing the right time to get married and Cpl
Chris Yates for picking the right time to go to Batus.
Finally, special thanks to the following (on loan) without whom
Battle Camp would not have been so successful, W02 (SSM) Mick
Scull from 7 Sig Regt, SSgt Pete McBride from 12 Armd Wksps and
Sgt 'Mac' MacDonald from 12 Ord Coy.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Sig Spike Irving on his promotion to LCpl, LCpls Sean Parkins,
Mick Preston and Sig Pat Milnes on passing their upgrading course;
LCpl 'Spats' Brodie on finishing third on his RSDCC: Cpl Dave
'Pigmy' Pook on his recent marriage to Marie; SSgt (SQMS) Steve
Dunk on passing his RQMS' course, with a possible A grading; Sgt
Craig 'Limpy' Morgan for being the first Comms Tp Sgt to get on a
course and nearly pass.
SPORT
The Squadron is improving ' by the minute' on the sporting front.
We are currently third in the 1 Armd Div Orienteering League and the
football team are top of the Osnabruck Garrison Minor Units League
and through to the second round of the Army Minor Units Cup. The
hockey team meanwhile are through to the quarter finals of the 1
Armd Div Minor Units KO Cup Competition.
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ROU D AND ABOUT MT/LAD
Things have been busy in Support Tp (it never ends). SSgt Bill
urman managed to skive off Ex Reforger for a couple of days to run
round the countryside with a piece of black and white paper called a
map (FofS take note), and won the BAOR REME OAP's
Competition, well done Bill.
Everyone is now working hard getting ready for Drawdown so there
is not enough time to write any more apart from goodbye to Richie
Hodge RPC, and well done on your promotion, also Dvr Mark
Bingham and 'Grease Monkey' Blacket REME.

Sqn Comd
Maj D. E. Rowlinson
2IC
Capt M. G. Hanson
SSM W02 (SSM) Smith, FofS SSgt (FofS) Rutherford, YofS W02
(YofS) Perry, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Dunk.

ARRIVALS
Welcome to SSgt (FofS) Ian Rutherford and Rhona, Sgt Steve
Davison, Sigs Wee-Ian Barclay, Dave Reid, Dave Drummond, Gary
Sygrove Alistair Burnett and Cfn Mac McGrath. We wish you all a
pleasant tour.

207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

Sqn Comd
Maj A. Field
2IC
Capt J. H. Fraser
AO Lt R. K. Orr, SSM W02 (SSM) W. Ogden, YofS W02 (YofS) P.
Sexby, FofS SSgt (FofS) M. J. Drake, C'.hief Clerk Sgt A. Rose.
We welcome YofS Paul Sexby and farmly and say goodbye to YofS
Willie Riding and family on posting to 13 Sig Regt.
2Lt 'Mac' McKenzie has also departed for sunny 'Shrivers' and has
been replaced by a Fig 11 target and 2Lt Chnrchill. Sgt Colin Milne
has sadly moved to 210 Sig Sqn (what have they done to deserve him?)
and even more surprising, he i now a SSgt, well done Colin.
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DEPARTURES
We bid a fond farewell to SSgt (FofS) Mick Dighton and Ute posted
to 19 In'f Bde in Colchester/Catterick?, Sgt Andy Bellew and Eve,
soon to become a civvy, Sgt (now Sgt) Mick Parrish and Marie
posted to MOD, Cpl Keith Meadows and Melanie posted to 9/12
Lancers, LCpl Martin Porter and Sue posted to 8 Sig Regt, Sig Kev
Farley joining the ranks of the unemployed, Cfn 'Radar' Bright
posted o 4 Armd Div, Dvr 'Woody' Wood posted to.Belize and last
but, not least, on the move to our impending independence, our
Pioneer section of Sgt 'Taff' Chappell and Corrine, Cpl Keith 'NBC'
Lines, LCpl 'Brocks' Brocklesby and Jill, Pte Gary-Gordon
McQueen, Pte McEwan, Pte 'Eddy' Edwards and Pte Dave Reid.
Good I ck and be t wishes to you all.

COMM TRAINJ G WEEK
Thi was run and organised by W02 (Y~fS) George Greig and '~as
de igned to continue training, t~ac~ on d1~ferent tra~e and to give
J CO the opportunity to practise mstrucuonal techniques.
.
The areas that were taught ranged from antennae and propagauon
by Cpl McDonald to line laying by Cpl McKitterick through to
BA TCO by LCpl Bannister. These three plus another eight subjects
constituted the weeks tuition.
The culmination of this teaching was tested on the final morning
when there was a competition which involved a line task, LR driving,
BATCO RR stand and a FFR installation stand.
It w~ apparent at the end of this competition just how much
teaching had been absorbed.
MILITARY TRAINING WEEK
The 1-ilitary Training Week was organised and run by W02 (SSM)
Dave Stachini and involved the whole Squadron in various activities
throughout the week.
A total of six teams of around ten people each wok part in the
activities which involved a weapons stand (Sgt Middleton), first aid
(Cpl Treeby), map reading (SSgt Skelland), NBC (Sgt Dummit), field
craft and survival (Sgt Rouse) and finally the command task stand

212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

'Extras' Rutter and Cpl 'Sick' Hoare, both class comedy acts from the
SAS/MC.
During the exercise we had a number of visits from senior officers,
of all nationalities. We also had the pleasure of a CSBM visit for
which the Squadron put on several displays, notably: Sgt Toms/Cpl
Reynolds-Defence, LCpl May-LAD, Cpl Garner-Gens, LCpl
Hay-Line and Sgt Dickinson-ERV.

ANSWERS TO THE SCOTTISH QUIZ ON PAGE 7
• The Right Honourable Sir Winston Spencer Churchill, or as he was
in 1908, plain Mr W S Churchill.
• While driving along the shores of Loch Ness the man saw a strange
monster-like creature in the water, thus began the legend of the
Loch Ness monster.
• The Borders.
• Jackie Stewart.
•Lulu.
• The anti-smoking campaigner was King James VI , in his 'A
Counterblast to Tobacco', published in 1604. Warming to his
subject, he continued: 'Herein is not only a great vanity, but a
great contempt of God's good gifts, that the sweetness of man's
breath, being a good gift of God should be wilfully corrupted by
this stinking smoke.' Quite!
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SMOCS CUP
By Cpl Keith Meadows
Presented by the SSM for the first time this year, the SMOCS
(Sergeant Major's and OC Squadron's) Cup/Competition was
introduced to enhance pre-Battle Camp training. Comms and Support
Tps each had to provide two nine man teams (A+ B).
0730 hrs Friday 25 September 1992 was the start of a very long day!
It began with an inspection of the accommodation by the Sqn Comd.
Next, into the gym for an 1157 check which went well for everybody
except Sig Jim Hardy who appeared to have more kit missing from his
1157 than he had originally signed for!
Then it was outside for everyone's favourite: a No 2 Dress
inspection, but only after having a Squadron photo taken (keep
smiling please). And so, on to the afternoon's activities.
It was the hottest September afternoon in history and what an
afternoon! It started with the Assault Course which was won by
'outsiders' Sup Tp B, in a time of 4.06 mins. Next was a 7 mile
'march' which was won by Sup Tp A with a time of 57 .39 mins. Then,
after a two minute break, it was on to the stands , consisting of NBC,
map reading and weapon stands. The final event of the day was a
pistol shoot.
A good day was had by all and the eventual winners were Support
Tp B Team. Led by Cpl Keith Meadows, the team were LCpls 'Brock'
Bocklesby, 'Cheats' Cheatle, Jim Greaves, Martin Porter, Sigs
'Geordie' Cullen, Mick Fernie, Pte 'Eddy' Edwards and Cfn Tony
Bailey.

The QC presents Cpl Dave Bennett with his trophy observed by
Cpl Taff ' Dot' Walters

A2 , the winning section
BATTLE CAMP
The Squadron's annual Battle Camp was again held at Vogelsang
Training Camp, that nice hilly area of Germany known as the
Northern Eifel.
Held over a period of two weeks, it was a testing time for all
involved and included such delights as ATD training, an all day
navigational exercise, a sports comp, a 'smidgeon' of fitness train ing,
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Back (I tor): Cpl Dave Bennett, Sigs Scotty Scott, Babs Dowsing

and LCpl Tony Ward
Front fl tor): Sigs Des McCarthy, Col Evans, Peebs Peebles, Dave

Needham
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2 Sig Regt

York
TR MPET COMPETITION
The Regiment's annual military kills competition took place at the
tart of ovember in the 'not so sunny' Otterburn uaining area.
Ten ion was evident amongst the 12 section-sized teams as they
thought of the suenuous two days ahead and, thanks to the planning
of WO I (R M) Geoff Elli and the training wing trio ofSSgt 'Chalky'
ti.in , gts Terry Conway and Paul Layton their fears proved well
founded. At the start on Wednesday 4 May the sun was shining and
there was not a breath of wind. This was ideal weather considering
that the teams were all being tested on their basic military skills such
a observation, map reading and first aid. By the end of the
afternoon, and as night began to fall, the weather (as to plan) took
a turn for the worse. The RSM smiled as the clouds opened, turning
Otterburn into the cold, wet training area we nave all come to know
and love. Whilst the sections were preparing the evening's activities,
the DS were enjoying the delights of the 24 hour field canteen; thanks
to Pte ' Cordon bleu' King, LCpls Buckley-Mellor and 'Sandy'
anderson for their culinary delights .

Phoenix Troop: Fastest on Route March
From Front to Rear: Cpl Gaz Davies, Sigs Scottie Mackay, Chris

Vickers, Paul Slinger, Craig Malcolm, Scott Clegg and LCpls Marty
Fell and Daz Collins

The CO. Lt Col Hughes, presenting 'The Trumpet' to Cpl Jerry
Browning-1 Sqn
The fir t night was taken up with sections patrolling the area and
being marked on the proficiency of their drills and reactions to certain
itua~ion . This pr~:>Ved to be 'interesting' as by now there were
howh_ng gales, freezmg temperatures and, of course, a plentiful supply
of ram. One group went to the live firing section attack range and
command task stand, whilst the other two groups found themselves
either digging in or carrying out NBC drills (with a log race thrown
in for good measure).
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The evening's 'entertainment' was provided by SSgt 'Paddy' Killen
and Sgt Dean Nichols in the form of a night navigation exercise. The
course was relatively difficult with several checkpoints being placed on
some of the higher hills in the area-these tested most people's sense
of humour. However, with the thought of finishing the next morning,
most teams remained intact.
The final test was a 15km route march over terrain which, in
profile, looked like a roller coaster ride. The teams set off at 10 minute
intervals so they could not tell how they had done until the last team
had passed the finish line. All teams made maximum effort, but the
last section from Phoenix Troop, Jed by Cpl Gaz Davies, completed
the course 10 minutes faster than the remainder-an excellent result.
Despite this stand, 3 Sqn was unable to retain the trophy, losing to I
Sqn.

With all the usual big guns among the 80 teams entered in the 1992
event, few of the 500 or so athletes, spectators and officials present
on 7 November would have put their shirts on the York teams creating
upheaval. Such was the dominance of our talented squad however
that not o.nly was the _Major Units title wrested from the grip of th~
I Armd Div f:IQ and Sig Regt team but the RAOC boys from Dulmen
set off.on th.e1r JOur~ey home with a small but noticeable dent in their
colle~t1ve pride, having been beaten to the finish line by the substantial
margm of 22 seconds. Of more ominous significance to cognoscenti
~as the depth of the 2 Sig Regt team as our B and C teams fini~hed
m 5th an? 2 lst places respectively.
As I wr~te the days gr?w ever shorter and winter will test our mettle
as we begm the long build-up towards the Army team championships
at Loi:ig~oor on 3 February. S!-lccess in November does not guarantee
trophies m February, dedication ~n? h_ar.d training are required to
7ns~~e that. But, for the present, 11. 1s f1ttmg to pay tribute to those
mdlVlduals who brought a mall measure of glory to 2 Sig Regt those
few weeks ago.

INTER SQUADRON BOXING
. The Regiment's annual boxing competition took place this month
m front of a vel1'. noi~y audience. The night some people consider best
of the year cert~mly hved up to its expectations. Ten bouts were to be
contes~ed varymg from Bantam Weight to Heavy Weight. The
~ollow1~g deserve a si;>ecial mention : Lt Richie Dean for his
1mp.ress1ve sportsmanship and Sig Paul Birch for his performance
against. <;pt 'Wooly' Woolston. Outside the ring thanks go out to all
the ~fflc1als, referees, Squadrons and the Doctor for making the event
possible.
The CO, Lt Co~ Hughes, presented the prizes with the prize for the
best Squadron gomg. to I Sqn, narrowly edging out the favourites 3
and 2 Sqns. The Regiment's guest at the boxing competition was our
C~~ma1_1der_, Brig Bill Backhouse, who left in no doubt that fighting
spmt eXJsts m no mean quantity in York (and Coleme!).

?SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Clark
2IC Sqn
Capt Debbie Douglas
SSM W02 Des Whiting, YofS SSgt (YofS) Dave Brudenall, FofS SSgt
(FofS) Pete Crawley, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Tom McCutcheon.
HARRIER TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Andy Fallows
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ken Kennedy
What an effect Options for Change has had on our Trunk Node,
from a flat airfield site at Wildeorath we have moved to a windy hill
top in an obscure place called Colerne.
With a change of locations came a change in names from TN039 21
Sig Regt to Harrier Troop, 2 Sig Regt . This move entailed much work
and numerous inspections; we are now rather thankful to be back in
England.
As for the movement of personalities, we left numerous troop
characters in Germany. Cpl Sam Faulds and Sig Ron Aaronovitch are
but two, good luck 4 Div. However, we also gained from the
disbandment of 2 Sqn in the form of Sgt 'Chippy' Chapman, Sigs
Steve Goodall and Dave Coster.
We said goodbye to our star athletes, Cpl Karl Richardson, Cpl
Pete Curtis and Sig Paul Renwick. We have heard that York is missing
them.
More recently we have had a change in command structure, saying
a fond farewell to 'Pathfinder' Lt Maria Staples who has gone to
Harrogate and hello to 2Lt Andy Fallows. We wish them all the best
in their new commands.
Finally, a few hellos to the new Troop personalities. First, Sgt
Choules and also our tennis ace Sigs Tague, 'Oily' Bishop, Howard
'The Duck', not forgetting our very own Switch operator Sig 'Daz'
King. Good luck to all of them.
CROSS COUNTRY
T~aining for C?mr:iitted distance runners is a 365 days a year ritual,
C~nstmas mor~ng 1s .a heaven sent opportunity to fill your lungs with
cnsp, ~lean au while the usual hazards (cars, dogs, smoking
pedestnans) settle down for an orgy of self-indulgence. As the year's
roll by the weather and the seasons-track athletics during the
summer, cross country throughout the autumn and winter road
racing in the spring-bring only the subtlest of variations 'to the
training programme content.
Although at the time of writing it is only November the seeds of
an ~utstan~ng tean_i sown over the past few month; are already
bearing f~1t as a uruque ?lend of experience and fresh, home-grown
talent begms to ooze with confidence and the promise of sweet
success.
Such quality Cll;nnot be kept hidden and the team has already
declared its hand m a most decisive fashion. Cross country pundits
invariably gravitate towards the Rushmoor Arena near Aldershot each
Novemb~r to u~e the Army_Cross Country Relays as an early season
form guide. This event, which consists of a 4 x 3 mile relay race run
over woodland tracks surrounding the arena, attracts a host of teams
from UK and BAOR.
A~ ~re keen to gain an early psychological advantage by lifting a
presug1ous trophy. Major and minor units compete for separate titles
m the .event but all race together and competition for the overall first
place is always fierce. In recent years the Major Units Championship
has ~one to I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, but the race has been
donunated for several years by the Minor Units champions from FOD
Diilmen.
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Boxing Finals
Top Row (I tor): Lt Richie Deans, LCpls Trev McNiel Paul Mason

2 Sig Regt Cross Country Squad with the Army Relay Cup
Back Row (/to r): LCpls J. T. M. Smith, Wayne Braysford, Lee

Boston and Cpl Spike Harding
Centre (I to r): Capt Les Wood, Cpl Tim Mounfield , SSgt Graham
Par~ew ~

LCi;>I Kev East and Sig Dinger Bell

Front (I tor): Sig Jim Richards, Cpl Jock Castle, SSgt Jeff Martin

Sigs 'Archie' Archibald, 'Jock' Henderson LCpl J~hn Reid Cpl
'Robbo' Robinson, Sigs Baz Park, 'Barn sa'm· Blakey, LCpl Tony
Booth and Cpl Kev Dawes
~rant, Row fl tor): Sig ,Castro., Cpl 'Sandy' Pitt, Sigs Tony Skelton,
Mac McGachy, Cpl Wooly Woolston, Sigs Jason Birch, Kevin
Conlon and Jason Cannon

and Sig Kev Conlon
Absent: LCpl John Lasseter

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Regimental Headquarters
London District Military and ask for extension as below or by direct dialling as shown
Appt
Regt Col
Regt Sec
Asst Reg1 Sec
Wei Sec
Assn AO
Corps Acc1
Accts
Ed, Journal & Wire
FAX
Ord Room
Ret Offrs
Chief Clerk
ASSI Ed Wire
Clerk, Regt Col
S02 (Sldr Rec)
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ame
Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE
Col A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Maj G. Schofield MBE
Mrs P. J. Haw
Mr R. Whittle
Mr A. Wilkinson
Mr D. Wiles
Lt Col M. Q. M. Greave
Lt Cot Bc2ttie/ Capt Dugdale
Miss S. A. Jackson
Mrs M. A. Riggs
Mrs D. Young
Muj B. H. Rowe

Exten ion
8420
8421
8422
8423
8424
8425
8426
8428
8429
8430
8431
8432
8433
8443
8444

( TD Direct Dial)
(071-414 8420)
(071·414 8421)
(071-4 t 4 8422)
(071-414 8423)
(071-414 8424)
(071-414 8425)
(071-414 8426)
(071-414 8428)
(O?t-414 8429)
(071-414 8430)
(071-414 8431)
(071-414 8432)
(071-414 8433)
(071-414 8443)
(071-414 8444)
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marathon before the flag was fi nally delivered safely to its new home.
Maj Gen H. W.R. Pyke DSO~ MBE, GOC 3 (UK) Div received the
Flag. from Capt Lee S!flart and It was then hoisted in its new location
outside the 3 (U K) Div HQ .
•

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 114

\ 'I IT OF COMMANDER COMMUNICATIONS BAOR
In ovember Commander Communications BAOR, Brig J . D.
tokoe CBE, vi ited the Regiment during our prep~ati on .for
outloading. Following a tour around the Squadrons meet.Ing soldiers
of all rank he presented Gulf War Medals and the LS & GC medal
to Cpl Helen Rhind AGC.
.
fter vi iting the Regiment in San Sebastian and lunch m the
ergeant ' Mess he moved to Salamanca Barracks where he met
member of 206 and 222 Sqns. The end of his visit was marked by a
helicopter ab eil and presentation by the ab eil team of a Regimenta l
plaque.

Comd Comms BAOR - presenting Gulf Medal to LCpl Curley

Comd Comms BAOR - presenting the LS & GC meda l to Cpl
Rh ind AGC

Comd Comms BAOR - presented with Reg imental Shield by
helicopter abseil team LCpl Kevin Sherwood , SSgt Mason and Cpl
Carl Budding
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CHANGE OF ROLE
The Regiment moves to Bulford on change of role. This was
marked by two parades. T he fi rst was held at San Sebastian Barracks,
Korbecke, on the evening of 15 October when the flag was lowered.
It was then carried by the Transfer Triangle team to Picton Barracks,
Bulford, to be handed over to the new GOC.

REGIMENTAL BOXING
The Squadrons of the Regiment competed for the Boxing Trophy
at Salamanca Barracks on 19 November. Congratulations go to all
bo~ers who took part for their spirited and spectacular performances.
Pnzes were presented by the Chief of Staff, Col John Smales.
The boxing trophy was won by 2 Sqn and the individual results were
as follows:
Sig Sammy
I Sqn
Bantam
Feather
Sig Roberts
2 Sqn
Light
Sig Langan
206 Sig Sqn
Lt Welter Sig Warburton 206 Sig Sqn
Welter
Sig Stevenson
1 Sqn
Lt Middle LCpl Bamforth 204 Sig Sqn
2 Sqn
Middle
Sig Jervis
Lt Heavy Dvr Bundy
HQ Sqn
Heavy
Sig Sell
2 Sqn
Once again congratulations to all boxers and special thanks to all
trainers for their time and effort.

EXERCISE IRON SERPENT
Iron Serpent was the fi rst exercise for the newly formed 222 Sqn and
Cambrai Tp of 206. T hree trunk nodes were deployed to provide
Ptarmigan coverage for the Divisional Field Ambulance Exercise .
Cambrai Tp deployed 4 SANs into the Sauerland around Winterberg.
Whilst the weather was fine it was exceedingly cold at the top of the
ski resorts in November. Sig 'Jim Bob' Walton taking lessons from
the Bell Brothers skidded his Rover sideways down a ski run from his
hilltop location. He was followed by an equally exciting performance
from YofS Rutherford down the same slope. Sig Ski Glowinkowski
was less successful and crunched his Rover in the adverse weather. Lt
'Spike' Beecher and Lt 'Marmite' Hyde had a competition to see who
could bog their Radio Relay in to the greatest depth. Lt Beecher won
and even with a fod en the extraction took seven hours.
EXERCISE TRANSFER TRIANGLE
To mark the dr aw down of the Regiment and its transfer to
Bulford, a flag lowering ceremony took place at Korbecke on 15
September 1992.
The parade concluded with the Divisional Flag being lowered
during which Retreat was played, then the Divisional Lance, which
was carried on parade by Sgt Carradus AGC (SPS), was handed, with
the Divisional Flag, to SSgt (YofS) Mark Harris by the GOC, Maj
Gen C. B. Q. Wallace OBE.
The plan for the team of six, SSgt (YofS) Harris, Sgt Alger, Cpls
Curtis, Gibson, McGachy, LCpl Gutteridge drawn from the
Regiment, was to cycle the flag to Ostende in relay pairs and then
hand the flag to the Adjutant on the Corps yacht, Skywave, to sail
with his own team to Marchwood. The boat would then be met by the
original team of six cyclists who would run in relay pairs to Bulfo rd.
The team set off as planned, with the first pair of cyclists leaving
at roughly 2100 hrs . Early on the signs were good and the team
progressed at an average speed of 21km per hour. Sgt Jim Alger,
attempted , on several occasions, to reshape one of the bikes and even
himself, when he crashed into Capt Lee Smart. No serious injury
resulted .
Belgium presented Cpl Shaun Gibson and Sgt Jim Alger with the
obstacle of Antwerp, in the middle of the day where everyone else in
Belgium also seemed to be. With eyes closed and heads down they
kept going and the countryside soon re-appeared .
The Divisional Flag was handed to Capt Nick Walker, the mate on
Sky wave, at 1800 hrs on 16 September and the Skipper, Capt Clark,
ordered the shore lines to be cast off. The flag was hoisted as Sky wave
made her way out of Ostende harbour and out into the North Sea .
The weather was perfect, with a steady following breeze of force 2,
and making 5 knots the crew settled down to the night watch routine
with Sig John Elliot on the helm. As Calais came closer the mist rolled
in and the prospect of crossing the Straits of Dover, the busiest
shipping lane in the world, in reduced visibility, became more and
more daunting. Despite this Sky wave was turned to Starboard and the
'dash ' across began. Not until early morning did any problems occur,
when an Indian Tanker passed very close to us while it was overtaking
a slow moving coaster. A worrying moment for all on board.
Safely across the Channel and moving along the south coast, night
began to fall with an electrical storm dead ahead . The yacht was
rigged for heavy weather and the crew sat up to watch a spectacular
light show as lightning rained down on Brighton and Littlehampton.
Thankfully the bad weather expected did not materialise.
The run into the Solent provided the only work to windward of the
passage. Having safely tacked outside of the Owers light, sheets were
eased for the reach into Marchwood and the handover of the Flag to
the runners.
The ru~ne:s received the Flag at Marchwood military dock with Sgt
Alger sprmtmg away, chased by the remainder of the team in the
support minibus. Each member of the team completed a half
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EXERCISE FLYING TRICORN
Ex Flying Tricorn was the first exercise to move the new Fly
Forward Headquarters mounted in Landrove1 5 by helicopter. It also
proved that despite previous scepticism a Trunk Node could be moved
by air.
C:: Tp of I Sqn (257) moved a mini node including Node Command,
Switch, 16 x 24 Geny, RR and Central under the guidance of JATES
and the RAF. All the equipment and kit was successfully rigged up on
DROPS racks and flown by Chinook into location.
Less s ~ccess~u l was the marshaling of Sgt Alger. He was left
str~nde? m a field when the helicopter he was directing ran out of
fly mg ti me and returned to base without the fly forward crew.

ORIENTEERING
A team of five attended the Royal Signals BAOR competition held
at Uslar. Sig Langan was the men's under 19 the day aft er his boxi ng
success. Sig Carter out on his first event came second in the MI9 and
Lt Hyde second in the women's competition. Cpl Pool and LCpl
Burdaky also put in good runs.
LCpl Burdaky, Sig Langan and LCpl Baird are all going on to
represent the Corps at the Inter-Corps competition in the UK .

Regimental Boxing - Winning Squadron Boxing Team (2 Sqn) with
team coach SSgt Dave King an d second Maj To ny Johnson

DO YOU KNOW?-ANSWERS (PAGE 13)

Ex Transfer Triangle
Ex Transfer Triangle Team outside new HQ 3 UK Div
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• 28 June 1920.
• 5 August 1920.
• the literal translation is ' reliable information quickly' but 'swift
and sure' was adopted by the Corps. The motto was approved in
February 1929.
• air, sea and land.
• Major General, Director General Command Control Communications and Informa tion Systems (Army)/ Signal Offi~er in Chief
(Army).
• The George Cross, awarded to Sig K. Smith, posthumously, for his
gallant action on !st Island, in the Adriatic, on 10 January 1945.
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CO
LI Col C. J . Burton OBE
2IC
Maj J. G. Peck
djt Capt I. P. Vingoe, As t Adjt Lt K. Cull AGC (SPS), RSM WOI
(RSM) piers, Supt Clerk WOI (SC) T. G. Morriss~y.
We welcome Maj Jerry Peck and Belinda and family, we wel~ome
ba k Capt Vingoe and his wife Capt Vingoe (create havoc at dinner
nights), and Lt Kevin Cull. The RSM is till here but his succ~sor
WOl (RSM) piers will be well and truly on the square by the time
thi i publi hed and last but not least we welcome b'.lck Terry
Morri y who i till doing the Orderly Room Sergeants 1ob!
\ c bade farewell and congratulate Graham Norton now I Sqn
Comd (and looking better for it) and John Boyd who has ~one on
commi ioning to 211 as OC Rear Party. Sgt Sharples who 1s bullet
dodging in the Orderly room in Bosnia has been greatly missed by
Terry Morri - ey, who has never met him!
.
.
The orderly room clerical team cannot be left unnottced (even if
they often try) and are ably led by LCpl/Cpl/Sgt 'Wullie' Leggat who
ha ma tered the fine art of Scottish diplomacy. Others include LCpl
Gary Gibb on Docs, LCpl Holker ~n Registry! Pies Nicky. Davie on
drum and Debbie Yates on bass. 'Titch' Petre 1s on something but we
haven't found out what yet and Sig Bunyan and Chapman are
on Guard!
The Ops room de erve a mention, albeit a brief one, Sig Carter and
his team consisting of Andy Stokoe, Mick Poland of the Bailey and
of course YofS MacTaggart on the Typewriter.
I Q ADRON
SHQ TROOP
Sqn Comd
Maj E. A. Newnham
2IC
Lt L. V. Tomkins
SSM W02 (SSM) G. Reith, FofS W02 (FofS) Fitzgerald, SSgt (FofS)
S. Bason, YofS SSgt (YofS) P. Rose, SHQ SSgt SSg1 M. Newell , MT
Sgt Sgt S. Dy on , Trg SNCO Sgt I. Cawson.

LOOKING BACK AT 1992
1 Sqn has had a hectic whirl of exercises, sporting events, moves,
exercises, competitions, adventurous training, exercises, visits,
marriages and births to remember in 1992.
A Dinner Party for Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook in a barn at 074's
location leaves LCpl Coates with a memory of changing the height of
the lights at the whim of every Senior and Officer in sight!
Ex Autumn Stan attracted a number of visitors from countries
within the new ARRC. The Sqn was responsible for leading the
syndicates from A to B and ensuring that the Officers' Mess and the
Education Centre were transformed into International Lecture Halls.
The military side included the Military Skills Competition which
tested a team from each Troop and Parashot-a nerve tingling
competition which involved jumping out a 'plane to face various
soldiering and intellectual challenges. Congratulations to the team for
their endurance. Battle Camp saw the Squadron digging-in, much to
the SSM's delight and SSgt McLeavey's endearing 'Welcome to
HELL' section-in-defence Range. Sig Warburton won the Best
Signaller award which should please her war'ie husband. The
ingenious Section Sketches deserve a special mention here. Cpl Wilson
made a good Lt Tomkins and Sig Giddy should be made the Sqn
Comd.
The Champion Troop Competition ensured a vigorous sporting
calendar including football, squash, tug-of-war, basketball and the
CO's Challenges. All this prepared the Squadron for a high
participation in the Morrison Cup. A special mention to LCpl
Hutchings in the Pole Vault, Sgt Coffin in the Relay and the Regiment
Tug-of-War team (which seems to involve most of 1 Sqn). BunjiJumping appeared to be a popular alternative to several members of
the quadron led by our intrepid 2IC-Lt 'Leaping' Tomkins closely
followed by ig 'Stretch' Walker. The culminating sporting triumph
for the Squadron was our impressive win at the Inter-Squadron
Football in September. Congratulations to all the team, in particular
Cpl Leek the Team Captain and LCpl Coates who scored the deciding
goal.
The Squadron hierarchy has moved down the road to 3 Sqn's block
and it Troop Offices to the cellars. Jaguar Tp has left the fold to start
the new T Sqn along with the 2 TNs from 22 Sig Regt. 1993 could
cc the Squadron move back to its original offices-who knows?
The Squadron waved goodbye to LCpl Tinnion and as they went to
Op Grapple whilst the rest, namely Panther Tp, painted vehicles, the
garages, the Vehicle Park, and themselves, white.
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1992 has seen a number of marriages and births. Congratulations
go to LCpl Eden and Debbie on their marriage and birth of Andrew,
to the SSM and Moira on the birth of Lorna and to the YofS and
Dawn on the birth of Victoria.
The Squadron would like to pay a final tribute to LCpl Gary Fryer
who was killed in a tragic road accident on 16 October. He 1s sadly
mis ed and will be remembered always. Our sympathies are with his
wife Kirsty and baby daughter Danielle.
CHEETAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt K. Mannings
Tp SSgt
SSgt Brown
Tp RR Sgt Sgt Robson, Tp Sys Op Sgt Sgt Cawson.
.
It would be pretty tedious to start listing all the many Exercises and
commitments that the Troop has been a part of this year, but needless
to say they have been many and varied. Re~ime~tal an? outside
commitments, plus the huge number of techmcal mspecttons have
made sure that there has not been a dull moment.
As well as new equipment there have been many new arrivals . I
know that seeing your name in print will give you a buzz guys, so here
goes-a big hello (and a 'thank God someone else has arrived to share
some of the workload') to: SSgt Brown, Sgts Robson, Cawson (new
in at the time of typing), Cpl Wilson, LCpls Coates, Doyle,
Ramakrak, Temple, Whitehead, Sigs Aaronovitch, Dickinson,
Orchard, Theobald, Tracey and Whitehead. All these hellos do of
course mean that many people have left us; good luck to Sgts Piper
and Evans, and all others who have left the Troop.
KIWI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Russell
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mo Fisher
Tp Sgt Sgt Al Nodwell.
Kiwi Tp has completed a number of exercises and experienced a lot
of inspections during the year.
Sig Ratboy Randles achieved a final placing of first on the
Regimental Cadre Course and was duly promoted.
PANTHER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dave Gaul
Tp SSgt
SSgt Woodie Power
Tp Sgts Sgt George Coffin, Sgt Dave Coleman.
We knew it was going to be a good year when we found ourselves
on site guard at Munster North within a week of being back.
However, we survived intact. No sooner had we returned we were into
the Regimental Military Skills competition. Panther Tp showed good
promise for the year ahead coming 9th.
The usual exercises and maintenance work was carried out to enable
the Troop to be fully deployed .
Panther Tp was well represented in the Regimental Shooting Team
in the Div SAAM. It produced an interesting result in the falling
plates, an iron sight team beat an infantry SUSA T team much to the
delight of all non-infantry teams. This then took us into RSIT.
Whilst the rest of the Regiment went on block leave, some members
of Panther Tp deployed on a very hard, cold, wet adventure training
exercise in Sardinia, which we all hated!
1992 ends with Rhino Quadrille.
The arrivals and departures are too numerous to mention everyone
• but all the best to Sig Smith in NI and Sig 'Charlie hippy' Brown and
LCpl Mark Wilday who are out and are somewhere in Europe, we
think. Also to Cpl Mark May who is serving his last six months in the
UK. Welcome to all new arrivals and their families.

Belize for six months, he was a member of t~e Squadron for four
years and we are sorry to see him go.
We welcome Maj ~Orton and hi~ wife Amanda but, sadly, he is
leaving shortly and will be much missed.
We started the year in much the same role. With the arrival of a new
GOC the format for the Divisional Main changed, which involved a
lot of running around, chopping cables, lengthening cables and
distribution. We now look forward to our new role in the ARRC.
KAPE TOUR 92
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt hosted its KAPE Tour this year Lt
Rennie and Sgt Nodwell led the team of Cpls Hamish Hermiston
Chippy Wood, Gordon Munday, Steve Bennett, LCpls Pat Shalley'
Metty Eastma n, Jason Tinnison, Steve Dewar, Mick Wood REME:
Billy Blackmore, Sig Miechell Barton and Pte Shirley Black.
The team toured Scotland, starting with Inverness and walking
their way down the East Coast and finishing in Dundee. The tour was
very successful and gained great enthusiasm from the public.
Al TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt T. M. Jones
SSgt
SSgt Mark Richmond
Sgt Sgt Bob lngelsant BEM
Sad times are upon us again as we bid fond farewells to Sig 'J • Carty
and his wife Alison who have been posted to sunny Catterick. Good
luck to both of you. On the arrivals side of life, we have Cpl 'Paddy'
Calderwood and his wife Cindy, LCpl Williams all from 200 Sig Sqn.
From basic training we welcome Sigs 'Bloomers' Bloomfield, 'Goldie'
Goulbourn, 'Monty' Palin and 'Cash' Petty . Welcome to you all,
work hard and enjoy the posting. Capt Jones will be with us until the
New Year when he will become Sqn 2IC.
In early October we were setting up for Quadriga Gallop II. It was
a demanding exercise that not only required the Troop to perform its
normal role, but also to provide a dismounted headquarters and then
deploy to Haltern to practise the defence of a Comms site.
Overall the troop performed well .
On the afternoon of the last day of the exercise the message was
passed to parade the troops. The Squadron learned of the impending
departure of volunteers on Op Grapple and to a man all volunteered.
Unfortunately places were few. In the end Cpl 'M' Barrass, LCpl
Tony Cornwell and Sig Paul Wildish departed for sunnier climes.
Good luck guys from all in Herford.
As 211 Sig Sqn started their training for deployment on the 'Yugo
tours', the rest of the Regiment prepared the vehicles. This together
with Op Hanwood kept us at full stretch.
With the re-role of the Troop we have lost some of our staunch
members to our sister Troop A2. Cpl Norman 'Norrie' Crook, Sig
Micky Breydin, Dick Emery and Helen Halstead all now grace the
doorstep of A2.
Finally from Al Tp, hearty congratulations to Stu and Karen
Latham on the birth of their baby girl born on 15 Ocwber 1992.
Rhianon weighed in at 6lb Soz.

2SQUADRON
SHQ TROOP
Sqn Comd
Maj Norton
2IC
Capt Williams
SSM W02 (SSM) Ray Bray, FofS SSgt (FofS) Ian Flippance, YofS
SSgt (YofS) Steve Townsend, Tp Sgt Sgt Ian Tindale, MT Sgt Sgt Pete
Spry.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Farewell to Maj Nigel Moore and Christine on leaving the Army to
start a new career; we wish him all the best in the future. LCpl
Hickson has also left us (with a smile on his face) as he is going to
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A2 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Rennie
SSgt
SSgt Tony Doherty
Cpl Cpl Pete Blagg.
. Du.ring ~h.e course of 1992 che troop has undergone something of an
identity cns1s. Ranging from Div Forward to Div Tac & SAN 642 Tp
to the newly resurrected Div Alternate Tp. For some it is a trip down
memory lane, but for many (less wrinkled) faces this latest
metamorphosis means learning not to view every half full car park as
a future exercise location.
The field training season saw a build up from the troop exercise
Wandering Panzer to the Squadron 'You Bet' and Ex Tight Track. A
wonderful introduction to armoured life in the winter for the new
arrivals! Change was in the air, born out of a swift re-role in the field
the new GOCs TAC HQ rose from the ashes. The SAN 642 half of
the troop was never far behind though, deploying on several occasions
to plug the 'Sharp End' into the big trunk thing. The troop has more
recently deployed as a stand alone HQ for the RA at Hohne for an
Arty Concentration exercise at which LCpl John 'fetch me a saw'
Imrie made lots of new friends and Lt Paul 'Ubique' Rennie learned
all about generators from the Royal Artillery.
A2 Tp, or the tuppenny bit, as Staff prefers to call it, has had a full
dance card outside its 'normal' deployment jobs, fielding a strong
team on the Regimental Mil Skills competition, trench construction on
the Battle Camp and maintaining the broadest smiles in Bavaria on the
Summer Camp (especially at the R & R centre). The qualities of the
tuppenny bit soldiers have seen them through a busy 1992 with a wit
and sense of humour the envy of some other troops. The recent
changes involved the influx of some refugees from the Div Main
Empire of Cpl 'Norrie' Crook, Sigs John Camp, Mick Breydin, Dicky
Emery and Helen Halstead. Welcome to the team. Congratulations to
Sig 'Badger' Culver and his wife Sarah on the birth of their son Glen
Patrick.
One of the biggest things to happen was the departure of 'Pipe
Major' Cpl Hamish Hermiston to the Kingdom of Fife and the
'nineteenth hole' after 22 years service. Hamish and Dorothy have
been a very popular part of the troop and will be greatly missed by us
all. Best of luck with your future in the land of the haggis.
With the augmentation of the troops vehicles by two ASV's from
200 Sig Sqn we open the back door of the new Radcon to find LCpl
Dave Taylor and Sig Ivor Downer, welcome to the nut house.
LCpl Pat Shalley has taken his deck chair on a Yugo Tour with Op
Grapple and is already overstretching the bluey system with prolific
letter writing, keep it up Pat. Sig Lindsay has gone to the Falkland
Islands.
A3 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Stu Moffat
Tp Sgt
Sgt Collins
A busy period for A3 Tp this time around. We have recently
received our new fleet of FFR 110 Landrover Discoveries, all of
which had to be kitted out before the date we received them. 'No
change there then'. A warm welcome goes out to our new arrivals;
Cpls Billy Whitfield and family, Andy Wilford and family:, Ted Stuart
and family and LCpl Del Whyman and family.
We hope you all enjoy your tour.
Time now to say a seasonal hello lO our three friends out in Bosnia,
Cpl 'Juan' Kerr, Sigs Baldy Williams and Dave Robins.
Best wishes also go out to Sig Ali Hayes on his forthcoming
marriage to Julie, all the best to you both for the future.
Congratulations to Lt Stu Moffat and Marianna on the birth of
their baby daughter Hanna. Sgt Comns and Maz on the birth of their
baby daughter Jade. Sig 'Paddy' Torbitt and Sharon on the birth of
their son Luke.
Time now to reflect on a busy year.
November-Ski season again but this time only one attending the
Regiment training camp, Ex Sharp Ledge, Op Hanwood training, Ex
Jaunt and the Arty exercise all fitted into this month .
A few social events in December and an exercise to fit in before the
year's end. Another Roulement tour, this time Canada, as well as
fitting out all our new FFR 110 radio vehs; all before the next exercise
takes place.

Camera shy-A1 Tp
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& G PRESENTATIONS
During the visit of Brig mythe ODE , Garrison Commander, five
member of the Regiment received their LS & GC medals . Below are
the medal recipients and families together with the CO, RSM and the
Brigadier. The occa ion was celebrated with a lunch in the Sergeants'
1e .

Medal recipients with Brig Smythe
QUADRON
Ex Sharp Ledge, RSIT and Battle Camp feature in this period but
so does a trip to Paris led by Lt Brian Alderson. On the sports scene
we contributed to the Regimental sides and put in a good performance
in the Page Trophy. We have also had the Regimental SAAM,
somewhat dominated by the officers, well done the officers .
PAGE TROPHY SOCCER
by Sgt Doz Day
It was a cold crisp morning as the 1 Sqn football team 'Pursers
Pirates' set out to seek revenge for the humiliation of last year. The
team was made up of Sgt 'Doz' Day, SSgts Jack Shenton, 'Brummie'
Cox, Sgts 'Snakebite' Barlow, Matt-the-cat' Hughes, Cpl 'Geordie'
Martin, LCpl 'Taff Davies, Sigs 'Geordie' Hudson and 'Johnno'
Johnson, all of whom played outstandingly well throughout the day.
Sig Johnson was close, but not close enough, to pip Sgt 'Doz' Day as
top goal scorer.
The day started with a 0--0 draw against the veterans' team from
HQ Sqn. With a point from this game we felt the Page Trophy would
be ours! The Pirates began to stroke the ball around and play some
attractive football and the team went from strength to strength,
winning our remaining four games, 5-1v4 Sqn, 3-0 v 5 Sqn, 1-0
v Echo Sqn. This only left the games of HQ v 5 Sqn to decide the
omcome of the day. A win by HQ of more than three goals would seal
it for them but alas 5 Sqn played some lovely football and strode out
2-1 victorious, too strong for the veterans who by late afternoon had
begun to fade. The favour by 5 Sqn made sure that I Sqn were worthy
winners of the 1992 Page Trophy seven-a-side soccer.
EXERCISE FRENCH VENTURE
At last a way of acquiring over 20 volunteers for an exercise has
been found. All you have to do is mention Paris and you have no
problem in fillillg up the crewing list. So it was proved in September
when Ex French Venture was planned. The French School of Signals
at Montrtagis, situated 50 miles south of Paris, decided that it would
like to demonstrate Ptarmigan and RITA to its future Squadron
Commanders.
aturally, 7 Sig Regt were just the boys to fulfil this task and
maintain the Entente Cordiale.
A team of 27 seasoned diplomats were selected in 30 minutes from
HQ, I and 4 Sqns. During the period 18-23 October the demonstration
Troop carried out two 23 hour long convoy movements, the
demonstration, an overnight stay in Paris and savoured the 'delights'
of French cuisine throughout. The raw meat accompanied by the
mountain of bread did not get as many votes as the MacDonalds on
the Champs Elysee.
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W02 (SSM) Paul Staynings in his capacity as OIC admin
continually performed miracles when liaising with our hosts. So
impressed were they with his persuasive powers they gave him five
loafs of bread and a tin of sardines to sustain everybody during the
return journey!
SSgt (YofS) Henly staged a swinging piano concert in a public
house. When he learns another tune other than the birdie song, we
may be invited back. Also at the entertainment house, the Beatles were
found to inhabit a Karaoke bar in Pari . It was actually Cpl Max
Maxwell, LCpl Matt Petts, Sigs Steve Francis and Shaun Adams
performing a unique version of Help, but a recording contract is
looked for any day now.
The demonstration itself was very successful and calls were made
from Ptarmigan through RITA to Paris and Bielefeld. A lot of hard
work was put in by everybody involved and we were congratulated on
our expertise.
ECHO SQUADRON
When the Squadron was formed it took on the responsibility for all
aspects of training within the Regiment as well as the already
established Reduced Maintenance Troop now known as Echo 2 Tp.
Echo 2 Tp had the prime responsibility of maintaining all the
vehicles which had been placed on reduced maintenance.
Echo I Tp was rapidly formed and were soon testi ng the Regiment
in both military and trade skills, putting the Regiment through its
paces on Battle Camp. This took the shape of a three day exercise in
military skills as well as some very interesting command tasks,
building raJts that would not sink and working through a mine field
to name but a few. The Troop then went on to organise and run a very
successful SAAM. The Squadron found out that it was to be short
lived and would disband in December, but not before it was put
through its paces with RSIT, and handed over 11 vehicles to the TA,
this is where we met our old friends from Ex Calm Fence, 33 Sig Regt
(V). However, all the hard work paid off when at 0530 hrs on 26
November the wagons rolled out of the camp gates bound for
Liverpool.
On the night of the 26th the Squadron got together to celebrate its
achievements during its short life. Sqn Comd Maj Alisdair Harrison
got the attention of everyone with his 'Oscar awards' ceremony. This
is where he displayed the art of remembering things that some people
would rather forget. The evening was a great success.
So Echo Sqn comes to an end.

As we stuck our nose out of Kiel we were immediately head on with
the wind which was raging force 8 with waves 7m high. Our novices
were soon introduced to the effects. In view of safety Cpl Sangster
decided to head for the nearest port. The facial expressions were (for
some) heer entertainment as we negotiated the harbour entrance
whilst surfing the crest of some rather large growlers; this was an
experience to remember.
.
Throughout the week some excellent cuisine was produced and
enjoyed by the crew, especially Sgt Brand.
Whilst ploughing through some rough seas, a competition was
mounted to see who could spend the longest down in the galley. This
wa amended to see who could spend the shortest; LCpl Lyons having
spent 30 seconds below deck. LCpl 'Give us a bearing' Drummond
won this event by producing some hot dishes of Tortellini with
mushroom sauce backed up by that long awaited brew.
By the time everyone had found their sea legs and had mastered the
daily routine, the week was drawing to a close. Handover of the boat
was described by LCpl Lyons as the maritime equivalent of an RSIT
preparation. Overall it was an excellent week and even the initial
appalling weather conditions did little to dampen our spirits.

The crew (L to R) LCpls ' Salty' Korchell, 'Bearing' Drummond, Sgt
Brand, LCpl 'Leo' Lyons and Sig 'Rear Admiral' Howe
HQMT
MTO
Lt C. Greig
Sgt
Sgt S. White RCT
Congratulations to Cpl Rog 'Ghost' Moore and Steffy on their
marriage in October and also to 'Taff and Nien Johnson on the birth
of their son Connor, Ronny and Monica Biggs on the birth of their
daughter Eleanor and Tony Hudson and Petra on the birth of their
son Steven.
A presentation was made to 'The Boy' Lester by the MTO for the
HQMT Driver of the Year (well done from the lads).
The Troop also managed to get a few people on courses, well done
to LCpl Nigel Cave for his JCB Inst and to Dvrs Crampton, Gilsenean
and Lewis on becoming B2's.
Recent new arrivals to the MT are LCpls Cave RCT and Grimes.
Unfortunately we had to say goodbye to SSgt O'Connor, Sue, LCpl
Lee Coupland, Dvrs Buckley, Taylor and Cuthbert. Good luck and
take care from the Troop.

Members of Echo 2 Tp and 33 Sig Regt (V) stand in the shadow
of one of the vehicles bound for Liverpool

SSQUADRON
Maj S. P. Wallis
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt J. R. Tod
SSM W02 (SSM) J. Riley, YofS W02 (YofS) M. Dawson, FofS W02
(FofS) J. Thompson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) P. Skinner, Armd Tp
Comd Capt I. N. Hunter, YofS Armd Tp SSgt (YofS) J. Hughes,
Armd Tp Sgt Sgt A. Rogers, Man Tp Comd Lt R. S. Gibson, Man
Tp SSgt SSgt W. C. Johnson, CLT Comd Capt G. J. Prowse, RE,
SSgt CL T SSgt Graham.

EXERCISE CRESTED QUADRANT
Whilst 4 Sqn embarked to the Mohnesee for an Adventurous
Training week, some members of Bravo Tp downed their paint
brushes and headed up to Kiel for a week's introduction to offshore
sailing around the Baltic. The composition of crew was: Sgt Tam
Brand (Leader), Cpl Dave Sangster (Skipper), LCpls Mandy Korchel,
Leo Lyons, Mick Drummond and Sig Rob Howe. Home for the week
was aboard the Corps yacht Quicksilver, a Sadler 34.

ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
Firstly farewells to Lt Rob Gibson off to NI, W02 (S~M) John
Riley to Liverpool, W02 (YofS) Mick Dawson to <?a.t~enc~, SSgt
(YofS) Jerry Hughes to Liverpool, Cpl Dave Boy.d to c1v1han hf~, Cpl
'Taff' Thomas to NI and Cpl Mullen to Cattenck on promotion to
Sgt. Thank you one and all for all the work, fun and friendship. t~at
you have given to the Squadron over the years. All those ren:iammg
wish you and your families the best of luck and good fortune m your
new units or in civilian life, whichever is applicable.
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In a desperate bid to avoid the proverb 'Rats leaving' we have
mana~ed .to rec~uit the following 'volunteers'; W02 (S M) imco.
and his wife Juhe, W02 (YofS) Kevin Parker and Sue, Lt Tudor Hill
and Capt Andy Saddington and Nikki . Our warmest welcome to you
all.
THE SQUADRON 60'S EVENING
The 'volunteers' of the entertainmt:nts committee headed by Sgt
'Up the Boro' Abrahams and Cpl 'I'm a Pot YofS' Jones decided that
it would be fun to have as the theme 'The Sixties' .
After a great deal of preparation, including the redecoration of the
Squadron Club by Cpl Paul Boughey and his 'volunteer ', the evening
went ahead. Fancy dress was the order of the day and out came the
usual 'make love not war' protesters. Fir t prize (if there had been
one) would have gone to Cpl Frank 'The Pelvis' Nash whose outfit
was so good it resurrected the debate of 'is Elvis really dead!', full
marks to his wife Angie.
BIRTH OF 232 SIGNAL SQUADRON
On 5 January the Regiment adopted its new formation in support
of the ARRC HQ. In line with this 5 Sqn will cease to exist, re-roleing
as 232 Sig Sqn. It now consists of three communicating Troops as well
as retaining the services of CLT RE.
EXERCISE LAST CHANCE
By Cpl Paul Randall
Ex Last Chance was an Al Tp military training bonanza that would
really have benefited from a title change to, Ex 'if it rains much more
I'll grow flippers'. Although it only lasted three days the exercise was
plagued by heavy rain. Even so the boys and girls managed to smile
through it all.
The first day involved the deployment to Minden-Nord training
area where an admin a~ea was set up before lessons in platoon tactics,
pyrotechnics and everyone's favourite-NBC took place.
The first night's patrol, led by Cpl Mark Brown, was to recce the
position for a heliborne assault. Unfortunately they got themselves
'killed' when ambushed by the 'enemy' provided by A2 Tp. Although
they all laughed about the experience it taught them a valuable lesson .
The next morning began with drills on enplaning and deploying
from a Chinook, in preparation for the planned heli-borne assault
that afternoon. Unfortunately due to the rain, the chopper couldn't
make it. So a leisurely tab became our means of transport.
The attack began with three sections assaulting the bridge, guarded
by the well dug in, highly motivated (with ammo coming out of their
ears) A2 Tp. Pyrotechnics were used to simulate artillery explosions
and although the orders given were for no NBC threat, Cpl Bob
Porter called Gas, Gas, Gas over the net. At this stage the exercise
controller SSgt Brian 'Gunny Highway' Alexander became a trifle
confused, as did the rest of us. The attack ground to a halt as people
scrambled into full !PE whilst looking for overhead cover. We
continued the attack and succeeded in banishing the enemy forces.
The exercise was our last together as a Troop because the Squadron
disbanded at the end of the year. Thanks go to SSgt Brian Alexander
for organising the exercise, and to each member of the Troop who
made it a good humoured affair.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

latest regulation
2Yzin Web £6.75 + VAT
plus post and packing
T. FROST {Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE DNlO 6.JH
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OFFSHORE SAILING

8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
Within the pace of t ee months the Regiment has undergone a
change of CO and RSM . A a result; hill walking, shooting, sailing
and general fitne are now included in th daily round.
DI I GI OF COL J. R. B. COOK
ol J. R. B. Cook was dined into the Regiment by the Warrant
Officers and Senior CO in the Sergeants' Mess on the 26 November
1992. The RSM WOl (RSM) Billy Haslam had himself only dined into
hi mes two weeks earlier!

DINGHY SAILING
Whilst some members of the Regiment were adventure training in
Cyprus others were competing in the UKLF Inter Unit Dinghy team
Championships. The Regimental team led by W02 (YofS) Pete Jarvis
made its way South again. The team included Sgts Craig AveyHebdilch, Mark Bristow, Nick Fletcher, Sigs Nickey Daglish a nd
Steve Pederson. The Team were successful in their heats and made it
to the fi nal against surprise! surprise! The Royal School of Signal s.
The Regimental team were pleased to come runners-up to such a
distinguished winning team and our congratulations go to the Royal
School.

(mate and expedition leader), Sgt Karen Durlik, LCpl 'Taff' Dilling
and Slgs Ia_n, Whiley, Darren Wilkes and Vicky Green. With some
e~cel~ent sailmg, ~ven th.ough everywhere we went, we went into the
w~nd, all the novices ~amed t~eir Compet~nt Cre~ Certificates. ig
V1ck.Y G~een got a special menllon for cookrng a chicken dinner whilst
beatmg mto a force 5/6 wind.
CO's RUN
A~ !flOSt ?f the Corps will remember, once a month the Regiment
participate m the CO's run. Even the sick, the lame and the lazy are
~xpected to ~ake part. Several thousand soldiers have run the route,
m extreme climates-from horizontal snow storms to heat waves. The
run has never been cancelled due to the weather.

Ex Yimy . Odyss~y . Sig Darren Wilkes 'tails the sheet'. Sig Ian
Whiley winches in the genoa, while Cpl Dave Smith hangs on and
checks the results

The CO with the RSM and the SSMs of the Regiment
UB-AQUA
Even the Sub-Aqua Club made it to Cyprus. Ex Warm Water was
a two week sub-aqua diving expediton, originally organised by Capt
ell Selby, who unfortunately could not make it on the day due to a
broken ankle! The aim of the expedition was to train novice divers up
to spons diver level, so the conditions in Cyrpus were ideal for this.
gt Karen Cable, Cpl John Taylor and LCpl Rachel Taylor all
qualified, unfortunately LCpl Paul Canoing and Cpl Ian Stewart were
injured during training. The diving began around Ak.rotiri and later
at Ayia apa to dive the wreck of the roll on roll off ferry, Zenobia.
The team not only worked hard (three dives a day) but also enjoyed
the night life too!

Decembe.r.1 9~2 marke~ the end of the .most successful season of
offshore sailing m the ~~g1ment for many years. As well as supporting
the ~<;>rps Offshore Sailing C~urse at JSASTC with almost 50% of all
participants, we to.o~ part m the B-'.'-OR sailing week, as well as
mounll~g a n expedition to Cyprus usmg _l~e Corps yacht Parang.
Ex V1my Odyssey was the offshore sa1lrng expedition to Cyprus.
The party consisted of Cpl Dave Smith (skipper), Capt Jack Cowen

The Regiment looking forward to knocking off early on a Friday
afternoon , after a gruelling 5 mile run

W02 (FofS) Pete Jarvis and the Regimental Sailing team with
some of their prizes
.22 SHOOTING
The Inter Squaron .22 shooting competition was easily won by HQ
Squadron. With individual trophies going to Sig Andy Twizell (1st
male), Sgt Dick Malt (2nd male), SSgt Helen Telford (1st female) and
Sig Catherine Burgess (2nd female). Training has now started in
earnest for the UKLF inter Unit Competition.
GREAT NORTH RUN
Schemes Troop raised money by participating in the Great North
Run, and over the last twelve years have provided the safety net for
this event. This event has changed from a cities Y2 marathon fun run,
to an international calender event. The Troop raised £620.00 for the
Children's Handicap Support Centre.

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
If you've spent time in the forces building up
your technical skills you certainly won't want to
lose them when you leave. And that is why you
should join Airwork. As a successful international
company specialising in the supply of technical
and professional support services to the
aerospace and defence industries worldwide, we
have a constant need for more skilled personnel to
join us in the following areas :

Middle East, as part of a large, highly motivated
expatriate team .
• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air-conditioned accommodation • Free medical
care • Free life 0$$Urance • Good sporting and
recreational fo:cilities • Enjoyable social
conditions •RegulargeneroV5 leave with paid
UK air passages• ln,.resting and'dialleriging
work • The chance of promotion.
Why not write (no stamp required) quoting
ref 005, with CV, to the Recrui tment Manager,
Airwork Limited, FREEPOST, Christchurch, Dorset
BH23 6BR or telephone (0202) 572271 ext 2214 for

oo oppl;cotio~

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicians to work on civilian contracts in the

Sgt Karen Cable exploring the Three Stars wreck
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SSgt (FofS) Moir presenting a cheque for £620.00 to Mrs Byrne
and her son Craig of the Children's Handicap Support Centre,
Catterick Garrison
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BFPO 58
VI IT TO 9 IGNAL REGIMENT BY MASTER OF IGNALS
Thur da} 22 O ·tober 1992 aw the end of s~veral mo~ths of fran~ic
pl nning by the .C, Maj Miles tockdale, Wlt~ the arnval at Ay Ntk
of the Ma ter of ignal , Maj Gen A. C. Birtw1stle CB, CSE, DL and
Mrs Birtwistle a companied by the Corps Staff Band for a three day
,j it.
I
.
lt tarted with a dinner night at the Officer 'Mess. After we co!llmg
the Ma ter to the Mes the CO, Lt Col N. C. Jackson MB~ , pomted
out that the nigh! wa pecial for two rea ons: not only was. It the first
time in living memory rhat every Corps Officer on the island had
congregared in one place, but also it marked the 25th anniversary ~f
the burning down of the la~t Officers'. Mess! 1:h~kfully on this
occa ion rhe Mess srayed mtact. Maj Gen Birra:1stle ~ook the
opportunity of the dinner to present two Corps pnzes: ftr~tly t~e
Royal Signals Institurion Si~ver Medal was l!-wa~ded to Maj David
Po'ill'ell in recognition of his valuable contnbuuon to Op Granby
whil t working at che Electromagnetic Compatibility Agency at
Blandford. Secondly the presentation of the Whistler Trophy to ~t
Ke Ru ell who had been deemed the best Royal Signals subaltern m
1991 After dinner the officers enjoyed listening to the Corps Band .
Frlday 23 Ocrober saw Mrs Lyn Jackson accompany Mrs Birt~istle
around the station infrastructure whilsr the Master of Signals
commenced a 'Birtwistle'-stop tour (excuse the pun) of the
Regiment, accompanied by the CO, the RSM. WOI (RSM) Dave
Chrystal and the temporary ADC Lt John D~~n.
Following an initial briefing in RHQ and v1S1ts to I Sqn and Tech
Block the Master was flown to Milanda where he witnessed the
Regi~ental Battle Camp Ex Mercury Break. After being. met. by the
Training Team of Capt S~ip Redman and W02 Jo Fa1~ba1rn ~nd
dining on a superb lunch m the field prepared by Sgt Rick Wnght
ACC the Master was flown to Tunnel Beach where the OIC Battle
Camp Flt Lt Andy Ormerod RAF Regiment was on hand to point out
the w~tersports on offer to the students under the capable instruction
of the QMSI W02 (QMSO Paul White. Waterskiing on a windsurfer
attracted many willing volunteers!

On most occasions Sunday is seen as a day of rest. Not so for Maj
Gen Birtwistle. At the crack of dawn he attended a 2 Sqn sponsored
Church Service, stopping on the way to receive a cheque for over
£8 200 which represented the sum raised for 'Save the Children F~nd '
fr~m Signal's Units Worldwide in the charity minibu~ push organise.d
by the Regiment earlier in the year. The Master pr~sed. all for ~elf
magnificent efforts and said he would take great delight m presentmg
the cheque to HRH The Princess Royal GCVO in due course. A curr~
lunch was served in the Officers' Mess where we bade farewell to Maj
Gen and Mrs Birtwistle who departed for a well deserved holiday in
Paphos.
EXERCISE MERCURY BREAK
Ex Mercury Break Phase 2 began on 27 September at ~elanda
training area. The camp had been set up a few days precedmg the
exercise by a work party under the watchful eyes of Sgts Les Bostock
and 'Chippy' Wood and so all was ready for the arrival of the students
at 1500 hrs on a very warm Sunday afternoon. The military training
phase of the camp began as soon as the students got off the bus, press.
ups sit ups etc from W02 Joe Fairbairn followed by a welcome bnet
of the camp. The rest of Sunday continued with instructions on map
reading by Cpl Dougie Wroe, First Aid by Pte 'Dr Death' Marshall
and weapon handling by Sgt 'Chippy' Wood and Cpl Thomo
Thompson who came across from 662 Sig Tp to assist for the first two
weeks.

Cpl Wroe instructing LCpl Mitchell who looks rather concerned
about what he is dcing

The Master of Signals discussing the finer points of windsurfing
with JTW Cath Davey
Back in the helicopter, the Master overflew another group of
students rockclimbing and abseiling in Happy Valley before fl1ing up
to Troodos to visit Golf Tp, where he was hosted by W02 Benny
Bennett. The end of a long day saw the Master fly to Dhekelia to
witness the culmination of the inter-service tennis championships,
where nine out of ten of the Army Team were Regimental personnel
(surely a record?) The women were worthy winners and the Army
men's team came second.
The highlights of the weekend's activities was the Opening
Ceremony of the Sergeants' Mess followed by a Ladies Dinner Night.
Maj Gen Birtwistle was met by the RSM and Mess members and
invited to cut the ribbon to officially open the Mess, a task suitably
graced by a fanfare from the Band. In addition the Master unveiled
a commemorative plaque in the Mess which was witnessed by the
ladies. A quick tour of the Mess followed, during which the Master
'chri tened' the snooker table, clearly showing evidence of a misspent
youth. He then joined the guests and committee for a final
photograph prior to another memorable dinner.
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Cpl Les Chapman, JT Davies and Pte Steele carry the stretcher on
the Command tasks
On Monday training began with a inspection by the Training
Sergeant Major and the Sqn Comd of the Week Capt Morrill
and this was followed with living in the field, navigation , Padres' hour
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and more weap~n traini.ng. Tuesday and Wednesday were dedicated
to the range~ with a mixture of the standard zeroing following by
AP~T pract_is~s and also a CQBR . Background activity consisted of
dry pistol tram1ng and unarme~ ~ombat by Sgt Pete Tasker. The NBC
phase t~<?k plac.e at RAF Akrotm by the ground defence section . With
the tra111mg going s~ well and n? ml!-jor hold ups with boats on the
ranges the TSM decided to ~ut m night navigation as well and this
too k place on Tuesday evening, Cpl Dougie Wroe threw in a red
herring by telling the .students to get into teams of three with a
competent map reader m each team . Once they did this he took the
competent MR and gave him or her a written test whilst the other
members went out on night navigation test.
During the week a section competition was run and the pace picked
up on the Thursday with the exercise phase. The Troops had to work
~round a give~ route complet.ing command tasks along the way. These
mcluded a tra.1lor push, medical st~md, a brain teaser and putting up
a 12 by 12 .blindfold!. The co.nclus1on of this phase was the gun run
early on Fnday mornmg. This marked the end of the military phase
and the students then spent the next day and a half participating in the
water sports under the supervision of QMSI Paul White. Friday
evening and a barbecue and the section skits, when a good time was
had by all. For t~e st~dents th~ week ende.d after lunch on Saturday
but for W02 Fa1rba1rn and his team, this was but a brief respite
before they had to do it all again , and again and again!

TM TROOP
NIGHT AT THE RACFS
Radio Workshops organised a games night for the Troop. The
evening began with a game of bingo called by our resident blanket
stacker Sgt John 'Speedy' Broom who afterwards was advised not to
take bingo calling up as a profession!
The 'B'stard Bros' bookmakers, in the form of SSgt 'Honest Bob'
Wright, Sgts Ian Walling and Bob Low, then took over the
proceedings. After the first three horse races, the bookies were
thinking of 'retiring hurt' due to some very heavy lo ses inflicted by
SSgt Danny 'I Watch Trainer' Warwick, who backed the first three
winners with massive bets of 50c each! After amassing a large personal
fortune for himself, he retired from the turf.
During the race interval, bets were taken to see who could eat the
most portions of chicken stir-fry. It was a close run thing with Cpl
Marc Furphy just a nosebag ahead of Cpl Gary Bond!
The last five races saw the 'B'stard Bros' win back some of their
losses, but unfortunately they were cleaned out by the last 10-1
winner.
The function was finished off by volunteer LCpl Dawn Samuel. The
cash prize was won by Sgt Dave Evans who rumour has it has since
upgraded his car from the proceeds!
A thoroughly enjoyable evening was had by all-mainly due to the
generosity of the bookmakers who ensured that most people came
away winning.
12 SU WALKABOUT COMPETITION
'Never again!' 'Why did I volunteer for this?' These were just some
of the many comments uttered by members of TM Tp who
participated in this year's 12 SU Walkabout Competition which took
place one sunny afternoon in October.
Members of the Troop who could not think of a reasonable excuse
(that no one else was using!) ended up in the 'slugs' team. This
consisted of SSgt John Middleton, Sgts Martin Roberts and Jon
Watkins. The 'Hares' team, ie those who never make excuses,
consisted of Sgts Joe Docherty, Al Holyoak and Pete Tasker.
After an early start at 0400 hrs and team briefings at the Albatross
Club in Episkopi, it was time to grab an extra 40 winks as we were
transported to the starting point. Both teams were drawn towards the
back of the starting times, however this was to change as the day wore
on.
The Hares were quickly off shortly followed by the Slugs, but after
only 20 minutes the Hares had disappeared over the horizon.
Meanwhile, the Slugs continued to plod on, and by checkpoint I had
moved from 44th place to a staggering 28th. After leaving this
checkpoint, it was time to don crampons and ropes in order to scale
the Cypriot equivalent of Everest. The hard work was worthwhile as
after the climb the Slugs crept up to 18th place by the time they
reached the second checkpoint. Meanwhile the Hares were some 40
minures ahead battling it out with the leaders.
Navigation for the remaining three stages was fairly straight
forward and if doubt 'Follow the Reebok trainers!' was the cry.
Both TM Tp teams completed the course without mishap, and
congratulations must go to the Hares for finishing in the top five
teams. Well done to the Slugs as well as for finishing in 22nd place.
We now look forward to the 12 SU Walkdown competition where
once again the intrepid Slugs and Hares will venture into the
unknown.
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REGIMENTAL TRAINING WING TROPHY
T he week 23-27 Novem ber 1992 heralded the start of the
Regimental Inter-Troop T rai ning Wing Trophy. This is a keenly
contested Military Skills part of the competition consists of the
which includes a n Inspection, 3.5 mile run with webbing, Assault
Course and Stretcher Race and culminates in a Clay Disc Shoot on the
Ranges. T he Military Skills part of the competition consists of the
traditional topics of NBC, First Aid, Weapon Tests and Recognition.
TM T p were last year's winners so the other Troops were keen to
knock us off our perch . Through a real stroke of luck (or was it a fix?)
TM Tp were to be the final team to be put through the mill. This gave
us the obvious advantage of knowing exactly what we had to do to
win.
Early indications for us on the day were good, where we achieved
maximum points on the Inspection Phase. Straight onto the March
Phase. The route was familiar to all , and landmarks were checked
against rate of progress courtesy of the two time-keepers Sgts Joe
Docherty and Al Holyoak who later admitted that they had forgotten
to start their stopwatches. Another 10 points followed as we easily
made the cut-off time.
On then to the Assault Course where some respectable timings had
been produced by other teams . Meticulous planning paid off and we
achieved a record time which beat our closest rivals by 48 seconds.
The stretcher race started as soon as the last man finished the last
obstacle. This is a l .5km run with a loaded stretcher which thanks to
SSgt Bob Bayly's intense training schedule and his gentle persuasive
tones during the race ensured that again we achieved record breaking
times. Only the Shoot to go now and the Trophy was again within our
grasp. Most of the firers shot true to form with one outstanding score
of 0 for Cpl ' Dead-Eye' Dickinson.
The Military Skills team achieved second place which meant that we
were overall, Training Wing Trophy Winners for the second year in
succession. Team members were WOl (FofS) Willie Dott, Sgts Pete
Reeve, Joe Docherty, Clive Quantick, All Holyoak, Pete Tasker.
John Broom, John Watkins, Steve Metherell, Dave Evans, Dave
Purver, Cpls Pam Lee, 'Mitch' Mitchell and Dickinson.
QM TROOP
This year we have seen the first redundancy crew leave for Civvy
Street, RQ Jeff Smith, SSgt Dusty Miller and Cpl Joe McAuley. All
the best to them from the Troop. To fill in the gaps in our ranks we
have RQ Nat Cole and his wife Gaby, SSgt llichie Blackmore and his
wife Liz and Cpl Neil Roome and his wife Denise. Also new in the
chair, so to speak, SSgts Eddie Grattidge, Jeff Chadwick, Steve Peno,
Cpl Fiona Garvock RAOC, Cpl Brian Gill RPC, LCpl 'Taff Wright
and LCpl Carol Cullen RAOC. Welcome to the Troop.
We say farewell to RQ Dick Taylor and wife Eileen on posting to
Blandford. Cpl 'Mac' McGrady RPC and family are off to NI, the
QM's office won't be the same without him. Cpl Bill Edwards and
family to sunny Catterick, then Colchester. Sgt Steve 'Taffie' Long
REME is leaving the Armoury for Cheltenham to study the finer
points of marksmanship principles (25m is a long way from your
target).
The Troop have had many fun packed afternoons including a boat
trip, sub-aqua, karting, hill walking in the Troodos mountains, beach
parties, skittles, clay pigeon shoot . . . the list goes on.
Congratulations to Cpl Danny Ford who tied the knot in the
summer lo Mandy, (the rest of us need a translator as another
'Geordie' joins the Troop).
The Tech Block crew, led by Sgt John Williams, Cpl Rob Bayliss,
LCpl Roy Sivell and Pte Stan Stanley have had a busy year with many
changes happening around them.
Our teams in the Training Wing Trophy finished fifth overall, with
the March and Shoot team fo urth and the Mil Skills team fifth. Still
there is always next year (but a few more range days wouldn't go amiss
for our 'sharp-shooters' in the Troop).
CALEDONIAN HILL CLIMB
This year's event took place on Wednesday 4 November 1992 and
consisted of a gruelling challenging route covering a 600m climb over
8km of winding track and mountain road. This is one of the toughest
event in the Cyprus Cros Country Calendar and yet there is always
a very good turnout. The race started at the Trout Farm in Platres and
after 5 miles of battling against the terrain and the elements it was a
welcome relief for the runners to see the Carlsberg finish sign.
Congratulations go to the I Sqn team, Sgt Joe Docherty, W02
(QMSI) Paul White, Sgl Pete Tasker and LCpl 'Nobby' Noble on
winning the overall team prize. A special mention also goes w Ju lie
Bailey for her performance in the event.
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0
Lt Col M. J. Dent MBE
21C
Maj R. J. Sanders
djt apt . B. locker, RSM WOl (RSM) W. Ireland BEM, Chief
Cler W02 (ORQMS) G. W. Smith BEM.
1 QUADRON

qn Comd
21C
M W02 (

Maj A. Russell MBE
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
M) G. Guy.

quadron Forward (Bas ingbourn)
Maj . J. Bateson, Lt P. Whitehou e.
The e will be the last Wire oles from I Sqn as 11 December 1992
marked the end of Adult Recruit training and TA Recruit training in
Hclles Barracks. Our nexl contribution to The Wire will be as
I qn, Army Trg RegL, Bassingbourn. For those of you who have
not heard, ATR Bassingbourn will be responsible for training all adult
recruits both male and female for RE, R Signals and Queen's
Divi ion. What will the cadre do without familiar names like
'Heartbreak Hill' and 'Snake Pass' to test the endurance of raw
recruits? Perhaps the 'Gog Hahog Jog' or the 'Ermine Street Crawl'
(check your geographical knowledge of Cambridge), will be the new
cry to strike terror into every faint-heart?
Unhappily, we will be saying farewell to our Sqn Comd Maj Andy
Russell and his wife Jane before the move takes place, they have
drawn the short straw and an interim posting Lo 241 Sig Sqn followed
by a couple of years in 9 Sig Regt is their punishment. Welcome to our
new Sqn Comd Maj Nick Bateson, who is already firmly ensconced
in Bassingbourn along with Bravo Tp Comd Lt Peter Whitehouse and
his wife Stella. We hope you have an enjoyable and rewarding time.
Finally our greetings go to all members of I Sqn past and present and
our best wishes for the future, wherever it may be.
1 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Eddie Marsh
Tp Sgt
Sgt Phil Green
Tp Cpls Cpls Chippy Carpenter, Steve Barr, Monty Moore, CookyJar Emmerson (on loan).
Thirty-eight trained soldiers of I Tp were on parade for the
penultimate pass off parade on 27 November 1992. The day began
with reveille performed by a piper from Scots Dragoon Guards and
gunfire-the last military tradition taught to the recruits. The weather
held good for the parade and apart from a bitterly cold wind, the
whole affair passed quietly into history. A unique anniversary was
also celebrated on 27 November; Mr Jack Clegg, the grandfather of
one of our soldiers on parade had joined the Royal Corps of Signals
on the very same day some fifty years earlier! After the parade I.be
proud parents attended prize-giving where Sig Brown was awarded the
prizes for Best Shot and Best Recruit. After receiving bis prize for Best
Endeavour, Sig Moore did not let the Troop down; he promptly
forgot to salute the Reviewing Officer, performed an immaculate left
about turn and marched smartly away!
The Troop raised over £800 on a sponsored walk of the Pennine
Way and Lhe cheque was presented by Sig Pelling to Mrs Eileen Green
who accepted on behalf of the Parkinsons Disease Society.
The Troop cadre took the whole of that night off and on 28
ovember started a Lwo week TA Recruit course-no peace for Lhe
wicked!
On the demise of I Tp, the Tp Comd and Cpl Steve Barr will be
moving to form Alpha Tp at Bassingbourn. Sgt Phil Green and Cpl
Chippy Carpenter will be moving across to Vimy Barracks to continue
running TA courses under Lhe control of NCO Trg Wing and Cpl
Monty Moore is the only one to escape with a posting to 21 Sig Regt
(AS) in Germany. We wish him, Angie and the family the best of good
fortune.
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2 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Clare Robertson AGC(SPS)
Tp Sgt
Sgt Dave Lloyd
Tp Cpls Cpls 'AJ' Ellis, Paddy Simpson, Harry Harrop.
The 'Last 2 Tp' ran from 7 September to 13 November 1992. A
gradual build up took place after a slow start and by the Troop charity
event took place on 3 October 1992 a real sense of teamwork existed.
A sponsored 'Landrover Push' around Catterick airfield raised
around £850 and along wilh an auction for a 5 litre bottle of whisky,
donated by one of the parents. The grand sum of £1000 was raised for
the Special Baby Care Unit in Friarage Hospital, Northallerton. Pass
Off day was like any other, a bugler woke the Troop and, after a quick
run to the Officers' Mess to wake the Tp Comd, the Troop made final
preparations for what for some would be the biggest day of their lives
so far.
A sad note tinges the happiness though, Cpl 'AJ' Ellis will be
leaving the Corps for medical reasons in the near future. He will be
a great loss to us all, but we wish him a full recovery and the best of
luck for the future.
3 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom McCappin
Tp Sgt
Sgt Mark Giles
Tp Cpls Cpls Steve Behan, Paul Maloney, Bill McKelvie.
The last 3 Tp to march off the square at Helles Barracks did so on
30 October 1992. Since then the Troop cadre have been busy preparing
for the move to Bassingbourn and the Tp Comd for his wedding on
19 December to a long suffering Linda.
4 TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Wadsley
Sgt Dean Ewing
Tp Sgt
Tp Cpls Cpls Tony May, Martin Darlington, Gary Jones (on loan).
The last 4 Tp passed off the square on 13 November 1992. Within
a week, Cpl Tony May had said his farewells as be leapt joyfully back
into trade with a posting to 16 Sig Regt. The few who remain are
loitering among stacks of MFO boxes in the Troop lines packing
everything they think they can get away with for big move south.
We will remember with pride Sig John McEnery's hat-trick in the
Troop's victory over 3 Tp at football, and we are still deeply
suspicious of the origins of Sig Sean McDroys sun-tan-10 weeks in
Costa del Catterick and it hasn't faded!
To conclude, we wish Cpl Tony May and his family the very best
for the future and when you hear from us again it will as Charlie Tp
in Bassingbourn. We will be without Cpl Martin Darlington who is
moving across to Delta Tp (that will Leach him to apply for an EPC
course half way through an intake!).
·
Farewell Catterick we will all miss you.

COMD COMMS SPORTS CHALLENGE
Thursday 22 Oc~ober saw the first Comd Comms Sports Challenge
hosted by. the Regiment. It wa~ a very successful day. The sun came
out. of retirement, the clouds disappeared and 445 competitors put on
their Sp<?rts gear to make the Challenge a big event.
The eight evei;its ran 7oncurrently, beginning at 9am sharp. Each
umt was responsible ~or its own e:-'ent and scoring system with Comms
Branch and the Regiment mannmg a coordinating cell.
Eleven teams took part: two provided from within four from 16 Sig
Regt, one from 3. Sqn 21 Sig Regt, three from 28 Sig 'Regt and last but
not least a combmed team from NORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn
and Comms Branch BAOR. Sports included: Cross Country (a very
fast llkm course), Football, Rugby, Tug-of-War, Hockey,
Volley~all, T~get Golf and a Clay Pigeon Shoot.
. 13 Sig Regt s A.& B teams, along with the team from HQ Sqn 16
Sig Regt were all m the battle for first place. Final results indicated
that the gap really was ~arginal, wi~h 13 Sig Regt taking 1st and 3rd
pla~ and HQ Sqn 16 Sig Regt takmg second place, just one point
behmd the leaders. At 1630 hrs Comd Comms BAOR, Brig J. D.
Stokoe CBE, presented the Challenge Shield to 1 Sqn 13 Sig Regt.
EXERCISE CAMBRIAN PATROL 92
THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
THE TEAM
Patrol <;:ommander W02 (SSM) Mark Wright-Jones, Patrol 2IC
Sgt Mel Richards, Cpls Steve West, Harding, Frank McCann, Dave
Mundy, LCpls Tony Oakes and Gareth Kerr.
SUPPORT PARTY
Team Manage.r Lt Adam .Parsons, LCpl Moreley and John Brookes.
The .Cambrian f'.atrol 1s an arduous exercise held annually in the
Cambnan Mo.unt'."~s in \Yales. Open to all Regular/TA units and
NATO C<?untnes 1t 1s considered to be 'The Ultimate Challenge'.
Foll?wmg ~e~eral ~onths of intensive physical training and revision
of basic sold1ermg skills, ~he. team deployed to Sennybridge Camp in
Wales. Shortly after m1d01ght, under a scenario which seemed
uncomfortably realistic, they set out to establish an Observation Post
and a Close Target Reece at two grids in the Radnor Forest Area. This
:-vas t~ be a ~hree day 'tab' of at least 70km across the mountains
mcludmg vanous tests by 'friendly agents'.
~t ~230 hrs, in full kit, each man laden with bergens and equipment
wetghmg 55lbs they were flown by helicopter into the heart of the
mountain. LCpl 'Taff' Kerr felt at home on the hills.
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ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and. other A~ets, . to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION
FINANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT
TRANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects of
possessions being lost or
damaged.
-for present or future
dependants.
-immediately or in the future .
-for present or future children.
-based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
-to the next generation.

~E ADVISE on the use of savings from income, the
~nvestment of .capi~a1, the use of other assets where applicable,
msurance a~amst 111 health and the insurance of possessions.
We help clients to lay the foundations of sound plans to
develop existing plans and keep them up to date, and the~ to
make ~he best use of resources when the time comes to meet
commitments.

GOOD .INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. The
more clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assist th~~· Please let us have full details of existing resources,
your ab1hty to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us
all you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to cope. We, of course, treat all such information as
confidential.
AN EARLY ST ART helps, and we will be pleased to assist
yo~ ?owever modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
you .refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
m.ade ~ough us. It is b.ased on over 44 years of examinin&
clients problems, analysmg them and advising on them. It is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is given in writing
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR ·
INCOME A D OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE.

STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mark Hanby
Tp Sgt
Sgt Glen Maycock
Tp Cpls Cpls Dave Allen, Rob Enderby, Bill McKelvie, Steve Behan.
THE LAST S TROOP
The Troop has been busy since October with the Regiment's course
of adult recruits. 'Save the best till last' as the saying goes, but this
Troop obviously wanted to prove the saying wrong!
Cpl Steve Behan finally managed to find his way back after being
detached to 3 Tp for the last four months.
Cpl Bill McKelvie has also come from 3 Tp, perhaps he longs for
the social life of 5 Tp. Adventurous and leadership training weekends,
when the recruits are busy crawling around beneath the surface of the
earth and throwing themselves off impossible heights, offer the cadre
the opportunity to sample the delights of various hostelries and cafes
in the Ingleton area!
The Troop now looks forward to being the last Troop to pass off
on the square in Helles Barracks and LO the impending move to and
re-structuring in Bassingbourn.

FINANCIAL PLANNING

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SIIlP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone: (0273) 328181/ S

Successful Cambrian Patrol Team
Rear fl to rJ: Cpl Frank Mccann, Sgt Melv Richards, Cpls Reve
Harding, Steve West
Front fl tor): LCpl Taff Kerr, W02 (SSM} Mark Wright-Jones, LCpl
Tony Oakes
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Not all the services advertised here are regulated by the
Financial Services Act 1986 and the rule made for the
protection of investor by that Act will not apply to them.
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Fir t Ji ht brought a river cro ing into enemy territory and a thigh
burning climb to high grou nd . We met our first 'friendly agent'
ident ified a a he of weapon and ent a report back to Battalion HQ.
Later in the day, the element began to work a.gain t us, the driving
r in nd ic · wi nd claimed a hypothermia casualty who had to be
·a c
ed . We were till ome di tance from the OP and lagging
behind on cime . Har h terrain and the biting traps from bergens were
b ginning to have their effect. With no Jet-up in the weather and little
han c of making the OP it wa decided co get some rest and then
arry on co the CTR.

W02 {SSM) Wright-Jones presenting the 'Cambrian Patrol' silver
award to the CO Lt Col P. A. R. Rouse

Find
out

with

COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
YofS
Tp Sgt Sgt P. McSorley.

a subscription to
the British Army's own
fortnightly magazine

Subscnpt1on rates: UK £19.30, overseas £25.30, BFPO £11 .50
Please enclose cheque/PO payable to "Soldier"
Name~-------------------~
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Postcode _ __ _ __

Return lo SOLDIER Subscnplions, Ordnance Road, Aldershot, Hanis GU11 2DU.
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EXERCISE CROSSBOW
Ex Crossbow is the annual RCZ military skills competition, its aim
is to assess the level of military training within units. This year the
emphasis was on long distance patrolling, completing set tasks and
harbouring up.
The first day tested individuals on the ATDs followed by the
movement of teams to the Eifel for the second phase . Inclement
weather and heavy bergens over a 20km route made for a gruelling
first night. The majority of patrols took casualties and very few
managed to reach the first RV on time. After the initial drama of
casualties and slow progress, the later phases were slightly revised, but
still the weather remained poor and the distances long. Eventually the
final platoon attacks took place for the benefit of all the senior
officers whose Regiments, Squadrons or flocks were participating in
the exercise.
Of the 24 teams competing, the Regiment gained Best overall female
team, a second and third for the male teams. All three teams deserve
a mention; the very successful girls team led by Lt Jane England and
consisting of Sgt Leigh, Cpl Batty, LCpls Harland, Morley, Marshall,
Taylor and Sig Bray. The men's team was the Cambrian Patrol Team
and the representative team led by Lt Adam Parsons and including
Cpls Conway, Poulton (now Sgt), LCpls Blake, Clarke, Elderbant,
Oakes and Perry.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Brian Thomson
Tp Supervisor
SSgt David Randle
Tp Sgts Sgts Andy Jensen, Track Trethewey, Chaz Gilmartin.
We said farewell to old stalwarts of the Troop, namely Tel Barnet,
LCpls Johnny Briggs and Jim Reeves. Also a fond farewell to LCpl
Ellaway, his wife Emma and their budgie. LCpl 'Wasp' Worsnop who
is off to Cyprus and Cpl Turton off to 225 Sig Sqn. Congratulations
to John Lester on his promotion to Sgt.
On the sporting front, we were robbed of victory by Bravo Tp on
the Softball pitch, but on the football field no-one can touch us at the
moment. However, with the departure of Johnny Briggs, Jim Reeves
and Chris things could look shakey .

what's happening
in your profession

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

With a full day's tabbing ahead of us we were still optimistic of
winning a medal . Good humo ur and better weather prevailed as we
began the return leg. More friendly agent tasks were completed
th roughout the night but fatigue dogged everyone. Dawn broke on a
very frosty and cold last day as we faced a second river crossing back
into friendly territory . Patrol Comd, SSM Wright-Jones, gave an indepth brief to the Brigade Liaison Offi cer, on the information we
gained from the CTR .
New orders-a new mission; to rescue a Scientist and Laser Guided
Missile which had been captured by hostile forces. Sgt Mel Richards
Jed the section on another tab to meet the support team who took
them by Landrover to Sennybridge Ranges to rescue the hostage.
This final task included Jive firing , using section fire and movement
techniques. We had to call on the last ounces of energy, concentration
and loads of aggression to get us by. Good tactics and shooting saw
us through. All the bad guys dealt with, equipment and scientist
saved, so ended the exercise.
Back at Sennybridge Camp for the prize giving, we were called
forward and awarded a Silver Medal. The months of training had paid
off, and earned us a weekend of R & R in Cardiff.

Capt M. Corcoran
SSgt (YofS) J. M. W. Ewart

ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
Several new faces have arrived in the Troop; a warm welcome to Sgt
John Sullivan and his wife Amanda, from 16 Sig Regt, to Sigs Fran
Brennan and Sarah Saunders and welcome back to LCpl Jane Gunn,
who has just finished a four month penguin recognition tour. Alas,
we have said farewell and good luck to a number of Troop personnel
in the last few months: Cpl Phil Robson, off to Cyprus on a six month
UN tour (golf course actually), Cpl Terry Lees, off to York Cpl Lesley
Skinner, to 633 Sig Tp, LCpl Sally Reggler, on taking over from LCpl
Gunn, Sig Garfield Thomas, off to 9 Sig Regt and finally Cpl Danny
Thwaite and LCpl Sandra T hompson, both posted to Aldershot.
CONGRATULATIONS
Two members of the Troop have taken the plunge and tied the knot.
Congratulations and best wishes on their marriages to Sgt Steve
Thompson (RE) and LCpl Sandra Rowley and to LCpl 'Floss'
Brotherton and Sgt John Whitty. Also congratulations to Cpl Steve
Holdcroft and Chrisie on the newest addition to the family.
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14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 23
We are well entrenched mem bers of the 'Drawdown Disruptees'
Club._ We have reorg~nised, to sui t the ARRC, we are about to move
to Sl!lt. the Barracks. Plan . There are major changes but the most
pubhc is our numbenng system: 1~ 2 and 3 Sqns are now 245, 237 and
226 Sqns-naturally the opporturuty has been taken to reverse the old
order of precedence.
. Thr?ugh it all we h~v~ tried to maintain a semblance of normality
including our m_asoch1st1c abnormalities like Ex Sweaty Palm. Sports
~a~e featured h1lj:h on the programme but space does not allow a full
listing. The Garnson got three pages of listings when they asked Most
recently we have cracked into Orienteering.
·
EXERCISE SWEATY PALM
Ex Sweaty Palm was a Regimental Escape and Evasion exercise in
October organised and admin!stered by 3 Sqn (now 226 Sig Sqn) .
Phase I was conduc.ted at Field Statio.n Langeleben. In supposedly
comf<?rlable surroundings (compared with what followed it was like
the .R1t~) we lear~t about subjects such as the Geneva Convention,
nav1~at1on, foreign weapons, unarmed combat, practical river
crossing (now that was cold) and the usual physical training with
reveille at 0545 hrs, log runs and a dreaded endurance run ~P the
prachenburg. All in all designed to shake off the cobwebs and get us
into s ~ape. On~ area that did impress everyone was the level of
expertise of our instructors, who had all qualified at either Wiengarten
or. H_ereford. We were all 'captured' and processed by the instructors;
this included a complete change of clothing and footwear after which
we .~ere m<?ved int~ a temporary holding pen and put into stress
pos1t1ons pnor lo being moved to the phase 2 location .
Phase 2 was conducted in the Koblenz area. We travelled
thr~ughout the ~ight in the back of our freezing cold Bedford; by 0700
hrs in the morning, we were all cold, tired and rather stiff. From the
drop-off point we fo~lowed our guide up a very steep hill to a briefing
area where we were introduced to the Phase 2 instructors. OIC SSgt
(YofS) St.eve Slat.er, SSgts 'Geordie' Usher, Paddy Shiels and Sgt
Gar~th Hicks. 1:'h1s proved t<? be a very interesting phase. Once again
the .instruct~rs 1.mparted thetr vast wealth of knowledge on various
subjects, which mcl~ded the construction of temporary bashers using
what sca~ce '!la~enals th~re were, traps and snares, improvised
cookers, tdenufymg, cooking and eating food from the forest and
~arm s , agent contact drills, night navigation and finally the most
important lesson of all: living, working and functioning as a close-knit
te~. For those accustomed to three meals a day, stomachs rattled
whilst teams searched eagerly for food . Those that were not searching
for food scavenged high and low for dry wood to keep the much
needed fires going 24 hours a day.
Phase 3. Two days later at 0600 hrs, whilst most people Jay sound
asleep snu~gled up~~ a warm bed, an air of excitement moved through
the campsite, the Fuhrer, Herr Sherrard was back! This had to be itwhat we had all trained and waited for-The Run. The order to
dismantle our bashers and clear the site confirmed our suspicions. The
usual punishment was duly administered for a phantom crime (which
had not been committed) up and down the most hideously steep hill
(three times) under the watchful eye of Staff Slater. We were then
moved, those who had made it thus far, into a field and we were
iml!lediately blindfolded and placed in the dreaded stress position
~h1lst we were slowly stripped, processed and then dressed in tee-shirt,
Jumper, boots and BDs, given our survival tins and then loaded on to
waiting Bedfords. At precisely 1300 hrs on a warm sunny afternoon
the Bedford stopped, my group debussed, we were given our precise
location and that of our first Agent's RV and set on our tired but
merry way.
The Hunter Force, who we knew were mobile, well motivated and
equipped with dogs and a variety of night observation sights and who
had received very similar training to that of our own, were given the
rough(?) boundaries in which we would be operating, so speed,
caution and well practised drills were the order of the day. The penalty
for being caught was at least three hours in the pen and the
humiliation and embarrassment that goes with it.
Each and every group has their own stories to tell, two individuals,
who had been split up from their group, following a contact with the
Hunter Force, were invited to board a train by the conductor to assist
them on their way. As the train slowly pulled out of the station, none
other than Scotty Sherrard and his staff arrived in their Landrover,
thankfully for the two escapees the pursuit only lasted for 600m, they
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h:ive assured me seeing Scotty's ragi ng face disappearing in the
distance brought them and the passengers on the train great relief and
much laughter. Others were not so fortunate! Like the chap that
k nock~d on the door. of a German doctor's house, asked for a
sandwich and a hot drmk and was promptly invited to sit down to a
full .dinner with the family who were all assembled around the table.
Whi lst our chap was enjoyi ng a rare feast and no doubt thinking of
all the less fort unate ru nners the doctor had slipped out of the back
door and flagged none other than the QC Hunter Force down to
report his presence. Imagine the shock, horror and disbelief the

Sgt Mike Dytham-'lf you're starving .

-""

WO 1 Dave Dolling showing how to control wild animals
runner experienced when he received a gentle tap on the shoulder and
was told Go_tcha! My. own me.mory was not quite so bizarre. Having
made the thud RV without mishap, my group still intact and in high
spirits, l was given the details of my next RV and told by the agent
to be very careful because the area in which we were situated was
swarming with Hunter Forces. As l left his position and collected my
escort, Bang! we were bumped and chased into a pine wood where
we spent the next 8 hours in_ - 11 degrees lying cuddled t~gether ,
almost frozen to death, watchmg our would-be captors searching like
mad dogs for their prey (not this time boys!).
The exercise culminated in an assault course which took us under
wire, through man-made tunnels, down cliff faces, along a stream and
finally a run to safety.
If t~an~s are to be extended they must include SSgt Scotty Sherrard,
the ~h~ef m~tructor who played the part in full, his exercise planning,
adnurustrallon and management of instructors was put to the test and
passed with flying colours. A special mention shoulcLalso go to the
mstr':1ctors ~ho throughout the exercise gave concise, informative and
very mterestmg lessons which all helped to make the exercise the huge
success it turned out to be.
Quite honestly this was the best exercise in the last 20 years that I
have participated in.
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R g1m ntal Orienteering Team i enjoying ome hard earned
in the 92193 ca on. The first major event was the final I
orp Relay in which the Regiment managed to field three
t~m with the Fir ·t Team fini hing fourth an~ other tea~s al~o
turning in ome good times. A well a the various champ1onsh1p
e'ent the team have been concentrating on th .. I Armd Div League
whi h they are currently leading.
.
.
The highlight of the ca on ~o f~r wa~ the recent _victory m the Royal
ignal (BAOR) Championships m which the Regiment n?t only .v.on
the overall event but certain individual won awards in tl1e1r respecuve
age tcgones. The following personnel are regu~ar members of t~e
orienteering team: Capt Bob Walton (M40 wmner), Sgt Martm
Rob on ( 121 winner), SSgt Neil Allamby (M21 runner up), 2Lt
nnabcl Baker (W21 winner), W02 Al Griggs (Sporting Legend),
gt Phil Gordon (Team Captain), SSgts Al Dengate, Steve Phelps,
Cpl Darren Angelsea, teve Garner, 2Lt Emma Smith, W02 Harry
Evan , gt Paul Bates, LCpl Chri Mulligan and Sig Bob Vellacot~.
In addition LO these successe , two members of the team SSgt Neil
Allamby and Sgt Martin Rob on represented the Corps in the Army
Inter-Corps Championships. With regard to the rest of th~ seas.on
preparations are already under way for the BAOR Champ1onsh1ps
with both men's and ladies' teams expecting to do well.
HQ SQUADRON
qn Comd (and QM (Gen))Maj BilJ White MBE
QM (Tech)
Capt Mick Nevill
SS. '1 W02 (SSM) Neil Ardern, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Jeff Williams,
RQ IS W02 (RQMS) Geoff Hawkins, MTWO W02 Clive Sear.
HQ Sqn has caught the brunt of the Regiment's reorganisation for
its new role, planning for Drawdown and moving to the n~':"
e tablishment. The public highlight of the last few months was a v1s1t
by the Master of Signals, who visited elements of TM Tp, LAD and
RHQ personnel deployed in the field in their role as A2 Echelon . Here
the Master of Signals was treated to a lunch with the Officers and
Warrant Officers of the Regiment at Echelon's location. The excellent
meal was provided by Cpls Ian Kelty and 'Bungalow' Munday, under
the watchful eye of tlle Master ChefW02 PeteJanjua . Just before the
lunch started the Sqn Comd Maj Bill White played his trump card by
re-introducing the Master of Signal~ to ex-Royal Signals SSgt Jim
Woulger BEM who, in his role as Officers' Mess Manager at 2 Div Sig
Regt circa 1950s, used to look after the then Lt Birtwistle. An excell~nt
time ensued with many an old story being retold LO an artent1ve
audience. As with any successful event credit must be given to those
behind the scenes, in this case SQMSs Keith Fisher and John Wayman
and the 'Black-Hand' gang of the Regimental MT.

226 IGNALSQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Vyv Thatcher
2IC
Capt Murray Coleman
SM W02 (SSM) Martin Waclawek, Def EW Tp Comd Capt Ken
Graham, HF Tp Comd WOl Dave Dolling, SQMS SSgt (SQMS)
Chris Naylor, Sqn FofS SSgt (FofS) Rob Lane, Sqn YofS SSgt (YofS)
Steve Slater.
The Squadron bids a fond farewell to W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilt~n
and Michelle and wishes them all the best at 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn. Many thanks for all your hard work whilst with the Squadron.
We welcome SSgt (FofS) Rob Lane and Karen from 2 Sqn, and hope
you enjoy your time with the Squadron.
The highlight of the past couple of month~ h~s been E.x Swe_aty
Palm. Since then the Squadron has been heavily involved m vehicle
and RSIT inspections, and several Squadron sports competitions.
The Squadron has been very successful on the soccer front with
victories in friendly matches against both 2 Sqn and a 6-2 defeat of
HQ Sqn. More importantly team sh?wed gr~at determination to. co~e
from behind against LAD 2 R Anghan to wm 2-1 after extra ume m
the General's Cup, the Divisional competition for Squadrons.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Graham Addley
W02 (Supvr R) Eric Clee
2IC
Int WO W02 Taff Evans, Tp SSgt SSgt (Supvr R) Paul Gardner
As usual ilie Troop has had quite a few new additions of late with
some of the Troop wives bringing new ones into the world.
Congratulations are offered to Cpl (now Sgt) 'Swerve' Costello and
Kay on the birth of their daughter Katy, and LCpl Richie Brooks and
Mandy on the arrival of Jessica. Best of luck with the sleepless nights.
The Troop also welcomes LCpls Biff Randle and Ray Crispin, and
Sigs Liz Billany and Kerry Cavel!. We bid warm farewells to Cpl (Sgt
on arrival) 'Swerve' Costello, who leaves to go to the AA College,
Harrogate, and LCpl Paul Grimes who is moving to 7 Sig Regt. SSgt
'Scotty' Sherrard and Cpl Harry Bancroft also leave the Troop to
become the backbone(!) of HF Troop.
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Annabel Baker
Tp SSgt
SSgt Alf Cupper
The Troop has again been in the throes of mass changes of
personnel. We bid warm welcomes to Sigs Glen Blyth, Gerry Vining
and Bob Cook all from 8 Sig Regt and LCpls Tammy Jo Dawson,
Jelly Orchard and Roddy McNeil! from Loughborough. Welcome to
the real world! We also welcome 2Lt Annabel Basker from her Troop
Commander's Course. We hope that she will be able to put all that
new knowledge to good use!
In a sadder light we say fond farewells to Cpl Percy Parkin, who
is hanging up his combat highs for the last time and braving civvy
street, Cpl Steve Walton, who is off to Bassingbourn to train up our
new recruits, and finally LCpl Billy Kidd, who is off to Cyprus and
apparently is really upset about it! We wish them all the best for the
future.
Finally on the sporting front it must be mentioned that Comms Tp
showed the rest of the Squadron just how hockey should be played
with crushing victories over both Romeo Tp and SHQ/HF Tp.
237 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj R. O. N. Evans
Sqn Comd
2IC
WOl Pickup (Des Capt M. Roberts)
SSM W02 (SSM) D. Toon, FofS WOl (FofS) D. Gunn, YofS W02
(YofS) 8. Pritchard, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) J. Gibson .
UNIT MOVE
237 Sig Sqn, as it is now known, has now moved back to UK,
occupying a former RAF Station at Hullavington.

The Master of Signals and SSgt Jim Woulger

INTER SQUADRON BASKETBALL
On 27 November the Squadron took part in the Regimental Inter
Squadron Basketball competition, where we were slight favourites
with Regimental players such as W02 (YofS) Bryan Pritchard
(Competition organiser), Cpl 'H' Lloyd and Sig Jimmy Allen to name
but a few. The first game was against I Sqn, where the team quickly

If you pay for The Wire by Banker's Order
please advise your bank that the cost of
The Wire for 1993 is £7 .80
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got in~o a rhythm but scoring proved sometimes impossible. However,
th~ height ad".antage soon told and we ran out eventual winner by 29
pomts to 9, with some good scoring by LCpl Steve Davison and W02
(~SM) Dave Toon. The second game was against possibly the weakest
side, HQ Sqn. After some good fast breaking by Sig Jimmy Allen in
the second ha.If we came out winners by 39 points to 14. Directly after
the game agamst HQ Sqn we were to play the second strongest team
3 Sqn,_ who ha~ a g~od share of Regimental players and wer~
de.termmed to wm, havmg lost to 1 Sqn in an earlier match. To say
this w~s a ha~d fought match would be an understatement! Some good
close .m sconng by Sgt Don Donnelly took us into a 7 point lead at
half time. In the second half 3 Sqn came to within I point after some
good pre~sure, but a basket in the last 20 seconds by W02 (YofS)
Brran Pritchard took the pressure ?~f an~ we won the match by 3
pomts, 20-17, and won the competition without having lost a game.
INTER TROOP 5-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION
On. a windy but thankfully dry Friday afternoon the skilful and not
~o skilful footbal.Iers of the Regiment came together to compete in an
mter Troop 5-a-side football competition, organised by Sig Steve Tait .
Ne~ly formed Tango Tp showed excellent fighting spirit in the final
against RHQ Tp. RHQ eventually came out winners 3-1. Thanks go
to all 16 teams who took part and all persons who helped make the
afternoon such a success.
KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Paul Atkinson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Gav Henderson
Tp Sgt Sgt Paul Bates.
Oc~ober was particularly quiet for Kilo Tp. The entire Troop took
part m Ex Sweaty Palm and spent the remainder of the month
recovering. Preparation for the move to the UK has been the priority
and the race to get the vehicles on the road and ready to go has turned
into ~ keen coi:ipetition. T<;> relieve the tension Sig 'Spud' Tait
?rgams.ed a Regiment~ 5-a-side football competition, achieving the
1~poss1ble and cancellmg CO's PT. Sgt Gav Henderson was away on
his Sgts Course, the Troop was deprived of seniors until the arrival of
Sgt Paul Bates who has the unusual distinction of being the only green
beret in a Troop of blue.
In November due to the planned move to Hullavington, life in Kilo
Tp. has been rathe~ busier, with priorities that seem to be changing
daily. However, things now seem to be coming together at last. New
?rr~v~l~ t~ the Troop include 2Lt Paul Atkinson, Sigs Langton,
W1U_ie Wilson and R.ay Buckle. Congratulations go to Sgt Henderson
on his recent promotion. A sad farewell was recently bid to Lt Sara
Copley who left the Troop at short notice for I Sqn, other farewells
go to Sig 'Scot' Devaney and LCpl Neil 'The Shadow' Beattie. The
Troop recently had an excellent party which was voted 'The Best in
Ages' by Sqn Comd Maj Evans. We hope to continue the good work
in our new location. Congratulations to all those who recently passed
their upgrading tests, especially Sigs Neil 'H' Harrison, Steve Trotter,
Steve 'George' Knight and LCpl Smith on his upgrading which means
he should be ready for his second if he survives the impending
leadership course.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Mccreedy
Tp SSgt
SSgt Campbell
Tp SSgt SSgt Sheppard.
October was Ex Sweaty Palm, again! The majority of the Troop
were involved, except for those away on courses. Cpl Ade Donnacbie
rejoined us from his holiday in the Falklands. The UK move has taken
priority over everything in November, trying to prepare all of our
vehicles and equipment for the big move . LCpl Steve Davison
returned from his visit to NI looking forward to some real beer! We
said a sad farewell to our Tp Comd, W02 George Dewar and wish
him well at CSG (UK). In his place is W02 Mac Mccreedy, late of
Berlin. The month ended with our Christmas celebration, many
thanks to Cpl Bunker Hill for an excellent evening.
245 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Nigel Harrison
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt John Gillespie
SSM W02 (SSM) 'Dicky' Bird, Ops WO W02 Mark Dickson RA
Signals, Trg WO WOl Dave Morrison, YofS SSgt (YofS) 'Ginge'
Willimont, FofS SSgt (FofS) 'Nev' SmiJde, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Neil
Allamby, W Tp Comd Lt Karl Arnold, X Tp Comd 2Lt Hetty SteeleMortimer, Y Tp Comd Lt Sara Copley, Z Tp Comd W02 'Cas'
Hayes.
The Squadron provided a number of runners on Ex Sweaty Palm;
many did very well, including Sig Foster (second time round, lucky
man!!) and SSgts Petherbridge and Willimon!, all of whom managed
not to get caught. Cpl Foulger deserves credit for his sense of humour
during the exercise.
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Among the highlights of the exercise for the runners was 2Lt Hetty
Steele-Mortimer igniting herself on her campfire, readers should be
~ware that this was not an accident but a protest against the conflict
m the former Yugoslavia. Lt Liz Matar also deserves credit for her
uncanny ability to sniff out Hunter Force Landrovers and surrender
to them.
The Squadron was also represented strongly during Ex Sweaty Palm
in the Hunter Force. Ably led from Coy HQ by Capt John Gillespie
and W02 Mark Dickson this force went on to achieve results on a par
~ith the Women's Auxiliary Balloon Corps. The bulk of I Sqn were
!n 2 Platoon led by Lt Ben Kite and SSgt Mick Fitzpatrick equipped
m open-top Landrovers whose pose factor was higher than their
ability to keep out the cold. 2 Platoon caught a lot of runners as there
were many instances where they were trippng over half-starved
runners. The majority of the Hunter Force had run the previous year
so precious little sympathy was given to runners, save for the odd
Mars Bar or two.
The Sqn was also heavily involved in Ex Autumn Start the
demonstration that launched the formation of the ARRC. Me~bers
of the Squadron could tell it was going to be a little stressful when the
Brigadiers started calling people 'Sir'. It comprised of two displays
one static and the other a drive past. For W Tp the parade ground
precision and bull on the static display reached monstrous
proportions. A sense of humour was a must.

SSgt Dave Marriott receives the LS & GC from the Garrison
Commander, Brig John Kiszely; in the background W02 Mark
Dickson received the Australian Defence Force Service Medal
Events were a lot more relaxed on the drive past display, where two
Armoured Vampires and one Jam.mer screamed past the assembled
VIPs with antennas wobbling and Cpl 'Cam' Logan grinning like a
Cheshire Cat. Although our kit was probably not as cool as some of
the other vehicles such as Abrams and Challenger, we were able to feel
slightly more superior to the representatives of the Field Ambulance.
Cpl Scott Logan also found the mast on the Vampire was perfect for
leaning on whilst saluting.
Skiing has also started again and X and Z Tps have waved goodbye
for the winter to Capt John Gillespie, LCpls 'Lonnie' L-0nergan and
'Rob' Tubbs who will spend the next three months drinking Apres
Skis and bluffing to the Regiment that they are training really hard.
Farewells have also been said to Lt Liz Matar our Australian
exchange officer. Unlike most of her compatriots Liz has had a
particularly tough Ex Longlook and the Squadron has not failed to get
its pennysworth of hard work out of her. Lt Karl Arnold has just
arrived back from Australia and has had a very relaxing time, he has
taken over as W Tp Commander again and this time it is hoped we
shall get some work out of him before his next swan. Finally
congratulations must go to SSM 'Dicky' Bird and his wife Karen who
has just given birth to a daughter, Sarah Louise and to W02 Jock
Honeyman and Sue for their second child Robert Michael.
RSM's LAST DAY
WOI (RSM) J. C. Tepielow handed over the Regiment to WOI
(RSM) Knight in December 1992. Mr Tepielow (as he wiJJ soon be
referred to) completed 22 years service in the Corps and having spent
much of it in Armd Bde Sig Sqn it was fitting that he should drive
himself out of barracks in an AFV 432. Both 'Teps' and his wife, Julie
completed a marathon at farewells in their last month which included
a SSgts middle table lunch where he was presented with a tie from
Halifax Rugby League Club (his second love).
Mr Tepielow leaves the Regiment sailing a steady course into 1993 .
We wish him and his family every good wish as they make the
transition into civilian life and welcome WOI (RSM) Knight and his
family into the fold.
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MO OMM VI IT
During the vi it of Comd Comms BAOR, Brig J. D. Stokoe ~~E,
the Regiment held an Inter Troop ~s au!t ~our e compenuon.
The course wa phy ically ery demanding a1 d incJu~ed. a gun race
over a 12ft wall. Team con isted of eight pe.lple wh!ch mclu<!_ed an
officer and a female soldier. The winning Troop was Sierra Tp, - Sqn.
Brig Stokoe was hown the new Hi torical Room which has been
designed and as embled by 2Lt K. A. Reynolds.
During hi vi it he pre ented LS & GC Medals LO SSgt Cox and
\\ 02 (MT\\ 0) Ritchie.

Inter Troop Assault Course Competition
EXERCI E CROSSBOW 1992
Ex Crossbow is the annual Military Skills exercise. It was held over
the period 5-9 October 1992 and was split into two phases.
Phase one was a series of eight stands designed to test the teams on
ATD skills. The Signals' stand was provided by our Training Wing
staff. Both teams did well on these sc.ands.
Phase two was an lnfantry infiltration exercise conducted around
the Eifel area for three days. It saw both teams up hill and down dale
in typical Vogelsang weather carrying out various tasks e':1 route. Soon
it was all over, the final event was an attack earned out near
Rouingen.
The Regiment 'A' Team, led by 2Lt Greenfield, came first and the
'B' Team, led by 2Lt Townsend, finished fourth.
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Sadly 1992 was not a year full of good 1:1ew~. We tragic.ally lost.Cpl
K. Rumsey at the beginning of the year; his wife and family remained
with us until July so that their daughter could complete her GC~E
studies. The Rumsey family are now living in Portsmouth; we wish
them the very best for the future. The Squadron was also sorry to hear
of the tragic death of one of its former members, LCpl A. J. Stead,
and our sympathies go to her family.
.
As in most Units there have been a number of P.osungs, however
arrivals and departure never seem to match numerically. Too many
to mention individually, but a few are not allowed to escape! In June
WOI (YofS) Wilson went back to Blandford and the golf course on
his way to civvy street. The post was to be gapped, no problem, the
capable Sgt J. Bullivant, the Tp Sgt would stand in. Someone
somewhere was listening as no sooner had that _been arrang~d than she
was selected for promotion to SSgt and a posting to QSJ Signals; The
next plan was to call in the Squadron trouble sho?ter in the guise <;>f
Sgt Herbert. What do you mean your husban~ 1~ po~ted to 34 S~g
Regt (V) in Middlesbrough and you wan_t to JOI~ h11!1? A certain
amount of cajoling went on along the lines of it will ~mly ~e a
temporary move and you will just love living in the Me~s, ~ust. think,
no cooking and she agreed to stay on. Much to her relief 1.t ~lid turn
out to be a short term measure and in August Sgt Herbert JOined her
husband in the UK. We also lost to Phase 1 Redynd~ncy our SSM,
W02 (SSM) Spinks· once again there was the inevitable gap. We
almost Jost Sgt McN~mara on several occasions but onl~ as far as the
Training Wing as she gained well deserved promotion to SSgt.
However her intended replacement had gone off on Ex Long .Look
and SSgt McNamara had to live .out of her MFO ~oxes until her
transfer to the Training Wing was finally settled. We wish her the ~ery
best in her new job. On the arrivals front we welcome the followmg:
WOI (YofS) Marshall as Comd, Comms Tp, W02 (SSM) Ramsey as
our first male SSM! and Sgt Millar as Sgt, Comms Tp.
Despite the constant upheaval w~ have managed to, complete our
mandatory training, participate m B~ttle , C~p m Vogelsang,
commence with the help of our many host uruts at our 11 other
detachmen'is, SASO conversion training and run a pre Cadre course to
select students to attend the CO's Cadre course. A successful Summer
camp was held in the RR? hut in Bav~ria. Good fortune saw most of
those attending return with many stones and good sun tans or should
that read sun burn!
EXERCISE BARBARIAN BACKSTOP-MOROCCO
.
Capt S. E. J. Parry-Expedition Leader, Capt A. D. Shaw-Chief
Instructor, Sgt Mann, LCpls Clark, O'Sullivan, Crack, Punyer and
Sig Appleby.
Ex Barbarian Backstop took place between 2-28 September 1~92.
The expedition was aimed at mai~y _junior .N.C:Os who have had httle
or no experience of adventure trammg aCUVlhes.
Landrovers were used for the trip, involving a 10,000km round
trip-a drive not recommended for the faint. hearted.
. .
Once in the country the team conducted high level tre~king. in ~he
Atlas and Rif Mountains cumulating in three days sea chff chmbmg
on the east coast of Morocco- an invigorating experience for all
considering the fragile nature of the rock.
Everyone benefited from the experience of a different culture and
it proved to be a thoroughly enjoyable experience for all who took
part.

BFPO 35
TRAINING WING
OC
Capt M. A. Kerr
2!C
Lt D. Robertson
SSM W02 Davey, YofS SSgt (YofS) Richards, Instr SSgt Fluck, SSgt
(SSI) McColm, Sgt Wareing, Cpl Borland, Sig Hineson, Clerk Mrs
Brackenbury.
SSgt 'Arthur' Fluck has managed to put a few extra worthwhile
courses under his belt which he will soon be able to put to good use.
Sgt Mark Wareing, leaving for Hong Kong will be sorely missed for
his expertise with weapons, and by the local hunting club. We wish
him, Tracy and the boys all the best.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Morley
SSgt Thompson
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts Sgts Ireland, Curtin and Richardson.
We say farewell to the Troop members who have recently left the
Troop, SSgt (FofS) McNeice posted to AA Coll Harrogate in October,
we wish him every success in the future. Also Cpls Cleet and Giles who
have moved sideways into the Sabre Sqns.
Congratulations to Cpl 'Dodgey Doug' Celerier and LCpl 'Swilly'
Sanderson on their recent promotions which were well deserved.
Congratulations also goes to Sgt 'Civvy' Richardson who finally
managed to find his uniform and turn up for work.
The Troop (with a little help from LAD) have been very successful
winning many of the Inter-Troop Competitions held throughout the
year with wins in the BIT, Hockey, Cross Country, Orienteering and
.22 Shooting, all of which have put us in serious contention for
winning the Regimental Inter-Troop Trophy for 1992. Watch out
Papa Tp.
The Troop's social life has been as busy as ever. Well done to LCpl
'Plug' Hogan and Sig 'Manny' Cowie who organised this year's
Troop Christmas function. Everything was running smoothly until
'Acting FofS' Sgt Ireland kidnapped the microphone for the karaoke
machine.

MT
RMTO
MT SSgt

Capt H. C. Britton
SSgt J. Fisher

HELi TRAINING DAY
by Cpl Anderson
With help from 633 Sqn AAC, the Regimental MT had the chance
to experience flight in a Lynx helicopter. As the Troop is made up of
younger and first tour soldiers it was, for some a first time experience.
A good day was had by all, with many thanks to the Army Air
Corps for the nerve wracking experience.
The Troop is now back together and wishes to remain with its feet
on solid ground.
2SQUADRON
2 Sqn are well used to being first in everything so it came as no
surprise to find the Squadron was also the first to have its Christmas
Party! The start of the festive season acts as a reminder that the year
is drawing to a close. This of course marks the end of the annual Inter
Troop competition which Papa Tp won with a fine and sustained
performance throughout the year. We enter 1993 with some sadness
with the demise of the Regiment , some of the events which produced
such ferocious competition may have taken place for the last time.
However morale remains high as the Troops' Notes show.
OSCAR TROOP

Rear Row fl to RJ: Section B-Sigs Owen, Jarrett, Tripp and

Gilbert
Section A-Sigs Haig, Riggs, Wyatt and lngerfield
Front Row (l to RJ: Sig Jones, Cpl Cooper, 2Lt Townsend, CO Lt
Col Fisher, RSM W02 Spiers, 2Lt Greenfield, Cpl Thomspon and
LCpl Halliwell
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LCpl 'Sully' O'Sullivan fixing yet anoth_e r puncture under
instruction from LCpl Neil Crack, REME guidance on the plank
taken care of by LCpl Tony Crack!
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MILITARY TRAINING EXERCISE
Ex Hard Strike was a five day training exercise in Leuth practising
the Squadron in military skills. Although hard and demanding, morale
was kept up by some noticeable events like the compass trio 2Lt J?ebs
Sunderland, Cpl Stevie Carter and LCpl Pete Smedley wh? all decided
at one stage or another that morale was too high and deliberately got
the sections lost ... or so they say!
Platoon Comd was initially Sgt Si Wallis and then Cpl 'AH'
Alexander-High who was rumoured to have fallen asleep at a critical
moment in the ambush. Cpl Jan Pollock, Platoon Sgt, won the
'Golden Blanket Award' for managing to have more sleep than the
whole Platoon put together and, finally, was LCpl Dave Honeyman
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1993

really captured by the enemy or did he surrender in the vain hope of
getting a cup of DS coffee!
The exercise ended with a Platoon attack on the OS location.
Confusion reigned initially with Sig Chris Vallance wondering where
to go, Cpl Jackie Branton wondering what to do and Cpl Steve
Bancroft, our planted radioman, wondering how he could whisper to
the Sqn Comd that we were about to attack because the Platoon
Comd had ordered radio silence.
We stormed through the position and tabbed with full kit to the OS
pick up helped along by the dulcet tones of Sigs Lee Lester and Wayne
Hilton.
At the conclusion of the exercise, everyone retired to the bar to
reminisce about the exercise. And then a sudden rush of leave passes
of late. We have heard of the impending Hard Strike II.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
The Troop has welcomed arrivals from 8 Sig Regt, Sigs Andrea
Appleton, James Cunningham, Simon Cooper, Gavin Gettings, Mark
Milton, Gordon Scott and Chris Vallance. Welcome also to Sig Reg
Perrin from 201 Sig Sqn.
Goodbye and best wishes to Cpl 'Smudge' Smith and his wife Lisa
and Sig Keith Blonde! who are both on their way to civvy street. LCpl
Alex Cunningham leaves us for NI and Sgt Mark Wareing to Hong
Kong. Congratulations to LCpl Tim Shears on his marriage to
Debbie. He is posted on promotion to 210 Sig Sqn. Congratulations
to Sgt Karl Scaife and Donna on the birth of their son Ben. Finally
LCpl Pete Trant moves on promotion to 1 Sqn and Cpl Geoff Glover
goes to Victor Tp. Best wishes to all of them.
PAPA TROOP
INTER TROOP COMPETITION
With the Inter Troop Cross Country over and Papa Tp coming
second, the results have shown it to be a good overall competition with
Papa Tp corning first. Well done to everybody who participated; let's
try and do it again next year.
EXERCISE CANARY CAPER
October saw the last comms exercise of the year for Papa Tp, which
was at a location in Wuppertal. The week went very well and gave the
newcomers an insight into what to expect. Apart from the cold
weather and a few cases of food poisoning (LCpl Sargeant and Cpl
Brown to name but a few) everything seemed to run smoothly. Not so
for the return to Camp where 2Lt Golley (the Pathfinder) decided to
take the guided tour of Germany .
HELLOS
The Troop welcomes 2Lt Goodwin as new Tp Comd, Sgt
Burdge, a new Troop Sergeant, and to all others who have joined and
their families, also to LCpl Phillips and his wife on the new addition
to their family.
GOODBYES
The Troop says farewell to Lt Robertson and his family and wishes
them all the best. Also to LCpl Sargeant (soon to be Cpl) on posting
to The Royal School of Signals, and to Sigs Bird and Pe.rrin who have
ended their Army career. Good luck everybody.
THE SHOOTING TEAM
NORTHAG SAAM
Due to 'Options for Change' and the reorganisation of NATO
Headquarters it was deemed that the 1992 NORTHAG SAAM would
be the last Skill at Arms meeting held for NORTHAG units and so
there was added impetus to go out with a bang rather than a misfire.
THE TEAM
As always with the Regimental shooting team the competition for
selection was fierce and after several range days the team Captain,
Maj Malcolm Coupar selected the team from best performers on the
practice range days. The final team composition was as follows :
The Men's Team
Lt Col Boole, Maj Coupar (Team Captain), Sgt Wareing, Sgt
Morrow, LCpl Sergeant, Sig Perrin, Sig Hughes and Sig Collins.
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nd, Si Mitchell, ig Mulloy, Sig McDooah.

30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp

HE C MPETITIO.
.
.
The ompctition began Y<ith ove~ ast sk1e. _which eventually turned
into torrential rain. De pite the uymg c?nd1llon_ the t~am got off to
a ood tart and were overnight leaders m the Rifle, Pistol and SMG
1at he:.. The econd day a\\ no improvement in the weath_er as the
team continued to produce a solid performanc.e , to .consohdate ~he
tam" . rrong position at the head of the f1e.d m all shootmg
d1 ·ciplines.

CO
Lt Col . J . Kidner
2IC
Maj T. J. Hendren MBE
Adjt Capt I. G. Standen, RSM WO l (RSM) W. J. Drain, Chief Clerk
W02 (ORQMS) J. C. D. Harradine BEM .
VISIT OF COMMANDER UK FIELD ARMY
On Monday 2 December the Regiment was visited by the Comd UK
Field Army Lt Gen Sir Michael Wilkes KCB, CBE. He received a
warm we l~oi:ne fro m the c9, Lt Col : Kidner and was then given a
formal bnefm g on the Regiments ongomg operational commitments.
After a tour of the Squadrons and departments, in which the General
met members of the Regiment, he was entertained in the Blandford
Garrison Sergeants' Mess by al l the Office rs and SNCOs before
departing.
Best Female Shot - Cpl Borland

THE RESULTS
The competition was dra wn to a close with the end of the fun shoot
which was won by LCpl Sergeant and Sig Perrin with Maj Coupar and
Sgt Wareing as runners up . The final distribution of Silverware to the
Regimental shooting team was as follows:
The Shooting Team
Front Row (l to RJ: Sgt Morrow , CO , Sgt Wareing, Maj Coupar,

Sigs Mitchell and Perrin
Back Row (l to RJ: Sigs McDonah, Collins, Cpl Borland, Sgt
Turner, Sig Hughes, LCpl Sergeant and Sig Mulloy

Rifle Match
Winning Team
Winning Individual
Runner up
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Sig Hughes
Lt Col Hoole

SMG Match
Winning Team
Winning Individual
3rd Individual
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Maj Coupar
Lt Col Hoole

Pistol Match
Winning Individual
Runner up

Lt Col Hoole
Maj Coupar

SAAM Winning Team

28 (BR) Sig Regt

Champion at Arms

Lt Col Hoole

Lt Gen Sir Michael Wilkes with the CO , Lt Col S. Kidner

The ladies were not to be out-done collecting:
The best female shot
Cpl Borland
Runner up
Sig Mulloy

Lt Col Hoole (CO) being presented with the Champion at Arms
Trophy

THE LAST WORD
This was a highly commendable performance by the shooting team
turning in good scores . A special thanks goes to Sgt Butler the team
armourer who kept the weapons on the road (in more ways than one!).

T HERE'S NO DRAM LIKE

DIRMIIIUll~
l iqueur

OPERATION HANWOOD TRAINING
The Op Hanwood Signal Troop, drawn from many units across
the Corps, came together at Blandfo rd to begin the lengthy trai ning
and board the first of many 'buses'. The training was split into
'Special to Arm Training' in Blandford unti l 6 November followed by
a Collective Military Training package in BAOR with 4 Armd Fd Amb
from Minden .
After briefs on the operation and the current situation those new to
30 Sig Regt were given a short tour of equipments and attempted to
familiarise themselves with the specialist kit. Also carried out in
Blandford was Mines/ Foreign weapons training and a range daywith a quick conversion course for those non SABO trained personnel !
Lt Gen Sir Michael Wilkes, Comd UK Fd Army visited the training
to highlight the rather 'fluid' situation in the former Yugoslavia.
The 23 strong troop then deployed to Germany on 6 November for
a SIBVA and military training package. The lucky? TSC 502 crew
deployed early to Croatia and avoided getting muddy and wet clearing
another minefield-don't worry you ' ll get your T-shirts.

DETACHMENT-OP HANWOOD-CROATIA
O~
Maj Telford
SSM
WOl (SSM) Bywater
YofS W02 (YofS) Thompson, FofS SSgt (FofS) Ramsdale.
HQ TROOP
HQ Tp of the Sig Sqn deployed on Op Han wood is located in Pleso
Camp Zagreb in an old Yugoslavian Air Force base.
The communications element of the Troop was initially based on a
VSC 501 satellite syscem and a TRC 522 HF system. Subsequently
these assets redeployed to Split in support of Op Grapple and a TSC
502 commanded by Cpl Rick Hogan took their place. The original

AS~

Members of Op Ha nwoo d Sig Tp treati ng casualties taken from a
burning buil di ng
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After an 'interesting' reception at Dusseldorf the acclimatisation
phase began with Cpl Bruce Findlay organising a Kegelbahn
afternoon and SSgt Martin Archer eventually con vi nci ng the Tp
Comd, Capt Neil Fraser, to buy a birthday card.
The Sunday saw a spate of presentations fo llowed by a brief
Remembrance Day service. After a day of admin we deployed on 10
November to Hammelburg in South Germany. The training here
consisted of 3 x 48 hour packages and culminated in a three day
exercise to practise our skills. The Urban phase war run by a FIBUA
training team, who relished forcing us into 'b urning' buildings to
evacuate casualties, making us build sangars and demonstrate a
variety of nasty booby traps. The Special to T heatre phase dealt with
mines in more detail and how to extract casualties from minefieldsslow, slow, quick, qu ick, slow! It also covered vehicle recovery,
navigation etc . The rural phase revised admin in the field and cold
weather skills and saw the team from the Royal Marines 'bumping'
the troop at irregular intervals wit h mortar attacks, snipers and
ambushes.
The three day exercise saw the Troop deploy as an Infantry Platoon
(since there was no field Commcen or rear links !) doing route
clearance, patrolling (foot and mobile) and defensive tasks. LCpl
'OB' O'Brien performed superbly as a maniac when LCpl 'Mo'
Morris was 'injured' and the Tp Comd lost his head, literally. Cpls
'Shady' Ruddock and Bruce Findlay steered their section through
countless ambushes and scenarios with the finale or a helicopter
CASEY AC and a Pu ma deploying a QRF to secure locations for
dressing stations. Sig Sue StaJlwood almost ripped off LCpl Taff
O' Conners arm in the helicopter but managed to smile through!
On 20 November 1992 the troop returned to Minden after an
interesting trai ning period, Sgt Angus MacPherson collected all his
stores and the troop headed off for a brief period of leave.
By the time you read this the Troop should be firmly established in
Croatia ready for the next few months events. Units contributing
personnel : 30 Sig Regt, 2 Sig Regt, 7 Sig Regt, 1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn, 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para), 242 Siqn Sqn and 251 Sig Sqn .
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LCpl Craig Henderson and Cpl Monty Farrow ma.king the s lack
with the DEs
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..

r " commanded by Cpl Bob Bleasdale and LCpl 'Scouse' Johnson
1 ·ed until the end of the first 1our to sho the new crew how it all
worked-well tha1's what they said they were doing.
PoY.er for the location is provided by Cpl Brian Green, ably assisted
by L pl Guy Padfield and ig Jock Wells. In their spare time they
al o put electrical in tallation into the medical centre, made generator
hack nd generally painted and decorated. (Just like home really.)
L pl Craig Henderson REME worked alongside t ne MT/Power
ection to ensure that our equally old vehicles did not gain the same
reputation a the one tonne ambulances.
The Technical 'we arc lineys' ection is led by Sgt Bod McDonald.
Hi d)'Tiamic leadership has resulted in Cpls 'Jason' Irwin, Monty
Farrow and 'Lou' Casci demon trating their skills as builders, TV
engineer , painters and decorators etc and not one of them married!
gt Mark Blakele) its in the Tech Workshops to maintain some
ontrol in 'Bodgit and Scarpers offices' and looks after the stores.
The commcen crew is run by LCpl Dot Cotton assisted by Sigs Jon
Prigent and Michael Johnson. ot only do they have to work through
the Briti h communications system but in addition have to send traffic
through the Dutch, and not only for professional reasons!
Pulling this fine body of men together is Sgt 'Terry' Johnson who
as well as being the HQ Tp SNCO is the MT SNCO, Master Chef,
CO IC Welfare and general factotum. Lastly there has to be a
mention for the person who has had to decipher these ramblings and
turn them into something sensible; Cpl Jim Seager.
DETACHMENT HQBF-RIY ADH
OC
Capt S. J. Macleod
2IC
SSgt (YofS) K. E. Emmerson
A Shift: Cpls Nicholson OC), Bundy, Sigs Bithel, Osmond and
Basanta. B Shift: Cpls Richardson, Mark Bibby (fCW), Scott, LCpl
Dyer, Sig Coope and LCpl Osborne. C Shift: Cpls Bill Barnes, VDB,
LCpJ Perkins, Cpl Paul Witcbell and JT Davis.
The sands of time have slipped on and 30 Sig Regt Det Riyadh have
truck camp and moved further into the desert wastes to Eskan Village
where we have the pleasure of sharing this oasis with our American
and French colleagues. Life in the Sheraton was becoming a bit stale
and one big bonus of moving to Eskan Village is the new found
freedom. It is surprising what a morale boost it is to be able to walk
around in the sunshine (the weather here is still quite pleasant-just)
in shorts and tee-shirts and take advantage of the excellent leisure
facilities. Although the food provided makes the ACC look cordon
bleu, there is plenty of it and it is 'open all hours'.

Most of the detachment have been able to ' do what they do best'
across in Bahrain. T he faciliti es made a refre~hing change and several
locations were recced for liquid assets. A great time was had by all ,
a their wallet will testify .
The shift cycle goes on and the det continues to provide 24 hour
worldwide strategic communications, as the sign on the Commcen
door proudly states. The level of work has increased due to a refit of
the CIS facilities in the HQ and a changeover of staff who inevitably
require alterations to be made. The Sappers have completed repair
jobs in the HQ building, and several of the lads have given assistance
to the electricians, joiners and carpenters. The DEs have had a busy
time of it. In spite of the gallant efforts of LCpl Osborn and Sig
Basanta some of the det Hondas are becoming tired and now require
constant TLC to ensure that essential power is maintained to both the
Commcen and the US Seif. Power has also been provided in the HQ
during the refit. Ex Desert Forger has not increased the traffic load
in the Commcen but has provided a couple of projects and some
installation work for both techs and ops. Our working environment
has become cold with the change in the weather and the efficient US
Air Conditioning Units have had to be turned off. Undoubtedly, in
a couple of months, they will be back on as heaters.
NIMBLE FINGER 4/ EXERCISE ROCK JUMPER
Ex Comd
Capt A. D. Burgin
2IC
2Lt M. J. Smith
SSM W02 (SSM) Campbell, YofS Sgt (YofS) Hopkins, FofS W02
(FofS) Hatfield, MT Sgt Docherty, Medic Sgt Parkins.
1 Sqn, under Comd Capt Tony Burgin, decided to replace the
cancelled Hong Kong exercise with an equally challenging excursion
to good old Templeton- that freezing airfield located in the 'always
wet' area of Britain-Wales.
The two week's training was split into two phases, phase one was
dedicated solely to comms training and trade skills development, A
TRC 521, ably commanded by Cpls Richardson and Kev Cooney's
TSC 502 were sited on the airfield with all admin matters located at
Pennally Training Camp under SSM Stu Campbell. The main aim was
to train our recent influx of new signallers on long range HF and
SATCOM equipment. The 502 det welcomed Sig Duplock and the 521
was joined by Sigs Lloyd, Matlock, Dowd, Hammond and Fawcett.
THE BIRTWISTLE PENNANT 1992
The Birtwistle Pennant is presented each year to the unit with the
highest recruiting figure within the Royal Corps of Signals.
As an incentive to encourage recruiting in the Corps the then SOinC
began the tradition that the Regiment which contributed the most to
recruiting for the Corps would be awarded the Birtwistle pennant.
Despite the shortage of manpower in the Regiment due to heavy
commitment on operations throughout the world and the UK itself,
the Regiment managed to select seven members to represent the
Regimental Information Team (RIT) for four months. After a lot of
hard work it achieved its goal of encouraging the maximum number
of youngsters to enlist. Not surprisingly, the RlT was declared the best
Regimental Information Team in the Corps for I992. The Birtwistle
Pennant was awarded to the Regiment by Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle
on 15 October 1992.
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rammg- o
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,
ra e rammg- Sgt Hopkins, LOAC- 2Lt Smith First
Aid- Sgt Parkins, Cross Country Driving- Sgt Docherty AP.WT
SS~ . Campbell, Rules of Engagement- 2Lt Smith, 'Generat ;
Trammg- Cpl Betts/ LCpl Crawford Euromux T · ·
Kesher/Sgt Bhakter and Clark and '73,Training-Sig ~airmg-SSgt
Phase two was .dedicated to adventurous training . ~~~n~ver so
popular 0530 reveille was moved t<;> 0730 hrs, ' midnight' PT was
scrapped and an alm~st. normal routme was established. On the first
day the Squadro!l spl.1t mto two groups to take part in hill walkin
Capt Tony ;Burgm, aided by Sgt 'Chalky' White, headed north inf~
the mountams and crags of Wales . 2Lt Mark Smith with Sgt Andy
Parkins took the ~eco.nd group along the very scenic Pembrokeshi re
coastal path- takmg m Tenby, Saundersfoot.
On Tuesday the activities were reversed. Due to extremely bad
weather ~ednesday's rock climbing and abseiling activities were
cancelle~ mstead Sgt 'Ch~lky' White took a group walking/
scrambhng near.Newport whilst Capt Burgin and 2Lt Smith t0 k th
rest for a 1.0 mile ~alk culminating with the keen members ~f th:
~roup running 2 miles to a coastal public house where the wet and
Ur~d c~uld relax over a refres~ing d~ink. In the 'evening there was a
9u1zz rught w~ere the three sections pitted their wits against each other
m order to wm the prize of a pint.
The two weeks a~ay proved to be just what the doctor ordered for
1 Sqn, everyone en1oyed themselves.

640 SIGNAL TROOP (EW)
Capt S. E. Felton
W02 J. Bellion
2IC
FofS S~gt (FofS) G. Annetts, YofS SSgt (YofS) N. Bain, Tp SSgt SSgt

09

G. Muir.
Some recent personnel changes have occurred within the troop
W02. John Bellion has tak~n the mantle of 2IC from W02 Dav~
Mor~1son who left us for 14 Sig Regt on promotion . W02 (FofS) Steve
~atf1eld has moved across the road to 30 Sig Regt. His replacement
is _SSgt <_FofS) Gaz Annetts (with his two dogs). Other changes; Sgt
Mick Wmsett and the, arri~~ of his replacement, Sgt Neil Mcinnes.
We also welcome. Cpl Sqmff Asquith, Sigs Alexander and Marshall.
Departures hav~ mcluded Sigs 'Glubes' Gluba and 'Ted' Heath, bolh
left ?n pro.motion so well done to them. LCpl Pete Remnant ran
admirably m the recent cross country competition before bidding
farewell to the Troop.
Recent successes have included prestigious victories in the Truscott
Trop~y cross c.o~ntry competition, where the troop team overcame
atrocious conditions as well as strong competition to win the team
event. The ~egim~ntal 12 hour darts marathon also saw the troop
emerge as victors m a very hard fought competition. Where will we
put all the trophies?
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250 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj A. P . R. Roberts
SQGO
Capt (SQGO) Mekman Gurung
~STp Comd Lt Shivakumar Rai, W T p Comd Lt Govinde Gurung
M W02 (SSM) Kindannan Rai, FofS SSgt (FofS) G. R. Wilson:
YofS W02 (YofS} C. Rogan, SQMS Sgt ( QMS) Yogesh Thapa.
VISITORS
Th~ Gurkha Sig Sqn was once again fortunate to play host to some
promment personalities during the months of October and November
1992.
On 14 October Maj J. J. Burlison 2 GR Officer in Charge Brigade
of Gurkhas M.anni~g ~~d Record Office, Hong Kong vi~ited the
Squad~on . Dunng his v1s1t he was brie~ed on the role of the Squadron
by MaJ A. P. R. Roberts and entertamed to a curry lunch with the
Gurkha SNCOs.
~n ~ Nov~mber I992 Brig C. J. D. Bullock OBE, MC, ADC,
Br~gad~er Br.1gade of Gurkhas, visited the Squadron again. The
Bn gad1er arnved at the Squadron at 1000 hrs and was met by Maj A.
P. R. Roberts.
. ':lrig S. M.A. Lee OBE, Brigadier Brigade of Gurkhas' Designate
v1s1ted on l~ November 1992 before assuming his new appointment.
B~ig Lee amved at Blandford Garrison the night before his visit and
this gave us an opportunity to meet him and revive the memori~ of
Hong Kong .
T~e following day ~he Brigadier met the CO 30 Sig Regt, Lt Col S.
J. Kidn~r an~ was t;>nefed on the Regiments operational role. After a
sh<;>rt ~scuss1on .with the Sqn Comd, Maj A. p. R. Roberts 1 the
Bngad1er met Chief Clerk S~t Biooddhoj Khadka and the rest 0 f the
Squadron. He spent a good deal of time talking to the members of
each troop about their work. Finally, having learnt more about the
work of 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn, the Brigadier left for Warminster.
OPERATION GRAPPLE
Eight members of the Squadron formed part of the overall strategic
comms detachments for the I Bn the Cheshire Regt in Split. They were
Sgts :V~mbahadur Rana .and Devkumar Gurung as the Euromux
techruc1ans, Cpl Sagar Lllllbu as the driver electrician for the 501
SAT~<?M det for BGHQ and Sig Milan Rai as the other driver
electnc1an for the TRC 522 HF station. Sig Jason Allen and Matthew
Co_wlard as the driver linemen support for the Euromux dets and Sig
TeJbahadur Tamang as the Tele Op Radio for Radio Relay. They
were all led by SSgt (FofS) Gary Wilson.
Pr~ctice activation of the full range of comms installations for
Bosma took place on 10 and 11 October and the detachment was
placed on 48 ho.or NTM on the I Ith. On 27 October the first batch
deployed to Spilt.

The 30 Sig Det Riyadh

Most of the det personnel are using the 'Awsome' gym here so
tandby for some bronzed hunks returning from this operation . Those
who don't are being taken care of by morning PT, which started
gently but is now increasing in pace daily. Minor triumphs have been
achieved on the volleyball court, mainly due to the antics of B Shift
who will probably be offered a professional contract by Channel 4
Sport. However, the Americans are amazed when the lads take down
the volleyball net and play touch rugby in the sand. On a serious
porting note Sigs Bitbel and Osmond took part in the American
ports day and were in the top five on the 5km run.
The same i;iair have entered, (in both the individuals and doubles),
an open tenrus tournament, sponsored by a local hotel. Sig Bithel has
been lucky to. quality for the second round, but Oz was unfortunately
knocked out m the first round 6-0, 6-1 (even Boris bas the odd bad
day!). Further results will be published when known. Capt Macleod,
the YofS and Sig Coope are new members of the local hash. They have
completed ten ~ashes and orga~ised a run as Hares . Naturally the
course set was difficult and took its toll on some of the less fit civvies.
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Royal Signals Recruiting and Publicity Events-1993
see page 12
Maj Gen Birtwistle with Cpl Chandrabahadur Gurung and Cpl
Hogan from the RIT
FofS Steve Hatfield teamed up with Sgt Tim Hopkins to plan a
cunning training programme to ensure no Troops had a boring
evening-when not on stag they received mandatory instruction and
trade lectures. To get everyone prepared for a good day's work PT
was conducted in the middle of the night, at 0600 hrs every day!
Arctic conditions could not stop 'The Fighting First' from working
hard all week achieving all its aims and maintaining its morale. Phase
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1993

THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1993
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
Ch~istmas Fe.stivi~ies started a little early in the Regiment with the
trad1t1on~l Officers Me_ss ~inner which was held in the majestic
surroundings of . the BJTmmgham Council House on Friday 27
Novembe_r 1992, _it also proved to be an eminently suitable occasion
and location to dme out the CO Lt Col Brian Foxon . Principal guests,
who were welcomed by the Honorary Colonel Maj Gen p D
Alexander CB, MBE included the Lord Mayor of Birmingham· th~
SOinC, Maj Gen A. H . Boyle, and Comd ll (ARRC) Sig Bde 'Brig
W. H. Backhouse. ~pecial t.hanks must be extended to Capt George
Cairns for once agam orgamsmg an excellent evening and to the staff

35 Sig Regt (V)

Sutton Coldfield
Pl, RMI A •. I"! A TRA CE (fRA CHE)
October a\\ the deployment of soldiers from the Regiment under
the guidan e of the QM, Capt Rod Glad~·in •. to Germa_ny .to ~ollect
the . econd releas of Ptarmigan a sets lo l Sig Bde. This tui:ie It wa
the turn of 16 Sig Regt to come up with the goods . All the ve":cles and
equipment to be i sued had to come fro.m cold storage theroore only
rudimentary maintenance had been earned out. To recover them from
this su pended state of long term inactivity many long h?urs we~e
pent on the \'Chicles and equipment by members of 16 S1g . Re~t m
order to meet a very tight deadline to have them prepared, mamtamed
and in peeled before formal handover. It wa to 16 Sig R~~t's gr~at
credit that thev achievl!d this deadline even' ith the added d1smcenuve
of completing· the work for another. unit and we ~re very gr~teful for
their upport and hard work which resulted m the vehicles and
equipment being is ued with the minimum of fuss.

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham looking the part!

Ptarmigan in a Trance
The Ptarmigan vehicle collection team!
VI IT OF COMD 11 (ARRC) SIGNAL BRIGADE
On Tue day JO ovember Comd 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde commenced
a series of visits around the Regiment's TA Centres. The main purpose
of the visit was co give the Bde Comd the opportunity of meeting as
many TA soldiers as possible in their local training environment and
to observe the wide variety of training being conducted throughout the
Regiment. The visit started at RHQ and HQ Sqn where the Bde Comd
received the Regimental Briefing and met RHQ and HQ Sqn staff,
from here he proceeded to 89 Sig Sqn, was met and briefed by the Sqn
Comd, Maj Colin Meikle and the PSAO Capt David Brough. He was
then given a conducted tour of Seabroke House where he met many
members of the Squadron and viewed Radio Relay classroom training
and SA80 training.
The Bde Comd then moved on to 48 Sig Sqn (V) where he was met
and escorted by the Sqn Comd Maj Chris Fidler and the PSAO Capt
George Cairns and was given a conducted tour of Spark brook TA
Centre. During this stage of his visit he presented the Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate of Meritorious Service to WO? Tony
Edwards and SSgt Bob Heaselgrave and the Bar to his TD to Maj
John Dillon. The following week the Bde Comd conducted similar
visits to 58 and 95 Sig Sqns (V).
EXERCISE SILVER MOKE
Ex Silver Smoke which, took place during the weekend !9/20
ovember, marked another major landmark in the Regiment's
eventful history-this was the last exercise which saw the deployment
of our current comms equipment prior to its backloading for disposal;
although rather sadly, as most of the equipment had already been
decommissioned, it took a background role and the principle aim of
the exercise was to test movement and deployment skills and drills.
However, the Triffids and terminal equipment has served us well over
the years but there was little time left to be sentimental or lo reflect
on their loss as our first Ptarmigan Triffids and Power Vehicles had
already begun lo arrive some of which were also deployed for
familiarisation training purposes. On Sunday 20 November we were
honoured with a visit to the exercise by the Lord Mayor o!"
Birmingham Councillor Peter J. Barwell who was accompanied by the
\1ayoress. They managed to visit a number of Regimental elemenLs
prcad throughout escliff Training Area and were treated to a site
clearance display by 48 Sig Sqn (V) in which Lt Bev Needham and her
patrol gave a very good account of a potential comms site being
cleared and secured prior to a Trunk Node moving in .
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The display was carried out in appalling weather conditions but this
did not deter or even dampen the enthusiasm of all those involved who
happily rolled about in six inches of mud and set up defensive
positions in any pot hole they could find that was waterlogged-they
even posed for a photograph afterwards and can actually be seen to
be smiling! The exercise also sadly marked the departure of the CO
Lt Col B. N. T. Foxon QBE who leaves us to take up the post of
Deputy Comd 11 Sig Bde (V) and a well earned promotion . Lt Col
Brian has served with the Regiment for many years and started
Regimental life as a young Troop Commander with 89 Sig Sqn (V)
having made a sensible move from 36 Sig Regt (V). Since then he has
fought our corner in many areas, gained many concessions and has
ensured the Regiment 's reputation, manning and efficiency has gone
from strength to strength. During the final phase of the exercise he
was pleasantly surprised to find a special photograph session had been
arranged with strong representation from each Squadron to capture,
for posterity and historical record purposes, the occasion of his
departure. During this special photo call he was also joined by the
Lord Mayor of Birmingham who insisted on becoming an honorary
member of the Regiment for the day. Lt Col Brian departs with our
best wishes for the future and a fervent hope that he finds his new TA
appointment just as rewarding and successful as his team with the
Regiment.

That's Entertainment
A typical scene from the Sergeants' Mess Christmas Drawl

of the Council House for their most professional service. Hotly
followed by the Officers' Mess Dinner was the first of the Christmas
Parties held in Rugby by 89 Sig Sqn (V) on Friday 4 December. With
a great d~ of .o:iginal ~hought and panache the Squadron
transformed its lrammg hall mto what can only be described as the
insi.de of a !Diddle eastern marquee. To set the theme of the evening
their reception area was also transformed into a Nativity scene and
members of the Squadron and guests were greeted with a choir singing
traditional Carols this was followed by a more up tempo folk/blue
grass duo who provided some excellent music and finally the
traditional disco. Special thanks must go to SSgt Charlie Walker and
Cpl Steve Thomas who built the Nativity Scene and lo the Permanent
Staff ably assisted by the SSM WO? Derek Sharman who did such a
splendid job in transforming the training hall and finally to the cooks
at the JLR Bramcote for providing the Squadron with such a superb
buffet once again. Guests at this most excellent evening included the
CO Lt Col Brian Foxon the RSM WOI Guy Richards and the YofS
SSgt. ~ick Hawley . A day. later the Sergeants' Mess kept up the
Festivity !"omentum by hold~ng their Grand Christmas Draw al 48 Sig
S9n (V) ~n Spa~kbrook. This was a lavish evening that overflowed
with a wide variety of seasonal extravaganza and entertainment.
The evening was superbly organised by W02 Brian Hughes who
was more than ably assisted by two of 48 Sig Sqns stalwarts in the
shape of the PSI Sgt Aiden McLeod, the resident Tech Sgt Barry
Geddis and last but not least the NRPS uncle Bob! The PMC is
however offering a reward for information leading to the return of a
Norwegian Punch Bowl full of Christmas cheer that was last seen
making an exit from Sparkbrook in a Southerly direction by two
unidentified flibbertigibbets! As we go to press the Christmas
celebration preparations are well in hand for HQ, 48, 58 and 95 Sig
Sqns.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redditch
CO
Lt Col J. A. Macfarlane
2IC
Maj S. Cartwright TD
TM Maj T. J. Pengelley, QM Capt D. Marsden, Adjt Capt T. R.
Craven, RSM WOI (RSM) P. R. Abbott, CC SSgt P. B. Rosslee.

ANNUAL CAMP 1992
Annual Camp took place at Browndown Camp Gosport in
September 1992. The highlight of the first week's activities was the
Military Skills Competition.

25TH ANNIVERSARY-JO MAY 1992
37 (Wessex and Welsh) Sig Regt (V) was formed on 1 April 1967 on
the last major reorganisation of the TA so we are 25 years old. To
celebrate, we held a birthday party on 30 May. A Regimental
committee under the guidance of our 21C Maj Chris Laurence
prc;>duced an excellent day's entertainment. The Regiment gathered at
BrJSLol Cathedral for a Service of Thanksgiving conducted by our
Padre Maj David Sutch. It was attended by representatives of all
elements of the Regiment with a lining party commanded by WO?
(SSM) John Rodgers. Readings and prayers were intoned by all ranks
from the CO, Lt Col Ian Thomson to a new recruit Sig Chris Bamber.
The service culminated in the presentation of medals by the Master of
Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwislle CB, CBE DL to long service
volunteers watched by our Honorary Colonel Maj Gen A. Yeoman
CB and Comd 2 Sig Bde Brig C. A. Brown ADC.
RHQ is now at Redditch and HQ Coy 4 WFR (V) personnel are
under command of 37 Sig Regl (V) and badged Royal Signals. We
welcome all new members to the Regiment and hope they have an
enjoyable and rewarding career in the Corps .
HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Capt M. E. M. G. Rogers TD
TOT
Maj K. Knowles TD
Padre Maj D. Sutch TD, RAChD, UMLO Maj G. Jones TD, AGC.

Lt Col Foxon hands over the Regiment to Lt Col Ewbank
CHANGE OF COMMAND
Following an intensive 10 day handover programme of visits,
briefings and office calls and one or two luncheon engagements with
local dignitaries, at a special ceremony in RHQ formal command of
the Regiment was handed over to Lt Col John Ewbank on Friday 18
December 1992. Lt Col Ewbank joins the Regiment from the MOD
and we extend a warm welcome to him and Denise.
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1993

PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to the following on their recent promotions: Maj
Gill Jones, SSgt Hoddinott, Sgt Boscoe, Cpls Cull, Barker, LCpls
Feather, Smith and Walker.
VALETE
Each farewell has been held during a Squadron training weekend to
ensure a rousing send-off. We bade particular fond farewells to Maj
Gill Jones and Maj Mike Sterling who joined the Regiment on its
formation in 1967 and have served it well ever since .
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1993

Sgt Jane Burn, Captain of Under 35 Team receiving the Trophy
HQ Sqn fielding a high powered team in both 'under' and 'over 35'
teams excelled themselves achieving first place in the younger team
and second in the older which included Paymaster"'Maj Chris Marsh
and WO? (SSM) Rodgers.
In the second week there was frantic activity due to the Brigade
Communications exercise. WOI (MTWO) Ken DYer, W02 (RQMS)
Harry Wells and the Pay WO WO? Ron Thomas found themselves
drafted into an unfamiliar Ops Cell.
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(\') (BRID WATER)
faj R. E. Tuhey TD
Capt l. R. V hitehall
. t WOl ( M) Jame , QMS
gt Bill Charman.
The quadron pent it Annual Camp (12-26 ~eptember 1992)
preparing for its new role as part of 21 Sig Regt (Air Support). The
pro rarnme was carefully prepared and executed by YofS Prater, who
incident!}', i likely to be the author of an w book entitled '1001 uses
for an MED'.
The fir t week con isted of a course entitled 'Everything yo wanted
to know about flying sites but were afraid to ask'. This course was
complemented by the u e of a We se · helic.opter providing both a
reali tic focu for training and the opportunity to travel courtesy of
the RAF. In addition everal individuals succes fully completed a
basi helicopter rigger/handlers cour e.
The quadron went to Colerne for an exercise in which 'flying sites'
Y.ere deployed, each comprising a 'TA' and. a :Regular' detac~ment.
The combination worked well and all the pnnc1ples taught during the
fir t week were practiced succe sfully.
. .
.
The Exerci e ompleted the Squadron mamtamed its record of
porting prowe by winning. the Regim7nt's inter-Sq~adro? sports
competition. The early morrung PT durmg the exemse paid offmuch to the chagrin of 57 Sig Sqn (V) who came a close second!
All in all it wa a very busy fortnight. Much was learnt and new
friends made.

The Hockey Team
Majs C. Sutch , Anne Baird, Sgt Don Boscoe, Cfn Newman and
LCpl Marion Heather
53 (W) SQUADRON (V)
Maj E. F. Widgery TD R Signals (V)
Sqn Comd
21C
Capt A. E. Reah TD R Signals (V)
SSM W02 (SSM) Tony Giles, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Brian Morrison.
1992 was a particularly busy and auspicious year in the history of
the Welsh signallers. There was the imminent arrival of HORS, the
planned demolition of Park Street and its replacement with a new TA
Centre and, of course, the restructuring of the Regiment.
Early in the year the SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Brian Morrison was kept
busy salting the Squadron assets away in various places in the Cardiff
area. Meanwhile the last Rugby inspired cheese and wine party at Park
Street took place when Wales defeated Scotland. The Officers and
SNCOs had their farewell to Park Street dinner in June (to a backdrop
of Tom Jones and the choirs of the world at the Arms Park) and
everyone prepared for the move to somewhere (though nobody
eemed to know exactly where). Of course no such move took place;
however we enjoyed ourselves so much that we intend to repeat the
programme in 1993 the only change will be the team that Wales
defeat.
The arrival of HORS was shelved in favour of the arrival of NDRS
which was quickly followed by the information that 'imminent' meant
at least one year and probably approached infinity.
Meanwhile n the sporting front the Squadron has excelled itself
winning the inaugural competition for the Thomson sports trophy.
Bolstered by that success it formed a football team, the first in living
memory, and entered the TA cup. Due to consumate skill and an
amazing run of byes the team has reached the quarter finals.
A Squadron dinner dance took place with Sig Paul Avery providing
excellent entertainment; nobody was safe, not even those taking part!
The military skills competition allowed the wrinkles team of Capts
Tony Reah, John Duggan, WOl Mike Chaloner, W02 (SSM) Tony
Giles, W02 Viv Joyce, Sgts Lyndsey Millet, Bill Wagbom and Cpl
Dave Arnold to show that age had not blunted their enthusiasm as
they won the competition. The Young Dragons team finished third
which allowed the Squadron to take the overall win.
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Finally we have said goodbye to some old and very valued friend s,
W02 (SSM) Da,•id Johnson, Sgts Ray Garland and 'Red' Little. They
all gave terling service to the TA and will be missed enormously.
However, we hope t0 welcome them to social occasions and see them
from time to time.
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. News from Squadrons
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
Aldershot

The SSM looks worri ed on the football field - Cpl Jones, Cfn
Sainsbury, W02 (SSM) Rodgers and W01 (RSM) Abbott
67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Berncastle TD R Signals
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dick Hall
PSI SSgt Terry German, NRPS SSgt John Brister.
Annual Camp was at Browndown Trg Camp near Gosport in Navy
country. For us midlanders it's great to have a camp near the sea.
Camp started with the Tickle Test, a 3 mile run along the coast road
from Lee-on-the-Solent to Browndown, all completed the course
within the allotted time. The next two days were spent brushing up on
trade skills, mid week it was off to Longmoor Camp to learn the SABO
under the watchful eyes of SQMI Comber (soon called Q Comber by
the lads) then to the ranges at Pirbright to put the theory into practice.
It was the first time that most had fired the rifle. On the Friday we
took part in Military Skills such as stretcher race, NBC, assault
course, shooting and a mastermind question time on ~egiment. and
QM matters. The second week we moved to our exercise locations,
based at Windsor, Winchester and with the Navy at HMS Daedalus,
leaving RCP at Browndown . The scenario of the exercise was a Home
Defence comms, with players such as Insp Morse, Jack Reagan and
other well known characters, inserting tasks into the exercise, posing
such problems as contaminated water, lost telephone lines, lost power
to various areas, leaving members of the Squadron to sort out the
problems. On the last Friday the Squadron took part in the
Regimental Sports Day using the marvellous facilities at ~t:-1S
Collingwood, the Sqn PTJ Sgt Fred Hughes was kept busy dec1dmg
who would play football, hockey, basketball and swimming. The
medics were kept busy dealing with pulled muscles, cuts and bruises.
We produced some talent but not enough to win the day, still it was
great fun. Back to camp with the task of packing up and back to work
in civvy jobs on Monday morning.

Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Foxley
21C
Capt ' Wacko' Wilson
AO Capt Fred Payet, Ops 0 Capt 'NSA' Roger , RSM WOI (RSM)
Steve Clarke, YofS W02 (YofS) Kenny Slrr, CC SSgt (ORSQMS) Ray
Pritchard.
lt bega.n in October with the present QM , Capt 'Chopper' Aspinall
MBE taking over the QM's slot for over a month whilst still AO. How
he managed to balance the books of both jobs at the same time remains a mystery. We say farewell to 'Chopper' and his wife Carole,
and welcome the new AO, Capt Fred Payet and his wife Joan who
rejoins the Squadron after 14 years absence.
'
Another major change has been the RSM's slot. W01 (RSM) Steve
Clarke has moved from RQMS into the RSM post as WOI (RSM)
Billy Haslam has been given the premier RSM's post in the Corps that
?f 8 Sig Regt. e wish both Billy and Pat all the very best up there
m sunny Cattenck . Do not forget the Squadron Billy send us as
many quality men as you can!
'
'
L~st, ~ut defir:iitely not least, SHQ has sent one of its most loyal
old1ers 1~to retirement after 22 years service. SSgt 'Nasty Nick'
Nielsen will be remembered by scores of soldiers who experienced his
nurturing, coaching, encouraging and occasionally his beasting skills
whilst here in Aldershot. Nick turned the Squadron's Pre-para into
the best and most envied Pre-para in 5 Airborne Bde-it is now used
as the template. Nick also ran the Squadron's PT sessions; whether in
the gym, on a run or on a tab, Nick would always be there, leading
from the front. He will always be remembered for his most
imaginative and realistic military training, especially whilst field
firing. The best reward the Squadron could ever give Nick was a Gold
Award in the Cambrian Patrol, which was achieved in 1991 when he
trained the team. Nick must now lead his family into the uncertainties
of civvy street. We wish good fortune and luck to you, Jan and the
boys. Your boots will always be there behind the bar. Do not forget
us.

Items worthy of note-The OC's speech (for keeping it short); the
Brigadier's speech (the longest he's given); Cpl Billy Dilkes on
assuming he had been taken off Junior Brecon because the dinner
could not go ahead without his presence. Needless to say he won the
Dennis Tankard as Best All Round Soldier. Well done!
Other awards were presented as follows: Best Tradesman Sig
'Smudge' Smith; Soldier who contributed the most to the Squadron
over the past year Sgt Stu Archer; Best course report LCpl Mick
Brown; Best All Round Sportsman Cpl 'Olly' Oliver.

V.:

A Fond Farewell
The Squadron say farewell to SSgt 'Nasty Nick' Nielsen and Cpl
'Aussie' Duffel

The Power Section on a winning streak
Standing (I tor): Sig 'Scouse' Byrne, Cpl 'Woody' Woodward, Sgt
Stu Archer, LCpl 'Mermaid' Carter and (kneeling) Sig ' Smudge'
Smith
CAMBRIAN PATROL
by Sgt Nick Preston
Monday 26 October saw the patrol deploy for the competitionCapt Fred Whicbelo received and gave orders, and at 2030 hrs the
team set off. The Route Out involved a river crossing and recognition
stand, plus comms checks and batco messages. By 1300 hrs the next
day the patrol had 'eyes on' the target, as the first part of the mission
was an OP. The task then involved a CTR of a different location, but
the patrol kept the same FRV for both tasks.
At 0900 hrs on the Wednesday, the patrol began the route back. Cas
Sim became a casualty. He turned out to be a good actor and declined
treatment until Pete Lawn took his IV out again. This quietened him
down a lot (it also got his eyes open) and the drip was not inserted!
The patrol moved on; another river crossing. Capt Fred Whichelo
was whisked away which left Sgt Nick Preston in command with Cpl
'Dogsy' Bohanna taking over Delta fire team.
The patrol moved on to the RV with the transport-at this point,
they had been on their feet for 24 hours and had managed just three
hours sleep for the whole competition (it was now Thursday morning).
All that remained was the section attack, which was superbly
executed, although extremely dull after our training, owing to the
restrictions laid down by the safety staff. It was a great feeling to
finish the competition, well done to all the team, and thanks to the DS
for all their effons, in achieving the Silver Award.

SQUADRON ALL RANKS' DINNER
Report by SSgl Dave Catchpole

67 Sig Sqn Hockey Team after four matches in the mud at HMS
Collingwood
L to R: SSgt Ray Campbell, Sgt Hilary Berncastle, Pte Sarah Hales
(attached from 4WFR), 2Lt Paul Amer, Pte Andy Rock and Cpl
Mick Elwell-Sutton
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FIRSTLY, THE THANKS
This year's All Ranks' Dinner held on 26 November would not have
been the success it was without the help I received from the following:
SSgt 'Strings' Stringer; Sgt Clive Smith, LCpl Phil Smithson; Mrs
Mary Hartley; all heads of departments; all soldiers of the Parachute
Sig Sqn; 10 SNUTS (soldiers not undergoing training) by loan of D
Tp 3 Sqn; 8 Sig Regt and the Chefs.
The dinner instigated by an ex-RSM, WOl (RSM) Billy Haslam,
last year is a formal occasion.
Held in the cookhouse we were not exactly in lavish surroundings.
However, with the help of the Squadron's Interior Design Company
(QM's department) the setting was literally transformed. The table
layout in the capable hands of Sgt Silver was excellent.
We were delighted to welcome Bde Comd Brig C. Delves DSO,
OBE as our Guest of Honour. After Dinner Speeches, Presentations
of Annual Squadron Awards followed.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1993

The Cambrian Patrol Team at the end of their training
(l to RJ: Sigs 'Paddy' Howe, 'Scouse' Byrne, Cpls 'Bo' Bohanna,
'Arctic Warrior' Saunders, Sgt Nick Preston, Capt Fred Whichelo,
Sig Dave Vakalala, LCpls 'Tez' Blakeley, Pete Lawn, Sigs 'No 23'
Godd a rd, 'Stef' Crouchman and 'Dom' Anderso n
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238 Sig Sqn

243 Sig Sqn

Chelsea Barracks
' n Comd
Maj Tim Bush II
21
Capt ue Ru sell AGC
~1 Tp Comd Capt Alan Eame , 0 Tp Comd Maj Bob McLaren,
R Tp Comd Capt Bridget Perks,
M W02 (SSM) Nick Churcher,
RQ~ W02 (RQM ) Colin Thompson, YofS \ 02 (YofS) Clive
opestake, C Clk S gt (OR QMS) John Morgan.
HELLO
, D GOODBY
It eem that recently we have spent a great deal of time in the bar
aying farewell to Squadron members. Goodbye and good luck to:
gt McLean, Sgts Ander on, Cherry, Matthews, Langton, Gilbert,
Cpl Colli n and LCpl Patton.
\ elcome are extended co: SSgt Bickerstaff, Sgts Bagnall,
hacJdeton, ig Brown, Gratton, Hughes, Hyland, Matthewman,
Vickers and P te Wood.
MMER CAMP 1992
On Sunday 30 August, those on the second week of adventure
training waited patiently outside the Squadron Offices. Transport and
ig Colin Badger were late, nothing unusual there, eventually both
managed to find the Barrack (a major accomplishment in Badger's
ca e) and it was off to unny Newquay in Cornwall.

Bulford Camp

THE BRITISH TELECOM TOWER
by LCpl Williams
The British Telecom Tower is situated in the heart of London
serving million of people with communications and television
pictures.
Since the 1980 bomb, it has been closed to the public, except by
special invitation for ecurity reasons.
With a lot of corre pondence from Cpl 'Tels Tours' Taylor, eight
members of the Squadron were invited to attend lunch in the revolving
restaurant on 19 September 1992 .
After waiting for Cpl 'Buff' Buffery to get suitably dressed, we
travelled on London's most exclusive transport (the tube!), on arrival
at the Tower we entered the lift (which is an experience in itself!) to
take us 530ft to the restaurant.
The view from the top was breathtaking, many of the famous
landmarks of London's skyline could be seen including; Tower
Bridge, Big Ben, Nelson's Column and Battersea Power Station!
The weather in fact was very overcast and the cloud base low,
reducing visibility to only a couple of miles.
The buffet lunch given to the guests was exceptional, comprising
many exotic dishes, most of which we had never tasted before. Much
to the delight of our Australian visitor Cpl Sonia Valente, a second
serving was available of which she took full advantage!
The restaurant itself revolves three times every hour, making it very
enjoyable being able to sit down and eat your lunch with the sites of
London passing in front of you.
Other members who attended the lunch were Capt Perks, LCpls
Mick Winning, Aidie Williams, Sig Don Garner, Dvr 'Shaz' Williams
and Colin Hatcher, all wish to express their thanks to Cpl 'Tel' Taylor
for making it possible for us all to visit the Tower, and finishing 'Tels
Tours' on such a high note.
Cheers Tel!

Sqn Comd
Maj I. N. Greig
21C
Capt M.A. Eaton
Ops Offr Capt R. D. Wright, SWS Tp Maj P. J. teeples, U Tp Comd
Lt E. J. Lane AGC, SSM W02 (SSM) Cooper, YofS W02 (YofS)
Wedge, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Reid .
MSM PRESENTATION
During a brief visit by Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig C. A. Brown
ADC on ~3 O~tober 1992, Sgt Archer received the Meritorious Service
Medal. His wife Genny ai;id two of his children were there to witness
the event. The presentation was followed by a curry lunch in the
Sergeants' Mess.

FAREWELLS/ ARRIVALS
During the last fo ur mon ths the Squadron has bade farewell to a
host of loyal members. Since August SSgt (SQMS) Kit Celtel gt
(now SSgt) Glen Renshaw and Sgt Di Lawton have departed as 'have
Cpls Naylor, Alexander-High, LCpls Mangan, Weaver and igs
Jacks!>n (n~e Saunders) and Jones. The Squadron has also had more
than its fa!T share (don't tell M&RO!) of new arrivals-welcome to
SSgt _(SQMS) Brian Reid, Sgts Ian Gilbert, Jenny Ingleton, Cpl
Lappm, LCpls Hood, Armstrong, Nevens, Smart, Oldale Sigs
Harmen, Neblett, McBride, Edley, Bentley and Oakman.
'
RETIREMENT PRESENTATION
Mrs Bolt from Exeter Military Telephone Exchange retired on 30
October.1992 after serving continuously for 25 years at Exeter. During
her service she saw the changes from manual to semi-automatic and
the.n to digital electronic exchanges. Her farewell presentation party
which mo~e than 60 people attended, was a fitting tribute to her many
years ser~1ce . The Regimental Paymaster, Col D. E. Smith, made a
presentation of a Royal Doulton ceramic horse. Mrs Bolt had
prepared notes for a speech but when the time came she was too
overwhel.med by the whole affair to say anything more than 'thank
you', this was followed by a tremendous ovation which was a
reflection of the affection all those present felt towards Mrs Bolt for
her courteous and helpful assistance over many years.

l to R: Laura, Mrs Genny Archer, Sgt R. T. Archer, Brig C. A.
Brown and Amy

Enjoying Summer Camp

After much merriment, sing songs and endless traffic jams we
arrived at Penhale Training Camp, a marvellous luxurious type of
Camp with 4 star accommodation. SSgt 'Les' Robinson showed us the
local facilities and the usual dos and don 'ts were read out with expert
military precision, so much so that everyone listened intently and then
ignored them.
The first night was spent in the bar at Penhale (due to tiredness noone went out) and a few sociable jars were had before everyone tucked
in for an early night, ready for the big day ahead of us. And no my
name isn't 'Pinnochio'.
Monday morning all were up and waiting eagerly for the morning
swim in the sea. The waves were at least !Oft high but that didn't stop
our brave enthusiasts diving in and generally just enjoying themselves.
After breakfast the groups were formed and it was off to their relevant
activities, which included, surfing, mountain biking, abseiling, pony
trekking and the good old coastal march, I mean walk.
At the end of the day most people seemed to enjoy themselves and
although they were tired from the days activities they still managed to
go out of an vening to the thriving holiday resort of Newquay.
The week followed with much the same until Friday when all had
tried the activities and we were given a day off to go shopping. The
day shopping turned into an afternoon of tattooing for some and then
the evening barbecue.
The whole week was very enjoyable and a good chance to get to
know many people who seem to appear from the dark holes of the
Squadron.
The last word, for those believing Newquay to be full of sunshine
and Baywatch type beauties, think again, it rained most of the week
but that didn't dampen OUR spirits.
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A view from the top

SQUADRON SAILING
by Sig G. Lea
We started off in Gosport where we took over our boat, the Kukri
and got acquainted with our nice friendly skipper, Dan Naylor.
Our first day's sailing took us out through the Needles and down
to Weymouth where we stayed the night to check out the local
drinking establishments. The next day we set off early to cross over
to the Channel Islands. Before we got to Jersey there were a few minor
personality clashes, as Sig 'Nigel Mansell' Henry was kicked off the
helm, and Pte Jayne 'What is this steering wheel for?' Davison was
given an 'endless stream of abuse by our very irate skipper who
thought that everyone should know how to steer a boat from birth.
Our next stop was Sark, which had no cars on the island, it did have
five tractors and a grand population of three farmers, two sheep, a cat
and a dog, about five shops and a pub. We finally ended up in
Cherbourg to collect our duty free, and to sample the local food . Pie
Jayne Davison ordered and ate Sweetbread without asking for a
translation, and LCpl Jimmy Patton also ate something that left him
feeding the fish all the way back across the Channel.
Our very own 'Salty Old Seadog' Sgt Steve Matthews, who threw
several of his teddies in the corner last year, managed to keep his cool
and was quite well behaved this year. All the thanks have to go to the
Squadron Commander, Maj Tim Bushell who takes the trouble to
organise these little jaunts every year.
THE W IRE, FE BRUARY 1993

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Cpl Andy Lewis (now Sgt) LCpl Resoun (now
Cpl) and Sigs Munter and Mangan (now LCpls). Two of our girls have
recently married; Sig Dix (nee Bowler) and LCpl Jackson (nee
Saunders), best wishes to them and their husbands.
The recent period'has been highlighted by a 200 mile sponsored run,
a visit by Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde and a retirement presentation to Mrs
Joyce Bolt.

l to R: Mrs Joyce Bolt, Col D. E. Smith and Mr Tom Coghlan

IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM
Lambeth Road, London SEl 6HZ

OPENING TIMES - Daily 10.00am-6.00pm

FORCES SWEETHEARTS EXHIBITION
HOW TO GET THERE
Underground: Lambeth North or Elephant & Castle.
British Rail: Waterloo.
Bus: l, 3, 12, 53, 63, 68, 109, 159, 171, 184, 188, 344.
Information: 071-416 5000 or 071-820 1683 (recorded information).
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huge hand hake type welcome to Sgt Rob Allen and Cpl Kaz Sim,
LCpl 'Gloob ' Gluba from 640 Sig Tp, Sgt Wally Pollitt and Sig
Johnn) Briggs from 14 Sig Regt igs Bazz Bazzard and Andy Taylor
ame to u from Aldershot, not forgetting Cpl Paul Norris from 2 Sig
Regt.
Tho e comi ng straight from J. E. T . Establishment Catterick are
ig 'Golfy' Clubb , ' Wendy' Craig, ' Laurelen' Hardy, 'Taff' Rees,
'Chalky' mith, 'Chopper' Stewart, ' Mary Ellen' Walton, 'Harold'
Wit on and ' Qwerryuiop' Zallman .
DEPARTURES
Fortunately not nearly as many depart ures as arrivals but those
leaving u are Sgt Dave Bunt fo r CivDiv, Sgt Biddy Baxter for 31 Sig
Regt (V). LCpl Brooksy Brooksbank to the EOD and good luck to Cpl
i Allen and Sig 'Ging' Mannion in the Falklands.
EXERCISE ALLEY EXPRESS-TURKEY
Once every two years or so the AMF(L) deploys to Turkey. T his
time it was to be a relatively short stint of three weeks in October. The
deployment area was approximately lOOkm west of the Bosphorous in
the so called 'garden of Turkey'. The exercise itself was pretty slow
moving but most of us looked forward to R & R in Istanbul. The more
fortunate Squadron members accommodated themselves in the
Yenesire Palas Hotel then made their own way to various parts of the
city. These include the Blue Mosque, the Grand Bazaar, and
MacDonalds. Some of the more notable exploits were by Cpl Si
Donnelly, Sig Andy Lockyer and ' Limpy' Bazzard .
PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Richard Spencer
Tp SSgt
SSgt Steve Barnes
Tp Sgt Sgt 'Doc' McCutcheon.
Quite a busy period since returning from Cyprus in August . A quick
lice of Summer leave and then two weeks to prepare for Ex Alley
Express in Turkey. This was a full AMF(L) deployment with the
Squadron providing the Headquarters Comms , as usual.
The Stalwarts of the troop (the RRB ' s) were the first into the fie ld
and as usual the last back. The Radio Village was onJy called to take
command twice and one o f those periods was spent completely on
radio silence.
R & R was available and most took advantage o f it. There was also
a day trip to Gallipoli organised by the Sqn Comd who was the
narrator and gu ide. IL was a fascinating experience but after the 13th
cemetery our enthusiasm was wearing slightly but a meal on the way
back soon perked us up.
On our return the main work was towards the Squadron Board of
Officers which went very well, (fo rtunately!) and we are now
preparing ourselves for orway in January and February next year.

Each patrol aim was to insert an OP on an enemy tank Jaager;
completing task at stands set up en route-negotiating two river
cro sings, a smail arms recognition , dealing with multiple ca ualties,
live section attacks and the sending of Batco messages (which was
done impeccably!) .
We started the competition at 2000 hrs on Friday night with an in
depth set of orders followed by a heli lift to our first DOP. We set off
patrolling at a slow rate as each man was carrying in excess of 601bs.
After skilfully negotiating our first obstacle (a densely wooded
hill ide) we reached stand No 2-Small Arms Recognition where we
achieved full marks. After reporting our findings we set off again
towards our main objective the OP. By this time everyone had lost
their second wind and were desperately trying to find their third. It
was 0600 hrs Saturday morning another five hours walking before any
chance of a rest.
At 1300 hrs we reached our OP . We split into two groups . The recce
team moved forward armed with an instamatic camera to observe our
objective . At this point we all finally managed to catch up on an hours
leep. By 1800 hrs we were on the move again making good time
towards our next RV . From the RV we were transported by van to
tand
o 3, the multiple casualty phase which we completed
successfull y under direction of Cpl 'Kildaire' Yafai.
During stand No 3 we were given a gift; a 34lb artillery shell. It was
swiftly passed down the chain of command and ended, unfortunately
for him, with Sig Can Crossley who was now carrying an estimated
lOOlbs in weight!
It was now late Saturday night and our penultimate stand- River
Crossi ng No 2-lay ahead. To everyo nes relief it was a dry one. After
completing our crossing the Section Commander was taken away to
be debriefed. The remaining team members moved off to the next RV.
After the brief we set off towards our holding area where we waited
until we were called forward to the last stand- the live section attack.
We decimated the enemy and rescued the mad professor. It has been
36 hours since we'd set off and at last we were finally finished.
We were delivered to Sennybridge camp by rover and cleaned
ourselves up prior to the prizegiving. We were awarded Silver
standard which made it all worthwhile! During the return journey
the SSM persuaded us to enter again next year! (Thank goodness I am
posted!)
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EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt E. K. Croft
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. H. Dobson
Line Sgt. Sgt I. R. Maxted, SNCO IC Systems Sgt Morgan SNCO IC
Mountain Det Sgt Renshaw.
'
THE MASTER OF SIGNALS VISITS THE SQUADRON
On the ~2 qctobe_r _1992, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL
a~d Mrs B1rtw1stle VJs1ted the Squadron in Episkopi. Armed with only
~1s ~pectacl:s ~n~ s.teady hands, The Master was given a crash course
in fibre optic JOtnlll!g te~hniques by Epi Troop.
He was shown various internal and external termination equipments
by Cpl 'Si' Ho~gson . . Then he moved on to LCpl Alan Ritchie,
to attempt a fus10n sphce on the BICC 3100 fusion splicer
. Before the actual splice could take place, the 125/8 Micr~n optical
f1.bre had to be p~ep_ared. This involved several stages. The Master of
~1gna l~ t~ok. to 1t hke a duck to water, although there were a few
technica l hitches along the way, not of his making. The Master
overcame ~II the obs.tacl~s and produced a sound splice.
Meanwhile Mrs B1rtw1stle toured Berengaria and visited Sgt Bob
and Karen Maxted in their quarter.
After lune~ in the 'Jimmy' Club, a presentation was made of the
Master's 'Sp.hce' and Mrs Birtwistle received a gift from the Troop.
A very enJoyable and rewarding day!

The Master is presented w ith a mounted Fibre Optic Splice by Sig
Mollo n

At last! Cpl P. C. Culleton on set
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The Mast er t alks to LCpl Richie
TROOP GOSSIP
!'l?vember heral.ded the reformation of Episkopi Troop back to its
or~gmal s~ate-to include the Troodos Mountain Detachment; and if
t~1s wasn t enough 259 gained a new Troop Commander who was a
girl! Welcome to 2Lt Kate Croft who is with us for a year Cpl
Wardley BEM from I I Sig Regt and Sgt Morgan from 30 Sig' Regt
who nearly didn' t make it!
We soon say ~oo~bye to LCpl 'Grunt' Batley and LCpl 'Mat'
Donog~ue and his. wife Morago , who leave us for 21 Sig Regt on
promotion. ~ est wishes to them, and good luck. Congratulations go
to Cpl Mathieson and Sgt Maxted on their recent promotions the
latter havii;ig jus~ returned fr~m a success fu lly completed Serg~nts '
Course. ~1g Sb1mmans. receives our best congratulations having
recently tied the knot with Sharon . Best wishes to you all.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Welcome to Sgt ' Doc' McCutcheon, Cpl Dave Coussons, LCpls
'Chalky' White, 'Taff Baynham, Blurton, Sigs Quinn, Bralley,
Eaton, Hunter, Nock and Coward .
Farewell to Cpl Tony Rickett , Sigs Shaun Morgan , ' Beaker' Beckett
and ig ' Dt.>ty' Millar all to ci vvy street and Cpl Owens to 1 Inf Bde,
Cpl led tuart to 4 ~S R and LCpl 'T-Shirt' Owen to 14 Sig Regt,
good luck to you all in the fu tu re.
AMBRIA 1 PATROL
Team: Lt pencer, gt Barnes, Cpls Read , Yafia, LCpls B<trton ,
Chamberlain, Whitford and ig Crossley.
Aft er a year 's intensive training the selected six NCOs and one
ignaller, under the command of Lt Richard Spencer, set off from
Bulford Camp to compete in the Cambrian Patrol 92 taking place in
the Brecon Beacons during the last week of October. It is classed as
the Premier Bri tish Patrol Competition in the British Army (and we
were soon to fi nd out why).

. :

259 Sig Sqn
BFPO 53

Bulford Camp

MAI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt David Duggan
Tp Sgt
gt Mark Elliott
Tp gt 'gt Wally Pollitt , Tp Sgt gt Rob Allen.

.

BATILE CAMP
The last week in October an~ first in November saw '259' undergo
annual Bat.tie Camp. ~ wo seclions per week were put through their
paces_. dl! rmg a f?rtmght of. unusually hot weather. (Note it was
snowing m Cattenck at the time!) We suffered only two casualties
because _of t.he heat, th~ enemy naturally fared worse! The camp aimed
to practise mfant ry skills and consequently the weeks involved much
attack.ing, tabbing and recceing to name but a few of the activities.
The first .couple of days wc;re interesting as food was deliberately
scarce so 1t came as no surprise to be presented with a live chicken to
'deal ' with . The solution proved to be a huge non tactical
bonfire/ barbecue.
Mention should be !'flade of t ~e abseiling, th<: beach landings-the
firs t week had to be s1mu!ated Gust don ' t mention the barbed wire),
and the sec:ond week, Section one were not attacked after the first day
due to their expert camouflage-or were they perhaps just lost?!
Ml!ch ground was covered .around the Episkopi area during the
fortnight and the camp culminated in an excellent dinner night at
Melanda Beach Camp. The evening included playing watersports
plentiful food and drink, and very funny sketches at the expense of
the DS and ourselves, compered by Sig Tony Wrioge. The enjoyment
was only matched by the delight of undergoing a battle run the
morning after, what a sobering thought!
Overall a great fortnight; thanks go to Lt Kes Russell who was the
exercise commander, FofS Nigel Johnson commander of the enemy
and Cpl ' Brufen' Austin for his medical supplies.
'

The Master meets members of the Squadron
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56 Sig Sqn (V)
Eastbourne
Th pa t rno month have been parti ularly bu Y for !f1e qua.dron ,
both militaril) and ocially. We also passed anot~er milestone m t~e
uadron' hi tory when we transferred from 12 Sig Bde to 2 (NC) Sig
Bde on 31October1992.
\I IT

Our new Brigade Commander, Brig C: Br~1wn ADC vis!ted. ~n. 5
O\'ember, soon after we tran ferred to h1 Brigade. Followmg :mtial
di u ions with the qn Comd he LOured the whole of the TA centre
lookmg at variou a pects of training including a live HF link to 633
. 1g Tp in Belize manned by Cpl Mick Dowd , Cpl Bob Cooper, LCpl
And) Harding and controlled by S gt Paul Hatt~more . He was even
1reated co a private bonfire, courte y of the PSI , SSgt Ian Flooks
and gt Jim Paine, who were giv!n~ a demo~stra~on of an emergency
de truction kit. At the end of trarnmg the Brigadier took command of
the parade, much to the surprise of those present. and! following a
brief period of drill, welcomed the Squadron to his Brigade.
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- News from ·troops -

The concept of training on drill nights has changed considerably
over the past few months with the emphasis being on practical rather
than chalk and talk. Again it is varied, ranging from physical training
to toets, fire control orders and mobile communications exercises. Six
cadets from Eastbourne College CCF joined us for the latter, had a
most enjoyable time and look forward to their next opportunity to
join the Squadron on its weekend exercise in February.
INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
In addition to the Squadron's collective training programme a
number of individuals have been completing specific tasks:
LCpl Dave Rainsley and Cpl Martin Cooper deployed with A Coy
Sussex ACF to provide an enemy during a fieldcraft weekend. SSgt
Paul Hattemore and LCpl Andy Harding enjoyed a training day with
Eastbourne College CCF giving an introduction to radio procedures,
and detachment drills. SSgt Paul Hattemore, Cpl Chris McMahon,
LCpl Andy Harding and Sig Garry Crick spent 24 hours providing a
message centre for an exercise designed to stretch selected executives .
LCpl Tracy Reed attended a detachment commanders course at Altcar
with 33 Sig Regt (V) . Sig Martyn Burdis attended his recruits course.
And of course 2Lt Karen Evans has been touring Australia for four
weeks, on honeymoon, and will no doubt return fit and 'brown'.
SOCIAL
The Squadron social committee have been fairly busy during this
period. During the bounty weekend they laid on a rather informal
evening which included skittles and scrumpy. There was a successful
halloween party on 31 October, some would say deliberately arranged
to coincide with the officers being away at the Brigade study weekend .
Additionally there was the traditional curry lunch prepared by Cpl
Dino Constantinou, following the Remembrance Parade.
This year the Squadron hosted the Eastbourne Branch Association
annual dinner and we have also just held the annual Squadron reunion
which, as usual, went as well into the early hours.
Al the time of writing the Squadron is enjoying a bit of a lull, taking
the opportunity to sort out the myriad of administrative detail which
falls upon us and to recharge our batteries for the remainder of
December, the Christmas festivities and to the New Year.

633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12
Tp Comd
Lt Sue Goodwin
Fors
W02 (FofS) John Hiorns
YofS W~2 (YofS) Keith Roach , Tp SSgt Ssgt Andy Turner TQMS
Sgt Jamie Alleyne.
'
yYe have been very .busy with exercises, operations and hurricane
rehef. We have also raised money for worthwhile charities. The many
characters who have passed .through the Troop in the past four
months are too numerous to hst but thanks to al l who supported us
throughout our endeavours.
84 MILE CHARITY RUN
The call came from W02 (SSM) Benny Bywater to raise some cash
for the Southampton General Hospital.
Once again the prestigious characters of the Troop rose to the
challenge of a day off, barbecue, and free drinks. All we had to do
was run 84 miles in the scorching heat between 14 of us 6 miles each
piece of .cake. The average time was 45 minues which' was quite a~
acco~plishment as the temperature soared over 100°F on the day.
. While th~.lads were out bursting a lung, LCpl Paddy Gorman and
Sig Lee Pa1hng went around the camp collecting 'bish bosh dosh ' in
a fire bucket that Sgt Jamie Alleyne had kindly signed out to them on
the assumption that he would get a cut, no luck Jamie.
In addition to the money collection, we held a raffle after the
barbecue a!ld rounded off the night with horse racing, the profit going
to the charity. When all the money was collected and tallied up it came
to the grand sum of Belizean Dollars 2006. 70 and a cheque was sent
of to Benny for pounds sterling £664.47. Well done to all who took
part in the event especially Cpl Tarquin Murph Murphy and Sig Daz
Collins who organised it.

Brig Brown speaks to the Squadron Technicians. Pictured are
SSgt Barry Chuter and LCpl Richard Bonner
TRAINI G
The recruits, under the watchful eye of 2Lt Karen Evans and her
team, completed a weekend field exercise whilst the remainder of the
Squadron completed some conservation work for the National Trust.
We also held a bounty weekend, during which the mandatory special
to arm training was completed. We participated in the Eastbourne
Service of Remembrance, following a few periods of extra drill, and
have run a security TEWT, for all Squadron personnel, which included
a demonstration of the 'pig stick'. Our final weekend of this period
saw the Squadron participating in SDist(E) TA sports, where our
enthusiasm made up for lack of skill, and in some cases, ignorance of
the rules. We look forward to next year's competition for which we
hope to be bener prepared.

REBADGING OF EASTBOURNE ACF PLATOON
On Wednesday 11 November the Eastbourne Platoon of the Sussex
ACF rebadged to R Signals. Brig S. Gordon ADC, DSOinC(A)
presented berets and badges to the Tp Comd, Capt Eddy Pettitt, his
adult instructors and other cadets received theirs from Col A. C.
Dexter OBE, DL, Hon Col of the Squadron and the Sussex ACF and
the Sqn Comd Maj M. Gilyeat. The Mayor of Eastbourne, Councillor
Maurice Skelton, was present throughout. The parade was followed
by a 'pantomime' put on by the cadets and members of the Squadron
which, despite limited rehearsal time, went exceptionally well and was
thoroughly enjoyed by the 200 spectators present. The evening was
rounded off with an informal buffet in the Squadron bar .

Front Row fl to R) : Sig Dutton , Cpls Thompson, Murphy, Sim pson

and LCpl Whitelaw
Back Row fl to R): Cpl Drysdale, Sig Collins, LCpl Ryan, Sig Hind,

Sgt' Rogers and LCpl Evans
Absent on Duty: Lt Drinkall , SSgt Turner, Sgt Alleyne, Cpl Hayes

and LCpl Heathcoate

Security Training
Cpl Mick Dowds and Sig Eric Gardyne wiring up the 'Pig Stick'
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After the Rebadging Parade
l to R: The Mayor of Eastbourne, DSOinC (A), Cadet LCpl Keith

Hatcher, Col Crump (Commandant Sussex ACF} and Sqn Comd
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W02 (FofS) Phil McGiveron handing over a cheque to Commander
Belize Defence Force at Sunspot Club watched by Tp Comd
Lt Dave Drinkall, Sigs Chris Clarke and Wilky Wilkinson
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OPERATION BALLAD
(Hurricane Relief in the Wake of Hurricane Andrew)
By Sgt Jim Cuthbert
Relief Comms Team: Sgt Jim Culbert, Cpls Mick Luckes
Bannister, LCpls Lee Minett, Tim Ryan and Sig Clarke. Rear Team~
Lt Da~e Drinkall and W02 (FofS) Phil McGiveron .
D~ring. the afternoon of Monday 24 August the troop was warned
that 1t might deploy to the Bahamas in support of 59 Cdo Sqn RE.
The. Troop was, in fact, committed to Ex Mayan Sword. However, the
equ1pm~nt was prepared and when word was finally given, the 'Fog
of War syndrome started. Numerous trips backwards and forwards
we~e mad~ by the then Tl? Comd Lt Dave Drinkall and W02 (FofS)
Phil McG1veron, offloading and reloading the FFR and trailer, kit
and personnel aboard the Hercules transport.
The team arrived at North Eleuthera Airport at approximately 1600
hrs and found they had less than one hour to unload the aircraft The
Bahamas being two hours ahead of Belize caused a problem and the
C!30 left quickly for its overnight stopover in Nassau, some people
have all the luck. The immediate impression was one of devastation.
Smal~ planes upside down embedded in what had once been trees. All
the ~rports masts were down, there wasn't any power, telephones or
runrung water and the population was dazed.
Th~ imme~ate problem was transport, with only one landrover on
the flight, pickup trucks and a yellow school bus were acquired to
move the stores and personnel to the HQ location which turned out
to J;>e a bar/ restaurant that had weathered the hurricane quite well.
Smiles returned to everyone's face when it was realised the bar had
survived intact! Once the Inmarsat was offloaded we set about
establishing comms back to Belize. LCpl Lee Minett sorted out the
generator whilst Sgt Jim Cuthbert and Cpl Mic Luckes sorted out the
satellite dish and also provided a meal for the local 'mozzies'. After
a w~ile the phone ~d telex links were in and working, so the team
continued to estabbsh the fax link but after much ado and six hours
later they retired, half defeated, to the Pool Room. Unfortunately the
fax problem was never resolved. We were unable to transmit but were
able to receive . However the lnmarsat telex and phone links worked
perfectly and so saved the day.
Meanwhile back in Belize W02 (FofS) Phil McGiveron and Lt Dave
Drinkall ~ere still ~ctive scroun~ing kit, working late into the night
and starung early m the morrung co keep up with the constantly
changing comms demands from HQ. Eventually Cpl Les Bannister
was loaded on to another Hercules with piles of additional kit and
dispatched to the Bahamas. Additionally Sig Chris Clarke and LCpl
Tim Ryan were also loaded aboard but they had to return when the
aircraft developed a fault.
Back at the Bahamas the team continued to work from the bar (633
always managed to find a bar!) when it was decided to move the HQ
from the airport to the local police station and comms were then
quickly re-established with a dish sited on the roof.
At Belize another day dawned and again the kit was loaded with our
three intrepid communications experts, this time getting it to the
disaster area. A dipole was erected for the HF back to Belize but the
link was never fully usable as a true back up due to atmospherics. The
mast was then used for the EVHF, but in re-erecting the mast it
snapped and crashed down across the road during some heavy gusts
of wind, just missing a passing car with the 'pineapple'.
The VHF and the HF nets were used for internal comms the HF
especially coming into its own as an internal emergency ser~ices link
to HMS Cardiff, USS Ashland, The Jamaican Defence Force, Royal
~ah~as Defenc~ Force, various coastguard ships and also JDF HQ
m Kingston. The mternal VHF was used by 59 for their internal admin
net and worked well.
Soon a shift system formed out of the chaos which allowed the off
shifts to explore the islands and of course sunbathe. Despite the lack
of transport the exploring was done in uniform because the locals were
more likely to pick up people in uniform and give them a lift
especially the water taxis.
'
By the second week the shifts were supplemented by operators from
the RBDF. A good relationship developed between the local operators
and ourselves which resulted in the team receiving an open invitation
to visit the Bahamas at anytime, an offer Sgt Jim Cuthbert and LCpl
Lee Minett took up not too long after.
Eventually the need for relief from Belize dwindled and the task was
handed over to the RBDF on 2 September. It was then photo se sion
time. Everyone flew back to Belize in a rainstorm!
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662 Sig Tp

BFPO 58
Tp omd
Capt Les Ri.x
AO
Lt urie Emp !t AOC (SPS)
1 W02 ( M) Dale Ikin, Maint Secti0n Tp Comd W02 (FofS)
Mark Edwards, Comm Section Tp Comd W02 (Yof ) Sam
McUrea\<ey, Station Comd F S Cape Greco W02 Nigel Varley,
QM
gt ( QM ) John Black, Chief Clerk Sgt Steve Gorm11n .
HELLO AND GOODBYES
~ 'e have aid goodbye to the following troop members : Capt Kim
Wardner GC (SPS) off to become a Schools Liaison Officer at HQ
Di t. W02 ( M) Dale lkin and Kay to the sunny climes of the orth
York hire .1.oors and 11 Sig Regt. (Del Commander Cour e will
nc\er be the same again.) gt ( QMS) John Black and Anne back to
John' fir t love, 216 Para ig Sqn. Sgt Gary John on and Carol to
34 ig Regt ( ), Cpl Ke'' Murphy and Judith to 4 Armd Div Sig Regt,
pl Graham Lindon RPC and Debbie to RAEC Beacon field, LCpl
Rick Powell and Joanne to 518 Coy RPC and LCpl 'Swifty' Mottley
to ADU I, LCpl Dave Monger to 30 Sig Regt, and finally LCpl
'Wilba' Wilson to civvy treet and married life.
We ay hello to the following: Lt Su:iie Empson AGC (SPS) our
new 21C/ AO, SSgtJim O'Connor and Susan to fill the post of SQMS,
Cpl Ke,·in Galloway and LCpl Ray Sell trom BEM to complement the
depleted dog ection at Cape Greco. We wish all the best in Cyprus.
TROOP HQ
For the last two and a half years Troop HQ has not featured in The
Wire, so here it is. We would just Like to remind all past and present
members that we are alive and kicking and the impending transfer lO
AGC (SPS) has not dampened our spirits (much). Also, we would like
to congratulate both SSgt (Fof ) Mark Edwards and SSgt Nigel
Varley on their recent promotion to W02.
CORPS CYPRUS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
This event took place on Friday 13 November at JSGC Dhekelia
and a well supported championships it was.
Things started off well, fir tly the weather was perfect for golf,
econdly everyone turned up on time. This enabled SSgt Dave Holden
and Mrs Pam Chapman to get everyone off the first tee with no
hiccups.
The competition was held over 30 holes, 18 in the morning, and 12
in the afternoon. The first round gross leader with an 85 was Sgt Clive
mitb with Cpl Les Chapman close on his tail with 89. The early net
leader with 69 was Sgt Geoff Chadwick, he was being closely followed
by Sgt Chris Cullington . The morning round was also set aside for the
Longest Drive, this was easily won by Sgt Ian Shrubb.
If you thought the first round brought some thrills, then the
afternoon was a real show. The first tee was the Nearest the Pin which
is some 176 yeards. Sgt Clive Smith stood on the tee, calmly hit his
ball, and then jumped for joy. Yes, the Nearest the Pin was won with
a Hole in One! Congratulations Sgt Smith.
The best gros for the afternoon round was once again Sgt Smith,
followed by Capt John O'Rouke. The overall lead was shared by
gts Chadwick and John Black.
An enjoyable day. Lt Col N. C. Jackson MBE presented the prizes.
!st Gross
Sgt Clive Smith
2nd Gross
Capt John O' Rouke
Cpl Les Chapman
3rd Gross
1st et
Sgt Geoff Chadwick
2nd et
Sgt John Black
3rd et
gt Chris Cullington
There were also prizes for the Best Morning, Best Afternoon
rounds, four hidden holes and a Mystery prize for the Most Golf.
The e prizes were spread amongst the competitors who did not win a
major prize.
The Best Morning went to Sgt Ian Sbrubb; The Best Afternoon
round went ·o Cpl Kev Murphy; The hidden holes went LO Capt Skip
Redman.
The Mystery prize of the Most Golf went to SSgt Steve Gerrish.
Finally the organisers would like to say a big thank you to all the
competitors, to all the helpers, to ·the Joint Services Golf Club
(Dhekelia) and half way house, and to our sponsors Fosters Lager.

This started with cake stalls being set up weekly outside prominent
establi hment . This was followed with a sponsored swim in the
Dhekelia Pool by Jackie Tatman, Jackie Hawkins, Lisa Tushingham
and Kay Ikin.
The next scheme required a little more 'bottle'. A sponsored freefalt
parachute jump in which our more daredevil element took to the skies;
Julie Walton, Sally Edwards, Ann Simpson, Chris Bradley, Judith
Murphy and Pauline Martin .
The finale to the events came in the form of a Charity Disco held
in the Unit Club, The BITSA. This was open to Dhekelia Garrison
and the evening was compered in it entirety by Gilly of the 54321
Disco Roadshow. He also auctioned items throughout the evening
including a framed and signed picture donated by Gary Linekar, (he
of England fame).
After much arm-twi ting and bullying the final total raised was a
very credible £2,150.00. A cheque for £1,800 to the Tommy's Appeal
and £252 to ESBA Friends for the Deaf.
A special thanks should go to Julie Walton and Kay Ikin for the
organisation of the events and to all the wives of 662 for their support
over the months .
TELEMECH SECTION
The Troop would like to welcome Sgt Adie Jones and his family to
the Troop, and hope they all enjoy their tour.
Congratulations go to Sig David Ewing and Barbara on the birth of
a baby girl Ashleigh Victoria.
On the working front we have been especially busy with the winter
months drawing in, and with the rain finding its way into some of our
old cable joints. But with all this going on it didn' t stop LCpls Al
Hayhurst and Clarke passing their BI QTest, well done lads.
Sport has also taken up a lot of time with all the lads taking part
in one sport or another. But the big event took place on Friday 13
November, this being the Royal Signals Golf Championships. Cpl Les
Chapman managed to come third and SSgt Steve Gerrish, in his first
major competition, picked up the Mystery Prize.
Finally a farewell and good luck goes to LCpl Wilba Wilson who
leaves us to go to Civ Div; all the best Wilba.
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
Saturday 7 November 1992 saw the section involved in the Dhekelia
Dash. Apart from providing four of the Troop runners it also
provided the comms for command, control and safety, not an easy
task when you have 850 runners on a 15 mile stretch of road with
Cypriot drivers. Comms were ably provided by Cpls Kev Murphy,
Bob McCormick and Sig 'Taff' Parton, the last two a driver
electrician and a driver lineman respectively so they got a chance to
improve their Basic Signalling Skills. Cpl 'Thome' Thompson has
now taken over the King Richard School CCF and their Annual
Camp.
Friday 20 November 1992 saw the section involved with the
Dhekelia Garrison March and Shoot Competition with Sgt Si Owen,
LCpl Dave Monger and Sig 'Scouse' Farrell training hard to try and
get a place in the four man team. Sig 'Scouse' Farrell was eventually
successful, (if that is the term). Comms were provided for the 11
stands and the start/ finish point and we even practised Sig 'Taff'
Parton on his relay procedure this time.
Comms Section also provide the Commcen for Dhekelia Garrison.
Sgt Nick Hawkins has had a bit of a bad year with not only a broken
leg but also an appendectomy. Still, it doesn't seem to have affected
his work or his extra-mural activities, as he not only does the
Breakfast Show on BFBS on Sundays but also in the Garrison
Pantomi!"e. Cpl John Bedborough is considering becoming a
helicopt.er pilot and will get his chance in the New Year. Cpl Jill
MacKay and Sig Nicki Shannon have been running the show whilst Sig
Tara Henderson has completed her basic freefall parachuting
course-six weeks previously she wouldn't even abseil because she was
scared of heights!

Ex Welsh Griffin, the University of L d
on <;m OTS:'s annual camp
held in Sennybridge gave the Si n
umt a unique opportunity
to practise deploym~nt and voic! pa~~cseudbure.
In deed , our VP was so uniq 't
19 Inf Bde HQ a d s· ue i con fused the attached signallers
from
Someone should have w~rnedgcS~nB(see The Wire, October 1992).
officer cadets use their 'own f!m• ~~w~p V~r~ndel and mates that
- it s all part of officer
training.
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.
di~ficult, but not impossible. The onl ounta:n.s of Brecon proved
shifts experienced, students seem to ietc~~~:~~e~ ;e~he of the long
more than JO minutes!
I
ey work for
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~i~I f~~~i'g~~ :~et~::tth~hethe! his replacement, W02 Chris Gop ill
0
seen:s to be fitting into th!Jobu~~~s~r~~~~ly fily~ime will te~J, but he
carnival of new recruits· 1993
.
Y wbe · c:xt term_ will see the
•
promises to e an mterestmg year.
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t e part with enthusiasm.
1mse mto
Our PSI also changed at the same time W02 Mi k
moved on to (hopefully) better things as a ci~vy and wee wi~;~~ ~J

Ex Lightning Strike Team ce~ebrate the achievement of gaining

third place

Tayforth Universities
Officer Training Corps
0~
Lt Colin Johnston
RSO
2Lt Phil Carter
SSM W02 (SSM) Norman Yarwood s·
Calderwood, PMC JUO Rieb Prime.
• ig JUO JUO Alan

RECRUIT SELECTION
On_ the weekend ~6-18 October 1992 the contingent ran the annual
r~ruit weekend, this year .at Drip Camp near Stirling. Using the well
~~e~hpr~gramme the: recruits.were tested both physically and mentally
d
e aturday whilst a series of stands were ruff on the Sunday to
I efonstrate th~ types of training available with Tayforth: Armour
;, antt and Signals. The Signals stand-B Sqn-was run by JUO
an da~derwood. On the Sunday afternoon 111 recruits were
accepte mto Tayforth UOTC .
B SQUADRON TRAINING
The focus of the winter's Signals training was the Home Defence
weekend, Ex Tartan Hero, where Tayforth provided the ops and int

TROOP CHARITY F ND RAISING
Earlier in the year the wives of 662 decided to embark on various
fund raising ventures to raise money for the Tommy's Appeal and
ESBA Friends for the Deaf.
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University of London Contingent OTC
London
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staff and B Sqn spec1·r·1ca1ly, provided
·
the signallers

All the

rou~d~ork was prepared by W02 Norman Yarwood and his faithful

ogs .o bes JUOs Alan Calderwood, Rich Prime and Ruth
C unmng am.
Less formal entertainment was provided by the PMC and the new
~a~ manager, OCdt Andy McDowell, starting with the Boozecruise on
ove"? er attend~~ by ~ver two thirds of the Squadron-not bad
for .a ~1dfweek trammg rught! Enthusiastic support was especially
receive or Mes~rs C:oors and Budweiser. SSM Norman Yarwood
st~Je the show with his outfit at the ABBA Party on 13 November
~~WAthe only ~~ss member who was not in short trousers when
we~e ongmal1Y around. Starting off December was the
Karaoke rught.-t~e machine being provided for us by 2Lt Vic
Ca~in-enthus1as~1c but tun_eless displays were given by Capt Te
11
stpheCucial
by
•
B •
u
nnmgbam smgmg 'Danny
1
oy · Thhede whole mght was videoed and the blackmail letters will be
di spate
soon!

~0 • ~t 1t~ 1 ~oe~n~0~~=~~·~~n0dRa

g~est app~ar~nce ~
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

Maj Gen P. D. Ale ander CB MBE
Col P. J. Pritchard
Col R. A. Wright

Rear Commodores: Offshore, Maj B. H. Rowe; Dinghies, Lt Col M. J. P. Collins;
Windsurfi n~. Lt Col C. D. McK Kemp; BAOR, Lt Col N . K. P. Hope MBE.
CONTACTS
Yachtmasters: UK: Capt J . 1. Calvert Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Lt R. K. Orr, Soltau Mil 225
Secretarie : General: Maj J. P. McD Coulthard, Corsham Mil 4348
Dinghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odling, Blandford Mil 2398
Dinghy Racing BAOR: Capt G. R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Windsurfing: Maj D. J. Gilchrist, Tidworth Mil 2322/2403
BAOR Windsurfing: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/300
Retired Members Representative: Lt Col (Retd) A. W. Cudlip, Worthy Down Mil 2361

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members mainly through
the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events, accounts of
activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a
member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply by registering with
one of the Qub secretaries.

J24 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Corps-sponsored J24 The Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy
entered the World Championships as one of the UK team of six boats.
The event was held in America, out of Annapolis in Chesapeake Bay
on the East Coast, from 1 to 6 November.
The team comprised Capt David Ellis, Mr Simon Rogers, Sgt Chas
Cowell, Maj John Rowley and Cpl Phil Lever.
The event was marked by the coldness of the air temperature at
about 5°C which, combined with a northerly wind, Jed to full oilskins,
thermals and balaclavas being the order of the day.
There were 81 entries from 17 countries competing, the largest
turnout yet in this event and the standard of competition was
extremely high . The Americans dominated the week, filling the first
10 places overall, however we were never 'off the pace' when sailing
in their vicinity. Hitch-Hiker's Guide came 24th overall, being 2nd
British, 5th European and 7th non-American in the fleet.
We were a bit disappointed at this result, feeling that our boat speed
and tactics should have given us a placing in the low teens, but the
breaks consistently went against us, whlch happens in some regattas.
We did, however, succeed in what we set out to do, which was to
sail against the Americans in their own back yard and gain valuable
experience in the process. At the end of the regatta we left the boat
in the care of the American Naval Base at Annapolis, and we shall be
returning to the States for the New Year to sail Hitch-Hiker in the
Mid-Winters in Miami, thus gaining the benefit of a further major
regatta in America.
The boat will be corning back to UK in early February, courtesy of
the Royal Navy, ready for a full season which includes the 1993 World
Championships being held in the UK at Abersoch. We have qualified
as a member of the UK team for the event, and look forward to
improving on trus year's performance.
RESULTS SAILING CHIEFTAIN
Spring Cup
13th
Southern Areas
16th
Nonhern Areas
26th
RESULTS SAILING HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE
ationals
4th
Floral Cup
1st
Southern Areas
5th
Autumn Cup
3rd
Worlds
24th
This years' r ·ults show what a difference the new boat has made.
Let us hope that the team will continue to distinguish itself at the
highe t level during 1993 .
OFF HORE (BAOR)
1992 has been a successful year for Royal Signals sailing in BAOR .
Quicksilver, our Sadler 34, ha£ been well chartered throughout the
eason, venturing as far as Helsinki (with 4 ADSR). Cpl Dave
ang ter {I ADSR) the Royal Signals Bosun is thanked for his hard
work in keeping Quicksilver in excellent condition throughout the
season. Capt Andy Bristow handed over as Yachtmaster and Secretary
(BAOR) Offshore, in November 1992. Andy is a hlghly experienced
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sailor and has managed Quicksilver with commitment and efficiency.
The very successful 1992 Sail Training Week was also due primarily
to his efforts. We extend our thanks to him on behalf of all R Signals
Offshore sailors in BAOR. The new Yachtmaster and Offshore
Secretary (BAOR) is Lt Rob Orr, 207 Sig Sqn, BFPO 37; Tel Soltau
Mil 225/229 (until April 1993) and, thereafter at 14 Sig Regt, BFPO
36
Quicksilver has six berths and will be available for charter (for Unit
Adventurous Training or private use) from mid April 1993 until end
of October 1993'. She costs DM 135 per day (DM 92 low season) to
charter. She is fully equipped and well maintained by the Royal
Signals Bosun (who is also available as Skipper or Sailing Master if
units are unable to provide their own skipper). Please contact the
BAOR Yachtmaster for further information or bookings.
The 1993 Royal Signals BAOR Offshore Regatta will take place
16-26 July 1993 in the Baltic using the BKYC fleet of 12 Hallberg
Rassy 29's. It provides an excellent opportunity to introduce young
officers and soldiers to the thrills of Offshore Yacht Racing together
with the opportunity to visit various Danish ports. The format for the
1993 Regatta will be a series of demanding (including overnight)
passage races - the aim being to reach Anholt or Aarhus. There will
also be a 'Round the Cans' series. All BAOR, UKLF, NI or Cyprus
based units and Subunits (both Regular and TA) are eligible to enter
a unit team. The cost will be DM 1300 per unit entry inclusive of all
charter costs, harbour fees, barbecues and prizes.
Units are strongly encouraged to support this important event. It is
intended that BKYC Staff Skippers will be available to any
'Skipperless' unit who wishes to enter a team. To enter this event
please contact the BAOR Offshore Secretary as soon as possible. With
a maximum of 12 boats available entries will be on a 'first come-first
served' basis.
As promised in the last issue of The Wire, the Kiel Training Centre
Courses are listed below:
BKYC OFFSHORE COURSES 1993
Course Details
Course
Assemb
No
(a)
(b)
(c)
Competent Crew (CC)
CC I
BOS I
To train novices to crew
BCS I
14 Apr
offshore yachts
RYA Competent Crew
cc 2
Certificates awarded to
BOS 2
successful students
Pre-course standard: none
BCS 2
22 Apr
required
cc 3
BOS 3
Baltic Day Skipper Course
BCS 3
4 May
(BDS)
To teach and assess potential
cc 4
Baltic Day Skippers
BOS 4
ualtic Day Skippers Certificate BCS 4
8 Jul
awarded to successful students CC 5

Pre-course standard: Competent BOS 5
Crew
Certificate held or five days,
BCS 5
100 miles and four night
hours
CC6
BOS 6
Baltic Coastal Skipper (BCS)
BCS 6
cc 7
To assess potential Baltic
BOS 7
Coastal Skippers. Baltic
BCS 7
Coastal Skippers awarded to
successful students
Pre-course standard: Minimum cc 8
pre-course experience 20 days BOS 8
Two days as skipper, 400 miles BCS 8
and 12 night hours
Theoretical and practical
knowledge and skill required to
the level of RYA Coastal
Skipper (less tidal elements)

27 Jul

3 Aug

15 Jun

31 Aug

7 Sep

20 Jul

23 Sep

30 Sep

12 Aug

14 Oct

21 Oct

2 Sep

COSTS
BAOR and RAF(G) personnel
DM 50.00
DM 200.00 + food charge
Others
All BAO~ .~ased sailors .are strongly encouraged to support the
excellent '.ac1ht1es and teachmg at Kiel. Please phone KTC on (043 J)
33885~, Signal '.fRGCEN-KIEL or write to ATW KTC, BFPO 108 for
more mformat1on or to book courses.

1993 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
The Club Secretary is currently compiling the 1993 Calendar. All
Group Secretaries who have not done so are therefore asked to
forward dates of local events as soon as possible. Some of the major
events are to be held as follows:Corps BAOR Windsurfing
4-5 May 1993
Seaview Regatta
25-26 May 1993
Corps UK Windsurfing
26-29 May 1993
Offshore Rally
5-6 June 1993
UK Offshore Course
7-14 June 1993
Army Windsurfing Championships
16-18 July 1993
BAOR, Offshore Regatta
16-26 July 1993
Joint Services Windsurfing Championships 11-12 September 1993
UK Offshore Regatta
20-26 September 1993
Annual General Meeting
29 October 1993
Royal Signals Windsurfing Championships 13-16 October 1993
Last year's calendar consisted of some 65 events. It is therefore not
possible to publish the complete list in The Wire. The secretary will
be forwardm~ the calendar during February to unit sailing officers
and to the retired members for further distribution. Individual copies
may be obtained through committee members. We look forward to
seeing many of you at events throughout 1993 .

OFFSHORE SAILING 1993
THE 1993 PROGRAMME HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE:
TRAINING .. .
The Royal Signals Offshore Course-7-14 June 1993
To qualify day skippers and competent crew. New comers to the sport are welcome. Instructors are required and
there are usually places for experienced sailors who are a little rusty to do continuation training.

RACING . . .
Army Sailing Association Regatta-25-28 June 1993 and Services Offshore Race-1-3 July 1993
W~ are looking for rac~g sailors to represent the Corps in these events. We particularly require skippers willing
to skipper the Corps entries.

The Royal Signals Offshore Regatta-7-14 September 1993
Disperse

Bids By

(d)

(e)

21 Apr

3 Mar

Booked seven Victoria 34s for this event. Unit entries are required on a first come basis. Lack of racing experience
does not matter. The Regatta is run as a course as well as providing some healthy competition.

SOCIAL . . .
The Royal Signals Rally-4-6 June 1993

29 Apr

II Mar

II May

23 Mar

15 Jul

27 May
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Meet up in Cowes Friday night, sail into Newtown for lunch on Saturday. Dinner on Saturday evening in
Lymington . If you have no boat we will try and find you one. If you have a boat and no crew we can also help.

FOR INFORMATION.
Contact your Unit Sailing Officer or the Rear Commodore Offshore, Maj B. H. Rowe at RHQ Royal Signals
on London Military Extension 8444.
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- Sport -

CRICKET

.·

BAOR MAJOR UNIT CHAMPIONSHIPS
The. 1992 B~9R Major crick~t final was contested in the· most
appalling conditions at JHQ Rhemdahlen on 31 August 1992. 16 Sig
Regt's adversary was 26 Fd Regt RA.
After winning th~ ~oss Sgt_ 'Tiny' Phillips forced the Gunners into
bat. ~ tr!.!IY magru~1cent display of bowling and fielding, not to
mention w1~ket keepmg resulted m 26 Fd Regt RA being bowled out
for .102. This modest score put the title well within the grasp of the
Reg1!11ent, although the game of cricket is notoriously unpredictable . . .
. With 3 wickets down an? 14 runs on the board the likelihood of
victory appeared to be ebbmg away. For the first time in the season
p~essure g?t the better ?f the frontl.i~e batsmen as they sacrificed their
WJ.ckets without reducmg the def1c1t. A show of resistance by the
middle order took the total to 50 for 6. This brought LCpl 'Cas'
Casswell and SSgt 'Taff' (I'~ not playing for my average) Thomas to
the ~ rease. Casswell's cavalier approach combined with Thomas's
obsunate defence snatched victory with four overs remaining.

ANGLING
I. · ER CORP ANGLING COMPETIT' N 1992
Thi competition compri es three angl•ng e".ents. 9ne held o~ a
la ·e, one on a river and one on a can.al. This years venues v.ere
\ 'illov. Park lake in Alder hot, the nver Trent_ at Attenborough
(flooded) and the O ford Canal at Wolvercote. Whilst the Corps team
a hie\ed an excellent third at Willow Park, un~o~tunately due t~
quad hortages a weekend team attended the remauu~~ matches, th.is
depleted team managed a very creditable fourth position out of SIX
team taking pan. If any anglers recently returned fro~ .abroad or
anyone who would like to have a go at the Corps. competitions please
phone me (S gt (YofS) teve Firth) on York Mil Ext 4349.

BADMINTON
1992 CHAMPION HIPS
.
By kind permission of the CO 21 Sig Regt the . 199~ Bad!11mton
Championship took place in the excellent gymnasium m Azimghur
Barrack , Colerne over the weekend 23-25 October 1922.
Appro imately 60 entrants took pan made up by personnel fro m
.
.
.
unit in BAOR, I, England and Scotland.
new 'unit team event's was introduced for the first time this year,
it v. as enjoyed by those units taking part. 21 ~ig :'legt entered two
teams and came out worthy winners. The wmrung team was as
follow : W02 Allison,
gt Hamilton, Sgts Kendal and Parre.
The men's ingles hampion was Sgt Tom Pol!ard, T~m was 3;Il
Army badminton player many years ago, and he kmdly bud down his
quash racquet for a coupl.e of day (h_e is an e~cellent squash player)
to try hi hand once again at badminton, his comeback h~s been
extremelv successful, winning the singles, open doubles with S~t
Graham ·Kendal and the mi.xed doubles with Sig Boyce from 63 Sig
Sqnig(V).
· Sqn (V) ·m th e r·ma1 o f t h e
Boyce beat Sig Gordon of 63 Sig
ladies' doubles. They teamed up to win the ladies' doubles. Well done
co them both in their first Royal Signals tournament.
2Lt Ly k brought over from I (40 Sig Regt (V)) a team and Cpls
Hume and Clasper showed their ability both on and off the court ~n
how to enjoy oneself to the full. They managed between them to wm
the Unit Doubles Trophy. Well done.
.
Cpl Ted Heasman and Sgt Dick Ellis both renred veteran~ won the
veterans' doubles for the second time in three year~ . It's mce t~ see
them every year, they certain!)'. have be~n stalwarts m !he .badmmton
scene within the Corps. Their enthusiasm and dedication are an
example to others.
The full results are as follows:
Runner Up
Score
Event
Winner
Sgt K. Binod
15-3
Singles
Sgt Pollard
30 Sig Regt
15-2
21 Sig Regt
15-12 Cpl Hume
Men's Open Sgt Polland
Cpl Clasper
8-15
Doubles
Sgt Kendal
40 Sig Regt (V)
15-6
21 Sig Regt
Sgt Polland
15-8
Unit Doubles Cpl Hume
Sgt Kendal
15-9
Cpl Clasper
21 Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt
Veterans
Capt (Retd) Heasman 15-10 SSgt Wandless
Cpl Hume
Doubles
ex Sgt Ellis
15-9
Sig Gordon
Ladies
Sig Boyce
11-6
63 Sig Sqn (V)
Singles
63 Sig Sqn (V)
11-6
Mrs Wandless
Ladies
Sig Boyce
15-6
Sig Robertson
Doubles
Sig Gordon
15-3
2Lt Lysk
Mixed
gt Pollard
15-3
Cpl Hume
Doubles
Sig Boyce
15-0
Mens Singles Sgt Kendal
18- 14 SSgt Wandless
Plate
18-16
Mrs Wandless
11-5
2Ll Lysk
Ladies
Singles Plate
11-5
.
Unit Team
21 Sig Regt A
2-1
21 Sig Reg B
The following players were selected to represent the Corps at the
Inter Corps Tournament:
34 Sig Regt (V)
gt Wandless
21 Sig Regt
gt Pollard
21 Sig Regt
gt Kendal
21 Sig Regt
ig Lobb
30 Sig Regt
gt K. Binod
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
Cpl Ball
264 Sig Sqn
LCpl Pengelley
2 Sig Regt
LCpl mith
64
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. SSgt Davi~son ran a fantastic leg, and handed over to S gt Brebner
m overall third place, and major unit second place. SSgt Brebner, the
sl.owest of the f?ur first team runners knew exactly what was required.
Smee SSgt Davidson had handed over in front of I PWO Brebner'
main objective was to stay in front of the I PWO runn~r. Brebner
h~ded o~er to Dvr Wadsworth in fifth place overall and fourth place
major umt. The PWO had closed the gap by a single second.
Dvr W~dswo~h's ?bjective was to attain a counting place for the
~eai:n: This. he did with a superlative effon, achieving third fastest
md1v1dual time, and came home in an overall second place with S gt
Martin of 2 Sig Regt the victor.
'
1:he wh?le day had been a great success for the Corps with the
Major Uruts result being:
1st
2 Sig Regt
2rndd
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
3
2 Royal Anglian
4th
I PWO
. Commiserations to the Infantry but a deserved congratulation to 2
Sig Regt on an extremely effective victory and with this Division
probably not able to enter next year, we wish you all the best in your
defence of the championships in the future.

MARATHON
THE TROY TEMPEST TROPHY-THE CHALLENGE
It staned at the PSI's 'conference' at 71 Sig Regt (V) when SSgt
(FofS) Lloyd Bowlby challenged W01 (RSM) Pete Handibode to a
team race at the forthcoming Harrow Half Marathon.

Royal Signals Badminton Champio~ships 1992
.
The winners and their trophies from left to rtght - Sgt Kendal, Sig
Gordon, Cpl Clasper, Sgt Pollard, Cpl Hume, Sig Boyce , Sgt Ellis
and Capt (Retdl Heasman
INTER CORPS BADMINTON
Of the seven personnel selected for the Royal Signals team , three
failed to make the tournament which was held in Wonhy Down on 27
an 28 November 1992. SSgt Wandless, 34 Sig Regt (V) (flu), Sgt K.
Binod, 30 Sig Regt (injury) and LCpl Smith (injury) all called off at
the last minute leaving the team rather shell shocked and s~ort of
players (six are required for each match). To keep the tempo gomg ~gt
Graham Kendal phoned up Worthy Down on the Thll!sday evemng
before the event to say he had just been knocked off his motorcycle.
Fortunately he was only bruised and still managed to play ~nd he als?
brought along a 21 Sig Regt player to boost the squad , a Sgt Ned
Parkinson' .
The team was made up as follows:
Pair I
Sgt Tom Pollard
21 Sig Regt
LCpl Steve Pengelley
264 Sig Sqn
Pair 2
Cpl Andrew Ball
Comms & Sy Gp
Sig Marcus Lobb
21 Sig Regt
Pair 3
Maj Peter McLoughlin
242 Sig Sqn
Sgt Graham Kendal
21 Sig Regt
Sgt Neil Parkinson
Res
Sgt Tom Pollard and LCpl Steve ~engelley had an excellent two
days winning every rubber they played m ._Well done to them both , f?r
their effort, excellent play and team spmt. Cpl Andrew Ball and Sig
Marcus Lobb (another squash player and only rc:centl.Y out of
Harrogate) played, putting it . bluntly, ' out, of th,eir skms'; t~ey
improved every game, beatmg known Army players with
determination and style. They are both excellent prospects f.o r t~e
future and deserve a lot of praise for the way they played m this
tourn~ment. Sgt Graham Kendal (after his accident) and Maj Peter
McLoughlin (out of retirement) gave their best effort and caused a few
surprises.
Every match played was very close as the results show:
Army Medical Service
5
Match I
'
Royal Signals
4
6
Match 2
Royal Signals
Adjutant General Corps 3
Match 3
Semi Final
Royal Engineers
5
Royal Signals
4
Royal Engineers then lost 5-4 to the REME in the final. REME
beat the AMS 5-4 in the other semi final. So it can be seen how. close
all matches were. The AOC were 'favourities', so our 6-3 victory
which knocked them out of the tournament was indeed very sweet.
The achievement of this team puts Royal Signals rig~t back i!1 as
major contenders in the Army badminton scene. Badminton officers
take note and please have their players prepared for next year's
tournaments, the planned dates are:
Corps Championships
22-24 October 1993
Inter Corps
26-28 November 1993
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Cricket Team
Back Row: Sgt 'RC' Mattess, Cpl Tony Rowell and Sgt lnvor

Moore
Centre Row: Sgt 'the Poser' Lucas, Cpl 'Cas ' Casswell, Capt Paul

Glibbery and Sgt John Sullivan
Front Row: Sig ' Noodles' Hooper, Sgt Bagsy Bain, SSgt 'Taff'

Thomas, Sgts Bob Breheney and 'Tiny ' Phillips
Despi~e torrential rain the .sun eventually shone on the righteous .
The Regiment won by fou r wickets and Casswell was rightly awarded
'Man of the Match' for his 36 not out.
This co.nclu~ed an e~cellent season with only one defeat. Although
a backlog of fJXtures did not allow the team to compete effectively in
the league, the Regiment completed the season as RCZ and BAOR
Major Unit Champions.
The results achieved are a direct result of teamwork and no
individual could claim to have been the decisive factor in the team's
success. That said, a special mention should go to Sgt ' Bob' Breheney
who bowled superbly all season and won the award for 'most
valuable' player. Also Sgt John Sullivan whose performance with the
bat and professionalism in the field earned him the title 'Player of the
Season'.
Well done to the team and thank you to Padre Harry Rose (feam
~a.nag~r) for ~is leadership, guidance and his ability to call upon
divme mterventlon when the 'chips were really down'!

CROSS COUNTRY
A SHOCK FOR THE INFANTRY
The team left Verden a few days before the championships in high
spirits and optimistic about the outcome of the competition. We all
knew that I PWO was running extremely well and we were not
unaware that 2 Sig Regt had some talented runners in its team . Other
major units were thought about but not considered to be a real threat.
Training continued in the UK. The first team had not been
completely selected so team rivalry was still very high. After a great
amount of sports kit had been bought, the day of the race finally
arrived.
The field of about 170 runners set off at an electrifying pace and
our first runner, LCpl Nesbitt, eventually came in to hand over to
SSgt Davidson in 10th place. We had all been training over the course
and knew it was very muddy and slippery but Nes informed us that
the ground was strewn with gravel and small stones which made the
footing hazardous.
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THE TEAMS
The Foreman named his team early and it remained unchanged until
near the day when a late withdrawal forced him to draft in a
replacement. The RSM played his cards closer to his chest and left
team selection until late. After a few training runs he announced that
the _RQMS W02. Steve Hilton was in his team, but after a training
session around Richmond Park he decided 'Digby', the RQMS's dog
was a better bet. Team selections were: Techs-SSgt (FofS) Lloyd
Bowlby (Troy Tempest), Sgt Colin Weir and LCpl Steve Upton.
RD/ Ops: WOl (RSM) Pete Handibode, W02 (RQMS) Steve Hilton
and SSgt Jim McMahon.
THE EVENT
The Harrow Half Marathon took place on Sunday I November
1992. Five minutes before the event started there was some consternation in the RSM 's camp that no-one had sighted SSgt Jim
McMahon. The RSM had even named a replacement until the Fors
foolishly said he' d spotted him. The race started at 0900 hrs and that
was the.last time anyon~ saw SSgt Jim McMahon as he completed the
course m an excellent tune of I hr 26 mins. Next in were Sgt Colin
Weir and SSgt (FofS) Lloyd Bowlby both in times of 1hr38 mins. The
RSM then finished in I hr 40 mins. It was down to the last two
runners. ~twas all over bar the shouting when the RQMS came in, in
I hr 46 mms followed by LCpl Steve Upton in 1 hr 53 mins. The Fors
knowing he was well beaten graciously handed over the case of Becks
(which he had already purchased the previous week-there's
confidence for you).
The incoming Fors, W02 Phil McGiveron, will have to start
training earlier for next year's challenge and ensure there are no late
withdrawals from certain Radio Tech Sgt's. Congratulations to the
RSM and his team but the Tech 's will be back.

. ORIENTEERING
KARRIMORE INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN MARATHON
1992-NORTHERN LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK
The KIMM objective is defined as follows:
'The race is to test the team's fitness, equipment, navigational
abi~ity and ability to traverse mountainous terrain in safety, over a
penod. of two days. ?rom the start to the finish on the second day,
mcludmg the overmght camp, the team is a self-sufficient unit
responsible for its own safety and well being. Outside help cannot b~
sought or accepted, unless the team has retired or is seeking help for
an injured party' .
For .those who have entered the KIMM, I think you'll agree, it's a
lot easier to say than to do, and definitely a lot quicker! Having vowed
' never again' after losing weeks of training recovering from last year's
epic in the Arrochar Alps, Cpl Steve Sharp (264 Sig Sqn) and Maj
Nick Bateson (somewhere between Bielefeld, 11 Sig Regt and
Bassingbourn) met just outside Keswick in an attempt to better their
14th place in the 'A' class in 1991.
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nn
and na ig tional abilit. are qualitie fairly evenly
tributed bet\\een u , although in times of crisi we are both apt to
lei our heart rule our head . elf sufficiency and organisation ~re
h ev r onl · po essed by one of t.his pair . No prizes ~or gues mg
ho! We both knew that if we made 1t to the start lme on ume we were
pable of winning the 'A' class!
The weaiher wa appalling and in driv~ng sr•,w we .made a ~ouple
of route choice error 10 complete day 1 in 7 hr 17mins, 13 minutes
behind the leader the Royal Marine partnership of Rye and Bur on ,
nd in fourth pla~. That meant an early chasing start after a freezing
night abo ·e the now line. Again a route error delayed our progress,
bu1 after about five hours running we encountered two other teams
(including the overnight leader ), in ~li~d ~c ~1ditions abou~ Skms
from the finish. \ e left the summit with lellow Army onenteer
RoutJedge and his p~rtner . Cowan, le~v.ing Rye and Burgon contemplating their map in white out cond1uons.
Impeded by my slower progre s (old age!) approaching the finish we
lo t 200m to Routledge and Cowan. At the last control however we
eized the opportunity to overtake as they hesitated picking out the
control feature. We punched simultaneously and after 13 hours of
competitions we had a sprint finish for third place. Unfortunately I
wa the last of the quartet and we had to be content with fourth, just
2 minutes down on the leaders.
Volunteer co be Steve's partner next year should contact Maj Nick
Bateson as soon as possible to prevent him going to an early grave!
. .. Jog on.
ROYAL SIGNALS BRITVIC ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 20/21 ovember saw the 1992 Royal Signals Orienteering
Championships held in the pic~uresq~e setting of Uslar, an _area
previously unused for Army onenteenng. Almost 300 competitors
from the Corps and guest teams throughout BAOR turned out to
compete in the two day competition, which was once again sponsored
by Britvic Soft Drinks who provided very welcome samples for the
runners at the finish. On the individual day runners had to contend
with strong winds and driving rain, but some very respectable times
were achieved with Maj Phil Brown of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
taking the Championship for the second year running in a time of I
hr 10 rnins 28 secs. 7 Sig Regt and 204 Sig Sqn ended the first day
leading the Major and Minor team competitions respectively, but both
were inched into second place after the Relay competition by 14 Sig
Regt in the Major Unit Trophy with a time of 17 hrs 39 mins 8 secs
and 229 Sig Sqn from Berlin taking the Minor Unit Title with a time
of 10 hrs 47 mins 14 secs, and a winning margin of just 90 seconds.
The ladies team title was taken by 16 Sig Regt. The weather brightened
during the Saturday so that Comd Comms BAOR, Brig Stokoe CBE,
was able to present the prizes in afternoon sunshine in a spectacular
backdrop of the Soiling Hills. Next year's Britvic Championships are
already being planned at a slightly earlier date to be in the run-up to
next year's Army Championships in Berlin.

floodlights. This was a match of wily exper~ence on both sides. The
night was won by the more s~soned ~aJ Hargreaves/ Capt ~on
Holmes pair who made fewer mistakes against an equally determined
and potentially formidable partnership of Lt Col .watts/ Lt Col
Fishbourne. A small but appreciative crowd saw the wmners take the
match, 6-2, 6- 0. This proved to be the fi rst stepping stone of many
Regimental wins.
Finals day on Sunday started with the winners of the veterans facing
a more youthful partnership in the Regimental Doubles (same cap
badge) match. Maj Hargreaves/ Capt Holmes relishing t~e
opportunity to make it two in a row, could i:iot put down W~2 Eddie
Small/ SSgt Eddie Fisher, who went on to w1~ 6- 2, 6- 3. Eilh~r way
the outcome still resulted in this event returning to the Royal Signals,
after a gap of a few years, and ended the RAPC's run ~f a possible
hat trick. This was to be the second trophy for the Regiment.
The final of the Men's Open Doubles brought together the very
strong partnership of SSgt Fisher/ Cpl Porter and Ca~t Holmes/C::pl
Gary Collicut. Once again this proved to be an all Regimental affair.
This match was very close with the final decider going to
Holmes/Collicut 6- 2, 4-6, 6- 1. Likewise the Ladies' Open
Doubles had to be decided over a long and hard fought three sets. The
partnership of Cpl Sandra Burrow/LCpl Natasha Roberts managed lo
push home their advantage over the Transport Squadron 4- 6, 7-6,
6-4. Another success for the Regiment.
Unfortunately during the preliminations most of the players had to
play against their Regimental counterparts. Cpl Dean. Porter had a
lengthy battle with W02 Eddie Small, the final set gomg to a m~re
determined W02 Eddie Small . In fact W02 Small began a small senes
of upsets by beating various seeded players on the way. SSgt Eddie
Fisher who was seeded on the other half of the draw had fairly
comfortable wins to reach the Final. The Men's Singles final became
a Regimental affair. The match was mainly dominated b¥ baseline
rallies making both players run for the ball, may I add this was the
warmest part of the day. A much fitter SSgt Fisher took both sets
6-1, 6-3 to become the Army (Cyprus) Singles Champion.
The Ladies' Singles final was similarly enjoyable. This was also a
game of deep baseline shots played equally well from the fore hand
and back hand. The game proved to be a close affair with LCpl Liz
Hannaford proving to be the more experienced and consistent than h~r
opponent (Driver Currey). LCpl Hannaford guarante~d her succe~s in
a 6-4, 6-4 victory. Yet another trophy for the Regimental cabmet.
Last but arguably the most entertaining match on finals day turned
out to' be the evenly balanced Mixed Doubles duel between SSgt
Fisher/LCpl Burrows and Cpl Collicut/LCpl Roberts. The match,
predictably, went to three sets with plenty of long and thrilling rallies.
The ladies volleyed particularly well at the net whilst the men slogged
it out from the back of the court. Accurate passing shots and less
errors gave the match to SSgt Eddie Fisher/Cpl Sandra B~rrows .
This is the first time that 9 Sig Regt have walked away with all the
trophies. A great achievement for all those players concerned.
Hopefully next year will see another successful Army (Cyprus) Tennis
Championships.
Since these Championships the following Regimental tennis players
have represented the Army in the recent Inter Services; Capt Don
Holmes, Capt Anne Liversly, W02 Eddie Small, SSgt Eddie Fisher
(Capt), Cpls Gary ColJicut, Dean Porter, Sandra Burrows, LCpl
Natasha Roberts and LCpl Liz Hannaford.
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BOURNEMOUTH BRANCH
The Bourne.mouth Branch celebrated Christmas with a Sunday
lunch at a leading Bournemouth hotel attended by 33 persons. During
the lunch the Branch Chairman presented the Branch Treasurer Mrs
Healh~r. Ayling with the Honour Badge of the Association in
recog~1t1on of her work for the Branch over the last 15 years. She is
the third Branch member to be honoured in this way .

December 1992 saw our last meeting of the year which was our
carols ~nd mince pi_es evening; what we lacked in tunefulness we made
up ~1th enthus~asm . Our thanks must go to Joy for
supplying t_he music and to Helen for the singers, in their special
Fat~er Chnstrnas hats, and to John for organising the raffle which
again was very successful. One or two members managing to draw
their own tickets! Last but not least to Ann and Ian for the very
popular ~ausage rolls and mince pies. The fifty club was won by
Norma TiltDlJln, perhaps next year we should get winners to collect in
person .at th~ following meeting to ensure we see them occasionally.
Austin Laidlaw one of our old and bold is now out of hospital and
now res_idi.ng in Carden rest home, 28 Carden Ave, Brighton. If
anyone 1s m the area I'm sure he would welcome a visit.
Capt Gail ~alik is retiring as 884 Sig Tp QC and is being replaced
by Lt Peter ~tchcock. On beh!llf of the branch, welcome Peter and
hope to c-0ntmue the good relauonship we have had with all our past
Troop Commanders. Congratulations to Lianne Valleti on her
promotion to LCpl, also to Gareth Hibbet on being awarded the
Lushington Cup for 'Recruit of the Year'. The Cup was donated by
the Sharpshooter old comrades and is to be an annual award. Tina
Picken was awarded a letter of commendation for her (nearly) 12
years service. Well done to all three of you.
Our monthly meetings are now held on the second Friday of the
month, usual venue. There will be our usual buffet and the bar and
you may learn how to play Mahjong courtesy of Alan and Betty Rudd
so come along and join us.
Our Social Secratary has various events planned for the year but
we are ~ookiD:g f~r ideas .from y~u, our members, so please have a
word with Bnan 1f there 1s anything you would like us to do.

BRISTOL

Maj Phil Brown· (left) of 4 ADSR received his championship trophy
from Comd Comms BAOR, Brig J. D. Stokoe

BRIGHTON BRANCH

TENNIS
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Administrative Officer: Mr R. ff. Whittle

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals 56 Regency St t L d SWIP 4A
•·
Welfare Secretary (direct line) 071 630 0801.
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D. Tel Military System: London District 8424. STD 071 414 8424

Branch Chairman Mr Aubrey Flooks presents Mrs Heather
Ayling with a bouquet

ARMY (CYPRU!;J TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 1992 Championship was held over the period 8-ll October, in
Dhekelia, ESBA.
Entries were significantly higher than in previous years. The
Regiment managed to field a strong contingent of players to these
Championships. Due to the high number of entries a number of
preliminary rounds had to be played prior to the start of the
Championships in order that all the matches could be accommodated
over the four days. The weather conditions remained perfect
throughout. Only a light breeze during the middle of the day made a
difference to the game. Play started early each day and continued
through into the early evening.
The first final was played on the Saturday evening under

Assistant Secretary: Major G. Schofield MBE

Front Row (l to R): LCpl Hannaford, W02 Small, LCpl Roberts and
Cpl Burrows
Rear Row (l to R): Maj Hargreaves, Capt Holmes, Cpl Collicut,
Andy of Sovereign Motors (Sponsor). SSgt Fisher and Lt Col
Jackson
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We held our annual dinner on 7 November which was a grea1
success. Our thanks go to Brian and Carol for all their hard work
without which it would not have happened. At last, we have our own
'Jimmy' which graced our top table at the Dinner.
We had an excellent attendance for the Remembrance Day Service.
The Standard was carried by Brian, escorted by John Glinchen and
John Barber and the Wreath was laid, on behalf of the Branch, by
Janice (our Treasurer) and our Vice President. Janice and Dave
entertained us all to lunch afterwards.
Christmas celebrations started on 4 December with Carols, led by
Joy Lovelock with music and singing by Helen Vardy and friends,
followed by buffet.
The trip to France, organised by Brian was thoroughly enjoyable
and we were especially pleased to have Bill Gibbons and his wife with
us. Bill continues to make progress following his operation.
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From Mr T. Collier-Hon Sec
On the 5 December 1992 I was privileged to meet Mr Slinger at the
HomeJee Residential Home in Knowle, Bristol, as suggested by the
RSA Assistant Regimental Secretary Maj G. Schofield MBE. Mr
Slinger attained the age of IOI years on the I August 1992.
~r Ber~ard (Nobby) Clarke the previous Branch Secretary, Mr
Bnan. Davidson , Branch Standard Bearer (complete with Standard),
and Sig Steve Chapman Sergeants' Mess Steward accompanied me on
the visit.
Mr Slinger was reading a book when we arrived a story of
espionage during the 'Cold War'!
'
Mr Slinger asked why the Army was interested in him after 74 years!
I told him that Sig Chapman, dressed in No 2s, was there to escort him
back to camp as it was recorded that he was AWOL.
Once we had overcome the normal initial 'lack of comms' on this
occasion physical not electrical, due to deafness, he told m~ that he
was born at Egremont in Cumberland of farming stock.
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He wa proud to tell us that he had volunteered for the Army in
1914. Becau e of hi hor emsnship he was selected for the Royal
Engineers' ignals and became a Wirele s Operator.
.
He erved at Arra with '4 Div'.
I presented Mr linger with a Regimental _plaque which. had been
kindly donated by Maj A. Flint TD, OC 57 Sig Sqn (V) w.h1ch he was
plea ed 10 accept. Al o two Christmas cards, one from Bnstol Branch
and one from RHQ which included a gifl
.
remarkable man who retain a keen ser.>e of humour, Mr linger
ha family living nearby.
It was a very memorable day fo~ ~II of ~s, and we hav: \ ~~ed to
keep in contact with ex-Sapper Wilham Slinger of 3/1 Div 1g Coy
R.E.

Mr Slinger is presented w ith a Regimental plaque

CATIERICK BRANCH
The Branch Annual Dinner held in the Headquarters Sergeants'
Mess Royal Signals at 11 Sig Regt, was well ~ttend~d by memb~rs and
we were delighted to welcome all our guests mcludmg, the Chairman,
the Commander Training Group Royal Signals, the CO, and RSM 11
Sig Regt and their ladies.
.
Thanks to the stirling efforts of our entertamments member Stan
Perkin and John Hamilton and the Mess Manageress and. her sta.ff,
a very enjoyable evening was had by all. The occasion was tinged with
a degree of sadness, as this was the last time we would hold a formal
function at 11 Sig Regt. Our warmest thanks are recorded here to lhe
many Sergeants' Mess members of the Regiment past and present,
who have so kindly afforded us the facilities of their Mess on countless
occasions.
Another such occasion was experienced by those of us who att~nd:d
a simple ceremony on Armistice Sunday at. lhe Corps Me!11onal m
Helles Barracks, when for the last time dunng the occupat10n ?f. l l
Sig Regt, poppy wreaths were laid by, the Comm~nder Trai~mg
Group Royal Signals, Brig J. H. Almonds and .ou! Chairman, MaJ W.
A. Barnes on behalf of the Corps and Assoc1at1on.

COVENTRY BRANCH
Our photograph shows Cpl Keeley Forster laying a wreath on behalf
of the Branch at the Coventry Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday .
Cpl Keeley Forster joined the Corps as a tele op specialising in a
foreign language . She is currently serving at the AA Coll Harrogate .
We were very proud to have her amongst us.
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CINQUE PORTS (MEDWAY) BRANCH
Falling membership, coupled with the movement o~ ~ Sig Sqn (V)
to Essex have put the Cinque Ports (Medway) Br~nch m Jeopa:dY. and
there is a real danger that unless the membership can be rev1tah s~d,
the Branch will have to close. That would be a ~ad day and anythmg
we can do to prevent it has got to be worthwhile. So CO!f1e alongreaders in the Gillingham area of Kent-what about 1t? Anyone
willing to help top the Branch sinking should contact the SecretaryPhil Poulter, care of the Assistant General Secretary at RHQ.

we. thank her. The variety of sandwi ches etc, on offer were very much
en1oyed.
A thank you to all officers and helpers for making our Branch
successful.
The mee.ting concluded with the Chairman wishing everyone a
happy Christmas and peaceful New Year, and for the continued
success for 1993.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
DERBY BRANCH
Three of our Branch members visited Longmoor Camp in
September as guests of 46 Sig Sqn (V) . We were welcomed and bnefed
. .
.
by SSgt Landsborough.
After an early breakfast we drove to rev1vmg many memories and
visited HMS Victory and viewed interesting relics of the past. In the
evening the Squadron entertained us at its pa~ty, held at a popular
watering hole; the younger element made certam that we oldies were
well watered, fed and danced.
.
The following morning we S';1rv:yed E~ Ram~lll~.g Rose; after lunch
we did a recce of Petersfield with its ancient bu1ldmgs and lanes,. here
we gorged ourselves with coffee, sticky buns and cream cakes, without
any consideration to calories.
On Friday Ex Henge Hop began with a sleepy 0530 h~s breakfast
and a flat battery . Finally we were on our way, even 1f <;>ur map
reading required urgent revision, the clues we did manage to .fmd were
correct. Like all old soldiers we discovered an excellent fu:lhng place.
After lunch at Blandford we visited the Museum, on view are the
medals of Col G. Underwood and Maj W. Rose both having been
popular members of the Corps and Association. Then the Heavens
opened and we returned to the transport looking and feeling as if we
had been fished out of the sea. However we managed to make
ourselves presentable for the Sergeants' Mess dinner, though ti~ed
after an hectic watery day we did justice to a super meal, smooth wme
and good company. Many thanks to the Sqn Comd, (_)fficers 8:'1~ all
ranks of 46th also to RSM Grainger for a happy, en1oyable v1s1t.
Two of our Branch members were married on 3 October, namely
ex Sgts Steve Brint and A. Jackowsk.a; the Vicar had some difficulty
in stopping the bridal pair from chattmg to one another but eventually
pronounced them man and wife. The bride and attendants Iook.ed
charming, the reception consisting of guests from i:"oland,. service
comrades from Germany and 46 Sqn (V) was most mterest~g and
enjoyable. Congratulations to Steve and Alex and good luck m your
future together.
.
With the kind consent of the Sqn Comd Maj R. Lingard a Memona.
Parade was held in the Main Hall at Kingsway Training Centre on
Sunday 8 October consisting of Branch members and 46 Sqn (V),
many of whom are also Branch members . Our President Col A.
Hawksworth TD DL, addressed the Parade and two poppy wreaths
were laid at the Royal Signals Cross in memory of our fallen
comrades. After which we were invited to lunch in the Officers' Mess.
Again we found a family interest in the Squadron and Branch; the
late W02 J. Hartwell who was followed by his two sons David and
Tony and we now have his two grand-daughters, one of whom we
hope will join our Branch in the near future.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
At the closing stages of 1992, the Branch can boast a very successful
year. For some months now new members have joined at every
meeting.
The yearly buffet dance at the TA Centre, llford, on 21 ~ovember
1992 was a sell-out 146 tickets were sold, everyone enjoyed the
evening, with music for d.ancing supplied by 'Te~ry's Music Disco' .
The evening concluded with Sunset, and the National Anthem, our
Standard Bearer in attendance.
Much thanks goes to Maj Greenwood and his committee for
arranging such a splendid evening, not forgetting those who sold
raffle tickets.
To complete the year our final meeting for 1992 was h~ld on 24
November 1992. The Chairman thanked members for their loyalty
throughout the year, a special thank you to Ken Radl~y, recen~ l y
retired, for running the bar. Our President welcomed him as a hfe
member of the association.
Our new barman is Dave Lock, and is doing a grand job.
There was a photo call for the 50 year badge holders.
.
A buffet was provided by the secretary's lady, Margaret, for which
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. Branch Secretary Len Barbe laid our wreath at the War Memorial
m St Peter Port on Remembrance Sunday. Despite atrocious weather
there was a good attendance and our Standard was borne by Dav;
Bichard.
Christmas dinner this year was at La Favorita Hotel on 11
December. It is two years since we held the function there and
members heading down the sixteen steps which used to lead to the bar
found themselves in imminent danger of immersion in the swimming
pool, owing to refurbishment.
After an excellent meal sixty-two members and guests loudly
applauded a vote of thanks to Social Secretary Alf Laine.

The assembled. company also included a group of 16 former
members of 63 Sig Regt (TA) which disbanded in 1967, including a
for mer CO, Col H. G. Shorter TD; and the younger generauon was
represented by serving members of 71 Sig Regt (V).
After the formal Toasts and Responses, the Branch President, Maj
Geo W. T. Macfarlane CB, presented the late Bill Lowe' s 50 year
Badge and Certificate to Bill's eldest son, Gerald (also a Corps
member).
Continuing the new 'tradition' which we started last year, we were
pleased to welcome members and Branch Standards from the
Aldershot, Brighton, Salisbury and Winchester Branches and look
forward to seeing them all again at the 23rd Dinner on S;turday 16
October 1993.
'

56 DIV AND CITY OF LONDON
SIGNALS OCA
50 YEAR MEMBERSHIP BADGES
At our Annual Dinner held at the Union Jack Club on Friday 27
November we were privileged to have as our guests Maj Gen P. D
Alexander CB, MBE, Chairman RSA and Lt Col Dick T hwaites CO
31 Sig Regt (V).

NEWCASTLE BRANCH
Congrat.ulations to Mr John Fe~wick on the award of the 50 year
Badge which was presented to him by Branch President Capt J.
Hughes in November 1992.
John is shown here with Mr John Short (on right) who received his
Badge in April 1992.

50 Year Badge Holders
l to R: P. Gunn , S. Thorpe-Tracey (Branch Chairma n). H. Bow ers,
F. Backhouse (Standard Bearer) and E. Griffiths

READING BRANCH
The 22nd Annual Reunion Dinner was attended by 102 persons,
including our Official Guests: Brig C. A. Brown ADC (Comd 2 Sig
Bde) and Mrs Brown, and Brig T. H . Wheawell (Area Vice Chairman)
and Mrs Wheawell.

Maj Gen Macfarlane presents the late Bill Lowe's 50 year Badge
to his s on Gera ld
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The dinner was well attended and the highlight of the evening was
Maj Geo Alexander's speech in which he talked of the deployment of
the Corps, the manpower cuts under 'Options for Change' and, to the
great chagrin of our members revealed that after many years in
residence the Corps will soon be leaving Catterick. The Chairman
then presented a Master of Signals Award and seven 50 year badges.
LSgt Jim Law received The Master of Signals Award for services to
the Corps and to the Corps Benevolent Fund .
Jim Law is team leader of the 56 Div Sig Motorcycle Display Team
and in accepting the award paid tribute to his fellow team members
and said he had great pleasure in accepting the award on behalf of the
whole team.
The display team first performed at Olympia in 1937 (yes 1937)
and 50 years later in 1987 the team reformed at an average age of 72.
Using the same vintage motorcycle and the same style white overalls
and blue caps they appeared in the Royal Tournament at Earls Court
in front of the Colonel in Chief and the Queen Mother.
The team has a great camaraderie with the White Hel mets and is
still performing (at an average age now of 77) at various functions
including the RSA re-union weekends at Catterick and Blandford.
All performance fees are donated to the Royal Signals Benevolent
Fund including a substantial fee for appearing in a TV Commercial
for 'Whispa' chocolate bars (which was reported in The Wire earlier
this year).
Several of the display team were amongst 10 qualifiers awarded the
50 year membership badge. The names of all the recipients are as
follows: Lt Col R. F. Lewin TD, RSM E. A. Clarke, Sig S. A. Lord,
LSgt J. Law, W02 (SSM) A. J. Child, Dvr C. E. Griffin, Sig A. P .
Frost, Capt A. W. Lambert, Sgt C. V. Andrews and Dvr J . Self.
The first seven named received their Badges from the Chairman.
The remaini ng three were unable to attend because of ill health and
travelli ng distance.
Everyone agreed that the Dinner had been a marvellous occasion.
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RO AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
Th following donations were gratefully received during November
1992.
In memory of Brig A. F. Freeman MC ... .. .......... . £100.00
ln memory of Mr E. S. M. Beadon . . . . . ....... ... . £ 80.90
204 ig qn ......... .. ...... · · · · · · · · . ·. · · · · · · · · · · £ 46.42
.tr G. G. to kwell ................................ . £ 25.00
1r J. Gatehouse .................... . .... . ......... . ~ 20.00
Mr J. L. Power ................•................. . £ 15.00
In memory of Brig W. A. Syke ... .. . .. ... .. ........ . £ 10.00
'Vlr . R. Hornes .............. . .......... .. ....... . £ 10.00
Mr G. A. Jenkins ....... .. .................... . .... . £ 6.00
• 1r L. . Griffith .................................. . £ 5.00
£318.32
The following donations were gratefully received during December
1992.
Bequeathed by Lt Col G. H . Hulme . .. . ............. . £200.00
1r C. D. Reid ........... . .... . ..... . . .... . ....... . £ 25.20
1r E. \1. \Vay .......... . .... . . .. . . . .. ...... ... .. . £ 25.00
Anonymous .. . . ..................... .. ..... · · · · · · · £ 25.00
Mrs J. Greenstreet ................. . .............. . £ 15.00
Certa Cito Lodge ................................. . £ 10.00
Mrs F. E. Stagg .......... .... ......... . .......... . . £ 10.00
Mr K . J. Fisher ................ .... ... ........ . ... . £ 9.60
Mr A. S. Hoare . .....................•.. .. ......... £ 7.20
Mr G. M. Birrell .... . .............. .... . .. .... . . .. . £ 2.20
Mr R. Griffin ....... .. ..... . .. .. ................. . £ 2.20
£331.40

REUNIONS
THE MALAYAN CAMPAIGN 1948-1960
COMME.MORATIVE REMEMBRANCE SERVICEBATU GAJAH CEMETERY
On 19 June 1993 a Commemorative Remembrance Service will be
held at Batu Gajah Cemetery by The Planters' Association of
Malaysia. A pilgrimage to pay homage to all of those who fell in the
Far East during the 2nd World War, the Malayan Campaign and in
Borneo is being organised to visit Malaysia and Singapore during the
period 6-27 June 1993.
Any member interested in joining this pilgrimage is invited to
contact: Peter Daw on, 9 Park Avenue East, Keyworth, Nottingham
Gl2 5JZ for further details.
75tb ANNIVERSARY OF ARMISTICE DAY11 NOVEMBER 1993-ENCLOSURE
On Thursday II November 1993 The Royal British Legion is
arranging a service at Westminster Abbey to commemorate the 75th
Anniversary of Armistice Day 1918.
It is endeavouring to locate as many ex-service personnel as possible
who served during the 1914-18 war, in addition to any widows who
may wish to attend.
lf you served between 1914 and 1918, are the widow of someone
who served or know of anyone who would qualify and would like to
be considered for a place at Westminster Abbey, please write, with as
much Service detail as possible, to: The Secretary, 75th Anniversary
Service, The Royal British Legion, 48 Pall Mall, London SWlY 5JY.
Tickets will be issued subject to level of response and availability of
space at Westminster Abbey.
SOTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE NORMANDY LANDINGS
1994 marks the 50th Anniversary of the Normandy Landings. In
addition to an event being planned by tlie Normandy Veterans
Association in the Albert Hall, there will of course be a very special
celebration in ormandy in June. lt is expected that Her Majesty The
Queen and other members of the Royal Family will attend.
Already many thousands of American and Canadian ex-servicemen
have booke" their accommodation and if we do not act soon, there
will be none left.
The Reading Branch are old hands at this and have offered again
to lead a Royal Signals Contingent in 1994. Experience leads them to
recommend self catering accommodation at the Branville Garden
Club. This consists of bungalows for four or six per!lons and provides
adequate facilities. The anticipated cost of an eight day tour is in the
order of £250 per person, and the tour will include visits to:
Arromanches (Mulberry Harbour and Museum), British War
Cemetery at Ryes, German War Cemetery at La Cambe, St Mere
Eglise (US 82nd and !Olst AB DZ) and Museum, Utah Beach, Pointe
du Hoc (Cliff Top Gun Bty), Omaha Beach, American War Cemetery
at St Laurent, Bayeux, La Breche (3 Div Memorial) and Sword Beach,
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Hermanville emetery (Evening Ceremony), JUNO Beach, Canadian
War Cemetery at Beny Reviers, British War Cemetery at Douvres La
Deliverande, Gold Beach, Pegasus Bridge, Ranville Cemetery and
Caen (Memorial Museum to Peace).
Clearly, if we are to form a Corps Contingent, we need to make
some preliminary booking now.
Anyone wishing to take part in the tour is asked to notify the
Assistant General Secretary, Royal Signals Association, 56 Regency
Street, London SWlP 4PD before the end of February 1993.
Catterick Camp 1949-50

CORP GRA VES-CHERIS, MALAYSIA
Lt Col J. H . Lowe (SO_! LSP Ma~aysia) has sent photographs of
members of the Corps bu_ned .at Chens, Malaysia. Anyone knowning
the _whereabo~ts of relatives 1s asked to write to Maj G. Schofield
'
Assistant Regimental Secretary, RHQ .
Col E. C. Thompson OBE- died 11 October 1950, aged 45 years (a
member of the 1933 Everest Expedition).
3767312 W02 (SSM) A. Craig- died 2 December 1950 aged 43 years
22958288 Cpl D. Booth- died 10 November 1955, aged 20 years . ·
22693769 ~vr J. M. Ford-died 5 December 1953, aged 19 years.
22135178 Sig D. J. Plumpton-died 26 May 1950 aged 19 years
2350462 Sig S. P . Scolt-died 27 July I 942, aged' 29 years.
·

The Ex-Service Fellowship Centres

LETTERS

This photo has been sent to us bY. In-Pensioner G. T. Jones . It was
taken on the ranges at Catterick Camp in 1 949-50 when he was
a Sergeant Instructor on TPTR. You may also remember his wife
who was cashier at the Church of Scotland Canteen . Mr Jones
who served in the Corps from 1942-46 and from 1949-62 is now
at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea
1st AA Bde Signals, Blackdown 1936
Were you there?
This photo has been sent by ex-W02 W. H. Austin who recently
celebrated his Diamond Wedding Anniversary.

1st AA Bde Signals Blackdown 1936
W02 J. H. C. GIBSON
The Assistant Regimental Secretary, RHQ would be pleased to hear
from W02 J. H. C. Gibson or anyone knowing his present
whereabouts.
LINE COURSE-1942
Mr Rdn Griffin would like to hear from former trainees on the Line
Course at 3GTTB in Saville Town, Dewsbury, June to September
1942. Please write to him at 117 Victoria Road, Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 3JD.
WILFRED WHITE
Mr Nickless would like to contact the above named, a former
comrade from Catterick days. He enlisted on 7 March 1940 and was
a wireless operator in Squad 1/23. It is believed that Mr White came
from High Wycombe. Anyone knowing present whereabouts please
advise the Editor, The Wire.

From: T. R. Felton
Dear Sir,
l do not often see The Wire but recently the Decem ber 1991 issue
was passed to me and I was very pleased to see the short article on the
Royal Signals Speedway Team in the Middle East as I served there for
more than six years. Many ex-Corps members will recall I Inf Di v
leav_ing Palestin_e in I948, dri_ving all the way along the coast of North
Afnca and settmg up HQs m Marine Barracks (Caserna Marina) in
Tripoli.
.1:'his ~as the capital of (then) Tripolitania, Libya having been
d1v1~ed mto two _after World War 2. During this period King Idris
was m~talled as King but after the British left was deposed by Colonel
Gadaf1 and the two parts were reunited into present day Libya.
Many a tale we could tell, I am sure, of our adventures there:
taking over 'ghru:ries' and racing them along the boulevards; the Tres
Palmes; the landmg of the Cornet at Castel Benito; Blondie .. . but
I had better stop there!
I thought readers might be interested in seeing a programme for one
of the Speedway meets, this one on 4 June 1950, which I have
managed to keep over the years-along with quite a few photos l
hasten to add. It was between the METEORS (R Signals) and a local
Italian team whose name escapes me.
The METEORS team was not solely from I lnf Div Sig Regt but
also _from Tr!politania Sig Sqn. This unit was, what shall we say, a
Garnson Umt and provided the fixed communications such as the
main Military Switchboard, the Signal Office, Radio Links to the War
Office and other garrisons and so forth. Lucky indeed was he who
managed to get so posted and the list of applications was long! Nearly
everyone was working on shifts of one sort or another so only
attended Works Parade once in three days. I recall SSM 'Bill' Bailey
and WOl ' Muddy' Waters from those days.
I served with all the Signal units in Tripoli; 1 Inf Div Sig Regt (AB
Tp), Tripolitania Sig Sqn and J Troop of 1 Gds Bde and I send my
warmest best wishes to all who may remember me.
. The Division was sent to Egypt when the first Suez problem arose
m late 1951 I believe it was. After my spell there was over I was
seconded to the Malay Regiment-but that is another story. I have
b~~~ out ~ere now .for nearly 40 years and anyone passing through or
v1s1tmg Smgapore 1s welcome to phone or visit at the address below.
May I send my best wishes to all I have served with.
Yours faithfully,
T. R. Felton
51 Jalan Abdul Samad
80IOO Johor Bahru
Malaysia
Tel: 07-245969

AA COLLEGE HARROGATE

Please see notice on page 13 regarding the Final Parade and the
history of the barracks.

EFC RESIDENTIAL CARE HOMES
FOR THE ELDERLY
All ranks ex-Service men and women
and their widows/widowers and exMerchant Service.

Hollenden House
Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex
offers facilities for ladies, gentlemen,
married couples and also for the
disabled.

New Belvedere House
Stepney, East London
for gentlemen.

Comfortable individual rooms with
washbasins.
Individual's personal furniture if
desired.
Fees include laundry service and are
kept within social security limits.

Write to:
The Administrator
Ex-Service Fellowship Centres
8 Lower Grosvenor Place
London SW1W OEP.
Telephone: 071 828 2468

CONGRATULATIONS
To Dot Williamson (Chairman, Derby Branch) and Sandy on
becoming great-grandparents to Leane Jade born on 19 December
1992 to Trevor and Tracy. Best wishes to you all.
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Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT1 18RH
Telephone enquiries to Blandford Military 2248 STD (0258 4822 48).

PRICE
Price list with effect from 1 January 1993:

Blazer Badge
.. .
...
···
···
· ··
Blazer Button- Set: 6 Large, 6 Small- present ation boxed
Set : 4 Large, 6 Small- presentation boxed
...
Belt, Italian leather, reversible Black/ Brown engraved with Corps Badge
Bookmark
Brooch, w hite w ith gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge
...
...
...
.. .
. ..
Cockt ail Mat Set, six, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Coasters leather, set of 4 , with Corps Crest
Corps Ba'dge on foil, framed and glazed, 11 • x 9 •
. ..
Corps Records and Cassettes - Information Sheet Avai lable .. .
Credit card holder, leather, with Corps Crest
Crystal Engraved w ith Corps Badge
Brandy Glass ...
Brandy Glass, Cut Crystal
Sherry Glass .. .
Wh isky Glass .. .
Whisky Glass, Cut Cryst al
Wine Goblet
Decanters, Plain
Decanters , Cut Crysta l
Rose bowl Cut Crystal w ith engraved Corps Crest
Cufflinks, electro gilt , round-die stamped with Corps Badge
Hipflasks
Keyrings - Leather
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
Corps (enamelled Corps Badge, w it h leather tag)
Corps Badge .. .
Ladies Marcasite Brooch .. .
New Ladies Scarf, Dark Blue w ith White Jimmy in one corner
Lapel Badge (Association Members only) ...
Model Truck - Army Signal HQ c.1932 by Lledo
Mug, white china with Corps Badge in blue
...
Bon Bon Dish, gilt edged white china with Corps Badge
Mini china tankard with Corps Badge
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge . . .
Pennant, embroidered Corps Badge with gold trimming
Presentation Pennant on metal stand
Postcards
Prints:
Frontier Ambush
Smith George Cross
Palace Guard
Imphal Road
Dhofar Incident
Catterick Parade 1987
Photoprints
Statuettes:
6 Y, • Pewter Royal Signals Soldier w ith SABO Rifle
9 " Royal Signals Officer in Full Dress (Bronze Resin)
9 " Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle (Bronze Resin) ...
9 " Signaller with SABO and Man Pack Rad io (Bronze Resin )
11 Y, • Jimmy cast Bronze Resin . . .
Silver Plated Teaspoons w ith Corps Crest
Sticker, Corps Badge on Corps Colours, good quality-Large
Medium
Small
Stickpin, 9 carat gold, Corps Badge, can be used as BroochfTie pin
Stickpin, sterling silver Corps Badge, can be used as BroochfTie pin
Sports/Leisure Wear, Excellent Quality, various sizes/colours
Sweat Shirts w ith embroidered Corps Badge
Sport Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
V/Neck Sweater with embroidered Corps Badge
Rugby Style Shirt Corps Colours and embroidered Badge
Tablemat Set, six blue acrylic with Corps Badge ...
Tablemat, Large 15" x 11 Y, •, blue acrylic w ith Corps Badge
Tankard, 1pt, Glass engraved with Corps Badge ...
Tarl<ard, 1pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Tankard , Y, pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Teatowel Blue Signals Design on White Background
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge
Tie. Corps Colours in polyester, 3• width
Tie, Corps Colours in Pure Silk, 3" width
Umbrella, Golf Size, Corps Colours
Wall plaque, ' Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x r
Watch strap, Corps Colours, Nylon

£
11.50
22.20
18.40
13.75
0.50
3.35
2.75
15.50
2.20
6.B5
6 .20
3. 00

Unsigned
B.50
8 .50
B.50
8 .50
8 .50
8 .50

9 .50 ea
19.7 5 ea
B.45 ea
9 .50 ea
19.7 5 ea
9 .45 ea
3 8 .50
55 .00
52. 00
15.25
15.95
0 .50
2.20
1.85
27. 50
9 .25
2 .25
3 .95
2.45
2. 95
1.20
4.95
27.40
15.35
.20
Signed
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
15.00
32.50
65 .00
65 .00
59 .25
65 .00
2 .50
0 .50
0 .50
0.45
72 .50
19.50
14.85
12. 2 5
15.85
19. 25
32 .50
10.25
10.25
15.25
12.55
2.50
2 .50
5.75
11 .95
15 .00
13 .25
1.45

Price• inclusive of VAT. Oversea• order• will be leas VAT. Bulk orders from PRl'a will attract a discount.
Please Note: Postage and Packing not included.
Cheques made payable to: Royal Signals Corps Fund.
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How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
A

s you're well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
JOb. It's a way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish out of water.
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain .
How ? Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a s1gn1ticant part of our commitment
to NATO.
The re are two options open to you.
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region in which
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
Secondly, if you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Spec1al1st Unit In either,
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned.

You can contribute as much time as you want
1n any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and
weekday evenings. As a
--..I
Specialist we ask
~
only 15 days
,. • . _ j q •
~
trainingand two
"' · ~
weekends
).). • .,.....
~

som:d_

.

"),,
)

In return you will receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you would like more information about how you
can stay 1n the swim of things, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your current age and address, your intended county
of residence, and of the regiment yo u have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.
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THE FEBRUARY ISSUE-AN APOLOGY
We apologise for the late distribution of the February Wire which was not occasioned by the printers or the editorial staff. It is hoped that
recent innovations within the RHQ distribution programme and system will prevent a reoccurrance.
Contributions for The Wire must be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extentions : 8428 or 8433.

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
A

s you re well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
1ob I 's a way of life. So, ifs no surprise, that after
leaving.many people feel as though they're high and dry,
1ke a 1sh out of wate r
But here's no need for you to feel this way. I s
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of he unique skills you 've acquired, and
make a vital contribution o the nation's defence into
he bargain
How 7 Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces. which make up a third of ou r Army
and represent a s1gnif1cant part of our commitment

You can contribute as much time as you want
in any one year The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som~
weekday even ings. As a
....__;
Specialist we ask
~
only 15 days
.,. .,~
~
train1ngand two
.,.._ .. ~
weekends.
;~ • ~~
~
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o NATO
There are two options open to you.
Firs ly. you can JOtn one of he Te rritorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region 1n wh ich
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of e1 her
an Independent Unit or a TA Spec1ahst Unit In either,
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned

CONTENTS

In return you will receive payment equiva lent to
the rates paid to Regu lar Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you wou ld like more information about how you
can stay 1n the swim of things, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your current age and add ress, you r intended county
of residence, and of the regimen t you have left or
are leaving.

OUR COVER PICTURES
The front cover picture shows members of the HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn deployed on ' Op Grapple' . A report appears on page 74 .
The back cover pictures show : Humanitarian aid being delivered by European monitors in Bosnia-Herceg ovina and European
monitors and United Nations escorting aid convoys in Eastern Bosnia .
The back cover pictures were provided by Lt Col M . K. Stretch .

The opinions expressed in The Wire are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise,
of the Corps or the MOD. This publication contains official information. It should be treated with discretion by the recipient.
© Crown Copyright
Disclaimer: No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advert_ised in t~is magazi'!e can be accepted by the publishers or their
agents. Advertisements are mcluded m good faith.
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HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqnl.il
·
Op Grapple
BFPO 544

qn omd
Maj Paul Hudson
2IC
Capt Alan Blackwell
Q. 1 Capt Bob O'Hara, Fixed Comms (Cygnet) Tp Comd Capt
helagh MacLeod, Radio Tp Comd 2Lt Mark Brookes, Support Tp
Comd 2Lt ik Bruce, RSM WOl (RSM) Duncan Hall, RQMS W02
(RQMS) Gaz toker, Yeomen WOl (YofS) Stephen Whytock, W02
(YofS) Phil Jones, Foremen gts (FofS) 'Shuggy' Barclay and 'Gaz'
Wil on.
THREE MONTH LATER . . .
Chri tma in Bo nia is not just a fleeting visit from a rather rotund
man wearing a tight fitting red suit, large black wellies and shouting,
'Ho! Ho! Ho!, at the top of his voice. Oh no! In the absence of Santa
(no, we are not talking about the Regimental Colonel) we mana~c:d to
erve mince pies and port to half the Cabinet and vanous top m~htary
officers including the Chief of the General Staff and the ~h1ef of
Defence Staff. Still, at least none of them left sooty footpnnts over
the HQ!
othing can compare to a Christmas and New Ye~r spent at home
with one's family, however, the Squadron was able to have a most
enjoyable, if not memorable, fe tive season.
.
.
There was the traditional soldiers lunch complete with all its
expected joviality. Maj Paul Hu~son , usually a man of s~lid stature,
came under 'effective enemy fife' and bravely shook 1t off. The
melodious entourage was then led into chorus for the 'Blue Beret'
song by Cpl Bod Body and LCpl Steve Francis.
One week later, the New Year was celebrated in familiar fashion.
The QM's department is kept busy and after visits from Mr Pa~dy
A hdown MP and the Prime Minister, Capt Bob O'Hara's selecuon
of 1033s is now believed to be a collector's item worth thousands . . .
of dinara! Ptes H. Harwood and Tiny Smalley (stars of a recent
'Soldier' magazine centrefold) have not quite got the laundry system
sorted out yet. and the DCOS now wanders around aimlessly in only
his boxer horts!

put the Squadron through three hours stress. A thoroughly. g~od
evening was had by all and, by popular demand, another similar
evening was held .

From L to R: Maj Hudson, Sig Murphy, LCpl Byrne, The Prime
Minister and LCpl Francis
LCpl Smalley, Cpl Milne, Sig Wallace, SSgt Slaney and Capt
Blackwell

The .;etting up of the complex was not without its drawbacks either.
Once set up and remoted the complex had tQ be guarded; somehow
the local children managed to break the tight security and were found
eating their way through our supply of cornnakes. Desperate times
call for desperate measures and LCpl 'Rigs' Reagan set up an 'electric
fence' around the complex, consisting of some razor wire and a
J ,500W generator . Well, 2Lt Mark Brookes and the children believed
him anyway!
And so the Squadron continues to function as normally as possible
in these very uncertain times, even Ratchet (the Support Tp dog), after
developing an insatiable appetite for the good old Army boot, has
become a valuable member of the RP shift.
Finally the Squadron bids farewell to Capt Ollie Halstead who is off
to RMCS Shrivenham before starting Staff College. We warmly
welcome Capt Shelagh MacLeod in his place but have warned her that
any attempt to beat his world sleeping record would be futile. There
simply just aren't enough hours in the day.
RADIO TP DET-VITEZ
Despite what you read in the Press there are other units in this
theatre besides the Cheshires . Prior to the arrival of its main party the
Squadron was required to provide a detachment at Vitez.
The final team line-up was of Cpl 'Budgie ' Falconer, Sigs Wallace
and Dave Robbins who moved into a school that was to be the HQ
for the Cheshires. This turned out to be a 'communication nightmare'
with the 501 det and the Dutch Comcen setting up various complicated
antennae and satellite dishes on top of each other. After playing
musical antennae for a few days a routine was established until the
2IC of the Cheshires decided that an Ops Room in a broom cupboard
was not a good idea and musical antennae was actually rather fun to
watch.
Sigs Barney Rumble and Siggs brought the bad weather with them
on the changeover. The idea of living in tents lost its appeal with
temperatures of - 20°C.
After two and a half months the detachment handed over to the
Cheshire's Signal Platoon and turned to other urgent tasks within
Divulje Barracks, Split.

TAC HQ
Just after the New Year had dawned and before you could say,
'Mine's a large aspirin' , 2Lt Mark Brookes led his merry men out into
deepest Bosnia . The vehicles were lowloaded to just north of Mostar
where they had to wait for the engineers to complete the construction
work on a bridge before they could continue.
· After being unloaded and crossing the 'virgin' bridge, the convoy
managed a staggering 3km before the first breakdown. Cpl 'Scouse'
Johnson and his REME chums set to work immediately and, credit
where credit is due, managed to squeeze another 2krn out of the
Commander's ASV before resorting to dragging it the remaining
70km.
However, the difficult mountain pass on the Tarcin to Kresevo road
had still to be negotiated. After an overnight stop with the Spanish
Battalion at Jablanica our intrepid trackers were ready for almost
anything! With much puffing and panting they reached the brow of
the 'hill' . .. only to find a 50 vehicle long French convoy coming in
the opposite direction!

Commcen Split supervised by a happy Cpl Al Farmer

The VSC 501 and standby lnmarsat terminals serving the
Cheshire Bn Gp in Vitez

Capt Bob O'Hara 'invites' the Prime Minister to sign for his cold
weather kit

Owing partly to the altrocious weather Support Tp has seen an
increase in the number of traffic accidents upsetting Sgt Kev Baxter,
the MT Sgt.
gt 'Tifr Rickard's team of VMs has been working
overtime to keep a large fleet of vehicles on the road, following the
age-old REME motto of, 'You bend 'em, we'll mend 'em . . . and get
jolly annoyed if it happens again!'.
It was decided to do something about the lack of nightlife and 2Lt
ik 'Barrimore' Bruce set about running a Squadron quiz night.
Arming himself with a list of questions from Trivial Pursuit, an
observation round from the Red Dwarf TV series, a couple of
humorous 'insert the caption' rounds and some music recognition he
74
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SSgt Tony Slaney and Ratchet (the good looking one) on stag
outside one of the Sqn's ASV 436s
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Majs Paul Hudson and Don Steele; guess who is on his way
home?
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A TRIP TO NEPAL

T he expedition started at 0430 hrs Thursday 29 October 1992 when
block to start E BATO Ringer. We moved by minibus from Berlin
to Frankfurt for the flig ht to Nepal. The flight was via Dubai and
Dacca then onto Kathmandu where we were met by Lakpa, who was
to be our guide for the momh, then jumbled into a minibus and were
off to the Kathmandu guest hou e. The drive from the airport was an
eye opener. They ay that first impressions always last. This was one
that 1 will remember. It was like driving through a Fibua range with
people trying to sell everything and anything. We spent the weekend
e ploring the tourist area and also visited the local monaslries and
temples with a look at the old palace.
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Lt Andy Parsons, Lt Brian Alderson - 7 Sig Regt

As we cycled back into Kathmandu it was a constant problem
avoiding the hazards of the 'rush hour '. The traffic and sore behinds
were more than made up for by the sun tans we achieved during the
trip .
Our one day off in Kathmandu was followe d by a tedious bus drive
to the Sun Kosi river for a spot of white water rafting, followed by
a night camped on the bank of the river. This is where we were to
witness the first downpour of the expedition, the torrential rainfall
meant that we were soaked before we boarded the rafts.
After an enjoyable morning rafting we returned to Kathmandu for
a day of last minute shopping and souvenir hunting before we flew
back to Frankfurt. The expedition overall was a great chance to
broaden our horizons, and take in a new country and its culture. Our
thanks to Capt Cliffe for organising a superb expedi tion .

LCpl Grassick in the Himalayas

Monday came and the flight to Lukla (2,800m) where we were to
meet our porters and yaks. Then a quick stop for lunch and off to
Phakding which was a three hour wal k, just to soften the boots we
were told! After sleeping under canvas and regular visits to the toilet
everyone was wondering if it was going to be like this all the way up .
It took the whole of the next day co get to Namche Bazaar (3,440m)
followed by two nights in a lodge to help us acclimatise .
Wednesday 4 ovember 1992 saw us on our next trek to Tangboche
and our first sighting of Everest, followed by a visit to the Tangboche
monastery where Adventure Scouts from the UK were working on
renovations. The following day we made a short trek to Pangboche
(3,860m), where the group came across the monastery that used to
hold the Yeti Skull. One of the group became ill at this point so we
made a hasty descem to our ba5e camp where we were forced to stay
for an exlra day. We set off for Shomare before moving up to
Dingboche (4,260m) half a days walk away with the weather
worsening rapidly.
'
We trekked on to Laboche (4,930m), making preparations for an
early start to the last climb of the trek up to Kalapattar (5,543m) . The
view of Everest was amazing and we were lucky enough to see a series
of avalanches whilst at the top of Kalapattar. All too soon we had to
climb down to meet our porters and make the descent back to Lukla
in fou r days.
On <?Ur last night in Lukla we held a party with our porters, which
lasted into the early hours with everybody having a good helping of
rum.
We returned to Kathmandu for a couple of days rest before starting
Phase 2, the mountain biking part of the expedition . This covered
thr~e. days which compri ed the cycle out to Dhulik hel, followed by
a v1s11, or should 1 say a climb, which would have been arduous on
foot, to ama Buddha Monastery . We returned by a circular route to
the guest house for a much needed shower and some food.

:·· . . ·

THE BEAUJOLAIS RUN 1992

by LCpl Grassick- 229 Sig Sqn

ix hal f asleep me bers of the Squadron arrived outside London

. ·.,- -:,,..:;-:

PRESENTATION OF A RUG MADE BY THE LADIES OF THE
QUEEN'S GURKHA SIGNALS
On IO December 1992 a party of 10 Gurkha Signallers presented a
ha~dmade rug to the New Museum Project Team. This rug was
designed and made by a team of Gur kha Ladies . They are the wives
of serving Queen's Gurkha Officers and soldiers. The rug is to be used
to help raise money for the New Museum Project and can be seen on
display at the Corps' Museum.

The Commanding Officer issued the challenge to his Officers 'Get
me some Beaujolais Nouveau ', he said. 'No problem' we th~ught
'they sell that in the. Naafi ! ' It wasn' t to be quite that ' easy.
'
The rules were quite clear. We were to acquire the Nouveau and
deliver it on to the CO's desk. We could not use our own trans'port
and there were various tasks to complete on the way. The Beaujolai~
was to be released at 0001 hrs Thursday 19 November; it was l300hrs
Monday 16 November.
The i niti~I pla~ was to hi.tc~-hik e .by jet. However, we hadn 't
reckoned wi th stnctly law-ab1dmg officials. We were turned away
straight- faced, from both Hannover and Dusseldorf. The only
solution was to hitch at the roadside instead of the runway.
We were picked up fairly quickly, on a cold, wet day. In that sense
we were lucky. However, our driver was described as someone akin
to the Wild Man of Borneo, and his vehicle looked like something that
'Blue Peter' had prepared earlier. However second class riding is
better than first class walking, as they say, and he took us all the way
to Paris . It was the evening of the 17th.
That evening was spent attempting the various tasks· we were
chased from Maxim's by an irate doorman, Le Lapin Agiie was not
so 'Agile' (it is closed on Tuesdays!), and there aren't many escargot
farm s in the centre of Paris. Undeterred, we found a bed for the night
and were refreshed for the hitch to Lyons on the 18th.
'
The 18th was wet. Very wet. French drivers drive very quickly and
don 't often stop fo~ hitch-hikers . We went f?r the sympathy vote: and
eventually a .travellmg salesman gave us a hft to the service area just
south of Pans. He also gave us some 'Marketing Advice' ; change our
pl~c~rd from 'Lyons' to 'Beaujolais'. Apparently, if you're French,
this 1s very funny!
It was whilst shelt~ring fr.o m the rain, gingerly thrusting our new
placard at every passmg vehicle, that a small white van pulled up. Jn
our b.roken French, we negoti~ted a lift all the way to Lyons. They
explained that we wouldn't arrive unlit that night, as they had a few
stops to mak~. As the Beaujolais wasn't released until midnight we
were not worried. They opened the back of the van for us to climb in
and there, stacked to the roof, were hundreds of boxes of Beauj olai~
Nouveau. They had been selling it to Parisian restaurants for release
the next day. The price of a case was quickly negotiated, and we were
left in the rain, clutching our twelve bottles, whilst the van
disappeared in a cloud of spray.
. After a celebratory cheeseburger, we began the long haul home. The
Journey was not as eventful as the route down, but involved CB
fanatical salesmen, homicidal truck drivers, and a flying dutchman.
Eventually we arrived back at barracks, and a bottle was on the
CO's desk by lunchtime on the 19th, only to find another team had
beaten us to it. However, they had only made a few phone calls and
had it delivered to them, so although, strict!y, they won the race, ours
was a moral victory.

FINANCIAL PLANNING
ITS PU RPOSE is to make th e best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets, to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve fi nancial aims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION
FINANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT
TRANSFER OF ASSETS

- against the effects of
possessions being lo t or
damaged .
- for present or future
dependants.
- immediately or in the fu ture.
-for present or future children.
- based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
-to the next generation.

WE ADVISE on the use of savings fro m income , the
investment o( capital , the use of other assets where applicable,
insurance against ill health and the insurance of possessions.
We help clients to lay the fou ndations of sound plans, to
develop existing plans and keep them up to date, and then to
make the best use of resources when the time comes to meet
commitments.
GOOD INfoORMATION is the basis of sound planning. The
more clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assist them . Please let us have full details of existing resources,
yo ur abi lity to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us
all you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to cope. We, of course, treat all such information as
confidential.
AN E ARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrange ments which may need developing, the sooner
you refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
made through us. It is based on over 44 years o f examining
clients' problems, analysing them and advising on them . It is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen , but is given in writing
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHE R ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YO U AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE .
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE
Telephone: (0273) 32818115

~
.
'·
Not all the services advertised here are regulated by the
Financial Services Act 1986 and the rules made for the
protection of inve tors by that Act will not apply to them .
Lt Brian Alderson outside the Moulin Rouge in Paris
Husbands of the ladies wh o des igne d a nd worke d t he rug see n
here with Lt Col Pat Soward
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A VISIT TO PAKISTAN BY THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen Hamid Hassan Butt, SOinC Pakistan Army, invited the
Corp to attend the In tallation Ceremony of the new Colonel
Commandant of the Pakistan Signal Corps at Kohat on 7 January
1993. Our deleg tion was led by T he Master of Signals and consisted
of Maj Gen David Hors fi eld, President of The Indian Signals
ociation, Maj J oe Croker and Capt J ane Knight.
We were greeted on arrival by Lt Col G hazafar Ali Khan, the liaison
officer for the visit, and a four man Military Police escrot ensured that
all the travel arrangements went without a hitch.
The fir t night was pent in Peshawar where we were entertained by
the British Defence Attache and his wife.
The following day was spent at Kohat attending the Attestation
Parade of the Pakistan Signal Corps. Apart from words of command
in Urdu the parade took much the same form as our own Army
Apprentice College Graduation parades, even the awards for the best
recruits were similar. The drill was of a very high standard and the
public attestation by all the recruits, swearing allegiance to their
country and their faith, made it a most impressive ceremony.
After the parade we were entertained by a mass PT display which
provided an opportunity to meet some of the many senior officers
present who welcomed us warmly. We were able to call on Maj Gen
aeed uz Zafar, GOC 9 Division and Garrison Commander of Kohat,
who had passed through Shrivenham when the Master of Signals was
the Deputy Commandant. Taking coffee in his office we were able to
admire the panoramic view and savour the history that surrounded us:
the names of all the former Garrison Comma nders are record ed back
to 1849 when the British annexed Kohat. Our visit was rounded off
by an exchange of commemorative gifts.

No important military occasion in Pakistan would be complete
without a Bara Khana, or 'Big Meal' with all ranks and their families
and their guests eating under one roof at one large table, followed by
a musical show which, in this instance, featured well known national
Television personalities.
The following day the President of Pakistan, Mr Ghulam Isbaq
Khan, accompanied by the Chief of Army Staff, Gen Asif Nawa.z,
attended the Installation Ceremony of the new Colonel Commandant
of the Pakistan Signal Corps, Maj Gen Saranjam Khan, Military
Secretary of the Pakistan Army, at the Durbar Lawn.
Our party was seated in the centre of the front row, facing the stage,
Maj Gen Saranjam Khan underwent a formal change of uniform,
emerging dressed as a Colonel of the Pakistan Army Signal Corps,
and the ceremony was concluded with an address by the President of
Pakistan.
After the Installation Ceremony we moved to another lawn where
the Chief of the Army Staff made a series of presentations; every
member of our party received a personal gift. The Master of Signals
was presented with a 14 inch model of the Pakistan Signal Corps
badge, and in response he gave Maj Gen H a mid Hassan Butt a
collection of historical photographs, donated by friends of the Indian
Signals Association and mounted in an album by Maj Pickard of the
Corps Museum Staff.
During his visit the President of Pakistan formally opened the new
STC Mess where both the Master of Signals and Gen H o rsfield met
the President and discussed the visit and Gen H orsfield 's previous
experience of Pakistan.
It had been an interesting and enj oyable morning with the

The Master of Signals views Kohat township from Kohat Fort

The President of Pakistan, Ghulam lshaq Khan , the Chief of
Armed Forces Staff, Genera l Asif Nawaz and senior officers . Very
sadly General Asif Nawaz died of a heart attack the next day

The Master of Signa ls presenting a Corps plaque to Major Genera l
Saeed uz Zafar, GOC 9th Division , in whose divisional area STC
Kohat is located

Major General David Horsfield (Retd), President Indian Signals
Association of GB meets the President. Major General Butt
looks on
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conversation naturally turning to past memories and personalities in
our respective Corps. The afternoon provided an opportunity for a
fascinating visit to Darra, which lies .b etween Peshawar and Kohat;
here one could purchase a!J types of firearm manufactured anywhere
in the world with the ammunition to match. Returning to Kohat the
party were entertained in the evening by the SOinC, the STC officers
and their wives.
On the final day of the visit Gen Butt kindly arranged a visit to
Saman and Fort Lockhart, some 90 minutes drive along sharply
winding roads south of Kohat and close to the Afghanistan border.
The journey to the summit took us up to over 7 ,OOOft, providing a
magnificent view of the surrounding countryside. On reaching the fort

the guides patiently answered our many questions, in perfect English,
and were more than generous with their hospitality.
On our return to Kohat to bid farewell to Gen Butt and his wife
and t~e Commandant of the STC Brig Abdur Rab, who had been ou;
attentive an~ generous hosts throughout this memorable visit, the
Master of S.1gnals presented ~ print of the Corps painting of 30 Sig
~egt mountmg guard at Buckmgham Palace. This picture now hang
m the new STC Mess as a memento of the occasion, and the close ties
between our two Corps.
We flew from Peshawar to Lahore where we were met with the news
that. the Chief of Army Staff, Gen Asif Nawaz, had collapsed and died
earlier that day, a sad end to a most memorable visit.

Choose your weapon . At Darra in tribal territory you can buy a
wide variet y of weapons, either the genu ine article or an exact
tri ba l copy .

The steep terracing indicates the difficu lty of bui lding a road to
climb to the 7,400ft of Fort Lockhart
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ROYAL SIGNALS RECRUITING AND PUBLICITY EVENTS 1993
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Ex Blue Fall, Cyprus
Battenea ho,.
Commande,.. Opcruni Show, C.tterick
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2-3
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3
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13
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16
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26-27

28-31
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I

4-S
2·S
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July
I

4
4

9-11
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24-30

l.ttk Show

J

II
13-15
17-31
18
20-22

Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets, Blue Helmets,
Quiclcsilver & R Signals Road
Show
Royal Signals Band

Wootton Ba5Stl S"'11ldon
Barton Amhow MllllChester
KnattSborough ho"
wcastle-under-Lyme Carnival
'""1on Ayclfffe Dulington
Blandford Reunion
UMayors how Chester
Devon County Show
Farnborough Oal:fum School
Fi!W Hull Schools Anny Soccer Comp
Costello Stadium Hull
Stafford County Show
Southend Airshow
Haverford West Show
Lttds Steam Rally
Nonbumbcrland Show

Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
3S Sig Regt
White Helmets
Quiclcsilver
Blue Helmets
JS Sig Regt
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets & Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets

Droitwich Show Midlands
Redcar RUFC Gala
Royal Bath and West Show
HMS Sultan Gosport
Mencap onballerton
Sishtbill Park Scotland
Edinburgh KAPE
Bathgate KAPE
Ncwtongrange Scotland KAPE
Darlington Show
Seaburn Show 1993 Co Durham
Fon! Sports Romford Essex
Glencorse
Glasgow KAPE
Shrewsbury Carnival
Glasgow Show
Rotherham Tattoo
Lincolnshire Show
Malton Show
Yorks
Bournemouth Show
Royal Signals Reunion Cauerick
Middlcscx Show
Army Education Services Bassingbourn

White Helmets
Quicl:silver
White Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Quicl:silver
Quick:silver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quiclcsilver
White Helmets
Blue Helrneu
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets, Blue Helmets
& Quiclcsilver

AES Bassingbourn

White Helmets, Blue Helmets
& Quicksilver
White Helmets

42 Survey Eng Gp Hermitage
/Stevenage Show
4th of July Menwith Hill Harrogate
/RAF Catterick
British Steel Gala Redcar
NABC Youth Festival Southampton
Wirral Show

White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets

25

26-30

Sunderland Show
Great Yorkshire Show Harrogate
The Royal Tournament
SSAFA Air Show Church Fenton
East of England Show Peterborough
Cleveland County Show Middlesborough
Severn Trent Water Open Day
Cleveland County Show Middlesbrough
Towyn Police Show
Stokcsley Play Weck N Yorks

Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Blue Helmet
JS Sig Regt
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver

August
I
Taileton Show Southport
I
Alnwick Castle Northumberland
3-4
Bingley Show
4
RAF Brizc Norton Funily Day
6-8
l..ttds
6-8
Portsmouth and Southsea
11-13
Padstowe Show
13-14
Shrewsbury Flower Show
14-IS
Derby City Show
16
Newcastle Ice Rink
16-18
Cromer Carnival
19
Denbighshire & Flintshire
21
Colwyn Bay
21
Southend Show
22
Macclesfield Show
25-26
Prestatyn Carnival N Wales
27-30
Town & County Show (Stonleigb)
28
Denbighshire Flower Show N Wales
29-30
Eye Show
29-30
Harewood House Harrow8ate
29-31
Hemsworth Water Park Yorkshire
September
3-6
Dorchester Agriculture Show
4-5
Stockton Show
5
Richmond Round Table
10-12
Bristol Balloon Festival
11
South Norfolk Tattoo Attleborough Norfolk
15-16
Thorne Show
16-30
Possible BAOR Tour
17-19
Newbury Show

RIGHT BALDRICK, WHAT IS YOUR CUNNING PLAN?

White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
3S Sig Regt
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver

November

6

RAF Linton on Ouse
White Helmets
l}te calendar is accurate at the time of going to press but you arc advised to contact the
Uruts concerned to ensure that there have been no changes before embarking on long
journeys. Confirmation and informatio·n can be obtained from the Units concerned on the
follo.-ing numbers:
Display Teams
{White/Blue Helmets, Quicksilver, TGRin
Corps Band
30 Sig Rcgt
71 Sig Regt (V), 68 Sig Sqn, 70 Sig Sqn, 256 Sig Sqn
34 Sig Regt (V)
36 Sig Regt (V) (44 Sig Sqn)
37 Sig Rest (V)
5 (AB) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (0252) 349503

(0748) 832521
(0258) 452581
(0258) 4S2S8 I
(0322) 52922S
(0642) 232626
081-478 1941
(0272) s19898
(0258) 452S81

Ext 2556
Ext 2445
Ext 2SS8

Ext 25S8

Key:
KAPE = Keep The Army ln the Public Eye
TGRJT = Training Group Regimental Information Teams
ABF = Army Benevolent Fund

Those who have applied for redundancy or whose names appear on the redundancy list on 25 Feburary 1993
really should be making a cunning plan. Shown below are things that you should include in it:• Have you seen your Unit Resettlement Officer?
•Have you seen your RAO and checked your financial position?
•Have you seen the local ETS/SETS Resettlement Officer? Have arrangements been made for a Resettlement
Panel Interview (WOs), Career Advice Board Interview NCOs & below, and Final Resettlement Board Interview
(All)?
•Have you been on a financial counselling seminar?
•Have you sorted out your advice briefings, familiarisation attachments to civilian firms and Resettlement
Course? One of the better ones is the 'Job Search' briefing run by Coutts.
•If Commissioned have you registered with the Officers Association? They have branches in London and
Edinburgh and you should register now.

•If Non-Commissioned, have you gone to see the Employment Officer of the Regular Forces Employment
Association in the Area where you want a job? There are 40 branches of the RFEA and your Unit Resettlement
Officer should have a contact address and telephone number.

•If you are a Sergeant or above (and some Corporals are eligible) have you registered with the Service
Employment Network of the Tri-Service Resettlement Organisation? This is a computer driven job matching
service.
•Have you registered with the Corps of Commissionaires? The type of job they offer covers the broad spectrum
of management, administration, technical specialisations, transport, security and not unnaturally
Commissionaires.
•Have you Registered with the Royal British Legion Attendants Coy Ltd? They offer a comprehensive range
of employment, the main being security services (they pay very much better than most for this), and car park
services.

e Has your wife registered with the Federation of Army Wives (FAW) computerised job register? If she has
a job she should get a reference. If she has a Civil Service job she should apply for a transfer. Also if she is
in the UK she could apply for an office skills course on the FOCUS scheme run by FAW.
e Have you made contact with the District Action and Support Team in the area where you intend to live? They
have been tasked to liaise with local employers and to provide information on housing, jobs and schooling.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Regimental Headquarters
London District Military or STD 071-930 4466 and ask for extension as below
or
by direct dialling as shown
Appl
Regt Col
Rcgt Sec
Asst Regt Sec
Wei Sec
Assn AO
Corps Acct
Ace ts

Ed Wire/ Journal

FAX

Ord Room
Rct Offrs
Chief Clerk
Asst Ed Wire
Clerk, Regt Col
S02 (Sldr Rec)
Corps Rcscttlemenl Offr

Name
Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE
Col A. N. de BreUon-Gordon
Maj G. Schofield MBE
Mrs P. J. Haw
Mr R. Whittle
Mr A. Wilkinson
MrD.WUes
Lt Col M. Q. M. Greaves
Lt Col Beattie/Capt Dugdale

Miss S. A. Jackson
Mrs M. A. Riggs
Mrs D. Young
Maj B. H. Rowe
Lt Col A. de V. Hunt

Extension
8420
8421
8422
8423
8424
8425
8426
8428
8429
8430
8431
8432
8433
8443
8444
8427

(STD Direct Dial)
(071-414 8420)
(071-414 8421)
(071-414 8422)
(071-414 8423)
(071-414 8424)
(071-414 8425)
(071-414 8426)
(071-414 8428)
(071-414 8429)
(071-414 8430)
(071-414 8431)
(071-414 8432)
(071-414 8433)
(071-414 8443)
(071-414 8444)
(071-414 8427)

e Have you been to your local Employment Service Job Centre? You should do this 56 days before you leave.
Ask to see the 'New Client Adviser'. There are a number of schemes available and the job club provides free
stamps, free telephone calls, free travel to interviews. They also have a scheme which guarantees you an
interview with a prospective employer.
e Have you contacted the Joint Service Housing Advice Office about your particular Housing need?

e Have you sorted out schooling, informed the local education authority of the date of your arrival, reserved
a place at the school of you choice, ascertained if you are entitled to BSA?
If you have any worries on the above see your Unit Resettlement Officer or write or telephone to Lieutenant
Colonel Tony Hunt, The Corps Resettlement Officer at RHQ Royal Signals. Telephone: 071-414 8427, or
London District 8427.
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- Movements - ·.
T FF OFFICER
R1111

otJd

ame

u 1in .•

Unit to which postttf
II Sig Rcgt

\1 R H 1993

Rom. and • ame
Col R
Wrigh1

Unit to which posttd
SA 'GCOM

OFFICERS
FEBRUARY 1993
Rank and .Vam•
Lt Col A. D . For tcr
Lt Col P. Parlin ..
Mai H . ·. S. Colborn .•
\1aj J . P. M . Coullhard
\faj R. C. T. Cuthbert ..
1aj J. Dryburgh
Maj M. W , Edwards
'1aj A. J . H. Harrison ..
\1 aj J. D. Heck ..
Maj D. A . Sullivan
Maj M. F. Tucker
hj . 1. Y<ocll ..
Capt I. J . Bradshaw
Capt A . D. Burgin
Capt J . W, Dakin
Capt P. W. Glibbcry
Capt D. G. Halstead
Capt I. L. Parry ..
Capt C. C. Richards
Capt R. A . harp
Capt R. Thompson
Lt S . T. Gillespie
Lt A . Sharman ..
2Lt G. P. J . Buxton
2Lt L. J . H. Cullen
2Lt P . McCartcr ..

Unit to which postttf
2 Sig Rcgt
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
RCB
2 Sig Bdc
2 Sig Bdc
Combined Arms Training Centre
JCUFI (AE)
DOES (A)
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
DGGWLS
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Reat
RMCS Shrivcnham
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
9 Sig Rcgt
602 Sig Tp (Special Comms)
RMCS Sbrivcnbam
RMCS Shrivcnham
28 Sig Rcgt
RMCS Shrivcnharn
DCIS (A)
HQ Trg Gp R Signals
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (2 16 Para)
13 Sig Rcgt
Royal School of Signals
Royal School or Signals
Royal School of Signals

OFFICERS
MARCH 1993
Rank and Name
Lt Col P . R. Dick-Peter ..
Lt Col . R. J. Ebdon
Lt Col S. G. Hughes
Lt Col A . Lynn ..
Maj R. N. Oapp ..
Maj B. A. Coram ..
Maj R. J. J . Ellis . .
Maj P . J. Grey ..
Maj J . R. Jasiok ..
Maj D. A. H. Jones
Maj A. P. Lomax . .
Maj T . R. Manders
Maj P. J . Oldfield ..
Maj J.P . Wilson ..
Cap1 J . D. Ash ..
Capt P. J . Davies ..
Capt M . J. Fcosom
Capt R. C. Gamble
Capt A . G. Hill ..
Capt A. G. Hooley
Capt S. J. Howard
Capt T. M . Jones ..
Capt C. D. McGrory
Capt N. P. Metcalfe
Capt C. R. Owen .•
Capt M. J. Perry ..
Capt C. S. J . Phillips
Cap1 N. A. W . Pope
Capt P. V. Pople ..
Capt G. M. Smith ..
Capt J . E. R. Smith
Capt T . J . P . Watts
Lt S. l . Billingham
Lt P. Deans
.•
Lt S. C Glover ..
Lt W. J. Kirby ..
Lt S. R. Mannings ..
Lt J . M . O'Brien ..
Lt K. A. Owen ..
Lt A. J . E. Parsons
Lt K. J. Pope
Lt K. Russell
..
Lt D. M. Sharkey ..
Lt C. R. Sutherland
l.t D. P . Tomlinson
2Lt S. J . Abram ..
2Lt R. J. Craig ..
2Lt L. Gollcy
..
2Lt A . Greenfield . .
2Lt L. J . Hawkes ..
2Lt . W. Massey .
2Lt . H. Range ..
2Lt D. J . Thornton
2Lt J P . Townsend
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WOs and SNCOs

fEBRt...ARY 1993
Col B. J ,

.:;

Unit ro which posted
HQ LONDIST
I I Sig Rcgt (HS)
MS PBll
SHAPE ACE COMMSEC
Staff College (HS Course)
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sis Bde
DSS (A)
MD/ HOES
8 Sig Rcgt
Staff College (HS Course)
16 Sig Rcgt
Def ADP Trg Centre (HS Course)
HQ UKLF
Staff College (HS Course)
Depot 11 Sig Rcgt
RMCS Sbrivcrtham (HS Course)
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
662 Sig Tp
39 Sig Rcgt (V)
259 Sig Sqn
240 Sig Sqn
259 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivcrtham (HS Course)
Staff College (HS Course)
Staff Collesc (HS Course)
241 Sig Sqn
RMCS Shrivcnham (HS Course)
Def ADP Trg Centre (HS Course)
Staff College (HS Course)
8 Sia Rcgt
Staff College (HS Course)
30 Sig Rcgt
3 (UK) Div HQ aod Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
The RoyaJ School of Signals
30 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Queen's Gurkha Signals
8 Sig Rcgt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
13 Sig Rcgt
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
2 Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
16 Sig Rcgt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
16 Sig Rcgt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt

FEBRUARY 1993

Ronk

and

A/ WOI D. L. Parry
..
W02 (YofS) G. M. Robinson ..
W02 W . Wan s ..
SSgt C. E. Arnold
SSgt V. D. Bates . .
SSgt R. J . B. Bayly
SSgt J . R. Gray ..
$Sgt (FofS) I. S. Horton
SSgt A. Jarwood . .
SSgt R. J . Stanton
SSgt A. Turner ..
Sgt M. A . Appleby
Sgt A. M. Black •.
Sgt D. C. Brown ..
Sgt S. W. Bruce ..
Sgt A. J . Cannadine
Sgt S. Clark
..
Sg1 S. P. Cowan ..
Sgt S. Erskine
..
Sgt W. S. Freeman
Sgt S. A. Harcsign
Sat C. D. R. Ki1 chener . .
Sat T . R. Lund . .
Sgt D. H . Marshall . .
Sgt R . Marshall . .
Sgt A. J . Pinsent ..
Sgt D. G. Richardson
Sgt P . J , Rogers ..
Sgt D. C. Simpson
Sgt D. A. Stevenson
Sgt A. P. Sutherland
Sgt R. L. Thompson
Sgt K. R. Tindall . .
Sgt D. N. Turner ..
Sgt G. Walker
..
Sg1 M. M. Wareing
Sgt P. G . Weaver
A/Sgt F. A . Graham
A/Sgt D. T. Sowerby

Nomt

Unit to which posted
UK SP Unit SHAPE
17 Port and Maritime RLC Regt
Sheffield UOTC
RMCS Shrivenhnm
14 Sig Rcg1
The Royal School of Signals
1 HQ Sig Sqn (207)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
30 Sig Rcgt
32 Sig Rcgt (V)
633 Sig Tp
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
2 Sig Regt
15 Sig Rcgt
AA Coll Harrogate
15 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
7 Bde Sqn
34 Sig Regt (V)
BBGT (North)
20 Sig Sqn
2 Sig Reg1
8 Sig Regl
225 Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
240 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
13 Sig Rcgt
3 (UK Div) HQ and Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Regt
225 Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt Dcpo1 Tp
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
19 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn

MARCH 1993

Rank and Name
WOI C. Barncu ..
WOJ A. S. Houghton
AIWOI M. D. Facer
..
AIWOI (FofS) R. S. Morris
AIWOI 1. Williams
..
W02 M. G . Chapman . .
W02 (FofS) J. R. Dobson
W02 (YofS) W. Jackson
W02 (YofS) P. J . M. Jarvis
AIW02 (FofS) M. W. Thomas
SSgt W. M. Barnett
SSgt l . P. Beecham
SSgt M . R. Denny
SSgt C. G. McGinley
SSgl P . L. Shenton
SSgt C . D. Tait . .
SSgt M. J . Westrop
A/SSgt l. S. Ackerley
AISSgt S. K. Maycock
A/SSgt C. l. Udell
Sgt J. 0. Alleyne ..
Sgt M. J. AJlwork
Sgt G. W. Beech . .
Sgt S. J. Beswick . .
Sgt P. A. Clogg . .
Sgt S. Crawford . .
Sgt IL l . DiUctt . .
Sgt R. J. Dunsheath
Sat M. N. Fisher . .

Unit to which posted
DSS (AD)
RSM and RO
Comms and Sy Gp UK
5 AB Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
28 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
3 Cdo Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
HQ Trg Gp
241 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
I l Sig Regt Dcpol Tp
11 Sig Rcgt Depot Tp
8 Sig Regt
202 Sig Sqn
3 (UK Div) HQ and Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
UNFICYP
28 Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
7 Bde Sqn
2 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
8 Sig Regt
I RHA
2 Sig Rcgt
15 Sig Rcgt

It is regretted that the postings for December 1992 showed W02 G.
Blonde! as YofS-he is, in fact, Foreman of Signals.

CLAYESMORE SCHOOL
IWERNE MINSTER,
BLANDFORD, DORSET DTI 1 8LL
SENIOR SCHOOL tel : 0747 812122
PREP SCHOOL tel: 0747 811707
• A fully co-educational school offering day places from 3'12-18,
boarding places from 8-18
• High Academic standards in both Prep and Senior School
• An outstanding reputation for drama, music and the arts
• A beautiful 60 acre campus with su perb sporting facilities
e Assistance with travel arrangements
• Generous Academic, Art and Music Scholarships to both Schools;
Bursaries for Service families
A first class independent education for your children
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Sgt s ..\ Gorlon
Sgt A. N. Gray
Sgt P J. Green ..
Sgt R. W. Hannah
Sgt M J. E. Hodd&
Sgt w. John.on ..
Sgt J . W. Kelly ..
Sgt R. Lang
Sgt J . W. Lcsicr . .
Sgt M. A. Main ..
Sg1 P. J. Mallard
Sgl V. E. McNaught
sat w. Miller
Sgt L. Okane
Sgt S. R. Osman ..
Sgl P. O'Brien
..
Sg1 J. O'Donnell ..
Sgt D. W . Pescod
Sgl J. W. Prowse
Sgt A . F. guinn .•
Sgt P. J. Richardso n
gt M. Rogers
Sgt D. Roger
..
Sgt T. R. Smith
Sgt D. A. Tuck ..
Sgl K. Walters
..
$gt D. G. Williams
Sgt J.B. M. Wood
A/Sgt R. P . Atkinson
A I S t M. F. Barnes
!\/Sgt M. J. Batey
A/Sgt P. A. Buckley
A/ Sgt A. B. Burns
A/Sgt A. Dixon . •
A!Sa1 R. C. Eden
A/Sg1 S. M. Jarnell
A/Sgt L. D. Kemp
A/Sgt M. C. McOrry
A/Sgt A.G. Nodwell
A/ Sgt R. E. Nolan
A/Sgt S. L. Phillips
A/Sgt S Taylor ..
A/ Sgt K. J . Townsin

..

2 Royal Green Jacket•
lRWF
8 Sig Rcgt
633 Sig Tp
229 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Rcgt
UNl-ICYP
8 Sig Rcgl
9 Sig Rcgt
The Royal School of Signals
Hg AFCENT
8 Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Rcgt
240 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT (Staff)
Queen's Gurkha Sig Rcgt
242 Sig Sqn
HQ BAOR
34 Sig Regt CV)
8 Sig Regt
15 Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
11 Sig Rcgt Depo1 Tp
4 Armd Div HQ and ig Rcg1
The Royal School or Signals
8 Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
The Royal School of Signals
HQ BAOR/ HQ BRSC
JCUFl
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School or Signals
238 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
14 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
38 Sig Regt (V)
JSSp Unit

DEATHS
Balley-SSgt L. G. Bailey-died 6 December 1992.
Barry-Cpl R. J. Barry- died 10 January 1993.
Baynes-Sgt I. M. Bayne.~-died 30 October 1992.
Bolden-Sig W. Bolden-served 1920-36, 1941-46-died February
1993.
Brown-Sgt K. C. Brown-died 13 December 1992.
Cadman-WOl (YofS) P. J. Cadman-died 8 February 1993.
Clarke-Cpl W. Clarke-died 7 November 1992.
Collins-Sig D. Collins-served 1992-1993-died 16 February 1993.
Cooper-Mrs Mary Cooper wife of Col (Retd) D. W. Cooper-died
20 February 1993 .
Craig-Col J. M. Craig TD-served 1956-88-died 4 March 1993 .
Cross-Sgt A. M. Cross-died 21 December 1992.
Cunningham-W02 R. Cunningham-died 18 December 1992.
Doman-Sig P.A. Doman-served 1991-1993-died 2 March 1993.
Fairfield-W02 W. A. Fairfield-died 17 November 1992.
Fox-SSgt W. A. A. Fox-died 10 November 1992.
Hawkes-Sgt J.E. Hawkes-served 1950-56-died 16 February 1993.
Hayes-Sig D. D. Hayes-served 1944-47-died 30 January 1993.
Hendry-Wot Hendry-died 7 October 1992.
Jepson-P. E. Jepson-died 11 November 1992.
Lee-W. Lee- died 7 October 1992.
Lindsay-Sgt D. Lindsay-served 1928-46-died 23 April 1985.
Marshall-D. W. Marshall-died 28 October 1992.
Mitchell-Lt Col M. Mitchell MBE ERD-served 1937-55-died 27
February 1993.
Nolan-Maj D. A. Nolan-served 1993-1957-date of death not
known.
Orchard-P. Orchard Esq CBE, Hon Col 7 Sig Regt (V) 1984-88
- died February 1993 .
Prince-Sgt N. J. Prince-died 27 October 1992.
Rogers-Col H. C. 8. Rogers ODE- served 1924-55-died 1 February
1993.
Sanders-Cpl E. M. Sanders-served 1939-46-died 8 February 1993.
Sherriff-Col J. A. Sherriff, Hon Col 32 Sig Regt (V)-died 10 March
1993.
Sims-Sgt A. D. Sims-served 1930-46- died 18 January 1993.
Spendley-Sig G. E. Spendley-served 1960-66-died 8.3.1993.
Stevenson-Cpl J. L. Stevenson-died 21 November 1992.
Taylor-SSgt S. W. Taylor-died 6 October 1992.
Tipton-W02 N. Tipton DEM-died 13 October 1992.
Ward-Sgt H. H. Ward-served 1937-58-died 10 January 1993.
Weight-Sgt G. H. Weight-died 7 December 1992.
Wood-W02 A. Wood-served 1939-45-died 2 February 1993 ..
Woodland-Col A. H. Woodland ERD-served 1927-1926-died
1993
9.3.1993.
Young-Cpl D. C. Young-served 1943-46- died January
.
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OBITUARIES
B•lmphrcy-WOl (FofS) Charles 'Chas' Brian Humphrey died
following an accident m Brunei on 29 April 1992 aged 59 years.
He is sadly missed by his wife Luzia, daughter Karola, son-i n-law
Ian and grandsons Phillip and Christopher.
Gaines-LCpl Alan Gaines. It is with deep regret that 38 Sig Regt (V}
report the sudden and tragic death of LCpl Alan Gaines on
Tuesday 3 February 1993 as the result of injuries sustained in a
road traffic accident on that date.
Alan enlisted into Royal Signals (Volunteers) and 64 (Sheffield)
Squadron, 38 Signal Regiment (V) in December 1985 as a Tele Op
{TG) and served with the Squadron throughout his service. A very
keen and efficient TA soldier he supported all military and
adventure training activities and was a member of the 'Ex Lion
Star l' contingent to Cyprus in June 1992.
A popular member of the Squadron he will be missed by his
many friends and colleagues who extend their deepest and most
si ncere sympathy to his family.
Meacher- Alfred John Meacher died suddenly on 1 February, a few
days after his 80th birthday, Alf joined 56 London Div Sig TA in
1935 and rode in the 1937 Royal Tournament with his Regiment's
motorcycle display team. He transferred to 52 Anti Tank Regt RA
TA which went to France in 1939 with two pounder anti-tank guns
to try to stop Guderian's panzers. After surviving Dunkirk Alf
went on to earn the Burma Star. He was one of 'Those
Magnificent Men on their Ancient Machines' who rode in the 1987
and (at the age of 77) the 1990 Royal Tournaments as part of the
White Helmets' Act. He appeared on TV in 'In the Highest
Traditions' and in 'Record Breakers', and was pictured in the 1990
Guinness Book of Records. Our condolences go to Alf' s widow Vi
and daughter Lesley, who have asked that donations in his
memory be sent to the Royal Signals Association.
Sims-Mr A. D. Sims. We regret to announce the death of 'Sam' Sims
which occurred on 18 January. Sam served in the Corps from
1930-46 and was a member of Liverpool Branch . He was also a
member of the Indian Signals Association and the Burma Star
Associaton . We send our condolences to his widow and daughter.
Sutherland-SSgt E. M. Sutherland DEM. It is with deep regret that
we announce the death of 'Terry' who died on 9 November 1992
as a result of a road traffic accident on his way to work in Saudi
Arabia. He served in the Corps from 1957-61 and from 1966-88
and will be deeply missed by his wife Anne and children Elaine,
Eugene and Sean.
Tompkins-Peter Tompkins joined the Corps in 1944 (Boy's Coy)
and served until 1970. he was in Korea with a unit of the Royal
Artillery. After he left the Army he followed a career with
Rediffusion and Marconi until his death on 20 February, after
short illness, aged 62 years. He served as a councillor for Frimley
for 20 years and was a sometime Mayor of Surrey Heath. He
leaves a widow, Doris, a son and a daughter.
Ward-Mr H. H. Ward . It is with regret that we record the death of
Harry Ward on 10 January after a long illness. Harry served in the
Corps from 1937-1958 and will be adly missed by his many friends
far and wide. An active member of Liverpool Branch he was also
a keen member of the Amateur Radio Society.
DEATH OF MRS BIB MAHONEY
Sgt 'Scouse' Mahoney and sons Aaron and Lee incerely thank_ all
members of the Corps for their kind thoughts, flowers and gift
received following the death of his wife Bib in November 1992. Special
thanks and appreciation to the Commanding Officer and all ranks,
Queen's Gurkha Signals, the Officer Commanding and all ranks 242
Signal Squadron, OIC and staff Royal Signals Manning and Records
Office and WOl 'Taff' Eynan OIC Depot Troop. We may never be
able to repay you all, God bless.
Tommy Walker who died on 11 January 1993, aged 77 y_ears, ~as. a
famous Scottish footballer who played for Heart of M1dloth1an m
1932 and for Chelsea after the war before returning to his old club.
During the war he served as a Captain in the Corps and played for
the Combined Services XI in India.
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NOTICES
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3

pr

11 May
16
19 Jun
26'27
27
28
5 O\'
25 ov

14 Dec

ORP DATFS
Ro ·al ignals
ociation Branch Representative '
\1eeting,
Corp Dinner, International Press Centre
Royal igna As ociation Reunion, Blandford
Corps Lune 1eon, Blandford
Royal Signals As ociation Reunion, Catterick
Corps Luncheon orth, Catterick
Prince s Royal Day
Corps Scotti h Dinner, Glasgow
Royal Signals Institution London Lecture, International
Pres Centre
Corps Carol Service

Harvey and Sue Blizard will be opening their garden at Sea Close,
Hythe, Kent, under the National Garden Scheme, again this year, on
Sunday afternoons. The dates are, 30 May, 18 July, 29 August and 3
October. As in previous years, 25 OJo of the gate money will be donated
to the Royal Signals Benevolent Society (£150 in 1992).
ALANBROOKE MEMORIAL STATUE APPEAL
The statue appeal is still some £50,000 short of its £150,000 target.
Those wishing to contribute should send their donation to Statue and
Appeal Fund Co-ordinator, W. H. P. Clarke, 9 Park Parade,
Cambridge CB5 BAL.
2 INFANTRY DIVISION HEADQUARTER AND SIGNAL
REGIMENT-SERGEANTS' MESS
The Mess has a number of items, eg goblets, presented from 1979
onwards. Donors or their families who would like them returned
should contact Sgt A. Donaldson (Provo Sgt) 2 Sig Regt, Imphal
Barracks, Fulford Road, York YOI 4AU (Tel: 0904 662248 York Mil
2228).

ACTION AND SUPPORT TEAMS
(A&ST)
WHAT ARE THEY?
The Teams are based at District/ Garrisons as an enhancement
to GI Branches to manage the Drawdown. They provide a focal
point for coordinating resettlement action on behalf of the leaver
and for monitoring progress through the resettlement process.
HOW DO IBEY WORK?
They work on a regional basis and liaise with all the local
resettlement agencies dealing with housing, employment, finance,
and welfare. This includes all the Service organisations, the exService organisations and local civilian agencies.
Housing. They liaise with the Joint Services Housing Advice
Office (JSHAO), SSAFA, Royal British Legion (RBL), and local
housing associations, to keep abreast with the many initiatives and
opportunities offered to service personnel, and supply the leaver
with up-to-date information. They work closely with the Families
Housing and Welfare Services (FHWS) and assist where they can
with any rehousing issues, including the provision of rental
accommodation for those returning from overseas.
Em ployment. They are responsible for spreading the word to
local employers on the transferability of service skills through the
Access to Excellence package. They will follow up employment
openings and exchange information with the Services Employment
Network and other appropriate agencies; including informing
service personnel. lo conjunction with the Employment Services
and Training & Enterprise Council (TEC) (or Local Employment
Council (LEC) in Scotland) and Education and Training Services
(ETS) Resettlement Officers they will, where appropriate, set up
Job Shops, Job Clubs, Job Skills Briefings and Job Seminars.
Finance. They are aware of the dates of Financial Seminars in
the area and encourage the leaver and spouse to attend and seek
counselling. In some cases they are able to provide the Army
Agents with a counselling facility for families .
Welfare. They liaise with the many Service ex-Service and
civilian welfare agencies and can provide information' and
guidance on where to go for expert advice on any subject. They
also work closely with the Regimental Associations.
WHAT CAN THEY DO FOR ME?
The A&sT market your skills to potential employers and offer
support and guidance to the leaver and family on any resettlement
sub1ect. Most A&sTs offer a library facility where you can browse
thr<?ugh the store of information in a friendly and relaxed
environment; where you can take your time to research any
resettlement issue and ask the questions you may feel vulnerable
in 3:1'king outside the Army environment; where you and your
family can talk to members of the Team who will be on hand
should you need them. There is a Help Line and 24 hour answef
phone where messages can be left on the answering machine and
~ Team. member will contact you. Most A&sTs have a telephone
line available for you to telephone potential employers and in some
cases help can be given with the preparation and printing of your
CV. If you are returning from overseas and looking for rental
accommodat_IOn the A&sT from the District in which you are
posted, or wish to settle, can send you information and advise on
uitable accommodation and rental costs .
HOW CAN I GET IN TOUCH WITH MY LOCAL A&ST?
As~ .your. Unit Chief Clerk or your Paymaster/Regimental
Adm1mstrat1ve Officer. They will have names and telephone
numbers so why not telephone now and make personal contact.
The A&sTs are there to help. DO IT NOW!

... for
•
conven1ence.

ARE YOU RESPONSIBLE FOR
ORGANISING AN ADVENTURE
TRAINING EXPEDITION?

...on camp

Do you know how easy it is to organise a unit sailing
expedition in the Baltic?

...on ships

Do you know that it is easy to arrange free (CNFP)
flights to Germany from the UK for adventure training?
Why not charter the Corps Yacht Quicksilver?
All you have to do is :

...on active duty.

• Book Quicksilver (see advert on Yacht Club page).

e Submit an ATFA (and apply for CNFP flights).
• Submit an application for CILOR.
• Ask your PRI for a grant.
• Turn up at Kiel with 5 or 6 enthusiastic soldiers for
a fun, challenging and exciting expedition sailing
Quicksilver around the beautiful islands and
harbours of Denmark and Sweden.

Always there
when you need us.

Contact: Capt Graham Addley, Assistant Secretary
RSYC (BAOR), 14 Sig Regt (EW), BFPO 36, Tel:
Osnabruck Mil 5247 or Civil (from UK) 010 49 541 607
5247.

FOR SALE
Mess Kit, Service Dress, Sam Browne, SD hat and No I hat to fit
height 6 ' 2", 40" chest, 32" waist. Cost £300. Contact Capt M. D.
P hillips on Tidworth Mil 734 2540, civil (0980) 841540.
DO YOU KNOW?
•
•
•
•
•
•

The name of the regimental quick march for the Corps?
The name of the slow march?
The marching rate of the Corps?
Why the Corps Staff Band plays Retreat?
Who first suggested the use of 'Mercury' as the Corps' emblem?
Where the first home of the Royal Signals Signal Training Centre
and School of Signals was located?
A nswers on page 95

Naafi
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TERSQ ADRON
Maj M. . Robinson
Capt R. J . Gascoigne
W02 ( M) . Mullen.
past fe · month , the Squadron has seen a change of
II1llil fa
; e bid a fond farewell to W02 Bottomley and his wife
after three and a half years in orthern Ireland, he leaves us
Cyprus to take up the post as RQMS Tech. We welcome W02
l
Mullen Lo the Squadron and wish him a safe and enjoyable tour.
!daj Bill Olin leaves the Army for the delights of life in civvy street,
and 'C :i him well . Maj Malcolm Robinson is now established in
po t as Sqn Comd and we wish him and !:tis wife Charmain a
u
ful and enjoyable tour.
QM DEPARTMENT
It i many months since the Department has received a mention but
life, though often hectic, is never dull! Friday evening is still the
favourite time for many to make the request for that essential item of
equipment that was needed yesterday !
Recent arrivals include the QM, Maj Gus Boag, SSgt John
Capanini, Cpls Sean Hyland, Martin Wright, Mac McDonald and
LCpl 'Taff' Dilling who is on a roulement tour from 8 Sig Regt. A
warm welcome is extended to the new boys and their famili es. Fond
farewells, thanks for a job well done and good wishes to their families
are sent to the following who have departed: Maj Ian Buckley-now
in Hong Kong (isn' t life hell!) who is congratulated on his recent
award of an MID . SSgt Derek Leggat to 8 Sig Regt. Sgt Keith
Wightman to 16 Sig Regt on promotion to SSgt. Cpl Chris Collin to
AFCENT. Cpl Rob Grey to civvy street as a windsurfmg instructor- a
fitting occupation for someone who often sailed close to the wind!
CONGRATULATIONS
During a visit to the Regiment by the GOC Lt Gen Sir John Wilsey
KCB, CBE, Sgt Spike Haynes was presented with a Certific.ate of
Commendation for service in Northern Ireland.
W02 (RQMS) John Burgess is also congratulated on being a
member of the winning team in the Army inter-district golf
competition held in Tidworth in October last. Who says it's all work
and no play!

225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj S. R. Sharman
2IC
Capt M. C. Burke
Tech Adjt Capt D. Warne, Ops Offr Capt J. Carr, SIO Capt G.
Fairclough, SSM W02 (SSM) Rutter, RQMS W02 (RQMS)
Williams, SSgt W02 Nelson, CC Sgt Townsin, IC Commcen Sgt
Hoban.
ADMIN TROOP WELCOMES
The Troop welcomes Maj Sharman and his wife Judith, Sgts Dave
Turner, Gary Thomson and Cpl Bev Wheeler. We hope your tour is
a good one. We also welcome to the Troop W02 Fiona Nelson, Sgts
Tim Ainsworth and Gary Thomson from Golf Tp.
ADMIN TROOP FAREWELLS
The Troop says farewell to Maj Ian Fielder and his wife Jane on
posting to MOD, Sgt Pete Rogers and his wife Kim on posting to
Germany, Cpl Steve Simpson and his wife Shirley on posting to Hong
Kong and LCpl Slan Stead on posting to Berlin. We wish you all a safe
.rnd pleasant tour.
ECHO TROOP
The Lisburn based staff are kept busy by the efforts of the outlying
detachments. The Troop has a smattering or sportsmen representing
the Regiment in a variety of sports, SSgt Shane Knight, Cpl Mark
Atkinson (basketball) and SSgt Ewan Hall (hockey) to name a few.
Congratulations to Sgt Damian Smith on his forthcoming marriage to
Sgt Liz Thomson. We wish them well in the future. The QRF Team
continue to work 25 hours a day to ensure the lads get their Radio
Times and choccy bars.
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GOLF TROOP
The Troop has undergone major plastic surgery as far as manpower
is concerned. Departing stalwarts include Sgts Simmons, Swift,
Holyoak, Cpls Bond and Dickinson. The new boys include Sgts
Richardson, Dicks, Murray, Cpls 'Swampy' Pettifer, ' Jean Luc'
Lowery, 'Fish' Valentine and the menial task team of LCpls Tibbetts
and Flynn. We wish one and all a happy and successful tour. The
Troop is led by W0 2 (FofS) Elsworthy, our Tech Adjt and his current
project is to accumulate as many Diamond Club or air miles bonus
points as he can.
233 SIGNAL SQUA DRON
The Squadron commenced the New Year by welcoming a new
Squadron Commander. Maj Andy James has taken over from the
'caretaker government' of Maj Frank Roberts.

Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Grogan
2IC
Capt Richard Lapslie
AO Maj Eric Kightley RE, RSM WOl (RSM) Stan Wise, YofS W02
(YofS)\.S_t!ve Brant, FofS W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilton, C Clk SSgt
(ORSQM!)) 'Hoppy' Hopkins.
SHQ
A few changes in manning. SSgt (FofS) Chris Gill has returned to
his unit after attachment. We welcome W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilton
and his family. Also a big welcome to Sgt Tony Lee and his family
joining SHQ. Sadly we also say farewell to Neoleen who has left our
Docs Office on promotion to the TA Centre in Portadown. Good luck
to you Noeleen and Chris and a warm welcome to all those who have
arrived recently.
Congratulations to LCpl John Wooding on attaining top student in
his Documentation Course and his Class I Clerks' Course. So we
should get an excellent report from the Docs Inspection! Also a little
pat on the back for the Chief Clerk, SSgt 'Hoppy' Hopkins for
organising yet another out of Province adventurous training exercise.
This time it was an exercise of two weeks duration to Sardinia in
March, and yes, the exercise leader was none other than the Chief
Clerk himself.

o'-

s IP.,.J
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DEPARTURES
The Troop would like to wish farewell and good luck to Cpl Dave
Williams on promotion to Sgt and hope that he enjoys his posting as
much as he did this one! Cpl Alan Smith, LCpls Graham Barrie, Mark
Rose and Sig Jamail Husain . Enjoy civvy street.
ARRIVALS
Welcome to Cpls Angie Tullock, Grant Clifford and Sig Ian
Rutland . We hope that you enjoy your time with us.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Alan Stringer
FofS
W02 (FofS) Tony Mullen
YofS SSgt (YofS) Phil Day.
We have recently welcomed into our ranks Operators Cpls Martln
Oxley and Jon Collins. Sgt Andy Sinclair, LCpls 'Kai' Kalmar and
'Mouse' Lever have joined the technicians frequenting the Workshop
('through there mate, we' re operators') . We wish all newcomers an
enjoyable and rewarding posting here.
A mention should be made of Cpls Dave Harris and 'Griff'
Griffiths who worked with the Troop for a short while but have since
moved to the quieter environs of TM Tp. Yes, we do still speak to
them!
Fond farewells (and good parties) are extended to Sgt 'Daz'
Newton, Cpls Neil Bedford and Cpl Colin Williams.
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HELLOS AND GOODBYES
We would all like to say our fond fa rewells to Cpl Steve Maddison
and family who have gone to 28 Sig Regt, and LCpl Gascoigne and
Lis who have gone to 21 Sig Regt.
Hello to Sigs Galloway and 'Sedge' Sedgwick who have arrived
straight from the factory.
SYSCON
Farewell to LCpl 'Taff' Thomas, LCpl 'Scouse' Dixon and LCpl
'Scouse' Reeves, we wish them all the best in their new postings .
A big welcome to Sig Scotty Scott who comes to us from 204 Sig
Sqn. Also to Cpl Paul Hornsby and Sig Ian Hirst from Harrogate.
Relocating Syscon, Commcen, Crypto and Ops to new offices is
keeping us busy. Congratulations to Cpl Phil and Shirely Hopwell on
the birth of their second child in October, Jourdan Rian.
Finally congratulations also to Sig Si Nicholson on his engagement
to Debbie.
THE TECHNICAL CREW
Tech Wksps says farewell tl:tis month to Cpl Barry Barnfield who
leaves for sunny Catterick and welcome LCpl Pete Hall , the one and
only member of the gladiators fan club .
Congratulations to Cpl Ryan Halsall who has gained his second
tape. Thanks to Ops for the introduction of the FRT Report, causing
numerous cases of writers cramp! . .. no, thanks really, we love them.
The month has also seen Cpl Neal Moss return from a local fishing
expedition, with dubious results. Finally, stick in there Sgt McBride,
who managed to get a transportable to transmit at 300W, even if it
was only for a split second, ending in· a bang.

To mark the occasion the Squadron was victorious in a Regimental
sport for the first time in living memory. The tug-of-war team
convincingly defeated all comers.
Congratulations to Sgt Riglar, Cpls Barlow, Hessman, Curry,
Patterson, Ferguson, Davies and Sig Follin. That Cpl Heasman
organised the competition, of course, had no bearing on the result.
Many congratulations to SSgt (YofS) Phil Day of Romeo Tp on
being selected for promotion to W02.
Finally, hello and welcome to SSgt (SQMS) Neil James, the SQMS .
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Karen Osterburg
2IC
W02 Tony Byrne
Tp SSgt SSgt Andy Millard, FofS SSgt (FofS) John Whitmore.

RIGGING SECTION
It's been all work and no play in this neck of the woods, with the
FRT Teams being overworked and underpaid (well the riggers have
anyway). Its also RACAL Inspection time again, and Sgt Taff Bryant
has had his head in the clouds. The Riggers have kept themselves busy
with the inspection team this time under the ever watchful eye of Sig
'Tarr Beazley.
Congratulations to LCpl Mel Melhuish on his recent promotion.

IF YOU WANT TO FIX THE COMPUTER, MEND IT THE WAY I OID<

QM DEP ARTMENT
QM
Maj George Clark
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Angus Reid
SQMS (B) SSgt (SQMS) Kev Kerr RPC.
Yet more changes to report in the wl:tistle-stop crisis management
centre.
Welcomes go to Cpl 'Yorkie' Wilkinson and Cpl Ginge Jennings
both candidates for the really large Corps.
Funnily enough no-one from the department has been adventure
training in Gibraltar, or on any exchange visits to Australia, too busy
for all that carry on. Farewell to Sgt Steve Skilton (REME) off on a
three year holiday somewhere in the South of England, good luck and
many than ks for all your effor ts !
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

latest regulation
2Y2in Web £6.75 + VAT
plus post and packing
T. FROST (Saddlers)

Lt Rob Gibson
SSgt Danny O' Brien

SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE DNlO 6.JH

COMMCEN
Farewell and congratulations to Wayne Robson who has been
posted to 16 Sig Regt on promotion to LCpl..
.
Hello to Sig Tiny Tlnsdale who has just arnved from 30 Sig Regt.
Good luck to LCpJ Tina Whalen who is currently on her Bl at
Catterick, and then goes on her Det Comds' and PTI 3 co1:1rses.
Good luck also to Sig Daz Mark who is currently on his PTI 3
course at Aldershot.
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807
qn Comd
Maj P. A. Pratley MBE
2IC
Capt A. I. M. Gordon
Comm Offr Capt M. W. G. Adams, FofS W02 (FofS) P.
Richard on BEM, YofS W02 (YofS) T. Hall, MT Tp Comd W02 D.
. Appleby RCT, AO Maj J. L. Godfrey LD, RSM WOI (RSM) J.
A. J. Brooks, RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. Toner, Ch Clk SSgt
(ORQM ) G. mith, TM Tp Comd SSgt N. Preston, Comms Tp
Comd gt D. W. Craig.
EXERCISE CA TLE FINN 1
Come the foul winter weather and Sgt Jim Harvey, ably assisted by
his two instructors, Cpl Jez Hornsby and LCpl Steve Reeves, set off
with various Squadron novices to the Scottish Highlands for two
weeks skiing and walking. Everyone reached Larne in high spirits but,
after an extremely boisterous crossing and 13 hours bobbing around
in Stranraer Loch, most chose to leave their spirit on board. Initially
conditions were ideal for skiing and after some fraught instruction
even Cpl 'Bolts' Bolton reached the high plateau of expertise where
stopping was the norm rather than the exception. Despite this newly
acquired talent and whatever he may think, there is still some doubt
as to whether LCpl 'Jackie' Johnson was actually the REME's Franz
Klammer or not.
As conditions on the slopes deteriorated to become more like those
they left behind, the group's enthusiasm turned to various other
activities, from hill-walking to quad-biking. This was enough to
improve the morale of all except Dvr 'Geordie' Goldsmith who was
occupied elsewhere, trying to get his morale boosted for him by Miss
Scotland, or that's what he's saying. The piece-de-resistance was Sgt
Harvey and his crew saving the whole team from that fate worse than
advanced stomach cramps-self catering.
SHQ
The opening salvoes of the OPEVAL season see yet another way of
accounting for Northern Ireland manpower. This gives new direction
for the UAO although Cpl Norman Wright chose to make an easy
statistic by disappearing for four weeks. LCpl Steve Upsall and Sig
Gary Coupe are left to push tickets for the Waterside Inn's latest
wholly non-operational extravaganza. Our AO, Maj Lew Godfrey has
a new SHQ caravan, or Movcon to the passers by, from which to
control even more accounts. He may be less than ecstatic when he
realises how little cash the HIVE in Londonderry actually attracts.
i::1sewhere'.a vis!t by the Brigade Commander caused SSgt Graham
SmJtb to rethink his squash strategy when Brig Palmer challenged him
to a match. When you sit on top of the ladder 'chief' you're expected
to pl~y the odd ma~c~! Congrarula.tions to Sgt Warren Ginn on his
marnage to Adele; 1t 1s hard to believe that he will now be going to
the mainland even more often. Such a boost to the profits of the
airline industry is wholly commendable. We wave goodbye to LCpl
Steve UpsaJI ~nd Isabel. He leaves behind two desks in SHQ, and the
post of NCO 1c hu~our and dubious gags, on a well earned promotion
and move to 30 Sig Regt, where he maintains he will show some
e~idence that there is a sharp end heading west. FofS 'Chuddy'
Richardson returns from holiday in Blandford showing undue concern
about the lengt~ of h~s course in the context of his pay. As consolation
he was able to lime bis absence, leaving Capt Mark Adams to adjourn
t<? vari_ous well appointed infantry-shaped bolt holes for detailed
d1scuss1on o_ver the ~hades. of PSA supplied paint and carpets. This
pre umably is subtle mcenuve to keep the potential occupants out and
about.
QM' DEPT
W02 (RQMS) Mick Ara and Theresa followed the latest trend and
left recently for 30 Sig Regt, although how long they'll stay there is
anyone's g~ess as. he bas been selected for promotion to WOl;
congratulauons. His replacement, W02 Mark Toner is currently away
on his RQ's course, closely followed by NIRTT and then his WO's
course so hopefully we will get to meet him in the summer. In his
ab ence, ~lg Garth Dale can be seen and beard offering JStute analysis
from vanous touchlines, whilst avoiding the luckless stand-in RQ
CSgt. Dennis 'Chippendale' Sisson. Tp Sgt Paul Culley has been to th~
phy 10 so now has a complete spine again and claims to be looking
forward to the next run along the beach. We say a sad goodbye to Sgt
Pete Baker and Gail, whose minutes for the Wives' Club committee
have been held up as examples of classic staff duties thus thoroughly
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embarrassirtg the re.st of us. Finally, hearty welcomes to Sgt Boehm
and Pie 'Geordie' Hindmarsh .
COMMS TROOP
Syscon has reached new heights of chaos, as having acquired some
~ash and dragged the builders in, we've moved to the tech workshops.
Strictly temporary, but an ideal atmosphere for newcomers Cpl 'Taff'
Thomas and Sig 'Penfold' Templeton to learn the ropes. Meanwhile
C::PI Sta? Kelly won't be doing . too m~y nights, and having called
himself ~yscon .Manager' promises to remvent a more grandiose title
soon, mamly to impress the gullible. Sig Wibberley is fitting in the odd
shift when not wearing combats, which is severely restricting his social
adventures; enquiries should not be sent by signal. Cypher says
farewell to Cpl Andy Corlett who leaves for a more relaxing tour in
Norwa_Y, and talking of snowy places Sgt Jim Harvey takes his annual
sabbaocal to Scotland to ski and do other things that involve being
away from Londonderry. He left behind the Troop soccer groupies
whos~ d:ismay at losing the five-a-sides was only slightly lessened by
th~ su:nng ex81?ple of SSgt Dougie Craig's fist in the face approach.
His fist and his face unfortunately. Cpl Mark Dyer can explain
apparently incriminating himself only slightly in so doing.
'
Shockingly G4's merry men have started work on the Commcen five
weeks c:arly resulting in more chaos. Commcen and Syscon are now
competing to see who can have the most garish colour scheme·
opinion is the Commcen will win easily and with no thought fo;
camouflage. Sig Cindy Copland has managed to complete a driving
course; those kind gentleman of RUC Limavady's traffic branch have
been put on standby.
Th~ir.colleagues, the ~cenes of Crime mob, have issued a photo-fit
description of the worlds slowest safe-cracker, which seems to have
sent LCpl 'Noddy' Newton scrambling below the mortar proof
~r?tection. Sig Ju.lie Tayl~r continues to do her bit for the Squadron's
haJson effort by mfiltrating a mole into the local battalion's signals
platoon. Sorry, no exciting gossip, only her husband Pte Andy Taylor
moving from the draughty heights of sangar duties.
Moving overseas, the ~congruous trio of Messrs Adams, Craig and
Kelly managed to put a little too much operational emphasis on their
most. recent pre-deployment briefing in Germany. Cpl Kelly's
devotion to the team's personal security became particularly apparent
when Sig Jason Whitehead's car-bag appeared on the carousel at
Heathrow. The latter's incognito return unfortunately went
unrecorded.
Let us also acknowledge the sterling efforts of LCpls Phil Oldfield
an.d Keith _Hunt, whose dynamic approach to roughy-toughy outdoor
bnefings m obscure and rather damp parts was epitomised by a
splendidly comprehensive water soluble map trace.
MT TROOP
On the sporting front, despite being severely challenged we
managed to gain second place in the Inter-Troop bask~tball
competition. The deadly weapon turned out to be Cfn Ralph Boswell
who was able to score at will from a lofty height slightly above
that of a wbeely bin. The Troop soccer team provided another narrow
mi~s a fortni~t later, while holding a Five Nations Championship all
of its own, with Dvr Hayley Walker defiantly clad in an England shirt
despite the presence of a rather haggard LCpl Jan Liles . We would like
to say hello to LCpls Del Staff, Paul Stokes and also Wayne Prescott
from as far afield as the QM's Dept. Apparently the transfer fee wa~
three 6ft tables and 'I am a LCpl now' Pte Andy Gray; the MTWO
' is yet to decide who got the best deal.
TM TROOP
SSgt 'Aggi' Clarke finally finished his resettlement and left
al~hou~h he could barely get his civvies on quick enough. The Troop
wish him all the very best for his future in a smart suit. Welcome to
our new Tp Comd SSgt Nick Preston and his wife Lorna .
~Sgt Keith Merrie .seems to be hosting telephone engineers and
B.ngade ~ommanders m equal measure, with Cpl Craig Wrath helping
him. This happy duo have yet to compete with Cpl ' Roy Bacon'
Barker and LCpl Jim Wainwright who enlivened one of the
~omma_nder's . walka.bouts with descriptions of antenna rigging,
1mpressmg therr audience no end. Congratulations to LCpl Steve
Reeves on his :veil deserved promotion; perhaps he can now persuade
~lg Greg_Cunnmgham to stop talking about a certain skiing expedition
m Austna.
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GRADUATION PARADE
Graduation for Intake 92A Junior Leaders and 91A Apprentice
Tradesman took place on Friday 18 December 1992. The bulk of the
numbers made up by Bradley Sqn who were parading for the last time.
We were pleased to have as our Reviewing Officer Brig J. D. Stokoe
CBE, Commander Communications BAOR.
(It is worthy of mention, this is the first time that the 'indoor
option' has been exercised since December 1965 the graduation of
Intake 63A with one A/T John Stakoe!)
'
Although the format of the Parade is somewhat different these
days, the young men graduating, under the command of A/T RSM
Lee Lawson, are still allowed to show their worth and everyone agreed
that it was a very enjoyable successful event.
Following the parade and after a short address by both the
Commandant Col Cliff Walters and the Reviewing Officer, the prizes
were presented.
PRIZE WINNERS
EDUCATION PRIZES- 'For the best academic achievement whilst
at the College'
Technician Wing Prize
won by AT M. Warner
S Sqn
Operator Wing Prize
won by ATS. J. Smith
S Sqn
Junior Leader Prize
won by JL D. Harkness
B Sqn
'The Business and Technician Education Council Prize for the
Technician who has made most progress in his BTEC Studies'
won by ATM. C. Warner
S Sqn
DIRECTOR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES (ARMY)'For outstanding academic progress whilst at the College'
won by JL Sgt C. E. Ellam B Sqn
The City and Guilds of London Institute Prize 'for the Telecommunications Operator who has made most progress in his City and Guilds
Studies'
won by AT I. M. Taylor
R Sqn
TRADE AND MILITARY TRAINING PRI~
ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS COMMITTEE PRIZES-'For best
Apprentice in each Trade'
won by AT D. Sutherland
Technician Prize
S Sqn
Telecommunications Operator
R Sqn
(Telegraph) Prize
won by AT I. M. Taylor
Telecommunications Operator
S Sqn
(Systems) Prize
won by LCpl K. Young
Racal Prize-'For the Technician with the best performance in
Advanced Technology'
S Sqn
won by ATM. C. Warner
Wessex Trophy-'For the most outstanding contribution to the
College from an AT or JL from the West Country
won by JL SSgt S. T. RobinsonB Sqn
HQ Trg Gp R Signals Prizes-'For the best all round performance in
External Leadership'
Apprentice Tradesman
won by AT SSgt P. D. Annetts S Sqn
Junior Leader
won by JL LCpl R. Murray B Sqn
Signal Officer in Chief's Prize-'For the most outstanding
Tradesman'
won by ATM. C. Warner
S Sqn
COMMANDANT'S PRIZE
Sports Prizes- 'For the best all round performance in sports and
physical activities'
Apprentice Tradesman Prize won by AT LCpl B. J. Harrison R Sqn
Conduct Prizes-'For conduct, discipline and example'
Apprentice Tradesman Prize won by AT RSM L. J. Lawson R Sqn
Junior Leader Prize
won by JL SSgt S. T. Robinson B Sqn
DIRECTOR OF ARMY TRAINING'S AWARD-'For the best
individual military performances'
Apprentice Tradesman Prize won by AT SSgt S. J. Elliott R Sqn
Junior Leader
won by JL SSM J. J. Ward B Sqn
MASTER OF SIGNALS PRIZES-'For the best all round
Apprentice and Junior Leader'
Junior Leader Prize
won by JL SSM J. J. Ward B Sqn
Apprentice Tradesman Prize won by AT SSgt Annetts
S Sqn
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RAWSON SQUADRON
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
All ranks of Rawson Sqn would like to welcome 2Lts Lorna
Hambly, Harry Cambell, Lt Brett Appleby, W02 (SSM) Tony
Singleton, Sgts Steff Newton, Stan Matthews and Greg Terry into the
team.
Goodbye to W02 (SSM) Geordie Iley who takes over as the Trg Wg
SSM and Capt Wendy Smart who goes to Beaconsfield. We should
also like to wish Sgt Pete Waugh the best for the future in civvy street.
RAWSON SQUADRON-AT SGT ARNOLD APPEAL
AT Sgt Arnold joined the College in October 1990. He achieved
promotion to AT Sgt within his first year and had clear potential for
AT RSM. During his time at the College he dedicated much of his
spare time to helping local physically and mentally handicapped
organisations. Unfortunately he was involved in a climbing accident
at Swanage during the Easter Grant last year. He received numerous
injuries to his head, chest, legs and jaw. He was recovered from the
water by an RNLI Lifeboat after spending almost six minutes
submerged. He spent two months in a coma; since regaining
consciousness he has improved dramatically. He has regained his
speech, ability to use his arms, feed himself and is presently in a
wheelchair. He is due to have an operation on his legs in the near
future to help him to walk properly again.
To assist in his rehabilitation a computer was requested. It was for
this reason that Rawson Sqn attempted to raise £1,000 by 31 January
1993. They did in fact manage to raise £1,941.
EVENTS
A number of events took place to raise funds. These included The
Milk Tray SAS Attack, Gnoming, Bingo, Quiz Night, Swap a Job and
Shave a Tash by C Tp. Fancy Dress Day, RSMs Spoof Parade and
Money Collections by 9IC. Also Sponsored Canoe Roll, Sponsored
Parachute Jump, Sponsored Charity Disco and Outside Donations.
These all contributed to the £1,941 rai ed.
A TROOP
Tp Sgt Al
Sgt Steff Newton
Tp Sgt A2
Sgt John Davidson
The main focus of this term has been towards the Sgt Arnold
Appeal. AT Cpl Lee Stafford, AT LCpls Mike Holt, Faz Farrington
and Oiley Dave Wragg managed to raise over £400 towards the appeal
by completing 3,000 rolls in a canoe within two and a half hours. They
did of course have a canoe each! The entire 9IC Rawson intake paid
a generous amount to wear fancy dress for a day.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lorna Hambly
Tp Sgt Ci
Sgt George Sheppard
C2 Tp Comd 2Lt Harry Campbell, Tp Sgt C2 Sgt Steve Easter.
Charlie Tp have been following their leader and spending all their
spare time raising funds for the AT Sgt Dylan Arnold Appeal.
GNOMTNG
A number of the Troop dressed as gnomes for a day. The aim was
to target a person and follow them round until you were paid to go
away. AT Michael Clark was lucky enough to choose the Sqn
Comd-Maj S. N. Jackson BEM. Only after wrecking his office,
stealing his bike, losing his keys and dumping his day's work on the
computer did the Sqn Comd pay him to go away.
THE MILK TRAY ATTACK
That illustrious leader Sgt George Sheppard took his section of
warriors on a surprise attack. Most expected lovely ladies to receive
the boxes of chocolates but no! Sgt Steve Easter decided that it would
be a career move to have them delivered to the RSM WOI K. Roberts
Welsh Guards.
The team did eventually gain some credibility after delivering them
to Mrs Trish Burton, Mrs Jean Brecken, Mrs Bev Porter, Mrs Mary
Sheppard and Miss Linda Ward .
The team consisted of Sgt George Sheppard, AT LCpl Lance Barr,
AT John Barr, AT Steve Terry and AT Joe Smith.
Incidently Sgt George Sheppard raised £30 for shaving his 'tash'
off.
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\\ PA JOB
Ra on Sqn arc till paying the price for allowing Swap-a-Job to
go ahead.
Sqn omd Delete: Maj . N. Jackson BEM
In ert : AT Maj Ian ' Jinna ' Garner
21
Delete: Capt . J. McConnell
In en : AT Capt Brian 'Taff' Roberts
Delete: W02 (. SM) ingJetoo
In ert: AT W 2 (SSM) Chris Trundley
Tp gt Cl
Delete: gt G. Sheppard
In en: AT Sgt Pete Stanwix
Tp gt C2 Delete: gt . Easter
Insert: AT gt Steve Wade (fhe Medic)
The new Sqn Comd decided to cancel weapon cleaning and give the
quadron a day off, but only after making the outgoing one get the
brew on. The new 21C thought it would be nice if the old SSM
collected the bacon bullies from the YMCA then continued to counsel
gt Pete Waugh on the methods of interpreting Manning and Records
that he was being made redundant. In fact the new 2IC enjoyed his
po ition so much that he kept the uniform!
COTI QUADRON
Maj Pat MacCulloch
Sqn Comd
21C
Capt Mick Davis
SSM W02 (SSM) Terry Oakes, SQMS Sgt Dick Tredwell.
Since our last report we have bade farewell to Apprentices Paddy
Harper, Matt Dudman, Paul Bury, Lee Thompson, Tony Taylor,
Helen Bate, Zoe Mannheim, 'Ozzy' Osborne and John Webber all to
Catterick to continue training.
The past few months has seen the steady run of competition and
events building up to the Champion Squadron Competition. Most
memorable was the potted sports competition in which the Squadron
did particularly well winning the squash and hockey and accumulating
enough points to win the overall competition.
ATs 'Burney' Burnett and 'Ted' Stoves's ability to confuse the
competition by their inability to hit the ball, but connect with the
opposition kept everyone amused especially the referee who was
unable to send them off for laughing.
AT Louise Hunton got a nasty gash above her eye caused by a high
stick during the hockey competition but the smile returned when she
went up to collect the winner's trophy.
The squash team did outstandingly well particularly ATs Jason
Moore and 'Scottie' Scott (who won all their matches outright).
A good day's sport, another three trophies (and another shelf) for
the cabinet and wasn't the Sqn Comd pleased.
Congratulations are also in order to the SQMS, Sgt Dick Tredwell
and his wife, Carmen, on the birth of their son, Tyler McKenzie. ls
this another rugby player in the making?
GENERAL TRAINING WING
WING HQ
Continues to run smoothly under the smokescreen provided by the
Sqn Comd's pipe, with the SMI, WOl Barry Statham APTC keeping
up his worldwide contacts with the soccer fraternity (and planning a
second career in Florida or Doncaster). Meanwhile W02 (SSM) Tony
Singleton has moved over to Rawson Sqn and W02 (SSM) 'Geordie'
Dey has taken his place.
MILITARY TRAINING TROOP
Having 'survived' the range week with 92B A Ts at Ponteland the
Troop are currently working hard on Basic Recruit Training with 93A
ATs (the nightmare begins!). Proudest man in the Troop is Sgt Rod
Cowan, who last November passed his Platoon Sgts Battle Course
(Brecon) and is now one of the very few Corps SNCOs to wear the
'crossed bayonets' of an Infantry Tactics Instructor. New arrivals are
Cpl Dave Shimmoos from 11 Armd Bde and Cpl Rick Lynch R Irish
from JIB Ouston.
EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP TROOP
Delighted with the latest blizzards raging over Scotland Capt Ian
Horn APTC has deployed with the Troop to somewhere in the
Cairngorms where doubtless they will be modelling the silliest woolie
h ts and the loudest ski pants. In December the Troop said farewell
to Capt Phil Baker on posting to Blandford, W02 (QMSI) Chips
Rafferty APTC at the end of 22 years, to be a mature student al
Bradford University, and Sgt Phil Parker now pursuing a second
career with Aerial Access Management. New arrivals are Cpl
Yarwood Para from I Para and Cpl McDonald QLR from I QLR.
GYM A I M
Always 'hard at it' (or so they say) the Gym Staff are rightly proud
of their recent achievements for charity with a successful 'MSl3'
which saw them attempt 13,000 exercises in 12 hours. Working in five
team of two for the four disciplines they reached the following
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totals-7,500 parallel dips, 2,500 basketball full-court lay-ups, 2,000
swimming pool lengths and 1,000 rope climbs . They hope to raise
approximately £2,000 for a fund supporting Multiple Sclerosis. Well
done and pass the algypan.
.
New arrivals are LCpl Jo Leach from A WTC Gu ildford, Cpl
Alex Scott DWR from l DWR, Cpl Heath Wilcox from 210 Sig Sqn
and C pl Steve Collls from 4 Div Sig Regt.
OPERATOR WING
Dougie (I 've got a new computer) Dummett and Dave (I've fini shed
a crossword) Morton have both made the transition fro m soldier to
civilian instructional staff within the Wing.
Many ex-apprentices will no doubt remember Sgt Dummett from
one of his many different roles during his nine years here with
Commex Tp 'Move that antenna over here ' , Admin Sgt of Penny Sqn
'go away I'm busy', Morse Instructor 'headphones on- read'. This
week typing, next week Commandant!
Cpl Morton had a three and a half year tour with Commex which
he tells everyone he enjoyed. We have made an appointment with the
doctor-Polygraph test and white coat awaits him.
On the military staff side Sgt 'Mac' Mccafferty has returned after
a visit to York and the Falklands. Sgt Carol Denton has moved from
the Automatic Message Switch (AMS) to do some 'chalk and talk' on
the JMH side of life. She is working for a Jiving. This has left Sgt Mac
McKinnon looking after Mr Keith Bark in the AMS.

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp
FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDER
The New Year started with a new Commander at the Royal School.
After two years, Brig A. E. G. Truluck handed over to Brig J. H .
Griffen on 4 January 1993 . The Truluck family is staying in Dorset
and Brig Truluck has joined the 1993 RCDS course in London. His
time at Blandford ha's seen almost continual (Options for Change)
study and review and just before Christmas ministerial approval was
given to develop Blandford a~. the Corps' Single Training Centre by
1995. T he task of overseeing the building of the Centre will fall to Brig
J ohn Griffin, who has come from the MOD with Marion and family.

Taking over Dick's appointment as 2IC is Maj Trevor Hendren who
is no stranger to Blandford having moved from the post of 2IC 30 Sig
Regt. We also welcome W02 Carol Aland AG Corps as the new Chief
Clerk vice W02 John Richards.
1 SQUADRON (fRAJNING SUPPORT)
RADIO EXERCISE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (YofS) Bob Pemberton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul Marshall
WINTER TERM 1992
The highlight of the term was the Troop battle camp Ex Cold
Comfort 92 which was held on the Bovington training area. The
exercise got off to an enthusiastic start although the casual observer
would have been forgiven for thinking he or she had stumbled into
auditions for Rambo IV.

'WRETCHED RABBIT!'
By ATP. G. Huggett Tele Op (TG)

The AA College runs External Leadership training for its
Apprentice Tradesmen. One of these exercises is based at Whernside
Manor and one of the activities is caving. What follows is an account
of a trip.
Six ATs and six PS left Whernside Manor heading for Bull Pot
Farm. This is a caving club hut, and has been since the 1940's when
cavers visiting the surrounding Casterton Fell made a major
discovery. They inadvertantly came across a cave system via a
hundred foot shaft (or 'pitch' as cavers call such drops) . The shaft was
called Lancaster Hole. Over the next 20 years some 30 miles of cave
passage was discovered running under the farm and fell. Eventually
a connection was made to other cave systems which themselves
originated along the banks of Easegill Beck. This surface stream runs
near Casterton Fell and Bull Pot Farm. Before departing, we dressed
in our wetsuits and waterproofs and picked up our 'dulfer seats' .
These are climbing harnesses, used to safeguard the descents of
pitches. We put our names and ETA on the rescue board and set off
across the fell. It was a short walk to Easegill Beck where we found
the entrance to 'County Pot' . County Pot is a popular route into the
intricacies of the Lancaster/ Easegill System, and is so named as it lies
near the old 'Three Counties' border (Yorkshire/Lancashire/
Westmoreland). The entrance was a small hole in the ground covered
by an iron drain lid.
Mr McHale and Sgt Abbot were the first to disappear to set up the
first pitch, that we were to negotiate. Sgt Bricknell, being the last man
down, reset the lid on the hole. The path was easy going at first, and
gently sloped down. You could see where the constant flow of water
had shaped the walls over a period of time. The first pitch was an
abseil of about 20ft down between the rock. It was at the bottom of
this pitch that AT Wilson managed to get lost from the rest of the
group, but we managed to find him . Following a stream into the
depths of the cave system, along a passage called 'Oxford Circus', we
reached the major join between the Easegill and Lancaster Hole
system, aptly named 'Poetic Justice' because cavers had spent years
looking for it. This was a small 'chimney-like' climb of about 12ft and
was hidden under the right hand wall of the chamber. At the top of
this climb we experienced our first low spot; there was just enough
space to crawl along through the stalactites and stalagmites where we
had to wait for another pitch to be set up. It was more difficult this
time, trying to put on our harness with only !Sin roof space to lie in!
We set off up stream towards 'Stop Pot', a huge chamber and more
than once we were forced to crawl on our stomaches through the
stream to avoid the overhead rock. Arriving at Stop Pot we decided
to break for lunch, however, after the journey we had to eat the
soggy mess which was all that remained of our food! After lunch we
doubled back with another crawl through the cold stream . Taking a
tunnel off to our left called 'Wretched Rabbit'.
We passed though a series of Jong meandering passages and up
waterfalls eventually arriving at the exit.
It was a great relief to know that we had made it! We washed in the
surface stream of Easegill Beck, and then followed it down past the
point that we had entered at County Pot. While this was only some
500m away on the surface we had covered what felt like miles of cave
in our six hour trip.
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Brig Ashley Truluck hands over to Brig John Griffin

Training Wing: The old Instructional Wing is now well established
as Communications and Information Systems Training Wing. This
change was designed to reflect the greater integration of training on
both communications and information systems. Although not
reflected in the title, the responsibilities for Electronic Warfare are
well maintained. The new Wing, headed by Col David Gardiner, has
three schools within it; Lt Col Carl Conlon heads Communication and
EW School, Lt Col Mlke Collins has taken on the new Information
Systems School, with Mr John Dawson retaining the School of
Technology. Course design and management is handled by TDM
headed by Lt Col Bob Brewis.
Interactive Learning Centre (ILC): As part of the programme for
his initial visit to Blandford on 7 December 1992, the SOinC(A) Maj
Geo A. H. Boyle opened the newly established ILC for basic training
on computer based commercial applications, such as Wordperfect and
Supercalc. The Centre, which is administered by Mrs Beverley
Stott-husband of Sgt Graham Stott of 2 Sqn (Trials)-was provided
jointly by DGITS and Applied Learning, both of which were
represented at the opening. The Centre, which serves a wide area in
the South West of England, enhances Blandford's modern training
facilities .
Engineering Wing: In late December, the two Telecomms ~genci.es,
AFfA and ATTA, merged to form one integrated Engmeenng Wmg
under Col Phil Whitemore. As this is written, work continues to
consolidate the new engineering organisation which will embrace most
of the functions and departments which existed in the founder
agencies.
Blandford Project Team: Col Mike Carson handed over the
elements of AFTA to the new Engineering Wing, and has moved
across to join Blandford Garrison Headquarters, to set up a project
team to plan and implement the proposed development of Blandford
as a Single Training Centre.
New Museum Team: The Corps is planning further developi;nent ?f
the Royal Signals Museum, which has been reporte~ e?'tens1vely. m
The Wire and elsewhere. Day to day planning for this 1s now bemg
handled by Lt Col (Retd) Pat Soward and Mrs Wa~~a Co~~~Y.
Readers will be able to read more about both the fund ramng act1V1t1es
and plans in due course.
SCHOOL REGIMENT
.
After 36 years Maj Dick Hoghton has left on retirement. It is
reported that after attending the 'Bricks and Mortar' re~ettlement
course he will be open to offers for house extensions and
improvements. We wish Dick and Lisa all the very best for the future .
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'Any more sexist comments 711' Sig Debbie Lowther (right) and Sig
Chris Window sorting out the enemy (Sig Paul Howe)

Spirits were soon dampened by the. weather and the first_ casualty of
the exercise was Sig Jo Ruth suffenng from hypothemua. She had
to spend the remainder of the exercise in the local MRS with only a
copy of 'Survive to Fight' for company.
.
.
Hypothermia was now the buzz word for the exer~1se and .led to th1s
quote by Sig 'Taff' Barron 'When I got up this mornmg I had
hypothermia but I'm all right now!'
.
.
The Troop grew in confidence over the remamder of the week with
some spirited performances on the final attack. The award for top
student went to LCpl Tony Caulfield for an outstanding performance
throughout, and for the remainder 'just wait until next year!'
CIS TRAINING WING (formerly Instruction Wing)
FIXED SYSTEMS GROUP
ARRIVALS
Welcome to Maj Allan Hall from HQ UKLF, Capt Neil Dewar
from No 6 CISE course and SSgt Bob Forshaw from 4 Div HQ and
Sig Regt.
DEPARTURES
Farewell to Maj John MacDonald to Field Trunk Systems Group as
Sqn Comd Capt Martin Ramshaw to 13 Sig Regt as Adjt, SSgt Danny
Chorlton ~nd Sgt John Smith to be 'misters' on retirement and Sgt
Jackie Gibbons (she'll be back, she says).
THE WALK
'I'd like someone to organise a day out for Information Systems
School military and civilian alike' said the Sl, Lt Col Mlke Collins,
Jookin8 directly at the new boy, Maj Allan Hall. Realising ther~ was
no one behind him and having recently re-read The Thruster Gwde to
the Army, he said, with conviction, enthusiasm and emotion, 'I'll do
it!.
What meaningful and sweaty ttung can yo.u .~o to occupy a motl~y
bunch of male and female soldiers and c1v!11ans for one day m
autumn, in the open air, with no money? Answers on a postcard to
Sqn Comd Fixed Systems Group . . .
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\ 'hen vou do n't know what to do, fi nd a man who does. Capt
artin Ram haw and 02 (FofS) Bob West came up with an old
rm che tout -walk - in thi ca e along a few miles of vertically
halienging outh Dor et Coa t near Swanage ending up in a pub, of
our e. The word got round and, trangely, others wanted to play as
"'ell.
Comes the day, it i blowing a gale with a promise of horizontal rain
later and the coa h i late. Ho Hum, off we go, eventually. Luckily
the wind i at our back but it doe n' t make the hills any easier for
anyone e cept
gt (Fof ) Phil Cox who runs up them anyway!
pectacular views and not a liltle vertigo with the path running very
clo e to the tiff edge in places. By half way the rain hits and we are
trung out over a mile. Lt Col Mike Collins gets the wind in his tail,
hi ft into overdrive and peed off into the distance hotly pursued by
the Head of Technology Mr John Dawson. We thought this was
suppo ed to be a 12 mile gentle stroll.
We plod purposefully into the pub. Who chose this place? John
Daw on volunteered his crew to organise the next one.
2 QUADRON (TRIALS)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. F. Dinham MBE
2IC
Capt M. Baines
TOT Capt A. R. Sarginson, YofS W02 (YofS) P. Barrett, FofS SSgt
(FofS) A. Hockley, SSM SSgt T. Gaston, SQMS Sgt R. Goode.
TRIALS TROOP
Members of the Troop have been busy of late however, we have
added to the population increase, with three new arrivals. Congratulations go to the following personnel on the new additions to
their families; Cpl Cal Hewitt and Jackie on the birth of their son
Sam, Cpl Morrison and Mandy on the birth of their daughter Naomi
and LCpl Tam Barrie and Pat on the birth of their son Thomas.
FAREWELI.S
We say farewell to LCpl Adam Harvey and Sig 'Flyer' Rawlings to
14 Sig Regt, and 201 Sig Sqn respectively. We wish them both the very
best for the future.
THE SERGEANTS' MESS
Over the past six months we have held 13 Top Table lunches, 7
Regimental Dinners, 2 Reunions and various other monthly functions.
In the main the lunches and dinners have taken place to say 'farewell'
to mess members that have completed their 22 years' service, naturally
too many to mention individually, but we wish them and their families
all the very best for the future. We also said farewell to the Comd Brig
Truluck and the CO Lt Col Drew. Foreman of Signals course No 63
learned a lot about Regimental dinners in the short time they have
been with us, well done fellows keep up the good work. The mess also
welcomed the SOinC{A) on his initial visit to Blandford.
During his visit he presented the GOC NI Commendation
Certificate to W02 (FofS) Dave Long, the MSM to SSgt Dave Walker
and the LS & GC Medals to W02 (YofS) Paul Barrett, SSgt Kev
Bailey and Cpl Thomson of the Band.

HQ 12 Sig Bde (V)
25 YEARS OF HISTORY
Closing a Signal Brigade Headquarters is not an everyday event and
indeed is unlikely to have occurred in the Corps since demobilisation
after the end of World War 2.
HQ 12 Bde (V) finally closed on 13 November 1992- Black Friday !
The Commanders' Board documents its history from the late sixties
as 12 Signal Group (Volunteers) in 1967 when Brig P. D. Vaigncourt
Strallen commanded, through to more recent times when Brigs T. W.
Wheawell (August 1984-April 1988), S. G . M. Gordon (April 19880ctober 1990) and K. P. Burke (October 1990-July 1992)
commanded . Most recently Brig N. F. Wood has commanded the
Brigade briefly from his Headquarters at Wilton during its twilight
period .
The three Regiments and two Squadrons of the Brigade have had
different roles through all with operational roles in BAOR . The three
trunk regiments, 34, 36 and 40 Sig Regts (V) have been long associated
with the BAOR Line of Communications in the Low Countries,
previously with C41/R222 insecure equipments and since 1987 with
EUROMUX and associated cryptographic equipments. 56 Sig Sqn (V)
in VRC 322/Bid 860 RATT and 81 Sig Sqn (V) at Middlesborough is
the only specialist TA unit in the Corps and has had diverse roles in
BAOR covering installation and maintenance work at RAF airfields
alongside 21 Sig Regt and static STARNET and associated project
work alongside 16 Sig Regt.
The impact of Options has been dramatic, but all units of the
Brigade survived with challenging and in some cases more expanded
roles under Comms/ClS UKLF, HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde and HQ 11
(ARRC) Sig Bde.
The Brigade's title has gone into suspended animation and
Commander Comms/CIS UKLF is acting as caretaker pro tern. The
loss is of course acutely felt by the TA with their often career-long
association with this Brigade and its home in the Duke of York's
Headquarters on the King's Road. The regular staff of the
Headquarters have been posted out and we were fortunate in having
secured re-employment for all our TA officers in other TA staff
appointments. 'Plus ca change!'

News from Regiments
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32
! SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J.E. Richardson
Capt Sullivan Canadian Signals
2IC
SSM W02 (SSM) Fullwood, FofS W02 (FofS) Naylor, YofS SSgt
(YofS) Knight, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Murrell.
The entire Squadron deployed in support of Ex Rhino Quadrille.
The three Trunk Nodes provided a high standard of communications
to support 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt exercising in its ARRC role.
As that wasn't enough we also started preparation on our first Trunk
Node to be backloaded as part of the Drawdown of the unit. All this
work coupled with the normal guards and other tasks stretched the
Squadron .
The end of Ex Rhino Quadrille saw the end of the operational role
for Div Rear HQ and with it the end of November Tp. The personnel
from November Tp were moved to the Trunk Troops with the
exception of Capt Simon Spiers and SSgt Jim Brebner who moved
across to 2 Sqn to get ready for deployment to Bosnia together with
LCpl Friend and Sig Hunter.
Despite all the planning, the future of 1 Sqn came to an abrupt halt
with the announcement that the TA would be ready for our vehicles
much sooner than expected. All our exercises have been cancelled as
we now devote our efforts to preparing the remaining three Trunk
Nodes for hand over. But, have no fear, we will still be on Battlecamp
in May and Adventure Training during the summer.
NEWS FROM THE TROOPS
SHQ
Now that the fate of the Squadron has finally been sealed as a result
of drawdown we say a fond farewell to FofS W02 John 'Reg' Naylor
and his wife Pru and family. Congratulations on your promotion to
WO! and best of luck at 15 Sig Regt. What's that saying about ships
and rats? Another rat who departs is Sgt Steve Wells 'Mr Bean', who
is off to sunny Belize for a free suntan. We welcome the new Foreman
SSgt 'Ozzy' Osbourne and his wife Julie who join us after their sho.rt
stay with M Tp. We hope you enjoy your busy but short tour m
Verden.
Congratulations to LCpl Ken Fyson for firstly finally pas.sing his
driving course and secondly his promotion. Also congratul~tlons ai:e
in order for Cpl Dij Sahota on his promotion and on the birth of his
daughter Jasmine; well done to you and Kam.
EAGLE TROOP (TN 041)
To the grindstone with drawdown being the number 1 priority with
a good dose of PT thrown in here and there for good measure, of
course. The Troop man/woman power has taken a dramatic increase
with the addition of the November Tp personnel. We welcome all of
them to the Troop.
As well a hearty welcome to LCpl Low who joins us from HQ Sqn.
Most surprisingly, a welcome or should we say welcome back, to Cpl
Geoff Foster who, despite his efforts, returns to us from the Gym.

The Commander and Staff October 1992
Back Row fl to RJ: Maj P. D. Arkless (Watchkeeper), Capt L. R.
Harvey (Project Officer), Maj M. G. Touchin (S02 Tels), W01 P.
J. Cuckow (SA), Maj J. P. Watson (S02 G1 / G4) , W02 R.
Coleman (Chief Clerk), Sgt D. Wheatley (ORS) and Maj N. T.
Leviseur (Watchkeeper)
Ff'ont Row fl to RJ: Maj D. T. Grocott (S02 G3), Col P. N.
Henwood (D Comd), Brig N. F. Wood !Comd) and Maj R. S . Hewitt
!COS)
.

GOLF TROOP (TN 071)
We have worked on the backloading of four of our most 'superbly
equipped' vehicles as part of the first Trunk Node to go to the TA.
Sig 'Maurice' Ogg and Sig 'S&M' Watson, our Central Ops, b?th
pulling out all the stops in their efforts to perfect the art of looking
busy. While on the Radio Relay front, Sig Steve Phillips, tog~ther
with Sig Mark Corrigan and LCpl ' Becks' Yuill, are fevens~ly
working dawn till dusk under the watchful eye of LCpl Lenno':', trymg
to emulate the impossible standards set by the Systems Secuon.
HA WK TROOP (TN 061)
.
The Troop had a very active period of late. Deploying on Ex Rhino
Quadrille at the same time as preparing the vehicles for hand over to
the TA under the watchful eye of Cpl Shaun Littlefie.ld. The Troop
did reasonably well on the RSIT visit with a ~pecial m~ntion t~ Sig
'Psycho' Haskins, who put his money "_l'here his n;iou~h 1s and with a
little help from Sgt 'Sorry can't. Reffmg Rugby Millard presented
one of the best Node Command Vehicles in BAOR ...
We would like to welcome all the people who JOmed us from
November Tp and Sig Saunders who joins us from Catterick.

Award and Medal presentations in the Sergeants' Mess fl to RJ
Cpl Thomson, W02 (FofS) Long, SOinC(A) Maj Gen A. H Boyle,
SSgt Walker, W02 (YofS) Barrett and SSgt Bailey

Alas this month we sadly bid farewell to Cpl 'Ken' Taylor and his
wife Barbie who leave us, on promotion, to work with the TA. Also
we say goodbye to LCpl Lennon and his wife Brenda who are off to
16 Sig Regt. Lastly, we say a sad farewell to Cpl Andy Maher and his
wife Utah who are off to the civilian world. We wish all of you the
best of luck .
2SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Croft
2IC
Capt S. J. P. Spiers
SSM W02 (SSM) R. E. Boulton, YofS SSgt (YofS) A.G. Trask, FofS
SSgt (FofS) A. F. Soward.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. Wilson
Tp Sgts Sgt Gibson RCT, Sgt Hindson.
We have been nominated as COMBRITFOR HQ Signal Squadron
for Op Grapple II. 'When I was in the Gulf story tellers sustained a
bit of battering, and we continued our preparation for drawdown.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt Sgt S. Ferris.

Lt C. M. Morcom
SSgt M. Williams

FAREWELI.S AND WELCOMES
We have also said goodbye to the following: Sigs Mark Cozens,
Donna Bannister, Claire Lewis, Dione Edmonds, Tad Thorne, Kev
Newton, Lee Benson and LCpl Clair Rayner. We welcome LCpl Dave
Friend and Sig Dunc Hunter from I Sqn. Hope you've both brought
your own paint brushes.
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201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 30

qn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
2JC
Capt C. McKintosb
A Tp Comd 2LI N. O'Kelly, B Tp Comd 2Lt J. A.G. Langley, SSM
W02 ( M) D. tacbini, Yof W02 (YofS) G. Grieg, FofS SSgt
(Fo ) D. Ale ander.

Due to the luck of the draw the Squadron got a bye to the service
final. We were to meet I Armd Field Ambulance in Hohne P & RTC.
The opposition failed to make three of the seven weights, this means
that 201 held a 3-0 advantage at the start of the night. The SSM W02
Stachini as Master of Ceremonies, got the night under way, in the
presence of Brig .l. P. Kiszley Comd, 22 Armd Bde.
The first three fights were special bouts laid on by the 201 Team.
The crowd was treated to an excellent display of boxing, 201 winning
seven bouts to nil. The 201 team trained by SSgt Rick Skelland and
Sgt Nik Middleton proved to be by far the fitter a_nd ~ore skilful
boxers. 201 Sig Sqn look set for the BAOR Champ1onsh1p.

Cpl McDonald receives his Gulf Medal from Brig Kiszley
BOXING
In January the Squadron took part in the BAOR Novice grade III
minor unit boxing. As the reigning BAOR minor unit champions the
Squadron began its first defence of the title with an extremely large
and enthusiastic squad of 14.

Adventu re Train ing , Exercise Jokulen Diamond
The party on the Hardanger Jokult:n. Glacier
Maj Wakerley (Sqn Comd), W02 (SSM) Stachm1, Cpl Owen, LCpls
Oulton, Davies, Day, Sigs Fairbrother, Gwinnei and Cfn Hall

207 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

BFPO 37
Sqn Comd
Maj A. Field
2IC
Capt J. H. Fraser
SSM W02 (SSM) W. Ogden, YofS W02 (YofS) P. Sexby.
UPPORT TROOP PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Lt Orr
FofS
SSgt (FofS) Drake
SQMS gt (SQMS) Laurie, SSgt (QC LAD/Mn Surman REME.
MIXE SECTION
DEPARTURES
We say a fond farewell to Sig Carl 'Scouse' Gatrell and his wife
.le'llie, on posting to Bulford.
.dusy months with the preparation for 2nd line inspections and
RSIT. Also the preparation of the 'A' Vehicles for handing over to
209 Sig Sqn and the comments 'I've never had one of those' and 'It's
always been like that' have become the 'in phrases'.
CO\.IMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt
Sgt gt Tolli ngton .

2Lt ChurchilJ
gt Tait

DEPARTURES
The Troop said goodbye to LCpl Green and to Cpl Gibbons BEM.
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THE SECTION
A contingent left MT to join 212 Sig Sqn on Ex Rhino Quadrille.
LCpl Mick Hay Line Det, Cpl Tony Farish POL, Sig Noba Green
COS Driver and Sig Stu Ireson all arrived back safe and sound with
many stories.
.
Drawdown from the MT point of view seems to be on schedule and
as yet no-one has keeled over with a nervous breakdown. As well as
clearing out attic after attic, catering for all standard driving details
with minimum vehicles at our disposal, we seem to be coping well.
And if all this wasn't enough, Sgt 'Geordie' Edminson has been
taking the Squadron through its SA80 drill paces for the Freedom of
Soltau Parade. With two thirds of the Squadron on his hands, Sgt
Edminson has a monumental task ahead of him, but no-one doubts
his enthusiasm for making us 'guardsmen' for the day.
MT have now received their postings and congratulations must go
to LCpl Mick Hay, Sig 'Foo' Harris and Sig Mickie Yendell, all of
whom will receive promotion on posting and well deserved too. Well
done lads. One up for the lineys eh!
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RAT 'DESERT'SOLTAU
A very famous Brigade in the British Army, 7 Armd Bde, said
'goodbye' to Soltau on Wednesday 24 February. Soltau has been
home to the 'Desert Rats' for the last 43 years.
The title and their coveted symbol, the red jerboa (Desert Rat), will
be transferred to 22 Armd Bde on I April.
The Desert Rats' long association with Soltau was marked in
traditional style with the Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron
exercising their 'Freedom' rights by marching through the streets wi th
'flags flying, bayonets fixed and drums beating'. The salute was taken
by Brig T. J. Sulivan CBE (Commander, 7 Armd Bde) and Herr
Bargmann (Biirgermeister, Soltau). Also present were Mr J. A.
Shepherd CMG (Deputy Head of British Embassy, Bonn) and Brig J.
D. Stokoe CBE (Commander Communications, BAOR) . A reception,
hosted by the Stadt, was held in the Rathaus after the parade.

QM DEPARTMENT
DEPARTURES
The Pioneers have now departed to pastures new; Cpl 'Taff'
Reynolds to RPC Depot, LCpl 'Chris' Bryssau to I BR Corps, Pte Al
Hayes to Lisburn and Pte Nelson to sunny Cyprus.
The Q dept wishes them all the best for the future, we've got to
work for a living now that the main labour force has been posted.
The Unit's drawdown is now well in hand, everything has got to go,
no reasonable offer refused. Congratulations to LCpl Barry
Botwright on successfully passing his Bl course. Now you can put the
theory into practice. No posting as yet but no news is good news. Cpl
Jim Green has got redundancy blues . He is finding work getting in the
way of redundancy briefings. Reading and digesting all the necessary
paperwork, he has come to the conclusion that he doesn't really want
to retire to the dole queue. Too late Jim, you've signed on the dotted
line.
The SQMS SSgt Bill Laurie has got his work cut out between 43s
going to UK. He is also in training for this year's London Marathon.
Tp Comd, Lt Rob Orr has just realised that being a Tp Comd means
having Troops on the ground to command. Have you had any more
interesting sailing expeditions?
CHARITY FOOTBALL MATCH IN AID OF THE RNLI
A charity football match in aid of the RNLI was organised by Sgt
Hardman of Officers and Senior Ranks (The Management) versus
'The Men'. The match was contested firmly but fairly. There were
some dazzling displays of football to witness, Cpl Chappel and many
more. The supporters turned out in their hordes (about 30), and were
enthusiastic in their support of both teams. When 'The Management'
attacked they booed and when 'The Men' attacked they cheered, but
to no avail, 'The Management' came out on top with a fine goal from
Sgt Tim Cook-Hannah.
This was followed by a Dutch auction where the EDs offered the
techs brew kit and the techs offered the EDs kettles. 2Lt 'Winston'
Churchill was conned into paying 26 marks for 5 marks worth of
coffee and tea. A total sum of DM 129 was raised . Many thanks for
all donations.

The 'Desert Rats', led by Maj Andy Field, march past the Rathaus
in Soltau

ARRIVALS
The Troop welcomed a new Tp Comd, 2Lt Churchill .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Sgt ' Baz' Tollington on the award of his LS
&GC.

Herr Bargmann, the Burgermeister of Soltau, and Brig Sulivan
inspect the soldiers of 207 (7 Armd Bde) S ig Sqn during t he last
Freedom of Soltau Parade

THE TROOP
Whilst Cpl 'Gupta' Oldman, LCpl 'Spud' Murphy and Sig Birdsall
, were away sunning themselves in Brunei by the pool, the remainder
of the Troop were being entertained by a freak wind which managed
to take the roof off the garages. But it wasn't all fun and games out
on the tank park due to the Squadron drawdown . The lads were kept
busy from start to finish, painting the wagons and keeping them in
good 'nick' for all the many tech and REME inspections, not
forgetting all the CES checks before they finally go to their new
destinations. Despite a longer working day the Troop still finds the
time for enjoyment.

The men

MT SECTION
ARRIVALS
MT Section would like to welcome Dvr Long and Dvr Hegarty
aboard from I ADSR in Verden. With drawdown around the corner,
nobody promises you an easy time, but we hope you enjoy it all the
same.
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DO YOU KNOW?-ANSWERS
• The Royal Signals March is based on the traditional 'Begone Dull
Care' and 'Newcastle'.
• 'The Royal Signals Slow March, Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal' written by Mr R. R. Ricketts.
• 116 paces to the minute.
• In keeping with the mounted tradition of the Corp , the Royal
Signals does not maintain a Corps of Drums, and, in consequence,
designates the ceremony as 'Playing Retreat' as opposed to 'Beating
Retreat' in dismounted regiments.
• Col C. F. C. Beresford RE in 1984.
• Maresfield in Sussex.
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2 Sig Regt
York
CO
Lt Col Gordon Hughes
2IC
Maj Iain Robertson
djt Capt Jake Tbackray, Ops Offr Capt John Botterill, OC SPIT
Capt Chri Richards, Trg Offr Capt Tim Allen, TOT Maj N. Patton ,
RSM WOI (RSM) Geoff Ellis, Supt Clk WOf (SC) Ron Colman,
YofS WOl {YofS) Paul Curley.
ALLCHANGEATTHETOPEND
A casual glance at the list above by anyone familiar with the hardest
working, fastest living, most successfully sporting Royal Signals
Regiment in York will show that suddenly, with no warning, all those
who have served the Regiment with great distinction over the last
couple of years have been replaced by complete strangers! This is
indeed the case: there is a new posse with only the CO and RSM of
the old guard remaining (and we will be waving a fond farewell to
them in the near future).
Capt Ivan Hooper handed over as Adjutant to Capt Jake Thackray
(eminently suited to encouraging subalterns after two years running
Troop Commanders' Courses in Blandford). Capt Hooper spent the
next month sitting under various bushes, came back, got married and
raced off to be an instructor at Sandhurst before you could say:
'Where's the Unit Historical Record then?' We wish Ivan and Helen
the best for the future. Hard on his heels came the departure of our
Ops Offr, Capt Graham Complin. It is rumoured that Graham has
been serving with the Regiment since it was commanded by a
Sapper-all good things must come to an end however, and he has left
us to be Chief Light Switcher-Offer in Verden. His successor, Capt
John Botterill, joined us from 22 Sig Regt and quickly established his
priorities: he is now generally accepted as the expert when it comes to
booking exercise portable lavatorial facilities. In November WOl (SC)
John Pape, our very own Inspector Morse, gave the keys to the
stationery store to WOl (SC) Ron Colman and went off to the North
Yorks Police with a clean record (probably the Unit Historical one!).
WOl {YofS) Paul Curley inherited an empty chair (YofS Mick
McCarthy having long since upped sticks) on his arrival from
SANGCOM-we would like to point out that this white stuff is called
snow-and it will probably be with us till May or June. Capt Tim
Allen proudly put on an extra pip, bought (not quite enough)
champagne and took on the Training Wing; Capt Chris Richards has
packed his Thesaurus and army list and is ready to hitch hike (no
money left in the travel budget) to RMCS for ASC and Maj Iain
Robertson has moved into Maj Bernard Barton-Ancliffe's office
(Bernard is still in Bosnia and must be extremely busy because he is
the only in-theatre British Officer who has not been interviewed by the
'Today' programme). On top of all this, Maj Norman Patton has
arrived (timely, really, in the middle of Tels PRE) to take over as
TOT. Any of the above who have not lost at least some of their hair
by the close of 1993 obviously will not have been working hard
enough-welcome all.
214 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SHQ TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gray-Cowan
Sgt Evans
Tp Sgt
A big upheaval recently with the reallocation of key personnel.
Goodbyes must be said to: SSgt Steve Greaves and Anne, off to 34 Sig
Regt (V), Cpl Steve Walter and Oaire, who are off to Civ Div. Good
luck to you all in your future careers.
Hellos to Sgt John Lewis who takes over training in Sqn Ops; Cpl
Dave Gold and his wife, posted in from Ireland. We all hope your stay
with the Troop is rewarding.
'
ROMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Kelly
Tp SSgt
SSgt Hughes
Reece Sgt Sgt Higgins, Tech Sgt Sgt Jeanes, Sys Sgt Sgt Nichols.
It has been another red letter quarter for the 'NATO Potatoes' of
Roman Tp. Diligently providing battlefield comms to the commander
is mere bagatelle to the calm, professional men and women of this
motivated Troop (rumoured to be the CGS Comms and Reserve TN).
'Have Comms Will Travel' could be the Troop's motto; and, with a
lOO'lo comms success rate the Romans travel a great deal, we gladly
accepted the honour of being the Ptarmigan Demo Tp for the
introduction of Ptarmjgan to the TA. Sgt 'Marathon' Nichols
deserves a great big maple leaf for his excellent London to Brighton
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Run of 7 Yi hours- setting a new record for the event. Capt Kelly, Sgt
Nichols and Cpl 'Time' Smith; LCpls 'Bas' Carmichael and Fred
Kucerepa easily flew through the Nijmegen Marches- add another 50
miles!
A great big arctic air mass, moose welcome, goes out to Sigs Dawe,
Unwin, Royston, Cock, Taylor, McGlaughlim., Mills, Ball, Newport,
McPherson and McNally-more a squadron than a troop!
Regrettably, we say goodbye to Capt Kelly and welcome to Lt Giles
as the new Comd Roman Tp.
Congratulations and a year's supply of ProPlus go to Sgt Ian Toft
and his wife, Louise, on the birth of their son Kieran; to Sgt Paul
Bartliff and his wife, Julia, on the birth of their daughter Claire; to
Sig 'Ozzy' Cairns and his wife, Janet, on the birth of their son Adam.
A great effort on the parts of Sigs Vicky Jaques and Paul Connell
resulted in a respectable sum being donated to 1992's Children in Need
appeal; well done to both of them.
1993 sees us all back to the grind, well most of us. Mentioning no
names, but 2Lt Drew, Sgt Bartliff, Sigs Jaques, Connell, Neil Garside
and Steve Riley are all off to Cyprus for four weeks of-Hmmmmhard work(?) on Ex Lion Sun, leaving the running of Node Command
on the forthcoming proper exercises in the more capable hands of SSgt
Riddell and Sgts Toft and Caygill.
SAXON TROOP
Tp Cornd
2Lt Dele Drew
Tp SSgt
SSgt Colin Riddell
Tech Sgt Sgt Ian Toft, Reece Sgt Sgt 'Alex' Alexander, Ops Sgt Sgt
Paul Caygill, Ops Sgt Sgt Paul Bartliff.
With the change of 2 Inf Div Sig Regt to 2 Sig Regt, Merlin Tp 15
Bde became Saxon Tp, sometimes known as Saxon Sqn due to its
ever increasing size. The Troop recently survived a serious crisis when
deploying in its new role in support of the TA Regiments in l 1 Bde,
minor(?) problems were encountered which saw reroling occurring
and reoccurring at the eleventh hour.

FALCON TROOP
The last couple of months has seen a few changes within Falcon Tp,
most notable was the change of command , 2Lt 'Bobby' Scott replaces
Lt 'Stu' Gillespie as Troop Commander. 'Mr G' is going to be a 'Sky
God ' and the best of luck to him (he will need it). The Troop would
also like to welcome Sgt Dave Watson and his family, LCpl Chris
Downie and Sigs Rob Brodie and Marie Henderson .
On a sadder note it is goodbye and good luck to LCpl Steve Young
and Sig Sean Kelly and their families. It is also time for
congratulations, which go to SSgt Jeff Martin on winnfo!! the Inter
Services Marathon again(l)-although he reminds us all daily; Sig Joe
Collins on selection for the Army Football Team; Sig Bill James on
being awarded his Junior Army Hockey colours. Reconvening will set
Falcon Warriors with more tasks to perform and daring deeds to do
which we look forward to with our usual eagerness. Thankfully, I wili
not be writing about them!
INTER-SQUADRON SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL
The above event took place at Oaklands Sports Centre, on an astro
turf surface as the regimental sports pitches were unfit due to bad
weather.
The first game of the day was 214 Sig Sqn v 219 Sqn. 219 Sqn, the
pre-tournament favourites, ran out the winners by 4-1.
The second game saw 219 Sqn do battle with HQ Sqn and, after a
lot of honest endeavour, HQ Sqn ended up winning the game by three
goals to one.
Next on the agenda was 214 Sqn v HQ Sqn. This turned out to be
a hard fought but dull affair and ended up all square at 1-1. 217 Sqn
v 219 Sqn was a very one-sided game, with the spoils going to 217 Sqn
by 5-1. Into the battle next came 214 Sqn v 219 Sqn with 214 Sqn
fighting for the Runners Up spot. 219 Sqn had the better of the early
chances but sloppy finishing was punished, earning 214 Sqn a well
deserved 3-0 victory. HQ Sqn needed only to draw in the last fixture
against 217 Sqn to finish as runner up but failed to, so losing by 2-0.
The final positions were: First-2 Sqn; Second-217 Sqn; ThirdHQ Sqn and Fourth-219 Sqn.

ORIENTEERING

VIKING TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Paul Smith
SSgt
SSgt Bob Squires
Tech Sgt Sgt Geoff Moore, Sys Sgt Sgt Andy 'Meldrew' Edwards, RR
Sgt Sgt Garry Williams.
Greetings from Viking Tp. Since our last contribution there has
been a large turnover of people within the Troop .

WELCOMES
To the new Tp Comd 2Lt Paul Smith, LCpl Lant, Sigs Elliott,
Hillier and Smith. Also, welcome to Sigs Blake, Brind, Haigh, Hassett
and Holdsworth, all straight from the factory .
SSgt Bob Squires is getting married this year and plans are already
well underway for the proposed road trip. Anyone interested, contact
LCpl 'Gadge' Gargett.
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ARMED FORCES FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES
~
Dedicated to the needs of Serving and Retired Members
of the Armed Forces and their families.

FREE
RETIREMENT
~~ FINANCIAL
PLANNING
SERVICE

FAREWELLS
Farewell to Lt (now Capt) Tim Allen who is off to the training wing.
Also goodbye to Cpls Bowen, Norris and LCpl Wood, we wish them
all the best for the future. Finally, a sad farewell to Sig Neville who
is leaving for a stint in the Generator bay but will, of course, be back!

219 SIGNAL SQUADRON
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Spud' Locke
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Geoff' Watts
Tp Sgt Sgt 'Paul' Jude, Tp Cpl Cpl 'Shirley' Holmes.
We have been involved on the Cambrian Patrol, providing VHF
communications for all the patrols. Not bad, when we didn't have any
RRBs etc to call our own.
Well done to LCpl 'Paddy' Bickerstaff who has since left us but did
very well in helping the French team get round the course as far as they
did.
The Troop Seniors would also like to thank the boys for their
excellent behaviour on the Troop function at the York Pavilion Hotel.
If you are going to do it, do it in style!
Finally, the Troop would like to say goodbye to Cpl Steve Sorbie
who had to pop off to the Falklands at very short notice. Happy days
Steve. Also, goodbye and good luck to Cpl 'Robbo' Robinson who is
on his Tl.

Maj Simon Green, 214 Sig Sqn Comd, heads for home

Our aim is to provide impartial advice designed for your personal future
security. Specialist advice on life commutation. investment, tax planning
and wills plus best advice on pension, life assurance and mortgages.

217 Sig Sqn - Victors of the Inter Squadron Orienteering
Competition
Back Row (l to R): Cpl Dave Gold, Sgts ' Alex' Alexander, Geoff
Moore, Martin Jeanes (Team Captain), Maj Simon Green (214 Sqn
Comd) and W02 (SSM) Phil Atkinson
Front Row (L to R): Sig Kevin Unwin, Sgts 'Scouse' Evans, Ian
Toft and SSgt (YofS) Graham Pardew
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LET US HELP YOU
Free phone 0800 243592
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PANTHER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Cathro
SSgt Power
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts Sgt Coffin, Sgt Coleman.
Welcome to Lt David Cath ro and Sig Dotty Perkins, who has just
arrived fresh faced from the factory, in tow was Sig Bob Luke and
to the new Reece Sgt Dave Coleman his wife Roz and son Mi~h ael .
We say good bye to Lt Dave Gaul. We have also said goodbye to
LCpl Faz Farrow, Sigs Walker and Smitty Smith.
Following on close behind was Sig Vicky Warburton, who threw it
all away by getti ng married and return ing lo UK so she could be close
to hubby.
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate SSgt Woodie
Power on his marriage to Judy at the end of last year. We wish them
all the best for the fu ture.

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

BFPO 15
Q ADRON
qn Cornd
21C
I

Maj G. R. Norton
Capt D. M. Oakley Royal Australian
Signals
. I W02 ( SM) G. G. A. Reith, FofS W02 (FofS) W. Fitzgerald
Royal Australian Signals, S gt (FofS) S. Bason, YofS SSgt (YofS) P.
Ro , SQMS gt ( QMS) J. Pickles, Tp SSgt SSgt M. Newell.
EIGHBO RS O"HE OZ CONNECTION)
A you might have noticed from the Squadron personalities, we
no\\ su pect a takeover bid . This comes in the form of those from
'down under ' . Just a we were all getting used to W02 (FofS) 'Fitzy'
Fitzgerald with his funny hat and tropical combat gear, yet another
one eern to have decided to come topside and join us. Capt Oakley
(RA Signals) now occupies the 2JC office have recently taken over
from Lt Tomkins. One we could handle, but stories of Ned Kelly, the
outback and Digereedoos are just no joke. Please spare us the Rolf
Harris records. However the Oz connection goes further in the form
of Exercise Oz Quadrant which involves various members of the
Squadron Mountain Biking across Australia from West to East.
Repre enting SHQ Troop in this 'highly exhausting " sharp end"
exerci e' is Lt Tomkins who assured us before she left that she was
really loath at having to spend three months down under!
THE 'BACK PAGE'
On the sporting front, a fairly successful start to the year, as the
Orienteering Team gained second place in the recent competition. The
successful runners were Maj (Leading from the front) Norton, Capt
(Reading the map upside down) Oakley, SSgt Steve (Shove the mapfollow the guy in front) Bason and LCpl (What's a map anyway?)
Parr.
Meanwhile, on the slippery slopes, our skiing star Cpl Geordie
Crawford continues to excel. Geordie actually joined in November,
stayed for half an hour and then departed for the slopes. We've seen
more of hlm on the front pages of the 'Sixth Sence' and 'Forces Echo'
than we have in real life. However, be must be doing something right
to get there. At the time of writing we are aware that he was prominent
in helping the Regiment become Div champions, and was then selected
to ski for the Army.
AND AT WORK ...
The Squadron has recently returned from Ex Quadriga Herald
1/93, which took on a slightly different form from that of normal
CPX's. The exercise was split into various stands which was designed
to test individual trunk nodes in a variety of different subjects. These
ranged from SHF training, setting up and tearing down procedures,
navigation, communications and the highly demanding, and
sometimes controversial Defence of a Trunk Node stand.
The defence of a Trunk Node Stand was designed and run by W02
(SSM) (Chainsaw Charlie) Reith and assisted by W02 (SSM)
Grandison . The stand was located on Minden North training area,
whlch resembled a quagmire at best and from there on slowly
deteriorated. Undeterred, however, the DS set about testing each
Trunk ode on all aspects of defence, ranging from wood clearance
to effective sniper fire, refugee insurgence and reaction to
mortar/ section attacks. In addition to thls each Node was assessed on
noise and light discipline, sentry drill, QRF reaction and stand to drills
amongst various other defence elements. The enemy it should be
noted, spent many hours in cold and wet fox holes and other hide
locations, were played by LCpl (Cam Cream) Parr, Sigs (Univerntl
Soldier) Parker, Dutton and Pte Stepb Pender. Thls stand highlighted
the many tactical problems that must be overcome in order to
communicate in an hostile environment, and valuable lessons for
future exercises. However, as with any Exercise of this kind it did have
its lighter moments, and among these was one sentry's reaction to
effective enemy fire. He explained to the DS that because he had not
seen the enemy, he had deduced that it must have been a member of
the Trunk Node who had negligently discharged his personal weapon!
On the DS side, there was the episode when SSgt Micky Newell
returned from a night raid to find that during the night a 60ft tree had
uprooted and fallen through hls tent and was resting snugly on his
Jeeping system (thank god for night shifts!). The offending tree was
carved up in a right flanking attack by 'Chainsaw Charlie' . On the
whole the stand was a great success, and served to hlghlight the
necessity of defence in order to be able to provide communications.
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Back Row (L to RJ: SSgt Newell, W02 (SSM) Grandison, W02

(SSM) Reith, SSgt Pickles and Sig Dutton
Front Row (l to RJ: Sig Briscoe, Pte Pender, Sig Pearsall, LCpl Parr

and Sig Parker

HELLOS-GOODBYES
We welcome Maj Norton and Amanda, Capt Oakley and Linda,
Cpl 'Geordie' Crawford (and hope to see him sometime!). Other new
arrivals include Sigs Dutton, Steel, Phillps, Agnew, Hughes and
Allgood . We bade farewell to Maj Newnham to MOD, Cpl Paul
Weston and LCpl Sean Filer to 3 Div, LCpls 'Geordie' Moss and John
Hilton and Sig Jim Pearsall to 2 Sqn, we wish you all the best for the
future. In addition we should mention those from the Troop on
detachment, whlch includes LCpl Gaz Kemp presently in the
Falklands and LCpl 'Jacko' Jackson recently detached to Bosnia,
anything you need, just let us know ... safe tour.
CHEETAH TROOP
Tp Cornd
Lt K. Mannings
Tp SSgt
SSgt Brown
Tp RR Sgt Sgt Robson, Tp Sys Op Sgt Sgt Cawson.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We bid farewell to LCpl 'Johnny' Barton, LCpl 'Gaz' Ginn (now
full Cpl-well done!), Sig Oates, Sig 'Bri' Lambert, Sig 'Downsey'
Downes, Sig Banks 'W0617' . We welcome Sigs Dickinson, Orchard
and Whitehead and from withln the Regiment LCpls Stevens and
Ramharak join us on an internal re-shuffle. Cpls Taylor, Kennedy,
LCpl Cochrane, Sigs Fo rd , Kirby, Pearce and Penny join us from 3
Div.
We kicked off in 1993 with Ex Quadriga Herald I.
KIWI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Russell
SSgt
SSgt M. Fisher
Sgt Sgt J. Burns, Sgt Sgt A. Nodwell.
The Troop was quickly into the swing of 1993 as it prepared for Ex
Quadriga Herald 1/93. Thls five day long venture into the snowcovered German countryside was as enjoyable as it was demanding,
with everyone involved learning some valuable lesson or two while
practising a variety of battlefield skills .
On the sporting front, Kiwi Tp was triumphant in the I Sqn InterTroop Soccer Competition. Goals from LCpl Lee Randles, Sgt Al
Nodwell and SSgt Mo Fisher won the day in a thrilling 3-2 victory
over Cheetah Tp in the final. The competition gave one Jimmy Burns
(a recent signing on a free transfer from the now sadly demised 22 Sig
Regt) a chance to really impress the enthusiastic crowd . Our very own
answer to Billy Bremner, Sgt Burns has taken on the job of Tp Reece
Sgt. The Troop bids farewell to Cpl Billy Donovan and Sigs Martin
Hinchliffe, Bobby Maskell, Jason Russell and Ian Stevenson, while
welcoming Cpl Sean Davis. Best wishes to you all!
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3SQUADRON
Maj P. A. Brown
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt A. S. Williams
SSM W02 (SSM) Grandison , SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Owen , FofS SSgt
(FofS) Keegan , YofS SSgt (YofS) Shakespeare .
Maj Phil Brown assumed command in mid December and was
joined in early February by Capt Williams, who escaped from 2 Sqn.
Best wishes go to Maj Justin Johnson as he takes a post in MOD
and to Capt Bob O'Hara, who is still doing a quartermaster's job for
the Bosnia based 211 Sig Sqn. Lt Sarah Allan has also left for a rough
six mont hs in Sardinia. Lt Stewart Moffat (another transfer from 2
Sqn) has burn t his blue polo neck shirt and has assumed command of
November Tp.
Nomination for the best excuse fo r being late back from leave, went
to Sig George Harrison. He had been a passenger in a car that had
its wheels stolen whilst parked in a motorway service station.
On the sporting fron t, the Squadron supplied almost the entire
Nordic ski team and half of the Alpine team. In addition, the majority
of the Snow Queen instructors are provided by the Squadron as is the
coach to the Junior Biathlon Squad- SSgt Bob Anderson .
The Inter-Squadron orienteering competition saw the 3 Sqn team
corning second , despite the Sqn Comd being the Regimental
Champion and the four man relay team winning on the second day.
.It should be noted that every one of the 17 runners completed the
respective courses successfully, the only Squadron with a lOOOJo
record .

204 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Cornd
Maj Dougie Rowlinson
2IC
Capt Matt Hanson
SSM W02 (SSM) Trev Smith, FofS SSgt (FofS) Rutherford , YofS
W02 (YofS) Ron Perry, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) K. Dunk.
GOODBYES
We say goodbye to Lt Dave Cathro who is off to Hereford and to
Sgt 'Taff' Chappell and his band of Pioneers who have sadly served
their last post with Royal Signals. Finally farewell to Sgt Andy Bellew
and Sgt Graham Beech who are off to the UK and to Cpl 'Taff'
Walters who is joining the pensioners .
HELLOS
We say hello to Lt Paul Rennie, SSgt Nigel Thomas and Sgt Ken
McGirr on their arrival in Osnabruck.

BAOR), Brig A. Shuler (Chief of Comms ARRC}, Lt Col A. J. G re)
(CO 1 ADSR) and Maj J. G. Peck (2IC 4 ADSR) were wined and
dined in true Corps fashion.
This ceremony marked the day in Corps history when the 'Black
Rat' moved from Munster to Osnabruck and the end of the long and
proud history of 12 Armd Bde. The Brigade has fought on the Somme,
in North Africa and at Monte Cassino in Italy Having inherited their
past glories and traditions 212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn now looks to
its future in the new 4th Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204).

Back Row (L to RJ: Cpl Angove, Sigs McCarthy, Gale, LCpl Roper,

Sig Alsop, SSgt Rutherford and Sig Keen
Front Row (L to RJ: SSgt Coleman, Cpl Walters, LCpl Baber, W02

(SSM) Smith and Sgt Moran RAOC
EXERCISE RHINO QUADRILLE
Ex Rhino Quadrille was a real eye opener for all concerned, with the
Squadron in support of HQ 12 Armd Bde practising rapid command
and control over distance.
The next two weeks were havoc, well controlled havoc, at least that
is what they would have us believe.
Move after move was the order of the day with the LAD working
overtime to keep the vehicles on the road. The Reece team of Lt
Richard Rumsey and LCpl Tony 'Wardy' Ward were kept busy.
The YofS W02 (YofS) Ron 'Pit Stop' Perry spent much time
comrnunicarlng from the back of Panzers on the move. The resident
Wavell Det Comd, Cpl Rory 'Man About Oz' Douglas must be
congratulated . .. the Wavell never worked once but his microwave,
TV, boogie box and kettle performed, well done _Cpl 'D'.
.
On a more serious note, the nature of the exercise was such that 1t
wasn'1 only up to the seniors to ensure all worked well, more junior
members of the Squadron who normally follow instructions found
themselves in situations where their actions and decisions were
important factors . To a man they performed ~dmirably.
.
The Squadron is now geared to the 1993 exercise. The Squadron will
endeavour to produce excellent results for Headquarters 4 Armd Bde
as it did fo r Headquarters 12 Armd Bde .

TO THE FUTURE, CERTA CITO
As the first Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron to retitle and
assume its role proper within the Allied Rapid Reaction Co.rps, 212
(12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn held its retitling ceremony on Fnday, 15
January 1993 .
.
The ceremony began with the lowering of 4 Armd Bde Flag m
Munster from where a team of runners carried it to Osnabruck. Led
by W02 (SSM) Trevor Smith and the soon to retire Cpl 'Taff' Walters,
their team consisted of SSgt (FofS) Ian Rutherford, Al Coleman, Sgt
Kev Moran (RAOC), LCpls Gaz Roper (RCT}, Cav Baber, Sigs
'Trigger' Alsop, Tony Keen, ' Dez' McCarthy and '~indy' Ga~e ! th~y
completed the 70km run in a very fast 5 hours 10 minutes, arnvmg m
Quebec barracks to the cheers of Squadron members lining the route
to Brigade Headquarters .
.
The 4 Armd Bde nag was then raised alongside t~e new Signal
Squadron pennant to the haunting and so~~what eene sound_ of a
lone Royal Tank Regiment piper. The unve1hng of the new Bngade
and Signal Squadron signs by the COS and the Squadron Commander
Maj 0. E. Rowlinson completed the short and poign~nt ceremo_ny
which was witnessed by the new Brigade Commander Bng J. G. Reith
CBE and his staff.
.
That evening the Sergeants' Mess hosted a dinner to mark this
important occasion; our guests Brig J. D. Stokoe CBE (Comd Comms
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VISIT OF THE SOioC(A)-MAJOR GENERAL A. H. BOYLE
On 20 January 1993 the SOinC(A) Maj Geo A. H. Boyle visited the
Regiment. Most of the day was spent visiting elements of the
Regiment who had deployed on exercise Woodland Flight, a 14 day
Regimental exercise.
It was the Regiment's first deployment since its reorganisation on
5 January 1993 and as such was the first time that the Regiment had
practised its role as the new ARRC Headquarters.
The highlight of the day was a Regimental Officers' lunch held in
the field at ARRC Fwds location when the SOINC(A) was introduced
to finer aspects of field cooking.
The day was concluded with a visit to the SLAAM (Social, Leisure
and Amenities Centre) where the SOinC(A) met female members of
the Regiment and WRVS representative Sheila Brady.

The SOinC Maj Gen A. H. Boyle discussing some of the finer
points of ARRC Main with Maj Paul Straughair, RA Signals. Lt
Andy Parsons on left

HEAQUARTERSQUADRON
The Regiment commenced the New Year in its new formation ie
228, 231 and 232 Sqns with HQ Sqn in support.
HQ Sqn then set about preparing for Ex Woodland Flight, an
unusual occurrence! It started with an in-barracks exercise, then each
location deployed. During the exercise A Echelon was visited by
Commander Comms 1 Sig Bde Brig A. J. Schuler, who talked to the
UBRE crews, who had worked well throughout the exercise.
Congratulations to W02 (RQMS(T)) John Standen and W02
(FofS) J. Thomson on their recent promotions to WOl.
228 SQUADRON
Towards the end of last year our work was cut out getting ready for
the reorganisation of the Squadron in our new ARRC format.
After a good Christmas break the Squadron paraded under the new
title of 228 Sqn-Would it all work?
Now some four weeks later it is apparent that we are more than
ready for the busy year ahead, indeed we have already had one field
exercise.

The SOinC talks to Lt Scott Youngson

The CO, Lt Col D. J. Wills (Centre) reaches for his pistol!

HISTORY OF THE SQUADRON
The History of 228 Sig Sqn can be traced back to 14 May 1951 when
it was formed to provide communications for SHAPE Headquarters.
The Headquarters had recently moved from Paris to Marty-le-Roi .
This task was shared with an American Unit the 7th Signal Battalion.
On its formation the Squadron was approximately 100 strong and
comprised of four troops. These were: HQ Troop, Communication
Centre Troop (responsible for the 24 hour manning of the SHAPE
Commcen), Cryptographic Troop (responsibie for all aspects of
Crypto including distribution, operation and technical support) and
finally Radio and Line Troop.
The task of the Squadron was to organise and control all aspects of
the communications of the Headquarters. This was achieved by
establishing a thousand line automatic exchange, two minor
exchanges, a twelve position manual board, laying six hundred locals,
giving secretarials to the more important Generals, producing
telephone directories for an ever increasing Headquarters, erecting
. wireless transmitters and receivers and manning telegraph circuits to
the world.
In May 1959 the Royal Signals Corps Committee decided upon a renumbering of all Regular, TA and AER Signal Regiments and
independent Signal Squadrons. This was to come into effect on 1
September 1959. The SHAPE (British) Signal Squadron became
known as 228 Sig Sqn. The Signal Squadron continued in its role until
1966 when the Headquarters was moved to Belgium. At this point the
name of 228 Sig Sqn was lost and the British Royal Signals element
of the Headquarters became known as the Signal Support Group
(SSG).
In 1991 under the reorganisation of the Armed Forces 'Options for
Change' a number of Signal Units were disbanded. It was decided
that, if possible, unit names would be retained. Consequently renumbering of regular units took place. It was also decided to resurrect
unit titles that had been lost as a result of reorganisation in previous
years. One Squadron of 7 Sig Regt, a Ptarmigan Trunk Node
Squadron that had served in the Gulf War, was to take on the name
of 228 Sig Sqn.

THE l•ORMATION OF 231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The I I December 1992 was a big day for 4 Sqn, 7 Sig Regt . Maj
Nick Keen, who had held the office of the Sqn Comd since January
1992 was moving on to a staff appointment in HQ 4 Armd Div, and
hand'ed over to Maj Paul Straughalr Royal Australian Signals. The
Squadron also adopted the title of 231 Signal Squadron, on 5 January
1993 on the reorganisation of the Regiment. On the clear, dry
morning, W02 (SSM) Dougie Wright formed up the Squadron
outside SHQ in his own inimitable fashion, and handed over the
parade LO Maj Nick Keen who addressed the Squadron for the last
time then handed over command to Maj Paul Straughair. Maj Keen
pres~nted the Squadron with the new '231' pennant, and as a farewell
gift Maj Straughair presented the old 4 Sqn pennant to Maj Keen on
beh~lf of the Squadron . We wish Maj Nick Keen and his wife Pam
all the best for the future and welcome Maj Paul Straughair and his
wife Nola into 231.
EXERCISE WOODLAND FLIGHT
by LCpl Ian Sanders
After a suitable 'Recovery and Rehabilitation' phase from the
Christmas leave, it was finally time to blow away the cobwebs and
deploy on exercise, in our new role as HQ ARRC MAIN.
Phase I of the exercise was a simple move from the garages to the
main square. The Squadron rolled on to the square. The SOinC paid
us a visit on the Wednesday.
On Thursday morning , Phase 2 of the exercise was put into action.
This consisted of moving to and setting up comms at RAF Gutersloh.
It was at RAF Gutersloh that Cpl Mac Parker showed his 'journalistic' flair, by becoming editor, publisher, investigative reporter and
paper boy for the Daily Planet. All done with the aid of his faithful
tea-boy Sig Neil Cox.
The third and final phase of the exercise was a move from Gutersloh
to Sennelager. This took place without any major problems, and we
quickly set about the task of getting comms in and camming up. Two
points to note: First. If you're 5ft Jin and you're called Sig Sharon
MarshaJI, beware of large concrete blocks lurking in the dark.
Especially if you happen to trip over one and you're carrying webbing,
bergan, holdall and weapon, it is quite difficult to get up afterwards.
Second. To LCpl Gringo Inns. Six hours notice to move does not
mean that we are deploying abroad.
On ENDEX being called, everyone returned to camp. All in all an
enjoyable exercise with a few somewhat lighter moments and the
Squadron are now looking ahead to Ex Shining Chalice.

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
If you've spent time in the forces building up
your technical skills you certainly won't want to
lose them when you leave. And that is why you
should join Airwork . As a successful international
company specialising in the supply of technical
and professional support services to the
aerospace and defence industries worldw ide, we
have a constant need for more skilled personnel to
join us in the following areas:

232 SIGNAL SQUADRON
FSG TROOP
An unfamiliar name but not so its job. At present the Troop formed
as part of the reorganisation of the Regiment on 5 January 1993,
consists of I Officer, I SNCO and 30 OR's.
Having thrown down the gauntlet by coming second in the APFA
phase of the Inter-Troop competition, the Troop deployed on Ex
Woodland Flight with great zest and vigour. LCpl Milne however
decided to take things too seriously by attemµting to climb something
akin to a Roller Coaster ride in a Radio Relay Wagon. The result was
a 12 hour REME recovery task.
The Troop prize for camouflage and concealment must go to Cpl
Jones who was so successful he managed to avoid two POL
resupplies. Well done.
Finally a few goodbyes. Cpl Jones (not again) heads off to 3 Div,
accompanied by LCpl Glover. LCpl Davies-Morris goes home to the
TA and LCpl 'Del' Parkinson move to 4 A DSR (lucky eh). Best
wishes to all and good luck.

A recent Regimental Security Exercise demonstrated what would
happen if your car was illegally parked

Middle East, as part of a large, highly motivated
expatriate team .
• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air-conditioned accommodation • Free medical
care • Free life assurance • Good sporting and
recreational facilities • Enjoyable social
conditions • Regulargenerovs leave with paid
UK air passages • Interest~ and dlallenging
work • The chance of promotion.
Why not write (no s_tamp required} quoting
ref 005, with CV, to the Recruitment Manager,
Airwork Limited, FREEPOST, Christchurch, Dorset
BH23 6BR or telephone (0202) 572271 ext 2214 for

an applkaHo:sork

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicia ns to work on civilian contracts in the
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WOMEN 'S INTER-SERVICES SMALLBORE RIFLE
CHAMPIONSHIP
SSgt Helen Telford was a member of the Army team that won the
Women's Inter-Service
Smallbore Rifle Championship at
Uxbridge- the first time in its 47 year history that the Army have won
it . SSgt Telford , a veteran of the army side is congratulated on her
score of 192pts (h.p. s. 200). The 10 strong team scored a total of
1,885pts with the RAF second with l ,878pts and the RN third with
1,868pts.
CONSERVATION WORK AT LOW BARNS NATURE RESERVE
As part of the conservation and community work regularly carried
out by 3 Sqn a party from Charlie Tp went to Low Barns Nature
Reserve at Witten-le-Wear (Co Durham). Under the guidance of SSgt
'Geordie' Shave and Cpl John Hart they worked for the Durham
Wildlife Trust.
Whilst some members have been helping the local community
others have raising money for charity.

Sigs Beesley, Jay, Vahill, Law and Purveur of Charlie Tp at Low
Barns Nature Reserve

Lt Col M. J. Wilkinson presenting Cpl Alison Davis with her
outstimding student award

INTER-SQUADRON CROSS COUNTRY
Held in association with the now infamous CO's Run the InterSquadron Cross country was staged on Friday 15 January and
concluded the annual Inter-Squadron competition. I Sqn won the
event and in doing so secured its victory in the Inter-Squadron
competition by the closest of margins.

ASSISTANCE FOR THE VENTURE SCOUTS
Cpl Steve Barclay and Kev Wood led a party to a Scout Camp in
Humberside, where, in conjunction with the !st Goole Garwan
Vemure Scouts they set about repairing some of the extensive damage
caused by vandalism. A neckerchief presented in appreciation by the
Venture Scouts now hangs in the entrance to the I Sqn office. Other
party members were: Cpl Gerald Meighan, LCpls Elaine Monks,
Brenda Cooper, Sigs John Gill, Linda Naylor, James Fisher, Debbie
Hill and Helen Nolan.
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fan.

A 'new arrival' who must get a mention, came in the form of a
Christmas present from the QM, a new grandson , James Thomas .
Congratulations to Maj 'Grandad' Hargreaves and ' Grandma' Mavis.
The S;JOrting/ social scene starts in earnest over the next few
months, with go-karting and fishing outings in the pipe-line. Due to
the adverse weather conditions (it's only l 9°C), our sporting activities
have been limited to indoor events-namely a Darts competition,
successfully organised by Cpl Brian Gill, RPC. A light hearted
competition which developed into a number of well fought finals . The
singles ended in an all 'airborne' final between RQMS W02 Nat Cole
and SSgt Eddie Grattidge- the latter winning 2-0. Eddie 'Eagle Eye'
then promptly won the doubles event, ably supported by his lethal
accomplice and his wife, Lorraine. They beat SSgt Steve Penn and his
wife Dee, again 2-0; no mean feat considering Dee was the Shetland
Island's Ladies Champion.
The fun contest was a four man mixed team event, won by- you've
guessed it- Eddie Grattidge (fix), this time supported by Lorraine,
Steve and Dee Penn, definitely the strongest team. If the Darts contest
is a sign of things to come, then 1993 promises to be a great success,
not only in sports and social events, but also work-wise, especially if
the 'new team' match their predecessor's achievements.
HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CONGRATS!
Over the last two months, TM Troop have had several new
members added to its fold . A big hello goes out to SSgts Pete
Atkinson and Janet, Reg Whithead and Amanda, Sgts Mick Swift
and Julie, Kev Simmons and Sharon, Cpls 'Mitch' Mitchell, Daz Saul,
LCpl Dean Sutton, and last, but not least, Sig Steve Bagguley. We
hope you all enjoy your time here. The weather does get better!
We have also had to say goodbye to SSgt Bob Bayly and Carol off
to Blandford, Cpl Ian Lowe and Joanne off to UK and Sig 'Big Matt'
Eades off to BAOR or what's left of it! Cyprus has recently been
experiencing a bit of a population boom . Congratulations are in order
for the culprits on the birth of their daughters; namely Sgt Bob and
Susan Lowe for baby Kelly, Sgt Pete and Joanne Reeve for baby
Elizabeth, Sgt Pa.ul and Julie Gardner for baby Melissa, Sgt Joe and
Carolyn Docherty for baby Cerys, and Sgt Martin and Maxine
Roberts for baby Caitlin. Finally, hot off the press, congratulations
to SSgts John Middleton and Reg Whitehead on their selection for
W02 on the recent Promotion Board. Well done!
COMMS TROOP NEWS
A sad farewell to the outgoing Troop Comd, Maj Tony Lomax and
Eileen who are posted back to Germany after a brief holiday in the
sun . We also say farewell to W02 (YofS) 'Chippy' Wood and wife
Gudrun, 'Chippy' is off on a six month Caribbean holida~ in Belize.
Other Troop members who have recently departed for C1vvy Street
are: LCpls John Hardin, Ian Harper, Liz Hannaford, Lorraine
Burdon and Sig Andrea Mercer. We wish them all the best in their new
careers.
The Troop bids warm welcome to Maj Peter McLoughlin, W02
(YofS) Sam McElreavey and Sgt Karen Tindall; have a good tour.

THREE PEAKS FOR THE MOUNTAIN RESCUE
On 17 October Sgts Paul Irwin and Ken Hughes took on the three
peaks in an effort to raise funds for the Ambleside Mountain Rescue
Team, aiming to climb Ben Nevis (Scotland), Scafell Pike (Engl,and)
and Snowdon (Wales) within 24 hours. The third summit was reached
in 23hrs 42mins, within the 24 hour target. An exhausting yet
rewarding challenge.
EXERCI E ROVING HUNTER-SCHEMES TROOP ESCAPE
A DEVADE
On 26 January Schemes Troop staged an escape and evasion
exercise on the Catterick training area, it involved 40 personnel and
set the S COs running from the JNCO hunter force. The 'Runners'
were divided into four groups whose performance ranged from good
to bad. The first group, SSgt Dave Fraser and Cpl Andy Delaney were
caught ju t once, gts Zoo Williams, Kev Dyer and Steve Harper did
not perform so well, however Sgts Nick Turner and Craig AveyHebditch threw caution to the wind and, after checking in at the first
RV, lay low until dark.

I SQUADRON (THE FINAL CHAPTER)
The New Year saw the arrival of new members- out with the 'old',
in the ' new'. Sgt Taff Long REME decided to leave his bike
emporium / armoury for colder climes- namely the disputed border
outpost known as AAC Chepstow . He will be sorely missed; his
replacement, Sgt Tim Baitson is warmly welcomed and also
congratu lated on his appointment as Troop Sgt.
RQMS W02 Dick Taylor's replacement has arrived in the shape of
RQMS W02 Tony Bottomley, posted in for some Cyprus R & R. We
were also pleased to hear that Dick Taylor has been selected for WO I
on the recent board-congratulations to both him and Eileen. The last
departure is Pte Stan Stanley, of the illustrious RPC, who is returning
to the fold in Kineton, to be replaced by Pte 'Jock' Steel-a rare Celtic

AKROTIRI HORSE SHOW, ROUND 2
Fi n~lly the Troop congratulates LCpl Tracey Barton on gaining 2nd
place m Round 2 of the CYEF Akrotiri Horse Show .
2 SQUADRON (UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT)
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
It is with a special sadness the Squadron said farewell to Maj Robin
and Pat Cuthbert, who have left for the more sombre climate of
Corsham and 2 Sig Bde. Having said farewell to one Sqn Comd, the
Squadron said hello to Maj Tim and Julia Gigg, who have lost no time
settling in after their holiday in Australia, and are now looking
forward to the sunnier season of Cyprus.
Two Squadron soccer sides were formed under the control of JT
Barry Miles. Each team comprised of a sprinkling of Regimental,
Squadron and Novice talent. Though the match was publicised as a
'friendly' there appeared a lack of enthusiasm. Pre-match talks
revealed that the Cliquey Poseurs (Red Shirts) had the stronger side
and it was no surprise to see their domination at the start of the match.
The Hackers (Blue Shirts) made a valiant defence and particular
mention must go to LCpl 'Ginge' Hall and JT Phil Baumber. The Red
domination came to an abrupt end with the stretchering off of LCpl
Phil 'Action Man' Rowley. The Cliquey Poseurs, now a man down,
decided there was too much posing and not enough click. It was thus
left to the talents of JTs Carl Hoyle and Stevie Aldersey to run with
the ball and create an opening. Combining the legs of Lineker, the
power of Greyskull and the tears of Gazza the Reds were awarded a
penalty which was successfully placed in the net by LCpl Al Smilh.
With the Reds now ahead, the pressure was on the Hackers to find the
equaliser. With a sudden burst of speed Cpl Gaz King made a tack for
goal, foiled the keeper and rolled the ball home. The Blues fitness was
now showing and in quick succession JT Pete Haskayne headed and
volleyed his way to a fine hat-trick, making the final score 5-2 in
favour of the Hackers. Both teams would like to thank the referee and
party organiser W02 Dave Smy for a fine afternoon and evening's
entertainment.
SPOTLIGHT ON THE TROOPS
C Tp has seen a radical change in management in the last few
months. We have said farewell to W02 'Jock' Robertson, who in
traditional Scottish style performed a highland dance before he left.
Other Troop members to have left include Flight Sgt Glyn Hall,
organiser of the world famous Charity Van Push, Sgt Sutherland and
LCpl 'Jock' and Mel Marshalsey.
Like other Troops, D Tp has had its fair share of new arrivals,
welcome and good luck to you all. The Troop has also bade farewell
to Cpl Norton, LCpl Mike Isles, JT Nickey Howard and Tracey
Andrews. R Tp has bade farewell to Lt Jon Rennie our Tp Comd .
Other Troop members who have left include SSgts Chris Lamb, Steve
Phelps, Sgt 'Skelly' Skelton, Cpls Bert Chilvers, Davies and LCpl Ed
Mortimer. We say hello to SSgt 'Bear' Kelly and a great tour to Lt
Shannon Leek, who slips in to the not so hot seat.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron takes this opportunity to congratulate the following
members of the Squadron. To Capt Clive Cook on his engagement to
Rachael (now posted to 249 Sig Sqn), JT and Mrs Landon on their
recent marriage and Cpl Gaz and Gail King on the arrival of Robbie .

INTER SHIFI COMPETITION
With all the inter-shift rivalry going on it was decided to hold a
Challenge Trophy between A and C shift, consisting ?f five even.ts.
The first event was a hard fought battle of Ten Pm Bowls with
outstanding scores by Sig Pauline MacPhail and 'Garfy' Thomas. By
the narrowest of victories 'A' Shift claimed first blood of the
competition, but with four more events to go 'C' Shift are looking for
revenge (Go-Karts at ten paces?).
The CO awarding Sgt Mick Cowie the prize for individual first in
the Inter-Squadron cross country
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JSQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Smith
21
Capt Kevin Francis
SSM W02 (SS M) Dave P arry.
On J9 February the 68 year association of Junior Leader and Royal
Signals will end with the Pass-Off of Kukri Tp. Wiser heads than ours
have decreed that no more juniors will be recruited into the Army. So
it i with a certain amount of sadness and nostalgia that we bring you
the final news from the Troops.

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

CO
Lt Col M. J. Dent MBE
djt
Capt A. B. Stocker
R • I WOI (RSM) W. Ireland BEM , Ch Clk W02 (ORQMS) G. W.
mith BEM.
FAREWELLS A~D MOV
Following the Regimental Farewell and Final Adult Pass-Off
Parade on 11 December 1992 I Sqn started its move from Helles
Barrack to the Arm y Training Regiment at Bassingbourn; thi wa
completed on 18 December when Maj Nick Bateson took over
command from Maj Andy Rus ell who has moved on to Donnington
to command 241 Sig Sqn . We wish him and Janee ery success for the
future and thank them both for their hard-work during the period in
Cauerick . Just prior to the Farewell Parade the 2IC, Maj Dick
anders, departed for the School of Infantry at Warminster where he
took up the appointment as S02 Comms. We wish him, Liz and the
family good fortune and thank them both for the enormous amount
they contributed LO the Regiment during thei r tou r here which lasted
nearly four years .

THE 'WING' MOVES
Monday 14 December saw both RSSC No 16 and RSDCC No 274
deploy on exercise for their final challenges and assessments this
culminated with Sgt Tonsin and Cpl Clapham achieving the accolade
of Top Student on the respective courses and LCpl Maclaren with
Top Field Soldier on the RSDCC. During this time the move of the
Wing to 8 Sig Regt commenced where SSgt Bob Snow (of no fixed
abode!) was welcomed and told LO 'move it'. Needle s to say we are
now firm ly in situ in Vimy Barracks carryi ng on as normal!

IRON TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Justin Smith
Tp Sgt
Sgt Dave Burgess
Tp Cpls Cpl Terry Shiels, Cpl Phil Eaton, Cpl Eddie Charlton, Cpl
Les Olive r.
Despite the fact that the course length has been halved to six
months, the troop conspired to make the cadre feel like they had been
there much longer. A visit to the famous Crystal Maze raised over
£500 for the Craig Home for under privileged children. Teams of six
raced agai nst the clock to collect the crystals.
The high point of the year was Ex Highland Ebor, a 10 day external
leadership exercise based on the Lochs and Caledonian Canal. After
having been shown a variety of survival techniques, the troops were
dropped in a wood with a polythene bag, a rabbit and a chicken. Even
if their accommodation left anything to be desired, they were
positively spoilt for choice when it came to dinner!

COURSE HONOURS
RSSC No 17 and RSDCC No 275 both started trai ning withi n Vimy
Barracks on 3 January. Both courses were very competitive and
honours were closely foug ht for. A uniq ue do uble was achieved by the
top student on both course (Sgt Jones and LCpl Kent) by also gaining
the accolade o f Top Field Soldi er. In addition LCpl Kent went on to
receive a rare 'A ' grading.

THE ORA WDOWN
The drawdown of the Regiment is now underway; I Sqn has moved
to Bassingbourn, CO Training Wing has moved into Vimy Barracks
and comes under command of 8 Sig Regt on 15 March 1993, wh ilst
Leadership Wing and Adventure Training Wing are under command
of 8 Sig Regl with the cessation of the Junior Ent ry, 3 Sqn will close
by the end of March and the last Junior Leader Pass Off Parade took
place on 19 February 1993.
Helles Barracks is to be taken over by the Infantry Training
Battalion (Guards/PARA) on 31 March ending the Corps' association
with the Barracks after 29 years. The pre-Advance Party of the new
Battalion and they are now e tablished on the !st floor of the RHQ
Block.

Jldr Savage demonstrating the Rapid Descent

NCO TRAINING WING
OC
Capt R. C. Young
Inf Ad
Capt K. M. Lonergen Cheshire
SSM W02 (SQMS) M. Chapman, QMSI W02 (QMSI) K.
Fitzpatrick, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) B. Snow.
FAREWELL PARADE
After two weeks in camp and a further week on Ex Shakedown,
both RSSC 16 and RSDCC 274 ended their third week with an added
challenge participating in the Regiment's Farewell Parade.
Ex Shakedown was not the ideal preparation for this experience so
mrnor tuccups were expected . However, true to tradition everything
went off smoothly complete with fly past and an extra Slope Arms
from the Sergeants thanks LO Sgt 'Dusty' Miller.

The Col Comdt inspects RSDCC 274
(l to RJ: 2Lt Wadsley, Capt Lonergan, W02 (SSM) Chapman, Maj

Smith, Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE, LCpl Maclaren, LCpl
Gargett, Cpl Slinger
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KUKRITROOP
Tp Comd
Lt m:anne Wartnaby
Tp Sgt
gt Greg harp
Tp Cpls Cpl Gary Tuff, Cpl Mick Johnson, Cpl Keith Will iam. on,
Cpl Billy Randal.
The last term for Juniors started on 4 January. The Troop's second
visit to Dent proved as popular as the first, with abseiling into caves
a new experience for most.
Ex Third Venture introduced the troops to real Catterick weather
turning Sentry posts into snowmen and patrols into shambling yetties.
The Troop practised ambush techn iques on the Det omds ration
drops, leaving some soldiers very hungry by the morning.
The Troop welcomes Cpl 'Mornings' Randal.

[
LCpl Kent receiving his ' A' grade award from the CO Lt Col Mike
Dent

Towards the Summit

WELCOMES/ FAREWELLS
This traumatic period seeing the demise of the Regiment, has seen
some stalwart members of the Wing posted . They include W02
(QMSI) Martin Mariner, Cpls Shaun Wilkinson and Tony Hussey all
from the gym not forgetting the longest serving member W02 (SSM)
Martin Chapman and his wife Ann who departs on promotion to
WO! to take up the appointment of GSM with 2 Sig Bde in Corsham .
We warmly welcome into the fold W02 (SSM) Dale Ildn as the new
SSM and his wife Kay from the sunnier climes of Cyprus and also add
our congratulations to the many he has also received on his selection
for promotion to WO l .

A IO mile walk via the Commando Memorial at Gairlochy married
the troops up with their new accommodation; luxury 6/ 8 be:th cabin
cruisers. Overboard drills were soon completed, some Juniors even
claiming first -hand experience! Activit~es !ncluded attempting to
conquer Ben Nevis and waterfall travers1Dg rn the Pol .L~bh Area .
The last three days were spent in a race from Fort William to Fort
Augustus via twelve command tasks, which ranged from easy mental
problems to extraordinarily physical ones. . .
After running aground, countless colhs1o~s and generally
introducing piracy to British waters, the boats amved safely at Fort
Augustus .

GYMNASIUM
From LCpl Paul Meredith AIPT
The time has come to say goodbye to an end of an era at Le Cateau
Gymnasium. With the departure of the Last Physical Training
Instructors . The Corps will not be losing QMSI (APTC) Martin
Mariner as he will be moving on to 14 Sig Regt where he has very
kindly been donated a ISO container for his next gymnasium when the
Regiment moves from Celle to Osnatraz.
Cpls Pat Vella and Paul Meredith have just a short journey up the
road to help the members of 8 Sig Regt with the increase of courses
and to maintain the standards with the RSDCC and RSSC courses .
Cpl SI Haynes has succumbed to the temptations of BAOR and 16 Sig
Regt and will be returning to trade after his three year holiday at the
'Catterick Health Farm ' ! I am sure all those who have passed through
the doors of the gymnasium will miss those famous words ' direction
change' and so it ends by saying goodbye to all those who have served
as PT!s at 11 Sig Reg1 Le Cateau Gymnasium.

KOHIMA TROOP
Tp Comd
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Lt Scott Youngson
Lt Jason Kennedy
Tp Sgt Sgt Jed Robinson, Tp Cpls Cpl Tony Brine, Cpl Paul Beattie,
Cpl Dave Allen, Cpl Chaz Base .
The Troop took on the challenge of the ~rypt~n Factor Assault
Course with the aim of raising money fo r chanty. Six and a half hours
were spent on completing over 90 non-~top at~empts of the cour~e,
raising over £800 for the Mayfair School ID Darhngton ; a local special
needs school.
.
As well as visiting Scotland on Ex Highland Ebor with !r_on Tp, the
boys spent a week in Dent. As is often the case, the absetlmg proved
the most interesting activity. After a few shaky descents from the
viaduct, confidence soon grew and it was not long before more
interesting positions were being attempted .
.
We say farewell to Lt Scott Youngson and his wife, Jane. We wish
them every success on their tour in Germany.
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LEADERSHIP WING
QC
Capt Alan Hill
Staff
SSgt John Coles
Sgt Steve Lockwood.
It was a very cold day when RSLC 87 arrived at Scotto!1 Hall. .
After a challenging firs t week the course proudly received their
coveted burgundy leadership sweatshirts . Queues for a second
sweatshirt were extremely long and cries of ' we're not worthy'
bellowed out from Scotton Hall .
As the course went on and the fast balls became faster our intrepid
leaders found themselves strewn across the country from Glasgow to
Plymouth carrying out some r~ndo!Il tasks wit~ the hope of arriving
two days later in the Lake District without spending any money. There
were several late arrival !
After a week 's relaxing adventure training, including activities such
as , abseiling, pot hole swimming and P.layii;ig ~emmings fro'!! a IOOft
viaduct it was discovered that adrenahn did 1Ddeed come ID brown
lumpy packages.
.
The only advice that RSLC Course 87 can offer to any potential
leaders out there is. keep a bergan packed and hurry, hurry, hurry, not
a course LO be missed!
FINALLY
.
d h.
'f
We bid farewell and best wi hes to Capt Alan Hill an
1s w1 e
Carolyn on po ting to London .
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met, amongst others, the hard working 'civvies'-Maggi Frize and
Julie Skeith. The visit concluded with a debrief in RHQ where the
Chief Clerk, Paul Duffy, acted as the Master of Ceremonies and
Elaine Lock hart provided the tea.

1 Sqn Royal Signals
Army Training Regiment
Bassingbourn
Maj N. J. Bateson
Capt Ade Cameron
M W02 ( M) G. C. Guy, SQMS Sgt D. A. Gosney , Sqn Clerk
Mi L. J. Keith , toreman Bob!
With the demi e of 11 Sig Regt, the Adult and Young Soldier
Recruit Squadron, I Sqn was left without a home. The Pass Off
Parade, 11 December 1992, marked the sound of the starting gun for
the race to move the Squadron into its new home at Bassingbourn
Barracks (Depot The Queen's Division) before the Christmas break.
The Depot The Queen's Division had an overnight metamorphosis
to spring into life as the new Army Training Regiment Bassingbourn
on the morning 4 January. At the raising of the new A TR flag, by Lt
Col J. W. Church MBE, RRF, each Squadron/ Company raised
its respective Corps/ Regimental flags. It was at this point that the new
Sqn Comd, Maj Nick Bateson, rather than flying a small Corps flag,
unravelled the Corps 'marquee' and hoisted it up the flag pole,
narrowly avoiding suffocating Maj Quinn PWRR, OC C (Queens
Divi ion).
With the formation of the Regiment complete (1 Sqn R Signals, 28
Sqn RE and C (Queen's Division) Coy) the SQMS, SSgt Dave Gosney
set about taking over the 'plush' pre-fab accommodation blocks for
the newly named Alpha, Bravo, Charlie and Delta Tps. While this was
happening Maj Nick Bateson and Capt Andy Cameron waited in SHQ
for the flow of complaints from Troop Commanders, 2Lt Mark
Wadsley, Lt Mark Hanby an.d Lt Eddie Marsh, stating that 'in
Catterick we did it this way'. Readers will be pleased to know that we
are able to watch our new accommodation being built and it ,v]]] be
complete post 1993.
With effect from I March the Squadron bas a strength of three
Troops, and is expecting to have a full complement of four Troops
by mid May. It is at this point we will retrieve the fourth Troop
Commander Lt Pete Whitehouse from HQ Coy.
As the dust settles from the formation of ATR Bassingbourn, we
can see that the transition from 1 Sqn JI Sig Regt to 1 Sqn ATR

!SQUADRON
Ex Frozen Laurel was a Regiment Field Training Exercise which
took place between 6-15 January in the area of Arsbeck MTA- a
good way to blow away the cobwebs after the break! Soldiers took
part in a variety of _leadership tasks under tactical conditions,
including contact meetmg, proxy bombing and setting up an arms
cache, as well as a fair amount of routine patrolling. Fears of
inclement weather were unfounded. Everyone survived and some even
professed to have enjoyed themselves. The following JNCOs from I
Sqn took part and would like to thank 2 Sqn for the vast amount of
rain they obtained and the sub zero evenings which were al o provided
at no extra cost: 'Glassy' Glass, 'Sprout' Troth, Kev Dingsdale,
Gareth Kerr, Dave Janvier, Andy Knowles, Adie Bates, Mark Wright,
Dave Whitehead, Rob Jones and last but not least Steve Wood .

n Comd

llC Sqn

701st MI BRIGADE
On 12 January the Regiment took part in the disbandment parade
of 70lst MI Bde in Augsberg which marked the end of a long and
happy association.

Maj N. J. Bateson hoists the Corps flag
Bassingboum bas at times been difficult. However, it is hoped that by
the time this article goes to print, the transition will have been
completed.
Finally a word regarding events of 25 February; it was with little
surprise that we saw W02 {SSM) Graham Guy 'flick flacking' out of
the Squadron Commander's office with his red folder in his hand . We
would like to take this opportunity to wish 'Mr' Guy and his wife
Lorna, the very best for the future. The Squadron has lost another
two 'die hards' to voluntary redundancy, Cpls Stevie Barr and Billy
McKelvie, good luck.
(See also page 144 and photo of WOI (RSM) K. E. McCreadie
receiving the Corps flag from W02 (SSM) G. C. Guy.)

13 Sig Regt
BFPO 42
VISIT OF COMD RHINE GARRISON
FAREWELL VISIT BY BRIG R. M. BULLOCK CBE
On Thursday? January _t~e Comd Rhine Garrison, Brig R. M.
Bullock CBE, paid a last v1s1t to the Regiment before handing over
Command. The Brigadier arrived in the morning and presented

LCpl Ali Bray receiving the Crossbow Trophy on behalf of the
team
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The next round gave us another away tie, this time again~! 8 Regt
RCT at Munster, another long drive. This was also an excellent game
although a tronger and more experienced RCT team took control of
the match and we went out by three goals to nil.

medals to the Regiment's female Ex Crossbow Team. The Team
did exceptionally well as they came first female team in what was an
extremely testing formation exercise. Congratulations must go to all
team members who we~e Lt Jane England, Sgt Wendy Leigh, Cpl
Paula Neave, LCpls Ah Bray, Sharon Marshall, Miranda Morley,
Jose Taylor and Yvonne Harland. After this the Brigadier visited
Block 30 where be thanked soldiers for their efforts both on the
sporting field and at work during the last three years.
In the afternoon the Brigadier moved to the Sergeants' Mess where
he was greeted by the PEC, W02 Stich Woolard, and the RSM WOl
Mick Orange. He signed the Visitors' book for the last time and then
presented LS & GC Medals to W02s Jenette Graham Steve
Maddison, SSgts Lenny Hilton and Phil Matthews . Before lea~ing for
Dusseldorf the Brigadier expressed his si ncere thanks to all Mess
members for their help and support and said that so far as he is
concerned, th~ Sergeants' Mess is the powerhouse of any Regiment!
All persor'!nel m Mercury Barracks wish the Brigadier good luck in his
new appointment as Deputy Director of the Royal Logistics Corps.
VISIT BY BRIG H. H. KERR OBE
Brig Kerr, the incoming Comd Rhine Garrison, combined his initial
and OPE_Y AL yisit o_n Wednesday 3 February. The Brigadier spent
the morrung bemg bnefed on the role of the Regiment of particular
note were the briefings by WOl Jan Marshall and Sgt Mel Richards .
Lunch was held in the Officers' Mess where Justine Caley, Cpls Nick
Chapman and Neil Kelly performed their usual miracles. In the
afternoon the Brigadier watched an impressive demonstration of dog
handling by Cpl Geordie Elliott, LCpl Stephen Reay and others of the
Team, a special mention must be given to Cpl Baz Berry who wore the
'Michelin Suit'. The visit then moved into the more serene
surroundings of the Station Staff Officers domain. Here the Brigadier
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CONG RATULATIO NS
We would like to congratulate W02 (SSM) Mark Wright-Jones on
his selection for promotion to WOI . Also SSgts Billy Chestnut, Dave
Murray and FofS Tony Woolaston who have all been selected for
promotion to W02 . Sgts Dave Devine and 'Trak' Tretheway should
also be congratulated on being selected for courses. Finally
congratulations and farewell to Lt Adam Parsons and Kirsty who
leave for a nice posting to the Queen's Gurkha Signals in Hong Kong,
on his promotion to Captain.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd

W02 Andy Ashwell
SSgt Billy Chestnut
Sgt Sav Phillips.

VISIT TO 14 SIG REGT
Ex Celle Vie was a Delta Tp venture with the primary aim of giving
Troop personnel who had not served in a mobile unit 'the pleasure'
of doing so, and for those that had the opportunity to renew old
acquaintances.
After a 10 hour night shift the Troop departed Mercury Barracks
on a five hour coach trip with some murmurs of trepidation. Much to
everyone's amusement, the first sight which greeted us on arrival was
a former Troop Member (LCpl Gaz Farrar) on barrier duty. Cpl
' Robbo ' (HGV Whizzkid-another former D Trooper) then gave us a
tour of the infamous 'red building' with some struggling to
comprehend the sheer size of the place.
The first evening was then spent in the JRC for the Juniors, with
the RSM WOl Gerry Knight inviting the Seniors to a very enjoyable
Burns Night in the Sergeants' Mess. After a hearty breakfast the
following morning, we spent the day on some very interesting
demonstrations which proved educational, culminating in a game of
football which Delta Tp unfortunately lost 3 goals to 2. 3 Sqn then
laid on an excellent evening function where Delta Tp 'Characters'
held their own .
The Troop would like to say a heartfelt 'thank you ' to 14 Sig Regt
and Sgt Martin Gill in particular, for their hospitality and an excellent
two days; we look forward to the return trip.
Finally hot off the press: we would like to congratulate SSgt Billy
Chestnut on his selection for promotion to W02.
REGIMENTAL SOCCER
The season has been one of mixed fortunes for the Regimental
Soccer Team . We play in the North Rhine Inter-Services Saturday
League and find ourselves pitted against the might of RAF Laarbruch,
RAF Bruggen and 16 Sig Regt all teams that had played in the Premier
League last season. Despite some disappointing results we have played
some excellent football and the morale of the team remains high.
In the BAOR section of the Army Cup we had a good run, reaching
the last sixteen. Our first match was against HQ Regt I (BR) Corps
which was comfortably won 8-0. In the next round we were drawn
to play 21 Engr Regt at Nienburg, a mere five hour bus ride aw_ay!
This match was very exciting with the score at the end of normal lime
being 2-2. Extra time was played and we eventually won the ma~ch
5-2. The goals were scored by LCpl Richie Richardson (3), Sgt Billy
Redman and LCpl Chris Wells, although the all round effort by the
squad was most rewarding. The highlight for the spectators was the
arrival of the CO in a helicopter landing next to the pitch just as LCpl
' Richie' Richardson slotted one into the net.
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Back Row (l to RJ: Sig Terry Watson, Sgt Ian Burton, LCpls Richie

Richardson, Woody Wood , Cpl Sean Conway, LCpls Sooty
Sutcliffe, Danny O'Neill and Capt ' Boss Man' Gardner
Middle Row (l to RJ: LCpls Paul Coop and Chris Wells
Front Row (l to RJ: LC pl Paul King, W02 Mark Smithurst, LCpl Ian
Conroy, Sgt Tony Mee, SSgt Paul Skeith and Sgt Billy Redman
Some of the stars of the season so far have been LCpl 'Richie'
Richardsonfor his four goals in one match, LCpl Sean Conway for
some death defying saves in the Army Cup, Sgt Tony Mee for his nonstop running, LCpl Chris Well for producing the club magazine,
LCpl Paul Stephenson who along with Chris Wells, has played for the
BAOR Corps side all season and finally W02 Mark Smithurst for his
organisation and management of the squad.
CLAY PIGEON SHOOT
Officers: Lt Col Rouse, Maj Nick Naylor, Capts John Floyd,
Martin Corcoran, 2Lt Caroline Hull; Other Ranks: WOl {RSM) Mick
Orange, WOI Bob Ollis, Cpl Widdy Widdicombe, LCpls Sean
Doherty and Tony Lesurf.
Following the recent successes of the Regimental Clay Pigeon
Shooting Team, not only in the Comd Comms Sports Day held at
Birgelen but also in the RCZ versus the German equivalent WBK3 at
JHQ Rheindahlen, a challenge by Cpl Widdy Widdicombe of a Clay
Pigeon Shoot between the Officers and the Other Ranks was accepted
by the Commanding Officer.
The shoot was arranged for Friday 22 January and the shoot began
with some of the worst weather seen in Birgelen this year but thi did
not dampened the spirits of either team. First up was the CO who was
to shoot against WOl lJob Hollis of2 Sqn, WOl Hollis came out with
a clear lead; the other ranks proceeded with a clear lead throughout
the competition.
The day produced some fine shooting, namely from Capt Martin
Corcoran and a superb shoot from Cpl 'Widdy' Widdicombe who
took every bird on the final part of the shoot. 2Lt Caroline Hull
managed to avoid a golden duck by downing one bird, one bird better
than Capt John Floyd whose gun dog Meg was standing by, but was
clearly not needed! After a thoroughly enjoyable shoot, despite the
fog and drizzling rain, the CO Lt Col Rouse pronounced the other
ranks the winning team by some 58 birds to the Officers' 30.
We now look forward to the ummer months and a re-match of the
Officers versus Other Ranks Competition and to more succes for the
Regimental Clay Pigeon Club.
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more notab le deployments to Munster Oertle Training Area where we
were ubjected to (much to the disdain of our visiting MCL Engineers)
the sound of 'whiz bangs' whistling suspiciously close over our heads
from dawn to dusk, closely fo llowed by equipment stability tests,
courtes~ of mother natu re i~ the fo rm of a for~e 11 ga le. Fortunately,
all survived although the wind would have claimed the admin area if
it were not for the efforts of SSgt (YofS) Dave Marriott Cpl John
Freegard and Sig ' Fitzy' Fitzsimmons wh o not only braved the
elements but also found a new use for the ' boss's' Rover!
Length of tour for team members varies from 9-12 months so its
good bye to LCpl Dave Grove , who is off to savour the delight of
Comms Tp, and hello to Sig Bruce (why me?) Thornton .

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 36

The la t days of January marked the end of an era for the
Regiment, as the last packet from 237 ig Sqn drove out of the gate.
With it depanure to the UK the re t of the Regiment ha moved up
a gear with the preparation of it own move to Quebec Barracks,
0.nabrilck.
The mo t noteworthy news comes from the ski teams who both
achieved re pectable placings during their three month season.
LPINE KUNG
b) Capt Jonathan Gillespie
Once again Capt Jonathan Gillespie rummaged in his drawer ,
hunted out his garish ski attire and dragged a team of pressed
volunteer to the Corps Ski Camp in Kaprun, Austria. It was an
excellent three week training camp and if there is any complaint it was
that there was too much snow. None of the team had been there
before, nor had they raced previously at Divisional level. All of us
made a rapid improvement under superb tuition from SSgt Phil
Philemon and Sgt John Driver. Steady progression was made from all
aspects of free skiing into advanced techniques for Slalom, Giant
Slalom and Downhill (head down, seat down, scream loudly). Sig
Mark Gibbs tried out the downhill technique on a set of very short
195cm skis only to ftnd a 'Claymore' mine awaited him as his skis hit
a speed wobble at mach I half way down the piste.
The daily ritual began with waking up (not as easy as it sounds),
swiftly LCpl 'Trip' Journet (posh French name) provided 'the wheels'
which we overloaded with ski kit each morning following 20 minutes
craping ice, fingers and paintwork. An ear popping ride through the
mountain to the glacier and we were on the piste and into another
training session. Evenings were spenc repairing skis and undergoing
character assassination during critiqued video coaching which
highlighted faults that one had spent years trying to keep secret.
Considering the raw material, our instructors made an amazing
transformation in our skiing and so, with an air of conftdence, we
stood in the stan gate, Ski Sunday music and images in our minds.
The Championships were aimed at the novice races and so while the
Corps sponsored team participated and set the standard, it was left to
people like ourselves to fight it out for the prizes. The Regiment put
in a consistent performance that allowed us to finish runners up (and
a trophy to prove it).
The Divisional Championships were held in the Le Bornand, France
(Journet being at home here), a quaint little town that welcomed us
as if Spring had come, for indeed it bad and the snow had gone. We
had hired a minibus to get us there, both our bodies and our ski kit
seemed to have doubled over Crimbo. A teeny-weeny reading error
whilst reading the admin instruction (that hasn't been forgotten yet)
gave us a positive challenge in the seed list; improvement being our
only option. Despite pouring rain removing all the snow below l ,500m
and all above requiring the use of a boat and a set of O'Neill water
skis, we did manage to race. A return to freezing nights, a little
Scottish race experience and a lot of snow cement produced a bard,
fast piste that was excellent for racing-if not for falling on . Capt
Gillespie looked as if he had been propelled through a car windscreen
after a course inspection.
LCpl Rob Lonergan had his best race at the age of five (egg and
spoon) but still managed a best place of 45th in the Team Slalom.
LCpl Journet took time out from bis dictionary to storm home in a
be t placed 51st in the Team Slalom Sig Gibbs was best at 'egging it'
and took 63rd place in the Super Giant Slalom (the Downhill being
cancelled due to a lack of white bits). Capt Gillespie has appeared far ,
too much already and so his best place of 42nd in the Individual
Giant Slalom will not be mentioned. There were 104 starters, though
many fell at the fust and pools winnings were said to be low.
Inevitably, there are those who claimed we were on a two month
'swan', but they were fat people in the main who tremble at the word
physical and break into a sweat before they have even begun their
BFT. If you are one of these people you have probably over exerted
yourself by reading this article. If not, then perhaps next year you
hould dare to point your skis downhill, stay off the brakes and pick
up a little speed. Do as this team did and get the most out of giving
your best, perhaps despite your skill level rather than because of it.
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HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
Maj W. N. White MBE
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. N. Ardem
SQMS SSgt (SQMS) J. Wayman .
The Squadron is preparing for the Regiment's impending move to
Osnabriick . Even as pen is put to paper the removal wagons are
parked on the square ready for the many family moves that are taking
place. Not to be mesmerised by it, there are squads of troops drilling
around these vehicles in preparation for the Freedom of Celle parade
to be held in the near future.
There have been many departures, too numerous to mention
individually; suffi ce to say we wish all Squadron members and their
families who are leaving all the best in their new postings, mostly to
237 Sig Sqn in UK.

HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Dave Dolling
Training SSgt
SSgt Billy Corner
Tp SSgt SSgt 'Scotty' Sherrard , Tp Sgts Sgt Kev Fogg and Sgt Dave
Watson .
Hotel Tp is the most recent addition to 226 Sig Sqn (indeed the
Regiment).
After much hard work, many phone calls and paperwork, the
Troop has now collected all its vehicles from 640 Tp .
Under the firm guidance of SSgts Sherrard , Corner and Sgt Fogg
the Troop is swiftly integrating into Regimental life.
With much looming in the form of exercises and demonstrations a
busy time is in store. Equally though , good times should be had once
SSgt Sherrard has done his OHP course, then it should all be plain
efficient sailing.

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Vyv Thatcher
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Graham Addley
SSM W02 (SSM) Martin Waclawek, YofS SSgt (YofS) Steve Slater,
FofS SSgt {FofS) Rob Lane, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Chris Naylor.
The Squadron football team stormed through to the General' s Cup
final in convincing fashion after a comfortable 2-0 victory against
245 Sig Sqn.
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Emma Smith
Tp SSgt
SSgt Alf Cupper
Tp Sgt Sgt Mick McGinn.
The Troop welcomes Sigs Robert Cooke and Gerald Vining.
Farewell to 2Lt Annabel Basker bound for Bosnia, and welcome to
2Lt Emma Smith, the latest lady in Comms Tp life.
Most Troop members have been busy packing kit in preparation for
the move to Osnabruck. The exception being LCpl Jason Meek who
has just returned from three months skiing for the Regiment. We
congratulate him on getting through to the Army championships and
on his promotion to Cpl.
DEF EW TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ken Graham
Tp YofS
SSgt (YofS) Dave Marriott
This being our 10th anniversary we thought it appropriate to make
an appearance in The Wire to remind you of our existence. The team
is kept busy with exercises and presentations throughout the year. All
operators being Tele Op (Tg) means no unique talents are required
though an unnatural desire to live under field conditions does help!
Being in the team and working largely with other cap badges
particularly at Battle Group level, certainly gives operators a better
insight as to how the 'other half' lives. As was revealed on one of our

ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

.

W02 Eric Clee
W02 (SSM) 'Taff' Evans
SSgt Paul Gardner.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
We would like to welcome Sgt 'Skelly' Skelton and family from
sunny Cyprus, Cpl Doughty and family from Soest and Sig Hinsley
fresh from the Yorkshire Moors. We say goodbye and thank you to
LCpl 'Zippy' Smith to civvy street and LCpl Nigel Thomas to the
warmer climates of Belize. Finally congratulations to LCpls Bourne
and Gardiner on their recent promotions to Cpl.
Exs Flicknife I and 2 took place to give the new members of the
Troop experience of how the Troop works in the field .
On a sadder note we wish Sgt 'Mr Blobby' Gill a speedy recovery
in hospital.
237 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Rick Evans
2IC
Capt Mark Roberts

CONGRATULATIONS
Commendable sporting achievements were made by the skiing
team, captained by the 2IC Capt J onathon Gillespie. This involved
LCpls Rob Tub bs, 'Lon ny' Lonergan and Sig Mark G ibb~.
Well done to LCpl 'Twinks' Twilley for being the first trade man
to become 'Top Tank' on his DMI course. Well done again on the
promotion to LCpl for LCpls Drew Mechen and Rory O' Neill and to
Cpl for Cpl Jim Lyons.
Finally, congratulations to OCdt Offord on passing his
Commissioning Board (and I wasn' t 'j iffed' to write this just because
l passed, honestly!).
The Troop's own Chippendales came to light in the form of Sigs
Neil Harrison and Fergie Milne, taking to this skill like ducks to
water . Congratulations to recently promoted LCpl Alan Howells and
welcome Cpl Nick Oldcroft, his wife Rachel and son Liam.
245 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Harrison
Capt Jonathon Gillespie
2IC _
SSM W02 (SSM) 'Dicky' Bird, YofS SSgt (YofS) 'Ginge' Willimont,
FofS SSgt (FofS) Nev Smikle, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Neil AIJamby, W
Tp Comd Lt Karl Arnold , X Tp Comd 2Lt Hetty Steele-Mortimer, Y
T p Comd Lt Sara Copley, Z Tp Comd W02 'Jock' Robertson.
A POTTED HISTORY OF 245 SIGNAL SQUADRON
On l December 1992, I Sqn become 245 Sig Sqn. Formerly I Sqn
was known as 225 Sig Sqn (Radio) based at Field Station Langeleben .
On the format ion of 14 Sig Regt 225 and 226 Sig Sqn (based at Field
Station Wesendorf) were brought under the command of the
Regiment and were renumbered I and 2 Sqns respectively. Under Lt
Col M. P. S. Shaw, I Sqn was brought from Langeleben to be colocated with 2 Sqn and the main body of the Regiment in Taunton
Barracks, Celle.
With the outbreak of Op Granby, I Sqn took on the responsibility
for forward armoured EW, appropriately so, as 245 Sig Sqn traces its
history to the Middle East. The Moufflons head will continue to be
the symbol of the Squadron in recognition of the long association with
the former 225 Sig Sqn who, as an official mascot, acquired a
moufflon and named it Trotsky. 245 Sig Sqn will carry on developing
its new affiliation with I (UK) Armd Div.
EXERCISE RHINO QUADRILLE
ft is appropriate that the newly numbered Squadrons first exercise,
Ex Rhino Quadrille, was also the first in which we have directly
supported the Division. Participation came from elements of W, X
and Z Troops.
The Squadron's main focus of attention has been turned to the
forthcoming move to Osnabruck. Despite this, we have still managed
to take part in other activities.

KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Paul Atkinson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Gav Henderson
1993 arrived with many anxieties, especially about the move in
February. A line-up of Squadron vehicles, showed that Sig 'Spud'
Tait can improvise when it comes to convoy flag poles.

W TROOP
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We say goodbye to LCpls Pete Zambuni and 'Harry' Harrison.
Good luck to Cpl Keith Barber, LCpls 'Jock' Taylor and 'Badger'
Arundel away on Op Grapple. The Squadron welcomes LCpls 'Fags'
Forwood, 'Jock' Marshalsey, Kerry Hunter and Sig Ned Kelly and the
return of Lt ' Bondai' Arnold from a gruelling tour of Oz, on Ex Long
Look. Life's a beach!

VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 N. Mccreedy
Tp Sgt
Sgt A. Stewart
Most of our time is concerned with preparations for our move back
to the UK; with the odd bout of language training thrown in for good
measure (that is if someone else has booked the gym). However, we
do have an important and joyous event to announce. Congratulations
to Cpl and Mrs 'H' Lloyd on the birth of their son.

X TROOP
A fond farewell goes to LCpl Steve Hill and good luck again to
LCpl 'Ed' Moses on Op Grapple. We welcome Sgt Liam Woods,
LCpls Lindsey Barber, Tony Smith, Gary Farrar, Sigs Scott Deveney
and Nicky Daglish.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
A welcome to SSgt Steve Carr who joins us from his stay in the
' Ivory Tower'. Welcome to the real world Steve. We bid a fond
farewell, and many thanks for all they have done for us to Sgts Andy
Stewart and Kev Rhodes who are moving to 245 Sig Sqn when we
move to the UK.

Y TROOP
Sadly we lose the Tp Comd Lt Ben Kite and Cpl Nick Oldcroft and
greet the new Tp Comd Lt Sara Copley, LCpl Adam Wilkie and Sig
Nicky Stamen. Z Troop loses W02 'Cas' Hayes and we wish him and
his family all the best in civvy street. Sgt Mick O'Brien leaves to sunny
Cyprus and Sig Nick Younge is off to Bad Lippspringe for a year as
a Parachute Instructor. We welcome ' Q' Haye ' replacement W02
'Jock' Robertson, Sigs Michelle Ginger and 'Scouse' Johnson.

Sig

Derek Fitzsimmons, LCpl Dave Groves, Sigs Owen
Woodman, Tony Clark and LCpl Andy Smart
SSgt (YofS) Dave Marriott, Capt Ken Graham and Cpl John
Freegard
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16 Sig Regt
BFPO 35
REROLE P RADE
The Regiment paraded on the q iare at Bradbury Barracks on
Monday 11 Januar ·• ready to a sum.: its ~RRC role. 2 ai:id 3 Sq~ s
were formally di banded and 230 and 255 Sig Sqns took their place m
a moving ceremony during which Squadron pennants were presented
to the quadron Commander . It wa a timely coincidence that the
new djutant Capt colt \ orkman and the new RSM WOl (RSM)
Tom were pre ent for the fir t time on the square. The parade wa
the culmination of two months preparation and planning and a very
hecti week o f technical inspections and kit checks. The parade was
the halfway mark in changing to the Regiment's new role, with 1 Sqn
ba ed at JHQ and 4 Sqn in Bielefeld, not due to assume their new
re pon ibilities until 1 October.
230 ig Sqn, formerl y 2 Sqn, are now a Ptarmigan Trunk Node
qn, cheduled 10 join 7 Sig Regt in 1994. 255 Sig Sqn , forn:ierly 3
qn, are a Ptarmigan Major Access Node (MAN) Sqn supporung the
Headquarters Rear Support Command and 4 Rear Support Groups of
the ARRC in an Out of Area deployment.
The parade over and the administration completed , the Regiment
deployed on a three week Ex First Taste LO practise its new role .
WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
V e welcomed Capt Scott Workman into the Regiment as Adjutant
in January and wi hed Capt Paul Glibbery all the best at Staff
College. We also said farewell LO our RSM WOI (RSM) M. Smith on
commi ioning and welcomed RSM Toms in his place. Best wishes to
Lt M. mith MBE at 7 Sig Regt.
OinC's VISIT
Maj Geo A. H . Boyle visited the Regiment on 19 January.
.
The SOinC toured the Ptarmigan assets of the new 230 and 255 Sig
Sqns and spent time talking to the soldiers on the vehicle park . He was
also hown the Bradbury Theatre which had recently been modernised
and re-equipped . An ops brief was given on the Regiment's new role
and its exercise commitments.
Before leaving, the SOinC was presented with a statue of the
Krefeld 'Seiden Weberman ' or Silk Weaving Man by the CO, Lt Col
. F. Fisher.

SOinC Maj Gen Boyle meets members of 255 Sig Sqn, SSgt (FofS)
McKie and W02 (YofS) Patterson as he tours the Squadron
CADRE COURSE
Exercise Fast Track 3 the CO 's Cadre Course was held at Bradbury
Barracks and Arsbeck Training area between 18-30 October 1992.
The course is designed to select potential LCpl material and is a
mandatory requirement for promotion within the Regiment. The
course began with a BFT which all students passed. The two week s
were pent learning or re-learning all aspects of military training. It
culminated with a Pass Off Parade where the 5.56 rine was carried .
The Parade Commander, ig Croft accompanied the CO , Lt Col N.
f. Fi her, on his inspection .
·
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Sig Westo n of 4 Sqn emerged as Top S,tudent and she. was very
surprised when the CO also presented her with her LCpl stripe. There
then followed a formal lunch. A very hard two weeks was over but 21
students had learnt a great deal in that time.

On the day there were 20 football teams involved in the
competition, the sides coming from both the military and civil
population. The first round decided which 10 teams would play for
the Roetgen Cup and which 10 would play for the Roetgen Shield.
The competition throughout the day was fierce but· fair and all
involved had a .brilliant day. The ~verall winners in the Cup were the
team from 7 Sig Regt and the Shield was won by the German side
Villa Kunta Bund.
'
In ad dition to the football competition there were various side
attractions such as a live band, a 'throw the welly' stand, a golf stand
a bouncy castle for the children, a bar for the adults and, of course:
the RAF dog handl ers performed.
Throughout the day money changed hands speedily and at close of
play the detachment had raised a sum of DM 2754.54 for the Caritas
Verband charity, which run a holiday home for disabled children.
The detachment members would like to thank all parties involved
in making it such a successful event.

At Comd Comms Sports Day Squadron team entered a variety of
events ranging from target golf, clay pigeon shooting and volleyball
to rugby, hockey and football culminating in a chain of command tug
of war. HQ Sqn 16 Sig Regt finished second being narrowly beaten by
a 13 Sig Regt team.
The year was rounded off with an internal rugby match. The bone
of contention was played for with the officers and warrant officers
fielding one team verses an other ranks' team. It was a hard fo ugh1
match with the CO, Adjt and RSM all on the field. However, the
youngsters' fitness won through and they clinched a rewardi ng victory
over their seniors.

The photo shows the 16 Sig Regt Cadre Cours.e w ith Capt Scott
Workman, The Training Officer, W02 ~ SSM ) Lrttle and members
of Training Wing who organised the Course
ENCON 92
.
Encon is a BAOR wide, biennial event aimed at encouraging
concern for the environment among the military and civilian
components of BFG and their dependants . The Krefeld Youth Club
entered the competition this year with the assistance of the Regiment,
the project being to clear the Egglesberg Pond and surrounding area .
It began in June and took three months LO complete. The team, led
by Capt Simon Parry, liaised with the Stadt Krefeld and local
environmentalists as to what needed to be done to the site. Egglesberg
Pond was of special significance because of an endangered species of
frog in the area. The team cleared all the surrounding area, put up
bird boxes, turfed over areas and cleared small tr.ees to encourage
wildlife and allow the growth of rare plants m the protected
environment.
The project was judged by a BAOR team looking for criteria such
as the contribution to the environment, the effort put in compared to
the resources available, the amount of commitment and enthusiasm
conveyed by the team and the long term benefits to the area .
This project undoubtedly benefited the local area of Egglesberg. In
addition it was rewarding that the Regiment received an RCZ prize of
DM 500. Mr Ian Twinberrnw, the Youth Work Leader accepted the
cheque on behalf of 16 Sig Regt Youth Club to improve its facilities.
REFORMATION 255 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Barry Keegan
Capt David Bizley
2IC
E Tp Comd RSC (Fwd) 2Lt Carole Rankin, F Tp Comd RSG SAN
2Lt Trina Reynolds, G Tp Comd RSC MAN 2Lt Ian Hargreaves,
SSM W02 (SSM) Gary Woodcock, Sqn Ops W02 (YofS) Allan
Patterson, SSgt (YofS) McCombe, SSgt (FofS) Neil McKie.
3 Sqn became 255 Sig Sqn on 11 January, at the Regimental Rerole
Parade. All this has brough about many changes and a lot of hard
work . YofS Patterson's nocturnal typing skills have certainly
improved.
One of the first tasks was preparing vehicles for RSIT. Time was
short, but the Troop pulled ~ogether and the vehicles passed the
i~pection .

The next step was preparation for Ex First Taste, three weeks in the
field to practise the new ARRC role. First Taste pushed us to our
limits but with lessons learned we should soon be running like a highly
tuned engine!
ROETGEN DETACHMENT OPEN DAY/ FOOTBALL
It was that time of year again, the Roetgen Detachment Open
Day/ Football Competition. The team of Sgts Sean Cowan, Gary
Wilson and Sean Murphy, who were selected from a cast of
thousands, had all the preparations complete.
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The picture shows SSgt (FofS) Mi ke Sideras, w ith detachment
me mbers, presenting the cheque fo r DM 27 54 .54 to Frau
Heydhausen from the Caritas Ve rba nd cha rity
SPORTSMAN'S DINNER
The fi rst Sportsman' s Dinner was held in December 1992. It was an
all ranks function. Unit and Corps Colours were awarded for summer
sports including sailing, squash, cricket, waterpolo and canoeing. The
cricket team had been particularly successful during the season and
fo ur members were awarded their Colours. Sgt 'Tiny' Phillips was
named as the Sportsman of the Year for his especial cont ribution to
Corps squash. Our guest speakers, Mr Chris Hassell , the Chief
Executive of Yorkshire County Cricket Club and Mr John Pearson
JP , a Lancashire business man contributed to making the eveni ng the
huge success that it was.

SSgt Murray wit h some of his recent Karate awards
TRIMM DICH OPENING
It was a cold, wet and windy day when Comd Comms BAOR Brig
J. D. Stokoe CBE and Mrs Stokoe visited the Regiment and toured
the new Trimm Dich fitness/ obstacle course. The course has been
built in the last few months around the rugby pitch on West Park.
There was a Christmas theme to the day with all the obstacles being
demonstrated by the three Squadrons. Mrs Stokoe officially opened
the Trimm Dich and toured the course in a float, accompanied by Brig
Stokoe and the CO and Mrs Fi her.
Guest speaker Mr Chris Hassell presents W02 (SSM) Gary
Woodcock, the function organiser, with his Regimental Colours
for orienteering
SPORTS ROUND UP
1992 was a particularly good year for the Regiment on the sporting
front. Jn the Crook and Savin Sports competitions for units in RCZ
92, the Regiment won the Crook Shield for major units .
16 Sig Regt traditionally produce good swimming and waterpolo
teams. The team were RCZ waterpolo champs having beaten 28 Sig
Regt in the final. They went on to the Army Champs at RMAS and
finished fourth . SSgt Cox and LCpl Love are congratulated on their
outstanding skills and commitment to the team .
SSgt Murray is particularly congratulated on his achievements in
Karate. He regularly competes in German competitions as well as
Army ones. In a recent International Tournament in Italy he finished
fifth in the Kata section and reached the semi finals in the Kumite
section .
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Mrs Stokoe is presented with a bouquet of flowers by Pte Nicky
Notley after opening the Regimental Trimm Dich
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21 Sig Regt
Colerne
244 IG
L SQ ADRO (SH)
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holt
2IC :op Offr
Capt Nick Caleb
SSM WOl ( M) Ian Brereton, YofS WOl (YofS) Pete Martin, FofS
gt (FofS) teve Hutchinson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Gary Foster, MT
gt 'Hutch' Hutchinson.
EXERCI E ICEBREAKER
The Squadron ran straight into its first exercise of the year on the
5 January. It all started with a demonstration of the Squadron's
capabilities to the UK SH Force at RAF Odiham. P~11:se ~ saw a
practice airlift of LR dets followed by the 4 ton party sailing mto the
FMB. The weekend saw our sister Squadron 43 (Wessex) Sig Sqn (V)
from Bridgwater join us in the field. The Force HQ was initially
dismounted into barns etc until the arrival of the boxes. Back to
basics 24v lighting, det cooking and all the trimmings. The enemy was
provided by Echo Tp (V) (TACP) from Cardiff, keeping everybody
on their toes but also keeping their distance. All the Radio dets had
a great time waiting for 'Ptarmigan' to catch up with them and the
drivers realised they are not as good at cross country as they thought
(lots of mud).
In summary, secure HF RAIT, Secure VHF with Rebros, manpack
radios, SCRA, SAS/MC and RR, RAF Lyneham, live enemy, hot
recce, cross country driving and navigation and believe it or not all on
Salisbury Plain.
PERSONALITIES
The Sarn't Maj WOl (SSM) Ian Brereton continues to practise his
voice procedure hoping to get on a det to Malaysia later in the year.
The Sqn Comd Maj Bob Holt still expects his egg banjo and compo
sausages at the rebros and gets withdrawal symptoms without his fix
of tea or coffee.
The Yeoman WOl (YofS) Pete Martin misses his laptop when
dismounted and cringes at the Sarn't Major's voice procedure.
The 2IC Capt Nick Caleb missed the exercise to join A Tp in
orway and has since been to Croatia and Italy on recce. He is trying
to outdo the Sqn Comd.
ROULEMENT
At the time of going to press we currently have personnel from the
Squadron on duty in Norway, Falkland Islands, Cyprus, Canada and
Belize.
A TROOP (AMF(L) AIR SUPPORT)
Tp Comd
Lt John Norris
SSgt Steve Davison
Tp SSgt TOC
Tp Sgt FHU
Sgt Mark Tivey.
At the time of going to print A Tp are in Norway doing their
AMF(L) thing. The Troop has a busy year ahead in Belgium,
Denmark and Italy.

I TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Neil Makepeace
SSgt Neil White
Tp SSgt
On the sporting side the lads of 244 Sqn accepted the offer from the
SNCO's to a football match. With SSgt Holcombe sporting a
fluorescent yellow suit as referee we had kick off. Obviously the
SNCOs took a sound thrashing with two excellent goals from Sig
Geoff Wilman. The seniors wished SSgt Neil White had stuck to xcountry, and so much for the SSM's clean sheet, 5-2 being the final
score.
EXERCISE ICEBREAKER
Salisbury Plain lived up to its name for this exercise, but with the
help of the TA we eventually got a number of wagons unstuck and
SSgt Neil White was taken to hospital with torn knee ligaments.
J TROOP
Capt Andy Duncan
Tp Comd
SSgt Roy Holcombe
Tp SSgt
Att 2Lt Niall Stokoe.
1993 started for us on the 5 January with a three-day Demo for the
RAF at Odiham. This was followed by a six day Icebreaker Ex with
the TA. This was a harrowing experience on SPT A where numerous
elements of I Tp needed assistance from TA REME to get their
vehlcles out of some embarrassing 'bogging-ins' . Three persons have
gone to pastures new and our fond farewells to them. Sig Jon
Atkinson to 202 Sig Sqn, Sig Griff Griffiths to I (Civ) Div and LCpl
Ke.a Birkett to RMAS. Arrivals have included Sigs David Store, James
Stocks and Ju Wright, welcome to you all and may your stay with us
be enjoyable.
Sig 'I can handle it' Kev Bausor continues to get his fair share of
injuries from playing rugby for the Regiment. And SSgt Roy
Holcombe is taking part yet again in the The Army Open Bowling
Championships in March, this time defending his doubles title.
Members of the Troop have been placed on standby for Op Grapple
complete with their nice, freshly painted white Rovers.
On the driving front Sig David Storey is trying to get a record with
two RTA's in 12 hrs. If you know of anyone with more than this, in
less time, let us know.
FINALLY
If you are due for posting and fancy trips to Norway, Denmark ,
Germany, Italy, France, Portugal, Gibraltar, Belize, Falklands,
Canada, Turkey and Salisbury Plain, then this is the place for you
providing you enjoy riding in helicopters.
WANTED
Semi-professional painters. Wagons painted black / white, white
with UN symbols, desert brown and sometimes green/blackchanging monthly.

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
BFPO 35
CO
Lt Col R. T. Boole
2IC
Maj I. R. Grant
Adjt Capt I. G. Lawrence, Acting Tech Adjt Capt R. Morley, Ops
Offr Capt L. R. Harvey, RSM WOl (RSM) T. Jones, Ops YofS W02
(YofS) A. C. M. Craig, Ops FofS WOl (FofS) J. Mayson Chief Clerk
WOl (ORQMS) C. P. Martin.
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
We have had a large turnover of members. Firstly the departures.
We say farewell to Capt Bunce, wishing both him and his new family
all the best in the UK. Next to Capt Macrostie and Capt McAvoy who
are posted to NI and Scotland respectively. We wish them both the
very best for the future.
112

Second to the arrivals and we would like to welcome l'te Bev
McAulay from Worthy Down, Capt L. R. Harvey from TOT
Catterick and to W02 (YofS) Craig who has returned from 633 Sig
Tp on promotion. Welcome to Capt I. G. Lawrence who after a hectic
tour with the United Nations in Cambodia has been 'sentenced' to be
our Adjutant.
The Adjutant and the Chief Clerk quickly got into the swing of
things deciding it was the ski season, Capt Lawrence only just beating
W02 Martin to the ski slopes by two weeks . However, the Chief Clerk
had the last laugh returning with the better sun tan! Strange how no
one else has managed to get away yet!
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SUPPORT SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Cain
2IC
Capt Mike Kerr
SSM W02 (SSM) Barry Martin-Pitt, SQMS SSgt Norry Ruddiman,
Sqn Clk LCpl Daz 'Curly' Taylor, Post NCO LCpl Vinny Hewitt.
We have said goodbye to SSgt Dave Clark posted to 7 Sig Regt.
Dave was replaced by SSgt 'Norry' Ruddiman, who came from the
late 22 Sig Regt. We take this opportunity to wish Dave and family
all the very best in their new posting and would also like to
congratulate him for coming 'off the board' recently. (Don't bother
unpacking, will you Dave!).
With the fairly recent news that 28 Sig Regt will be 'drawing down'
soon, we have been busy compiling that ever popular ' dream sheets'
of all Corps personnel, doing Boards of Officers, Regimental non
public property checks etc.
MT
MTO
Capt Ben Britton
SSgt John Fisher
MT SSgt
Brit Sgt Sgt 'Al' Eley, NATO Sgt Sgt Shaun 'Porky' Croft, Details
NCO Cpl Jim (still got a Volvo) McNabb.
A couple of welcome promotions within the Troop, to Sigs Andy
Lay and Gaz Wallace; congratulations too on your first stripe.
The Troop has said farewell to Sigs Kev Rynn and 'Swamp '
Bartlett, we wish you both good luck in civvy life.
Most of the Troop have been on Snow Queen, including Cpl
Greaves, who volunteered to stay on for ages and missed a holiday to
Lanzarote; he knows when he's on to a good thing.
Now that TUY time is with us again, our leader, Capt Ben Britton,
who couldn't get on Snow Queen has jacked up his own expedition,
and is going skiing on his own.
tSQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Tuson
2IC
Capt Gus Colville
SSM WOl (SSM) Pete O' Connor, YofS SSgt (YofS) Stu Hartshorne,
FofS SSgt (FofS) Andy Burns.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Welcome to Cpl Fawcett from 19 Inf Bde, Cpl Maddison from 3 Inf
Bde, Cpl Teague from 5 COIT, Cpl Trant from 2 Sqn, Sig Roberts
from RSDT, Sig White from 7 Sig Regt, Sig Magee from 8 Sig Regt.
A fond farewell to; SSgt Nige Richards to Trg Wg, Cpl Sean
Meadows to 11 Sig Regt, LCpl Paul Green to I Inf Bde, and Sig
Jimmy Tarbuck to civvy street.
EXERCISE CACTUS END
Thls was the last Cactus End prior to Disbandment of the Regiment
but there will no doubt be a few more for the re-formed Squadron.
The exercise began with the Allied Nations Dets arriving and setting
up in slow time, literally.
The first unit to arrive were 840 Fernmeldeu Bn who provided the
essential Radio-Relay shots . Hauptfeldwebel (W02) Erwin Pallas was
first to arrive and was concerned that his convoy had got lost since he
left after them, did not pass them on route, and arrived before them.
Thankfully, they arrived within the hour, no doubt having stopped on
the autobahn for refreshments.
Watching different nationalities set up would make interesting
comedy material for SSVC TV. The British tend to power up, check
their equipment then put on the kettle. Other nationalities vary only
from the point of secondary action being the unloading of multicoloured camp beds or crate of amber nectar.
Good international relations are furthered by Cpl Jed Major who
is the TARE Bravo expert and socialiser extraordinaire. He applied
total effort to both subjects which to the point of a 36 hour marathon
which earned hlm a severe headache and temper more fragile than
TARE Alpha' s computer.
The customary visits continued but the clean up prior to them still
went awry. Switch Bravo were visited by Comd NSG, Col Stessun, at
the same time as German technicians were conducting familiarisation
training. The Comd walked into the back of Audio Engineering only
to find Cpl 'Dex' Dexter slumbering. He moved with amazing agility
when he heard the CO's voice and has since been appointed to the
Troop Stress Control Council.

DIY experts were thin on the ground but keen amateurs were in
abundance. Sgt Mick Taggart had some knowledge of wall papering
and the SSM seemed to know a bit about it too. LCpl 'Taff' Nicholas
spent a lot of time making seats which were never used because the
chippies couldn't make a strong enough base. Plan 17A! When it
came to the decoration the 2IC proved to be a dab hand at painting
everything that didn't move. To cut a long story short, the renovation
took six weeks, cost DMl350.00 and was worth every pfennig. The
bar is now very attractive and the most popular watering hole in the
camp.
2SQUADRON
January saw the Squadron deployed on Ex Cactus End-a multinational in barracks exercise and serious planning has commenced for
what promises to be an historic and eventful year for the Squadron.
The Wire Notes provide an opportunity to look back into the past.
The following accounts from Oscar Tp and Papa Tp will undoubtedly
help serve to keep former members of 2 Sqn up to date with life in the
Squadron.
NEWS FROM OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
lLt D. A. Sunderland
Tp SSgt
SSgt P . Williams
Sgt T. Brackenbury.
Tp Sgt
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Troop would like to welcome the following new members; Sigs
Gilbey, Howarth and Miller all from 22 Sig Regt.
Goodbyes go to Sig 'Eddie' Edwards and his wife Wendy who are
on their way to AJdershot and Sig 'Lee' Rawcliffe who leaves us for
civvy street.
MASHIE NILBICK GOLF TROPHY
December saw the inaugural match between Oscar Tp and their old
rivals Papa Tp. The match was held at RAF(G) Golf Club Bruggen.
Teams were drawn from all ranks of each Troop and resulted in a win
for Papa Tp. Thanks are extended to Sig Nige Brennan for organising
the event.
In January it was Oscar's turn to organise the return match . On a
beautiful morning in January seven intrepid sportsmen from each
Troop once again made their way to the Golf Club. The event
consisted of 18 hole foursomes in the morning and 9 hole 'Stableford'
in the afternoon. Once again Papa won. Congratulations to Sig Reg
Perrin for winning the Stableford Competition and our thanks go to
SSgt 'Willie' Williams for organising the event.
NEWS FROM PAPA TROOP
HAILS AND FAREWELLS

After an intensive rehabilitation programme we can now risk letting
Lt Donnie Robertson, Sgt Si Jarnell, Cpl Andy Sergeant, LCpl Si
Jennings, Sigs 'Dicky' Bird and Reg Perrin out of the secure confines
of the Troop and wish them good luck for the future. In a desperate
attempt to give the Troop some kind of direction the ranks have been
bolstered by the arrival of 2Lt Steve Goodwin, Sgts Steve Nobbs,
'Taff' Burge, Sigs Paul Ford, Mac McLean, Teddy Taylor and 'Ernie'
Wise.
ROLES REVERSED
There have been some 'promotions' and a shuffle of roles within
2 Sqn. Cpl 'Jock' Gunn was promoted to Sqn Comd, LCpl Brad
Braddock became the 'SSM', Sig Freddie Allmark to 'Papa Tp Comd'
and Sig Gloria Logan to 'Oscar Tp Comd' to name but a few. No
sooner had they received news of their promotion, when a wave of
megalomania swept through the heirarchy. Sgt Tony Brackenbury was
disciplined for 'improper conduct', 2Lt Steve Goodwin was 'jailed'
for an 'attitude problem' and LCpl Brad Braddock looked as if he had
been born with a pace stick grafted to his arm. Fortunately the role
change was only for a day and normality soon returned.
CHAMPION TROOP
The inter-Troop competition consisted of all six troops taking part
in 12 events during 1992. Papa Tp won five and came second in five.
This achievement enabled the Troop to gain a total of 63 points,
annihilating the opposition by a convincing margin of nine points. ls
there nobody out there who can stop them?

REFURBISHMENT OF ONE SQUADRON BAR
The SSM, WOl Pete O'Connor, decided that the Squadron bar was
looking rather grubby and decided to get it smartened up (as all good
SSMs do). The initial intention to have the bar cleaned and painted
was abandoned when those that had been given the task, decided that
if they knocked down the front of the bar they could erect it 6ft
further back thus making more room for seating. Now it was a
different ball game requiring some DIY expertise, and to the 21C's
chagrin, a fair amount of shekels.
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30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp
CO
Lt Col S. J. Kidner
21C
Maj C. P. Donaghy
djt apt I. G. tanden, RSM WOl (RSM) W. J. Drain, Supt Clk
WOI ( ) J.C. D. Harradine BEM .
OP HA WOOD IGNAL TROOP ZAGREB CROATI
TROOP HQ
Tp Comd
Capt Neil Fraser
Tp SSgt
Sgt Martin Archer
UQM
gt Angu MacPher on, Tech S CO Sgt Veronic~ Nixon,
COM 1CE Cpl Cpl Paul Ruddock , MT Cpl Cpl Bruce Fm~lay.
The Op Hanwood Sig Tp is made up of a nucleus of 30 Sig Re~t
with out ide unit
providing Commcen Operators, Radio
Telegraphists and Technical Support.
The HO/TO from Hanwood I commenced on 2 December 1992
with the arrival of the advance party and was completed when Main
Party 2 arrived on the I 7th. SSgt Martin Archer just managing to wish
W02 (SSM) ' Benny' Bywater Merry Christmas as they pas ed. each
other on che steps oft.he aircraft. 'Thanks Benny that was th~ quickest
HO/TO I've ever done'. Working with 4 ARMDFDAMB 1s an 'eye
opening' experience.

.

30 Sig Regt Satellite Group
Cpls Paul Ruddock, Mick McDonagh, Rick Hogan, Bruce. Findley,
SSgt Martin Archer, Sgt Angus MacPhearson, Capt Nell Fraser,
LCpl Khancha and Sig Nick Beresford
THE LOST SWAN
Somewhere in Croatia lies the lost pennant of 30 Sig Regt. It parted
company from Capt Neil Fraser's landrover two days before
Christmas during a 12 hour drive from Zagreb to Vukovar.
On return to Zagreb the members of the convoy presented Neil with
a commemorative plaque of a swan pennant with a tyre print, which
now hangs in a prominant position in the Op Hanwood Signal Troop
office.
On the latest resupply run to Vukovar, 30 Sig Regt were seen to by
'flying the flag' once again as the Troop managed to contact a local
Croatian tailor to make a replacement swan pennant.
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PRONTO 9 HELPS HUMANITARIAN AID CONVOY
Capt Neil Fraser and Cpl Paul Ruddock came to t.he assistance of
a Humanitarian Aid convoy in Croatia on 23 December. On the
weekly resupply run from Zagreb, to Vukovar, on the Serbian border,
Capt Fraser leading the Pronto 9 convoy came upon a beleaguered
European Community Aid convoy who were having trouble at the
Croatian Militia checkpoint at Kutina. The Militia was unwilling to
allow the convoy through the checkpoint into the UNPA (United
Nations Protect.ion Area) at Sector West.
Capt Fraser in his inimitable way and with no knowle~~e. of. the
Serbo-Croatian language managed to persuade the M1hua. mto
allowing Pronto 9 to escort the convoy through the ~heckpomt to
Gradiska. Having taken them through the Serb checkpomt at Novska,
where some dodgy deals went on, (that's another story) Capt Fraser
said 'Farewell' to a very reliable band of EC vehicle drivers on the
outskirts of Gradiska.
ASSOCIATION OF OFFICERS HAUT PYRENEES
I (Cpl Dave Copley) jumped at the opportunity of joining a Royal
Marines team which was to represent the British Forces on Ex Gascon
Lope in the French Pyrenees-6/7 February.
.
The journey began with a trip from Po~le to C~erbourg .on Bnttany
Ferries followed by 15 hrs of constant dnver/nav1gator shift changes,
and to~k the team to Payolle. Once there, finding snow was just one
of our problems. To confirm the location Lt Archie Gillies (RM)
phoned (with a colloquial French accent) Monsieur Reymond, the
competition organiser, but at that time even he was not able to tell us
what would replace the planned Nordic Race and Shoot across the
Payolle.
.
..
.
Eventually after some rapid replanmng the competition ct.id start
but with the 17 teams leaving the start line on a 4.5km fell run m place
of the Nordic skiing phase. This was followed by a 275m sprint to an
even spread of weapons where the aim was to hit the target from 50i;i
and then cross t.he finish line with four team members to count. This
would have been easy enough, except our preparation and planning
had not equipped us with suitable footwear for fell running and as a
result I spent most of the race time on all fours negotiating ice and
rock in turn.
The following day (Sunday) was the ski-mountaineering phase at
'La Mongie' followed by a Slalom race. W02 (CSM) Derek Wilson
(RM) set the pace wit.h a sturdy and agile stride and he was. followed
by Cpl Paul Mammatt, Lt Archie Gillies (RM) then me, their Gurkha
Signals rep.
Soon into the race we began to overtake other teams; however,
problems were once again encountered as some of the ski-runs failed
to perform. Paul and myself happened to be the unlucky team
members whose skins would not remain on the skis and so we were
forced to place the kit on our shoulders and tab up the steep inclines.
The team started at 0846 hrs and finished both stages by 1200hrs,
which gave us the rest of t.he afternoon for free skiing. At 1700 hrs
the presentation of prizes took place after which teams left under their
own steam.
Gascon Lope was an experience not to be missed despite the late
changes in rules! It was an experience which the after effects tell me
was . . . physically demanding!
The final results for the British Forces Team were as follows:
PAYOLLE
Run and Shoot
Fell run
(275m)
(4.5km)

LA MONGIE
Slalom Ski
Mountaineering
(200m)
(2950m)

Time:
Pts:
Points:
Position:

Time: 1.25
Pts:
177

2.33
78
717
9/17

Time: 38
Pts: 88

Time:
Pts:

2.17
374
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HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals
BFPO 1
BISLEY TROPHY 1992
One of the major events on the annual calendar for Queen's Gurkha
Signals is the Bisley Trophy Competition. This year the event was held
on 18 December 1992 at the Tai Ling Ranges. The event was first
introduced in 1990 by the then Comd QG Signals Lt Col H. A. Adams
MBE. Since then the Trophy is competed for each year by all the
Troops of the Regiment. Appropriately, the Trophy is a 1945 pattern
Bren Gun (LMG) which was used by Capt (GCO) Lilbahadur Gurung
and Lt (GCO) Krishna Gurung BEM in the 1978 Sisley Machine Gun
Championship Match. The highest ever score of 198 out of 200 was
recorded by Capt Lilbahadur Gurung and Lt Krishna Gurung that
year with this particul.a~ gun..
.
.
During the competition this year nme teams took part rotatmg
through eight stands. They included the unus~al -ass~~bling .an
AK47 assault rifle blindfold and the more conventional rrulitary skills
although the Officers were banned from the drill ~~mpetition. The
day ended with a 3km March and Shoot Co~p~tJuon made more
demanding by a temperature of 30°C and humidity of about 90%.
Although the competition was closely fought throughout, the
combined C/J Tp of 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn was the eventual winner of
the 1992 competition. Prizes were presented by a distinguished guest
of the Regiment Lt Col (Retd) Sinclair who commanded elements of
QG Signals during their move to Hong Kong from Singapore.
Pictured are the Sqn Comd-Maj Ian Condie, the SQGO-Capt
(QGO) Karnasher Tamang and SSM-W02 Chandrakumar Rai with
C/J Tp 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn.

Standing fl to RJ: Sig Narayan, 2Lt R. E. Chamberlain, Capt (QGO)

Karnasher Tamang (SQGO), Maj LA. J. Condie (OC), W02 (SSM)
Chandrakumar Rai, Sgt Rajendra and LCpl Shyambabu
Kneeling fl to RJ: LCpl Nirmal, Sigs Dhan, Tara and Prem

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

Lt Col Willy Brewin
CO
2IC
Maj Alisdair MacGiJlivray (V)
Trg Maj Maj Bob Turnbull, Adjt Capt Marsh Thomson, QM Capt
Andy McBain RSM WOl (RSM) Ray Patrickson, MTWO WOl
(MTWO) Ron 'Hamilton, YofS W02 (YofS) 'Mac• McKenzie, RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Dave Bradshaw, FofS SSgt (FofS) Alex Scott, CC SSgt
(ORSQMS) Terry O'Neill.
..
To all readers who have known and loved that exquisite corner. of
Glasgow which is Jardine Street TAC, pr.epare for a shock! Jardme
Street as you know it is no more. In a senes of recent developments,
the old HQ/52 Sqn building has been demolished and replaced by two
smart, shiny portacabins, which the QM assures us are temporary
(we've heard that one before!) .
.
In addition, the huge, hangar-like MT shed; a former mdoor
Equestrian centre, has been razed to the ground .to ~ak~ way for a
brand new, purpose built garage complex. T~1s will mcorpo~ate
classrooms, offices, and stores, as well as the vehicle fleet. At .the .time
of writing, we await the builders, but have been as ured that 1t will be
ready in May (year to be confirmed!).
The MT and LAD under WOl (MTWO) Ron Hamilton and the
REME PSI SSgt Ste~e Estelle, are pre~ently situa~ed in an old .Fish
distribution warehouse on the Eastern side of the city, but there is no
truth in the rumour that the smell has deteriorated since they moved
in!
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T P RK HILDREN' HOME FOR THE
H . DI PPED
Ju t before Chri 1ma , the Regiment paid its annual vi it to the
local handicapped children' home in Maryhill-East Park Hospital.
in previou year , the chef prepared a marvellous meal for ~he
children and many thank mu t go to the PSAO 52 Sqn, Capt Nick
~icbol~ fa ter Chef W02 Davie Fraser, SQMS 52 Sqn SSgt Chic
Doyle a~d Pte hristine McCormack for doing all the necessary
labour.
After the meal, the children were entertained by a selected group of
lo\\n and helper , led by chief clown W02 R. A. B. C. CampbelJ
and chief elf, Capt Mar h Thomson. Santa's other helpers were Cpl
amantha Fraser, LCpls Annette Ross , Jim Wilson, Mrs Connie
Patrick.son and Mrs ally Scott.

.-.
Cpl Samantha Fraser and W02 Rab C. Campbell make music with
one of the children
The highlight of the visit as far as the children were concerned was
an appearance by Santa Claus (ali~ Ille Commanding Officer, ~t Col
Willy Brewin). who proceeded to gwe out presents to all the children.
It was a very worthwhile and enjoyable day for all concerned, but
special thanks must go to W02 CampbelJ for aJ:1 his efforts. R.umour
has it that Santa Claus was spotted later that rught, gatecrashing the
Subaltern's party in Edinburgh, but this is still to be confirmed!
SI (HJGHLAND) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj John Geddes T.D.
2IC
Capt Linda Du.ncan (V)
PSAO Capt R. Greenhowe MBE, SSM W02 (SSM) Brian Innes, PSI
SSgt Taff Thomas, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) George Fraser BEM, PSI
(Tech) Sgt Dave Tribbeck.
EXERCISE SILENT NIGHT 2
To prove to the rest of Ille Regiment that we hardy Highlanders are
oldier first and signallers second, we deployed towards mist covered
hills and mysterious glens, for our annual infantry exercise. On the
Friday night, highly skilled operators; the intellectual cream of the
British Army; showed up without teleprinters, crypto, and kettles, and
were issued with weapons, webbing and compo. Just in case we were
mistaken for real soldiers, a liberal amount of day-g)o bungees were
disper ed throughout. Lt Thompson broke a leg on his acting debut
(well okay-an 0 Group). and fired questions such as; what was that
bearing? where's the FRV?, and has anyone seen my SA80?
Whilst all this was going on, the enemy deployed on to the area. A
fearsome bunch of warriors as you have never seen, gathered and
assembled ready for war. The question was: why were Capt Linda
Duncan and Sgt Fiona (I have done my Drill Course) Phimister
carrying a stool and an ammo box? It turns out that the standard
trench is too deep and they needed something to stand on to see over
the top! They eventually left them behind after the PSI SSgt 'Taff'
Thomas assured them he would find them a shallower trench. The
enemy arrived on the area ready to kill. (The driver that is, as we are
not used to being driven around Aberdeen with no lights-please note
Cpl Mike Wills!)
The troops were poised to look out for tell tale signs of the enemy
location: the noises, the smells, cigarette lights, the sight of Capt
Duncan and S gt Phimister reading the instructions on a trip flare by
torchlight etc. It was at this point that everybody who had given Sgt
Dave 'Baby Tech' Tribbeck abuse about his Woolworths' 22 coloured
variety cam cream now wanted a shot, since the issued stuff smells,
and is difficult to get off.
The recce patrols went well, and despite all the rumours to the
contrary, Cpl Linda 'Lost Patrol' McKenzie deliberately left most of
her patrol at the 300m point just to make sure they had paid attention
to her orders. After about 3 hours, the friendly forces OC, Lt Dan
'Brechin' Robertson , decided to recall his troops. Well, he was cold
after all!
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He then mounted a super platoon sized Reece patrol toward the
pick up point. As this remake of 'Retreat from Moscow' crossed the
hillside, mutterings could be heard from the gor e bushes. An ambush
that Arnold Schwarzenegger could not have survived then went ahead.
After that, we all got on the trucks with another supply of war stories
to put around the Aberdeen pub for years to come. Next morning,
after stand to, we attacked the enemy position. Mind you, it put the
local UOTC Unit off their TEWTS! Oh the joy of double bookings!
To prevent confusion on Silent Night 3, I include an important
PXR point. Jn Aberdeen, challenging the enemy approaching your
position at night does not start with 'Halt! who goes there?', but with
'Stop ! Fars awa ower air?'-the reply being ' Its me ya barn' . This is
then followed with 'Fit like' and 'Foos ya doos' and finally 'Ay pechin
manny '.
52 (LOWLAND) SIGNAL SQUADRON
The Squadron 'workers' now enjoy a panoramic view over Jardine
Street TAC, from their penthouse suite offices in the new portacabins.
The only remnant of the old 52 building; a lump of brick ; has pride
of place in the PSI, SSgt Tony Reynolds' office. He can occasionally
be seen brushing away the odd tear as he reminisces, to the sound of
'Memories' coming from his radio.
On 12 December, the Squadron held its Christmas Lunch , but
before the festivities could begin , a little none too serious training had
to be done. This consisted of four command tasks which were
organi ed by the Squadron Yeoman, W02 John Lamb, assisted by the
Squadron Subalterns. The tasks included a sheep dog trial with
blacked out respirators; crossing a mine field ; and an escape from cold
war East Germany. I wish someone would tell our glorious leaders
that the wall came down some lime ago!
Anyhow, loads of fun was had by all, and highlights included LCpl
Graham Kennedy bumping into a Landrover after going way off
course in the sheep dog trials. Someone was heard to remark that it
made a change from Graham bumping Landrovers into other objects.
LCpl Jim Wilson had his already injured foot completely ruined by
Sig Thomas Higgins, who succeeded in dropping a large plank of
wood on to the already tender tootsies.
Each team was allocated points for its performance at each
command task, and after much deliberation by the judges, and taking
into account all the bribes, it was declared that the winning team was
the one so ably Jed by Cpl Carol McGurn . The obligatory liquid prize
was donated by Lts Donald Gordon, Partricia Baird and Roddy
Sutherland . Rumour has it that Lt Sutherland was reluctant to part
with a fraction of his film star size wage packet, but after two hours
of intensive electric shock treatment he was persuaded to prise open
his wallet. Unfortunately, guineas are no longer legal tender, so a
further period of persuasion was needed . Where does that unfair tag
that a Scotsman is mean come from?
Afterwards, the Junior Ranks sat down to a sumptuous Christmas
Dinner, which was served by the Officers and Seniors. The RSM was
seen slinking off early in order to quick change into his Wine Waiter
kit so that he could join the other party taking place in Edinburgh.
The Squadron then held its all ranks party in the evening, which was
a great way to finish off the year.

Cpl Carol McGurn, Sig Penny Cossey, LCpl Andy Young, Sig Craig
Hamilton, Cpl Tony Dooner, LCpl Deny Gates and Sig Jackie
Dingwall trying to open Lt Sutherland's wallet
69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Our brothers 'over the water' recently bade farewell to their old
TAC in Clooney Base, Londonderry. In true Irish style, a farewell
party was held. Rumour has it that the main reason for this was to
deplete the bar stock so it wouldn't have to be transported to
Limavady!
The Squadron held a parade to mark the opening of the new TAC
in Limavady on Sunday 31 January 1993, which was attended by a
host of dignitaries and many members of the Regiment.
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
A NEW BEGINNING
We received our New Year Greetings from an army of builders
and JCBs which descended on our TACs during January and
February. Following months of nervous expectation the moment of
the major garage rebuild had finally arrived. This welcome arrival will
bring some dramatic changes to the faces of at least three of our
TACs when, on completion of the rebuild, bleak looking 1930s and
50s style TA Centres will stand side by side with their ultra modern
garage stablcmates. Ptarmigan is clearly here to stay and with it-for
the YofS SSgt Nick Hawley and the Training Coordinator SSgt Keith
Stewart in particular-a major trade training headache for the
immediate future at least. However, following his Oscar winning
performance in a new wave Royal School of Signals Video, YofS Nick
Hawley together with his counterparts from all other Regiments in the
Brigade, descended on the Training Group (where the facilities of 8
Sig Regt were placed at their disposal) to produce a common TA
Ptarmigan Training Package. This complex task generated a high
degree of overtime and one or two sleepless nights but through sheer
determination and dedication a constructive training package was
finally produced. It is to Keith Stewart's credit, and assisted by our
much valued PSis that the trade training package has now been fully
implemented and centralised trade training commenced on schedule
much to the relief of the OIC Training, Maj David Munson.
WE ARE DOING SOMETHING USEFUL THIS WEEKEND
It must have come as quite a surprise to the Regimental Training
Wing when they found themselves submerged under sackfuls of bids
for weekend trade training courses from all Squadrons, so much so
that vacancies for available courses were quickly exhausted. Some
cynics doubted that the bids for courses would match attendance; but
these doubts were soon dispelled when a scrutiny of attendance figures
for the first weekend, which took place during the weekend 15/17
January, revealed no absentees which is something of a record.
This has now been accepted as most reassuring evidence of how
crucial this training is perceived by our TA soldiers who have already
displayed the enthusiasm, willingness and commitment essential for
successful conversion. Although one bright spark in the shape of Sig
Vic Hodson-who also has his own interpretation of the ROEcommented that the initial foundation training was like suffering
'Death by Vufoil'.
Reports that conversion training was going well filtered through to
11 (ARRC) Sig Bde which prompted the Bde Comd Brig W. H.
Backhouse to make an impromptu but welcome and timely visit to the
Regiment. The Bde Comd visited trade training taking place on
Saturday 6 February and was clearly heartened by the progress
demonstrated by both instructors and students alike. Prior to his
departure the Bde Comd was entertained to a Curry Lunch in the
Officers' Mess. Here he was also given the opportunity to chat to our
junior officers who were attending the first Ptarmigan Management
Training (PMT) weekend. Constructive trade training continued
throughout the weekend which left an indelible impression on one or
two individuals; one in particular, LCpl Lorraine Ward of 95 Sig Sqn
(V), clearly had her mind on other things during classroom training
which caused her some distress during the twilight hours. Reliable
sources have reported that she had sight of the Birmingham Block
Spectre (a haunting and headless figure in deep blue striped pyjamas
condemned to walk the corridors until Ptarmigan Training is
concluded). Having failed to strike up a conversation with the spirit of
Christmas gone, LCpl Ward (unlike the apparition) did put on a brave
face and emerged from under the bed clothes just in time for
breakfast.
LOWLAND FLING
One sure sign that things are proceeding according to plan is when
the annual camp recces take place. This year we are off to savour the
rugged and arduous delights of Scotland which is no doubt meant to
substitute for some obscure exotic location within the ARRC area of
deployment. But the Regiment is a past master of improvisation and
we can adapt any area to suit our needs and no do"ubt enlist the help
of our celtic neighbours when the lime comes.
.
Seriously though exercising in Scotland will give us th~ opporturuty
of confirming our new skills and role together with our new
equipment in a realistic environment. The CO Lt Col John E~bank
was very conscious of this when he and his recce team c_omposmg ~f
the Trg Maj, Maj Andy Ward, the QM Capt Rod Gladw1!1 (who cant
find the words to express his delight at his recent extension) and the
RSM WOl John Richards descended on and savoured the delights of
the Galloway Forest area to recce and select suitable locations that
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would accommodate a Regimental concentration. The Reece was
evidently successful and reports are now being drawn up for
submitting to 11 Sig Bde which apparently will not include the
hostelries that provide the best selection of malt whiskeys-these for
reasons known only to the recce team are being kept a closely guarded
secret!
TOBACCO ROAD-(ERIN-NOMORE)
While the Annual Camp Reece was taking place the Adjt Capt Dave
Tarrant took advantage of some of the free time that was left at his
disposal to prepare the Regimental Smoking (Anti Pollution) Policy
Directive to comply with a recent DCI. Some PSAOs have already
taken steps to enforce the instructions to protect non smokers from
passive contamination. However, this monumental and historical
change has greatly alarmed our tobacco leaf addicts some of whom
feel that this is just the tip of the iceberg and believe it is just one more
malignant (choke) attempt to extinguish their (cough, splutter)
favourite habit. They are now (wheeze) resorting to adopting many
devious ways of either challenging or overcoming the restrictions now
imposed-Sgt Chris Gleadow of 89 Sig Sqn (V), who is fuming over
the restrictions, thinks he has found the answer in modifying an SIO
respirator (this flash of inspiration came to him while he was
scrubbing his nicotine stained fingers with a well worn pumice stone);
but somehow we don't think it will catch on!
UP IN ARMS
It is not only comms equipment changes that we are having to cope
with; because of the dramatic changes taking place throughout the
army and the sad disbandment of some infantry battalions, the SASO
(sorry RSM-Rifle 5.56) distribution to Royal Signals TA was
advanced by almost 18 months. The change was almost immediate
and caused a variable amount of disruption to our Military Training
Programmes.

Sig Chris Fulthorpe now skilled at handling SA80
Fortunately a small scale of SLRs were allowed to be retained for
security purposes and local infantry units and specialist training teams
offered training teams to carry out conversion training and to train
instructors to these units which included 5RRF, 23 SAS and 3
Staffords, we are particularly grateful for their support and expertise.
Again this conversion training produced a magnificent response from
all members of the regiment who were anxious to be retrained on the
new weapon and many have now completed their APWT-altllough
the amount of reported losses of the plastic protective flash eliminator
cover (value .Sp) is beginning to worry the QM and cause him one or
two sleepless nights!
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I ER 'M
On aturday 23 January the Officers' Me s held a special ladie
dinner night to dine in the new Commanding Officer, Lt Col John
wbank and hi wife Deni , in attendance was the Honorary Colonel
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander B, MBE. The dinner, which was organised
b Maj Derek McConnell, radiated a warm and family atmosphere
which en ured il ucc and everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves
until the very early hours. W('.12 Mick Kearney and his Slaff are also
to be ongratulated on produ ing an unusual but excellent meal. Not
lO be outdone Capt Ian Barnes motivated the Regiment's junior
officers into organi ing a subalterns dinner. Thi took place al
Cate well House on Saturday 6 February and our junior officers
en ured lhe new CO was entertained and welcomed in the usual
traditional and no doubt boisterous manner!
f

PERMANENT STAFF ROUNDUP
The Plarrnigan regular manpower enhancements have continued
over the last few months and we have welcomed many new faces
including Sgt Kevin Prince who joins 89 Sqn, W02 (RQMS) Lee
Martin and wife Beverley who join HQ Sqn, Sgt Dave Torrance and
\\ife Jacqueline who join 95 Sqn, Cpl Darren Cowley wbo joins 48
Sqn (V) and finally to Cpl Mat Davies who joins 58 Sqn (V). We wish
all our new arrivals and their families a happy, fruitful and rewarding
tour. Our congratulatfons are also extended to SSgt (YofS) Nick
Hawley and SSg1 John Williams on their selection for promotion in
lhe coming year.

WESTERN AREA TA CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
On Sunday 10 January, which can only be described as a bleak and
miserable mid-winter day, 89 Sig Sqn' successful Orienteer
dispensed with their maps and compasses in exchange for running
vests and spikes and turned their running skills to Cross Country when
they entered a team and individual runners in the Western Area
Championships which took place at Chepstow. The plan was to secure a
qualifying place for the National TA Championships at Rhyl in March
and also to gain Queen's Cup points. The team which was led by SSgt
Dave Arnot and composed of Lt Claire Waterworth, OCdt Tom
Keene, SSgt John Williams, Sgt Paul Fundak, Cpls Tony Griffiths,
Steve Thomas, LCpl Steve Bowen, Sigs Nick Bradbury, Adam Giles,
Vic Hodson and Sally Lucas soon discovered that Cross Country was
quite different from orienteering and in the early stages found it
difficult to adjust to the faster pace. Although not raining at the time
the course had suffered from days of torrential rain which turned the
route into a quagmire which added to the difficulties and made it very
tough going. Against all odds the team and individuals per evered and
gained very creditable results which qualified the team for the
National Championships. Sig Sally Lucas in particular deserves a
pecial mention for coming 10th in the female race out of 50+
runners-a most creditable achievement, and therefore qualified as an
individual to go forward to the National Championships. To all team
members very well done!

36 Sig Regt (V)

Ilford

The main change has been within the QM dept where both the QM
and RQMS have departed for pastures new.
Capt Jim Coffey has returned to Germany to be with 7 Sig Regt.
With the experience of our move from Wanstead to Ilford two years
ago he should be well prepared for its move. We welcome Capt Pete
Doherty in his place.
W02 (RQMS) Gordon Shelley pressed his uniform and bulled his
boots for the last time and we welcome W02 (RQMS) Sandy Dos
Martyres.
Maj Roger Boston has relinquished his position as 2IC to Maj Ron
Wilkinson who joins us from 44 Sqn.

EXERCISE FROSTY FEET
The first exercise of the year was held in the trammg area at
Crowborough Camp where all the Squadron members attended an
infantry training weekend, and were joined by the local Cadet Unit.
AJI personnel were given instruction in infantry skills, including the
setting up of bashers, which they had to ensure were very secure and
despite the high winds not one was lost!

45 QUA DRON
EXERCISE SNOW GOOSE
Thi_s first exercise of the year s~ould really have been named Ex
Howling G~le as the storm force wmds battered our locations. Quote
of the exercise was from SSM W02 Mick O'Brien, as he hung grimly
tot.he guy rope of a 12x 12 tent.at 3am, 'It's all right, I've done the
basic parachute course. 1 can spill the wind out of this canvas'. The
!ent was about !Oft above ground level ~nd rising. Fortunately both
1t and the SSM were found more or less m one piece in the morning
The 752 RR 1'.:''last Swinging Team (most of the Troop) had matter~
taken o~t of their hands .by the storm and the whole lot came crashing
down. Are .Y~U lot .trymg _to wake me up?', complained Cpl Phil
Babester as 1t JUSt missed his bivvi.
751 Tp discovered that the lovely barn they were hiding in was really
a wind tunnel and that the urban cam did not want to stay with them.
We were plea_sed to welcom~ Lt Mark Smith's newly formed AMC
Troop from P~1ttlewell and his HF Dets onto the exercise.
Our n~w officers, Capt Bill Shirley and 2Lt Emma-Louise O 'Brien
(no relallon to the SSM) and the many new recruits on their first field
exercise were won~ering what they had let themselves in for! Let's
hope the weather 1s better next time.

ORIENTEERING
A BEGINNER'S VIEW
by Sig Clive Woolf, 45 Sig Sqn (V)
Orienteering? Almost as boring as watching paint dry I thought!
Not so, as I've found out.
Travelling d?wn on the Friday night in the mini-bus we were given
a cr!ls.h course m th~ t_echniques of orienteering, in preparation for the
Ind1v1duals Competl~1on on Saturday. Having never been orienteering
before I was thrown mat the deep end. We were set off at one minute
intervals to go round a course of nine check points. Setting the
compass to.the first point, off I set across gullies, over earthwalls and
throug~ thickets, not knowing the difference between a pit and a
depression. I eventually found my first point along with a team mate
who had got lost. Deciding that the best policy was that two heads
were better than one we continued together, learning as we went what
'
orienteering is all about-trees, trees and more trees.
The team event was held on Sunday in the same area. Confident
that our new found knowledge would help us through the day's course
without gettin¥ lost,_ off '_Ye went again on the relay event. 36 Sig Regt
(V) surpassed itself m bemg the only team requiring mini-mass starts
and having two competitors still out (one stuck down a large hole
which shouldn't have been there) whilst the prizes were being given
out.
We all managed to get round eventually and we all had one of the
best weekends I can remember. Can't wait for the next one ...
CHRISTIAN CUP
This annual event, which brings together all the Regiment's
Technicians, was held in early January.
The Technicians were introduced to our new role as the only TA
Euromux Regt in the ARRC and how to interface with Ptarmigan .
The Dinner Night was attended by the CO, Lt Col Douglas McLay,
and two ex TOTs, Maj Clive Dawes and Maj Paul Burton.
The Christian Cup was presented to Sig Louis Tarling as the
Technician who has been seen to make the most improvement over the
year by the other Technicians.

VISIT BY COMMANDER COMMS BAOR
Saturday 6 February saw a visit by Brig J. D. Stokoe CBE. Firstly
he visited Colchester where SSg1 (YofS) Neil Ferris gave a briefing on
the Trade Training Module programme and the Brigadier spoke to
several of the soldiers about their training.
During the evening there was an Officers' Mess Dinner night, where
Maj Roger Boston, Capt Derek Blake and Lt Simon Haste were dined
out.
On Sunday Brig Stokoe visited flford TAC and the Regimental
Recruit Training Team where Lt Mark Smith and W02 Grimshaw
explained the recruiting and selection process.

54 .QUADRON (V)
754 TP
Tp Comd
SS gt
765 Tp
Tp Comd
SS gt
PSI Sgt Phil Wynne.

Lt Mark Smith
gt Bob Bavington
Capt Bob Appleton
SSgt Glenn Baker

SQUADRON RANGE WEEKEND
Members of 754 and 765 Tps had the opportunity to spend a day
on a range near Colchester, firing not only their personal weapons but
also several others with which they were less familiar . This was a most
ei:ijoyable day, helped by beautiful weather, and one in which we
discovered the truth of the principle that it is not always the most
powerful weapon that kicks the most. The pistol takes some beating!
EXERCISE FLYING PHEONIX
. In October we took part in perhaps our most ambitious exercise yet,
with both 754 and 756 Tp~ joined by 757 Tp from Cambridge. This
was a fast moving comms exercise in the Bedford/Northampton area,
notable f<?r ~he interesting locations which were used. Many of these
were ~m a1rf1elds and afforded those with a few moments to spare the
benefit of excellent views of the flying activities.

Brig Backhouse Comd 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde presenting SSgt (YofS)
Neil Ferris with a STEC in Communications Management
Certificate, achieved on YofS course No 44 at Blandford

NEW ROLE FOR A NEW FORCE
754 Tp has a new 2IC, 2Lt Vivien Martin. For someone who was
told when she first applied to the Corps that she had a 5% chance of
getting in at all, and less chance of being commissioned, she has
proved that our Corps members can and do work miracles.

VISIT BY BRIGADE COMMANDER
Having recently transferred Brigades to 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde we
were delighted to be visited by the Brigade Commander, Brig W. H. ,
Backhoose. A pleasant evening's training took place at Ilford in which
the Brigadier took much interest.
We were assisted by a cheerful contingent of Army Cadets who
learned many new signalling skills and provided a very welcome
contribution .
HQ QUADRON
The Squadron has seen two new faces over the last month and one
departure.
Lt lmon Haste QC RRTT has rejoined his old Regiment, Queen's
Mercian Yeomanry. We wish him all the best and thank him for the
hard work in restructuring the Regimental recruiting and selection
process.
We welcome Capt Lee Brown who has been appointed Squadron
21C and W02 Grimshaw has taken over as QC RRTT.
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Preparing for the off
Back Row fl to R): Sigs Jed Mulcahy, Jason Norman and Steve
Stalley
Front Row fl to R) : Sigs Jenny Stalley and Sue Grogan

Sig Louise Tarli ng, Winner of the Christian Cup 1993
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
46 (DERBY HIRE) IGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Rod Lingard (V)
2IC
CaJJt Roy Szulakowski (V)
PSAO Capt Cliff Webb, SSM W02 (SSM) Bob Ward, SPSI SSgt
( P I) Chris Brown, SQMS Sgt (SQMS) Alan Landsborough.
ARRIVALS

We welcome two new members to the Squadron: 2Lt Gail Saunders
from East Midlands UOTC and SSgt (SPSI) Chris Brown after an
attachment with the Green Howards.
DEP ARTUR.ES
We have lost three 'old timers' since our last entry with a cumulative
service of over a hundred years. Maj Ron Toft completed his time
with the Regiment whilst Squadron Ops Officer with a total service of
38 years. Close on his heels came W02 (RRTI) Terry Hanmam and
gt Pat Waring with 34 and 37 years respectively-both having joined
the TA after regular service. We thank them all and wish them well
in the future.
CONGRATULATIONS
We also lost our SPSI, Sgt Steve Brint, after 17 years service
and wish him well in his new employment in civvy street and
congratulate him on his recent marriage to Sgt Alex Jackowska.
TRAINING
The Squadron continues to train hard in all aspects of its role. The
new season of Regimental total concept weekends is upon us and we
hope to repeat previous years' excellent results in Trade Training using
the facilities of the TIS at 8 Sig Regt. The exercise periods are
looming and we are confident that the training will soon be put to
good use. There has also been a number of assorted courses completed
over recent months with: Sgt Pete Turner on Unit Road Safety; Sgts
Carolyn Ryan-Gilbank and Karen Kavanagh on HGV; C!,11 Carol
Young, LCpls Lisa F1etcher and Julie Chapman on Flfst Aid
Instructor; W02 (SSM) Bob Ward on counter surveillance. (We now
have an MT Sgt scared to cross the road because of novice drivers,
lads queuing to act the part of resusci-Andy, a cook who can teach
immediate actions on food poisoning, and an SSM we can't find!)
The shooting team continue to amaze SSgt Phil Mellor with its
scores on the ranges and in the butts and we expect good results in the
forthcoming REGSAAM .
GENERAL

The Squadron officers have been astounded at Lt Steve Lee-Jones's
recent office change. Apparently the order to move office was
interpreted literally and he moved virtually everything to his new
office leaving Lt Julia Bridge lost for words-and something to sit on.
The Capt (PSAO) Cliff Webb's recent ear operation has caused a
strange lack of hearing whenever parting with money is mentionedheightened by a proximity to a bar. We pray for a full recovery.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF TA SOLDIERS
from SSgt Chris Brown
Whilst serving with 1 Green Howards in Northern Ireland I received
a phone call from RSM&RO telling me I was to be promoted and
posted to 46 Sig Sqn (V) Derby (fHE TA). as their SPSI (what was
one of them? I asked myself; I was soon to find out). I was obviously
delighted about the first part of the deal, but was a little bit dubious
of the second part.
Anyway with my bags packed, I duly arrived at Derby one late
October day, not knowing what to expect, but I thought 'in for a
penny, in for a pound, I have already completed 18 years in the
Regular Army without too many hiccups, surely they can't do much
more to me than has already happened in my Army career'. Little did
I know.
Having met the personalities of the Squadron, I went away on my
first weekend (a Range weekend) not much harm can come to me
there, or so I thought, and I also remember that same thought
thrashing through my mind as I was doing my 50th press up, because
someone had challenged me, (I ' m getting too old for this); that was
my first night with the TA.
Saturday morning I arose bright and early to be told the cookhouse
had run out of bread and gravy, so the majority of the morning was
spent at Gateways in Newark shopping for various items. Which
reminds me; l still haven't been paid. Who said an SPSis job wasn't
varied? Sunday passed without incident and we all returned to Derby.
Now having done five weeks (an old sweat) with the TA, I am
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beginning to see how the TA soldier works, and I am pleasantly
surprised, because, as volunteers who surrender their leisure time they
are totally committed to their tasks and I find them very capable
soldiers. So, if anybody tells you the TA soldier is in it for the money,
be under no illusion, they do it for the love of soldiering, and I am
already convinced that I shall enjoy my tour and time with a valuable
part of the Corps.
64 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Mike Green (V)
2IC
Capt Kevin Flanagan (V)
Tfc Capt Moma Strachan (V), SSM W02 (SSM) Jeff Pearson, SPSI
SSgt Harry Griffin.
The Squadron has recently reshuffled its orbat, such that Lt Bill
Carr, who has been with the Squadron for six years moves to become
the Regiment's recruiting officer, and Capt Catherine Wilson who
arrived from recruiting to be 902 Tp Officer. We wish them both
success in their new roles.
Congratulations go to Lt Carr and OCdt Beverly Mansell on their
recent marriage, which was a major Squadron event.
1992, was an eventful year in that Maj Mike Green in command of
the Regiment's 'Mercury Squadron' took a composite Squadron from
each of the four Squadrons to Cyprus to take part in military skills
at a Summer Camp that was like no other in TA terms-it was sunny
all the time, hot all the time-and then there was the beach!!
Abroad again, Lt Jayne Boulton took part in a British/ American
Officer Exchange Programme. Little of America did she see as the
plane landed in British Colombia, Canada, where the American
Engineers were training with Canadian Engineers . Bridging the
Columbian River, blasting apart mountains with high explosives,
riding in a Chinook and high speed power boat handling all went hand
in hand with 'making the radios work'.
This year 2Lt Andy Smith is 'psyching up ' a team to wage war at
'Martial Merlin', a difficult military skills exercise whilst Capt Kevin
F1anagan has his eye fixed on a team with their hopes resting at Bisley.
Further afield LCpl 'Jacko' Jackson having recently successfully
completed his PTis course inflicted his expertise on the Squadron at
the local swimming baths. Having completed the swimming test and
settling down for a 'brawl' of water-polo, the final relay-race became
never ending as each team screamed, coughed and spluttered
tirelessly. The winning team was the one with all its members
breathing and able to walk at the end!
87 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
ANNUAL CAMP
The Squadron has just completed a very successful annual camp.
Throughout, it threw itself into every task with vigour and
enthusiasm. Yet again, we showed solid military skills and tactics, and
a clean pair of heels on our comms.
Some of the highspots included the Tac Ex, Fibua (as seen on TV;
in Central's 'Soldier, Soldier'), Colonels Cup (so close!), a helicopter
ride (courtesy of Lt Bullock's brother), trip to Portsmouth, Brigade
Commex and the Regimental Revue.
On camp, we were joined by Sgt First Class Hopkins of the Iowa
National Guard . This was in exchange for our own SSgt Marvin, who
went to the USNG in America earlier. Despite the culture shock ('You
guys actually eat this for breakfast?') Sgt Hopkins, affectionately
known as 'Hoppy', threw himself into everything we did, and got the
maximum from the experience. We don't think that he has done that
much military training since 'Boot Camp', and it was to his credit that
he performed so well.
EXERCISE BRIGHTFIREI
Well, this year's Brigade Exercise was certainly busy . The Squadron
was well tested in all areas of our comms skills, and was certainly
varied. Particularly, the Commcen are to be commended who were
killed off and had just a short few hours to pack away all their kit,
and then deploy into the field as infantry. It certainly took some
reorientation! The Squadron then got stuck in to the riot control. Sgt
Marvin went three rounds with HQ Squadron, and Sgt Cook did
sterling work as one of 'the heavy mob' .
Whilst they were having fun, MST Tp were engaged in an extended
rally on the M25 . Sgt Bull went off for three hours on a VIP escort,
beautifully done, but unfortunately they left the VIP behind. To Cpl
Orme's chagrin, the promised deployment to Chelsea Barracks
through London's rushhour never quite came off. 2Lt Budworth and
Sgt Cooper were dispatched in a 110, not to be seen by Sig Ops until
two days later, when found sound asleep at Dibgate!
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64 Sig Sqn (V) benefited from the talents of Sgt Hardy and her
crew, 93 Sqn (V) receiving a valuable 'Leg Up' from Cpl Jones, Sigs
Dunkley, Rushton and Moss, and were returned to us with grateful
thanks from all concerned.
Mould had support from 71 Sig Regt (V), in the form of crew and
vehicles. They were quickly integrated into the Troop, Sgt Pearson
and his band of cut-throats getting the job done with their usual
combination of style and panache!
And who, you may ask was causing all this mayhem and
destruction? Capt Shakespeare, Lts Hall, Robinson, W02 Moore and
SSgt Marvin, with the remainder of our 'simulated' staff. But, all in
all, a realistic and testing exercise that presented a challenge that the
Squadron rose to, and fulfilled.
LORD LIEUTENANT'S CERTIFICATE
Prior to Camp, the Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Nottinghamshire,
Col Alan Ripley , presented a certificate to W02 Brian Moore, on
Parade. This was well attended, and Col Ripley joined W02 Moore,
his family and friends for a drink with the Squadron afterwards.
TEAM MATE
We have just completed a marvellous performance at Ex Team
Mate, the annual military skills competition. The female team, led by
Lt Robinson, won the female trophy, winning several stands,
including the shooting, where Sig Dunkley took best individual shot.
This has no connection with SPSI 87 running the range. Even more
remarkable were the performances of Slgs Aikman and Sewell, in their
first ever competition! The male team, led by Lt Bullock, came second
in their competition, pushing 64 Sqn right to the wire. A really fine
performance on everyone's part, not least Sig Drury, who added to his
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'Invisible Man' status, gained in Cyprus, by getting his name missed
off the Roll of Honour team list!
EXERCISE QUICK START
In January, we conducted our first Comms Ex of the New Year. It
was an opportunity to shake out after the annual festivities. The
weekend was well attended, with one to one instruction in some areas.
The high winds caused more than a few problems, Mould Tp 'Flying'
their antennae like a kite. Sig Evans did a good job of playing mother
to Slgs Milnor and Forbes in the Commcen. However, Sig Forbes'
Line Laying, left something up a lampost in 10 secs flat. Sig Aikman
gets the prize for the most pro-words used in one radio call. LCpl
Ahmed 'windsurfed' his FFR in the high winds on the Al. LCpl
Hanner got a little out of control with the scenario, the message read
'Lorry overturned at Grid ... spilling consignment of hair pieces over
the road. Police are combing the area'.
FAREWELL
Tuesday the 13th marked the end of an era. Cpl Roger Pool has
retired from the TA, after approaching 34 years' service. Roger was
one of the founder members of the Regiment, and is the last to be sti!l
serving with the Squadron. Since coming to us from the South Notts
Hussars all those years ago, he has made many friends and will be
sadly missed.
WELCOME
To Sgt Eaglesham, on his transfer from 64 Sqn. Congratulations to
him and Mrs Eaglesham on the birth of their daughter, Sarah . Nappy
changing has now become part of his IA Drills!

39 Sig Regt (SC) (V)
Chelsea
These notes have been produced by Headquarter Squadron which
is still based at Worship Street in the City of London.
HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Willmott
2IC
Capt Julian Gregory
QM Capt Don Holmes, TOT Maj Tim Southall , RMO Capt Stephen
Hughes, PSAO Maj Robin Macheath, RQMS W02 (RQMS) 'Ken'
Kennedy, SSM W02 (SSM) Derek Ellen.

Once out on patrol the usual obstacles such as electric fences were
encountered, getting close to them was difficult due to streams, boggy
ground and alert enemy sentries. By the time the objective had been
recced it was nearly dawn and thus the return journey made the
patrol vulnerable. It was spotted and chased by a Danish patrol but
due to a head start escaped without casualties . Once back at the 'safe'
house plans for the attack were drawn up and new radio operators
arrived. The attack was successful thus ending a most enjoyable and
rewarding weekend.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The PSAO's chair has been taking part in a game of musical chairs
with numerous individuals occupying it! In October the Squadron said
farewell to Capt Alex Leitch on retirement after serving four years
with the Regiment. The chair was immediately filled by Capt Harry
Meekings who had been PSAO at 3 Sqn prior to its disbandment last
April. It was obviously not to his liking as within weeks it was free
again, Capt Meekings having secured a posting to I Sqn based in
Bletchley. The chair is now being kept warm pending the arrival of
Maj Robin Macheath who is at present Administrative Officer in
RHQ. We look forward to his arrival, the music stopping and an end
to this game.

A SCOTTISH WEEKEND
On 20 November the Regiment chartered a jet to fly the London
based Squadron to RAF Leuchars in Scotland for the weekend. The
purpose was recruit, trade and military training and instead of 2 Sqn
in Dundee flying south, we flew north. Much varied training was
carried out including orienteering, AFV recognition and range work
at both the TAC and Barrybudden training camp.
On the flight back the question was put: 'If we can charter an
aircraft to fly to Scotland could we not charter one to fly in the
opposite direction somewhere warmer next time'! Gibraltar sounded
particularly attractive! We will have to wait and see.

THE MOVE
The move to 'A' Block now renamed ' Mercury House' at the Duke
of York's Headquarters has without a doubt been the main topic of
conversation for the past year. We have seen several dates for the
move come and go but as these notes are being drafted we are still
here. The last move scheduled for December was postponed due to
water pouring through the ceiling; we have been assured by the
contractor, whose motto is 'on time', that we will be .in shortly! In the
meantime we will continue to operate out of packmg cases and be
known as the 'Pickfords Removals Squadron'.

CONGRATULATIONS
From all meml;lers of the Squadron our heartiest congratulations go
to SSgt Tony Mather, Sgts Steve Bland, Liz Jenkin, Cpls Di Bland,
Candy Brunyee, Glen Perry, LCpls Dana Grills, Anna Jordanou and
Ian McKerrow all promoted since our last contribution; further
congratulations are due to SSgt Tony Mather on becoming a Foreman
of Signals in December.
Congratulations go also to two members of the regulars in RHQ,
SSgt (YofS) Terry Burbidge and SSgt Linda Dennis on their deserved
selection for promotion to W02.

EXERCISE RUNNEL STONE
The Regiment's annual exercise in Denmark took place over the
weekend 23-25 October and was the usual combination of patrols and
reporting against the Danish Home Guard.
Unfortunately the parachute jump which was to sig~al the .start of
the exercise was cancelled due to thick fog on the DZ. D1sappomtment
was soon swept away when the distance that was to be covered cross
country with full kit was realised. Eventually the patrols were taken
by truck with their Danish Liaison officers to their respective 'safe'
houses to prepare for recce patrols.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Squadron welcomes Capt Don Holmes and W02 (RQMS)
'Ken' Kennedy, and the return to the Regiment of Capt Julian
Gregory who after the disbandment of 3 Sqn had tried his luck with
36 Sig Regt (V). We bid a sad farewell to W02 (RQMS) Lee Hodds
after 4\/i years with the Regiment, Lee has done an excellent job over
that time as he has held the posts of RQMS, QM and MTO at some
time. We wish him all the best in civvy street. Farewell also to Lt Nield
Read and we wish her all the best in 34 Sig Regt (V).
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71 Sig Regt (V)

BexJeyheath
JCUFI

BFPO 655
RHQ
The new year brought change to the Regiment with the departure
of the Adjt Capt Lyndon Campbell-Black to pastures green in civilian
life and WOl (RSM) Alun Parry on completion of 22 years' service.
We extend our thanks and best wishes to them both as they embark
on their new careers . We welcome Capt Dave Whimpenny and WOl
(RSM) Steve Buxton lo the Regiment wishing them both a happy and
uccessful tour.
QM DEPARTMENT
The department has said goodbye to RQMS (V) Terry Bodman and
Dave Tickner, both long serving members who will be sorely missed.
We also said fond farewell to our regular RQMS W02 Wyn Gordon
who has departed for that cold and harsh world of civilian life. We
wish him and his family all the very best. Our new Regular RQMS
W02 Les Allen is settling in and coming to terms with this new
animal-the TA . The department' s annual soiree before Christmas
saw the attendance of ex members such as Maj (Retd) Ron Acott and
Marj~rie and. RQMS (V) Peter Cook and Jan . The QM Lt Col Ron
Brodie and his wife Dot presented decanters to our outgoing RQMS
(V)'s, and then announced the promotion to Cpl of LCpl 'Buck'
Rogers who with Sarah got the first round in.
We welcome our new RQMS(V) to the department, W02 Sue
Holmes, from HQ Sqn on promotion.
The Winter Training Programme is in full swing with organising
accommodation and messing at Longmoor Camp for Total Concept
Weekends. We also train storemen in their trade and prepare officers
for promotion examinations.
265 (KCLY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj David Hannam (V)
Sqn Comd
(Des)
Capt Simon Malik (V)
PSO Capt J. Esson MBE, SSM W02 (SSM) Mick Mustoe TSI W02
Brian Eason, PSI SSgt Bobby Wilson.
'

FAREWELL
Friends of the Squadron will be sorry to hear our SSM W02 Mark
Penny bas now left the TA. Mark joined us as a new recruit and
worked his way up to SSM .
. It is a sad loss to the Squadron and we wish him all the very best
ID the future. He leaves due LO the pressures in his civilian
employment.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl Liane Valenti, winner of the 'Moore'
trophy and Cpl Gary Franks, winner of the 'Lucy' trophy. These
trophies are awarded annually by the Kent Yeomanry Association to
the male and female soldiers who have made an oustanding
contribution to the Squadron over the year.
Congratulation~ ~so go to Sig Guest , winner of the Appleby Cup
for best trade trrurung result and to Sig Hibbit for the Lushington
Cup , best recruit course result.

QC
Maj T. J. P. Bryning
2IC
Flt Lt A. Ford
A Tp Comd Flt Lt M. Ken nedy , B Tp Comd Capt K. Bell C Tp Comd
Capt D. Wild, USM W0 2 (USM) F. Evans, FofS W02 (}' ofS) 1.
Hugill .
VISIT OF AIR OFFICER ENGINEERING
On 12 November 1992 JCUFI were visited by Air Vice Marshal P.
D. Clark, the Air Officer Engineering and Supply. He was welcomed
to JCUFI by the .
and briefed on the role and capabilities of
JCUFI. He then v1s1ted a number of the JCUFI installations around
Mount P leasa nt Airfield including the Falkland Island Trunk System
(FITS) and power sections of C Tp, Airfield Cable Control the HF
Receiver site, Syscon, the Crypto Maintenance Team and fi~ally the
Joint Operations Centre Comcen.
During his visit to Airfield Cable Control Air Vice Marshal Clark
was met by Sgt J im Dunca n who explained to him the Battle Damage
Repair (BD R) exercise which was being carried out by LCpl 'Thomo'
Thomson , Sigs Roberts, 'Disco' Handley and 'Tucky' Tuck. It was
not long before the Air Vice Marshal asked to try his hand at cable
jointing. It soon became clear that he had done this before during his
time as a Communications Electronics specialist. After showing the
Telemechs how it was done the Air Vice Marshal was briefed by Capt
Peter Johnson on the new fibre optic repair equipment and on the
airfield cable system.
His tour was concluded with a visit to the office of the S03 J3(CIS),
Flt Lt Paul Ghent, to discuss the 50 or so future CIS projects planned
for the Falkland Islands.

qc

Our picture shows LCpl Liane Valenti and Cpl Gary Franks w inners
of the Moore and Lucy trophy
EXERCISE ROAD MASTER
.once again the Squadron took part in Ex Road Master. No trophies
this ~ear , but a lot of lessons learned from a hard and challenging
exercise. Reports that W02 Pam Suddens and Sgt Allison MoultonTreadwell forgot to bring their Landrover back are unfounded it had
in fact broken down .
'

SHOOTING
The S~o?ting Team are having a successful season so far, taking
pan agam ID the annual competition for the Silver Salver against ' C'
Squadron .
.Th~ small bore team has once again got through to the London
D1stnct fmal, they are due to fire in a shoulder to shoulder final in the
near future.

EXERCISE P ENGUIN HOP V
Ex Penguin Hop is a march and shoot competition held three times
a year and is sponsored by the Resident Infantry Company .
The competition took the form of a 12km tab across typical
Falkland terrain. This was designed to test physical stamina and cross
cou ntry navigation skills. T he competition culminated with a shoot LO
test marksmanship.
The JCUFI team consisted of Sgt Jim Duncan patrol commander,
Sgt Mark Evans 2IC, Cpl Maylett, LCpls Tam Dick, 'Thomo'
Thompson and Sig 'Sally' Webster.
The team engaged in fitness training prior to the event and the
USM, W02 Frank Evans gave a lot of his time to the team on the
ranges.
It was a lovely early morning start as the team set off for the check
points. T he going was made a little harder with the heat but the team
showed grit and determination to finis h in a very credible time. The

Members of the Squadron who took part in Ex Road Master

Our photo shows W02 Terry Bodman hold ing the Silver Salver
and Champers outside the Regiment's Sisley Hut
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shoot was impressive and the days on the ranges had certainly paid
off. The top places were fiercely contested especially by the two
Falkland Islands Defence Force teams using their new Austri an Steyr
rifles. At the end of the day JCUFI was awarded 6th place out of 18.
An enjoyable day was had by all.

FOOTBALL-AN OWN GOAL?
After su.cc.essfully winning the Lond?n District TA cup for the past
five YCB!S .1t is a blow to report that this year we were knocked out in
the sem1-fmals. The PSO Capt Jim Esson who has been in charge of
the ~quadron team longer than Brian Clough has been in charge of
Nottingham Forest would like to thank the SSM W02 Mark Penny
for scoring an own goal allowing 144 Pd Amb to win by 3 goals to 2.
Needless to say the SSM has now left the Squadron.
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Air Vice Marshal P. D. Clark looks on as Line Section demonstrate
BOA, while the officers of JCUFI hope that there isn't a test at the
end of it
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Members of JCUFI March and Shoot Team receiving a brief prior
to the start
CAMPITO HILL DETACHMENT
Det Comd Cpl Sorbie, Op 1 LCpl McMillan, Op 2 Sig Clarke.
Campito Hill on East Falkland is a very remote and isolated VHF
Command Radio Rebroadcast (RRB) site . It is responsible for
mai ntai ning tactical communications for air defence, ship and land
based units. The site comes under the command of JCUFI and is
permanently manned by three Royal Signals operators.
Campito Hill RRB is perched on a 900ft hill and overlooks Falkland
Sound to the East and San Carlos Water to the West. The local area
is steeped in recent history as many famous incidents took place within
sight of Campito Hill during the 1982 conflict. Adjacent to the site is
a war memorial to those who lost their lives when HMS Ardent and
HMS A ntelope were sunk in nearby waters. Also easily visible from
Campito Hill is Ajax Bay and the derelict refrigeration plant which
was used as a field hospital during the early stages of the conflict. The
plant became known as the 'Red and Green Life Machine'.
The three man det spend four months on site and are almost
completely dependant on supplies by helicopter. The only fall back for
provisions and other essential items is for the crew to visit, on foot,
one of the Falkland Island's farms located in the lowlands to east and
west. Water is supplied via a spring collection tank sited on the hillside
500ft below the site. Water is then pumped up the hill and fed to a
small water treatment plant. There are many problems with this
system . In winter the pipes freeze, in summer the spring may run dry.
The often tempestuous weather conditions on the hill can cause
helicopter operations to cease which leaves the detachment isolated
until the weather improves.
The hermit-like lifes tyle calls for a small detachment who can show
professionalism and a high degree of independence.
A DAY AT THE RACES
Report by POWRENS Georgie Morris
The day dawned bright on Boxing Day 1992 as we set off for the
Stanley Races. But it wa not merely hor e racing, for all those old
school favourites were included-the sack race, the 3-legged race and
the wheelbarrow race LO name but a few. It was to be a day of much
activit y to try and relieve some of the excesses of Christmas Day!
However, the weather had other ideas and by lunchtime it wa just like
a real winter's day in the UK.
The Islanders were enjoying them elves whatever the weather. The
races are a big annual event and a definite 'gathering' of the clans.
Eventually it was our turn to race in the services race {I say
'eventually' as time has little meaning to the Falkland Islanders). It
was of course raining. Nevertheless we had waited this long and were
not about to be put off by a few drops of water.
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. !though it \\ SS a nat race of 500 yard the fir t 'hurdle' was to get
the horse onto the race cour e! They had already done a day's
ra ing-and who were th ~ trange people on their backs anyway? At
la t e ucceeded in coaxing and cajoling them to the start where
mu h pu hing and ho ing took place. By this time t hey had woken
up and were eager to be away (the hor es not the jockeys).
Suddenly we were off- and I was facing the wrong way! After a
quick about turn the horse soon got the idea and was racing 'hell for
leather' up the cour e. It sudden! dawned on me that with some
encouraging tap of the stick and a few kind words I could win the
race. Therefore while Maj Tim Bryning was concentrating on his
opponent on the right , my horse and I nimbly took the winning post
on his left queezing him into 2nd place. So it was victory for the
\I omen' Royal aval Service mainly due to the speed of the horse
and not necessarily the skill o f the jockey.
The prize giving was the following evening at the local dance in
tanley Town Hall. I was presented with a magnificent trophy by Rear
Adminll N. E. Rankin CBE RN Commander British Forces.
Grateful thank to 'Shiki nah ' my trusty steed and her owner Eric
Go .

~

SHORT HISTORY OF NORTHAG AIR SUPPORT RADIO
SQUADRON
NORTHAG Air Support Radio Squadron was formed in 1967 to
provide HF Radio Co=unications between the respective Corps of
NORTHAG . The Squadron was uniquely multinational in make up,
consisting of co=unications elements of the British, Belgian, Dutch
and German Armies.
The Squadron was based in Arnbiorix Kaserne in the oldest town of
Belgium, Tongeren, which is close to the borders of Holland and
Germany.

Air

(CRC) Tongeren. Maj Gen Derwael was accompanied by Col A.
Stessun GEA, Co=ander NORTHAG Signal Group, Lt Col P. J.
Hryhoruk UKA, Deputy Commander NORTHAG Signal Group, Maj
B. H. Herbers RNLA, S4 NORTHAG Signal Group and Maj G.
Collette BEA S3 NORTHAG Signal Group. Maj Gen Derwael
performed a short ceremony in the Commander's office (now rest
room) and presented Certificates of Appreciation to the remaining
members of NASRS . This was reciprocated with the presentation by
Maj R. J. Steed MBE of the Squadron Plaque to Maj Gen Derwael
who r~ived it with great appreciation, remarking that the badge was
now umque and would take pride of place in his new office as DCOS
OPS LANDCENT . After a short photo session on the Squadron Steps
the guests and members of NASRS retired to the International
Restaurant and Bar for a sit down buffet and drinks.

OTHER NOTABLE EVENTS SINCE OUR LAST REPORT
On 11 September 1992 Brig R. A. Cordy Simpson OBE visited the
Squadron to perform a medal presentation ceremony. The recipients
were Cpl Jack Thorpe, LS & GC Medal and the Gulf Medal going to
Sig Royston Davies, now of 7 Sig Regt. After the presentation the
officers of ASRS entertained the Brigadier to a final officers lunch at
the Chateau Neercanne in Maastricht the scene of the signing of the
Maastricht treaty.

Maj Gen Derwael signs the Squadrons VIP Visitors Book

Brig Cordy-Simpson with Cpl Thorpe and wife Kathy
I TERNATIONAL SUPPORT UNIT, TONGEREN AND
ORTBAG AIR SUPPORT RADIO SQUADRON CWSURE
CEREMONY
The closure cerei:nony of the International Support Unit, Tongeren
and NORTHAG Air Support Radio Squadron took place in Ambiorix
Kaserne on Friday 29 January 1993. ASRS's guest of honour was Maj
Gen A. Denvael BEA, Deputy Chief of Staff Support NORTHAG.
A guard of honour was provided by the Control and Reporting Centre
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Sqn Comd
Maj A. E . Kendall
QM
Maj J. Hornby
2IC Capt L. D. Mccourt, Adjt Capt G. Bushell Bengal Tp Comd
Capt M. Phillips, Sabre Tp Comd Lt A. J. Ch~ssum , RSM WOl
(RSM) G. Hailstone, FofS W02 (FofS) Kassim, YofS I W02 (YofS)
Large, YofS2 SSgt (YofS) Tyler.

.1+ ,t NORTHAG BFPOSupport
Radio Sqn
18
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J. Steed MBE
W02 (YofS) W. Jackson
2IC
Chief Clerk Sgt P. O'Brien, SQMS UK Cpl D. C. Fitton, Power/ MT
Sgt Sgt S. Osman.
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Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(215)
Tidworth

POWRE NS Georgie Morris w it h her w inner' s t rophy
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Maj Steed presents the Commander of NORTHAG Signal Group,
Col A. Stessun with a Squadron Plaque
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FAREWELLS
Some of those who left or are leaving include: Maj J. P. McD
Coulthard, Maj D. I. Gilchrist , Sgt Wendy Lavis and last but not least
the three 'amigos': Sgts Ash Ashton, Steve Maycock and 'Pointy'
Middleton . New arrivals include the new Sqn Comd Maj Andy
Kendall , R~M WOI (RSM) G. Hailston e, Lt Andy Chessum
(comp.lete with AFVs a~d members of 204 Sig Sqn) and finally . . .
Spring 1993 came to life recently in the form of three daughters one
each for W02 (YofS) Jim Large, Sgts Steve Maycock and Andy
Osbourne-Congratulations!
EXERCISE PENNINE LINK
T.he Squadron's first exercise, held at the Brigade and Battle Group
Tram~r (North). was a two level exercise involving 65 Sqn personnel,
all Bngade staff, BBGT(N) sta ff and staff representatives from 3 (UK)
Div. '.he adva~ce party commanded by W0 2 (RQMS) Des Faherty
organised the old Sandes Home for the arrival. The Master Chef,
W02 John Munro and his staff ensured that everybody was well fed.
Once Comms had been established and tested the staff arrived and
continued their planning for an 'escalating situation' that had started
t~o 'h'.eeks. befor~hand. In the ~nsuing 48 hr 'battle' the Brigade was
v1cton ous m routmg the enemy m a shorter time than anticipated. The
exercis.e was a good insight ~to the idiosyncrasies of the BBGT(N)
and will stand the Squadron m good stead for its planned visits in
1993 . Special mention is made to H ead ORO Sgt 'Pointy' Middleton
who due to posting, won ' t be able to join us on the next one!

Cpl Tearle , Sigs Ostley and Barker

ROLE CHANGE AND TRAINING
The Squadron received its ' new' fleet of vehicles in preparation for
its role as I Mechanised Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (2 15) due to take place
on I April. Fortunately, we had some resident experts on hand or
posted in to supervise the receipt of these vehicles in the shape of SSgts
Steve Bungay, Steve Cleary and Cpl Paul Davis. The vehicles were put
through a rigorous initial inspection cycle overseen by W02 (AQMS)
Colley, Sgt Frank Spencer REME and W02 (FofS) Syd Kassim. The
Troops were given a week to 'spri ng clean ' before Ex P ronto
Playtime, a Squadron Plug Up designed to test, prove and familiarise
crews with equipments.
Ex First Move and Ex Second Move closely followed as the
Squadron practised its new procedures and equipments ably
supported by TNs from both I and 2 Sqns, 2 Sig Regt. With two more
week long exercises before the 'proving' one in March the Squadron
is still working extremely hard towards becoming a Mech Bde Sig Sqn .
BENGAL TROOP
by Cpl 'Tosh' Mcintosh
During the last few months the Troop has gone through a drastic
change both in manning and in its role . The Troop has expanded in
numbers welcoming firstly the new Tp Comd Capt Martin Pbillips
and 2Lt Adam Hillary who is awaiting his Tp Comd's course.
Welcomes to SSgt Clint Cleary, LCpls Brown, Mitchell, Brutherstone,
Slgs Dove, Parry, Brown, Ramsey, Dawsen, Field,. McGregor and
Richardson .
We must also say goodbye to SSgt Alex Sampson who has
completed his 22 years' service in the Army. We wish him all the best
in Civvy Street. Goodbye and congratulations to Cpls Mellotte and
Langford on their promotion. Sgt Mellotte is now the new MT Sgt and
Sgt Langford has been posted all the way to 3 (UK) Div as Tp Sgt.
The arrival of the new armoured 432, 434, 435, 436 and 439
Vehicles left some of us bemused as only a small handful had
undergone training on these. SSgt Clint Cleary, Cpls Davis and Tearle
worked very hard as instructors to get as many of the Troop through
the three week course. The vehicles were checked by SSgt Steve
Bungay who was pleased to have the assistance of Cpl Davis who had
some experience of these vehicles . With everything checked and CES
completed, it continued to be all work as exercises designed to
familiarise the Troop in its Ptarmigan role loomed ahead . With all the
commitment by all the members of the Troop we will, without doubt,
achieve our aim.
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Sig Ostley

SSgt Cleary, driver training
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that we are looking forwa rd to a year of great change as we are shortly
due to lose our Pioneers and RCT attached personnel.
MIKE TROOP
Troop Comd
W02 (FofS) Lee Wookey BEM
Tp SSgt
SSgt Chris Skelton
Wksp Sgt Sgt Dave Buckingham.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Hello and welcome to LCpls Colin Forrester and Paul Howl. Good
luck on pre-para and P Coy. A fond farewell to LCpl 'Stu '
MacDonald on his posting to 212 Sig Sqn in BAOR . Welcome to Sgt
Dave Buckingham, hope you enjoy your tour with the 'airborne
warriors' of Aldershot. Good luck to Cpl Davis-Morris on his posting
to Q Tp.
CONG RA TULATIO NS
Congratulations to Cpl Brydon Lothian on his marriage to Elaine .
Congratulations also go to our Troop Skiers who did us proud in
France; Sgt 'Ged' Keane and Sig Peter Bryne respectively. Last but
not least Sig ' Gaz' Smith on being 'Tradesman of the Year'.

TRAINING WING
Trade Trg SNCO
SSgt 'Strings' Stringer
Mil Trg SNCO
SSgt Dave Catchpole
Life within the Muscle Busting Training Wing has recently been
undergoing a great transition, particularly with the final dispatching
of one of its greatest stalwarts; SSgt Nick 'The Duke' Nie.lsen after 22
years, if not meritorious, at least , very interesting service! It has been
the 'Duke' who has been largely responsible for the Squadron
achieving the best All Arms P Coy success rate from within the
Brigade. His professional attributes can be summed up as a signaller
with a sense of purpose, professionalism in all things and a
commitment to the Squadron that will be surely missed. We wish
Nick, his wife Jan and family all the very best for the future.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl ' Sic' Ferrer and his wife Shirley on the
recent birth of their son.

W02 (ROMS) John Black and W02 (FofS) Lee Wookey celebrate
John Black's first jump since Cyprus!

We al o welcome back to the fold Capt Steve Vickery and his wife
Mlchelle. He was OC A Tp from 1989-91 and joins us from the
arduou (so he tells us) post of Adjutant to Welbeck College. We bade
a fond farewell to Capt Richard Wilson, Ruth and family. He has
certainly left 'a large pair of boots to fill'. We also say fare vell to
LCpl 'Mounty' Mount. He is about to enter civilian street and still
hasn't topped smiling. ig Phil Allan joins us from 22 Sig Regt and
we hope he enjoys his tour.

• •.~.

WELCOMES
Welcome to Cpl 'Fritz' Arunalason, LCpls Andy Hodgson , Stan
Stanwick, Sigs Rob Howie, Jason Wing and 'Kojak' Hodson .
And a well done to Sig Jason Wing and Tommy Tucker on joining
the airborne brotherhood.

HQ
qn Comd
Maj John Whitby
21C
Capt tevt'. Vickery
Op O apt Mike Rogers, AO Capt Fr d Payet, FofS W02 (FofS) Lee
Wookel BEM, YofS W02 (YofS) Ken Sirr, Ch Clk SSgt Ray
Pritchard .
A number of change took place in the Squadron at the end of the
year. The fe tive sea on brought back some familiar faces and said
goodbye to some talwarts. Maj John Whitby, who was Op Offr
19 4-85, assumed command in the New Year. We wish him, his wife
arah and family a happy tour. Maj Ian Foxley, Emma and family
ha\e departed for a tour at the Staff College with our best wishes and
congratulations on his promotion to Lt Col. He could not leave
without. ome ort of infamous farewell. The training wing used some
friendly contact in the local police tation and, as a result, Maj
Foxley spent a couple of hours doing 'porridge'!
In traditional airborne style the Sqn Comd' handover was
completed in a C130 Hercules before a parachute descent on Hankley
Common. According to Maj Whitby it was quite a colourful
experience.

Maj Ian Foxley 'under arrest'

• ••

The actual exercise was a success and the detachment (the Beach
Boys) returned LO the ' Shot' in one piece. However, their mountain
bikes did not fa ir as well, as they all had broken down whilst on the
Island .

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
Aldershot

The airborne handover/takeover by Majs Ian Foxley and John
Whitby. W01 :RSM) Steve Clarke 'supervises'

• ,•

ALPHA TROOP
Alpha Troop say farewell to the following: Capt Fred Wichelo on
a six month detachment to UNTAC Cambodia. Sgt 'JJ' Walker to 7
Para RHA, Cpl 'Gunny' Girling to civilian life. Welcome to Sgt
'Smudge' Smith from the sporting life of 7 Para RHA, Sgt 'Stu'
Couszins from 3 Para, Cpl 'Jas' Saunders from 249 Sig Sqn, Sig
'Spider' Webb from 16 Sig Regt, Sig 'Spinksy' Spink from 7 Sig Regt
(now we know why he hasn't stopped smiling) and Sig 'Linford'
Gilchrist from 200 Sig Sqn. We wish 'Spinkey' all the best for his Para
course and 'Spider' and 'Linford' all the best for pre-para and P Coy.
The Troop has sent people to various places over the past few
months which include the former Yugoslavia, Botswana, Ascension
Island, Norway and France. The remainder of us look forward to any
of the following, Kenya, USA, Cyprus, and Hong Kong later this
year.
Congratulations to Cpl 'Scouse' Ramsden and Mrs Ramsden on the
birth of a son, Daniel.
Well doneto Cpl 'Jas' Saunders and LCpl Rob Scott on their
performances with the Squadron Ski team in the UKLF Nordic Ski
Championships to win the Minor Unit Championship.
Many congratulations to LCpl 'Richie' Long and Tina on the birth
of their daughter and to Cpl Phil Smithurst and Amanda on the birth
of their son.
BRA V,O TROOP
November began with the Troop providing assets for Ex Diamond
Cutter in which Corns were provided between Ascension Island and
Botswana, where the Grenadier Guards were on a live firing exercise.
Cpl 'Doggsie' Bohanna and LCpl 'Sie' Ferrer manned the detachment
at Ascension Island.
Whilst not engaged in maintaining comms, amongst other activities,
they visited the island's inactive volcanoes. Here they tried a bit of
downhill scree running. Not content with this they became more
adventurous and showing Airborne initiative (if it can be termed that),
they tried scree surfing. Whether this had been attempted before is not
known but highly unlikely. However, LCpl 'Sie' Ferrer was adamant
that wooden planks make perfect surf boards.
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Q TROOP
We have said goodbye to WOl (RSM) Steve Clarke and his wife
Sue, but he has only moved upstairs so he is still here scrounging tea
and coffee. On the welcome side we say welcome to W02 (RQMS)
John Black and his wife after their short spell in Cyprus, Cpl Steve
Davis-Morris and his wife and LCpl Gaskill and his wife. Other than

Mike Troop - December 1992
Front Row (L to R): Cpl A. B. Lothian, SSgt C. W. Skelton, W02
(FofS) Lee Wookey, Sgt D. Buckingham and Cpl N. V . Woodward
Middle Row (L to R): LCpl Critchley, Cpls G. Wright, D. Naylor, P.
A. Jordon, S. Davies-Morris and LCpl J . Carter
Rear Row (L to R): LCpls D. Oldfield, J . Jones, Sigs P. Watson, G.

Smith and LCpl C. Forrester

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209)
Catterick
SQN COMD'S FAREWELL
To expect the end of Maj Gordon James' reign to pass quietly with
a few exchanged plaques and solemn handshakes would have been
unimaginable. Instead the Squadron took part in an Assault Course
competition, (Ex Panthers Assault) which proved to be his piece de
resistance. The difference being that this assault course was 5 miles
long, extremely arduous and marketed by the Sqn Comd as 'fun', this,
unfortunately, proved not to be so. The course was pain and panic
combined with high wires, rope swings and culvert crawls, all designed
by Maj Gordon James and assembled by the Sergeants' Mess gnomes.
The Squadron was divided into teams. By the time teams had
broached the start line a healthy competition had built up. Two miles
in and chest deep in a freezing stream the joviality was wearing off.
Eventually it was Sgt Phil Anderson's team's name that was engraved
on the winners trophy, a beautiful piece that will now be competed for
annually. The day closed with a traditional farewell to the outgoing
Sqn Comd atop one of the Squadron vehicles. Nothing as sedate as
the Saxon however, instead a rather unceremonious exit on a rubber
ring towed by the Squadron speedboat. Overall an excellent day.
ALPHA TROOP
Work started immediately preparing for Ex Panther's Parting, a
Brigade CPX on Stanta. The aim was to make life as uncomfortable
as possible for the staff officers and so prepare them for life in an
armoured HQ. Much effort and imagination was devoted to making
a 9 x 9 tent look like a 436, although the Troop drew the line at
employing Sig Pink with a hammer to simulate staff officer's hitting
their head on the roof of a Panzer!
Farewells are few, namely Cpl Stan Stansfield. Arrivals on the other
hand are numerous: Sgt Howarth who took one look at the exercise
plot and detached himself to the Training Wing; Cpl Ollie McGrail,
LCpl Minnet, Sigs James, Wragg, Jones, Harper, and finally Seggie
who made a notable start to his career by almost wiping out two
Squadron officers in an RTA, this man will go far!
BRAVO TROOP
As ever a busy time for the Troop, mirroring that of the Squadron
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as a whole. In preparation for the move and re-roling, we've managed
to squeeze in an assault course competition and two exercises:
Panthers Charge and Panthers Parting. The little gem known as
Panthers Assault (already mentioned) was to be the swansong of LCpl
Reid who was posted to Cyprus. He led the strongly fancied team to
a four minute advantage which was whittled to nothing by Sig Taff
Waters as he floundered on the 12" wall. Panthers Charger gave Cpl
'Birdman' Wooding the chance to hang-glide at the Army's expense
using a piece of urban cam and a modified 12x 12 frame. Like a
modern day Icarus he soared over the HQ, the sun glistening
majestically on his high forehead and the wind picking at the fine hair.
This noble sight inspired the very sceptical Troop to perform the best
ever balance move in the history of tactical communications.
It is in the Troops that firm friendships are forged. Goodbyes are
invariably sad occasions. So tears were shed as we said farewell to Cpl
'Minty' Murray and his lovely wife Bev both off to Hohne (dog and
all). We send our best wishes. Farewells also to Cpl 'tanned' Billy
Brunton who remains in Colchester as we head north. A fine Relay
operator, joke teller and ultra violet absorber, he will be sadly missed
by all. As mentioned it's goodbye to LCpl Reid, now in quarantine en
route to Cyprus. A PTI extraordinaire, he is the best example of the
old maxim 'little men are extremely dangerous'.
On the welcome front it's 'hi' to 'loadsasiggies': Bob Hoskins, Jack
Sinclair, 'Taff' Sheppard, 'Jugs' Dowson and Nice. Also fraternal
greetings to our new comrades, Cpls Russ Shields and Stan Howarth.
As a final note, thanks to Alpha Tp for the loan of Cpls Chris
Davies and Mo Morris, both reasonable chaps and we welcome them.
EXERCISE PANTHER'S MELEE
'Free weeks' in training programmes are not to be sniffed at. Lt
David Kinnaird sneaked nine men from A and B Tp away to the West
Country to use the time in the best way possible-on low key
adventurous training. With Cpl Chrls Davies at the wheel, the minibus
headed off down the M4, with those in the back attempting to make
themselves as comfortable as possible on the padded wooden benches!
The trip was long and extremely wet, and by the time we arrived at
RAF Chivenor, most Devonian rivers had burst their banks, or were
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on the point of doing o. 22 qn Air Sea Rescue, who had promised
to fl} u to the ea, drop u in and then hopefully rescue us were
actual! · involved doing r al re cue work . Like most domestic
holidaymakers, we ate our andwiches in the car park gazing at the
ra bing ea through mi ted up windows. Feeling almost grateful that
the afternoon was cancelled we then drove to our overnight
a ommodation at HMS Raleigh.
The Damage Repair and Instructional Unit is feared throughout the
avy. It is a mock-up ship mounted or. hydraulic rams, it fil ls rapidly
with water. That is unless the would be repairers on board can plug
the leak with wood wedge and their fallen comrades. We had been
enthu ia hcally briefed in the bar on the previous night by our newfound hipmates, and it seemed we were about to find out what colour
adrenalin is! However, by cruel irony, the Damage Repair Unit was
it elf broken! There was nothing for it but to head to the gym under
the direction of LCpl Geoff Howe, whilst the Tp Comd, heated up the
phone lines to en ure that the rest of the week 's activities would not
uffer a similar fate.
After a fine night' sleep at Blandford (there is, after all, little else
to do there) the happy gang splashed through the floods to HMS
Phoenix at Portsmouth. The imaginative name for this 'ship' does
indicate that it has something to do with flames. HMS Phoenix is in
fact home to the Naval Fire Fighting School, and it was here at last
that we saw some action. It all proved too much for the ever alert Sig
'Trigger' Brightwell, who was so excited at the prospect of donning
his 'fear-naught' fire-proof suit that he fell asleep during Lhe lecture!
After the morning briefing and, a demonstration, it was time to see
if wearing these suits would actually diminish fear of confined spaces,
pitch darkness, and massive a.mounts of heat; they were, I have to
report, only partially successful. The feeling of claustrophobia that
the inability to see, hear, breathe and communicate brings on almost
overpowered all of us. At last, here was real adventure training! In all
we put out six fires, each bigger and hotter than the last. The ferocity
of the fires was matched only by the ferocity of the nozzle that LCpl
'Fat' Bagnall aimed at the Tp Comd's head, obviously under the
mistaken impression that his brain was on fire. It was an excellent day,
again, unfortunately cut short by a power failure in Portsmouth; it
eemed that nothing could go right.
The next, even more interesting day was at RNAS Yeovilton. This
is the home of the Fleet Air Arm, thus there is much helicopter-type
equipment that makes the station almost like a theme park for visitors
like us. The first stop was at the Combined Helicopter Operations
Centre {CHOSC) who have a 100 ' free-abseil tower. Designed
primarily to train troops for heli-abseils, it was to be used on this
occasion to scare Signalmen! From ground level, it appeared to be a
relatively benign, almost stumpy tower. As we ascended though, the
pulse quickened, and the breathing deepened (especially Cpl Chris
Davies who was nearly hyperventilating by the time be reached the
second level!). At last the top, and to inspire confidence, the
Squadron Commander went first. Unfortunately, his gangling and
marginally uncoordinated frame managed to collide with the tower on
the way down, bringing lumps to the throat of all who watched and
waited. It was to prove almost all too much for Sig Cborchy
Churchyard, who finally completed one painfully slow descent, but
not before uttering, 'I-didn't-join-the-army-to-risk-my-neck' on more
than one occasion. Cpl Tony Taylor also looked more than a little
uneasy, and Cpl Chris Davies took enough oxygen for the rest of his
life as his turn finally came at the top of the rope. We all managed
four descents each, including the confidence test, which both Sig
'bumpkin' Ryan and Cpl Chris Davies both bottled (again!).
The next and final stop came at the Underwater Escape Training
Unit, just over the road. This is the feared heli-dunker, which we were
all told is worse to look at than actually do. This would seem to have
to be an accurate statement, as we all watched white faced as the steel
tube crammed with reasonably sane people was lowered into the
water, rotated and spun. It surely had to be easier than it looked .
Well, we all did it, four times each, except for Sig Churchyard (again)
and LCpl Steve Randall whose protestations that he did not like this
at all, held little sway with a Tp Comd who refused to let him get out
(at least not until they were underwater!).
That then was Panther's Melee, a week of different activities that
can be firmly recommended, by all except Sig Churchyard that is.
EXERCISE LION UN 12
The Squadron had just over three weeks from touchdown to exploit
all that Cyprus had to offer, and consequently, the training
programme was hectic; seemingly requiring thirty hour days to fit in
all of the activities. However, it was all achievable and occasionally
enjoyable.
The ight of the orange groves by the Salt Lake, the arid land all
around and the warm sun form the first impressions of Cyprus.
Arriving at Radio Sonde camp, most people peer at their maps
hoping there is some mistake. This collection of tin buts and tents
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must surely be a legacy from the pa t. The shared discomfort provides
for ' bonding' and all ranks find they have something to complain
about.
Lion Sun is an exercise in infantry training. The Company was
commanded by Capt Tony Picknell, leaving the Sqn Comd free to run
the exercise. The three Platoons were as much as possible the normal
Troops. 'A' Tp became I Platoon 'barmy army' , commanded by SSgt
Nobby Nevill. 'B' Tp plus a section's worth of technician Sergeants
formed an 'extremely mellow' 2 Platoon, commanded by Lt David
Kinnaird. Finally, SSgt Keith Williams had the unenviable task of
bringing together the Squadron' s 'waifs and strays'. Thus the MT, the
LAD, and others combined to form 3 Platoon.
The day started with PT: l Platoon manfully made it to the beach
just in time to run painfully back again, 2 Platoon inj ured Sgt Geordie
Raine and only made it half way, 3 Platoon did something simple and
all came back intact.
Section and Platoon Battle drills were relearned under the watchful
eyes of Sgts Peters, Womble and Skiffington. A navigation
competition and patrolling competition consolidated all of the lessons
learned including ambushes, harbour patrols, attacks, FIBUA,
fighting and recce patrols.
Carried by Capt Trevor Cottee and the men and Gemini craft of 62
Sqn RE, the company took it in turns to assault the docile but amazed
sunbathers of Tunnel beach.

We spent the next day sleeping in the sparse shade around the
company harbour area. A mini pack-horse train arrived carrying the
days supplies for the company.
'
By this stage, the Cypriot Freedom Fighters had been thoroughly
mauled, and had been forced to take refuge in Paramali village where
under co~mand of the feared and formidable Capt David Lumb, they
made ~heir last _desper_ate st:i-nd. A com~any from 62 Engineer Regt
broke mto the village first, duectly following a heavy artillery barrage.
The Signals ' Company then exploited that foothold to take the whole
village, with direct armour support from the 9th/ 12th Lancers.
It is difficult to report on ranges but after two days of keenly
contested shooting, the competition finished with the falling plate.
For a crate of beer, Cpl Billy Brunton sprinted and shot like never
before to inspire his section to beat the scratch Seniors and Officers
team. The plate final was eventually won by Cpl Tom Murray's
section. The competition overall was won by the marksmen from 2
Section, I platoon, led by Cpl ' Digger' Grave.
The Squadron then travelled to Mount Troodos, to prepare
everyone for the rigours of the feared 'Troodos Walkdown'. This
entailed teams of three to four men racing the 40km from Troodos to
Episkopi . The short sentence belies the pain that this event
represents-the 40km can be greatly extended if you take the wrong
route!
This event is the Quartermaster's own. Some of his youthful zest
may have evaporated over the years; his fitness, stamina and a small
degree of route knowledge combined to sweep him to an individual
victory. The team event was won by the trio of SSgt Williams, Sgt Pete
Crosby and Cpl Alfie Davidson. Every team that made it all the way
to the Lemmings Beach barbecue was a winner, and received a well
deserved 'free' beer.
T~e time: had fin~y com~ for relax~tion (of sorts!). Scattering over
the island m pursuit of thnlls and spills we scuba dived, waterskied,

J
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canoed, windsurfed , sunbathed and generally recovered from all that
had gone before.
The final fling on the last night at yet another barbecue at
Lemmings Beach prepared by Sgt North. Here, we all reflected on the
rigours of the previous three weeks. It was also the occasion where the
prizes for all of the exercise competitions were finally awarded.

Cpl Brunton (sitting) 'you want me to do what?'

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sign Sqn (210)
Colchester
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We finished the training phase and moved to the counter insurgency
war against the Cyprus Freedom Fighters. A beach landing, a
mountain scramble and an attack on three targets, all in the first
night. Whilst two of the platoons successfully engaged their
objectives, Lt David Kinnaird led a game but flawed attack on the
wrong quarry. Well it was dark(ish) and the problems posed by the
Cypriot terrain began to manifest themselves.

Sgts Allen (I) and Dalton (r) wait for Sgt Mudway (through
window) whilst Sgt Morris plays hide and seek
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Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Leach
2IC
Capt Paul Peel
QM Capt Rick Licence, Ops Offr Capt Rupert Chapman, A Tp Comd
Lt Richard Deans, B Tp Comd Lt Tom Sandman, RSM WOl {RSM)
Dave Wilson, RQMS W02 {RQMS) Jim Monkman, YofS W02
(YofS) Granville Yeomans, FofS SSgt (FofS) Iain McNelly, ORSQMS
Sgt Paul Storrs.
Since last writing to The Wire the Squadron has been remarkably
busy. Teams have participated in the Brigade Winter Sports week,
Boxing at York and the Cambrian Patrol 92. The whole Squadron
took part in our annual Battle Camp held on Sennybridge Training
Area during October. In addition we have also formed a new Troop,
Bravo Tp, and reorganised the Squadron for our new role within the
MND(C). There have been 28 new arrivals in the last three mqnths,
too many to mention, but a warm welcome to everyone. In particular
we extend a warm welcome to the new QM, Capt Rick Licence, and
the B Tp hierarchy Lt Tom Sandman and SSgt Colin Milne. Finally
congratulations to the Ops Offr, Capt Rupert Chapman and the RSM
WOl (RSM) Dave Wilson on their recent promotion.
BATILE CAMP
Week One at battle camp was initiated by a return to the 'basics'
of elementary field skills and shooting. The Grenade Range saw Cpl
'Shortie' Green facing death 110 times, as 220 grenades were
despatched at perfectly defenceless targets. The 66mm Range was
fairly hectic, with 74 HEAT rounds finding their targets and Sig Craig
Egan successfully engaging a fence post!
The weekend's activities included an introduction to survival skills .
This proved to be a fascinating phase of the Battle Camp, Cpl Mo
Howarth assisted with the Trapping stand as he claims to be an expert.
LCpl Marv Willis and LCpl Mike Tennent demonstrated their hidden
talents as the Squadron psycho twins on the meat preparation stand.
Week Two concentrated upon advanced section skills and also included 'Judgement Day' , the day that all the Troops had been
dreading and WOl (RSM) Dave Wilson had been dreaming aboutThe March and Shoot. At Endex presentations were made to Cpl Den
Feely for the best section and Sig Jason Shuttleworth for the Best Individual Rifleman. The evening was spent increasing bar profits
before our return home.
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CAMBRIAN PATROL
The Cambrian Patrol proved to be the climax of this year's activity
for the Squadron. Competing in the three day major Unit event the
team were tasked with conducting a Long Range covert recce patrol.
Crossing 70km through Powys, Mid-Wales, being tested on various
military skills whilst on the way to the recce target. By first light on
day one we were still moving towards Radnor Forest which was the
objective, Sigs 'Gash' Doe and Paul Grundy had feet that were telling
them all about the mileage. Upon reaching the target Sgt Rick Thorne
made plans for the extraction the next day, while Lt Richard Deans
led the Close Target Reece during the early hours . The final phase ran
smoothly and we were glad to reach the safety of the River Wye, Sig
'Taff' Hodgson loving every minute of being in Wales and in the
company of so many sheep! The team achieved a Silver Award, it was
hard earned and a well deserved prize for all the team.

Cambrian Patrol Team - Silver Award 1992
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put through by Cpl Craig Auld, but was soon over the moon after a
tackle by Blakley. After chances for Sgt Nige Donohue and Jenkins
came and went, the referee, LCpl Steve Franklin, blew the final
whistle. The score of 2-1 in favour of the Juniors was a fair result,
although it was certainly a game of two halves. LCpl Kurt Neilson, the
player/manager of the Juniors was heard to say that he was
particularly impressed with the performance of Sig 'Paddy'
McCallion and stated that 'the boy done good'.
Interviewed after the game, Maj A. K. Trimble said that the result
was not a setback, and the opposition should watch out this year.

n ' HSIT
Before Chri tmas the Squadron was visited by the new SOinC(A),
Maj en A. H. Boyle. After welcoming him to the Squadron, Maj
Graham Leach , esconed the SOinC(A) to the Sergeants' Mess for a
CUTT} lunch. During the Lunch he presented Corps Rugby _colours to
gt Bobby now, even if it was 11 year after SSgt Snow first played
for the Corp !

ALLtED SIGNALS OFFICERS' MEETING
On Thursday 17 December 1992 the Allied Signals Officers'
Meeting was held in Dorset House Officers' Mess, Stadium Barracks,
Hosted by 229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn (it being the British turn), the event
was organised by Lt Jim Leggate who was to experience his first such
meeting.

11 Allied Officers arrived and followed an introductory coffee the
meeting got under way, chaired by the Sqn Comd, Maj A. K. Trimble.
The meeting concluded with an excellent lunch. Each person attending
was presented with a commemorative beer stein, courtesy of 229, and
wished a Happy Christmas by the chairman.
Another recent event has been the farewell of Brig Gen Roger
Gosset, Commander of the French Forces in Berlin. He said farewell
to the British Berlin Infantry Brigade on 26 January 1993, at a small
parade held in his honour at the Olympic Stadium. Brig Gen Go set
has an interesting career profile, which includes having served, and
been wounded in action, with the Foreign Legion in 1959-1960, and
subsequently commanding the 3eme Regiment Etranger d'lnfanterie
(Foreign Legion) in Kourou (French Guyana) from 1981-1983.

SOinC discussing Lanyard Trophy and Cambrian Patrol
fl to RJ: Lt Richard Deans, SOinC, Cpl Macbean and LCpl McNeil!

SOinC presents Corps Rugby colours to SSgt Bobby Snow
The SOinC(A) moved back to the Squadron to be briefed by the
Sqn Comd, Capt Rupert Chapman and W02 (YofS) Granville
Yeomans about the Squadron role and the way ahead with multinational airmobile operations. He moved on to talk to those who took
part in the Nijmegen marches, Lanyard Trophy and Cambrian
Patrol. After which the SOinC(A) visited a field display of Squadron
Comms dets before finishing off his visit by presenting a GSM NI to
LCpl Mick Tennent and a Gulf medal to LCpl Paul Davis.
Finally congratulations to W02 (YofS) Granville Yeomans, who
was selected for promotion to WO! last week.

BOXING
The sound of grown men groaning has been echoing around the
Squadron, daily sweat sessions with coaching from Sgt Dave Stewart
and LCpl 'Robbo' Robinson, shaped a Squadron boxing team to
compete at 2 Sig Regt. Despite a brave effort from all the boxers the
decisions went against us in every weight, except at Light Heavy where
Lt Richard Deans reached the final. Credit goes to all those who took
part and represented the Squadron during a fine display of
sportsmanship .
WINTER SPORTS
The Brigade held its annual Winter Sports week and saw all the
Squadron teams give a good account of themselves. Our finest results
came from the Rugby, Tug-of-War and Orienteering teams who all
won their competition . The football team, however, won third place
under their new manager Capt Rick Licence, the team did have the
consolation of showing off their new stylish strip to the rest of the
Brigade!

229 Sig Sqn
BFPO 45

Sqn Comd
Maj A. K. Trimble
2IC
Capt E. G. Holmes
AO Capt F. Mackender, SSM W02 (SSM) K. G. Jenkins, TOT Lt
J. M. P . Leggate, FofS W02 (FofS} Moren, SQMS SSgt (SQMS)
D. A. Wilson, Chief Clerk SSgt (ORSQMS) A. P. Gillard, YofS SSgt
(Yof ) Whittle, Radio Tp Comd Lt A. J. Jones.
WHERE'S THE CHIEF?
I always try to do a runner when I hear anybody say that. Why do
they never look behind the massive pile of files that pinpoints the
location of my desk? Anyway, this time it was the 2IC, pausing
momentarily in her Mach 6 departure up the corridor, to 'jif' me for
the Wire notes, as she zipped away to give another class of Brigade
Staff BATCO lessons . So here goes, and if these notes get cut again,
I'll apply for redundancy!
Since the hurly-burly of December 1992 the Squadron has regained
its composure during a relatively quiet January 1993. We wave a
tearful farewell to Cpl Nige Catbrew and his family who leave us for
a tour with 11 Ord Bn in Didcot, au-revoir too to Sig 'Carl' Field,
known affectionately by his peers as '05', who lives locally as a civilian
now. lg Eugene Martin also leaves us on posting to civvy street. We
cry a joyous hello to Sigs Adele Mathieson, Darren Conlan, Cpl 'Tug'
Wilson back from the Falklands, LCpl Lee Hilligenn back from
ardinia, LCpl Darren Rolfe and family in from Cyprus, Cpl Julie
Francis and her husband from 28 Sig Regt, Sig McGuckien our most
recent arrival from 11 Sig Regt. We wish them all a successful and
happy tour, and the nice man at QM's will issue you your trainers.
Let me explain that we are about to deploy to the International
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Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol School in Weingarten, where we
are to be the Hunter Force, so naturally we are undergoing a rigorous
fitness training programme dreamt up I believe by Carl Lewis's
trainer. It seems like it to me anyway. Last time we were running
through the woods, which we do regularly, the sound of dry twigs
snapping was deafening; when I burst on to the pavement the noise
continued.
One notable event which has taken place recently is the Allied
Signals Officers' Meeting, which was hosted by 229 Sig Sqn.
BOXING DAY FOOTBALL
by Sgt Mick Blakley
Pn a very bright, but extremely cold Boxing Day morning, the
Officers and SNCOs of the Squadron met the Juniors in the annual
Football match.
The first half began with the Juniors mounting attack after attack.
This resulted in two goals, one each for Sig Andy McMullen and LCpl
'Robbo' Robinson . The first half ended with no further change to the
scoreline.
With the steadying influence of Buff in goal and the centre-back
pairing of Sgts Mick Blakley and Pete Burton, the Seniors began to
claw their way back into the match. Sgt Don Cunningham was
despondent as many of his good passes came to nothing. Eventually
one of them arrived at the feet of Sgt Ian Swan who duly Stored. The
game ebbed and flowed and the Seniors' superior fitness was
beginning to tell, the work-rate of W02 (FofS) Russ Moren was
something to behold. With time running out LCpl 'Dusty' Miller was
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.. / ,,.,.. ;.t,
Signals Officers representing all the allies in Berlin, outside the
Officers' Mess, Stadium Barracks

Brig Gen R. Gosset and Comd Berlin Inf Bde inspect members of
229 Sig Sqn

242 Sig Sqn
Edinburgh
Sqn Comd
Maj G. A. Carmichael
SAO
Lt G. A. Murray AGC (SPS)
Comrns Tp Comd Capt G. McAvoy, SWS Tp Comd Capt P. Grist,
SSM W02 (SSM) S. Holden, FofS SSgt (FofS) Simpson, CC Mrs J.
Livingstone.
HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
A warm welcome is extended to Capt George McA voy and his
family arriving from 28 Sig Regt taking over from Maj Peter
McLougblin who has left for sunny Cyprus. Mr Peter Carre took over
from Mr Jim Johnston as the Squadron PTO-but will he last the 23
years Mr Johnston pushed out? Cpl Gradwell departed for civvy street
and Sig Jo Tumelty left for upgrading before posting to Germany,
only to return a few weeks later. Sig Barry Carter arrived from 259
Sig Sqn via Woolwich, and he and his family are settling in to the
Scottish weather well. Sig Lynette Noble (nee Breen) arrived from
Catterick newly married and has now (hopefully) settled into the
COMMCEN. SSgt Angie Hilborn completed her All-Arms Drill
Course and departed in January for Sandhurst for employment as a
Platoon Staff Sergeant with Officer Cadets. Congratulations from the
Squadron on her success on the course.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are extended to LCpl Paul Howarth at Balado
Bridge who passed the promotion board and is posted as Corporal in
April 1993. Also congratulations to Sgt Bob Witherstone and Cpl
Jimmy Frew on receiving their LS & GC Medals.
SQUADRON CHARITY NIGHT
Report by Dvr 'Andie' Ruddy
Was it worth it? I reckon it was.
It always seems easy when you talk about organising a party but I
found out something different. After getting the go-ahead from the
Sqn Comd, Maj Carmichael, 'sweet-talking' the SSM, W02 Holden
and ' buttering' up Lt Murray, I then persuaded Cpl Helen McAslan
to run the bar. With the assistance of Sig Amanda Blackburn, we
managed to sell all the raffle tickets and, by devious means, obtained
lots of money from the unsuspecting 'punters'.
The evening raised £ 195 .25 plus a variety of toys for the Sick
Children's Hospital in Edinburgh, my sincere thanks to all who came
to the night and for donating so generously.
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SGT BALADO BRIDGE
The new ROCCHAN Controller, Capt Morton RN, visited the
station to present Gulf Medals to two of our members, Sgt Al
Morecron and LCpl Paul Howarth. The afternoon began with
briefings and a tour of the site given by the Station Commander, Capt
T. M. Moorehead, followed by a rare photograph of all the station
personnel, including Sqn Comd, Maj Carmichael and the SSM , W02
(SSM) Holden.
HEBRIDES SIGNAL TROOP
Tp Comd
WOt (FofS) Alex Kennedy
SSgt Nick Philips
.
Tp SSgt
Tech Section: SSgt lain Wylie, Sgts Mark Beardmore, Rod Kenna, Phil
Mackenzie, Tom McLaughlan, Tony Taylor, Chris Vandenkerkhof;
Troop Stores: LCpl John Hoskins; Line Section: Sgt Bing Crosby,
Cpl Ian Sutton, LCpls Ted Corner, Tim Rigby, Sig Shaun Parker;
Maintenance Electricians Telephones: Mr Mick Collins, Mr Graham
MacDougall.
FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES
The Troop has recently said farewell to Cpl Ged Carthy on his
return to the Squadron in Edinburgh. The Troop welcomes Cpl Ian
Sutton and Dawn who have joined us from 21 Sig Regt and Sig Shaun
Parker from 8 Sig Regt; we wish them an enjoyable tour with the
Troop.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Troop congratulates Sgt Phil Mackenzie on recently passing his
RSSC, and SSgt lain Wylie on selection for promotion to W02.
CHRISTMAS ON ST KILDA
By Sgt Mark Beardmore
St Kilda is an island in the Atlantic Ocean about 43 nautical miles
from Benbecula and the last stop prior to Rockall.
After the last helicopter left St Kilda on 16 December along with
most of the personnel and National Trust employees, a total of nine
servicemen were left to spend Christmas alone until 29 December.
Most of the day's leading up to Chrislnnas were spent at work with
sport in afternoons, which took place in an old nissen hut with force
10 gales blowing in the harbour.
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hri ·tma Day wa a re t day for all on the I land . Despite the
\\eath r four members braved a charity swim in the harbour, a stretch
of about 500m from the quay to the landing ramp with the RE Gemini
a a fety ve el, raising a grand sum of £140 for the RNLL
We welcomed our reliefs!

251 Sig Sqn

Aldershot

TROOP ROLE
part from urvival in the Hebridean climate the Troop is
re pon ible for providing communications for the Royal Artillery
Range Hebrides (RARH). Telephone communication from 3 ISDX
Fastnet switches are provided at RHQ RARH on Benbecula, Range
Comrol Building, Maintenance Compound and Launch Sites all on
South Ui t and for the Range Detachment on St Kilda also provided
are 1icrowave/ HF/Mould/Fibre Optic for instrumentation and
Telemetry.
The Technical section provide overall cover for the above system,
whil t providing duty cover on the Island of St Kilda-known as the
'Robinson Cru oe Trip'.

Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Drake
21C
Capt K. M. Munnoch AGC (SPS)
SOO Capt D. Jepson, TOT Capt J. Gerrard , A Tp Comd Lt M.
Eggers AGC (SPS), CDSO WOJ Skelton, SSM W02 (SSM) Vaughan
Exch Sgt Sgt Perkins.
'
FAREWELLS
The Squadron has said farewell to the following . Best wishes go to
Lt S. A. Mendonca, SSgt Abbott, Cpls Owen, Griffin, LCpls
Greaves, Poultney, Sigs Bell, Chambers, Clarke, Collingwood
Heslop, Knights, Lane and Vedere.
'

Sgt Per~ins was selected to represent the Army in squash, at the
Inter-Services, after a good performance in the Army Individuals.
The Squadron hockey team has also had an excellent season and
was extremely close to getting into the Army finals. There was a
de~iding matc_h between CMETS (Beaconsfield) and the Squadron
which ended m a sudden death penalty-unfortunately not in our
favour . It was a very close and exciting match and Cpl Batey got an
excellent goal assisted by LCpl Nichol.

ARRIVALS
The Squadron extends a warm welcome to Lt M. Eggers, LCpl
Lawrence, Sigs Bell, Coils, Edwards, Griffiths, Jameson, Wishart,
Freed, Bell, Edgar and Mason.

Sgt Al Morecroft with Mrs Morecroft and LCpl Paul Howarth after
receiving their Gulf medals

VISIT BY MASTER OF SIGNALS
The Squadron hosted a visit to HQ SDist recently by the Master of
Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL. The programme
which was a busy one included a visit to Comms Branch and 5 AB Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn (2I6 Para). The first port of call was the Ops Room
for a brief and update of development within the Squadron, by the
Sqn Comd and the Ops Offr.
Lunch was held in 216 Sig Sqn Sergeants' Mess following the
presentation of medals to three members of 251 Sig Sqn and two
members of 216 Sig Sqn. W02 (SSM) Frank Vaughan and SSgt Phil
Peet received the BEM and SSgts Skelton, Pritchard and Sgt Young
received the LS & GC Medal.
In the afternoon the Master had a chance to meet operators from
the Commcen and Exchange and to see at first hand a lot of the
equipment changes and improvements which have taken place.
A dinner night was held in the Garrison Officers' Mess with a
delicious menu and it was good to see so many Corps officers
together, an unusual occurrance but hopefully the first of more Corps
dinner nights.

Runners-Up S DIST Cross Country
From l to R (Top): Sigs Mason, Nield , Cpl Batey and Lt Mendonca
(Kneeling): Cpl Thwaite and LCpl Dickinson

The Troop

Back Row fl to RJ: Sgt Beardmore, Sgt Taylor, Mr MacDougall , Mr

Collins, LCpl Hoskins, LCpl Rigby and Cpl Sutton

REUNIONS SEVEN
DAYSAWEEK.

Front Row fl to RJ: Sgt Kenna, SSgt Wylie, WO 1 (FofS)

Kennedy, Maj Carmichael Sqn Comd, Capt McAvoy Ttc Officer,
Mr P Carrie SWS Scot, SSgt Phillips, Sgt Crosby
Absent on Course-Sgt MacKenzie
Absent on St Kilda-Sgt Mclaughlan
Absent on Leave-Sgt VanDenKerkhof, LCpl Corner

For some. the thought of leaving the forces 1s a daunting prospect.
How will you cope leaving behind old haunts, old routines not to mention
old mates? Fortunately, there·s a way to keep in touch with the past and
look to the future - The Royal British Legion.
With 1000 clubs nationwide you can always find somewhere to
reminisce. play sport and en1oy an evemng·s entertainment with people
from similar backgrounds to your own.

Sgt Bob Withe rstone rece ives his LS & GC medal from Col R. S.
B. Watson
SWS TROOP
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Recent arrivals include LCpl 'Scouse' Bradley and his wife Michelle
from Germany and Sig Barry Carter from 259 Sig Sqn. Welcome to
you both.
Farewells to Cpl Roy Gradwell to Civ Div and to Sig Alan Walsh,
off to Belize for six months.
VISITS
The Chief of Staff, Col R. S. B. Watson OBE visited the Squadron
to present LS & GC Medals to Sgt Bob Witherstone and Cpl Jimmy
Frew. After 22 year's service and no medal Cpl Frew was nearly
convinced he was not going to be presented with the LS & GC Medal.
He drove the clerical staff, the SSM, Lt Murray and the Sqn Comd
mad with his constant questions and enquiries. Tbe medal arrived
eventually and a parade was arranged for Sgt Witherstone with Cpl
Frew nominated as 'escort' to the Sergeant. Cpl Frew was sorely 'put
out' with these arrangements and attempted several times to
reorganise them . However, due to some very straight faced
'conversations', the SSM managed to persuade Cpl Frew to take part.
His face was a picture as the Citation was read. 'But ma'am I haven't
got a . . . have I got a .. .? You're telling me I've got a . . . yes!
I've got a LS & GC Medal'. The Chief of Staff took part in our little
joke with great pleasure and to crown Cpl Frew's surprise, his wife,
brother and sister-in-law were in attendance. Truly his day!
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Medal Presentation by Master of Signals
From l to R: W02 Vaughan, SSgt Peet, Sgt Young, SSgts Skelton

and Pritchard

Cpl Jimmy Frew receives his LS & GC medal
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SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
In December 1992 the SDist (E) Basketball Championships were
held . This time 251 did not settle for anything less than first place,
which sent them through to the Army fi nals in February.
The Squadron has a very strong cross country squad and managed
to enter three teams in the Army Relays and gained 2nd, 10th and 13th
places. Sigs Elder and Nield were both selected for the Army cross
country team.
In the SDist (E) Cross Country Championships 251 came second
which qualified them for the Army Inter-Unit finals, where they came
third. The Squadron team consists of Lt Mendonca, Cpls Batey,
Thwaite, LCpls Dickinson, Sigs Nield, Elder and Mason. Cpi
Bremner usually runs as an individual being our top male runner arid
is currently our team coach assisting in the preparation for the league
races .
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As a member you·11 also qualify for discount travel. insurance and
other benefits. But more importantly, while you're helping yourself. your
membership will _help other ex-Service people in need.
What's more. you don·t have to wa it until
you leave to join. For more information about us
or to Join, please send 1n the coupon below

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Please send me details on: Becoming a member of The Royal Bnhsh Legion O
The benevolent work of The Royal Bn!lsh Legion O
Send to: The General Secretary, Headquarters. The Royal Bnhsh Leg10n. 48 Pall Mall.
London SW!Y 5JY.
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- News from~ Troops 259 Sig Sqn
BFPO 53

Sqn Comd
Maj Gary Mason
21C
Capt Butch Maycock
M W02 ( SM) Pete Woodward, CC SSgt (ORQMS) Mark
Bonham. Trg CO Cpl Neil Hunt, ORC LCpl Pete Chapman, Typist
M Pantelitsa Anasta iou .
The Squadron said farewell to Sqn Comd Maj Jim Dryburgh at the
end of the year and welcomed M11j Gary Mason as our new Squadron
Commander.

Maj Dryburgh is piped from the Squadron

Farewell parties were held to 'cheer' Maj Dryburgh on his way.
Farewell gifts included an old empty wooden box, a Royal Signals
Officer and an elepham. Maj Dryburgh couldn't make his mind up
which sign he wanted on his garden gate in Devizes 'Beware of the
Royal Signal's Officer' or 'Beware of the Elephant' (could there be
some connection here?). His farewell culminated in a Regimental
Dinner night attended by Squadron Officers and SNCOs in the
Sergeants' Mess.
The occasion was marked by Lhe character assassination of the year
from 2IC Capt 'Butch' Maycock. Maj Dryburgh was pulled, pushed
and escorted from the Squadron in everything from fork lifts to speed
boats-W02 (SSM) Pete Woodward didn't manage to sink this one!
All members of the Squadron wish Maj Dryburgh and his family all
the very best of success in Warminster with particular messages of
good wishes and thanks from Sigs 'Taff' Williams, Ged Murphy,
LCpl Elvis Botham and Sig 'Jacko' Jackson (now with 21 SR).
Ring out the old, ring in the new and a sign from the heavens, (it
stopped raining-yes, it does rain in Cyprus!), brought Maj Gary
Mason, Cath and one month old Oliver to the 259th 'hell on wheels'.
The new Sqn Comd settled quickly and well with hardly anything to
do except re-write the establishment, conduct more interviews than
he's had sleepless nights and wrestle with that scourge of Cyprus-the
car dealer.
CORPORALS DINE OUT THE SQUADRON COMMANDER
January saw the departure of the previous Sqn Comd Maj
Dryburgh. He was dined out of the Squadron by the JNCOs at a
dinner organised by Cpl John Wardley BEM. He was presented with
an antique writing box . After numerous functions followed by endless
farewell parties Maj Dryburgb left the island looking somewhat shell
hocked!

Capt O' Rourke, Cpl Wardley, SSgt Carver and Maj Dryburgh
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662 Sig Tp

BFPO 58

259 TECHNICIANS ON TOUR
By SSgt (FofS) Nigel Johnson
Having just arrived on the Island and seen the wonders of the
Cyprus Fixed Communications System (CFTS) for myself, I hit upon
this cunning plan of educating the Technicians who run the Main
Network Control Point (MNCP), namely Ex Looksee. The idea was
to do a tour of all the CFTS sites meeting people and seeing under
what conditions they had to work, meanwhile fitting in a 'Technical
Conference' at the 4 mile Inn in Ayios Nikolaos with the Technicians
from 9 Sig Regt and 662 Sig Tp (OK it was thinly disguised as a games
night) . As with all good plans there had to be a hitch and the ACOS
Ops from HQ BF (C) decided to visit us on the first day of the tour.
This meant that urgent phone calls to 16 Flt AAC had to be made for
a 'chopper' ride for the TOT, Capt C. S. J. Phillips, SSgt (FofS) Nigel
Johnson and Sgt Neil Stewart (the A Team) who, having briefed the
ACOS, were quickly whisked away to the UN to meet up with the rest
of the team. SSgt Hadge Watkins decided that the mini-bus wasn't for
him (or was it just the fact he missed the transport?) and was a late
arrival at the Mountain where Sgts Rennie Renshaw, Tony Quinn,
Vince Murphy and Pete Szeremeta looked after the lads in great style.
On to the UN where SSgt (FofS) Carl Shead had laid on a superb
Ghurka Bhat, oh yes, and a tour of Maple Leaf. Next stop Dhekelia
where both SSgt (now W02) (FofS) Mark Edwards and SSgt Simon
Tatman outdid themselves by failing to supply even a cup of coffee.
No really, a very interesting tour of the facilities of 662 Sig Tp where
the techs of 259 actually saw the Alternate Network Control Point
(ANCP) with which they had been working for the last six months,
and met the voices at the other end of the phone. The final visit for
the day was at 9 Sig Regt where after a lengthy checking in procedure,
Sgt Jill Redpath was kind enough to show us around. The evening
consisted of a games night at the 4 Mile Inn where 9 Sig Regt, under
the leadership of Lt Dave Gorse and WOl (FofS) Willie Dott
attempted to show the lads how to play wine draughts.
Another day dawned, or nearly did and the tour was on to Cape
Greco where everyone was glad of the coffee offered by SSgt Nigel
Varley (Mark Edwards take note) before a tour of the premises took
us back to 1954 with Jots of mentions of Klystons and valves.
A long drive back to Akrotiri and a tour of the Airfield locations
by Sgt Ian Outterson (again no coffee). The only problem being that
it had decided to rain 'cats and dogs' causing much moaning.
That concluded the tour and with a quick debrief in the offing, a
retirement to the Epi Inn Pub was in order. Still all in all a very
successful tour with the prospect of 662 Sig Tp and 9 Sig Regt coming
to Episkopi soon. Just for the record, the 259 Techs on tour were Capt
John Phillips, SSgt (FofS) Nigel Johnson, SSgt Hadge Watkins, Sgts
Mark Lawrence, Paul Webster, Neil Stewart, Bob Lond, Cpls John
Daveron and Steve Simpson.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt E. K. Croft
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. H. Dobson
Systems Sgt Sgt C. R. Morgan, Line Sgt Sgt I. R. Maxted, IC
Mountain Det Sgt J. Renshaw.
As observant readers will know, since November 1992 Episkopi Tp
reverted to its former role as a line troop, much to the dismay of the
rejected techs, and the joy of the proud Telemechs!
November also saw the arrival of the new Troop Commander Lt
Kate Croft and old hand Cpl John Wardley BEM. Crash courses in
trade training were quickly arranged for both, especially when it was
discovered that Cpl Wardley has spent nearly as many years out of
trade as the Tp Comd has on the planet!

Tp Comd
Capt Les Rix
2IC
Lt Suzie Empson AOC (SPS)
SSM W02 (SSM) Bennie Bennett, Main Section Comd W02 (FofS)
Mar.k Edwards, Comms Section Comd SSgt (YofS) Pat Halfpenny,
Stauon Comd FSS Cape Greco W02 Nigel Varley SQMS SSgt
(SQMS) Jim O'Connor, Chief Clerk Sgt Steve Gorm;n.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The Troop says goodbye to the following who leave us for pastures
new, W02 (Yof~) Sam McElreavey off to 9 Sig Regt. Sgt John
Walton and fa.m1Jy to Manches~er and civvy street, Sgt Trev Lund,
Sue and the Tnplets (the CCF will never be the same again) to BBGT
(North), Cpl Jill Mackay and Steve to sunny Wilton and 243 Sig Sqn
LCpl Al Hayhurst to his Class l in Catterick and then 220 Sig Sqn at
RAF Laarbruch ~nd finally to Sig Nikki Shannon who leaves us
prematurely for c1vvy street.
Hel.los go to W02 (SSM) Bennie Bennett, wife Evelyn and kids
fro!'Il JUSt up the road at 254 Sig Sqn, SSgt (YofS) Pat Halfpenny from
7 S1~ Regt for a fo~: m<;mth tour in Cyprus, Cpl Jane Prudhoe from
15 Sig Regt (the ~a1hng 1s lovely here), LCpl Gary Dixon and Louise
from 3 Inf Bde Sig Sqn, LCpl Ray Till and Rita from 200 Sig Sqn and
soon to be up the mountain enjoying a bit of skiing finally Sig Chris
Lodey and his wife Gillian straight from the facto;y at Catterick.
CONG RA TULA TIO NS
The Troop would like to congratulate Sgt Adie Jones on becoming
Top Student on his recent RSSC Course, this should rub off on the
rest of us .
TELEMECH SECTION
COMINGS AND GOINGS
S~ct SSgt
SSgt Steve Gerrish
Lme Sgt
Sgt Adrian Jones
IC Maint Cpl Les Chapman, IC Systems LCpl Lee Barlow .
Eventually the section has had to say a fond farewell to LCpl AJ
Hayhurst (the longest serving member of the Troop) who leaves us for
RAF Laarbruch via Catterick! Good luck Al the Chunder Book will
never be the same.
We welcome Sig Chris Lodey and Gillian into the section.
MAINT SECTION
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Some changes in the Troop. First to go was Sgt Bob Wymer off to
B.landford and we. wish both him a.nd Julia a good tour. Next was Sgt
Jim Newell ai:id Nicky and the family-good luck in sunny York. And
last but certamly not least Sgt Gary Johnston and Carol who are off
to the TA in Middlesborough-good luck there!
CONG RATULA TIO NS
Congratulations to SSgt Simon Tatman and Jackie on the birth of
Frances Louise and also to Sgt Andy Dawson and Tracy on their little
bundle of joy, Aaron Rhys .
THE WORKSHOPS
~he. ~adi~ Section has recently been forced out of its hidey-hole
while 1t 1s bemg renovated and are wandering around homeless. They
have eased the problem by sending Sgt 'Tush' Tushingham to Jordan
and Sgt 'Brad' Bradley to Aldershot.
Contrary to popular belief the systems workshop is busy. We have
quite a contrast of equipment to maintain from the new to the not-sonew. To that end Sgt Si Metcalfe has started a C70 and CST 1 + 4
Owners Club and would love to hear from anyone who has any spares
or any idea of how they work.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The New Year has seen some movement of personalities in the
Troop. Goodbye to LCpl Paul Pearson, have a nice time in Bonny
Scotland. Farewell to Sig Andy Prout, have a good tour in Germany,
and not to forgt our Mountain Detachment, cheerio to Sgt Tony
Quinn and family who leave for another sunshine posting in beautiful
Hull!
Welcome to LCpl Si Jervis from Bruggen (the Squadron football
team is looking better already) and hello to Cpl Gilly Geelan, a new
technical replacement to Mountain Det.
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R.S.A.
The Royal Signals Association AND

VOU
THINK SERIOUSLY ABOUT THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATIONIT MAY MEAN MUCH MORE TO YOU NOW THAN DURING
YOUR SERVICE.

The principal aims of the Association are:• To try and keep those who have served the Corps in
touch with each other with a view to keeping alive a
spirit of comradeship-a feature of Corps life you
will miss when you leave the Service.
• To help serving and retired members of the Corps
(and their close dependents) who find themselves in
difficult circumstances.
• To assist, where possible, resettlement in civilian life.
The Association endeavours to achieve these aims by:• Sponsoring branches which often meet for social
occasions. There is generally an annual Branch
dinner.
• Organising annual reunions at Blandford and
Catterick. These provide the opportunity to meet old
friends, for the retired to see something of the
serving Corps and, to remember the fallen.
• Running a welfare section at Association HQ, which
is at the service of all members.
• Publisrung the Corps magazine, The Wire. Taking
out a subscription will help you to keep in touch with
Corps and Association affairs.
MEMBERSHIP
Nearly all members of the Corps have, whilst serving,
contributed under the Day's Pay Scheme. By virtue of
these contributions, they are Life Members of our
Association. If you have not contributed at all you can
become a Life Member for £10.00.
THE FUTURE
If, in the future, you are confronted by circumstances

or problems where you consider the Association may be
able to offer advice or help, please contact The General
Secretary, Royal Signals Association, 56 Regency
Street, London SWIP 4AD (Tel: (071) 414 8422). Please
give your service particulars when writing.
Your Corps Association has flourished for many years,
but only the support of those leaving the service will
enable it to continue doing so. If a branch is near you,
join it and so make your personal contribution towards
this end.
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Cambridge University OTC
PRI. GEX 93
b 0 dt Catharine Hen haw
On aturday 13 February, the Royal Signals Wing deployed on our
annual pring exerci e to Eastmere Fibua villa e on Stanta training
area. For the next two days, we were subject~d to an intensive Fibua
package in the hope that we would become 'Urban Warriors'.
Saturday's training consisted of six stands ranging from a
confidence course running through buildings and over fourth storey
roof to a lesson on IOI way to breach barbed wire. Naturally, the
mo t interesting tand, the fortified house, was run by W02 K. A.
Jon , our Signals Wing PSI.
The next stage of the exercise was the deployment to harbour
po itions and the establishment of reconnaissance and standing
patrols. The main task of the Wing was the man the company CP and
variou member were assigned to run the company net for the other
Wing . For my sin , I was attached to 2 Platoon of the Infantry W!ng
as Platoon Signaller. This involved strapping on a PRC 351 addmg
lots of signal kit to my bergen and generally getting lost in the mist,
although I still maintain the Platoon got lost and not me!

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB

University of London OTC
London

OC Capt J. I. Manley R Signals (V), PSI W02 (SSM) C. Gospsill,
JUO JUO J. Symmonds.
LOUD AND CLEAR WITH THE DEVIL'S OWN
by OCdts Anwar Azari and Emma Gardiner

The OTC has spent the last few months preparing for the Inter OIC
Signals Competitition (Ex Lighting Strike) by developing a team spirit
through a series of arduous training exercises. Among these, some of
the primary areas of training included were NBC, assault courses,
shooting practices and various exercise and training weekends.
The NA TO assault course at Pirbright Guards Depot was
attempted, where two teams successfully completed the course, both
reducing their times and increasing their confidence. The trip back
was enjoyable, even if it was via the hospital!
Ex Fenland Devil was an enjoyable weekend spent on STANTA
with 68 Sig Sqn (V) as well as Cambridge UOTC RAC Sub Unit {'The
Quiet Ones'). We were hosted by the 68 Sig Sqn (V), acting as an extra
detachment, whilst the Cambridge UOTC were to play enemy, using
whatever armoured vehicles they could get; with an ambulance and
what appeared to be a couple of landrovers from Duxford Army
Museum, they certainly had their work cut out!
Friday night was most exerting, as it dealt with the right flanking
assault of the 'Fish and Chip Shop', down the road from Whipps
Cross TAC. It wasn't quite as bad as it sounds . . .
Saturday started at the unsightly (well, unsightly to a student,
anyway) hour of 0400 hrs, with the initial deployment to STANTA.
At Thetford, the early morning was-spent training in the deployment
of comms in the field and cross country landrover training
(blindfolded!), down the worst course that Sgts Bailey and Boswell
could locate.
·
·
The next 24 hours involved using the skills learnt in the morning on
a tactical deployment. This went surprisingly well, except for the
ambulance which went up and down the tracks, carefully plotting our
po itions (Espionage from an ambulance-haven't they heard of the
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Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

Next morni ng started very early for 2 Platoon with furthe r recce
patrols to establish the enemy's position. In the meantime, the
Artillery Wing were laying down an in tensive barrage on the village,
their 'accuracy' probably helped by the excellent VP of OCdts John
Couzens and Ashley Dillon.
The dawn assault was led by the Infa ntry Platoons with OCdt Daryl
Charman and myself in the thick of the action . The other members of
the Wing manning the CP believed they were perfectly safe until the
PSls decided to use their armoured 'CP' vehicle for Thunderflash
practise! At this point, led by 2Lt Caroline Flaherty, they decided it
was safer to join the war and were drafted into a third Platoon . The
attack lasted for 3 lh hours. All the enemy were killed but due to
'superior tactics' , the Royal Signals Wing emerged unscathed but
victorious.
This was followed by the inevitable post exercise clean-up during
which the Wing retrieved all the radio equipment more or less in
working order while other OCdts wandered around armed with
brooms re-enacting the morning's heroics! The exercise finally
fini bed in the early afternoon, with all of the Wing members agreeing
that it had been the best Springex in years.

Rear Commodores: Offs hore, Maj B. H. Rowe; Dinghies, Lt Col M. J . P . Collins·
Windsurfing, Lt Col C. D. McK Kemp; BAOR, Lt Col N. K. P. Hope MBE.
'
CONTACTS
Yachtmasters: UK: Capt J. F. Calvert Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Lt R. K. Orr, Soltau Mil 225
Secretaries: General: Maj J. P. McD Coulthard, Corsham Mil 4457
Dinghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odling, Blandford Mil 2398
Dinghy Racing BAOR: Capt G. R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Windsurfing: Maj D. J. Gilchrist, Blandford Mil 2485
BAOR Windsurfing: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/300
Retired Members Representative: Maj (Retd) J. L. E. Gryspeerdt, Corsham Mil 4346

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members mainly through
the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events, accounts of
activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a
member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply by registering with
one of the Club secretaries.

YACHTING

Geneva Convention?). With the enemy obviously on the area, we were
warned that hostile recce and fighting patrols may be sent out against
'isolated and poorly defended communication sites' . With the help of
personnel from 4RGJ, we decided to set about locating our enemy,
whilst maintaining our primary comms tasks.
On our evening recce patrol, we tracked down 'the quiet ones'
(CUOTC) through dense woodlands, as they were heard from over a
kilometre away and guided us in by a variety of lights etc, weJJ that
was difficult.
We spent a good while only 15m away from their command post,
lurking in the bushes and monitoring their every move; we even noted
at first hand the arguments over who had menu B and who had menu
D from the compo? More to the point, who did sew the Sqn Comd's
badge to his beret?-it's skewiff! Having gorged ourselves on recce
information, under the cover of their really 'quiet' incoming
landrover, we decided to report back with our intelligence.
Meanwhile, we understand that CUOTC elite RAC Reece patrols
had been dispatched to recce our locations. This should have been an
easy task, as operationally we required four masts and a generator at
each location, and they had been given our grid references, just in
case! They never arrived . . .
The following morning, having got lost in the dense fog, CUOTC
mounted their (not so) surprise attack; luckily we returned their fire,
or they may still be in the wrong wood. In the meantime, we packed
up and successfully bugged out at a moment's notice to our ERV. He
who fights and runs away . . .
Overall, we would like to thank both 68 Sig Sqn (V) and CUOTC
for a very enjoyable and educational weekend, giving 'hands on'
experience of a communication role in the field, with a live enemy.
Now on to' the preparations for the annual contingent dinner when
HRH The Princess Royal GCVO, the Royal Honorary Colonel of
ULOTC, will be our guest of honour.
We are looking forward to seeing our fellow UOTC Signallers at Ex
Lightning Strike at Blandford in March and wish you all the best of
luck.
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Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE
Col P . J. P ritchard
Col J. E. F. Kirby

J24 '93 USA MID WINTER CHAMPIONSHIPS
Having successfully shipped Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the USA for
the World Championships in November 1992, she was left at the
Naval Aca~emy in Annapolis, to be collected in New Year 1993 for
the US Mid Winters. The Army elements of the team duly arrived at
Annapolis on 30 December 1992, and the local Hoods Sailmakers' van
was collected on 31 December . In return for the use of this Chevrolet
Astro Van, fitted with a tow bar, we hired an equivalent sized van for
Hoods use while we were away. We had previously discovered that it
is not possible in USA to hire a 'Transit' sized vehicle (or smaller)
fitted with a tow bar, and so were very grateful for this assistance.
This done we collected the boat from the Naval Academy to load her
up with the sails and bunk cushions which had been stored at a
friend's house while we were in UK.
We set out at 1030 hrs on New Year's day, with a journey of 1, 100
miles ahead of us from Annapolis to Miami. Fortunately the
directions were not difficult, head towards Washington, then turn left
onto the Interstate 95 for 1,050 miles, Driving two hours on and six
hours off, we covered the distance in 21 hours, an average speed of
52mph including stops for food and fuel!
Scrutineering and Measurement were easily passed, our World's
measurement form being accepted in toto. The fleet of 74 boats was
then divided into four sub fleets, which would each sail each other
once. We set out to compete in our series of three qualifying races on
the Tuesday morning, with ominously black clouds over the whole
sky. The sail out to the starting area set the tone for the rest of the
day, when a squall came through and reduced visibility to about I OOft.
We anchored in the vicinity of the committee boat and went down
below, while the heavens proceeded to empty on us. We had taken the
precaution of following the example of the American boats, and hung
our spinnaker pole over the transom attached to the backstay as an ad
hoc lightning conductor, and while no boat was actually struck by
lightning several boats experienced static discharges within the cabin
(ours included). At 1300 hrs we heard the committee inform the
competitors over the VHF radio that they were abandoning for the
day, and gratefully headed back in.
Wednesday brought completely different weather, with clear skies
and very light winds. In our three qualifying races we were PMS in the
first, and 9th and 10th in the other two. Our upwind speed was really
good, reaching the windward mark second in one of the races, better
than we have ever had before in such light conditions (about Force I
to 2), but we were losing badly on the runs by not picking our course
carefully enough to stay in the wind lanes and out of wind shadow.
At the end of the qualifying series we had qualified 21st out of 74,
only five out of the 17 foreigners making it into the Championship
fleet. Unfortunately our fellow British boat failed to make the 'cut',
qualifying 39th .
With two results in the top ten from the qualifiers, we were hoping
for some top ten positions in the main event. What we had not allowed
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for was the seeding that had been done for the qualifying series, and
now we had all the good guys in the one fleet! This made for the
closest J24 fleet racing that we had ever experienced.
The series was due to consist of seven races over just three days, and
for the next two days we experienced glorious weather, Force 3 to 4
with the temperature in the 80s. The committee fitted in three races
on each of the days, which provided us with memorable sailing. The
Championship fleet was so close on pace that we could be finishing
in the teens and still be only 300 yards behind the leader after over an
hours racing. Any tiny mistake was magnified by this, and three or
four boats would have got past.
Our final position in the Championship fleet was 19th overall, with
placings of 14, 16, 18, 19, 19 and 21, together with one penalty 'I' flag
for hitting Jim Brady when approaching the windward mark on the
Port Jay line.
This regatta was an excellent learning vehicle for us. We were using
just one new sail that we had not used at the Worlds, a Genoa which
was supposed to be identical to our previous one. We certainly had no
:omplaints about it, particularly in the very light winds when it was
generating very good speed. Although we had reasonable speed in the
medium air, there was a thought that we were not perhaps quite as
quick as we have been in the past in these conditions.
A major lesson learned (several times!) was not to approach the
windward mark on the port lay line in a fleet as competitive as this;
there are just too many boats both piling towards the mark and
coming away from it on starboard. Much better if approaching this
situation is to realise it early, and look for a clear avenue back across
to the centre of the course. The alternative is to end up so far left (as
we did on one occasion) that we were having to pick our way through
the fleet leaders leaving the mark on a run, and unfortunately failing
to do so cleanly; we 'met up' with Jim Brady and had to take a 20"lo
penalty.
In a competition like the Mid Winters there are a large number of
'works boats'. We reckoned that there were five sponsored by Shore
Sails, and 15 by North Sails. Unfortunately this means that not only
is the private boat fighting the financial support available to these
works boats, the situation also occurs in a 'raft up' at a mark where
team works boats do not protest each other. This was exemplified in
the third race of the Championships when the entire fleet arrived at
the windward mark together, with the predictable result. We bore
away around the back of the melee, and rounded the mark third from
last; out of this carnage there emerged just two 'I' flags and no
protests, when there had clearly been many boats just piling in with
no rights.
DINGHY FIXTURES-1993
This year the club is running a number of dinghy/keelboat regattas
which offer the opportunity for sailors of all standards to take part
and enjoy the sport as well as the opportunity to socialise with people
of like persuasion, and ladies remember that this is not a 'male only'
domain.
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R i o I Din h} Regatta
For nyone intere ted in di nghy ailing, this years dinghy regatta is
bcmg held n the Thornton teward reservoir, near Catterick 26-28
pril. Beginn r and expert are most welcome. If you want to try the
port, then thi i your opportunity. It is hoped that the more
e. perienced ailor will al o attend, not just to carry away the trophies
but al o to help in truct and to practise their team racing skills. This
regatta i een very much as part of the preparation/ selection process
for the team to represent the Corps this corning season. The first of
th Inter Corps league matches takes place in May so now is the time
to knock off ome of the Winters rust.

ARMY INTER-CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1992
The Army Inter-Corps Orienteering Championships 1992 were held
in Sussex over the weekend 28/29 November 1992. The championships consisted of two events; a night event on the Saturday night at
South Ashdown was followed by a day event at Friston Forest on the
Sunday morning . Thirty two personnel represented the Corps,
forming two senior teams, a women's team and a junior team. These
were drawn from 14 units from both UK and BAOR.
The senior A team finished in a disappointing fifth place; however
gt Sharp won the night event by over a minute and was second to a
guest Civil Service runner in the day event. Maj Bateson , ATR
Bassingbourne, and Sgt Cowie, 8 Sig Regt, also did well in the day
event.
The senior B team was selected to give experience to some younger
runners . It was therefore particular pleasing to see how well most
coped on what was for many their first ever night event. Sgt Preston,
216 Sig Sqn (Para) and SSgt Allenby, 14 Sig Regt, also performed well
the next day with results that put some of the A team runners to
shame.
The women's team consisted of Capt Oxlee and Cpl Doughty, 31
Sig Regt (V), and Sgt Walker, 36 Sig Regt (V). They ran consistently
well and were rewarded with second place overall. Also second overall
were the juniors who finis hed just behind the REME team.
Individually, LCpl Boston, 2 Sig Regt, won by some 6 minutes, with
Sig Lawrence, 8 Sig Regt, only moments off second place. Overall, it
was a very good performance and one that demonstrated considerable
promise for the future.

Quicksilver

1992/93 CORPS SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 1992/93 Corps Squash Championships were held at Tracey
Park Golf Club close to Colerne. It was a somewhat disappointing
turnout with only 20 players turning up from an entry of 32. However,
the important aspect of these Championships is to select a team for
the Inter Corps Championships and to that end, all of our top players
participated. Once again the final was contested by our two Army
players, Sgt Tom Pollard and Cpl Davy Gallagher and yet again, Sgt
Tom Pollard proved too strong. The great find of these
Championships was Sig Marcus Lobb whose win over Sgt Tiny
Phillips was the Championships outstanding result. For the past three
seasons Capt (Retd) Mick Hall from the Channel Islands made ~he
journey to play in the veteran competition and to coach and give
advice to some of our younger players. Being an ex Corps Champion
and an active coach, his presence is most welcome. It is a pity that he,
this year, did not play in the over 35 competition otherwise there
would have been more surprises. The results were as follows:
OPEN WINNER
Sgt Pollard
21 Sig Regt (AS)
R/U
Cpl Gallagher
21 Sig Regt (AS)
3rd
Cpl Humphries
22 Sig Regt
OVER 35 WINNER
W02 Altham
63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (V)
R/U
SSgt Hamilton
21 Sig Regt (AS)
VETS WINNER
Capt (Retd) Hall
Channel Islands
SSgt Hamilton
21 Sig Regt (AS)
R/U
PLATE WINNER
SSgt Whitfield
16 Sig Regt
R/ U
Sig Barkworth
7 Sig Regt

INTER CORPS DINGHY LEAGUE
Wednesday 5 May
RA (Away) Thorny
Wednesday 12 May
REME (Away) Thea!
Wednesday 9 June
AMS (Home) Netley
INF (Horne) Netley
Wednesday 23 June
Wednesday 30 June
RLC (Away) Calvert
Wednesday 7 July
RE (Home) Netley
Wednesday 8 September RAC (Home) Netley
Wednesday 22 September AOC (Away) Netley
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ARMY NIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS 1992
Royal Signals first and second! gt Sharp and Maj Bateson took
first and second places in the Army Night Championships which were
held at West Woods near Marlborough on Saturday 5 December 1992.
Maj Gill, RAF Staff College, and Maj Rumford, HQ Wales and West
Dist, also competed. Unfortunately there were no unit entries from
the Corps which was disappointing.
FUTURE EVENTS
22-23 May 1993- UKLF Championships, Barry Budden
4-5 September 1993-Corps (UK) Championships, Sherwood Forest
September 1993-Corps (BAOR) Championships
13-20 October 1993-Army/ BAO R Championships, Berlin
30-31 October 1993-Army Inter-Corps Championships, Cornwall
(R Signals arranging)
4 December 1993-Army Night Championships, Yorkshire
21-22 May 1994-Army Championships, Swynnerton
In addition it is hoped to arrange challenge matches between the
Corps and other Corps during the next few months.
NEW CONTACT ADDRESS
For further details of the Corps orienteering teams please contact
the team captain, Maj Gill, whose revised contact details are: Defence
Operational Analysis Centre, Broadoaks, Parvis Road , West Byfleet,
Surrey KT 14 6L Y. Tel: Military- Byfleet 4921, Civil-(0252) 349921.
Fax: Military-Byfleet 4721, Civil-(0252) 349721. SMA: DOAE
West Byfleet.

SQUASH

R Signals YC Regatta
R Signals YC Regatta
Triangular (RA/RE/R Signals) Regatta
Triangular (RA/ RE/ R Signals) Regatta

BALTIC/NORTH SEA CRUISING 1993
Quicksilver is a Sadler 34 GRP Sloop based at Kiel in Germany. She
is fully equipped and well maintained, has 3-6 berths and is ideally
suited for adventurous training or private/ family charter in the Baltic
or adjacent waters. She is available to any unit (Regular or TA) or
individual from mid April until the end of October 1993 at a cost of
£56/DMi3S per day (£38/DM95 per day before 1 May or after 18
September). A qualified Staff Skipper is available (if required) at no
extra cost. To book Quicksilver or for further information contact the
Assistant Secretary RSYC (BAOR): Capt Graham Addley, Assistant
Secretary RSYC {BA.OR), 14 Sig Regt (EW), BFPO 36. Tel:
Osnabruck Mil 5247 or Civil (from UK) 010 49 541 607 5247.

,,,.;". .· .

ORIENTEERING

R SIGNALS YC (U:K) DINGHY REGATIA
Monday 26 April
Individual Training - Catterick
Tuesday 27 April
Individual Races - Catterick
Wednesday 28 April
Team Training and North Vs South Catterick

SEAVIEW
Wednesday 26 May
Thursday 27 May
Thursday 3 June
Friday 4 June

·.

This year the Royal Signals BAOR Offshore Regatta (Sail Training
Week) is being held in July in the Baltic. Royal Signals units
worldwide are encouraged to take part in this oldest established Club
event which has remained universally popular over the years. Details
are available through Capt Graham Addley.

Inter Corp League
Inter Corp league matches are sailed on Wednesday afternoons
throughout the um mer. (Last year we finished runners up to the
REME.) A Corp team consists of three boats, each with a two man
rew, with matche being sailed either in Enterprises or in Bosuns.
Team members are selected on ability however, relative beginner may
be elected in matches against ome of the weaker opposition. Those
individuals who are keen to sail in the league should make every effort
to sail in the Corp Dinghy Regatta where team race training will take
place.
eaview Regatta
Seaview is located on the North East of the Isle of Wight. The Yacht
Club loans up to 10 keelboats to the Corps for a two day regatta.
These three man/woman boats are very rewarding to sail and the
racing is always very competitive but the atmosphere surrounding is
always most congenial and is enjoyed by all ranks. The helm must be
at lea t RYA level 3 and one of the crew must be RYA level 2. The
remaining crew member may be a novice and indeed this is to be
encouraged so that newcomers to the sport are given an opportunity
to take pan in one of the more enjoyable events on the sailing
calender. Crews who do well in the Regatta may be selected to
represent the Corps in the prestigious Triangular Regatta sail~
against the Royal Artillery and the Royal Engineers.
Dates for all the dinghy sailing events are shown below however,
any member of the Corps who would like further advice or
information on dinghy sailing within the Corps or Army should
contact any of the following:

·. .

Scenes from the 1992 Royal Signals Offshore Regatta in the
Baltic
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INTER CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS
The annual Inter Corps Championships were held at the Waverley
Squash Club near Aldershot. The Corps lost its Division One position
when the competition was held in the run up to the Gulf War. ~any
of our top players were unavailable. Last year, we narrowly missed
promotion back into Division One but again one of ol!r !OJ? play~r~,
Cpl Davy Gallagher was injured. Sour grapes? Not a bit of 1t. This is
just to point out that in this competition w.here the ~ery best of the
squash players in the Army turn out for therr respective Corps, there
can be no room for any weakness . This year's team, selected from. our
own Corps Championships, proved to be just strong en.oug~ to chnch
victory and return to Division One. Brig Colin Brown m his eleventh
year as Chairman of Corps Squash, was suitably rewarded by the
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team's achievement in what is his final year. Corps players past and
present would wish to thank him for his steadfast support which has
been unfailing throughout the years .
The results of the Inter Corps Division Two are:
Royal Signals 5-0 RAC
Royal Signals 5-0 AMS
Royal Signals 3-2 AGC (SPS)
Royal Signals 5-0 RA
Royal Signals 5-0 INT Corps
Winners: Royal Signals Total Points
95
R/U:
AOC (SPS) Total Points = 87
THE CORPS SQUASH TEAM
No 1 Sgt Tom Pollard
No 2 Cpl Davy Gallagher
No 3 Cpl Shaun Humphries
No 4 Sig Marcus Lobb
No 5 Sgt Tiny Phillips
No 6 W02 Marty Altham
ARMY SQUASH FINAL 1992-93
.
Report by Maj W. V. Miles
This year's Army Individual Squash Championships were agam
held at the Waverley Squash Centre in Farnham.
Sgt Tom Pollard of 21 Sig Regt in possi_bly his last chance ~o win
the coveted title of Army Squash Champion had prepared hrmself
both mentally and physically for this event, his main adversary being
Maj 'Robbie' Robinson AG Corps, and what an adversary. Maj
Robbie has been the Army Champion for the last 11 years. His
previous defeat was to Capt Neil Stewart (Corps). When you consider
that Neil was then the Scottish No I amateur player, the standard of
Army squash speaks for itself. Maj Ro~inson in turn def~ated. Nei! in
1982 and has since remained the No 1 m the Army. Dunng his reign
of success Maj Robinson has also been rated at England No I amateur
and only last year won the Swiss Open over 35 Championships . He has
also represented England gaining two full caps.
Both players reached the final without any major scares a!though
Spr Turton did manage to take the first game 10-9 agamst Sgt
Pollard in the semi final . Pollard eventually won 3-1.
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. in pre\iou year the fir t two game were dominated by the
ura y and con i tency of Maj Robin on 's game. When ' Robbie'
played a drop hot it hit the nick, hi line and length were accurate and
hi recovery defen ive ho t wer played with such precision that
allowed him ample time to regain controL Pollard 2-0 down looked
our of it. \J e all , a spectator , were witnes ing the same familiar
tory, Pollard the bridesmaid, Robinson the lion. In the third game
the pace quickened .
Pollard decided to take the game 10 Robinson by playing the ba ll
earlier and with more pace. Mi takes began to appear in Robinson 's
game; two mistakes in a row, unusual from 'Robbie' ; three , four
mi take ; had Robinson decided to throw the third for fitness in the
all important fourth?
At 5-0 down Robinson got himself back into the game and bega n
to win points. At 6-5 down he had the incentive to try and win the
match. Pollard continued to play at pace and eventually won the game
9-5 . The knowing audience was well aware that this vital game had
taken a great deal out of the Champion. What would happen in the
fourth? P olla rd ' fitness was never in question . He kept up the pace
in the fourth game taking a commanding lead 7-2. Robinson rallied
to 7-5 but the pace was incessant and Pollard eventually won 9- 5.
In the fifth game the pace of Pollard's game increased yet again.
Hi power and control dominated the opening session taking him to
a 5-0 lead. Then Pollard began to make mistakes. Did he stop
believing in himself?
The audience were by now witnessing one of the finest squash final s
in Army history.
Robin on came back LO 5-4 down. Each point was critical.
Pollard , keeping the pace of the game going, reached 7-5 and then
8-6, match point. A volley from the left hand court from Pollard
eemed to skid off the front wall and come back at an unusual angle
across the centre of the court towards the right hand back of the court.
Robin on 's immediate reaction hinted at a let ball but suddenly he
changed his mind and decided to take the ball late off the back wall.
The ball landed in the nick .
Sgt Tom Pollard was the new Army Champion.

TUG OF WAR

Corps Squash Team 1993
Inter Corps Division II Champions
Sgt Phillips, Cpl Gallagher, Sgts Humphries, Pollard, Sig Lobb and
W02 Altham

From: W02 (SSM) P. Halstead-Corps Sec
Looki ng back a t 1991 iL was always goi ng Lo be a hard act to follow
especially with 'Options' interfering in some units training and both
Morrison C up competitions delayed .
The Indoor scene 91 / 92 produced li ttle LO report but Lhere are some
hope ful signs for 92/ 93 with The Royal School of Signa ls, 2 Sig 'R egt
and 7 Sig Regt all signalling their intentions to 'have-a-go' . The Royal
School of Signals reached the semi-final stages of the Army finals at
560kg.
T he '92 Outdoor season kicked off with a Corps Squad training
weekend at a civilian competition on the Isle of Wight , six weights in
two days supported by 19 pullers from seven different units. Although
not successful with regard to results the aim was achieved by forming
up a new squad , developing team spirit and ensuring that everyone
was using the correct technique and of course getting in some very
hard training.
Then it was back to unit training and Divisional / District
competitions culminating in BAOR / UKLF and of course Army final s
where they exceeded all expectations in the blue riband weight of
640kg, tying for second place with 40 Fd Regt RA and FOD Dulmen
RAOC . The Royal School of Signals made a brief but distinguished
appearance in the UKLF finals getting inLo the top four at 600kg and
gaining runners-up at 640kg; the appearance of two Royal Signal
Units at this level, one hopes, signifies good things for the future of
Corps tug of war.
The Morrison Cup (BAOR) entry was down on previous years with
six units in each competition but saw 7 Sig Regt regaining the major
unit trophy by' beating 22 Sig Regt and 3 Sqn 21 Sig Regt winning the
minor unit competition .

TENNIS
This year's Royal Signals Lawn Tennis Championships are to bt:
held at Colerne 21 Sig Regt in June. All uni ts have been sent entry
forms.
All tennis players who wish to be considered for the Corps Team
please contact Maj W. V. Miles on Colerne Mil Ext 5302.

WE, THE
LIMBLESS,
LOOK TO YOU
FOR HELP

BAOR TENNIS TOURNAMENT
This Championship takes place at JHQ, Rehindahlen 23-25 June.
Enquiries to SSgt Tony Talbott on JHQ Mil 23203 or write to
I Sqn, 16 Sig Regt, BFPO 40.

We come from two World wars, Korea,
Kenya , Malaya, Aden, Cyprus, Ulster,
The Falklands and all those areas of
turmoil where peace must be restored.
Now. disabled and mainly aged, we
must look to you for help. Please help
by helping our Association .
BL ESMA looks after the limbless
from all the Services. It helps to
overcome the shock of losing arms,
or legs or an eye. And , for the severely
handicapped. it provides Residential
Homes where they can live in peace
and dignity.
Help the disabled by helping
BLESMA with a donation now or a
legacy 1n !he future. We promise you
that not one penr.y will be wasted

Sgt Tom Polla rd
Army Individual Squash Champion 1993
OTHE R RESULTS
In his first year in the Army Championships Sig Marcus Lobb
managed to reach the Army Under 21 Final, a very creditable
performance. Unfortunately he lost to a more experienced player
0-3.
In what must be his very last major sports event, that outstanding
Army/Combined Services/Corps all round sportsman SSgt Alec
Hamilton gained another 'pot' in the Open Plate Competition of the
tournament. However, he lost 0-3 but not without the usual fight.
From all those soccer players, golfers, cricketers, tennis players,
squash players and other sportsmen who know you Alec, all the very
be t and good fortune in civilian life.
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Next was the Inter-Corps Championship preceded by a very hard
two weeks' training which included some 19 weight categories at five
competition , evening training, gym sess ions, runs, weights and
gantry work. When the day finally dawned it was clear that the fitn ess,
teamwork a nd technique ga ined over that period was goi ng to pay off.
Fi rst the 600kg trophy was rega ined , havi ng been lost last year to the
RAM C; this was followed by retention of the 680kg championship, a
weight at which we have never lost an end . After lunch the 560kg team
did its stuff with a display that was several classes above the
opposition , followed by the last weight , 640kg, where it all rested on
the final pull of the day again st the RAOC ; despite winning the fir t
end in a 3 minute plus session we just failed to beat a very strong
Ordnance team, losing 2- 1. However, it was a very successful day
with three of the four weight categories won and our near dominance
maintained.
Last event of the season was the Morrison Cup (UK) competition
with a very disappointing entry of three major and two minor units.
24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn beat the Permanent Staff from AA
College Harrogate to retain the minor unit trophy while a very strong
2 Sig Regt team easily retained the major unit trophy with The Royal
School of Signals taking the runner-up spot over 8 Sig Regt.
Tug of war in the Corps very much depends on individuals taking
on the responsibility to start a team and have a go; anyone seeking
help or advice is welcome Lo contact the Corps Secretary on Blandford
Mil Ext 2259. Individuals who are in training with civilian or nonRoyal Signals teams should get in touch for inclusion in the Corps
Squad .
It is planned to hold the Corps training weekend again, but at a new
venue (Brean Sands-Burnham-on-Sea) a week later (7-9 May 1993),
so please make a note in your diaries and plan your training sched ules
accordingly.

THE FIRST STEP
by a recent, young
double amputee

PLEASE GIVE TO THOSE WHO GAVE
Give to those who gave- please
Donations and inlonnatHJn · The Chalfman. Nauena/ Appeal Comrmnee.
BLESMA Midland Bank PLC. 60 West Sm11hfield. London ECIA 9DX

~

BLESMA
BRITISH LI MBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN 'S ASSOCIATION

Two Army Champions
Sgt Tom Pollard {Army Squash Champion) and Sig Paul Tague
{Army Tennis Champion) 21 Sig Regt
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal GCVO
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman and Treasurer: Major General P . D. Alexander CB MBE
General ecretary: Colonel

. N. de Brett on-Gordon

Welfare . ecretary: Mrs P. J . Haw

Assistant Secretary: Major G. Schofield MB E

The Branch was represented at the Festival of Remembrance
commemorations in Cheltenham in November last where Vice
President Lt Col John Waite read the Lesson in his capacity as
Chairman of the Co uncil of Cheltenham Old Comrades Association.
At our Christmas social President Col J. F. Worth OBE presented
member John Boyd with his 50 year Badge. The event was ably
organised by our Secretary, Mrs Marjorie Cropp and held at the
Victory Club in Cheltenham (the venue fo r our monthly Branch
meetings).

Administrative Officer: Mr R. H. Whittle

A ociation Office, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD. Tel Military System: London District 8424. STD 071 414 8424
Welfare Secretary (direct line) 071 630 0801. All contributions for The JVire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him
on exten ·ons 8418 or 8433.

The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through
the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as well as a
forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient
copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be delivered in bulk
to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save
on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be
submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to contact old comrades
and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will
contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with photographs, at least
once a year.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
It was sheer coincidence that on the day Guernseyman Mike Nicolle

defeated World No I Seed in the indoor bowling championships,
committee member Alvaro Salazar and his wife Betty had arranged
fo r 40 members and friends to sample the sport at the Island's
upmarket stadium . The event turned ou t to be highly successful , with
bowling continuing until the club closed at l I .30pm.
This activity followed the Branch AGM , which showed a hearteni ng
increase in the number attending. Chairman John Rudkin paid tribute
to retiring Vice-Chairman Mike Brock and plans fo r fo rthcoming
functions were outlined by Secretary Len Barbe and Social Secretary
Alf Laine, who, following last year's highly successful Christmas
gathering, has already booked this year's at the same ven ue. La
Favorita Hotel!

EAST LONDON BRANCH
It is regretted that the photograph showing our 50 year badge
holders was inadvertantly printed under 56 Div and City of London
Signals OCA in the February issue of The Wire.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

CHESTER BRANCH

LUNCH PARTY-2-5 APRIL 1993
From: Brig (Retd) T. H. Wheawell
In recent years active support for the Aldershot Branch of the
Association has been declining and it has only been kept alive by the
efforts of a handful of long serving and dedicated members.
A little over a year ago the organisation of the Association itself was
altered marginally. Branches are now grouped into Areas with a ViceChairman appointed to each Area in order to ease the load on the
Chairman. A year ago I was appointed Vice-Chairman for the South
East and it is in this capacity that I am now writing to seek your help
in relaunching the Aldershot Branch.
I am happy to tell you that Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE has agreed
to be the Branch President and Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE the
Chairman and we also have a small committee which it is hoped to
strengthen in the near future . The first meeting is to be a lunch on
Sunday 25 April in the Aldershot Garrison Sergeants' Mess by
courtesy of WOl Cartwright and the members. The cost of the three
course meal with wine will be £6 per head .
I very much hope that you and your partner will be able to join us
on this special occasion and that you will encourage any serving or
retired members of the Corps known to you to come along also. In
order that we can get the catering right, and for security reasons also,
will you kindly reply before 9 April. May I suggest that you make
a note in your diary now, 1230 hrs on Sunday 25 April and send your
reply today to Lt Col (Recd) D. Crookes OBE, 110 Field Way,
Alders hot, Hampshire GU 11 4UL and enclose your cheque. The Mess
is located between Omer and Buller Barracks in Thornhill Road. I
look forward to seeing you there.
If you are unable to attend but wish to be registered as a member
of the Branch and kept informed of Branch events please let Lt Col
Crookes know by letter.

Our Annual Social Hot Pot Supper Dance took place in November
1992 at the usual venue- the Royal British Legion Branch at Uptonby-Chester. More than 90 people attended including guest members
from Southport Branch and a great evening was enjoyed by everyone.
We held our 47th Annual Dinner and Dance on 29 January, again
at Upton-by-Chester. We were pleased to welcome Brig W. H.
Backhouse and Mrs Backhouse as our guests of honour and enjoyed
the Brigadier's talk on the role of the Corps within ' Options fo r
Change' .
On behalf of the Branch our President accepted a silver salver in
memory of Pip Haigh presented by Branch member Sandy Pettit, a
very close friend of Pip . The salver was on display at the top table.

BRIGHTON BRANCH

Sergeants' Mess
Catterick Reunion 1992
L to R: ~eg Hinge, Jack Gooch, Bill Faircloth, Mrs lndermaur, Mrs
Jones, Alyn Jones and Jim lndermaur. Chester Branch

Welcome back to Maj Robin Purkis a past Vice Chairman and
Chairman. We welcome our new Branch President, Brig Colin Brown
ADC, who takes up the post in May and we look forward to seeing
Colin and Heather at some of our functions.
Derek wann has recently been in hospital but is now back home
recuperating; we wish you a speedy recovery Derek .
Another of our members, Bert Cook and his wife are now in a
re idential home in Byron House, Vallance Road, Hove. If anyone
has a few minutes to spare I am sure they would welcome a visit.
A big thank you to Trudi for the renovation work she has done to
our fifty club bin.

We would like to extend a very warm welcome to our newest
members , Mr R. Brady and Mr R. W. Egerton. We would also
mention that we should be pleased to welcome any serving or retired
Corps in the area to the Branch. Please contact our Secretary Mrs
Marjorie Cropp, 18 Church Road, Swindon Village, Cheltenham,
Gloucester GL50 9QP .
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LINCOLN BRANCH
We report the sad news of the death of Mrs Peggy Cooke which
occurred on 21 December 1992. Peggy was an honorary member of
the branch and the widow of the late Maj Bill Cooke who died in 1989.
Peggy served as a Major in the QA RANS in the second world war.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
We are pleased to record awards to a number of our Members.
Jane Knight and Dave Ross became Honorary Members of the
Association and 50 Year Badges were awarded to Ben Jordan, Fred
Thomas and Dave Greenbrook.
Our President, Maj John Daw, BEM, came up from Hampshire to
make the presentations. Since his retirement, distance has precluded
John attending some meetings but we always welcome a good reason
for having him and Margaret with us, and here we had no less than
five good reasons which constituted a very happy occasion.
Lucy Freeman and Project Trust . The result of the appeal for
Lucy's work was a grand total of £842. This included £239 from
Branches and £103 from other individuals including a generous
donation of £50 from Westwood Information Technology of
Berkhampstead and £20 from Gregory Recruitment Limited of
Benfleet Essex. West London Branch sincerely thank all those who
donated to the appeal.
The Project's aim is to promote understanding between Britain and
the developing world by encouraging school leavers to live and work
in a third world country for a year . Once abroad they are supervised
by a local agency with which the Trust has agreements, in Lucy's case
Cultura lnglesa. She is now, along with another English girl volunteer,
teaching English language to seven to ten year old children in Franca,
Sao Paulo State.
During the latter part of August Bill Davidson visited Lucy and
found that she bad already made her mark with the children.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during January
1993.
55 Sig Sqn (V) .............................. ... .... .
42 Sig Regt Officers' Club .... .. . ................... .
In memory of William Emerson ............. . . . ..... .
Mr J . H. Lawrence .................. . ............. .
Brig (Retd) C. G. Moore OBE . .. .. .......... .... ... .
Mr P . B. Cairns . ......... . ........................ .
Maj (Retd) J. K. Heyes ........... . ...... . ....... .. . .
Mr P. R. A. Dolphin .. ....... . ............ . ....... .

£225.73
£125.00
£ 27.26
£ 20.00
£ 10.00
£ 7.20
£ 5.00
£ 2.20
£422.39

The following donations were gratefully received during February
1993.
11th Signal Regiment (Depot) ...... ..... . . ......... . £7,000.00
I Ith Signal Regiment ...... .... . .. . .. . . ...... .. . .. . £ 986.50
56 Div O.C.A Branch . ... . ....... . ......... . ..... . £ 275.50
In memory of Mr A. J. Meacher
(56 Div OCA Branch) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 205.00
Mr J. J. Binnie ..... . .. ...... . ...... .. . . .. . ....... £ 62.00
Mr A . R. Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 10.00
Mr R. D. Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
7.80
Brig (Retd) C. Garton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
6.00
Mr H . F. Bailey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
5.00
£ 8,557.80

REUNIONS
CEYLON HIGH SPEED WIRELESS COY
The Fifth reunion of the above Company/ Squadron will take place
on Friday 22 October at our usual venue, The Belmont House Hotel,
Leicester. The format will be roughly the same as in previous years
with buffet dinner followed by dancing to live music.
Concentrated efforts will again be made to find 'lost survivors'
through the media this being the fiftieth year since the opening of the
station, the first 'Pip' sections arriving in Ceylon in May 1943 from
4th Wireless group at Egham and opening signals being transmitted in
December of that year. Any former 'Egham Highlanders' who were
with the first 'Pip' sections IE 8, 9 or 10 pip please get in touch .
Some 'M' sections also passed through the station on the way to
other stations, they also are welcome to attend, several of our
members being former members of I IM which passed through Kandy
and Ekala, the site of our Auto Head and transmitters. We look
forward to welcoming newcomers as well as all those who have
attended in the past . Please write or telephone Mr Harry Moore, I
Blue Granite Park , The Green, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire LE12
7AG, Tel : (0533) 375423 .
BURMA STAR ASSOCIATION BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE
BRANCH
The seventh annual Blackpool Weekend Reunion Event is being
held on 25 , 26 and 27 June 1993. All holders of the Burma Star
whether members of the Association or not, their families and friends ,
are invited to attend . All events will be held in the Empres Ballroom,
Winter Garden . The cost per person for the full weekend of events
is £4.00 (£6 .00 if a buffet is required on the Sunday lunchtime
following the Parade). For further information and ticket plea e
contact Mr J. F. Nield, 188 Whitegate Drive, Blackpool, Lancashire
FY3 9HJ. Tel: (0253) 763134 .
We look forward to welcoming any Royal Signals personnel who
served in the Burma Campaign including those who served in South
East Asia Command who could qualify for Associate Membership of
the Association .
AIRBORNE SIGNALS REUNION-ANCIENT AND MODERN
A chance meeting in February on a bus in Tunisia revealed that two
Corps members had more than a little in common. Donald Scarfe was
retreading paths followed as a subaltern with 1st Airborne Divisional
Signals in '43 whilst Sgt J. J. Walker of 7 Para RHA on attachment
from 216 (Para) Sig Sqn was soaking up the atmosphere prior to
competing in the Munich to Marrakesh rally in October this year.
They were in Carthage with their wives Rila and Jo-both couples
married in recent months . But it had to be admitted that the
1000 miles DS had ridden on a 350cc motorcyle when 1st Airborne
Division moved from Mascarra to M'saken 50 years ago will be
completely over-shadowed by the 5000 miles that JJ will undertake in
his Landrover.
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PERSONAL
DH H . A.
inion, a member of Coventry Branch would like
to get m touch with anyone who may remember him (1943-46),
e peciall} R. Corbisle) from Liverpool, Jimmy Gre-en from Stoke
Gifford (Bri tol), Ro) Batty fro m Bradford, Kevin C hilds from
Edmonton, London.
Plea e write to him at 26 ir Thoma White's Road, Chapelfields,
Coventry. \ est Midlands.

Corps Goods Available fromtheMuseum Shop, BlandfordCamp, Dorset DT11 SRH
Telephone enquiries to Blandford Military 2 2 48 STD (0258 482248).

The family of the late WOl (FofS) Charles Humphrey would like
to get in touch with W02 William (Bill) Motion who was stationed in
Brunei in 1967 and Rheindahlan 1973 and Cpl William (Bill)
Greenhill, Catterick 1962 and Germany 1966. Please write to the
family at Hollydene, Shrubbs Hill Road, Lyndhurst S043 7DJ.
2319753 WILLIAM (MAC) BOTRAMLEY
Colin Bothamley, son of the above named, would like to get in
touch with anyone who knew his father . He served in the Corps from
the 1920s until 1947 and was a Corps boxer. Please write to him at IO
Cliff Road, Fairfield, Buxton, Derbyshire SG 17 7NJ.
2340916 CPL E. J. CORLEY (DECEASED)
Anyone who knew the above named soldier who came from East
Dulwich and was a member of the Association (membership number
2273) is asked to get in touch with the Assistant Regimental Secretary
at RHQ . Cpl Corley served in the Corps from 1940-46 and was a
prisoner-of-war from 20 June 1942 to 9 May 1945.
ITH CONSTRUCTION UNIT
2ND LINE OF COMMUNICATION SIGNALS
Mr H. E . Wood would like to get into contact with former
comrades of the above unit {1944); please write to him at 212 Seven
Sisters Road, Lower Willingdon, East Sussex BN22 OPF.
71 WIT SECTION
2ND ARMY SIGNALS (ex BAOR)
Ex members of the above formation are invited to contact Mr J.B.
Hickling, 7 Park Drive, Sandiacre, Nottingham NGIO 5NB. (Tel:
0602 721045).
WAR GRAVES CEMETERY-ISLAND OF RHODES
Maj (Rev) J. L. McKellar recently visited the war cemetery on the
Island of Rhodes and has sent photographs of the graves of the
following Corps personnel buried there. These photographs are
available to next-of-kin from the Assistant Regimental Secretary at
RHQ.
2574318 Cpl T. Totten-died 2 June 1945 aged 25 years.
RH/ 2553920 Sig C.H. Whitehead-died 15 November 1943 aged
23 years.
2551266 Sig J.E. Williams-died 27 September 1943 aged 28 years.

LETTER
From: Mr George Robinson
Dear Sir,
I am a member of the Scots Guards Association Club at 2 Clifton
Terrace, Edinburgh.
If any readers of The Wire are visiting Edinburgh for the Tattoo or
at any other time we would be very glad to see them.
If any of the Corps branches are planning to come up 'en masse'
we'd be glad to hear from them in advance.
Could I also suggest a hobby which might appeal to readers? Listing
th Regiments and Corps who occupied their local barracks.
John Thompson who served in the R. Signals has listed all of the
barracks in Scotland from the 19th century until the present day. The
lists give an accurate picture of Regimental movements.
Yours sincerely,
George Robinson
36 Grove Street
Edinburgh
EH38AZ
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Ex FEPOWs and those who worshipped at Tanglin Garrison
Church will be interested in this photo which was taken at ATR
Bassingbourn . It shows W01 (RSM) K. E. Mccreadie receiving the
Corps flag from W02 (SSM) G. C. Guy standing in front of the
Changi Lychgate

WAR DISABILITY PENSIONS
The Government have just announced plans to change the rules
concerning claims for hearing loss. All new claims to a War Pension
for hearing loss will be refused unless disablement is assessed at 200/o
or more. This will mean that lump sum gratuities of up to £6,000 now
payable for less severe hearing Joss will cease.
It is very important therefore, that anybody who thinks they have
any hearing loss and have been exposed to gunfire or explosions at any
time during service or during the Second World War wishing to make
a claim should write to: Welfare Rights Service, Freepost Preston PR!
8BR (no stamp needed) for a free leaflet for details.

DID YOUR
COUNTRY
NEED YOU
FOR
NATIONAL
SERVICE
1939-1960
?
A commemorative medal has been struck for all
those who performed National Service. It is
sponsored on behalf of the Royal British Legion
and sales will help boost funds for the Poppy
Appeal - to date in excess of £60,000 has been
donated.
The medal is struck in full size and m1mature
versions. The full size medal is only available to
those who performed National Service (military or
civilian) between January 1939 and December
1960, or their next of kin. For an application form
with full details please send a stamped addressed
envelope to the sponsors:A WARD PRODUCTIONS LTD, DEPT B.L.
P.O. BOX 30, HASLEMERE
SURREY. GU26 6UT U.K.

TEL: 0428 607267

FAX: 0428 605672

(Award Productions Ltd arc also spon60rs for the Normandy Campaign , Arc t.ic
CamJ>Qign, Bomber Command an d Ex P.0. W. commemorative medals, struck on
be half of the rclcvan1 associarions)
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Price list with effect from 1 April 1993:
Blazer Badge
...
...
. ..
Blazer Button - Set : 6 Larg e, 6 Small - presentation boxed
.
Set : 4 Large , 6 Small - presentation boxed
.. .
Belt, Italian leather, reversible Black/Brown eng raved w ith Corps Badge
Bookmark - Real Leather . . .
...
...
...
...
. ..
Fine Marker pen/pencil set, boxed with Museu m Crest
Ballpoint pen, assorted colours. Museum Crest
...
...
. ..
'Tubby ' notepad 3 Y," x 3 Y,", leatherette cove r w ith Signals Crest . ..
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
...
...
...
. ..
Cap Badge
...
...
. ..
Cocktail Mat Set, six, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Coasters, leather, set of 4, with Corps Crest
...
Corps Badge, on foil , framed and glazed, 11 • x 9 •
Corps Cassettes - Information Sheet Avail able
Credit card holder, leather, with Corps Crest
Crystal Engraved with Corps Badge
Brandy Glass
Sherry Glass
Whisky Glass
Wine Goblet
Decanters, Plain
Decanters, Cut Crystal
...
...
. ..
Rose bowl Cut Crystal with engraved Corps Crest
Gilt Oval Cufflinks, engraved with Corps Badge ...
Hipflasks
Keyrings - Leather
...
...
...
. ..
Corps (enamelled Corps Badge, with leather tag)
Corps Badge . . .
...
...
...
. ..
Ladies Marcasite Brooch . . .
...
...
...
. ..
New Ladies Scarf, Dark Blue w ith White J immy in one corner
Lapel Badge (Association Members o,nly) . . .
...
. ..
Model Truck - Army Signal HQ c .1932 by Lledo .. .
.. .
Mug, white china with Corps Badge in blue
Bon Bon Dish , gilt edged white china with Corps Badge
Mini china tankard with Corps Badge
. ..
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Pennant, embroidered Corps Badge with gold tri mming
Postcards
...
...
...
...
...
Prints:
Frontier Ambush
Smith George Cross
Palace Guard
Imphal Road
Dhofar Incident
Catterick Parade 19B7
Photoprints
Statuettes:
6 Y." Pewter Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle
9" Royal Signals Officer in Full Dress (Bronze Resin)
9" Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle (Bronze Resin) . ..
9 " Signaller with SABO and Man Pack Radio (Bronze Resin)
11 Y, • Jimmy cast Bronze Resin .. .
Silver Plated Teaspoons with Corps Crest
...
Sticker, Corps Badge on Corps Colours, good quality - Large
Medium
Small
...
Stickpin, 9 carat gold, Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Stickpin, sterling silver Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Sports/leisure Wear, Excellent Quality, various sizes/colours
Sweat Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
Sport Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
V/Neck Sweater with embroidered Corps Badge . . .
Rugby Style Shirt Corps Colours and embroidered Badge
Tablemat Set, six blue acrylic with Corps Badge . ..
Tablemat, Large 15" x 11 Y, •, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, Glass engraved with Corps Badge . . .
Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Tankard, Y. pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Teatowel Blue Signals Design on White Background
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge
Tie, Corps Colours in polyester, 3" width
Tie, Corps Colours in Pure Silk, 3 " width
Umbrella, Golf Size, Corps Colours
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x 7"
Watch strap, Corps Colours, Nylon

PR ICE
£
12.25
22. 20
1 B.40
14.50
0 .65
2.50
0 .69
1 .50
3 .50
2.75
16.25
2.30
6.B5
6.20
3 .15

Unsigned
B.50
B.50
B.50
B.50
B.50
B.50

10.25ea
9.45 ea
9 .50 ea
10.25 ea
3B .50
59.25
52 .00
15.25
16.95
0 .50
2.25
1.95
27.50
9 .25
2 .25
4 .25
2 .45
2.95
1.20
4 .95
27.40
.20
Signed
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
15.00
35.00
70.00
70.00
62.50
70.00
2.50
0.50
0 .50
0.45
72.50
20.50
14.B5
12.25
15.B5
19.75
35 .75
10.65
10.35
15.25
12.55
2 .50
2.50
5.75
12.50
15.75
13.95
1.45

Prices inclueive of VAT. Overeeae order• will be leH VAT. Bulk order• from PRI'• will attract a diecount.
Plea•• Note: Poetage and Packing not Included.
Cheque• made payable to: Royal Slgnals Corps Fund.

Produced by the Publishers. THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION , 56 Regency Street , London SWIP 4AD (Tel,phone London DiSIIiet Mil ext 8428 STD 07 1-414 8428)
Printed in Great Britain by Holbrook 81 Son Ltd , Norway Road , Ponsmouth, Hants POJ 5HX
For advertising rates apply to: Combined Service Publications Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough. Hampshire GU 14 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891)
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A MESSAGE FROM THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF (ARMY) TO
ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATORS (PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION)
On I July the majority of you , our Tele Ops (P&A) , will transfer from Royal Signals to the Adjutant General's Corps. This will be a sad day
for the Corps as it marks the end of the long and distinguished service that all those we have known more informally as our Clerks have given
to the Corps throughout the past 73 years. The Royal Signals 'Clerk ', under a variety of titles has played a key role in each and every unit in
the Corps and you will be greatly missed.
You all have a right to justifiable pride in your achievements; with the long and distinguished record of your forebears, I am confident that
you will serve the Army in your new Corps with the same dedicated loyalty, professionalism and enthusiasm.
On behalf of all the serving members of the Royal Corps of Signals I send our best wishes to you and your families, and I wish you every success
in the fut ure. I hope that you will remain in close contact with Royal Signals and will take proper pride in being members of two Corps families.
Certa Cito-Animo Et Fide.

NORTHERN IRELAND AWARDS
We warmly congratulate those named below, whose awards and mentions were announced during May, for service in Northern Ireland.

There's no doubt that protecting your income in case of sickness

MENTION IN DESPATCHES

or accident makes sound financial sense. And there's one scheme

Warrant Officer 2 S. J. CaUand
Staff Sergeant K. Bickerstaffe
Corporal (A/ Sergeant) N. Roome

specially designed for you - HM Forces Income Protection Plan .

• No war risk or flying risk exclusions.
• Covers all postings.
• Benefit available both on and off duty.
Naafi

• Competitive premiums.
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OUR COVER PICTURES
Front Cover: Shows the team from AAColl Harrogate consisting of A/T Dawes, Arr LCpl Evans and A/T Trundley, who won the
Army Junior Championships and came 4th in the Senior Competition. The Army individual fencing champions including Sig Bartlett
(7 Sig Regt), the Army Junior Master at Arms, A/T Trundley the Army Jun ior Foil Champion, and Arr Dawes the Army Junior Epee
Champion . Some of the Royal Signals fencers at the championships, including the 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt team with Cpl Heanes. Sig
Bartlett and Sig Quinn; with LC pl Nice (7 Sig Reg) , A/T Dawes, LCpl Hildreth (30 Sig Regt) , LCpl Hartley ( 13 Sig Regt) and Lt Col
Hunt (RHQ R Signals) who will now compete in the Inter Service Championships at the Royal Tournament . Arr Trundley receiving
his medal from Maj Gen Yeoman (Ex Royal Signals) Director of the Army Sports Board. Photos by Lt Col A W. de Vere Hunt.
Back Cover: Members of 7 Sig Regt climbing into the mountains above Hankeliseter during Exercise Hardanger Quadrant in Norway
- see page 148. Photo by Maj Simon Purser.
The opinions expressed in The Wire are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise,
of the Corps or the MOD. This publication contains official information. It should be treated with discretion by the recipient.
© Crown Copyright
Disclaimer: No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised in this magazine can be accepted by the publishers or their
agents. Advertisements are included in good faith.
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HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn.l'ii
Op Grapple
BFPO 544
qn Comd
Maj Paul Hudson
21C
Capt Alan Blackwell
.
R M WOl (RSM) Duncan Hall, QM Capt Bob O'f;lara, Radio. Tp
Comd 2Lt Mark Brookes, Support Tp Comd 2Lt Nak Bruce, Fixed
Comms Tp Comd Capt helagh Macleod, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Gaz
toker Yeomen WOl (YofS) Stephen Whytock, W02 (YofS) Phil
Jones, 'Foreman gt (FofS) 'Shuggy' Barclay.
.
.
TAC HQ
Members of both Radio and Support Tp were involved m the
deployment and manning of the full. TAC HQ. This was set up in
Fojnica, a small town in Central Bosma, as a forward recce base. The
troops spent the whole of January and much of Febr~ary se~ up ~d
ready to fully activate in response to the numero~s contingencies be.mg
planned at the time; the thin disguise of 'conducting a comms ex~rcise'
in the middle of a partisans' playground soon wore out despite the
deployment of Ark Royal grabbing all the headlines. Moves of a m~re
frequent nature, as religiously practised every few hours on exerc:ise
in BAOR were not the order of the day (or month). However, bonng
it was not'. The locals kept the lads on their toes with some spectacular
firepower demonstrations which resulted in very realistic 'stand-tos'.
Defence of the HQ was not a problem though; ammunition,
automatic weapons and grenades were readily available for purchase
from the local militia should our own sources ever have dried up.
Meanwhile the Muslim and Croatian communities were having a
slight differ~ce of opinion along the main. supply route to Vite~; a
road running through Busovaca and Kacuru. The lads soon realised
that it was not a particularly good idea to slow down to photograph
burning houses as rounds were fired towards the Landrovers on such
occasions.
The TAC HQ was moved to Gornji Vakuf in February u~der ~he
watchful eye of 2Lt Nik Bruce; 2Lt Mark Brookes was at this pomt
on R & R breaking female hearts Corps wide (or so he told us). As
the convoy of armoured and soft skinned vehicles was bravely led
through the fmal checkpoint, some 2km from Gornji Vakuf, the order
came over the HF Command Net to 'Batten down!' Exactly how you
'batten down' a Landrover still remains a mystery to this day but,
nonetheless, 2Lt Bruce sprinted down the column giving the order to
the somewhat bewildered armoured vehicle crews. What a fortunate
coincidence that the Squadron B vehicles were undergoing trials on a
Chobham armour variant (code name CANVAS) at that time. The
rear of the convoy was safe in the hands of LCpl 'Rigs' Regan and
Cpl Joe 'Point' Killen. Strangely enough both were armed with. the
new lightweight 5.56mm 'Rarden Cannon", also currently on tnal .
Shortly afterwards TAC HQ was put on minimal manning and,
much to their sheer excitement, everybody else returned to Split.
Meanwhile, back at Split . . .
Cpl Pat 'Pen pal' Shalley, earlier a lucky recipient of several
hundred letters from female fans in the UK, has continued to make
a 'humanitarian' name for himself. After writing an accurate, tearjerking letter explaining his life and times in the former Yugoslavia to
the Bishop of Glasgow, he inadvertently mentioned that many
refugees walk around barefoot. Two weeks later he and Father Alker,
the Force RC Chaplain, were the proud recipients of two truck loads
of shoes for local distribution . LCpl 'Mansell' Marriott, after a close
encounter of the collision kind with the Commander's Range Rover,
has been attempting to beat the world record for the most FMT 3s to
be filled in by the same person in one tour. As a result SSgt
'Commander' Rickard and crew of the USS LAD have been kept busy
bringing vehicles back up to warp factor 9 capability. (Full power Lo
forward shields Mr Sulu!) The Support Tp guard dog 'Ratchet' has
obviously been undertaking some serious 'stagging on' with the
SP ANBA T (Spanish Battalion) Doberman. She is shortly due Lo give
birth to a whole set of nine inch adjustables!

. ..

,.

30th SIG REGT
DET ZAGREB
OPHANWOOD
BFPO 545

After a series of power cuts, leaving the barracks with only four
hours of power a day, Sgt Ginge Coburn and his gang of EDs have
been looking after the 700 kW 'power station' installed by the Royal
Engineers. No longer would flasks of hot water have t? be mad~ up
the night before just to have a. ~~ave the followm~ morning.
Temporarily the EDs gave way to CIVIiian contractors unul, that was,
the HQ was blasted by some 380 (single phase) volts; resulting in
sparks, very fast boiling kettles and sticky black lumps that were
computers in some previous life.
The Squadron has also been undertaking military training on Friday
afternoons. On the agenda so far have been map reading, foreign
weapons, arc welding, vehicle maintenanc~ and suryival techniq~es. It
was during the latter that a most destructive and violent streak m the
Sqn Comd was discovered. Apparently a chicken which had
•. .. looked at him ... ' was ruthlessly killed and eaten, subsequently
earning him the title of the The Bosnian Chicken Murderer!

VIP VISIT
One of the highlights of the last two months (apart from the.21C's
R & R!) was the visit of HRH The Prince of Wales to Split .and
Tomislavgrad. What originally looked like being the biggest flap smce
Capt Jon Dakin had to find his uniform to put on, actually ended !-1P
running quite smoothly, HRH finishing his tour of the barracks with
a few beers with the Squadron on the sea front. Full marks to LCpl
'Oh go on, it's for my Mum! Honest' Rei;a.n who manag~d to get
himself in every single photograph of the v151t bar one. This one!

ON OPERATION HANWOOD IN CROATIA
Op Hanwood began in April 1992 when the United Nations
deployed into Croatia to keep the peace by creating and enforcing
four United Nations Protected Areas (UNPAs) to separate the
warring factions. 30 Sig Regt deployed a 50 strong detachment to
provide rear link and in-theatre communications for the British
Contingent. This task is now undertaken by a 27 strong Signal Troop
drawn from many units but still based on 30 Sig Regt for the strategic
task. 30 Sig Regt Det Zagreb provides communications for 4 Armd Fd
Amb, the current BRITMEDBAT, and provided a link for the RAF
on Op Cheshire until they moved to sunnier climes in February.
The Troop is deployed in five locations throughout Croatia. The
TSC502(E), Commcen, Tech Wkshps and Tp HQ are based at Pleso
Camp, near Zagreb. There are four radio detachments, one with each
of the British Medical Sectors providing 2nd line medical support to
2- 4 UN Battalions each, deployed to Vukovar, Daruvar, Topusko
and Knin at distances of up to 280km from Zagreb.

PLESO BASE RA TS
Pleso Camp, near Zagreb, contains over 1,000 French Troops, a
400 Strong US MASH (unfortunately no 'Hotlips' Hoolahan!),
Norwegia ns, Swedes, Finns and 140 Brits squeezed in the gaps. These
are mainly logistics troops and the RHQ of BRITMEDBAT together
with the Signals element. Life is relatively busy for those in Pleso,
however, the shifties clamour to get out on the 'Pronto 9' resupply
runs to sectors to avoid the rather quiet night shifts.
Cpl Shadey Ruddock subjects the Troop, every Wednesday night,
to a quiz night of some description in the newly moved 'Sundown
Cafe'. We have had General Knowledge quizzes, 'Bullseye', ' Give us
a Clue', 'Pictionary' and horse racing (well actually foam and paper
plate tortoise racing!). These events are very popular and those
members of BRITMEDBAT who can handle it, frequent the evenings
to embarrass themselves intellectually! Other pastimes include
sandbagging the ISO container, ' Bleep Tests' and swimming at the
local pool (which involves driving to Zagreb, finding the pool closed,
failing to get the phone number and promising that next time we'll
ring first via the interpreter-still it's an hour out of Pleso).

HRH The Prince of Wales obviously found the ' Jackson twins '
joke amusing as he chats to members of Admin Troop

MEDAL PARADE
All members of the Squadron have now become proud owners of
the United Nations Yugoslavia (which used to be) Medal. One sunny
day in March the Squadron paraded under the watchful eye of S03
G3 Cavt D Crumlish RHF with the immortal command known to
every RAF Drill Sgt, 'ATTEEEEEN-shun!'
Congratulations to Sgts Kev Baxter, 'Ginge' Coburn and Steve
Coombs on their selection for promotion during the next year. As the
Squadron is due to return to Minden on 28 May we cannot leave
without saying a big 'STAG ON!' to all members of 2 Sqn, 1 Armd
Div Sig Regt, and a most sincere and heartfelt WELCOME!
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SECTOR DETACHMENTS
Sector East (VUKOV AR)

216 Para
LCpl Steve Baigent
Sig Steff Crouchman 216 Para
Sector West (DARUVAR)
LCpl Mac Mcconnel 19 Inf Bde
Sig Psycho Nicholls
I Inf Bde
Sector South (KNIN)
LCpl Mo Morris
216 Para
LCpl Taff O'Conner 30 Sig Regt
Sig Jock Wylie
19 Inf Bde
Sector North (TOPUSKO)
LCpl Pat Smith
2 Sig Regt
Sig Tony King
19 Inf Bde
These detachments run the HF Comd Net, Sector Motorola net to
the 4 x 127 Crash ambulances and deal with any other
communications and technical tasks, eg SSVC and BFPS, power tasks
and the like. Each sector differs in character.

Tp Comd
Capt Neil Fraser
SSgt Martin Archer
Tp SSgt
UQMS Sgt Angus MacPherson, Tech Sgt Sgt Ronnie Nixon, Crypto
Cpl Cpl Shadey Ruddock, MT Cpl Cpl Bruce Findlay, 502 Det Cmd
Cpl Rick Hogan

Cpl Bruce Findlay (on bonnet) and Capt Neil Fraser with 'Pronto 9'
and Mi26 in background
TROOP BARBECUE
To celebrate a batch of birthdays Sig Sue Stanwood coordinated an
entertainment extravaganza! Sgt Roni Nixon, Cpls Bruce Findlay and
Rick Hogan were all 21 again and Sig John Sneath was 21 for the first
time. After watching the Calcutta Cup SSgt Martin Archer (the
Swedish Chef) prepared the meats wbilst everyone sampled Chateau
Le Paintstripper, the punch, prepared by Sigs Kev Heaton and Steve
Warriner.
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LCpl Steve Baigent and Sig Steff Crouchman in Sector East Ops
Room
Vukovar was the scene of the heaviest fighting with 16,000 deaths
and is now a city destroyed with the British confined to an old
Yugoslavian Army Barracks guarded by a platoon of Ukranians. In
early January the British were given 24 hours to move out by Serbian
tanks-after some negotiation and a few nights in the underground
Alternative Ops Room (the cellar bar!) the situation was resolved.
Pastimes here are mine recognition and more mine recognition .
Daruvar is relatively comfortable with the British living in a
hotel-a R & R spot for the rest of us. This place does have its
problems-how to pay the phone bill from the hotel room! The
Canadians and Argentinians are among neighbouring units and have
a tight grip on local forces.
Topusko is again not too bad . The walk from work to the hotel is
over 800m which makes life tough! There has been a large build up
of Serbian Troops in the Sector and Croatians on the border. The
British here are 'at one with nature' gathering hot water from a geyser
as the hotel has limited power.
Knin is in the area of the recent rise in tension. Serbian troops
openly patrol the town and, due to the shelling and fighting in the west
of the sector, there have been numerous incidents in the Knin area.
Pastimes here are .running around the local hills and sandbag filling.
The 'Pronto' runs continue each week to the sectors to escape Pleso
for a couple of days. Capt Neil Fraser (Fraser-Kerr according to
Meridian TV) takes the two vehicle convoy together with an operator
from the Commcen, Cpl Bruce 'Jinx' Findlay or Sig John 'Bedsores'
Sneath and the Paymaster of BRITMEDBAT. These runs always have
eventualities-the odd breakdown, fun on ice and enforced detours
courtesy of ' Joe Serb'. The Pronto run takes the much needed mail,
cash, spares and stores for the ·sectors and their two man radio
detachments.
The 1echs busy themselves fixing radios (both green and civvy!) and
repairing phone lines (thanks to Croatian workers wreaking havoc
with diggers). Cpls Ian Allmark and Mac McDonagh also tinker
around improving the Sundown Cafe buzzer with.more lights under
the watchful eye of Cpl Bruce Findlay.
The Commcen shifts carry on their pattern of working strange
hours and coming into work on another day off! Shifts are A: Cpl
Rick Hogan, Sigs Kev Heaton and Sue Stanwood . B: LCpl OB
O'Brien, Sigs Bezz Beresford and Amy Gillespie. C: LCpl Smudge
Smith, Sigs Steve Warriner and Taff Davies.
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HARD NG R Q DRA NT
NT I ' KI TOURI GI NORWAY
i. members of 228 Sig Sqn of 7 Sig Regr took part in Ex Hardanger
Quadrant, a mountain ki touring expedition to Norway . Led by th e
Sqn Comd, Maj imon Purser, the expedition aimed to cross on skis
the Hardanger idde, Europe' s largest upland plateau. The party that
left Herford in early March consisted of the Sqn Comd, with Sgt Bell
a 2lC. Cpl Chrl ymond and Sean Fairfield, LCpl Simon Nice and
ig Andy Mayne . The first four day. we spent at Haukelister, one of
the orwegian Touring Club's staffed huts on the south side of the
Hardanger Vidde. A place with considerable history behind it as one
of the fir t hut built in the last century, it made an ideal base for
initial training as at I ,OOOm altitude it has guaranteed stable snow.
M

On tour; a pause to take bearings

The next day was the longest leg of the journey, just over 30km to
be covered. As we set off we were faced with strong winds and heavy
snow, but it partially cleared later in the day and we enjoyed several
hours of sunshine with a biting cross wind . lt was to be the best
weather we were going to get. The weather started to close in and as
we reached the Sandhaug hut that night we were in almost total white
out. The toilets in an out building some 50 yards away had to be found
on a compass bearing and Sig Andy Mayne spent longer than planned
on his visit when he went out on a back bearing, returning some 45
minutes later!
The next morning was bright but a strong wind was blowing and the
snow falling heavily. We had now left the sticked route behind and,
in the poor visibility, the Sqn Comd roped up to the trail breaker to
navigate west across the lake on the first leg of our route to Littlos,
the next hut. The weather worsened by the hour and after three hours
we had covered just five kilometres heading into a full gale. The
weather cleared slightly and we were able to dispense with the rope as
we started climbing into more definable terrain but progress remained
slow and exhausting. We took what shelter we could from the gale on
the edge of the lake for a short lunch then set off again.
The wind was by now blowing Force 8 to 9 and progress became
painfully slow. The small area of face exposed to the wind was blasted
by the driving snow. Goggles were quite useless and icicles formed on
our eyebrows and eyelashes making it impossible to see and we had
to keep stopping to knock the snow away from our faces. LCpl Simon
Nice went out to trail break on the end of the rope, measuring off 35m
lengths, but he started to disappear from the rest of the group in the
white out and it was impossible to follow his track . With only two
hours of daylight left and still !Okm to reach the hut the Sqn Comd
decided to abandon it and we ran off the lake with the wind behind
us, into a shallow valley to search for a good site to dig in. With only
a few metres of visibility and daylight fading it proved difficult to find
and we eventually dug straight down about I Oft, covering our trench
with our skis and blocks of snow and digging sideways in to form a
cave for the six of us. We were eventually finished by 2300 hrs that
night and crawled into our sleeping bags-cramped but cosy! We slept
soundly.
At first light we started to climb out of the cave one by one. Cpl
Sean Fairfield and Sgt Nick Bell had to dig us out first as the opening
had almost entirely filled up with snow, burying our packs. The
weather had not improved. We still had to head west into the wind
before we could turn south and crossing a lake we recorded our
slowest leg; three hours for 2.5km! At mid morning the cloud lifted
briefly and we were able to get our bearings for the first time in a day
and a half. It was gratifying that our dead reckoning with compass
watch and altimeter was proving remarkably accurate. It was with
immense relief that we were able to turn off and get the wind behind
us as we climbed up to one of the passes that would lead us south to
Hellevasbu, our next hut. Short of rations and with no time to stop
and melt snow for a drink, our skis and packs stayed on for the whole
day. The hut was a most welcome sight when it appeared out of the
blizzard that evening and after we had dug our way into the hut, lit
a roaring fire and started to dry our kit we cooked and ate the most
enormous meal!

Moving in good weather
In this first period we concentrated on getting used to the couring
skis and skiing with the heavy packs; despite training in Germany it
was a totally different experience skiing on the vast expanses of lakes
and mountain slopes of Norway. As well as the skiing, the early
training included navigation, rescue techniques as well as the art of
building emergency snow holes-a skill that was to prove life saving.
The weather during the early part was mostly cloudy but with good
visibility and skiing conditions. Leaving the Land Rover at our finish
point in Hovden we caught the bus to Voss a town familiar to any of
the soldiers who have served with the AMF(L) as each winter it is the
British base for the arctic warfare training in Norway. We did not stop
long however for we caught the night train to Finse, at over I, I OOm
Europe's highest railway station and the start point for our
expedition. There is nothing at Finse except the station, a hotel and
a lodge. Arriving at 0200 hrs we slept in the porch of the lodge for
what was left of the night and after a hearty breakfast set off south.
The weather had turned warm and it was well above freezing point,
damp and sticky on the surface. As Finse is a ski centre our route
outh was initially marked with a series of birch sticks and we
followed pan of a 40km loop that tourists can follow out from Finse.
A cold cross wind started to blow off the Hardanger Glacier to our
west but visibility remained good and we made good progress. We
reached the Kaldabu hut without difficulty that night.
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Maj Simon Purser navigates t he final leg to Hankeliseter in
darkness and a blizzard
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We had just one day's skiing left to Haukelister and our aim would
be achieved . Each day we thoughl the weather could get no worse and
each day we were proven wrong. The next morning the blizzard was
worse than ever. We set off and within seconds the hut had vanished
into the white behi nd us. Up to this point our two smokers Sgt Nick
Bell.and Lance Corporal Simon Nice had always somehow' managed
to hght up when we stopped but now the snow was turning their
cigarettes to a soggy mess almost immediately . Progress was slow as
navigation had to be precise. Climbing the wrong part of a slope could
bring us under a potential ava lanche whi le descending in the wrong
place could put us over a 600fl sheer drop. To make matters worse we
were now on the old series maps with 30m contour intervals as
opposed to the 2011? intervals on the maps we had used up to
Hellevasbu . ~escen~mg down a steep re-entrant Cpl Chris Symonds
who was trail breakmg spotted the tell tale shadow that indicates a
steep drop. The Sqn Comd took the lead to traverse round to a safer
descent when suddenly he was gone! The cornice he was on
completely invisible in the toneless whi te, gave way beneath him and
he plunged down 40ft, fortunate ly landing upright and able to ski on
down, up to his chest in snow!

:t ·:- ·
.uternoon as we reached the top of the last pass and all
Ilia , mamed was a couple of miles ~ki and .oom of descent down to
Haukelister. It should have been an exhilarating fast ski but it had to
be taken at a snail's pace, large crags negot iated and safe ro u t~ found
down steep ice slopes. It was totally dark for the last half mile or o
until the lights of the road loomed up and we made the final descent
down to Haukelister to complete our journey, exhausted but feelin g
a great sense of relief and achievement. The staff were amazed when
we arrived. The road had been closed for three days and two other
skiers were missing in the mountai ns. It was a most unseasonable
blizzard, one of the worst they had seen during March for many years
and they had not expected us to make the crossing.
It turned out the blizzard had another two days to run and we had
to abandon our plan to ski the scenic leg to Hovden-there was not
going to be much to see! The road was cleared a few hours after the
snow stopped and we caught the bus out of Haukelister, digging the
Land Rover out on our arrival in Hovden. We had been through three
days of some of the worst weather conditions any of us had ever
encountered and despite that had managed to cross the Hardanger
Vidde, a difficult task in normal weather. This particular adventure
training expedition was certainly adventurous!

EXERCISE FIRST BASE 1993-FOUR MAN TREK TO BASE
CAMP EVEREST
by Sgl F. H. Anderson, Nepal Sig Tp, Kathmandu, Nepal.
I was fortunate to be posted to British Gurkhas Kathmandu , Nepal,
on secondment to The Queen's Gurkha Signals in October 1992. After
four months of the hustle and bustle of Kathmandu I thought it was
time to escape and experience another aspect of life in this wonderful
and diverse country.
Thus it was that an adventure training exercise was planned which
would take myself and three colleagues from the airhead at Lukla at
an altitude of 9,240ft to Base Camp Everest 17,490ft between 5- 20
March 1993. My companions all members of BG Kathmandu wereWOl Andy Tiffin REME, W02 Dave Tressler RAOC and SSgl Mick
heard RE.
On Thursday 4 March the day before we were due to depart, BG
Kathmandu was visited by HRH The Princess of Wales, who toured
the camp prior to having lunch, meeting members of the staff and the
new recruits from BG Pokhara. Needless to say the excitement of the
day had not left us with much time for packing and preparations. And
so it was that we arrived at the domestic air terminal of Kathmandu
Airport at 0530 hrs the next morning all with sore heads and a lack of
sleep!
It was only then that we realised how small the Twin Otter aircraft,
in which we were to fly to Lukla was. With some trepidation we did
a quick count of the engines, wings and our fellow passengers (16)
before climbing aboard for take off.
Quickly climbing to 20,000ft, we were greeted by the sight of
Langtam Himal in all its splendour while the mighty Himalayas
stretched out as far as the eye could see.
The pilot spotted 'Sagarmatha' (Nepali for Mount Everest) and
beckoned us to have a look . At this point six Japanese tourists all
moved to the right hand side of the plane for a better view thus
causing the crew to correct the trim of the aircraft. By now members
of our group were wishing they had booked a more down-lo-earth trip
to somewhere like Thailand! But worse was to follow. The pilot was
preparing to land. We were about to land on a ski jump up hill! One
chance of landing, one only!
The small Twin Otter dropped out of the sky landing on the airship
without even a bump and immediately the crew switched off the
engines to slow the aircraft down. We all piled out glad to be back on
solid ground. Members of the group were heard to say 'I wasn't
scared' (a 'Porky' if ever I heard one!).
After a quick breakfast and the hiring of a guide and a porter both
for the princely sum of 600 Rupees a day (about £8.50) we set off for
Namche Bazar some two days away and the largest settlement en route
to Everest Base Camp.
Our first night was to be in Phakding in a lodge owned by a Sherpa
who had climbed Everest with Chris Bonington. (Pull up a rucksack,
I've got a couple of stories to tell!) Many of the better lodges along
the way are owned by Sherpas who have been on high profile
expeditions. Jn many cases they led foreign climbers to the summit.
The cost of a bed per night in one of these lodges was between 20
and 50 Rupees, and a meal of soup and noodles around 100 Rupees.
But items like Bottled water or Mars bars were considerably more
expensive at 140 Rupees- £2.00! The costs increased relative to the
height climbed.

Trekki ng up from Phakding (9,355ft) to Namche Bazar (l l,352ft)
was probably the hardest day' s climb, following the Dudh Kosi (Milk
river). All around was some of the most breathtaking scenery in the
world which took your mind off the hard work still to come.
After some fi ve hours trekking we arrived at Namche Bazar a
village built into the bowl of a valley which looks onto Mount Kongde
Ri. Here you can see porters, including women no taller than 5ft 3in,
carrying heavy loads of supplies and provisions in wicker baskets on
their backs. Tibetan nomads who have travelled for many days over
the high mountain passes clad in thick yak wool clothes come to barter
Chinese goods in the market held every Saturday, armed with
long daggers in ornate scabbards. These people do not look as if they
have changed for centuries.
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Looking down on Namche Bazar with Mount Kongde Ri in the
background
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In rder to a limatis to the altitude, we stayed two days in
• m~he Bazar. On the eco nd night I experienced severe headaches
hich \\ere far wor e than any hangover I had ever suffered from .
On the
ond day we climbed up to the Sagarmatha National P ark
\ T itor • Centre which ha display on che formation of the
H imalayas, the local people and their culture. It is from here that
tre I.er gain their fir t good view of Mount Everest , named after
orge E"re t a Briti h map maker. T he best views are to be se~n
fir t thing in the morning a the mou m a; i covered by cloud and mis!
from ten in the morning.
From here we climbed up to the Everest View Hotel , located at
l 2,500ft, cro ing its own private air !rip on the way. The hotel is only
for the touri t who can afford the $175 per night. (Rooms come fully
equipped with oxygen for tho e affected by altitude sick nes .) We
tayed ju t long enough for a n unimpre sive bowl of packet soup.
Returni ng to amche Bazar via Khumjung we pa sed o ne of the 26
hool built by a Tru t formed by Sir E dmund Hillary to provide
education for the local people.
c. t morning it was off up to Tengboche (12,700ft) a fi ve-hour
ceady climb oft en passing large piles of Mani Sto nes, labs of rock
with prayer car ed on them . Our guide was quick to inform us that
we hould walk round the left hand side of these. J was not to be the
o ne to offend the Gods.

Stone shrines erected to commemorate sherpas who have died on
Mount Everest
The coniferous forest of the previous days were soon replaced by
rhododendron bushes-the national flower of epal-which were
unfortunately not yet in full bloom.
Tengboche is famous for iLS monastery which sadly burnt down due
to a electrical fault in 1989 and is now being painstakingly restored to
its former glory again with assistance from Sir Edmund Hillary.
The weather was now much colder in the evenings. A drop in
temperature of two centigrade can be experienced for every l,OOOft
ascended .
A suitable lodge (I 00 yards directly in front of the steps of the
monastery) had been recommended to us and we had no trouble
getting a bed for the night.
We settled for the night around a warm stove-fuelled by dried yaks
droppings-chatting and seeking advice from other travellers who
were on their way down . It is of great help to find out about the
weather conditions. The weather patterns appear to run in two or
three-day cycles. We were hoping we too would have good views of
Mount Everest and the surrounding peaks .
By the fifth day we were heading for Periche which we renamed
Peri hing due to its location. Located in a wide kidney shaped valley
from which bitterly cold winds would rush down on us.
Two volunteer doctors, working for the Himalayan Rescue
Association stay here for two months of the year (March-April and
October- ovember) to provide medical assistance and give lectures
every day at 1500 hrs on alt itude sickness .
We ma naged to get in a good, clean, well-run lodge which had a
heater, but in the morning we discovered that cleaning our teeth was
a problem-our water bottles had frozen solid!
On our econd day at Periche we undertook an acclimatisation trek
to Chhukung (15,600ft). This took about three hours and we had to
climb over large boulders which glaciers had pushed down many years
before. By the time we had reached Chhukung the weather had
deteriorated. At this point, food seemed like a good idea . The four o f
us had a hearty lunch of Sherpa stew- vegetable only , as the local
people are devout BuddhisLS.
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From Periche we travelled up the valley before striking towards
Lobuche (l6,200ft) . During our ascent we came upon a plateau with
large tone shrines which had been erected to honour the many
Sherpas who had given their lives climbi ng 'Chomolungma' the
Tibetan name for Mou nt Everest meaning-' Mother Goddess of the
Earth'.
At this altitude the only people living here have set up tea houses
or lodges to serve the growing tourist trade. There you will also see
Zopkios (Male cow-yak eras breeds) which have taken over from the
porters to carry supplies for the tea hou ses and the numerous
expeditions which climb the mountains each year . These large beasts
of burden are quite passive bu t, if they are moving, you are advised
not to get in their way, as Dave Tressler can testify.
Lobuche, clouded in and with visibility down to 20 yards, was
reached by 1500 hrs in the afternoon. The cold was pervasive and we
needed a hot meal before settling down for the night. Altitude is
supposed to decrease your appetite and give you many restless nights .
It had the rever e effect on us!
The eighth day was to be the BIG day. We had decided to make a
quick run up to Gorak Shep (Graveyard of Crows, 17,450ft) have a
meal then continue on to Base Camp. The route was over a morainestrewn landscape, the mass of the Khumbu Glacier r ising to the right
of us.
All the way to Gorak Shep we were bathed in perfect sunshine. The
weather could not have been better. T hree lodges have been built here
and this is the last place of human habitation. We were greeted by the
friendly chuffs a large crow-like bird and tame pheasants, the
Nepalese equivalent of the ptarmigan .
On a map the distance between Gorak Shep and Base Camp can
only be about a mile and a half. But the map does not show the ice
walls and crevasses which barred our way, forcing us to make long
detours. T he ice is not immediately apparent until your feet brush
away the stones and gravel. The whole mass below our feet was
constantly moving. As we got closer to Base Camp, large ice spires
loomed directly above appearing to rise straight out of the ground .
By 1400 hrs we reached our goal, Base Camp Everest.
It is 40 years since Sherpa Tenzing Norgay and the New Zealander
Sir Edmund Hillary fi rst conquered Mount Everest and to
commemorate this exceptional feat 19 expeditions are planned in
1993 . With the weather now improving the fi rst of these groupsfrom Korea-were already at Base Camp, acclimatising, waiting
expectantly to tackle the Khumbu Icewall, an extremely hazardous
part of the ascent due to the risk o f avalanches.
The icewall rises vertically and Everest itself is far out of view. The
weather could close in at any time so a quick couple of photographs
and a return to Gorak Shep was the best possi ble action.
Rising at 0500 hrs we set o f up Kala P atar (Black mountain), a rise
to 18,300ft, the highest we would climb d uring our trek often stopping
to catch our breath due to the lack o f oxygen. H ard work and not
recommended! By 1830 hrs we were in place at the top . T here we met
a Japanese tourist and his guide. Sadly we were to fi nd out that he
died from suspected altitude sickness and heart trouble a couple of
days later.

Coming back down a steeper but, quicker route, i! did n0t take us
Jong to return to Gorak Shep. The three of us were well ready for a
cup of tea and breakfast. A decision was made to try and get back to
Tengboche in one day because Andy Tiffi n had become ill and we did
not want to take any chances.
The weather was kind to us with only a slight breeze to help us keep
cool in the warm sunshine. We came across a grou p of villagers
gathering wood for a fire to cremate a relative who had just died . A
priest chanted prayers to help the deceased to move on from the state
of death to his next reincarnation .
Tengboche was reached by 1800 hrs. After our epic journey we
washed and had a meal before taking a long night's sleep . Before
leaving in the morning the fo ur of us were presented wi th white silk
scarfs; good luck charms . They must have worked as we all reached
Monju in one piece with Andy T iffin feeling much better . To celebrate
our achievement we all had a couple of glasses of 'chang' , a local beer
made from rice. As t his was our first drink for a while it did not take
long to take effect !

'·
were now turned and we were able to ' swing a lamp' and
give. help and advice when asked
Having confirmed our flights, we booked into a quite reasonable
hotel and were surprised to fi nd a television crew interviewing three
women who were to be the fi rst all Nepali women attempt on Everest.
It was hard to believe that these beautifully dressed women were going
to attempt to climb the highest mountain in the world, even more
surprising was the fact that Mrs Pasang Sherpa , the team leader, had
al ready attempted Everest three times and on her last attempt had
fai led to reach the summit by only 98 metres.
l hope the white silk scarves and the weather hold for their brave
attempt, reaching the summit on or around the 5 May if all goes to
plan .
0700 hrs Tuesday. It was time for the white-knuckle ride back to
Kathmandu. Our bags were loaded aboard the plane. Goodbyes said
to our trusty guide and porter, who were already making preparation s
to accompany another party of tourists who had just arrived on the
plane which was taking us out.

7 SIGNAL REGIME NT RELIEF AID EXP EDITION TO
ALBAN IA
Expedi tion Leader: Lt Andy Parsons: Team Members: Sgt Al Keen,
Cpls Tam Smith, Frank Nash, LCpl Ian Sanders, Sigs Craig Newman,
Carol Ann Ney and Cfn ' Jasper' Watt.
On 22 March 1993 , the eight man team from 7 Sig Regt left
Maresfield Bks in Herford on the 5th relief aid expedition to Albania .
They took a 4 ton truck and a Landrover Ambulance (both of which
were donated to the Albanian town of Gjyrokastra) together with
medical equipment and 1,500 tins of food .

terrain. Tirana was reached at about 1990 hrs that night. T he Charge
d' Affaires advised against crossing the mountai ns at night due to the
'possibility of being ambushed for our aid goods' so the party spent
the night in Tirana.
It set off at first light, and reached the basecamp without much
problem that afternoon. The VMs in the party, Cpl Tam Smith and
Cfn 'Jasper' Watt, then repaired the vehicle with some locally
acquired parts.
The next day, 30 March all eight team members crossed into
Albania to deliver the aid to Gjyrokastra. T he Albanians were very
suspicious of food which may be out of date due to a recent problem
with an Italian shipment, and proceeded to check all 1500 tins to
ensure t hey were 'in date'.

Prior to departure (l to RJ: Cpl Tam Smith REME , Cfn Jasper Watt
REME, S igs Craig Newman, Carol Ann Ney, Cpl Frank Nash and
LCpl Ian Sanders
Front Row (l to RJ: Lt Andy Parsons and Sgt Al Keen

0718 hrs March 1993. The sun rising between Eve rest and
Lhotse
At precisely 0718 hrs 12 March 1993 the sun rose in between Everest
and Lhotse. It was well worth the wait. The sight of the mountains
and glaziers lighting up first red then orange and finally bright white
and blue was truly awesome. Unfortunately Mick Beard's fancy allsinging, all-dancing cam era batteries had frozen and so we had to stay
on to p for a bit longer but no one was in any rush .
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The team travelled via Germany, Austria and Italy, arriving at the
port of Brindisi four days later. The ferry was not due to sail until the
26th, due to the expedition taking an offer of a 500Jo reduction in fares
from Hellenic Mediterranean Lines, and so we had to spend a day
waiting for the ferry . The team arrived in Greece refreshed, and
established a basecamp just inside the Greek / Albanian border.
That afternoon (the 27th), a four man recce team entered Albania,
and explored the outlying villages around Gjyrokastra in order to
establish the areas which appeared to be most in need of aid . One
village was at the end of a long track and , whilst the Land Rover was
turning around, the whole village came out and surrounded it. There
were a few tense moments as a large crowd blocked the way out but
eventually the team was through and back on the track . The team
returned to the base camp in Greece that evening.
The next day, four more men went into Albania to travel 250kms
north to the capital, Tirana, to visit the British Charged' Affaires, the
only official British representative in the country. The route involved
roads that deteriorated into dirt tracks , and a mountain pass with a
height of 1027m.
About 50km into the country, a boulder in the road fractured the
hydraulic pipe to the clutch, making it unusable: The team decid.ed to
continue by using crash gear changes, despite the mounta.mous
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In the hospital recovery room at Gjyrokastra
Once satisfi ed, the team visited the hospital, where the medical
equipment and some food for the children' s ward was delivered. The
ambulance was also handed over to the director of the hospital. The
team then looked round the hospital and found harrowing scenes of
inadequate facilities and poor hygiene; the doctors had all the
necessary knowledge and will, but not the equipment or drugs for even
the simplest of illnesses. The team was unable to visit the operating
theatre due to an operation which was in progress (without
anaes thetic), but saw recovery rooms and wards. The equipment
which the previous expedition had brought was being put to good use.
The team then went on to visit the orphanages and meet the children
and deliver the remainder of the food. The only meal of the day had
been prepared when the team arrived; it consisted of a lump of bread
and butter, washed down with water. The tinned food which the
expedition had taken will be of great benefit.
The team left Albania for the last time that night, and caught the
ferry to Brindisi the next morning. They travelled back to Herford, via
Rome, where a visit was paid to the Defence Attache at the British
Embassy, and arrived back at Maresfield Barracks in the early hour
of 3 April.
The team was rewarded by the know ledge that it had been able to
help just a few people in Southern Albania; it had also enjoyed a few
adventures on the way.
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ROYAL SIG ALS RECRUITING A

ADET
Folbergill and Daniel Kent who are member of
Banbury (Royal ignal ) detachment of Oxfordshire Army Cadel
F r e, have been prai ed by Tharne Valley Police for being a~o!lg
the fir t to arri\'e at the cene of an attempted murder where the v1cum
wa in a eriou condition from injury~ Andrew and Daniel rendered
fir t aid and made him a comfortable as possible until the ambulance
arrived . The police congratulated them on lheir courage and the
training they had received.
Cadel Andrew Fothergill aged 1 5, and Daniel Kenl aged 14 visited
the victim in hospilal. He has promised 10 attend a cadet meeting
' hen he leaves ho pital and has fully recovered.

Date
June
I
4.5
2·5
5·6
6
1
7-10
8
8-10
9-10
11-12
12-lJ

13
13

Cad ets Andrew Fothergill and Daniel Kent
Photo, Courtesy of Banbury Guerdlan

14-18
19
19·21
19-20
22
23-24
24
25-27
26
27
29-30
27

Droil wich Show Midlands
Redcar RUFC Gala
Royal Bnth and West Show
HMS Sultan Gospcrt
Mcncnp Northallcrton
Sighth1ll Park Scotland
BAOR Tour
Edinburgh KAPE
Arm s & Services Display Warminster
Bathgate KAPE
Newtongrange Scotland KAPE
Seaburn Show 1993 Co Durham
Ford Spcrts Romford Essex
Glencorsc
Glasgow KAPE
Shrewsbury Carnival
Glasgow Show
Rotherham Tauoo
Arms & Services Display RMAS
Lincolnshire Show
Malton Show N Yorks
Bournemouth Show
Royal Signals Reunion Cauerick
Branscombe Fair
Middlesex Show
Army Education Services Bassingbourn

While Helmets
Quicksilver
While Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
30 Sig Rcgl RIT
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
30 Sig Rcgt RlT
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
While Helmets & Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets
White Helmets & Quicksilver

AES Bassingbourn
Schools Fair Winchester
42 Survey Eng Gp Hermitage
4th July Menwi1h Hill Harrogate/
RAF Caucrick
British Steel Gala Redcar

White
30 Sig
While
White

July
I

1·2
3
4

REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS GAMES CLUB FOR WINTER SEASON
1992/1993
Overall, both Corps and Unit Teams have had a very good Winter
Season of sport.
On the Soccer 'Park' the Corps Team has had a good season,
including finishing as Runners-up in the Inter Corps Quadrangular
Tournament which, this year, was hosted by the Corps at the AA
College, Harrogate. 2 Sig Regt won the Jubilee Cup, the trophy
played for annually by the Army, avy and Air Force Major Unit
Champions. They are the first Army side to lift the trophy since 1988.
Sgt A. Higgins has captained the Combined Service Team this season
and together with Sigs P. Brown and J . Strouts, also from 2 Sig Regt,
has represented the Corps in both the Combined Services and Army
Teams.
The Corps Hockey Team has had a much better season only
narrowly losing 1-0 to REME in the final of the Inter-Corps
Tournament held annually at Aldershot. Capt J . Williams (The Royal
School of Signals) the Corps goalkeeper has captained the Army Team
and played for both lhe Combined Services and Hounslow HC in the
London League. LCpl James (2 Sig Regt) has captained the Army
Under-21 Team for this season.
The Corps Basketball Team has had, by its standards in recent
years, a poor season finishing 7th of 11 teams in the Inter Corps
Championships.
2 Sig Regt have had an excellem Cross Country season winning both
the Army Major Unit Cross Country Relay Championships in
ovember 1992 and the Army Major Unit Cross Country
Championships in February 1993 . This augers well for their defence
of the Army Inter Unit Athletics Championships later this year.
I am delighted to report that the Corps Rugby Team have had an
excellent season winning the Army Merit Table I, losing only one of
their eight matches in the process. This is a marvellous turn around
from the poor season last year. SSgt Atkins, Cpl Bowling (both 2 Sig
Regt) and Cpl Bartliff (I Inf Bde Sig Sqn) have represented the Corps
in both the Combined Services and Army Teams. 7 Sig Regt again
reached the Army Cup Final, this time losing in an excellent match
20-11 to 7 RHA.
The Corps continues to play a big part in the Army White Water
Canoeing. At the Army White Water Racing Championships The
Royal School of Signals and 16 Sig Regt finished second and third
re pectively in the Inter Unit Team event. LCpl Haigh (The Royal
School of Signals), Sgl Pavier (16 Sig Regt) and SSgt Dobson
(SHAPE) finished second, third and fourth as individuals. Six
members of the Corps represented the Army in the Inter Services
Championships with LCpl Haigh finishing 16th, the highest placed
Army individual. In the English Open White Water Race LCpl Haigh
again finished the highest Army Competitor and AT Holt (AA
College, Harrogate) finished third in the Junior Under-18 Class,
confirming his potential for the future.
The Corps Squash Team has bounced back from relegation last
eason by winning Division II of the Inter Corps League. In addition,
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Sgt Tom Pollard (21 Sig Regt) became the Army Champion beating
Maj 'Robbie' Robinson RLC who has been the Army Champion for
the last 11 years. Sig M. Cobb (21 Sig Regt) played extremely well this
season finishing Runner-up in the Army Under-21 Championship and
was selected for the Army Under-21 Team.
With the disbandment of 22 Sig Regt, the mantle of Corps Skiing
bas passed to 4 Armd Div Sig Regt who finished third overall in this
year's Princess Marina's Cup Competition. The Corps was very well
represented in the Army Ski Championships this year with four
Regiments (4, 14, 16 and 21) in the Nordic Competition and three
Regiments (4, 16 and 21) in the Alpine. Cpl Crawford (4 ADSR) again
represented the Army in the Combined Services and Lt Judy Palmer
(3 (UK) Div Sig Regt) and Lt Lisa Giles (2 Sig Regt) finished seventh
and ninth in the Inter Services Ladies Championships. Finally, Sig
Wendy Hindley and Ruth Henderson of 16 Sig Regt recently took part
in the Ski Bob World Championships in the Czech Republic as
members of the GB Team finishing 10th and 14th respectively.

4
4
9-11
10
10.11
II

lJ-15
17-31
18
2().22
24
24
26-30

Helmets & Quicksilver
Rcgt RIT
Helmets
Helmets

Circnccster Carnival
NABC Youth Festival Southampton
NA Boys Club Summer Spectacular
Wirral Show
Sunderland Show
Great Yorkshire Show Harrogate
The Royal Tournament
SSAFA Air Show Church Fenlon
East of England Show Peterborough
Cleveland County Show Middlesbrough
Severn Trent Water Open Day
S1okeslcy P lay Week N Yorks

Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt RIT
Quicksilver
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
While Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets & Quicksilver
35 Sig Rcgt
Quicksilver

Taileton Show SoulhPort
Alnwick Castle Northumberland
Bingley Show
RAF Brizc Norton Family Day
R LI Day
Leeds
Portsmouth and Southsca

White Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmets
30 Sig Regt R IT
Quicksilver
White Helmets

August

I
1

3-4
4
4

6-8
6-8

IC TY EVENTS 1993

r

1
7-8
11-13
13-14
14-15
16
16-18
19
20
21
21
22
25-26
27-30
28
29-30
29-30
29-31

Nokia Tclecomm• Abbotts Ripton
Yeovil Festival of Tra1Upcrt
Padstowe Show
Shrewsbury Flower Show
Suuon in Ashfield Show
Newcastle Ice Rink
Cromer Carnival
Denbighshire & Flintshire
Sheffield Para Olympics
Colwyn Bay
Southend Show
Macclesfield Show
Prcstatyn Carnival N Wales
Town & County Show (Stoneleigh)
Denbighshire Flower Show N Wales
Eye Show
Harewood House Harrogate
Steam Rally
Hemswonh Water Park York.shire

Blue Helmets
30 Sig Rcgt RIT
Blue Helmet>
Whitt Htlmct.s
Blue Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quick.silver
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quick.silver
White Helmets
White Helmet & Blue Helmets
Quicklilver
35 Sig Rcgt
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver

September
3-6
Dorchester Agriculture Show
4-5
Stockton Show
4-5
Leeds Centenary
5
Richmond Round Table
10
Bristol Balloon Festival
11
South Norfolk Tauoo
Attleborough orfolk
12
Bristol Balloon Festival
15-16
Thamc Show
16-30
BAOR Tour
17-19
Newbury Show

White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver

November
6
RAF Linton on Ousc
13
Lord Mayors Show

White Helmets
White Helmet.s

Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Wllitc Helmets
White Helmets

The calendar is accurate at the time of going to press but you arc advised to contact the
Units concerned to ensure ihat there have been no changes before embarking on long
journeys. Confirmalion and information can be obtained from the Units concerned on the
following numbers:
Display 1 cams
(White/Blue Helmets, Quick.silver, TGRIT)
Corps Band
30 Sig Rcgt
71 Sig Rcgt (V), 68 Sig Sqn, 70 Sig Sqn, 256 Sig Sqn
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
36 Sig Regt (V) (44 Sig Sqn)
37 Si& Rcgt (V)
5 (AB) Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (0252) 349503

(0748) 832521
(0258) 452581
(0258) 452581
(0322) 529225
(0642) 232626
081-478 1941
(0272) 519898
(0258) 452581

Ext 2556
Ext 2445
Ext 2558

Ext 2558

Key:

KAPE = Keep The Army In the Public Eye
TGRIT = Training Group Regimental Information Teams
ABF = Army Benevolent Fund

ARMY RUGBY UNION CHALLENGE CUP FINAL

On I April 7 Sig Regt met the might of 7 RHA (the UK finalists)
in the final of the Army Rugby Union Challenge Cup Final held in
Aldershot.
The match kicked off in front of a large crowd who seemed
oblivious to the near torrential rain. 7 Sig Regt started brightl y
enough; however, a penalty given away by Lt John Merril (playing
with a broken hand) gave 7 RHA an ideal try scoring opportunity
which they took. 7 Sig Regt battled back and were awarded a penalty
which Cpl Dave Hammond converted to bring the score back to 8-3.
Unfortunately for 7 Sig Regt the Gunners then scored an intercept try,
Kevin Hill sprinting 50 metres to score beneath the posts. Just before
half time 7 Sig Regt were given renewed hope when LI John Merrit
scored an excellent try to bring the half time score to 15-8.
In the second half 7 RHA started to take a firm grip on the game,
r~lishing the appalling conditions and a pushover try increased their
score to 20-8, but 7 Sig Regt did not give up and were eventually
awarded another penalty which Cpl Dave Hammond converted to
bring the score to 20-11.
In the end it was 7 RHA that had the edge. Nevertheless,
considerable credit goes to 7 Sig Regt for putting up such a spirited
and determined challenge. Final score 7 RHA 20; 7 Sig Regt 11 .

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Regimental Headquarters
London District Military or STD 071-930 4466 and ask for extension as below
or
by direct dialling as shown
Appl
Regt Col
Regt Sec
Asst Regt Sec
Wei Sec
Assn AO
Corps Acct
Accts
Ed Wire/ Journal
FAX
Ord Room
Ret Offrs
Chief Clerk
Asst Ed Wire
Clerk, Reg1 Col
S02 (Sldr Rec)
Corps Resettlement Offr

Name
Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE
Col A. . de Bretlon·Gordon
Maj G. Schofield MBE
Mrs P. J. Haw
Mr R. Whittle
Mr A. Wilkinson
Mr D. Wiles
Lt Col M. Q. M. Greaves
Lt Col ~attie/Capt Dugdale
Miss S. A. Jackson
Mrs M. A. Riggs
Mrs D. Young
Maj B. H. Rowe
Lt Col A. de V. Hunt

Extension
8420
8421
8422
8423
8424
8425
8426
8428
8429
8430
8431
8432
8433
8443
8444
8427

.

(STD Direct Dial)
(071-414 8420)
(071-414 8421)
(071-414 8422)
(071-414 8423)
(071-414 8424)
(071-414 8425)
(071-414 8426)
(071-414 8428)
(071-414 8429)
(071-414 8430)
(071-414 8431)
(071-414 8432)
(071-414 8433)
(071-414 8443)
(071-414 8444)
(071-414 8427)

CORPS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
4-5 September- Nottingham/ Leicester area. Entry forms from :
WOI (FofS) Baugh or SSgt Smart, Mil: 745 4473/4470 or 0602
574473/ 574470.
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- Movements OHi

Sa• D.

R

PRll 1993
RtJn artd
I ~ Col R J . Brown
Li Col \1 . J . Deni
Lt Col H . H . Ham
Lt Col B. H""iu .
Li Col J . H. Lo"e
Li Col L. R. J. Ti! n
LI Col R L. Tricker
. !OJ . I. ndrcM
loj T J. P. Brynuig
\itJ B. A . Coram
\1aj C B. Kccgan
C pl G. D. Ander<0n
C pl \I .\ . w. Bcsan1
Cap1 . I. G. Billingham
Cari
Coo""r
Capt T. C . Cooper
C pl P J . Daoo;cy
Capl W. D. Fa1hers
Cap! J H. Fraser
Capl R. J. Freeman
Capl A. I. \1 . Gordon
Capl M. Griffith
..
Capt R. D. Meincrtzhagen
Cap1 R. L. \1unro
Capl I. Ramshaw
Cap1 A. B. locker
Cap! P. I. Tur""r
Cap• P . J. \\an ..

"m

c .

Unit to which pos1ed
Projec1 Team .\lalaysin
HQ Trg Gp Royal Signals
DGGWLS
H Pl: Srnrr (BAE)
Dcpo1 I . ·g Reg1 (HS)
ig Regt
Dcpa1 11 ig Rcg1 (H )
14 ig Reg!
16 ig Reg1
SS ig Sqn
I S ig Rcg1
ATT
FTA Royal chool o f ignals
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgl
640 Sig Tr
30 Sig Rcg1
34 ( onl10m) ig Rcgl (V)
71 Sig Rcg1 (V)
The Royal School o f ignals (HS)
14 ig Regt
Exchange ApplS Aus hoot of ignals
The Royal School of Signals (H )
ATTA/AFTA Royal School of Signals
3S Sig Rcgt (V)
14 Sig Regt
13 Sig Rcg1
30 ig Rcg1
28 Sig Rcgt
I S Sig Rcg1

IAY 1993

Rank and 'ame
A. Field
R. J . Good ..
P J. 1oseky
\1 . . Robinson
D. \I. Woodhouse
Capl N. R. . Caleb
Cap1 A. D. E. Cameron
Capt S. E. Fehon
Cap1 R. J . Healey
Capl D. F. H. Kenyon . .
Cap1 C. M. R. Lewis
..
Capl L. Rix
Cap1 . S. S1evens
Capt M. Thomson
Capl A. D. Turner
Cap1 D. Weir
LI B. A. Appleby
LI J . H. Merrill ..
Ll R. K . Orr
ll L. V. Tomkins
Li C. J. Whi1ehead
Maj
Maj
\1aj
\1aj
\1aj

Unit to which posred
IS Sig Reg1
The Royal School of ignals
MS PBll
8 Sig Reg1
33 Sig Regt (V)
Dcpa1 Royal Signals
21 Sig Rcgl
16 Sig Rcgt
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
IS Sig Reg1
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
Queen's Gurkha Signals
Sigs Posi British Appis USA
8 Sig Regt
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
14 Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Reg1
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

WOs AND SNCOs
APRIL 1993
Ronk and Name
WOI P. J . Cuckow
..
WO I (FofS) P . Gaffocy ..
AJWOI N. C. Duncan . .
A WOI (YofS) M. A . F'iclding
A WO! (FofS) R. Nicholson ..
AI WOI (FofS) T. J . Prince
A'WO! D. J. Whiling ..
AJW02 F. Evans
W02 (YofS) K. E. Roach
W02 (FofS) L. A. Wookey
..
A/W02 (YofS) K. E. Emmerson
W02 (YofS) S. R . Hoh
SSgt J . P. A'ery . .
SSgt R. J. Banner
SSgt M . W. Brown
gt J. R. Cambridge , •
gt A. R. Coleman
..
SSgt M. Cox
g1 R. F. Drysdale
gl B. Johnsion .
SSg1 R. A. Lee ..
SSgl K. J Lc-r.is . .
.•
SSgt T . P. Pcthcrbridge .
SSg1 M. J . Philo .
SSg1 (FofS) C. Sheppard
SSgt P. Stunner ..
SSgt W. J. Smilh
SSgt J . Topping .
SSgt W. D. Weatherill
A, SSg1 G. Hodgson
AISS11 S. G. Jae son ..
A SSgt P . Km
.
gt C. S. Bario,. ..
·gt \1 . J. Batey ..
Sgt S. Beverly
gt \1 Bradley
Sgt I J . Carter
gt . \1 , Collons
S 1 ·. Donohue •
gl A J. OQ..mng
l K. J . A . Es<0n
Sgt . fm..,gan •
Sgt P • .\I. Garman
Sgt T K. Glo,·er
11 A . Hanwell ••
11 S . \\ Holloway
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Uni1 10 which posted
The Royal School of Signals
Dcpo1 Tp 11 Sig Rcgt
DMA(S) Army
8 Sig Regl
HQ RAO
243 Sig Sqn
2 Sqn 2 Sig Regt
3 UK Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
662 Sig Tp
JCUFI
Batlle GP TAC Trainer (N)
RMAS
38 Sig Reg1
14 Sig Rcgt
The Royal School of Signals
SS Sig Reg1 (V)
38 Sig Reg1 (V)
38 Sig Rcgt (V)
36 Sig Regt (V)
38 Sig Regt (V)
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
8 Sig Regt
2 Sig Regl
34 Sig Reg1 (V)
21 Sig Rcgt
4 Annd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
32 Sig Rcgt (V)
21 Sig Regt
38 Sig Rcgt (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Reg1
4 Armd Bde HQ and Si$ Sqn (204)
8 Int Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
30 Sig Regt
UK Nal Mil Rep SHAPE
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
39 Sig Rcg1
602 Sig Tp
The Royal School of Signals
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
47 Fd Reg1
IS Sig Reg1
JCUFI
3S Sig Reg1 (V)
19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Reg1

B. H udso n
Sg1 A. Irvi ng
Sgl 1. Jolly
..
Sg1 1. J. Keeble . .
Sgl J . H . Laffey ..
Sgl T . M . Lucas . .
g1 I. R. M:uacd ..
Sgl M . McAnuh y
Sgt S. M . McClellan
gt D. McKernan
g1 C . J . McQuade
Sgl D. Middle1on ..
gt . J . Mlddleion
Sgt V. R. Miller ..
Sgt A. B. Monon
gl D. C . Mudway
Sg1 R. W . Nu1besm
..
Sgl R. Parr
Sg1 T. J . Perry ..
g1 A. J . Roben s
Sg1 A. Rogers
..
Sgl S. A . Ruxion ..
Sg1 A. G. Scou ..
Sgl A . W. S1evcns
Sgt N. C. S1ewan
Sgt I. E. Stockley
Sg1 A. Sirauon . .
gt F. Thompson ..
Sg1 T . Tollington ..
Sgt G. R. Weavers
Sg1 G. Wesiall
..
Sgt G . M. Wilkinson
Sgt P . E. Childs ..
A/Sg1 A. P. Gamer
A/Sg1 K. M . Johns1on
A/Sgl J . J . JohnSlon
A/Sg1 J. J . Mahon
A/Sg1 S. A . Oldridge

DEAT S

..

..

MAY 1993
Rank and Name
A/W02 (FofS) M . J . Drake
W02 (YofS) G. T. Greig
W02 W. Ogden ..
A/W02 I. J . FoSler
..
A/W02 (YofS) T . D. McCome
A/W02 T . A. McCu1chcon
SSg1 A. R. Appleyard ..
SSgl (YofS) W. R. J . Bacon
SSgt R. W. Comer
SSgt P. S. Farmer
..
SSgt W . T . Laurie
SSgt (FofS) A. J . McAndrews ..
SSgt (FofS) I. R. Melville
SSgt R . Paning1on
..
SSgt R. Poner
SSg1 (FofS) R. P. Pullan
SSg1 C. A . Taylor
SSgt D. J. Tennick
..
SSg1 (YofS) S. J. Tyler ..
SSg1 D. L. Walker
..
AJSSgt (FofS) S. W. Boyd
A/ SSg1 (FofS) R. Conway
A/SSgt F. Dallon
..
A/SSgt (FofS) S. P. Davis
A/SSgt (FofS) L. S. Dennis
A/SSgt A . Edminson
A/SSgt M. J. Harvey
A/SSgt B. Hogg . .
..
AJSSgl (FofS) B. A . Knigh1
A/SSg1 (FofS) C. N. Mackay . .
AJSSgt (FofS) A. J . Mallcss ..
AJSSg1 (FofS) l. M. Manhews ..
A/SSg1 G. R. McCrcath
AJSSg1 (FofS) M. F. Pons
A/SSgt (FofS) J . W. Vincen1
AJSSg1 S. P. J. While ..
A/SSgt (FofS) R. J. Young
Sgt C. S . Bailey . .
Sgt K. S. Balsdon
Sgt T. H . Brackenbury
Sgl A. F. Churchward
Sg1 N. B. Cole
..
Sg1 D. M. Cook ..
Sg1 L. T. Crossing
Sgt N . Flanigan . .
Sgt N. M. fletcher
Sg1 J. M. Gorman
Sgt J. W. Hagger
Sgt C. R. Hobday
Sg1 D. C. James ..
Sgt G. T . Kendall
Sgt I. Kenny
..
Sgt D. M . Leaning
Sgt C. Ligh1foo1 ..
Sgt J . McCoonon
Sgt M. K. Pascoe
Sgt K. R.Quinn ..
Sgt P. J. C. Reeve
Sg1 C. J. Richmond
Sgl G. D. Robinson
Sg1 A . B. Rose ..
A/ Sg1 N. A. Evans
A/Sgt A. G. Hall
A/ Sg1 J . A . Polliu

Depa1 The Royal School of Signals
25 1 Sig Sqn
IS ig Regl
I S Sig Reg1
3 (U K) Di v HQ and Sig Rcgl
2 1 Sig Rcg1
16 Sig Regt
242 Sig Sqn
Queen' s Gurkha Sig Regl
251 ig Sqn
32 Sig Rcg1 (V)
9 Sig Regl
38 Sig Reg1 (V)
26 Reg1 RA
RAF Mc Plcasa n1
24 Air Mob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
30 Sig Rcgl
Bau le Gp TAC Trainer UK
2St Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regl (V)
39 Sig Regt (V)
14 Sig Regt
240 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
Comms a nd Sy Gp (UK)
662 Sig Tp
24 Air Mob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (2 10)
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
7 Sig Rcgl
34 Sig Reg1 (V)
34 Sig Reg1 (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regl
14 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
14 Sig Reg1
8 Sig Reg1
3 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn

Unit to which posred
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
11 Sig Bde
8 Sig Reg1
16 Sig Rcg1
30 Sig Regl
15 Sig Reg1
34 Sig Reg1
2 (NC) Sig Bde
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
14 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Reg1
JS Sig Reg1 (V)
39 Sig Reg1 (V)
8 Sig Rcgt
Depot Tp, 11 Sig Regl
IS Sig Regl
37 Sig Rcgt
Dcpa1 Tp, 11 Sig Regl
16 Sig Rcgt
640 Sig Tp
28 Sig Regt
RSA Larkhill
9 Sig Regt
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regl
9 Sig Reg1
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
238 Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Regl
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
33 Sig Regt (V)
35 Sig Reg1 (V)
IS Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
2S9 Sig Sqn
3g Sig Regl (V)
229 Sig Sqn
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
9 Sig Regl
14 Sig Reg1
241 Sig Sqn
JCUFI
AA Coll Harroga1e
IS Sig Regl
SHAPE Sig Gp
662 Sig Tp
IS Sig Regl
14 Sig Reg1
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
33 Sig Regl (V)
30 Sig Reg1
JSSU (FI)
16 AD Regt
The Royal School of Signals
IS Sig Regt
9 Sig Reg1
71 Sig Regt (V)
16 Sig Regl
39 Sig Rcg1 (V)
HQ Ini Corps and Depot Tp
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
16 Sig Reg1
24 Air Mob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
200 Sig Sqn
237 Sig Sqn
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Beecroft-Sig P. E. Beecroft-set"Vcd 1989-93-died 12 April I 993.
Brady-In-Pensioner (W02) J . M. H. Brady-served 1938-62-died
9 May 1993 .
Buckman- SSgt R. E. Buckman-died 1 February 1993.
Clough- Maj A. Clough-served 1942-47-died 23 April 1993.
Cullen- Lt Col J. J. Cullen-served 1960-1990-died 5 May 1993.
Dearden-Sig J. R. Dearden-served 1928-46-died 10 April 1993.
Dickinson- Sgt R. Dickinson-died 1 January 1993.
Dixon- Pte S. C. Dixon- died 13 February 1993.
Donaldson-WO! J. Donaldson-served 1936-64-died 13
January 1993.
Dougan-Lt (Hon Capt) J. Dougan- di ed 1 August 1992.
Duell- Lt Col A. N. Duell- died 21 May 1993.
Evans-Maj J. N. Evans TD-served 1937-60- died 22 April 1993.
Ferguson-Maj K. W. E. Ferguson-served 1949-77-died 28 April
1993 .
Garratt-W02 R. Garratt- served 1968-88- died 12 May 1993.
Gill-SSgt P. J. Gill-died 27 January 1993 .
Glllott-LCpl K. Gillott-served 1971 -76- died 17 June 1990.
Griffiths-SSgt E. Griffiths-served 1939-46- died 21 April 1993.
Harvey-W02 S. B. Harvey- died 27 November 1992.
Holmes-Sgt D. Holmes-died 15 January 1993 .
Johnson-LCpl R. H. Johnson- died 28 August 1992.
Kinnear-Capt E. K. Kinnear-died 28 May 1992.
MacDonnell-Maj D. A. MacDonnell- died 8 November 1992.
Neal-Maj R. Neal MBE-died 25 October 1992.
Nelson-Capt T. Nelson MBE- died 26 December 1992.
Nicholson-Maj E. Nicholson MBE-served 1942-46-died 19 April
1993 .
Oakley-SSgt B. F. Oakley-died 29 December 1992.
Pafford- Lt V. G. Pafford-18 October 1992.
Richardson-Sgt H. Richardson- died 21 January 1993 .
Robinson-SSgt T. H. Robinson-died 2 February 1993 .
Sandham-Sgt J. Sandham-died 26 January 1993 .
Scott-Sgt E. F. Scott-died II January 1993.
Smith-Col E. D. Smith MBE, DCM- served 1939-76-died 29 April
1993.
Smith-LCpl E. F. Smith-served 1940-46- died 16 April 1993.
Thorne-Sgt W. H. Thorne- died 10 January 1993 .
Underwood-(FofS) A. Underwood BEM-died 11 April 1993 .
Vann-Lt Col M. J. P. Vann MBE- served 1957-84-died 1 April
1993 .
Varley-Cpl H. A. Varley- died 31 January 1993.
Wood-W02 H. J. Wood-died 2 February 1993.

OBITUARIES
Addison-Mr Len Addison. It is with deep regret that Liverpool
Branch reports the death of Mr Len Addison . Len died on Tuesday
6 April whilst on a visit to London.
Len was also a member of the Indian Signals and 3 Div Sigs, he
was also secretary of the 610 Sqn Royal Air Force.
Dudng his service he was in 3 Div Signals, 59 Sig Regt TA and
then 33 Sig Regt (V). He retired in the rank of Captain.
Len's wife, Grace died last year. He leaves two daughters, Hazel
and Shirley and a son, Colin.
Len was a very well liked member of the Liverpool Branch and
his lively involvement in Branch debates will be sorely missed.
Butcher-Capt Arthur Peter Butcher-was born on 7 May 1902 and
died on 26 March 1993. He served from 1920 until 1950. Arthur
originally joined the A Company of the Lincolnshire Motor
Volunteer Corps and had the army number V 382703. He then
enlisted into the Royal Engineers and transferred to Royal Signals
on 18 November 1920 classifying as an Operator Visual and a
Clerk. After his training Arthu r went to India where he spent time
in the STC Mhow, E Div Signals and A Div Signals. He returned
to the Depot Battalion in 1930 and then had three years with 3
Division. This was followed by a return to India where he joined
A Corps (I). Arthur was a CQMS at the outbreak of the war and
he quickly rose to W02 in 6 Division and then to WOl (RSM) with
the STC Bangalore.
Commissioned in 1942 he continued to serve in India where he
was accepted for a period of service with the Pakistan Government
in 1948. He returned to the UK on completion of his tour and
retired in 1950. Of his 30 years' service, Arthur spent 22 of them
in India.
On returning to civilian life Arthur was employed by the
Electricity Board in Lincoln where be became a staunch member
of the Royal British Legion and was Chairman of th~ Branch up
until a year before his death. He was also ~n acuve fo~n~er
member of the Lincoln Branch of the Royal Signals Assoc1auon
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-.rved a Vice Chairman until he died. He wa awarded
tus 50 year badge but did no live to hve it presented to him.
Arthur's wife died SIX weeks prior to 1m and they are survived by
three daughters, six grandchildren and six great grandchildren.
Arthur was cremated after a Service in St Mary Le Wigford
Church, Lincoln, where Standards of the Royal British Legion,
Royal Signals Association, The Parachute Regiment Association
and the Royal Air Force Association were Paraded in tribute to a
well respected member of the service community in Lincoln.
He was a regular attender at the Catterick Reunions.
Cadman-WOl (YOFS) Peter Cadman. It is with deep sadness, that
we announce the sudden death of Pete Cadman on 8th February
1993, aged 51 years.
Pete joined the Corps in August 1959 as a Cypher Op and
served in Norway, East Africa, British Guiana, British Honduras,
BAOR and Belgium as well as six tours in the United Kingdom.
Whi lst in Norway, he was awarded a Gold Medal for Cross
Country ski-ing which enabled him to set out courses for other
skiers . Pete was awarded his LS and GC Medal and left the Army
after 22 years of Service to start another career in HM's Prison
Service, serving in Northumberland, Dorset and finally in Suffolk
where he had hoped to settle down. Also involved in the Scouting
movement, Pete was District Commissioner, being responsible for
Leader Training, Upgrading Courses and the Organisation of
Camps and International Activities.
Our sincere condolances go to his wife Mary (Margaret) and
children Debbie, Tracey and Kevin, as well as grandchildren David
and Emma and other relatives. He was a devoted husband and
much loved father and grandfather and will be greatly missed by
all his family and friends.
A Service was held for him in St Mary's Church, Gillingham,
Dorset. His many friends from the Prison Service provided a
Guard of Honour and a Trumpeter from the Corps Band sounded
Last Post.
(Mrs Cadman and her daughter would be pleased to hear from
friends. Please write to LCpl Debbie Baughan, Comms Tp, 233 Sig
Sqn, 15 Sig Regt, BFPO 801).
Cullen-Lt Col J. J. Cullen. It is with deep sadness that we report the
death of Jimmy Cullen on 5 May 1993 who served in the Corps
from 1960-90. An old Welbexian, he began his career in Bunde and
served in Singapore, Germany and in the UK. He took a great
interest in young people which was put co good effect during his
tours with the Junior soldiers' units in Troon and Ouston. Active
in sports he later became a rugby referee. He enjoyed social
activities and also gave full vent to his Thespian learnings. On his
retirement he settled in Scotland and became a member of the
Carrick and Kyle Council, an Elder of the Church and took a keen
interest in Youth Fellowship. He leaves a widow Eleanor, a son
Lindsay who is serving in the Corps and a daughter Justine to
whom we extend our sympathy.
Dunlop-LCpl W. G. Dunlop. Bill Dunlop joined the Corps in 1928
and trained as a wireless operator achieving top grades in audio
and visual signalling. He served in Waziristan District Signals at
Razmak and with Indian Army Signals. On return to the United
Kingdom in 1934 he became an instructor with 48th South
Midland Division TA. He left the Corps in 1936 and worked for
the GPO until being recalled for service in 1939. During the second
world war he served in France and Belgium before being
transferred to the Home Guard. Bill will be sadly missed by his
family and friends. A life member of the Association and the
Royal British Legion he leaves a widow and two sons.
Farr-Lt Col J. E. D. Farr MBE died on 7 April 1993, after a long
and distressing illness, aged 77. Commissioned into the Corps in
January 1939 he served until 1971. He saw service in the Second
World War in Burma where he was awarded the MBE and was
twice mentioned in despatches. As 21C of 23rd Divisional Signals
(Fighting Cock) he was a member of that unit when it occupied
Java following the Japanese surrender in 1945. It was in Java that
he met his wife Ank, the widow of a Dutch planter who had died
in Japanese hands, she having been a Prisoner of War herself.
They married in 1946. On hi return to UK, John served in
Western Command before returning to Germany in 1959. After
completing a tour in Washington, his final posting was in the
Ministry of Defence in which branch he continued to serve as a
Retired Officer until 1981 when he joined the firm of Rhode and
Schwary as a consultant. John's main interest was in following
sport, he having been keen and good at games. When his playing
days were over he qualified as an Army Rugby Referee. In
retirement he and his family became keen travellers and
caravanned all over Europe. The ympathy-of all who knew John
are extended to his wife and family.
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alt- pt . W. i·roggatt. It is with deep adne that the
h ter Branch report the death of Capt A. W. Froggalt in hi
5th year, on 5 March 1993.
If froggatt joined the Corp in 1926. Born in Birmingham in
1 , he joined the LMS Railway, being laid off in the General
tri e of 1926. He pent the next eight year in Catterick before
being po ted to India in 1935.
Alf pent his pre war ervice mo tly in the orth West Frontier
area tationed at various times in Kohat, Rawalpindi , Pe hawar,
ialkot, Meerut. Lahore and Mh _w, during the first part of the
,,ar, Alf wa
till in India in March 1944, having been
commi ioned in Colombo.
A year later after erving with 4 Corps and advancing into
Burma with the 17th Indian Div; he spent time in Rangoon and
Meiktila. He left the army in 1947.
Alf joined the newly formed ational Health Service in 1948
and after getting married mo ed to Chester in 1950. He became an
active member of the local branch of the RSA and also the Long
Service Medalist A sociation . He uffered for many years from
Izheimers di ea e.
He will be missed by his family and friends. The Royal Signals
Standard was carried by our Standard Bearer Harry Beesley at his
funeral which was attended by his many ex-sen•ice friend .
To his wife and family we offer our condolences.

Laycock-Capt Thomas Harry Laycock died peacefully on 9 April
1993, aged 63. Tom joined the Corps in 1944, aged 14, and had
a long and fulfilling career with the Royal Signals. He made the
decision to leave in 1974 to pursue a second career as a Personnel
Manager. He will be sadly missed by his widow, Win, son and
daughter, Noel and Gwen, and all his family and friends.
Limebeer-Mr G. K. Limebeer (Geoff) . It is with deep sorrow and
regret that Coventry branch record the death of its Chairman, Mr
G. K. Limebeer (Ge-0£0 on 27 March, after illness bravely borne.
He served in the Corps from 1943-1947; he was a despatch rider
in Burma. A stalwart member of the Branch, Geoff was also
actively involved in ex-service associations in the area, as secretary
to the local branch of the Burma Star Association and on the
committee of the Coventry Airborne Forces Association. He
played a major part in the re-forming of this Branch in 1986. He
will be sadly missed by all those who knew him and we send our
sincere condolences to his widow and the family. Representatives
of many ex service associations attended his funeral and Standards
were paraded. The Service was relayed to a large congregation who
could not be accommodated inside the church.
McCann-Richard James McCann (Jim) . It is with deep regret
Coltswolds' Branch announce that it has lost another of its long
serving members. Richard James McCann (Jim) died on 10 March
aged 87 years. He was a former W02 (RQMS) in the Corps and
served from 1924-1945. In recent years he had taken a keen interest
in the Corps Museum which he had visited on several occasions
accompanied by one of his daughters. The family requested
donations to the museum in lieu of flowers, in memory of their
father, in the hope that the money might go towards the purchase
of a wheelchair for the benefit of physically handicapped visitors
to the museum.
He will be sadly missed and our sympathy goes to his family.
Mullineux-Andrew Mullineux who served in the Corps from 16 years
?f age when ~e commei:iced his training at AA College, Harrogate
m 1984 unul 1992, died on 3 February after being taken ill
suddenly whilst working as a civilian with UNPROFOR in Zagreb
and Belgrade. He will be much missed by those who knew him in
the Corps. We end our condolences LO Andrew's family.
mith-E. F. J. (Ted) Smith. lt is with deep regret that Bath Branch
report the untimely death of Ted Smith after illness. He served in

the orps from 1940-46 and wa a founder member of the Bath
Branch and it Hon Secretary for many years until March this year
when ill health forced him to retire. Many members of the Branch
attended hi funeral which was conducted by the Rev Martin
T urner , the Branch's Padre together with representatives of the
Africa Star Association (of which he was Chairman) and members
of the Royal British Legion. Standards of the three Associations
were on Parade. Condolences from the Branch go to his wife,
Doreen, and to the family.
Taylor-W. B. Taylor. lt is with regret that Newcastle Branch notify
the death of Bill Taylor, a long standing member of the Branch
who will be much missed by the members. Bill joined the Corps at
the outbreak of World War 2 from the TA and was a prisoner-ofwar in Italy . He leave his wife Elsie and six children. We send our
condolences to all the family.
Woodland-Col Alan Woodland ERD died on 9 March 1993, aged 82
years. He was commi sioned in 48th (South Midlands) Royal
Engineers in 1928 transferring to 49th (West Riding) Divisional
Signals in 1932. On the outbreak of war he was appointed 2IC I
Air Formation Signals accompanying them to France. He later
served in Northern Ireland and 9 Army Signals in the Middle East
as its Commanding Officer. He commanded I Independent LofC
Signals before leaving the army in 1946 and went on to raise 51 Air
Formation Signals AER. His colourful war service included
providing communications for The Aid to Russia route from Basra
to Hamadan and the Teheran conference . Alan joined the Post
Office in 1927 and retired in 1971 as a Regional Director. He leaves
a daughter Honor; his wife Eve who had been his great support for
over 50 years died in 1948.
Young-W02 Frank Young who died on 11 April 1993 aged 69 years
began his Army career by joining the 70th YS Bn Middlesex
Regiment and in 1941 transferred to Royal Corps of Signals as a
wireless operator, volunteered for service with 1st Airborne Div
Sigs in 1942. After parachute training he joined the rest of the
Division in North Africa in 1943, and saw service in Italy and at
Arnhem. At the end of the war in Europe he became a member of
Special Allied Airborne Reconnaissance Force with the rank of
Sergeant and went to Denmark. For a long time Frank had been
trying to make contact with the officer in charge of his group, and
he achieved this objective recently.
He served in Palestine until his demob when he joined th'e
Territorial Army (Middlesex Yeomanry). After a short time as a
civilian he rejoined as a PSI with 39 Airborne Brigade, serving in
Malta and Cyprus. He also had charge of cadet training at Newton
Abbott, was with 216 Sig Sqn and 94 Location Regiment, NATO .
He eventually became WO recruiting and served in Middlesbrough
and London, and finally in Canterbury, so completing 31 year's
service. On retirement he spent 10 years with the DHSS
Canterbury Office. He was the SSAFA representative for many
years in Thanet, UK representative for League of Friends Airborne
Museum, Arnhem. He organised the pilgrimages there from
1978-1994-yes all the 1994 arrangements are made. He was an
active member of the Thanet Branch PRA, in fact a founder
member, secretary 1980-84, Vice President 1984-1993, member of
the llford 84, Aldershot PRA, Middlesex Yeomanry OCA, 1st
Airborne Div Sigs OCA and the Arnhem Vets Club, a founder
member of the East Kent RSA where he was recently awarded the
50 Year Badge by the Chairman RSA of which he was very proud.
There were more than 150 mourners at his funeral, many of whom
had travelled from far and wide and more Regimental Association
Standards Paraded than have been seen together for a long time.
Frank was a very caring person and a doer. He will be sadly
missed by his many friends and indeed by all who knew him. He
leaves behind his wife Iris, his daughter C hristine, and his son
Michael to whom we offer our sincere condolences.
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

CORPS DATES
Corps Luncheon, Blandford
Royal Signals Association Reunion, Catterick
Corps Luncheon North, Catterick
Princess Royal Day
Corps Scottish Dinner, Glasgow
Royal Signals Institution London Lecture, International
Press Centre
Corps Carol Service

ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets, to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aims . These may include:

FINA ClAL PROTECTIO
FJ ANCIAL SECURITY

CORPS LOTTERY

HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT

SPRING 1993
RESULTS
£1, 000 Miss Tracey Christopher HQ Mess. £500 Mr M. J . Hawley
of Bristol. £500 Maj Norton 1 Sqn 4 ADSR BFPO 15. £250 Maj
(Retd) N. L. Baker of Blandford . £250 Mr P. G. Hyson of Poole.
£250 Cpl John Graham 21 Sig Regt. £250 Mr Clive Mason of
Wadebridge ~r Cornwall._£250 Sig Robertson 228 Sig Sqn 7 Sig Regt
and 25 £ 10 pri zes. 30,391 tickets were sold and the amount realised for
the new Museum was £10,025.32.

GRAND NATIONAL DRAW 1993 (SCARBOROUGH BRANCH)
As you are already aware the Grand National 1993 was declared a
non-event. It is impossible to return donations so the Committee has
decided that all the monies raised shall be give to the Association
Benevolent Fund.

THE 3RD (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPEN DAY AND REUNION WEEKEND 18 SEPTEMBER 1993
The first Open Day at Picton Barracks, Bulford, is to take place
starting at 1200 hrs on Saturday 18 September 1993 . All are welcome
to attend this and see something of the Regiment in the new role.
REUNION WEEKEND
The annual reunion weekend is open to all members of the 3rd
Division Signal Regiment Reunion Club and starts in the a fternoon on
the 17 September 1993.
For further information about the Open Day : contact W02 (SSM)
Pete Griffiths on 0980 631400.
For further information about the Reunion Club: contact Mr John
Templeton on 081 654 8408.

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects of
possessions being lost or
damaged.
-for present or future
dependants.
-immediately or m the future.
-for present or future children.
-based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
-to the next generation.

WE ADVlSE on the use of savi ngs from income, the
investment of capital. the u e of other assets where applicable,
insura nce agai nst ill health and the insurance of possession .
We help clients to lay the foundations of ound plans , to
develop existing plans and keep them up to date, and then to
make the best use of resources when the time comes to meet
commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. The
more clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assist them . Please let us have full details of existing resources,
your ability to save. and any expectations. Please also tell u
all you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to cope. We, of course, treat all such information a
confidential.
A EARLY ST ART help , and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
you refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you .
OUR ADVICE is free and doe not commit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
made through us. It is based on over 45 years of examining
clients' problems, analysing them and advising on them . lt is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is given in writing
for you to study at your lei ure.
ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR
I COME A D OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHO E.

DO YOU KNOW!
• When HRH The Princes Anne became the HRH The Princess
Royal GCVO?
• When the Princess Royal was appointed Colonel in Chief, Royal
Corps of Signals?
• When the Royal Signals Institution was founded?
• Who was the first Master of Signals?
• Who was the first Colonel Commandant of the Corps?
• Which was the first regular signals unit in the British Army?

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA
HELP YOU.

1 G CA

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone: (0273) 328181/S

Answers on page 171.

CORRECTION
It is regretted that the answer to 'who first suggested the u e of
Mercury as the Corps' emblem, was given as 1984; it should have read
1884.
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ot all the service advertised here are regulated by the
Financial ervice Act 1986 and the rules made for the
protection of investors by that Act will nnt apply to them .
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'RIGHT DARLING, THIS IS HOW YOU GET A CIVVIE JOB.'
SSgt (FofS) Baldrick, having read the last issue of The Wire has now obtained a managerial position with Amps
& Ohm pie. Capt Darling, a late starter and not good at cunning plans, got together a rather shaky CV, replied to
one adverti ement in a newspaper two months ago and is still waiting for a reply. If you are in the same boat, here
are some helpful tips.
•Go through your career posting by posting (your AFB 2066 could help) and list your kills. (ie; Instructional skills,
trade skill , account management skills, administrative skills, personnel management skills, team building skills,
procurement skills, career appraisal and development skills, writing ability/preparation of reports skills, and so on).
Look at some advertisements in the local newspaper to help you translate your skills into civilian language. You may
wish to fle h this out by asking yourself the following questions. What were your major duties? What knowledge did
you require to do your job? What skills were required to do the work? What did the job teach you? Did you engage
in any formal training? What did you feel you achieved?
• Now decide on the 'Fields of Employment' (Type of Job) that these skills give you the ability to do. You also need
to make decisions on the type of environment that suits you. If you are good at accounts and like young people,
perhaps you want to be a bursar. You may enjoy driving and like independence. A possibility might be to be a Taxi
Driver. (The Royal British Legion Training Centre provides a course for this.)
• You may by now have come up with about three separate 'Fields of Employment'. You now have to research those
organisations which can offer you a job in these three specified areas of employment. Get advice on how to do this .
You should have about 80 names and addresses in each category.
• Now make up a list of your personal network. These are people you meet in your local pub , your friends, your
neighbours, your relatives, those who have left and who may be able to help you. Your personal network does not
have to consist of those who can offer you a job. They are valuable if they know the area and can direct you to those
who can. You are looking for introductions.
• You now need to make a list of recruitment agencies. They come in two categories. The first are firms or individuals
who are either retained or target companies to fill their posts. These are 'safe' and get their money from the
organisation which employs you. The second category charge you, and the amount depends on what they provide you.
If you go down this route be quite clear what is on offer and make sure you are not paying for something you can
get through the Resettlement Package. You could pay thousands of pounds. However for some it is an option. You
can get a list that specialises in your area of interest from: Federation of Recruitment and Employment Services, 36-38
Mortimer Street, London, WI 7RB. (Tel 071 323 4300) .
e Now for some action. On the first week that you start your 'Job Search' write a speculative letter to six of the
organisations that you have identified in each of your three categories. Taking a working week of five days this means
18 letters a day. This is jolly hard work. (If you are still serving or abroad you may have to modify this, but remember
the principle.) Don't send off your CV, you may wish to alter it later once you get a better idea of what they want.
You are trying to achieve a date for a visit and in your letter you state that you will telephone for an appointment
within the next ten days.
• Concurrently get together a good CV and send it off to the Recruitment Consultants with a covering letter. This
is an ongoing process.
• Also concurrently put the word around your personal network.
• Repeat the process in the second week and in addition each day telephone six of the organisations that you have
contacted by letter. In the third week, do exactly the same, write to six organisations and telephone six organisations
daily . By now, a few of these organisations may offer you a chance to visit or they may not. Be prepared for
disappointments. On the fourth week you just telephone six organisations each day and start visiting . In the fifth week
you may be in a position to repeat the procedure that you adopted the first week. In this manner you are sorting out
a programme for yourself. Try to stick to whatever targets you have set yourself. Like any good operation, getting
a job needs organisation. Get a good filing system going and a computer really does help.
• Note that 800Jo of jobs are not advertised and some firms fill their positions entirely from speculative approaches
and consultants. However do not neglect replying to a few newspaper advertisements; rather like winning the football
pools, if you don't send off your coupon you won't win. However don't forget that many hundreds apply for each
position advertised.
So Capt Darling, that is how the process works. Your one sho~ at that newspaper advert isn't really enough. You
have to be a bit more like Baldrick and get together your cunning plan.
Try to make sure that you get your unit Resettlement Officer to let you see the Royal Signals Newsletters as they
come into your unit. We do try to keep everyone informed about the latest Resettlement Information and there are
always a number of job possibilities and contacts included in them. As over one thousand members of the Corps are
leaving this year we can't send everyone a personal copy but every unit gets them.
Finally, if you have any problems or need advice please do not hesitate to ring W02 Mick Scull or Lieutenant
Colonel Tony Hunt who are based at RHQ Royal Signals. Telephone 071-414 8427, or London District 8427. (Fax:
8429). We are here to help.
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15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801
HQ SQN
Maj Paul Connors
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Rob Gascoigne
SSM W02 (SSM) Stewart Mullen, Admin Staff: SSgt Amanda Hunns
AGC, Sgt Dave Wiggins, ROG , Mrs Shirley innerton, Miss Chri tine
McCombe, Mrs Rose McKeown.
The Squadron has had yet another change of Sqn Comd in that Maj
Paul Connors has dropped the mantle of Admin Officer and has taken
over from Maj Mal Robinson who has left on redundancy. Our thanks
go to Maj Mal and his wife Charmain for their short but very
worthwhile contribution to life in the Squadron.
Lt Gen R. H. Wheeler CBE, GOC NI, recently paid his first visit
to the Regiment. The visit concluded with LS & GC medals being
presented to W02 (FofS) Tony Mullen, SSgt Taff Williams and Sgt
Colin Dale.

The Squadron won the five -a-side CO's Cup in football and also the
NISs five-a-side competition played at RAF Aldergrove. A few I I-aside friendly matches have been played against a Sgt Jim Stillie
selection which has won 6-1, and a I 0-0 thrashing of Castlebreagh
RUC Station.
Also in the CO's Cup, the Squadron won the rugby ten-a-side most
convincingly, with LCpl Lee Brook's blistering pace on the wing and
Sgt Paul Dunn's Maori side step being major contributing factors.
Although our performance in the tug-of-war against overweight
teams was not so impressive (fourth out of four), the Squadron looks
forward to reporting further crushing defeats of the other Units in
both the CO's and Mercury Cup.
It would be remiss not to mention SSgt Watton, SSgt Ewan Hall,
Sgt Andy Baugban, Cpl Dave Longmuir and LCpl Rob Cunnion, the
mainstays of the Regimental hockey team that won the UKLF
Championships and played the BAOR Champions in April for the
Army title which, unfortunately, the Regiment lost 3-0.
SPRING IS IN THE AIR
Congratulations to LCpl 'Dusty' Millar and Helena on the birth of
their first child Sean Anthony, and to SSgt Liz Thompson and Sgt
Damien Smith on their marriage. Weddings seem to be popular at the
moment with Cpl John Turton and LCpl 'H' Hirst both marrying
their respective partners on 3 July. LCpl Steve Lyne is going back to
Cyprus soon but this time he'll be taking his wife, LCpl Jenny Cotton,
after their wedding on JO July.

Back Row fl to RJ: Lt Gen R. N. Wheeler, Sgt Colin Dale, W02
(FofS) Tony Mullen , SSgt Taff Williams and Lt Col C. l. le Gallais
Front Row fl to R): Mrs Tracey Dale and Mrs Judith Williams

HOCKEY
The Regiment participated in the UK Army Major Units final in
March 1993 against 42 Svy Regt RE . With the game tied at two goals
apiece at the end of normal time it eventually went into sudden death
penalty flicks with the Regiment emerging as the eventual winners and
taking the coveted Army (UK) Cup for the first time.

l

l

225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
by Cpl McBain
Sqn Comd
Maj Stewart Sharman
SSM
W02 Dave Rutter
D Tp Comd WOl Steve Palfreyman, E Tp Comd WOl Taff Edwards.
The Squadron extends a warm welcome to the new Sqn Comd Maj
Stewart Sharman and his family, Judith and Harriet, and hope that
his time at the helm will be both enjoyable and fruitful. Also new to
the fold is WOl Taff Edwards who joins us fresh from Bosnia, if such
a thing is possible.
Heartfelt best wishes go to W02 (SSM) Dave Rutter, W02 (RQMS)
Taff Williams, SSgt Bo b Drysdale, LCpl 'Windy' Miller and LCpl
Steve Epps on redundancy. Their departures will be a big blow to the
Unit and it is hoped that their successors will maintain the high
standards they set.
Congratulations also to SSgt Mick Jones on his imminent
promotion and to Sgt Dean Richardson for coming off the SSgt
board, even if this does mean that we will lose him from the
Squadron. Not to be forgotten for their recent promotions to Cpl are
'Gaz' Campbell , Matt England and Stu Ramage.
Nothing much seems to have happened on the sporting front apart
from the Squadron winning all four events, namely football , hockey,
volleyball and rugby in the NI Mercury Cup Potted Spons
Competition. Despite th is overwhelming superiority, at the end of the
day, we are only one point clear of the second placed team, arch rivals
233 Sig Sqn, after the first event.
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COMMCEN TROOP
Signals in, Signals out, does nothing every change? Not, it seems, in
Commcen Tp. Over the last couple of months there has been the usual
to-ing and fro-ing of postings in and out, great! At last the Troop is
up to strength (please YofS give us some leave). January saw the
Troop expancling and taking Commcen Antrim under its wing. We
would all like to extend a warm welcome to LCpl Salter and his crew.
The last couple of months saw members on adventure training in
France praising and kissing the snow; mind you not always
intentionally, Cpl Hewings with her limp can testify ro this.
February saw the well deserved promotion of Sig now LCpl Lewis,
first step on the ladder to becoming Yeoman (well, we all have a
dream). The Troop would like to wish Sgt Dale all the best for hi
future in Civ Div, he leaves on redundancy.
Finally ending with hails and farewells within the Troop.
Farewell to W02 (YofS) C. Montgomery, Sgt Kelly, Sgt Dale, Cpl
Ribbons, LCpls Cotton, Rowley, Thomas, Sigs Bird, Humphries,
Hardisty and Stanyer.
Hail to W02 (YofS) Gascoigne, Cpl Williams, LCpls Baughan,
Cunningham, Hodkinson, Hughes, Larkin, Salter, Bremner,
Chapple, McDowell, McKenzie, Mayhead, Ridy and Vernon.
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Karen Osterburg
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy MilJard BEM
Sys Managers (C) W02 Tony Bryne, Sys Managers (V) SSgt Vinny
Hunter, FofS SSgt (FofS) John Whitmore.
February and March have been months of much coming and going
with postings, redundancies and discharges to civilian life.
Fond farewells go to the following : SSgt Andy MiJlard BEM and
family; Sgt Martin Sutcliffe and family; LCpl Nige Wardle and
family; and Sig Jase Follin, all of whom return to civilian life, we wish
them all well in their new lives.
Postings have included Sgt Rob Thomas to 3 ADSR, Sgt Dave
Williams and Kim to 8 Sig Regt, both Rob and Dave gain promotion
on posting; congratulations. Also posted are Cpl Gaz Currie to 35 Sig
Regt (V), Cpl Middy Middlemiss to 8 Sig Regt, and Sig Steve Ken nedy
and family to 28 Sig Regt; good luck to all of them in their new
postings.
To replace them we welcome the folJowing people: Sgt Neil Fi her;
Cpls Andy Clifford and Steve Turner and family; LCpl Al Leslie,
Ged Bromley; Sigs Ian Rutland, Waz Smith and Dick Barton, a
special hello to Cpl Angie Tulloch, our first female shift member in
the Troop for the last two years. We hop hey all have an enjoyable
and happy tour with u .
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ongratul tion go to pl Mark Harland and LCpl Steve Wilso n on
their recent promotion , nd to Capt Karen Osterburg on managing
to get a place in an ongc,ing 'athletic training' trip to Hong Kong (it'
a h rd life for the e athlete ).
Finally, the Troop i looking forward to welcoming Small Systems
Group in the near future.
IG AL Q ADRON
qn Comd
Maj A. \: . James
M
W02 ( M) M. I. Parsons
Q. 1
gt ( QM ) N. C. Jame .
The Squadron bid farewell to W02 Mick Pars ns and his wife
tu· . fter a long career he leave on redundancy, scarcely able to
count the huge payment from a grateful nation. During his tour with
the quadron he ha won the respect and friend hip of all ranks for
hi enthu ia m, good nature and devotion to duty. We will all be sorry
to ee him go and wish him the best of luck for the future .
The quadron welcomes gt Grubb on a loan voucher from the QM
Dept and Pie Harvey AGC, the new Squadron Clerk.
233

ROMEO TROOP
The Troop say farewell to an old campaigner with the departu re
of Sgt Mick Main . He ha served in Romeo Tp since the dawn of time.
His contribution ha been exceptional. We wish Mick and Deb all the
best in Blandford .
Congratulations to W02 (YofS) Phil Day on hi promotion.
Welcome to Sgt Steve Clarke and Bev, LCpl Tibs Tibbetts and LCpl
Alfie Davidson . Farewell to Cpl John Barlow, on his posting to
Belize.
TM TROOP
Things have continued to move quickly in TM Tp with as many jobs
added to the work list as have been completed. Some of the larger
tasks that have been completed include the relocation of 3 Bde HQ,
the rebuild of RHQ and replacing all the range of communications at
Ballykinler.
There have been many arrivals and departures, too many to
mention by name, but we wish all those who have left good luck in
their new postings, and welcome all tho e who have arrived recently .

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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Sqn Comd
Maj Pete Grogan
2IC
Capt Richard Lapslie
0 Maj Eric Kightley, RSM WOI (RSM) Stan Wise, Chief Clerk SSgt
(ORSQMS) Hoppy Hopkins.
HQ
With Bank Holiday break behind us and the dust senling on the
Brigade's move to Portadown, we must say a sad farewell to the Ops
Team who decided to move with them and call themselves 'Comms
Branch' .
The most recent Adventure Training trip was to Sardinia and SSgt
(ORSQMS) Happy Hopkins and Pte Sam Dawson are back.
We say farewell to Sgt George Alty, Cheshire Regt who is leaving
on redundancy. He has spent the last three years as Trg Sgt and will
be missed.
OPS (COMMS BRANCH PORT ADOWN)
March saw the Brigade staff and elements of the Signal Squadron
take up residence in Ponadown. Although the move went smoothly
and with the minimum amount of disruption the rest of the Squadron
were left to ponder the effects that this has had on the Ops team. 2IC
Capt Richard Lapslie now wears a collar and tie to work.
Meanwhile as the Sites Manager and BTLO (SSgts Dave Little and
Alan Toner) are after every inch of space in their extremely small
office and lhe YofS W02 teve Brant has decided that he must have
an extension built for him.
COMMS TROOP
. Well here we are the Commcen workers now in our new Commceo
m Ponadown (location somewhere in the middle of a builder's yard).
I (~Cpl Julie Pullen~ and Cpl Fran Geddes have put in a plea for two
parrs of combat wel11es to get us to the NAAFI in this messy siLuation.
Hello t~ gt Oldridge who has arrived from 16 Sig Regt, if you can
put up with u for as long as Sgt Keo Mitchell has, you'll be in for
a medal. Also another hello to Sig Roberts who has arrived from I Inf
Bde (he hasn't managed to find the preferences postings forms yet
but no doubt he soon will).
'
Goodbye to Sgt ~en Mitchell, we all wish you good luck in Civvy
Street. Coogrll:tulauons on y~ur 13 years' service in the Army.
.Congratulauons to LCpl Tma Whalen on passing her BI, we also
wish her luck o~ her Det Commanders course (only one week and
several more bruises to go). Good luck to Sigs Jerry Baxter and Joev
Maguire on your Bl.
•
The beginning of April saw a change in surroundings for the hardy
S~scon worker, used to warm comfortable surroundings of Armagh
City. We have been forced out of this habitat as has the whole of the
Brigade HQ into the inhospitable portacabins at Portadown . Does
anyone know that we have to 'walk' to another room to make a brew
and, wor t still, we have to brave the elements to cross a patch of 'yet
to be concreted' ground to reach our beloved rest room? Oh how I
long for hexi-blocs and shovel recces and stand-tos at first light.
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Still one or two people have managed to break away from this harsh
existence and indeed get redundancy into the bargain; they are Sgt
Graham Westall and Cpl Paul Taylor who are off back to 34 Sig
Regt (V) and 8 Sig Regt respectively for their last ix months. We wish
them well in the big wide world and hope they both obtain
employment.
We say hello to Sig Scott who joins us from 212 Sig Sqn in
Osnabruck, some might say 'out of the frying pan, into the fire'. And
finally we would like to welcome Sig 'Butch' Twedell who joins us
from 602 Sig Tp .
MT TROOP
MTO
Capt McKinney R Irish
MTWO
W02 Talbot R Irish
MT Sgt
Sgt Russ Brookes RLC.
We say farewell to W02 Kev Price on his short move down the road
to take the post of TCWO. Also to LCpl 'Mink y' Muir who leaves us
for Edinburgh on redundancy. Presentations were made by Capt
McKinney on posting.
Welcome to Cpl Welsh and his family, also to LCpl Vicki Reynolds
whose nightmare has become a reality in taking over the details desk
and also to Mick McDonnell .
Congratulations to Sig Kev Darby on passing his BFT.
Well done to LCpl 'Woody' Wood on doing an excellent job as
DC's driver vice LCpl Muir.
CORPS BOBSLEIGH SQUAD
by Sig R. Singleton
Having previously arranged to meet the rest of the Army Bobsleigh
team on the n:iainland I was surprised when, with seven short days to
go before settmg off for Austria , I received notification that the other
members of the team were unable to join me.

.-

'

On arrival in Austria it wa5 all downhill , literally. I wa shown a
map of the .c?urs~ as we walked from the botLom up to the start point,
a~d the dnvmg !me~ and told what would happen to me if I didn' t
suck to them (not nice at all) .
After being kitted out with all the essentials and thrown in at the
deep end.• I soon found out that it's not as easy as it looks. After a
few cautious attempt~, I decided that it was time to put the pedal to
the metal and go for 1t a~d soon realised that it is not a good idea to
use your helmet for braking when you do a 360 flip and end up on
the ru_nners. We event~ally fi.nished th.e course safely, brakeman none
the wiser. After th~t little mishap, skill and confidence grew and the
week ended on a h_1gh not~ when, before leaving, I was invited back
for Lhe A.rm~ Novice/Junior Championship.
Returning m January I felt a lot more confident and had fewer near
misses than. in December. This showed on race day when I achieved
my fastest .u me for the wee~ and. finished in 7th place, qualifying me
for the main Army Championships and the British Championship to
be held at last. year's Olympic track in La Plagne, France.
Although thi s was a much faster track, I felt a lot happier. The kid
gloves were off now and it was all down to the individuals . After the
first few .runs nerves settled and the only 'panic' came when my
goggles slipped and I had to drive the last six corners from memory.
Race day ca me, and it was time to do the business, all out , racing
no holds. b.ar~ed. At th ~ end of the day, not a bad result for my first
season fimshmg 10th m the Army Championships and 14th in the
British Championships, the only Corps member in the team.
Well all I can do now is wait for December and the chance to do
it all again.

'.
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Ct CHAMPJO

1992
to the Squad r n r n winning the overall
com petition m 1992. Shown below are the Skill at Arms team who
won six of the seven events and contributed to the succes of the
Squadron. Well done to all.
(. ou~r'.1tu l ation s

LCpl Woody Wood, Capt Tim (I've got an MX5l Carmichael , Cpl
Ryan (dead eye) Halsall, SSgt Happy (The Chief) Hopkins, Sgt
Tony (Trg Coach) lee and Cpl Paul (I'm a PTI) Hornsby

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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Sqn Comd
Maj P. A. Pratley MBE
2IC
Capt M. W. G. Adams
Comms Offr Lt C.R. Sutherland, FofS W02 (FofS) P. Richardson
BEM, YofS W02 (YofS) T. Hall, Mt Tp Comd W02 D.S. Appleby
RLC, AO Maj J. L. Godfrey LD, RSM WOI (RSM) D. A. Wright,
RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. Toner, Ch Clk SSgt (ORQMS) P. Kerr, TM
Tp Comd SSgt N. Preston, Comms Tp Comd SSgt D. W. Craig.
SHQ
Cpl Norman Wright has had SHQ under the influence of his
'Vulcan deathgrip' after his brief sojourn as Chief Clerk. Capt
Alistair Gordon has left us for a well earned rest and then education
at JCASC . Capt Mark Adams steps up from Comms Offr to 2IC.
New Comms Offr is Craig Sutherland from 30 Sig Regt. We also said
farewell to WOl (RSM) John Brooks and Gina with sincere thanks for
his innovative approach to training and in particular for their joint
and efforts on the welfare front which have been much appreciated.
We wish them every good fortune in civilian life. We extend a warm
welcome to WOI (RSM) Doug Wright and Norma. Outgoing Chief
Clerk SSgt Graham Smith had the unusual experience of handling the
administration of those going on redundancie whilst at the same time
dealing with his own. He too leaves with our thanks and best wishe .
LCpl Bolton is posted to the 8 Bde expatriates holiday club in Cyprus
A small mention is due for 'hoary' Cpl Bob Barker; our very own
Mrs Malaprop . Cpl Barker is able, by virtue of his imperfect memory,
to conduct a conversation entirely in his own code, filled with
references to imaginary Irish places (Redrock, Lennyhenry), things
(Rasputin Masts) and above all people (Mr Wippy, Sgt Howes, LCpl
Rainwight, Ernie Skillen). This saves a fortune in secure phone bills.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Taff' Lougher, on his promotion. He is
posted to 21 Sig Regl. His erstwhile compadre gt Greg Cu nningham
will now no doubt, entertain ig ' Macca' McKeowo from 21 Sig Regt.
Finally congratulations to Sgt Eric Strafford on keeping his crew in
order and on his recent selection for promotion.
MT TROOP
An end of an era in MT Troop is marked by the departure of Cpl
'Sou e' Nay lor on redundancy . We hall mi hi anecdotes. A he is
not going far away, we hope he will be able to find time to continue
his induction course for aspiring disc-jockeys. He will be sadly mis ed
in the Troop at Squadron functions and in the hockey team; our best
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wishes go to with him and his wife Linda. The Troop football side
managed two wins and two defeats despite insurmountable odds, Dvr
Haley Walker and LCpl Ralph Boswell celebrated their forthcoming
wedding and his promotion. Sgt Mick Kemp organised a fund-raising
24 hour darts marathon to raise money for Mrs Duncan whose
husband, the late LCpl Jock Duncan died while serving in the
Squadron four years ago. The money is to enable her and their
children to visit his grave in Scotland. Grateful thanks to all who
supported the event from inside and outside the Squadron .
Finally welcome to Cpl Shelley Larkin-Lepp from Guildford,
armed it appears, with a hatful of qualifications which we hope will
come in very useful and hearty congratulations to LCpl Kevin
Richards RPC (as it was then) on winning the last Hickman Trust
Award .
QM Troop
W02 (RQMS) Mark Toner i now conversant wirh juggling brigade
reserve radios, RUC radios, mobile telephones and pager which beep,
blurt and flash, and any amount of climbing kit. Sadly we are losing
Cpl Mark Munro, another redundee; we will miss his uniquely level
headed approach to keeping Comms and TM Tp on the road.
Following the example set by the rugby XV, the hockey XI took the
NI Minor Unit Championship despite having to travel the breadth and
width of the Province for each round . The rugby final was an
opportunity to.level the score with 39 Bde Sig Sqn. 8 Bde's pack took
an early grip with Hall and Whitehouse particularly dominant though
loose. Laugher leading the side from scrum half, showed some
intelligent touches with Ginn creating acres of space in midfield.
Clatworthy reaped the benefits of good support and straight running
with a well taken try. Myer and Lincoln relished the work of tho e
inside them, and created a memorable score for Loudon. The final
core 31-15. was due reward for a solid performance. The hockey
team had stiffer opposition from Depot R Irish with whom an earlier
and very physical confrontation lodged in the memory. This time the
intimidation came as no surprise with Gordon, Gino and Hayter
providing plenty of ball to Burges and Mitchell, the team found an
early rhythm. Well taken goals by Ginn and Mitchell proved
sufficient, but Naylor's courageou goalkeeping was crucial in
soaking up tremendous pres ure in the final 20 minute . The team ran
out at 2-1 winners. Two rather smart hield for the Squadron;
something to send W02 (YofS) Tom Hall off happily to marry Kay
on the defiantly nationalistic day of 23 April. Funny that, we alway
thought one sounded Scottish .
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· ~ · News from Hea qf!arters -

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

IGM. G FOR THE SQUADRON
Wei ome to Maj Jerry Bradshaw and his wife, Penny.
It goe without aying that Lisburn differs slightly from
Kathmandu!
Maj Jerf) Brad haw, wa soon on the job of reforging the
quadron. The yaks milk and herpa were quickly a thing of the pasl.

MT NEWS
1993 hit us with a bang and about 15 vehicle exchanges, so we 've
been busy throughout February and March but now the last few have
been rotated we are ready for the next lol. Nevertheless, we managed
to get a few people away on JMQC (RCT term) and various driving
courses with success.
Best wishes to LCpl ·Bertie' Baker and his wife Cpl Vicky Baker on
redundancy and good luck in Civvy Street.
TM TROOP
The past couple of months has seen the movement of a few of the
key personel in the Troop. Goodbyes go to Sgt Jan Seymour posting
to Pontrillas, Sgt Wayne Freeman off to Blandford and finally Cpl
'Col' Bentley, off to Catterick and the delights of his Tl.
Hello to Sgt Dave Evans on his arrival from Pontrillas, and Sgt Ted
Heath, who arrived from Catterick via the Falklands.
Well done goes to Cpl 'Tubbs' Turbitt on the successful completion
of his APT! course at Aldershot.

L to R: Maj Neal Yeoell - Large 1033-Maj Jerry Bradshaw .
(Thanks to LCpl Bain for the 1033)
FAREWELL
The farewell to Maj Neal Yeoell was marked by a Squadron
farewell and presentation in rbe Horseshoe Club.
Maj Yeoell, you will be sorely missed, especially your jokes about
rabbits!
His final departure was in his favourite mode of transport-the golf
trolley!

The Motley Crew (l to RJ Cpl Billy Bentley, FofS Cutforth,
Sgt Heath and LCp l Bob Colborn
Cheap seats on the ferry again, FofS?
RIGGING SECTION
The section consists of: Sgt 'Tommo' Thompson, Cpl 'Ginge'
McNeilly, LCpl 'Gladiator' Stoker, Sig Lee Pearce and Sig ' APDO '
Stonestreet.
Recent farewells to Cpl 'Traff Trafford to 9 Sig Regt, LCpl Pete
Wright to civvy street, Sig Jimmy Watson to 21 Sig Regt (220 Sig
Sqn), and Sig 'Scon' Teasdale to civvie street. We wish them all the
best wherever they may be.
Work-wise things have been hectic of late with Cougar hut moves
going on all over the place on top of all the other work . Oh well, no
rest for the wicked I suppose!

TELS SECTION
L to R: Maj Neal Yeoell and Capt Alasdair Rodgers

RQM DEPT
W02 (RQMS) Willie Gray, Sgt Dan Nicol, LCpl Ian Bain.
WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
We have recently bade farewell to Cpl Tony Foat off to I Div HQ
and Sig Regt and LCpl 'Mac' Mackay to JSSU Belize. All the best in
your new posts.
We say h~llo to Cpl Dan Nicol and his wife Julie. Hope you enjoy
your stay with us.
Congratulations to LCpl Bain on coming 5th in the Army Judo
Championships .
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The Tels Section have been plodding away as usual and have two
new arrivals from 8 Sig Regt, so we would like to welcome Sigs Ufton
and Evans. Cpl 'Bing' Crosbie has just received his redundancy so he
must now be the richest man around.
OP PUGWASH 93
Not content with fitting cars, vans and ambulances, the Foreman,
W02 Phil Cutforth came up with the latest-patrol boats.
After a few jigs and reels on the deck, we decided it was time to get
work.
We think the Fors was happy with the result but all he could say
was 'Arr Jim Lad' as be hopped round the boat and Sgt Ted Heath
still can't get rid of the parrot on his shoulder. Thanks to the Boat
Section and SNONI for their support.
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RAWSON SQUADRON
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Rawson Sqn would like to welcome Lt Claire Haligan who has just
joined us from the !st Royal Horse Artillery. Claire will be assuming
command of Delta Tp, the female Troop in the Squadron.
Rawson would also like to say goodbye to Lt Brett and Melanie
Appleby who leave to join 8 Sig Regt , Sgt John and Betty Davidson
who go to 207 Sig Sqn on promotion and also to Sgt Steve and
Christina Easter who move over to Op Wing pending posting to an
ADP job.
CHAMPION SQUADRON
Rawson Sqn produced a superb performance in the Spring Term
Champion Squadron Competition. It had been assumed that C
Company were going to storm ahead to win the competition, however,
this proved to be far from the truth. Four teams (three male and one
female) represented the Squadron which won hands down in most of
the day' s events. One particular event was an endurance run followed
by pulling a 4 ton Oaf around the square as many times as possible
in 5 minutes. The three male teams gained admirable times on the run
as well as the three best distances on the Bedford pull. The female
team produced amazing results as they achieved the best run time of
the day as well as pulling the Daf further than any of the C Company
teams. It was only through sheer determination that the Squadron
performed so well.
Rawson Sqn staff wish to congratulate all the ATs on a superb
performance. Well done.
RAWSON RAMBLE
by Apprentice Tradesman Brian Milne
When the SSM told Alpha Tp that it was going to 'do' the three
peaks there was a sudden influx of excuses of why it couldn't.
The day came and the nominal role was called, AT Mathew
Ballantyne realised that the SSM had put him down as unavailable so
decided to make a sharp exit. However, a man similar to King Kong's
build always finds it difficult to sneak away from anything. He was
promptly encouraged to rejoin the Troop for a wonderful day's
walking.
On arrival at Horton in Ribblesdale the Troop which was keen,
enthusiastic and raring to go (well, really knackered and subdued)
divided into small groups . Each set off at intervals to attack Peny
Ghent, a mere baby of a hill, and it is true that I sometimes
exaggerate. Our group was lucky enough to take along some of the
Corps veterans, Maj Malcolm Emslie and Capt Jim Dodds, who
relished the challenge. The top of Peny Ghent was a real pleasure to
visit. The wind was about force 9 and the visibility about 7ft. We
stayed briefly at the top before returning to Horton for a hot cup of
tea.
The next major obstacle was lnglebourgh . The climb seemed to go
on forever and every step felt more difficult than the last. The only
thing which kept us going was the thought of lunch at the top. Once
at the top the wind had stepped up from force 9 to IO . It carried off
a number of our lunch packs high into the sky and probably to Asia
or Africa. However, maybe that was not so bad as even Linda's (the
Squadron Clerk) dog would not eat the cookhouse chicken; an anticlimax. To worsen the blow the next group, with Maj S. N. Jackson
BEM andCapt Stewart McConnell in, came fleeting up the mountain.
But it must be said that the OC has been in the Olympics.
ATLCpls 'Faz' Farrington and Mike Holt both decided to have a
try at fell running and continued to run almost the entire route.
The final climb of the day was Whernside and by now the older
members of the group were looking fitter than ourselve . We were a
pathetic sight to watch as we climbed the mountain. Once at the top,
there was nothing but a slow and painful descent ahead of us which
we started like a bunch of wet paper bags.
The day finally ended with a brisk walk to the finish and a two hour
snooze on the bus. A wonderful day was had by all.
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THE PENNYPOT 8 ROAD RACE
by Apprentice Tradesman Chris Painter
Alpha Tp volunteered (after some persuasion from Sgt Steff
Newton and Sgt John Davidson) to participate in the first ever
Pennypot 8 mile road race.
It has to be said that the volunteers were a bit thin on the ground
at first, but after some gentle persuasion, the team was awash with
Budding Steve Crams. It is strange, however, that no-one wanted to
do guard duty that day.
The 4 April finally arrived and we found ourselves at the start. As
the flag dropped AT 'Taff' Hayes took the lead closely followed by
Sgt Steff Newton. It soon became obvious that there were a large
number of dedicated civilian runners. We made our way along the
varied and interesting course trying to keep up some sort of rhythm.
ATs Chris Painter and Glen Paterson tried hard to stay with the last
group but fell even further behind to become part of the clearing up
party.
At the end of the race rhe results came flooding in, Alpha Tp had
stormed the prizes. AT Taff Hayes won 1st Apprentice Tradesman
and AT Brian Richardson won 3rd. Sgt Steff Newton won 3rd
Permanent Staff prize and Alpha Tp won the overall team prize.

BASKETBALL
The season so far has seen the College Basketball team go from
strength to strength. Although only a Junior team it has played
against adult teams in order to progress. Garnes against 19 Fd Regt
RA, Glosters and the RAC Trg Regt resulted in unquestionable
victory. JLdr Mark Jansen proved to be the most outstanding player
in the team, never missing an opportunity to score a basket.
ATSgt Kelly Tippett gained a place in the Army Women's
Basketball team in the inter-services competition, coming second to
the RAF after unfortunately losing a basket in the last few minutes of
the match.
The final event which the College team has taken part in was the
Inter-Junior Basketball championships. Eight Units participated at an
extremely high standard. The College managed to gain second place,
again, after losing a basket in the final few minutes. Better luck next
year perhaps.

THE MS 13,000 IN AID OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
by Cpl Wilcox
The Challenge: 7,500 Parallel dips; 2,500 Baskets (Full Court);
2,000 Lengths Swimming; 1,000 Rope Climbs. All adding up to a
grand total of 13,000.
Just picture if you will a cold February morning at about 0600 hrs.
It is still dark , frost on the ground. Ten men ready themselves for a
long day. They have trained for days, well a couple of hours anyway.
The Team-Sgts Dicky Tredwell, Cliff Trewartba, Cpls Alex Scott,
Ron Clinton, Duncan Ledger, Steve 'Taff' Collis, Hearl Wilcox,
LCpls Alan Brown, Rob Hamilton and Chris Wells limber up, pace
and feel decidedly ill about what is in store for them over the next
twelve hours. In fact, they were to prove that pain and suffering can
be enjoyable, or so we are told by Cpl Scott.
The countdown starts (by QMSI 'Harry' Worth). It is now just
comi ng up to 0700 hrs. Everybody feels great for now ...
5, 4, 3, 2, I we're off. The first minute of the first hour of the 12
hours. Does not sound fun does it?
LCpls Brown and Hamilton-Dips, Cpls Clinton and WilcoxSwimming. Cpls Corns and Wells-Ropes. Sgts Trewartba and
Tredwell-Rest and Cpls Scott and Ledger-Basketball. The first four
hours go very smoothly, no cramp yet. Before we know it, it is lunch
time. We are so full of bananas, chocolate and oranges that we do not
feel like eating any more.
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We now enter the econd four hours. Mu cles are tight, may a bit
of cr mp. The ba ke1ball h:! now fini hed. We help on the other
C\ent . , ompetition develop between Cpls cott and Ledger and
pl linton and Wilcox . ince Cpl cott organi ed the event we let
him \in .
B> now the only event left wa the wimm ing, o it' all cramp into
the pool for the final pu h. fter a long and e ·hausting ten hours we
ha\e reached the magical 13,000 mark. A few thing mi sing, LCpl
' ell 'skin on hi hand , but what' that etween old ropes? Cpl Scott
being hi normal cheery self uggested we could do more, really!
Our thank go to pl cott who organi eel the event, but ne t time
h hould pick on omebody hi own ize.
OPER TOR WI G
One of the most enjoyable and intere ting external tasks Operator
Wing conduct i that of Joint Communications Exercises
(JOC0. 1E ' ). generally with various ships of the Royal avy. The
exerci e involve maintaining long range HF Communications,
generally over a 24 hour period, using the Wings Clansman
Equipment. This gives good live practical operating experience to the
pprentice , and an insight into what they might expect on joining a
working Unit. An opportunity presented itself this term where two
pprentice participated in an Exchange visit to HMS Scylla, one of
the few remaining Leander Clas Frigates; this is !heir sLOry:We joined the hip on Sunday 21 March, in Portsmouth. We were
greeted by some of the Radio Operators that we would be working
with over the next week. We were given a tour of the ship, taken to
our me s and introduced to the remainder of the communications
ratings, who were very hospitable towards u .
We ailed early next morning with a course for the Portland
Training Area. Here we stayed for the next few days participating in
variou ea trials. We witnessed the exercising of the ship's air defence
sy tern and the firing of a Sea Wolf missile and various other antiaircraft weapons. While this was taking place we were actively
employed assisting the communications department in providing the
nece ary communications facilities.
Thursday was one of the most exciting days of our voyage. This
con isted of an exercise called Thursday War, which involved the hip
being totally closed up and placed in a simulated war situation
accompanied by other ships and aircraft from the Fleet. We watched
a submarine surface on the starboard bow, unannounced, very close
to the ship.
Following the exercise we set off for a 'jolly' to 1he port of Rouen.
This involved sailing up the mouth of the River Seine, assisted by a
pilot. It was quite a sight to see people coming out of their houses to
watch this huge ship sailing past their doors. We enjoyed four days in
Rouen and whilst there we visited Paris and Euro Disney. On the
Tue day we made our way back to the North Sea with a course set for
Aberdeen. On this voyage we conducted the shipborne element of the
Jocomex with the College, using the sophisticated naval equipment.
Later we enjoyed a two hour flight in the ship's Lynx helicopter where
the pilot demonstrated the amazing capabilities of the aircraft. We
arrived in Aberdeen on Thursday and enjoyed two days of
ce_lebrations as the Scylla is the adopted warship of that city . It was
Wlth some reluctance that we said goodbye to our shipmates on
Sunday and returned to the College.

SERGEANTS' MES
Pre ident
WOl (RSM) K. Roberts
PMC
W02 M. Keech BEM
PEC W02 J. Timperley, Treasurer SSgt C. J. Spencer, Mess Manager
Mr J. Ronaldson .
When 'invited' by the RSM to write a small editorial for The Wire
magazine I (PMC) was completely taken by surprise! My courage
would not allow me to decline his offer (have you seen, or worse still,
heard him?), therefore I accepted his kind invitation with feigned
gratitude.
Looking back, I discovered that it i over a year since we last
ubmitted a 'piece' for the magazine, and assuredly this has been a
very busy, interesting and innovative year for the Sergeants' Mess.
The Army's post Options for Change exercise and drawdown ha
had its effect upon us, here in the Sergeants' Me s. In addition,
adding fuel to the fire, we have been subject to effects of the
reorgani ation of the ITO (Individual Training Organisation), and all
that that has involved. Many of you ba ed outside of the ITO
structure would find the whole affair laughabl e, others would find it
perplexing and some totally impossible to comprehend .
So whilst you in the rest of the Corps have suffered under Option
for Change and drawdown, we here in the College have had this third
'monster' to contend with! I guarantee that many of you did not even
realise we nearly became 'Army Junior Leader Regiment'. Bringing
this plan to fruition proved a tremendous test to the adaptability of
the present day SNCO. As we were almo t there the lights flickered
to amber, whisperings, and then red. The whole plan was subject to
a rethink by ITO and we have now done a 360 degree turn to become,
what we were; the Army Apprentice ' College, Harrogate. This may
be news LO some of you and I can guarantee such news will surprise
some of our own mess members!
All these changes have directly affected the Sergeants' Mess
members, who as middle management have had to implement (and
improvise) during this turbulent year . Jn September 1992 we added
representatives from the following cap badges, Para, Kings, Green
Howards and Black Watch to our existing membership of Welsh
Guards, Scots Guards, APTC, REME, RE, Royal Highland Fusiliers,
ACC, RAMC and now AG Corps. This of course enhanced our
existing traditions, doubled our social calendar, and totally confused
us! Whoever heard of 'Monday Dress' (lightweight trousers), 'Friday
Dress' (Men in skirts) etc? So you out there, spare a thought for the
S CO, posted to you from the Army Apprentices' College, he may
be greatly confused by the traditions of our Corps!
I must mention the advantages the tumult and threatened closure of
the College has brought to the Sergeants' Mess. It has generated a
great many improvement schemes. All the public rooms have now
been decorated with wall paper. The upstairs rooms have been newly
painted. A stereo system has been installed and we are presently
having a porch built over the existing entrance. So you see, there are
short term advantages to Options for Change, drawdown and
restructuring of ITO.
J am unable to predict what we will be, this time next year! It could
be an RAF Sergeants' Mess if the local Harrogate papers are to be
believed or indeed remain an Army Sergeants' Mess serving the AG
Corps if Worthy Down newspapers are to be believed, who knows?

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

11 SIG REGT (FORMERLY SCHOOL REGIMENT)
11 Sig Regt (Depot) disbanded in Catterick on 31 March 1993
after 32 years with a small parade and flag lowering ceremony.
The flag was handed over by Lt Col M. J. Dent MBE the outgoing
CO, to th~ Master of Signals Maj Geo A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL.
On 5 Ap~J! a parade to commemorate the formation of 11 Sig Regt
wa~ held m Bla~dford and attended by the Master of Signals and the
SOmC(A). Durmg the parade members of the Foreman of Signals
Course No 62 were presented with a scroll signifying successful
completion of the course and promotion crowns to Staff Sergeant.
Prior to the Troops marching off the flag, handed over to the Master
of Signals on 31 March, was given to the new CO Lt Col V. G.
Strivens and raised in Blandford for the first time. After the parade
the Master visited the Sergeants' Mess to unveil a plaque to signify the
opening of the Headquarters Sergeants' Mess in Blandford . During
the visit to the Mess he presented the MID to Sgt Andrew Forbes and
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to W02 (YofS) Sean Sutton,
W02 (FofS) Malcolm Thomas, Ssgt 'Billy' Allan and SSgt (FofS)
James Vincent.
1 SQN (TRAINING SUPPORT)
On 23 and 25 March I Sqn took part in Ex Dunker at the
Underwater Escape Training Centre at HMS Heron in Yeovilton, the
home of the Fleet Air Arm. The aim was to familiarise members of
the Squadron in helicopter underwater escape drills. These drills are
regularly practised by all Naval Pilots and Air Crew. On arrival at the
Centre we were issued with a pair of the cleanest coveralls ever seen.
We then received an introduction and a briefing about what was to
follow. As soon as the word 'Panic' was mentioned, Sig Chris
Windows' face turned a lighter shade of pale; but there was no going
back. The first 'dunk' consisted of six individuals sitting in threes,
back-to-back and well strapped in. The Safety Diver then gave a
further brief before the dunker itself was lowered into the water until
it was totally submerged. At this stage all the lights were still on. Once
the motion stopped, the aim was to simply find the right door and exit
as quickly as possible. The second drill was not quite so straightforward. This time we were required to find a different door to exit
by after the dunker had been spun upside down. Not quite so easy;
at this stage LCpl Lyndsay Joyce decided that enough was enough! If
that wasn't bad enough, the third attempt was a real fiasco . We were
again turned upside down, but this time the lights were turned off and
we were in complete darkness. We had to escape through the same one
man window, no fun for the sixth man in line, just ask LCpl Steve
Trafford (alias 'the Little Mermaid'). At this stage it was becoming
abundantly clear why the word 'panic' had cropped up so often during
the briefings. The next person to make a hasty exit was Sig Mickey
Dowes who later gave voice to his opinion of it. The fourth and final
'dunk' was basically a free-for-all. The remaining six out of ten
individuals sat in any seat and were instructed to leave via a particular

exit. The dunker was then raised to the roof, rocked from side to side
until we were all feeling quite sea-sick, and then lowered into the
water. As it made contact with the water, it spun upside down, and
after what seemed like an eternity, eventually came to a stop and we
all headed for our designated exit. The drill was repeated until we all
got it right. All those who successfully completed all four drills were
declared suitably qualified to fly in any military helicopter by night or
day over the sea for up to a period of two years. It was a challenging
and exhilarating experience, though we were very relieved when it was
over. For once we were all agreed on something, that we had made the
right choice in joining the Army rather than the Navy!
2 SQN (TRIALS)
TRIALS TROOP
There was great joy at the return of Kipling and much enthusiasm
for the new interface system on trial at the moment. Even the EDs
were kept busy with the new portable generator, aptly described by
LCpl Allan Henderson, a man of many words, 'mmmmmmmm'. This
month we said goodbye to LCpl Armstrong to 19 InfBde, LCpl Adam
Harvey to 14 Sig Reg, and LCpl Duncan Smith to 243 Sig Sqn. Good
luck to them all in the future. We welcome Sgt Wayne Freeman,
LCpls Jonathan Barton and Robert Robinson and hope they enjoy
their tour.
Congratulations go to Cpl Den Yates and Sharon on the birth of
their son James Christopher. Farewell to Cpl John Lightowlers and
LCpl Thomas Barrie on redundancy and Sgt Percy Scoins on passing
his RSSC.
THE LAST SEYCHELLIOS SOLDIER LEAVES THE CORPS
On 26 March 1993 WOl Mick Barbe said farewell after 22 years in
the army to return to the Seychelles. He joined the Corps in 1971, as
a Radio Relayman, and then as a Combat Radioman and in 1980 he
became a clerk.
In 1990 he was appointed Staff Assistant within the Headquarters
of the Royal School of Signals in Blandford.
As the last of the serving soldiers from the Seychelles, he had a
special farewell from the Garrison Headquarters. Both the High
Commissioner for the Seychelles and the SOinC(A) wrote to mark the
event. The Headquarters staff presented him with a statue of Mercury
and John Stewart, the Senior Graphics Officer, produced a 'special'
commemorative cartoon.
Mr Barbe is planning to return to his family in Praslin, Seychelles
later this year. We all wish him well for the future .

THE ROYAL TOURNAMENT
EARLS COURT
20-31 JULY
The White Helmets are part of the Royal Tournament this year and some of the
Corps fencers are competing in the Inter-Service Championships
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LCpl Lindsay Jo.yce surfaces after escaping from the capsule
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The Commander Brig Griffin presenting W01 Barbe with the
special commemorative cartoon
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Ne"!'s from Regiments

FROM 207 IG SQ N IN SOlTAIJ
SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj A. Field
21C
Capt J. H. Fraser
W02 (SSM) W. Ogden , W02 (Y ofS) P . Sexby.
207 SIGNAL SQUADRON
FOREWORD BY MAJ A. FIELD
As I write this, the foreword to the last set of Wire notes from 207
(7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn in Soltau, I am the subject of conflicting
emotions. The first is sadness that a fine unit with such excellent
traditions and a proud history should fall victim to 'Options for
Change' . I am of course glad that 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
will rise Phoenix-like from the ashes in Hohne on 1 April 1993, but
the loss of the Squadron ' s home of 45 years in Bournemouth Barracks
Soltau is felt keenly by all those who have served with the Squadron.
The second emotion I feel is pride that I have been privileged enough
to command the Squadron and that its standards and traditions have
been maintained to the end. I wish Maj Chris Wakerley and his team
at Hohne all the best for the future and trust that the 'Desert Rats'
will go on from strength to strength.
'Floreat Jerboa'.

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

BFPO 32

0
Lt Col A. J. Grey
21C
Maj H. A. Ros
djt Capt G. J. Complin, Asst Adjt 2Lt A. J. Harvey, RSM WOl
{R M) . A. Clark-Darby, SC WOI (SC) J. Chapman.
Greeting from 1 ADSR' Workhouse (or RHQ if you prefer). We
bid farewell to Sgt Andy 'the ORB' Hall and hls wife Lynn to 200 Sig
Sqn and hi Sergeants' Course. We would also like to say farewell and
wi h all the best to Cpl Andy 'FAB' Callaghan and LCpl Steve
'Bungle' Brown who are going to keep the peace in Bosnia. Sgt
'Sammy' hiel (RSM's pace stick carrier) departs on redundancy.
The Pioneers are totally lost without their leader .
We would like to bid a warm welcome to 2Lt Alison Harvey who
has the unenviable task of being the Assistant Adjutant.
1 Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Richardson
21C
Capt Sean Sullivan
SSM W02 (SSM) Andy Fullwood, FofS SSgt (FofS) Ozzy Osborne,
YofS Sgt (YofS) Jim Knight, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Terry Murrell , Trg
CO Sgt Lance Thomton-Gnmville.
The Squadron has been hard at it in preparation for drawdown.
After many long hours of 'elbow' grease we handed over the first
Trunk ode in late February. One down, three to go. The light at the
end of the tunnel is starting to grow brighter and all members look
forward to sunshine postings.
HQ TROOP
The size of SHQ recently doubled when the Driver Electricians
returned from their time with the Trunk Nodes. We have spent a
considerable amount of time helping the operators get their vehicles
ready for handover. The Troop would like to extend a welcome back
to Sig 'Jimmy Mac' McWbirter who has returned after his short Self
Improvement Holiday at MCTC Colchester. Congratulations to Cpl
'Taff' John on his marriage to Sharon. Finally a big commiseration
to Sgt Martin Garner on missing out on his much wanted redundancy.
Time to get military again 'Big M'.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Dubique
Tp Reece Sgt
Sgt Dawson
Tp System Sgt Sgt Ginty.
The Troop has been busy preparing vehicles for the handover as
part of the drawdown and the closure of the camp. After many
inspections (by every man and his dog) the vehicles departed in early
February. The Troop now has a remaining fleet of vehicles to paint
and grease for handover in the very near future . .. we've never had
it so good.
It's not all been fun though as some members of the Troop had to
go away (screaming and kicking) for two weeks of skiing on Ex Snow
Diamond.
The Troop has had a number of successes in the sporting field
winning the inter-unit 5-a-side football competition and the volleyball
in the Squadron Maple Leaf Competition. Well done to all those
involved.
Congratulations to Sgt Mick Ginty and his wife Tracey on the birth
of their son Anthony Peter; luckily he gets his looks from his mum.
Congratulations also to SSgt Chaz Dubique and Sgt Colin Dawson on
coming off their respective promotion boards (let's hope they don 't
end up posted to the same Unit as they are both 'Green beans').
A warm welcome to 2Lt Churchill who will only be with us for a
month before departing for sunnier parts. Farewells to Sigs Dave
Martin-Woodgate, Sig Gaz 'Slider' Ryder, both off to 2 Sqn and Op
Grapple, and to gt Millington who is off to 19 Bde. Good luck to all
in their new Units.
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Craig
Tp SSgt
SSgt i Hill
RR gt gt amuel Johnstone, Tp Sys Sgt Sgt Mark Whiting.
With our pending disbandment looming ever closer and a gentle
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trickle of postings, SSgt 'Si' Hill has coped well with the extra
pressures imposed on him! Away from the hell of the Troop office
and to the 'sheds' where .various heroes in the Troop continue to excel
in all fields of Army Life. Sig 'Den' Healey recently returned to the
uniform after helping out the Corp with a Badminton problem .
The Troop say farewell to Cpl 'Mouse' Fieldhouse who joins 35 Sig
Regt (V). We welcome 2Lt Craig who joins us from Sandhurst, for a
taste of Troop life.
HAWK TROOP
Lt D. Wilson
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. J. Johnson
Not very much has happened apart from a lot of hard work in the
garages, with LCpl John Botham in charge of the Radio Relay garages
now the relay ops haven't stopped working, they're too scared of what
might happen to them.
We say goodbye to four members deploying to Bosnia . They are
Sigs Chay Hook, Leroy Anthony Williams, Robert 'where's my tape'
Hardiman and to our Tp Comd 2Lt Jules Hill. We wish them all the
best and hope they all return safe and sound. Last but not least
farewell to Sgt 'Bilko' Wilkinson who is off to civvy street, with his
big cheque. We wish him and his family all the best for the future.
Welcome to Lt Dave Wilson who has come from 2 Sqn, we hope
that he enjoys his time with the Troop. We also say hello to Sigs Mark
Allan and John Saunders; they have both just come from the factory .
We hope they will enjoy their time in the Troop and Regiment. Finally
congratulations to LCpl Ged Halliday and Mrs Halliday on the birth
of their daughter Laura .

'Going' -Maj A. Field and W01 (SSM) Ogden say goodbye
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd/AO
Lt R. K. Orr
SSgt (FofS) M. Drake, SSgt (SQMS) W. Laurie, SSgt (OC LAD/MT)
W. Surman REME.

?SQUADRON
Tp Comd
Lt Char Morcom
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick Williams
Tp Sgt Sgt Steve Ferris, Tp Dogs-Body Sig ' Baldrick' Baldock.
February and March saw Comms Tp work miracles as it managed
to get rid of its remaining vehicles; some easier than others.

MIKE SECTION
Mike Section has been put to rest as there are no panzers left to
work on! The chariots finally started on their long trip home to UK
on Friday 5 March being bid a fond farewell by all, especially the
Techs.

ARRIVALS
Welcome to Sigs Martin-Woodgate, Hardiman and Hook.
FAREWELLS
Farewell and best wishes to Cpl Beresford , LCpl Boot, Sigs
Knowles, Frost, Mollison, Smith 438, Eustace, Powers and Reeves. A
fair exchange of manpower if ever we saw one!
Prior to departure for Bosnia we started to dig out all the corners
that nobody knew belonged to us. We found to our 'joy' that most
of Caithness Barracks was our responsibility!
This was also a time of finding all the Diffy Kit that we had
desperately searched for while preparing the vehicles (too late though,
they had already gone!). Thanks to a vigorous PT programme we are
all much fitter these days. Now we look forward to a new look 2 Sqn
(and probably a load more vehicles to sort out as well).
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QMS DEPT
by Cpl Jim Green
SSgt (SQMS) Bill Laurie, gt (URS) Kev Hardman RAOC, Cpl Jim
Green, Cpl Bob Bruce.
Life in the department continues to increase in pace as drawdown
looms ever closer. The vast majority of the Sqadron's holdings have
now been re-distributed and the SQMS is praying that none of it
comes back.
Congratulations to Kev Hardman on his impending promotion to
SSgt and his long awaited arrival in the Q's Dept.
Lastly good luck and goodbye to all.
MT
by LCpl Mick Hay
Slowly but surely the MT works towards the drawdown deadline
and to help us along we are joined by the unemployed Power Section
led by gt Adie Gamer. Adie proved that being first to close your
department was not all it's cracked up to be.
On the shop floor , the vehicles are steadily finding their way to new
homes and with no more spares coming in or demands its been a hard
slog getting everything ready for disposal. With Comms Tp now
disbanded everyone is now working with the MT and finding out what
hard work is all about! It's time for everyone to muck in and get on
with drawdown, 'weeks to go' are getting few!
Congratulations to Sgt Geordie Edminson on hearing he is to be
promoted to SSgt; LCpl to SSgt in six years is some going! MT and
'Gene Bay' wish luck to all in their new postings and if anyone from
Hohne needs some 'Red Rats', you know where we are?

Tp Comd

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jules Hill
Tp Sgt
Sgt Graham Gibson (RCT)
Suppoft Tp has been busy during the past month preparing its
vehicles and generators for handover to other Units due to drawdown.
ln between the handover of equipment we have prepared for Op
Grapple 2 which started on 21 May.
The Troop would like to welcome Sigs 'Brickies Rear' Tomlinson,
Delbart Williams and 'I don't drink much' Ryder, deploying with us
on Op Grapple; all from 1 Sqn.
Welcome also to 2Lt Hill (another Troop Comd) and farewell to Lt
Wilson and congratulations for being our Troop Comd for over one
month. Well done.
Congratulations go to Sig Nuttall on passing his Bl Drivers Course
and also to Sig Midgley on coming off the promotion board .

,.., _ ~• ulations to LCpl Bertie Basset and Mrs Bas et on the recent
birth of thei r daughter C harlotte anti 1h.-ir departure to Civ Di v, all
the best and good luck.
Goodbyes to Cfn ' Big Vern ' Anderson on posting to 4 Field RA ,
and C pl Dave Roberts and Cfn Bob Harm es back off to 1 ADSR after
helping out with drawndown for a month or two !
And lastly to me; I'm off to civvy street in June so thanks for
everything and cheers to all I've met in my career.

l

'Get Set' -Panzers ready to move to 209 Sig Sqn
Congratulations go to: SSgt
coming off the board for W02;
entrance exam and posting to
Thomson on promotion to Cpl.
Good luck to all the Techs in

(FofS) Martin 'Poirot' Drake on
Cpl Andy Spink on passing his Tl
24 Airmobile Bde; and LCpl Ian

1 DIV MINOR UNITS FOOTBALL
by Sgt Taff Evans
On Wednesday 17 March the Squadron football team met 12 Armd
Wksp REME in the final of the 1 Div Minor Units Cup.
Getting to the final was something of a miracle as due to options
and drawdown we have seen half of the original team posted out.
Anyway the team left for Osnabruck a day early in order to get the
players in the right mood for the match.
Both teams gave 1000/o from the start, neither side gave an inch and
there were very few clear-cut chances in the first half. There were some
excellent performances in the first half from Pte Bill Meehan ACC,
LCpl Mick Hay and Sig Al Martin, to name just a few. The GOC I
Armd Div Maj Gen I. C. Mackay-Dick MBE arrived in time to see the
second half and the effort was still coming hard from both sides. 12
Armd really piled on the pressure forcing some spectacular saves from
Sgt Tim Cook-Hannah AGC. The final whistle went with the game
still tied at 0-0.
Extra time brought a stunning goal from 12 Armd Bde from a free
kick from the edge of the area. 1\.11 the players knew they had given
everything to the match and done themselves proud. The GOC
presented the Trophies and congratulated everyone on a fine game.
It only remains to wish the new 207 at Hohne all the best and hope
they can keep up the standard.

their new postings.

LAD
by LCpl Andy May
SSgt Bill Surman. Well it was second time lucky for our boss, he
got his redundancy and he has now gone back to the UK (like a shot,
l might add). All that remains is to wish Bill and his family all the best
for the future.
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COMMS TP-THE END
by LCpl Dave Churchwood
Tp Comd
2Lt Churchill
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Mickey Mouse' Tait
Tp Sgt Sgt Baz Tollington.
Since Ex Reforger, the Troop has been steadily working itself to a
standstill with only a few minor setbacks (or were they major?).
Inspections of all kinds went surprisingly well and now our faithful
steeds are on their way to sunny Catterick. The panzers final track to
the railhead discovered a new way of reducing visibility.
SSgt Dougie Tait was last seen racing out of camp presumably en
route to Cyprus. The Tp Comd has also left; best wishes to him .
Comms Troop disbanded on Thursday 11 March and it is just left
to say, 'Good Luck to the Squadron and scrub those floors boys!'

THE TEAM
W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby, Sg1 Ian Benson RAMC, Sgt Tim CookHannah AGC, Sgt 'Taff' Evans, LCpls Baz Botwright, Mick Hay,
'Boggy' Bogden, LCpl Andy May REME, Sigs ' Foo' Harris, Stu
Ireland, Al Martin, Phil Maybury, Brian Voyse, Pte Billy Meeham
ACC and Sig Mick Yendell.

-
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp

2 Sig Regt
York
214 Q
Sqn Comd
Maj imon Green
21C
Capt Tim Allen
1 W02 ( M) Phil Atkinson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Dave Till, YofS
gt (Yo ) Graham Pardew, FofS SSgt (FofS) Tom Davies.
The Squadron bids farewell to Capt Stuart Gray-Cowan and FofS
teve
dywould who both leave for the big bad world of Civvy
treet. We wish both of them, and their successors, Capt Tim Allen
and gt Tom Davies the best of luck.
The Squadron is now summoning all its resources and energy for
RSIT. In the meanwhile we find time to tug a rope or two and win the
inter Squadron Tug-of-War competition as well as the Orienteering!
We await the re ults of the Super-Troop competition.
VIKING TROOP
Fir t of all Hellos and Goodbyes. Welcome to Sgt Beech, Cpl
Wilkin on, Sigs 'Reg' Holdsworth, Brind and McSorley (who is
shortly to be married). Farewell to Sigs Al Pearson, Stan Knight and
Sgt Moore who did not get his redundancy but settled for a Falklands
tint instead. Congratulations to Cpl 'Taff' Bowling on his
promotion.
Well done to the Troop 'pullers' who took part in the inter
Squadron Tug-of-War competition as they won it very easily. Well
done al o to the members of the Troop Athletics Team who won the
Inter Troop competition very convincingly.

FALCON FLIGHT
On Monday 22 February Falcon Tp deployed to Salisbury Plain, in
the dark, to spend a week practising a variety of communication and
military skills. The first two days were spent 'crashing out' of
numerous locations, swiftly changing commanders so that only the
Tp Comd, 2Lt Scott, knew what was happening. The Troop was left
to survive a full tactical phase including sentry duties, NBC threats,
no sleep and LCpl 'Eggs and Chip ' Hunt's cooking.
Day 3 dawned and SSgt Watson set up an orienteering course for
everyone's enjoyment which then extended to a night patrol. Little did
the Troop know that the Corporals were to capture them, if possible .
They did! However, they were unable to contend with Sig Menzies
who ate their notes and refused to cooperate. The Troop did escape
from the Corporals, leaving them for dead!
On the final day the Troop practised cross country driver
training- a never to be forgotten experience. Cpl (who told me to turn
right?) Flintoff discovered that Landrovers do not float. Sig
'Demolition' Henderson proved that she could not drive whilst
blindfolded and Sig 'Smiler' White just had a great time! All in all,
a good week .

Prior to leaving Germany the Regiment was presented with the
Federal Ministry of Defence Fahnenband ; an award for service in
Germany. The 3rd Division with their Signal Regiment had moved to
Korbecke from Bulford in 1977. Options for Change has allowed the
Regiment to return home where we are now busy establishing our
presence, building suitable garages, working areas and offices. The
Regiment that has returned is bigger with operational capabilities that
in truth provide a force multiplier to the Division. On the sports field,
it has been particularly pleasing to beat our neighbours, the IDWR
rugby team and the AMF(L) Log Sp Unit at football. Both matches
being friendly, certainly hard fought and, we hope a good omen for
our sporting future in UKLF.
FAHNENBAND PRESENTATION
Early in the Spring the beginning of a new year marked the end of
an era for 3Div Sig Regt. Our final parade in Germany was the
lowering of our flag and the presentation of the Fahnenband banner
for the newly acquired Regimental Standard . The banner was handed
over by Maj Gen Helmut Willman Comd 7 Panzer Division who,
incidentally, has moved, on promotion, to command the Euro Corps.
Not surprisingly he made a good attempt to recruit 3 (UK) Division
to join this German/ French formation. The parade was witnessed by
Comd 20 Armd Bde Brig Arthur Denaro, our last Garrison
Commander in Germany. Visitors and participants of the parade were
then entertained in the Messes and clubs at San Sebastian Barracks.

It was the excellent conditions for intensive race training in Flaine,
France, during January which saw a terrific leap in everyone's style
and technique . .. was that at putting back dislocated shoulders? The
team then went on to Le Grand Barnard to the 1 Div Championships
where all did extremely well and the team came eighth out of
twenty-four.
Maj Ford won all veteran prizes, finishing within the first five in six
out of seven races, and Lt Judy Palmer, a newcomer to racing, won
ladies runner-up. With memories of early morning runs, exhilarating
races and home cooking Cpl Bruce and Sig Evans then returned to
Germany, (how many times was that now, Brucie?) along with sore
knees and cracking shin-splints.
The two remaining speed merchants went on to the Army
Championships in Serre Chevalier, France, where Lt Palmer
represented the Army Ladies Team and Maj Ford qualified in his own
right, finishing within the top 15 in all six starts and coming second
place in the Slalom. Lt Palmer became overall Army Ladies
Champion, and went on to take part at the British Services
International Ski Championships in Austria where she came seventh
out of 25 female racers. She was awarded a prize for best newcomer
to the championships by the Duchess of York.
A thoroughly enjoyable and challenging period was considered well
worthwhile by all those involved. The races were demanding and
taxing, and most of the time surprisingly frightening and nerve
racking. Finishing races and doing well was the most rewarding and
satisfying feeling, in contrast to the frustration and dismay
experienced in failing to do so. As adventure training goes, downhill
ski-racing must remain one of the most emotional and fulfilling sports
to experience.

ROMAN TROOP
The 'Brain of Britain' Troop have at last won something; with
LCpl Knowles and Spence leading the way, Roman Tp won the
Regimental Inter Troop/Departmental Quiz night! Shame we could
not do the same on the athletics track, the football field ... etc!
Goodbyes to LCpl Robinson, Sig MacPherson, Cpl Vaughan, Sig
Darby, Cpls Arthurs and Tony Fuller. Is there anyone left? A few
hellos to Cpls 'Harry' Carpenter, Mick Delaney and the 'new' Tp
Comd 2Lt Giles who has finally decided to clip out of her skis and into
Combat Boots.
Falcon Tp Driver Training on Ex Falcon Flight
217 SQN
TORNADO TROOP
EXERCISE LOST SOULS
The Exercise entailed a small walk of 16km over some 'small'
hillocks. Corn Du and Pen Y Fan. It was while loading in the morning
that it was noted that the barbecue stand would not fit in! Two ACLs
were rapidly seconded! On arrival with 'surprise' guest, 217 Sqn
Comd Maj Clark, we split into four groups (with Sqn Comd a 'free
runner'). One group decided to run the course (there is always one)
while the rest decided to enjoy the weather.
219 Q
FALCON TROOP
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Welcome to Sig Bambrook and LCpl Richards and his wife who
arrived in February and March respectively.
Goodbye to Sig Rowlings, LCpl Royston, Cpls Hall and Beswick
and families who go to Catterick in April. Goodbye also to OCdt
opbie Davies who will be creating havoc at RMAS from May
onwards.
EXERCI E LION SUN
Several members of the Troop, along with others from the
Regiment, took part in Ex Lion Sun in January/February. Troop
member were: 2Lt Bobby Scott-Bravo Tp Comd, OCdt Davies,
Cpl Varney, Dobson, Sigs White, Menzies, Jones (913), Blakey and
David on.
Training was predominantly infantry tactics with some adventure
training in the Troodos mountains and the Mediterranean, all of
which culminated in a four day exercise which included a beach
landing, ravine traversing, helicopter movement and a lot of walking.
The Troop also had some success in the inter-section competition
taking the top spot; this section contained all the Signallers mentioned
above. Well done Falcon Tp!
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PHANTOM TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

2Lt Lee O'Rourke
SSgt Andy Trivett

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Hello to 2Lt Lee O'Rourke straight from his Tp Comd's course and
Sgt Rob Dunseith and Sig Claire Churchill from 8 Sig Regt. Goodbye
and good luck to Sig Baz Park and his wife Julie, we wish them well.
Finally, congratulations to Cpls Key Book and Dave Whitefield on
their promotions.
For the first time since last September Phantom Tp went to Bulford
in support of 1 Inf Bde. A static exercise that was good for dusting
the cobwebs off the node. Two of the Troop, Sigs 'Chuck ' Berry and
Danny Rudman went to Norway for two weeks, to Jive in holes and
show 244 Sqn how to ski!

SSgt Neil Killen with wife Lesley and chi ldren, after receiving his
LS & GC Medal
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Maj Gen H. Willman (GE) Army with Flag Party commanded by Lt
Chris Whitehead
THE NEW REGIMENT
The new Regiment in the UK consists of five squadrons as follows:
Headquarters (The Somme) Squadron commanded by Maj Ron
Lewis PARA.
202 Sig Sqn commanded by Maj Tony Johnson (Des Capt Calum
Clark) with Overloon, Waterloo and Busaco Troops.
206 Sig Sqn commanded by Maj Mike Tucker with lnkerman,
Mons, Cambrai and Kohima Troops.
222 Sig Sqn commanded by Maj Colin McGrory with Oman,
Sharjah and Aden Troops .
257 Sig Sqn commanded by Maj Paul Ford with Balaclava, Sword
and Salamanca Troops.
The troop titles come from the battles in which the 3rd Division has
fought.
ALPINE SKI TEAM
Members of thi year' Alpine team took part in a number of
training camps and championships ranging from The Corp
Championships in December 1992 to the British Services International
Ski Championships in January 1993 . The team was made up of the
following individuals: Maj Ford, Lt Palmer, Cpl Bruce and Sig Evans.
Considering the relative inexperience of the team, except of course
the champion veteran 'Silver Leader', all took to racing immediately
and improved a great deal over the period. The team came fou,rth out
of nine teams at the Corps Championships and Lt Judy Palmer won
the overall combination prize for Royal Signals (Ladies).
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Regimental Alpine Team:
l to R: Cpl Bruce, Sig Evans, Lt Palmer and Maj Ford

Lt Judy Palmer - Army ladies Champion 1993
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15
ORDIC KI EA ON
4 AD R ordic Ski Team left its ba e in Her ford on 14 November
looking forward to the hard but enjoyable season ahead. The team
con i ted of: Lt Eddie Williams, SSgts Adrian Scott, Compass
ode on, Cpl Ke~· Chri tie, LCpl Dickie Brass, Gyro George,
Dinger Bell, ig JD Morgan and Werewolf Drew.
Condition were excellent and therefore training progressed well.
gt
ti and Anderson coordinated the championship which were
held during the final week and produced testing cour es . There were
three race which counted towards the Corps Champion hips.
RFSULTS
!Okm Individual-1st LCpl Brass 4 ADSR
2nd LCpl George 4 ADSR
4x7.51st Team 4 ADSR
2nd Team 14 Sig Regt
4X 101st Team 4 ADSR
2nd Team 14 Sig Regt
4 ADSR ran out overall Corps champions, as well as the team prizes
individuals won:
LCpl Andy George-Overall Nordic Champion
Capt Eddie William -Overall ovice Champion
Sig Graham Drew-2nd Jr Novice.

These results stood 4 ADSR in good stead for the Divisional
competition in Galtur, Austria. T his Divisional Championship was by
far the hardest with teams such as 35 Engr Regt, 50 Regt RA, 28 Engr
Regt and 26 Engr Regt all competing. The team did well in all races,
finishing 2nd or 3rd , a nd this, combined with the excellent Alpine
re ults , made us the 4 Div Major Unit Ski C hampions.
After a long drive to Les Saisies in France for the Army
Championships the team were in high spirits. Unfortunately many
teams had their squads · boosted with their National Skiers who
returned from full time training. This only made the team try harder
and with some excellent results finished third in The Princess Marina
Competition. The courses used tluoughout the championships were
those used during the 1992 Winter Olympics . These proved to be very
technical and brought out the very best in all the skiers . LCpl George
produced an excellent result in the IOkrn Biathlon Sprint finishing a
creditable 10th, only beaten by National Skiers . At the prizegiving
Capt Eddie Williams received two tankards for the 1st Novice in the
!Okm Biathlon Sprint and the 20km Biathlon .
1 SQN
Maj Norton
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Cathro
SSM W02 (SSM) G. G. A. Reith, FofS W02 (FofS) Fitzgerald, SSgt
(FofS) S. Bason, YofS SSgt (YofS) P. Rose, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) J.
Pickles.

CHEETAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Wendy Kirby
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy Brown
Tp Sgts Sgts Paul Robson, Ian Cawson.

Nordic Ski Team
Front Row (L to RJ: Sig J . D. Morgan, LCpl A. George,
Sig G. P. Drew and LCpl R. Brass
Standing (L to RJ: LCpl M. Bell, SSgt B. Anderson, Lt E. Williams
and SSgt A. Scott

The Patrol Race
From L to R: Lt Williams, LCpls Brass and George
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HELWS AND GOODBYES
Goodbye and thanks to our Tp Comd Lt Keith Mannings for his
efforts over the last two years. The Troop wishes him all the luck in
Bulford, also to LCpl Eden who has remained in Herford after his
posting to 7 Sig Regt, and a long list of Troop members all opting for
the soft option in 3 (UK) Div in Bulford, LCpl Coates, Sigs Oates,
Lambert and Downes. Goodbye to Cpl Coupland who is now on his
Tl in Catterick, good luck. Also goodbye to LCpl (now Cpl) Ginn
now in York and finally LCpl Barton who was posted to the School
of Signals.
Hello to our new Tp Comd 2Lt Wendy Kirby; welcome. Also
welcome to Cpl Kennedy, LCpl Cochrane, Sig Churchward, Sigs
Fisher, Ford, Penny and Pearce from 3 (UK) Div. Also welcome to
Sig Agnew from 3 Sqn.
REGIMENTAL MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITION
Cheetah Tp entered, what we considered to be, a superbly balanced
section with brains, imagination, skill, stamina and fitness. The
m~gnificent s~ven were: SSgt Andy Brown-Section Comd; Cpl Ade
Wilson-Section 2IC; Cpl 'Skippy' Stevens-Section Aussie/LSW·
LCpl Jamie Whitehead-Section Tech; Sig Dickinson-Section First
Aid; Sig Fisher-Section Comms; Sig Ford-Section Idiot.
The first day consisted of 14 stands in three locations and the
sections had to drive or walk between them. There were the normal
~litary skills. stands a!l~ also some interesting command tasks, clay
pigeon shootmg, a dnvmg stand and a falling plate (or were they
biscuits?) stand. Our section enjoyed a reasonable amount of success
on this day and were placed 3rd going into the night phase.
ThefOext day, after a long night of recces and foot patrolling, with
about three hours sleep and a good downpour to keep up the morale,
we had two more stands to face. The dreaded RSM's inspection
st~rring WOl (RSM) Barry. Spiers and the Quarry Run (or was it a
chmb?), .the final stan~. This was sheer enjoyment, including scaling
a nea! chff face, crossmg a double rope bridge, a cam net challenge,
carrymg a rather heavy stretcher for part of the course and then
another sprint up another rather steep hill to the finish. We broke the
course record and left for camp feeling we had done our best but we
w~re a little. dis~ppointed to find out at the prizegiving that we had
slipped to runth ID the overall standings! The two other Troops in the
Squadron also had a good competition. Panther Tp came first (well
done) and Kiwi Tp came 4th, which meant that the Squadron had won
the competition overall and Sig Dickinson received the Howe
Memorial Trophy on behalf of the Squadron from Lt Cot C. J.
Burton OBE.
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KIWI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J . Russell
Tp SSgt
SSgl M. Fisher
Tp Sgts Sgls J . Burns, A. Nodwell .
The Troop welcomes Sigs Steve Bolton, Al Nottingham, Mick
P hillips, Norman Peal , Rob Steel, 'Sammy' Sammy and his wife
Steph, who have found themselves industriously employed in RSIT
preparation , including Steph . Sgl Al Nodwell took to his heels and
made fo r RSSC and ' potential' Yeoman ; the Troop wish him the best
of luck. Despite arduous preparation for RSIT, between Exercises
Quadriga Herald we field ed a strong team fo r the Regimental Military
Skills Competi tion . Outstanding performances were from Lt Cathro
for his flick flack on the parallel bars, SSgt Fisher, 'Brad' Bradley and
Chris Middleton, Cpl Davis and 'all rounders' Cpl Mark Gilbert, Sigs
Daz Copley and Harry Webb. The team won four stands and
completed the course a highly commendable fourth.
On a final note we would like to congratulate Sgt Jimmy Burns o n
his selection for promotion to SSgt.
2SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P . Taylor
Sqn 2IC
Capt E. Williams
SSM W02 (SSM) Ray Bray, YofS SSgt (YofS) Steve Townsend, FofS
SSgt (FofS) Ian Flippance, Tp SSgt SSgt Keith Wilkinson, MT Sgt Sgt
Pete Spry, Trg NCO Cpl Al Hanlon.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
We bid fond farewell to Maj Graham Norton and his wife Amanda.
He has gone to I Sqn where we hope he will be as successful as he has
been in 2 Sqn .
We have had an abundance of 21Cs, firstly Capt Andy Williams
who left us for 3 Sqn . His successor Capt Tim Jones has also gone to
Cyprus after only a month here. Both will be missed .
The Squadron would like to extend a hearty welcome to Maj Paul
Taylor and his wife Angeleane, Lt Eddie Williams and his wife
Michelle, Lt Mark Cornell, and last, but not least, SSgt Keith
Wilkinson and his wife Sharon .
CONGRATULATIONS
Everyone in the Squadron joins in congratulating W02 (SSM) Ray
Bray on his selection for promotion to WO!.
ARRIVALS
A2 Tp welcomes on board: Cpl Kev Murphy and his wife Judith
and daug!iter Kimberly; Cpl Paul George and Vivienne and Robert
and Michael; LCpl 'Geordie' Moss and Sue; LCpls Drudge-Coates,
Chippie Wood, Charlie Henson; Sig Pete Stubbs and Birgit and
Christopher, Sonny and Anthony.
Congratulations to LCpl Simo Simpson and Brigette who now have
a baby daughter, Grace and Sig Paddy Torbitt and Sharon who have
a bouncing baby son, Luke.
DEPARTURES
Sad farewells from A2 to the following: Sigs Nick Utley, Badger
Culver, Andy Carter, Stevie Wells, Danny Kates and LCpl Baz Starke
who have all been posted to different Troops within the Squadron.
Also goodbye to Sig Tim Alderson who will be touring BATUS for
six months.
3SQUADRON
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Evan
Tp SSgt
Sgt 'DCI Taggart' Murray
A few have been lost at the roadside along the way; Sgt Dave Glay,
LCpl Will Scarlett and LCpl ' Smudger' Smith.
We have recruited some into our happy throng; Cpl 'Taff' Harding
and Sig Eddie Edwards.
.
..
Two exercises have been undertaken. The first was the M1htary
Skills Competition, the second was the finishing of the RSIT.
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Sally Rees
Tp SSgt
SSgt Adrian Scott
Tp Sgt Sgt Sam Street.
We do not remember what a quiet life is, what with Regimental
exercises, finishing mandatory training and next RSIT. Oh yes, I
nearly forgot, half the Troop were deployed on that tedious
Exercise-Snow Queen.
.
We welcome back with open arms those who have been Nordic
skiing for the Corps; SSgts Scott, Andy George and J. D. Morgan. We
also wait for 'Symo' Symmonds to return from instructing on Snow
Queen.
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" welcome to the T roop ig Allan and his wi fe Julie, from 8 Sig
Regt. e also say hello to ig Adams who has come all the way from
7 Sig Regt.
We sa y farewell, fo r a while to Cpl Uttley who is unfortunately
going to BATUS (unfortunately for us not him) . And to gt am
Street and Cpl Stevie Goodwin and LCpl Fred Willis on redundany.
You will all be mi ssed.
JAGUAR TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Rue Whiting
Tp SSgt
Sgt 'Fish' Fisher
Tp Sgt Sgt 'Baz' Raine.
For once Jaguar Tp's hellos will be longer than their goodbyes as
we are only saying farewell to Cpls ' Hutch' Hutchings, Al Hughes and
Sig Mark Curry . Welcomes, however, are extended to Sgt 'Baz' Raine
and Sigs Hodgkinson, King and West along with a good deal of new
arrivals from within the Regiment.
T he high point was undoubtedly coming a close second in the
Regimental Military Skills Competition. With very little time to
devote to specific training we sent our seven man team to compete.
With Sgt 'Baz' Raines' enthusiasm and a youthful team (if Cpl Hearn
is still considered youthful) we stayed in high spirits and displayed
good professionalism throughout what was a hard competition. Our
warmest congratulations go to Panther Tp, who just pipped us, and
we lay down the challenge for next year.
NOVEMBER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Stu Moffat
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jim Clace
Tp Sgt Sgt Ronie Snell.
So much has changed, it is hard to know where to start. In January
SHQ Tp merged with us, for better or for worse. First off, we have
had many new arrivals, so we would all like to say a big welcome to
the following: SSgt Jim Clace from the late 22 Sig Regt; Cpls Carl
Bruce, Mar McNamara and Sig 'Brummie' Baker, from 3 Div; LCpl
McNicoU from 200 Sig Sqn; Sig 'Taff' Kinsey from 202 Sig Sqn; and
not forgetting our intrepid leader Lt Stu Moffat, all the way from
2 Sqn.
We have lost Sig Ian Slocombe to 200 Sig Sqn; Sig 'Dog'
Barker to 5 AB Bde; Cpl Gaz Tabour to 264 Sig Sqn; and
Cpls Eddie Eddleston and 'Chippy' Wood both to 3 Div. We are
soon to lose Cpl Al Sallis, LCpl 'Geordie' Patterson, Cpl Al O'Hare
and Sig Stan Stanley all to Civ Div; Cpl Gordon Rodie goes to I Inf
Bde and LCpl Jase Cade goes to 210 Sig Sqn; not forgetting George
Harrison, Gaz Taylor, Dave Agnew, Tony Hughes, Dave Phillips and
Will Scarlett, who have all gone to different Troops in the Regiment.
And last of all, after seeing her Troop chopped and changed so much,
Lt Sarah Allan, finally lost the edge and was last seen packing her bags
and wandering off into the sunset burbling something about Sardinia.
Congratulations to LCpls Phil Dicken and Jase Cade who passed
their Det Comds course and Sgt Ronnie Snell, who passed his Sgts
course. Cpl Dave Henderson on his promotion, more money there
Dave! And much to his dismay Sig Stan Stanley who got his W02, but
just for the day, and after a most entertaining drill parade.
A little pat on the back to Cpl Dean McKenzie and Sig Steve Massey
who did very well in the Army skiing competitions.
Now not much has happened since Christmas apart from a riproaring Squadron do, a couple of dozen exercises thrown in here and
there for good measure and the Regimental Military Skills
Competition.
. .
Our team consisted of Lt Stu Moffat (pathfinder extraord1Daire),
Sgt Ronnie Snell (F.B.), Sig Paul Castle, Cpls 'Woody' Allen, Pete
Lagden, Sigs Steve Massey, 'Brummie' Baker and..Ma~k Blears,
Andy Howe and LCpl 'Scouse' Atherton eargerly wa1t1Dg ID reserve.
They all enjoyed themselves, especially on the river crossing, and
although they didn't break any records, it was fun .

DO YOU KNOW?-ANSWERS
•
•
•

e

•
•

June 1987.
11 June 1977.
1950.
Major General Sir William Scott KCMG CB CBE.
Lieutenant General Sir John Fowler KCB KCMG DSO.
'C' Telegraph Troop, RE formed in 1870.
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TN 023
Tp Comd
2Lt Bridge Forster
SSgt Jeff Clarke
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts (Sys) Sgt Dos Day, (RR) S gt Nick Bell, (Tech) Sgt Andy
Saunders.
Ex First Guard went well despite heavy snow, although the Tp
Comd turned the weather lo his advantage by practising his
langlaufing in between and around locations.

7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

FAREWELLS
To Cpl Crier to 15 Sig Regt and Cpl Twigger to I In f Bde, LCpl
Mortimer to 2 Sig Regt, LCpl Green to 2 Sig Regt; good luck.
HEADQ ARTER QUADRON DEPLOYS!
On a bleak now ridden Saturday morning in February, A Echelon
of Headquarter Squadron deployed on E.: First Guard. Thi was the
fir t time that the multinational HQ ARRC had deployed in to the
field, it added a completely new dimension to our life tyle. A
Echelon's task in the great plan was to support both 7 and 16 Sig
Regt ' communication as ets. The setting up phase was under the
trict control of the new SSM, W02 Dave Sacree who based himself
in an old style sleeping bag in a 9 x 9 tent. The complex soon settled
into a comfortable routine until the Ptarmigan sub sets started to ring
and all hell broke loose. There are no portaloos at TN 022 or TN 023,
our generators have stopped, we need a complete set of Landrover
light bulbs; this set the scene for the next 48 hours.

Good morning Sgt Phil Price

in the Command Post. The flood of demands had slowed to a trickle
and the reason for that, so rumour control had it, was that the Staff
had arrived in the field . The only woman soldier, Pte Heather Ford
AGC, to have deployed with A Echelon to date ensured that the watch
keepers have never been so organised! The next 48 hours were not all
plain sailing for RQMS (T) W02 John Standen due to a slight
problem of missing Fax leads that kept him and his band of not so
merry men occupied. The telephone lines were red hot to the QM (T)
Capt Jim Coffey and every Ordnance depot listed .
There appeared at 0300 hrs to be a silver lining in the RQMS (T)'s
cloud when leads arrived at A Echelon. Being a thorough sort of
person the now smiling RQMS took the leads to the vehi cle just down
from the command post to test them on a Fax machine. To his horror
they were too short! Never mind, as RSM you will not have the
problem of Fax leads to contend with.
It was not long before the order was given to move to peace location
and effect the recovery of the Squadrons from the snow and ice
covered countryside.
228 SIGNAL SQUADRON
TN 021
Tp Comd
Lt John Merritt
Incoming Tp Comd
2Lt Lloyd Golley
Tp SSgt SSgt Brummy Cox, Tp Sgts (Sys) Sgt Phil Price, (RR) Sgt Al
Keen, (Tech) Sgt Andy Foster.
Exercises have been high priority, especially the inter-op trial with
the Bundeswehr in Oldenburg. The aim was to allow AutoKo to work
through Tl ls to Ptarmigan. Led by Sgts Phil Price and Andy Foster,
the trial directors (UK) were Comd 228 Sig Sqn Maj Simon Purser and
SSgt (YofS) Jim Hanlon . The Bundeswehr was impressed with the
speed with which the system was set up and intrigued by the fact we
had a female RR Op with us. The Troop was hosted very well by the
Bundeswelu, especially during the last evening, when SSgt (YofS)
Hanlon was challenged to demonstrate his para-roll, which he did
admirably. His counterpart, did not fare so well which caused some
amusement. The trial was a great success and the camaraderie between
the Regiments was bonded.
REDUNDEES
The Troop would like to say farewell and thank you to our three
'civvys' Cpls Mark Read, Rob Clark, and 'Topsy' Turvey. We wish
them and their fami lies all the best for the future.
FAREWELL
Also farewell to the following:
Lt John Merritt, enjoy Catterick.
LCpls Jim Mason and John Ward to 16 Sig Regt; see you next year.

Snow? It never snows in BAOR
Meanwhile we moved to a new cell co-located with A Echelon called
CP7-no Ops Logs Comms or Log Ops Comms or maybe Log Ops
SFA or Log Ops FSA? In this vehicle they were busy making Blue
Peter style notice boards, signs and forms in anticipation of the arrival
of the 21C. W02 Mac McLusky kept a watchful eye on these
proceedings and was indeed OIC scissors. He also based himself in a
9 x 9 tent, but with a new style sleeping bag.
A 48 action packed hours had passed Sqn Comd, Maj Brian
Dearman decided that it was time to emerge from SSgt (SQMS)
Read' cosy home from home admin area and ·put in an appearance
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TN 022
Tp Comd
Lt Scott Youngson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ron Brent
Tp Sgts (Sys) Sgt Neil Stewart , (RR) Sgt Roy Carter, (Tech) Sgt Jim
Davidson.
Lt Scott Youngson and Sgt Neil Stewart became supermodels for
theday when photographers turned up at the trunk node on the press
day during Ex First Guard. Sorry, but we don 't reckon you should
give up your day jobs. Other unexpected visitors included Lt Gen Sir
Jeremy Mackenzie Comd ARRC. All in all the exercise went well.
ARRIVALS
Sigs Nicholls, Jay, Hemley, Harrison, Langley ; all from 8 Sigs
Regt; welcome.
FAREWELLS
Sgt Neil Stewart to School of Signals, Cpl Del Kavanagh to 8 Sig
Regt, Cpl Shaun Fairfield to 2 Sig Regt; best wishes.
CONGRATS
To Lt Youngson and Jane on the birth of their daughter Lucy and
farewell on your way to HQ as Asst Adjt.
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CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt Bell on his promotion.
WELCOME
To Sigs Scraffe, Williams, Brown , White, all from 8 Sig Regt.
FAREWELLS
To SSgt Cambridge and Sgt Barlow, both going to civ div. Good
luck .
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The Squadron has been busy with demonstrations, PRE, and
Military Training. It recently deployed on Ex First Guard, the first
deployment for the multi-national staff within ARRC.
RADIO TROOP
The Troops' role is to provide Radio comms for the ARRC
Headquarters. We have recently been involved in both Regimental
and ARRC exercises. Additionally, various members have been
allowed the opportunity to explore other cultures noticeably BATUS,
coupled with seal spotting in the JCUFI and South Georgia. A warm
welcome is extended to Sgt Miles Webb from Blandford, LCpls Sean
Pollock, James Borham, Sigs Holden, Rawlings, and Pete Wood.
Recent departures have included Cpl Keith Parsons to 210 Sig Sqn,
and Sigs Burke, Harrison and Watson all to 216 Sig Sqn.

-:>up has also seen success 011 the sports field where they are
in 2nd place overall in the lnter-Troo ('r ·npetition. Scoring highly on
the APFA phase they managed to beat some Troop teams from other
Squadrons.
Finally, a goodbye to LCpl 'Del' Parkinson , off to 4 Div HQ and
Sig Regt and a hello to Sig Norfolk , fresh from 3 Div HQ and Sig
Regt. Welcome to the real world (Ark ARRC).
MAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Hill
SSgt Johnson.
Tp
Firstly, congratulations to LCpl Rogerson on his long awaited
promotion . Obviously his endeavours to set up a Rugby League ide
in this Regiment have paid off.
So impressed was the Tp Comd by the size of the turnout in the
Regimental team that he decided to make the journey to watch them
get hospitalised against an alarmingly well established, not to mention
big, side. Fortunately, their zest has not been dampened.
The Troop's welcoming hand goes out to Sig Clayton, fresh from
Catterick , and in the same breath we say goodbye as he's off to
Canada; lucky young man.
Finally, the Troop went off for a spot of Adventurous Training in
May to the Spanish Pyrenees.
CORPS RADIO TROOP
Corps Radio Tp was formed within 232 Sig Sqn on 5 January.
The first three months have proven to be extremely hectic with a
number of exercises, the yearly PRE, the preparation of 43's for
handover and seven changes of establishment. The Regimental
manning, post Options, has now been agreed but even this has not
stopped fluctuations in the number of detachments we provide,
making for.a very interesting existence. 'Now, was it 14 or 16 dets for
the next exercise .. ?'
In February, a 'Get to know you' function was organised by Sig
Porter and his crew.'
Ex WoodJand Flight I, in January, was an extremely good shake
out or should that read 'dig out', as vehicle recovery seemed to be the
ord~r of the day. New techniques were developed and a list of,
previously overlooked, recovery items discovered.

MAN TROOP
Immediately after Ex First Guard it was noses back to the
grindstone in preparation for the vehicle and exercise readiness
inspection, part of the Inter Squadron Military Skills Competition. It
was during this period that two members of the Troop were noticed
walking around in civvys and telling us that they were 'getting ready
for the Albania Expedition'. A report of their doings appears in the
In Tray on page XX.
FORWARD TROOP
Yes, yet another Troop in the Squadron was involved in Ex First
Guard.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Squadron has had a high turnover of personnel, so here we go.
We say farewell to the following and wish them all the best for their
new postings or in civvy street: W02 (SSM) Dougie Wright, off to 8
Inf Bde Sig Sqn; Cpl, or should I say Mr Mac Parker, off to civ div;
LCpl 'Scouse' Marnell off to 33 Sig Regt (V); LCpl 'Geordie' Ferry
off to I Div; LCpl Leo Lyons to the Berlin Sig Regt and Sig Al Barton
to 15 Sig Regt.
The Squadron welcomes the following and wishes them all the best
for their tour here. W02 (SSM) Grant Pocock, Sgt Miles Webb,
LCpls Sean Pollock and James Borham and last but not least, Sigs
Nicholas Holden, Brian Rawlings, Peter Wood and Tony Garcia.

Don't be disappointed:
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
BY THE 15th OF THE
MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION

CONG RA TULA TIO NS
The Squadron congratulates the following: LCpls Buchan, Ferry
and Marnell on promotion to Cpl; Sig Brian Rawlings on his marriage
to Kerry; Sgt Tom Brand and Yvonne on the the birth of t~eir son an.ct
his promotion to SSgt; Sgt John Baily and Elaine on the birth of their
son and Sig Anderson and Manuela on the birth of a baby boy.
232 SIG SQN
FSG TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt A. Saddington
Tp Sgt
Sgt Anderson
OR Cpl A. Martin.
The Troop has currently seen an increase in taskings an_d a decrease
in manpower, so what? Ex First Guard proved that the kit works and
that we can stay awake for more than 16 hours if necessary. The
resident 'Jim'll Fix It' award goes to Cpl Scott Margison who
managed to successfully cure all technical faults with a screwdriver,
cup of coffee and help. Enough said.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1993

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED RHQ?
TEL 071-414 8432
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the pring tuggle to how through the Catterick winter the
Regiment continues to work and play:

The Regiment has also hosted professionals from the sporting field :

3 Q AD RON ' CON ERV ATION EFFORTS CONTINUE
In the face of 3 Squadron's imminent demise the Squadron's
per onnel continue to support the local community with conservation
work. Their late t project, organised by SSgt 'Geordie' Shave and Cpl
John Creevy employed 20 oldier from the Squadron who enjoyed a
day of 'landscaping' at Butterfly World, Preston Park, Stockton.

REGIMENTAL FOOTBALL HOSTS NORTHERN
PROFESSIONALS
On 11 February the Regiment played host to a combined team of
Newcastle United and Sunderland footballers . The visitors spent the
morning on the assault course under the watchful eye of Cpls Graham
White and Dave Leask of the Gym Staff and later honed their
shooting skills in the Indoor Range with W02 Tim Broomfield and
SSgt Dave Fraser. In the afternoon the Regimental side fought a hard
game but were beaten 4-2, the best goal coming from a free-kick by
Cpl Ian Stewart.

I TER QUADRON SQUASH
The Inter quadron Squash competition, comprising of some 150
matches by 40 competi tors of all standards, took place in late March.
The 'old and bold' from the Trade Training School ran out clear
winners. The younger and less experienced 2 Sqn team of Sigs David
Hunter, Dean Thompon, Johan Braund-Smith, Kevin Barrs, Tony
Adam and Darren Adams-Shaw was outclassed but played with spirit
and thoroughly enjoyed the competition .

DHEKELIA MOTOR SHOW
HQ SQUADRON
Every year the Regiment organise the Dhekelia Motor Show which
is held at the Eastern Sovereign Base Area REME Workshops. The
aim of the event is two-fold, first and foremost to raise money for
charities. The proceeds are split equally between local and UK
organisations. Secondly, it provides an opportunity for interested
personnel to view under one roof the majority of new vehicles
available in Cyprus. This year's Motor Show was the tenth of its kind
raising well over £Cl0,000. There were over 140 cars and 30 motor
bikes displayed by 28 dealers thus providing a means of transport to
suit everyone's needs. Back in November last year, long before the
first spectator arrived, the Show Committee, Maj Miles Stockdale
(Chairman), Capt Skip Redman (Show Co-ordinator), Capt Mick
Baddeley AGC (Programme/Posters/Finance), put pen to paper to
set the wheels in motion . WO l (RSM) Dave Chrystal volunteered his
services in organising manpower and W02 (RQMS) Tony Bottomley,
resources. Lt Leslie Allen AGC looked after the Public Relations
ma king sure that both civilian and military personnel knew when and
where to make an appearance.
The Show was opened by the Mayor of Larnaca after watching a
spectacular display of free-fall parachuti ng by the Blue Helmets and
Red Devils. After some precision landing the teams formed up and
marched into the central arena and presented the Mayor with a large
pair of golden scissors with which to cut the ribbon. After the Mayor's
speech and a fa nfare played by the Band of the Worcestershire and
Sherwood Foresters, the Show was declared open. Whilst the majority
looked around the show, others fo und entertainment on the Go-Karts
which were run by Capt Clive Cook and his dedicated band of
'Karters' from the Mercury Kart Club.

nordic skills and it was a nailbiting wait for the results with the I
Squadron A team being very narrowly beaten by a team from the
Royal Irish Regiment. Overall the Regiment did very well and the
individual novice award went to LCpl Aidan Patrick from 2 Sqn.
Flushed with success the RSM and QMSI decided to hold an Inter
Squadron Nordic competition. It was the first Regimental competition
encompassing the new HQ and 1 Squadrons, who were both leading
contenders to win, as they had all the well known nordic skiers. The
competition was a 4km course with each Squadron providing up to
eight competitors with six to count. Unfortunately fate dealt a cruel
blow and with various people getting lost 2 Sqn narrowly won, just
beating 3 Sqn. The individual winner was Cpl Glyn Wade from 3 Sqn
followed by LCpl Phil Platt.

Cpls Graham Whit e and Dave Leask of t he Gym Staff take t he
vis itors from Newcastle United and Sunderland Footba ll Clubs fo r
a ru n up to the assa ult cou rse
Photo courtesy of The Echo, Sunderland

The CO crosses the line after a gruelling battle at 6, 500ft on Mt
Olympus. Maj Turner looks on and offers encouragement

;

The 2 Sqn Squash Team
fl to R): Sigs David Hunter, Dean Thompson, Johan BraundSmith, Kev in Barrs, Tony Adams and Darren Adams-Shaw

Government Communication Headquarters
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REGIMENTAL SNOOKER COMPETITION ATTRACTS WORLD
RANKING PROFESSIONAL
The Regiment's individual Snooker championships, organised by
gt Karen Webb, came to a conclusion on 24 February 1993. After a
well con!ested competition the finalists earned the right to play against
the Ladies world ranked Number One Snooker professional Miss
Alison ~isher, who proceeded to demonstrate why she is so r~nked ,
by beaung the two runners-up: Sig Mhairi Macintosh and Cpl Barry
Favanger and then the two winners: Sigs Mark Smith and Johan
Braund-Smith. The finalists are pictured with their awards after the
presentation by the CO and Miss Fisher.

GCHQ requires experienced RADIO OFFICERS. If yoo ore looking for o career which will
build on the training ycu have received, conlod GCHQ. We require skilled ond motivoled
slofl. with o high sense of purpose, lo sludy our communicolions across lhe whole
spectrum, from DC lo lighl. To qualify you require o minimum of 2 years recent and
relevant radio operating experience. We would prefer yoo to be capable of reading
morse ol 20 wpm, but ii not, full training will be given ol our Training School.

The Mayor of Larnaca officially opens the 1 993 Dhekelia Moto r
Show, Maj Miles Stockdale, the Show Chairman, leads the way
For those in need of rest and recuperat ion, sustenance could be
found at the barbecue and cafe run by W02 (RQMS) AndyWilkes and
bis staff. Musical entertainment was provided by Dave Raven (BFBS)
with the 54321 Disco run by Sgt Gilly Potter and his wife Jean
(IWFR). One of the highlights of the weekend was the Grand Draw
which has been the responsibility of W02 (SSM) Kev Hallett with the
help of LCpls Julie Baillie and 'Vic' Vickery. The first prize was a
brand new Subaru Vivio which was won by Mrs Linda Boyd
(expatriate). There were many other prizes kindly donated by the car
dealers represented at the Show. The award for the Best ~land
Competition was won by Amazon (Nissan) Enterprises who will be
asked to produce the poster, programme and raffle tickets for next
year's Show. The Show Committee would like to thank everyone ~ho
helped put this year's event together . A lot of hard work went mto
making the 1993 Dhekelia Motor Show the biggest and the best yet.

The Regimental Snooker fina lists with the CO and Miss Fisher
fl to RJ Cpl Barry Favanger, Sig Mhairi Macintosh , Miss Alison

Fisher, Col J. R. B. Cook, Sigs Mark Smith and Johan BraundSmith
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SSgt (FofS) Tommy Steele presents a Regimental Plaque to Martin
Smith of Sunderland FC
Photo courtesy of Tho Echo , Sunderland
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NORDIC SKIING
The 1993 all Island Nordic Ski Champsionship took place at
Troodos in mid February with 20 teams taking part. The Regiment entered four teams for the competition and 1 Squadron A team emerged
as best contenders. Lt Col N. C. Jackson MBE, Maj Jonathan Turner,
WOl (RSM) Dave Chrystal and the SMSI W02 Paul White left t~e
start line with great hopes of winning. The 8km course tested all their
THE WIRE, JUNE 1993

For condidoles wilhoul radio operofing experience, lhe following quolilicolions

ore necessary:
BTEC Nolionol Diploma or HNC/HND in o Telecommunications Electronics Engineering
syllobus which musl include radio communications modules. Cily and Guilds 777
(odvonced level) or MRGC.
Preferred age range for experieced Radio Officers and for lhose who do nol possess lhe
full range of skills is 18-45.
When yoor !raining is compleled you con look forword lo:

• Good career prospecls

•

Competitive solories
reviewed annually

•

Varied work [opporlunilies for moves
wilhin the UK and overseas)

0 Generous leave a llowance

•

Job Security

•

Non-conlribulory Pension Scheme

Training period: Belween 29 and 52 weeks (depending on background
and experience) .
Salary during training (£9757). On completion of training, salary is then performance
related but will start at inclusive rate of £t7,958. Given normal progression, standard
pay will be reached in 5 years. Currently standard pay is:- £22,378
GCHQ Is an equal opportunity employer
APPLICANTS MUST BE BRITISH NATIONALS
For further information and application form contact:
Recruitment Office, Room N 11 08, GCHQ Priors Road, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL52 5AJ or telephone (0242) 232912 or 232913
All completed forms must be received m the
Recruitment Office by 9 July 1993.
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Maj P. J. McLoughlin
W02 (Yof ) am McElreany

RRI\ LS A D FARE\\'ELLS
In the I t few month we have had quite a few departures and to
add to the li~t are Carl Woodray and his wife Sandra wh are
depaning for a cooler climate in Blandford and LCpl Tony Young
and hi \l.ife u who are going into Ci Div. The Troop wish them
all the be t for the future .
COMM TROOP Q IZ NIGHT
On Thursday 18 1arch a quiz night was held to test the brain of
the Troop! The evening went exceptionally well which was unusual in
it elf and wa organi ed by our entertainments committee which
compri ed Cpl Elaine Musgrave, LCpls 'Scooter' Burns, Lieann
ndre\I, and ig Helen Nolan and Dawn Green.
Our Magnus Magnusson for the evening was Cpl Elaine Musgrave.
The winner of the quiz were the Carrot Crunchers Sigs 'Taff' Parr,
Leslie McGuffie, Becky Booth, Steve Smith successfully led by Sig
'Taff' Jo\\, Turner. Many thanks to Lynette Leyland for the excellent
tandard of the food provided during the evening and to Sgt Dave
Le~land for transporting it to us, whilst still hot.
I TER-SHIIT GO-KARTING COMPETITION

Once again 'A' and 'C' shifts got together for another leg of the
inter Shift Challege Trophy. Since Sgt Brian Burns shiny 'A's romp
to \ictory in the ten pin bowling, it was time for Sgt Chris Nelson's
sweet revenge. This was to be done on all fours! Yes, the Ay Nik
Kaning Club proved to be an excellent venue for this leg and Chris
el on's team proved to be too strong for 'A' shift. From start to
finish they barged and crashed their way to victory. It was a strongly
conte ted competition with Cpl Carl Woodray attempting to drive the
kan upside down.

Lee mean-.. hile look forward to a tour at the home o f the Briti sh
Army in Alder hot!
We welcome Cpl Du Saul-we have all been rivetted by his
interesti ng diving Storie ; let's hope the instructors on his Potential
Officer
Development Course think the same- good luck!
Congratulations to SSgt (FofS) Reg Whitehead and SSgt John
Middleton on being elected for promotion to W02. Reg has already
moved across to take over Billy Bodge workshops otherwise known as
projects while John has the harder task taking up the RQMS post at
31 Sig Regt (V) in the ummer. Meanwhile on the next rung down Sgts
Pete Tasker and Steve Metherell were selected for promotion to SSgt.
Pele move in to become the new TG Workshop taskmaster and
agony aunt. Despite learning Mandarin in a week in anticipation of
a Far East tour Sgt Steve Metherell now has the honour of serving
with the ARRC at 7 Sig Regt. Other stalwarts deserving of a mention
are Sgt 'Taff' Roberts who has just returned from his QTO course.
Despite being detached to Troodos Sgt Ned Kelly deserves a mention
for his sterling work as a ski lift attendant. Finally a mention for our
three RAF technicians who after having been in the workshops for a
year have finally settled into the Army way of life, despite the efforts
of JT Dave Wood to instigate changes. The RAF element will soon be
able to form their own squadron with the anticipated arrival of
another three members in the ummer. Despite the wet Cyprus
weather Cpl Garth McKimm, the entertainment's member, has kept
us all amused.
2SQ ADRON
The Helm Trophy is the annual 2 Squadron Military Skills
competition. The aim is to confirm lessons learnt over the cooler
winter months. Five Troop teams were on parade on the morning of
the competition. After an initial brief by W02 (SSM) Duncan
Forteath the day commenced with an inspection by the Sqn Comd.
The teams commenced a round robin around stands, with topics
ranging from military knowledge, IS, First Aid and NBC to a pistol
tile shoot. The military knowledge quiz contained a variety of
questions from naming the countries in NA TO (Albania?) to
identifying well-known Regimental personalities. Although all
competitors knew the name and initials of the Sqn Comd, our new
Adjutant fared less well. With the competition complete the prize took
place in the 4 Mile Inn. The results were very close with most Troops
winning at least one stand and an overall difference of only eight
points between fust and last. The winners were Alpha Troop and the
team consisted of Sgt Doc O'Doherty, Cpl Daz Hepburn, LCpls Lee
Ghaul, Johnie Carter, Diane McLougblin and Jnr Tech Simon
Gregson. With the presentation complete, all ranks enjoyed a few
beers and a curry lunch.
SPORTING SUCCESS
2 Sqn have continued their sporting prowess by winning the
Coomber Trophy. The Coomber Trophy commemorates Cpl Nigel
Coomber who tragically died after the annual Regimental cross
country race in 1988. It is keenly contested every year over a number
of sporting events and this year saw 2 Sqn's first, but not their last,
win.

Burning up the track (L to RJ Sigs 'Taff' Jow Turner, Helen Nolan
and LCpl Suzy Greenland
Sig teve Smith, the hot favourite on the day got held up by LCpl
Billy Kid , but decided to overtake by going over the top of him and
in the process getting his axle tangled with Billy's head. A special word
of thanks goe to Mrs Gloria Burns and LCpl Suzy Greenland for
producing an excellent buffet to finish a great day. Also a word of
thanks to Capt Cook and his team of experts and barmen Philip
Leyland and David Whisker.

HOCKEY
The Squadron hocky team goes from strength to strength winning
the Eastern Sovereign Base Area Minor Units League and into the
final (against 3 Sqn) in the Cup. The team is very much a husband and
wife affair with Cpl Sam Hepburn and husband Cpl 'Daz' Hepburn
and Cpl Angie Bellis and Cpl John Bellis among the leading players.

RADIO WORKSHOP
HELLO AND FAREWELLS
The Workshop says farewell to gt Pete Reeve and wife Jo who are
off to the easy life in London serving with the TA. We welcome Sgt
Kev immons who has arrived in the unit with his wife Sharon and
also LCpl Terri HaPkin , we hope they have an enjoyable tour. Best
wi hes to gt Bob Wright on gelling his redundancy and will soon
be off to Civvy Street working in Hong Kong. We would also like to
~el~ome back Cpl Phil Graham from his winter holiday in Belize just
m lime for the summer, and now, with the weather picking up, the
workshops are looking forward to having many lazy afternoons
sunning on the beach in apa.
TG WORK HOP
A couple of farewells have taken place recently namely Sgt Steve
Be\erley and orma off to SHAPE-Steve is to be thanked for all his
advice given to those purchasing a home computer. Cpl Pamela Grace
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The Winning Team (having changed)
THE WIRE, JUNE 1993
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THE END OF AN ERA
by W02 MD Reehal
It was in the summer of 1969 that the Regiment first established a
firm working relationship with its sister American unit the '701st
Brigade', located in Augsburg, Bavaria.
More fondly referred to by the Regiment as 'Field Station
Augsburg', or 'Auggie', this relationship has been firmly cemented
over the years by a long line of British Liaison Officers' (BLO's), in
Augsburg and United States Liaison Officers (USLO's) in Birgelen .
Current holders of these appointments are W02 Mick Reehan and
CW2 (P) 'Jack' (real name Maurice) Bundy.
Sadly, with the drawdown of US forces in Europe, the excellent
relationship the Regiment has enjoyed with the 70lst has come to an
end . During December 1992 the Brigade formally announced that it
would discontinue or'deactivate' on 12 January 1993, and would
mark the occasion by holding a 'Discontinuance Ceremony', on that
day, preceded by a formal social function the evening before.
As a gesture of recognition of the outstanding contribution made by
the British, Canadian and German nations that served alongide the
Brigade in Augsburg, the Comd, Col D. L. Kerrick invited many
distinguished guests to attend the ceremony. He also asked that each
nation actively participate in the proceedings by providing troops.
C.O. Lt Col P. A. R. Rouse, responded by asking the BLO and
USLO to co-ordinate the proceedings .
The British contingent comprised Sgt Andy Butler (Colour Guard)
Cpl Turton, LCpls Robson , Reay and Miller (Marching Troops).
They were quick to discover that owing to different forms of drill,
rehearsals were very necessary.
The formal dinner and social evening, with guest speakers, Brig Gen
Schneider and Maj Gen Stewart was attended by Lt Col and Mrs
Rouse, Maj Henderson, CW2(P) Bundy and Mrs Bundy, WOl (RSM)
Orange and Mrs Orange and W02 Reehal and Mrs Reehal. The
British national anthem was sung by a local vocalist and, the excellent
United States Army Europe Chorus (reminiscent of Glenn Miller
days) were particularly good. Not forgetting of course our own Sgt
Andy Butler who formed part of the Colour Guard in the 'Honours
to the Nations'.
During the speeches both Col Kerrick and Lt Col Rouse spoke
emotionally of the superb and much valued relationship between the
Regiment and the 70lst Brigade. Tokens of appreciation to
commemorate the occasion and the units association were exchanged.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable and memorable occasion.
The ceremony the next day again proved to be somewhat different
but refre,shing. The Regiment, well represented by the Colour Guard
and participating troops, stood proudly by their US, Canadian and
German allies. One could not help but feel the blend of bittersweet
emotions as the USAEUR Chorus sang the 'Boys to Men' rendition
of 'It's so hard to Say Good-bye'. Whilst many realised it was cause
to celebrate the end of the Brigade's role in world affairs, it was still
difficult to watch this proud unit display its colours for the last time.
Certainly the 'End of an Era', but not the end of the Regiment's
relationship with Augsburg. The departure of the 701st made way for
the Field Stations' new tenant, the somewhat smaller 66th Brigade and
the British involvement is very much alive and kicking and well
represented. One can only hope that the new partnerships go from
strength to strength , as they sure will.
EX DECI BLASE
Team members: Capt Grant Hume, Lt Caroline Hull AGC, Cpl
Jimmy Byrne, LCpls 'Woody' Williams, Callender, 'Robbo'
Robinson, Sigs 'Gazza' Bass, 'Gameboy' Steel.
Ex Deci Blaze was an adventurous training exercise undertaken by
Regiment personnel in Sardinia during 2-26 February. The aim was to
trek an arduous section of Sardinian terrain and complete a period of
top roping/abseiling and climbing.
The team set off on a bitterly cold, foggy and frosty morning
desperately seeking the warmth of a sunny Sardinia. Sig Steele took
with him a metal detector, a walkman, his keys and Nintendo
Gameboy.
Arriving in Decimomannu we found the sun; 30°C and a blue sky.
Out of winter woollies and into shorts and T shirts! After a night at
the Capitana Villa we departed on Pha e 1. Trekking around two
islands off the south western coast, San Pietro and St Antioco.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1993

Cpl Jimmy Byrne, frightening himself

L to R: LCpls 'Quiet' Callender, ' Woody' Williams, Sig 'Gameboy'

Steele, Capt Grant Hume, LCpl 'Robbo' Robinson, Cpl Jimmy
Byrne, Sig ' Gazza' Bass and 2Lt Caroline Hull
After seven days trekking we were collected by the team at BEB
Sardinia and Phase two rock climbing, commenced. After overcoming
everyone's fear of heights for them Cpl Jimmy Byrne became known
as the expedition's climber.
R & R and we all descended on the capital, Cagliari where we
managed to arrange a visit to the USS 'Leyte Gulf . CPO Ken
Maddison (Radio Man) invited us aboard and after an excellent tour
of the ship, we retreated to dry land.
The expedition was a great success and the aims achieved. We
would like to thank the following for making our stay in Italy all the
more enjoyable. CPO Ken Maddison USS avy, Sig Dave Wheaty
BEB Sardinia, Lt Kate Pope and Sig 'Gazza' Bass, morale officer.

Aboard the USS Leyte Gulf with their hosts
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CONGRATULATIONS
Well done to W02 Tim Wood ·on his promotion to WO! and to
SSgt Mick i:itzpatrick on his promotion to W02 . Recent pro~otions
to LCpl mclude LCpls Regan, Lewis and ' Densil' James.
Congratulations also to Cpl Stan Buxton and LCpl Toni Smith on
their recen t marriage, and to Sig Paul Boyce and his wife on the birth
of their son .

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 36
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
Sadl y we lose LCpl 'Chad ' Chadwick and LCpl Rob Tubbs (leaving
on promotion to Cpl) . We wish the best of luck to all the members
of the Squadron leaving on redundancy.

FREEDOM OF ELLE
fter month of detailed planning and hours of pain taki ng
deliberation the Regiment has arrived in Quebec Barracks,
0 nabru k. The move occurred like clockwork, with only one vehicle
packet taking a cenic route! The transition was orchestrated by the
QM's department, led by Maj Bill White. We have already set about
tran fonmng the new barracks. painting out 23 Engineer Regt's Red
and Blue, and flying our flag over RH Q. The move was completed in
pril. Taunton Barrack ha been handed over to be used as
municipal buildings.
Th~ . Re~iment officially said farewell to Celle on 4 March, by
exercising tts freedom of the town with a parade reviewed by the
Ma ter of Signals, Maj Gen A . C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL. The
Regi ment has had a happy association with the people of Celle, and
the townsfolk lined the streets in their numbers to watch and applaud
the parade. Lt Col N. K. P . Hope MBE was invited to sign the Stadt
'Golden Book' during a ceremony at the Rathaus adding his name
below the signature of the Queen. The parade then' marched through
the street of Celle to form up on the Regimental Square. The Master,
after a brief speech gave the CO permission for the Parade to march
off .. The solemnity of the occasion was highlighted by the gently
falling snow as the flag was lowered for the last time at Taunton
Barracks . A poignant reminder was left on the parade square as the
Squadrons marched off, in the form of a peaked blues hat which had
been bayoneted off by a mortified SSM. The hat was later presented
to the Stadt Oberburgermeister to be displayed in the Stadt museum .

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
Life in SH9 con~nues much as us.ual de pite Drawdown. The Sqn
Comd M~j Bill White has been showmg the youngsters a thing or two
on.the ski slopes. The ~QMS SSgt John W~yman is still counting the
wrmkles after completmg the task of movmg all the singlies out of
Block 14- no mean feat. Sig ' Panic' Burke has just returned from
Sennelager on completion of his Unit Health and Hygiene course and
spends most of his spare time dreaming of rats, mosquitoes and
tropical diseases, still it takes all sorts .. . Capt Jeff Ashwell has been
taking care of the families' side of life and coping with the problems
w~ich inevitably. arise with ~ Un~t move. Whether or not he had grey
hair before Christmas or smce 1s open to debate. Finally the SSM
W02 Neil Ardern has opened a new box of soldiers in order to meet
all the extra manpower requirements.
QM DEPT
The QM(G) Dept held their drawdown lunch to say farewell to the
department's civilian staff. Their invaluable assistance will be greatly
missed in Osnabruck.

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
The ~olour Party, Capt N. Stevens carrying the scroll, Sgt Bates
flying the flag, with SSgts Naylo r and Cupper in attendance

The CO Lt Col N. K. P. Hope, addresses the citizens of Celle

FOOTBALL
The Re~e~t has had a very successful season, attempting to win
every cup m sight. The Minor Units league of the 22 Armd Bde
~eneral ' s <;up was fiercely competitive, with 226 Sqn facing 245 Sqn
m the serru-final . An evenly matched game was finall y clinched by
goal score~ Si~ ~len G~mble. for 226 Sqn . As HQ Sqn had also
succeeded rn wmnmg their sem1-final game, the final was an all 14 Sig
Regt encounter. 226 came through the winners once again with a 2-0
result, the goals being put away by Sigs Gamble and Thornton. The
trophy was p~esented by th~ ~.aster of Signals . As Brigade winners
226 Sqn q1:1al1fied for the D1v1s1onal General's Cup competition.
The Jlegimental team is playi~g in the Major Units' General's Cup
as I type! They have been trammg hard all week under the direction
of W02 (SSM) Bird who will be mortified if we lose!
245 SIGNAL SQUADRON

HQ Sqn march through the streets of Celle

If you've spent time in the forces building up
your technical skills you cer ta inly won't want to
lose them when you leave. And that is why you
should join Airwork . As a successful internationa l
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I
I
I
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I
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l to R: Cpls Sammy Jo nes , Mi ke Ada ms , SSgt Al Balderstone, Maj
Bill White, W02 (ROMS) Hawki ns, Cpl Dave Wilson, Mr ' Chad '
(Smi ler) Chadwick
Mrs Sandy Ada ms, Maggie Kirby, Lynn White , Julie Yeomans ,
Garby Schmidt

aerospace and defence industries worldwide, we
have a constant need for ski lled personnel to join
us in the follow ing areas :

"

"Ii
Ii

Middle East, as part of a large, highly motivated
expatriate team .
·'

• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air-conditioned accommodation • Free medical
care • Free life ~nee • Good sporting and
recreational fqcilities IJ Enjoyable social
"'

§

,,

conditions •Regula{' gene~ leaie with paid
UK air paslQges • lnteresti1Jg'ancl.'d_lalle11ging
work• The ~hanu of }'romotion.
Why not write (no Stomp required> quoting

company specialising in the supply of techn ica l
and profess ional suppo r t services to the

I•

i1

I

ref 005, w ith CV, to the Recruitment Manager,

:
I

A irwork Limited, FREE POST, Christchurch, Dorset

BH23 6BR or telephone (0202) 572271 ext 2294 for

ao

applkal;ao~~

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicians to work on civilian contracts in the

SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
After an excellent Regimental Sportsman's Dinner the Squadron
went away with impressive results. Colours for Rugby were awarded
to Cpl 'Taff McTavish and LCpl Mick Hallam. OCdt Darren Offord
and LCpl Taph Willumsen received their colours for athletics and
SSgt Phil Gordon and LCpl Kerry Hunter received theirs for
orienteering and swimming respectively. A special mention is deserved
by Sgt John Ashley for being selected for the Corps Squash team and
the Divisional Hockey team .
Football result: Regiment- 3; I PW0- 1.

I

I

I
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16 Sig Regt
BFPO 35
FOOTB LL-THE TORY 0 FAR
b Cpl Brad)
With the ea on coming to a close the R~g1mental team are slill in
pur uit of ii erwarc. We've had a good sea on so far, currently
econd in the RI FL Major Unit league.
In cup competitions the tory has been similar to last season-semi
final of the Rhine Garrison Cup against 28 Sig Regt and the final of
the League Cup against RAF Bruggen. In the BAOR Challenge Cup
we started our quest in Berlin against I QLR. Although conceding an
e:uly goal we came away with a 3-1 win. Sgts Wayne Ratcliffe and
Bob Brebeney each scoring with LCpl Rob Love getting the third. Our
next game was against I ADTR at home. We set about our task well
and ended up winning convincingly 4-0. The scorers on the day were
LCpl Dean Bougben, Sgt Tony Lucas (2) and LCpl Rob Love. We
now entered the quarter finals where we had to travel to Dortmund
to meet 22 Hy Regt RA. By now confidence amongst the players was
evident and this howed on the pitch, disposing of the Gunners in an
emphatic 5-0 victory, despite the early departure of Sky 'Brocky'
Brocklehurst. LCpl Love was inspired on the day netting four with
Cpl Graeme Gammack netting the fifth . On to the semi final where
we faced 39 FA. Although we had the majority of the play during the
90 mins it ended goalless resulting in extra time. Unfortunately in the
following 30 mins a couple of lapses in concentration allowed the
Gunner to reach the final with a 2-0 win.
The Regiment also runs a second team with Sgt Micky Wheater in
charge. They have had an up and down season, but are still rivals for
a trophy in the league.
With players being posted out Capt Ponton as team manager has
a tough task on his hands to maintain the standard of football within
the Regiment.
4 ARMD DIV / RHINE GARRISON CHAMPIONSHIPSAUSTRIA
Twenty four major and minor Units took part in the Divisional
Championships, all of varying quality, and all determined to be in the
qualifying quota of teams moving on to the Army Championships.
Due to the lack of ground snow all events were held up in the
mountains in amongst the downhillers. With altitude, superb snow
and sunshine, the conditions were taxing and extremely daunting for
a young inexperienced team as ourselves.
However, with each competition our results improved. Once again
our Biathlon team did extremely well and this coupled with a terrific
patrol race put us overall into the top 11 teams, our best result being
9th in the 30km patrol race. After an exhaustive nine days, the
numbers to compete at the Armies, from the I Armd Div Champs, 4
Armd Div and Rhine Garrison Champs, 3 Inf Div and UKLF
Champs, meant that we as a novice team had deservedly qualified to
compete at the British National, Inter-Service and Army Nordic
competitions. This was a brilJiant achievement only strengthened by
the fact that we were the first novice Corps team Sif!ce 1963 to make
it through from the Divisions to the Army.

THE REGT BASKETBALi fE. \of. TAKE ALL THE HONOURS
THIS SEASON
16 Sig Regt Basketball team: W02 (RQMS) F . Tedby (Capt), Sgts
A. Bain, R. Matless, Cpl R. Howlelt, LCpls M. Reeves, R . .Whipp,
R. Scott, Sigs W. Jones, S. Gilbert, J. Marshall and S. Piper.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS-FRANCE
The ' Army's' beca me an invalua ble experience for the Nordic Ski
team. The courses and competitions were all set in Albertville, home
of the 1992 Winter Olympics . Other international skiers, French a nd
German club teams, and our own GBR senior and youth squad all
took part in this competition a nd 16 Sig Regt was overtaken,
repeatedly, by some brilliant skiers. But we did have some personal
bests. To take part in a high quality internationally run competition
was an invaluable experience and with 40 teams taking part we came
35 overall in the nation; our best result being 23rd in the 4 x 7.5km
i3iathlon . Thus ended our hard work and efforts on and off snow .

The Nordic Ski Team
It was not for the men only-Sig Lorraine Staley

16 Sig Reg Basketball Team with 21 C Maj Jim Doherty and CO
Lt Col N. F. Fisher and the BAOR and Army Cups

230 SIGNAL SQUADRON REPORT
230 Sig Sqn was formed early in the year. rt was largely based upon
the old 2 Sqn and remains primarily a Trunk Node Squadron. The
heirarchy remained the same and are
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Lewis-Taylor
2IC
Capt Mark J<'inneran
SSM W02 (SSM) Alexander, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Thomas, 030 Tp
Comd 2Lt Dennis Thornton, 030 Tp SSgt SSgt Kielty, 031 Tp Comd
2Lt Andy McCole, 031 Tp SSgt SSgt Davies, 036 Tp Comd 2Lt Colin
Vaudin, 036 Tp SSgt SSgt Joe Cox, Kilo Tp Comd SSgt Stephens.

Sig Coombs

The Downhill Ski Team
The Regimental Team having competed the Downhill Race at the
Army Championships
L to R: LCpls Harris, White, Cpls Claxton and Greenland
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BAOR FINA L
On Friday 26 February the Regiment basketball team won the
BAOR Major Units title for the seventh year in a row. To achieve this
unrivalled feat they defeated 32 Armd Engr Regt for the seconi:.1 year
running.
32 E ngr Regt had defeated 45 Fd Regt RA in a low scoring but one
sided game. In the second, also not a very high scoring game, 16 Sig
Regt defeated 16 AD Regt RA . T he fi nal started with 16 Sig Regt
taking an early lead. Sig ' Jonah' Jones and Sgt ' Baggsy' Bain
combined well inside to score freely . At the ot her end Sgt Rich Matless
and LCpl Bob Whjpp denied 32's formidable front line of SSgt Pete
Town APTC, Cpls Sean Farrell ACC and Tony Lazlett. A fter 12
minutes the Signals had pulled to a 19 points to 2 lead , the low scores
reflecting the effort put in by both teams when defending. T he
E ngineers then began to pull back . At half time 16 Sig Regt had pulled
out to a 29 to 22 advantage. The second hal f began with 16 Sig Regt
going further ahead; the team Captain and Coach W02 (RQMS) Fred
Tedby and Sig 'Jonah ' Jones scoring freely . At this stage Sgt Rich
Matless collected his fourth foul and was substituted by the coach for
Sig Steve Gilbert (one of three members of the Signals side going to
the UK to represent the Army in the forthcoming Inter-Services
Championships). The final whistle blew with the score standing a t 58
to 39.

The Nordic team's thanks go to the Regiment and all the
personalities who assisted in launching and administering the team, in
particular OC PR!, 2Lt Reynolds and the SFA, who back at camp
worked unnoticed. Thanks also to WOI (YofS) Wayne Brown for his
unofficial encouragement as Chief time-keeper, both at the Divisions
and the 'Army's'.
Also a thank you to the patience and assistance from SSgts Scotty
Scott, Bob Anderson and the boys from 4 ADSR for their help and
encouragement.
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T he recent Sig-LCpl promotio n '-vard provided well earned
recognition for Slgs Falconbridge, Banks, Comerford, Scott and
Jackson.
There has been an increase in the marriage stakes with LCpl Cooper
(now Ash), LCpl McLean (now Waddle), Sig Keany (now Bull) and
Sig Falconbridge (now Hill) all ta king the plunge.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Sad fare wells a nd best wishes for t he fu ture are extended to the
Squadron 2IC Capt Anna Steel, Cpls Lindsey Davidson and Jackie
McCorry who are leaving on posting, 2Lt Belinda Forsythe who leaves
on potential transfer to the RMP . SSgt John Avery and LCpl 'Moff'
Moffat, who are leaving on redundancy and SSgt Pete Laver on
completion of 22 years service.
We welcome the arrival of Lt Jos Poole who takes over as QC Exch
and Hazel who is our new civilian clerk .
255 SIG SQN
EXERCI E FIRST TASTE
by LCpl Ballard
This, the first exercise after re-roles, was a test to see how we all
performed in our new roles , not just those setting up locations but also
those in command.
Rear Support Command (RSC) Forward Tp led the way under
command of 2Lt Carole Rankin who took us to our first location! The
Major Access Node followed later to set up RSC Main headquarters.
The end of the first week left the Regiment feeling more confident
in its new role. Linemen were proper linemen again after so long as
drivers. Communications were coming in as planned, although this
was to change abruptly in the second week.
The first weekend was spent carrying out military training. The
Troops beeame Platoons and we forsook our warm vehicles for
bivvies in sub-zero temperatures! The days were spent at various
stands learning survival techniques, flotation packs and abseiling; the
nights on recce and fighting patrols. The culmination was an interTroop competition which Echo Tp won by default after Sgt Bath
(Golf Tp) came off worse after a confrontation with a boulder; we
hope he is back to full fitness soon.
During the second week of the exercise we moved more frequently;
RSC Forward went off independently to set up a small headquarters
in a wood while the Major Access Node visited the biggest sandpit in
BAOR on more than one occasion. A number of Radio Relay
Operators had shocking experiences with the farmer's electric fence.
The second weekend we were joined by the rest of the Regiment for
Trade Training. Regimental Ops had put together a very good
package which catered for everyone's needs, and we even caught up
on some sleep.
Into the third and final week: the weather got warmer but with it
came thick fog and soft ground. Forward Tp took to the woods
again-literally. Thank goodness for German farmers with large
tractors! The Regiment was visited in the field by Brig J. D. Stokoe
CBE, Comd Comms BAOR, and Brig Kerr, Comd Rhine Garrison .
Brig Kerr lunched with the Major Access Node personnel, excellently
provided by Cpl Sanderson, with decorations by the Radio
Technicians.

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
During this hectic period we said farewell to Capt Simon Parry w~o
takes over as 2IC of 200 Sig Sqn and W02 (SSM) Munnelly and wife
Pam, who is posted to I Sqn. To fill these positions we welcome Capt
Mark Finneran and W02 (SSM) Alexander, his wife Andrea and son
Craig and wish them a hardworking but enjoyable tour. We also
welcome 2Lt Dennis Thornton as the latest QC TN03 I and say
farewell to 2Lt Kate Pope who leaves to join the AGC, after a six
month tour in Sardinia.
253 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Another busy period as 4 Sqn became 253 Sig Sqn. T he general
'options' plan means the closure of several well known 'up cou~try'
commcens whilst others are to increase and form the hub of the fixed
communications in the I (UK) Div area. Preparations to close
Bielefeld are underway with the newly formed Bielefeld Support Tp
providing the necessary as ista nce until the move of HQ ARRC and
UK SC (Fwd).
THE W IRE , JUNE 1993
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21 Sig Regt
Colerne

RHQ
W02 eil Bartlett, gts John Barclay and Steven Owen.
The Chief Clerk W02 Neil Bartlett has achieved his aim and got his
clerical team out on Exercise! They successfully deployed to the
cookhou e and checked all the Regiment's documents over a period
of three days. Sentries were posted!
Golf day was held at Hill Top Golf Course in Bath in the form of
a Texas cramble. The winning team comprised of W02 Mal Geer, Sgt
AJec Campbell, Cpl Steve Alton and Pte Nick Sutton (AGC). Other
winners included Mr Phil Gasper (our postie) for nearest the pin, the
longest drive (over 250yds!) was won by Pte Nick Sutton . A great day
was had by all, especially in the 19th hole!
The RAO, Capt John Downes who managed the RHQ Swimming
Team, successfully nominated the team, to swim in the BT National
Swimathon held in Bath. The teams comprised of W02 Pete
Collinson, Sgts Andy Young, John Barclay, SSgt (FofS) Hutchinson,
Cpl Jacquie O'Rourke, SAC Buss Blair, Cpl Stu Taylor, Capt Neil
Makepeace, Miss Rebecca Downes and, of course, the team leader
Capt John Downes. Many thanks go to the team members for all their
efforts.

ARRIVALS
RHQ welcomes Sig Paul Knight (known as Cat) and Sig Pippa
Willson from Catterick. Pte Dominic Parkes (AGC) is also welcomed
from Worthy Down .
DEPARTURES
The RHQ/ UAO said farewell to Cpl Tracy Staddon on her posting ·
to I. Good luck.
MTROOP
Tp Comd
WOI Will Stockdale
Tp SSgt
SSgt Chris Higgins
Wksp Sgt Sgt Neil Parkinson.
The Troop has undergone a transformation with the R&I dept
entering the computer age thanks to a programme from the FofS,
implemented by Cpl Jim Hope and LCpl Mel Bennett . We have also
succeeded in many of the technical problems inherited and created by
the move back to UK. The end result is a keener and more efficient
maintenance machine.
We bid farewell to WOl George Crabb, SSgt Rob Frape, Cpls Tim
Mayner, Phil Goldsmith, Phil Thomson and LCpl 'Scouse' Robinson.
We welcome back from attachment to UKLF LCpl Sally Asquith and
offer our congratulations and best wishes for her marriage in July.
ew to the Troop are WOI Will Stockdale, SSgt Chris Higgins and
LCpls Mel 'Gordon' Bennett and Andrew 'Twix' Twizell.
MT
MT Sgt
Sgt Gaz Cole
MT CO
Cpl Ollie Lambert
Tucked away in the furthest corner of the airfield stands the MT
hangar, a place constantly buzzing with activity, contrary to popular
belief, even on a Wednesday and Friday afternoon. Cpls John
Graham and Monty Monteith are leaving the Regiment and the Army.
However, out with the old and in with the new. A hearty welcome to
the following 'new boys', Sigs 'Clim' Eastwood, Frank Canham and
'Nobby' Clark .
Congratulations to Sig Paul Postance and Mrs Postance on the
binh of their second child.

splendid job. Cpl Jenkins from Juliet Tp carried out the duties of Mr
Vice. Cpl Harry Harrison kept us entertained with his ability to pass
messages to the PMC via name cards . An excellent farewell speech by
Sgt Harry Kemp had us all in hysterics. Thanks to W02 (RCWO)
Mick Totty who provided excellent service with the assistance of
Squadron members who waitered in fine style.
All members of244 Sig Sqn wish Sgt Harry Kemp good luck for the
future and an enjoyable tour at 238 Sig Sqn.
FAREWELL TO THE STALWARTS
A fond farewell was said to two old stalwarts SSgt Trev Jenkins and
SSgt Alec Hamilton , both off to Civ Div.
Y TROOP
Y Tp is our newly formed body of men for Bosnia. Led by Sgt Andy
Young, they are fully trained, fully kitted and ready to go.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

Lt John Norris
SSgt Steve Davison
Sgt Mark Tivey

HARDFALL '93
January saw the first exercise deployment of the year to Norway.
This annual visit to Hardfall South was once again centred around
terrible accommodation in the form of a 5 star hotel. Some 25
members of the Troop were having an awful time in plush
surroundings whilst the remainder stayed in Bomoan Camp, known
as the coldest hole in Norway . But at least they had a main town on
their doorstep . Elements of the Troop, FHU and FOB, were
operational from day 1 supporting 33 Sqn RAF. This was carefully
controlled by Sgt Mark 'Tipsey' Tivey, a suitable name given by 33
Sqn Hierarchy. Cpl Dave 'Dodgy' Birtle took 1st place in the Golden
Blanket award with stiff competition from LCpl Dave Longstaff who
managed second this year .
At the hotel, early phases of the exercise took the form of
mandatory lectures given by the Troop's resident Arctic Warfare
lnstructors Cpls 'Scouse' Johnston and Taff Thomas. LCpl 'Sonney'
Lambert realised that Comms on his mobile phone were going to be
just a little ZGN . Ski training again proved that there are more ways
than one for a soldier to wrap himself around a tree. Most of the
Troop were novices at skiing, but thanks to the perseverence of a
couple of the Troop's Military Ski Instructors, Cpl 'Harry' Harrison
and Sig Mark Deary, they were able to achieve excellent results with
five members obtaining a bronze award. Pats on the back must go to
Sigs 'Zag' Latham and Dave Aitken on proving their potential by
attending their MSI course. Sig Dave Aitken receives congratulations
on taking !st place in the IOkm novice ski race organised by 249 Sig
Sqn.

Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holt
21C/ Ops Offr
Capt Nick Caleb
SSM W02 ( M) Ian Brereton, YofS W02 (YofS) Pete Martin, FofS
Sgt (FofS) Steve Hutchinson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Gary Foster, MT
gt 'H' Hutchinson .
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and Cpls of the
give the Cpls an
Harry Kemp. Cpl
event and did a

INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

Capt Neil Makepeace
SSgt Neil White
Cpl Phil King

HELLOS, FAREWELLS AND CONGRATULATIONS
Welcome to Cpl Stu Ross, Sigs Rob Lyon, Si Bradford, Ian Pike,
Carl Irving, Paul James, Dean Small and Park . Welcome back to Sig ·
'Starks ' Starkey who has been at 254 Sig Sqn in Cyprus for the past
few months. Congratulations to LCpls Scott McKenzie, Ray Button ,
'H' Hender, 'Wiz' Wiseman and 'Suggs' Sutherland on passing their
RSDCC, and to Pete Cherry and Chris Green on their promotion to
LCpl. Finally, farewell to LCpls Chris Green and Jack Hawkins.
EXERCISE CHEVY CHASE
The Troop holds itself in readiness for deployment to Bosnia. The
team, primarily India Tp, have been involved in military training and
comms exercises. Ex Chevy Chase was held 26 February to 5 March
on Otterburn Training Area. We deployed in support of 7 Sqn RAF,
based at RAF Odiham, and provided comms for the exercise. This
included the opportunity to undersling a vehicle. Meanwhile, LCpl
Mick Kilburn and Sig Roy Constable deployed to Macrahanis.h by
Chinook (it's in Western Scotland). Having successfully estabhshed
HF comms back to Otterburn , they discovered what being 'spat out'
by the weather entails during the journey back. But worse for Mick
Kilburn is the embarrassment of having his picture in The Wire
wearing his orange survival suit. 'Suits you Mick'. Other memuers of
the Troop didn't do much better, deploying to Salisbury Plain and
Norfolk in support of the Helicopter Squadrons.
JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

Capt Andy Duncan
SSgt Roy Holcombe
Cpl Steve Moses

DEPARTURES
Recent departures include: Sig 'Acky' Atkinson and Julie to 202 Sig
Sqn. Sig 'Griff' Griffiths, we wish him luck in civilian life. Farewell
also to LCpl 'Rocky' Hudson and his wife, Sabine, who are going
back to Germany.
ARRIVALS
Recent arrivals: Sig Dave Mackay, a hearty welcome to him and
good luck in his first working unit; and a belated greeting for Sig 'Cole
Trickle' Storey, who has made a name for himself in various military
vehicles on and off camp.

244 SIG SQ!'/

DINNER IGHT
On Thursday 11 March the Officers, SNCOs
Squadron gathered together in Hannigans bar to
in ight into the Sergeants' Mess and to dine out Sgt
Paul Parkes took on the task of organising the

The weather was mild which played havoc wi th the training, due to
danger of avalanche; nevertheless training o bjectives were achieved .
Senior members had the pleasure of entertaining Brig Wood (Comd
Comms UKLF) at a dinner night. Many thanks to Brig Wood for
answering the many questions put to him and for visiting us in the
field. Thanks also to LCpl Kev Murphy for organising an excellent
meal. Other social occasions included a Sgts v Cpls games night and
a Regimental dinner night. A three day visit by the Sqn Comd Maj
Bob Holt proved fruitful for LCpl Holroyd who received promotion
to Cpl- well done.
Thanks to Linemen Sigs Lee Berry and Danny Rudman for all their
help and support. Finally, congratulations must go to Sigs 'Fossy'
Foster, Chris 'Tap Off' Clayton, Jim '4ft I' Petrie and Mark Deary
for achieving 6th place in the UK force downhill ski race. Seven cold
weeks later, the green grass of Colerne never looked so beautiful as
it had the day we left.
A warm welcome to LCpl Thomas and his wife Sonya form 3 Bde,
Sigs Dave Horton and Mel Jones straight from the factory . Sig
Johnson and his wife Sinead from 220 Sig Sqn, we wish them all a
happy tour with the Troop.

OOPS! Driving instructor Cpl Harry Harrison showing how not to
do it
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CROSS COUNTRY SKIING SEASON
The season got off to a shaky start but thanks to 220 Sig Sqn in
Laarbruch Maj Bartliff, Capt Hodges, SSgt Christie, Sgt W!lkinson
AGC and especially Sgt Grey the team set off to Norway m good
shape.
After five weeks training with the British Junior Team the rest of
the Corps skiers arrived for the Corps Camp run by 4ADSR. Thanks
to Lt Martin Kelleway (R Anglian) and SSgt Bob Anderson the team
were already up to a competent standard by the time the Corps Camp
started.
The camp went extremely well for the team who came away with a
number of awards including 1st Novice Team.
From Norway the team travelled south, stopping in Ger~any for
New Year. After the long drive down through Germany, Switzerland
and France the team ended up in Le Monetier Les Bains in the Serre
Chevalier valley of the French Alps. Here the team were confronted
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LCpl Mick Kilburn dressed for the part
with a total change of scenery, huge mountains ideal for downhill
skiers and a relatively flat valley floor with little snow.
For six days the team got to know the local area and the locals, then
the UKLF Ski Championships started . The tiny alpine town was
inundated the landrovers painted revolting colours. Despite one
Regiment (infantry) deciding to go shopping with their SA80's the
championships went remarkably well. The team had some excellent
results, particular the 15km when we came fourth.
After coming fifth at the UKLF Championships the Regiment
managed to gain a place at the British National Championships, the
first time the Regiment had qualified. The location was changed at the
last minute due to severe lack of snow (ie none) to Les Saisies, the
location of the 1992 Winter Olympic Games.
Needless to say the courses were quite different from anything the
team had experienced and were very demanding especially due to the
lack of snow turning the track into a skating rink .
Despite the National Team's presence the team gained creditable
results, particularly in the patrol race where they had an excellent run
time. Overall the team came 27th.
FAREWELLS
The Regiment bids a fond farewell to Lt Col Howard Ham and
family after a particularly busy tour. Having successfully despatched
the Regiment to the desert, to participate in Op Grandy, he then took
on the thankless task of bringing almost all of the Regiment back to
the UK.
Just as everything is beginning to settle down, it is time to move
again, this time to the MOD Procurement Executive. We wish Lt Col
Ham all the best for the future and good luck in his new job. We're
really going to miss the CO's runs!
The Regiment now welcomes Lt Col David Lynam MBE formerly
of the MOD Procurement Executive (yes-a straight swop!) who has
arrived to take over the hot seat. We hope that Lt Col Lynam MBE
and family enjoy their stay in Colerne.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

latest regulation

2Yiin Web £6.75 + VAT
plus post and packing
T. FROST (Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE DNlO 6.JH
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Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)

BFPO 35
H
DQ ARTER Q ADRON
qn Comd
Maj Peter Cain
21C
Capt Mike Kerr
M W02 ( SM) Barry Martin-Pitt, Clk LCpl Darren Taylor.
We \\<i h W02 ( M) Barry Martin-Pitt a safe journey and good
fortune on his po ting to 4 D & D for his last six months.
Congratulations to Mike Troop's honorary Foreman WOl (FofS)
John May on on being selected for ommissioning. This means that
the noo er table in the Sergeant 'Mess will oon be free for the other
members. The Squadron also wishe Capt 'Dickie' Henderson REME
all the be t on hi posting to Preston and welcomes Capt Phil
hephard REME in his place. We hope he has a successful tour.
MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Bob Morley
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Thompson
Tp gts Steve Ireland, Jim Richardson, Burt Curtin.
Welcome to LCpls Brenda Cooper, Rick Williams and John Gill
fresh from the factory. We hope you have an enjoyable tour here in
St Ton.is.
We would like to extend a warm welcome to SSgt Paul Ratcliffe on
his e cape from RHQ. Congratulations are in order for Sgt Burt
Curtin and Bev on the birth of Charlotte.
We would like to wi h Cpl Pete Doherty and family a fond farewell
and good luck on his Tl in Cauerick.
Finally, for those who did not manage a Snow Queen this year,
there was a weekend skiing in Kitzbuhel. Cpl Billy Fagan minced
about on the nursery slopes, losing to both the sun and gravity.
Meanwhile, LCpls Stu Sanderson and Dean Leach became quite
proficient at snow boarding.
Our thanks to go W02 (ORQMS) Chris Martin for the organisation
and guidance and to SSgt Thompson for transport and a Chinese
meal.
ONE SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Tuson
21 C
Capt Gus Colville
F Tp Comd Lt Brian Elliott, G Tp Comd Lt Sharon Moffatt, D Tp
Comd Sgt Brian Rogers, SSM W02 Pete O'Connor.
ARRIVALS AND DEP ARTUR.ES
Just for a change we have said farewell to only two soldiers, Sgt
'Geordie' Simpson and Cpl 'Shedows' Meadows. Sgt Simpson leaves
us after 22 years service and has earned a well deserved Long Service
post in JHQ. Cpl Meadows volunteered to go to 8 Sig Regt.
A sincere thanks to RSM & RO for the welcome additions, namely,
Cpls Maddison, Fawcett and Teague, LCpl Saunders and Sigs
Roberts, Magee, White, Mack and Mulcahy. If there are any more
spare in the cupboard we will gladly have them!
GOLF TROOP (THE 100% MOBILE SWITCH)
Ex Canary Caper 1/ 93 was a standard Regimental deployment
other than the fact that there was a planned move of our switch. Oh
horror, nobody has done that for years; potential for egg on the face
here, careers ended and no more promotion for our Tp Sgt, Baz
Roberts. The exercise got off to a better start than usual with Switch
Alpha having lOOOJo comms 12 hours ahead of schedule, much to the
chagrin of Switch Bravo. The move was well planned and executed
and could well become a regular occurrence. SSgt (YofS) Nige
Richards was despatched to Switch Alpha just in case of problems but
didn't even get to answer a telephone and returned thoroughly
depressed knowing that we managed without a Yeoman.
Consequently, Sgt Duncan Feakes is having second thoughts about
being the firSt tech to go on a YofS course.
The Troop is now involved in preparation for TUV which makes
PRE look tame; come back the REME, all is forgiven. In the middle
of this comes Fran Archer which is the Regimental Battle Camp and
a welcome break from cleaning vehicle springs.
FAREWELL TO SGT 'GEORDIE' SIMPSON
Foxtrop Tp, en masse, travelled to 13 Sig Regt to say farewell to gt
Geordie impson who leaves us for a Long Service appointment in
Rheindahlen.
The Paintball Range offers a number of scenes and the Troop tried
mo t of them. Prior to firing on the range, rules were laid down but
the 'no shooting within 25 metres' lasted about 25 seconds and as Sig
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TRAINING LAN DMARK
The highlight of the training year occurred 2 March. On that date
LCpl Haynes became the first female Tele Op (Ling) to pass through
the ha llowed portals of 3 Coy (Trg) having successfully completed a
long language course in Ru ssian. To mark this auspicious occasion, a
senior officer from the former Soviet Union, Sergei Kravchenko, was
invited along to present a certificate of achievement to LCpl Haynes.
For security conscious individuals who might be concerned that
rapproachement is being taken too far, Sergei Kravchenko
occasionally works as a member of 7630 Flight RAFVR as a Flt Lt.

Leslie Bell can te tify is a painful experience for the unlucky recipient.
The Open Killing Ground proved to be a painful one for Cpl Sam
Prince. Firing carried on after lunch with Sig Leroy Cunningham
being selected as the number one target. Having been selected as a
prime candidate for the end of shoot firing squad he was let off the
hook when Sgt 'Geordie' Simpson and Tp Comd, 2Lt Brian Elliott,
volunteered and were splattered in style.
The day wa excellent fun and our sincere thanks go to the 13 Signal
Regiment PR! staff for making it so.

COMIC RELIEF
A week of Comic Relief madness began with a disco, this night of
madness got the fundraising off to a good start with a su m of £400
going straight into the kitty. Through numerous events, generous
sums of money were raised; no swearing day, inspection for
perfection, car wash and inter-Troop assault course competition,
enhanced by various comic obstacles organised by SSgt Andy Craik
and his gym staff. The fund raising ended with an inter-Troop bed
push, where yet again the gym staffs imagination played a big part.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The Troop welcomes LCpl Keith Richards from 7 Sig Regt , Sig
Vicki Green from 8 Sig Regt and Sigs 'Gilly' Gilbey, Adi Howarth and
Nick Miller. Cpl 'Sid' Siddans also joins us from Victor Tp . Goodbye
to Sig Gary Edwards and his wife Wendy who have left us for
Aldershot. Congratulations go to LCpl Wayne Hilton on his recent
promotion and LCpl Tuck Faulds and his wife Siobhan on the birth
of their son Liam.

PAPA TROOP
by LCpl Dave Hodge
EXERCISE FRAN ARCHER
Like any Battle Camp everyone slept the weekend before in
anticipation of getting no sleep on exercise. As it turned out it was an
enjoyable week, especially for Cpl Mapstone and his 'death or glory'
section. He decided that after bumping off the enemy it would be a
good idea to run the 5km back to camp with a prisoner with a sack
over his head. No worry though-it was just another tech from TM
Tp!
Sig Matt Halford 's attempt at firing the LAW 80 at a target 25m
away resulted in a hit; a tree 800m away! The resulting range fire kept
his section warm for a while.

Sigs Spencer and Jefferson representing the Comic Re lief
Committee proudly hand over a cheque for £ 1,000 to the
Commanding Officer
ARTHUR BRITTON TROPHY
Arthur Royston Britton served as Regular Soldier in the Royal
Corps of Signals for eight years . One of the places he served was
Cherat, on the North West Frontier near Peshawar.
After leaving the Army, he continued his association with the Corps
and served as a Radio Officer at various civilian stations during and
after the Second World War. These included Chatham and
Beaumanor Park. He spent two years as a civilian instructor in
1959160 training Royal Signals Special Operators here at Garats Hay.
He then spent the rest of his career back in Beaumanor until his death
in March 1965.
After his death, his widow, Mrs Ivy Britton presented a silver cup
in commemoration of the association he had so enjoyed with Garats
Hay: This cup is awarded when a trainee is considered to be
outstanding in all respects.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The Troop welcomes its new Tp SSgt SSgt Eric Udell. LCpl Andy
Brown joins us from Mike Tp and Sig Steve Kennedy from 15 Sig
Regt. Goodbyes go to LCpl Si Jennings and LCpl Pip Martin who
have both gone to civvy street. Sig Dawn Bach has also moved on to
238 Sig Sqn.
Congratulations to Sig Matt Walsh on his recent marriage to Nicky
and Sig Graham Hennessey on his marriage to Claudia.
Congratulations also go to Cpl Steve Voyse and his wife Sue on the
birth of their daughter Catherine and LCpl 'Taff' Phillips and hi s wife
Helga on the birth of their son Michael.
MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITION
Team Members: 2Lt Deb Sunderland, LCpl Nicky Darby, Sigs
Nicky Cooney, Gloria Logan, Cpl Jo Borland, LCpl Fiona Whitty,
Sigs Paula Currie, Tracey Mitchell, LCpl Sue Blake, Sigs Claire
Allsop, Cathy Winder and Maria McDonagh.
The Rhine Garrison March and Shoot Competition took place on
Friday 2 April at Haltern Ranges.
Volunteers were sought and training began in earnest with early
morning marches under the direction of LCpl Sue Blake. W02
(RQMS) Paul Hayward took time out from his busy schedule to run
through the shoot with the team.
April fools' Day arrived with Sigs Nicky Cooney and Clair Allsop
deciding' to play a joke on Tp Sgt Katriona Watson. Having been
instrumental in coordinating training and admin she was more than a
little concerned when five sick chits arrived on her desk the day before
the competition. She had completely forgotten what day it was!
There were six major unit teams with the Regiment's 'B' team being
the only all female team. It set off at a cracking pace around the 8 mile
course led by LCpl Sue Blake. Morale was high although Sig Paula
Currie was wondering what she was doing with only three days left to
go in the Regiment. LCpl Nicky Darby had also sworn that last year
was the last time she would do the competition. Miles went by and it
was almost with disbelief that the team crossed the finish line at a time
of 1 hr and 35 mins only three minutes behind the mens' team.
Unfortunately the shooting was our downfall as many of the team
had only had a few chances to fire the SLR. Our final placing was 5th
in front of another Regiment' s 'A' Team. We are all very proud of
our achievement.
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The Bed Push
L to R: Sigs Roscoe, Wade, Barlow, Crane and Spencer

1

Lt Col J. Morrison congratulates LCpl Spencer on being awarded
the Arthur Britton Trophy
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42 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
EXERCISE URBAN WARRIOR
As a valuable alternative to normal communications training about
5011/o of 42 Sqn (V) spent the weekend o f 30/3 1 January at the FIBUA
located in Catterick Garrison . For the uninitiated this means 'Fighti ng
in a Built Area ' and it is a series of partly demolished houses which
are used to demonstrate and practise various infantry type tactics.
The mission for the weekend was to practise and exercise the
Squadron in the following subj ects: Building Defence, Shoreing up of
Buildings, Section Battle Drills within the FIBUA, Methods of
Building Entry and Building Clearance.
Activities started early on the Saturday morning with an excellent
brief from the directing staff and then it was off to the various stands.
During the day each team had the opportunity to practise section
attacks, house entry using grappling irons and house clearance. Later
on teams took part in various Night Patrols.
On Sunday the teams took part in the Urban Assault Course which
is formed from the derelict houses and cellars and bears no
resemblance to a normal assault course.
Needless to say people came home with scratches and bruises and
LCpl Granville (Granny) Smith is going on a diet as he had some
difficulty in squeezing through the window gaps in the houses.
However it was an excellent and unusual weekend and a valuable
opportun'ity to practise long forgotten infantry tactics. Tactical advice
from a team from 3rd Bn The Cheshire Regiment was particularly
appreciated .
Hard work but worth it and thoroughly recommended .

69 ( IH) IGNAL Q ADRON (V)
qn Comd
Maj George Wylie
21C
Capt Brian Houston
PS O Capt Dary Ro). SSM W02 (SSM) Andy Deans, P I SSgt
Jimm) Joho tooe.
MOVE TO LL\iA VADY
.
.
As mentioned briefly in the February issue of The W1r~ , t~e
Squadron ha recently completed its move from its accommodauon ~n
Clooney Base Londonderry, to an almo t brand new TA Centre rn
Limavady. It was a sad occasion saying farewell to our 'temporary'
location, which we had occupied for 12 years, but we looked forward
to the new challenge.
To commemorate the move, and also to advertise our presence to
the local population, we decided to have an Open Day and Parade on
. . .
Sunday 31 January 1993.
As well as Regimental personalities, many local d1gmtar1es were
invited, and Comd 107 Ulster Brigade, Brig A.P.M.T. Naughten
kindly agreed to inspect the Parade.
During the Parade, TA Efficiency Medals were presented by the
inspecting officer to:
W02 (SSM) Dean
2nd Clasp
Sgt Wylie
1st Clasp
Cpl Johnson
Medal
.
After the Parade, visitors were invited to tour the various sta~ds,
which included Radios, Weapon Training, Commcen, and Field
Cooking.
.
All in all a very successful day, and as a result of this, the Squadron
is now foll~wing up some 30 recruiting contacts, w~ch should ensure
that 69 Sig Sqn remains a key member of the Regiment.
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42 Sqns FIBUA instructors kindly allowing their students in first
to find their own booby traps

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

Adventu re Training
A guest (from the band) tries out the climbing wall, watched by
our AO, Capt Davie Roy
Brig A. P. J. M. Naughten inspects the parade accompanied by
Maj G. M. Wylie, Sqn Comd 69 Sqn (VJ
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33 Sig Regt. V)
Liverpool

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)

The Medal Recipients
Cpl Johnston, W02 !SSM) Deans and Sgt Wylie

·)it..

Cooking up a storm
Pte McBride 'poses' at work
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VISIT OF COMD 143 (WM) BDE
On Sunday 21 February Brig R. G. Silk, Comd 143 (WM) Bde,
commenced a series of visits to the Regiments TA Centres .
The main purpose of the visit was to give the Bde Comd the
opportunity of meeting as many TA soldiers as possible undergoing
Ptarmigan trade training and recruit training and their instructors a~d
to view the wide variety of continuation training being conducted rn
TA Centres during training evenings. The first visit took place at
Sutton Coldfield; here the Bde Comd was briefed by the CO Lt Col
John Ewbank and then met RHQ and HQ Sqn staff. He was then
given a conducted tour of the Regimental Training. Wing by Maj
David Munson and met the training wing staff who mcluded Capts
Jane Hubbard and Mick O'Hare, SSgts Bob Griffiths, Keith Stewart
and Chris Hymas and SSgt (FofS) Russ Dale. The Bde Comd, who
was aware that a successful Sgts' Mess function had been held the
evening before, jokingly asked Foreman Dale if all Fo!"S. came
complete with a dull glazed expre~si_on! l!'ollowing a sh~rt bnefrng on
Recruit induction and Phase I trammg given by Capt 0 Hare the Bde
Comd took time out to present a rather sheepish looking S~gt
Griffiths his Saudi Arabian Commemorative Gulf Me?al. Follow~ng
the medal presentation the Bde Comd chatted t<? recruits un~ergomg
training or selection and to many other TA s?ld1ers u_nder~orng. trade
training. During March the Bde Comd C?!ltrnued wit~ his senes of
vi its to Regimental TA Centres when he VISlted 48 Sqn m Sparkbrook

on Tuesday 9 March and 95 Sqn in Shrewsbury on Tuesday 23 March.
He will conclude his visits during April when he visits 89 Sqn based
in Rugby and 58 Sqn based in Newcastle-under-Lyme.

The Bde Comd chatting to Sgt Tony Mousley

The Bde Comd chatting to a group of new recruits
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Cpl Daz Ginn with the Bde Comd
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. FIR T FOOT
o,e, the wee end 3/4 pril the Regimental Officer and Senior
Ran · e. perienced their fir t taste of Ptarmigan Management and
were directly involved, on paper at lea t, in moving Brigade a ets
over a imulated battlefield.
From comments received on conclusion of the exercise it would
appear that mo t regimental officers now have a better and clearer
und r tanding of the y tern and are an• ious to get involved with the
real thing. Lt Claire Waterworth in pa1ticular, couldn't contain her
delight at the knowledge he now pos es es; before the ex_rcise, as he
later confes ed, all the information he: received about Ptarmigan only
in rea ed her confusion and bewilderment and she felt quite i olated
but wa n't prepared to eek help-a mi take, but don't worry Claire
you weren't alone! Claire is however now looking for support for the
'three peak '-we think it may be omething to do with some form of
pon or hip rather than a medical problem; anyone who can assist is
requested to contact her at Rugby . A further indication of the success ·
of the e.·erci e i that report from reliable sources were received of Lt
Martin Puhnr singing in the shower again! Meanwhile Maj Colin
Meikle i still trying to come lO terms with his powerful and daunting
new role as SCRA T controller. The newly found confidence, of the
Regimental Officers at least, overflowed into the evening during a
Regimental Dinner ight and everyone appeared more relaxed than
usual which led to a hugely uccessful and entertaining evening. Guest
of Honour was Brig W. H. Backhouse, Comd 11 ARRC Sig Bde. In
conclu ion many valuable lessons were learned during the exercise not
least, the lesson that if you need help do not be afraid lO seek it.
Finally a special mention must be made of Sig Mark Gowdy who had
the dubious privilege of being on guard over the weekend; we have
now received assurance that he doesn't need any further lessons in
identifying familiar faces. He is now the proud owner of a photograph
of the CO, but somehow we don't think he will be sei:king an
autograph!
A RISKY B SINFSS
If there is one subject that is likely to increase stress and cause
palpitations to any military or civilian employer then environmental
health, which is a very serious business, must come close to the top
of the list, especially when inspections from both the civilian and
military environmental health inspectors are declared. Overnight,
minds are concentrated like deep cleansing liquids and every nook and
crannie that could harbour a germ is investigated and every potentially
haz.ardous working practice-from wppling drawers to lifting stores
-is assessed or re-assessed. Yes, the inspection season has now moved
into top gear and while our health and safety record is second lO none,
as soon as interior economy is mentioned camouflage and concealment skills suddenly reach new standards. Even our contract cleaning
supervisor Mary Celeste left on a mystery tour. However, hoovers
with special sensors soon extracted a small army of domestic operators
(Domestops) from their dust infested hides. They were quickly
mobilised and Op Clean Sweep began in earnest. One such domestop,
Sig AJvin Coles of 89 Sqn was told to get stuck in and clean all the
telephones-like a good TA soldier he scavenged around for a suitable
cleaner and quickly found a plastic spray bottle marked 'all purpose
cleaner' in the caretaker's store, he then set to work with an
enthusiasm that attracted great praise. Unfortunately and unknown to
him the caretaker had ftlled the container with an acrylic floor cleaner
which he used to clean the drill hall floor! Yes, when it was allowed
to dry thoroughly overnight every telephone seized and remained that
way until the polish was painstakingly removed with a solvent. A sad
postscript to this miserable tale of woe is that the PSAO of 89 Sqn still
cannot dial out to any number which has a five in its code and poor
Alvin cannot understand why everything has begun to slip through his
fingers!
Meanwhile the RSM WOI Guy Richards, who has recently replaced
his predecessor John, was mounting an insidious coven operation to
either poach or snatch experienced domestops from other Squadrons
to clean up RHQ as they were short of sanitation labourers (sanilabs).
Happy to report that his surreptitious campaign failed miserably and
he was last seen kicking over sandcastles at Cateswell House!
EX LIGHTNING STRIKE
During the weekend 20/21 March a bold team from 95 Sig Sqn, led
by Lt Martin Highfield, deployed to Westdown Camp in Salisbury
Plain to entertain Officer Cadets from various UOTCs. The aim of
the exercise was to put the cadets through a series of mental tests and
physical tasks and stretch them to the limits. Various stands were
e tablished to achieve this and 18 teams composing of l I cadets in
each team were then required to carry out a variety of tasks from

imple communications to carrying SHF equipment over a diffi cult
ob tacle cour e, then negotiate and mark out a minefield and fin ally,
if they managed to survive, having to set up and establish a radio link
to a nearby Radio Relay terminal , no doubt standing on their heads!
To en ure none of the cadets u ed their imagination and initiative to
evade some of the more onerous tasks Lt Highfield was supported by
a strong team of OS which included SSgt Chris Hymas-who
masterminded the exercise, and who is to be congratu lated on his
recent marriage to Sue-Sgts Jez Kelly and Pete Mouland, Cpl Roy
Simpson, LCpl Lyn Davies, Sigs Amanda Davies and Martin
Winstanley. Most teams performed exceptionally well with the major
honour awarded to Oxford UOTC who walked off with the
Regimental Plaque and, with the exception of one team, wh ich
eliminated it elf whilst negotiating the minefield, all would like to see
the exercise repeated next year.
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Red ditch
96 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) (COVENTRY)
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Gri mmitt
2IC
Capt S. Holder
PSAO Capt P. O'Gorman, SQMS W02 (SQMS) M. Comber.
A SQUADRON IS BORN
In these times of recession and an ever depleting Army and Corps
it is refreshing to be able to report that the Corps has in fact expanded
by a squadron which is based here at Coventry. In June of last year
W02 Mick Comber and Capt Peter O'Gorman formed the advance
party to place the first Squadron feet through the doors of Westfield
House TAC, Radford Road which we share with 126 Reclamation
Workshops REME.
As previously reported by 2 (NC) Sig Bde the 2IC, Capt Steve
Holder, joined the Squadron from 67 Sig Sqn (V) in time to accept
from the Bde Comd a port decanter coaster (no it's not an ashtray
Steve!) which is our first and only piece of Squadron silver to date.
Next to arrive were the Sqn Comd, Maj Stan Grimmitt from 30 Sig
Regt, closely followed by W02 Dave Blackford from 35 Sig Regt (V).
Capt Dick Hall, from 67 Sig Sqn (V), on commissioning, completes '
the SHQ team. Our congratulations to both Dick and Polly not only
on his commission.
Our first piece in The Wire would not be complete without a special
mention of our first signaller Sig Stewart Adams. He greeted Brig C.
A. Brown ADC who was our first VIP visitor.

L to R: The RSM , CO, Sqn Comd , W02 Comber and PSAO with

Comd 2 Sig Bde
THE WAY FORWARD
We now have some 35 members on our books at various stages of
training which is encouraging.
Our recruiting process is now well established thanks to the efforts
of Capts Hall and O'Gorman with an average of three or four fresh
faces appearing at our door each week.
CONG RA TULATIO NS
We would like to congratulate our Adjt Capt Tim Craven on his
marriage to Miss Katy Foot. The ceremony was conducted by Rev
AJan Thomas and Rev David Sutch TD (Regtl Chaplain) at St Mary
The Virgin Church in the village of Hutton, Avon.

95 Sig Sqn ' s OS waiting for the UOTC teams

WALES & WDIST ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
89 Sig Sqn continued their strong assault on a variety of
Orienteering Competitions and Championships by putting up a
splendid performance during the W & W Dist Championships held at
Welshpool on 21 March . The team which was composed of Capt
Julian Webb, 2Lt Claire Waterworth, SSgt John Williams, Sgt Paul
Fundak-who has now sadly retired from the TA, SSgt Dave Arnot,
Cpl Colin Marshall and LCpl Steve Rothwell achieved 3rd overall
place and qualified for the UKLF Championships which took place at
Barry Budden over the weekend 22/23 May. Special mention must be
made of Claire Waterwortb's performance, as a result of her
magnificent effort she qualified as the third female on the C Course.
To all team members very well done!
WHEN I TAKE YOU OUT IN THE SLURRY
It has to be said that our Army of builders are making remarkable
progress with the new garage rebuild much to the relief of the PSAO
of 58 Sig Sqn, Capt Roger Breese. Roger, who doesn't mince his
words, complained that his spirits had been dampened with the
relentless bad weather and torrential rain which turned his site into a
mud bath. The knowledge that 58 Sqn's garages would be completed
first soon lifted his depression, however, and brought a ray of
sunshine once more into his life. Elsewhere everything is proceeding
on schedule, the brickwork has commenced at 95 Sqn and the
superstructure has been erected at 48 and 89 Sqns locations, although
here too the weather has caused one or two problems and all
Squadrons have been subject to a great amount of disruption to their
training programmes because of the requirement to move their vehicle
fleets to temporary locations. It goes without saying that this caused
one or two headaches when a recent stores board and PRE was
held-fortunately no vehicles or stores were misXJlaced but Capt
George Cairns the PSAO of 48 Sqn and his sidekick SSgt Bob
Heaselgrave would rather forget what happened lO their generawrs!
Needless to say all Squadrons and, in particular, the permanent staff
elements are looking forward to getting back to normal.

Sqn Comd, Sig Adams , PSAO and W02 Comber proudly stand
with the new Sqn Sign
VISIT BY COMO 2 SIG BOE
Brig C. A. Brown ADC visited the Squadron on Wednesday 10
February.
Recruiting being a priority, Brig Brown was taken on 'the route for
recruit' starting with the Recruiting and Reception Room.
After a short tour of the offices the Commander visited Training
Wing where he was met by W02 Mick Comber.
The visit ended with refreshments in the Squadron Bar.

Capt Tim Craven and his

~ide

Sig Adams welcomes the Commander
The PSAO in background
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
CO
Lt Col R. J . R. We t
I
Maj R. Davenport
Trg 1aJ Maj\\. A. Locke MBE, Adj1 Capt J. Hindle. QM Capt K .
Ru.sell, RS 1 WOI (RSM) P.H. Grainger, YofS W02 (YofS) J.M.
Hattersle), RQ IS W02 (RQM ) R. Ingham. FofS S gt (FofS) M. J.
Hardy, Chief Clerk gt (ORQMS) D. Patterson.
On 27 February during the Total Concei;t Weekend at Ripon and
Catterick the Regiment wa visited by the Signal Officer in Ch 'ef Maj
Gen . H. Boyle accompanied by Brig C. A. Brown ADC and the
Hon Col P. . Davi MBE. At the tan of a very fu ll day in Ripon
the SOinC took the Salute at the Detachment Commander ' Course
passing out parade. This was followed by a visit to the Offi cer
Training and Recruit Training. Prior to lunch during NBC
In truction, the OinC pre ented WOI Geoff Pearson with his Coat
of Arms. During the afternoon he travelled to Catterick to meet other
member of the Regiment who were Trade Training. Catterick
training area was treating the Regiment to its usual dose of wind and
now whilst the SOinC watched Technicians training and the LAD
recovering vehicles. Following this, the party left for the warmer parts
of the camp where training was taking place in the Trade Training
School. Here the SOinC visited various classrooms. He talked to
members of the Regiment without the competition of the wind .
During the evening at the Officers' Mess Dinner the SOinC presented
Lt Jane Boulton with the Henwood Spur and Capt Sally Reading with
her binhday present to complete a long day with the Regiment.

The SOinC presents WO 1 Geoff Pearson with his Coat-of-Arms
On Saturday 20 March during the Total Concept Weekend at Ripon
and Catterick our visitor was Maj Geo Patrick Cordingley GOC
Eastern District. This was a brief but welcome visit. The visit began
at the Trade Training School at Catterick where the GOC met
members of the Regiment in various stages of trade training.
Following this and a drive to Ripon, he met potential recruits on their
Selection weekend. For many of them this was their first meeting with
a. Major General whose name they had seen in the newspapers at the
ume of the Gulf War. Some were surprised to find that a TA Signal
Regiment could receive such distinguished visitors. Let us hope it
influences their decision to join. After meeting the 'civvies' the

General departed for the Recruit continuation trammg to watch
weapon training and to talk to recruits during their first weekend of
service.
The GOC then proceeded to the Officers' Mess where he presented
the Bar to the TA Efficiency Medal to Mike Piechota and SSgt Bob
Owen and TA Efficiency Medals to Sgt 'TC' Freeman AOC and Sgt
Richard Harrison . During a Buffet tea the GOC met and spo ke to
some of the Officers and SNCO's of the Regimen t. Shortly after he
left to carry out other engagements.

46 (DERBYSHIRE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
JOINING THE SQUADRON
2Lt Gail Saunders writes: I'd been given a taste of TA life by East
Midlands University Officer Training Corps for three years (especially
on the social side) and after completing one of the fir st mixed short
courses at Sandhurst I decided to join an independent TA unit. I was
accepted by the CO Lt Col R. J. R. West who very kindly posted me
to the nearest Squadron of the Regiment, 46 Sig Sqn at Derby. I am
now the Squadron Retention Officer, responsible for retention,
recruiting, PR, and welfare. The Squadron has made me very
welcome and kept me very busy . The social side still features although
I can no longer spare it the time it once enjoyed!
Sgt Steve Taylor is our new Permanent Staff Instructor (PSI). Sgt
Taylor who joined us from 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg, soon
encountered his first challenge by taking part in Ex Blue Rinse within
a week of his arrival. He is now explaining to his wife that he realiy
does start work on a Friday night!
LEAVING THE SQUADRON
Sgt Phil Davies writes: In October I received a message from RSM
& RO posting me to 36 Sig Regt's Cambridge Squadron. I visited the
Squadron and was made very welcome. However, life in East Anglia
was not to be. My Admin Officer, Capt Cliff Webb, called me in and
I think he said that, due to something called the 'extinguishers' of the
service, I would now being going to 28 Sig Regt instead. Perhaps this
was my own 'Options for Change?' I have enjoyed my three years'
service with 46 Sig Sqn immensely and would recommend a TA
posting to any regular soldier. My whole family have felt at home here
and I thank all Squadron personnel for their suppon during my time
with them. I would especially like to mention SSgt Bob Warden and
Sgt Al Whittaker and the many friends made in the Leicester and
Derby Tps for their guidance, for seeking my views (and occasionally
taking some notice).
SOinC VISIT
During the SOinC's visits to the Regiment at Ripon and Catterick
he met many of our Squadron members including SSgt Thelma Ward
and Sgt Carolyn Ryan-Gilbank

The SOinC meets SSgt Thelma Ward

The GOC having a chat to Potential recruits on the Recruit
Selection Weekend
Capt Anson on left and CO on right
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A_s we go to print Sgt Davies' posting, has now been changed and
he 1s posted to 4 Armd Div, is this the new 'OPTIONS FOR
CHANGE? '
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87 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj 0. Rigley
21C
Capt D. To mlinson
PSAO Capt D. Shakespeare, SSM W02 (SSM) K. Gater, SQMS SSgt
(SQMS) J. Wade, SQMS (TA) SSgt (SQMS) S. Ross, SPSI Sgt D.
Eaglesham, PSl(T) Sgt M. Daniel.
, The .s~uadron is n o~ .well i~to its Spring training phase, getting
stuck-m to Trade Trammg, with some record attendances on Total
Concept Weekends .at Ri J?On . OC SRTI. Lt Mary Hall reports a
bounty of new recrui ts to fill the ranks. This causes a major headache
for Cpl Mandy Jones who processes the paperwork but currently
fifteen are in the gentle care of SSgt Steve Marvin. '
By the time this .goes. t? press, we will have said goodbye to W02
Bri~n Moore, who 1s retmng fro~ ~he TA. Previously, as our Sergeant
Ma1or, and latter.ly as our :ecru1tmg Warrant Officer, he has given
many years of fruthful service. He will be sadly missed and all the
Squadron wish him , and his wife Joan, all the best for 'the future.
NORWAY 1993-EXERCISE PENDLEM NORTH
Thi_s week sa.w the return of the t hr~e intrepid adventurers. Sgt Julie
Marvm after six weeks and Sgts Chrissy Bull and Vicky Hardy after
two weeks of providing comms for 29 Cdo Regt RA on their winter
warfare exercise.
The ven~e was And~lsnes , a small town in the northern part of
Norway -:v1th panoramic scenes of mountains snow and fjords. A
town wh!ch. tur~ed out to be the home of the biggest and best
pepperam pizza m the world! (Not to mention the greatest chilli and
garlic sauce which had an anti social effect for days after eating it )
When not ~orking the long arduous hours in the pressure pot of 'a
commcen ~1me wa~ spent on eating, drinking and dancing, (not all at
the same time I might a~d). Weather and time permitting skiing was
also on the menu. A skill that Sgt Julie Marvin was on the brink of
mastering when her body wanted to sit down and her knee didn 't
(ouch was heard to be said on a number of occasions).
Sgt Chrissy Bull was heard to say on her arrival , ' I expected more
snow than this in Norway'- a big mistake! Soon after these words
were muttered the weather conditions changed to white-outs, {that is
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.,~,/ iu so thick you cannot see a hand in front of you)-vehicles
shdmg down mountains-lost. In fact . •.., way had the highest snow
fall over the next few days than they had had for years. Thus skiing
for Sgts Vicky Hardy and Chrissy Bull was a no go.
When the weather allowed, the three adventurers ventured out. As
they admired the scenery and counted the bumps as they fell over on
the snow, they became aware of the zimmerframe on sledge rungscvery Norwegian seemed to have one, and they could stand up!
. During the time spent with 29 Cdo a new language had to be learnt,
JUSt to save face really and pretend we knew what was being asked of
us. The language wasn't Norwegian (they speak perfect English) but
'Marine Lingo'. For instance they don' t go for a NAAFI break they
have a stand easy, (now you see the problem, we could have been
stood there for years! ) Further oddities were that they don't have a
NAAFI but an EFFY.
They don't have an 'everyone on parade' they call it clear lower
decks. All SNCOs are known as strippies. The galley is where we ate
our meals.
After so much adventure in such a great place we thought the
journey home would be long and dull . It began at 0530 hrs when we
climbed on to the bus-the door fell off. We travelled the 10 hours
to Gardermoen with the door held on by a wing and a prayer (but we
didn 't mind being cold) . On arrival at the airport more great news, the
cafe' s were shut for half day, but we didn't mind because we (well
some of us) had eaten breakfast at 0430 that day. Never mind, we
thought, soon be home. Finally we got on the 'plane, to be told the
loading equipment was broken, there wil1 be a slight delay. A further
announcement informed us the equipment had now been fixed;
however, they couldn't close the hold door. After what appeared to
be years but, in fact , was two hours sitting on the plane, we took off.
Finally Brize Norton was below us and we were home. After receiving
the instructions to remove head dress (which we weren't wearing
anyway) we walked into the terminal to collect our luggage. However,
remember the hold door they couldn't close in Norway! Well, now
they couldn't open it! Two hours later luggage delivered, we headed
home. Passing another Brize Norton on the way! All we can do now
is look forward to next year.

39 Sig Regt (SC) (V)
Chelsea

These notes have been produced by 1 Sqn based in BletchJey.
I SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Bretton
21C
Capt Chris Thompson
PSAO Capt Harry Meekings, SSM W02 (SSM) Janet Flowers,
A Tp Comd Sgt Robbie Morrison, B Tp Comd Sgt Ray Rock,
C Tp Comd SSgt Angie Bailey, NRPS SSgt Des Hart, PSis Sgt Anne
McNally (Ops). Sgt Steve Payne (Tech).
The last 12 months have been notable for 1 Sqn. Since the Options
for Change announcements, work has proceeded apace to put
Bletchley on the map . Having started with a smalI, young, but keen
crew of 15 with little or no equipment, no admin staff and poor
facilities, progress has been brisk. The current strength approaches 60
with a full admin team, including PSAO Capt Harry Meekings and
NRPS Des Hart, both ex 3 Sqn, Tunbridge WelJs (now disbanded).
Eastern Wessex TAVRA have been as good as their word and work
has started to turn the TA Centre into a palace fit for a Squadron of
80.
Whilst much of our effort has been given to growing the
infrastructure, the normal TA life has continued. This has included
the shaking down of our new computerised Commcen and the
development of deployment drills to match. The Squadron is now
responsible for not only the Commcen, but also facilities for all other
departments of the Commhead which provides command and
operational control for the Regiment.
So what does this mean to your average I Sqn Signaller? Tents. Lots
of Tents! In September 1992 the Regiment went to camp, working into
the 2 (NC) Sig Bde exercise, Ex Brightfire. Over half the Signallers in
Bletchley joined in the training year and were required to attend
recruits courses. Therefore, numbers for camp were light, down to a
robust crew of 21 all ranks. By the end of a successful camp, morale
was high and each soldier could boast having put up the equivalent of
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some 10 tents, single-handed! To celebrate the Squadron's first
operational camp, the Sqn Comd, SSM and senior NCOs served a
roast beef dinner to the rest of the team in a 12x 12 mess tent,
specially erected and suitably appointed for the event.
Moving on, the year saw a detachment sent to Denmark for Ex
Runnel Stone, the Regiment's annual exercise with the Danish Home
Guard. Although the Commhead was not deployed, 'l Sqn Tents on
Tour' tee-shirts were spotted! No doubt the shirts will be back in force
as the exercise season rolJs on. We also have our very own PTI, Cpl
Tony Welch.
1 Sqn again led the charge at the time of departure of the last CO,
Lt Col Andy Whiddett. Under the skilled direction of LCpl Marcus
Simeoni, a suitably tailored 'This Is Your Life' episode was used to
farewell the CO out from the Regiment. To the new CO, Lt Col Chris
Laurence, good luck and beware, that red book is still at large ...
somewhere!
So what about 1993? WelJ, building works are underway and this
will have a major impact on training. More imagination than ever
before will have to be used to develop interesting training within the
constraints of much reduced portakabin accommodation. Retention is
our key objective throughout the period. There is now a solid core
which forms the basis of the future' of Bletchley. There will be no let
up in the demands from the Regiment to deploy effectively on
exercise. During the next few months, also, our Ops PSI, Sgt Anne
McNally, is posted to Training Wing and is replaced by Sgt Jan Carter
from 602 Sig Tp (SC) . Sgt McNally held the fort during the absence
of a PSAO and using a hot line to the Sqn Comd at work, ensured
that we got off to a good start.
Looking ahead, we look forward to HORS and radio relay
equipment and responsibilities (we hope that these come without
tents!).
_
All in all a good year for Bletchley, much to look forward to and
with an excellent team ready to take on the challenge.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Co ngratulations are extended to WO I Robin Fi nlay who
transferred from REM E and was promoted to SVWO.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

YI IT OF THE OinC
The SOinC Maj Gen A. H. Boyle paid his first visit to the Regiment
on 2 February 1993 during a normal training evening at Clonaver
TAC.
He arrived at 1930 hr and was met by the CO, Lt Col I. M. G.
trong MBE, the A t Adjt Lt Mike Frazer-Brenchley and the RSM,
WOI (R M) G. E. Cook.
After a Regimental Brief given by the CO be toured the various
evening training event which included VEH/EQPT prep for RSIT,
LAD, Tech Wksps, Kitchens and Recruit Training.
He then met the WOs and S COs in the Sergeants' Mess and
departed at 2330 hrs after having supper with the Regimental Officers.
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Fond farewells a re o ffe red to the A jutam, Capt Ala tair yke
who left for Blandford in January, to Capts Rosa Blake and Hilary
Cahoon on retirement, W01 Artie Cahoon a fter 28 years service and
the F o fS SSgt ' Ozzie' Osborne, posted to Verden .
PRESENTATIONS
The Regiment held its annual raffle in aid of the Physically
Handicapped and Able Bodied (PHAB) Belfast Branch . The tickets
were sold by Sigs Gillian McMasters and Sarah Taggart. A cheque for
£150.00 was handed over to the PHAB representative, Maj Derek
Smyth at a small presentation.

The vehicles were prepared by the MTO, WOt Rick Logan and
tuned by Sgt Billy Forde REME. Sgt Maurice Moates had rebuilt and
prepared the replacement Vi ton Landrover in his spare time.
Out of a total of 120 starters in the Championship, 75 crews
finished the course, amongst whom were the four crews from 40 Sig
Regt (V).
In their respective classes the following awards were won: Maj Kyle
and Capt Kelly-I st Royal Signals, !st Orienteering, 1st overall team
(along with two crews from other Units); Sig Diffin and Sig
Wisely-1st Women 's Service Crew; Maj Kyle and Capt Kelly, Sgt
Moates and Sig Harvey, Sig Cunningham and LCpl Townsend-1st
Unit Team .
The crews from 40 Sig Regt (V) won more prizes than any other
single Unit and each crew won a first prize.
Not content to rest on their laurels the Regimental team are all
looking forward to next year's Army Driving Championships for the
opportunity to regain the top slot as TA Champions.

Handover, W01 (SVWO) Artie Cahoon hands over his badge to
W02 (SVWO) Robin Finlay

Sig Gillian McMaster presents a cheque to Maj Derek Smyth
(PHAB) Maj Jimmy Woods assists

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath
The SOinC chats to 2Lt Fiona List and Sgt George Jack whilst the
Sqn Comd Maj Nige l Beacom worries about what they are telling
him. Capt David Given looks on
The Regimental Rally Team d is play their trophies
Back row (L to RJ: Maj Ian Kyle, Capt Robert Kelly, Sig Keith
Harvey, Sgt Morris Moates
Front row (L to RJ: LCp l Pau l Mccaughey, Sig Keith Cunningham,
Sig Dawn Diffin, Sig Jackie Wisely, LCpl Brian Townsend, Ctn
Brian Gibson
FAREWELL TO CLONAVER-85 SQUADRON
85 Sqn, commanded by Maj Nigel Beacom , packed up all their kit
and left Clonaver for their new permanent location at Crawfordsburn
Road TAC, Newtownards, Co Down on Sunday 21 March. The
Squadron has been in Clonaver since 1967 and the move came about
as a result of Options for Change.

VISIT OF HONORARY COLONEL
The Regiments newly appointed Honorary Colonel The Right
Honourable The Earl of Limerick KBE DL visited the Regiment at
Longmoor Training Camp on Saturday 20 March during a Training
Weekend. He was met by the CO Lt Col Dunc.a n Jones and RSM
WOt (RSM) Steve Buxton, and was briefed on the Regiment's role by
the Training Major, Maj David Lawson. This was followed by lunch
in the Sergeants' Mess. In the afternoon he visited the Recruit
selection command tasks under the control of the Adjutant Capt
David Whimpenny.

The next port of call was with the Military Training Team headed
by Capt Tim Glover who briefed the Honorary Colonel on the
contents of the three weekend Induction courses the MTI which
prepares recruits for their training course at Catterick.
The visit then moved on to trade training where the Hon Col was
met and briefed by W02 (YofS) Andy Campbell and W02 (QMSO
Pam Suddens who have just finished a 10 day trade training course.
The Hon Col then visited the cinema where the subalterns presented
their outline plan for Ex Yeomanry Way 93, the proposed three day
Regimental move to Scotland in September.
The visit concluded with an Officers Dinner night in which the CO
announced the winning of the Robspoon Trophy presented to him by
Brig Brown ADC Comd 2(NC) Sig Bde and Cotswold Garrison during
his farewell dinner for the most efficient Regiment in the Brigade.

Thank goodness I don't have to do this in order to join the
Regiment. It can be arranged, Sir! The Hon Col contemplates a
Command task with Capt David Whimpenny

Sgt 'Melvin' Absalom and SSgt 'To ny ' Warrington explain the
intricacies of the PRC320 demonstrated by the Tele Op (TG) class
2 course

SOinC talking to the RSM, W01 (RSM) George Cook
EXERCISE ROADMASTER
ARMY DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
Despite the distance involved a Regiment.al team travelled to
Leconfield recently LO compete in the Army Driving Championships.
This is a tri-service event, open to both Regular and Volunteer Units.
They went as defending TA Champions, having won for the past two
years running.
The team included: Maj Ian Kyle AGC and Capt Robert KellyExpcns Class (defending last year's titles for !st TA crew and !st
Royal Signals crew); gt Maurice Moates and Sig Keith Harveyovice Class; igs Dawn Diffin and Jackie Wisely-Beginner Class;
ig Kenny Cunningham and LCpl Brian Townsend - Beginner Class
(both Beginner crews had never entered an event of this magnit ude
before); ig Paul Mccaughey and Cfn Brian Murray-support
drivers.
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'Flag Up' Maj Nigel Beacom and Sgt Major Pete Pollock raise the
85 Sqn flag for the first time in Newtownards TAC
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HUT RY TRAI
O

G TEAM
Capt Tim Glover
. ti
WOl (SMI) Barry Corfield
P I HT
gt Phil Di'\:on
The 1TT during the past ix month have been bu y restructuring
the training team in an attempt to produce quality instruction to
recruit , and co-ordinate in truction at all TAC's during training
night . The team would like to welcome the following new member ,
gt' Robbie colt and Phil Packer, Cpls Knight, Dowling, Glover
and 'Fitzy' Fitzsimmonds.
The J CO within the team have recently finished an imernal
Method of Instru tion cour e run by W02 Cheryl Jackson and Capt
John Rigby PSAO 68 Sig Sqn. Our thanks go to them both for
running such a worthwhile course.
Recruit Induction i going well, Course IC had their final exercise
at Longmoor Camp on Saturday 20 March which incorporated their
fir t night out in the field and the dreaded As ault Course. Sig Chai
should try harder to keep her face from coming into contact with
other oldiers boots whilst attempting to get over the !Oft wall.

68 (IC&CY) JG SQN
Sqn Comd
Maj James Cartwright
PSO
Capt John Rigby
S M W02 (SSM) Pete Thornton, PSI Sgt Mick Sheehan, SQMS SSgt
( QMS) Brian O'Hare
The Squadron held its annual dinner on 29 January at Lincoln's Inn
where our annual awards went to the following:
Sig Rudman
Best Recruit
Sleven Award
Cpl Parker
Fern Award
Sig Lewis
906 Tp led by 2Lt Da,•id Turner have had a busy start to the year,
they have enjoyed an extensive weekend with Cambirdge UOTC
(RAC Wing) and London UOTC providing enemy, training a team
for the Courage Trophy in which they did exceptionally well coming
I Ith in a field full of coloured berets notably green and red. Well done
the team better luck next year!
The Squadron has reforged its links with the legal profession and
has barristers and solicitors amongst its ranks again.
RECRUIT SELECTION
Our ftrst selection weekend for the year had 57 hopeful civilians
attended a fun weekend at Longmoor training camp during March.
The weekend involves potential recruits undergoing physical training,
drill, command tasks, aptitude tests and a quiz on the Saturday

followed by an Assault course competition on the Sunday. This
selection proved very succe ful with 52 candidates being accepted for
Induction training. Whether they return to the PT sessions run by Sgt
Liz Dutton remains to be seen.
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·News from ·squadrons
4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFPO 36

Sqn Comd
Maj D. E. Rowlinson
2IC
Capt M. G. Hanson
QM Capt D. K. Pawlow, Ops Offr Capt D. A. Craft, RSM WOl
(RSM) T. W. Smith, YofS W02 (YofS) R. K. Perry, FofS SSgt (FofS)
I. Rutherford, CC Sgt S. Davison.
Capt David Wimpenny trying to keep up with the Gun Barrel race

COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. D. W. Rumsey
SSgt N. T. Thomas
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt Sgt C. S. Morgan.
WELCOMES
The Troop welcomes Lt Paul Rennie, SSgt Nige Thomas and Jan,
LCpl Lee Middleton and Julie, LCpl Rob Dewhurst and Sigs Frost,
Knowles, Mollison and Smithurst. We wish you all a pleasant tour.

The next day saw the arrival of LCpl 'Nob by' Clark, LCpl 'Budgie'
Bird, Sig 'Daz' Lythe and Lt Rennie.
Lt Rennie, who enjoyed heading straight down the foreline, picked
it up quite quickly. Had he ski-ed before?
After a few days almost everyone had got the hang of putting their
skis on the correct way, except LCpl 'Budgie' Bird, who thought
downhm skiing meant spending more time on your backside than on
your feet but by the end of the week he had almost mastered the art.
The last day was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone and the evening
saw the arrival of the families who stayed in Walkenreid. At the end
of the fortnight many stories were told but most talk was of next
year's ski camp.

FAREWELLS
The time has finally come for the Troop and indeed the Army to
say goodbye to Cpl 'Taff' Walters after 27 years service in the Corps
and Cpl Chris Yates for his nine years' service.

Recruit Selection candidates negotiating a crossing

WHO FIGHTS
FOR THE
SOLDIER
WHEN
THE
SOLDIER CAN'T
FIGHT'?

When a man has given his youth
and strength to help us, it's our privilege
and duty to help him and his loved
ones when in need - even if he's still in
the Service.
And when a ' erviceman leaves the
Army, avy or Air Force, he and his
family may have to face problems IH'V('r
encountered before. In fact, he may, in
the defence of his country, have bt·rn111t'
disabled or have left behind a widow ·
and children who desperately nel'd
advice and help.
A legacy in your will •nsures thal Wl'
can continue doing something i11 rl'lum.
Please r member us. And please help.

SSAFA, 19 Queen Elizabeth Street,
London SEI 2LP Tel: 071-403 8783
or 071-962 9696
..

SSAFA®
SOLDIERS: SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS
To Sig 'Babs' Dowsing on his well overdue promotion to LCpl and
to LCpl Tim Parkins for successfully completing his RSDCC.
A great deal of effort was put in by all members of the Troop prior
to the annual RSIT instruction who are congratulated on an excellent
report and in particular the following dets deserve a mention: the ever
consistent Cpl Mick Angove and Sig Dave Drummond; Sig ' Paddy'
Black for his 'behind the scenes' work on Comms Ops and finally to
the crews of SAS 648 (LCpl 'Spats' Brodie and Sig Rob Dawson) and
RR 649A (Cpl Pete Preece and Sig Al Hemming) for not owing each
other any money for a dead heat on the number of A-jobs bet.
HEADQUARTER TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. Jackson
Sgt D. Crooks
Trg SNCO
l/C LAD SSgt G. Chadaj, Pay Sgt Sgt M. P. Millwood.
WELCOMES
We would like to say welcome to Sgt Steve Osman and his wife
Sarah, Cpls Hood, Glen Kitchen, LCpls Macdonald, Neil Parnham,
Sigs Alcock, Stevie Taylor and last but not least Sig Womble.
CONGRATULATIONS
It's been a successful time for the Troop with promotions this last
month. So it's congratulations to W02 (SSM) Trevor Smith for his
promotion to RSM, and to Sgts Steve Jackson and Mick Millwood on
their promotion to SSgt.
We would also like to wish SSgt Al Coleman and Sgt Dave Crooks
all the best for the future and good luck in Civ Div!
EX RA TS QUADRANT
Early evening on Thursday 18 March Sgt Steve Jackson and his
crew Sgt Simon Shaw, Cpl 'Smudge' Smith (4RTR), 'Windy' MJJlar,
Sig 'Windy' Gale, Dvr 'London' Ware and not forgetting Cpl Ian
Buckley departed sunny Osnabruck for the Harz Mountains.
The aim of the exercise was to enable members of the Squadron to
take part in a skiing challenge pursuit, to promote self-confidence and
leadership.
After an uneventful journey we arrived at 16 Tk Tptr Sqn training
hut in Walkenreid. 'Not bad, but what's happened to the snow?'
Apparently it had rained all that morning and washed it all away.
The next morning, to everyone's delight, it had snowed in
sufficiency on the slopes at St Andreasberg and Braunlage. On arrival
at the slopes it was time to find out who had skied before. Dvr Ware
said yes . .. wrong answer. Sig Gale said yes, but how do you stop?
A good day was had by all.
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OK-MT on my right and cooks on my left- I want a nice clean
ski says LCpl Hughes-Sigs Cullen and Gale (MT) and LCpls Miller
and Bird (Cooks)

CHARITY RUN
On 15 January 1993, 212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn retitled and to
mark the event 10 members of the Squadron took part in a sponsored
relay run from Munster to Osnabruck, carrying the nags of the
Squadrons.
At first, the run was a low key event, but as the day neared it was
obvious that with the involvement of SSVC and German TV the team
would become famous overnight.
After several· rehearsals the big day arrived. The team consisted of
W02 (SSM) Smith, SSgt (FofS) Rutherford, SSgt Coleman, Sgt
Moran, Cpls Angove, Walters, LCpls Baber, Roper, Sigs AJsop, Gale,
Keen and McCarthy.
At 1200 hrs the Brig Comd, Brig J. G. Reeth, handed over the flags
to the SSM and the run commenced. The 70km was broken down to
22 legs, each leg being run in pairs. As the run progressed it was
obvious that even with the elder statesman in the team, Cpl Walters,
(a sprightly 42 year old) the team was well ahead of schedule. The
route passed several fast food outlets and copious amounts of buns
and milkshakes slowed them down.
The team entered Quebec Barracks right on schedule, the nags were
received by the COS Maj Porter and the Sqn Comd Maj Rowlinson .
They were raised simultaneously and a new era had officially begun .
The total money raised was DM 4800, this was divided equally
between a local Osnabruck charity and the Corps New Museum.
Many thanks to LCpl Ward and Cpl Lines who stood outside the
NAAFI in all weathers rattling their money boxes and without whose
efforts the final total would not have been so large.
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
Aldershot
Sqn Comd
Maj John Whitby
21C
Capt Steve Vickery
Op Offr Capt Fred Wbichelo, AO Capt Fred Payet, RSM WOI
(R M) George Burrows, FofS WOI (FofS) Bob Morris, YofS W02
(Yo ) Henry irr, Ch Clk gt (OR QMS) Roy Pritchard .
RECRUITING TOUR
Report by Capt teve Vickery
From 3-5 March 1993 the Squadron recruiting team visited the
Training Group R ignal . The team comprised Capt Steve Vickery,
WOI (RSM) teve Clark, S gt Dave Catchpole, Cpl 'Spence' Cave
ig 'Dom' Anderson and ig 'Paddy' Howe. Two days were spent i~
Alder hot on rehearsals. Eventually the script, presentation and team
were ready to hit the road. Thanks to SSgt Dave Catchpole's eagle
eye- ight the team found a greasy drivers' cafe. Ten bacon butties later
we arrived in Harrogate. It was nice to see the Squadron
representative, Sgt Rod Cowan, on our arrival. The team lectured to
50 ATs followed by some welcome refreshments in Harrogate town
centre. At this stage the team must thank the QM, Capt J. Aspinall
MBE, AO, Capt Fred Payet and RQMS , W02 John Black for steering
them towards the nightlife in Harrogate town centre-'what task were
they on again?'
The second day was spent at Catterick. WOI (RSM) Haslam, ex 216
RSM, extended. a warm welcome to the team. After supper two
lectures were delivered to the tradesmen at 8 Sig Regt. It was also good
to see the Squadron personnel on courses at 8 Sig Regt, Cpl 'Scouse'
Hale, .Cpl Steve Brown and Cpl 'Scotty' Scott. On Friday 5 March it
was ume to return, Capt Steve Vickery clutching an armful of
volunteers' names and Sigs 'Dom' Anderson and 'Paddy' Howe
explaining how they carried on the recruiting process 'down town'.

Cpl Spence Cave eager to recruit some volunteers
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFPO 30

A TROOP
The Troop would like to welcome Lt 'Stu' Gillespie who takes over
as Tp Comd after completing his jumps at Brize Norton.
Also ~o LCpl Geoff Winder and Sig Webb . Congratulations to them
on passmg P Coy and they now move on to Brize Norton. We say
goodbye to Capt Fred Whichelo who, on return from UN Duties in
Cambodia, move over to the Ops Officer. Congratulations to LCpl
'Elmo' Combe on achieving fir t place on his RSDCC .
Belated congratulations to Cpl Phil Smithurst and wife Amanda
on the bi~th of baby ~hillip and. to LCpl ' Richie' Long and ~ife, Tina:
on the b1rth of Jes 1ca. And fmally to Sig 'Ackers' Ackland on his
marriage to Jane.
The end o~ February saw the Troop deploy on Lanyard 4, a Brigade
L~BG <?'erc1se a.round Thetford . With the temperature freezing and
~vmds, hi~h, the Jump managed to go in. The manpack rebro of Cpl
Ollie Ohver, LCpl 'Tez' Blakeley, Sig Dave Vakalala and LCpl 'Gaz•
Christie would like to express their thanks to LCpl 'Leads' Gray on
allowing them to carry all that weight for nothing!
In March the Troop deployed as part of the Squadron on the
Porten Down Battle Run. This enabled the Troop to test its NBC
skills under realistic conditions as well as carrying on with
communications and repelling conventional ground Troop attacks.
LCpl 'Scotty' Scott is now being trialled as a vocal alarm against
low flying hostile aircraft.
B TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Graham Inglis
Tp SSgt
SSgt Fred Hutchinson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Chilly Chillcott
B Tp entered the New Year with the inevitable PRE. Since then it
has been the normal run of exercises.
Cpl Tomlinson, more than most, has managed to avoid this by first
volunteering to go skiing in France and then Scotland.
LCpl Steve Baigent has spent the past few months in Croatia on Op
Hanwood. Hopefully we will hear more of his adventures in the near
future.
A strange weather pocket that seems to cover any DZ which the
Troop plans to use has meant a lack of parachuting. So much so that
a number of the Troop under Sgt 'Chilly' Chillcott are heading out to
California on the trials for the new low level parachute.
Finally, Lt Graham Inglis organised the Squadron Stand for Ex
Lightning Strike. In an attempt to show the new caring face of '216'
only four people had to move at a pace faster than walking.
MTROOP
Tp Comd
WOt (FofS) Bob Morris
Tp SSgt
SSgt Chris Skelton
R~dio Sgt Sgt Dave Buckingham , TE Sgt Sgt Ged Keane, Line Cpl Cpl
Billy Johnston, ED Cpl Cpl Woody Woodward.
In the last few months we have seen a lot of old faces move on to
greener pastures. Also we have had some new arrivals.
Since ~ll:nua_ry t~e Trool? has been involved with exercises, notably
our part1c1pat1on m Ex Lightning Strike. More recently we had Ex
Robust Encounter, an NBC battle run at Porten Down Trg area. Sgt
'G.ed' Keane ran everything smoothly by 'getting amongst them', to
com a good P Coy phrase.
Now the Troop is preparing for the annual battle camp at SENTA .
Finally, we would like to congratulate Cpl 'Woody' Woodward and
Jane on the birth of their son, Adam .
HELLOS A.ND FAREWELLS
Firstly, we bid farewell to W02 (FofS) Lee Wookey on his posting
to the Falkland Islands. May your new Landrover give hours of
pleasure! Welcome to WOt (FofS) Bob Morris on his posting to 216
as the Squadron (FofS) and M Tp Comd.
Welcome also to Sig Ben Benjamin on his posting from 21 Sig Regt.
Good luck for P Coy .
. We bid farewell to Cpl Andy Lothian on his posting to the Big '8'.
Fm~lly, f~rewell to Cpl Davis-Morris and LCpl Vern Critchley on
t~e1r postmgs to Q Tp. Also to LCpl Jon Jones on his posting to 14
Stg Regt.

Sqn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
21
Capt C. Mcintosh
QM Capt B. Dalton, A Tp Co md 2Lt N. O' Kelly, B Tp Comd Lt J .
A. G. Langley, SSM W02 D. Stachini , YofS W02 Sexby, FofS SSgt
D. Alexander .
RETITLING PARADE
~n 31 Mar~h, in the presence. of Brig_Ki ~zley (Comd 22 Bde), the
Brigade and Signal Squadron retitled. With 1t has come an increase in
manl?o.wer and vehic!~s, and independence for the Squadron
prov1dmg new and exc1tmg challenges for all involved
_The follo_w~ng day W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby challenged those posted
with the rettthng from 207 Soltau to 207 Hohne with him to run from
Soltau to Hohne (30km) in a relay faster than he could' do it on his
ow~. W02 Sexby, a keen cross country runner, beat the relay team
easily and presented Maj Chris Wakerley with a cleft stick from Maj
P. Field Sqn Comd of the old 207 Sig Sqn .

Sqn Comd, Maj Wakerley, receiving the cleft stick from W02
(YofS) Sexby, W02 (SSM) Stachini looks on
VISIT OF COMD COMMS BAOR
qn Tuesday 16 March Brig Stokoe CBE visited the Squadron .
Whilst here Brig Stokoe visited SHQ and presented LS & GC medals
to W02 (YofS) George Grieg, SSgt Rick Skelland and SSgt Colin
Dennis. After the presentation and lunch in the Sergeants' Mess Brig
Stokoe went on to see trade training on the square, then to th~ tank
park, where the real work is done, on our increasingly large fleet of
armoured and wheeled vehicles .

Presentation of LS & GC by Brig Stokoe
Back row fl to RJ W02 (SSM) Stachini, W02 (YofSJ Grieg, Maj
Wakerley, SSgt Dennisa , Brig Stokoe CBE, SSgt Skelland
Front row (L to RJ Maj Mark Grieg, Mrs Sue Grieg, Mrs Sara

Dennis, Miss Bianca Skelland , Mrs Maggie Skelland
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EXERCISE MERCURY DIAMOND
D~ ri ng the . ~arsh No rwegian winter members took part in a ski
touring _exped1tton ~n the Hardangavidda. The expedition was over
mountams covered m more than 2m of snow and in some extreme
weat~er co~dition s. Temperatures reached as low as - 20°C with
ferocious wmds up to 50 mph . For three days visibility was so poor
that eve.rywhere, from the ground to the sky, was white.
The first three days were spent being taught to cross country ski in
the area around Haukelsieter. This proved to be a lot harder than
d?wnhill skiing, and p~oduced many bumps and bruises, as people
wiped out on the hard icy snow. Morale was kept high by watching
each other making spectacular falls.
1:he teams _then skied around the Hardangavidda, the largest
national park m N?rway, spending nights in mountain refuges, tents
and snow holes. Distances of over 20km were covered in a day with
steep climbs up hill as well as long runs down. The first twd days
provid~d spectacular views but the weather then closed right in,
mcreasmg the sense of adventure and making navigation difficult.
Throughout the expedition all had to be aware of the constant risk of
avalanches from the mountain slopes heavily packed with snow.
The Hardangavidda is famous for being the hiding place of 'The
He: oes of ~elemark' where, during World War 2 the Norwegian
res1st~n.ce htd from t~e Ge: mans, in the same refuges used by the
exped1t1on, bef?re t~e1r danng and successful raid on Hitler's Heavy
water plant. This rrud prevented the Germans from making a nuclear
bomb.
The expedition finished with some downhill skiing in the lower
resor~ of Hovden, allowing everyone to show the skill they had
acquired from the more arduous cross country skiing.
ARRIVALS
The more observant may have noticed the disappearance of 201 (22
J\rmd Bde) S_ig Sqn. We ~ave in fact retitled to 7 Armd Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn, takmg on the history of the old 207 Sig Sqn. So a warm
welcome to the new 207 Sig Sqn goes to all members of the old 201
Sig Sqn and of course the Red Jerboa. Also to Capt Brian Dalton the
new QM, W02 (YofS) PauJ Sexby, SSgt Jim Glay, Sgts Martin
Allwork, Steve Haresign, Cpls Tom Murray, Steve Ferry, Dave
Alderson, LCpls Edwards, Jason Phillips, Mark Mcintosh, Carl
Raynor, Jason Raybould, Sig Lee Benson, Paul Green, Mark
McVey, Kevin Newton, Dean Rawlings, Craig Knights, Phil Watkins,
Walter Keown.
DEPARTURES
201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn and the Stag. The Squadron bids
farewell to W02 (YofS) George Grieg on promotion to WO! and
posting to 2 Sig Bde. Also to Sgt Nick Middleton, Cpls Titch
Ander on and Bob Lamont on leaving for civvy street.
BOXING
The news of our 7-0 win in the boxing semi final was enough to
put the opposition. off fig~ting the final. Therefore, 201 Sig Sqn are
~he new BAOR M1~or Umts grade 3 boxing novice champions. This
1s the second year m a row that the Squadron has won the title and
the team is all set to make it three next year.

Boxing team: Back row (l to RJ Sgt Middleton, Cpl Anderson,
LCpl Lewis, Cpl Mitchell , Sig Green, Sig Dunseath.,..Cfn Hall, LCpl
Daly, LCpl Raybould and SSgt Skelland
Front row fl to RJ LCpl Sharp, Sig Bettelley. Maj Wakerley (QC),
LCpl Cook, W02 (SSM) Stachini , LCpl Girling and Sig Proctor
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19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209)
Catterick

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

O>••p
HQ
The quadron is hard at work, the 2IC Capt Tony Bicknell is at his
desk, a is the Yeoman, the Sqn Comd Maj David Hargreaves is in
and the Chief Clerk, Sgl imon Windus, is actually considering
attending PT the following morning. Suddenly a flustered FofS
arri es. Hi ab ence had been noted becau e the office is surprisingly
tidy. It i then that it finally becomes clear, the FofS is convinced it
i 0740 hrs. It appears that be survived a whole weekend without
realising that the clocks had gone forward. What finger, what pulse.
Life in SHQ, as you can see is never dull. We say farewell to Sig
Buchanon who think the grass is greener on the other side and has
stayed in Colche ter with '210' . On the other side there are those who
have seen the light: hello to Cpls Hindbaugh, Jones and LCpl
Attwood, who have joined us from 210. Hello also to Capt Dave
Hornsby who has filled the breech left by our now TA watch keeper,
Capt Franci Jacobson, who has left in search of a world outside the
Army. Best wishes to him.
ALPHA TROOP
15-19 February saw the end of an era, with 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn going to war for the last time before becoming mechanised. The
campaign: Ex Panthers Parting, how original!
All looked pretty dismal at 0500 hrs when the Squadron paraded
ready to drive to Thetford. ow where are all the smiling faces? The
exercise, it was decided (by the Troops it appears), would be a low
key affair and so many entered the Golden Blanket Award. ot
surprisingly LCpl Timmy Bagnall got an early lead which he clung on
to until the end. Others, like Cpl Bear Convery managed to slip away
on hospital appointments. However, without a doubt, the highlight of
the week was the Alpha Tp Subutteo Challenge Cup in which SSgt
obby Nevill proved his ability.
We end with a farewell to Lt Dan Taylor who is off to civvy street,
best wishes.
BRAVO TROOP
The move to Catterick is now complete, and we are almost settled
into our new abode. The crew room is on its third colour change and
twelfth coat of paint and will, I am assured, soon be finished.

THE MOVE TO GAZA BARRACKS
By Capt D. J. Lumb
It seems an awful long time ago that the options study for the unit
to share Helles Barracks with the Field Ambulance was first mooted.
This option came and went as the ITO became interested in Helles and
the Gaza study was rapidly put together. In the space of about six
weeks the plan was on the table and approved by UKLF. It was a little
longer before the final decision was made but I think I knew all along
what the outcome would be. Sure enough, we were eventually told it
was to be Gaza Barracks. I had distant memories of Gaza, having
been 'guard commander' there a number of times in the past. Little
had changed in 20 odd years, apart from its occupants; it was now the
home of 24 Brigade units. But what was obvious was that it had great
potential with older buildings of character and would make a good
home for the unit. We had shared Goojerat Barracks in Colchester
with both 19 Field Ambulance and 1 Squadron RCT. We now share
with 24 Field Ambulance (both units remained in situ and retained
their unit titles, merely changing their roles) and 15 Field Workshop,
although the workshop will leave in the summer. The Brigade
Headquarters has moved into Peronne House until it joins us in Gaza
around October time when it will occupy the former Garrison
Sergeants' Mess .
I have lost count of the number of times I travelled to Catterick for
meetings, site visits and the like. Suffice it to say I new Gaza very well
by the time we finally moved. My RQMS, W02 Clive Young was our
spy in the sky-he was posted in from 8 Sig Regt . His first hand
knowledge proved invaluable on the quartering front and we did very
well on the housing front. There were some extremely happy families
when they saw their new quarters.
We had, of course, to rerole, a task that is yet to be completed. The
arrival of Capt Rick Licence and 210 Sig Sqn brought it home that
there was not long to go. We had a CPX in mid February but once
this was out of the way all those tasks essential to a move were
attacked with a vengeance.
As for the actual move, a big thank you to RQMS Young for his
efforts (one to Linda too) and a special mention for our outgoing MT
SSgt Keith Williams RCT; his knowledge and enthusiasm were
invaluable. The advance parties of Alpha and Bravo Troop's had been
in Catterick for a week by the big day and were ready and waiting
when the main body arrived, they wasted little time in settling in. We
had about a week before the 'panzers' were due to arrive and therefore
much frantic unpacking followed. I would like to thank SSgts Nobby
Nevill and Dusty Miller for their assistance in providing extra help
from outside their Troops. Also to SSgt Dave Meakin for all he did
prior to leaving on redundancy.
We have inherited Cpl 'Duggie' Coid from 210 and LCpl Kev
Warren has been posted in.
ln conclusion we take this opportunity to say farewell to everyone
who have now left us and welcome to the new arrivals.

Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Leach
2JC
Capt Paul Peel
QM Capt Rick Licence, Ops Offr Capt Rupert Chapman, A Tp Comd
Lt Richard Deans, B Tp Comd Lt Tom Sandman, RSM WOl Dave
Wilson, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Martin Collins, YofS W02 (YofS)
Granville Yeomans, FofS SSgt (FofS) lain McNelly, Chief Clerk SSgt
(ORSQMS) Paul Storrs.
ARRIVAL/FAREWELLS
With the move to Colchester, several stalwarts of the Squadron, for
various reasons, chose to stay in Catterick and look after the
inclement cloud that has hung like the sword of Damocles over
Catterick since the first Garrison was formed there. Space available
negates a listing of the families who stayed. However, best wishes and
sincere thanks are extended to those concerned.
Similarly, several members of the Panther Club decided the weather
was far too pleasant in Colchester and subsequently extended their
membership. A very warm welcome to you and your families.
THE MOVE-GAZA TO GOOJERAT
It would seem to some that a move of a mere Brigade Headquarters
and Signal Squadron, within the moving masses of ' Options', would
be fairly insignificant and, in relative terms, could be likened to a
solitary pebble on a shifting shale beach. However, to a fledgling
Quartermaster (they do exist) the task, it seemed, would require him
to seek help.
So it came to pass (after a great deal of planning by the Move to
Colchester Committee) that on the 25 January the QM's advance
party of Capt Rick Licence, Sgts 'Basher' Bates, Steve Howard, Chris
Kidd, Dave Stewart, Cpls Bill Edwards, Willy Pool and Gaz Tanner
made the journey from the frozen north to the warmer climes of East
Essex.
By kind permission of Capt Dave Lumb, the advance party set up
'shop' in the sports store, proceeded to make themselves at home and
started to plan phase 2 of the move-bringing the families down. This
was to be done in three blocks between 8 and 26 February, with each
man given a week to settle their families into their quarters before
returning to Catterick.
Back at Ranch Gaza, W02 (RQMS) Jim Monkman was packing the
stores whilst SSgt Paul Watson hired the entire fleet of Army Fodens
to transport it. Working from a plan prepared by Capt Paul Peel the
move went like clockwork, smiles were abundant as the welcoming
committee of Maj Graham Leach and WOl (RSM) Dave Wilson met
each consignment on Goojerat Square.

BELIZE 1993
The Squadron was asked to supply man-pack communications to
support Exercise Mayan Sword 1993. Lt Tom Sandman was first to
be volunteered. After that disappointing news a further 15 people
were selected. Sgt Thorne was amongst them. Armed with a selection
of suntan creams, man-pack radios and visions of paradise they
departed for the promised land.
LCpl 'I have been to Belize before' Murdoch assured us that it was
anything but paradise and he soon proved he was right. However, to
keep spirits high most of the group went down town to sample the
local delights.
The exercise started two days after we arrived. Half were allocated
umpires and sent into the jungle and the remainder went to EXCON.
On arrival at EXCON's location after an eight hour drive, Lt Sue 'the
road looked good from up there' Goodwin and Capt Steve Turnbull
arrived by helicopter. The exercise went well from a communications
point and provided all the operators and LCpl 'Comms' Dill a chance
to put training into practice. Thanks must go to YofS 'back down the
yellow brick road' Roach and Cpl 'l will be back' Faulger for the
lesson and demonstration of Fag Packet Management.
Part 2 was a short excursion to San Pedro. Sig 'have 'em' McAree
and Sig Thomassen provided hours of entertainment for us all with
their endless repartee . A special thank you from the group goes to
LCpl 'I have a flexible friend' McNally for services above and beyond
the call of any normal cash withdrawal. Also to Ernest (a chap with
a speed boat) for taking the group snorkelling and fishing.

Sigs Richards, Shelldrake, Grundy and LCpl McNally enjoying
phase 2 of Belize 93
L to R: Pte Michelle Dawkins, LCpl 'Aitch' Aitchison, Cpl Bob

indhaugh, LCpl 'Kev' Attwood
FAREWELL TO COLCHESTER
The occasion was marked with pride, humour, reverence and panic.
But the most unnerving thing was participation in the It's a Knockout
Competition.
Not surprisingly the competition took place on a cold, wet
afternoon. Spirits were not high at the start but once the total
tupidity of the occasion took hold, things changed rapidly. Events
were Plank Skiing, Six Legged Obstacle Race, Egg and Spoon Relay,
Go-Kart Racing, Shooting and Blindfold Driving.
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Cpl Billy Cardwell tries to hide his emotions

With minutes to go before take off there was a delay because the
aircraft loaders could not shut the hold door. We were not sure how
long the delay was going to be but most people were more than ready
to leave. lf there was going to be a delay we wanted it to happen at
Washington. Needless to say there were no more hitches. All that
remained for us to do was to travel back to Catterick and find out
what the Sqn Comd had to say about his selection of postcards.

Capt Dave Lumb and Capt Rick Licence
We should have had a band
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242 Sig Sq1
Edinburgh
Sqn Comd
Maj G. A. Carmichael
SAO
Lt G. A. Murray AGC (SPS)
Com ms Comd Capt G. C. McAvoy, SWS Comd Capt P . Grist, SSM
W02 (SSM) Holden .

238 Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks

qn Comd
Maj T. Bushell
21C
Capt S. M. Russell
M Tp Comd Capt A. • Eame, 0 Tp Comd Maj R. W. McLaren,
R Tp Comd Capt P. S. Cobbin, SSM W02 N. Churcher, RQMS W02
(RQMS) C. Thomp on, YofS W02 (YofS) C. A. E. Copestake, Chief
Clk S gt (ORSQMS) J. N Morgan.
WOMEN'S INTERSERVICE SMALL BORE RIFLE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The above championships were held at RAF Uxbridge on Monday
February. The teams consisted of ten personnel and two reserves.
It all began on Saturday 30 January when we turned up at SEME
Bordon for a full week's training. Only eight people from the squad
of 18 had taken part in the lnterservices Competition before, owe
had to ort out some new members to complete the twelve we needed.
The new girls had only been shooting a matter of two months and in
some cases a matter of weeks, so it was quite a challenge for our
coaches Lt Rodger Roberts and Mrs Stephanie Postlethwaite to try
and get them up to scratch, helped by some coaching from SSgt
Michele Roberts and myself SSgt Agnes Graham . It was hard work
but it paid off in the end.
Our first match was on Monday I February against SEME Bordon
which we won by eight points. Our next on Tuesday 2 February
against Hampshire Ladies, a close match but we lost by two points.
Then our next three matches were away, one against Worthy Down
lost by six points, one against Kingsgate lost by 34 points and the final
training match against Surbiton which, again, was a very close match
losing by only one point.
Our first big match was on Saturday 6 February. This was a lead
up 10 the Interservice Competition on Monday. It was against the
Civil Service Ladies and the Royal Air Force. The Civil Service won
with a total of 1,945 out of 2,000, the RAF had 1,893 and the Army
had 1,884.
All squad members took part in the Civil Service match with the top
ten scores LO count. This was LO help the Coaches to pick the final
team for the interservice Match on Monday.
The Team was picked as follows: Lt Col A. Trebern, Capt C.
Tipper, W02 B. Emary, SSgts A. Graham, S. Partington, M.
Roberts, H. Telford, Sgt McNeill, Pte Mather-Pearce and Sig Smith.
The Two Reserves were Lt G. Murray and Cpl M. MacLeod.
It was the first time for three of the team, Sig Smith, Pte MatherPearce and Lt Murray. It was also the last time for two of the team
W02 Emary and SSgt Telford who leave the army soon after 22 years.
Two of the team were from the same unit, 238 Sig Sqn- SSgt A.
Graham and Sig F. Smith.
lg Fiona Smith was the youngest member of the team and also the
youngest member of the interservices team on the day; she did very
well, scoring a 183 out of 200 and she had only taken part in the
training weekend on 16/17 January and then the training week . SSgt
Agnes Graham won the Secretary's Trophy which was competed for
during the training week, by scoring a 195 our of 200.
It was a very close fought match which was only decided on the last
detail. The Army had completed their twenty cards and its total was
1,885 out of 2,000. The WRAF had a total of 1,887 but with two cards
to come. The WRNS had 1,884 but still had four cards to come. The
WRAF dropped a further nine points making a total of 1,878 . The
WR S dropped a further 16 points making a total of I,868. The
Army had made history by winning for the time time. Not satisfied
with that the Reserve team won and also took the top scorer of the
Reserves. It was a clean sweep across the board. All the hard work had
paid off and we had a lot of fun along the way.
.B.-ln 1992 S gt Graham also won the WRAC Small Bore
Individual Championship with a score of 198/200.
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RADIO TROOP
EX GRAND PRIX ALPHA
Four members of Radio Tp were attached LO the 2 Bn Coldstream
Guards, LO take part in its live firing exercises in Kenya.
Guiding their Signal Platoon were Sgt Robby Hall, Sigs Steve
Adams, Don Garner and Gaz Lea. Three of the attachment bugged
out to warmer climates in the semi arid desert of Archers Post for two
weeks to provide HF and VHF Comms .
From there we travelled west to Doi-Do! for the advance to contact
exercise which was over in six days, then back to Nanyuhi
showground.
The adventure training then began with the Guards engaged in
various activities which included rafting and mountain expedition .
The Signal Platoon wanted more of the Easy Life and spent a week
at the Aberdere Country Club where swimming, golfing and safaris
took up most of the time.

ORDE RLY ROOM
T his is to introduce th e ladi es of the Squadron HQ Orderly Room,
Jean Livingstone our Chief Clerk who reckon s that after 13 years with
242 she deserves the LS & GC (the Long Suffering and Good
Christian) Medal, Christine Thorburn our typist who , after eight
years, continues to (tactfully) correct the gram mar a nd spelling, and
Louise Cameron our AA. Louise is the qu iet o ne who aft er 20 months
with us has learned to hold her own and can , on occasion , surprise
everyone when she erupts.
QMS DEPT
The SQMS department is the smallest section in the unit, consisting
solely of the our resident prankster, Mr Dicky Dunn. Dicky has been
with the Squadron for five years and, having served with the Royal
Artillery for 22 years, will often tell stories of how things were
different when he was in the Army. Since the Squadron took on the
Hebrides Sig Tp, Dicky has worked extremely hard to resol ve the
many stores related problems and insists his regular trips to Benbecula
are entirely necessary (strange how these trips are always in the
Summer months!).
MILITARY TRAINING WEEK
The Squadron held a military training week 1- 5 March to revise
'selected' JNCOs in the skills and knowledge required of soldiers. Five
volunteers began the week with a BIT and this set the tone for the
remainder of the week . Webbing runs, NBC, First Aid , map reading ,
weapon training and an insight into military law ensured the students
were kept busy, whilst other members of the Squadron were thankful
they had not been chosen, this time! The week was run by the SSM
with the help and assistance of Sgts Bob Witherstone, Al Rutherford,

J ohn Findlay, Cpl Andy Purdy, not forgetti ng Capt George McAvoy.
At the end of the week, names of 'vo lunteers' for the next training
week were put forward by the student s! T hose who took part: LCpl
Flo Snellings, Sue Wilcock, Terry Rigby, Lynn Sergant and Sig (now
LCpl) Alan Walsh.
TENPIN BOWLING NIGHT
by Sgt Al Rutherford
On Tuesday 16 February 24 members of the Squadron set off for
the Forces (Scotland) Tenpin Bowling Team Challenge in Dundee. By
the time we arrived we were down to 22 members, our thanks must
go to the coachdriver and Sgt Al Rutherford's father-in-law Bill for
making up the numbers. Although the Squadron won nothing on the
bowling side, mainly d ue to our American counterparts in Scotland,
none of our six teams was disgraced, ie did not come last. The
Squadron' s highest scorer was SSM Stan Holden; special mention
must go to Sig 'Shuggie' Wray who scored a turkey!
With the bowling out of the way the Squadron proceeded to take
the honours at the Karaoke, with special mention to the following
budding stars: Lt Gillian Murray, Mrs Christine Thorburn, Cpl
Jimmy Frew, LCpls Gerry McLachlan, Lynn Sergant, Sigs Joanne
Tumelty and Terri Butler. A good time was had by all and we look
forward to next year's challenge.
COMMCEN REPORT
by LCpl Flo Snellings
COMMCEN Edinburgh. Amongst our lively clan of people, back
from the depth s of Belize, Sgt Pescod is once again in the real world.
Meanwhile one of our number Sig Stanwood is still languishing
somewhere in Yugoslavia and another is back in the clutches of 8 Sig
Regt doing her Dettie's. Good luck Sue.
New arrivals to our nest are Sig Noble and Cpl Henry.
Leaving us for the Civvy life is LCpl Gardiner and Cpl Miles both
on redundancy. Good Luck.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Terrington
21C
Capt A. G. Hill
QM Capt P. C. Bawdon, Main Tp Comd Lt D. J. Duggan , Sup Tp
Comd Lt R. J. B. Spencer

Sig Lea on the rare occasion he was not by the swimming pool

MIKE TROOP
Mike Tp has seen changes in recent months. Sgt Steve Cherry and
Suzanne left in December for Hong Kong. Sgt Andy Anderson got his
wish with a posting to Edinburgh and a holiday in Italy thrown in for
good measure. Cpl McBride also got his wish, a posting to Germany.
Good luck and best wishes to the three of you. SSgt Billy McLean left
on retirement, after 22 years in the Army. Both he and his wife Jenny
will be sadly missed by 238 Sig Sqn and the Corps. Good luck to you
both in your new life in 'civvy street'. Last but, by no means least, Mr
Wally Tucker left on his retirement after working in the civil service
first with 10 Sig Regt for 13 years and second with 238 Sig Sqn for nine
years. He is now under the new management of his good lady wife
Joyce. All the best to both of you, you deserve it.
New arrivals are SSgt Kev Bickerstaffe who takes over the helm
from SSgt Billy McLean. Welcome to you and your wife Pauline. Also
Sgt Mark Yates and his wife Marianne may you both have a successful
tour in London.
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SHQ
On 9 February at the Stalheim Hotel, Norway, Maj P. J. Oldfield
was finally wrenched out of command of 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) after
two years . The previous night had witnessed a farewell dinner held in
the presence of Comd Comms/ CIS UKLF . Maj Oldfield departed the
Squadron in traditional arctic fashion using every mode of over-snow
transport we could think of. This ranged from Bedford inner tubes,
through a variety of sledges, to the more traditional NATO planks
(Skis). The whole Unit lined the I Yz km hill which led down from the
hotel, and soldiers assisted in the change-overs from one mode of
transport to the next.
EXERCISE HARDFALL-CONTINUATION PLATOON
During Ex Hardfall, the usual 'Demo Pl~toon' was renamed
Continuation Platoon . This Platoon consisted of the more
experienced members of the Squadron, ie, those who had been to
Norway previously, passed the Arctic Warfare Trained course and
were competent skiers.
While the novices were taught the basic skiing and survival
techniques, Continuation Platoon undertook . several different
activities. There were several 'recce' type exped1uons LO explore the
surrounding area in an attempt to fin~ the best loca~i?ns for the
Novice Ski Survival Course and the Arctic Warfare Trammg. Due to
a series of unfortunate accidents and poor weather conditions se~~ral
of our BV206 oversnow vehicles became bogged down, requmng
further excursions to recover them! At one stage a BV206 seemed
almost unrecoverable when, after becoming bogged down in deep
snow the team were forced to abandon the vehicle due to the danger
of avalanche. Thankfully, the vehicle was recovered several weeks
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later by a very determined Q Tp expedition led by the Quartermaster.
It took some 15 hours digging and the help of a tow from the AMF(L)
Workshop Recovery Section before they managed to recover the
vehicle. Even after three weeks of being completely buried under
snow, the vehicle started first rime.
The continuation training continued with some downhill skiing
during which a member of our intrepid house staff Cpl Stu Bull
dislocated his shoulder. If that was not painful enough the RAMC
medic rolled the Landrover with the pair of them on board on the way
back from the hospital, ouch!

L to R: Cpls Dave Coussons, Chris Lloyd, Kev Reid and LCpl John

Chamberlin-in a snow hole
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During the Arcti \\ arfarc Training (A WT). Continuation P latoon
ted a the enemy for the novice . T hree days were spent digging in,
patrolling and finally the ' grand' fi nal a ttack. T he di play of
pyrotechnic which caught an un u peeling 2 Platoon napping wou ld
have made even Guy Fawke happy!
Follo\lring the uc e sful completion of the A WT the T roops were
reformed for a P ACE , which was followed by a Squadron Com ms
E. . De pite the inho pit a ble orwegian ter ·ain some excellent com ms
traini ng wa achieved. T he Squad ron Ex preceded the Commander's
e erci e de igned to te t the UK ln fantr) Battalion . T he quadron
provided um pire communications for th is FfX which pa sed off with
very few hitche .

PPORT TROOP
The Troop deployed from Bulford to Norway on 4 January. After
landing in Norway we travelled to the Stalheim Hotel, 32km North of
Voss, this was to be our home fo r the next ni ne weeks.
We were introduced to our fi rst taste of Cheese Cake and the Troop
then split into Platoon orbats for the Novice Ski and Survival Course
(NSSC) and the Arctic Warfare T raining (A WT) . A rude introduction
to the perils of Arctic training swiftly followed when the instructors
carried out an equipment check and found suitable punishment for
those with vital arctic equipment missing . On com pletion of the
Novice Ski and Survival Course and the Arctic Warfare Training
course, the Troop engaged in its first R & R . Two generous day' s were
granted to enjoy the ski slopes of Voss and the local nightlife.
They then deployed to a Squadron Communications exercise
providing the R RB 's and various echelon detachm ents. With the
exception of a few wheels missing from vehicles the Troop performed
wel l during this phase.
On retu rn to the hotel we found that someone had decided the hotel
was haunted and that Main Tp had seen a ghost. (Informed opinion
suggests t he 'ghost' was YofS Leaning after a particularly strenuous
R & R! ). A few days later we again deployed to the fie ld to provide
umpire comms for the In fantry FfX. Once agai n thjs proved to be a
challenge but all our objectives were met by Endex.
All too soon we returned to Bul ford and prepa ration for our
exercise Spring Link . Deployed over Southern E ngla nd over the
period 20-25 March, a challenging exercise was had by all , than ks to
a live enemy (courtesy of 264 Sig Sqn and 640 (EW) Tp) .
All in all a furi ous start to 1993.

Royal Signals Troop
11 EOD Regt RLC
Did cot
Tp Comd
Tp WO

Capt R. J . White
W02 G. J. Crofts MBE

T he first , but hopefully not the last, report from the Royal Signals
T roop providing ECM assistance and support to the EOD of 11 EOD
Regt RLC. Fifty members of the Corps are based at various locations
throughout UK in an interesting and challenging role. These notes
cover a period from July 1992 until April 1993 .
The HQ element of the Troop has seen the handover/ takeover of
Tp Comd Capt John Carr by Capt Bob White. The 'fatherly' figure
of ' Bilko' , W02 'Screw' Crofts is shortly to depart for life as a ci vilian
after some 33 years' service, JO of which has been spent with EOD.
His replacement, W02 Stuart York has the difficult task of taking
over which he is coping with admirab ly.

VISIT OF COMO COMMS UKLF-BRIG N. F. WOOD
On Friday 28 September 1992 the HQ Tp at Didcot was pleased to
receive a visit from Comd Comms UKLF, Brig N. F. Wood . A fu ll
presentation on the role of the Corps with the Regiment was given,
and Comd Comms was also briefed on the current EOD equipment .
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASP TO T H E LS & GC
A rare, but pleasing occurrence took place o n Wednesday 14 April
1993, with the presentation of the Clasp to the LS & GC to W02
' Screw' Crofts MBE, when his service of over 33 years was justifiably
recognised. Already awarded the MBE, he is also the holder of the
MSM. This tribute was a fitting end to a long and distinguished
career.

259 Sig Sqn

BFPO 53

SHQ VIEWS
The Sqn SSM W0 2 (SSM) Pete Woodward is still mesmerised over
his new posting as RSM to 19 In f Bde. If we can ever bring him back
to reality and stop him polishing brown shoes we will pack him off to
sunny Catterick where he will not need air conditioning in his car.
EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E. K. Croft
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. H. Dobson
Systems Sgt Sgt C. R. Morgan , Line Sgt Sgt I. R. Maxted , IC
Mountain Department Sgt J. Renshaw.
We have said goodbye to a few personalities-Sig Tony Wringe
leaves us for Ashford. Sgt Bob Maxted moves to 16 Sigs Regt as a
' shifty'. Best wishes to both of them and their wives Stacey and Karen.
Within the Squadron Sgt Pete Szeremeta moves to Systems Tp, we
welcome him and his wife A nna to the snow free environment of
Episkopi. A special mention must go to our T p SSgt Steve Dobson,
who recently ' came off the board'-many congratulations to him .
'ews from the mountain-Sgt M urphy recently tied the knot with
usan , best wishes to them both .
The winter has seen much skiing. The Troop took advantage of the
CJSATC one week courses, with the Tp Comd away teaching most of
them! A mention for Sgt Rennie Renshaw who obtained his Silver
Award . The NEFSKI Championships beckoned in February-the
Squadron entered two teams, the A Team coming eighth. Cpl John
Daveron recorded some excellent tim ings coming 13th overall in a 160
trong field. 2Lft Croft was picked to represent the Army in the
Alpine and Nordic events-the Army Team natu ral ly triumphed in
both ! February <1lso saw the visit of Brig J.M. Rouls tone (Director
Women' s Army) to 259 Sig Sqn .
WOODWARDS WANDER
The Squadron embarked on exercise, a three phase venture,
comprising a patrol competition, night navigation and a march and
hoot. Organised by SSM W02 Pete Woodward, the Squadron
showed off its military skills to the Sqn Comd who joined the groups
at all stages. Teams of six or more competed in unusually hot wea ther
O\ er tasks includ ing navigation, speed marching and six other sta nds
of various activities. The team s were required to recce and repair a
comms si te-thanks to Cpl 'Taff' ilver for showing us such a novel
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way to joint a cable-detect various chemical agents on Cpl Wardley's
NBC Stand . Sig 'Shirnmie' Shimmans still maintains that there wasn't
any colour change on his detector paper ! The First Aid Stand must be
congratulated fo r its most realistic casualties, Sigs Steve Raftery and
Rob Marsden-by the way, that red dye is permanent guys! Special
thanks must go to Sgt Bob Thompson from the ! st Bn Royal Irish
Regiment for providing an excellent mine clearance situation and an
unintelligible Irish accent!
The night navigation passed off without any major problems
although there was some dispute over the exact location of the first
check point. But a great effort all round was rewarded with much
needed beers back at base camp. By this stage Sgt Adie West' s team
were convincing winners, so the second day was deemed a separate
competition. The march and shoot provided a long tab, followed by
an assault course then a speed shoot. All teams put on a great
performance, but the winners were Sgt Stu Barclay's team . T hen it
was back to the Jimm y Club for a debrief and presentation of prizes
by Er mos of Elite Motors.
A very successful exercise, thanks to W02 Pete Woodward and Cpl
Hay for coordinating it all, and the Chief Clerk, SSgt Bon ham for his
outstanding support fro m the base camp and never ending supply of
biscuits.

The Troop
Back row (L to RJ Sgt Bod Edd lesto n, Cpl St e ve Law to n, Sgts Pa ul
Woods a nd Karl We aver
Front row (L to RJ Cpls Ian Giles a nd St eve Bruce
(Absent) Capt Bob Wh ite and W02s ' S crew' Croh s a nd St ua rt
Yo rk

Sgt Bod Eddleston as s ures Comd Comms that a practice device
will not e xplode w hilst the equ ipment is switc hed on . Sgt Paul
Woods is not so su re
H Q 521 SQUADRON (CA TIERICK) AND DET EDINBURGH
Tp SSgt
Sgt John Chapman
Public duties keep us busy . Recent departures are Cpl Derek Peters
and Cpl A ndy Green . In their place we welcome Cpl AI Payne , LCpl
'Gaz' West. Cpl Neil Cathrew has rejoined the team , along with Cpl
Karl Britton.
H Q 621 SQUADRON (HOUNSLOW)
Tp SSgt
SSgt Nigel Sloane
The 14 members of the Corps currently located with this Squadron
insist they are the busiest! We bade farewell to LCpl Pat Kennerson
and LCpl Scott Keeton . In their 'place we welcome LCpls Kevin
Hibberd and Mark Brooksbank .

'The W inning Section '
Maj G. Maso n Sqn Comd (far left) Ermo s of Elit e Mot ors (far right)
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The Directo r Land Se rv ices Am m unition , Brig R. N. Lennox
presents t he b as p t o t he LS & GC Medal to W0 2 ' S c re w ' Crohs
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HQ 721 SQUADRON (HEREFORD) AND DET T IDWORTH
Tp SSgt
SSgt Steve Barrington.
A recent change, with SSgt Steve Barrington ta king over from SSgt
Mick O' Brien . We say farewell to Cpl Karl Britton, off to join the
Edinburg h Det and LCpl Dot Aspery to 3 (UK) Di v Sig Regt. To
replace them we warmly welcome Cpl Jim Runchman and LCpl Tim
Gamble.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

p I

EX KYWAVE 93
E
·}"wave was run as an experimental 'HF' Competition for
fir t time in May la L year; it involved a few of the OTCs around
UK. Building on the succe of '92' it wa decided to run
competition each year for all OTC and it would be organised by
Signal PSI at Cambridge UOTC.

the
the
the
the

FUTURE EVENT
Ex Skywave is now part of the OTC foreca t of events . Hopefull y
as time goes on all OTCs will take an acti ve part in the Competition .
It could become a popular a Lightning Strike!

THE OMPETITION
Held on I fay the competition was de igned Lo test the OTCs and
Officer Cadet in 'HF' radio techniques, building antenna and
plotting and planning medium range 'HF' comms.
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EX LIGHTNING STRIKE
by OCdt Tony Reeves
Lightening Strike 1993 struck, and we were stricken. A measley
eighth place, out of 16 teams ...
Were did we go wrong? Such a strong team, well trained and eager
to succeed. Perhaps the first test-a 'regain' on to a rope-just tired
us all out. Still, thanks to the Royal Marines, we now know how 'to
develop our upper body strength'.
Other stands that stood out from the rest were the Para's-not so
tough this year; they should be careful, else they lose their reputation !
Everyone was expecting ma sive bergens, logs, stretchers and at least
two miles.
Cross country skiing with no snow (is this a SEWS-Skiing Exercise
Without Snow?) was peculiar, and all dressed up in white suics and
Deputy Dawg hacs provided an interesting photograph. They also
made it very difficult to decide whether all the team had finished or
not.
The Red Hand Gang's helicopter treasure hunt was challengingeven if there wasn't an Anneka Rice look-alike available (although 2Lt
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CONTACTS
Yachtmasters: UK: Capt J. F. Calvert Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Lt R. K. Orr, Soltau Mil 225
Secretaries: General : Maj J . P . McD Coulthard , Corsbam Mil 4457
Dinghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odling, Blandford Mil 2398
Dinghy Racing BAOR : Capt G . R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Windsurfing: Maj D. J . Gilchrist, Blandford Mil 2485
BAOR Windsurfing: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/ 300
Retired Members Representative: Maj (Retd) J. L. E. Gryspeerdt, Corsharn Mil 4346
Soldier Reps: Sgt 0. Maw: Loughborough Mil 4425 Sgt C. Cowell: Blandford Mil 2265

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events,
accounts of activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply
by registering with one of the Club secretaries.

Umvers1ty of London OTC
L d

Tp Comd
Capt J. Manley Royal Signals (V)
2IC
Capt G. MacKenzie, 1/53 Highland
PSI W02 (SSM) C. Gopsill , JUO JUO J . Symmonds.

A Cadet in Arctic Whites

Rear Commodores: Offshore, Maj B. H. Rowe; Di nghies, J,t Col M. J . P . Collins;
Windsurfing, Lt Col C. D. McK Kemp; BAOR, Lt Col N. K. P. Hope MB E.

Each individual OTC had to make as many 'con tacts' as possible,
to Cambridge UOTC during the day, using vario us frequencies and
different antennas.
It was very close ru n with Queen's (Belfa t) , London , Card iff and
Tayforth being the fro nt runners from all the OTCs. Tayforth were
the eventual winner with an excellent di splay of knowledge and
intere t of 'HF'. They were awa rded a Cambridge UOTC plaque fo r
their work du ring the day.

W02 (SSM) K. A. Jones

ACHT CLUB

Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE
Col P. J. Pritchard
Col J.E. F. Kirby

ODOR

J24 'THE HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE
GALAXY'

Brian Whitty found a few). It's also amazing how people are scared
of heights when climbing ropes, but not when it comes to volunteering
for helicopter rides.
Finally, Exeter DID have longer in the air than us, which is why
they scored more points than we did, and not because JUO John
Symmonds and OCdt Hentley between them, did not know which end
of the map was north!
The other memorable stand was 264 Sig Sqn's; skinning and
cooking rabbits (or bouncy bouncy fluffs, as one of the girls called
them) was slightly different from the usual run of the mill
signalling-thank heavens we didn't have to eat them afterwards.
OCdt Chris Burge's previous weekend training stood him in good
stead, and he had our bunny skinned, filleted and skewered, whilst
Exeter were still poking their rabbit in the most unusual places.
Lunch with '264' gave us a good insight into their job and
equipment. We would have all joined up, until someone pointed ou t
that they were another unit keen on long walks and 'regains' ...
The day concluded with the Final Race. Liverpool UOTC robbed
us by inches, and we would have stormed home first if our bench had
not collapsed; the OS made us repeat the obstacle, whilst somebody
held the bench together. This unfortunate waste of time cost us
valuable minutes and beat us back into second place, from what must
have been an easy, winning position! We're sure we saw someone with
a screwdriver in Liverpool's team! Overall , a day of much promise,
but we came away empty handed .
Finally, 2Lt Brian Whitty sends his love to every OTC (or at least,
the girls there, anyway) . .. Capt Gordon McKenzie did his bit for the
'drink the bar dry, single handed challenge' and JUO John
Symmonds, leaving us soon, rounded off his year as JUO by doing the
beams. How he got his stomach round them, nobody knows, and at
the time (thankfully) was not recorded.
Next time we'll do better! Watch out Liverpool, Wales and Exeter!
We rounded off the term with a grenade day; six live grenades each,
although it soon loses it's appeal when you're stopped from watching
them go bang! Next term, we should be moving onto LA Ws .. .
Whoever issued us with them definitely needs to see a psychiatrist!
The end of term also saw London UOTC enter two teams (mens and
womens) into the London District patrolling exercise, the Courage
Trophy. With all major units in London District taking part, the
competition was extremely fierce, with the brawn of the Paras and
Marines pitted against the Brains of the OTC! The women's team won
their section (despite scoring a phenomenal zero on AFV
recognition-all those who crew AFVs can, however, be thankful that
the OTC girls have no active, anti-armour roles at present!) and the
men's team came a respectable 11th place; the only Signals Unit to
beat us were 68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn, who came 10th.
Trinity term stans on 25 April, when the recently MTQI qualified
cadets will join the sub unit, bringing the effective strength to 60. The
30 new, bright and eager recruits, all waiting to find out all they can
about signals, will give Capt Gordon Mackenzie the chance to dazzle
them with his military knowledge and experience, hopefully ro a
sufficient degree to save him from learning anything about signalling.
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AMERICAN MID-WINTERS
Following on from their successes in the World Championships in
November 1992, where they finished 24th out of 82, Hitch-Hiker 's
crew returned to the USA on 30 December. They saw the New Year
in at Annapolis, where the boat had been parked up on the shore, and
then on New Year's Day towed the boat I, 100 miles down the east
coast of America to Miami, the venue for the mid-Winter's . This is
one of the premier US events, and the North sailmakers team were out
in force ( 15 sponsored boats) to try and avenge Shore sails winning the
Worlds . (Shore sails were represented by five works teams at this
event).
A total of 74 J24s turned up for this Regatta, which was to be run
as a 'Championship' (Gold) neet and ' Designer' (Silver) neet event,
so the first hurdle was to qualify for the Gold fleet. A series of three
races were held to seed the fleet , in very light conditions, and HitchHiker duly qualified. Unfortunately the other British boat failed to
make the cut, and we were then into the Regatta proper.
This consisted of a series of six races, and provided some of the
most competitive sailing which we have have ever encountered . In non
tidal conditions we had some races finishing with all 37 boats clearing
the finishing line within three minutes of the first boat. We were
finishing around mid fleet, only two to three hundred yards behind the
leader, and as for the windward marks, some of these were absolute
carnage, with boats just piling in with no rights at all. Out of
deference to our boat on the major occasion that this happened we
sailed around the entire raft, to go from about 10th to 32nd!
At the end of the Regatta Ken Read was the clear winner, for Shore
Sails, reinforcing his supremacy from the Worlds. Hitch-Hiker's crew
of Capt David Ellis, Mr Chris Hamel, Cpl Phil Hawkins, Cpl Simon
Richardson and Cpl Phil Lever had meanwhile gained more valuable
experience in their campaign, coming 19th overall.

Liverpool docks. eight days prior to thi , and duly cleared customs in
time to be collected and taken virtually straight on to France.
The Spi Quest Regatta can best be likened to a French version of
Cowes Week; lots of boats, lots of classes, but much better food. ln
the J24 class there were 45 entries, with eight boats from Britain
having made the trip across. We experienced a variety of conditions,
from Force 7-8 (we ended up doing a two sail reach under genoa only!)
to a Force 1-2 drifter.
The Regatta con isted of a combination of long and short
(Olympic) courses. While we were showing good speed, we never
really got our act properly together, and finished ix th overall. Ian
outhworth from UK was the overall winner, with Stuart Jardine in
Stouche coming second.
FRANCE-EASTER 93
To get the season going well, and to build on the lessons learned in
America Hitch-Hiker was entered in the pi Quest Regalia at La
Trinite ~ver the Easter weekend. Hitch-Hiker arrived back in
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FRENCH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
The 124 French ational Open Championship was being held the
following weekend, at Port Crouesty which is only 10 km by e~ fro~
La Trinite o Stouche and Hitch-Hiker tayed on to compete m this
event. Th~re were a total of 35 entries, with one of the two British
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1 bem tippe :l a the like!} ''inner after their performances at La
nmt .
Thi did mdecd pro1e to be the ca
In a Regatta 11ith all races to
unt, and Olympic coring, it was e ential not to have any bad
r ult , and H/tch-Hiker managed to finish third, fir t, first . econd
in the four race . 10 touches first, econd, fifth, first. Thu after the
third race it was really all cut and dried, providing we fin ished in the
top four in the la t ra e, and we were never more than 20 yards off
touches tran om throughout that race.
Thu Hitch-Hiker ended up a the French Open Champion, but not
without ome ten ion! Prior to the start of the very first race we were
practi -ing '' ith 1he pinnaker, and during a windward drop managed
10 pu1 a 3f1 by ft hole in it, across two panels. Three crew promptly
di appeared below to start repairing it, as we were about one hour's
-ail from the porl, wi1h the tan imminent! J24s are only allowed to
"arry one of each ail, o it was fairly important to get it fixed .
nfortunately, while the pinnaker repair tape would stick to the
11 hite panel. it was very reluctant to do so to the red panel, o the lads
were u ing red repair tape, white repair tape and black 'QM tape' to
1ry and get i1 to 1ick. They came up on deck just after the five minute
gun, with the new· tha1 it was a very dodgy repair, and sure enough
on ea h of the two downwind legs of the first race we could see the
repair on the red panel slowly coming unstuck. At the end of the race

we sailed up to Stouche who very portingly gave us a whole load more
tape of various type to try and staunch the damage, which kept u
sen iceable for the second race.
These two Regatta in France were amongst the most enjoyable we
have had, with excellent hospilality from the French . This has
hopefully set us up for the UK season which starts at Hayling Island
over May Bank Holiday with the first of the '94 World Qualifiers. We
are looking forward to a full season leading up to the '93 National's
and World' at Abersoch.

WINDSURFING
Since the February issue there is little to add to this year's
programme as at the time of writing it gets underway.
The Corps have entered two teams into the 1993 Inter Corps
Knockout Competition which is an improvement on last year. The B
Team meet the REME C Team at Netley on 28 April with a two day
trial/ coaching session immediately prior. This will enable team
selection to take place and with 12 windsurfers scheduled to attend
should prove valuable. The A Team have been drawn to meet the RE
and this has also been scheduled at Netley for 9 June. The
remaining programme for this year is shown below in the Yacht
Calendar.

YACHT CLUB CALENDAR 1993
The following are the major events in this year's Yacht Club
calendar. For further details of these and other events members
should contact the appropriate Commitlee member listed at the
heading above.
May
1-3
4-5
5
8-9
10-14
12
15-16
22-23
26-28
27-29
29-31
June
3-4
4-6
5-7
7-14
9
17-19
19-21
23
25-28
29
30
30-4

J24 Spring Cup
BAOR Windsurfing Championships-Dummersee
Inter-Corps dinghy match v RA
124 training weekend
Dinghy sail training week-Dummersee
Inter-Corps dinghy match v REME
J24 training weekend
J24 training weekend
RSYC Dayboat Regatt.a-Seaview
UK Windsurfing Championships-Browndown
124 Southern Area Championships
Triangular Regatta-Seaview
Offshore Ra!Jy and Dinner-Lymington Town SC
BAOR Army Windsurfing ChampionshipsDummersee
Offshore Training Course-Gosport
Inter-Corps Windsurfing match v RE-Netley
ASA Regatta-Seaview
J24 National Championships
Inter-Corps dinghy match v Inf
ASA Offshore Regatta-Gosport
RAF Sports Day (Dinghy and Windsurfing)-Henlow
Inter-Corps dinghy match v RLC
Services Offshore Race

July
3-4
7
10-14
10
II
16-26
16-18
31-1

J24 Northern Area Championships
Inter-Corps dinghy match v RE
J24 World Championships
ASYC Gola Cup
ASYC Conningham Cup
Offshore sail training week-Keil
Army Windsurfing Championships-Weymouth
Bosun Nationals-Netley

August
28-30

J24 Summer Cup

September
4-5
7-14
8
11 -12
20-21
21-1A
22
October
2-3
14-16
25-26
29
November
7-8
9-10

Army Individual Dinghy Championships-Netley
Offshore Regatta-Gosport
Inter-Corps dinghy match v RAC
Combined Services Windsurfing ChampionshipsWeymouth
RSYC Dinghy Regatta-Dummersee
BFG Funboard Championships-Renesse
Inter-Corps dinghy match v AGC
J24 Autumn Cup
RSYC Windsurfing Championships-Browndown
BAOR Inter-Corps Windsurfing Championships
RSYC Annual General Meeting and DinnerBlandford
Inter-Unit Dinghy Finals-Netley
Services Single-handed Dinghy Championships
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ARMY BASKETBALL FINAL
The J993 Army Basketball Final was held at Bradbury Barracks,
Krefeld on Wednesday JO March,and was played between 16 Sig Regt,
the BAOR and reigning Army Champions, and 17 Port and Maritime
Regt RCT, the UKLF Champions. Both teams were evenly matched.
16 Sig Regt took an early lead, 11 points to 2, with excellent outside
shooting from their Coach and Captain, W02 Fred Tedby. 17 Regt
applied pressure and came back with baskets from LCpl Green and
their Coach and Captain SSgt Frankie Pask, after the first ten minutes
the score stood at 13 points to 10 in 16 Sig Regt' s favour. At the end
of the half 16 Sig Regt had pulled to a 28 points to 22 lead.
17 Regt came out for the second half with more determination and
took a I point lead thanks to three uncontested baskets from
Cpl O'Regan. 16 Sig Regt replied with their own pressure, with shots
from Sgts 'Bagsy' Bain, Matless and Sig Jones, halfway through the
second half the scores stood at 40 to 39 in favour of 16 Sig Regt ,
who raised their game with a string of unanswered baskets from Bain,
Matless, Jones and LCpl Bob Whipp. In the last 10 minutes of the
game 17 Regt hit only one basket; the final score was 65 points to 4l.
Top scores were for 17 Regt LCpl Green 15 points and SSgt Pask 11.
For 16 Sig Regt W02 Tedby 18 points with Jones and Matless on 16
and 14 respectively. The prizes were presented by Lt Col (Retd) P.
Harrison Chairman of the Army Basketball Association who
presented the NATO Trophy to 16 Sig Regt for the fourth consecutive
year: he also presented the Fuller Trophy for the Most Valuable
Player of the Army Final to W02 Fred Tedby who was competing in
his tenth Army Major Units Basketball Final.

CYCLING
1993 ARMY CYCLING FESTIVAL
The 13th Army Cycling Festival is to be promoted at Azimghur
Barracks, Colerne, Wiltshire, by 21 Sig Regt from Saturday 24 July
to Sunday I August inclusive.
The Festival includes Army Senior, as well as Inter-Corps and InterService events.
Road Time Trials and Road Races are among the types of events
being promoted.
ENTRIES
The closing date for entries is 21 June, using RTTC or BCF
standard forms as appropriate. Entry fees are £3.25 per rider, per
event. Any rider taking part in six or more events can pay a total fee
of £19.00 which will give entry to all races for which you are eligible.
-later-Service/Fraser Cup/ Army
-Inter-Service
- Inter-Service/ Fraser Cup/ Anny
-Inter Corps
-Inter Corps
-Rest Day
-Fraser Cup/ Army Senior
-Fraser Cup/ Army Senior
-Inter-Service/Fraser Cup/ Army
Inter-Corps
Sun I Aug -25m 3up TTT-Inter-Service/Fraser Cup/ Army

Senior
Senior

Senior/
Senior

FESTIVAL ORGANISER
W02 P. Collinson, 21 Sig Regt (AS), Azimghur Barracks, Colerne,
Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 8QY.
.
Anybody requiring further information about the Festival should
contact the Festival Organiser at the above address.

FOOTBALL
REPORT 1992-93 SEASON
This year the Corps opened its account with a tour to Cyprus which
turned out to be an outstanding success. The opening match was
against the Inter-Service Champions, the RAF , and the Corps played
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BASKETBALL

PROGRAMME
Sat 24 Jul -Hill Climb
Sat 24 Jul -!Om RTT
Sun 25 Jul -50m RTT
Mon 26 Jul-!Om RTT
Tue 27 Jul -25m RTT
Wed 28 Jul - Rest Day
Thu 29 Jul -Road Race
Fri 30 Jul -Criterium
Sat 31 Jul -25m RTT
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superbly, winning 5-0. Our next game was against a local civilian
club and we duly won 1-0. Our final match was against the Army at
9 Sig Regt, and we completed the tour with a fine win 4-1. All players
were selected from UK and BAOR and they acquitted themselves well.
The UK Season started with a 3-3 draw against a strong York City
side. After this we went on to beat the RCT 3-0 at Aldershot and
Exeter University 2-0 at Exeter.
The Chairman finally secured a game against Wimbledon FC at
Plough Lane. Although the score was 5-1, the Corps played
extremely well, especially in the second half when they restricted the
home side to one goal and scored themselves through Sig Joe Colins.
We continued the season with some good results, beating the TA at
York 2-1 and RAF Support Command at Catterick 3-2. We met
our match against a strong and determined infantry who beat us
soundly 2-0 at Catterick.
As usual the opening match in the Quadrangular Tournament at
Harrogate was against the Sappers. It was a hard fought contest which
we narrowly lost 3-2 and on reflection we should have won . In the
next game against the Gunners we gave them a thrashing, 7-1. The
final round of matches, the Sappers played the Gunners and Royal
Signals were to play REME. Both games ended in a draw, 2-2 and
0-0 respectively. Once again it was runners-up for the Corps, with
REME taking the trophy. Small consolation, because we drew with
REME and were the holders, the Corps retained the Boyne Cup.
In the latter part of our season-1993 we won our final four games;
APTC 5-0 at Harrogate, ACC 4-3 at Aldershot, an excellent 3-1
against the RAOC at Harrogate and a relatively mediocre display 2-0
against the AGC at Worthy Down .
A good season with a few disappointments. Nevertheless, the Corps
has some outstanding players both at Senior and Junior level and all
is well for the future.
The following players gained representative honours: Sgt A.
Higgins, Combined Services (Capt)/Army; Sig P. Brown, Combined
Services/ Army; Sig J. Strouts Combined Services/ Army; Sgt G.
Williams Army; Cpl S. Storey Army; Cpl T. McSween Army; Sig J.
Collins Army. All are currently serving with 2 Sig Regt York.

SQUASH
ARMY CYPRUS INDIVIDUAL SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIPS
1993
The Regiment was well represented at the championships; Capt Art
Weaver seeded No 1, Sgt Mick Swift No 2 and LCpl Paul 'Toddy'
Todd.
The Regiment's top two players moving through to the semi-finals
comfortably. LCpl Todd faced Maj John O'Rourke (259 Sig Sqn) in
his quarter-final and after a hard fought five set match finally won
3-2. In the first emi-final Sgt Mick Swift faced SSgt Tony
Broadhead of HQ Episkopi Garrison. SSgt Broadhead started well
taking the first game 9-5. The third game was crucial and it was Sgt
Swift's superior skill and fitness that decided the contest as he went
on to win the next two games and secure his place in the final. The
second semi-final between Capt Art Weaver and LCpl Paul Todd was
a very good match with some excellent squash from both players. The
rallies were long; hard and closely contested, however the No I Seed's
superior match fitness was to be the deciding factor and he went on
to win in straight sets. The scoreline, however, does not reflect the
level of skill and determination displayed by LCpl Todd.
The final was an all Regiment affair between the top two seeded
players, Capt Art Weaver and Sgt Mick Swift. Not only had both
played each other on numerous occasions but had trained together for
several weeks and were familiar with each other's game. In the first
set Capt Weaver settled quickly and by keeping his game tight and
taking the ball early forced his opponent into making several
uncharacteristic errors, eventually taking the first set 9-5. The No I
Seed's experience over the younger player proved decisive and he went
on to win in straight sets. Capt Weaver 's delight at finally 1vinning the
Championships after several previous attempts over the last 15 years
was evident.
The Regiment players were seeded No I, 2 and 3 for the Interservice match, a unique achievement, and Capt Art Weaver captained
the Army side that beat the RAF (3-2) fo he third year in
~uccession.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron : HRH The Princess Royal GCVO
Pre ident: The Master of Signals
Chairman and Treasurer: Major General P. D. Alexander CB MBE
General ecretary: Colon!'I

. N. de Breuon-Gordon

Welfare ecretary: Mrs P. J. Haw

Assistant Secretary: Major G. Schofield MBE
Administrative Officer: Mr R. H. WhiUle

A ociation Office, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD. Tel Military System: London District 8424. STD 071 414 8424
Welfare ecretary (direct line) 071 630 0801. All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him
on extensions 8428 or 8433.

The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch
affairs as well as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies
to be delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters. requests to contact
old comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities,
preferably with photographs, at least once a year.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
ANNUAL LUNCH-SUNDAY 25 APRIL 1993
The Branch Lunch, which was held in the Aldershot Garrison WOs'
and Sergeant ' Me~s. was attended by 93 members with a further 32
expressing their regrets at being unable to be present. This was an
e cellent respon e to Brig Tom WheaweJl's appeal to Corps members
in the area to rekindle intere t in Branch activity.
The new President, Maj Gen Henry Hild proposed the toasts with
founder member Mr A. H. Green, one of the handful who had kept
the Branch alive in recent years, responding. The President expre sed
the hope that all those present would now continue to support the
Branch and encourage others to do so. He was especially pleased to
see Brig Cuthbert Moore, who served from 1921 to 1955 and was one
of his mentors in the early days of his career. Many others were
meeting again after a number of years including some distinguished
members of the Creepy Neper Club membership of which can be

ever with members, wives and widows travelling up to 40 miles to
Colerne.
Among other items discussed at the Meeting was the financial state
of the Branch and agreement was reached to raise the annual
subscription to a more realistic sum.
On the social side the offer by Maj Gen David Horsfield of the use
of the garden of his house at Cranmore for a barbecue was much
appreciated. It is hoped this event will take place on Sunday 6 June.
All in all a very successful and enjoyable evening thanks in no small
measure to the generosity of 21 Sig Regt.
After the meeting we 'recruited' three new members!

BRIGHTON BRANCH
We welcome Terry Bodman (formerly W02 RQMS) to the Branch.
Another busy time starting with a very interesting talk on the
history of Brighton, well attended and a successful evening; our
thanks to Gordon and Margaret for the contact. Thanks also to the
small band of people who never fail to produce the food, usually
without payment and also the people who donate our raffle prizes .
The Fifty Club was won by Del Delaney (again), well done Del.
We have a games evening with the Royal Engineers.

CATTERICK BRANCH
On 19 February 1993, fifty six members attended the last monthly
branch meeting to be held in the Corps Sergeants' Mess at Helles
Barracks. The relocation of 11 Sig Regt brings to an end the long and
happy association we have shared over the years.
We are really grateful to RSM WOI Alan Crawford, Scots Guards
for his kind and thoughtful gesture in offering the facilities of Helles
Mess for Branch meetings in the future.

Founder member Mr A. H. Green with Mrs Toby Lent (left) and
Mrs Janice Pickard
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DERBY BRANCH

BOOK REVIEW

The Annual Dinner Dance held at Kiugsway TA Centre on 27
March was a sell out, 145 people attended . It was with regret we had
to refuse late applicants.
We were privileged to have as our guests, The Master of Signals Maj
Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL and Mrs Birtwistle the Hon Col
of 38 Sig Regt (V) Col P. S. Davis MBE and Mrs Davis, Col L. Wright
TD, DL and Mrs Wright, Lt Col West, CO of 38 Sigt Regt (V) and
Mrs West, Maj G. Schofield MBE, Asst Reg Sec RHQ and Mrs
Schofield.
After a sherry reception dinner was served by D/T Flight, 348 Air
Cadets, along with Sgt Whittaker who did stirling work assisted by
Sigs W. Williams and Burns. The highlight of the evening was the
Master of Signals' speech . He outlined the past and future of the
Corps and Association and afterwards presented Col L. Wright with
the 50 year badge. Maj G. Schofield read a citation of Col Wright's
service to the Corps and to the Association from the 1930s to the
present day. Cpl Fletcher raised three cheers for Col Wright. He was
touched to find many who had served under his command were there
to witness the presentation. The Branch President Col A.
Hawksworth TD, DL thanked all who had worked to make the
evening a success; he too had served under the command of Col
Wright. He paid compliments to Madam Chairman Dorothy (Dot)
Williamson who at the time he joined was W02 (SSM) and
acknowledged her contribution together with the Committee in
making Derby such an active and thriving Branch.
After dinner the President and Vice Presidents kept our guests
entertained and everyone had an enjoyable evening.
Our thanks to the OC and the Admin Off of 46 Sqn for the use of
their facilities and for much assistance, and thanks to a committee
who, after three days' hard work, made their weary way home at tea
time on the Sunday.

'SIGNA LS TO THE RIGHT ARMOURED CORP TO THE LU '
by Ron Larby
The author is a member of the West London Branch of The Royal
Signal s Association, and Vice-Chairman of the British Korean
Veterans Association. He recounts his experience as a National
Serviceman from 1950-1953, covering his early days as a recruit in
Catterick and subsequently in Hong Kong and Korea. His book will
stir the memories of those who passed through 7 Selection Regiment,
Somme Lines, and the subsequent trade training as an OWL
(Operator Wireless and Line) in 3 Training Regiment; catching the
mood of National Service in Catterick .
After his trade training Ron Larby moved to the Far East, serving
first in Hong Kong and then South Korea where he saw action with
the United Nations. He captures that mixture of wit and defiance that
epitomises the conscript British soldier, reflecting the view that many
National Servicemen actually enjoyed their service and experienced a
camaraderie that obviously still continues.
The book is priced £8.00 including postage and packing for
Association Members and can be obtained direct from the author at
178 Braemar Avenue, Neasden, London, WIO ODS.

DORSET BRANCH
It is a very long time since we featured in The Wire. Having been
reminded of this by our President Maj Gen A. Yeoman CB, I thought
something should be done about it. At our AGM last November our
Chairman Maj Les Taylor stood down after many years in the chair
and was succeeded by Maj Pat Lafferty our Vice Chairman. We held
our Annual Dinner in the Sergeants' Mess at The Royal School of
Signals in March, thanks to the GSM WOI D. Hales. 103 persons
attended which included a large contingent from the Poole Branch
and guests. We were honoured by the presence of the SOinC Maj Gen
A. H. Boyle and Mrs Boyle. Gen Boyle gave a very enlightening and
interesting talk on the effect of Options for Change on the Corps, and
also of the proposed move of Royal Signals Catterick to Blandford.
I would like to be able to say that the Branch is thriving but I fear
that is not the case, we have some 53 members of which about 10-12
support our monthly meetings which are held every third Tuesday of
the month in the Sergeants' Mess in Blandford Camp. We would be
pleased to see some members, and new ones too, both serving and
retired . The SOinC presented 50 year Badges and Certificates to Lt
Col Ron Shove and Maj Les Taylor. The SOinC is shown here with
Maj Les Taylor, Lt Col Jess Weir Secretary, Pat Lafferty newly
appointed Chairman and Maj Gen A. Yeoman Branch President.

NEWS OF SERVING MEMBERS
Cpl Mark Adams and Karen are the proud parents of a second
daughter Emily Jayne; congratulations.

DID YOUR
COUNTRY
NEED YOU
FOR
NATIONAL
SERVICE
1939?1960

/,: . f' ~-. ~
\

Reverse

• •
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A commemorative medal has been struck for all
acional Service. le is
those who performed
sponsored on behalf of the Royal British Legion
and sales will help boost funds for the Poppy
Appeal - to date in exce s of £60,000 has been
donated.
The medal is struck in full size and miniature
versions. The full ize medal is only available co
tho e who performed National Service (military or
civilian) between January 1939 and December
1960, or their next of kin. For an application form
with full details please end a stamped addre sed
envelope to the sponsors:AWARD PRODUCTIONS LTD, DEPT B.L.
P.O. BOX 30, HASLEMERE
SURREY. GU26 6UT U.K.

claimed by those who have lined up a trunk circuit in Nepers in the
days of the Trunk R.:giment in Essen-18 Army Group and 10 Sig
Regt-for which a tie was awarded to celebrate the event. Other
groups included members from the School of Signals, in Catterick
days and of Indian Signals.
The Pre ident thanked the Garrison Sergeant Major, our own WOI
(RSM) Cartwri ht , the PMC and the mess staff for providing an
excellent venue and lunch. He informed members that the AGM was
to be held in the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess, 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn (216 Para), on Wednesday 9 June at 8 p.m. Further details on
Branch activity can be obtained through RHQ R Signals.

TEL: 0428 607267

FAX: 0428 605672

Award Prudu~oon:-, Ltd .m: aho "lpun ...or-. h.1r lht: '°urm.mJ\ ( Jmp.1 1 ~n . \rdk
Campaign, Bumber Cumma.nd and F.x P () \\' ...- ,1mrm,·111or.111"\.' m1.:J JI'-. ' 'ru\,. k 1111
behalf of the relc\'anl <J(,SOciJtiOO\

BATH BRANCH
By courtesy of the CO and the RSM 21 Sig Regt we held our 44th
AGM at the Sergeants' Mess, Azimghur Barracks on 7 April.
Despite the foggy weather, the attendance at the AGM was the best
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With the Chairman Maj W. A. Barnes (seated centre) are,
Lt Col M. J. Dent MBE, CO 11 Sig Regt (6th from left) and W01
(RSM) W. Ireland, 11 Sig Regt (4th from left) with members
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EA T KENT BRANCH
fter a 'er} active year the hri tma lunch wa held at th ' Mari ne
Hotel', Tankerton, Kent where 67 at down Lo an excellent meal.
Our gue L of honour \\ere the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayore of
Canterbury, ouncillor and Mr Pat Burke, who joined the throng fo r
a drink befor the meal. I the end of the: lunch our Chairman, Lt Col
B n aw~er propo - d the loyal toa t, thl'n welcomed new members
attending for the first time and referred to a previou vi ii to the
Mayoral Chambers. II eem that many ervice plaque< were on
display but there wa not one from the Corps, so one was presented
to the Lord ta 'Or uitably in cribed a the gift of the East Kent
Branch. Mi Andrea Allison the younge I per on pre ent, then
pre ented the Lady ,\layores with a bouquet.
The Lord .\tayor in his re ponse congratulated the Branch on it
formation and empha i ed the importance of uch organisation in
fo tering the well being of the community. A special reference was
made to Maj Gen John Badcock, our Secretary, which wa warmly
applauded.
BRA 'CH NEW MEMBER
Mr and Mrs Bryan and Evelyn Jenner-Faversham, Mr and Mrs
Terry and Mabel pencer-Dover, Mr and Mrs John and Ro e
teven -Deal, Lt Col and Mrs Keith and Pat Wbite-Deal.
A record turnout for our Christma lunch, it was doubly pleasing
10 ee a record attendance at the AGM; 84 members in all.
Considering the blustery weather conditions this was very pleasing.
Thank you for your support.
After welcoming the Gue t Speaker, Maj Gen Paul Alexander,
Chairman of the Royal Signals Association and Christine, our
Chairman Lt Col Bert awyer presented his Annual Report.
Two 50 year badge were presented by the Chairman RSA, Maj Gen
Paul Alexander to Mr Ian imons and the late Mr Frank Young, both
of whom are regular attenders and well known to all members.
An Honour badge was also bestowed on our hard working
Secretary, Maj Gen John Hadcock and judging by the applause this
was a very popular award.

There had been good upport for a number of outings including a
trip up the Medway, Charles Galbraith's Vineyard and Harvey
Blizard ' Garden Day, the proceeds of which had resulted in a
donation of £52.60 to Branch funds for which we thank everyone.
Our member hip continues to grow and, in spite of three
unfortunate deaths, re ignations due to ill health and cancelling some
memberships due to non-payment of subscriptions, we now have a
total of 143 which include 63 associate members.
At the conclusion of Gen Alexander's address, Maj Dickie Dyer,
who commented that he had only been on the Committee 22 minutes,
proposed a vote of thanks for an excellent and informative talk which
was warmly applauded .
Members then refreshed themselves at the bar and the buffet, whilst
Pat and Roy Andrews aided by Ray Lamb ran a successful raffle. It
eemed that everyone had enjoyed them elves.
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SCARBOROUGH ·BRANCH
The March 1993 meeting gave members the opportunity to honour
one of our founder members.
Len Pearson was presented with his 50 year badge by Mr Dick
Richardson, Branch President.
Starting his career in 1939 he served at Catterick, Melbourne, North
Africa, Italy and Korea, ending regular service in 1951. After transfer
to Class A Reserve, he joined Civil Service ACWS, transferred to
GCHQ, retiring in 1981. Joining the association in 1952, ten years
later, he formed Scarborough Branch RSA with just three members.
Len joined the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society in 1971 and the
Royal Signals Scarborough Amateur Radio Club in 1991. Well
deserved Len, and we are all proud to know you.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
On 20 March, our branch held its Annual Dinner and Dance at the
TA Centre, llford. The Chairman welcomed 120 guests. Our guests of
honour this year were Lt Col McLay TD, CO 36 Sig Regt (V) and
WOl (RSM) T.M. Perkins and their ladies.
Maj (Reid) Greenwood welcomed our guests, Lt Col McLay gave
the response, in which he updated us with news of the Regiment. He
then presented the cup for the best Troop, this year it was 751 Tp.
The music for dancing was supplied by Terry's Music. The evening
was enjoyed by all and concluded with Sunset and National Anthem,
with our standard bearer Fred Backhouse in attendance.

Members turned out in force to support the Army Benevolent Fund
on the occasion of its gala dinner and dance held at Beau Sejour
Leisure Centre and attended by 210 guests.
Branch members Alec Forty and Alf Laine, who are also Chairman
and Social Secretary of the Island's ABF, were instrumental in the
success of a venture which raised over £1,000 for the Fund.
The evening began with a parade of Standards, 13 in all,
representing the Royal British Legion, Regimental Associations and
Guernsey's uniformed organisations. The Branch standard was
carried by Dave Bichard.
Following an excellent buffet meal, dancing continued until after
midnight to Glenn Miller style music provided by Guernsey's 'Elastic
Band'.
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SHROPSHIRE BRANCH
John Wall our Branch Chairman had the honour of receiving The
President's National Playing Field Association Certificate from his
Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh at Buckingham Palace. The
certificate John received was for many long and devoted years of
service to the Shropshire Playing Fields Association.
To get new blood in a branch these days seems to be something of
a rarity. However, we are pleased to welcome three new members,
Morris Tym, Malcolm Hine and Bernie Gilham. We bid you a very
warm welcome and look forward to seeing you at many more
meetings.
The Annual Ladies' Dinner Night was held at the Telford Golf and
Country Club and Malcolm Hine was responsible for an excellent
evening, it was most enjoyable as our photographs show.
The Grand National 1993 was a non-event. The Committee decided
that all the money raised by the Branch from the sale of draw tickets
would be donated to the Benevolent Fund. The committee would like
to express its very sincere thanks to all those who took the time and
effort to sell the draw tickets.
John Wall assisted by Brian Harrington presented Honour Badges
and certificates to Maj Bob Aitken, Maj Nick Carter and Colin
MacMillan.

Mr Len Pearson
Lt Col (Retd) Gordon Wallace started off the 'bottle' collection for
charity, in the Jimmy Club at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, the
proceeds to go to the Children's Ward, Scarborough Hospital. It was
with great pleasure that in March, Branch Chairman Peter Muschamp
presented Sister Audrey Williams, Officer-in-Charge Children's
Clinic, with three nebulisers for asthma patients.

Ladies Dinner Night

Following the Annual General Meeting held on Thursday 4 March
1993, we were most pleased to welcome Lt Col Peter Parfitt, CO of
33 Sig Regt (V), who had kindly agreed to present the recently
awarded 50 year badges to two of our members, Mr Len Shanley and
Mr George Power. Also, due to a bit of quick thinking by the Adjt
of '33', Capt Bob Dobson, another award took place which was the
Territorial Decoration to Mr Len Hinds who recently 'retired' from
33 Sig Regt (V).
The Branch would like to extend its congratulations to the recipients
and sincerely thank the Commanding Officer for sparing his time to
'do the honours'. All Branch members wish him every success in his
new command.
The Branch meets on the first Thursday of each month at 59 Sig Sqn
(V), Deysbrook Lane, Liverpool by kind permission of the Sqn Comd
and the SSM.

Donna Stephenson with son, Oliver, Peter. iy1usch~mp C~airm~n
Scarborough Branch RSA, Sister Audrey Wrlhams Orne Children s
Clinic

The late Mr Frank Young receives his 50 year Badge and
Certificate

: :;..-

GUERNSEY BRANCH

LIVERPOOL BRANCH

Mr Ian Simons receives his 50 year Badge and Certificate from the
Chairman RSA

•

L to R: Colin MacMillan, John Wall, Maj Bob Aitken, Maj Nick
Carter, Brian Harrington

L to R: Mr Len Shanley, Mr Len Hinds, Lt Col P. Parfitt and Mr

George Power
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JG AL ASSOCIATION
EVOLENT FUND

The following donation were gratefullv received during April 1993.
Bequeathed by Erne t Bayley ...................... £25,198.80
hrop hire Branch (Grand ational Draw) . . . . . . . . . . . £ 750.00
£ 500.00
Bequeathed by \1aj Gen E. S. Cole CB, CBE
56 Div (London) QC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... .. £ 163.00
Brighton Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . £
80.00
Lin oln Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
50.00
The Sun 'ew ·paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
50.00
42.20
• tr J. H. Thorn .. ......... . . . ................. . ... J.:
Bedford Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
30.00
Brig R. F. Baly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
20.00
HQ Sqn 36 Sig Regt ( ) ........................... £
10.60
1.05
Poole Branch ........................... . ......... £
£26,895.65
The following donation were gratefully received during March
1993.
LCpl S. H. Carlson .. .......... . ........... .. ..... .. ............. .
£ 70.00
Sig J. P . McDonnell ............. ............................. .. ... .
£ 50.00
Mr A. E. Roberts .. ..... ...... .. .. ......................... .... .. . .
£ 50.00
RSA Cot wolds Branch ........................................... .
£ 50.00
In memory of Sgt A. Hawksley ..................... . ... . ...... . £ 20.00
Capt (Retd) K. R. Canning ........ ......... .... ..... ...... ... ... .
£ 20.00
In memory of Mr A. J. Meacher ........... ..... . .. ........... .
£ 15.00
1r J. E. Ma ser .................................................... .
£ 15.00
1r J. Thompson .......... .. .... ..... .. ..... ...................... . .
£ 2.70
RSA ewark Branch ..................................... ......... .
£ 1.25
£293.95

REUNIONS
CATTERICK REUNION 1993
Members will know that the Catterick Reunion will be held on
26127 June this year, and detailed administrative instructions are
being sent to all who have applied to attend. There are however two
salient factors that member will wish to note:
• The Freedom of Richmond Parade that precedes the Reunion
this year will commence at 2000 hrs on Friday 25 June.
• At supper in the Officers' Mess on Saturday 26 June, members
are permitted to wear Dinner Jackets with miniature medals if they
so desire.
TO EX MEMBERS OF 'F' COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
(1920-1939/1940) WHO HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED AN
INVITATION TO A RE-UNION
Date-29 September 1993, time-J IOOhr to 1500hrs, venueUnion Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SEl, facilities-Private
room and bar, refreshments-light buffet lunch, Cost-£9.50.
Directions-Alterations at Waterloo Station have affected the
entrance to Waterloo East. The new entrance is to the right of the
clock with your back to the platforms and behind W. H. Smith . A
flight of stairs leads up to the new bridge over the road to the junction.
The Union Jack Club is clearly signed showing the way down the stairs
on the right hand side to Sandell Street. The club is situated opposite
the stair exit.
• Please bring your name badges. Those who have not yet received
one should contact Don Chetwynd.
• Whilst we will register your name at the security desk in the club
entrance please bring some ex-service identification with you.
Action-Please reply in writing to the Hon Treasurer Maj Don
Chetwynd , 11 Parmiter Way, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2BS.
EX-PRISONERS OF WAR
The ational ex-Prisoner-of-War Reunion will be at Warners
Holiday Village, Hayling Island, from Friday 22 October to Monday
25 October Ex-Prisoners-of-War and/or supporters requiring further
details , S.A.E. please to: Charles Jago (Re-union Organiser) 74
orfolk Road , West Harnham, Salisbury SP2 8HG or telephone:
0722-333599.

PALE I
POLICE OOA
Forty-live years ago, when we served together in Palestine, we were
surrounded by the wonder of its biblic:il and historical treasures.
Unfortunately, conditions then prevented us from appreciating it to
the full.
Our Association has made a number of tours back to the Holy
Land, enjoying every moment of seeing agai n Jerusalem, Haifa, Acre,
Galilee and Nathanya.
Now we invite member of the Royal Signals Association and their
families to participate in a nine day tour, staying at first class hotel ,
with air-conditioned coache and excellent guides.
The cost of the tours, on a half board basis, is £640 plus £40 tips.
Your family will enjoy the tour and you will also, once again, share
the great comradeship of your former army friends.
There are two dates arranged: 14 Occober-22 October 1993 and 24
February-4 March 1994.
Further details are available from: Terry Shand, Chairman,
Palestine Police OCA, 47 Southfields, Hendon NW4 4LX. Tel:
081-203-1057.

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS REUNION CLUB
Our 4lst Reunion and AGM was held at the Victory Club in
London on Saturday 27 March with an attendance of 68 members and
guests. The Guest of Honour for this occasion was Maj Gen A. H.
(Tony) Boyle, the Signal Officer in Chief, who was accompanied by
Mrs Boyle.
During our short AGM the Chairman, Maj Ken Smartt, told the
meeting of the very generous legacy left to the Club by our late
Secretary, Ernie Bayley. The present Committee was re-elected 'en
bloc' and after the AGM the SOinC met many of the members in an
informal atmosphere. We then proceeded to lunch .
Our President, Brig Bertie Brett, was unable to attend due to illness
so our Vice President, Brig Cuthbert Moore, took over his old role
and presided over lunch . After the meal the SOinC gave a resume of
the serving Corps involvement in operations all over the world and its
prowess in the sporting field . He spoke also of the changes in the
Army which are continuing to affect our Corps and the great job the
Corps is doing in coping with this.
In replying to the toast to the Regiment the CO, Lt Col R. Baxter,
made what he calls his 'annual report to the shareholders' and brought
us up to date with the latest news from the Regiment who are now all
returned from BAOR and safely ensconced in their new home at
Picton Barracks in Bulford Camp. It was pleasant to welcome the
RSM, WOI Mike Campbell, to this, his first, reunion . Another group
making a first appearnce comprises Maj T. E. Bolt, Harry Hawke,
Maj T. E. Knight, Colin Spencer and Brig M. R. Topple. We hope to
have their company at many future reunions. There was an especially
warm welcome for our new Honorary Members who are Yvonne
Barrett, Dorothy Kontzle, Kathleen Percival and Joan Simpkins.
Among the letters of regret for absence due to duty, sickness or age
was one from Joseph (Bill) Bailey, who was with J 85 Bde and has only
now found out about the Reunion Club. In his most interesting letter
he writes of the 48 hr ration packs issued to the 'D Day' soldiers and
of the perils involved in trying to consume the oatmeal block. Some
of the lads put the block into the breast pocket of their BD blouse in
the sure hope that it would stop a bullet. His memories were of the
fighting at Bieville and the Falaise Gap and his joy at finding a
charcoal brazier and being able to produce some hot water for the first
all over wash in more than two weeks. There must be a lot of
Association members with those sort of memories; would that they
would write them down before they begin to dim.
To conclude our Reunion Pam Roberts, wife of Maj Derek Roberts
our Treasurer, organised a raffle which raised the sum of about
£85.00. She is a very persuasive Welsh woman!
I'd like to remind all readers of The Wire that our Club is open to
anyone who has served or who is serving in 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig
Regt or in any of its many previous embodiments. Most of our
members are already members of their local branch of the RSA which
keeps you in touch with ex-Corps in your neighbourhood. We exist to
keep you in touch with the mates you served with in 3 Div. A sad
postscript to this article is the news of the death of Len Addison, one
of our members, who died on Tuesday 6 April. Len lived on the
Wirral and we send our sympathy to his daughter Hazel and son Colin
on their sad loss.
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INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
JANUARY IN DELHI BY MAJ GEN DAVID HORSFIELD
After the Masters of Signals' visit to Pakistan I took the opportunity to spend some time in India as the guest of Lt Gen Raj Batra and
his wife Priyo. Lt Gen Batra is the senior surviving SOinC of the India
Signal Corps and during my stay I was a ble to meet a total of nine of
their SOinCs . I was also privileged to attend three great displays, The
Army Day, the Republic Day with our Prime Minister, John Major,
present, and a simply overwhelming Beating of the Retreat in the
magnificent setting of the Lutyens Presidential Palace. 1 was also
invited to the Chief of Army's Garden Party which was a spectacle in
its own right.

Beyond the more formal activities there was so much el e to
experience by living with a family who are the close t of friends. The
celebrations continued with a spring festival, three weddings,
thanksgiving for a recently arrived granddaughter, birthday parties
and an engagement ceremony; 33 events in just 16 days.
It was a most marvellous visit for which I am enormously grateful
to the many hosts who welcomed me. Many of them, and their
opposite numbers in Pakistan, are looking forward to our Jubilee in
1995; we will be hard put to afford the same generous hospitality.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Mr Jack Oldham of 82 Mersey Bank Road, Had fi eld Hyde,
Cheshire SK 14 7PN would be pleased to hear from former comrades
who served with him at Peninsula Barracks, Warrington. SSgt
Davison, Sgt Frank Dignan, George 'Happy' Harrison, Ronald
Linnley who came from Leeds, George Brown from Bethnal Green
and others . Please write to him at above address .

Brian William Douglas. Donnelly. Edward Martin C. Durrant.
Hooge. Dyer. Davidson.
Peter Pat Elliot. Donald Emery. (Boris) Duncan Carruth Erskine.
T homas Edgerton. Emery.
Ferguson. Jock Forsyth. Harry Froome. Charles D. H. Fothergill.
Douglas Fell.
R. F.? Griffin. Taffy Grigg. Gladwin R. Grainger. Mick Giles.
James Gosling.
Hooper L. C. Haynes. Haye . Daniel Higley. J. L. Holman.
A. Jordan. Peter Johns. Charles Frank Johnstone. Colin
Johnstone.
·
Kneebone R. Kneebone A. King J. King F. E. King R.
F. I. H. Lane. Leech. Bertram Alan Lewis. Lister. Loitering.
Robert Frederick Murray. R. M. MacLeish. Lorne McVeigh.
Raymond Charles Marshall. Douglas R. Moseley. Madley. Mullen.
Marlow.
Samuel Nixon. J . Noonan.
Owen.
Palfrey. Pellant. Perkins. Perry-Evans. Pollitt. D. Phillip .
Rabjohns. Robert Walter Roberts. Desmond Charles Rixon.
Richardson J. Richardson W. Robins. Alan Raine. Rowberry.
Alan Charles B. Stout. Antony John W. Shepherd. elmes.
Swansborough . .George Stokes. (Bill) G. S. Smillie. Scholz. Stewart.
John W. Stevens. J. S. Sinclair.
Tilley. Turner.
Vallor. Vickers.
David Gordon Walters. Nicholas K. Warren. Dennis Wilmot. MM.
BE M.A . R. Wilson. J. Woolgar. Wilcox. Watkins. Alan Weeks.
Whilburn. J.E. Walton. Leo Walmesley. J. Weeks. M. P. While.
If anyone has any information about those listed above would they
please get in touch with Capt (Reid) Victor L. R. Dugdale at 12 Deep
Well Drive, Camberley, Surrey GU15 2HF. Tel: 0276 29176 or at
RHQ Royal Signal, 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD. Tel:
071-414 8431.
Plea e note than I am only at the RHQ one or two day a week.

JOHN R. ANTROBUS
Mr David Price would like to get in touch with John R. Antrobus.
He was commissioned into the Corps in 1946 and previously lived in
Wallington, Surrey. Anyone knowing hi whereabouts please contact
on telephone (0753) 885794.
3 SPECIAL WIRELESS SECTION CMF
Mr John North is seeking information about his father, 2390359
Driver Lawrence (Bob) W. North who served in the above named Unit
during the Second World War . He was with the Americans in Ita ly
under the command of General Mark Clark and later went through
to Trieste and Udine. He died in 1964. Will any former comradesPeter Leahy, Tony Denger, J. J. Halliday, John Talor (later
proprietor of the Star and Garter Hotel , Brighton)-and others please
write to Mr North at 6 Newbrough Crescent, ewcastle-upon-Tyne
NE2 2DQ or 091 281 0769 .
'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL SIG ALS
Louis Alan Alexander. Charle Herbert Allen.
Albert Stanley Black. Donald D. E. Barton. Baine. Frank Jobbin .
Betts. Roland Alexander Bird . Geoffrey Charles Brooks. Bennet. J .
C. (Acker) Brown .
Campbell. Callegari. Cyril Stanley Carr. Jack Clapham. Cooper.
Frank Cox. Chantler. Jock Christie (Navy)?
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LETIERS
horn:

tr

. T. Hood,

Dear ir,
.
f -rh izr
I refer 10 my letter publi hed in the De ember 1 sue o '' e ·r ire
regarding Boat De patch ervices.
mong a number of replies I have received wa, one from. an
anonymou writer who signs himself s~ ' Magnus' and who remind
me that there must have been a Boat Despatch Service between the
.
Orkney I land when I served with OSDEF Signals.
a re ult I have con ulted a person who wa a Serge:.ut m Orkney
Signal for ome years and he does not recall a specific BDS althou~h
po ibly there was one of sorts. A far as can be recalled the J!lam
ource of communication between the Islands were W IT Telepnnter
and Fullerphone.
.
Of cour eon reflection there must have been other B~S dunng and
after World War 2 considering the vast field of operauons.
Yours faithfuly,
Alex T. Hood
'San-Mar',
Caimryan,
Stranraer DG9 SQX.
From: Lt J. K. Paterson
Dear Sir,
Just in case you may be looking for somethin~ to fill a C?rner, I
write of events of many years ago, which may strike a chord m some
ageing readers.
.
.
.
I joined 5th (London) Corps Signals m August, 1939, a medical
tudent eeking escape from my studies once a week. Two \~eeks later
I escaped for six years and more! I passed five ~rade board~ m the next
seventeen months, (Lineman, CUI, Despatch nder, DII, Signals clerk,

Cll I, wuchboard operator C III .an~ Operator Wireless a ~ d Linc,
Bil.) I was commissioned in India m 1941, then served with 23rd
Indian Divbional Signals in and around. Imp h ~.
Fifty year ago this summer, I was mstrucUng at STC, Mhow,
where the CO Col Gudiieon, gave me th~ j unior NCOs ~o~rse to run,
demanding that it should be a toughening course. Believing I knew
better than the Army (not uncommon at that sort of age) I set about
proving that it was better to keep going than to rest every hour on the
march, o I took the course for a walk . We covered the first 31 miles
non-stop, in the hot weather, before a halt for supper brought ?Ut_ by
truck; out of bravado, I offered the next day off to an~one continuing
the march back to Mhow after supper . To my surpnse, rather than
groans, I had 17 volunteers- I had to do it, too . Arrivi.n.g at the STC
late in the evening, I was astonished to see the CO awaiting us on ~he
square· sloping arms smartly, we marched past bravely, after 4S mtles
with b~t one stop . George Gu.dgeon had s~ent mo.st of his 31 year~·
service in India; he checked with New Delhi that his was an all-Ind1a
record.
.
Thence to 2nd Divisional Signals in time for the battle of Koh1ma .
On arrival I was greeted by a familiar looking LCpl with, 'Christ, Sir,
it's you!' What a wonderful welcome- at once I knew I had an ally,
and anyway this was home ground for me. Five m?n~hs later, when
that little party was over, I escaped once more-this time to become
Signals Officer of No J Commando in the Arakan. That proved the
happiest part of my service- a wonderful Troop Sergeant, a grand
bunch of chaps, and quite a tough job to do-mostly to gales of
laughter.
.
.
Being a doctor is really quite dull by companson!
Yours faithfully,
Lt J. K. Paterson
L'Ilot
Le Fitayes
13640 La Roque d'Antheron,
France.

SSAFA/FHS exists to serve ALL men and women who serve or h~ve ever served in the _Armed ~ervices, the Reserv~s, Territ?rial A:rmy, their
families and dependants. They can call on us for the rest of their lives. Our volunteers give pra:ucal help, good advice and fnendship to those
in need. More than 14 million people in Britain today are eligible for help should they need 1t.
.
. .
Over S0,000 people are now calling on us each year. With Options for Change and more of the elderly needing our help we anuc1pate an
even greater demand in the future.
.
h
Many of our 900 Branches and Divisions are in urgent need of more volunteers. As well ~s. needmg cas_eworkers we often need Branc or
Divisional Secretaries, training organisers, treasurers, fundraisers, typists, office workers, v1s1tors and drivers.
Volunteer-be part of a Team. We offer job satisfaction, training and all out-of-pocket expenses.
.
There are many ex-Royal Signals members in the Association, ranging from Chairman and Branch Secretanes to Caseworkers. Why not
join them?
.
Please telephone 071-403 S783 or write to Mrs Ano Needle or Col John Gibson. Queen Ebzabeth The Queen Mother House, 19 Queen
Elizabeth Street, London SEI 2LP.

ROYAL CAMBRIDGE HOME FOR SOLDIERS' WIDOWS
As the title suggests, this is a Residential Home for the widows of soldiers who served some time in the ranks of the Army. A peaceful and
pleasant house with its own large garden only a field away from the towpath near Hampton Court.
.
.
.
There is accommodation for some thirty residents who have their own bed-sitting rooms and. chaos~ their own hfestyl~s in a safe, warm .and
comfortable environment, with expert care staff on hand if required. Medical, chiropody and hairdressing services are av~labl~ o~ the pr~m.1ses.
The Royal Cambridge Home is a registered Charity and its charges are wtll below those of other homes and certainly within the bm1t of
statutory support benefits.
. .
.
..
.
There is nothing in the least military about the way the Home is run, but its assoc1at1on with other Army chanues has resulted m treasured
privi. ges-invitations to the Royal Hospital Chelsea, the Festival of Remembrance, etc . . . .
.
. .
.
Residents maintain their independence and have every opportunity to involve themselves, md1v1dually or m groups, m hfe outside the Home.
For information write or telephone the Superintendent, Royal Cambridge Home for Soldiers' Widows, S2/S4 Hurst Road, East Molesey,
Surrey KTS 9AH, Telephone: OSI 979 37S8.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Area I
Area Vice Chairman- Col A. W. Illingworth TD JP
BRADFORD
CATTERICK
Asst Hon Sec: Mr R. Guest
A McDonald Esq
13 High Ash
15 St Johns Road
Shipley
Hipswell
West Yorks
Catterick Garrison
BD IS JNA
North Yorkshire
DL9 4BQ
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OLDHAM
Mr B. Macdonald
2 Denbigh Drive
Shaw
Oldham, Lanes
OL2 7EQ

PRESTON AND BLACKBURN
Mr I. W. Lorimer
The Barracks
Canterbury Street
Blackburn BB2 2HS

ALE
Mr M. J. Quinn
32 Whitelake Avenue
Flixton
Urmston
Manchester M31 3QN

SHROPSHIRE
R. G. Aitken Esq
76 Boscobel Drive
Heath Farm
Shrewsbury SYI 3DU

SOUTHPORT
T. A. Thompson Esq
51 B Oxford Drive
Waterloo
Liverpool L22 7RY

CHESTERFIELD
G. Waddoups Esq
20 Green Farm Close
Newbold
Chesterfield S40 4UQ

DARLINGTON
C. Cooke Esq
95 StooperdaJe Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUF

DERBY
Mrs J. Elliott
144 Dale Road
Spondon
Near Derby DE21 7DH

HARROGATE
P. C. Wood Esq
45 Knapping Hill
Harrogate
North Yorkshire

HARTLEPOOL
J. J. Mitchell Esq
JS Hayston Road
Deer Park
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS26 OPL

HUDDERSFIELD
T. Mellor Esq
10 Marsh Lane
Shepley
Huddersfield HOS SAE

HULL
Mr R. Drewery
4 Laurel Close
Priory Grange
Hull HU5 5YL

LEEDS (Area Rep)
T. Smith Esq
22 Parkswood Crescent
Leeds
West Yorkshire LSll 5RB

Area 3
Area Vice Chairman-Brig M. R. Topple CBE
BEDFORD
CAMBRIDGE
D. Watson Esq
T. E. Holyoake Esq
54 Knights Avenue
14 Stonedale Avenue
Clapham
Biggleswade
Bedfordshire MK4J 6DG
Bedfordshire SGIS OEA

LINCOLN
F. R. J. Robinson Esq
346 Newark Road
Lincoln LN6 SRU

MIDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadson
S9 Canterbury Road
Redcar
Cleveland TS 10 3QG

COLCHESTER
Mr J. Preston
16 Priors Way
Coggeshall
Essex C06 JTW

NEWARK
J. J. Dixon Esq
34 Fair Fax Avenue
Newark
Nottinghamshire NG24 4PQ

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
G. R. Drybrough Esq
I Rye Close
Throckley
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear NEIS 9AU

EAST LONDON (Area Rep)
C. W. Dyball Esq
5 Laburnham Walk
Elm Park
Hornchurch
Essex RMl2 5RR

LOUGHBOROUGH
P. Bruce Esq
557 New Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LEIJ OEY

SCARBOROUGH
G. B. Rushy Esq
I Lancaster Way
Seal by
Scarborough
North Yorkshire YOl3 OQH

SHEFFIELD
W. A. Verity
1 Roydfield Grove
Waterthorpe
Sheffield S 19 6NE

NORFOLK
B. C. Gibbs Esq
Dairy Farm
Trunch
North Walsharn
Norfolk NR2S OAQ

NORTHAMPTON
L. W. Knowles Esq
6 Watery Lane
Nether Heyford
Northamptonshire NN7 3LN

NORTH LONDON
B. W. Cutler Esq
60 Fuller Court
Hockerill
Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 2EN

PETERBOROUGH
A. V. K. Ward Esq
30 Cedar Drive ·
Bourne
Lincolnshire PEIO OSQ

WEST LONDON
J. T. Fowler Esq TD
231 Whitton Dene
lsleworth
Middlesex TW7 7NJ

YORK
E. A. Leavesley Esq
Flat 3
Ingram House
90 Bootham
York Y03 7DG

Area 2
Area Vice ChairmanBIRMINGHAM
G. Hedge Esq
IS Rectory Park Avenue
Sutton Coldfield B75 7BN
COVENTRY (Area Rep)
C. G. Foster Esq
Two-aye The Hiron
Cheylesmore
Coventry CV3 6HT
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MANCHESTER
Mrs I Harvey
62 Cornwall Court
Chapman Road
Gorton
Manchester MIS SNT
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SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE
Mr A. Whiles
IS Clifton Avenue
Tamworth B79 SEE

CHESTER
Mr W. Winder
IS William Road
Blacon
Chester CH l 5PU

Area 4
Area Vice Chairman-Brig T. H. Wheawell
ALDERSHOT
BRIGHTON (Area Rep)
Mr D. Tupper
Ms Jane Knight
4 Grassy Lane
92 Baden Road
Maidenhead
Brighton BN2 4DP
Berkshire SL6 6AU

LIVERPOOL
J. J. Carruthers Esq
3S Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral L49 4NJ

EASTBOURNE
Mr P. Pettigrew
2a Southfields Road
Eastbourne
East Sussex BN21 IBU

EAST KENT
J. M. W. Hadcock Esq
Antrum Lodge
'Stodmarsh Road
Canterbury _!ent CT3 4AH
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DJ G
Mrs P. ennant
27 Tamari k Avenue
Reading
Berk hire RG2 JB

OUfHAMPTON
W. F. Green Esq
2 Pirrie Close
Shirley
Southampton
Hampshire SOI 2QA

WINCH TER
E. C. West-Wat on Esq TD
Cabin Hill
4 Farley Close
Oliver' Battery
Winche ter
Hampshire S022 4JH

BRISTOL
10 Pitchcombe
Yate
Bristol BS17 4JX

COTSWOLDS
Mrs M. E. Cropp
18 Church Road
Swindon Village
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL51 9QP

DORSET
W. Weir Esq
40 King Richard Drive
Bearwood
Bournemouth
Dorset BHll 9PE

GUERNSEY
L. W. Barbe Esq
I Paradis Cottage
Vale
Guernsey CI

JERSEY
H. Bell Esq
anyuki
La rue des Champs
Mont es Croix
St Brelade
Jersey CI

PLYMO TH
S. R. Newcombe Esq
'Colne'
16 Priory Close
Whitchurch
Tavistock PL19 9DH

POOLE

SALISBURY
A. J. Creed Esq
'Marston'
Mount Pleasant
Staford
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP2 OPP

J. J. F. Logan Esq
69A Trinidad Crescent
Parkstone
Poole
Dorset BH12 3NW

TORBAY
H. G. Vennall Esq
4 Hill Park Road
Upton
Torquay
Devon TQI 4LD
Wales
Area Vice Chairman-Brig G. J. Curt CBE

CARDIFF
W. C. Davies Esq
2 Hafod Street
Grangetown
Cardiff CFI 7RA

TAYSIDE AND FIFE
W. J. A. Naismith Esq
Newman House
Mid Craigie Road
Dundee DD4 9PH

GLASGOW
Miss Ivana Hamilton
Flat 9/6
75 Kirkton Avenue
Knightswood
Glasgow Gl3

Area S
Area Vice Chairman-Brig A. M. Willco
BATH
BOURNEMOUTH (Area Rep)
Mr G. E. Ginn"·er
A. A. Hawke Esq
Green Acre
30 Coombe Gardens
ew Road
Ensbury Park
Bathford
Bournemouth BHlO SAG
Bath BAI ?TR

T. Collier E q

Scotland
A rea Vice ChairmanABERDEEN
D. Bartlett Esq TD
15 Abergeldie Road
Aberdeen ABl 6ED

Northern Ireland
Area Vice ChairmanBELFAST
Details held in RHQ .
AFFILIATED BRANCHES
Glossop and District Signals
OCA
F. Price Esq
43 Kershaw Street
Glossop
Derbyshire

602 Signal Troop (SC) AOF
P. Grattan Esq
3 Herbert Grove
Southend-on-Sea
Essex
SSI 2AT

Middlesex Yeomanry OCA
A. P. D. Bridges Esq
17 Queensbury Place
Blackwater
Camberley
Surrey GU 17 9LX

Royal Signals Ex-Boys
Association
Mr and Mrs G. Pickard
'Jangor'
12 Jarvis Way
Stal bridge
Dorset DTl 0 2NP

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion
Club
J. Templeton Esq
6 Everton Road
Addi scorn be
Croydon CRO 6LA

56 Div and City of London
Signals OCA
T. A. A. Elliott Esq
24 Dymchurch Close
Polegate
East Sussex BN26 6ND

Indian Signals Association
A. Trueman Esq
29 Cotswold Road
Belmont
Sutton
Surrey SM2 5NN

North Africa L of C Signals
Reunion Club
R. H. Williams Esq
34 The Mount
Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire WD3 4DW

18 Div Signals Reunion
Association
W. R. Partridge Esq
22 Kingsmead
Small field
Horley
Surrey RH6 9QR

Ceylon High Speed Wireless Coy
Mr H. Moore
1 Blue Granite Park
The Green
Mountsorrel
Leicestershire LE12 ?AG

SHAPE UNIT
W02 (FofS) R. M. Minton
UK Sup Unit
Supreme Headquarters
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE)
British Forces Post Office 26

AFCENT
Col M. A. Thorne
HQ AFCENT
CIS Division
Chief CIS 4
British Forces Post Office 28

Langeleben Reunion Branch
Mr T. N. Wright
Glen by, Steeds Lane
Kingsnorth, Ashford
Kent TN26 1NQ

Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT11 SRH
Telephone enquiries to Blandford Military 2248 STD (0268 482248).
Price list with effect from 1 April 1993:
Blazer Badge
...
_. . .
...
...
. ..
Blazer Button - Set: 6 Large, 6 Small - presentation boxed
.. .
.
Set: 4 Large, 6 Small - presentation boxed
.. .
Belt, Italian leather, reversible Black/Brown engraved with Corps Badge
...
...
. ..
Bookmark - Real Leather . . .
Fine Marker pen/pencil set, boxed with Museum Crest
Ballpoint pen, assorted colours, Museum Crest
'Tubby' notepad 3 Y," x 3 Y, •, leatherette cover with ·Sign~I ~ Crest· · ·
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
...
...
...
:::
Cap Badge
...
...
...
...
. ..
Cocktail Mat Set, six, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Coasters, leather, set of 4, with Corps Crest
Corps Badge, on foil, framed and glazed, 11 • x 9 "
Corps Cassettes - Information Sheet Available
Credit card holder, leather, with Corps Crest
Crystal Engraved with Corps Badge
Brandy Glass
Sherry Glass
Whisky Glass
Wine Goblet
Decanters, Plain
Decanters, Cut Crystal
...
...
. ..
.Rose bowl C:ut Crystal with engraved Corps Crest
Gilt Oval Cuffhnks, engraved with Corps Badge ...
Hipflasks
Keyrings-Leather
...
...
. ..
Corps (enamelled Corps Badge, with leather tag)
Corps Badge . . .
...
...
...
. ..
Ladies Marcasite Brooch . . .
...
...
...
...
New Ladies Scarf, Dark Blue with White Jimmy in one corner
Lapel Badge (Association Members only) . . .
...
...
Model Truck-Army Signal HQ c.1932 by Lledo .. .
.. .
Mug, white china with Corps Badge in blue
Bon Bon Dish, gilt edged white china with Corps Badge
Mini china tankard with Corps Badge
...
. ..
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Pennant, embroidered Corps Badge with gold trimming
Postcards
Prints :
Frontier Ambush
Smith George Cross
Palace Guard
Imphal Road
Dhofar Incident
Catterick Parade 19B7
Photo prints
Statuettes:
6 Y," Pewter Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle
9 " Royal Signals Officer in Full Dress (Bronze Resin)
...
9" Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle (Bronze Resin) .. .
9 " Signaller with SABO and Man Pack Radio (Bronze Resin)
11 Y, • Jimmy cast Bronze Resin. . .
...
...
. ..
Silver Plated Teaspoons with Corps Crest
...
. ..
Sticker, Corps Badge on Corps Colours, good quality-Large
Medium
Small
...
Stickpin, 9 carat gold, Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Stickpin, sterling silver Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Sports/Leisure Wear, Excellent Quality, various sizes/colours
Sweat Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
Sport Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
V/Neck Sweater with embroidered Corps Badge ...
Rugby Style Shirt Corps Colours and embroidered Badge
Tablemat Set, six blue acrylic with Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Tablemat, Large 15" x 11 Y. •, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, Glass engraved with Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Tankard, Y,pt, polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge
Teatowel Blue Signals Design on White Background
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Tie, Corps Colours in polyester, 3" width
Tie, Corps Colours in Pure Silk, 3 " width
Umbrella, Golf Size, Corps Colours
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x 7"
Watch strap, Corps Colours, Nylon

PRICE
£
12.25
22 .20
1B.40
14.50
0 .65
2.50
0.69
1.50
3 .50
2.75
16.25
2 .30
6 .B5
6.20
3.15

Unsigned
B.50
B.50
8.50
B.50
B.50
B.50

10.25 ea
9.45 ea
9.50 ea
10.25 ea
3B.50
59.25
52.00
15.25
16.95
0.50
2.25
1.95
27.50
9.25
2 .25
4.25
2.45
2.95
1.20
4.95
27.40
.20
Signed
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
15.00
35.00
70.00
70.00
62.50
70.00
2.50
0.50
0 .50
0.45
72.50
20.50
14.B5
12.25
15.B5
19.75
35.75
10.65
10.35
15.25
12.55
2.50
2.50
5 .75
12.50
15.75
13.95
1.45

Prices Inclusive of VAT. Oversea• orders will be leH VAT. Bulk orders from PRI'• will attract a discount.
Plea•• Note: Postage and Packing not Included.
Cheques made payable to: Royal Signal• Corp• Fund.
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NEW MUSEUM PROJECT
Registered Charity No 622786
In view of the success of the Lottery, a second lotter.y will
be held with the draw taking place on 10 Decemb~r, ttcke.ts
will be on sale in early September. ThP prizes will re.mam
the same, a first prize of £L.000 but the joint fo urth prizes will be
incrca ed from £10 to £25 .
Logo
··
With the change of direction and ~ec1S1on
to exten.d !h e present
display area rather than t~ b.uild ou1s1de the camp penm7ter, a new
logo, incorporating the ub1qu1tous parabola and the letters NM 1 (New
Museum) has been adopted.
Question and An wers
.
.
Planning the museum e.'Ctension is proceed!ng apace w_ith archJt.ec~s
and museum designers expected to start work m July. Whilst an art.1st s
impression of the new building was print~d. on the fron.t cover o~ the
Summer 1993 edition of the RSI Journal, 1t 1s very ~arly tn the. project,
many details have still to be resolved and that drawrng me~ely mdicates
the approximate size and location of the planned extension. Readers
will be kept abreast of developments through the columi:is '!f .The IVtre
and by letters and updates to units, RSA Branches and md1v1duals. In
the meantime, some of the questions that have been asked are
answered below .
Why do we need a Museum? Through the archives and displays in
the museum we, and those who will follow us, will read the hoi;ie~ and
priorities the ambitions and achievements, the craft and creanvJty of
those wh~ went before. We plan to create not only a unique Museum
of Signal Communications to fill a gap in ~~r national heritage for the
current generation, but to reflect the v1s1ons, the val ues and the
endeavours of our time to our successors.
Our museum serves a number of purposes. It accepts and collects
'Artefacts and Memorabilia' in accord with an 'acquisition policy',
stores them under conditions designed to ensure their survival, makes
them available for study and research and displays a selection of them
so that they can be seen by visitors.
What are these 'Artefacts and Memorabilia'? They can be anything
relevant to Army Communications and to the people and the
organisations (generally RE Signals and Royal Signals but may include
others) that provide them. They include fragile items such as
documents, posters, photographs and paintings; fabrics su~h ~.flags,
banners uniforms and personal equipment; articles that mdlVlduals
hold d~. particularly medals, as well as communicating equipments
and the specialised vehicles that carry them.
What is wrong with the Museum that we already have? Two things:
fustly it is far too small. The archives, library and exhibition areas are
bursting at the seams. There is no reading room where researchers can
work and there is virtually no storage space for those items that cannot
be displayed. Many artefacts are stored in boxes where they cannot
readily be made available for study or research and vehicles are stored
in the open and in garages both in Blandford and in other camps.
Secondly the building was not designed as a museum. Moisture
penetrates the walls when it rains and the roof leaks. Light levels, and
the temperature, cannot be controlled so colours fade. Entrances are
narrow and awkward so large items, such as vehicles, have to be
stripped and their wheels removed before they can be carried through
doorways and down steps before being re-assembled.
Why doesn' t 'The Government' pay for a new museum if it is so badly
needed? The MOD already contributes towards the maintenance of
the present museum, meeting heating and lighting costs and paying the
salaries of three of the staff of six. But our museum is only one of a
total of 100 Army Museums dotted around the country. We can expect
no further help from the MOD which is striving to reduce its
contributions towards the upkeep of all Army Museums.
But why should 1 give money towards a new Museum? It is your
museum. The archives and displays show your story. It is your
heritage; your family scrapbook.

What has happened to all the money that we contributed last
time? The short answer is that it is in the bank!
Where is the new museum going to be built? We are presently
planning to build eastwards from the present museum display area at
the Royal School of Signals over the car park between the
Headquarters Building and the Cinema/ Gymnasium . It is p~anned to
double the display area and provide proper storage and archive areas,
to provide a separate museum entrance with a much larger shop and
to provide basic restaurant facilities .
When will the Museum be built? We have a provisional timescale
that looks to see soil cut in July/ August J 994, foundation stone laid
in September 1994 and the museum form~lly ope_ned ~m 8 J~ly
1995-during our 75th anniversary celebrations. Fmanc1ally, with
building costs low and a falling interest rate, it is a good time to ta~e
money out of the bank and spend it on building. Howeve~, and this
is the punch line, this timescale depends totally on our havmg money
in the bank or firmly pledged by May next year. If lack of funds keep
us waiting, then the interest will be eaten up in overheads.
How much will the New Museum cost? We have been advised that,
using conventional building techniques, a freestai:iding building of the
size that we need will cost about £750,000. Allowmg another £250,000
for display cabinets, audio visual aids , models, refurbishment . of
exhibits, equipment for the archive and storage .areas .and the mynad
of other items needed to 'bring the museum to hfe' brmgs the total to
£1 000 000. However this is an early estimate and the actual costs will
not be 'known until after the architects have produced their final plans
in May 1994.
How will this money be raised? During the recession it has been
difficult to raise money from industry or from rich benefactors. Whilst
we will continue to try to identify and tap these sources, we need the
support of every serving and retired member of the Corps. Clearly, as
it is your museum, you will want to contribute and if everyone in the
serving Corps contributed a day's pay (spread over 18 months) we
would be virtually home and dry. Additionally we need you to tell us
the names of every past member of the Corps that you know so that
we can tell them of our project and enlist their aid .
Some units have agreed to act as a focus for fundraising for
particular display areas. This includes liaising with reunion clubs for
members of past units of the same discipline, carrying out ri:search and
producing ideas for the display. At this time we need a urut prepared
to sponsor an Army Wireless Chain/ COMCAN/ DCN display area.
Are there any volunteers out there?
How will the running costs of the new museum be met? The public
will be charged an admission fee, the shop will be enlarged to increase
the sale of items and the lottery will possibly continue as a further
source of funds for the museum.
Who carries out research in the Museum? A wide variety of people.
Letters are received almost every day from relatives of people who
served in the Corps asking questions that the Museum Staff do their
best to answer. Young Officers on their first courses at the. Ro~al
School are set research tasks, we receive requests from uruvers1ty
students for access to the archives to assist them in writing their theses
and from authors carrying out research for their books. The museum's
archives include the Corps and units historical records and so the staff
are called upon to answer a wide variety of questions from Corps
members about their own history.
We also have those who visit the museum to st udy the medal
collection; we have had steam locomotive buffs who want to see the
'Royal Signals' locomotive name plate. Others make a hobby of
studying morse keys, Aldis Lamps, radio sets and other equipments.
Increasingly, schoo~ children are encouraged to look at artefacts as
part of their core subjects in the National Curriculum.

The Museum is your heritage:
your family scrapbook
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BIRTHDAY HONOURS
All our readers will wish to join us in congratulating the following who received awards in the Binhday Honours List

CBE
Brigadier T. I. M. Waugh MBE

ODE
Lieutenant Colonel S. A. Coltman
MBE

Major S. Hargreaves
Acting Warrant Officer Class 2 K . A. Fisher
Staff Sergeant C. P. Shead

Staff Sergeant P. A. Wilson
Sergeant J. Holgan
Corporal S. G. Feely

OPERATIONAL A WARDS
for service in the former Republic of Yugoslavia
MBE
Major M. A. Stevenson
Warrant Officer Class 1 S. J. Whytock

Acting Warrant Officer Class 2 K. J. Bywater
Corporal D. P. Sheerin
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ARE YOU SEEING THE RESETTLEMENT NEWSLETTER?

Every l!J?-it gets a copy of the ~oyal Signals Resettlement Newsletter. This gives up to date Resettlement advice together with details of Job
poss1blht1es. If these are not bemg passed around, you should go to your Unit Resettlement Office and ask to see them.

Our front cover shows Herr Krippendorf presenting a Fahnenband to 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt on its farewell to Verden-see page 238 .
Our back cover pictures show some of the competitors who took part in 2 Sig Regt's annual event 'Race The Sun' which raises
money for local charities in the York area-An early start to a very long day - A mountain bike team start the eight mile dash through
Cropton Forest - The start of the half marathon-On the Ouse while York sleeps.

The opinions expressed in The Wire are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise,
of the Corps or the MOD. This publication contains official information. It should be treated with discretion by the recipient.
© Crown Copyright
Disclaimer: No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised in this magazine can be accepted by the publishers or their
agents. Advertisements are included in good faith.
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CLOSURE OF THE TROPOSCATTER LINK BETWEEN SWINGATE AND ROETGEN

PRINCESS ROYAL DAY 28 JUNE 1993
·
CB CBE DL
t the following message to our Colonel in Chief.
.
.
•
•
se~ s· al
d al l ranks of The Royal Corps of Signals, serv ing and retired,
The M ter of Signal , Maj Gen A. C. Birtw1stle
'On the occasion of Pri.ncess Royal Day •. 28 June 1993P, ! he M;:ter? Gl\:10 s t~ir best wishes affectionate greetings and their thanks for her
send their Colonel in Chief, Her Royal Highness The rmcess oya
'
•
kindne and devotion to her Corps.'
.
.
The following reply wa received frOJ?l the ColTonhel Mm Ch1ef.f s· als and all ranks serving and retired fo r their kind message of loyal and
•1 end my warm thank and best wis es to,
e aster o 1gn
affectionate greeting .
Anne'

VISIT OF THE COLONEL IN CHIEF TO
4 ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
A MEMORABLE DAY
.
On Tuesday 8 June 1993 in glorious sunshine 4 Arm~ Div. HQ and
Sig Regt based in Herford hosted a visit by the Colonel m Chief Royal
Corps of Signals, Her Royal ~gbness The Prince~ Royal G~VO.
Her Royal Highness accomparued by the Master of S~gnals, MaJ Gen
A. c. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, arrived at Hammersm1t~ B~acks ~d
was met by the CO Lt Col C. J. Burton OBE and was mvited to sign
the Visitors Book in Regimental Headquarters. From there she moved
to the Regimental Square, flanked by the White Helmets, where four
Squadrons of the Regiment were formed up under the watchful eY_e of
the Adjt, Capt I. P. Vingoe and the RS_M, W,01 (RSM) B. J. S~1ers.
A host of dignitaries were present mcluding the Burgerme1ste;,
Herr Klippstein· Comd Comm BAOR, Brig J. D. Stokoe CBE; Bng
A. J. Schuler, Comd Comms 1 Sig Bde and Br:i~ M. Smythe OBE,
Comd Herford Garrison and the wives and families of those ?fficers
and soldiers on parade. During the parade Her Rc:>yal Highness
presented new Squadron pennants to 1 Sqn (now 201 Sig Sqn); .2 S9n
(now 212 Sig Sqn) and 3 Sqn (now 208 Sig Sqn). HQ Sqn retam~ its
title. The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals played splendidly
throughout the proceedings. The Regiment marched off proudly to
the sound of the Corps March 'Begone Dull Care'.
Immediately after the parade Her Royal Highness was escorted to

the newly refurbished Bradley Centre where it w'.ls offi~ially re-opened
and she spent some 10 minutes in conversation with the Bradley
Centre staff.
.
.
Her visit continued apace to have a dehghtful lunch m the
gymnasium with all ranks and their families.
Immediately following the lunch the Royal Party moved to the
Wentworth Barracks Sports Field for the Regimental Fete. Her Royal
Highness was met by Maj G. R. Norton, 201 Sig Sqn Comd, and was
presented with a bouquet of flowers by Hayley Butler (aged 4 1'.2' ),_ the
daughter of Sgt and Mrs Butler, of 208 Sig Sqn . She wa~ then mv1ted
to view the afternoon's activities which included a display b.Y the
schoolchildren of Lister and Fleming Schools, a Gymkha!1a• a display
by the White Helmets, the Royal Signal.s Motorocycle Display Team ,
a myriad of stands, fast food stalls, drmks tents and barbecue area.
The Princess shook countless hands and spoke to everyone. Re~ret
tably the time came when the Princess had to leave. Her Royal Highness was given a rousing send off ~ she sped off out of barracks to
her waiting aircraft at. Hannover ~JTport .
.
.
.
The merriment contmued well mto the afternoon, the orgarusers
were exhausted. A truly memorable day for all members of the
Regiment which will live on for years to come.

On 2 April 1993 the cross channel tropospheric scatter link between
Swingate, near Dover, and Roetgen, in the Eiffel , on the German/
Belgian border, closed after 23 years of operation. The link provided
the long term umbilical cord between the Army Fixed Telephone
System (AFTS), in UK, and STARNET, the static Radio Relay
Network in BAOR. The system provided 950Jo of the traffic capacity
between UK and BAOR but latterly traffic has increasingly been
passed by satellite and BT Megastream. In 1990 the MOD made the
decision to close the system which was becoming progressively more
difficult to maintai n and the circuits were transferred to landline and
SATCOM bearer circuits.
The history of the lin k goes back to I 969 when the Marconi
company carri ed out on-site trials on the United States equipment
between the Eiffel and the UK. In 1970 the site was handed over to
the Army and initially provided 120 analogue voice channels to the
UK. In 1984 th e capacity was further increased to 132 channels. The
system has been run by 16 Sig Regt in conjunction with an RAF
detachment, in Belgium, and the Tropo Signal Troop of 25 1 Sig Sqn
in UK.
THE CLOSING DOWN CEREMONY
The closure ceremony was to take the form of a telephone conversation between Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, the Master
of Signals , and Brig J. D. Stokoe CBE, Commander Communications
BAOR . The Mayor of Dover, Councillor Newman, and the Mayor of

The Master of Signals making the last telephone call. On the left
is the Mayor of Dover

Simmerath, Herr Karbig accompanied by the Town Director, Herr
Stein, were also present.
There was a last min ute hitch before the final calls were made. It
was discovered that the RAF has not transferred their circuits from
the TROPO System and someone somewhere obviously went into
hyperdrive a the fi nal clearance to close the link came not a moment
too soon, allowing the ceremony to go ahead as planned.
The very last calls were made between the Master of Signals and
Commander Communications BAOR, and between the Mayor of
Dover and the Mayor of Simmerath. Once the final calls had been
made the Master of Signals switched off the Swingate transmitters and
Brig Stokoe switched off the Roelgen transmitters. We are still waiting
to find out if anybody noticed, but as all military lines to the site have
been disconnected, perhaps they don't know how to contact us!
THE WAKE
After the closing ceremony there were suitable celebrations at both
ends. The Swingate Tropo Troop received presentation mugs, and
Commander Communications BAOR presented a plaque to the
Mayor of Sirnmerath to mark the occasion . Finally the champagne
flowed .
For posterity: the system carried 21 ,423 ,744 telephone calls
(approxi mately). MOD PE can now decide whether the system
provided good value fo r money.

Commander Communications BAOR talking to the Master of
Signals from Roetgen . Also shown from left to right are: Maj
Offord, Sqn Ldr Smith, Maj Eastland, Herr Stein, Mr Gordon , Lt
Col Fisher, Herr Karbig and SSgt (FofS) Sheppard

--------<>--A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE COBB MEMORIAL TROPHY

Her Royal Highness, accompanied by the Master of Signals,
inspects the parade
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Her Royal Highness presents new Squadron Pennants
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From Col C. J. Walters
In a recent issue of The Wire I announced that I was researching the
history of The Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate. I would like to
commence by thanking all of those 'Old Soldiers' who have written
to tell me of their personal experiences. My research has also unearthed the history of a splendid trophy that is now a part of the
Officers' Mess silver at Harrogate and adorns the top table on many
of our formal occasions . I refer to 'The Cobb Memorial Trophy' .
It is a silver Jimmy statuette which is 16in high and stands on an
Sin plinth . The inscription on the plinth reads:
The FR Cobb Memorial Trophy presented to The Royal
Corps Signals in memory of Lieutenant Colonel FR Cobb
R Signals, by the Ex-Boys of R Signals.
A 'Message to all Ex-Boys', from Maj Gen Sir Hubert Rance
GCMG, GBE, CB which appeared in The Wire of September 1958
was my start point. He went on to explain:
I have very gladly accepted an invitation to be 'Appeal
Chairman' of the Committee for the FR Cobb Memorial
Trophy.
Let me explain . A number of Ex-Boys who served with, or
knew, the late Lt Col F. R. Cobb MC, have felt for a long time
that it would be an appropriate gesture if they subscribed
voluntarily for a Trophy to be presented to the JLdr Regt,
Royal Signals, as a memorial from the Ex-'Boys of the Corps
to an Officer who did so much for their welfare over a period
of 27 years close association.
Lt Col Cobb commanded the Boys' Company from 1925 to
1930. (In fact he moved with the Boys when the Signal Training
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993

Centre moved to Catterick from Maresfield in 1924.) Before
that and until he died in 1950, his untiring interest in the
military efficiency of the Boys and Ex-Boys was highly
appreciated throughout the Corps and by many parents who
wrote letters of gratitude for what he had done to guide their
sons along the path towards a successful career .
Maj Gen Rance had himself commanded the Boys' Sqn from 1930 to
1932 and earlier as a Capt has been Maj Cobb's 2IC. The article went
on to urge all Ex-Boys to subscribe towards the memorial which would
become an . INTER-TROOP CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING
TROPHY. It was suggested that anything from sixpence up to ten
shillings would be appropriate . He also stated that by 8 August 1958,
£64.1 Os.9d. had already been collected which was about half the total
sum needed . Further donations were also received from the 103 diners
at the Ex-Boys' Fifth Annual Dinner which was held at the Victory
Ex-Services Club in Seymour Street, W2 on 27 September 1958.
By June 1959 the Trophy had been purchased and it was placed on
view at the Royal Signals Association Annual Reunion at Catterick on
4/ 5 July 1959 prior to being presented to the JLdr Regt. The base was
inscribed with the winning JLdr Troop from 1959 until 1966 when the
Regiment was closed. Presumably, Harrogate was then seen as the
most appropriate place for the Trophy to be located .
I am determined that the Trophy should once again be used for its
originally intended purpose when we have our next College run.
I would be delighted to hear from anyone who may have originally
subscribed to the Trophy with a view to their visiting the College and
presenting it to the winning Troop.
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DE\'IZ
TO W TMI STER 125 MILE CANOE RACE
b) 2Lt Denni Thornton
Out ide canoeing circle , the term De ize to Westminster Race
h little or no impact. Howev r, to paddler on the international
ene the name evoke image of hour of slogging along canals, rivers
and arrying canoe on your back. The course i 125 mile Jong with
76 portage and i raced in a number of classe . The two we cho e were
Kl ( ingle ) and K2 (doubles). The K2 race is non stop and often takes
over 25 hours to complete. The Kl is over four days: 34 miles to
ewbury on day one, 36 miles to Marlowe .ilie following day, 38 mile
to Ham on the eve of the finish, and a mas· tart on the final day with
onl 17 mile to sprint to We tminster Bridge. And who was crazy
enough to do thi ? Cpl Dave Cox and Sgt Mal Pavier in the K2, with
LCpl Jase Crowe, LCpl Dave Brown, Sig Steve Hughes and myself in
the Kl . Well it wa a KI race but we only had whitewater canoe , still
~ith tiff upper lip we beat on regardless.
I joined the training three weeks before the race and it came as a
shock with a six mile run every morning followed by 45 minutes of
weights, not to mention the two hour paddle at lunch time. The
training soon ironed out our technique as well as our flab, and as the
di tance of our forays on to the water increased, we were able to establish how often we would need a food-stop-every one and a hal f
hours! After that, rats, ducks and other river animals tended to live
a fairly precarious existence.
The problem of water was overcome by various versions of bottles
strapped to our chests with tubes which were ea ily got at without
having to stop paddling.
The great day came to leave for UK on our 'swan'; it was anything
but.

2Lt Dennis Thornton, LCpl Brown and Sig Hughes with their
medals for completing the race
Once in Aldershot we continued our training for four days.
Although we were able to get the food drills slick and the bank recces
completed, it was not without incident. Cpl Cox and Sig Hughes had
both developed shoulder injuries and I had tendonitis in my wrists, so
we decided to rest for 36 hours.
At this point the support team should be introduced without whom
none of us would have completed the race. Supporting K2 was Sgt
Rog Philp and Cfn Sharma, while the Kl side of things was supported
by Cpl Paddy Maybin, LCpl Carl Rossale and Sig Tony Roberts.
Back from leave and after a good night's sleep, the day of reckoning
dawned. Up early and off to Devizes where we got all our survival kit
checked and one by one the Kl team set off followed about four hours
later by the K2.
A blow by blow account would have everyone asleep as marathon
canoeing ~s not the most exciting thing in the world but Lhe first day
was definitely the worst. It poured with rain, making us very cold and
as the water was not moving it took us considerably longer to
complete the distance than on the following days.
On the 11\orning of the second day we awoke to the sound of Cpl
Cox and gt Pavier corning back to camp. Cpl Cox's shoulder finally
gave out after 70 miles of non stop canoeing, and for them, the race
was over, both bitterly disappointed.
For the Kl team there was still 91 miles to go and by the end of the
second day our places remained much the same except for Sig Hughes
who improved six places and LCpl Crowe, who had to drop out after
breaking the last left-handed paddle we had.
By the third day we reached Lhe 100 mile landmark but it was here
that disaster truck. The water was propelling us aiong at a much
faster rate than before and the support team was finding it difficult
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to keep up due to heavy road traffic. LCpl Brown missed a food stop,
but didn't eem to mind too much. Sig Hughes and I reached the stop,
and after we left the ill-fated Sherpa let us down again. This time the
key broke off in the ignition and the ste ring wheel locked . It took Cpl
Maybin and his hammer one and a half hours to fix it and hotwire the
engine. Meanwhile we missed another food stop but were not too
badly affected due to the good sportsmanship of other support crews.
The last day ended without further mishap and with only 17 miles
to go we returned to Aldershot each having improved our positions.
The final day: At 0715 hrs about 200 canoes crossed the startline in
an impre sive froth churning melee. 17 miles to sprint with only one
food stop and did we sprint. Everybody was putting their all into it
and none more than us. Slowly the bridges went by: Putney,
Battersea, Albert and finally as we rounded the corner at Battersea,
Westminster. Straight in under the bridge and we hopped or rather
crawled out of our boats .
Final times: 2Lt Thornton 21 hrs 35 mins, placed 3 lst; LCpl Brown
22 hrs 37 mins, placed 36th; Sig Hughes 22 hrs 51 mins, placed 37th.
Next year we'll be back-better trained, better boats-the best.

EXERCISE BLUE FALL, CYPRUS
by Capt David Robson
It never ceases to amaze me that, when asking for volunteers to
come to Cyprus for two to four weeks instead of going to work, I can
never fill the places on these exercises. To try to remedy that, what
follows is an advert for skydiving in the sun.
The exercise was split into two phases. During the first two weeks
the emphasis was on student training for Corps personnel. The second
two weeks were devoted to display training for the Corps' more
experienced parachutists, and the permanent members of the Royal
Signals Parachute Display Team. Both phases went extremely well,
and a total of 482 descents were made.
2Lt Wendy Kirby - progressed as a basic student up to five
second freefall delays.
Sgt Si Owen - qualified as a Category 8 parachutist.
Cpl Stu Seddon - qualified as a Category 10 (experienced
parachutist) in Formation Skydiving.
Cpl 'JC' Craven - also passed his Category 10 Formation
Skydiving test.
A number of firsts were also achieved . These are of great importance in the world of skydiving, as each 'first' costs the individual a
crate of beer. Congratulations go to:
LCpl ' Sooty' Sutton, Cpls J.C. Craven and Dave Baillie for
their Canopy Formations introductions .
SSgt John Williams and LCpl John Perkins for their introduction to freefall camera and video work.
W02 (FofS) Mick Cooper and LCpl John Perkins on their
SOOth jumps.
SSgt John Williams, Cpl Eddy Smerdon and LCpl Ian
Sutton for their first displays .

fhere were also a number of pe I h0
d
. .
a Gazelle, as 16 Flt AAC 1
ope w ma ~their first j ump from
the_1r hel;copters for two
mornings. As I' m sure you c~~ i~a~~ee
stand on the skid of a Gazelle at 10 ooo'rt ~ view o Cyprus, as you
·
.
•
, is spectacular
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o{h

TC~~; ~~s~~~~~! ~~~t~~~~;e~e~~~!f ~~~~~~at~~~ f;~bonsda~d

Chpl
t c anopy Formauons experien
. h'
h
ma e ID
Signals stack record wa br k
c~ wa ~n t e Corps. The Royal
1
bui lt, plus a numb~r of soth~r :;e~~~u~: ; :~~~o~~-ng successfully
.
The Parachute Display Team also c
1 d h
the _m onth. The first for the Dhekeli~m~~:~r ~:ee d1shplays during
Devils followed the Team in The sec d
ow w. en the Red
P ri mary School. This displa·y provedo~ ;as for the Ay1os Nik'!l<lOS
than we' d bargained for as the winds had e ~or~what more exc1tmg
time we jumped. We al~o had to 0 thro~ic e up to 20kts by the
wrack in~ expe~ience of giving a talk ~o the sc~~olt~~ .;:;en ~ore nerve

0

pe~~~~~~a\nd1~h!a~r:S~~~n~~ut~t:dgypor~~ ~e}~~ ~igM~~f~~t~~r%a~:~

openmg of the wo Id' I
Q
.
ce mister at the
SA WES) . A . rN s argest uasar (a c1vvy version of FIBUA with
ID
yia appa. Golden beaches a d th d
b
~ h eep lue of the
Mediterranean provided the backdrop f n
This was followed by the team battlin ·i°r a~ eig t man display.
benefit of VIPs, press and public All 1.~~JI out m the Quasar for the
a very good day followed
by a long night out in Ayia Nappa.
~hanks a!so go to Sgt Dave Burgess for his work as 'Harr
. '

~: ~s f~l~~a;~s~=~t ~i~~~e~~;:~ft~t ~~t~et~:;sh~S~Tl
afti'r ~g~~~r~
e e mets, and the

Ro~al Signals Parachute Display Team.

I

co~:i~~~;hha;~s ;gr~oa~jtp:~~n~:ven,

the team instructor for his
So what are all you budd'
k d'
..
apply for a ~as~c freefall cour~~~ tte~ ~~~rt~c~~~~nfe!:?an~et on and
could be en~oymg skydiving in the sun.
• you too,

we~~:tn~~e:i ~:1;~~~eh~~~~~ !~:lh~:~~ss! ;arachute Display Team,
1

FINANCIAL PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income Ca ital
prepare the way for the indi~idu~ to
ac ieve mancial aims. These may include:

an~- othefir As~ets, . to

FINANCIAL PROTECTION

-against the effects of
possessions being lost or
damaged.
FINANCIAL SECURITY
-for present or future
dependants.
HOUSE PURCHASE
-immediately or in the future.
EDUCATION EXPENSES
-for present or future children.
COMFORTABLE RETIR EMENT -based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
TRANSFER OF ASSETS
-to the next generation.

~E ADVISE on the use of savings from income the

~nvestment of _capital , the use of other assets where apptic'able
~surance a~amst ill health and the insurance of possessions'.

e help c_he_nts to lay the foundations of sound plans to
develop ex1stmg plans and keep them up to date , and the~ to
make ~he best use of resources when the time comes to meet
commitments.

GOOD_INFORMAT~ON is the basis of sound planning. The
mo.re clients take us mto their confidence the better we can
assist th~?J · Please let us have full details of existing resources
y~ur ability to save, an~ any expectations. Please also tell u~
a you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to ~ope .. We, of course, treat all such information as
confidential.
AN EARLY ST ART helps, and we will be pleased to assist
yo.u ~owever modest your resources may be now. If you have
ex1stmg arrangements which may need developing, the ooner
you .refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you.

SSgt John Williams' 200th jump
ARMY AND INTER-SERVICES MARA THON. The Army . and Inter-Services Marathon Championships
hi
were
mcorporated m the South Coast M th
Ports1"!1out~ on 25 April 1993 _
ara on w ch took place at

m~~ f~~Jh~ng the~~ miles a~d 385 _yards course in a time of 2 hrs 26
Services M secs,
gt M~rtm 2 Sig Regt became Army and Inter2 Sig Regt al~t~~ndC~amp1ohn for thefijth successive year. Cpl Castle
rac
!
is e ut at t e marathon, ran a brilliantly controlled
ove~~~onvJ~ti:~rXugh the fie!~ in the latter stages to finish sixth
Si C I
. rmy runner' m a time of 2 hrs 29 mins and 3 secs
fi;ish:dni~t 2 Sig ~egt, also making his debut over the distanc~
2 Sig Regt be~~46 z_ms a~nd .2 secs._and these three times ensured that
W'th
th f
e4 my :.1aJor Units Marathon champions for 1993
1
S~rvi ces E~e~~:tSSg~uig;:;:i:r~rr:i ~~~ ~er~ce scoring in the Int.er~
victory for the Army over the RAF and ~N~ ensured a resounding

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any action·
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make b~
m_ade ~hrough us. It is based on over 45 years of examinin
clients yroblems , analysing them and advising on them It ~1
not delivered by persuasive salesmen , but is given in ~itin g
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKJNG THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE.
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNI G CAN
HELP YOU .

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE
Telephone: (0273) 328181/5

MARATHO_N RUNNING-CONGRATULATIONS

in~~r~u~ta;~do~!~~~~tl~ ~~~ ss~~t~':::~~:t·11~~~~t~~:~l~t~~ts~~h:~~
d
u '

on wmnmg the Army Major Un 1'ts
mad e

~~~~~~~~~~~c:n~h~~~ r~~~ts
Sgt Phil Raven, Cpl Eddy Smerdon and Capt David Robson flying
a tri-plane
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to ~a'r:dsa~icto~~ f~e t;ea~~~;

The con~istency with which these athletes continue to erf r
level demonstrates a dedication to their cifosei s~o~~
sportsmen among us would do well to strive to match.

~:hi~~e~~auve

~ot al! the service advertised here are regulated by the
Fmanc1_al Ser~ices Act 1986 and the rules made for the
protection of mvestors by that Act will not apply to them.
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I
l-4

4

•
6-

6-$

7

7
11 -13
13- 14

1-4-IS
15
16
16-1
I

19

20
21
21
22
25-26
27-30

Royal Signals Recruiting and P ublicity Events 28
T 'e1on ho" Southport
o ick Ca tk orthumbcrland
Bm le> ho"
F Bri.z< Orton Famil)· Day
R LID
Lttd
Portsmouth and Souths<•
'o ia Ttl<comm Abbolls Ripton
Yrovil Ftstival of Transport
Padsto"< Show
hrewsbury Flower ho"
Sutton in Ashfield Show
Warrinaton how
•.,...·cast.le Ice Rink
Cromer CarniYlll
RAF ius<um Hendon
D<nbighshirc & Flintshire
Sheffield Para Ol)mpics
ColW)11 Bay
Southend Show
Maccltsfidd bow
Prestatyn Carni\'al N Walts
To»11 & County Show (Stondrigh)

White Helm<lS
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmets
30 ig Regt RIT
Quick sil,•er
White Hdmets
Blue Hdmcts
30 Sigs Regt R!T
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
35 Sig Regt (V)

29-30
29-30
29-3 1

1993

D<nbighshi re Flower Show N Wales
Eye Show
Harewood Ho us< Harrogate
Steam Rally
Hemswort h Water Por k Yor kshire

September
3-6
Dorchtster Agriculture Show
4-5
Stockton Show
4-S
Leeds Centenary
S
Richmond Round Table
7-9
Tibshelf Show
10
Bristol Balloon Frstival
11
South Norfolk Tattoo
Attleborough Norfolk
12
Bristol Balloon Festival
IS-16
Tbame Show
IS-25
KAPE Team visits South Wales
16-3 Oct BAOR Tour
17-19
Newbu ry Show

Nove.mber
6
RAF Linton on Ouse
13
Lord Mayors Show

Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
7 Sig Regt
White Helmets & Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmets

JUNE 1993
ROlfk and Namt
Col M. A. Thorne ..
Col D. J. Willis ..
Lt Col R. J. Ebdon ..
.
Lt Col J. S. A. Henderson
Lt Col J. D. M. Ingram . .
Lt Col D. Mc0o"'1111
Lt Col A. J. Saunders ..
Lt Col A.G . Whidden . .
Maj P. J. Bowlts ..
Maj J. F. Bumage ..
Maj J. G. T. Doherty
Maj D. S. Ewing . .
Maj B. M. M. Jackson
Maj A . M. Johnson
Maj D. J. Lawson ..
Maj W. Ritchie ..
Maj P. RobcrlShaw
Capt P. J. Doherty
Capt J.C. Gilltspie
..
Capt R. M . R. Graham ..
Capt P. M. Kelly . .
Capt P. J. Martin •.
Capt J. E. M ullender
Capt G. Pickersgill
Capt G. Thomas ..
Capt D. G. Wright
Lt D. S. Robertson
JULY 1993

Rank and Nam~
Lt Col J. M. Ross
Lt Col C. M. Eastland
Lt Col J . H. Lowe
Maj G. Oark
Maj N . J. Corbin
Maj P. H. Davis
Maj A . Duncao
Maj J . P. Hudson
Mau G. A. Lctori
..
1aj D. M . Martin-Rhin<I
Maj M. J. McKinlay
Maj C. E. Millard
Maj A. . Morpbct
Maj I. A. oble
Maj S. A. Rogers
Maj A. Russell
Maj M. R. G . Stockdale
Maj C. R. Trccby
Maj R. J. Turnbull
Capt R. W. Badger
Capt R. Carty
Capt C. D. Cook
Capt T. R. Craven
Capt D. R. DavC)
Capt A.G. Hill
Capt
J . Makepcact
Capt K. L. Osterburg
Capt P. H. Smith
Capt J. J . Stanley
Capt A. D. Sykes
Capt R. L. Waller
Capt K. P . H. Wheeler
Capt A . S. Williams
Lt G. E. Bennett
Lt 0 . D. Bryant
Lt L. J. H . Cullen
Lt N. M. Deacon
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Unit to which postttl
HQ LANDCENT
DM(A)
SANGCOM
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
MD/HOES
7 Sig Rcgt
(Depot) 11 Sig Regt
School of Jnfaotry
The Royal School of Signals
UNAM.JC Cambodia
HQ BAOR/HQ BRSC
HQ UKLF
32 Sig Rcgt (V)
4 D and D
HQ Scotland/I AFHQ
16 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
71 Sig Regt (V)
g Sig Rcgt
34 Sig Regt (V)
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
3 Inf Bde HQ aod Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl
HQ UKSC (FWD)
16 Sig Rcgt
ATR Ba.ssingbourn

Unit to which postttl
Bowman Military Team
DSS (AD)
DGGWLS
30 Sig Rcgt
HQ RLCTA
243 Sig Sqn
R Signals MRO
HQ BAOR/HQ BRSC
241 Sig Sqn
Joint Force Operations Staff
The Royal School of Signals
37 Sig Rcgt (V)
UK Del & Sp Unit Landcent
8 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
9 Sig Regt
HQ British Forces Cyprus
21 Sig Re8l
HQ Trg Gp R Signals
34 Sig Regt (V)
Comms & Sy Gp (U K)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Depot 11 Sig Rcgt
H9, 20 Armd Bdc
2 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
34 Sig Rc8l (V)
14 Sig Re8l (EW)
14 Sig Rc8l (EW)
2g Sig Re8l
7 Sig Regt
2 Sig Regl
21 Sig Rc8l

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt

G . W. Fletcher
I. C. Gray
..
F. E. Hargrcavrs
S. Locke
K. Mannings
P . McCarter
G. M. Pullen
D. J. M. Quinn
R. G. Strawbridge
D. A. Sunderland
J . E. Sutton
Lt P . Whitehouse
Lt C. M. Wood
2Lt G . P. J. Buxton
2Lt J. I. Heywood
2Lt A. P.H . Hillary
2Lt K. N. Mosby
2Lt D. R. Parkinson
2Lt N. R. D. Shenow
2Lt N. M. Stokoc

21 Sig Regt
14 Sig Re8l (EW)
16 Sig Re8l
ATC Bassingbourn
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
243 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
14 Sig Re8l
21 Sig Regt
16 Sig Re8l
9 Sig Regt

WOs AND SNCOs
JUNE 1993

Rank and Name

Unit to which posted

WO! G. W. N. Bartlett
A/WO! (YofS) T. Hall
A/WO! (FofS) I. Hugill
A/WOI D. Smy
W02 (YofS) J. R. Arkley
W02 L. H. Brooks
..
W02 (FofS) S. R. Elsworthy
W02 (FofS) A. J. Mullen
W02 (YofS) I. Nicholson
W02 R . T . Warne
..
W02 (YofS) M. P. Wedge
W02 N. C. Yarwood
AfW02 (YofS) N. J . Bain
A/W02 S. J. Barnes
..
AfW02 (YofS) S. J. Bertram . .
A/W02M. P. Boyle
A/W02 D. A. Sacree
AfW02(FofS) C. P. Shead
A/W02 A. S. S. Sherrard
A/W02 (YofS) J . W. Waltsby
A/W02 F. G. Waters
SS8l (FofS) P . R. Booth
SS8l G. D. Cottrell
SSgt (FofS) P . A. Court
SS8l D. J. Harman
SSgt G. McGowan
SSgt (Yo!S') S. A. Perks
SSgt (Fors) M. F. Potts
SSgt B. Shave
..
..
SSgt (YofS) M. H. Swiffen
..
SSgt K. M. Turley
SS8l (FofS) D. B. Warwick
AfSS8l J. Davidson
A/SSgl D. G. Inman
AfSS8l J . Stephen
Sgt G. N. Ashley
Sgt P. J. Brooker
Sgt R. J. Buckingham
Sgt R. Calton
Sgt J. T. CauldwelJ
Sgt R. P . Cole
S8l P . T . Davis
Sgt H. Gleao
S8l P . J . Green
Sgt M .A. Hamlet

MOD
21 Sig Regt
g Sig Re8l
Birmingham UOTC
g Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
HQ Int Corps Depot Centre
HQ BAOR/ HQ BRSC
SS Sig Sqn (V)
IS Sig Regt
HQ RAO
22S Sig Sqn
g Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Tayforth UOTC
Queen' s Gurkha Signals
Exeter UOTC
63 Sig Sqn (V)
22S Sig Sqn
A TR Bassingboum
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
2S9 Sig Sqn
2 Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (215)
633 Sig Tp
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt.
34 Sig Regt (V)
2S9 Sig Sqn
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
g Sig Regt
JCUFI
36 Sig Re8l (V)
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
IS Sig Regt
g Sig Re8l
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
600 Sig Tp
38 Sig Regt (V)
220 Sig Sqn
HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde and Cotswolds Garrison
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Re8l
662 Sig Tp
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
AClO Lincoln
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16 Sig Reg1
SHAPE Sig GP
3 (UK ) Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
2S9 Sig Sqn
22S Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
229 Sig Sqn
2/S2 Lowland
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
Queen's Gurkha Signals
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (21S)
4 Armd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
11 Sig Regt (Depot)
7 Sig Regt
SS Sig Regt (V)
38 Sig Regt (V)
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
IS Sig Re8l
8 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt

WO. AND SNCOs
J ULY 1993

Rank and Name

- Movements OFFICERS

Sgt S. M Ho neyman
Sgt 8. A. Humphriss
SKI L Jarvis
. 8l M A. Jervis
Sgt R G. Maddock
Sgt A. J . Ma ul
Sgt M. R. Melotte
Sgt A. Ridley
Sgr A. J . Riglar
Sgt D. M. Riglar
Sgt D. Rogers
Sgt S. D. Rowe
Sgt M. A. Shri ves
Sgt K. H . Snell
Sgt L. Storey
Sgt M. G. Swain
Sgt K. F , Tu nstal l
Sgt C. R. Wilkinson
A/Sgt M. W . Brown
A/Sgt T . A. Henry
A/Sgt G . Rahm an
A/Sgt R. P. William s

....:.. •

W02 M. Allham
..
A/WOI (YofS) G . L. Benso n
A/WOI A. 0. R. Hocnsch
..
A/WOI (YofS) C. K. Luckham
A/WOI J . M . Standen
A/ WOI P . A. Woodward
A/ WOI S. Young
W02 A . P . Fullwood
W02 (FofS) S. Kassim
W02 M . R. Widdicombc
A/W02 J . C. Boyle
A/W02 D. W . Forbes
A/ W02 J . Gower
A/ W02 J . R. Middleton
A/W02 (YofS) G. Pardew
A/W02 P. J. Plant
A/W02 M . R . Tait
SSgt C . L. Brown
SSgt S. Carr
SSgt S. Hugh es
SSgt (YofS) J . R . Knight
SSgt (FofS) N. K. McKie
SSgt S. J. Pellant
SSgt M. T . Pottage
SS8l K. Povey
SSgt (YofS) A. Redman
SSgt A . V. Slaney
SSgt B. A. Smallman
SSgt D. A . Smart
SSgt A. J . Terry
A/SSgt K. Baxter
..
A/SSgt A. T . Broadbank
A/SSgt R. D. J . Carroll
A/ SSgt S. Coburn
A/SSgt C . J . N . Daniels
A/SSgt C . Dawson
A/SSgt P. G. Haynes
A/SSgt M . J . Joyce
A/SS8l C. Kearney
A/ SSgt M. B. Lyons
A/SS8l P. Marshall
SS8l S. C. Murray
AfSSgt M. Nuttall
A/SSgt D. N. Piper
..
A/SSgt R. J . Platt
A/SSgt (FofS) P. M. Redmond
A/SSg1 D. G . Richardson
A/SSgt F. E. Roberts
A/SSgt M. Rouse
A/SSgt A. J . Sartorius
A/SSgt !. S. Swan
Sgt D. M. Abson
Sgt A. P. Allan
Sgt S. I. Barclay
S8l A . R . Dixon
Sgt R. Dodd
Sgt A. Foster
Sgt A. Foster
Sgt J. H. Greenwood
Sgt N. M. Hampson
Sgt M. R. Jeanes
Sgt M. A. Jones
Sgt A. A. M . Kemp
Sgt B. E. Large
Sgt S. J . Longwood
Sgt G. Moore
S8l S. L. Murphy
Sgt M. D. Newns
Sgt S. R. Nobbs
Sgt A. D. Pomeroy
Sgt G. R. Potter
Sgt M. J. Simmonds
Sgt R . E. Stevenson
Sgt 0 . E. Street
Sgt D. B. Tribbcck
Sgt M. P . Whiting
Sgt A . C. Wood
A/ Sgt M. Barra s
A/ Sgt J.M . Crowe
A/ Sgt 0. Dewar
A/ Sgt I. W . Gurney
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Unit to which posted
7 Sig Reg1
IS Sig Regt
Queen 's Gu rkha Signals
The Royal School of Signals
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Comms & Sy G p (U K)
16 Sig Regt
SHAP E Sig GP
22S Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn
I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
3 1 Sig Regt (V)
RMAS
13 Sig Regt
Leeds UOTC
8 Sig Regt
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
14 Sig Regt (EW)
Queen' s Gurkha Signals
3S Sig Regt (V)
2 Sig Regt
9 Regt AAC
242 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
2 Sig Regt
2 Sig Reg1
237 Sig Sqn
19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
30 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
22S Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
36 Sig Regt (V)
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (21S)
33 Sig Regt (V)
3 UK Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Regl (207)
13 Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (21 S)
2S9 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
JATE
3S Sig Regt (V)
FSS Coldblow Lane
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
JCUFI (AE)
30 Sig Regt
HQ BAOR
3S Sig Regt (V)
31 Sig RC8l (V)
32 Sig Regt (V)
FSS Coldblow Lane
33 Sig Regt (V)
33 Sig Regt (V)
SS Sig Regt (V)
4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
8 Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
3S Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt Depot
IS Sig Regt
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
9 Sig Reg1
The Royal School or Signals
34 Sig Regt (V)
4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
11 Ord Bn (EOD)
11 Ord Bo (EOD)
2S9 Sig Sqn
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(SPECIAL AIR SERVICE)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
REQUIRES SOLDIERS WHO ARE PHYSICALLY FIT,
WELL MOTIVATED AND GOOD TRADESMEN

FUTURE PROBATION COURSE DATES ARE:
2/93 - 27 AUGUST - 23 OCTOBER 93
1/94 - 18 MARCH - 14 MAY 94
PERSONNEL IN THE FOLLOWING TRADES
ARE REQUIRED NOW
Tele Op TG - Urgently Required
Tele Op SYS - Urgently Required
Tele Tech R
Stores Acct
Tele Tech SYS
Dvr Elec
ON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE PROBATIONARY
PERIOD SPECIAL FORCES COMMUNICATO R PAY OF
£6 A DAY WILL BE AWARDED.
VOLUNTEERS SHOULD APPLY THROUGH THEIR U IT
ORDERLY ROOM OR CONTACT:
The Second in Command, 264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
Stirling Lines, HEREFORD HR2 6HF
Hereford Mililary-2339. (Civil) 0432-357311-2339

ARMY PHOTOGRAPIIlC
COMPETITION 1993
SNAP UP A PRIZE
Over £4,000 in cash, equipment and vouchers can be won in this
years Army Photographic Competition which is open to all members
of the Regular and Territorial Army, MOD(A) civilians and army
dependants.
Prizes include a superb Nikon camera complete with zoom lens for
the Army Photographer of the Year; £500 for the best amateur portfolio; numerous other cash prizes ranging from £50 to £350; together
with silver trophies and framed certificates.
You don't have to be an expert photographer - lher majority of
competitors are amateurs.
It may be that you already have a potential award winning entry,
if not there's plenty of time as photographs can be taken anytime
between I October 1992 and the closing date of 30 September 1993.
Photographs should portray an aspect of British Army life, on or
off duty, although there is a category where lhe entrants may choose
their own subject not necessarily related to military activity.
Entry forms are available from your District P Info staff or by
contacting: Sarah Shepherd, G3 P Info, HQ UKLF, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP2 OAG. Telephone: Salisbury Mil x 3345 or (Civ) 0722
433345.

216 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(PARACHUTE) FAMILIARISATION
216 Sig Sqn (Para) hold three Airborne Induction periods per year.
The aim 1s to provide potential volunteers the opportunity to experience the life and environment within 5 Airborne Brigade. They con ist
of introducing volunteers to the various tests involved in P-Company,
an overview of the Brigade and more importantly lhe Squadron. Any
Corps personnel with their Unit's permission are eligible to apply.
Bids direct by either signal or telephoning lhe Training Wing on
Aldershot Mil 4549. Details of the next Induction Period will be
promulgated by signal.
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DEATHS
An d-W02 T. Angel-served 1944-57- died May 1993.
Bro"tfll-Cpl H. Brown-served 1937-46-died 25 March 1993.
Cook- gt H. L. Cook-served 1932-64- died May 1993.
Da~is
ig A. G. Da is- erved 1960-1969- died June 1993.
Ditchfield-Maj O. Ditchfield-died 6 April 1993.
Gambellgt V. J. Gambell-served 1943-71-died 30 June 1993 .
McLean-Sig J. E. McLean- erved 1941-1946-died 20 May 1993.
Mobrstadt-LI (Hon Capt) H. G. Mohrstadt-died 15 December
1992.
Polls-Capt J. Pott -died 22 March 1993.
Roberts- Cpl D. Roberts-served 1971-1993-died 6 July 1993.
Tinson-W02 C. E. Tinson-served 1941-67-died 2 February 1993.
Wilbraham-Maj H.P. Wilbraham-died 1 March 1993.

OBITUARIES
Arnold-Mr Reg Arnold. It is with deep regret that the Dorset Branch
reports the death of Mr Reg Arnold, a Life Member of the Association, on 26 May 1993 aged 78 years, after illness bravely
borne at his home in Bournemouth . He was a W02 (RQMS) in the
Corps serving from 1933 to 1957 in North Africa, the Middle East,
BAOR, Northern Ireland and Suez, and was very proud of the part
he played in the freeing of the Channel Islands in May 1945.
Reg was a very keen Radio Amateur, Callsjgn G3LAT, and was
active on the airwaves up to the end. He bad friends and contacts
worldwide, many of them from the Corps and the Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society. Reg was very proud of his family and
completely devoted to his wife and children. Our deepest sympathy
goes to his wife Vi, his seven children and 16 grandchildren.
Oarke-Sgt D. B. (David) Oarke was one of the youngest members
of Cotswold Branch. Following in his father's footsteps he joined
the Corps as an apprentice at Harrogate. His service extended
from 1960 to 1984 during which time he was stationed in Gibraltar,
Germany and the UK. He was a life member of the Association
and since retirement he had been a keen and active member of
Cotswolds Branch and its Committee. With his wife Carol be
regularly attended the Catterick Reunions. David was a very
popular person. His sudden and unexpected death on 27 May 1993
at the early age of 48 has been a great shock to all of us. We are
sure there will be many of his former comrades and friends in the
Corps who will share our sorrow at his passing and the sympathy
which we have expressed to Carol and their daughters Sarah and
Annabel in their tragic loss.
Fisber-SSgt D. Fisher. It is with deep sadness that 32 Sig Regt (V)
report the sudden death of David Fisher at Glasgow on Tuesday
22 June 1993, aged 46 years.
David joined the Corps in 1963 and trained as a Radio
Technician. He went on many detachments around the globe but
spent most of his service in Germany notably with 7 Sig Regt and
16 Sig Regt. David was awarded the Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal
in 1977 and also held the GSM 1962 Northern Ireland and The
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
David completed 22 years service in 1988 and joined 32 Sig Regt
(V) as Non Regular Permanent Staff. He was employed as the
Mould Radio Controller for Scotland. He was a most likeable man
with many friends throughout the Corps.
David Fisher will be sadly missed by his family, friends and
colleagues. He leaves a widow Helena, a son Mark and a daughter
Nicola to whom we extend our deepest sympathy.
Gibbs-Maj John T. Gibbs TD. The death occurred on 23 January
1993 at Kidsgrove.
. John, a post office messenger, joined the North Midlands Corps
Signals TA before the War. He served with the British
Expeditionary Force and was evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940. He
returned to N.W. Europe in 1944 with the invading forces.
R~l~ased from '!"'ar service as a Quartermaster Sergeant, he
reJomed the TA ID 1947 in what became 46 (North Midland) Sig
Regt and was commissioned in 1952. On retirement in 1964 he held
the rank of Major.
He did correspondingly well in the Post Office, being Post
Master successively of Chipping Camden, Bakewell and
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Kidsgrove. Of the Royal British Legion, the Dunkirk Veterans
Association and the Royal Signals Association, he was a popular
member and, until two years ago, he always attended the Catterick
Reunion.
His funeral at Kidsgrove on 28 January, in the packed church,
reflected the esteem in which the brave, loyal and larger-than-life
John was held, in so many fields of life.
His widow, Ruth, has subsequently died . To their children
Judith and Mark we extend our deepest sympathy.
Shields-Alexander John Shields. It is with deep regret that Southport
Branch report the death of Alex Shields on the 22 April, aged 94
years.
Alex was born in 1899 and volunteered for the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers in 1915, giving a false age. He was posted to France and
transferred to the Royal Engineers. He was then posted to the R.E.
Signal Service in Egypt; he also served in Palestine and Turkey.
On 28 June 1920 he became a founder member of the Corps and
served in Ireland and in the Army of the Rhine.
Alex left the Corps in 1928 but as a Reservist was recalled in
September 1939. He was once again sent to France in May 1940
with 3 L of C Sigs and was a Veteran of Dunkirk. Now in his
forties be spent the rest of the war as a Signals Specialist Storeman
in the Central Ordnance Depot at Donnington, finally leaving the
Forces in 1946.
The funeral service was conducted by the Rev John Roberts,
Padre of Southport Signals Association . Many Branch members
were present together with members of the Royal Engineers and
Dunkirk Veterans' Associations to honour a much respected
soldier and comrade.
Our condolences go to his widow Ruth, their daughter Peggy
and the family in their bereavement.
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CZORPS CHURCH-VINCENT SQUARE,
LONDON SWl
SERVICES
Sunday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0800
0930
1000
1800
0930
1230
0730

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

Holy Communion (1662)
Matins
Parish Communion (Rite A)
Evensong
Holy Communion (1662)
Holy Communion (Rite A)
Holy Communion (Rite A)
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NO CES
5 Sept
5 Nov
25 Nov
14 Dec

CORPS DA'J ES
Morning Service at the Royal Hospital Chelsea
Corps Scottish Dinner, Glasgow
'
Royal Signals Institution London Lectu re, International
Press Centre
Corps Carol Service

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION LONDON LECTURE 1993
This year's Lecture will take place at the London Press Centre
76 Shoe Lane, London EC4 at 1800 hrs on Thursday 25 Novembe;
1993. The Lecturer will be Dr M. J. Stroud BSc MB BS MRCP
ODE, Senior Medical Officer (Research) Army Perso~nel 'Research
Establ!shment. T~e Lecture is titled 'The Crossing of Antarctica' .
Dress 1s lounge suits. Members of the Royal Signals Institution their
wives and personal guests, are invited.
'
Ad~ission to the Lecture is free . There will be a hot supper
followmg the Lecture, the cost of which, including half a bottle of
wine, is £20 per head .
Application forms for the Lecture and the Supper can be found at
the bac~ of the Retired Officers' List and back of the White List, or
are available from the Lecture Secretary on London District Military
Extn 8422 (071 414 8422) or by writing to Regimental Headquarters.
COME AND TRAIN AT THE ROYAL SIGNALS ADVENTURE
TRAINING CENTRE
The Whern~ide Adventure Training Centre is manned by members
?f the Royal Signals for the ultimate benefit of the Corps. It is located
ID the west of the Yorkshire Dales, within easy drive of the Lake
District. The Centre.can pr~vide full bo~rd acco=odation (for up to
50 pe~sonnel), .a?d mstructJon an.d equipment (for caving, climbing,
canoemg, abse1lmg and fell walkmg). Land clearance is also carried
out by the Centre. A moderate charge is raised for the accommodation. Access t~ the Centre is not restricted to members of the Corps.
For further mformati_on contact: Capt David Raleigh, W02 (SSM)
Bob Cook at Wherns1de Adventure Training Centre Wbernside
Manor, Dent, Cumbria, LAIO 5RE. Telephone: Dent (OS396) 25213.
Fax: Dent (05396) 25587.
LANGELEBEN CAMP
To commemorate the closure of Langeleben Signals Camp in
BAOR in 1992, a reunion branch has been formed. All personnel who
served at Langeleben between 1951 and 1992 are invited to join. It is
proposed to hold regular reunions of old comrades. Enquiries to:
Mr T. N. Wright, Secretary Langeleben Reunion Branch Glenby
Steeds Lane, Kingsnorth, Ashford, Kent TN26 lNQ.
'
'

MORNING SERVICE AT THE ROYAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA
For many years now, The East and West London Branches of
The Association have attended Morning Service at The Royal
Hospital, Chelsea, during the month of September. They usually
parade their Branch Standards, and are inspected by The Hospital
Governor before the Service begins. Afterwards, there is an
opportunity to meet the In-Pensioners informally in their Social Club.
This year's Service will be held on Sunday, 5 September, at 1100
hrs, and members living reasonably close to London outside The East
and West London Branches are very welcome to attend. Visitors
should arrive at about 1030 hrs to witness the parade before the
Service begins, and are requested to notify their intention to attend to
Maj (Retd) J. T. Fowler TD, 231 Whitton Dene, Isleworth, Middlesex
TW7 7NJ or to the Assistant General Secretary at RHQ.

... .

ACTION RESEARCH-CHARITY CYCLE RIDE
_W02 (SSM) K. A. Jones and all the Permanent Staff at CUOTC
wish to thank the Sergeants' Mess and individuals throughout the
Corps for their very kind sponsorship in the annual 'Action Research'
Cambridge/ Oxford Charity Cycle Ride which took place on Sunday
6 June 1993.
From: SSgt (Y ofS) D. M. Marriott
Dear Sir,
BAOR Defensive EW Team - Team Shield
I am serving with 14 Sig Regt (EW) and am currently employed
as the YofS/Tp SSgt with the BAOR Defensive EW Team.
For some time the team has been trying to initiate the production
of a team shield for presentation to team members on leaving. Owing
~o the small size of the team (eight men) and minimum quantity orders
tmposed by the manufacturers it was not a viable proposition.
A suitable manufacturer has now been found who can cater for
such small quantities.
The shield will feature a 'Wise Owl' (the team mascot) whose wings
e~close a Sultan Command Post CVRT (to represent the protection of
friendly forces), with the team title inscribed on a scroll underneath .
Exact cost is yet to be determined but will be in the region of £12
inclusive with delivery expected in September/ October.
Could I please use the media of the Corps' magazine to appeal to
ex-members of the team who would be interested in receiving a copy
when delivery is taken. They should contact me at the address or
telephone number below.
Yours faithfully,
D. M. Marriott

BAOR Def EW Team
14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 36
Tel: Osnabruck Mil Ext 5273
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LETTERS
l<'rom: John Badcock
Dear Sir,
On 9 June 1 had the pleasure of being a guest at the 4th Armd Div
HQ & Sig Regt ceremonial day to mark the last occasion on which the
Colonel-in-Chief would visit the Regiment under its present title.
We_ are by nature such a modest Corps that we seldom draw
atten~1on to our best efforts. The purpose of this letter is not to
describe the day' s events which will no doubt be accomplished much
better in the Unit notes, but to emphasise to those not fortunate
enough to be present, the superb ceremonial parade with which the
9ay starte?. The Para?e was composed of five of the six Squadrons
ID the Regiment (211 Sig Sqn being elsewhere involved) and numbered
over 200 Rank and File.
The outstanding element of the Parade was that some drill
movement took place throughout so that spectators of which there
were many, had something to observe all the time, Normally there is
a good deal of small talk amongst the onlookers but not on this
occasion. Their attention was held throughout. Markers were posted
at_the start, the Corps Band led the March-On, the Officers 'paced the
mmutes'. to a~d fro befor~ falling in before their Squadrons, the
Colonel-m-Cb1ef accompamed by the Master of Signals were escorted
on by the White Helmets and during the inspection of the front rank,
other Squadrons 'changed arms'; there followed the presentation of
new Pennants by the Colonel-in-Chief to the righthand markers of the
no false movement could be made without it being noticed - and not
one mistake was made throughout the Parade. Add to that the
perfection of the drill and marching, particularly in line at the March
Past, and it was easy to understand the applause given by the
spectators as the Parade dismissed.
I doubt if any of the previous COs or RSMs could have done better
than Lt Col Burton and RSM Spiers. It was a shining example of what
the Corps can achieve beyond, let alone in, its normal line of duty and
I for one felt honoured and proud to have been a one-time member
of the Regiment.
Yours faithfully,
John Badcock

From: Col C. J. Walters
Dear Sir,
AA College, Harrogate
In a recent issue of The Wire I advised readers of the possible
closure of The Army Apprentices' College at Harrogate in December
1993. I am pl~~e~ to say that we have a stay of execution; plans have
changed and 1t 1s mtended that the Apprenticeship will now move to
Blandford in mid-1995. Everyone who wrote to the College about the
final parade has been registered and will be contacted nearer the time.
Others may continue to register if they wish to be invited to the final
celebrations.
I continue to research the history of the College and I would like
to_thank all the 'Ex-Brats' who wrote to me about their experiences;
thmgs _have ch~nged I can assure you! I am keen to have sight of the
followmg copies of 'The Harrogate Apprentice'; December 1951,
both 1952 editions, and the 1953 editions (except February). Can you
help please?'
Yours faithfully
Col C. J. Walters
Commandant
AA College, Harrogate

DO YOU KNOW?
• A former member of the Corps who became a cabinet minister?
• The name of the Bishop in the Church of England who has served
in the Corps as his father did?
• The name of a member of the Corps who became a Judge?
• The name of the officer in the Corps who was made a Fellow of
the Royal Society?
• The functions of (a) Colonels Commandant, (b) Honorary
Colonels?
• For what the MSM is awarded toda ?
Answers on page 233
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15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

HEADQ ARTERSQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj Paul Connors
2IC
Capt Rob Gascoigne RLC
SSM W02 (SSM) Stu Mullen, SSM Des W02 (SSM) Tommy
McCutcheon.
We congratulate the Sqn Comd and Elizabeth on the birth of a son ,
icolas Paul. We say farewell to W02 Stu Mullen who is shortly to
take up the post of RQMS, and welcome W02 Tom McCutcheon, the
new SSM, and his family .
QM DEPT
Once again we bid farewell to a number of our colleagues, firstly
to W02 John ' Bunker' Burgess who is off to the Empress State after
three years as our RQMS and Regimental golfer. He has just returned
from Lytbam St Annes and a successful Corps and Army
Championships. Secondly, we say goodbye to Sgt ' Medical Mark'
Newns who is shortly to swell the numbers in Osnabrock. On his way
to 9 Sig Regt is Cpl 'Tarr Donald. We hope you won't miss the rain.
His commitment to rugby will be sadly missed by the rugby officer
and QM , Maj Gus Boag. Good luck to Leslie, Alison, Liz and all the
children. We would like to greet all our new arrivals; who are, W02
Stu Mullen all the way from the HQ SSM's office and Sgt Henry from
the Falklands and Cpl Bayliss from Cyprus. Have a good tour.

INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt Karen Osterburg
2IC W02 Tony Byrne, Tp Sgt Sgt Paul Gee, Fors SSgt (FofS) Ian
Matthews.
The Troop would li ke to wish farewell and good luck in civvy street
to SSgt Andy Millard , LCpl Nigel Wardle (both on redundancy) and
Sig Jason Follin on discharge.
Welcome to the new members Sgts Pele Garman , Neal Fisher, Cpls
John Crier, Steve Turner, LCpl Andrea Thomson, Sigs Al Barton,
Warren Smith. Hope you all have an enjoyable tour with us.
EMBASSY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
LCpl Andrea Thomson' s interest in parachuting stems from a two
week's course at Sennelager last year, where she completed seven
static line jumps. Having enjoyed it so much, she went on to a civilian
accelerated freefall course. Her determination and rapid progress in
this event led LCpl Thomson to be nominated and receive an Embassy
Award for Excellence for parachuting. She has now completed 38
jumps and is looking forward to conti nuing jumping whilst in the
Province. The photograph shows LCpl Thomson after receiving her
Embassy Award for Excellence.

225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Stewart Sharman
2IC
Capi Mike Burke
Tech Adjt Capt Duncan Warne, Ops Offr Capt John Carr DEM.
A number of key personnel have left the Squadron and, strangely
enough, a similar number have joined. W02 (SSM) Dave Rutter and
W02 (RQMS) 'Tarr Williams have both gone to the great Civvy
Street and have been replaced by W02 (SSM) Norman Yarwood and
W02 (RQMS) Bruce Payne. Also on the move have been W02 (FofS)
' Billy the Fish' Elsworthy and SSgt (FofS) Ian Melville to be replaced
by W02 (FofS) Carl Shead and SSgt (FofS) Chris Gill. It is hoped that
they and their families enjoy their time with the Squadron.
233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj A. W. James
SSM SSgt (SSM) James, SQMS Sgt (SQMS) Grubb, Clk Pte Harvey.
In the inter Squadron competition we are consoled by the fact that
it is not the winning but the taking part that counts. Well done to
those who represented the Squadron.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt A. J. Stringer
Opts WO W02 (YofS) P. J. Day, Tp Fors SSgt (FofS) B. Pull.an.
The Troop says farewell to W02 (FofS) Tony Mullen posted to
Germany. gt (FofS) Bob Pullan has wasted no time in taking over.
Congratulations to Cpl Paul Kalmar and his wife Lynn on the birth
of Janos, a brother for Jamie.
Welcome to Cplslan Kingsford-Smith and Alfie Davison. Farewell
to Cpl Shepherd who is off to Belize.
TM TROOP
It appears that TM Tp is reforming in Cyprus, apart from SSgt
Martin Gillard who is joining Sgt 'Mac' McClellan and Cpl Ray Todd
in Hong Kong! The Troop is having a whip round to console the TOT
Capt Pbll Leach who bas just had his posting cancelled.
The Troop has recently staged a cricket match against Mercury
Communications followed by a barbecue at the Peake Inn . The match
ended as a draw although the Troop was judged to have won the
inging. Mercury have asked for a re-match, this time softball,
providing we promise not to sing.
Congratulations to gt Steve Erskine and his wife Sue on producing
the latest member of the Troop, a baby girl, Rachael.
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LCpl Thomson
REGIMENTAL SPORTS
SQUASH
The Regimental Squash Team were the NI Major Units League
Championships this year.
Under the captaincy of WOI (YofS) Kevin Doyle the following also
r'epresented the Regiment: WOI (SMl) Danny Bryson, W02 (QMSI)
Steve Bate, Sgts 'Swifty' Swift, 'Tiny' Phillips, Dean Richardson and
Cpl Ian Pears.
SWIMMING
In the Northern Ireland Swimming League the men's team finished
fourth overall. The opposition from resident battalions I Para and I
Welsh Gds and RAF Aldergrove was fierce .
The Northern Ireland Inter Unit Swimming Championships 1993
took place on 28 May. Due to operational commitments a full team
could not be entered. It came fifth. Outstanding performances by Sig
'Coops' Cooper and Sig Pete Mayhead were unfortunately not good
enough to prevent a rather disappointing fifth place.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993
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WATER POLO
The inter-un it water polo took place on 27 May and HQNI and J 5
Sig Regt were the winners. The team was experienced an dominated
the pool aga inst 12 Bty RA and the score of 11-1 reflects that. Our
goalkeeper a novice, Cpl Fred King (RLC) made some fran tic saves,
and let through remarkably few shots. Defence was dominated by Maj
Mike Ball who didn ' t let anything past him . Distribution of the ball
was very good with WOI (ssn Bryan (APTC) and Sgt Paul Gorman
spraying passes to the forwards SSgt Chris Lamb and Cpl Rog Bradley
who promptly buried the ball in the back of the net.
Having su bstitutes was a novel experience and provided a much
needed rest. The su bstitutes LCpl Ian Low, Sgt Jim Robertson and
Cpl Dave Laverie were called upon frequently without any notable
degradation of the fi rst seven.
.I Para was a very stro ng and fast team but the better ball handling
skills and knowledge of the rules shown by our team proved decisive
and the game ended with a 9-2 victory.
The fi nal game against 25 Engr Regt was the decider. The game was
quite tense but when Cpl Rog Bradley assumed the role of sitter he
scored some superb goals. The whole team pu t in a very polished
performance and the final score of 7-2 was a fai r result.
ORIENTEERING
On the 16 April the Regimental team left for Edinburgh to compete
in the Scotland and Northern Ireland Orienteering Championships.
Friday night was spent at Drip Camp near Stirling searching out a
convenient watering hole, the entertainment for the evening was
provided by WOI St.eve 'the Greek ' Palfreyman, Sgt Keith Sharp,
SSgt Andy ' 10 pfenmg' Marchant at a Karaoke session. T he CO Lt
Col Charles Le Gallais escaped to a pizza parlour just before his turn
came, thus saving embarrassment.
The event took place on Saturday 17 April, and the teams
performed exceptionally well (considering there is no training or
league facilities in NI) to win the Major Unit and Women 's Regular
Army competitions, thus qualifying to compete in the UKLF
Championships.
The teams arrived at Barry Buddon Camp for the UKLF
Championships . Competition was fierce and after the first day the
Major unit team was 10th and the Female team was 2nd, sterling
performances being put in by Maj Geoff 'Mr Bean' Cary, Sgt Bertie
Bingham, Sgt Neil Fisher, Sgt Melanie Crowther, Sgt Keith Dowber
and Sgt Andy Sinclair.
The next day saw the teams geared up for the Relays, with the
Woman's team needing to catch up two minutes on the leading team .
Five minutes before the mass start WOI (RSM) Ray Cory discovered
he had forgotten his control card and had a quick sprint warm up
whilst he collected it. The teams remained in the same places at the end
of the day with both teams qualifying for the Army Championships
and the Women's Regular Army team becoming UKLF runners-up .
VOLLEYBALL TEAM
The Regiment's Volleyball team has gone from strength to strength;
having won the Northern Ireland Volleyball League earlier in the year,
the team beat 25 Engr Regt in the NI Cup, to become the Province
Champions . This success qualified the team to compete in the UKLF
Championships in Aldershot. On the way to the UKLF finals two
previous winners of the competition, 7 Gurkha Rifles and 42 Survey
Regt _RE were soundly beaten . In the final itself the team beat BAD
Kineton three sets to nil to become UKLF Champions. The following
day the winners and runners-up from the UKLF competition played
the BAOR representatives in the Army Finals. The BAOR opposition
was no match for the UKLF teams, and the Army final was a repeat
of the UKLF final . Once again 15 Sig Regt triumphed three sets to nil
to become the Army Volleyball Champions 1993. The Regimental
squad under the player/ management of SSgt 'Tigger' Howarth was
Maj Andy James, SSgts John Wheater, Lauren Lilley and Dave
Hoyland, Sgts Ray Neal and Dave Turner, Cpls 'Gaz' Campbell,
'Cliff' Clifford and 'Time' Stevens and LCpl Mark Wooton.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Not to be outdone by the Regimental men' team, the Regimental
Women's team have also been very successful. They too are the
Northern Ireland Champions having come top in the Women's
Volleyball League. In addition, a high proportion of the Northern
Ireland Women's Team is made up of 15 Sig Regt personnel. This
team, which will take part in the Army Women's Volleyball Finals at
Aldershot in June, has also been coached by SSgt 'Tigger' Howarth.
Those from the Regiment who will represent Northern Ireland in the
Finals are Sgts Melanie Crowther, Debbie Riglar and Karen Tinsdeall
and Cpls Carole Evans and Karen Stevens.
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ATHLL'TI S (INCLUDING MERCURY CUP)
rhe Mercury and CO's Cup was held thi year on Lisburn's smart
tartan crack . Would this mean records would be broken? Unfortunately the weather was not on our side, gradually getting worse
throughout the afternoon . Quite like most Spring days in the
Province. Even so, the rain could not dampen the spirit of the
competitors and there were some closely fought events. SSgt Hunter,
233 Sig Sqn, made a valiant effort in the high jump but was narrowly
gt Hunter easily
beaten by Cpl Mali n, 225 Sig Sqn. Pictured is
clearing l.50m .
SSgt Rose, 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, convi ncingly won the A String
Long Jump but missed out on a medal because of a notable performance from LCpl Cunnion, 225 Sig Sqn, in the B String. He leapt
within 20cm of the NI record with a jump of 6.4m .
Another notable performance was by Cpl Downes, HQNI who
lapped all the other competitors in the 5000m to finish in a winning
time of 16:25.
The points remained close in both competitions throughout the day
and with 225 Sig Sqn and 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn battling out for
1st position .
The closing event was an excellent 4 x 400m relay with 39 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn just holding off 225 Sig Sqn even with their outstanding
fi nal leg by Cpl Malin . Pictured is the victorious LCpl Manns
narrowly edging out Cpl Malin.
REGIMENTAL SHOOTING TEAM
The Regimental Shooting Team had a very successful week in the
1993 Northern Ireland Skill at Arms Meeting (NISAAM). The team
managed to win all of the silverware in all competitions in their
category (Major Unit-Iron Sight) and also managed some very
creditable individual overall performances.
TEAM
Champion Team
Section Match
Team Snap
Rifle Match
Pistol Match

-

Winners
Winners
Winners
Winners
3rd out of 23 teams

INDIVIDUAL
Overall Rifle-Iron Sight Cpl 'Bonnie' Langford !st
(out of 46)
Sig Scott Barrie
3rd
LCpl John Hurst
4th
Moving Target
Cpl Langford
I st
(out of 46)
Sig Barrie
3rd
Pistol Match
LCpl Hurst
I st
(out of 152)
LCpl Hurst
Champion at Arms
1st
(out of 152-including Cpl Langford
2nd
Optic Sights)
Consistent shooting helped to keep the team's average extremely
high. Other members: Capt Rob Gascoigne, Cpls Joe Hookway,
'Flash' Brennan, LCpl John Green and LCpl 'Barney' Tharby.
Pictured are the Regimental Shooting Team with their trophies,
included in the photograph are the CO, the RSM and 'Moja'.

The Team
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3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 809

Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Grogan
21C
Capt Richar Lapslie
AO Maj Eric Kightley RE, RSM WOl (RSM) Stan Wise, YofS W02
(Yo ) te,·e Brant, FofS W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilton. RAOWO SSgt
'Hoppy' Hopkin AGC.
HQ DET ARMAGH
Well it ha come, farewell Royal ignals from lhe Tele Op (P&A)'s,
hello AG Corps. Thi i sadly the final entry from SHQ's Tele Op
(P&A}' as we now focus on passing our information on to our new
magazine, so from Sgt 'Hoppy' Hopkins, Cpl Bob Martin, LCpl
Geordie Glendinning and LCpl 'Woody' Wooding.
On the war front, the Chief Clerk, SSgt Hopkins is off again. This
time it is two weeks in Norway climbing glaciers with 2 Sig Bde.
Many congratulations to Pte Sam Dawson AGC on her selection for
promotion. Look out Falklands here she comes! and to Maj Peter and
Ali on Grogan on the arrival of a bouncing b8;bY bo~.
.
.
Finally, we ay a sad farewell to the Admin Officer, ~~aJ Eric
Kigbtley RE and his wife Jacquelyn who after 32 years of se'.v1c~ ~~ve
decided to call it a day. We wish them both the very best m civilian
life.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

MERCURY CUP ATHLETICS MEET
The Squadron took part in the Mercury Cup Athletics Meet held in
Lisburn during April. Congratulations go to Cpl Paul Hornsby for
winning both the 400m B String and the 1500m and also to Sgt
Roberts for winning the Javelin. Well done to the rest of the team
who put on an admirable performance and came fourth overall
leaving us second in the overall Mercury Cup competition.
VISIT OF QUEENS UNIVERSITY UOTC TO THE SQUADRON
Members of Queens UOTC Signals Platoon visited the Squadron in
February in order to find out more of the Royal Signals role in
Northern Ireland. After an introduction and briefing by the QC Maj
Peter Grogan and 2IC Capt Richard Lapslie Comms Tp laid on an
exercise where the UOTC were invited to try such military skills as
mast climbing and antenna rigging, blindfolded driving and reversing,
how to wire up your telephone, a command task and a military skills
test.
Rain eventually stopped play and everyone retired to the Squadron
Club for goodbye drinks and the telephone number swopping game.

TECH SECTION PORTADOWN
The Tech Section would like to welcome LCpl Mick Rhodes from
Catterick. He will be al! right once he has learned how to set an alarm
clock.
We bid a fond farewell to Cpl Neil Moss, let's hope he manages to
catch his flight on time. Thanks for all your hard work Neil, we'll miss
your elephant man impressions.
Cpl 'Peter Perfect' Haworth has not quite lived up to his name in
recent weeks, what with firework displays in the workshop etc.
RIGGERS SECTION PORTADOWN
DEPARTURES
Cheerio to 'Geordie' Gough who sadly leaves for 9 Sig Regt. Also
farewell to Phil 'I'll do it tomorrow maybe' Phillips who departs as
an apprentice driver/RP at Harrogate.

COMMCEN PORTADOWN
ASHIFI'
Well it is looking more like portacabin city each day down here in
Portadown, but I reckon we must have the smartest one after Sig Gav
McCann's swift re-organisation of the notice board, feel free to start
on the rest of the Commcen any time Gav.
Well done Sig Jerry Baxter on being RTU from his Bl course for
putting his finger into things that he shouldn't have, ie 'car door'!
Well done to me LCpl Julie Pullen on taking a full length of the
swimming pool, well I'm getting there with the lessons, I'll soon be an
olympic swimmer.
Hello to Sgt Sally Oldridge.
Well done to Sig 'PT!' Daz Mark, on entering in the Mercury Cup.
Doing the 5000m race can be very tiring as Daz found out by coming
last. Never mind there is always next year.
Maybe Lt Gibson (Comms Tp Boss} will put everyone in their right
event next year. I did mention the egg and spoon race but no one
would listen!

C SHIIT
LCpl James. Well my first attempt at skiing in the sunny hills of
Scotland went fairly well, I even managed to stay up right for at least
a couple of minutes. I wonder how I passed my bronze skiing?
ig Mark - has successfully passed his PT! Class 3 Course, how
will we ever get him out of his white vest in the rain.
ig Baxter - unfortunately was RTU'd from his Bl Course due to
a vicious red Cortina which did not want to pan with his hand on the
fir t day of the course.
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

Lt Rob Gibson
SSgt Danny O'Brien

ARRIVALS
Welcome to LCpl Chris Wilson.

. .-

LCpl Mel Melhuish instructing members of the UOTC on mast
climbing and antenna rigging

Sqn Comd
Maj P. A. Pratley MBE
21C
Capt M. W. G. Adams
Comms Offr Lt C. R. Sutherland, FofS W02 (FofS) P. Richardson
BEM, YofS W02 (YofS) N. Bain, MT Tp Comd W02 D.S. Appleby
RLC, AO Maj J. L. Godfrey LO, RSM WOl (RSM) D. A. Wright,
RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. Toner, Ch Clk: SSgt (ORSQMS) P. Kerr,
TM Tp Comd SSgt N. Preston, Comms Tp Comd SSgt D. W. Craig.
It is particularly pleasing to be able to record two awards in addition
to the MIDs for SSgt Kevin Bickerstaffe and Cpl Neil Roome listed
at the front of the previous issue. Maj Lew Godfrey's MID was not
only widely welcomed, but was also the first award to a member of
the Light Dragoons, and Sig Dean Sutton's GOC's Commendation
was simiJarly well deserved recognition for the rigours of his tour here.
HQ TROOP
Notwithstanding the seniority of the AO's visitors, trying to keep
Maj 'Uncle Lew' Godfrey in one place for more than five minutes has
proved so tiring that we've decided to come up with a holding device
wired to his office door. Triggered by his legendary cry of 'Hiya
Buddy' the door locks behind him and can only be opened after the
telephone has been answered. Cpl Norman Wright has had to take
time out from commanding the USS Enterprise to get down to some
serious training, having entered himself for two half marathons in aid
of the Army Benevolent Fund. Leave passes are only exchanged for
completed sponsorship forms. Taking the flack from all angles is the
Chief Clerk, SSgt Paul 'Mr Gadget' Kerr who we think still hasn't
realised what he has let himself in for, but never fails to impress us
with all the air purifying gadgets that he shipped across with him. We
have two farewells to mark this month. Firstly we say goodbye to
W02 (YofS) Tom Hall who leaves promoted, married and posted to
21 Sig Regt. We wish him and Kay all the best in the future; they will
be sorely missed by the Squadron, the families and the rugby team.
Taking over is W02 (YofS) Norman Bain; we're sure he'll enjoy his
stay. The second 'goodbye' isn't from one individual person, but a
sizeable proportion of SHQ Troop. Four of us will be saying goodbye
to the Corps and following in the footsteps of Sgt Warren 'Ray the
Pay' Ginn, who transferred last year into the Adjutant General's
Corps and is only just getting used to the conspicuously coloured
accoutrements.
It is with great reluctance that we transfer, but from the members
of the Orderly Room we would like to say thank you and farewell to
the Corps as we cross over to the over side to see what the future
holds. As a result of this we have decided to be led by example; if the
RSM has his office in Corps colours then so will we!
COMMS TROOP
Ten members of the Troop under the watchful eye of Comms Tp
Comd, SSgt Dougie Craig, along with several members of 38 Sig Regt
(V) escaped to Wales to spend a couple of days visiting the local
beauty spots, amongst them, Pen-y-Fan, Fan Fawr and Fan Llia. The
only injuries happened to two APTI's, Cpl Bob Garlick and LCpl Ian
Hughes, the fittest members of the group.
Our specialist Comms Trials team have also had several changes of
scenery in anything from infantry patrols, to unusual vehicles and
even helicopters.
We have to say our farewells to Sig Mark 'Tom' Conti and Cindy
Copland, both on their way to civvy street, and LCpl Sue Wilson who
is foresaking her uniform. With all this activity our new arrivals
include a trio into the Commcen consisting of LCpl Julie McGuire,
Sigs Karin Knibbs and Doreen Powley, and one more for SYSCON,
LCpl Gareth Hawkins with his wife Kim and family.

Cpl Neil Inman informs the UOTC how to install free phones for
the student union
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TM TROOP
Summer has arrived in the West of the Province (meaning that the
weather is warm and wet as opposed to cold and wet) and with it the
marching season. Cpl 'Bones' Balkham has been frantically training
Cpl 'Simmo' Simpson on all the intricacies of the ground station
equipment.
LCpl 'Tafr Jones, overcoming his shock and disappointment at the
uncooperative sheep, has finally become a fully fledged BART
member, and will soon be holding tutorials in border area Gaelic. His
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993

own tutor, Cpl Gerry Dear, soon to reach the dizzy heights of
Assistant Site Manager, is meanwhile still trying to find the person
who, on a recent helicopter deployment, manifested him as
'underslung load'. The Troop is fortunate to have two new antenna
riggers, LCpl Steve Reeves and Sig Paul McKeown-word has it that
one of them can read and write, which is indeed an asset to the rigging
detachment, who normally let Nebby the dog handle The Wire notes.
Sgt Pete Howson is now well advanced in his joint projects with the
RUC, principally assessing their restaurants. The prospect of an
Ulster fry is the only way to coax an early deployment out of Cpl Bob
Barker.
QM TROOP
A minor reorganisation and some extremely inopportune timing has
been keeping the Troop immoderately busy. Sgt Paul Culley is inviting
tenders to wreck hls bleeper after being crashed out four times in one
night, but luckiJy on the last time, Ops/Plans ensured that he hadn't
quite reached home before being called back. Shortly afterwards LCpl
'Griff' Griffiths demonstrated his grasp of skid pan technique,
stopping the Pantec marginally closer to the back of a school bus than
he would have liked, much to the delight of the children. Meanwhile
W02 Mark Toner made a mental note to put the rest of us through
the course. It's not all work however; new arrival Cpl Dave Fitton
completed his NIRTT course and stiJJ managed to fit in four BFTs last
month. With summer here the Troop have been dusting down the
marquees, and passing them on to W02 {YofS) Tom Hall, who passed
them on to Cpl Dave Garlick, who passed them on to LCpl Nadine
Newton, who then had to instruct local school children in the art of
erecting them in preparation for their local fetes. Pte Derek
Hindmarsh and Cpl John Hack left this task behlnd and discovered
that becoming qualified to instruct on the Forces Youth Service
Summer Camp was actually very hard work. Still, the parents will be
very grateful. Finally the Troop's congratulations go to Cpl 'Bunny'
Lloyd on his recent marriage to Jenny, and a fond farewell to LCpl
'Ronny' Corbett on his posting to 9 Sig Regt.
MT TROOP
Strange cap badges have started to appear throughout the Troop
since the formation of the RLC. Not only do we now receive requests
for pizza delivery but we are aiso being asked to cook them as well.
There is now an outburst of elitism from those members of the Troop
who still have a latin motto.
Cpl Shelley 'I want to be a pilot' Larkin-Lepp seemed intent on
telling us she regarded a change of cap badge and motto as an annual
event.
The Troop were fortunate to be able to host a visit by the MRO
RLC for a day. This was a very beneficial day for all concerned; it
gave LCpl 'Vic' Vickers and Dvr 'Mac' McKay the chance to show
MRO how hard we actually do work in the hope that when the time
comes, that elusive sunshine posting will be there.
LCpl Paul Stokes seemed to be devising extra adventures whilst
training in the Brecon Beacons, which, it is hinted involved a
Landrover, a mini-bu and a ball of string. Needless to relate, the
MTWO believed every word of the explanation which substituted
string for tow-rope.
The Troop would like to congratulate Cpl Jason Kielty on his recent
promotion, and finally Cpl Dave Ellitson and his wife Flo on the
arrival of their new baby son, and of course a fond farewell as they
leave us for Canada. We wish them all the best for the future. Finally,
LCpl Kevin Richards, the MT sport rep. has been sizing up the new
arrivals in the off chance that one or all of them are future stars.
LCpls Louise Harper, Colin Painter and Dvr Rob Harris are given the
warmest of welcomes to the Troop.
NORTHERN IRELAND DRIVE ALIVE COMPETITION 1993
Congratulations must go to the Squadron team on winning the
overall title, two years in succession. Sgt Pete Howson, LCpls Paul
Stokes and 'Geordie' Tidyman, will now go on to represent NI in the
UKLF Competition. In addition Sgt Pete Howson won the Champion
Landrover Driver Cup and the team won the Best Regular Team Cup
and the Command Road Safety Quiz Rose Bowl.
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801
qn Cornd
Maj Jerry Bradshaw
2IC
Capt Al dair Rodgers
AO Maj Dave Moffat PWO, Ops Tp Cornd Lt Chris Whitehead ,
R 1 WOt (R M) Dave Thomas, YofS W02 (YofS) John Nichol on,
FofS W02 (FofS) Phil Cutforth, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Willie Gray,
CC
gt Brian Hogg, Trg S CO Sgt Ray Pickering.
& GC PRESENTATION 16 APRIL
The Bde Cornd of 39 Inf Bde Brig A. S. H. Irwin OBE presented
member of the Squadron with their LS & GC medals.
The event took place on Friday 16 April in the 39 Inf Bde Sergeants'
Me .

RIGGING SECTION
IC
Sgt Thompson
2IC
Cpl McNeilly
We would like to say goodbye to Sig Jimmy Watson who finally got
his posting to Germany after dodging it for I I years. Hello and
welcome to Sig 'Gilly' Gilchrist and LCpl Dave Scragg who has moved
over to the Section from Tels. Congratulations to LCpl Steve 'story
teller' Stoker for pa ing his Det Cornd's course at Catterick. The
whole Section would like to thank Steve for his amazing stories of
Cougar and Bravery which came back with him from Catterick ...
not!
HELi-TELE SECTION
IC
Sgt Evans
Congratulations to Sgt Dave Evans from Cougar Section on
successfully completing one week's work with no leave ...
TELS SECTION
IC
SSgt Gill
2IC
Cpl Watkins
Quite a busy month for the telemechs at 39 Bde. Congratulations
to Cpl Watkins on his promotion . The Section would like to welcome
Sigs Ufton and Crooks and bid a sad farewell to LCpl Scragg on
leaving the 'workers ' and joining the rigging team .

L to R: SSgt Foster, W02 {YotS) Nicholson, Cheryl Nicholson,

Brig A. S. H. Irwin, David Nicholson, Sgt Phillips, Cpl Fraser
ROVER GROUP
ARRIVALS
The group welcomes into the Province LCpl Graham Carruthers
and his wife Diane from Log Sp Bn AMF, also LCpl 'Smudge' Smith,
bis wife Val and family all the way from sunny Cyprus. We hope you
all have a pleasant tour.
DEPARTURF.S
Recently we said goodbye to LCpl 'Soapy' Saunders who left us to
band ammo boxes at Keighton. In June we said farewell to LCpl
'Flipper' Partridge and family who depart to 68 Sqn RLC in
Rheindalen. Good luck and watch the pot holes! Also in July LCpl
'Kevin Costner' Manns is off to 43 Sig Sqn (V) in Bridgewatersorneone is really looking after him! Good luck to all of those who
leave, in whatever they do. And lastly, goodbye to Cpl Dave Reid who
has gone to 40 Fd Regt RA, Hohne on promotion to Sgt.
MT
Farewell to LCpl Bert Lloyd who is posted to 68 Sqn RLC, and
LCpl 'Polly' Perkins who left us on promotion to Cpl to 10 Regt
RLC.
A busy period for the MT which included participation in the
lSAAM, where the Squadron won the Minor Unit Iron Sight
Championships, with ome very good individual results. Sgt Ashcroft
achieved a 5th overall position in the Champion at Arms Competition,
and 3rd in the Pistol.
The NI Safe and Skilled Driving Competition took place in May.
The MT entered and gained some excellent results finishing 3rd overall
with good results for the individuals which were:
Cpl Dean
- Best Team Captain
LCpl Ellis
- 2nd place LGV Driver
LCpl Thomp on - 3rd place Land Rover Driver

COMMCEN/ SYSCON
Now that we are well into the Inter-Dept Six-a-side competitions,
the 'behind the cage' area is now looking strong favourites for
winning the wooden spoon. After many team talks we finally
narrowed down the main problem for our reoccuring failures. We do
not have six people available to play at the same time. We have been
so short on players that we have had to lower our standards and allow
the Tp Comd, Lt Whitehead to play football for us. Times are bad.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Recently we have been sad to see Sig Lorraine Huntley and LCpl
'Taff' Jones go, both to Civ Div, Cpl Dave Green to the sunshine in
Belize, and last but not least to YofS 'Scouse' Nicholson who is off
to an easy life with the TA.
Hellos go out to the new Yeoman, YofS Walesby, Sig Steph Carroll
and our redundee Cpl Ian Curtis and to Kev Gardiner who is corning
to the end of 22 years.
ATHLETICS
This year's Mercury Cup Athletics were held for the first time at
Lisburn Station's new all weather track .
Once again the Squadron's Athletics team did very well, bettering
last year's performance by coming second, and beating rival 3 Inf Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn but not quite managing to overhaul a strong 225 Sig
Sqn team.
The event concluded with a thrilling 4 x 400rn relay race; in a
breathtaking climax, with all in the Squadron screaming encouragement, we just managed to retain the lead and claim victory over all
corners! The Sqn Cornd has just got his voice back!

TM
Fors

Tp SSgt

W02 (FofS) Cutforth
SSgt Rose

COUGAR ECTION
Sgt Heath
IC
21C
Cpl TurbiU
Cougar Section would like to say welcome to LCpls ' Russ' Russell
and Jimmy McCann, a safe tour to you both . After a busy couple of
months gt Ted Heath is fi rmly in the chair as Cougar IC and has
earned his spurs.

L to R: The triumphant 4 x 400m relay team : Cpl ' Ali' Watkins ,

Sgt 'Rob' Hood, SSgt 'Charlie' Foster, LCpl 'Taff' Manns

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
s you're well aware, serving 1n the Forces isn't just a
job It's a way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish out of water.
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends.
m::ike use of the unique skills you 've acquired, and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How 7 Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a significant part of our comm itment
to NATO.
There are two options open to you.
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Unils based in the TAVRA region in which
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regimenls.
Secondly, if you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independen t Unit or a TA Specialist Unit In either,
you ca n maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned.

A

I.~ return you will receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.

If you would like more information about how you
can stay in the swim of things, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in. your current age and address. your intended coun y
of residence , and of he regiment you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost. 4335 (Ref: 9000). Bristol BSl 3YX.
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
GRAD ATION AND PA -OFF PARADE
The College said goodbye after an arduous six months of training
to I and 2 Platoons of C Company. The graduating junior leaders will
be joining Lhe King , cottish, Royal lri. " Divisions, Royal Signals
and Royal Logi Lie Corps. 92 B Apprentice Tradesmen joined them
on the parade square to Pas -Off to the sounds of the R •gimental
Band of the Green Howards. Scott Sqn 92 B Male Squad was
admirably commanded by AT Cpl Butler, the Female Squad by
AT Cpl weeney and Raw on Sqn by AT Cpl Hepworth-well done.
MEDAL PRESENTATIONS
During the Graduation Parade three medals were presented to
members of the College Permanent Staff.
SCOTT SQUADRON
Report by Capt Maria Staples
Scott Sqn welcome a new Sqn Comd Maj Richard Wilson from 216
Para Sig Sqn. Maj Wilson takes over from Maj Pat MacCulloch who
leaves the Army shortly.
We also say a sad goodbye to Lt Tim Smith who moves to Gutersloh
to join 11 Bde Support Sqn. Tim has transferred from the Corps to
the Royal Logistic Corps and will be much missed at the Army
.
Apprentices College. We wish him every succe.ss in the future.
Sgt Dick Tredwell leaves us on promotion to 521 EOD Sqn in
'sunny' Catterick. Congratulations to Sgt Dick Tredwell and his wife
Carmen on the birth of their son Tyler. Sgt 'Taff' Alden leaves us on
promotion and Sgt Kev Tunstall moves to 55 Sig Sqn (V) Liverpool
on promotion-well done and good luck!
RAWSON SQUADRON
Report by Sgt John Davidson
HELLO/GOODBYES
Rawson Sqn sadly say goodbye to Maj S. N. J ackson DEM and
Alison who leave sunny Harrogate for Fort Gordon, USA. He handed
over to Maj J im Wood in record time but also with the record number
of people leaving. Maj Jim Wood is welcomed into the Squadron
from HQ Northern Ireland .
RAWSON SQUADRON SQUASH COMPETITION
The end of May saw the Grand Finals of the Great Rawson Squash
Competition. The Squash complex was stuck for space as the
numerous players and spectators gathered to witness this prestigious
event. After many nail-biting games AT LCpl Kevin Waring clinched
lst place (watch out the Corps team). Lt Lorna Hambl y favourite to
win and also organiser of the event was narrowly beaten.
OPERA TOR WING
Report by Sgt Mac McKinnon
It is usual to start with a few of the Wing personalities . OC
Operator Wing, Maj Chas Birchall , has announced his retirement
from squash due to injury, but is it not a fact that he's over the hill
now? Sgt Steve Littlewood has moved across from Commex Tp to
take over Sgt 'Tock' Tocker's classes . A speedy recovery from your
back problems, Sgt 'Tock' Tocker.
We say hello to Sgt Steve Easter who recently hung up his pace stick
to come and work in the Wing as a TST Instructor. Finally on the
hello side we say welcome to Cpl Phil Hennessy from the Military
Training Wing in the College. He joins Mr Keith Bark and Sgt 'Mac'
McKinnon in the ever busy Automatic Message Switch.
The Wing has recently completed a Jocommex and on this occasion
managed to organise a change of personnel. Two apprentices went
aboard HMS Scylla and sailed to France, whilst a young matelot
arrived at the College looking very wary but excited at the prospect of
working on land for a change. This proved to be a very successful
exercise and we look forward to future exchanges taking place.
Congratulations to our daredevil Wing Clerk, Julie Bradford on her
completion of a sponsored Bungee Jump on 3 May. All proceeds of
the jump go to the Army Benevolent Fund ... well done J ulie.
A few goodbyes .. . Farewell to Sgt Mick Hodds who had a grin
from ear to ear when he found out he was posted back to Berlin. Good
luck Mick for the future. Farewell also to Sgt Carole Denton who
moves on to Catterick to teach the AMS in the Trade Training School.
During her time here at the College she has taught Joint Message
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Handling both theory and practical and is regarded by both military
and civilian instrucLors as a truly professional instructor. Good luck
for the future in all you do Carole.
Last of the farewells go to Mr Keith Thomas DEM on his retirement
after completing 30 years of service. Many ex-Apprentices will
remember this cheerful Welsh man and all members of Operator Wing
wish him well on his retirement and thank him for his friendship and
professional contribution.
EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP TROOP
Report by Sgt Norman Finnegan
Capt Ian Horn APTC
Tp Comd (MAA)
APTC CI SSgt Bruce Murfin APTC, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Jeff
Morris.
The Troop spent five weeks of Spring Term in Scotland again . We
were based at the outdoor activity centre Dulmain Bridge, Grantowon-Spey, which with its excellent facilities and ideal siting, between
Cairngorm and Lecht ski area, makes it ideal for our needs . We ran
a wide range of activities, ski-ing, cross country ski-ing and winter
walking with the help of Maj Nigel Wilson, Capt Phil Watkins
(APTC), W02 (RQMS) George Firth and W02 (QMSI) Tony Willett
(APTC) assisting the Tp Comd, Capt Ian Horn on winter walking in
the Cairngorm Mountain area. So special thanks to them.
Downhill ski-ing was run at the Lecht with Sgt Paul Brickell and
Cpl Toya Wilcox, on loan from the Gym, keeping a tight grip on the
Apprentices on the slopes. Our usual Ski Instructor, though, Sgt Tim
Abbot was absent from the slopes awaiting the birth of his son.
Congratulations Judith and Tim from all the Troop on the birth of
Peter.
A welcome in Scotland to Cpl Lyroll Yarwood Para and Cpl Dean
McDonald QLR who have enriched with humour and helped out on
cross country ski-ing and walking in the Queen's Forest and
Cairngorm area.
A special well done goes to Sgt 'Taff' Furnival and Sgt Andrew
Strudwick who did not quite make Scotland due to taking part and
passing their Sergeants' course. No doubt this was a much better way
of spending January and February!
Finally we sadly have to say farewell to Sgt 'not so normal' Norman
Finnegan who left the Troop in April. His enthusiastic and confident
manner will be a loss to all at the college, but a gain to 27 Field Regt.
Norman is currently a happy man, for a windsurfing enthusiast to be
posted to close to the Solent is a dream. Best wishes to Norman,
Deborah and daughter Victoria in the future.
THE SERGEANTS' MESS
Report by W0 2 M. Keech DEM
A busy time for the Sergeants' Mess, highlighted by the Dining Out
of W0 2 (RQMS) 'Taff' Cox after 22 years loyal service on 9 April
1993 . An excellent night was had by all with superb entertainment
from the TV comedian Jeff Stevenson. The RSM took advantage of
the evening to say farewell to Sgts Norman Finnegan and Les
Whitaker and also to two of our Infantry personnel who have moved
back to their units after a short but successful tour. Sgt Bob Reid of
the Black Watch and Sgt 'Stevo' Stevenson of the Green Howards.
The Mess has enjoyed some marvellous entertainment during the
last period but notably, an excellent afternoon of sport and games
versus the Corporals' Mess on Saturday 8 May. This kicked off with
a normal I I-a-side football match where age and experience saw off
youthfu l exuberance with a fine 4-3 win to the Sergeants' Mess.
We must also take this opportunity to thank Sgt Bob Evans, who
is soon to leave the Army, for all the hard work and effort he put into
the weekly quiz nights which have just finished. Our RAF friends
from MOD Harrogate running out the season's winners after some
hard foughf matches .
We are now looking forward to various sporting encou nters with
the Officers' Mess, including cricket and ten nis, which will no doubt
feature the Mess on the winners' rostrum!
HOCKEY AN D FOOTBALL TOUR TO BAOR
Report by AT Groundsell
We arrived at 28 Sig Regt in high spirits for the first of our three
matches. The football game was played at a furio us pace with 28 Sig
Regt starting the stronger and testing our defence with several long,
high balls.
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28 Sig Regt went two goals up early on, but the College fought back
hard and were rewarded wh en AT Cpl Oliver rose above the home
defence to head powerfully in . 28 scored again to make the score 3-1,
but AT Cpl Johnston drove a low shot past the goalkeeper and made
it 3-2. The final score on the football pitch was 4-2 to 28 Sig Regt.
The hockey team put up a good fi ght against 28 Sig Regt. At half
time the score was 0- 0 but we were shattered. During the second half
AA Coll spent most of the time defending. AT Cpl Waring holding
the team together in the 'D' . The score at full -time was 4-0 to 28 Sig
Regt.
The social gathering at 28 Sig Regt 'Club 28' was excellent thanks
to our hosts, Lt Sutherland and W02 (SSM) Stevenson.
The next day (Tuesday) started with an early training session before
setting off to 13 Sig Regt. The footballers were unhappy, this game
looked a difficult encounter with a very hard and bald pitch. Two fine
goals from AT Cpl Oliver and AT LCpl Liddle gave us a 2-1 victory .
ATW Jones enjoyed 10 minutes of glory.
The hockey team played its socks off, with all the play in 13 Sig
Regt's half. AT Cpl Stokoe and AT Fraser were voted ' men of the
match'. Unfortunately 13 Sig Regt made one break and managed to
score. Final score 1-0 to 13 Sig Regt.
At the after-match 'ceremony' to the amusement of 13 Sig Regt
personnel, AT Cpl Johnston showed his superb drill by marching up
and presenting the CO with a college plaque.
The following day was our last match against 16 Sig Regt, our hosts
for the week . The Regiment were BAOR football champions and
fielded a strong side and so it was not surprising 16 Sig Regt were 3-0
after 15 minutes. The College kept going and were rewarded when AT
'Trigger' Wilson curled a low shot in off the post. AT Cpl Johnson
scored another. T he second half soon saw the score back to 3-3, but
the experience of 16 Sig Regt showed through as they went on to score
three goals to make the final score 6-3.
The hockey team also faced stiff opposition, with 16 Sig Regt
fieldi ng a few Corps players . But we fought bravely and only
conceded five goals which really was not that bad at all.
The result of the tour were:
Football : Played 3 Lost 2 Won!
Hockey: Played 3 Lost 3
EXERCISE CHAKOLAGDO JINDAGI
Report by Lt Tim Smith Expedition Leader
Ex Chakolagdo Jindagi was an Army sponsored scientific
expedition to Central Nepal undertaken by members of the College in
April of this year. The expedition was led by Lt Tim Smith, assisted
by Sgt Mez Merrill and College Lecturer, Mike McHale. The
remaining members of the expedition were AT Sgts Jack on,
Pettman, Clarke, AT Cpls Chamberlain, MacGregor, AT LCpls
Stoves, Robinson and AT Maynard . The aim was to climb to Panch
Pokhari (five holy lakes at 14,000ft) in the Helambu Region of
Central Nepal. The expedition would, in addition, collect moths and
dragonflies along route for study by the Natural History Museum,
London, with the hope of finding the odd new species. Col Mike Allen
(late IOGR and DA Kathmandu) provided the interest for this task
and is now embroiled in the job of naming the nasties.
The expedition departed from Harrogate on a wet Yorkshire
morning and flew from Gatwick to Kathmandu, via Frankfurt and
Dubai .
On arrival in Kathmandu, we were driven from the airport to the
guest house by the Trek agent, Lt (QGO) Jagdish Rai Ex Queen's
Gurkha Engineers). The guest house was run by ex W02
Harkabahadur Ghale (Ex Queen's Gurkha Signals) who looked
after our every need .
After organising permits and finding our bearings, the expedition
started. Sgt Mez Merrill realised a life long ambition and travelled on
top of the bus-generally safer with the ability to jump from the
vehicle prior to the bus going over the mountain side.
The only effort required in the morning was to get up, though this
proved difficult for a few. Breakfast was served and walking started
at 0730 hrs. The first few days were uphill, made more uncomfortable
with the arrival of an early monsoon. Lunch was at 1130 hrs and we
finished walking at 1600 hrs.
Snow was not expected but arrived. The fifth day saw our arrival
at the Base Camp at Namti Pati (13,000ft) . The original plan was to
walk to Panch Pok hari for a two night stopover. .
The opportunities for views of the Himalayas were endless though
the heavy rains tended to dampen both the equipment and morale.
Moth collection was carried out in the evenings, using a halogen bulb
to attract the creatures onto a white sheet. Our man in Nepal,
Gyanbahadur Kharki, controlled the collection and was assisted by an
Apprentice each evening. The size of some of the beasties shocked a
few.
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The valleys were very deep requiring a steep uphill and downhill
trek most days. The seventh evening involved the unusual opportunity
of staying at a working Buddhist monastery run by one elderly monk
(Lama) and several novices. From the monastery it was a long days'
trek down to Tarkeghyang, a Sherpa village at 9,000ft. On arrival, the
expedition was met by a very friendly and enthusiastic Sherpa lady
who led us to her house and proceeded to supply us with the local brew
and buffalo scratchings. The campsite offered further entertainment
when a group of French and German students arrived and decided to
have a party.
We planned to spend two nights at this camp; firstly, to allow the
porters a well earned rest and secondly, to take the opportunity of
climbing a nearby peak (12,000ft).
Mike McHale was involved with producing a study for Leeds
University on how tourism was effecting the local population and the
next day saw one group going to meet and study the local population
and another group climbing to 12,000ft. As usual the cloud came in
much to the pleasure of the village study group.
Having rested a further night, the expedition started for home,
heading due south down the Melamchi River. The change in
temperature from 14,000ft to 3,000ft was marked, with a two day trek
to Melamchi Bajar to meet the bus and return to Kathmandu. We had
walked for 11 days in some of the most contrasting and beautiful
landscape; the contrast continued with two days in the bustle and
chaos of Kathmandu.
The last eveni ng saw a gathering of the porters from the expedition
in addition to soldiers serving and retired from Queen's Gurkha
Signals. Brigadier, Brigade of Gurkhas, Brig S. M. A. Lee ODE (late
Royal Signals) also joined in for what was a fitting end to a very
successful expedition .

Ex Chakolagdo Jindagi
The College team and their porters at the end of the trek

DO YOU KNOW?-ANSWERS
• Lord Howe of Aberavon.
• Rt Rev Richard Harries, Bishop of Oxford, son of the late Brig
W. D. J. Harries CSE .
• The late His Honour Judge Peregrine Blomefield (1940-45) .
e The late Brig R. A. Bagnold QBE, FRS.
• (a) Colonels Commandant are members of the Corps Committee
and of other committees. The Representative Colonel Commandant can be asked to depuLise for the Master of Signals.
(b) Honorary Colonels TA have no set duties. He is a counsellor,
a figurehead for ceremonial and social occasions, a local contact,
a source of information and provides continuity for the Regiment.
• The MSM is presented as a form of reward to senior NCOs for
long service. In addiLion they receive an annuity for life.
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The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

H

DQ ARTER THE ROYAL CHOOL OF SIGNALS
On 27 pril 1993 VIPs from the Gulf visited Blandford . In the
morning HRH Prince Mitab from he Saudi Arabian National Guard
wa briefed on CIS matter and saw equipment demonstrated by 30
Sig Regt. During the visit the Prince was able to make a telephone call
over A TCOM to one of his brigadiers in Saudi Arabia. In the
afternoon Hi Excellency Maj Geo Al Kalbani and a party of his
officers from Oman also witnessed demonstrations.

EXERCISE MEDCASE 92193
by LCpl Ronnie Wood
On 28 April, LCpl Ronnie Wood of Sysex Tp joind skipper Cd r
Hugh Clark RN and first-mate Maj Mark Butler on Ex Medcase.
This leg of the exercise began in Gibraltar and ended up in Santander
in Northern Spain. There were many memorable events on the journey
north, and the crew particularly enjoyed watching the schools of
dolphins which played around the boat, the 'cross-decking' on to a
Spanish fishing ve sel to try the local home-brew and the port visit to
Porto in Portugal to experience the delights of the local port. There
were some tremendous winds in the Bay of Biscay, so Maj Mark
Butler insisted on taking the helm and proceeded to rip an almighty
hole in the main sail. This proved that even the most experienced
sailors can come a cropper! The Corps yacht Dasher was clearly an
impressive sight, as it drew a number of admirers in every port visited.
All in all an excellent trip enjoyed by all.
RSA REUNION DAY
On Sunday 16 May, the 21st RSA Annual Reunion took place at
Blandford on an uncharacteristically cold and windy day. As usual ,
the event was organised by the Squadron. Over 600 Association
members attended and enjoyed the various indoor and outdoor
displays which were provided by the White Helmets, 30 Sig Regt, and
various departments of the Royal School. Radex and Sysex Tps
provided Radio and Ptarmigan displays and Sgts 'Popeye' Cowell and
Tom Lappin put on a most impressive stand-'The 90's Corps
Soldier'. The day also included a Thanksgiving Service in the Garrison
Church, a Flower Festival by the ladies of the Garrison, an excelJent
buffet lunch provided by the cookhouse staff and the playing o f
Retreat by the Band of 34 (N) Sig Regt (V). Sadly the Blue Helmets
were unable to perform due to the inclement weather. The event was
attended by the SO-in-C(A) as welJ as numerous other VIPs.

His Excellency, Maj Gen Al Kai bani being escorted by Brig John
Griffin during his visit to Blandford

11 SIG REGT (FORMERLY SCHOOL REGIMENT)
1 SQUADRON (TRAINING SUPPORT)
Sqn Comd
Maj Elaine Mitchell
W02 (SSM) John Smith
SSM
Radex Tp Comd WOl (YofS) Bob Pemberton, Sysex Tp Comd W02
Brian Applyard, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Dave Preston, Sqn Clk Mrs
Marion Donn .
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Goodbye to our Sqn Comd Maj Steve Heath who is leaving us after
only three months prior to his leaving the Army later in the year. The
Squadron thanks him for all his hard work over the last few months,
congratulates him on receiving the Royal Signals Institution Silver
Medal and wishes him aIJ the very best for the future.
We also bid a fond farewell to Sgts Mick Keeble and Annette
Wakelin; Sgt Keeble left in April for 15 Sig Regt and Sgt Wakelin was
'head-hunted' by Tactical Systems Div within the Royal School (that's
what becomes of having brains as well as beauty!). Cpl Mick Garbett
and LCpl Kev Bird both left us for the delights of 2 Sqn (Trials) and
Cpl Mick Lindsay left us and the Army after 22 years service-all the
best to him in civvy street. Cpl Philip Griffiths also came to the end
of his service whilst with 1 Sqn (TS) and we also lost Cpl Anthony
Burton to 33 Sig Regt (V) and Sig Ceri Wrenn to 30 Sig Regt. Many
thanks to all our leavers for all their past efforts and good luck for
the future .
We welcome our new Sqn Comd Maj Elaine Mitchell who arrived
from HQ CSSG (UK) in Tidworth; we wish her all the best for her
time in command of the Squadron. We also welcome Sgt Mick Maio
who recently joined us from NI and who has taken over the Radex Tp
Sgt. gt 'Rocky' Hudson arrived from Belize for employment in the
Line Lab and gt 'Taff' Maul arrived from sunny Hong Kong to take
up employment in Sysex Tp. Other new arrivals were Cpls Bob Bruce,
Andrew argeaot, Dave Jennings and Karl Woodray, LCpls Dave
Thomas, Simon Dupree, Finlay McDonald, Adrian Duplock, Julie
Thomas and Anthony Wyatt and last, but not least, Sigs Mick Austin
and Martin Hinchliffe. We welcome all our new arrivals and hope
they have a successful tour.
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2 SQUADRON (TRIALS)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. F. Binbam MBE
SSM
SSgt (SSM) A. Gaston
YofS W02 (YofS) P. Barrett, FofS SSgt (FofS) A. Hockley.
DEVELOPMENT TROOP
SNCO IC
SSgt T. Wynn
Special congratulations go to both Sgt Andy Jeono and his wife Jill,
on the birth of young William James who was born on St Valentine's
Day.
Cpl Mick Garbett, one of our two new guys, gets a pat on the back
for his invention of the Garbett Box, with an award of lots of money
(but will he buy the lads a beer?) and a special mention for probably
the closest Close recce of the recent battle camp. Is this the first time
that a Close recce has reported on the colour of the enemy's eyes?

Cpl Mick Garbett receiving a cheque and certificate from Brig
Griffin in recognition of his invention of the 'Garbett Box'
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·1 he contribution o f Cpl Lee 'Hole in the foot' Morrison to the
cause of Battlefield First Aid cannot go unnoticed. This is the man
who h~s invented the w~rld'.s fir~t groin splint. Unfortunately, Sgt
Paul Fhnt who had t.he mis.fortune to have the splint applied docs not
feel so happy about 1t! While on the subject of First Aid we feel that
Cpl Paul Urwin should get a mention for his unselfis'h Battlefield
ca ualty simulation. We just hope that your ears go back to their
natural position after having been used as lifting handles by the First
Aiders.
Cpl Lee Morrison also gets a special mention for his incredible feats
of map reading during the Artillery Simulation exercise. It is just as
well that we were not firing real ammunition since he would have
scored too many 'own goals'. When he calls down artillery support
there is no such thing as 'friendly fire' .
I will not mention Sgt 'Ossie' Osborne who has done nothing of any
note, or Sgt Graham Scott who has made resettlement a full time
occupation. SSgt (FofS) Andy Hockley is also pointedly ignored this
time for managing to avoid the whole battle camp and probably, a
huge amount of personal embarrassment.
Finally our noble leader Capt Tony Sarginson should get a mention
for his night navigation. You really must watch out for electrified
fences. There is a considerable queue to change the band-aid. Just give
us a call when you want the batteries changing.
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H LLOS A D GO >DBYES
Ali m.:mber~ of Trials Troop would like to bid a late welcome to the
Three Musketeers LCpl Jon 'Baldy' Barton, 'Fireman' Fred Walker,
and 'What ye doing now' 'Robo' Robinson who arrived earlier in the
year. We would also like to welcome LCpl Kev Bird who came over
from 1 Squadron.
We bid farewell to Cpl 'Al' Henderson who's gone back to 201 Sig
Sqn.
Congratulations to J,Cpl Kev Bird and his wife Sharon on the birth
of their son Thomas on 12 May.
We would like to congratulate LCpl Joo 'Baldy' Barton and
'Fireman' Fred Walker who ran the Poole Marathon on 6 June.
Trials Troop has had another busy month with several Trials and
a week of radio training. At the beginning of the month the Squadron
had its annual Battle Camp on Salisbury Plain . With I Section coming
first in the competition consisting of Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson, LCpl Jon
Barton, Sigs 'Woody' Wood and 'Jock' Terrace, and not to forget gt
Ken Eaton making up the numbers.
Fun was had by all on a clay pigeon shooting day, where top scores
were achieved by SSM Tony Gaston and LCpl Jon Barton.
Now the Troop is looking forward to its Annual Summer Camp in
sunny Weymouth.

MS PBll STANMORE-ON THE RECORD
PB II-that's Personnel Branch not Posting Branch- in Stanmore;
most Officers are aware of where we are and what we do, although
some are of the opinion that what we do is done under some
mysterious cloud, using 'Gypsy Rose Lee's' crystal ball. In order to
dispel some of the mystique surrounding the MS world a quick
description of what PBI 1 is all about; the Branch is responsible to
MS, SOinC(A) and the Royal Signals Officers for their career
management from cradle to grave. We see young civilians transform
into young officers who then progress to greater things. In doing so
the responsibility for guiding their career moves from desk to desk is
as follows :
Maj Jo Fletcher
Cadets, Bursars, young officers up to and
(Mrs Mayuri Patel)
including those about to be promoted to
Major.
Maj Paul Moseley
Majors, Lieutenant Colonels (SL) and all
(Sgt Mick Davis)
officers on Staff Courses at colleges
worldwide and LE Officers on wider
employment
Col Gordon Hugbes
Lieutenant Colonels and above.
(WOl Alan Fiddes)
Maj Leo Jeffery
AU LE Officers, except those on wider
(Mr Martin Ashurst) employment.
Each officer is supported by a Clerk, shown above in parentheses.
Additionally, the Branch has a Registry Clerk, Mrs Caroline Leslie,
and a Redundancy Clerk, LCpl Fero White {Who is not actually a
clerk but she can type) . We also have on Joan, Sig Andy Borman for
a short while to see us through the major upheavals of Redundancy
and Drawdown.
A statistic to note is that since September 1992, PB I I has actually
booked in 2,860 documents. This includes individual correspondence,
orders, promotion board results, po ting orders and run of the mill
paperwork worldwide. Add to this the fact that, contrary to popular
belief, PB! I does not hold P Files or CR Books-they all have to be
ordered from the respective registry, and therefore have to be logged
in and out and you have a fair proportion of the Brazilian rain forest
moving around the Branch at any one time. In addition there is the
preparatory paperwork for the various selection boards held very
regularly in Stanmore. These include selection for promotion,
command and staff appointment boards and over the last two years
we have also seen Redundancy Boards (we shall be pleased to see the
end of those) . All in all the MS Department is a very busy one.
With the current GROVE recommendations for wider employment
across cap badges, the PBl 1 message to the Corps is one of selling
yourself. We are faced with increasing gaps within Royal Signals and
increasing demands to fill unusual one-0ffs throughout the Army at
E2 Staff and Weapons. The problem is matching the individual to the
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right appointment and this is where we need your help. We can offer
up any Officer we feel has the right qualifications and job profile-the
problem is at your end . You may consider that you can do the job and
are the right man for the job but are you? Over the coming months
you will be asked to provide a CV for your Desk Officer to hold . This
will become his aid to selli ng you to the right employer thereby
ensuring you get the right job, the right ticks in the right boxes and
the broadest possible career proflJe to enable you to go further up the
career ladder. Above all we need to know your aspirations. They
shouldn't include flying, scuba diving or camel racing. Those sort of
jobs are diminishing rapidly. What we are after is what sort of career
you would like?
Sounds pretty boring so far. All paperwork, no decent jobs,
Redundancy, Drawdown. Not True; life is good in Stanmore and the
Corps is healthy and going from strength to strength. Make sure you
go with the Corps and don't miss the boat. Speaking from the shop
floor, the MS world is fascinating, difficult and busy but, above all
else, it is fair, genuine and above board. Shouldn't need saying really
but occasionally it does no harm to state the obvious.

MS PB11 Personnel
Beck Row fl to RJ: Sig Andy Borman, Mr Martin Ashurst, Sgt Mick
Davis, W01 Alan Fiddes, LCpl Fern White..and Mrs Mayuri Patel
Front Row fl to R): Maj Len Jeffery, Maj David McDowall, Col
Gordon Hughes, Maj Paul Moseley and Maj Jo Fletcher
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Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

Can you afford

WE LIVE IN INTERESTING TIMES!
Since the Signal Wing' last notes there have been many changes
and events here at Sandhur t over the last year and few months- and
it probably timely to list the most major event and changes over 92
and 93.

A special mention must go to our instructors, Capt Steve Bostock
QLR and Sgt Steve Jones QDG for the hill walking/ climbing, also to
WOI (YofS) Steve Roden and Sgt Paul Burton (RA Cdo) for attempting to teach the Wing to ski-other notable occurrences were the most
improved skiers going to LCpl Ken Birkett and Sig Miles Davies, to
W02 (YofS) Guy Benson who lost his Raybans after only 30 minutes
on the slopes and finally to LCpl 'Smudge' Smith who deployed on
the hill walking and climbing with 'BCH' and when asked why by
Capt Bostock he retorted that the climbing boots hurt his feet and that
his Army boots were far more comfortable and fitted better-Capt
Bostock's reply is unprintable!

0 T WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW!
For all tho e officers, both erving and retired, 1992 marked the end
of the Standard Military Course (12 months} and Standard Graduate
Course (six months) here at Sandhurst. (What's the difference? I hear
the uninitiated cry, well apparently the Officer Cadets on the Standard
Course are bright and the Officer Cadets on the Graduate Course are
very very bright-hence difference in course length .)
All Cadets will now attend the Cammon Commissioning Course,
which lasts for one year (Common has since been dropped from the
title for obvious reasons). On arrival all Officer Cadets join the Junior
Divi ion in Old College for just over three months, if they pass all the
asse sments they move to
ew College and into Intermediate
Di rision. A further three months and then on to the coveted Senior
Division .
It is worth noting that the female Cadets are virtually fully
integrated with the company and that they form the third platoon of
one of the three companies. A recent survey confirmed that they
complete 930Jo of the same training as their male cou nterparts, and the
remaining 70Jo more specific physical type instruction. Also worth
noting is that company commanders and platoon commanders no
longer move with their companies, it is felt that this produces a
generally more rounded officer as they have had a different 'cap
badge' outlook. As we go to press the last Standard Course is about
to finish in Sandhurst having just completed their final exercise in
sunny Cyprus.

RUGBY REPORT
SIGNAL WING V 44 SQN RCT
After being challenged by 44 Sqn RCT to a fun game of rugby, it
was decided, even with the Wing's very busy schedule and workload,
that we could probably fit in a game of rugby .
Before the game, however, hard training sessions had to be carried
out by all those wishing to take part, the pack coached by LCpl Dean
Lewis ROG and W02 (YofS) Marty Fielding and the backs (nice boys)
by Capt Steve Bostock and WOI (YofS) Steve Roden. The training
must have paid off because on the day the Wing produced a fine
display of open rugby. After about 20 minutes SSgt Angus Palmer put
the team into the lead with a try, this was followed by tries from LCpl
Dean Lewis and LBdr Billy Evans. Just before half time the team lost
Sig Miles Davies with a head injury.
The second half started off in much the same vein as the first with
WOI (YofS) Steve Roden scoring from close range with half of 44 Sqn
RCT hanging on to him, the next try came from LCpl Dean Lewis,
the fifth try came from Sgt Morris McPhail, and finally LCpl Dean
Lewis ran 60m to score a spectacular individual try. With a few kicks
converted by YofS Steve Roden the game ended with the score, Signal
Wing 35-44 Sqn RCT 0.
There have been rumours that LCpl Lewis is trying to get a rematch,
however, it took most of the team a week to recover from the last
game but as always we will take up the challenge when required (Note:
More Wing PT and runs will help recovery time).

Chief In tru tor
Capt S. E. Bostock QLR
R Ml
WOI (YofS) S. Roden
YofS Jnr ollege W02 (YofS) G. L. Benson, YofS Snr College W02
{Yof ) M.A. Fielding, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) C. Hunter, MT Sgt Sgt
J. Heywood, Tech Wk ps Sgt K. Booth.

to fall ill?

There's no doubt that protecting your income in case of sickness
or accident makes sound financial sense. And there's one scheme
specially designed fo r you - HM Fo rces Income Protection Plan.

EX TARTAN CADET
Generally the Signal Wing is far too busy to fit in any adventure
training, however, due to the efforts of Sgt Andy Lewis Coldm Gds,
the Wing managed to get away to Glenshee, Scotland for a well
deserved long weekend.
It took the form of skiing, hill walking and climbing, the weather
turned out to be ideal in that it snowed for the duration.

• No war risk or flying risk exclusions.
• Covers all postings.
• Benefit available both on and off duty.
Naali

• Competitive premiums.
For further details call in to your local
Naafi Financial Centre. Or phone us
direct on 0500 180181 (Free Call) in UK
and 02161 950156 in Germany.
The HM Forces Income Protection Plan is available exclusively to

Having a quick break oue to bad weather, from left to right LCpl
Andy Allen, Sgt Paul Burton , Sig Miles Davies, Tpr Chris Toon , Cpl
Frank McGuiness, LCpl Smudge Smith, Sig Stolly St olarek and
LCpl Ken Birkett
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Back row - left to right Sgt Betts, SSgt Palmer, Cpl Clarke, Gnr
Oakley, LCpl Flounders, LCpl Allen, LCpl Melbourne, SSgt
Bennett, Sgt Jones and Tpr Toon
Front row - Left to right Capt Bostock, YofS Fielding, YofS
Roden, YofS Benson , LCpl Lewis, (Capt) LBdr Evans, Cpl
McGuiness , Sig Davies and Sgt McPhail.
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you from Naafi Financia l Services.
Naali Financial Services is a member of FIMBRA
Naali Financial Services. College House. Upper College Street. Nottingham NG1 SEU
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1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32
FAREWELL TO VERDEN
On 14 May 1993 hundreds of people lined the streets of Verden as
troop excrci ed their right to the Freedom of the town, marching with
bayonets foted to the band of the Royal Corps of Signals . This was
to be the final Freedom of Verden Parade. The I Armd Div HQ and
ig Regt, having been in Verden since 1960, is due to disband at the
end of thi year.
It wa an historic, and for many, a sad occasion. Amongst the
guests at the parade were former GOCs including Field Marshal Lord
Bramall , the Master of Signals, the Signal Officer in Chief and many
pa t Commanding Offi cers. There were also many other past
members of the Regiment present, the oldest of whom must have been
Albert Judge. Mr Judge, now a Chelsea Pensioner, was RQMS in
Verden from 1955-58 when 7 Armd Div was stationed in Verden .

the Stadt and the Regiment. The Burgermeister, Herr Krippendorf,
prior to presenting a Fahnenband on behalf of the Stadt Verden
echoed these sentiments when he said 'In April 1945 the British Army
occupied Verden-today we say farewell to friends'. A Fahnenband
was also presented by Gen Maj Behrendt, Comd of the Vehrbereins
Kommando 2, on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany.
After the parade a reception was held inside the Rathaus. Here the
CO returned to the Burgermeister the Freedom Scroll for safe keeping
that had been presented to the Regiment in 1980.
Thanks go to all those who helped the parade go smoothly, not just
those marching but everyone who put in so much hard work behi nd
the scenes .
I SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Richardson
2IC
Capt Shaun Sullivan (Canadian Signals)
SSM W02 (SSM) Andy Fullwood, TN 041 SSgt Charlie Dubique, TN
061 Lt Dave Wilson, TN071 2Lt Richard Craig, SQMS SSgt (SQMS)
Terry Murrell, YofS SSgt (YofS) Jim Knight, FofS SSgt (FofS)
'Ozzie' Osbourne, Trg SNCO SSgt Lance Thornton-Granville.
FAREWELLS
Farewells to Capt Shaun and Carol Sullivan who return to Canada,
2Lt Jules Hill to Bosnia and Sig Steve Faulkner to Civvy Street. Good
luck and thank you for all your hard work .

Representing the Regiment on parade were 30 men from each of
HQ, I .and 2 Sqns. The parade was led by the CO, Lt Col A. J. Grey.
In his speech at the parade the GOC, Maj Gen I. C. Mackay-Dick
MBE, thanked the Burgermeister and the people of Verden for their
friendship over the years in which close ties have been formed between

The Burgermeister, Herr Krippendorf accepts the Freedom Scroll
from the Commanding Officer Lt Col A. J . Grey
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EXERCISE FINAL DIAMOND-SQUADRON BATTLE CAMP
The Squadron deployed to Vogelsang for the period 30 April to
9 May for Ex Final Diamond, the last major event for the Squadron
as a whole.
To make for a more interesting time, 15 Canadians from our sister
Regiment 'across the pond' were invited to participate in this
auspicious occasion. On arrival our visitors had been told that they
would be here to observe our infantry skills. After pulling ourselves
together our visitors were attached , at least one per Section, complete
with CEMO and CEFO to commence hands on observation .
Before daybreak the Squadron was ready for the first day's
training. With every Section showing their prowess during watermanship and enjoying the sun during PRC 351 familiarisation the cobwebs
were eventually ' blown out' on the assault course. Notable performances came from Section 5 under Cpl Shaun Littlefield the
winners, and Section 6 under LCpl Angie Campbell, an all female
Section who finished in the middle order.
The next few days were spent learning and refreshing our field
skills, combined with some excellent ranges, in preparation for the
final exercise. The only sad point was to Jose Sig Jill McSkeane with
a broken ankle.
The Exercise phase began with each section carrying out two.
attacks, meeting up as a Platoon then moving to a platoon harbour;
approximately four hours said the Sqn Comd for this to occur .
On leaving the platoon harbour early next day, it was clear that the
French was beginning to appear in our Canadians , and injuries started
in relation to the size of the next 'mountain' to climb. Due to a lack
of sympathy, we carried on to establish new harbour locations from
where recce patrols were sent to observe likely ambush sites .
On return to the harbour area, night routine had just been
established when the DS introduced the 'headless chicken' routine at
approximately 0200 hrs with the aid of the odd thunder flash or 20.
So off we set again, this time for a Company RV .
It became clear that the first task was to extract 'Mr Big Cheese'
from his maggot prior to any orders. 'Right' said the boss 'this it it.
Down the hill, over the river, up the hill, into a Company assault
formation and commence the FIBUA attack at HHR. That's in two
and a half hours . Any question?' No-one dare ask who taught him
how to do a time appreciation.
The final assault went with the precision and accuracy of a Roman
water clock . Finally it was back to base camp for a well earned
smoker.
Would you thank someone for blisters, bad back and sore
shoulders?
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2SQUADRON
Maj S. Croft
Sqn Comd
21C
Capt S. J . P. Spiers
QM Capt G. L. Hegarty, SSM W02 (SSM) R. E. Boulton.
The ~quadron has undergone an extremely hectic period in
preparation for deployment as COMBRITFOR Sig Sqn for Op
Grapple. We welcome all of the new faces to the Squadron who bring
us up to strength : Capt Gerry Hegarty, Yeoman Nutt and W02
J anj ua. to name but a few, and say a sad farewell to those left behind.
Havmg completed pre-tou r leave, intensive training at Sennelager
and the Salute to Verden, the Squadron was sent on its way with a
Regi mental All Ranks Dance and words of encouragement from the
GOC, Maj Gen I. C. Mackay-Dick.
~fter arriving in three stage~ and with some trepidation we were
quickly reassured by the ~mtgomg 211 Sig Sqn that all's well in Split
and . th~k them for their g~nerous hospitality. The Squadron are
setthng mto the arduous rouu_ne and look fo rward to seeing families
on ~ & R:· Our next report will be on Op Grapple pages- until then
Dov1dtenJa!
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Morcom
Tp SSgt SSgt. Williams, Tp Sgt Sgt Ferris.
After a per10~ ~f pre ~p SJrapple leave we set about completing our
mandatory trammg. This mcluded a week in Sennelager Training
Centre which consisted of much time on the ranges and lectures
relating to the UN ' s role in Bosnia.
On our return from Sennelager we began preparations for the
'Fare.well to. Verden' Parade. This consisted of half of the Troop
dress1~g up m Number 2 Dress and best boots and spending hours
marchmg around the square. At the same time the remainder, the
operators, started two weeks of trade training, culminating in a four
day deployment to places as far afield as Krefeld and Berlin.
Hard work all round allowed the Farewell to Verden weekend to
pass ~moot hly . Those not on t_he parade spent the weekend waitering
on. Sig Hardiman made a particularly good wine waiter ensuring that
his Tp Comd's glass was never empty!
'
T he fo llowing week saw the departure at last of the Troop on three
separate flights to Bosnia . Unfortunately we couldn't take ;ul of the
members of Comms Tp with us, so farewell to all those who are
sweeping the corridors of HQ Sqr, back in Verden.

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
If you' ve spent time in the forces building up
your technica l skills you certa inly won 't want to
lose them when you leave. And that is why you
should join Airwork . As a successfu l international
company spec ial ising in the supply of technical
and professional support services to the
aerospace and defence industries worldwide, we
have a constant need for skilled personnel to join
us in the following areas :

Ml 'ECTI N
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

Lt Hill
gt Graham Gibson

GOODBYES
To Lt Dave Wilson and fami ly, Cpl 'Tommo' Thompson , LCpl
Andy 'Yatson all to I Sqn . ig ' Willy' Whitelaw to HQ Sqn and gt
'Geordie' Nutbeam and fa mily to 30 Sig Regt. All the best for the
future from the Bosnia boys! Wish you were here!
HELWS
To Lt Jules Hill , Sigs ' Leroy' Williams, 'Tommo' Tomlinson
'Slyder ' Ryder from 1 Sqn and also to LCpl Paul Aston and Dvr JiU:
Davidson both from the Regimental MT. (Show you what real work
is all about.)
BUILD UP TO OPERATION GRAPPLE 2
The Troop has been packing up, preparing vehicles and stores ready
for handover due to drawdown . Also on the agenda was voice
pr~edure and radio training prior to deployment on Op Grapple 2
which also included a five day training package to sunny Sennelager
where. we were involved in numerous live fi ring exercises, media
han~lmg, convoy proce~ ures and lots of briefings. We are now
looking forward to our SIX month tour of Bosnia .
VERDEN STALLIONS-THE LAST TOUR
Due to the impen~ing closure of Verden, the Station Rugby Club
has now ceased playmg. On 20 May 15 Club Members made the Final
Tour to Denmark ~or .the AaJborg Sevens Tournament played over
two days. After wmmng their first five games the Stallions were
def.eat~d in a 'sudden death' play off by a strong' Hamburg SV Team
whic~ mcluded two Loughborough University players.
This r~sulted in the S t~ions being placed 5th-the highest placed
BAOR side. It was a fittmg end to the Club's history which can be
traced back to the 60s , having originally been formed as the Verden
Vultures.
Over the years many hundreds of Corps personnel will have
represented the Station side . All the Club memorabilia was passed to
4ADSR, so that when it retitles to 1st (UK) Armd Div the Club
traditions will be carried on.

Middle East, as part of a large, highly motivated
expatriate team .
• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air-conditioned accommodation • Free medical
care • Free life aaurance • Goocf 'Sporting and
recreational facilities • Enjoyable social
conditions • Regular.gene~lao¥e with paid
UK air pasJQges • Int.resting and;d:ialleeging
work • The chance. of.promotion.
Why not write (no$mp required}'quoting
ref 005, with CV, to the Recru itment Manager,
Airwork Limited, FREEPOST, Christchurch, Dorset
BH23 6BR or tel~phone (0202) 572271 ext 2294 for

"" appl;caf;a~~L

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicians to work on civilian contracts in the
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And finally, greetings and farewells to Cpl 'Chippy' Carpenter who
disappeared to the Training Wing; to Cpl Delaney and LCpl 'Fred'
Kuczerepa who has switched allegiances to 219 Sqn. Lastly, farewell
to SSgt Steve Hughes who is off to 8 Sig Reg. Good luck and best
wishes to him , wife Sue and little George.

2 Sig Regt

York
RA ETHE
,
The Regiment' annual charity event-'Race The Sun'- took place
on Thur day 13 fay. Team that participated included ones from
214, 217, 219 and HQ qns, as well a out ide Units from the York
area. \ ith all these teams competing, plu all those manning the
tand , you could say that the Regiment closed for the day!
However, what did happen between 0500 and 1930 hrs that evening,
aero water and moor, through foresl and up and down hill made
ure that our soldier had one of the most arduous days to date.
Congratulation to all tho e involved.
The re ults of the inter- quadron competition were as follows:
1t
219 Squadron
15 hrs 56 mins
16 hr 19 mins 14 ecs
2nd 214 Squadron
3rd
217 Squadron
16 hrs 52 mins 30 secs
4th
HQ Squadron
20 hrs I min 42 secs
The pre entations were made by Peter Anderson from Nestle UK
Limited who were our very generous ponsors for yet another year.

FALCON TROOP
Welcome to Cpl Shaun 'Shark ' Fairfield from 7 Sig Regt and LCpl
'Fred' Kuczerepa from 214 Sqn. We look forward to working you
hard with no time off!
Greetings also to SSgt Steve Clements who has come to take Falcon
Tp by storm. Beware!
We have said farewell to LCpl Ian Galloway and LCpl Steve
Young, who have both fled to Germany. Goodbye to Cpl Andy
Matthews who goes to 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt in Bulford, also to
Sig Timmy Jones who is off to Bosnia. Finally, a sad farewell to SSgt
Joe 'Jogger' Martin who has taken over the Regimental MT. The
Troop wish you well in your new job.
MIKE TROOP
The Troop provided a strong contingent of the HQ Sqn team for
'Race The Sun'. Notable 'achievers' were LCpl Shaun 'Paddle'
Passant in the 0500 leg, WOI (FofS) Terry 'Mercks' Inman in the
cycle leg and LCpl Gaz 'Pathfinder' Watkins in the orienteering.
Congratulations to everyone for their efforts.
VIKING TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

Lt Paul Smith
SSgt Bob Squires

Welcome to Sgt Beech our resident Tech Sgt, Cpl Shaun Wilkinson
and LCpl Pete Wilkinson .
GOODBYES
The Troop recently said goodbye to Cpl Ian Burt who sadly moved
across the Vehicle Park to 219 Sqn . Farewell and congratulations to
Sig Al Pearson and Sig Stan Knight who both have moved on and up
after promotion lO LCpl.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Cpl 'Taff Bowling and Cpl Ian Jones who have
both been recently promoted.
A member of 217 Sqn gives 100% up Sutton Bank

MORRISON CUP (UK)
2 Sig Regt had the honour of hosting the Morrison Cup (UK) at the
Ryedale Stadium in York on Wednesday 5 May. Six major units and
four minor units took part. The level of competition throughout the
day was high, but despite a spirited performance from 8 Sig Regt our
athletes took first place in 12 of the 19 events to win the major units
competition. In the minor units competition Communications and
Security Group narrowly defeated 237 Sig Sqn, from Hullavington, by
77 points to 70. There was an encouraging mix of 'old and new' with
several bright young prospects pushing established athletes to their
limits. In the 5,000m Sig Jim Richards, who earlier this year took the
Army junior cross-country title, defeated five times Army marathon
champion SSgt Jeff Martin by one second in a sprint finish to give the
host Regiment maximum points. OCdt Chris Alderson from 8 Sig
Rcgt showed immense talent in winning the 400m and finishing a close
second to international sprinter Sgt Clarence Callender of 2 Sig Regt
in the 200m, whilst in the high jump Sig Holliday from 21 Sig Regt
was narrowly defeated by Cpl Trev McSween from York. Despite
losing on this occasion with a jump of Im 95cm, Holliday wreaked
revenge at Aldershot on 8 June when he took the Army high jump title
from Mc ween and broke the Army high jump record with an
amazing leap of 2m IOcm!
Medals and prizes were presented by Comd Comms UKLF, Brig N.
F. Wood ; The Ma .ter of Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE,
DL, and SOinC {Army), Maj Gen A. H. Boyte. SOinC (Army) also
presented Cpl John Castle of 2 Sig Regt with his Army colours for his
outstanding performance in his debut marathon at Portsmouth in
April.
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SPORT
As a Troop we have won the Inter Troop Competition which
included athletic and football events. Staying with football, we were
also runners up to Eagle Tp in the Inter Squadron Competition.
ROMAN TROOP
Another month fraught with activity for the Romans with Sig
'Archie' Archibald and LCpl 'Bas' Carmichael discovering the need
to be 'at one' with their gas masks on Ex Salisbury Sabre whilst
another Sig 'Bas' (this time of the Pritchard variety) just could not get
out of his scratcher quick enough! LCpl 'Taff' Lenny defied Special
Forces and is not at liberty to discuss his next mission, whilst SSgt 'AI'
Higgiogs, with his extra 'S' (well done on your promotion Staff!) and
crack infiltration patrols, presented the Troop with a relatively quiet
night at Copehill Down.
Sig McCarthy ensured that his 'revered' det comd Cpl Young was
out of action for RSIT by offering him a football made of lead and,
whilst on the subject of RSIT, Sig 'Mac' McGachy is to be contracted
out to married quarters' gardens on a 'dig as you earn' basis .
'Race The Sun' produced heroic stints from Roman Tp with Sig
Newport running at an awfully unsociable time in the morning. Sig
'Dinger' Bell defying the laws of gravity on Sutton Bank and Lt Giles,
Sgt Nichols lfnd Sig Lester cycling many, many, many miles. Finally,
Lt Giles proved her loyalty and deep-rooted ancestry to the Troop by
parading in their national costume.
Added to this excitement was the LCpl 'Fred' Kuczerepa 's halfTroop outing to Alton Towers which sparked off outcry from the
ranks-'When do we get our day off in lieu for this!' SSgt Higgins
pretended that his real reason for squealing with delight on the MerryGo-Round was to encourage his 20 month old daughter ... (we all
know better).
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217 Signal Squadron, Colerne
Sqn Comd
Maj J. W. Clark
21C
Capt D. Douglas
SSM W02 (SSM) McCutheon , YofS SSgt (YofS) Brudenall, FofS
SSgt (FofS) Crawley, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Till .
Phantom Tp
Tp Comd
2Lt O'Rourke
Tp SSgt
SSgt Trivett
Tech Sgts Sgt White and Taylor, Reece Sgt Sgt Smurthwaite.
Harrier Tp
Lt Fallows
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Sgt Chapman
Tech Sgt Sgt Choules, Sys Sgt Sgt Hurst.
Tornado Tp
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tech Sgt Sgt

TEMPORARY

~imer,

Lt Hayden
SSgt Sykes
Sys Sgt Sgt Marshall , Reece Sgt Sgt Davies

Welcome to Sgt Gary Davies, posted into the Squadron from 219
Sqn on promotion to Sgt. With him came LCpl 'Stu' McNeil, Cpl
'Day' Collins and LCpl Neilis all from different Squadrons within the
Regiment. Hello and welcome also to Sig Martin, LCpl Geoff Cohen
and LCpl 'Titch' Mortimer recently arrived from 7 Sig Regt.
Goodbye and good luck to Sig 'Blackie' Blacklock who heads for
Belize; LCpl John Bradley, posted back to 21 Sig Regt; LCpl
Fitzgerald and Sig 'Danny' Rudman along with W02 Tom
McCutcheon joining 21 Sig Regt.
CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to LCpl 'Kenny' Everett and his wife Sharon on
the birth of their second daughter Chloe and to Sig 'Punchy'
Punchard and his wife Debbie on the birth of their son Benjamin.
INTER SQUADRON ATHLETICS
The Squadron took part in the Inter Squadron Athletics at Ryedale
Stadium on 8 April. Fast times and long distances were not achieved,
though there were some excellent performances.
Outstanding performances were by: Sig 'Slick Back' Pope in the
lOOm with a winning time of 11.7 min. SSgt 'Panzer King' Sykes in
the 800m with a winning time of 2.03 min. Cpl Gallagher in the
Javelin with a throw of 43m. A close second by Sig 'Teabar' Dorking
in the Shot Putt.
Cpl Gallagher's performance has enabled him to have an interSquadron posting to 219 'T Op Tracksuit' Sqn.
SHOOTING TEAM
The sharp-shooters of 217 Sig Sqn, joined by elements of 244 Sig
Sqn and 21 Sig Regt, competed in the SDIST SAAM which took place
at the Bulford Range complex on Friday 15 May. It was a combined
A + B series event. 'A' series being SUSAT fitted and 'B' series Iron
Sight fitted. This was the qualifying event for the Army
Championships at Bisley. A total of 37 teams competed with the
following results for the Colerne team:

AND PERMANENT PLACEMENTS
IN LONDON

1

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
OPERATORS
GIVE YOUR SKILLS
A COMMERCIAL EDGE
For operators seeking short term temporary
work or something more permanent when
they leave the service, there is really only one
place to go. The Three Tees Agency - the
specialists for communications operators.
With 30 years ' experience and well over
4000 clients we offer friendly help and advice,
the chance to brush up your keyboard skills
and guidance to the right job.
If you are seeking work in London then talk
to The Three Tees and give your skills a
commercial edge.

Call in, write or telephone:

The Three Tees Agency Limited,
Ludgate House, 110 Fleet Street,

LONDON EC4A 2AB.

Tel: 071-353 3611.

Competition
Combined Position B Series Position
PARA Cup
Sixth
First
Rifle
Sixth
First
LSW
Seventh
Second
Combat Team Snap
Ninth
Fourth
Final Team Position
Seventh
Second
The team , consisting of the following personnel, secured the last of
the three major Unit vacancies into the Army Championships at
Bisley. Sadly, however, due to exercise commitments and postings the
team will be unable to attend.
The Team: Lt Hayden (Team Captain), Sgt Young, LCpl Twizzel,
Sigs Skidmore, Raby, Underwood, Constable and Wilman.
Whilst training for the SAAM the team completed a Rifle APWT
86-Phases I and 2. All members scored an aggregate on both shoots
of over 800/o HPS, as a result all members of the team are now
marksman qualified.
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp
202 IGNAL Q ADRO
There have been 24 arrival during the la t tinee monLh , too many
to mention individually, but a warm welcome to everyone. Mo t
notable have been the departures of Maj Tony Johnson and W02
( M) Pete Rixon. Together they guided the Squadron through the
po t Granby recon titution, the move from Soest to Bulford and our
initial exerci e period here in UK. Best wishes and good luck in
pa lures new.
Our training has been marked by the 'Panzer ' of Overloon Tp
rolling aero the alisbury Plain and much of the South of England,
not alway by the hortest or most tactical route, but we're learning
to 'crack' the English country ide.

7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

CLIMBING
2Lt Jake Chambers organised a climbing adventure for members of
257 Sqn providing a good break from routine and the chance of
scaling new heights. RHQ Clerks were not to be outdone and spent a
week escaping from the rigours of unit admin and Pampas. They went
to Wastwater in the South Lakes where they clim bed Scarfell Pike and
Blackpool Tower, the Tower with the help of a high-speed lift!

206 IGNAL SQUADRON
The Rhinos are back! On returning to the UK we said hello and
welcome to our new Sqn Comd Maj 'When l ' Mike Tucker who is
here for hi third tour with 3 Div! We wish him, his wife Tana and
family well.
CAMBRAITROOP
Cambrai Tp deployed on Red Tricom 3, for the first time in support
of 5 AB Bde. It was almost the last time for Sig 'Crushed Ribs' Foster
who celebrated his 21st birthday being sandwiched between two trucks
on a landing craft. The exercise had a steep learning curve for
Cambrai Tp learning airborne ways. Congratulations to Sig Walton
for carefully planning his wedding to coincide with the exercise!
Congratulations also to Sgt Ray King on his marriage to Paula .
INKERMAN TROOP
As ever, a busy exercise period for the Troop which has meant no
rest for the REME who have to help the likes of LCpl Quilter in
keeping his tracks on! Many of the Troop including 2Lt John
Townsend and our illustrious sailor from SHQ, Popeye Rutherford
took part in Ex Barnacle Bill an amphibious phase of Red Tricorn 3
and everybody came away with dry feet!
MONS TROOP
Under the trusty guidance of Lt Andy Lucas and Sgt Steve 'The
scorch' Russell, Mons Tp, have been busy developing the assets of Div
Rear. This has included the purchase of an inflatable tent (bouncy
castle) for the HQ which has become the envy of the whole Div and
the subject of several jokes such as DCOS's blow up doll!
222 SIGNAL SQUADRON
HISTORY
The original treble two Squadron was formed in September 1959 in
Aden as 222 (Air Formation) Sig Sqn. It was moved to Sharjah in
June 1967 and was disbanded on 30 June 1971. 222 Sqn is now one
of two Trunk Node Sqns within 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt in Bulford.
To enable present and future members co enjoy the full history of
treble two, thus promoting a greater Squadron identity, any members
or ex-members of Lhe Corps who served with the Squadron are
requested to contact the SSM with any information regarding the
property, photographs and memorabilia of 222 (Air Formation) Sig
Sqn at the address below: W02 (SSM) Baldry, 222 Sig Sqn, 3 (UK)
Div HQ & Sig Regt, Picton Baracks, Bulford, Salisbury, Wiltshire
SP4 9NY . Tel: MOD Network 2380, Civ: 0980 631380.
257 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Ford
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. Griffiths
2IC Capt L. Smart, Balaclava Tp Comd Lt J. Palmer, Sword Tp
Comd 2Lt J. Chambers, Salamanca Tp Comd 2Lt J. Howley.
The Squadron has lost many fine warriors during and since the
move from Soest to Bulford, and our loss is someone else's gain; Cpls
Dave Taylor and Kenn Kennedy, LCpl Billy Morris, Sigs Herlihy and
ammy all took their chances with 4 Div, while Cpl Mark Sanders
opted for 16 Sig Regt and Sig Terry Waite is off to provide net support
on the Batus plains. Sgt Phil Jefferies and Sgt Remo Williams took
that golden redundancy carrot while Cpl Jock Anderson, Sigs Stevo
tevenson , Cheeky Dave McNeill and more recently Sig Mick Jones
embraced the big bad world of civ div .
Good luck to them and a hearty welcome to a host of new faces,
too many to list in this article, and best summed up as the good, the
bad, the ugly and ig Woodhead .
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257 Sqn with 2Lt Jake Chambers all safely on the ground
WINDSURFING
Maintaining our previous record in BAOR, of successful
participation in windsurfing, the Regiment recently took on the best
of the Corps in UK.
The Royal Signals UK Championships were held in Stokes Bay near
Gosport with six members of the unit entering two teams along with
the individ ual event.
Some quite strong winds saw a very challenging event held over
three days with the following excellent unit results.
Team: Major Unit Champions
individual: 3rd Overall LCpl Mick Eades, Runner-up Novice SSgt
Pete Irving, Best Lady Lt Ally Angus, Best Guest Capt John Belt
REME, Best Veteran Maj Dave Gilchrist.
The only team member not to carry off an individual trophy was
LCpl Ritchie Townsend who never-the-less came away with a major
unit team award being part of the winning combination!

MIKE TROOP
Goodbye to Capt Martin and Sgt Dave Yates who have not only left
us but are also departing the Army. We wish them all the best in their
future careers. W01 (FofS) John Thomson arrives with his colourful
attire, from 232 Sig Sqn . Sig Abbott arrives fr~h faced and eager
from the factory. Our colleagues in the RLC Sgt Ma rk 'Brightbadged' Clegg promises to introduce him to the stores way of life
gently. Congratulations to Cpl 'Dos' Penfold who gained his second
tape this month and has claimed poverty ever since.
Over the last few months the Systems Workshop has been a mad
frenzy of activity, with three ERVs going back to our peers in the TA .
All the Techs had to do a small amount of work for a change all except
the. 'courses' cl_an Sgts Dave J:lalkett, Derek Smeaton, Cpl Paul
Haigh. A busy time also for Radio Workshop as the Tels PRE arrives
again. Cpl Danny Fielding, after his tour in NI has some
acclimatising to do. He can still be found wandering the streets of
Herford asking to 'lead the brick' and doin g spot VCP's within camp.
Can somebody tell him he is meant to be a Tech? Cpl 'Patty'
Patterson returned triumphant from his Detachment Commanders'
Course with an equal first, but then lost the play-off for top student.
Stories of his escapades in the sand dunes, etc have been heard by
everyone and he now 'works' in the Z Troop Workshop by himself.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
As in most large Troops, we have a continual turnover of new faces.
However in the last weeks we have had more than our fair share of
goodbyes, due in part to redundancies. But we would like to welcome
all new members to the Troop first. We hope you enjoy your tour in
the MT. So to goodbyes, redundees and other potential civvies. We
would like to wish all the best for the following who are about to
embark on their new lives. Cpls Trev Harrison, Kev Hocking, Ronny
Biggs, LCpl 'Taff' Johnson and Dvr Dave Harman to Ireland, LCpl
Andy Speirs RLC to Bunde and Dvr 'Jock' Goodall RLC to JHQ .
Good luck in the future lads.
CONGRATULATIONS
Well done to SSgt Dave Clark on being selected for promotion to
W02 and is presently on his RQMS Course in the UK, and to Sgt
Steve White RLC to SSgt in the not too distant future.
SPORTS AND LEISURE
The HQMT football team, The Warriors, an: still going strong
under the new management of LCpl Nige 'Torno' Tomkins and are
presently in training for the big match against BFBS Allstars . Today
BFBS tomorrow the world.
The HQMT Motor Cycle Club, The Black Widows, yes it had to
happen, due to an influx of motorbikes in the Troop and the Regiment
and new licence holders on the way all the time, thanks to the expert
introduction from Cpl Ade 'The Silver Fox' Dance RLC. We have
decided to form a Motor Cycle Club and are looking forward to a
long summer of day trips. Membership is free and stomach tattoos are
optional. Keep reading The Wire and hopefully you will see some
action shots of the MTO, Capt 'Chas' Greig knee down on a
Goldwing later in the year, that's when he gets a licence of course. Just
to finish off with a few of the club personalities: President Cpl Mark
'The Dark Wizard' Robinson, Chief Instructor Cpl Ade 'The Silver
Fox' Dance, Stunts Cpl Roger 'Knee Down' Moore, Stunts Assistant
LCpl 'Gaz (Aaaaahhhhhh) Topps.
228 SIGNAL SQUADRON
EXERCISE HARMONY
The Squadron participated in the 21st Donau Waffenlauf (the first
ever British team to do so). The teams of three men had to cover a
distance of l 7km and complete various tasks on the route; pistol
shoot, rifle shoot, grenade throwing, first aid and tactics. Some good
results were achieved.
The Squadron returned to camp three sun-drenched weeks later.

The victorious windsurfing team proudly display their trophies!
left to right: Maj Dave Gilchrist, SSgt Pete Irving, Lt Ally Angus,

LCpl Ritchie Townsend, LCpl Mick Eades and Capt John Belt
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TN 021
Tp Comd
2Lt Lloyd Golley
Tp SSgt
Sgt Phil Price
Tp Sgts (RR) Al Keen, (Tech) Andy Foster
SSgt Wayne Cox is occupying the SSM's seat whilst Sgt Phil Price
has taken on the Troop .
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Finally a few hello's and goodbyes. Farewell to Sgt Andy Foster and
Carol, we'll miss them both. Also to Cpl Paul Allen and Pippa. Hello
to Sgt Al Costello from M Tp. Now you can give the ERV's grief.
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
EXERCISE ABLE CREST 3. THE HERFORD END
Exercise Able Crest 3 was a Ptarmigan over satellite trial that took
place 17-21 May 1993. The satellite detachments were provided by 2
Platoon, 58 (US) Satellite Company, 72 Battalion. The aims of the
exercises were to confirm previous trial results, test further sub
systems of Ptarmigan over the satellite and also to maintain the good
relationship with 58 (US) Satellite Company.
The members of 2 Pin, led by Lt Mark Jordell arrived on the
14 May. The US contingent unanimously declined the offer of a
triathalon training weekend run by SSgt Paul Fleming, in favour of
a social event run by Sgts Debbie Gosnell and Archie Fulton. Monday
morning arrived too quickly!
The trial was open to view and attracted visitors from RSSST Main
and Forward, 2 Sig Regt and even all the way from 4 Div HQ & Sig
Regt. The trial was a great success both technically and socially.

THE OTHER END!
Once in location it was a question of set up and wait for the 'bird
in the sky' (satellite). This gave the Tactical Interface Installation
crewed by Cpl Roy Turner and Sig Rob Kirk a chance to catch up
on a few zzzzzzz's after their long drive. Unfortunately for the
SAS(MC) life was not quite so easy as some detailed reading of
installation operating instructions had to be carried out (Sig Gas 'ear'
Petit was reported as having to say 'how do you switch this thing
on?').
On a serious side it was an extremely beneficial exercise and a
considerable amount was learned by all sides.
232 SIGNAL SQUADRON
THE END OF AN ERA-AS TROOP
Although the armoured element of 7 Sig Regt had not been
exercised for some time, the panzers remained despite the fact that the
Troop was 'Optioned' out of existence. The vehicles were finally
loaded on to flat beds and taken away on 27 May.
When the West was still waiting for the forces of the Warsaw Pact
to emerge from the mist after crossing the Inner German Border on
their way to the Channel Ports, A5 Troop was to provide the HQ for
the Commander RAC to fight the screen battle. An unbroken series
of commanders have regularly voiced their thanks and appreciation
for the professional support provided by the members of the Troop.

Assorted officers, commanders, drivers and the remnants of A5
Troop
As they are all hard, rough-toughy soldiers it would be crass to say
that there were moist eyes as LCpl 'Dutch' Holland, Cpl Olly Reed,
Sig Lee Porter, 'Smudge' Smith and LCpl Mutch walked away from
the vehicles for the last time. Cpl Frank Nash woul
ave been
emotional, but he was too busy eating his lunch which was delivered
to the railhead by a crack domestic engineer (his wife) . The Regiment
is a lesser force without the armour, but many generations of track
drivers will remember the Troop with fond affection.
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H I BU. P H
On _7 . fay a team of 'highly trained athlete ' from the Regiment
too to the garage to pu h a herpa minibus in the 2nd annual
minibu pu h for ' ave The Children' Fund.
gt Mark nderson of 232 Sig Sqn was the team manager and
leader of one of the teams with 2Lt Lloyd Golley 228 Sig Sqn and Cpl
'id Davie 232 Sig Sqn. As current holders of the trophy we hoped
that we could retain it.
t 1500 hrs preci ely Capt J. Charnoc~ signalled the start.,
The team set about the course at cracking pace and after the first lap
the un which had been obvious in its absence, suddenly burst
through' to warm everybody's heart . Everything wa go!ng well and
the official timekeeper SSgt 'Eric' Sykes felt we wer~ gomg to break
la t year's time when ig Zoe Hobbins couldn't conunue due to heat
exhau lion. Catastrophe-what were we to do?
.
Fortunately Mrs andy Gartside, who had been collectmg l!loney
from vehicle moving in and out of camp, volunteered her services, a
terling performance a Sandy i not known as a runner. Soon we we:e
approaching the last lap for each team, as last year they agam
produced two of the fastest laps of the day. The fastest lap belongi ng
to the team of2Lt Lloyd Golley, Sgts Mark Neighbour, Al Keen , Cpl
Andy Lloyd, Cpl eil orley and Sig Tracy Hoffman, in a time of I
min 27 sec.
The overall time was I hr 7 min and 29 sec. An improvement of 5
min over la t year's time but unfortunately not quite enough to retain
the trophy again this year.

The Mi nibus te am at the fini s h.
4 ARMO RED DIVISION SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 4 Armd Div Championships were held over the period 2/ 3
June 1993 at Warendorf. The Regimental teams, without any training, gave all they had. In the water polo the team won both their
league games comfortably against 12 Regt RA and 4 ADSR. The 12
Regt game finished 6-1 and the 4 ADSR result was 3-1. In the semifinals we beat 28 Engr ~~gt 9-4. The final proved to be the hardest
match in the competition with us beating QDG 5-3 (and one of our
goals was scored in the last 10 seconds). Our top goal scorers were Sgt
Graham Weavers (IO), Cfn 'Taff' Simons (7), Capt Tim Langford (3)

r:
I
I
I
I
I
I

BERNE TWO DAY MARCHES
Distance: 42km per day; Weight: IOkg
A late start on Thursday night at 2300 hrs saw the departure of
the team towards Berne, Switzerland . With a relatively clear night the
journey wa picturesque .
We arrived in the early hours of Friday morning where Sgt Webb
tried his French on the gate guard, no response! Then LCpl Nesbitt
rattled off for several minutes by which time we had established where
our food and accommodation would be given to us.
As the first of our two day marches did not start until 0630 hrs
Saturday morning, several of the team decided to visit Berne and test
the culinary delights of Swiss life.
The start line at the Olympic Ice Stadium was jammed with soldiers
of many armies, Australian, South African, Italian, German and
many more. Whilst the Swiss marches were not regarded as a race,
several countries, including ' the favoured seven' decided that a good
time was needed. From almost the first kilometre the team maintained
a good marching pace. There were three rest stations along the route,
in which the team spent around 10 minutes at each. The route was
fairly hilly and coupled with the heat the going was quite hard .
The team arrived back at the Olympic Stadium having achieved a
time of 7hr I Omin. The Defence Attache Col Thatcher approached the
team and briefed us that Sunday's march would see the team marching
down the lined street towards the saluting dias. He rud stress that
punctuality would be appreciated as it is .somewhat embarrassing
being the only dignitary left on the podium when the band have left!
The second day's marchi ng started slower as feet by this time were
blistered and sore. Sgt Webb with all his compassion decided that
yesterday's time was not good enough and without further ado the
team slipped into 5th gear. Along the route several songs were sung
which gave the team a good sense of morale and before long we were
tagging onto the back of the Swiss paratroopers . Having listened to
one of their songs, Sig 'Mo' P ay found it in our song book . Without
causing too much of a disturbance we sang the same song with a
louder and more 'staccato' projection and before we knew it we were
slipping past the paratroopers using the song to motivate us the last
8km .
On marching down the final stretch Sgt Mlles Webb gave the eyes
right to the visiting dignitaries and then marched the team straight
through the beer tent doors up to the bar. On fall out the applause and
cheers made the weekend and that evening's entertainment a very
successful one. Col Thatcher informed us that we had completed the
second days march in a time of 6hr 40min with us being the first
complete British team in.
A special mention to the Metropolitan Police who provided the
eve.ning's entertainment.
Team Leader: Sgt Mlles Webb.
Crew: Cpls Ollie Mills, Ewan Buchanan , 'Taff' Brown, 'Rick'
Wood, LCpls Paul Corcoran , Mick Nesbit, Sigs ' Mo ' Pay and
' Bruiser' Blanchard .

8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
The Regiment's role may be to train Corps solruers, but the varit:ty
of activity undertaken during the last three months show that there
can also be moments away from study.
EASTERN DISTRICT COMPETITIONS
The Regimental Shooting Team won the Regular Army Series B
Championship at the Eastern District Skill-at-Arms meeting at
Catterick. Rumour has it that RQMS Paul Smith and his team who
were running the admin and Sgts Mick Senior and Steve Crawford
who were zooming around on motorcycles collecting the scores had
nothing to do with the end result! The team were the 'Rine
Championship and the Section Match winners and W02 (QMSI) Kev
Fitzpatrick was the event's Champion Rifle Shot-using an iron sight
he still managed to score more than any of the infantry competitors.

Capt Alistair Ross and W02 (QMSI) Kev Fitzpatrick and the
Regimental shooting team, winning the EDIST Skill at Arms
Championship
The Ladies Badminton Team had a clean sweep in the Eastern
District Badminton Championships. Sig Mhairi Mcintosh won the
individual title and Cpl ' Dixie' James was runner-up. Sigs Mhairi
Mcintos h and Sharon Bricknell had a resounding victory in the double
competition.
The Regimental Swimming Team, led by Sgt Tony Jenkins won
every event in the Eastern District Competition to become the District
Champions . The Regimental Water Polo Team had a good win over
ITB Catterick (10-2). to become the Eastern District Champions .
Special mention must go to LCpl Fiona Whitty, who as a result of her
impressive performance has been selected to compete in the Army
Championships .
ATHLETICS
The inter squadron athletics competition was a good opportunity to
choose the athletes for the Regimental team, in which HQ Sqn and Mil
Trg were the winners. Particularly well done to Sgt Tony Jenkins who
won the 3000m steeplechase only three days after completing the
London Marathon.
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ln the Morrison Cup the Regiment came second with notable
victories again from Sgt Tony Jenkins in the 3000m steeplechase, ig
Chris Roberts (800m and 1500m), OCdt Chris Alderson (400m), as
well as an opportunist win in the 4 x IOOm relay by igs Daniel
Adams, Neil Phelps, Jason Kent and Sgt Phil Green. The Regimental
heavyweights dug in their heels, only to be narrowly beaten by 2 Sig
Regt in the final of the Tug of War.
CHARITY WORK
Race the Sun is a 16 leg competition with running, cycling,
orienteering, bergan running, canoeing and swimming legs. The race
covers 120 miles around York, with three competitors racing in each
leg for each team. After 14 hours only 21 seconds split the !st and 2nd
teams, ITB Strensall just beating the Regiment. The Regiment also
managed to raise £500 for charity. There were some excellent
performances by Sgt Paul Crinnion who was second in the swimming
leg and the trio of Cpl Elzbahadur Pun, Cpl John Harvey and Sig
Man Bahadur Thapa had an excellent run up the gruelling White
Horse Hill.
The Regiment was well represented in the London Marathon by
W02 (YofS) Mick Dawson, SSgt (YofS) Joe Murray, Sgt Tony
Jenkins, Cpl Charlie Rigg and Sig Andy Parsons who between them
raised £2,500 which has been donated to charity.
SSgt Bob Lewis and Sgt Tam Byrne of Training Support Group
organised the Macmillan Mile appeal, a charity that aids cancer
victims and their families. Despite the typical Catterick wet weather
the Regiment raised £595, by each person paying for the privilege of
walking or running for one mile.
National Spring Clean Day was part of the National Spring Clean
Week. Members of the Regiment wor ked on a Saturday morning,
under the close eye of W02 (SSM) Stuart Campbell and Sgt Steve
Harper. The banks of the River Swale and around the Richmond area
were cleaned up.
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and LCpl Tim Williams (2) . The winner of the swimming was never
in doubt and 71 AC Wkshps came through as expected and beat us
by 8 points. Every swimmer fought hard for p~ints and we finished
in a higher position than expected. Notable achievements were Capt
Tim Langford, winner of the 50m freestyl~ (~o~ bad for an old one),
and Cfn 'Taff' imons who won the 200m mdlVldual me~ley by a very
small margin . LCpl Tim Williams finished second m the IUOm
breast troke. We also managed second in the 4 x 50m breaststroke,
medley and freestyle relays. Overall an outstanding two days with the
teams showing grit and determination.

Sig Matt Clish, Sig Stuart Scott, Sgt Tony J enki ns (w inn er) a nd
Sgt Mick Cowie in t he Inte r squadron 3,000m
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ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
Exercise Silver Fern was an arduous tra:ining expedition to New
Zealand. The Expedition was Jed by Capts Phil Wheeler and Kevin
Francis. The aim was to climb the mountai ns in the Tongario Range
and to canoe down the Wa nganui River. Several pea ks were climbed
inclurung Mt Ngauruhoe which is a near perfect conical mountain, but
most spectacular of all was the ascent of Mt Paretetaitonga (2,75 1m)
which was achieved despite atrocious weather conditions. The expedition spent four days canoei ng 120km down the Wanganui River.
Special mention must go to WOl Bob Stonier and Sgt 'Taff' Williams
who continually showed us how not to go down the rapids, they spent
more time in the rapids than out. With other activities including rock
climbing, white water rafting and black hole rafting, t he exercise was
a huge success.
Exercise Skye Dive was a sub aqua diving experution to the Kyle of
Kinlosh, on the Isle of Skye, organised by Capt Alistair Ros and Sgt
Chris Andrews. The aim of the exercise was to increase the experience
of sports divers. All member of the exercise performed wreck, drift
and deep dives as well a having the chance to improve their boat
handl ing ski lls.
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HQ Q ADRO
E ERCl E TIGER CHALLENGE
Sqn Comd
Maj I. L. Dudding
TOT
Capt B. Gardner
M W02 ( M) J. Gillan, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) C. Ross, YofS SSgt
(YofS) M. Ewart, Tp SSgt S gt D. Murray.
How do you keep an escape and evasion exercise secret? Right up
until the week before the exerci e the rumours were rife.
When we arrived at Vogelsang (yes, it was Vogelsang), we were
greeted by large numbers of smiling DS standing by tents full of black
plastic bags.
Our kind heaned SSM John Gillan and his band of evil helpers
turned nasty, SSgt Chic 'Partisan Pete' Ross was in his element. What
a kind, considerate and generous person he turned out to be!
After being duly processed, the remainder of the section, Sgt Billy
Redman, Cpl Stevie Holdcroft and Sig Glinn Bass were given a short
safety brief and told the object of the exercise was to visit as many
checkpoints as possible, collecting various items which would make up
a zip gun without getting caught by the various hunter groups out on
the ground. Once daily each section had to visit 'Partisan Pete's' for
rations etc, his checkpoint being the only safe area available to us
during the exercise.
As soon as we were dropped off we went straight to a hide location.
It was dark and with no compass and the weather now absolutely
atrocious, it was pointless going on. No one, in his right mind would
be out on a night like this. We were wrong, the hunter force appeared
and we were off!
On the second day, having orientated ourselves we got off to a good
start. Of the three checkpoints visited we found no partisan, no water
and definitely no part of a zip gun. By this time we were slightly
perturbed, but were refreshed when we rendi;zvoused with 'Partisan
Pete'. We discovered that most sections had been caught at least once.
After stocking up with food and water, from 'Honest Pete's' larder
we were on our way again and visited all the checkpoints before it got
dark, acquiring an item at every one without being seen-'was it to
last?' we said. We eventually settled into our hide location in high
pirits and had a slap up meal before slipping into our green maggots .
Next day we were spotted in the open by Maj Dudding's hunter
group. The whole section took flight and managed to make the
woods, taking cover just in time. Had our luck finally run out?!
The hunter force decided to cover the three possible hides to where
we might have gone to ground. The Sqn Comd struck right to small
a copse. From there he was heard to swear, curse and proceed to order
us to come out and give ourselves up as he could see us quite clearly!
(We never learned after the event who he was actually speaking toGerman ramblers maybe?)
SSgt Phil Matthews stealthily, as is his way, made it in our
direction. As we tried to control our gasps for breath we knew it was
only a matter of time before this 'steely eyed' staff sergeant spotted
the painfully white face of Sig Bass peering up at him from the cover
of a dead tree. Our game was up. We had been caught.
After the euphoric SSgt Phil Matthews had calmed down, he frogmarched us to the Landrover where we found out we were one of only
two groups the hunter force had not caught during the past day and
a half. We were duly tagged and sent on our way.
With our spirits dampened we made our way to 'Partisan Pete's' to
replenish our supplies. On arrival our morale was lifted by the tale of
Sgt (YofS) Marc Ewart, SSgt Dave Murray and the rest of 'Shadow
Company' Hunter Force attacking some very alert and dangerous
looking logs. It was believed by 'Shadow Company' that these logs
may have been responsible for setting off their ambush trip flares the
night before.
After leaving Pete's 'The Crook', we decided we were not going to
be caught a second time. We would hide up for the day and get the
rest of the checkpoints towards dusk. Dusk came and we were off, no
further incidents occurred, we visited all relevant checkpoints,
stealthily collecting the final parts to the zip gun and headed back to
our hide location where, surprise surprise, we got our heads down for
Endex 0700 hrs.
The return to camp was uneventful and the Squadron smoker that
e\ening was a highly successful event.
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semi-finals against I AAC. This was a very hard fought match which
went to sudden death. From the extra time kick off, a flowing move
saw the bal_l ~each the safe _hands of Sgt Bill Innes who era hcd over
for the dec1d1ng try. The fmal saw the Regiment play its best rugby
and devastate the QDGs team by a huge margin .
A most successful end to .a hard sea~on, which also saw the loss of
many players. We would hke to send our best wishes to them all
wherever they may be.
'

REGIMENTAL SHOOTING TEAM
During the week 29 March-2 April the Regimental Shooting Team
competed in the Rhine Garrison Skill at Arms meeting.
As expected, the competition was extremely tough but to our delight
the team won the LMG Match, the Section Match, the SMG Match
and came third in the Rifle Match. With only the Section Match to
shoot, the Major Units Cup was still in contention. Rheindahlen
Support Unit (Army) was level with the Regiment on 33 points, while
16 Sig Regt and 28 Sig Regt were on 27 points each. The outcome was
close but we snatched the Major Units trophy by eight points, just two
hits on the target!
As there was no separate female competition this year our female
team entered the SMG Match and succeeded in beating a number of
mixed teams, and a Major Unit male team-a very creditable
experience. Look out for the girls next year with SA80!
The March and Shoot competition took place on the last day of the
SAAM, and again was fiercely contended. With an outstanding effort
the Regimental team were rewarded by winning this prestigious event
as well. In summary a very successful week for the Regiment, hard
work, good fun, and well rewarded. Our thanks to Capt Corcoran and
to all who took part.

Left to right standing: Lt Dominic Sharkey, LCpl Hoffman, Sgt

Burns, LCpl Jones, Capt Martin Corcoran
Left to right kneeling: LCpl Robinson, LCpl Thompson , LCpl

LeSurf, Sgt Butler
RUGBY SEVENS
The Regiment fielded two teams in the RAF Bruggen International
Heineken Sevens, which featured civilian teams from England, Wales,
Holland and Germany, as well as service teams from BFG. The 'A'
team comfortably won their opening round games and were drawn
against pre-tournament favourites Peterborough RFC in the quarter
final stage. After disposing of the favourites, the team entered the
semi-finals against hosts RAF Bruggen only to be beaten in a close
fought game. The 'B' team lost to 16 Sig Regt in the quarter final of
the plate competition.
The following week saw the Regiment take part in the first Rhine
Garrison Seven~ competition at Dusseldorf. Despite a poor start
losing the first game, the team pulled together and dominated their
remaining games, ensuring a place in the semi-finals. Here they met
Monchengladbach Station and had an easy ride into the final. The
final was an excellent game of rugby as the Regiment overran 16 Sig
Regt by 31 points to nil.
As winners of the Rhine Garrison Competition, the Regiment went
on to the BAOR Sevens held al FOO Dulmen the following week.
Here they were drawn in a tough league including 7 Sig Regt and 2
RTR. The first game saw 7 Sig Regl give the Regiment a lesson in
sevens' play and heads dropped a little. However the next match saw
a much improved team effort and a hard fought match against 2 RTR
(eventual BAOR Champions)-going down 21 - 7. The final league
match was won easily and the team entered the plate competition
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Left to right back row: W01 (RSM) Orange, LCpl Rich Richardson,

W01 J. J . Smith, LCpl Paul Wright, Cpl Tommo Thomas, Lt Col
P. A. R. Rouse
Front row: LCpls Angus Morrison, Sean Doherty, Sgt Bill Innes,
Cpl Lawrence Hill, SSgt Tony Woolaston (missing from the
photo - Cpl Harding)
EXERCISE BOSUN'S BACKSTOP
LCpls Jayne Richardson, Daz Whatmough, Stevie Ayres, Angje
Driver-Williams and Pte Kev Drysdale all volunteered to experience a
week on the ocean wave around the coast of Holland.
The first shock was the diminutive size of the yacht-but perhaps
expecting a week on the QE2 was a bit much!
Our second revelation came the next morning when sea sickness
attacked half of the crew-we all quickly learned the meaning
windward and leeward sides of the boat.
As the days progressed our skills as 'salty sea dogs' improved, save
a few near disasters, such as running the boat aground, near Lemmer.
We also learned much about the 'apres-sailing' side of life, although
we were all so tired after a hard day at sea that we weren't able to
appreciate it fully.
The next day saw us attempting to refine our man-over-board drills,
practising on a very patient black bucket which we failed to rescue
with alarming regularity! All proved much more adept at ascending
the mast in the boatswain's chair.
The following day we actually glimpsed the sun for the first time,
and even spotted some other fools out sailing in sub-zero
temperatures. Our last day also proved sunny, allowing us to return
to the Regiment with a slight sun tan. More importantly we all learned
a great deal and intend to return to the ocean-in summer!
Our thanks go to Maj Peter Stableford RCT for enabling us to
charter the St Christopher.
EXERCISE PETIICOAT HEROINE
On Saturday 15 May at 1200 hrs, 32 intrepid ladies of 13 Sig Regt
gathered on the parade square, unsure of what the weekend held in
store. However, there would be no housework, shopping or cooking.
It was a case of role reversal!
They were kitted out in camouflage and certainly looked the part!
Were we only off for one night, or was this a ploy to get rid of u for
longer? By the amount of kit we had, it certainly felt like it!
After being issued with our weapons and magazines, we were
marched to the range and began our training.
The lessons were interesting and included First Aid and NBC. Then
given an opportunity to fire the rifle! For many, it was the first time
they had been behind the trigger but we all managed to hit the target!
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Then it was off to Arsbeck. It was a struggle to get on the bus with
webbing etc, and there was plenty of excited chatter.
On arrival a lecture on fieldcraft/tactics and then 'cammed up'. The
ladies were transformed into bushes and trees. I don't think a certain
place in Arsbeck will ever be the same, after we'd fini hed demolishing
the trees!
Setting up of the harbour area followed . It was amazing how
quickly they managed to make themselves comfortable. Soon the
delicious(?) smell of compo was wafting through the air. Since the
ladies hadn't eaten since breakfast, it tasted like a gourmet meal.
Darkness descended and half hour stags were covered. In the pitch
black, the bushes turned into soldiers and began to move. Every sound
was magnified and with a mixture of cold and fear, teeth were soon
chattering. Definitely, the longest half hour!
Soon the heroines were off to intercept the enemy. They were given
the plan and set off into the dark. After marching for what seemed
like 20 miles, battle commenced. What was lacking in tactics, was
made up for in determination and soon they had the four of them
beaten .
Back to the bashers and blissful sleep. Oh no, the bushes were on
the attack again! Armed and dangerous, a privet will never look the
same way again!
0550 hrs-Wakey, wakey, ' But they've only just got to sleep?'
The air was cold and frosty, they were tired but spirits were high.
Bashers were taken down and breakfast started.
A huge explosion and the shout of Gas, Gas, Gas, soon put a stop
to the elation. The ladies masked up and returned fire. The noise was
deafening and adrenalin was pumping. We left the area soon after and
de-masked. Capt Strangways praised us, and said that only a few
wouldn't have made it. One lady found a very safe place!
After rescuing two casualties and tending their wounds (don't
pressure points come in some funny places?) there followed 15
minutes of aerobics. Then it was back on the bus and off to Birgelen.
The talk was full of hilarious stories of experiences during the night.
The PTis commented that the ladies were 'worse than the men' and
then fell asleep.
More physical exercise followed before we faced the assault course.
The DS had a good laugh watching us go over the water jump and
almost all of us got soaked (some more than others)!
Tired and weary, but pleased with ourselves we returned to the
armoury for a more than welcome wash.
A barbecue followed, there was huge amounts of food with
appetites to match.
A great time was had by all, some would jump at the chance to do
it again, for others it was an experience not to be repeated! We all now
appreciate what our husbands go through.
All the ladies would like to thank the DS staff and everyone
concerned for making the exercise as successful as it was. When's the
next one?

Mal Orange and Chris Newbury-enjoying a home cooked compo
meal
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16 Sig Regt
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14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 36
FREEDOM OF 0 NABR. CK
The Regiment moved to 0 nabriick to arrive in time to join_ the
Garri on in e erci ing it freedom of the to n. As the newest arrivals
in O nabriick, the Regiment represented the Garrison on parade-the
third 'Freedom' of a different town which the RSM, W01 (RSM)
G. N. F. Knight, claims to have organised as RSM. The parade
mar hed through the town to the Rathaus where it was in pected ~y
the Oberburgermei ter of Osnabriick. The hot weather was m
complete contrast to the Parade which marked our departure from
Celle. After the Parade, the CO, Lt Col N. K. P . Hope MBE was
invited to sign the 'Freedom Book'.

We would like to thank all those involved with the push, members
of the Regiment and those from Osnabriick Garrison who sponsored
the team. Last and certainly not least many thanks to 'O Girke Travel'
who very kindly donated a free return trip for two to the UK, with car.
This prize was raffled in order to raise the money for ~he 'Save The
Children' Fund. Unofficially over DM2000 has been raised. You can
all rest assured that some child somewhere will benefit from your
generosity.
237 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Rick Evans
2IC
Capt Mark Roberts
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Toon
Elements have been involved in various exercises and we have
competed at some sporting events. We are now preparing for Ex Fox
Hunt l , first of many Squadron exercises . Now to the Troops.
K TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Paul Atkinson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mar.k Brunning
.
Kilo Tp has just completed the fnst Troop exercise of the year.Ex Jammy Fox! Everything went well and it proved a very useful and
informative five days.
A sad farewell goes out to Kel Elliott and Cpl Pete Gibbs and the
Troop wishes them all the best for the fu ture in civvy street.

VISIT OF BRIG H. H. KERR OBE
The Comd Rhine Garrison arrived outside the cellars of Block 3 and
met by Capt David Bizley (acting 255 Sqn Comd). He was guided past
the barbed wire and sandbagged entrance of the surroundings which
resembled a scene of a war-torn Headquarters. Picking his way
through the dark corridor littered with rubble and building debris, he
was guided to the Comms Plans Cell and introduced to Capt Tony
Shaw (Ops Offr) who gave a brief on the Regiment's role within the
ARRC.
After this the Brigadier was shown various staff cells manned by
'players' of different nationalities. The Brigadier took a keen interest
and spent considerable time talking to soldiers of various
nationalities.
The end of this scenario coincided with an air-raid warning red,
given by SSM Geoff Woodcock, which was followed immediately by
loud bangs, fires, sparking cables and leaking pipes, with damage
repair teams working hard to clear the exit for the Brigadier . As he
left the cellars the Brigadier saw RMA Sig Ruth Henderson attending
to a soldier 'injured' as a result of the air-raid.
LS&GC PRESENTATION
Brig H. H. Kerr OBE arrived al the Sergeants' Mess to present
LS&GC Medals to W02 (SSM) Geoff Woodcock, SSgt 'Geordie'
Whiteman, SSgt Keith Mardling, Sgt Richard Plummer and Sgt Ian
Unswort h. He was met by the RSM, WOl Toms. The ceremony was
attended by the recipients families and the Commander later joined
them in a celebratory glass of champagne.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Rob on his wedding to Sig Nikki Davies and to LCpl Bri Butters
on his engagement to Debbie.
ARRIVALS
The Troop welcomes Sgt Keith Balsdon, Cpls Rab Arthur, Ade
Lawrence, LCpl Kel Elliott and Sig Mick Breydin.

MINI-BUS PUSH
Wednesday 26 May dawned just another day (or at least it should
have been) but for 18 young lads/lassies from the Regiment it was
anything but!

DEPARTURES
The Troop says goodbye to Sig Stu Whale (to the Regiment). LCpl
Jock Wyllie (to civvy street), Good Luck Jock, and finally a safe tour
to LCpl Richie Coutts in NI and LCpl Ash Williams in Bosnia.
VTROOP
Tp Comd
W02 'Mac' McCreedy
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy Campbell
The Troop has battled well on the sporting front. The Inter-Troop
Football Competition was won easily thanks to LCpl Al Birchall who
played with a 'lightweight' cast on his arm and in his own words 'went
on to score a fabulous goal' in our 3-1 win over T Troop. The Troop
also went on to win the athletics easily. In the Squadron BFT Competition six runners finished in under 8min 45sec and we finished 3rd.
CONGRATULATIONS
To Cpl Russ Foster, Cpl 'Scooty' Hide and LCpl ·s~ou~e· Hall on
their recent marriages , also to LCpl Mark Bloom and h1s wife. Lynette
on the birth of their son Lewis and to LCpl Chris Foss on his recent
promotion.
THE TROOP WELCOMES
Sgt Glen Tilley, Cpl Ayleen Hart (soon to depart again on promotion) and Sig Slater.

'The Crew'
From top, left to right: LCpl Williams, LCpl McCallum, Sig Hamar,
Lt Almonds. Back row: LCpl Mulligan, Sig Hunter, LCpl Richards .
Centre row: SSgt Wayman , Sgt Doidge, Sigs Stone, Tharby, LC pl
Shaw, Sig Macdonald, SSgt Usher. Front row: W02 Robertson,

Sgt Wharton, Sigs Robson, Vellacot, Sgt Gemmel, Sig Lockwood,
LCpl Wilkie
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FAREWELLS
The Troop says goodbye to Sgt Kev Rhodes, Cpl 'Daz' Anglesea
and LCpl 'Toots' McCall, all leaving the Army. Good luck in the
future!
In the Morrison Cup we finished 2nd, the Southern District (West)
Swimming-2nd and the Southern District Athletics-4th (narrowly
missing out on qualification) .
Finally congratulations to the 2IC Capt Roberts on his marriage to
Suzie, we wish them well for the future.
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HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rankin
Tp SSgt SSgt Finister, Tp Sgts Sgt Ferguson, Humphreys.
Despite the Troop's brief life, it has already been tested to capacity
with Ex First Guard, a gruelling exercise testing the ability of Fwd Tp
with rapid moves and fast comms tasking.
We have said goodbye to a number of the troop; Sgt Philp with his
wife Jane have moved to l Sqn, congratulations also on the birth of
their son; Cpl McCall and Sig Deamer to UK and 3 (UK) Div; Sig
Bottomley also to UK with the more daunting prospect of 5 AB Bde.
Posted in was LCpl Reeves who returns to the Regiment, much in
demand for his basketball skills.
On the sporting front the Troop has performed well in a number of
competitions notably boxing; Cpl Campbell, LCpl Reeves, LCpl
Ballard, LCpl Lawton and Sig Mann were part of the winning
Squadron team, Sig Mann also won the Golden Glove for Champion
boxer. The BAOR, Rhine Garrison and Army basketball champion
team contained three members of the Troop: LCpls Reeves, Scott and
Sig Jones. Our most famous celebrity to date is Sig Kelly who won the
South Holland Premier League and was reported in the local papers
and on Cable TV.
REGIMENTAL BOXING
On 6 April the Regiment held a Boxing evening in the presence of
Brig H. H. Kerr OBE.
SSgt (SSI) Wilson had supervised the redecoration of the
gymnasium to provide adequate seating. Training had begun six weeks
earlier.
The evening saw nine bouts which included two exhibition bouts.
The exhibition bouts were between 28 Sig Regt and Sgt Scoots and Sig
McLeod of 16 Sig Regt. All other boxers were novices in their first
bouts.
The boxers showed courage and ability and as a result there were
no winners and runners up. The evening was the beginning of the
revitalisation of boxing within the Regiment and will hopefully
produce a fine regimental team in the near future.
The evening culininated with the presentation of awards by Brig
Kerr to the individual boxers and the Inter Squadron trophy to the
victors-255 Sig Sqn.

TTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Colin Russell
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Exley
Promotion/farewell celebrations for SSgt Mark Brunning on
leaving the Troop. Next day the Inter-Troop ~thletics . The Tro<?p put
up a hard fight and finished 3rd. However, 1t redeemed itself m the
swimming, winning in spectacular style.

The Oberburgermeister of Osnabruck escorted by the CO, Lt Col
Nigel Hope, inspects the guard

Silver Spanner-Cpl 'Chalky' White won the coveted Silver
Spanner presented to him by the CO. His PV was judged to be the best
maintained vehicle in the Regiment after being inspected by a team
from the LAD. Well done, we all look forward to drinking your crate.

Receiving LS&GC Medals
Sgt Plummer, W02 Woodcock, SSgt Whiteman, Sgt Unsworth
and SSgt Mardling
255 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
Maj Steven Felton
Sqn 2IC
Capt David Bizley
SSM W02 (SSM) Geoff Woodcock, YofS W02 (YofS) Al Petterson,
FofS SSgt (FofS) Neil McKie, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Alec Turner, MT
SNCO Sgt Ned Kelly.
.
The Squadron welcomes Maj Steve Felton who has arnved from
640 (EW) Tp. Sadly the Foreman is leaving on redundancy and the
SQMS on completion of 22 years service.
FOX TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt K. A. Reynolds
SNCO
SSgt D. Watson
We welcome SSgt 'Des' Watson and i!l the same breath s~y goodbye
as he is posted on promotion to 220 Sig Sqn. Do they ski there?
The Boxers in action
CONGRATULATIONS
To LCpl Dean Davies on his marriage. to LCpl .Lynn Stevenson .
Also to Sig Willy and Mrs Scoots on the birth of their baby daughter.
GOLF TROOP (MAN 003)
Tp Comd
2Lt Ian Hargreaves
Tp SSgt SSgt Steve Reeve, Tp Sgts Sgt Paul Wickham, Lloyd Bath.
Golf Troop bas had a particularly busy pe_ri.od recently what with
Ex First Guard, Battle Camp and plenty of v1s1ts to see the MAN set
up in the cellars of Bradbury Barracks.
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REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS DAY
Leicester Trophy Athletics Day took place in April at the Willich
Sports Stadium outside Krefeld. All Squadrons took part in the interSquadron Competition, one of the many sports competitions that
form the Annual Leicester Trophy Competition.
Some notable performances include Sgt Pavier 5000m, Cpl Potter
in the Womens' 1500m, Sig Marshall, Cpl In3ham in lOOm sprint,
Cpl Cox, Maj Dunbar in the javelin, L~pl ~inn IJ? the hurdles and Cpl
Howley in 400m, all of whom came first m the!f events .
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pedal mention to all member of HQ quadron and Maj Friend
for organi ing th e\·ent. To · gt ( I) WU on and his officials for
running the ompetition, nd to Mrs Fi her for presenting the prizes.
The rightful winner of both lhe ladie ' and mens' compelilion w.:re
4 qn. They performed particularly well in both lhe 4 x IOOm and
4 400m rela) .
ORIE. TEERING EA ON
With the arrival of September the Regimental orienleer headed off
to do ome running in the wood , urder the name of Ex Kunning
Running. The fir t few events proved that there were some good
orienteer in the Regiment and lhe league a:id Garri on
Champion hip double was possible.
The fir t major championships of the season were as usual the
Royal ignals (BAOR). With a few key members unavailable namely
W02 ( M) Woodcock and WOl (YofS) (now Capt) Bell due LO other
commitments, the remainder of the squad pul up a good performance
coming third. The ladies team emerged victorious in the female
compelition beating 13 Sig Regt.
The Garri on Championships were a great success with the regiment
winning the team title by 35 mins from Rheindahlen Garrison and
W02 ( M) Woodcock winning the individual title and Maj Jones
winning lhe W35 title. With this viclory the team now qualifies for the
Army/ BAOR Championships in Berlin. The Rhine Garrison league
was finally won at the second last event but the victory was not
confirmed until the prize giving on 21 May, the margin of vicwry
being 600 points from yet again Rheindahlen Garrison.
Congratulalions mu t be given lo the following on their performances
during the season:
W02 (SSM) Woodcock Garrison Champion, Sgt East Third in
league, Maj Jones Garrison W35 Champion and W35 League
Champion, SSgt Davies Top Ten league placing, Sgt Moore Top Ten
league placing.

Regimental Orienteering Team 1993
with the Rhine Garrison Champions Shield and Individual Prizes

The Regimental T.:ams had a laudable season, and were winners in
Nordic skiing. football, orienteering, skiing and hockey, and our
basketball team played admirably, wi nning both the BAOR and Army
Champion hip~. Such Joyal and singular effon was contributed by so
many of the Regimental Sportsmen that Regimental Colours were
awarded for basketball, golf, football, cross cou ntry, orienteering,
parachuting ski bobbing, rugby, skiing, tug of war, Nordic skiing,
hockey and netball. 2Lt Hassell and Sig Cunningham received BAOR
Colours for hockey. For his outstanding contributions Sgt Bain who
has represented the Regiment at cricket, sq uash and football, wa
awarded both the Sportsman of the Winter Season and Sportsman of
the Year trophies . As might be expected , he was absent in the UK
representing the Army at basketball.
Our guest for the evening was Col M. J.C. Galloway OBE. After
presenting the Colours and trophies, Col Galloway received a
Regimental plaque from Sig McTurk.
The Colonel kept his audience enthralled and amused with his
colourful and stimulating address.
The evening was an enormous success and sportsmen look forward
to the next Dinner.
EXERCISE BIRKEBEINER BACKSTOP
Exercise Leader
2Lt K. A. Reynolds
The Birkebeiner Rennet is a 58km Nordic ski marathon held annually in Norway which commemorates a civil war that took place
in the 13th Century. The rules of the competition are based on the epic
journey by a group of Birkebeiners who were avoiding capture and
attempting to take the two week old son of their leader to safety in
Trondheim .
Finding it risky to follow the route up the valley, Gudbrandshalen,
to Trondheim, they cut across the mountains to the neighbouring
valley, Osterdalen. Due to bad weather and difficult snow conditions
the two best skiers, Torstein Skelva and Skjervald Skrukka, had to go
ahead and leave the rest of the party behind . The two of them carried
the child, in whom they had high hopes for the future of Norway,
across the barren mountains of Osterhalen, where they were well
received by the local farmers and given horses and food for the further
escape north .
The competition route is from Rena to Lilleharnmer across the
mountain range, the highest point, Raufi 910m, and follows the
Birkebeiner trail which served as an escape route for Norwegian
freedom fighters during the Second World War.
The 3.5 kilo pack carried by the present-day Birkebeiners
symbolizes the 18 month old prince. The idea is that it should contain
the necessities for rough mountain weather.
Haakon Haakonsson made an end to the civil war and under him
Norway had a heyday in the Middle Ages. The Birkebeiner expedition
made history.
All expedition members completed the event with the exception of
LCpl Steve Crooks who was unable to race due to illness. Many
thanks to LCpl Hardy, Sig McKinnon, Sig Staley and Cfn Richardson
for a most enjoyable exercise.

REGIMENTAL SPORTSMAN'S DINNER
The Regimental Sportsman's Dinner was held on Saturday 15 May.
This all-ranks function is designed to celebrate the Regiment's
individual and team 'post' winter sporting achievements. The
Regiment has a plelhora of superb sportsmen and women, the venue
filled to capacily in a very friendly atmosphere.

Colerne

220 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Glenn Bartliff
2JC
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
SSM W02 (SSM) Dick Whittingham, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Phil
Christie, YofS SSgt Frank McCubbin, ORS Sgt Bill Pritchard, MT
Sgt Chris Gray.
THE YEAR OF CHANGE
1993 a year of change and a full programme. It started with the
farewell and initial visits by the Comds Rhine Garrison, Brigs Bullock
and Kerr OBE respectively.
We also bade a sad farewell to our CO, Lt Col H. H. Ham and his
wife Val in March, dining them out at Bruggen. We wish them well
in their new posting. Bill Pritchard always has his kit if you ever fancy
coming back for a run. Out with the old in with the new. Lt Col
Lynam MBE came to take a 'look see'.
During these visits presentations of LS&GC's to SSgt (SQMS) Phil
Christie and W02 (FofS) Russ Lifton by the Comd Rhine Garrison
took place. How they have managed to get away with it for so long
we don't understand.
ALL CHANGE
First to escape was the 2IC Capt Justin Hodges, after three months
'skive' at the School he needed to do some work. Congratulations on
his engagement, and the 'cosy' posting as Adjutant to 31 Sig Regt (V).
SSgt Frank McCubbin is next. The SSM, Dick Whittingham is off to
71 Sig Regt (V) in August, for his last six months. Then it will be Maj
Glenn Bartliff who is off to 2 Sig Bde, in September, followed by all
the Troop officers Capt (TOT) Russ Davey to Queen's Gurkha Signals
Sqn, Capt Len Carr on redundancy, Capt Dave Wright to 16 Sig Reg,
Capt Gary Mason to 38 Sig Regt (V).
OSCAR TROOP (SH)
MOTLEY CREWS ARRIVE
Early March saw Oscar Tp numbers swelled by the arrival of the
three MAOT detachments from RAF Gutersloh. A MAOT's role in
life is to set up, command and control helicopter landing sites. Each
detachment consists of a MALM (not MA' AM) team leader, a crew
commander who is HHI trained and crew member who, being at the
bottom of the food chain so to speak, is really happy.
These detachments provide the Troop's closest liaison with the SH
Force which is reflected in the fact that the MAOTs first port of call
prior to a major deployment is Accounts Flight to collect their 'hotel
tokens'. However, without any hint of envy or spite the Troop extends
its ragged, malnourished arms and welcomes Cpl John Rogers, Cpl
'Taff' Jones, Sig Jeff Dancey and Sig Andy Nichols.
FAREWELL TO 'THE FIRST'
In April the Troop said farewell to Capt Justin Hodges. He will be
greatly missed as he leaves us for 31 Sig Regt (V). The Troop would
like him to take this thought with him: that whatever he does or
wherever he goes he will always have been the first Oscar Tp Comd.
We wish him every success for the future and if one snippet of advice
could be given then it would be to change the shop where he buys his
jumpers.

Ex Birkebeiner Backstop - The Team
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ARRIVALS
Cpls Batley, Donoghue and Gothridge. Sigs Eades, Pearce,
Reynolds, Sexton, Torrington and Watson.
DEPARTURES
Sgt Jim Duncan (back to his beloved parachutes), Cpl Maughan,
Sigs Crowe and Gilchrist.
BOXING
Although there has been little lime for sports LCpl Lythgoe, Sigs
Hignett and Searle took part in a Station boxing competition and
despite losing all three bouts displayed professionalism .

244 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holt
2IC
Capt Neil Makepeace
SSM W02 (SSM) Ian Brereton, YofS W02 (YofS) Pete Martin,
SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Gary Foster, FofS SSgt (FofS) Steve Hutchinson.
FAREWELLS
The Squadron bids a sad farewell to W02 (SSM) Ian Brereton, who
was with the Squadron at RAF Brize Norton. We wish him, his wife
Julie and his children Faye, Kira and Luke well in the future.
Farewells also to Capt Nick Caleb, off to the AG Corps, and to Capt
Andy Duncan who is off to be Adjutant to 37 Sig Regt (V). Their
departure was marked by a 'bash' in Hannagans bar, which included
the Squadron Open Table Football Competition. This was won by
Sigs Stanway and Fisher of A Tp, having knocked out the Dream
Team of LCpl 'Fletch' Fletcher and Sig Kev Wright.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Norris
Tp SSgt SSgt Steve Davison, Tp Sgt Sgt Mark Tivey.
THE ROYAL REVIEW
The FHU element of the Troop joined the RAF to commemorate
its 75th Anniversary at Marham. The occasion was marked by lhe
presence of HM The Queen. The six who attended were Sgt Mark
Tivey, LCpl Scott and Sigs Deary, Clayton, Close and Petrie. Cpl
Johnson was attached from FASC (Force Air Support Cell). The build
up to the great day took a week, and it was the tiring schedule of preinspections which left the team quite exhausted by the time it returned
to Colerne (that's what they said anyway). The day was one of rain
and gales, but fortunately the camnets stayed up. The Queen met the
team. It was a memorable occasion.

LIMA TROOP
Our new CO, Lt Col D. A. Lynam MBE visited the Troop in April.
Two days later Brig H. H. Kerr OBE carried out a formal Opeval
Inspection, this included a tour of the Troop lines, a bartle damage
repair demonstration, a look at the new ADEKS digital exchange
installation and a fibre optic demonstration given by Cpl Tyler.
The Brigadier said that he would like to revisit the Troop to see
some fibre optic work actually being carried out so we look forward
to seeing him again in the not too distant future.
CONGRATULATIONS
To the following: LCpl Mick Lawlor and his wife Sh~ron on t~e
birth of their son Shaun. LCpl 'Daz' Dales and Rosie, on their
marriage; best wishes, Sig 'Bez' Lockett and SACW ~irsty Elmes wh.o
travelled to Antigua and got married there. Sig N1ge Penny on his
promotion to LCpl.

Col M. J.C. Galloway, the guest speaker, present Sgt Greenwood
with his Regimental Colours
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21 Sig Regt
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Alfa Troop at RAF Marham
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I. DIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp gt

gt eil White
Cpl Phil King

EXER I
The crew have been e ·erci ing on Sali bury Plain with JHSU (Join t
Heli opter Support Unit), TSW and the RAF Regiment. They
practised con oy and ambush drills, and underslinging the vehicles
below Chinook .
The Troop al o deployed in support of 60 Sqn RAF Sanctuary
Training. Thi generally went without a hi tch, more or less, except
when a few masked warriors were cautiou Jy approached b the Civvy
Poli c, and told that they had wandered on to private land.
Ex Gryphon Lift wa a 24 Airmob Bde Ex on STANT A, and if Sig
Lee Hickman is to be believed the MAOTs never stopped while
e eryone else lived it up in Bodney Camp.
E.~ Secure Beaufighter was LO practise mid and long range HF
comms. Cpl Woody Woodfine was under great pressure
inglehandedly engineering (so he says) the rear li nk to Alfa Tp in
Italy, as well as the net in UK. LCpl Mick Toes made a valiant attempt
to deploy, but only got a far as the camp gate before hi wagon broke
down.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Sig Pete Cherry and Chris Green who have
been promoted to Lance Corporal. Farewell to Chris who has gone to
I on promotion .
JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Roy Holcombe
April was a busy month. The fi rst job was the reorganisation of the
hangar by The Three Stooges , LCpls 'Woody' Woodland, 'Oz'
Faramus and 'Barrney' Barnard. They got there after three attempts,
so well done boys. Woody was last seen building a porch for the
Troop office. Apparently he communicates too.

The Troop ha been busy on Ex Motley Venture and Sanctua ry
Training exer ises (RAF Helicopter Squadron deployment into the
field).
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Welcome to Cpl Grey Jenkins from 7 Sig Regt and to Sigs Mack
Mackay, Bart Simpson, Keith Laurence, Steve Garrod and Brai ns
Pimlott. Goodbye and thankyou to Lt Jeanes after her attachment to
the Squadron, and to LCpl ' Rocky' H udson.
CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to Cpl Steve Moses and his wife Sharon on the
birth of their son, and also Sig 'Happy' Goff who has marr ied- at
last.
SIX A SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION
The Squadron's all-comers five a side football competition was held
on the SSM's last day. Unfortunately the SSM's SHQ team was
knocked out by stronger opposition. 7 Sqn RAF came and reached the
semis with the most skil ful foo tball of the day. However, it was Juliet
Tp who triumphed, with an excellent victory in a hard fo ught final
against Alfa 'Ego' Tp. Top scorers for the winning team were Sigs
Dave Swash and Ju Wright. Goal of the day was scored by SSgt Gary
Foster who tried a stylish back heel to the SSM in goal, onl y to find
that he wasn' t in goal any more.
PHAB
Amidst our many commitments we managed to do a bit of work for
charity. The Devizes PHAB (Physically Handicapped Able Bodied)
Association was joined by SSgt Neil White and many of the Squadron
for a Skittles evening in Seend Community Centre. The evening was
won by a Juliet Tp team of LCpls Nick Williams, Al Worthing and
Barney Barnard . Six members of the Squadron will be dressing up to
collect money for PHAB in the local towns in June, and three
members of the Squadron will accompany PHAB on its annual
Summer holiday on the Isle of Wight.

Fortunately he survived this death-defying act with only a few brui es
and bravely continued , although a little shaken . The abseiling also
enjoyed the odd moment when SSgt John Fisher gave a first class
demonstration of just how easy it is to abseil sideways and get stuck
in some trees. To add to his embarrassment, his wife gave a perfect
demonstration later. Or how LCpl Andy Lay, who was so relaxed as
he started his descent, that he found time to give an impromptu
performance of 'Shakin Stevens' . Another activity not usually found
on any type of summer camp is that of body painting.
We would like to extend a warm welcome to Sigs Mark Collins and
'Tommy' Tucker who have just a rrived from basic training and also
to Sig Kev Swanwick-J ones who we've managed to rescue from the
clutches of RHQ .
Many congratulations to Sgt Al Eley on his selection for promotion
and we wish him luck in his new appointment as SQMS. Finally bon
voyage and good luck in the fut ure to Sig 'Daz' Shaw who leaves for
civvy street soon .
!SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Tuson
2IC
Capt Pete Turner
F Tp Comd Lt Brian Elliott, G Tp Comd Lt Sharon Moffat, SSM
W02 (SSM) Pete O'Connor.
FOXTROT TROOP
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Firstly we welcome our new Tp Comd Lt B. J . Elliott, two new
JNCOs LCpl Vince Saunders from NJ and LCpl Smith from Golf
Tp, which is where Sig Ford has come from . From the White
Helmets we welcome Sig ' Robbo ' Roberts and our last new member
being Sig Magee, who join us from Catterick. Leaving us to go to 2
Sqn is Sig 'Leroy' Conningham, and further afield goes LCpl Steve
Gore who is off to 3 Div, last to leave is Cpl Prince who has left fo r

28 Sig Regt

Rhine Garrison SAAM 1993
Back L to R: Sigs Brooker, Chilies, Wise, SSgt Udell, Sig McNally,

Capt Jewell
Front L to R: Sig Buchanan, Sig Howarth, LCpl Thomas, Maj

Coupar, LCpl Phillips, 2Lt Goodwin
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2SQUADRON
Maj Mal Coupar (detached to UNTAC)
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Len Harvey
0 Tp Comd Lt Debs Sunderland, P Tp Comd 2Lt Steve Goodwin ,
SSM W02 (SSM) Paul Stevenson.
PAPA TROOP
Well done to all who participated in the inter-Troop athletics.
Although the Troop had it 'in the bag' right from the start the
4 x 4 lOOm relay co-starring LCpl 'Weasel' Campbell , Sig 'Clem'
Clement, Sig Sharp and Sig Steve Raby, clinched any chance of
victory from the opposition.
0 CAR TROOP
HELLOS
Welcome to Capt Len Harvey who comes as the new Sqn 21C and
to LCpl Keith Richards and his family from 7 Sig Regt.
GOODBYES
Farewell to Maj Coupar on detachment to Cambodia and Sig 'Tafr
Gibbard on his six months attachment to Cyprus. LCpl Tue and his
wife Siobhan leaves us for 3 Div and Cpl 'Sid' Siddans and Julia leave
us fo r 16 Sig Regt . Redundees Cpl Wilf Greener, Debbie and son
Christopher move to Bristol. Cpl A. L. Humphrey and Lesley to UK
and Cpl Geoff Glover and his wife who are staying in Krefeld area.
All the best to Sgt Tony Blackenbury and his wife May who are posted
to Donnington.
NEW ARRIVALS
On Sunday 30 May to Sig 'Carly' Carlisle and his wife Carole, a
baby girl Shauni-Jade, weighing in at 6lb IOoz. Best wishes to you all .

Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

BFPO 35
RHINE GARRISON SAAM
Yet again 2 Sqn Comd, Maj 'it's a gift' Coupar led the Regimental
Shooting Team into the Rhine Garrison SAAM with very high hopes
of coming away with a few trophies and medals . With the team
manager in complete control Sgt 'Tafr Burdge made sure everything
ran smoothly (well almost).
Everything went rather well for the whole week and a few prizes
were taken in the team events. The rifle match was a winner whereas
in the march and shoot led by SSgt 'Eric Blood Axe' Udell the team
came a very close second.
The CO Lt Col Boole won the pistol match, 2Lt Steve Goodwin was
runner-up in the young Officers' competition . Sig Wise was the best
'B' class shot. The pistol tiles was a close match but the three team
members-Maj Malcolm Coupar, 2Lt Steve Goodwin and Sig 'Ernie'
Wise managed to win.

a year on his T l in Catterick. Also Sgt 'Robbo' Robertson who takes
over from Sgt Mick Taggart in the chair as Tp Sgt. Good Luck.

Maj Coupar also walked away with a chest full of medals for being
runner-up in many individual events. Congratulations to everyone
who took part in an enjoyable week.
SUPPORT SQUADRON MT
RMTO
Capt Ben Britton
MT SSgt SSgt John Fisher, MT Sgt Sgt Shaun Croft.
Our time recently has been absorbed by TUY, Ex Canary Caper,
Battle Camp and last but not least the Squadron summer camp.
Of all of these activities, there is no doubt that the most time
consuming is the annual inspection of all NATO vehicles by the TUY
inspection team. The standard required by the independent team is
extremely high requiring weeks of preparation. It is in this final phase
of preparation that the Commander holds an inter Squadron competition to help assess the standards achieved . Each Squadron is required
to nominate a team to inspect another squadron's vehicles in an
attempt to find the maximum number of legitimate A jobs, there is no
doubt that the competition is strongly contested . It gave much
pleasure to everyone in Support Squadron , especially the Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Cai.n, that Support Squadron were judged the winners (not
forgetting LCpl ' Geordie' Hubery and LCpl 'Smudge' Smith who
were our very sharp eyed nominated team of inspectors). A thoroughly well deserved win for all concerned.
SUMMER' CAMP
During the last two weeks of May, elements of the Squadron
departed on summer camp which was based at the small hamlet of
Nerhem on the banks of the River Mosel 20km to the south of
Cochem. The aim of the exercise was to introduce a wide range of
adventure training pursuits to as many soldiers as possible. Wind
surfing, canoeing, abseiling and hill walking were all on the agenda
organised by the QM Techs department with Maj Bob Lockwood
overseeing operations, and Sgts 'Geordie' Wynn and Gary Doran
looking after the administration. Wives and families were invited
along and they enjoyed the opportunity to get away from it all. Like
many such exercises, it's the involuntary contributions that are best
remembered . Such as when Cpl Pat Paterson of RHQ fame, decided
to tackle the lOOm canoe shoot at the locks without using a canoe!
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RHODE & SCHWARZ TROPHY
Communications & Security Group (UK) present annually the
Rhode & Schwarz trophy to the tradesman or tradeswoman who has
contributed most to enhancing the technical, operating, training or
administrative skills within the Unit. For the training year 1992/ 93
this award has been presented to WOl (FofS) N. Baugh, the Foreman
within the Special Projects Agency . The Foreman was presented with
his award by Brig D. A. K. Biggart OBE, Comd 49 (EM) Bde, on
11 May 1993 .

to Sgts Pete Ridlington, Jim Yule and Cpl Laurie Weston, who have
represented the Corps . In September of this year CSG(UK) will host
the Royal Signals Orienteering Championships.
LT COL R. C. BOULTER
Those privileged to know Lt Col Ray Boulter and had a coffee with
him somewhere in the world, whilst listening to one of his many
stories, we can report that after 40 years' service Lt Col Ray has
finally retired. His service life began way back in 1953, when upon
leaving the Isle of Man, he enlisted into the Corps (we even had
different cap badges in those days). He saw service in Singapore,
Cyprus, Catterick, Blandford, MOD and whilst in Germany served
mainly with 7, 13 and 22 Sig Regts.
To celebrate 40 years' service and in recognition of his final four
years' service as the Special Project Officer in SP A, a dinner, attended
by over 100 people, from industry and the services, was held at the
Charnwood Golf Club .
We all wish Ray and Barbara (who live locally) a long and happy
retirement.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

latest regulation
Brig D. A. K. Biggart, Commander 49 (EM) Bde presenting
W01 (FofS) Baugh with Rhode & Schwarz Trophy
ORIENTEERING
Under the direction of WOl (FofS) 'Noddy' Baugh (SPA) and
SSgt Mike· Smart (Radio Pl), CSG(UK) continue to produce a
flourishing orienteering team. Despite having only a small cadre of
personnel to select from, the ladies team are the current Royal Signals
(UK) Champions and both teams have qualified for the Army Ch.ampionships that are to be held in Berlin later this year. Congratulauons
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HO G KONG-BEIJING RALLY 1993
'James ... Kul-sahib ... , do you both have valid passports?' asked
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn's Comd, Maj Sean Dexter at our conference in
February.
'You are going to drive to Beijing with the Hong Kong Automobile
sociation. They're doing ome sort of Rally and you are going to
do the Comm recce.'
whole host of question presented them elves. Where is Beijing?
HO\\ far is it from Hong Kong? What currency do they use? What
vehicle are we going to use?
Mo t of the e que tions were resolved when we met with Philip
Taylor, Chief Executive of the Hong Kong AA and organiser of the
Rally. The Rally had previously been run five times between 1983 and
1987 but had not been run since. The Rally will be run on 23-29
October this year with the Signals contingent of about 25 Gurkhas,
British and HKMSC providing the communications at the various
special stages throughout the 3,000km course. The Rally has already
generated huge international interest and it is expected that around 70
teams will compete with perhaps five ex rally world champion .
Armed with a map at a scale of I :250,000 we set off in a Hong Kong
AA recovery van for Beijing on our 11 day recce on 10 March. The
rest of the recce team was P hil Taylor. (organiser), Wally Nahr (Rally
driver and Sponsors Representative), and Tony Cheng (Special Events
Superintendent and interpreter) in a Toyota Cressida .
We were met at Sha Tau Kok on the Chinese border by a team from
the China Motor Sport Association who would accompany us to
Beijing. The AA had assured us our van could cope with anything, so
why were the Chinese equipped with two fo ur wheel drive
Landcruisers with jacked-up suspension, off road tyres and roll bars?
They also seemed to be looking at our van rather sceptically.

had elapsed for them to have reached the other end and set up their
mast, Kul and I would drive up the route trying to reach Tony on the
radio. If this was achieved then this was where the relay would go.
This became the sequence of events for the next 10 days, three or four
times a day .
Having travelled the 3,000km I can honestly say I have seen millions
of people. This may not seem surprising in a country of 1.6 billion but
is quite striking. There is a village every 750m or so, of about 3-400
inhabitants. There isn't a single acre of flat ground between Hong
Kong and Beijing that isn't used for agriculture. The hills have been
terraced into paddy fields and those that are too steep seem to rise like
cliffs out of the rice. The houses are made from red brick , every
village has a brick factory, and outside each house are two or three
bicycles. The scenery never ceased to amaze us.
The recce was a marvellous opportunity to visit China . It was an
unforgetable experience and we look forward to providing the
communications for the biggest Motor Rally_in Asia.

A ty pical China scene

Lt James Anderson (3rd on the right) a nd Lt (QGO I Kul bahadur
Bura (1 st on the /e ti)
We tayed overnight in Shenzen and then began the recce the
f?llowing !'J!Orning: Late in the afternoon we stopped suddenly on a
dirt track m the middle of nowhere. Phil jumped out of the car and
began p~otographing everything that stood still, whilst Tony attacked
a tree with a can of spray paint. A bit bemused, Ku! and I ventured
forth from the van. It turned out this was the start of the first special
stage where the Rally cars would race against the clock and where
comms would be needed at the start and finishing points to provide
a afety net. Ah,. so whe~e were we exactly? Phil waved vaguely at the
map and ~he Chm~e po1_nted to some point in Vietnam, this began a
whole senes of run-ms with the Chinese who couldn't read a map and
who used Communist names for everything. Where was the finish?
Th.er~ was more v~gue waving this time through a 180 degree arc
pomtmg at the horizo n. The criteria for the finish was 'a straightish
bit to get a bit of speed up'. Needless to say no-one knew the nature
ol the ~ound between t~e two. If the Royal School of Signals Radio
Group mstructo~s had this as a scenario they would have laughed their
sock off. Soluuon .. . Wally drove along the proposed route with
Tony constantly talking on the radio reading out the distance
travelled. When Tony's voice had been completely lost and the time
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OPERATION SAPTAKOSHI
By LCpl Guman Thapa, Nepal Sig Tp
Soldiers in mufti on an operation? On Op Saptakoshi they were!
It took place at Maj huwa in Terhathum District East Nepal from 26
February-6 March and provided HF rearlink communication between
Majhuwa and the British Embassy Kathmandu for H RH The P rincess
of Wales who was in Nepal for five days on a private visit. HRH
visited the drinking water project donated by The Gurkha Welfare
Scheme at Majhuwa village in Terhathum during the visit.

On 26 February, after a short briefing by OC NST and S03
Coord/Comms Offr about the operation, we flew to Biratnagar.
BOEN had provided a Landrover to drop us at Basantpur on 27
February and we walked the rest of the way to Jirikhimti and stayed
overnight a~ th~ AWC:. The next day was a most challenging walk up
and downhill (1t remmded us of the Khud-race at Nameless Hill in
Hong Kong) for nine hours until we reached Majhuwa very tired
indeed.
Early morning, on I March we erected our dipole antennae using
bamboo poles. It was very cold and raining. We were anxious to
establish radio contact with British Embassy Kathmandu who were
listening for us at a distance of 200km. Had the radio Comms failed
one of us would have had to walk back to the Myanglung bazaar
(another nine hours walk with a manpack PRC 320 plus personal kit)
and send a sitrep to the HQ by telephone. We all cheered up when zero
replied to our radio ... check . 'OK . . . over'. On 3 March we
opened our radio net early in the morning and gave a weather report.
The Rearlink Detachment consisted of CSgt Deauraj Limbu IO GR,
Cpl Padam Sunuar and LCpl Guman Tbapa both QG Signals.

Day Two began with an early start, eight different stands to get
through, and the sky looking rather overcast. The stands ranged from
changing tyres, manoeuvring Army and civilian vehicles around
obstacles, first aid when dealing with a road accident and a highway
code test. One of the stands even involved sitting a drivi ng te t
(mentioning no names, there were a few candidates for retesting).
Reversing the trailer was a popular event, with many of the onlookers
having a go between one team leaving and the next one arriving. At
mid-day the rain came down and made conditions more taxing, but
all the teams rose to the challenge, and the competition continued into
the afternoon.
At the end of a very competitive two days everyone had thoroughly
enjoyed themselves and learned a few things along the way. The 2IC
of the Regiment, Maj Mike Wise, presented the medals to the teams:
!st 246 B Team, 2nd 247, 3rd 246 A Team.
A special mention must also be given to 246 C Team who were
awarded Best Competitors for their efforts and achievements over the
two day period.

246 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRON (48 GURKHA INFANTRY
BRIGADE)
Sqn Comd
Maj I. A. J. Condie
2IC
Capt A. J. Parsons
SQOO Capt (QGO) Mekhman Gurung, SSM W02 (SSM) Kindarman
Rai, YofS SSgt (YofS) Kendrick, FofS SSgt (FofS) Davis.

PIPES AND DRUMS
On 28 May the Regiment entered the Brigade of Gurkhas Piping
and Drumming Competition. Four teams took part in the event which
was judged by members of the Black Watch and Capt G. N. M.
Stoddart BEM RHF who came from the Army School of Piping in
Edinburgh . The Black Watch had successfully arranged a dry and very
sunny day for the occasion.
The morning period was a combination of solo piping, drumming
and bugling competitions which were all held at the same time, the
result had to be heard to be believed!!
In the afternoon the various Regiments paraded in their smartest
uniforms and in turn played as a mini band and as a slightly bigger
band . The results were very good and all were of a similar standard,
although 10th Princess Mary's Own Gurkha Rifles had the edge on
others (apparently they have nothing else to do!!), as a result they
swept the board of the major prizes. QG Si&11als came third with some
notable successes:
Best Intermediate Drummer-LCpl Khonbahadur Rana, Third
placed Bugler-LCpl Khonbahadur Rana, Third placed Intermediate
Piper-Cpl Haribahadur Darlami.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
There are a score of new faces in the Squadron since our last Wire
update. To be brief we will welcome those who have arrived recently
who include the SSM, W02 Kindarman Rai, who has just finished a
tour with 30 Sig Regt. He replaces W02 Cbandrakumar Rai who is
going on long leave. We also welcome SSgt Steve Davis who has just
completed his Foreman of Signals course at Blandford and has
replaced WOl (FofS) Bob Downie who couldn't stand the fresh air of
the New Territories and so has moved down town to 247 Gurkha Sig
Sqn.
SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING COMPETITION
This competition was organised by HQ MT and was split into two
phases . The first day was a navigational exercise, for teams to find
their way around the New Territories. The aim was to find various
checkpoints and collect points for each, their value varied depending
on degree of difficulty and distance. The second day was held within
Borneo Lines and involved the teams making their way around stands
which tested their driving skills, basic mechanical knowledge and the
safety aspects of driving.
246 Gurkha Sig Sqn entered three teams:
A Team: Sgt Chandra bahadur Guru ng, Cpl Krishnamani Rai,
LCpl Ramprasad Rai, LCpl Khomraj Rai. B Team: SSgt (YofS)
Kenny Kendrick, Cpl Paul Ker, LCpl Indra Maden, Sig Nainasing
Gurung. C Team: Sgt Mark Hitchios, LCpl Chandra Thapa, LCpl
Fong Chi Kin, LCpl Khonbabadur Rana.
Teams were also entered from HQ 247 and 248 Gurkha Sig Sqns.
The first day started in glorious sunshine, with teams being briefed
about grid reference~, and accompanying questions for that location.
As they set off in their Landrovers, it was obvious that some insider
dealing had already taken place, as SSgt (YofS) Kenny Kendrick and
Cpl Paul Ker turned up in a Metro, acquired from HQ MT. Each team
had five hours to amass 1000 points and clock up the least number
of miles . Various unconfirmed reports came in throughout the day of
Landrovers drivi ng in reverse all over the New Territories! Everyone
made it back safely, and after a few heated discussions as to which
clues led to which answers, retired in preparation for the next day's
activities.

QG Signals Pipes and Drum s Mi ni Band crossing the sta rt line

Changed your Address?
Have you informed
The Wire?

LCpl Gum an giving live re po rt t o t he KTM Brit ish Embass y w ith
Cpl Padam on listeni ng watch
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993
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32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj 8. P . Gilfether
21C
Capt 8. Murray
PSAO Capt P. Campbell, Tp Comds Lt 8. Shank.land, Lt A. Pepper,
Lt D. Dods, Lt K. Crosbie, SSM W02 (SSM) I. McKay, PSI SSgt R.
lbbot on, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) F. Patterson.
PROMOTIONS
Promotions have been rife recently in the Capital Squadron with no
Jess than four in the past month or so. Congratulations are due to our
new SSM, W02 Ian McKay; to the Sergeants' Mess newest member
gt Jackie Smith, and to LCpls Scott Fair and Jane Chisholm.
Warmest congratulations also to our resident PSI , SSgt Rob
Ibbotson, who was recently selected for promotion to W02 on his
next posting.

34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

Once at Stranraer we boarded the ferry and managed to grab the most
strategic seats (quite near to the bar as it happened). We met our hosts
at the other side, and the girls were given LCpl George Sims as a
chauffeur, and it would not be wrong to say that he could give Nigel
Mansell a run for his money! Once at the TA Centre, we were all
entertained by our hosts, apart from Cpl Linda McKenzie, who
decided that a good nights sleep was preferable to a singing
competition! It was good to see the PSAO of 69 Sqn in such good
voice, and also a certain Senior NCO from the Highland Sqn who did
such a cracking rendition of 'The Northern Lights of Aberdeen'.
Take a bow Capt Davie Roy and SSgt Karen Paterson.

ASAAM
Three members of the Squadron, Lt Dods, Cpl Bailey and Sig
Ramsey joined colleagues from other Squadrons to represent the
Regiment at the Army in Scotland Skill-at-Arms competition at
Barrybuddon Ranges near Dundee. As one of the few Units still
equipped with the SLR, the team were somewhat up against it as the
SUSAT equipped Infantry Units quickly demonstrated. Nevertheless
the team, whlch had virtually no previous experience of competition
shooting, achieved a creditable result, beating all the other SLR
equipped teams in the Rifle match . The superior stopping power of
the 7 .62mm round came to the rescue however in the falling plate
competition when some Infantry units stopped sneering at the
'elephant gun' as their 5.56 rounds were heard 'pinging' away to no
real effect. All in all, it was an enjoyable experience for the shooting
team, and thanks are extended to our team coaches, Sgts Ian
Richardson and Steve Slaney for their time and efforts .
FOOTBALL
Once again the Edinburgh 'Brazilians' were out in force when they
travelled to Liverpool to take on the very strong football team from
55 Sig Sqn (V). The game was very hard fought and ?layed in the true
spirit. At the end of the day, the Liverpool Squadron ran out worthy
winners by four goals to two. It has to be said that the 'old Brigade'
did hold the Squadron team together for most of the match, proving
that young years and slim bodies are no substitute for experience and
an old head on the shoulders. Worthy of mention is LCpl 'Rodger'
Dodger who played magnificently then had to be substituted near the
end when the linesman began to overtake him on the wing. The attack
was led by Capt 'PC' Campbell who played the last 20 minutes
through memory alone. Nice to see you back on the pitch Pete.
Overall it was a splendid visit and a special thanks to the lads and
lasses of Liverpool who hosted us magnificently.
THE HITLER LINE PARADE-LIMAVADY
The Hitler Line Parade is held annually at 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn (V)
location to commemorate the battle of the Hitler Line in Italy on the
23 May 1944. The Hitler Line was a heavily fortified defensive line
slightly north of Cassino. When the Canadian Brigade came up against
it, their advance was halted. The North Irish Horse (NIH) were part
of the Canadian Brigade, and after some very heavy fighting the NIH
breached the defences, allowing the Brigade to pour through and
continue their advance. The NIH lost 25 Tanks, 34 Officers and men
killed and 36 wounded in the battle. In recognition of their gallantry
and devotion to duty, the North Irish Horse were granted the privilege
of wearing a silver maple leaf on the shoulder of their Service
dress/No 2 dress. To this day 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn (V), as direct descendants of the original NIH, commemorate the battle annually with
a Hitler Line weekend, whlch culminates in a parade involving NIH
veterans from the campaign. To boost numbers for thls memorable
occasion, the Regiment provides members from the other Squadrons.
This is not looked on ai. a chore, and there are always more volunteers
than the travel budget can accommodate! The following is a short
report from a member of 51 (Highland) Sig Sqn (V), which gives a
flavour of the weekend.
The party met up at RHQ in Glasgow and consisted of volunteers
from the Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh Squadrons . After a
Security brief and 'behave yourselves' from the RSM, our tour rep for
the weekend was appointed in the shape of W02 Ian 'dad' McKay.
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ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We bid a fond farewell to the outgoing CO , Lt Col C. I. Spencer
and his wife Sue who have been posted to The Royal School of Signals
and wish them all the best.
We welcome the new CO, Lt Col M. K. Stretch who has arrived via
the Balkans after a six month tour with the EC Monitoring Mission.
We wish him a happy and memorable tour with the Regiment and
hope it will not be as hectic as former Yugoslavia!
We also welcome Capt T. Cooper and his wife Sandra to sunny
Middlesbrough. Capt Cooper will take on the recently created post of
Technical Adjutant.

All members of the Squadron would like to welcome our new Sqn
Comd, Maj Pete Skinner from 50 Sqn, and assure him of our
assistance in this difficult transitionary period.
Unfortunately we have had to say farewell to two erstwhile and
dedicated members, Sgts Dave Lyons and Dave Bailey, who have now
faded into the twilight of civilian life. We hope that they continue to
grace the Sergeants' Mess with their company for many years to come
as Honorary Members.
However, we have seen a plethora of well deserved promotions
starting with Maj Alan Grindrod who is now firmly at the helm as Ops
Offr; W02 Ena Jordan of the Recruit Training Team who continues
to show professionalism and dedication and is an example for us all
to follow; and to LCpl Dlllup Dey and LCpl Angie Starsmore of the
MT Tp. Finally, we would like to congratulate Sgt Jackie Hughes
and Sgt Bob Rogers for their immediate and decisive action at the
scene of a RTA whllst returning to Barracks after the Birtwistle
Trophy. They witnessed two cyclists being knocked off their bikes by
a hit and run driver and immediately took command of the situation,
flagging down a motorist to contact the emergency services and then
administering First Aid until the arrival of an ambulance.
Well done to you both but unfortunately you will still have to do
the First Aid test!

Lt Col Spencer being sent off in style from the TA Centre which
looked like a battleground during the refurb ishment
Photograph courtesy of the Teesside Evening Gazette

Presentation of North Irish Horse Guidon by Lt Meade 52
(Lowland) Sig Sqn (V)

VISIT OF SOinC
On 25 March the SOinC (A), Maj Gen A. H. Boyle visited the
Regiment. He was welcomed by the CO and briefed on the Regiment's new role. The SOinC (A) was then shown around the newly
completed Ptarmigan garages.
The SOinC (A) was escorted by the RSM, WOl P. M. Reynolds,
to the Sergeants' Mess where he presented the LS & GC medal to
W02 (FofS) J. L. Andrews DEM. The picture shows the SOinC (A)
with Lt Col M. K. Stretch, WOI (RSM) P. M. Reynolds and W02
(Fo£S) J. Andrews.
The SOinC (A) then met all the permanent staff during a bu ffet
lunch in the Sergeants' Mess.

69 (NIH) Signal Squadron on parade led by W02 (SSM) A. Deans
and Capt Moore
The following day the younger element of our party spent some
time learning the art of table laying and napkin folding before we were
all called together for the dress rehearsal of the parade. This was
followed in the evening by the Association Dinner which proved to be
a roaring success and many friendships were forged .
Sunday dawned' bright and early (too early for some), and we all
paraded as smart as carrots ready for the memorial service and
parade. We felt as proud as punch marching behlnd the flute band and
it all passed without a hitch . All too soon it was time to board the
buses back to Lame. We were all dragging our heels and no one
wanted to leave. Our chauffeur, 'George' complained that we were a
lot quieter on the way back. We all had a great time with our friends
across the water, and it was a great honour and privilege to be
involved with the parade and to meet so many veterans . Thanks must
go to all members of 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn, and in particular to the Sqn
Comd Maj George Wylie, for his time and patience. Memo to RHQ
. .. can we put our names down for next year?
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LS&GC presentation to W02 (FofS) J . L. Andrews
NOTES FROM HQ SQUADRON
The Squadron continues to play a major role in Regimental life, coordinating the introduction of Ptarmigan and converting p~rsonnel to
SABO whilst still maintaining the infrastructure of the Regiment. The
annual MOBEX was held in March signifying the end of one training
year and the beginning of a new and exciting period which will
culminate with the Regiment becoming operational with Ptarmigan
next year .
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993

Sgts Hughes and Rodgers after being congratulated for their quick
actions at the scene of the accident
PAINS AND GAJNS OF THE BIRTWISTLE TROPHY
Rep.Ort by Sig Carol Price, 50 Sqn, Darlington
'Never Again', 1 remember the words clearly, they were the last
words I said to myself last year, but your memory has a way of playing
tricks, remembering the good things, the team spirit and the
determination to win, or in some cases, just to complete the course.
Here I was again, it was Friday night 2200 hrs and there was a sea
of familiar faces , bergens and webbing in tow. People full of
anticipation and last minute nerves. Young and not so young, fit and
not so fit, all with one thought in mind 'We Must Be Mad'.
We were welcomed by some good tucker from our overworked
catering staff and then allocated our rooms. The briefing was at 2400
hrs, teams and routes were sorted, our reserve Sig Julie MUls was
borrowed by a team from 90 Sqn (well done Julie), and rations were
handed out, time for bed at last.
Sleep wasn't to come easy, nervous giggling, chattering and, believe
it or not, snoring meant I didn't get to sleep until almost 0200 hrs and
reveille was 0500 hrs. After breakfast we made our way to our Rovers
and the nightmare began.
At the first stand we had a full kit check then led by SSgt ' Davey
Crocket' Tinkler we started to march. The course was divided into five
stands with a fair tab in between which were aimed at testing leadership skills, map reading skills and of course your singing abilities, so
with thanks for Cpl Davey Hemblade and Sig 'Tommo' Thompson,
we broke every noise-pollution law in the country, even the Marines
couldn't drown our dulcet tones and spirit.
There were a few white faces at the abseiling and a few wet ones at
the watership skills, there was laughter, tears, blisters and aching
limbs, but still we marched on .
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We ~xtend our fondest wishes. to t_hem all and express our gratitude
for their extremely valued contribution over many years of drd icated
and efficient service and also express our lasting appreciation to their
fam ilies who have suppo rted them so well during their TA service and
for having tolerated so many weekends away , annual camps and
trai ning nights . Fina lly commiserations to the RSM WOI Guy
Pilchard who is exhausted after finally deciding the menu, how large
the top table should be and what time limit should be imposed on
farewell speeches. Although his decision to leave fish off the menu
remains a mystery and when tackled about this unprecedented
omission he remains quite coy (koi) about the subject!

• M )e and qn Comd, Maj Lambton, kept appearing, camera
in hand and he managed to keep the pirit up .
With thank to the leadership of gt Tinkler and a good team, we
m naged to make each of the tand , full of entliusias!"• commitn.ent
nd drive. fana ing to complete all the tasks set us with I IOOJo effor.t .
ight time fell and there was no room at the inn for us, so a b1vv1e
in the middle of Kielder Forest was our bed, where there were be:irs
!Oft tall and ant that ate your rations (tins and all). It wa comforting
to ec all the hexi burner dotted around surrounded b}'. people
drinking tea and comparing blisters. Still in h igJ, spirits we dnfted off
to bed for a surprisingly good night sleep.
'i e were rudely awakened at 0430 hrs by Sig 'Chi.ssy' Ch~shol~
who, after JO minute itting by hi hexi burner hap~1ly supping .his
cup of tea , uddenly reali ed why it was so peaceful, 1t was your JOb
to wake u up wasn' t it 'Chi sy'!
.
After breakfa t and another full in pection we sped away in the
Rover expertly driven by Cpl 'Mad Linesl!lan' Blair back to the
wonderful ight of Otterburn Camp in the llll t for the last re.at of the
weekend . After putting u to hell and back we had a two m1l.e spee~
march, follow d by the ass~ult course and then the ranges . Finally 1t
' as over, bar the presentation .
We were awarded 3rd place, there were mixtures o f feelings, we
were pleased but, di appointed. We deserved more, but then· I am
biased. But never mind there is always next year, look out LAD we're
biting at your heels.
The Sqn Comd and all ranks would like to thank the staff for all
the hard work they put in to make it a very successful weekend.

2nd Hull Detachment

1st LAD

SQUADRON ENTERTAINMENT ROUND UP
On Saturday 24 April, 48 Sqn (V) also said farewell to many of their
long serving members at a Squadron Officers and Senior NCOs dinner
superbly organised by the PSAO Capt George Cairns. Farewells were
extended to W02 Brian Hughe and his wife Sgt Maggie Hughes,
SSgts Roger Evans and Joyce Lunt and Sgt Alden McLeod. The
dinner was also attended by the CO Lt Col John Ewbank and his wife
Denise and by the RSM W01 Guy Richards. 55 Officers and Senior
NCOs sat down to dinner which can only be described as hugely
successful and entertaining. Special thanks must go to Cpl Matt Evans
for carrying out the duties of Major Domo and to LCpl Donna Baugh
for providing an excellent meal. A similar farewell dinner was also
held at 89 Sqn (V) in Seabroke House Rugby on Saturday 15 May to
mark the departure of Sgt Paul Fundak and Sgt Hughie Phillips.
Guests included the CO and Mrs Ewbank and the RSM and Mrs
Richards. The splendid meal was prepared by Sgt John Bevan of ihe
Junior Leader's Regiment Bramcote, and served by an ACF team
from Rugby.
The trainee PMC was Capt Julian Webb who did a magnificent job
of either duplicating or pre-empting toasts which had the effect of
making the evening just that bit more relaxed, and enjoyable. Special
thanks are extended to Sgt Chris Gleadow and SSgt Charlie Walker
for once again transforming the Training Hall, to LCpl Ronnie
Derrick for acting as Chief Steward, to Rugby Det 7ACF for their
assistance and finally to the high powered clean up team that turned
up early Sunday morning.

3rd Darlington 'A' Team

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
FAREWELL OLD FRIENDS
On Saturday 8 May a special Regimental Dinner was held at
Cates well House to mark the retirement of four of the Regiments most
enduring, popular and long serving officers. Sadly we said farewell,
to Maj John Dillon and his wife Jill; John started TA life as a
Signalman with 89 Sqn (V) and progressed through the ranks to serve
as QM and latterly as Sqn Comd HQ Sqn. To Maj Mike Gaffney and
his wife Gwenda-Mike our long suffering paymaster was affectionately known as ' Grumpy' and judging by his humorous and light
hearted farewell speech he has given some credence to the claim that
he is being disbanded rather than retired. Although it has to be said
that Mike's main claim to fame is that he remains the only Regimental
Officer to have received some involuntary practical instruction in
driving a Scammell, in Mess Kit, on a BAOR exercise he would rather
forget; his co-driver by the way was the new paymaster Lt (then Sgt)
Mark Whittingham! Next we said farewell to the joker in the pack
Capt Chris Cummings and his wife Bernie; Chris our TA Tech Adjt,
whose post has been made a Regular one under the new establishment,
will be best ren1.imbered for his comical exploits during regimental
exercises which are now legendary; but will he ever forget the day he
followed the unbroken white line in thick fog on the road to nowhere!
Finally we said farewell to our much loved Padre, Maj Max Lucas and
Molly; not one to miss an ecclesiastical trick he left us with a warm
but thought-provoking sermon . To all of them we thank them for
their long, devoted and dedicated service to the Regiment and the
Territorial Army. In particular a very special thank you is extended
to their better halves Jill, Gwenda, Bernie and Molly for their
unstinting support, encouragement and patience.
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of the hottest days o f the year. 58 Sig Sqn's team (The Potterer )
composed of Sgt Phil Johnson, Cpls Andy Helson and Wink Wat on,
LCpl John Heeson and Sigs Glen Moore and Lisa Jackson. Their
bitter rivals 95 Sig Sqn's team (The Loggerheads) composed of gt
Chris Hymas, Cpl Maxine Hughes, Sgt Pete Mouland, Sig teve
Leighton, Billy Rohr and Martin Winstanley and finally gt 'Tubby'
Torrance-who was credited with running one of the fastest stages,
either a remarkable 6.56 or more realistically 7.56 which was still a
very fast time to say the least.
Every race has got to have a winner and 95 Sig Sqn (V) won the day
with a very creditable overall time of 3 hours and 34 minutes. 58 Sqn
(V) put up a gallant challenge to finish in a time of 4 hours and
4 minutes. The day was a considerable uccess and was concluded by
the ceremonial burning of the relay batons, the ashes of which were
presented to the winners in a miniature replica of cricket ashes trophy
by Maj Helen James. It is intended that this race become an annual
inter squadron challenge event with 58 Sig Sqn (V) organising it next
year. To this end the trophy has been named the Ashes Challenge
Trophy. This year both teams are however to be congratulated and
undoubtedly share the glory as joint TA champion fundraisers.
It is without doubt that the true winners of the day are the children
in the Childrens' Ward of the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital who will
benefit from this magnificent challenge. Special thanks are extended
to all members of both Squadrons who either took part or supported
the event, to the Shrewsbury Chronicle and BBC Radio Shropshire for
their excellent coverage and to Ronald 'Big Mac' Macdonald for
sponsoring the event and to all those who have pledged a penny or two
once again many, many thanks!

The Ashes Trophy being presented to SSgt Chris Hymas by
Maj Helen James

During the evening a warm welcome was extended to Capt Rob
Meinertzhagen our new Tech Adjt and his wife Kim .
SUMMER BALL
Carrying on with the Officers' Mess theme, their entertainment
season continued with the Annual Summer Ball which was held in the
Theme Park surrounds of Drayton Manor Park in Staffordshire on
Saturday 6 June. The Ball, which was splendidly organised by Capt
Suzy Reed and her entertainments' committee and even featured a
magician, who mesmerised each table in turn by his .mystical acts of
illusion, was a tremendous success and thoroughly enjoyed by all who
attended. However, there is no truth in the rumour that some mess
members prior to the ball ventured on a secret trip through the
Incredible Pirate Adventure and the Grand Canyon Rapids-although
the Adjt Capt Dave Tarrant has some concessionary tickets which are
available on request to suitably deserving cases!
THE LONG GOODBYE
Meanwhile in the Sergeants' Mess., Saturday 19 June marked the
departure of many long serving members. At a specially organised
Regimental Dinner the Mess bade farewell to: WOl Pat Cassidy,
W02s Ivor Rickett , Brian Hughes and John Mizen, SSgts Alan Evans,
Joyce Lunt, Bill Taylor and Nigel Alderson, Sgt Aiden McLeod (on
his retiremem from the regular army). Sgts Terry 'Baldrick' Barley,
Steven Baugh, Paul 'Road Runner' Fundak, Maggie Hughes, Hughie
Phillips and Geoff Robinson . Many characters are amongst those who
are leaving and they will all be sadly missed and hard to replace.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1993

Maj Chris Fidler saying farewell to Sgt Aiden Mcleod with the
RSM peering over the handshake
EXERCISE MONKEY RUN
A terrific fund raising event took place on Sunday 6 June in the
form of a Sponsored Relay Race over a distance of 33 miles with
opposing teams drawn from 58 and 95 Sig Sqns. The plan was that
each team of seven runners would start from their own TA Centre
which gave the race more of a County challenge, ie Shropshire v
Staffordshire and would be run in stages of a mile and a half rotating
between each team member until the full distance was completed. The
aim of the race, which was the brainchild of 95 Sqn's PSI SSgt Chris
Hymas, was to raise at least £1000 for the children's ward at the Royal
Shrewsbury Hospital .
.
Money raised would be used to purchase. a TV and_ Satellite Syst~m
for the children and some comfortable chrurs for their parents dunng
visiting hours, thus making the childrens' ward. a. more homely and
inviting place. The total money pledged to date 1s m excess of £1100.
Both teams, as expected, took the race v~ry seriously an~.while.n_either
really knew how the other team was doing the competitive s~mt was
running as high as the outside temperature on what was possibly one
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The triumphant 95 Sig Sqn team
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
CO
Lt Col R. J. R. West
2IC
Maj R. Davenport
Trg 1aj Maj W. A. Locke MBE, Adjt Capt J . Hindle, Adj t (Des)
Capt J. Comp ton, QM Capt K. E . Russell, QM (Des) Capt G.
M on, R M WOl (R M) P. Grainger
PLAYING RETREAT AND ANNUAL COCK1 IL PARTY
The Regiment ' Annual Cocktail Party was hud at Manor Top
Training Centre on the evening of 5 June 1993. Officers and Warrant
Officers and their partner from all Squadrons attended together with
many gue t from the local civic and business community in the
Regiment's area.
At the conclu ion of the day the ceremony of playi ng Ret reat was
held with the Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) . Brig J. E. Neen Comd 2 (NC)
Sig Bde with the CO, Lt Col Bob West and Sheffield' s Lord Mayor,
Councillor Qurbal Hu ain attending.
Over 200 people attended the party including the Lord and Lady
Mayoress of ottingham, the Bishop of Sheffield the Presidents of
the Chambers of Trade and Commerce of Sheffield , Nottfagham and
Derby together with their partners . Representatives from local fire
and police service also came.
The playing of Retreat Ceremony was much appreciated by the
non-military guests who had not witnessed one before. A warm, dry
evening with a good choice of music from the band set the scene for
the end of a successful evening and keeping up of one of the Army's
oldest traditions. The scene was recorded on film for us by a Yorkhire Television camera man and shown briefly on the local TV news
programme.
HQ SQUADRON
EXERCISE COLD SHOULDER
'Wot No Snow'
After a seven hour gruelling journey from Sheffield, we finally
arrived in Aviemore for one week's skiing (or so we thought),
alongside 144 Field Ambulance.

Sigs Crowther, Phillips and LCpl Barrington
The week started out, greeted by icy gale force winds in the lower
car park, which prevented us from gettting the chairlifts further up
~lope to Cory_ Cas. We did however, after the weather calmed, make
It up to the middle slopes to endure a full day's skiing on sheets of ice.
Generally all week the lack of 'Neige Sur les Pistes' inhibited a full
fi~e days but the Apres Ski _certainly made up for its absence . Along
with en~ess karaokes and mght clubs the ski party had a night out at
the Stakis Hotel where we partook of a swim/supper-drowning
dining and drinking!
'
The highlight of the weeks social calendar was a highly entertaining
sketch from our instructors-collecting money for a local charityduring the ski lodge party.
All in all, a good week was had by all .
Whilst at the competition for falling plate, at StrensaU Camp,
members from HQ Sqn could be seen fire fighting. It was thought that
some children had been playing with matches and had managed to set
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quite a large pan of the training area on fire. Members wem to the
fire armed with fire beaters and managed to put it out well before the
fire brigade arrived. Our thanks fo r their ti mely intervention.

··>: - . : . .:... .· .. ·. .: . ... ~· ·>'!·· ..~ ·: . ·.. ·.":'~:·.

64 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) SHEFFIELD
Rowlston Camp, Hornsea was the las t chance to pass those valuable
bount_y qualifying tests and in addition try a hand at clay pigeon
s~o~ung. Cpl Sue Wright was most compassionate and avoided
h1tt mg any.
The month also s11:w the end of the Squadron football team's gallant
attempt to progr~ss m the !A C~p Competition. Having qualified for
the second year m succession, with some convincing victories to the
final of the Edist ~up we were to lose in a hard fought game t~ QOY
by three.goals to ml. SSgt (FofS) Mark Hardy captained the side and
Capt Keith Russell our manager and coach had some useful comments
for Cpl Dave Morritt on his spectacular diving header into the wrong
net.

. . ~.'

.'

.

REGIMENTAL SAAM
Both the male and female shooting teams under the guidance of
C1tpt Kevan Flanagan and gt Hillary Horton respectively gave a very
good acco~nt of themselves in REGSAAM 93 shoot. Although no
team tr<;>ph1es were forthcoming this year a special mention must go
to t~e girls teai:n for their first place in the section competition and in
particular to Sig Gayle Roddis for winning both the best female shot
and young soldier individual cups.
FAREWELLS
Farewell and congratulations to WOO (SSM) Jeff Pearson on
promotion to TA WO! and goodbye and thanks to SSgt Harry Griffin
(SPSI) on posting-we wish them every success in the future.
ARRIVALS
Welcome to W02 (SSM) Pete Hodges on promotion to SSM and
SSgt Chris Brown (SPSI) on transfer fro m 46 Sqn (V) in Derby.
CONGRATULATIONS
Best wishes from the Squadron to our 2IC Capt Kevan Flanagan on
his forthcoming marriage to Suzanne Bateman.

HQ Sqn Fi re -fighters

46 (DERBYSHIRE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Association Dinner
The Annual Royal Signals Association Dinner saw the Drill Hall
filled to capacity with 144 sitting down to a fine meal. The event was
privileged to have the Master of Signals as its Guest of Honour. Col
Davis the Regimental Honorary Colonel and Lt Col West the CO and
their wives were also present. One of the highlights of the evening was
a presentation by the Master of Signals of the 50 Year Badge to Col
Wright. It was particularly nice to see so many old and new servicemen with service spanning the last 60 years .
Three members of the Squadron recently became film stars for a
day as they featured in a new promotional film being made for the
T.A. Sgt 'Snowy' Snow was promoted and became Capt Will Penny
for the day ably assisted by Cpl 'Eat your heart out Tom Cruise'
Fletcher and Cpl Vera Hamilton. The film' s release is now eagerly
awaited by the Squadron' s critics.
1993 proved to be a very successful year for the Squadron at the
Annual Regimental Skill-at-Arms Meeting held at Strensall Ranges .
The men's team were very unlucky as they came second in most
events. Hard luck chaps and better luck next time. Congratulations
must go to the ladies' team however, as they really stole the show by
not only winning the SMG Match but also by winning the Coronation
Cup Match. Particular mention must go to Sgt Karen Kavanagh who
was best shot SMG, and to Sig (now Cpl) Jo Williams who woo the
best 'Young Soldier' female award.

64 Squadron Football Team
EXERCISE MARTIAL MERLIN
Well done to 2Lt Andy. Smith, Sgt Andy Wragg and the team for
an :excellent P.e~formance m the 15 (NE) Bde Martial Merlin Mili tary
Skills competition . The trophy next year?- You bet says Sig ' Blister '
Smythe.
The Squadron training weekend at Proteus Camp saw SSgt Pete
Horton go to town on his 'Cas Sim' stand but Cpl Trevor Grant took
the biscuit in the NBC Chamber with plenty of CS gas.
LORD LIEUTENANT'S CERTIFICATE
Congratulations to SSgt 'Sam' Abdul Hussein and Sgt Gill
Whitehouse for their well deserved award of Lord Lieutenant' s
Certificate.

PROMOTIONS
The following promotions were awarded at a Regimental Weekend
at RiponSig to LCpl: Jo Williams, Paul Smith, Alex Matts, Darren Moody,
Daryl Barber, Chris Sharman, Drew Hall and Vicky Coley.
LCpl to Cpl: Lisa Fletcher and Karen Aston.
Cpl to Sgt: Jane Slater and Dick Alton.
Sgt to SSgt: Alan Whittaker.
Some of the recipients were visibly surprised when their names were
called out on parade but received their 'tapes ' in a professional
manner.

The award recipients display their Certificates

WEDDING BELLS
Congratulations to Cpl Shella Townsend on her recent wedding to
Lt Pete Baker of 93 Sqn (V). (Old sweats will remember the Baker
Boys, Alistair Baker is now a Sgt Tech with 39 Sig Regt.)
Unfortunately, this means Sheila is moving 'Up North', to
Freckleton, just outside Lytham St Anne's. Our loss will definitely be
35 Regiment's gain, as Sheila will be transferring to a Squadron about
to be equipped with Ptarmigan (whatever that is; lucky girl).
Sheila Townsend has been a committed and loyal member of the
Squadron for some years, and she will be missed in all departments,
not least for her shooting. Both she and her husband started their TA
careers with the Squadron, and we hope that they will keep in touch
with us. The Squadron wishes them both all the happiness and assures
them of a warm welcome at any time.
REGIMENTAL SAAM
It has been a busy period competing in this year's Regimental Skillat-Arms Meeting. Our teams, led by Lt Andrew Bullock and Sgt Vicky
Hardy did tremendously well. Some excellent shooting led to our male
team taking the match, our girls just being pipped at the post for the
~ose. bo.wl. Revenge was taken by joining the men for a clean sweep
m wmmng both male and female falling plate. Best young soldiers
were taken by Sig Shand and Sig Burchill. This culminated in taking
the overall trophy for the first time ever.
EMPLOYERS' EVENING
An annual event (since last year, anyway) is our Employers'
Evening. This allows our colleagues and employers to visit the
Squadron. Some 25 employers, representing 15 companies, attended
the evening. It consisted of a short presentation, followed by a display
set up in the drill hall. This has been prepared by Sgt Tina Drennan
and her band of helpers. Lt Andrew Bullock and Cpl Sean Roe put
on a display of up-to-date weapons (not all of them ours). LCpl Andy
Paton, replete in weapon, helmet and webbing and showing off his
FFR, succeeded in startling his boss. A working commen was set up
and a mould vehicle, with a display of Technicians 'Toys'
euphemistically labelled 'Test Kit'. Also on display was our new found
silver (see above). Strangely, SSgt Stan Ross got no takers on his
display of rations, much ·to his amazement, as he loves them.
Employers and hosts then enjoyed a buffet, expertly prepared by LCpl
Davis. Lt Mary Hall did an expert job of looking after TA VRA's PR
people, and confidently predicts a flood of publicity. Not all the
employers were new to the Army, Managing Director Roy Parsons
probably appeared last in The Wire when serving with the Corps as
a Corporal 38 years ago. For some it was a completely new experience,
but all ranks were impressed by their interest, and sometimes
searching questions. The employers then joined the Squadron, as the
Sqn Comd presented first stripes to Sig McGregor and Sqn Clk Sarah
Dexter, and best Squadron Male and Female Shots to Sgt Vicky
Hardy and Sig Shand.

These newly promoted members of the Squadron have plenty to
be happy about
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39 Sig Regt (SC) (V)
Chelsea

2 SQUADRON DUNDEE
qn Comd
Maj Sandy Monks
Cap Eric Blyth
2IC
p AO Capt Bill Naismith ,SSM W02 (SSM) Willie Strachan, NRPS
gt B~ Wright , PS!s Sgt Rick Buxton, Sgt (Ell Gee) LumsdenGordon.
TRAINING
With the beginning of the new training year, both Trade and
Recruit Training courses recommenced . Ex Lively Lynx was a converion course for the Rifle. The ' lively' part of the exercise happened
when the Royal Navy paid a visit in one of their Sea King helicopters
and managed to take the whole Regiment, (not all at once), for a short
spin.
A few people were able to try out their helic?pter abseiling
techniques. This was all in aid of making a video to promote the
TA-honest, we don't do this every weekend. Most people taking part
enjoyed themselves-only the wimps used the winch!
A Bounty Training weekend was the next big event in the calendar,
and was a good opportunity for those not fully converted to the rifle
to complete their training. All dressed up in our newly fitted helmets,
it had to be one of the hottest days this year-who needs a beret line?
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to the following on their promotions: LCpls Billy
Morris, David Garland and Graeme Christie REME.
NEW ARRIVALS
Welcome to Cfn Ian Beattie who joined us the day after leaving the
Regular Army.
BERNE TWO DAY MARCHES
An intrepid team of marchers set out from Chelsea and headed
towards Berne in Switzerland on what was a three day journey. This
trip tested all the driving skills of Cpl 'What bollards?' Samuel and
the courage of all the others. A couple of stops en rou.t e allowed the
team to adjust to the continental way of life which was only slightly
slower than that of LCpl 'Bruffin' Pettman.
In Switzerland we were hosted by the Swiss army whose
accommodation was comfortable if spartan. On the first marching

71 Sig Regt (V)
BexJeyheath

day, we set off on our 25 mile course at a steady rate trusting the
previous knowledge of WOl (RSM) Taylor. Cries of 'only one more
hill to go' and 'there's a feeding station just around the corner ' were
heard on a far too frequent basis to be true. ·
T he vast quantity of German marching troops (singing E nglish
songs) failed to distract us from admiring the fantas tic scenery which
was reminiscent of the Swiss chocolate bar wrappers : cows weighed
down with bells munching through long grass to the backdrop of
large, gabled chalets and barns. It was enough to encourage the most
reluctant yodeller to break forth into song! With the temperature
soaring, nine members completed the first day's walk. The blister
popping, muscle aching stories that emerged that night were only
drowned out by the snoring of LCpl Goodman who seemed to be
sleeping for the rest of the team.
The following morning most people wondered why they had started
this at all. Nevertheless the team proceeded into the final day's 25
miles. The effect of the heat began to take its toll. However all nine
made it through to the end. We felt very proud to fly the Regimental
flag through the crowds as we approached the finish . It was a tough
challenge for both the regulars and volunteer soldiers. But could the
drive back be worse?
LONDON DISTRICT RIFLE ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
In March the Regiment took delivery of the SA80 allowing only a
short period for the Shooting Team to practise with them prior to the
competition. In view of the limited timescale it was decided to enter
with SUSAT sights. Whilst this certainly helped us in getting the team
off the ground it did mean the team were competing mainly against
infantry regiments.
Two teams were entered:
'A': SSgt (FofS) Tony Mather, Sigs Simon Weaver, David Telford
(now LCpl), Stephen Brady and David Owen.
'B': Sgt Steve Bland, Cpl Di Bland, LCpl David Misell, Sigs Cathe•rine Corcoran and Neil Perry (now LCpl).
In support were Capt Julian Gregory (Team Captain), Cpl Anthony
Marten (Administration) and LCpl Danny Pettman (Armourer). The
Regiment did well in coming sixth and eleventh out of sixteen SUSAT
teams. Whilst not beating the experienced 'A ' teams of 4 RGJ and JO
Para it was pleasing for the 'A' team to beat all the London Regiment
Teams, the RE Cdo team and several 4 RGJ and JO Para teams. The
only cup was won by Sgt Steve Payne, a PSI from I Sqn, who entered
the PSI Cup and succeeded in beating off eleven challengers from 4
RGJ, The London Regiment and 31 Sig Regt (V).

THE QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY PARADE
On 12 Ju ne 1993 the Regiment had the honour of providing 16
street liners for Her Majesty the Queen's Birthday Parade. Their role
was to ~rovi de C?mn:iunica~ions. along The Mall in support of 238 Sig
Sqn. This we believe 1s the first time that TA soldiers have participated
in this prestigi ous parade.
W02.John Mu~ford and SSgt Bill Mu~pby having just reformed
the Regiments Dnll Team had fo ur weeks m which to select, practise
and administer the squad draw n from 68 Sig Sqn, 94 Sig Sqn and 265
Sig Sqn , incorporating 7 TACs . T hose taking part were required to
attend a squad selection weekend on 22 May 1993 at Longmoor
trai ning camp followed by The Major General's Review on 29 May
1993 and the Colonel's Review on 5th June 1993 as well as attending
briefings, drill practices and tailoring sessions.

2Lt Sarah Shelton with her first recruit squad

Squad in front of the steps in Wellington Barracks prior to the
Colonel's Review
265 (KENT AND COUNTY OF LONDON YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Malik
PSAO
Capt Jim Esson
PSI SSgt Bobby Wilson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Pete Franks.
Changes in Sqn Comd and retirement of three Tp Comds and the
SSM W02 (SSM) Mark Penny. Recently our outgoing Sqn Comd Maj
David Hannam handed over to Maj Simon Malik during one of our
busier training nights before moving to RHQ as Operations Officer.

CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Congratulations go to Sig Dave Adam, who recently was runner up
in the Scottish Cross Country Championships.

The Marchers
(RSM) Taylor, LCpls Pettman, Seccull,
Goodman, Sig Harrion, Cpls Lawrence, Samuel, Sig Harrison and
Capt Hill

Left to Right: W01

Troop Commanders with him. A final and special goodbye goes to
Capt Tony Jewell who has served in 265 Sig Sqn since the early 1960s.
A character of distinguished note particularly responsible for the high
standard of mess entertainment and social fu nctions.
The new Troop management is settling in well and consists of 2Lt
Keith Duffy-Penny, 2Lt Sarah Shelton (who joins us on
commissioning from Exeter UOTC) and Lt Peter Hitchcock who joins
us from the REME.

CONGRATULATIONS
Our congratulations go to Lts Adrian and Di Rabot on their
marriage, we wish them a happy future together.
REGIMENTAL SHOOTING TEAM
The shooting team after winning the Mercury cup last year at
Bisley, competed for the last time with the SLR during the London
District Rifle Association SAM in April. Under the guidance of WOl
(SMl) Barry Corfield the team enjoyed success in the Falling Plate
where they reached the Semi-Finals by beating two Infantry teams,
each time after a nail biting tie shoot. The match team was: Sgt Martin
Feather, Cpls Chris Lewis and Matt AJlen with LCpl Kev Brace. They
were also the highest placed iron sighted team as well as the highest
placed SLR team. Next year we compete with our new weapon the
Rifle 5.56.

TAVR FOOTBALL
Congratulations to LCpl Graeme Christie who was selected for the
TAVR Football Team. On their JO day tour of Germany they
managed some impressive results:
TAVR 1-0 RAF Police
TA VR 5-1 RAF Rhiendahlen
TAVR 1-1 BAOR
LCpl Christie, who plays forward and is in his first season with the
TA VR team, scored two goals against RAF Rhiendahlen, and the
equaliser against BAOR. In the light of LCpl Christie's success the
Squadron are hoping•to enter a team to compete for the TA Cup next
year. This year's cup was won by the team heavily made up of
members of the Royal Irish Regt.
PSI SSgt Bobby Wilson says goodbye to W02 (SSM) Mark Penny
DEPARTURES
Keeping our heads above water at this time is the dependable PSAO
Capt Jim Esson who has just completed the updated Staff List. Other
goodbyes include SSgt Gordon Holloway, who leave the Brighton
Tp after 18 years as one of the Squadron's stalwarts. His influence
on his Troop and the Squadron has been profound and will continue
as our current Sqn Comd, 2IC and Traffic Officer have all served as
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Saying goodbye to the SLR are:
Front: Cpls Allen, Lewis, Jules, LCpls Pierce, Brace, Sig Honey,

Cpl Carter
Rear: Sgts Feather, Russell, W01 (SMI) Corfield, W02 (SSM)

French, Cpl McHenry
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News from Squadrons

JCUFI
BFPO 655

HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn *. l
Op Grapple
BFPO 544
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Hudson
2IC
Capt Alan Blackwell
QM Capt Bob O'Hani, RSM WOl (RSM) Du ncan Hall, RQMS W02
(RQMS) Gaz Stoker, YofS W02 (YofS) Phil Jones, FofS SSgt (FofS)
buggy Barclay.

The FFR fleet has been on the move constantly, providing mobile
comms for the never ending stream of visitors to the HQ . Such visits
include Maj Gen Rose (Comd Field Army) and also Brig A. J.
Schuler (Chief Com ms ARRC) came out with a multi tude of senior
officers fr om H Q ARRC, who all decided to arrive on the same day.

HQ TROOP
Chief Clerk Sgt Jon Sharples, Pay Sgt Sgt Nick Lovelock, SHQ Sig
lg Rob Horn.
.
..
WOI (R M) Duncan Hall finally came into the UAO dunng official
opening hour for his pay. Foreman 'Shuggy' Barclay has been
working night and day to make hi body beautiful buL even _on Op
Grapple miracles are impos ible. Sig Rob ~orn has been lead1~g tJ:ie
way with his own versions of Rave and Acid House, and that. JU St m
the UAO filing system. LCpl Jim Gray 'the computer Pnnce ?f
Darkness' left us mid tour to re-trade as Tele Op (Data), to av01d
joining the AGC. Sgt Nick Lovelock eventually got to go further
north than the end of his bed and has been reminding everyone that
he i now a 'Veteran'.
FIXED COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Shelagh Macleod
CrypLO SNCOs Sgt Vince Tibbs, Sgt 'M' Barrass, Commcen
Supervisor Cpl Pete ' Angry' Farmer.
As our tour draws to a close everyone in the Commcen Posse would
like to thank the people of Bosnia and Croatia for their kind
hospitality . Although everyone is pleased to be going ' home', Sgt
'Teddys in the corner' Barrass is looking forward to returning on
Grapple 3 in ovember after his posting LO 204 Sig Sqn .
'They think it's all over, well it is now' , was the famous line uttered
by LCpl Peeps 'Welshman' Medcraft as he completed his last ever
night shift. Sig 'Shakey ath' Acott has become so accustomed to the
Commcen that he declined the final offer of a trip 'up-country',
besides, he had to make sure that he was on that plane. Sig Paul 'let
me stay' Burn was eventually prized away from the radio detachment
at Kiseljak, where he had been detached for a week and ended up for
a month; Cpl Pete 'schiLZo' Farmer was delighted as he had been
covering a double shift for the duration. Sig 'Sun God' Jones took
advantage of his time off by turning himself from a milky white weed
to a dark bronze weed. The Shift Supervisors Cpl J ase 'The running
man' Tinnion and LCpl Baz 'Jackanory' Naylor prepared to greet
their saviours from 2 Sqn I ADSR in the typical style of the shift
changes: 'There it is lads, fill your boots' .

The Troop

BACK IN SPLIT
Sgt Vince Tibbs has earned on organising the Squadron training
programme, teaching us how to live off the land in an escape and
evasion situation. We have all now progressed from chickens, to
snakes and worms, and all sorts of other unmentionable items . SSgt
Tony Slaney orgarLised a Cas-Sim road accident to practise first aid in
a more realistic situation . The only difference being that all the seniors
were taken out of the exercise, so there was nobody standing around
shouung and the victims actually got treated. Cpl Chris Willets has
been running NBC training, but the practical had to be cancelled when
Cygnet (Fixed Comms) Tp Comd pointed out that 30 Sig Regt do not
take respirator canisters on operations.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Brookes
SSgt Tony Slaney
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt/ Stores
Sgt Steve Coombs
The Troop has continued to provide the Rear Link Detachments at
all the major British locations throughout the Op Grapple TAOR .
While every other unit from Grapple I has left, the Squadron remains
to help the NIBs (New In Bosnia) settle in. Cpl 'Budgie' Falconer has
just returned from a guided to•1r of Bosnia with YofS J ones, where
they were testing two new antennae. YofS J ones has spent the last
seven months valiantly attempting to locale the 'skywave wi ndow'.
The Ordnance Company could not provide such items from stock, so
two prototype vehicle mounted NVIS antennae were flown into
theatre to provide some clues. The only trouble is that the Landrover
now looks more like a self propelled canoe rack than an FFR. In the
meantime the Tp Comd and Sgt Steve Coombs were carrying out
a rather unofficial Comms recce of their own, down al Trogir beach.
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Vitez-Rear Link
Cpl Paul Wray has carried on at Vitez with Sigs 'Barney' Rumble
and 'Scouse' Wallace, watching the Cheshires leave and 1 PWO arri ve.
The detachment has loyally provided that all important continuity in
the Ops Room during the handover period . The det has, at last,
received two replacement masts after the RCT parked an ISO
container on the original ones. Vitez itself has not been all fun and
games; the past three weeks have seen some fierce fighting around and
over the camp between the local Muslim and Croatian communities.
This resulted in Cpl Wray having to fetch the generator fuel in an AFV
432 with a Warrior escort from the fuel installation only one and a
half Km down the road .
Tomislavgrad-Rear Link
LCpl Kev Byrne has ended the tour where it began for him at the
HQ National Support Element. Even though all of the faces have
changed it is nice to know that sorue things never will; 'that damp
mould on the wall was there seven months ago when l fi rst arrived.
Of course, it was much harder then .. .' Yawn Yawn. Sig Dave
Robins has kept everyone in high spirits in his role as detachment
entertainer . His nightly recitation of the complete Mr Bean saga, with
re-created facial expressions thrown in for free, are now much talked
of throughout Op Grapple.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Nik 'Baby' Bruce
SSgt Tiff Rickard (REME)
Tp SSgt/ LAD
Tp Dog
' Ratchet'
Despite cries of ' Days to do are getting few', and 'Viva 2 Sqn',
Support Tp have contin ued in pretty much the same fashion as
they did some seven months ago. While the Cheshire Regiment was
back in BAOR, under the impression that Bosnia was a small island
off the coast of Scotland, Support Tp having already deployed was
paving the way. Our own resident hero and TV celebrity, LCpl Bob
Goldsmith , has been out iµid about on the ground . Bob was daring
enough to drive into Sarajevo itself. This opportunity arose when the
Troop had to collect IO new air conditioned Cherokee jeeps to help
out the MT Section . The jeeps arrived just in time for the HQ ARRC
recce, when some 18 one star Generals came over to gain first hand
experience from Bob himself!
The Troop was joined by a few renegade members of Radio Tp, the
2IC and the Sqn Comd for a night out at a local restaurant. We all
sat down to enjoy soup, side salad, Balkan platter, chips and half a
litre of ' Chateau de Brain' for a meagre 14 DM per aching head . The
evening came into full swing with various renditions of cou ntry and
western 'hits', supplied by Sig 'Billy Jo' Taylor. The night culminated
in a mass madness conga, led by Maj 'Suggsy' Hudson (Photographic
evidence available on request).
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qn Comd
Maj M. W. Edwards
2IC
Flt Lt I. Wharrier
A Tp Comd Flt Lt R. Elder, B Tp Comd Capt K. Bell, C Tp Comd
Capt D. Wild , FofS W02 (FofS) L.A. Wookey, USM W02 (USM)
S. Stanford.
JOC RADCON
Life at JOC 'Finger on the Pulse' RADCON is as hectic as ever.
There's the Force comms nets to be controlled and the RADCON
Sunday Lunch to be survived. Ex Cape Petrel 2/93, a Theatre
exercise, was a n ideal vehicle for OC JCUFI Maj Mark Edwards to
test the trade and military skills of RADCON . It started at 0300 hrs
with a Special Forces attack on the Rebro site at Mount Adam. This
was the first of many problems inserted into the exercise for
RADCON to deal with. The 'Flying Rebro' was prepared for action
under the supervision of the SNCO IC RADCON, Sgt Al 'Freefall'
Churchward and deployed by Chinook to Mount Moody on West
Falkl and . The crewmen Cpl Terry 'Music Man' Bowen, LCpls
'Tallman' Boase, Halsall and l(:nowles re-establis hed 'The Vital Link'
(pun intended) with the outstations. Towards the end of the exercise
many areas of the Theatre had been subject to attacks by ground
forces with a grand final e planned for an attack on JOC RADCON
by a Platoon from the Resident Infantry Company (J R Irish). In
anticipation of this, Sgts 'Spotter' Hughes, ' Benny' Irwin and LCpl
Dave Monger took up defensive positions. The enemy Platoon
attacked at the wrong grid and took out the station rubbish tip close
by; rumour has it the Platoon Comd is leading every night patrol for
the remainder of their tour in the Falklands.

JCUFI SPONSORED MINIBU PUSH
On Sunday 23 May members of JCUFI took part in a sponsored
minibus push against JSSU as part of the Corps wide Minibus Push.
The 10 mile course consisted of 20 times round a 800m circuit, each
group within the team taking turns to push for 400m at a time. The
outcome was of course inevitable; a resounding win by JCUFI with
a winning margin of 17 minutes. JSSU were gracious in defeat and
hosted the JCUFI pushers in their bar afterwards for some suitable
refreshments. JCUFI, egged on by the airborne psychopath W02
(FofS) 'Farmer' Wookey completed the cour e in I hour and 26
minutes and raised £264.65 for charities.

The JCUFI minibus pushers and supporters

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFPO 36
Sqn Comd
Maj D. E. Rowlinson
21C
Capt M. G. Hanson
QM Capt D. K. Pawlow, Ops Offr Capt D. A. Craft, RSM WOl
(RSM) T. W. Smith, YofS W02 (YofS) R. K. Perry, FofS SSgt (FofS)
I. Rutherford, CC Sgt S. Davison
WELCOMES
The Squadron welcomes SSgt Macdonald and famil y, Cpl
Chapman and family , LCpl Smith, Sigs Launder, Nelson, Sands and
Cfn Franks and family. We wish them all a pleasant tour.
FAREWELLS
We bid fond farewell to SSgt Cbadaj and famil y, Sgt Dave Crooks
and his wife off to Civvy Street; good luck Dave.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl Dean Fisher on his marriage to Angela.
Welcome Angela we hope you enjoy your time with the Squadron .
INTER-TROOP CRICKET
It was an exceptional day in May-sunny-unheard of for a cricket
competition. The draw made, pitting the strongly fancied Support B
(from the QM/ MT dept) against the less fancied Papa Tp. The match
went very much to form, with Support B clear winners 1~5 to 274. The
scoring system allowed each pair of batsmen 4 overs with a score of
minus 10 for each wicket dropped. With no boundaries every run was
just that run! With a score of 200 given to each team at the start of
their innings a positive score was the aim .
The second game Support A (LAD/ TM/ COOKS) losing out to the
strong Oscar Tp team led by the organiser and Sq~adron .Cricket
stalwart Lt Richard Rumsey, the score 243 to 179. This provided for
the fairly well matched pairing of Oscar Tp v Support B in the final.
The playoff for 3rd and 4th position between _Papa Tp and Supp?rt
A provided the highest score of the day for wmners Support A with
294 runs. The fina l proved to be a fielders game with Support B
batting first and scoring only 225 runs, Jess than the 3rd/4th place
losers score of 238 . It was, therefore, with some apprehension that
Support B led by SSgt (SQMS) K Dunk took the field, but some
excellent bowling and fiel ding, with a helping hand from Oscar Tp's
Sgt Craig Morgan (out five times), restricted Oscar Tp to 147 the
lowest score of the day.
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EX TAURUS CHARGE 1993
by Cpl Pook
A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF A REBRO
Having been tasked by (Y ofS) W02 Perry a week before the
exercise began, two Armoured Rebros were to deploy to the
Paderborn area in support of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
Myself, Sigs Black, Reid, Hardy, Mollison and Peebles, gathered
together at midnight on 18 May ready to deploy.
We proceeded towards the garages to collect the vehicles, lOOm
from the garages, the heavens decided to open up and drench the six
of us. We found the garages firmly locked.
By this time it was 0030 hrs on the Friday morning, and having
called out the illustrious Oscar Tp (I haven't been on leave for 18
months) Sgt Craig Morgan, for the spare key, eventually left q uebec
Barracks at 0100 hrs, with the prospect of a four hour dnve to
Paderborn in a thunderstorm.
Sig Peebles (driver) announces over the headset that we had lost all
power. He pulled into the hard _sho~ lder, i~formed REME _of the
fault; this at 0400 hrs. REME arnved m locauon at 1300, repaired by
1500, up and working at 1630 hrs.
Monday we moved to a picturesque hilltop, east of Paderbom,
having been told by W0 2 (YofS) Perry that this would be a static
exercise.
Now co-focated with 200 Sig Sqn RRB, old stories were exchanged
with LCpl Minorczyk, a Signaller when I knew him back_ in 1989.
Tuesday, everything was quiet in this sleepy Rebro .l~ti on . I took
time out to climb a turreted monument that was built m 1900. .
Wednesday, a buzz of activity in location, and on the net_, a radio
relay detachment from 4 Div joined the feature, and _rect:ived two
radio checks from EXCON and 218. Wednesday evenmg, mformed
by EXCON, to close down as there was a very large ele~t.rical storm
on its way to us. Thinking this was a codeword for a vlSlt from the
RSM we decided to tidy up a little.
Thursday 0400 hrs, endex was called, and after a small problem
with route cards and grid references, we made our. way back LO
Normandy Barracks in Sennelager, to be told on arnval that W02
(YofS) Perry had arranged low loaders fo_r the journey back.
All in all, an interesting week on Exercise.
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
Aldershot
n Comd

Maj John Whitby
Capt teve Vickery
O Capt Fred Payet, Op 0 Capt Fred Whiche~o, RSM WOl (RSM)
~orge Burrow , FofS WOl (FofS) Bob Moms, YofS W02 (YofS)
Ken irr, Ch Clk gt (ORSQMS) Ray Pritchard .
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HQ TROOP
SHQ ha seen ome important changes of late. In March WOl
~'
Burrows replaced WOl Steve Clarke as Bde RSM. We wish
tev , ·ue and family a happy tour across the water. Welcome back
to George Wendy and family. Also a warm welcome back to Capt
fred Whi~helo who ha been detached to UN mission in Cambodia.
Rumour has it' that Fred returned with all his kit, however nobody
believes this!
We al o extend a welcome to WOl (FofS) Bob Morris and his wife
Mary and family. Bob ha eventually seen the light, given up his
commando berth on hip and joined the airborne brotherhood. Bob
has replaced FofS Lee Wookey, who we wish all the best on his tour
with the penguins in the Falklands.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Stu Gillespie
Tp SSgt SSgt Jack Hawkins, RRB Sgt Sgt Smudge Smilb, Complex
Sgt gt Stu Couszins.
Over the past few month many changes have resulted in the new
look Alpha Tp.
FAREWELLS
Farewell to Cpl 'Scouse' Ramsden who bas decided to stop jumping
out of aircraft and is now striving to fly them instead.
LCpl Crookes moves to JCUNI and Sigs Gray, Stotthard and
Gilchrist all move to the outside world .
Welcome to the new Tp Comd Lt Stu Gillespie and Sigs Kidd,
Jenkins, Hook, Harrison and Burns all now officially posted with us.
B TROOP
WELCOME BACK
To Sig Sean Peel from . Ireland with 7 RHA. Also to Cpl Fritz
Arnnasalon who gave up his 3,000 chickens to be a part of 216 once
again and LCpl Bob 'Sicknote' Fogg from his Headley Court visit.
CONGRATULATIONS
To Cpl Craig Hale on passing his Al. Also to Capt Inglis who kept
his promotion very quiet and still owes the Troop a beer each . Well
done to LCpl Mick Brown on passing the Pathfinder Cadre. Finally,
good luck to Sig Paul Goddard who is on his way to Bosnia.
LOW LEVEL PARACHUTE TRIALS-EL CENTRO
ln April 1983 it was decided that a replacement parachute was
needed for the PX! Mk4. In April 1986 the IRVIN low level parachute
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project was tarted and on the 25 March 1993 11 daring members of
the Squadron were amongst 120 other members of the Brigade who
were sent to El Centro California to trial the new parachute.
The new parachute has been designed to deploy a lot faster and
combined with the plane now flying at the faster speed of 140 knots
the troops can be dropped at a lot lower height of 250ft.
Being used as guinea pigs seemed a small price to pay for two weeks
in California. Unfortunately El Centro is in the middle of a desert and
the nearest settlement was a typical one horse town.
The parachuting programme was arduous with 0400 hrs starts and
an average of two jumps a day.
The DZ was a hard baked patch of desert which claimed its fair
share of injuries. However the Signals came through unscathed even
though LCpl T. Gerry 'Twists' Blakeley had a near miss when he
collided (through no fault of his own) with another parachutist. The
other jumper suffered a minor injury while LCpl Terry 'Lucky'
Blakeley survived to jump another day. We completed an average of
14 jumps each, five of which were Sim 45s the first ever with this. new
parachute.
Congratulations to Sgt Chillcott who carried out his 500th static line
descent.
The trip ended with two days R & R in San Diego where we
witnessed the delights of the Californian beaches .
The trials were very important to the future of the Brigade and the
general opinion was that the parachute was a success.
M TROOP
Meanwhile ... back at M Troop the old FofS W02 Lee Wookey
is bid farewell as he seeks new horizons in the Falklands. Good luck.
Whilst WOl Bob Morris, his successor, is getting to grips with
organising the Adventure Training week for the Troop amongst heavy
Exercise commitments.
Now that the linemen have all gone, one way or another the smooth
running of the 'Line Shack' resumes with the arrival of ' Bill and Ben'
The Tele/Mech men. Cpl Billy Johnson and Sig Benjamin are of a
new breed just introduced to the Squadron. 'Come Back Geordie all
is forgiven'.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Mermaid' Carter on his LLPT in the
States who is off again to do his Detties, good luck. Cpls 'Col'
Forrester and Paul Howl on passing 'P ' Company, also Cpl 'Woody'
Woodward and Mrs Woodward on the birth of Adam.
Congratulations must also go to Cpl Dean Naylor on breaking his
shoulder and getting a free timeshare holiday at Headley Court out of
it!
Finally, Rebel, the Troop mascot is being considered for P
Company, but Staffy's having trouble finding a bergen that fits him!
QM DEPT
QM
Capt J. Aspinall MBE
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) J. Black
SQMS SSgt (SQMS) D. Greaves, SQMS(T) Sgt (SQMS) G. Smith,
MT SSgt SSgt B. Stanton .

Sqn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
2IC
Capt C. J. Mcintosh
QM Capt B. J. Dalton, A Tp Comd 2Lt N. O'Kelly, B Tp Comd 2Lt
J. A.G. Langley, SSM W02 (SSM) D. Stachlni, YofS W02 (YofS)
P. Sexby, FofS SSgt (FofS) D. Alexander.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
The Squadron has had quite a few comings and goings over the last
months. We say farewell to SSgt Ken Law and family who have
moved about 200 yards to the Light Dragoons. Also farewell to the
follow ing: LCpl Clement to Bristol and our Redundees: Sgt Nick
Middleton, Cpls 'Titch' Anderson, Bob Lamont and LCpl Jim
McCuaig.
On a happier note the Squadron welcomes the following : SSgt
Mcintyre and family, Sgt Dickinson and family, Cpl Green and
family, Cpl Crossman and family, LCpl Armstrong, Sigs Turney,
Kutzner, Gooch, Graham, Farley, Cfns Rose, Mcfarlane and
McLeish. We wish you all a good tour.
REGIMENTAL SAAM
I Armd Div SAAM was held on 29 and 30 March 1993 at Horsten
ranges near Hohne Camp . It was hosted and organised by 7 Armd Bde
Sig Sqn (old 201) ably led by W02 (SSM) Dave Stachini. It was
attended by only four teams this year due to draw down including HQ
Sqn, I Sqn and 2 Sqn from Verden and the host team from Hohne.
201 Sig Sqn displayed a very high level of shooting over both days in
both the team and individual events. The team was led by 2Lt Nick
O'Kelly and Sgt Carl Jelfs and included some very good individual
results from the likes of Cpls Dave Blair, Dave Alderson and 'Titch'
Anderson who came a close second in the Roberts Cup. However it
is easy to see from the detailed results that it was a team event. 20 l
achieved the following results; 2nd Para Cup, lst, LSW Match,
1st, Rifle Team Match, lst, Section Match and 1st in the Pistol Match.
The final placings were as follows : 1st 201 Sig Sqn , 2nd HQ Sqn,
3rd l Sqn and 4th 2 Sqn.
ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Monday 24 May saw the start of the athletics season. The edge had
been taken off the competition when BALO revealed that there were
only three minor units taking part, and there were four to go through
to the LS District Championships in June. We also discovered that I
Armd Div Sig Regt were competing as a minor Unit!
The day started off with I ADSR taking the honours in the first five
events with the second and thirds being evenly spread between I Arrnd
Fd Amb. and ourselves. The Div team looked at that point to be
running away with it. Some notably gutsy performances, not least
from Sgt Steve Haresign, in the 400m hurdles kept us just in second
place.

Since the formation of 5 Airborne Brigade the Pioneers have been
responsible for the defence of the Headquarters and will be greatly
missed. To mark the occasion a farewell dinner was held and attended
by the Squadron officers and SNCOs . The Sqn Comd thanked the
Pioneer section; Sgt Davies, Cpl Dilkes, LCpls Smithson, Maddox
and Harding, Ptes Dennett, Thwaite, Howe and Mason for the hard
work and commitment given during their tour.
We say 'hello' to LCpls Pollock and Roberts, and Sig Moses who
have recently arrived, welcome lads.
Congratulations go to Mark and Gabrielle Gray on the birth of their
son Joshua.

Standing: Sgt Dave Buckingham, LCpl Pete Lawn, Cpl Phil
Smithurst, LCpls Richie Long, 'Scotty' Scot, 'Mermaid' Carter
Kneeling: Sig 'Geordie' MacBean, Cpl 'Gaz' Shuck, LCpl 'Mad
Dog' Mount, Sgt 'Chilly' Chillcott, LCpls Tes Blakeley and 'DB' De
Burgh
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TRAINING WING
Training Wing ran another successful pre-para programme. Under
the watchful eyes of Sgt Stu Archer and LCpl Pete Lawn, course B/93
progressed to Catterick. 14 soldiers completed the build up course and
we wish them all the best in their attempt to pass P Company at
Catterick. Now on the P Company staff at Catterick is Sgt Clive
Smith. He is detached to Depot Para and has already sent back lots
of useful information on the new course.
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LCpl S. Lowery winner of 1 OOm race
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The tide started to turn with a superb performance from Cpl Andy
Radcliffe taking the 200m title. After the lunch break everyone was
suitably refreshed and raring to go. LCpl Steve Lowery taking the
lOOm, Cpl Dai Treeby the Shot, and Cpl Aly McKittrich the Discus .
With the last event being the 4 x 400m the scores were totted up and
unfortunately, with the new ruling that minor units relays only
counting single points, we were three points behind l ADSR and only
three points to be won.
The team lined up with LCpl Grant Gipson first off, W02 (YofS)
Paul Sexby in second LCpl Milly Milsom in third and LCpl Steve
Lowery in the anchor. Right from the start-gun the team, who were
the underdogs in this event, gave it everything they had. Lying second
at the final changeover Steve Lowery had at least 60m to catch up with
the Div's runner. It looked all over bar the shouting. But a
magnificent 400m run saw him catch up and overtake the l ADSR
teams runner to give us victory in that very prestigious event and an
overall second place.
Well done to all those who took part (including the reserves) in
helping the team to qualify for the next round.

Back l

to R:Cpls Treeby, Haggett, Owen, Sig Rowley,
LCpl Savery, Cpls Radcliffe and Mitchell
Front l to R: SSgt (FofS) Alexander, W02 (YofS) Sexby,
LCpls Gippon, Miclom, Sig Rumbold, Cpl McKittrich, LCpl Lowery

SWlMMlNG CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 18 May, a lovely hot day, in Hohne the Squadron's swimming
team entered the 7 Bde minor units swimming championships. The
competition had amongst them the runners-up in the BAOR and interservice championships. The team put in a good effort with a second
place in the backstroke by Sig Alan Wilson and a first in the
breastroke by Lt Jim Langley. Second was also gained by the 4 x 50m
medley relay team, Sigs Alan Wilson, Mathew Kutzner, Phillip
Watkins and Lt Jim Langley. Overall the team came second qualifying
for the Div Championships. Medals were presented by Brig J. P.
Kiszley MC. Everyone came away with something even if it was only
sunburn.
THE 'Q' WORLD
QM
Capt B. J. Dalton
RQMS SSgt (RQMS) Colin Dennis, ET Sgt Sgt Martin Gear, ET Cpl
Cpl Andy Radcliffe, Clothing Cpl Dai Treeby, MSA Cpl Jim Green,
Sig Walter Keown .
Probably the most hard-working department in the Squadron, the
QM Dept has been striving to obtain all the material required for the
new independent Brigade Signal Squadron. Not having an approved
establishment, coupled with a UlN not recognised by the system
causes us some headaches. However as with the other Brigade Signal
Squadrons, we persevere. On the social side we do remember having
a Sunday morning off last month so things are not all bad . We look
forward to receiving the two new 'Normans' straight from the factory
in July and to Sgt Martin Gears return from the jungles of Belize. This
should enable us to really sort out the world-the 'Q' World.
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19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209)
Catterick

CCX

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CO•o
qn Comd
Maj David Hargreave
21
Capt Tony Picknell
AO Capt Dave Hornsby, RSM WOl (RSM) Pete Woodward, Yors
W02 (Yors) tew LitUe, Fors Sgt (FofS) Mick Dighton, ORQMS
W02 (ORQM~) Simon Windus.
SHQ
.
Reroleing appears to have taken some by surprise but, at last,
we're almost there after three months. While the Ops crew live
from exercise to exe'rcise and then deploy, some wallow in the luxury
afforded by our transformed Squadron offices. They claim to have
had to put up with not only 'loud drilling noises' but also, it appears,
the constant sound of the coffee percolator.
On that note it must be said that congratulations are in order for
S gt Simon Windus on hls promotion to W02.
As some move up, others move over and, sadly the time has come
to say goodbye to WOl (RSM) Chuck Walker and his wife Maria who
are leaving the fold to make a fortune in the outside world.
Others are leaving us as the sun comes out in Catterick: LCpl H.
Aitchison is off to the place that has even more rain than here;
Ireland. Best wishes to rum and to Cpl 'Wobbly' Bob Hindbaugh,
who decided after 22 years that the Army is not for him after all!
Before we move on to the story of the month, we must say hello to
WOl Pete Woodward, our new RSM. Sgt Trevor Edgar, the new Pay
Sgt who has taken over from Sgt 'Swanny' Swann who has gone off
to Germany. And now the story:
PORTON DOWN-A VOLUNTEER'S PERSPECTIVE
(OR WHAT HE CAN TELL)
by LCpl Kev Attwood.
While the Squadron was enjoying the delights of Salisbury Plain. I
was doing my bit in CBDE Porton Down. Within the realms of what
I can say, I came, I did and I left, and thls comes from a man who
is known as two heads Attwood. It was great fun if a little too much
like hard work for an orderly room 'wallah' like me. The staff are
excellent and for those who don't know what goes on, try finding out;
you might be pleasantly surprised, I was.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J . Merritt
Tp SSgt SSgt Neville, Tp Sgt Sgt M. Howarth.
Welcome to the 43s from 7 Armd Bde, which have not settled in to
the Catterick climate or terrain quite as well as their accompanying
crews. The crews, having joined our ranks along with the settlers from
210 Sqn, have adapted well to the rigours of conversion training, the
vehicles I am sorry to say, don't like the rigours!
The Troop is proud to welcome its first female operator in Sig
Morrison and also welcomes Lt John Merritt as Tp Comd.
The novelty of Panzer driving is wearing thln after eight weeks of
exercising, but movement times are still getting quicker as procedures
are perfected. With the last exercise in the current phase almost upon
us, we can but reflect on the last fifty. If a video montage was
available this would be its cue, as it is we have but the pen.
BRAVO TROOP
by Cpl 'Robbo' Robinson
Tp Comd
Lt Dave Kinnaird
Tp SSgt SSgt Dusty Miller, Tp Sgt Sgt Tolly Tollington
I've finally been jiffed in my last few months of military service to
write the Troop Wire notes.
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A small advance party left Colchester to pave the way for the
Squadron. SSgt Dusty Miller was left behind to pack up.
Soon after arriving, the Troop set about sorting out the stores,
garages and offices in preparation for the arrival of our brand new,
straight out of the factory, 43 series armour.
Along with the death by serial number checks came the driver
training. Sig Steve Sinclair soon demonstrated his prowess by driving
off, through a fence, and on to the number three green; unfortunately
the panzer would not fit in the hole. Cpl ' Olly' McGrail was
distraught.
Our first exercise came and it would have been better if the SAS/
MC had lasted one move, but it wasn't to be. We were towed in,
somewhat unceremoniously, by Cpl 'Taff' Hughes in the 434.
The second exercise came and went and this could have gone better
if the SAS/MC had made it out of camp, but this was not to be and
we were left behind with Cpl 'Tafr Hughes again sorting out a pack
lift.
Now we're ready!
FAREWELLS
Cpls Billy Brunton and 'Woody' Wooding to Civ Div-good luck
Sig 'Boggy' Marsh, enjoy 210.
ARRIVALS
Sgt Tollington, Cpl 'Taff' Williams, LCpl Dean Booker, Sigs
'Nobby' Clarke, Steve Pickford, Bri Voyse, Dick Dickinson, Ted
Page, 'Ross' Roscoe and 'Millie' Millington all from 7 Armd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (207) and I Div.
Cpl 'Robbo' Robinson, Cpl 'Olly' McGrail, LCpl 'Geordie'
McPhee, Sigs Jay Carty, Steve Sinclaire and Sig Dave Dowson. The
clan has arrived! Welcome!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt David Lumb
Tp SSgt SSgt Alyn Edminson, Tp Sgt Sgt Derek Sowerby.
Support Tp-a name to conjure with. It started life officially on
l April, but unofficially on 16 March, the day the unit moved to Catterick. As the name implies it contains all the support elements and its
present strength is 57. Sgt Derek Sowerby was until recently the Tp
SSgt, the arrival of SSgt Alyn Edm.inson from 207 Sig Sqn has allowed
him to revert to his role of MT Sgt/Power Sgt. In a Troop of this type
the key players are obviously the heads of department and for those
who like to keep track of who is where, they are:
QM's Dept
W02 (RQMS) Clive Young
MT Sect
SSgt Alyn Edminson
Sgt Keith Williams
TM Wksp Sgt Derek Sowerby
Power Bay Cpl 'Dusty' Binns is to be congratulated on his impending
promotion to Sgt (mind you he did have to volunteer for the Falklands
to get it). The RQMS, Clive Young is now into his last year and is
beginning to show signs of resettlement fever! Cpl 'Digger Grave is
still with us and doing an excellent job on the MT details' desk-he
is in charge of overseas transport. A couple worth a mention are Sig
Scott Hoskins and Jason McColvin who never stop smiling and along
with Sig Chris Baughurst, Shaun Foster and Paul Seggie have settled
in well and are all good prospects for the future.
I
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Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Leach
2IC
Ca pt Paul Peel
QM Capt Rick Licence, Ops Offr Capt Rupert Chapman A Tp Comd
Lt Richa~d Deans, B Tp Comd Lt Tom Sandman, RSM 'wo1 {RSM)
Dave Wilson, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Martin Collins YofS W02
(YofS) Granville Yeomans, Fors SSgt {FofS) lain M~Nelly, Chief
Clerk SSgt (ORSQMS) Paul Storrs.
CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Hearty congratulations to RSM and Christine Wilson who celebrated the birth of their second daughter Charlotte on 22 May and to
Cpl 'Shorty' Green, LCpl Lee Davis and Sig Mark Reynolds and their
wives on the birth of their babies .
EXERCISE GRYPHONS LIFf
We had hardly been given time to enjoy our new surroundings in
Colchester, or relish the prospect of a hosepipe ban after our move
from Catterick, before we deployed on our first major Brigade
exercise of the season. Ex Gryphons Lift enabled the Squadron to
complete some valuable work up and revision training whilst also
enabling us to run validation courses for our Helicopter Handling
trained personnel. In total the Squadron had 11 hours worth of
helicopter time using it to move approximately 35 lifts, landrover and
trailer combinations, underneath the Chinooks.
The Guiness book of records was on hand to see RRB 3 deploy with
the oldest crew in NATO, Cpl Ian Foster and Sig Nick Slater
(combined age 77), on board. Both took the opportunity of using their
bus passes on the helicopter . The award for map reading excellence
went to LCpl 'Track 'em Cowboy' Baldwin whose dubious map
reading ability was not helped by his decision to use a pre-war map
of ST ANT A as opposed to the latest series top of the range one he was
issued with.
EXERCISE GRYPHONS EYE
Ex Gryphons Eye followed hot on the heels of its predecessor and
saw the Squadron deployed for another two weeks to sunny, sheep
filled Stanford Training Area . Although heavily committed to
supporting a Brigade study weekend and battlegroup training the
Squadron still managed to run its own airmobile training. Special
mention here goes to LCpl 'Vera' Duckworth whose two-man
manpack radio team deployed by Lynx helicopter with the Staff
Ptarmigan guide instead of his CEI. It was of course a total
coincidence that he spent the following 48 hours deployed at 'Ploppy
Farm', the closest equivalent Thetford's sheep have to a portaloo.
There were also some notable performances that came out of the
military training organised by Lt Rich Deans and Lt Tom Sandman .
During the Patrol Competition river crossing LCpl Lee Davis proved
to all watching that hls SASO rifle could not float. After much frantic
diving it was eventually recovered. Also ' Ole deadeye' himself, Cpl
' Barn door' Simms, adopted his own unique set of marksmanship
principals in scoring zero on the Squadron's range day (even after
somebody had pointed out to him that his SUSAT sight was on the
wrong way round) .
Endex did not mean that the whole Squadron could return to
Colchester unfortunately as half of our number deployed almost
immediately back up to Catterick to support the Brigade staff CPX
at the Brigade and Battlegroup Trainer. Lt Rieb Deans also took a
team of the Squadron 'Die-Hards', including Cpl 'Griff' Griffiths, Sig
'Gash' Doe, Sigs 'Burnout' Shuttleworth and Paul Grundy on the
Welsh IOOOm peak race. After bragging that they had found it easy
the team has been entered for the Himalayas 10,000m.
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Cpl Keith Parsons and Sig John Giddens both boarding a Puma .
Both scared of heights but even more anxious to avoid another
Bergan Tab

LCpl Mick Tennant failing to adopt the professional communicator
pose. SSgt Neil Coatsworth and Cpl Tony Wringe lead the way

Sgt Frank Flaherty and Sig Jez Anderson chasing after their
detachment
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229 Sig Sqn

238 Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks
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qn Comd
Maj A. K. Trimble
'.'IC
Capt J. M. P. Leggate
O Capt F. MacKender, SM W02 (SSM) K. G. Jenkins, FofS W02
(FofS) More n, SQMS S gt (SQMS) D. A. Wilson , Chief Clerk Sgt D.
J. Cameron, YofS SSgt (YofS) Whittle, Radio Tp Comd Lt A. J.
Jones.
EW ARRI\' ALS
A warm welcome is extended to Sgt Roberts, SSgt White, LCpl
Richard , Sig Sheridan back from Canada, Cpl Owen back from the
Falklands, LCpl Dowell and Sig Cassar from 8 Sig Regt.
DEPARTURES
We bade farewell to SSgt Gillard, Sgt Hobday, Cpls Howells, Reid,
Smith and LCpl Miller who have left Berlin for their last six months
in the UK.
Farewell al o to SSgt Mick Boyle to UOTC Exeter on promotion,
Sgt Ian Swan to Cyprus on promotion, LCpl Burgoyne to AFCENT
and LCpl Buttle to Cyprus.
EXERCISE PILGER REISE
Sunday 21 March saw members of the Squadron, 247 Pro Coy
RMP and the US Brigade Signal Company boarding coaches bound
for Bavaria and an exercise with a difference. Ex Pilger Reise involved
the Squadron acting as a hunter force for the International Long
Range Reece Patrol School, based at Weingarten. The Squadron,
(acting as a Company with two Platoons) was required to conduct
cordon and search operations against students in the final phase of the
survival course.
True to form as soon as we had debussed, the heavens opened to
herald what was to be a cold, wet and often snow-white week. The
exercise began with a period of familiarisation, not only with the
terrain, but with our RMP and American counterparts. Day one of
the exercise saw che Company introducing itself to the students on the

course by dragging them from their classroom, strip searching them
and subjecting them to the usual 'stress positions'. Conditioning over
the students were handed back to the School instructors for releas~
into a very wet environment and a period of 'grace' before the chase
was on.
With the exercise truly under way, the Sqn Comd Maj Andrew
Trimble began the complicated task of find ing the runners. Areas of
likely occupation were selected either because of their suitability for
hiding in or by SWAG (Scientific Wild Assed Guess). YofS Les
Whittle then formulated the plan of execution and the two Platoons
would act accordingly.
The Company returned to base empty-handed despite the help of
' Spik~' Craig (ex Royal Signals). the School Liaison Offi cer. At night,
standing patrols and OPs were established, but they returned with
nothing more than mild pleurisy. The fo llowing day the score stood
at Runners 23- Signal Squadron 0. Determined to get the score off
the ground, the game plan was changed and we set off with a
vengeance. The search began slowly but by midday the tables had
turned with four prisoners in the bag increasing to nine than ks to 2
Platoon, led by FofS Russ 'Bounty Hunter' Moren. Next day brought
the total caught to 18 and saw 1 Platoon led by Lt Adrian 'Shaggy'
Jones, trailing in the capture stakes by 14 to 4. The final day of the
evasion phase began at 0300 hrs and despite covering a considerable
distance, neither Platoon was successful in fi nding a runner until, on
the recovery back to base, LCpl Marie McChesney spotted two
runners hiding by the road and set off in hot pursuit. Another two
notches in the 2 Platoon belt and a fi nal tally of 20 captures out of
23 runners. So ended the 'hunting' phase and we returned to
Weingarten after a successful week in which the only casualties
incurred were FofS Russ Moren's 'unbreakable' flask which proved
to be very breakable after Sgt Chris Hobday parked a Land Rover on
it and the pride of the 2IC I Platoon, SSgt Mick ' What prisoners?'
Boyle, at only catching four runners.

LINE SECTION MORT AR SHOOT
One cold Su~day morning LCpl Ian M_cKlllop and Sigs Andy
Edgar_, Craig Wilson and Bob Cope were whisked away by helicopter
to Omon Range on East. Falkland .to take part in the Resident Infantry
Co~pany m_
o rtar exercise. The first day of the exercise started with
an mtroduction to the 81i;im mortar and the drills required for firing.
Day twc;> .was spent blowmg up numerous pieces of equipment from
ammu mtion boxes t<;> landrovers, using plastic explosives. The RIC
gave the JCUFI soldiers an excellent demonstration of the effects of
well placed explosives on a landrover that some poor unsuspecting
soul. had left on the range. T~e.second night was spent throwing up
lumino us fla res an ~ f.IE, prov1dmg a_n excellent fireworks display for
Mount Pleasant AJrf1eld. A very enJoyable two day exercise for the
members of the Line Section.
Sqn Comd
Maj T. Bushell
2IC
Capt J. M. Harkness
M Tp Comd Capt A. S. Eames, 0 Tp Comd Maj R. W. McLaren,
R Tp Comd Capt P. S. Cobbin, SSM W02 (SSM) N. Churcher,
RQMS W02 (RQMS) Thompson , YofS W02 (YofS) Copestake.
VISIT OF COMD 2 (NC) SIGNAL BRJGADE
On 24 May Brig Neeve, Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde visited the Squadron.
After an inspection he presented LS & GC medals to Sgt Robbie Hall
and LCpl Mike Winning.

BATILEC MP-ORGANISER VIEW
T.h~ Squadron battlecamp took place at Longmoor Intermediate
Trammg Area, and was split into two I week phases from 1-12 March.
The immediate problem was of 'what to do?'. After last October's
successful FIBUA training this was going to be a hard act to follow.
After much deliberation and altercation the exercise was decided to be
split into two phases, phase 1 being a teaching phase and phase 2
puttii:ig the teaching into practice. Due to the physical aspects of the
exercise care needed to be taken when considering the mix of
male/female sections, not too little for the males but not too much for
the 'delicate' half; consideration was also given to the 'experience' of
the _soldiers involved: After much help from outside agencies for
equipment, the exercise finally got underway. Most settled straight
into the routine. However the ex SQMS SSgt Kev 'Eee by gum'
Bickerstaffe wasn't quite sure what the routine was supposed to be but
LCpl Mick 'David Bailey' Winning soon put hi m on the strai ght and
narrow. After the teaching phase which incl uded boat drills, conduct
after capture, theory of a command task, NBC, first aid and various
others the practical exercise phase got underway. The plan was to tab
around Longmoor, webbing and SLR Blunderbun (yes! SLR) in hand
looking for the proverbial stand on the map that was just a few years
out of date ... easy. Nine stands, two miles between each, one pond
tc;> ~ross, two section attacks to do and one log race later, al! troops
fm1shed at the 30m range firing at a disc with a pistol most couldn' t
even see. Congratulations go to all who helped to organise and those
who took part and really Sgt Shean Dewar must get the prize for
luc~iest trooper around. Picture this, its 2330 hrs on a cold dry night,
you re part of the DS so you know you're goi ng to be attacked soon,
a flare goes off, gu n on the flare, enemy dead ... but why is he
jumping up and down? Fire out of control , middle of nowhere, quick
flag down that passing Fire Engine. Need I say more?

Brig Neeve with the Sqn Comd , Sgt Hall, LCpl Winning and
Sgt Hall's family

The Team

Exploring the coastline

Don't be disappointed!
Matter for publication must reach the
editor six weeks before the publication date.
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LONDIST MINOR UNITS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
The competition took place in the Queen Mother's Sports Centre,
London, on 26 May 1993 . Only two teams took part- 238 Sig Sqn v
PCD RLC.
Both did well to get a team together for the event with only a day 's
notice, therefore training was non-existent. In 238 's case it was ' Can
you swim? Yes? You're in the team! '.
Well done to PTI LCpl Michaela A. Barwick for finding doggy
paddlers so we could compete.
The day got off to a good start with Sig 'Taff' Phillips winning the
50m freestyle. New arrival to the Squadron, Sig 'Mat' Leeds swam
like the clappers to win his 50m breaststroke, mostly as a U-boat.
Sig Melissa Fortune, swam her freestyle well in the female event and
238's supporters went mad yet again . PCD RLC had some good
swimmers and the competition was neck and neck right to the finish .
Congratulations to all our swimmers who put lots of effort in to end
the day with the result of 238 male team coming fir t, and the female
team coming second out of four teams entered . The points gained
from this will decide whether we go through to the finals or not. Both
teams are in with a good chance and we all have another 'Gong' for
our collection .
Should our teams be fortunate enough to get through to the UKLF
finals, newly qualified Coach Cpl 'Buff' Buffery is much looking
forward to putting the team through its painful paces as he munches
yet another pork pie at the poolside!
Many thanks to all who took part.
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This is how they do it in 264 Div. The Sqn Comd in the
background with cap-in-hand

I wish they' d get that bus strike sorted out
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251 Sig Sqn

Aldershot

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))

Bulford Camp

qn Comd
Maj J. A. Terrington
2IC
Capt A. G. Hill
QM Capt P. C. Ba'ftden, Main Tp Comd Lt D. J. Duggan, Sp Tp
Comd Lt R. J. B. Spencer, SM WOl (SSM) George, FofS W02
(FofS) Erskine, YofS W02 (YofS) Nixon, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) T.
rane Chief Clerk Sgt (ORSQMS) Warne.
FAREWELL TO MAJ PAUL OLDFIELD
Monday 8 February aw the departure or Maj Paul Oldfield after
two years Commanding the Squadrons. Following ~n extremelx lon.g
handover in orway, he eventually gave up the rem and, with hts
family, moved to HQ UKLF. His fa:ewell was mar~ed by a formal
dinner held in the Stalheim Hotel dunng Ex Hardfall m Norway. The
function was attended by all Officers, S COs and Corporals. The
enior guest was Brig Nigel Wood, Comd Comms UKLF who was
vi iting the Squadron.
.
.
.
The following day Maj Oldfield wa~ sent off m st¥1e, starung with
a push off the top of a one mile long hill. The route, hne~ b~ mem?ers
or the Squadron, saw Maj Oldfield slide d?wn the hill m various
modes of transport which included sledges, skis, stretchers and rubber
tyres. The outcome was a very wet out?oing Squac1:on C.ommander.
In his time with the Squadron MaJ Paul Oldfield did much to
enhance the Squadron's reputation for fitness and excellence. We ta~e
this opportunity to thank him and his wife for their energeuc
contribution to Squadron life and wish them all the best for the
future.

MAIN TROOP
In addition to participating in all the Squadron events we have
managed to amass a number of arrivals and departures and would li~e
to ay adieu to: Cpls 'Chappy' Chapman and John Batts, LCpls Adie
Lowe and Sid Gawthorpe and Sigs Tony O'Toole and Eddie
McKeown. We welcome to our ranks Cpl Fred Perry and Sig
Thomson. The highlight of our recent programme has been our.Tr<;>op
outing to HMS Dolphin in Gosport. Our report on the event ts filed
by Sig R. J. G. Bazzard.

Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Drake
2JC
Capt K. M. Munnoch
SOO Capt D. Jepson, TOT Capt. J. Gerrard, A/ B Tp Comd Lt M.
Eggers AGC (SPS), CDSO WOI Skelton, SSM W02 (SSM) Vaughan
DEM, Exch Sgt Sgt Perkins.
FAREWELL
Farewell and best wishes go to Lt S. A. Mendonca, Sgt Lightfoot,
Slgs Elder, Gayson, Hatton, Hall and Robertson.
ARRIVALS
The Squadron would like to extend a warm welcome to Cpl Lee,
LCpl Banks, Sigs Kirkbride, Pearce and McChesney.
SPORTS ROUND-UP
by Cpl D. Batey APTI
In the last few months 251 Sig Sqn has once again received trophies
within the Inter-Unit District Competitions and at individual levels.
We came a convincing 1st in the SDIST Swimming Championships
with two of our team members, Sigs Mason and Moffat being advised
to try for a place in the Army swimming team.
We also entered the SDIST Volleyball and Athletics, and although
we did not obtain high positions everyone put in maximum effort and
enjoyed both days.
On an individual note Cpl Thwaite did very well in the Aggregate
Cross Country League and was placed 2nd overall. Cpl Tbwaite was
closely followed by the rest or the team consisting of Lt Mendonca,
LCpls Dickinson, Thompson, Sigs Elder, Mason and Nield.

EXPEDITION RAPID RAFI' TIGER
This was a white water rafting expedition held in Austria from 10-16
May 1993. The expedition consisted of nine personnel led by W02
(SSM) Vaughan BEM. After a gentle introduction covering all aspects
of safety and an initial try on medium rapids the level of confidence
within the party was high. Of course this is when the fun really started.
The first real white knuckle experience was hydrospeed. This
involves donning wet suit, life jacket, helmet and flippers and then,
holding a bit of plastic that resembles half a surfboard, jumping in
some of the coldest water in Europe. After a few kilometres and
several rapids the SSM smacked his leg against one of the rocks that
he'd assured everyone wasn't there-poetic justice.
Further down the river Cpl Danni Thwaite became separated from
her board and was assisted by Cpl Debbie Batey who showed
exceptional calmness under pressure by even noticing anyone else in
the middle of such rapids. Unfortunately, Cpl Batey hit one of the
'non-existent' rocks during the process. LCpl Sandy Hanbidge
managed to find a huge hole in the river and went sub-aqua for a few
seconds, much to the amusement of the instructor.
Battered and bruised, the party next tried the larger rafts over the
wildest water. LCpl Shona Ross didn't seem all that convinced that
this was such a good idea but, after seeing the stretch of river that we
were to negotiate, Cpl Roy Hanbidge was impatient for the off-a
convert. The party was split into two rafts and it soon became obvious
that LCpl Sandra Thompson and Sig Lucy Mason wanted to hit the
rapids first and show the way to the raft with the men in.
After some very exciting water it all seemed to be over too quickly,
especially for Sig Lisa Jameson, who pleaded with the instructor for
'just a few more kilometres.' All agreed that the expedition had been
a wonderful experience and, if the SSM can keep off a zimmer frame
for one more year, an experience all would love to repeat.

Main Troop personnel at HMS Dolphin

WELCOME
The Squadron welcomes Maj J. A. Terrington and Heather and
wishes them and their family a happy tour.

SUPPORT TROOP
The Troop has just returned from Ex Arena Exchange in Italy. Sig
John Atherton managed to tear himself away from the sun for five
minutes for a radio check and LCpl ' Chalkie' White entertained
himself trying to train the Corps first performing mast.
On 26 April the Troop visited HMS Dolphin in Gosport.The visit was organised by Cpl Bry Hyde, who, being from
Gosport, has obviously had an insight into Naval life and tr~dit!on .
The Troop had a guided tour of the sub and the commurucatlons
side was cause for some very technical questions from LCpl Ady
Watts about the differences between surface and sub-surface HF
com ms.
Cpl John Batts was intrigued with the weapons r?om and _examin~d
the mark 25 and 30 torpedoes and the simulator with great interest m
handling of the ballast tank valves.
All in all it was a memorable visit and highly recommended.

FAREWELLS
The Squadron sadly says farewell to SSgt Warne and Sara, Sgt
Lopez, Sgt McCutcheoo and Heather, Sgt Laverick and Gwen who
are leaving on posting and/or redundancy and we wish them all the
very best for whatever the future may hold.

FAREWELLS AND ARRIVALS
The Troop says farewell to SSgt Barnes, Mr Stu Bull, Cpl 'Si'
Schofield and Mr Steve Rose. We would also like to welcome Cpl
'Louie' Plested LCpls ' Harry' Harrison, ' Rus' Marston, Sigs Mike
Chandler, 'Nobby' Noble, 'Jono' Johnson and Chris Bound.

SQUADRON EVENTS
BRIG N. F. WOOD COMD COM UKLF VISIT
During our deployment to Norway on Ex Hardfall the Squadron
was pleased to welcome Brig N. F. Wood Comd Comms/CIS UKLF.
The Brigadier stayed with the Squadron for a few days and was able
to ee the Squadron in their Arctic role.

FOOTBALL
Last month saw the climax of the football season and this year was
most successful. On returning from Norway the skis and bergens were
back on the shelf and the football boots dragged out from moth balls.
In the semi final of the Minor Units Cup between ourselves and 1
Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, the Squadron played extremely well but
were beaten 4-3 after extra time.

Presentation to Maj P. J. Oldfield
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SDist Inter-unit Swimming Championship Winners
Back row l to R: Pte Julie Tingle, Sigs 'Tabby' Moffat, Diane

Winfield, Lt Michelle Eggers
Front row: Cpl Kerry Westwood, Sigs Lucy Mason (Captain),

Norma Moffat.

(Photo taken by PTI Cpl Debbie Batey-Star Coachl)
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Cpl Hanbidge, W02 Vaughan, Sig Jameson, LCpl Ross with
instructors
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~ebruary also. s~w our fir t communications exercise of the yeat for
wh1~h we were J011:ied by members of No 10 Tp R Sigs Sussex ACF.

Dun~g an exceptionally cold and busy weekend we successfully

259 Sig Sqn

practised both groundwave and skywave communications which
bodes well for the year .

BFPO 53

259 MARK 21 T ANNIV ERSARY-SURPRISE FOR A LOYAL
MEMBER OF TAFF
Pantelitsa Ana ta iou started her first day's work as a young
teenager way back in 1972. The new typist fo r 261 Air Formation Sig
qn was very n rvous on her fi r t day.
21 year later, almost to the day, Litsa was sitting at her word
proces or dutifully typing what must have been her 500th visit
programme! At 1000 hrs Sqn 2IC Capt Butch Maycock told her to
Y.itch off the machine and top work as there was a matter of great
importance to settle outside Squadron Headquarters .
The puzzled Litsa couldn't believe her eyes when she was met by
Maj Gary Mason and SSM Pete Woodward ready to escort her
through her own special 'visit programme' of the Squadron- staTting
with a Guard of Honour! Inspections over and it was into the
conference room for coffee and ·a brief on the role of the Squadron,
omewhat changed from her first day!
Then, a VIP vi it for this most loyal member of staff took in tours
of Sy terns Tp and Episkopi Tp and a nostalgic visit to HQ Tp, the
building which used to house the SHQ of 261 Sig Sqn before
amalgamation with 259 in 1975.
It was only fitting that, at thi point, Litsa took over the reins of
the tour and briefed Capt John O'Rourke on how things used to be.
Sure enough when she went into her old office she found her old
telephone and typewriter, dusted off. for the day!
A drive down to RAF Akrotiri to Airfield Tp, (although her mother
used to work at TPMH, this was the very first time Litsa had been to
Akrotiri), to see a 100 pair copper cable blown to bits and repaired
under battle conditions by the Battle Damage Repair Team led by
LCpls Al Minton and Stel'e Hart. Capt Tim Jones had organised a
photocall with 1he Red Arrows that Litsa was to see later that
afternoon this time at 3,000 feet above Limassol. After a tour of
Airfield Tp HQ, a fast car whisked the bemused VIP back to the
Jimmy Club to be met by all ranks of the Squadron-and her

daughter Maria who managed to keep the surprise a secret in the best
tradition.
The truly memorable day ended with a presentation, a huge
bouquet of flowers and the all important 21st anniversary cake. Litsa
was asked if much had changed over the past 21 years. In true Cypriot
diplomatic style she said that the soldiers all appear younger- except
for the 2IC!
Thank you Litsa for 21 years of magnificent service to the Corps in
Cyprus.

Deputy Commander 2(NC) Sig Bde, Col Acda talking to Cpl Tony
Barnett during the first weekend
Our second communications exercise was held in May and this time

co~centrated ?n .Skywave communications in preparation for the

B.n~a?e ~xerc1.se m J~ne. SSgt Paul Hattemore, still recovering from
h~s tnJunes, missed his first exercise in 20 years' service, much to the

Litsa in the Squadron Motor Boat Sporadic E propped up by:
Sig 'BooBoo' Craven, SSgt (SQMS) Andy Carver, Capt John
O'Rourke, Cpl Tom Rothera, Sgt Adie West and Cpl Paul
Haughton

56 Sig Sqn (V)
Eastbourne
Sqn Comd
Maj Mike Gilyeat
2IC
Capt Sandra Wilkosz
PSAO Capt Ian Murray, Sp Tp Comd WO! Brian Howe, Reece Tp
Comd 2Lt Karen Evans, Radio Tp Comd 2Lt Jackie Blake, SQMS
(NRPS) SSgt (SQMS) Alan Cunningham, Trg PSI SSgt Ian Flooks,
Rec PSI Sgt Jim Paine.
INTRODUCTION
The lack of Wire contributions from this Squadron in recent issues
is not a reflection on a lack of activity, more that we have been
quietly, yet effectively, implementing the changes arising from
options, our transfer to 2 (NC) Sig Bde and adapting to the
Commander's training directive. All this wh.ilst the TA centre has been
knocked down and rebuilt around us and, to add to the disruption,
the decorators have been in to vitalise those areas untouched by the
refurbishment. All is nearing completion, and we are looking forward
to a comfortable summer on the sunshine coast!
TRAINING
The year started on a high with six members of the Squadron
deploying to Belize, fo • four weeks, to provide umpire and control
communications on the Roulement Battalions FTX. As expected the
trip was a great success, as was the R ~ R period at San Pedro at the
end of the exercise. We look forward to a third trip in August this
year.
From February this year we fell into line with the training directive
of Comd 2 ( C) Sig Bde and held our first total concept weekend at
Crc_>wborough. Planning was sound, although a little ambitious,
which Cpl (now gt) Potter was quick to point out, (it obviously pays
to criticise) and changes were made for the February weekend.
Following more fine tuning the total concept weekends may be tiring,
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F11:1a.lly, to b.ri~g us. up to date, June started with the Squadron
prov1dmg admm1strative support and control commun ications for
' Pola~plod 93' a 40. mile charity walk on the South Downs Way
org.an1sed by Polaro1~ for employees and subsidiary firms in aid of
Guide Dogs for the Bhnd. Teams came from as far afield as Scotland
Fran.ce, Germany and Switzerland. The Squadron deployed Friday
evening, the detachments to the start point where Commanders
attended the Marshal's briefing, and the Admin Det to the breakfast
RV where they prepared to be overrun by 150 walkers, marshals and
support teams.
The ~dmin se.t-up and Comms plan was simple enough but, from
the praise received, was considerably more than Polaroid had
expected or thought possible-so much so one of them claimed 'the
eggs were the best that they had ever had' . Our contribution didn't
s~op there. As the wal k progressed, individuals grew tired and teams
disperse~, th.e radio detachments became a valuable source of fresh
water, fi rst.aid and encouragement. Some participants even found the
energy to fmd the odd chat up line-not that some subtle, nameless
memb~rs of the Squadron needed much encouragement.
All mall t~e event was a great success and Polaroid's gratitude was
more than evident at the social which went on into the early hours of
Saturday morning.

SSgt Paul HaUemore and recruit Graham Chapman may even claim
they are aggressive (both were injured on the football pitch) but they
are successful, achieve the aim and are 'fun'. All members of the
Squadron will no doubt be looking forward to their resumption in the
winter-Mr Howe certainly is.
In conjunction with total concept weekends our recruit training has
continued a pace and we have just completed the second of our recruit
modules since January. We have a number of budding stars (no names
please) and we are sure they are all looking forward to their two
weeks' course at Catterick . We wish them luck.

Sgt Paul Gruncell briefing the recruits prior to tackling the assault
course
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dismay of the not .so expert CP staff, but all went well to the point
of detachments bemg able to get some sleep (there is a rumour that
the Sqn Comd has gone native). This was the first exercise for our new
' C.h.ef' recruit Rupert Brewer of QE2 fame. He passed his selection by
fa1hn~ to bur~ the custar~, much to the relief of the Golfing Gourmet,
LCpl Scous~ Nealey. Eight operators from 31 Sig Regt (V) joined us
for the exer~ise and all seemed to enjoy our way of doing things. We
hope you will take up the offer agam some time.
Our second weekend in May was a combination of CS and
ceremonial. The Saturday was devoted to NBC training one of the
Sqn Comd's mandatory subjects for the year. Cpl Tony Potter and
Sgt Ber!'i~ ~ooll~r put ~s all, Sqn Comd downwards, through our
paces, fm1shjng with a wntten test; fortunately all the officers passed.
Congratulations to Cpl Stu Douglas who provisionally scored lOOOJo,
al~hough Cpl Potter was able to reduce that to 980Jo for a spelling
mistake. Following a lively social that night the Squadron took part
in the May~r's Parade on Sunday, a ceremony to mark the changeover
of Mayors m Eastbourn~. All .went ex~eptionally well, although SSgt
Ian Flooks should realise his step 1s not always the right one
particularly if it's not the same as the Sqn Comd's .
'
Following the parade there was a curry lunch in the TA centre to
'sort of' mark the opening of the new bar. Thanks to Cpl Dino
Constantinou and the chefs for a great spread.

'Polarplod 93'
Preparations to feed 150 walkers were well underway.
L to R: Sgt Bernie Wooller and Recruit Rupert Brewer
INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
J?~ring this period we have concentrated on trade and collective
trammg. However, a few have managed to escape on individual
courses and attachments, namely 2Lt Jackie Blake who attended a
wee~end course on international conflict at Crowborough followed by
an eight day attachment to 217 Sig Sqn, 2 Sig Reg, at Colerne. Cpl
Tony Barnett was attached to 243 Sig Sqn working in Wilton
Commcen for eight days, and Sig Brian Joynson attended his recruits'
course at Catterick.
COMING AND GOINGS AND CONGRA TULA TIO NS
We welcome WOt Brian Howe who joined us in January after 22
years Regula~ Arm¥ Service via 63 Sig Sqn (V). (He's still complaining
about not bei~g paid.) Welcome back the 21C and congratulations to
LCpl Gary Cnck and Sgt Tony Potter on their promotion during the
period; well done indeed.

The Mayor of Eastbourne thanks the Sqn Comd for the
Squadron's part in the parade. Also in view Cpl Malcolm Davey,
LC pl Gary Crick and WO 1 Brian Howe
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News from
633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12
Tp Comd

Lt Andy Churchill

HELLO AND GOODBYES
mong the many people who have come and gone recently we say
farewell to Lt ue Goodwin on resettlement and welcome to Lt Andy
Churchill. Welcome also to W02 (YofS) 'Chippy' Wood and
OCdt Robbie Hamilton who joins us for three months.
OP RATIONS
The Troop has been kept very busy with tasks and exercises . We
provided the Comms upport to a large, joint Belize government,
rmy, avy and US Coastguard drugs interdiction operation . The
FofS W02 John Hiorns and his team of operators deployed to Gran
Cayn;en for two days before joining the West Indies Guard Ship HMS
Cumberland.
COMMCEN MOVE
by LCpl Ann Morrision
fter an overdue stay in the temporary Commcen the Troop had
the pleasurable task of moving to a new one. After weeks of
preparation the day of the move finally arrived. Even though it was
a weekend and a stand-down no one was put off and got down to the
job in hand. After about a week and much cleaning and carrying of
furniture and equipment between the two Commcens the task was
complete. The Shift Operators and Techs now have the pleasure of
working in a spacious well equipped and air conditioned Commcen.
BF BELIZE RUGBY SEVENS COMPETITION
by Cpl 'Taff Griffiths
After a very early start on a very hot morning the Sevens
Competition got underway, with our first match being against the
'Beef Heads' of the RAF Regiment team. After marginally beating
them we went on through another two rounds to face the Royal
Artillery Battery in the semi-final where we were narrowly defeated .
Having one of the smallest units in Belize we did exceptionally well
and represented the Corps' name in style. After the presentations were
completed the whole team plus the rest of the Troop retired to the
Sunspot for the third half, but unfortunately for Cpl Paul Kay he had
to suffer by going straight onto night shift.
The Team: Sgts 'Dutch' Clogg (Coach), Rick Hannah, Tony Black,
Jonno Johnson, Cpls 'Taff' Griffiths, Jase Foulger, Paul Kay, LCpls
Dave Hickson, Andy Wyatt and Sig Scott.

News from British Army Training Unit, Suffield
Batus is situated on the prairies of Southern Alberta, Canada.
Three hours driving time south east of Calgary, 8400kms and
approximately 11 hours flying time from Gutersloh. Batus offers a
unique opportunity for live firing and manoeuvre exercises conducted
with a freedom and level of realism which are not possible elsewhere.
The Ops Room is run by a small band of Royal Signals personnel,
a permanent staff W02 in charge and 14 temporary staff operators.
Present staff are: W02 Steve Mitchell, BG Movement Watchkeeper
Cpl Bob Morrice, Tp Cpl/Storeman Cpl 'Thommo' Thompson.
Shift one: LCpl Charlie Henson, Sigs Mike Alsop, Michelle Burnett
and 'Eck' Cowan.
Shift Two: LCpl 'Robbo' Robinson, Sig Ally Simmonds and Pte
'Fin' Finley !LI.
Shift Three: LCpl Jase erase, Sigs Tim Alderson and Anne Slaven .
The Medicine Man Ex season is now well underway; there are six
exercises every year. The Ops Room controls all movement on the
1000 square mile training area and accounts for all vehicles and
personnel before any h e firing can take place. All casevacs, of which
there are many, are dealt with and coordinated by tile Ops Room.
The e are high pressure and responsible posts providing what is
basically the hub of Batus.
Batus also offers ample opportunities for travel between Medicine
Man Exs. Mexico, Hawaii and the United States were just a few of the
places visited by last year's crew. The winter offers more time for the
WOIC who spent Christmas with his family skiiing in the Rockies and
toured Southern California for two weeks in February .
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UIE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

Liverpool University OTC
EXERCISE LIGHTNING STRIKE 93
Liverpool UOTC arrived at Westdown Camp ready for a highly
enjoyable and competitive weekend. Our expectations were realised
on both accounts. Our first stand was the 216 Parachute Squadron,
good job we all had a big breakfast. (I don't think.)
Favourites were the Arctic Warfare stand where our very own OCdt
'H' Harding leapt into the Snow-Cat head first resulting in three
stitches from the local hospital . The Commando Regt stand was tough
but so were we; eventually coming through to win the stand. The
helicopter from 21 Sig Regt stand was a great hit with us.
Ultimately came the 2 Sig Regt Final Race, a combination of great
team work and a wild sense of humour brought us victory in a close
final heat! (Better luck next year London.) This, being my third
Lightning Strike, was as per usual a brilliant exercise well organised
and executed. A big thank you to all those involved.

~~.i.!t

~

Rear Commodores: Offshore, Maj B. H. Rowe· Dinghies Lt Col M J p Coll" .
Windsurfing, Lt Col C. D. McK Kemp; BAOR'. Lt Col N. K. P. H~pe. MBE. ms,
CONTACTS
Yachtmasters: UK: Capt J. F. Calvert, Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Lt R. K. Orr, Osnabruck Mil 5273
Secretaries: General: Maj J. P. McD Coulthard Corsham Mil 4457
D!nghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odllng, Bulford Mil 2398
Dmgh~ Racing BAOR: Capt G. R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Wmd~urfing: Maj D. J. Gilchrist, Blandford Mil 2485
BA~R Wmdsurflng: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/300
.
Retired Members Representative: Maj (Reid) J. L. E. Gryspeerdt, Corsham Mil 4346
Soldier Reps: Sgt D. Maw: Loughborough Mil 4425 Sgt C. Cowell: Blandford Mil 2265

acI::n~ :j1a~~~~:s ~~C:~;/,7~:S0':e":a~~if:~e~l:~t~}1J,c':i~":bers through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events,
0

by~~;;';::,."/n~e:f~ t~~ec:J~~ew~fu~u:::::~:~::. Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB OFFSHORE RALLY
AND DINNER
The Rally was great fu~ again this year. 9 boats attended ranging
from the Nicholson 45, W1shstream to the 18ft 6in Sailfish Sand Piper
and the ages of the crew ranged from 6 to 75 plus. We have 2 reports
from opposite ends of the spectrum; 1 from the afterguard of the
A~miral's flag ship Petasus and the other from below decks in
Wishstream .

;f.'i;i4'.:

~~~~/~

University of London OTC

FRO~ THE AITERGUARD OF THE ADMIRAL'S FLAG SHIP

This year's Rally was again held in the Solent area, over the

w_ee~end 4-6 Jun~. The weat.her.was generally hot and humid, with a
di~tmct lack of wmd, but this did not detract from the enjoyment of

OC
Capt J. Manley
PSI W02 (SSM) C. Gopsill, JUO JUO J. Symmons.
Social matters have been frequently interspersed with training and
exercises and also very rudely interrupted (for most) by University
Examinations. The Trinity term started with the Corps Dinner.
The Annual Sub Unit Dinner followed shortly after, with Col A.
Verey ADC, as our guest of honour. This proved to be an excellent
evening, perhaps helped by our special pre-dinner (molotov) cocktail,
which certainly seemed to do the trick. The dinner was also attended
by a number of officers from local TA Sig Regts .
Sub Unit Sports in the Trinity Term have tended to centre around
sailing, with a team of OCdts Liz Smyth and Gayle Hallam and OCdts
Andy Burton and Terrence Hall, coming sixth in the ICCY Invitation
Regatta, aided no doubt by OCdt Emma Gardiner helming one of the
'home' teams to seventh place and OCdt Liz McFall helping the
Hampshire Carbineers to last place and 'the Rusty Shackle' award. A
team of Capt Jonathan Manley and OCdts Liz Smyth and Emma
Covell then took part in the Royal Signals Yacht Club Regatta at
Seaview, managing to be the first (and only!) TA Crew across the line;
hopefully more TA entries next year, as we don't get much time to
practise.
For those not doing exams, training has kept them busy . Several
OCdts passed MTQ2 at Easter and are now looking for DAB/ RCB
places and ultima5ely TA Regts (for those not going into the Regular
Army). We took part in the CUOTC inter-OTC HF Exercise, which
proved to be a useful introduction for our new intake and this was
followed with some members of the Sub Unit participating in HF
Exercises with both 68 Sig Sqn (V) and 31 Sig Regt (If). We have also
held our own HF Exercise around London, with cadets proving that
they can still manage to get lost, despite having lived in London all
their lives; we also proved that HF doesn't work in smog.
A camp in Ottoburn now looms and, with the post-exam parties
finishing, we turn our minds towards it. At present, all we know is
that Capt Jonathan Manley and W02 Chris Gopsill spent six hours
of their Comms Reece bogged in on top of a hill, following a nine
hour drive each way to get there; we can'r wait for the chance to do
the same ...
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Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE
Col P. J. Pritchard
Col J. E. F. Kirby

this popu.lar occast?n. Some of the boats moored overnight in Cowes
on the Fnday everung, but the first major encounter was in Newtown
Creek for lunch on Saturday, when a total of 7 assorted boats formed
~ raft around Brig .Alistair Mac~nnon's boat Light Air. Participants
mcluded Petasus with a very seruor crew (the Admiral, a past Admiral
~nd 3 J?ast Commodores-who was crewing the foredeck for this
tmpress1ve afterguard?). ~kywa~~ was also there, with Col Bill Roper,
~aj Barry Rowe and their families. It was good to see Wish Stream
wit~ an ~MAS/Royal Signals crew including Col 'Paddy' Verdon,
MaJ David Procter and Capt Andy Bristowe. Lt Col and Mrs Nigel
Pidsley worthily represented the veterans of the Club in their
imp~essively handled open boat, Sandpiper, with Col David Gibson
helpmg to crew, and Lt Col and Mrs Johnny Johnson brought
their boat, Hurle{' ~hrl too. Capt Mark Castle-Smith was suffering
from a bad hand mJury and could not sail himself, but sent his boat
A'!omaly, sailed by ~is brother. Finally, Brig and Mrs Max Maxfield
sa!led over from Lymmgton to join the festivities with their boat Merit
Amon .

The crew of the RSYC yacht Petasus Ill at the UK Offshore Rally
L to R: Maj Gen John Alexander, Maj Errol Hunt, Maj Gen Paul
Alexander, Brig Jimmy Blake, Maj Gen Henry Hild, Brig Pat Webb
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Saturday afternoon produced a good sailing breeze and the boats
moved separately to Lymington, where a substantial dinner was taken
that evening at the Lymington Town Yacht Club. Various land-based
members joined f~r the evening, a~~ it was good to see Maj David
Pugh DWR who did so much for sailing at AAColl Harrogate and is
an Honorary Member of the Club. Our Commodore Col Peter
Pritchard, and his family, had also sailed into Lymington for the
occasion in Sea Swallow.
47 members sat down to dinner: mosr were from the retired
members of the Club but it was good to see some younger members
including the Club's 2 Gosport-based bosuns, Cpls Baxter and
Kendall, and their wives.
Sunday saw most boats motoring back to their home ports: for
most of the day the wind was disappointingly absent. It did allow for
a gentle lunch and sunbathing in the Osborne Bay area for sometog~ther with most of the boating population of the South Coast, or
so ti seemed.
All in all, this year's Rally was a great success-it clearly meets a
demand, and was widely enjoyed by young and old. See you next year!
FROM BELOW DECKS OF WISHSTREAM
The Royal Signals being a Corps noted for its sailing achievements
gave a chance for 3 senior term officer cadets at RMA Sandhurst
to meet the Corps senior sailors which was not one to be missed. The
prosl.'ect of a weekend in the sun and the promise of a party had
nothmg to do with our decision to attend. We were to crew the RMA
Sandhurst's ketch Wishstream, along with Corps officers from the
Sa~dhurst per~anent staff. Col G. C. Verdon ODE was skipper ably
assisted by MaJ Proctor and Capts Bristow and Grundy.
Saturday was spent practising our techniques and learning to 'tack'
and 'jibe' . With the help of the bosun's chair we were also able to
teach OCdt Crawford to swim. For lunch we met with Corps members. The depth of Wishstream meant that this was a quick lunch stop.
One of the aims of this trip was to attend the Royal Signals Yacht
Club Dinner at Lymington. This was an enjoyable evening with good
food and company; our table being shared with the ORLO team.
Sunday began with a leisurely breakfast and continued in this vein
until a minor crisis at Wotton Creek. As we tried to moor (not park
as we had called it) we became entangled in a submerged buoy and the
next couple of hours were spent trying to design different types of
breathing apparatus from various pieces of tubing, so that Capt
Bristow could free the said buoy. (All those Command tasks at
Sandhurst do come in useful after all!) The crisis over, we set sail once
again for the mainland.
Making our way back to Gosport we saw both Petasus and
Skywave, our Corps yachts, and managed to motor past the latter as
we joined the 'rush-hour' traffic funnelling into the harbour.
Once Wishstream had been cleared and made ship-shape she was
safely berthed until the next time. The 3 not so total novices returned
to Sandhurst already planning ' the next time!'. It would be underestimating it to say that we merely enjoyed the weekend. Sailing has
recruited 3 more addicts. Roll on our next leave weekend!

(The Royal National Lifeboat Institution have acknowledged, with
thanks, the sum of £18.85 which was collected at the Royal Signals
Yacht Club Dinner, Lymington. Your support is greatly appreciated.)
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8 OR Ot f HORE-MID EA Q , 'EW ' LEITER
b'
tttal") R ' \C (BAOR)
·Th 199 Offshore Sailing eason in BAOR is now well underway
nd i ag in pro\ ing to be a verr active year de pite the effect of
·dra\\ do\rn •.
Q111cksilver, the Corp Ya ht ba ed at Kiel,,wa relaunch~d. at the
end of. 1arch having pent the winter in the BKYC shed receiving her
annual maintenance refit. Thanks to a couple of BAOR Sports Grants
he ha started the 1993 eason with a new gas cooker/oven, yacht
batteries, o 1 and o 3 Genoas and 3ix combined harn~ss/
lifejackets; not to mention the many smaller purchases and mmor
improvement which the Corp Bosun (BAOR), ~pl Dave San~ster,
ha made over the winter months. Cpl Sangster reures as Bosun m the
Autumn to return to trade at 3 (UK) Arrnd Div HQ_and Sig R ~gt. I
would like to thank him for all the hard work which he put m to
Quicksifrer during the refit to ensure that she remains in such an
cellent condition for a yacht which is S year old and used exten1vely each season.
The new Corp Bo un (BAOR) will be Sig 'Windy' Gale who !~ayes
4 Armd Bde HQ and ig Sqn (204) to. do some pre-takeover trammg
at Kiel prior to taking over as Bosun m September 1993, for 2 years.
The 'i 993 charter season for Quicksilver is already proving t'! be one
of the best ever (we had to relaunch Quicksilver two weeks earber than
planned due to the demand for charters from other ' boatless' Corps~ .
There are 202 days when Quicksilver is available for charter this
ea on. So far there are confirmed bookings (or charters that have
already taken place) for 142 days, representing a charter take-up ~ate
of 71 O!o, which at this stage of the sea on is extremely enc.ouragn:ig.
There are still a few weeks in September and October durmg which
Quicksifrer is available-anyone wishing to charter her should contact
the BAOR Yachtmaster (see Contacts). From the bookings and cruise
plans already received, at least 75 Corps soldiers will benefit fro~
sailing in the Corps Yacht in the Baltic this year, and another 72 will
sail on the Royal Signals Baltic Offshore Regatta .
Whilst on the subject of the Baltic Offshore Regatta, there were 15
entries for the 12 available yachts in this event, but with some juggling
and negotiation, the following units entries are confirmed:
Comms Branch HQ BAOR {Skipper SSgt Jones)
3 {UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt (Skipper Capt Clark)
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt (Skipper Sgt Pounsett)
7 Sig Regt (Skipper from BKYC)
8 Sig Regt Team (Skipper Sgt Avey-Hebditch)
14 Sig Regt (EW) (Skipper Capt Addley)
16 Sig Regt (Skipper Maj Lewis-Taylor)
28 Sig Regt (Skipper 2Lt Galloway)
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207) Team A (Skipper Cpl Sangster)
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207) Team B (Skipper from BKYC)
20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn (200) (Skipper SSgt (FofS) Gill)
602 Sig Tp (SC) (Skipper from BKYC)
together with I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt who are crewing the 2
committee yachts. It is excellent to note that 4 of the 12 teams are
from UK based units and indicates the wide demand to join in this
premier offshore racing event in the Corps calendar. It is hoped that
this trend will continue next year with units from even further afield.
We must all hope for good weather in order that we can complete
what is a fairly ambitious programme of at least 420 nautical miles
offshore racing in eight days.
We should not forget the continuing contribution made by the
Corps personnel attached to the Kiel Training Centre-Sgt Baz Ennels
and LCpl Jerry Sharp (both of 14 Sig Regt) who continue to make a
considerable impact not only for the future of Corps Sailing but also
to BAOR sailing in general. Well done Jerry on winning the BKYC
Whitsun Regatta against some stiff competition!
Finally, well done to the following units who have organised
Offshore Sailing expeditions this year-these types of expeditions do
so much to encourage other members of our Corps to take up
Offshore Sailing:
14 Sig Regt-Canary islands (February 93)
14 Sig Regt-Kiel to North Jutland/Kattegat (August 93)
13 Sig Regt-Baltic (Denmark and Sweden)
40 Sig Regt (V)-Baltic (Denmark and Sweden)
(Apologies to any Unit which I've accidentally missed out, if they
let me know I will arrange for them to be added to the End of Season
report.)
Anyone who is interested in Offshore Sailing (whether it be
Cruising/Expeditions, gaining Qualifications or Yacht Racing) should
contact their Unit Sailing Officer (in the first instance) or write to the
Secretary, Royal Signals Yacht Club {BAOR Offshore) at 226 Sig Sqn,
14 Sig Regt (EW), BFPO 36 or telephone Osnabruck Mil 5273. A list
of Unit Sailing Officers in BAOR will be published in the next issue
of The Wire.
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WINDSURFING
The season is already well under way with many events to report
upon. The first Corps event to take place was:

NOTABLE WINDSURFING SUCCESSES

BAOR CHAMPIONSHIPS- 4-5 MAY
As usual the racing occurred at the Dummersee with this year
regrettably only light winds though tempered with glorious sun hine.
With the declining size of BAOR the entry of 19 individuals with 4
unit teams was reasonable and it is particularly encouraging to read
many new na,mes amongst the entries and indeed the prize winners.
The results were:
Individual:
Open I st Sgt Raine

4 Armd Div HQ & Sig
Re gt
2nd Capt Page
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig
Regt
3rd Sgt Rathmell
HQ BAOR
Novice l st LCpl Wilkie
14 Sig Regt (EW)
2nd SSgt Lane
14 Sig Regt (EW)
lst Guest
SSgt Hamilton KRH
lst Lady
LCpl Cooper
28 Sig Regt
1st Veteran
W02 Martin
28 Sig Regt

Team:
Major Unit
Minor Unit

14 Sig Regt (EW)
HQ BAOR

UK CHAMPIONSHIPS-27-29 MAY
Again Browndown was the venue for this regatta with an encouraging 40 individuals ano 10 unit teams contesting the various events. A
good cross section of conditions with light to fresh winds and flooding
spring tides kept the interest going. Certainly the novices learnt a great
deal and with 11 races over the 3 days no opportunity was missed to
improve everyone's standards. The detailed results were;
Individual:
Open
Overall Champion Sgt Dave Maw Comms & Sy Gp {UK)
Runner Up
Sgt Norman Finnegan 47 Regt RA
Novice
Winner
Sig Tim Barker 215 Sig Sqn
Runner Up
SSgt Pete Irving 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt

The Minor Unit Winners - 215 Sig Sqn:
l to R: Sigs Tim Barker, Bev Bevis, Capt Lawrence Mccourt

The Major Unit Winners-3 (UK) Div Sig Regt:
l to R: LCpls Mick Eades, Ritchie Townsend, Maj Dave Gilchrist

Best Lady
Lt Ally Angus
3 {UK) Div HQ & Sig ,Regt
Best Guest
Capt John Belt REME 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Best Veteran Maj Dave Gilchrist
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Team:
Major Unit Winners
Minor Unit Winners

3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
215 Sig Sqn

The remaining event to report upon is the Corps Knock-Out
Competition which is now well under way. We have entered 2 teams
(A and B) into the event this year and both have already sailed their
first matches with splendid results.
Firstly the 'B' team raced against the REME 'C' at Netley on 28
April. A resounding 3:0 win for the Corps in strong force 4-6 winds
was an excellent outcome with the previous 2 days' competition
training showing its value. The team comprised Capt Paul Cross and
Lt Fred Hargreaves from the Royal School of Signals, LCpl Ritchie
Townsend from 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt and a welcome addition
from BAOR with LCpl Chris Mudie from 7 Sig Regt. More recently
on 10 June the 'A' team met the RE again at Netley with a similar 3:0
win! The winds were regrettably only light but nevertheless the team
took maximum advantage of the opportunity to improve its team
racing skills. Another good result with this time the team comprising
Maj Jo Fletcher from PBII, Maj Dave Gilchrist from 3 (UK) Div HQ
& Sig Regt, Sgt Norman Finnegan from 47 Regt RA, Sgt Dav Maw
from Comms.& Sy Gp (UK) and again from BAOR Sgt Barry Raine
of 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt.
The 'B' team now go on to meet the RLC (A) with the 'A' team
having to wait to find out who its opponents will be.
Much more competition in prospect with reports from the Army
Championships and again further rounds in the Corps Knock-out in
the next issue.
Sgt Dave Maw the overall UK Ch11mpion winning another one
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Sgt Norman Finnegan the UK Corps Runner-up planes across the
finishing line on a fast broad reach
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ORIENTEERING
Dl TRICT A, D DIVISIONAL CHAMPIO. 'SHIPS
The Di trict and Divisional Championships ·ere held in March and
April. The 'i ales and We tern District championships organised by
Maj Rumford of CIS Branch at the Di trict HQ, saw the return to
form of
gt Backbou e of 264 Sig Sqn who was the individual
champion. Unfortunately hi. Squadron were without the services of
their star runner, Sgt Sharp, and finished in only third position
overall. In the TA competition, 89 Sig Sqn (V) also finished third as
did O Sig Sqn (V) in the female competition.
The Eastern District championships were also arranged by the
Corps with Maj Macculloch of AAColl Harrogate organising:
Individually the Corps was very successful. On the A course MaJ
Bateson of ATR Bassingbourn was second with Sgt Cowie of 8 Sig
Regt fourth and LCpl Boston of 2 Sig Regt in sixth place. By running
the A course LCpl Boslon sacrificed his chance of winning the Under
19 competition; instead it was won by AIT Willia~s of AAColl
Harrogate with Sig Wooton-Jones Comms and Sy Gp, m second place
and ig Bell, 2 Sig Regt, third. On the C course A/T Rich~rdson won
the Under 17 competition while in the female competition 1t was first,
second, and third for the Comms and Sy Gp team. Also of note was
the diplomacy of the Corps Orienteering Secretary, W02 Smith, who
finished with the same time to the second as his CO, Col Cook of 8
Sig Regt.
London and Southern Districts combined for a joint championships
in a very wet ew Forest. On the A course SSgt Rose, 3 UK Div HQ
& Sig Regt, finished 9th just ahead of Maj Bateson who was
competing as a guest runner. On the B course, Maj Gill running for
the very strong MOD team was London District champion.
Finally orthern Ireland and Scotland District also combined for a
joint championships. On the A Course SSgt Preston, 8 Inf Bde, and
WOl Oarke, JCUNI, led the Corps runners while Sgt Crowther of the
HQ I and 15 Sig Regt team was the female champion. Overall the
HQ NI and 15 Sig Regt teams were major unit and female champions
while JCUNI were minor unit champions.
Meanwhile in BAOR, 14 Sig Regt (EW) won the Niedersachen
league and championships. In the 4 Armd Div championships 7 Sig
Regt were third but, at the time of writing, are winning the league.
Individually Maj Purser of 7 Sig Regt was runner-up in the
championships with Capt Vingoe 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt,
second in the female competition.
BAOR V FRENCH FORCES GERMANY
A BAOR team competed in the French Forces Germany
Championships at the end of April. The team which included Maj
Purser, won convincingly with five of the top eight runners. Maj
Purser was fastest over his relay leg and fifth placed overall.
INTER-CORPS COMPETITIONS
The Corps team competed in two fixtures in May '93. At the
beginning of the month, the team attended the AAC Championships
and convincingly beat the AAC by over one hour. The team of Majs
Bateson and Gill, SSgts Backhouse and Rose and Sgts Cowie and
Ridlington did particularly well in the relay with the first two teams
home. However a slightly younger team including Cpl Weston,
Comms and Sy Gp, and LCpl Boston, 2 Sig Regt, came up against
much harder opposition against the REME later in the month. On a
physically and technically hard course the team ran well but were
beaten by the stronger REME team. IL is hoped to compete against
other Corps later in the year.
CORPS CHAMPION HIPS
The Corps UK Championships are being organised by WOl Baugh
and SSgt Smart of Comms and Sy Gp. The championships are being
held over the weekend of 4-5 September 1993 based at Proteus Camp,
ottinghamshire. Entry details have been distributed to all Corps
unit with entries required by no later than 20 August. For further
details contact the organisers on Loughborough Mil 4470/4473.

FUTURE EVENTS
Corps (UK) Championships, Sherwood Forest.
4- 5 Sept 1993
(Including inter-corps competition v RA)
Corps (BAOR) Championships.
Sept 1993
Corps Team Training Camp, Catterick.
29- 3 Oct 1993
Inter-Corps competition v Infantry, Yorkshire.
2- 3 Oct 1993
Army/BAOR Championships, Berlin.
13-20 Oct 1993
Inter-Corps competition v AGC (TBC).
27 Oct 1993
Army Inter-Corps Championships, Cornwall.
30-31 Oct 1993
(R Signals arranging)
Army Night Championships, Yorkshire.
4 Dec 1993
Army Championships, Swynnerton.
21-22 May 1994
CONTACT ADDRESS
For further details of the Corps orienteering teams please contact
the team captain, Maj Gill at: Defence Operational Analysis Centre,
Broadoaks, Parvis Road, West Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 6 LY, Tel:
Military-Byfleet 4921, Civil-(0252) 349921, Fax: Military-Byfleet
4721, Civil- (0252) 349721, SMA: DOAE West Byfleet.

RUGBY
ROYAL SIGNALS RUGBY REPORT
The 92/ 93 season saw the Corps continue in Corps Merit Table I.
The aim was to make a substantial improvement on the previous
season's performances this they did in fine style and ran out worthy
winners of Merit Table I.
Trials were held in early September I 992 with over 40 players
attending from which a squad of 25 was selected. The remaining
players were involved later in the season in the friendly fixtures.
The squad provided a settled side with very few injuries and high
morale throughout the season under the exceptional leadership of the
Corps skipper, Capt Joe Cooper. The players also enjoyed being able
to prepare properly for the games and Commanding Officers are
thanked for their cooperation.
Once again SSgt Atkins, Cpl Bowling and Cpl Bartliff represented
the Army. Lt Pete Drew, Cpl 'Cass' Cassidy and Cpl Peter Curtis
were also considered.
A brief summary of the games follows:
Royal Signals v Royal Artillery
The game, played in brilliant sunshine, was ideal for our backs,
however the forwards did exceptionally well against a heavier and
larger pack. Cpl 'Cass' Cassidy and Cpl 'Dia' Bowling both had
excellent games; Cpl Cassidy scored two superb tries and SSgt Ian
McNelly added a try via a well rehearsed move. Cpl 'Dai' Bowling
converted two of the tries and a penalty try was awarded to complete
the scoring of 24 points to 14 points.
Royal Signals v Royal Engineers
After beating the Gunners our success continued with the second
game played at Chatham. Once again Cpl 'Dai' Bowling scored a try
along with Sgt McNelly and SSgt 'Chalky' Atkins. Cpl 'Dai' Bowling
completed the scoring with three conversions and four penalties to
give a final score of 33 points to 5 points.
Royal Signals v Infantry
The Corps played exceptionally well against a vastly more
experienced side which consisted of seven of the current Army side.
The Corps forwards, led by Capt Joe Cooper, rucked, mauled and
scrummaged particularly well . Capt Mike Burke and Sgt Bob Vowles
responded with ~ood line out ball and Cpl Pete Curtis proved very
difficult for the opposition to harass. Capt Mike Burke, Sig Jacson
Laver and LCpl Vince Key scored excellent tries and a thirty yard drop
goal by Cpl 'Dai' Bowling completed the first half scoring. In a tense
second half Cpl Pete Curtis scored a magnificent try which gave the
Corps a well deserved victory taking them to the top of Merit Table I.

Royal Signals v Royal Marines
f his saw our only defeat. The Corps played very well in a close and
high ly competitive match . Cpl 'Dai' Bowling opened our scoring with
a penalty a fter he had gone ahead with a well worked try. Lt Pete
Drew demonstrated his ball handling skills with a good try converted
by Cpl ' Dai' Bowling. Our final score came from an interception by
Cpl Karl Richardson who went 50 yards to score an excellent try.
Unfortunately the fin al score was 17 points to 15 points in favour of
the Marines .
Royal Signals v REME
The final fixture in t he Merit Table was played in atrocious
conditions at Harrogate Rugby Club . Both sides attempted to play
open rugby but in the conditions it was up to the forwards to display
their strengths. Sgt Nigel Roberts scored a well deserved try before
having to leave the field with an injury, allowing Sgt ' Wally' Wallace
to play his final game for the Corps before leaving the Army. Cpl
'Dai' Bowling scored two well taken penalties to help the Corps run
out 11 points to 5 points winners.
Following the game the Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle
CB, CBE, DL, presented Sgt Wallace with a tankard in recognition
of the hard work and service he has given to Corps rugby.

£4,500 per week
must be won
in the

Other Matches
A further three friendlies were played against ACC, RMCS and
RMAS . The game against Sandhurst proved the most convincing of
the three victories.
It has been a long time since the Corps, without the BAOR players
has had such a successful season, and it was particularly pleasing to
see so many young players involved in representative rugby. This
bodes well for the future. Next seasons Trials are to be held in York
on I September 1993 .

TENNIS
ROYAL SIGNALS TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
The Championships will now be held in Colerne from 16-19
September 1993. The previous dates have been changed due to exercise
commitments. All players are encouraged to attend this year's open
competition. The following events are available to serving members:
Men's Singles Open; Ladies' Singles Open; Men's Doubles Open;
Ladies' Doubles Open; Regimental Doubles; Mixed Doubles and
Plate.
Entry forms are obtainable through Unit Tennis Officers, Players
travelling from BAOR will be assisted with travelling costs providing
sensible sharing of cars is made. All enquiries should be made to Maj
W. V. Miles on Colerne Mil Ext 5302/5301.
ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The tournament was held at Rheindahlen over the period 19-20 May
1993.
Results
Men's Singles Winner:
Men's Singles Rnr Up
Ladies' Singles Winner:
Ladies' Singles Rnr Up:
Men's Doubles Winners:

SSgt Talbot
Cpl Hill
Sig Saunders
Capt Callow
SSgt Talbot
Maj Ledwards
Cpl Hill
Men's Doubles Rnrs Up:
Sgt Poulton
Lt Sharman
Ladies' Doubles Winners :
Sig Saunders
Capt Callow
Ladies' Doubles Rnrs Up:
Sgt King
SSgt Talbot
Mixed Doubles Winners:
Capt Callow
Sig Saunders
Mixed Doubles Rnrs Up
Sgt Wells
Sgt Butler:
Men's Plate Winner:
Men's Plate Rnr Up:
Sgt Poultan.
Lt Col C. R. Harper kindly presented prizes
Comms.
NB: Plate: Butler/ Poulton both Corps.

16 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Reg.
13 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
HQ BAOR
13 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
16 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Regt.
13 Sig Regt .

on behalf of Comd

ARMY SPORTS
LOTTERY
Tickets 75p per week
Application forms available
from your RAO

Further details available from:
Lottery Manager
Army Sport Control Board
Clayton Barracks,
Aldershot, Hampshire, GUl 1 2BG
Aldershot Military extension 3550
Promoter: Lieutenant Colonel K Hitchcock
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THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal GCVO
President : The Master of ignals
Chairman and Treasurer: Major General P. D. Alexander CB MBE
General ecreta11: Colonel .. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Welfare ,

reta r~ : Mr

P . J . Haw

Assistant ecretary: Major G. Schofield MBE
Administrative Officer: Mr R. H. Whittle

A ociation Office, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street. London SWIP 4AD. Tel Military System: Lon~on District 8424. _STD 071 414 8424
Welfare ecretary (direct line) 071 630 0801. All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any quenes referred to him
on extensions 8428 or 8433.

The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch
affairs as well as a forecast of Association events.
.
.
.
.
. .
.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange/or copies
to be delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Edito~. We al~o welcome letters, reques!s to C?f!t~ct
old comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contnbute a short account of its act1v111es,
preferably with photographs, at least once a year.

THE ASSOCIATION REUNIONS 1993
BLANDFORD
The Blandford Reunion was held on Sunday 16 May, and was, as usual, well attended by some 700 and their families . The Royal School of
Signals assisted by Regimental Headquarters' staff ran an efficient and helpful Reception Centre in the Gymnasium. It also provided welcome
sustenance to those who had travelled some distance to take part in this happy family occasion. A Church Service started the day in an appropriate
way and was well attended by Members of The Association who augmented the regular congregation. Jimmy Wilde handed the Standard of the
Dorset Branch to the Rev Chris Ward in Church to remind the congregation of the purpose of the Service which was to pay tribute to those who
had contributed a great deal to the Corps and the Country. The Chaplain General, Rev J. Harkness, preached the Sermon. As an experiment,
a marquee was erected in the area of the soldiers' dining room so that all Members of The Association could take lunch together. The military
cooks provided an outstanding meal which was well presented and which was much appreciated by everyone. The Royal School of Signals, Main
Building, was open with various innovative displays of the training provided for Officers and Senior NCOs, video showings of Corps activities,
and the Museum Shop which did a roaring trade of many attractive badged items, books and first day covers. The Museum itself was open and
proved a very popular meeting place and which also sparked recollections from the past and renewed acquaintanceships. The White Helmets'
breathtaking and professional programme was enjoyed by an enthralled audience particularly the young who were to be seen trying to emulate
I.he performers. Since I.he Corps Band was the duty band at The Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, the Band of 34th Sig Regt {V), by kind
permission of the CO Lt Col M. K. Stretch, played Retreat. Their standards of marching and music were superb and it was difficult to comprehend
that they were not the Corps Band. Indeed, the latter should look to their laurels! This was followed by a short Evening Service of a hymn and
prayers which preceded the finale of a march past by 14 Association Standard Bearers, and The Representative Col Comdt Maj Gen C. N. Last
CB, OBE, took the Salute. The Comd, The Royal School of Signals, and all ranks in Blandford Camp are thanked for the time and effort they
gave unselfishly to make this a happy and fitting occasion for members of The Association.

We are indebted to Sgt R. K. Moore for the photographs which depict some of the highlights of the weekend.

CATTERICK
Every odd year the Serving Corps exercise the Freedom of Richmond and march through the streets with fixed bayonets and the Band playing.
The Association were privileged to be invited to take part. Some 150 Members on parade, preceded by 16 Branch Standards, marched through
the streets of Richmond led by Lt Col B. A. Beattie. The Band of 34 Sig Regt (V), by kind permission of the CO, Lt Col M. K. Stretch, provided
the music and after the march past, played Retreat in the grounds of the Castle. It was a stirring spectacle witnessed by a good turnout of the
citizens of Richmond plus a further 500 Association Members despite steady and heavy rain. The Mayor of Richmond, Councillor Mrs Angela
Harris JP, paid tribute to the excellence of the marching and the sight of so many Old Comrades on parade was an emotional experience. The
Mayor of Richmond and Councillors provided well known Yorkshire hospitality in the Town Hall which soon revived dampened spirits!
Saturday, 26 June, saw the arrival of a further 400 Members and the weather, after a threatening start, brightened up considerably, and helped
create a jolly atmosphere for the Regimental Pete in Vimy Barracks. It was a typical English village occasion and provided a good start to
proceedings and Association Members patronised the many stalls manned by the Serving Corps and their wives. As in Blandford, the White
Helmets gave an immaculate performance as did by now the Corps Band clone from 34 Sig Regt (V). The latter gave a marching display and
concluded the afternoon's event wilh a playing of Retreat.
Entertainment on Saturday evening was as good and as enthusiastic as ever which tested the stamina of many. Despite this, there was a good
turnout for Church which was held in Baghdad Gymnasium since Helles Barracks has n0)¥ been taken over by the School of Infantry. During
the Service a kneeler by the Cleveland WRAC Branch was dedicated and some 37 Branch Standards were laid up either side of the altar. A forceful
and appropriate address was given by the Rev Ray Rossiter, an ex member of the Corps, who reminded the congregation to consider the needs
of others, something which appears lo be Jacking in the country at large. The Association Members were then bussed down to Helles Barracks
to march past The Royal Signals War Memorial watched by a goodly crowd. The Rev Rossiter joined the march past which gave it a certain
poignancy and reJrunder of sacrifices of past Members of the Corps. The Master of Signals took the Salute.
The Members of The Association were then returned to Baghdad Gymnasium which had, during the period of the march past, been converted
to a Conference Room for the Annual General Meeting. At the conclusion of the AGM, the SOinC (Army), Maj Geo A. H. Boyle, updated
Members on the activities and future of the Corps.
Thus ended another exhausting but, nevertheless, enjoyable Reunion which quite clearly, is very much appreciated by the Old Comrades of the
Corp . Without the help and cooperation of the Comd, Training Group, his Officers, soldiers and their wives, this Reunion could not take place.
The Association are conscious of tr.is tremendous support and place on record its thanks and appreciation to all concerned.
Finally, The Chairman of The Royals Signals Association, would like to thank all those Members and their wives and families who attended
to make this a memorable and happy occasion. He looks forward to seeing you all at Blandford on 15 May and Catterick for the weekend, 25/26
June, next year.
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MINUTES OF THE FORTY EIGHTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT
CATTERICK GARRISON ON 27 JUNE 1993
faster of Signals and
President
Chairman and Treasurer
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE
Vice Chairman
Brig M. R. Topple CBE
Vice Chairman
Col A. W. Illingworth TD JP
Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO Past President
Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL Past President
Signal Officer in Chief
Maj Gen A. H. Boyle
(Army)
Commander, Training
Brig J. H. Almonds
Group
and some 134 Members of The Association.

The following reply has been received:
'1 send my warm thanks and best wishes to The Master of Signals
and all ranks, serving and retired, for their kind message of loyal
and affectionate greetings,
Anoe'
The Chairman drew attention to the following notices to be published in the Daily Telegraph and The Times on Monday, 28 June
1993:
'On Princess Royal Day, 28 June 1993, all ranks Royal Signals,
serving and retired, will remember with pride those comrades who
have given their lives in the service of their Corps and country,
throughout the world.
Certa Cito.'

IN ATTENDANCE
Col A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Maj G. Schofield MBE

ACCOUNTS
The Annual General Meeting approved the audited accounts for the
year ended 31 December 1992.

Mr R. H. Whittle

General Secretary
Assistant General
Secretary
Administrative Officer

INTRODUCTION
The Chairman welcomed The Master of Signals, our President;
Past Masters of Signals and Presidents, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley
and Maj Gen J.M. W. Badcock; Maj Gen A.H. Boyle, Signal Officer
in Chief (Army) and some 134 Members LO The Annual General
Meeting.
He emphasised the importance of the Annual General Meeting and
the legal implications that went with this in approving The
Association's accounts for 1992.
He recorded the thanks of The Association to Commander,
Training Group, Brig J. H. Almonds, his staff, and everyone in the
Garrison who had worked so hard to make the weekend possible. He
thanked in particular, the Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) for their splendid
performances throughout the Reunion.
In addition, the Chairman had been asked by The Mayor of
Richmond to convey her very warm thanks to The Association
Members who took part in The Freedom Ceremony on Friday, 25
June 1993. The Mayor had been particularly impressed with the
bearing and dignity of Members under very poor weather conditions.
MINUTES OF THE FORTY SEVENTH ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
Following an amendment to the Minutes concerning Maj Gen
D. A. L. Wade as President and not Chairman of the Norfolk Branch,
the Minutes of the 47th Annual General Meeting held on 28 June 1992
were approved and signed by The Chairman.
MATIERS ARISING
Minute 13.a. and d.-Corps Artifacls in Catterick. The Chairman
confirmed that all Corps Artifacts in Catterick had now been
identified, and that a sub committee under the Chairmanship of Col
M. J. Ricllington had been formed to recommend disposal, for
consideration by The Corps Committee in November 1993.
Minute 13.b.-An improved Corps Diary. The present version is
much improved on the last 'pull out' style but still has to retail at £3.
Any further enhancements would create a rise in price and the
marketing expertise of the Museum Shop prompts us to remain as
we are.
Minute 13.c.-Quarterly Newsletter. Association news is currently
disseminated in the Minutes following The Central Committee
Meetings in April and November, and at the Branch Representatives'
Meeting in London, and most importantly, in The Wire. Moreover,
SOinC (Army) has very kindly offered to provide a Newsletter twice
each year which will be published in the April and December issues of
The Wire. The Chairman emphasised The Wire as the best way of
communicating with the membership.
PRINCESS ROYAL DAY GREETINGS
The following greetings were sent to our Colonel in Chief, Her
Royal Highness The Princess Royal GCVO:
'On the occasion of Princess Royal Day, 28 June 1993, The Master
of Signals and all ranks of The Royal Corps of Signals, serving and
retired, send their Colonel in Chief, Her Royal Highness The
Princess Royal GCVO, their best wishes, affectionate greetings
and their thanks for her kindness and devotion to her Corps.'
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THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION

PRESENT
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwi tie CB CBE DL

1·

ELECTION AND RE-ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The Meeting approved the election and re-election of Officers on
the Central Committee as follows:
Re-election as Vice
Brig M. R. Topple CBE
Chairman (Area 3)
Election as Vice Chairman
Brig T. H. WheaweH
(Area 4)
Vice Brig A. M. Willcox
Election as Area 4
Maj E. C. West-Watson TD
Representative
Vice Mr D. Tupper
and noted the following Ex Officio appointments:
Representative Colonel
Maj Gen C. N. Last CB OBE
Commandant
Deputy Signal Officer in
Brig M. G. Taylor MBE
Chief (Army)
Commander, Training
Brig J. H. Almonds
Group
Representing the TA
Col A. P. Verey
RSM, 8 Signal Regiment
WOl (RSM) W. J. Haslam

INTRODUCTION

NORMANDY 1994

T he two most important facets of Association affairs are
Benevolence and Branch Affairs , and for convenience, I will
deal with these under the appropriate Agenda items of
Accounts and Branch Affairs.

Reading Branch have kindly undertaken to coordinate a
visit to Normandy next year to mark the 50th Anniversary of
the landings in 1944. In this connection also, plans are being
made for an event in Dover in 1994 entitled 'Front Li ne
Britain' . Further details of serving Corps and Association
participation will be announced in due course.

BENEVOLENCE
This continues to be the very stuff of what The Association
is really all about. Expenditure on benevolence, although
within budget (£291K), was in fact increased in 1992 to some
£267K. In broad terms, this covered some:
£

32
720
7
20
6
28
308

Cases of help to the Serving Corps
Cases of help to the Retired Corps
Supplementary allowances
Nursing Home Fees
School Bursaries
Holiday Grants
Christmas Grants
Central Committee Grants
Grant to Army Benevolent Fund
Miscellaneous expenses

18,393
168,384
2,039
11,483
2,042
4,780
3,082
3,235
52,700
736
£266,874

There is some evidence that demands upon us are reducing,
and that perhaps the recession is beginning to ease.
In Branch Affairs, I can report that your Association is in
good heart. Today, there are some 61 Branches and 13 Affiliated Branches, many of whom I have seen over the last year
at their social events, annual dinners, etc. Reunions are well
attended and at Blandford this year, some 700 Members came
from far and wide, and today, in Catterick, speaks for itself
in that over 1,050 Members are present in the Garrison.

75TH ANNIVERSARY 1995
An outline programme of events to mark the 75th Anniversary of The Corps in 1995 is as follows:

Dates: 1 to 9 July 1995
Events in Catterick, London and Blandford to
include:
Royal Tournament
Palace Guard
Souvenirs available from The Museum Shop.
Members should note that an original idea to mark the
anniversary with something in The Royal Albert Hall has been
discounted. Any ideas from Members by way of
enhancements to Reunions in 1995 will be welcomed.

CENTRAL COMMITI'EE MAITERS
Two items recently considered by The Central Committee
are:
A March Past by Branches at the Reunion in Catterickwhich with regret, was found to be impractical in view of the
large number of Branches attending (some 40 today) and the
great variance of Members-from as few as 2 or 3 to 40,
A Royal Signals National Service Medal-based clearly on
the success of the Royal British Legion Medal. The cost of
designing and striking such a Medal would be prohibitive.
In an attempt to reduce these costs, we sought the approval
of the Royal British Legion for a Royal Signals clasp to their
medal, but this was not approved.

THE 50 YEAR BADGE
FIELD OF REMEMBRANCE

BRANCH AFFAIRS
The Meeting noted the demise of the Cinque Ports Branch, and
approved the affiliation of the Langeleben Reunion Branch to
The Association.

The introduction of this award has proved to be very
popular . We have recently upgraded the quality of the badge,
and any recipient who would like to exchange his badge (free)
may apply to RHQ to do so.
A new Ladies Stick Pin is now available in the Museum
Shop at Blandford and retails at £4.50.

FUTURE EVENTS
The Meeting noted the following Association future events:

BANK CHARGES

FUTURE REUNIONS

Some Branch Treasurers have reported that Bank Managers
are imposing charges on their often limited Branch funds. The
Charity Commissioners have recently agreed that Branch
Funds may enjoy the same charitable status as The Association, and that Branches may use this in the management of
their funds . There is still no certainty that Bank Managers will
waive the charges (ours in Association HQ does not) but Treasurers may quote our Registered Charity No. 622786-and I
wish you well. I am told The Yorkshire Penny Bank are most
receptive!

Although the withdrawal of the Corps from Catterick is
already under way and will be complete in 1995, we plan to
hold the 1994 Reunion on the dates already given, and in much
the usual form . Some changes may be inevitable because the
number of soldiers available to support the Reunion will be
much reduced. In 1995, the 75th Anniversary Year, the shape
of the Reunion may change and the dates will be in early July
during the week of our Anniversary Celebrations. The form of
the Reunion that year has yet to be decided, but I have no
doubt that,
a Farewell to Catterick, it will be a big event.

THE WIRE MAGAZINE

RHQ STAFF

The subsidy from Association funds was down last year to
some £35K. Even then, I would like to see circulation improve,
and I would ask you all to consider taking out a Standing
Order for the Magazine. At £1.30 a copy, it is in my view,
good value for money. It also saves on postage if Branches are
prepared to make bulk orders for their individual Members .

In closing, may I pay tribute to the limited number of
Association Staff at RHQ who oversee our day to day affairs,
and to the Chairmen and serving Corps who regularly attend
the Welfare Meetings every three weeks.

1993

5
11
11
14
14

September
November
November
November
December

Morning Service at The Royal Hospital, Chelsea
Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey
Central Committee Meeting at RHQ
Remembrance Parade, Whitehall
Corps Carol Service in The Church of St Stephen
with St John, Rochester Row

1994

8 April
9 April
15 May
25126 June ,

Central Committee Meeting at RHQ
Branch Representatives' Meeting in Chelsea
Blandford Reunion
Catterick Reunion

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There were no matters raised under this Agenda item.
ADDRESS GIVEN BY THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
The Meeting noted with pleasure, an address given by Maj Gen
A. H. Boyle, SOinC (Army). on matters affecting the Serving Corps
today. An extract of his address, updated accordingly, will feature in
his Newsletter in the December issue of The Wire.

RHQ will again provide standard crosses for all Branches
for this year's Field of Remembrance. Members will also be
pleased to know that we are to return to our old plot outside
the Abbey thereby ensuring more room for the many serving
and retired who attend.

as

CONCLUSION AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The Chairman thanked Members for attending and wished them a
safe return journey home. The next Meeting will be held in Catterick
Garrison on 25126 June at a time to be notified.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND
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Income and Expenditure for the
Year ended 31 December 1992

BALANCE SHEET
AT 31DECEMBER1992
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ALDERSHOT BRANCH

HARROGATE BRANCH

MANCHESTER BRANCH

WEST LONDON BRANCH

The nnual Gen ral Meeting of the Branch wa held on 9 June 1993
in the Sergeant ' 1~ of 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn in Aldershot. This
was weU attended and the ucce of our Luncheon in April to rekindle
uppon of o ur Branch, and our increasing membership , emphasises
the value o f publicity given us by The Wire.
The election of our new P resident , Maj Gen Henry Hild, was
confirmed, and that of our Chairman, Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE.
\ e are aware that the increasing .upport for the Branch is due in no
mall measure to the help giver. us by these gentlemen, and the
indu try and expeni e of Brig Tom Wheawell, our Area Vice
Chairman .

Mr W. T. E . Bevan was presented with his 50 year badge and
certificate on 16 April by Col P. D. Gardiner, ODE, Colonel, The
King's Divi ion, during the Army Apprentices College Parade Day.
Bill joined the Corps in May 1936. He was taken POW on
Christmas Day 1941 when the Hong Kong Garrison surrendered to the
Japanese. He was aboard the Lisbon Maru when it was torpedoed by
the USS Grouper and, after rescue, spent the remai nder of the war
interred in Japan.

Poor communications have been experienced from this NW location! However, an old carrier pigeon reports now:

Since last going to press Mr Harry Ruff, our faithful Standard
Bearer, has joined the ranks of our Honour Members. It should be
mentioned that Harry carries the Standard to many venues 'beyond
the call of duty' and we arc very appreciative of such dedication to the
PR of the Branch.
The last occasion our Standard was paraded was at the Blandford
Reunion in May, where we had a very healthy attendance. Certainly
the Branch did its best to justify the additional space and the very hard
work put into the Reunion by the serving Corps. Our disappointment
at the Corps Band not being with us was mitigated by the first class
performance of the Band of 34 Sig Regt (V). It was pleasi ng to see the
ladies of the Band smartly turned out in skirts, so retaining their
feminine identity in such a disti nguished formation.

PRESENT OFFICERS
President
Maj (Retd) Chris Reynolds-Jones TD 0928-740439
Vice President Maj Rctd) Jack Holmes TD
0706-625605
& Treasurer
Chairman
Ron Taylor
061-486-6772
Secretary
Mrs Id a Harvey
061-223-9395

BRIGHTON BRANCH

MEETINGS
First Sunday of every mo nth, 1300 hrs at Royal British Legion
Club, Beverley Road , Ladybarn , Manchester. Meeting with drinks
followed by an inexpensive hot-pot lunch.

Twelve members and four Associate members attended this year's
Catterick Reunion. Brian was our Standard Bearer.
Congratulations to Gerry and Julie on the birth of their daughter
Heather Jane on 11 June.
Some dates for your diary:
5 September - Boat trip at £8 .50 per head.
The Annual Dinner Dance on 20 November. Do come along.
884 Sig Tp were the winners of the games evening, well done.
Finally, congratulation to Maj Simon Malik on his recent
promotion.

ACTIVITIES
Monthly social evening's with 42 Sqn (V), Norman Road,
Rusholme. AGM , lunch and raffle.
'The new role of 42 Sqn (V)' by their Sqn Comd Maj M . J . Davis.
Possible holiday weekend to Blackpool and/ or day trip to Wigan
Pier.
Remembrance Parade-St Peter's Square follo wed by 42 Sqn (V)
curry lunch.
Christmas Dinner and Dance at Manchester University4 December.

L to R: Col C. J . Walters , Comdt AAColl, Harrogate, Mrs Bevan,

Mr W. T. E. Bevan, Col P. D. Gard iner

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
Events during the past few months have been very much
overshadowed by the deaths of two of our members, Jim McCaoo
whose death in March was reponed in the June issue of The Wire and
David O arke whose death is recorded on page 224 this issue.
Members will be interested to know that Jim McCaoo was an
Operator Signals in India at the time of the Quetta earthquake in 1935
and is credited with having sent the first message from the disaster
area. He was at Dunkirk during the Second World War and later
served in Egypt and Nonh Africa.

EAST KENT BRANCH
Since our last repon in The Wire the Branch has been active with
two well attended social gatherings, the first on Sunday 18 April when
we visited Hever Castle the childhood home of Anne Boleyn and more
recently Lord Astor.
As usual we had a good turnout with 40 member~ attending. Col
John Francis our Reece Offr had produced an excellent route card and
map as part of the Branch initiative test. In spite of his efforts some
members experienced difficulty in finding the castle. Gen John
Badcock admitted that the trip took 'longer than expected' and Maj
' Dickie' Dyer spent the latter stages of the afternoon trying to find the
M25 on his way home to Ashford (via Gatwick) .
Our next event was an extremely well organised visit to the Marlowe
Theatre on Saturday 1 May when 46 members attended a matinee
performance of 'The Cemetery Club' which starred Millicent Martin
Anne Charleston (bener known as Madge from 'Neighbours') and
Judy Cornwell (also better known as Onslow's wife from 'Keeping Up
Appearances').
On this occasion the initiative test consisted of trying to find a
parking space in Canterbury, happily all succeeded but most had long
walks from car park to theatre.
The show however was much appreciated and our thanks go to Roy
and Pat Andrews for their hard work in organising the event.
After the rigours of map reading and car parking the reunion trip
to Blandford presented little or no navigational problems to our
members, 16 of whom made the trip to a cold , wet and windy
Blandford Camp.
The weather failed to darnpe11-the spirits of the old comrades who
attended a very well organised event.
The displays furnished by the Royal School of Signals and 30 Sig
Regt showed us all that the Corps is in very good hands and our
thanks go to the young men and women who manned the display
stands.
After a very good lunch we were treated to an excellent display by
the White Helmets and playing the 'Retreat' by the band of 34 Sig
Regt (V).
The sunset. cer~mony was particularly moving with the standard
~earers exi>c:nencmg some difficulty in the high winds, Roy Andrews
is to be particularly congratulated for rising from his sick bed to take
part in the parade.
This Branch would like to thank all concerned in the organisation
of the reunion. See you next year!
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Post war he served wit h 2 AA Sig Regt, The Military Mission to
Finland, Vienna Sig Sqn, 2 War O ffice Sig Regt (Eng) and the Army
Apprentices' College.
Bill joined the branch in 1954 and became a life member in 1958.
From 1954 until 1986 he served continuously on the Committee either
as Secretary or Welfare Officer.
He was a founder member and Treasurer of the Hong Kong Signal
Company Branch of the Association throughout its existence and a
founder member (and for many years stores manager) of the Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society.
Bill was awarded Honorary Membership of the Association in 1980
and the award of the 50 year badge acknowledges his contribution to
the Corps and especially the association over a period of 57 years .

LINCOLN BRANCH
50 YEAR BADGE PRESENTATION DINNER
On Saturday 15 May the Branch held a dinner in the Sobran
Barracks Lincoln to honour the five recipients of the Association's
50 year badge and Certificate. The guest of honour was Col W. J.
Gleadell TD, DL who kindly made the presentations.
Fifty one members and ladies attended and the evening was voted
a great success. Sadly Capt Arthur Butcher who served from 1920 to
1950 had died six weeks previously but his three daughters were able
to attend and received his badge and certificate.
The other recipients were C a pt Alex Tant (1925-1959), Capt Charles
Goodsir (1936-1960), Maj Vic Clarke (1939-1970), and the Branch
P resident Maj Frank Philp (1942-1974) Founder Chairman of the
Branch in 1975.
A vote of thanks was conveyed to our Branch Chairman Lt Col P.
McNaughton OBE from Branch Secretary Frank Robinson on behalf
of members for successfully organising the dinner; also to Dave and
Anoe Metcalfe and staff of the Sobran Barracks for a marvellous
dinner and for honouring us with The Lincolnshire Regimental Silver
at table.
The evening continued with music and dancing supplied by Maj Vic
Clarke.

MEMBERSHIP
Current strength 86 . New members please contact us. Why not ring
of the above officers now? Details and a warm welcome await yo u .

NORFOLK BRANCH
Following our AGM on 13 March last, when all the officers and
committee were re-elected en-bloc and our President Maj Geo D. A.
L. Wade, CB, OBE, MC, received a standing ovation on the occasion
of his 95th birthday and responded with the hope of being there in five
years' time to reach the 'ton' . Eight members visited Blandford
Reunion this year for the first time; the weather was not very kind but
we were made very welcome by the administration in the Museum,
The Royal School of Signals and 30 Sig Regt. Our Secretary Brian C.
Gibbs, presented a group photo to the Museum of the 1923 RCOS
Sports Team who won the Army championship that year and another
of our members, Richard Green had an early signalling device that
had been discovered in somebody's garden shed; both were warmly
received . We were very happy with the messing arrangements and the
food was of optimum quality and very much enjoyed by all .
There were 21 members of the Branch on the visit to Catterick. It
was agreed all round that it had been a very successful reunion and
a most enjoyable experience and our thanks go to the organisers for
the food, accommodation and all the events in the arena. Our
congratulations to the Band of the 34 Sig Regt who put on a splendid
performance. The highlight of our visit was in the Sergeants' Mess on
Saturday night when we had a personal visit from the Master of
Signals Maj Geo A . C. Birtwistle, The SOinC Maj Gen A. H . Boyle
and Association Chairman Maj Geo P. D. Alexander. They each stayed and had a long chat with us , which was very much appreciated by
everyone. Our only regret was that our President Maj Geo D. A. L.
Wade, CB, OBE, MC of whom we are all very proud, was not there
with us; perhaps next year when he will celebrate his 96tb binhday.

Our photograph was taken at the Apri l meet ing of t he Branch
when Harry Ruff, Jane Knig ht an d Dave Ross received t heir
Certificates of Honour Memb ers hip

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during May 1993 ..
Sundry Donations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £284.29
The Halecut Charitable Trust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £100.00
The Valvana Publishing House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £100.00
Manchester Branch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 50.00
Harrogate Branch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 20.00
Mr E. C . Partridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 20.00
Cena Cito Lodge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 10.00
Mr G. P . Glover . . . . .. . . . .. ... . .. ... . . ..... . .. ...... £ 2.20
Mr C. R. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 2.00
£588.49

-------

The Badge Recipie nts
L to R: Capt Charl es Goodsir, Miss Beryl Butche r, Col W . J.
Gleadell , Ca pt Al ex Tant, Maj Vic Clarke, Maj Fra nk Phi lp
TH E WIRE, AUGUST 1993

Our President Maj Gen D. A. L. Wade w ith Cha irman Go rdon
Roya ll
THE WIR E, AUGUST 1993

The following donastions were gratefully received during J une
1993.
8 Sig Regt . . ..... . .... . . ... ......... ... . ... .. . .. . . . £1,500,00
All Saints Congregation Blandford Flower Festival.. . . . .
140.00
Mr A. E. Roberts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
2Lt N. Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34.55
Mr R. Greenhall . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . ... .... . ."":"":'. ... . . ...
5.50
Mr R. S. Hill . . . . . . . . . . .... . .... . .. ...... ..... - . . .
2.20
£1,732.25
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Once again the eight remaining members congregated on the
wee ·end of the 23-28 April, this time at that lovely Cotswolds town of
Winchcombe, the home of Jimmy Humble who had drawn the short
tra\\ t the last AGM, and kindly made all the arrangement . They
were, of cour e, uperb with accommodation in the White Lion who
provided u with our own dining room and staff. When not there,
Jimmy ho ted us in his lovely house by the Beck.
To relieve the monotony of telling the same stories of the run up to
and the aftermath of the D-Day landings, there were visits to Bourtonon-the-Water and the National Trust at Snow Hill. Robin Jennings
ported a T-Shirt which had been given to him for his 70th birthday
by another member which had on it a series of 'then and now'
photograph which occasioned ·ome interest. When telling one
young ter how we had all been together in the War, it prompted the
question 'First World War?' . But .no doubt mo~t observers of this
small group would recognise a fook-alike with the 'Last of the
Summer Wine' team but we prefer to be called 'The Best of the
Summer Wine'!

The Best of the Summer Wine
From L to R: Jimmy Humble, Dennis Strange, Robin Jennings,
Cliff Heap, John Badcock, Chris Denard and David Lloyd-Davies.
Inset: Les Wardell who took the photo and the reverse of the
T-Shirt

HMS Largs- No 2 HQ SHIP SIGNAL SECTION
A first-ever reunion of those who served in Headquarters Ship HMS
Largs was held in the town of Largs on 26 May. Organised by amateur
historian Mike Mackenzie and former PO Electrician Ken James, it
was a very enjoyable event. Tbiny six attended of whom five were
from the Army Signal Section, none, sadly, from the RAF with the
remainder being from the Navy. The army contingent were John
Russel CREME), Glyn Phelps, Harry Saunders, Dennis Smith and Maj
George Sutherland . We were entertained in the morning by the town
Museum which had a large display of memorabilia of the ship on
view, and by Cunninghame District Council which gave us a Civic
Reception with buffet supper in the evening.
There is talk of a further event next year-possibly related to the
D-Day (Normandy) 50tb Anniversary. Details will be made known
when available. Meantime Mike Mackenzie, % Bramwoods Road,
Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 7LT would welcome any new contacts with
the ship.

COMMUNITY OF SKINES- CRETE
from Mr Bob Mitchell
On Thursday 20 May 1993 a garden seat was dedicated to the
villagers of Skines in Crete; this was the result of a suggestion by Mrs
Mitchell on behalf of the Crete Veterans and supported by generous
donations including the Corps, Patrick Leigh Fermor, the Second
Black Watch, and the First Welsh Regiment.
Previously a certificate as a token of gratitude and appreciation for
the help given to the Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen of the British
Commonwealth of Nations, which enabled them to evade capture by
the enemy during the Battles 1939/45 was awarded to the villagers
of Skines by Field Marshal Alexander who was Supreme Allied
Commander in the Mediterranean Area.
The photograph shows the Padre from the British Embassy in
Athens dedicating the seat which bas two brass plaques inscribed, 'To
the heroic villagers of Skines, we will remember them' in Greek and
English.
The ceremony was attended by the Military Attache fr om Athens
and other Civic Dignitaries as well as about 100 of the villagers who
entertained us lavishly with food and drinks .

The Dedication

SIG G. E. PIPER-1943-Ist O.T.B. CAITERICK
Ex Sig G. E. Piper would like to get into contact with former
comrades who served with him with 1st O.T .B. Baghdad Lines,
Catterick-1943-before leaving to join the Royal Navy. Please
contact him at 46 Ledger Lane, Outwood, Wakefield, West Yorkshire
WFl 2PH, Tel: 0924 822575 . Are you in the photograph?

ALF IGS SINGAPORE SEAC
Changi/Selerang/Tanglin
Alf Chapman, 3 Kelvin Avenue, Sale, Cheshire M33 3AJ, telephone
061-%2-0107 and the following meet each year for a reunion-Ben
Browning, Alan 'Cab' Callaway, Wally Exall, Alan 'Freddie' Fox,
'Jock' Hope, Eric 'Inky' Page, Derek 'Doc' March, Brian Blades,
Pete Moody. We meet in Lichfield City every October, and would like
to trace, 'Scouse' Ball, Tom Hawthorn, Bob Harrison, Jack Headley,
Mick Tierney, Jack Leach, Tony Davy, 'Chuck' Madden, Brian
'Bernie' Henshaw, Norman Cboularton, 'Jock' Goram, Jimmy
Cro , Ron Grout, 'Aussie' Metcalf, Len Williams, Geoff Knight,
Bob Hogg, Howard Leete, Alan 'Geordie' Gibson, Joe Gough, H.J.
'Gabby' Shaw, Jack Brown, Oscar Dobbs, Neil Murrey, ?
Mack.into h, Ron Caroll, Alan Hart, Bob Tate, and others who
remember us. Please write or phone.

A WEEKEND AT SEA WITH THE MODERN ROYAL NA VY

by Jn-Pensioner A. J. Judge
In 1928 I entered the Navy at the age of 15, joining the training s ~ip
HMS Impregnable, and then serving in a number of ships, including
HMS Emperor of India , one of the last coal burners. I went to the
China Station in HMS Devonshire, the_ 10~000 ton Co_unty Class
Cruiser until I was invalided from the service in 1933. During a recent
visit to Portsmou th 1 had an opportunity to re~lise an ai:ttbition to go
to sea with the Royal Navy for just one more time. Having contacted
the Portsmouth Naval Base Duty Officer it was arranged that I could
accompany HMS Marlborough during a courtesy visit ~o Lond~n. ,
On 6 March I stayed overnight as a guest of the WO_s .a~d Chiefs
Mess at HMS Nelson, in Portsmouth , befor~ ~oining HMS
Marlborough. Needless to sa_y the generous hosp1~ahty shown ~e
made putting to sea the following day feel less attractive. On boarding
HMS Marlborough I was greeted by the S_upply Officer, my esco.rt
during the voyage, and reported to the Bndge to meet the Captain
Commander Everle RN before settling in. On entering t~e Wardrnom
I was delighted to see a print of the Grand !?leet escor_ting t~e Kaiser
of Germany on his visit in 1911 with my first sea-going s~ 1p , HMS
Emperor of India, in the foreground - there were four ships of her
class of which one was a previous HMS Ma;lborough.
I was invited to the Bridge to watch the ship proceed to sea and at
1000 hrs the Captain gave the order-'Let go forrard-le~ go aft'. The
vessel eased away from the wharf into an overcast day with ver}'. poor
visibility, but the sea was flat calm so perhaps the gods were going to
be good to me!
Once at sea I took the opportunity to examine_the controls a~d
equipment on the Bridge and compare them with my last s~1p.
Although HMS Devonshire has been the latest County Class Cruiser
of her day she boasted none of the refinements of the Marlborough.
Here I was surrounded by radar repeaters, a m_aste_r gyroco~pass, TV
systems and other aids to controlling ~nd ~av1gatm~ the ship .. In ~Y
day radar had yet to be invented but in spite of this our Na~1gating
Officers coped. The Helmsman-seated in a comfor~able chalf these
days-steers the ship by what appears to be a smaJJ bicycle handlebar
allowing the ship to answer the helm. more promptly; orders for the
engine room are now passed by pressing buttons and every _branch of
the ship has a back up system with auxiliary g~nerator~ in case of
power failure . The communica~ion and opc:rallons eqmpment was
quite beyond my comprehension-everything now s~ms t? . be
controlled by computers. And what a vast di~ference in the hving
conditions on board, no longer hammocks or k1~ ~ags but bunks and
lockers for everybody, an all electric galley, a dining room and even
a smaJJ church .
That evening I was to dine with the Cap~in but before that .I was
invited to the WOs' and Chiefs' Mess, ongmally for tea but this was
replaced by gin and tonics. However, as I left the m~ss I gratefully
accepted what appeared to be a normal cup of tea until 3: warm glow
came over me-the heathens had given me a 'Mickey F~nn'.
I joined the other guests for dinner_. the Supply Officer and the
Chief Stoker-a traditional title retained from th~ days of c?al
burning ships. As my father joined the Royal Navy m 1898, _serving
for 21 years and seeing action at the battles of Jutland, Heh~oland
Bight and Dogger Bank I took along _his naval_papers: t_he Captam w~s
intrigued, particularly with the entnes refemng to pnze money J?aid
out during the 1914/ 18 war-one entry was for the sum of eight
shillings and three pence for the Battl~ of Jutland and another for
twenty pounds, a considerable amount 1~ those. da_ys. We ~ad a very
pleasant meal. Thanking my host for his hosp1_tality I retired to my
cabin, dining with the Captain was unheard of in my day for he was
'God'.
.
After breakfast I went to the Bridge to watch the ship approach the
Thames Estuary, picking up our Pilot. at Gravesen~-he must h_a~e
been surprised to see a Chelsea Pensioner seated in the C3:p.ta!~ s
Chair (at the Captain's invitation I hasten to add) . The v1S1b1hty
during the trip to the Isle of Dogs was J?O_or and with a. great deal_ of
river traffic there was considerable activity on the Bridge. Leaving
Canvey Island to starboard ~e passed through the Greater London
Flood Barrier and were neanng the end of our ~hort v?yage. As we
were to dock at Canary Wharf at 1400 hrs I felt 1t was time to vacate
the Captain's Chair suggesting that it was time to water and feed my

ho~s~~ Pilot had disembarked and it was now the duty of the Port
authorities and the Captain to berth Marlborou~h, a real test . of
seamanship particularly negotiating the very confined space of the
small lock. With the ship secured I was ready to return to Chelsea but
not before being presented with a colour photograph of the
Marlborough and a plaque of the ship's crest, in return I presented the
Captain with a plaque of the Royal Hospital cre~t and ?ne of the
Corps I had already been presented with a White Ens1~n by the
Yeom~n of Signals as I left the Communications Room which I very
much appreciated.

It had been a very enjoyable and instructive weekend and the
kindness shown by the ship's company will remain with me alway
I think perhaps the pre-war Navy were physically fitter, pr<?bably
because practically everything was 'handraulic'. However, while the
present day Navy has moved on technically the important thing~ d<?n't
change, the companionship, humour and sense of duty of the Ship's
Company.
' Bon :Voyage' Marlborough-I wish you a happy and peaceful
commission!

JIM WOOLGAR MM, BEM
Jim left the Army in 1968 from Lubbecke after a long and
distinguished career of some 33 years, during which he was ~war?ed
the MM and BEM. During the Second World War be was with Field
Marshal Montgomery.
.
.
Jim joined Naafi on leaving the Army and retired fro_m them in
1981. Since then he has kept fit and active by sailing and ~indsur~ng.
During the summer months he sails an~ windsu~fs and 1~ the winter
he skis. He is a member of the International Ski Federation Masters
Team and in 1992 became the first British male racer to win a Gold
Medal at the Masters equivalent of the World Championships.
Jim lives all the year round in his camper van an_d can be fou~d
either on the coast windsurfing or at some alpine ski resort. He still
keeps many contacts within the Corps but would loye to hear from
any old friends. He can be contacted c/o the following address: c/ o
Witiska, Alter Markt 16, 3200 Hildesheim.

Jim Woolgar

MR JOHN BROWN BEM
Mr G. R. Drybrough Branch Secretary N_ewcastl~-upon-T~e
recalls an incident in 1963 when he was at 11 Sig Regt in _C attenck
during a very severe winter. COs from the Royal ~annes were
attached to 'train' them in soldiery. Needless to say the f1r~t order was
'get your hair cut'. Thirty years and three months late~ during the ~fay
meeting of the Branch an ex SNCO ?f th,e Royal Marines walked ~n
and greeted me with 'you need a haircut . Mr John Brown BEM is as
smart today as be was all those years ago. H~ was made an Honora~y
member of the Association in 1963 and obviously holds the Corps in
high regard as his son is now serving with the Corp . lt was good to
see him again.
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J E

IO. 1 DIVl ' 10
IGNALS
ATT
H ED 1 G
RD BRIGADE HQ
Would anyone who served in the above unit and wa in UXEM,
n ar Dunkirk 2 May 1940 until evacuation please get in touch with
\tr D. R. Ellingworth , 15 pindle Road , orwich, orfolk NR6 6JH.
Fren hman i writing a book about that time and would be pleased
to re.:eive information. Mr Ellingworth ays that the old hou e that
wa u ed a Brigade HQ and Signal O ffice i still standing, much the
ame as it wa . He oft en tay there. He will be very pleased to hear
from old fr iend .

MR J. N. JENNINGS (2317301)

Would like to contact old comr des from 2 Div Sigs, Quetta1920-1932, A or B Coy. Al o comrades from 8 of LofC Komel-el Pick
Barracks, Alexandria during the second world war. Please get in touch
with him at 29 Crelake Close, Tavistock, Devon PLl9 9AX, Tel :
0 22 613448 .
IG H. C. W. JONE -BAOR 1950-1
Ex ational Serviceman H. C. W. Jones would like to get in tou h
with former comrades who served with him in Catterick and in
ll Armd Div Sigs in BAOR. After National Service he served with 16
Ind Para Regt (Signals) Middlesex Yeomanry Regt in Sloane Square,
London . Please write or telephone him: 25 Morecambe Gardens,
Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4SW-081-958 1640.
THE MALAYAN CAMPAIGN, BATU GAJAH CEMETERY
Following the reunion notice on page 70, February issue of Th e
Wire, Peter Dawson has wriuen to say that thirty people attended the
event, though none was from the Corps. He is now making
representations to the Malaysian Government for a medal or citation
to be awarded in recognition of military service in Malaysia during the
Second World War, the Emergency and the Borneo/ Indonesian
confrontation. If you are interested please write to Mr Peter Dawson
at 9 Park Avenue East, Keyworth, Nottingham NGJ2 5JZ. He would
appreciate four first class stamps or other small donation to assist him
with expenses.

LETIERS
SIR KINGSLEY AMIS
Mr Eric Jacobs writes: As the authorised biographer of Sir Kingsley
Amis, the novelist, I would be most grateful if any reader could shed
light on his wartime service with the Royal Signals, between 1942 and
1945. He did his basic training at Catterick and was commissioned
through 152 OCTU. Service in England included spells at West
Farnham, High Wycombe, Headington Hall (Oxford) and an
advanced wireless course at Catterick. He landed in Normandy on
30 June 1944 with the headquarters signals unit of Second Army and
remained with it until the end of the war in Europe. I would be
particularly grateful to be put in touch with E. Frank Coles, a fellow
officer with whom Sir Kingsley co-authored the draft of an
unpublished novel about life in the army. But any information or
reminiscences would be most welcome.
If you are able to help please write to Mr Eric Jacobs, SA Dickenson
Road, London NS 9EN .
From: Mr R. N. Rowland,
Dear Sir,
I have recently returned from a visit to Normandy and whilst there
took photographs of some graves of Corps members. Would you
please publish the name and numbers of these men so that anyone who
wishes to have a photograph of a particular grave can contact me and
I will willingly send it on.
Saint Manvieu Cemetery
2336490 Sig R. Lander
2348278 Cpl R. C. Johnson
2391743 Sig R. Chandler
Lt G. E. Simpson
1761551 Sig J. Loftus
14402112 Sig J. R. Manley
Bayeux Cemetery
14649609 Sig P. H. Ellis
14535914 ig J. J. Baldry
2352051 Dvr H. lead
The last named served in the 59tb South Staffs Div Sigs, the Unit
in which I also served.
Yours faithfully,
R. N. Rowland
12 Lower Barn Close,
Horsham,
West Sussex RHl2 4AZ.
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THE ROYAL HOSPITAL CHELSEA
The Royal Hospital at Chelsea was founded by King Charle II in
1682 as a home for old sold iers. Its military tradition forms a natural
setting for men who have spent a great part of their lives in the Army
so that old soldiers find themselves in an atmosphere they recognise
and understand. Moreover, they are all more or less co ntemporaries
and similar in their outlook and interests.

LIFE AT THE ROYAL H OSPITAL
The Hospital is conducted on military lines but without the rigours
of military discipline. Uniform is wo rn withi n the Royal Hospital but
civilian clothes may be worn outside. Meal times are set but flexible.
T hese meals are served restaurant style in the Great Hall but those
who are infirm have their meals brought to them in the Long Wards.
Each Long Ward contai ns two rows of 22 berths o r small rooms,
back to back, flan ked by wide corridors. In each berth there is room
for a bed , wardrobe, chest of drawers, table and a chair. Each berth
is equipped with radio headphones and has its own reading lamp . InPensioners may also use their own portable television sets in thei r
berths.
In-Pensioners are in the care of the senior staff of the Hospital- the
Governor, the Lieutenant Governor and Secretary, the Assistant
Secretary and the Adjutant (a retired officer who is the Commanding
Officer of the In-Pensioners) . The other officers include the Chaplain,
Quartermaster and six officers known as Captains of Invalids, who
are in charge of the six companies in which the In-Pensioners are
organised. Each company has a Company Sergeant Major, a Colour
Sergeant, three Sergeants a nd three Corporals, all of whom are
recruited from the In-Pensioners themselves .
One of the most attractive features of any community life is the
opportunity it offers for the sharing of duties. At the Royal Hospital,
there are many tasks for those who wish to work and earn a small
remuneration . In this way, the Hospital is helped economically and
the In-Pensioners concerned become involved in and share in the
responsibility for the running of the Royal Hospital.
Only such discipline is demanded as is necessary for the
maintenance of mutual respect between men and staff and the smooth
-running of the Hospital. Virtually no restraint is placed on the
activities of the In-Pensioners who can spend as much time as they
please outside the Royal Hospital as long as they are in by midnight.
A summer holiday at the seaside may be arranged. In addition InPensioners are frequently invited to attend regimental reunions and
other social and sporting events.
Excellent medical care is available. There are three resident doctors.
Other facilities within the Royal Hospital include the Club, The
Prince of Wales Hall social centre, the Barber' s shop and the sub Post
Office. In addition, the Hospi tal has extensive grounds including first
class bowling and putting greens and garden allotments for those who
wish to have them .
ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible as an In-Pensioner, a candidate must be: in receipt of
a Service or Disability Pension awarded for Military Service, of good
character and normally at least 65 years of age. Exceptionally, a
candidate may be admitted between 55 and 65 if through disability he
cannot earn his own living and receives a pension for an Army
disability.
Any former soldier of good character aged not less than 65 years
drawing Service Retired Pay awarded as a result of commissioned
service in the British Army who rendered at least 12 years full time
service in the ranks over the age of 18 is also eligible.
Situated in a very lovely part of central London the Royal Hospital
is rightly proud of its foundation and tradition . The beautiful Chapel,
grounds and Founder's Day celebrations are testimony to the home
and life style available to ex-servicemen in the 20th century.
There are currently 21 ex-Corps In-Pensioners at the Hospital, and
RHQ along with the East and West London branches of the
Association keep in regular touch with them. Highlights of the year
include the parade on Founders' (Oak Apple) Day; a Sunday morning
service dedicated to Royal Signals and of course, Christmas. RHQ is
always pleased to arrange visits by the In-Pensioners to the serving
Corps or Association events when requested to do so.
' For futher information, please write to: The Royal Hospital,
Chelsea, Room 6, (IPs), Secretary's Office, London SW3 4SR or to
the Assistant Regimental Secretary, RHQ Royal Signals.
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THE ROLE OF THE ASSOCIATION IN BENEVOLENCE
One of the key objectives of the Association, set out
in its Trust Deed, is the relief of poverty where it occurs
in members of the Corps, serving or retired, and their
immediate families . There · are many organisations involved in Service and ex Service welfare, nationally,
locally and on a Regimental or Corps basis . This brief
note describes the relationship between them and
explains how the Association carries out its role.
A vital function in Service welfare is filled by SSAF A.
In addition to providing welfare workers and nursing
sisters overseas, SSAFA provides the basic investigation
organisation throughout UK. SSAFA has virtually no
welfare funds of its own and seldom makes direct
grants, but its case workers are deeply involved in the
provision of welfare reports. These reports are the basis
of most of the Association's welfare case-work .
The Army Benevolent Fund is the Army's major
charitable organisation. It does not deal directly with
individual cases, and refers them to the Regimental and
Corps Associations to handle. It has large funds at its
disposal and uses these to help the Associations with
individual cases, often on a 50:50 basis. It also makes
extensive grants to ex-Service charities such as the
Regular Forces Employment Association, the Royal
Star and Garter Home, the British Limbless Ex-Servicemen's Association and so on.
The Association makes a large annual grant to the
Army Benevolent Fund: effectively, it gets all of it and
more back in the support given to individual cases. The
Association relies on the Army Benevolent Fund to support the numerous ex-Service charities on its behalf:
hence, the Association tries not to get involved in
supporting individual charities. This would be invidious, because there are so many of them, as well as
duplicating the Army Benevolent Fund's work. The
Chairman of the Association Central Committee is also
a trustee of the Army Benevolent Fund, and there is
close coordination between our RHQ and the Army
Benevolent Fund staff.
The Royal British Legion (RBL) is effectively an
Association for all three Services which runs parallel to

the Regimental and Corps Associations. As with other
smaller Associations such as the Burma Star and
Dunkirk Verterans, it is perfectly consistent for an
individual to be a member of his or her Corps Association and of the RBL. The RBL has some investigative
capability, as well as some fund s held locally for welfare
purposes. Occasionally the Association is involved
jointly in welfare cases with the RBL.
Welfare cases are handled for the Association by a
Welfare Officer based at RHQ. Cases are considered by
a Welfare Committee, meeting about every three weeks.
The Chairman is invariably a retired officer, and the
members are an officer and a soldier of the serving
Corps. Urgent cases arising between meetings are dealt
with personally by the Chairman of the Association
Central Committee. In preparing cases for consideration, the Welfare Officer makes searching enquiries.
Often, the individual concerned served in more than one
Regiment or Corps: he or she may have gone on to
employment in an industry which has its own welfare
funds which can be called on to help. And there is then
a mass of State support, some of it complex in nature.
Finally, since the benevolent funds of the Association
depend almost wholly on the One Day's Pay scheme, it
is necessary to check on whether the applicant is or has
been a subscriber. Support to the non-subscriber is
never refused if the case is sound, but if the applicant
is still serving, his unit will certainly be asked to look
into the reasons why he has failed to subscribe.
In dispensing welfare funds, the Association has a
duty to be consistent and prudent. It has to establish the
extent of the need, and assure itself that other more
appropriate sources of support are not available. The
more difficult cases are those where the extent of the
problem is obscure or only partly disclosed. Once the
need has been clearly established, the Association's help
is prompt and generous. Money is normally disbursed
through SSAFA and not direct to individuals, so that
there is reasonable assurance that it it spent for the
purposes for which it is needed.

BEQUESTS AND DONATIONS TO
THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
In recent times the call on the benevolent funds of the Association, to support members and ex-members
of the Corps in ~eed, has grown steadily. At the same time; the income t<? the ~ssociation, which depends
heavily on the serving Corps subscribing One Day's Pay per year, h~s been m declme as Corp~ numbers ~ave
decreased. The Association is always grateful for donations, but particularly so at the present time. J?onations
in lieu of flowers at funerals are always appreciated and are a very appropriate way of commemoratmg an exmember of the Corps. The Association has greatly benefited, too, from bequests: please remember the
Association in your will.
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SERCO OPERATIONS LIMITED
Hazebrouck Barracks
Arborfield, Nr. Reading
Berks RG2 9NH
Telephone: (0734) 761555
Fax:
(0734)761509

RESOLVING - MANAGING • SUPPORTING "The Customer Comes First"
SERCo Ltd, the International Task Management Contractor, operates a training contract in Arborfield (near
Reading) which spans both the School of Electronic Engineering (SEE) and Princess Marina College. The
contract task is to train apprentices, technicians and potential artificers to the standards required by REME.
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The major;ty of appointments within the contract are for Lecturing grades in the disciplines of electronics,
avionics, aeronautics, vehicle technology, weapons, mathematics, physics and computing. There are other
appointments in the Support Services element of the contract including a variety of technician posts,
graphics, printing, clerical, storekeeping, and librarians.
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HEAD OF ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SCIENCES
The present Head of Advanced Electronic Science (Head AES) , Jack Easterbrook, is to
retire on 31st March 1994. This post is the senior academic appointment in the contracted
area within SEE and the holder is responsible to the Chief Instructor and to th e Contract
Manager for maintaining high standards of teaching throughout his area.
The new Head AES will be a well qualified electronics eng ineer who can demonstrate a
broad and comprehensive level of electronic knowledge across the va ri ety of subjects
taught at the School. Applicants for this important post must be Chartered Engineers and
have a degree in one of the mainstream electronic disciplines. They should also have had
experience of teaching in either a techn ical unit within the Armed Services or in a
University or Technical College.
The post carries a good salary with attractive benefits.
Anyone interested in this post should write to request an application form from
Mrs Fiona Gowers at the above address.
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OUR COVER PICTURES
Front Cover: Members of 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para) with the Lord Mayor of Portsmouth at the end of the-KAPE tour
during which they raised £3,000 for the Imperial Cancer Research Fund - see page 34 6
Back Cover: Lt Claire Waterworth, a member of 35 Sig Regt (V) on Exercise Territorial Dragon , a climbing expedition where 13
members of the team reached the summit of Mont Blanc - see page 3 38
'Hitch-Hiker' rounding the w indward mark in the lead in Race One of the Nationals . (l to R) Capt Dave Ellis , Mr Chris Hamel!, Sgt
Chas Cowell, Maj John Rowley, Cpl Lever - see page 3 55
Members of 229 Sig Sqn splash out on White Water Rafting - see page 349

OTHER VACANCIES
Although there are currently only a few vacancies in other parts of the contract we retain
a reserve list of names of applicants whom we have interviewed and found potentially
suitable. We invite applications for the reserve list at any time. Again, applications should
be referred to Mrs Gowers.

The opinions expressed in The Wire are those of the authors an d do not necessarily reflect the policy and view s, official or otherwise,
of the Corps or the MOD. This publication contains official information. It should be treated w i th discretion by the recipien t.
© Crown Copyright
Disclaimer: No responsibilit y for the quality of goods or services advertised in this magazine can be accepted by the publishers or their
agents. Advertisements are included in good faith.
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All of the projects were enhanced by their locations, being set in
remote sparsely populated areas and surrounded by spectacular snowcapped mountain ranges and large expanses of lakes or ocean . This
made the re-supply trips and phase changeovers very interesting
adventures. I spent one four-day trip driving around the entire region
swapping the venturers from one project site to another and delivering
re-supplies. On the way I gained lots of new experiences driving the
four-wheel drive Toyota Hil ux in low ratio gears on non existent
tracks, and on rough gravelled roads around steep hairpin bends with
sheer drops to the side.
One of the projects l most wished to join was the sea kayaking
group . They would spend 11 days kayaking around the Islands on the
Pacific coast. Bivvying on the beaches (when the tides had left them
any), seeing the wildlife at close hand and braving the storms. So I was
glad when I was allowed to join a group for its entire phase, especially
as we saw some killer whales on the way out to join them and they
confirmed they had also seen them from their kayaks. Unfortunately
our phase of the project was effected by particularly bad weather
conditions and an injury to the project leader and it was decided that
it would be safer to transfer the project inland . So we spent a pleasant
week running rapids and paddling along the vast network of inland
lakes and rivers. It was a sad day when I left my group, they went on
to their final project , helping farmers to rebuild barns devastated by
a recent volcanic eruption , and I had lots of work to do back at base
in preparation for their return.
The final days of the expedition saw some dramatic turns of events
as at one point it looked like over half the expedition would be unable
to return as planned. First an unreliable chartered Chilean fishing
boat was going to be three days late collecting the island based
archaeological group, then the farm group were cut off by a much
swollen river and the only road out to the village community project
was flooded . It was interesting to be at base as every time we returned
to the radio room the situation had changed. As the groups ran out
of rations and their return flight dates approached contingency plans
such as calling in the army were discussed . Luckily, however, water
levels dropped and the fishing boat eventually arrived before drastic
measures had to be taken. The last group returned with just enough
time for a final party and they all left after an emotional farewell the
next day.
I decided to stay on in South America for a few weeks and travelled
up to the Atacama Desert in Northern Chile (where it never rains) and
then on to La Paz in Bolivia to see the fascinating local women dressed
in wide skirts and tiny bowler hats.
Although Raleigh International expeditions are designed for the
development of the venturers there is no doubt that I as a staff
member gained a great deal of experience and confidence in the field
of communications, and in my abilities in general. I would
recommend such an expedition to anyone willing to put in a lot of
hard work in exchange for what could well turn out to be an adventure
of a lifetime.
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RHQ Royal Signals
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LONDON SWJP 4AD
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NATIONAL CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

lntelhgent and informative, your qualities which mirror our role.

UK NATIONAL CENTRAL BUREAU OF INTERPOL

You'll be fully experienced in operating communication equipment we use word processors, computers, X400 electronic mail, fax ,
phototelegraphy and photophone including encryption where
required.
The NCIS based in Central London is a multi- disciplinary
organisation serving the UK Police forces, Regional Crime Squads and
HM Cusioms and Excise.
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Many of you renew your subscription by making a payment each year by cheque or postal order. If you are one of these, will
you please return the counterfoil below, with your payment by 1 December 1993. We have to define our printing commitment
fo r the February issue by this date and your co-operation in meeting this request will be most helpful. If you pay by Bankers Order,
please check with your bank that £7 .80 is being paid.

Report by LCpl Lind e)' Joyce (V) Communication Officer and
Assistant Quarter Master
It was during the summer of 1984 whilst I watched the Operation
Drake Tall Ship return home to St Katherine's Docks in London, that
l decided this wa the type of adventure I was seeking. A subsequent
application to the following year' s Operation Raleigh around the
world ailing ad enture failed and i went on to do other things. Eight
year later, however, many things had changed, Raleigh had now
become Raleigh International and grown enormou ly with many
different land based expeditions all around the world. I also had
gained many u eful skills as a radio operator and technician in the TA .
Thu I wa accepted for the post of Communications Officer and
Assi tant Quarter Master on a three-month expedition to a remote
part of Southern Chile.
The aim of the expedition was to promote youth development
through adventure, cientific and community projects. To do this, the
80 young people (aged between 18 and 25 and known as venturers)
pent time on up to five of the nine projects scattered around the
region, during the three-month expedition . It was my job to ensure
that they and their staff members (project leaders, medics and
interpreters) could communicate with each other and the HQ based
near Coyhaque the regional capital.
During the brief induction period I found myself very busy
preparing the radio equipment and teaching the venturers and staff
how to use the HF radios, to erect antennas and voice procedure.
Once deployed each project reported back to base in a daily SITREP
to keep us informed of their activities and let us know of any problems
or re-supply request. We also mounted a 24-hour Listening watch to
ensure that they could always reach us in case of emergency, this was
especially important since some of our projects were located on or
around the remote islands of Chile's southern pacific coastline.
Although both my jobs were based at the HQ, l was lucky enough
to get out and visit most of the projects, either on re-supply runs or
simply as an interest visit. My first trip was to a project based at the
foot of the San Rafael Glacier, where the venturers were carrying out
a number of scientific surveys, trying their hand at ice climbing and
learning boat handling skills. I arrived after a 24-hour boat journey
to discover dramatic events had occurred. A few hours earlier a boat
had capsized in rough seas tipping its six passengers into tbe glacier
melt water (estimated survival time five minutes), luckily one of the
venturers had managed to climb onto its upturned hull and contact
their project base using the handheld marine band VHF radio that
they carried for such emergencies. A rescue boat was quickly
despatched and the medics had just a few cases of shock to deal with.
Once they realised they were all OK the group were eager to report
their excitement back to base and were disappointed to learn that their
thunder had been stolen by the mountain trek group who had been
forced to dig snow holes to escape the extreme conditions they were
experiencing.
My next trip was to a community project, where I enjoyed a week
in a small village helping to build a school playground and assisting
the local farmer. My birthday happened to fall during this trip and
will be most remembered for my early morning attempt to milk the
farmer's cows.

_ -,...
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Working 8 hour shifts on a 24 hour shift pattern, you will
undertake a variety of duties within the communications room. These
include the preparation, transmission and receipt of messages to and
from Interpol HQ, Foreign National Central Bureaux and all UK Police
Forces. You will also be required to conduct searches of the numerous
computerised databases that we use.
Besides demonstrable competence in the use of communications
equipment, you must have good interpersonal skills and an
excellent telephone manner, together with a flexible approach to
work, a knowledge of database interrogation would be an advantage.
If you are leaving the armed forces, please apply in the first
instance to : Mark O'Shea, Personnel Management Division,
Room GOl, Grenadier House, 99-105 Horseferry Road,
London SWlP 2DD.Tel: 071- 217 0056

Closing date for applications is 21st October 1993.

The Home Office is an equal opportunities
employer.
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J, THE FOOT TEP OF CHAMPAGNE CHARLIE
Thi competition, ponsored by The Times and Charles Heidsieck
Champagne \\a won by Capt (Retd) Deborah Jones and Lt Lonie
Tomkin ; the prize-the British team in a round-the-world race. The
race tarted in June when Capt Jones and Lt Tomkins set off, in style,
in period costume, down the Mall by landau carriage, pulled by a pair
of hor es. They then left London, only 19 more cities to go. At the
time of going to pres the team has been to Dublin, Paris, Barcelona
and Milan. The race ends on 3 December and a more comprehensive
report will be publi hed in the February 1994 issue of The Wire.
Meanwhile, wa tch the media!
(Capt Jones is married to Maj K. A. Jones currently at RMCS
Shrivenham. )

L to R: Capt Jones , Lt Tomkins

EXERCISE BALTIC BREAK
By Jackie Wisley (40 Sig Regt (V))
Craft Corps Yacht Quicksilver; Skipper Capt (QM) Brian Peel; Mate
LCpl Bryan Townsend; Crew LCpls Jackie Wisley, Dawn Diffin, Sigs
Mike Spence and Andy Colwell.
On hearing about Ex Baltic Break I realised it was too good an
opportunity to pass up. However, I hate confined spaces and I had
never been sailing before as there was the possibility that I might
spend 15 days being sea sick . On reflection I had nothing to worry
about, the exercise was an excellent way to introduce members of the
TA to offshore sailing.
The exercise had been organised, as in previous years, by our
regular QM Capt Brian Peel, and having been well briefed by him at
various times during the last few months, as to what to expect, we
assembled at Clonaver Park TAC at 1800 hrs on Tuesday 29 June to
begin our journey by road to British Kiel Yacht Club (BKYC) .
Thursday I July brought us within sight of BKYC. We arrived at
lunch time and whilst the Skipper completed the charter details and
took over the yacht the rest of us went off to do the first three days
shopping, with strict orders to remember that we had limited storage
space, a cooker with two rings, a small oven, and no fridge or
microwave.
On our return we packed away the provisions, then Dawn and I
discovered our first mistake, we had brought far too many clothes to
be able to pack them into the very small space that we had been given
in the forepeek cabin so after leaving-halLof our 'Disco gear' in the
mini-bus we were ready to set sail, or so we thought; the Skipper had
different ideas. Next came a two hour lecture on safety points, parts
of the boat and sailing terminology . It seemed to me that we had a
whole new language to learn, 'galley' not kitchen, 'bunk ' not bed,
' halyards', ' warps' and 'sheets' , not just them there ropes. I suddenly
realised that this was not LO be just another holiday.
If the exercise was to be a success we would all have to work quite
hard .
The next morning saw us up at what seemed to me to be an
unearthly hour, and after a hurried breakfast we ' slipped' from the
BKYC jetty at 0700 hrs, or should that be 'Bells'? Unfortunately the
wind had deserted us and we had to motor until mid afternoon, it did
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however give us all an opportunity to have a go at 'Helming'. The
Skipper was not too impressed though as our course looked more like
a dog's hind leg. At about 1530 hrs the wind got up and we were able
to sail under a full ' main' and the No 2 Genoa. The Skipper then
proceeded to practise the ' man overboard' dr ills, A ndy was convinced
that he was to be the person to go over the side, he even went as far
as taking his boots off and putting his life jacket on. It was however
one of the Skipper's many ' wi nd-ups' , a bucket and fender was used
instead and a good job too as they were in the water fo r quite a while
until Bryan got the hang of bringing the boat 'up to wind' to stop it
alongside the supposed ' man'. We then once again had to get to grips
with the language of the Yachty world as the Skipper instructed us on
how to 'come about', 'Gybe', 'harden up' and ' heave to'. H aving
mastered all those, or nearly, we headed off to our first Danish port,
Farborg. After putting the boat to bed , and sampl ing the Skipper's
cooking, not bad! (he told me to say that), the five o f us headed off
into town, the Skipper staying on board to rest his back as he thought
he had pulled a muscle during the day. The next day's sail was
uneventful and we reached the Port of Assens at 1900 hrs, the
highlight of the night being that two large Dutch 'Tall Ships' berthed
just in front of us.
The next morning we left A ssens under a stiff breeze with a 'reef'
in the Main and the No 3 Genoa, this proved to be our best day's
sailing, with speeds of up to 10 knots, and with lots of other Yachts
about, as it was Saturday. I can now understand how easy it is to get
the racing bug, slicing through the waves passing one boat after
another. At this point we were quite close to land, the scenery was
magnificent. We reached the town of Juelsminde early evening, and
after a lot of manoeuvring to turn the boat around in the narrow
channel, we managed to berth alongside the jetty next to the shower
and shops. It was whilst we were in Juelsminde that all the planning
fell apart; the Skipper's back proved to be more serious than any of
us had thought. In the early hours of the morning he collapsed with
pain in his left leg, and, by 0800 hrs he had lost the use of his leg
completely. A Danish Doctor was called, the system with the E 111
form really works, he gave Capt Peel two choices, either go into
hospital in Denmark, or elsewhere; he diagnosed a serious prolapse of
a disc in his back, which if left alone would cause permanent loss of
use of his left leg. The mate was instructed to contact BKYC to
ascertain if a replacement Skipper could be sent up, this they agreed
to do, and to take Capt Peel back to Kiel if that was what he wanted .
Late that evening the new Skipper arrived, and Capt Peel left to go
back to Kiel, and as we later found out, hospitalisation and an
operation to remove a disc.
The substitute Skipper, LCpl Ken Brown, decided not to put to sea
that night, but stay in Port to get to know us all. The next morning
we left Juelsminde bound for Bogense a short sail of some 20 miles,
a shake down sail as Ken called it, just to see what we were made of.
I was given the job of navigating, which I found very interesting, and
I managed to get us to Bogense without running aground, just!
We slipped Bogense early the next morning. The sky was blue and
we were 'running' before a light to moderate wind, there was certainly
no signs of the strong winds that were to come. The wind started to
increase, the waves started to get much larger, and we started to
increase boat speed alarmingly! 10-11-12 knots. I had just asked Ken
what was the greatest speed he had ever reached to which he replied
' I 6 knots in the Bay of Biscay' . The next moment we reached I 4 knots
and we were hit by a huge wave. By now the sea was what might be
termed 'Rough' ! Ken and Bryan had to go up on the foredeck to take
down the sail, I took the helm and with my heart in my mouth
attempted to steer the boat through the ensuing 4m high waves .
However it was not the 'knockdown' which put fear into us all, but
Ken telling us that we had Jost steerage because the rudder was
damaged and that if we could not effect running repairs to get us back
to harbour we would have to put out a 'Mayday' call. We managed
to get a 'link' call to Kiel, to ask advice; they told us how to carry out
temporary repairs, they also said that we would have to return to Kiel
for the boat to be inspected for sea worthiness. We finally docked
back at Bogense, late evening, wet, cold, and tired, but safe.
The trip back to Kiel was somewhat of an anti-climax but we
enjoyed it and did not, to Ken's surprise, say that we would never go
sailing again. We docked back at the BKYC jetty on Saturday 14th,
the yacht was inspected and much to our disappointment it was found
that the Skeg had broken off and could not be repaired in time for us
to go out sailing again . We spent the next day cleaning the boat ready
for handover. The next two days were spent sight seeing in and around
Kiel and of course visiting Capt Peel, who by this time had had his
operation and was feeling much better. We arrived back in Northern
Ireland on Friday after an uneventful but pleasant journey, and much
to everyone's surprise without getting lost in Germany or Holland.
The exercise was very enjoyable and 1 certainly think that all the
crew managed to learn quite a Jot, not only about sailing but about
themselves. Of the five novice crew four of us intend to go sailing
again, and, if possible, gain formal qualifications.
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LA NYARD TROPHY
The Lanyard Trophy is an annual event sponsored by 216 (Para) Sig
Sqn. The Trophy consists of a 40 miles TAB carrying a weight of
40lbs. It's held over a pre-marked cour~e and, quite simply, the
quickest team wins.
This year the event was held in the Brecon Beacons. SSgt Dave
Catchpole and Sgt 'Smudge' Smith proved the route in misty
February. The RSM , George Burrows and QM, Capt J. Aspinall
MBE, set the organisation wheels in action. Teams of 10 men
assembled at Crickhowell Camp on Wednesday 23 June to attend the
team brief. To avoid the midday sun competitors were awoken at 0300
hours with the start planned for 0530 hours . Despite some sleepy faces
and yawni ng admin personnel the event was started by the Sqn
Comd, Maj John Whitby .
12 teams enteri ng the 1993 event included a mixed team, led by SSgt
Andy Dawson (ex 216). from 97 Sig Sqn (V). In fact it was very
noticeable and very pleasing to see so many ex 216 members taking
part. In particular SSgt Douggle Craig, LCpl Tom Dick, YofS Bob
Nixon, W02 'Taff' George and Maj Richard Wilson .

The mass start

During the early stages of the Trophy 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt made
a strong challenge; however, by checkpoint 3 they had been
overhauled by 216 and 249 . Although the fi nal outcome was never in
doubt, 249 gave a spirited perfor mance and finis hed worthy ru nnersup. 237 Sig Sqn also produced a determined effort to finish 3rd. The
complete list of results and times are shown below. Overall it was an
excellent effort a high standard of 'tabbing' was evident.
Thanks are also extended to Brig W. H. Backhouse, Comd 11 Sig
Bde, who presented The Lanyard Trophy to the victorious Captain , Lt
'Stu' Gillespie . The 216 team had surprised themselves by beating
their projected time. Sgt ' Smudge' Smith takes much credit fo r
preparing a fit , robust team and trying to hold back Cpl 'Ollie' Oliver
and LCpl Al Combe-not an easy task.
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THO E MAGNIHCENT ME ON THEIR A CIENT MA HI ES
Just over 56 years ago the I 937 motorcycle display team of the 56th
London Divisional Signals TA were honoured to be the first TA unit
to be invited to perform at the Royal Tournament. At one of the
shows they were inspected by the King and Queen who were
accompanied by the young Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret. .
Fifty six years later in the presence of Her Maje ty the Queen eight
survivors of that 1937 team, now with an average age of 77, shared
'seating and standing room' on two 1930s Rudge Ulsters as part of the
White Helmets' breathtaking act at the 1993 Royal Tournament. In
blues caps with pre-war Royal Signals cap badges, these distinguished
highly bemedalled gentlemen performed some ' tight crossovers'. The
applause they received completely drowned the voice of the
commentator.
Although seven of the team had given a faultless display at Old
Comrades at Catterick in June, the 'tiny' Earls Court arena with its
tricky surface necessitated rehearsal before appearing before the
Sovereign. So on arrival at Earls Court the Old Boys were literally
walked through their act by White Helmets Team Sgt Andy
Whitmore, who pointed out the arena quarter markers, used by both
White Helmets and the King's Troop Royal Horse Artillery to ensure
that their diagonal crossings of the arena are uniform (it's not all as
easy as it looks). After the walk, the two Rudge drivers, 79 years old
Tubby Gasson and young J im Law (74) ran th rough the act on the
bikes before the rest of the gang, Bill Barry (79), Benny Bennett (78)
Sqn Ldr J ack Tyler DFC (77), Geoff Putt (77), Robin Thyer (77) and
Capt Arthur Overton (75) joined them on the bikes.
After the show, all eight of 'Those Magnificent Men on their
Ancient Machines' had the honour of lining the red carpet as Her
Majesty left Earls Court. The Queen stopped to tal k to three of the
team and the Duke of Edinburgh to two others.
Members of the 56th's Regi mental Association including the
veteran riders and their proud fam ilies then rounded off an
unforgettable day by hosting a drinks party at Earls Court. .
Afterwards listening to the 'boys' as they changed out of display
dress it was obvious that they had got as much pleasure out of the
afte~oon's proceedings as they had given to the very large audience.
Long may they continue to be magnificent ambassadors for their
generation and our Corps.

The ' Crossover' being performed at this year's Catterick Reunion
Brig Backhouse present the winner ' s trophies to 216 Para Sig Sqn

RESULTS OF THE 1993 LANYARD TROPHY
!st
216 Para Sig Sqn
2nd 249 Sig Sqn (AMF)L))
3rd 237 Sig Sqn
4th
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt (A)
5th
24 (Airmobile) Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
6th
Army Apprentice College Harrogate
7th
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
8th
30 Sig Regt
9th
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt (B)
10th
55 Sig Sqn (V)
1Ith
93 Sig Sqn (V)
12th
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
*This team failed to fini sh with a full team.
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ARMY FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
Lt Col G. S. 'Pat' Massey has been made an Honorary Vice
President of the Arrny Football Association . Together with Brig T. G.
'Tom' Wheawell, he is only the second member of the Corps to be so
honoured.
In 1967 when the Army FA decided to create the post of Army
Team Ma~ager, ' Pat' was offered and accepted the job. He held t.he
post for five years during which time the Army woi:i the Inter.Service
Championships four times and the coveted Internauonal Kentish Cup
in successive seasons .
In 1978, when the FA created the post of Public Relations Officer,
'Pat' was again offered the job. He accepted and developed the task
and continued in the appointment until retiring earlier this y~ar
shortly after leaving his RO post in the Land Systems Operational
Requirements Directorate of the Ministry of Defence.
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\\ ILKI
. WORD OF PEACE
.., Sig Regt ha recently re eived the Wilkin on Sword of Peace, an
a ·ard which i pre ented annually to the unit which is judged to have
made the mo t valu ble contribution toward establishing good and
friendly relation with the inhabitants of any community at home or
over ea . The Regiment was awarded this prestigious award for its
out tanding work in upporting orphanages both in Herford and
Albania.
THE OVEREIGN'S PARADE, SANDHURST
The Sovereign's Parade, at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
wa the grand Finale for the fourteen week spell as Resident Band at
the Academy by the Staff Band of the Royal Signal .
Under Director of Music Maj D. F. Wall, and led on parade by
Drum Major Cpl M. B. . Nipper, the Band provided the programme
of mt: ic with their customary excellence and vitality.
The scarlet tunic lent a dash of colour to the more sombre
uniforms of the officer cadets and the Band can truly take pride in the
many sincere compliments paid both to its contributions to the
musical life at Sandhurst since the beginning of May and the
inimitable support it gave to this important and memorable Parade.
It is reported that even Loxwood, the Second in Command's
Charger, although somewhat jittery at rehearsal, succumbed to the
mellifluous tones, and on the day behaved impeccably.
LCpl John Bilby, played Reveille on the roof of Old College,
RMAS, at 0630 hrs on a June morning. He was the first ' Duty Bugler'
from the Staff Band of the Corp during their recent term as Resident
Band and managed to arouse his Drum Major, Cpl Miles Nipper in
order to have thi occasion photographed .
The Corps has provided the first ' Duty Bugler' at the RMAS since
the war and John Bilby was the first one from the band this term .
LCpl Bilby is a member of the Corps and Army Cycling teams.

AT THIS TIME OF REMEMBRANCE
On 10 June 1993 at Ravensbruck Concentration Camp in former
East Germany, F.A.N. Y. Vice-president Odette Hallowes, GC, MBE
Uglon d'Honneur, unveiled a plaque in memory of F.A .N.Y'.
Wirele s Operator Denise Bloch, shot there along with two other
Special Operations Executive agents, F.A.N .Y. Violette Szabo and
Lilian Rolfe, in January 1945. Cecily Lefort was gassed one month
later.
Following her arrest in the south of France where she was courier
to Peter Churchill's network. Odette survived more than two years in
Nazi hands, including several months in solitary co nfinement in
Ravensbruck, 45 miles north of Berlin.
Watched by Odette and four other survivors of the camp, by
family, friends and colleagues of the four dead women, and representatives from the British Embassy and the German Government,
F.A.N.Y. Cadet Ensign Sally Sileika unveiled a si mple bronze plaque.
F.A.N.Y. Corps Commander Anna Whitehead laid a wreath at the
foot of the stark, high wall behind which lie the camp huts, still in use
by the Russian Army until they withdraw from Germany next year.
The whole site will then be turned into a memorial museum.
One of the five survivors was F.A.N.Y. Wireless Operator Eileen
'Didi' Nearne, who operated in the Orleans and Paris areas of
occupied France, surviving for three months in the field before her
arrest, having transmitted 105 messages including valuable
information on the VI rocket sites. Transferred from Ravensbruck to
Markleberg, she managed to escape, and surviving a further arrest by
the SS, reached the American lines in April 1945.
The moving ceremony included a recitation by F.A.N.Y. Capt
Lynette Beardwood of Violette Szabo's code poem . Agents were given
a poem to memorise by SOE Cypher expert Leo Marks, which
included a ' worked-out key'. This was impossible to break unless the
prisoner revealed what the phrase for a particular message was.
Violette Szabo's code poem proved to be sadly apt. She did not reveal
it under interrogation.
The life that I have is all that I have
and all that I have is yours.
The love that I have of the life that I have
is yours and yours and yours.
A sleep I shall have, a rest I shall have
yet death will be but a pause.
For the peace of my years in the long green grass
will be yours and yours and yours.

WESTERN APPROACHES
This Project is the re-creation of the HQ as it was during WW2 a memorial to all those who took part in the Battle of the Atlantic.
It is located in Liverpool at the junction of Rumf~rd Street and Chapel Street, near the Town Hall and Atlantic Tower Hotel. Open
seven days a week, from 10am-5prn; extended, guided tours are a ·ailable (usually evenings) .
An admission charge is made.
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OFFICERS
August 1993
Rank and Name
Lt Col A. R. Bailey
LI Col J . E. F. Kirby
Lt Col S. S. Paul ..
Lt Col M. S. Reid ..
Lt Col J . E. Thomas

Unit to which poSled
The Royal School of SignalJ
T he Royal School or Signals
NATO Der College
DSS (AD)
30 Sig Regt

Maj I. R. C. Brown
Maj R. G. Drake ..
Maj D. A. Dunbar ..
Maj S. Hargreaves
Maj A. J. Johnstone
Maj G. C. K. Taylor

3S Sig Regt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate
CDA RA F Thatcbam
33 ig Regt (V)
JCUFI
SHAPE

Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

13 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt (V)
3g Sig Regt (V)
British Liaison Team Kuwait
38 Sig Regt (V)
34 Sig Regt (V)
The Royal School or Signals
The Royal School or SignalJ

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt

G. W. Barber
M. 0 . Billingham
H. C. Britton
L. L. Carr ..
J. A. Compston
J. T. Cowen ..
G. J . Mason . .
K. W. G. Purkiss
A. Roberts
D. Wild

P . J . Abram
M. S. Dooley
D. J. Duggan
R. H. King
A. s. McCole

8 Sig Reat
8 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
2 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt

2Lt R. M. Artley . .

IS Sig Regt

SEPTEMBER 1993
Rank and Name
Lt Col S. J . Kidner
..
Lt Col R. C. S. Thwaites
Maj R. S. Appleton
Maj A. J . Bowering
Maj P. M. Castle
Maj M. W. Edwards
Maj R. L. Goddard
Maj K. W. Hall
Maj C . C. McColville
Maj J . K. McKee
Maj N. J. H. Taylor
Maj D. E. Rowlinson
Maj P. Stephenson
Capt P . Dosher
Capt D. A. Brisco
..
Capt A. H. Campbell-Black
Capt R. R. Coffill
Capt W. J . Dodds
Capt D. Drinkall
Capt J. D. Forrest
Capt A. I. M. Gordon
Capt L. R. Harvey
Capt A. R. Lovell
Capt S. J . McConnell
Capt M. T. Nevill
Capt J. Palmer
Capt I. L. Parry
Capt C. S. K. Paterson
Capt P . D. Peel
Capt K. E. Russell
Capt D. B. Warne
Capt A. Weaver
Capt P. J . Welch
Lt S. J . Allan
Lt M. C. Cornell
Lt J. A. Kennedy
Lt S. Moffat
..
Lt R. D. W. Rumsey
Lt M. J. Smith
..
2Lt R. J . Anderton-Brown
2Lt M. C. Brookes
2Lt N. C. Bruce
2Lt J. Caesar
2Lt E. K. Croft
2Lt E. P . Driscoll
2Lt M. F. Graham
2Lt I. R. Hargreaves
2Lt D. R. Seymour
2Lt E. J . D. Smith
2Lt C. Vaudin
2Lt M. C. Wadsley
2Lt J . K. Waister
2Lt A. P. H. Hillary
2Lt K. N. Mosby
2Lt D. R. Parkinson
2Lt N. R. D. Shenow
2Lt N. M. Stokoe

Unit to which posted
HQ Doctrine and Trg
Defence Research Agency
MOD
8 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
21 Sig Regt
HQ Doctrine and Trg
HQ BAOR/BRSC
264 Sig Sqn (HS)
4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
30 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals (HS)
2 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
600 Sig Tp
HQ Verden GAR/HS German Staff College
34 Sig Regt (V) (HS)
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
HQ NE Dist R & L Staff/ A YT
24 Airmobile Bde/ 210 Sig Sqn
Queen's Gurkha Signals
Comms and Sy Gp (UK) (HS)
AA Coll Harrogate (HS)
2 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt (HS)
AA Coll Harrogate
16 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
HQ BVO
Queen's Gurkha Signals (HS)
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
40 Sig Regt (V)
The Royal School of Signals
AA Coll Harrogate
9 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
30 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham (HS Course)
RMAS (HS on Commissioning)
RMCS Shrivenham (HS Course)
RMCS Shrivenham (HS Course)
RMAS (HS on Commissioning)
Royal &hoot of Signals (HS)
RMAS (HS on Commissioning)
RMAS (HS on Commissioning)
RMCS Sbrivenham (HS Course)
16 Sig Regt (HS orrr Trg)
The Royal School of Signals (HS)
RMCS Shrivenham (HS Course)
9 Sig Regt
RMAS (HS on Commissioning)
14 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt

WOs AND SNCOs
AUGUST 1993
Rank and Name
WOI J . w. Mackay
WOI S. Palfreyman
..
WOI (Yo!S) S. C. Wayman
A/WOI R. C. Bray
A/WO I C. Calow
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Unit to which posted
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
HQ Trg GP
39 Sig Regt (V)
8 Sig Regt

A/ WO I T. W. Smith
A/ WOI M. A. Wright-Jones
W02 D. Griffittu
W02 J .P. McCaffery
W02 (Fo!S) R. M. Minton
W0 2 K. M . Mun nelly
W02 F. Ndson
W02 D. B. Showell
W02 S. P . Simpson
..
W02 (Yo!S) R. A. Smith
W02 B. M. Staehini
W02 P . W. J . Stayings
AJW02 V. G. Bannister
A/W02 K. J . Bywater MBE
A/ W02 J . B. Duckworth
A/W02 M. P . Fitzpatrick
AJW02 (Fo!S) S. Gill
A/ W02 J. Howell-Walmsley
A/W02 B. W. Mazey
A/W02 R. W. Oalcley
A/W02 C. w. Skelton
A/W02 K. L. Sykes
A/W02 D. Watson
A/W02 D. J. Williams
A/W02 (Fo!S) G. R. Wilson
SSgt M. K. Archer
SSgt A. J . Barry
SSgt R. J . B. Bayly
SSgt S. R. Bungay
$Sgt R. C. Clair
SSgt T. W. Davies
$Sgt L. Deeming
SSgt L. Dennis
SSgt A. B. Doherty
SSgt S. Hill
SSgt J . S. Hogan
SSgt P. F. Irving
..
SSgt N. C. James
SSgt (Fo!S) N. $. Johnson
SSgt G. McMillian
SSgt K. M. Perkins
SSgt J. C. Pickles
..
SSgt (YofS) S. D. Potterton
SSgt G. A. J. Renshaw
SSgt I. D. Richardson
SSgt (YofS) W. J. Stack
SSgt (Fo!S) J. Whitmore
$Sgt (YofS) P. R. Whittle
$Sgt K. L. Wilkinson
A/SSgt P. J . Alden
A/SSgt D. Beggs
A/SSgt S. J. Bolton
A/SSgt R. Brebeney
A/SSgt T. Byrne
A/SSgt G. L. Chapman
A/SSgt K. M. Dwyer
A/SSgt J. H. Eddowes
A/SSgt P. Furness
A/SSgt A. Martin
A/SSgt L. North
A/SSgt A. K. Phillips
A/SSgt A. C. Slack
A/SSgt R. Tredwell
Sgt M. Baker
Sgt P. I. Barclay
Sgt J . M. Blood
Sgt A. J. Boon
Sgt A. Butler
Sgt R. F. Campbell
Sgt D. Cunningham
Sgt G. L. Dawson
Sgt N. D. Dobbins
Sgt A. M. Ducker
Sgt L. M. T. D'Rozario
Sgt T . Edwards
Sgt S. A. J . Elliot
Sgt M. P . Findon
Sgt M. J. Garner
Sgt M. Gear
Sgt C. Geelan
Sgt M.A. Ginty
Sgt D. K. Gosnell
Sgt R. D. Hall
Sgt B. J. Halliday
Sgt A. Hartwell
Sgt P . A. Hill
"Sgt A. Ironside
Sgt I. K. Johnson
Sgt S. F. M. Lawes
Sgt P. A. Leach
Sgt G. E. Maycock
Sgt S. A. Mcinally
Sgt M. McNair
Sgt A. T. Millard
Sgt P.A . Moore
Sgt D. G. Owens
Sgt T. Parle
Sgt W. T. Paterson
Sgt A. J. Peara:
Sgt T. Pickersgill
Sgt W. M. Potter
Sgt M. A. Press
Sgt R. J. Ramsay
Sgt S. Recd-Forrester
Sgt W. B. Scott
Sgt C. C. Smith

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
21 Sig Regt
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (2 1S)
BDLS Au•tralia
7 Annd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
The Royal School or Signals
2 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
243 Sig Sqn
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
33 Sig Regt (V)
21 Sig Regt
Aberdeen UOTC
30 Sig Regt
Liverpool UOTC
33 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
31 Sig Regt (V)
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
34 Sig Reg (V)
21 Sig Regt
2 Sig Rcgt
HQBF Cyprus
The Royal School of Signals
30 Sig Regt
HQ SW District
The Royal School or Signals
33 Sig Regt (V).
HQ LANDCENT
S Sig Regt
S Sig Regt
S6 Sig Sqn (V)
3S Sig Regt (V)
S Sig Regt
HQ Scotland
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
I Wessex

The Royal School of Signals
HQ SW Di.mict
The Royal School of Signals
14 Sig Regt
I (UK) Div HQ and Sis Regt
2SI Sig Sqn
238 Sig Sqn
3S Sig Regt (V)
The Royal School of Signals
22S Sig Sqn
I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
38 Sig Regt (V)
I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
2 Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT
7 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
II Ord Bn
237 Sig Sqn
Comms & Sy GP (UK)
249 Sig Sqn
Comms & Sy GP (UK)
34 Sig Regt (V)
HQ AFCENT
I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
S Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
S Sig Reg1
16 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
2 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt Depot TP
9 Sig Regt
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
14 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
38 Sis Regt (V)
608 Sig Tp (Sys SP &. lnsp Team)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
JCUFI
8 Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
242 Sig Sqn
3S Sig Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
237 Sig Sqn
HQ AFNORTH
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp
8 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
HQ BAOR
HQ BAOR
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt (V)
8 Sig Reg1
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21 ig Rcgt
I Sig Rest (V)
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp
9 Rcgt AAC
238 Sui Sqn
S AB 8dc HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
8 Sig R<gt
243 Sig Sqn
2 Sig Regt
600 Sig Tp
238 Sig Sqn
242 Sig Sqn
I Mech Bde HQ and Sig qn (215)
16 ig Rcgt
8 Sig Rcgt
8 Sig Rcgt
2SI Sig Sq~
14 Sig Rcgt
IS Sig Rcgt
3S Sig Rcgt (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt

EPTEMBER 1993
RGllk and ·amt
WOI M. J. Boxall
A/WOI M. V. Doherty
A/WOI 1. Geer
WO I I. J . W. Little
'01 P . J. McE.lwcc
'OJ G. G. A. Reith
WOI (FofS) Taylor
W02 A. J . Byrne
W02 W. Gray
W02 {YofS) P. Kendrick
W02 D. J . Metcalfe
..
W02 (YofS) P. G. White
W02 (FofS) P . Wilson
A/W02 (FofS) H. Barclay
A/W02 P . Hannan
AIW02 R.H . lbbots0n
A/W02 C. G. McGinley
A/W02 (FofS) T. J. McNeice
A/W02 (FofS) R . icol
SSgt G. M. Backhouse
gt G. . Chadwick
SSgt K. Dunk
SSgt I. Flooks
SSgt D. B. Gill
SSgt M. R. Gillard
SSgt D . Greaves
SSgt M . P. J. Jackson
SSgt (FofS) J. M. Osborne
SSgt I. Philemon
SSgt A. J. Piper
SSgt P. Ratcliffe
SSgt (Fo!S) W. Simpson
SSgt D. H. Sirutb
SSgt A . Turner
SSgt C. J. Unddl
SSgt P. Williams
A/SSgt A. G. Aimer
A/SSgt D. A . CUmmiog
A/SSgt J. Fradley

Unit to which posted
2 Sig Regi
30 Sig Regt
9 Sig Rcgt
40 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
9 Sig Regt
IS Sig Rcgt
24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
243 Sig Sqo
633 Sig Tp
3 (UIQ Div HQ and Sig Regt
Belize Defence Force
14 Sig Regt
JCUFI
30 Sig Regt
34 Sig Regt (V)
I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcg1
36 Sig Regt (V)
36 Sig Regt (V)
3g Sig Regt (VJ
30 Sig Rcgt
I (UIQ Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
Queen's Gurkha Sig Rcgt
The Royal School of Signals
UNICOM Team
16 Sig Rcgt
I (U K) Div HQ and Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Rcgt
34 Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp
HQ 11, (ARRC) Sig Bde
Queen's Gurka Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt (VJ
14 Sig Regt
9 Sig Rcg1
UK Sp Unit AFCENT

Al ,gt P. N\owman
Sgt S. R . Alli<tcr
Sgt S. Anderson
gt R. H . An ove
Sat M. Applegarth
gt B. Armstrong
Sgt A. J. Bain
Sgt A. l. Black
Sgt B. D. Boomer
Sgt M. Brooks
Sgt T . M . Brown
Sgt C . H . Callender
Sgt D. J . Cha pma n
Sgt G . A . Coffin
Sgt C . Collins
Sgt H. K. Co pcstake
Sgt A. Crabtree
Sgt D. A. Devine
Sgt S. R. Easter
Sgt M.A. Fleming
Sgt N. R. Fu m i val
Sgt C. Gibbins
Sgt H . Glean
Sgt A. P . Glover
Sgt P . P . Gorman
Sgt P . Johnson
Sgt R. J. Kenna
Sgt P . B. Knowles
Sgt P . B. S. Lambert
Sgt R . F. Lawrence
Sgt S. A. Matthews
Sgt P . J . Messenger
Sgt W. J . Morrow
Sgt P . H . Newman
Sgt M. G. O'Doherty
Sgt M. A. Oliver
Sgt J . C. Payne
Sgt P . J . L. Peter ken
Sgt B. J . Roberts
Sgt T. T . Sanderson
Sgt K . R. Sharp
Sgt S. Shaw
..
Sgt A. Smith
Sgt M. A. Solomons
Sgt T. P . Taylor
Sgt I. A. Thorburn
Sgt I. G. Travers
Sgt K. Weaver
Sgt S. R. Wdls
Sgt J . J . Whitty
Sgt P . A. Wickham
Sgt A. D. Williams
Sgt M. J. Wynn
A/Sgt A. J . Co rlett
A/Sgt D. A . Cox
A/Sgt B. R. Eglington
A/Sgt B. Green
A/Sgt P . G. Griffiths
A/Sgt S. A. Hadley
A/Sgt D. M . Hancock
A/Sgt P . MeKenna
A/Sgt C. A . Smith
A/Sgt C . Symonds
A/Sgt I. J. Taylor
A/Sgt M. E. Walton

39 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
Co mm s a nd Sy Gp (U K)
8 Sig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp (U K)
T he Royal School of ignals
238 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
HQ BAO R
The Royal School of Signals
17 Pon and Maritime Regt RLC
8 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Rcgt
l I Sig Regt Depot Tp
633 Sig Tp
Comms and Sy Gp (U K)

ATTA/AFTA
2 Sig Regt

7 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
662 Sig T p
The Royal School of Signals
8 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signal s
662 Sig T p
HQ AFC ENT
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
JCUFI
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
HQ BAOR
22S Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
600 Sig T p
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
225 Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signal s
AA Coll Harrogate
I PWRR
633 Sig Tp
The Royal School o f Signals
8 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
HQ AFCENT
321 EOD COY
20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn (200)
The Royal School of Signals
33 Sig Regt (VJ
The Royal School of Signals
RAF Mt Pleasant
SHAPE ACE COMMSEC
AA Coll Harrogate
7 Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
I (UIQ Div HQ and Sig Regt
32 Regt RA
8 Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt (V)
I Gren Gds

DEATHS
Arnold- W02 R. Arnold- died 26 June 1993.
Barr- W. S. Barr- died 5 May 1993 .
Bowles-Sgt W. E. T. Bowles- died 7 April 1993 .
Butchers-Sgt W. E. Butchers- died 4 April 1993.
Cairns-Cpl N. P. Cairns- di ed JO March 1993 .
Cook-Dvr J. Cook-served 1936-41- died July 1993 .
Corvell- Cpl G. D. Carvell- died 5 March 1993.
Crowson- Sgt R. Crowson- died 24 May 1993.
Daines-Sgt Daines- died 4 J une 1992.
Daniels- LCpl Daniels- died 22 June 1993.
Dix-Cpl W. E. Dix.
Drake- SSgt R. A. C. Drake- died 10 May 1993.
Edgar- SSgt R. P. Edgar- died 28 April 1993 .
Edmonds- W. H. Edmonds- died 28 June 1993 .
Eggleton-Sgt G. Eggleton-died 9 March 1993.
Ersklng-W02 D. C. Ersking- died 11 April 1993.
Fayers-Capt T. Fayers- died 24 August 1993 .
Francis-J. Francis-died 11 July 1993.
Gostling-Maj W. A. J. Gostling- died 29 August 1993 .
Grant-Sgt E. Grant-died 30 March 1993 .
Hall-G. E. Hall-died 18 July 1993.
Hayward- W02 F. L. Hayward-died 20 April 1993.
Jacobs-SSgt H. Jacobs- died 3 March 1993 .
Johnson- Pte W. J. Johnson-died 29 March 1993.
Lambert-SSgt E.W. Lambert- died 8 April 1993.
Lee-WOl J.C. Lee- died 18 March 1993 .
Mahony-Sgt J. Mahony- died 16 March 1993.
Mann-SSgt W. A. Mann-died 29 May 1993 .
Mason-Cpl S. W. Mason-died 8 June 1993.
McGregor- Mrs G. F. McGregor- widow of Col D. McGregor
ODE- died 2 September 1993 .
Millington-W02 A. B. Millington-died 9 April 1993.
Mitchell-Cpl F. Mitchell-died 28 March 1993.
Mitchinson-SSgt H. G. Mitchinson-died 15 April 1993.
Morris-Maj J. Morris-died 5 September 1993.
Myerscough-LCpl M. E. Myerscough-died 8 April 1993.
Nay-Sgt J.P. F. Nay-died 22 March 1993.
Oxborough-Maj H. Oxborough- died 11 August 1993 .
Parkinson-Lt Col I. Parkinson- served -1959-died 24 August
1993.
Pearson-Lt Col J. J. Pearson-died 30 August 1993.
Shipley-Sgt Shipley-died 4 June 1993 .
Sloan- Maj F. Sloan-died 22 May 1993 .
Stephenson-Capt C. G. J. Stephenson-died 13 July 1993.
Sticldey-Sgt H. C. Stickley-died 13 August 1992.
Sutherland-A. Sutherland-died 23 February 1993.
Tighe-WOl J. Tighe-served 1939- -died 1992.
.
Timbrell-Maj W. A. Timbrell- served 1933-68-died 7 August
1993.
Tomkins-P. J. Tomkins-died 20 February 1993.
Willmott-Capt (Hon Maj) L. R. D. Willmott MM, DEM-died 24
May 1993.
Wilson-A. Wilson-died 9 March 1993 .
Woodhead- R. Woodhead-died 16 June 1993.
Young-F. M. Young-died 11 April 1993.

OBITUARIES
Brown-(ex Cpl) Harold Brown. It is with much regret that t~e
Preston and Blackburn Branch record the death of one of Its
members- Mr Harold Brown. Known to his many friends as
Harry he died, after a short illness, on 25 March 1993. He w~s a
member of the Branch for more than 18 years and was sometime
Branch Chairman and also Standard Bearer. Harry served in the
Corps from 1937-1946, part of his service was with the Indian
Signals. He will be sadly missed by members and we send our
belated condolences to his wife and family.

REMEMBRANCE DAY IS ON
SUNDAY 14 NOVEMBER

Chatterley-QMS C. A. A. Chatterley DCM . We record the death of
Charles Chatterley which occurred in October 1991. He was one
of the original members of 'G' Tp, Middlesex Yeomanry. Durin.g
the war he operated in Greece under Maj Micklethwait. For his
very valuable work and skill as an operator he was awarded the
high distinction of The Distinguished Conduct Medal.
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Eaton-Dennis Andrew Eaton. It is with regret that we announce the
death of Dennis Eaton who died recently in the Duchess of Kent's
Hospital, Catterick Garrison . He served in the Corps from 1948
until 1953 in the UK and in Egypt attaining the rank of Sergeant.
He then joined the 17th Bn of the Parachute Regt TA and
remained with them for 12 years reaching the rank of W02 (CSM).
After a variety of jobs in civilian life he became the Caretaker of
the Resettlement Centre in Cauerick Garrison and was in that post
at the time of his death . He was a popular local figure who
supported and enjoyed his local Branch of the Association. Our
sympathies are extended to his widow and family.
Green-Alexander Thomas Green. It is with deep regret that we
report the sudden death of Mr Alec Green on 26 August 1993 at
the age of 60 years. Alec served a full career in the Royal Signals
and left in the rank of SSgt in 1972. For the past 18 years he has
been a member of the Army Careers Information Office, Bradford
in the position of Administrative Officer. He was due to take early
retirement in January 1994 which makes his death particularly
poignant. Alec will be sadly missed by his family, friends and
colleagues. He leaves a widow, Lydia, a son Alan and a daughter
Jennifer to whom we extend our deepest sympathy. He was an
active member of the Royal British Legion and the Bradford
Branch of the Royal Signals Association.
Higgins-Sgt Geoff Higgins died on 20 August 1993, aged 55 years.
He served in the Corps in the mid 1960's as a tele mech in Malta,
Liverpool and BAOR. After he left the Corps he pursued a career
with Cable and Wireless, retiring early owing to ill health.
We extend our sympathy to his widow Ethel.
Lowe-LCpl Stephen Lowe. It is with very deep regret that 9 Sig Regt
(Radio) have to report the tragic death of LCpl Stephen Lowe on
Tuesday 27 July 1993 while on a run.
Stephen joined the Regiment from training in January 1992 and
was in Bravo Tp in 2 Sqn. A very well-liked and popular young
man, Stephen had a keen sense of humour and thoroughly enjoyed
life from bungee jumping to basketball. Stephen was already
showing a great deal of professionalism at his trade and was just
about to go on his Royal Signals Detachment Commander's
Course. A memorial service was held in the 4 Mile Inn on
Wenesday 4 August 1993 for Stephen. He will be sadly missed by
all of his friends and colleagues, who extend their deepest
sympathy and condolences to his parents and family at their sad
loss.
McTieman-Cpl Kevin McTiernan died on Monday 9 August 1993 as
the result of a road traffic accident on the AVUS autobahn,
Berlin. He died when the motorcycle that he was riding came into
collision with an articulated lorry.
Cpl McTiernan was serving with the Corps as a Driver Lineman.
He had entered the Army as a Junior Leader at the Army
Apprentices' College, Harrogate and on completion of his military
training, continued to 8 Sig Regt in Catteri~k for training as a
Driver Lineman. On graduation, he was posted to 211 (I I Arrnd
Bde) Sig Sqn in Minden, Germany. It was whilst he was serving
with this unit that he earned the General Service Medal (Kuwait
clasp) for service with peace keeping forces in Kuwait on
completion of the Gulf War. A talented young man, he rose
quickly through the ranks and was promoted to the rank of
Corporal in just three years.
In February 1992, he was posted to Berlin to serve with 229
(Berlin) Sig Sqn . Initially, he served as a military training
instructor but latterly had assumed the responsibility for the
management of the Squadron's transport fleet.
Cpl McTiernan was a fit, robust, highly professional soldier.
An accomplished triathlete, he regularly took part in Berlin
competitions, including National events. His many friends within
the Squadron and Royal Signals were shocked by his tragic death
and sympathise with his parents and brother Mark in their loss .
Smart-John Smart, a member of the Cotswolds Branch, joined the
Corps as a National Serviceman i~ November 1959 _and became a
Radio Technician with 8 and 26 Sig Regt and 211 Sig Sqn, 11 Inf
Bde. After National Service he joined 57 Sign Sqn (V) based in
Cheltenham.
He was a Life Member of the Association and a member of the
Cotswolds Branch from 1980. He recently took on the task (not to
him) of compiling and keeping a . 'Bra?c~ Scrap Book '. litt~e
knowing that he would become an item m 1t, so oon. With ~1s
wife Jean and other family members he attended both Cattenck
and Blandford Reunions . He will be greatly missed .
Our sympathy goes to Jean , his brother Charles who is also a
member of the Branch, and to their families in their tragic loss .
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ORP DATES
orp Scottish Dinner. Gia gow
Royal ignal In titution London Lecture, International
Pre Centre
Corp Carol Service

FIELD OF REMEMBRANCE 11 NOVEMBER 1993
The Field of Remembrance will open at 113f• hrs on Thursday 11
ovember with a hort ervice. It is hoped that Her Majesty, Queen
Flizabelh, The Queen Mother, will open The Field which will remain
open until 1600 hours on 18 November. Our Plot is Number 83.

CENOTAPH PARADE-14 NOVEMBER 1993
The Royal British Legion on behalf of the Home Office, will again
be organi ing the Ex Service contingents attending The Parade and
Service at The Cenotaph, Whitehall, on Remembrance Sunday, 14
November 1993. Contingents are required to assemble on Horse
Guards Parade in time to march off at 1025 hrs to Whitehall .
The March after The Service will go down Whitehall and
Parliament Square to Horse Guards Parade as usual. It is probable
that a member of The Royal Family will take The Salute of the
columns from the dais opposite The Guards Memorial. The Parade
will disperse from Horse Guards at about 1220 hrs.

A CAROL SERVICE AT ST STEPHEN WITH ST JOHN,
ROCHESTER ROW WESTMINSTER
An evening service of Lessons and Carols, is to take place in the
Parish Church at St Stephen with St John, Westminster, on Tuesday
14 December 1993 at 1800 hrs.
It is hoped that members of the Corps and their families especially
those serving in London TA Regiments, Association Branches
Chelsea Pensioners and Yeoman Warders, will attend this Service i~
the Corps affiliated London Church. Light refreshments will be
available in the nearby Church Hall after the Service for all those who
are able to stay.
Those wishing to attend the Service are asked to inform Regimental
Headquarters so that seats may be reserved and the refreshments
order~ . Sin~ the overall capacity of the Church is only 350,
allocations will be made on a first come, first served, basis.

THE CHOIR
W'f shall be r_aising a choir to lead the singing at the Corps Carol
Service, as we did last year. Sight-reading ability is highly desirable as
there will be only one full rehearsal on the afternoon of the Carol
Service. Music will shortly be available and choristers are asked to
st~dy it before the final rehearsal. Aspiring singers, including boys
voices, should contact Lt Col John Chambers, Tel. 071-405 2644.

S AB BDE HQ AND SIG SQN (216 P ARA)
216 'P ' COMP ANY BUILD UP COURSE
1:he following dates are listed to give potential volunteers for 216
an idea of the courses being held in 1994. For further information
write or phone the training department at 216 on AJdershot Mil 4549.

BUILD UP COURSE
A/94
16 Jan-04 Feb
B/94
13 Feb--04 Mar
C/94
24 Apr-13 May
D/94
04 Sep-23 Sep
E/ 94
02 Oct-21 Oct ·

P COMP ANY
06 Feb-24 Feb
06-Mar-24 Mar
15 May-02 Jun
25 Sep-13 Oct
23 Oct-10 Nov

MANCHESTER AND SALFORD UNIVERSITIES OFFICERS '
TRAJ ING CORPS
Are having a 'Grand Finale' Christmas Ball on Saturday 20
ovember 1993. All ex-members are invited. Please contact PMC on
061 228 2185 for further details.
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OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT'S DINNER
The next President's Dinner will be held at Welbeck College on
Saturday 20 November 1993 .
Dress is Mess Kit for serving officers and Black Tie for retired
officers. The cost will be £14.00. Timings are 1930 for 2000 hours.
Limited accommodation is available on request.
Applications, including a contact address and telephone number
should be sent to: The Adjutant, Welbeck College, Worksop, Notts:
S80, 3LN. Tel: 0909 476326.
Applications should arrive at least two weeks prior to the Dinner.

DO YOU KNOW?
• Which artist painted the Corps picture 'Through'?
• Which member of the Corps represented Great Britain in the 1932
Olympic Games?
• When the Blue Helmets parachuting team was formed?
• For what is the Princess Mary medal awarded?
• Which Royal Navy ships are affiliated to the Corps?
• Whose ceremonial chair can be seen in the Corps Museum?
CORRECTION
The answer to the question 'For what is the MSM awarded today?
(August issue) should have stated that the annuity ceased to be
awarded with effect from I April 1981.

FEBRUARY 1994 THE WIRE NOTES
It would be very much appreciated if unit editors could send their
contributions for the February 1994 issue of The Wire to reach the
Editor' s office by 10 December 1993 at the latest. This will help us to
prevent late publication due to the Christmas break.
For all other issues in 1994-please remember-15th of the
month-six weeks prior to publication date.

. .. ..
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LETTERS
From: Mrs Heather Baker
Dear Si r,
Thank you Catterick
I would like to address this letter to all our friends of the past fi ve
years, members of the Signal Regiment, who so generously supported
our neonatal unit in Northallerton, North Yorkshire.
T he s~~mina shown through so many bed pushes , and the generous
fund -ra1smg on our behalf are not forgotten in your absence from
Catterick Garrison .
T he Parents' Room, which was created and furnished from the
funds raised by Signallers, principally of the 11th Signal Regimen t
and especially by recruits of Two Troop, is in regular use and adds t~
the privacy and comfort w.hich we are able to offer to the parents of
babies who have been admitted to the Neonatal Unit. A plaque on the
door of the Parents' Room is a constant visual reminder of the era
now ended here, when the Signallers helped the baby unit.
We are sure that the generosity, fitness-and stamina! not to
mention those creaking old iron bedsteads, are still put to go~d use in
helping other worthy causes in your new assignments, but simply in
writing now, wanted to record our sincere thanks on behalf of the
neonatal unit staff and all parents, for the useful and lasting legacy
and memories you have given us.

.
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BUY THE CALENDAR
AND SUPPO T YOUR CORPS
This calendar which has been printed to a high standard will
illustrate many of the fi nest traditions and achievements of the Corps
in operational, training, sporting and social situations. With one page
per month it will feature many of the capabilitie which have made our
Corps famous , and which we would therefore proudly wish to share
with our colleagues and friends .
The Royal Signals 1994 Calendar, which will be available in
November 1993 has a space daily for jotting appointments and is
intended to grace any wall in the office, the crew room, or at home.
It will make an excellent Christmas Gift or Christmas Draw Prize and
at £3.50 (10.00DM) is a modest price to pay for a present which will
be appreciated for 365 days of the year. This is, in Army terms, still
a unique undertaking and an excellent way of expressing to your
colleagues, family and friends your pride in Royal Signals.
Who would have a wall without one-at Home and Away?

Yours faithfully,
Heather Baker
Senior Staff Midwife
Neonatal Unit
Friarage Hospital
Northallerton
North Yorkshire
From: Dr P J Thwaites
Dear Sir,
Commemorative Items for 75tb Anniversary
I should like to thank all those readers of The Wire who kindly

HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS
RHQ tries to keep track of members of the Corps family, serving
and retired, who are admitted to hospital. It passes on information
and arranges visits where practical. In the case of the Queen Elizabeth
Military Hospital at Woolwich, a visiting officer from one of the
serving Corps units in the London area visits weekly. We know that
retired members of the Corps are often admitted to Woolwich but we
do not always bear about them, and the hospital cannot identify them
as members (or wives) of the Corps because they (or their spouses) are
no longer serving. In short, the RHQ system for tracking those in
hospital, in Woolwich and elsewhere, is only as good as the
information it manages to gather. If you know of an ex member of
the Corps family who is in hospital and might appreciate a visit, please
tell RHQ.

75 YEARS FOR THE ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE
The 75th Anniversary Appeal is designed specifically to help
renovate the Chapel of the Order in the crypt in St Paul's Cathedral
the Appeal Fund aims to raise £750,000 through the generosity of th~
. Order. The response to the Appeal has been phenomenal. Individuals
have donated nearly £300,000 and this figure has been boosted by the
introduction of a unique range of gifts on sale to members of the
Order. Approved by Her Majesty The Queen as Sovereign of the
Order, a handcrafted enamel box commemorates the 75th
Anniversary, whilst a tie, cuff links and lady's scarf provide members
with an accessory for those occasions when the Order's Insignia is not
worn.
'
Donations and orders for the commemorative gifts can be sent to
The 75th Anniversary Appeal, Central Chancery of the Orders of
Knighthood, St James's Palace, London, SWIA IBH .
Pure Silk Tie
@ £12.50
Pure Silk Scarf
@ £30.00
@ £40.00
Silver Gilt Cuff Links
Enamel Box
@ £55.00
All prices include VAT: £2.00 p&p to be added to the total of each
order.
For further information, contact: Mrs Claire Segrave Fund
Manager, 75th Anniversay Appeal, Tel: 071-834 2837 Ext 4J07.
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completed, and returned to me, the form appearing in the June issue
concerning the proposed commemorative items to be sold for the 75th
Anniversary of the foundation of the Corps.
Their comments and alternative suggestions have been noted, and
will be used to inform the decision about the final list of items to be
produced in 1995.
Yours faithfully,
Peter Thwaites
Deputy Director
Royal Signals Museum
Blandford

Photo by Hamo Thornycroft Marine Photography

DO YOU KNOW-ANSWERS
• Franc P. Martin.
• Lt (later Brig) C. H . Stoneley.
• 1972.
• To mark an achievement, contribution or service of the highest
order which is considered manifestly to have enhanced the
reputation or status of the Corps .
• HMS Hermes, Fearless and Intrepid.
• King Prempeh of Ashanti.

CALENDAR ORDER FORM
Regimental Headquarters Royal Signals
56 Regency Street
London SW IP 4AD
Please send me .......... copies of the 1994 Royal Signals Calendar.
I enclose a cheque (£3.50 or 10.00DM each) for ..... ................... .

SITUATIONS VACANT
MOD CIVILIAN VACANCIES
Applications are invited from ex-military personnel and their
families wishing to join the MOD civilian staff. Vacancies
continually arise in Central London and Outer London for
Patrolmen, Storekeepers, Communications and Electrical
Technicians, Drivers, Clerical and other posts.
Interested parties should contact: Steve Morgans or Peter
Ashton on 08 1-854 2242 Ext: 3574.

THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1993

Name ....... ......... .. ................. .. ........................................... .
Address .............................. .... .... ... ......... ........................... .

··························································································
························· ·································································
Cheques made payable to Royal Signals Corp Fund.
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Banker's Orders are not Direct Debits.
If you pay by Banker's Order
check with your bank that you are
paying the correct amount?
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*

*
Please help us to keep our records
up-to-date and inform RHQ of any
recent change of address.
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15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

CO
Lt Col C. L. Le Gallais
21C
Maj G. Ca ry
Adjt Capt P. J. Watt, Asst Adjt/ AO Lt K. L. Gillies, RSM WOl
(RSM) R. C. Cory, ORQMS W02 (ORQMS) R. Warne.
We say farewell to SSgt Graham Cottrell on his posting to 249
(AM F(L)) Sig Sqn, Sgt Keith Hearn on his posting to HQ UKLF; and
congratulations to WOl (YofS), (now Lt) Doyle on his commissioning
and posting to 8 Sig Regt; good luck to you all.
Hellos to W02 Rick Warne corning in as the new Chief Clerk, and
a belated hello to Maj Geoff Cary, our new 2IC, after a short move
from HQNI.
Congratulations to Maj Stuart MacRostie on his recent promotion
and election for Joint Service Defence College, at Greenwich, and to
Sgt Steve Underhill on his recent promotion and move from Comrns
Branch to RHQ.
The biggest change here has been the transfer of the clerks to the
AOC. Though a sad day, Sgt Keith Hearn tried his hardest to cheer
everyone up by forgetting his left from his right; of course it was only
emotion!!
COMMS BRANCH
Having finally settled in from its move from HQNI to join RHQ on
the top corridor Comms Branch have managed to scrape together
some news. In a hectic period of change during the last six months we
have some catching up to do. We say hello to the following: Maj Barry
Keegan, Capt Chris Ford, WOI (YofS) Guy Benson, Sgts Pete Hatton
and Stan Kelly, Cpls Graeme Keith, Andy Baker and LCpls Jacky
Gorman, Garry Wilsea, Collin Johnson and Andy Aitchison.
At the same time we say goodbye to Lt Col Bernie Hewitt, Maj
Steve Rogers, Lt Kev Doyle, SSgt Dave Beggs, Sgt Tony Ducker and
Steve Underhill.
We wish Sgt Danny Ducker good luck, in his quest to unravel the
mysteries of DPSN.
HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Connors
2IC
Capt Rob Cascoigne RLC
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tommy Mccutcheon
The Lisburn Station Summer Fete, SIGSAM and RASAM and
adventure training have all contrived to keep us busy.
The following personnel represented the Regiment at SIGSAM and
RASAM: Capt Rob Gascoigne, SSgt Jonathan Whitmore, Cpl
Glenn Langford, LCpls Ian Tharby and Scott Barrie, Sigs Pete Clark,
Clint Young, Bernie Story and Tom Hyndman.
The SIGSAM was the first experience of competition shooting for
half the team and it was noticeable how many of them improved as
the meeting went on. The team managed 3rd place out of eight teams
in the rifle match and came 5th overall in the team competition. SSgt
Whitmore proved to be the most consistent shot achieving 9th place
overall in the individual rankings.
The RASAM team qualified for Bisley having won its category in
the Northern Ireland SAAM . Those who went to Bisley were not the
original team but promising competitors all the same. 14 teams
participated with the following results for us.
Rifle Match 5th, Team Snap 6th, Section Match 5th, LMG Match
6th and overall 5th.
The best team position was in the pistol, where the team came 6th
out of 47 - the highest placed Corps team. There were also some
excellent individual performances from Sig Barrie, Silver Bar
Whitehead and Whittaker, Pte Story, Bronze Bar Roupell and Cpl
Langford, Bronze Bar Whittaker.

THE REGIMENT FAMILIES' FUN DAY
A report by LCpl Jeanette Young
On 25th July, 'The 15 Sig Regt Event of the Year', organised by
W02 (SSM) Norman Yarwood and SSgt Colin Horner of 225 Sig
Sqn, loomed upon us; The Families Fun Days; a chance for everyone
to let their hair down and enjoy themselves. Naturally, the weather did
the usual-Rain! But this didn't stop the fun: the wind prevented any
volleyball being played, but the water activities, with the choice of
canoeing, windsurfing, being thrown out of a Gemini or just paddling
(it may have been the middle of summer but the water was freezing)
continued as nobody seemed to really care what the weather was
doing.
Once the 'grown-ups' were away in the sea, the children got stuck
into the sandcastle competition, pony rides and, the treasure hunt,
with numerous prizes to be won. The bouncy castle was a hit too and
not just with the youngsters! For the grown ups there was clay pigeon
shooting and, the more adventurous types indulged in the 'WibblyWobbly Race' (spinning around a broom handle) and the 'Musical
Men' (like musical chairs but with a difference). With all this going
on, it made one wonder how anyone found the time to visit the
refreshment tent or the barbecue meal. I'm sure the local dent ist is
kept busy as a result of the children devouring £200 of sweets!
Despite the changeable weather, a great day was had by all.
233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Jam es
SSM
SSgt Brian Smallman
SQMSSgt (SQMS) Grubb
The Squadron has seen a major changeover in personnel in the last
few weeks. Capt Karen Osterburg ha~ left us and the army after nearly
three years as India Tp Comd. She is replaced by Lt Chris Wood fres h
from RMCS.
SQMS SSgt Neil James, left on posting to Germ any and is replaced
by SSgt Brian Smallman.
Best wishes to Pte Jean H arvey, ou r Squadron clerk, on her
marriage to LCpl Bob Ware.
The Squadron also welcomes Lt Nick Peet and 2Lt Neil Stokoe who
have joined us on attachment.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Ops WO
FofS

Capt Alan Stringer
W02 (YofS) P. J. Day
SSgt (FofS) B. Pollan

CO NGRATULATIO NS
To W02 (YofS) Phil Day and Michelle o n the binh o f their second
daughter, Charlotte . Congratulations to Cpl Martyn Oxley on his
marriage to Adele .
HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
The Troop welcome Cpl 'Dan' Dare (here to save the Eart h) and
his wife Paula. Farewell to Sgt Ray Neal and Elaine, he moves over
the courtyard to India Tp to become an ADP Spec (worse than
being a handbag, some would say).
.
Summer in Ireland this year was on 17 July. Fortunately, this was
the date of the Romeo Tp barbecue. Cpl Mark Hogan did an
excellent job of organisi ng a very enjoyable day. MOD engineer (or
so they claim) Andy Gardner and Steve Lewis were t he star guests.

LISBURN STATION SUMMER FtTE
The Fete was held on Saturday 5 June and, for once, th~ we~th~r
was fine although some still managed LO get ~oaked: All units wnhm
Lisburn area participated and provided a wide vanet~ ?f ~talls and
games. The inter-unit 'It's a Knockout Compet1t1on proved
formidable. Everyone enjoyed themselves and lots of money wa
raised for charity.

COMMCEN T ROOP
A fearless team volunteered for particularly hazardous duty and
even took leave to underta ke it. Cpl (now Sgt) Calibrese and Cpl
Hewings were accompanied by Sigs Chapman and Rapson on essen tial
duty at the All England Lawn Tennis Club a t Wimbledon .
They endured bright sunshine every day for two weeks, not a h az~rd
in Ireland, not to mention all those strawberry and cream teas which
are a 'must' / 'de rigueur' for all 'on duty' there.

225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Stewart Sharman
21C
Capt Mike Burke
Tech Adjt Capt Duncan Warne, Ops Offr Capt John Carr BEM.

INDIA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chris Wood
21C W02 Tony Byrne , Tp SSgt SSgt Dave Inman, FofS S &.t (FofS)
Ian Matthews.
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DEP RT R
Fare ell to Capt Karen 0 terburg and good luck in civvy street.
W02 Ton) Byrne moving to Cyprus, gt John Whitmore to Rugby,
gt Paul Gee moving down the road to 39 Bde HQ and Sig qn and
pl Chri mitb on hi way to civvy street.
ARRIVALS
Welcome to our new Tp Comd Lt Chris Wood, and to
Inman and the Fo
gt (FofS) Ian Mattbe~.

skiing, jet bikes, clay pigeon shooting, quad bikes were made avai lable
on the last fun day.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the break .

gt Dave

CONGRA T LATION
To pl Chris mith and his wife Louise on the birth of their baby
daughter Emily Victoria.

Sq n Comd
Maj P . A. Pratley MBE
2IC/Ops Offr
Capt M. W. G. Adams
AO Maj J. L. Godrey LD, Comms Offr Lt C. R. Sutherland,
RSM WOl (RSM) D. A. Wright, FofS W02 (FofS) P. Richardson
BEM, YofS W02 (YofS) N. Bain , RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. Toner,
MT Tp Comd W02 D. S. Appleby RLC, Comms T p Comd S gt D.
W. Craig, TM Tp Comd SSgt N. Preston, Ch Clk SSgt (ORSQMS)
P . Kerr AGC.

VOLLEYBALL CO's C P
The competition took place on Thursday 22 July between 233, 225
1g qn , HQ I and HQ Sqn. A round robin competition was held,
in which the favourites 225 ended up playing in the final against 233.
225 had won all its game convincingly, but 233 had struggled against
HQ eventually winning 2-1. In a fiercely fought final 233 emerged
as victors by one point. Maj James and Sgt Neal (both 233) organi ed
the competition, but this had absolutely no bearing on the final result!
TROOP BARBECUE
A farewell to the Tp Comd W02 Byr and to SSgt Whitmore took
the form of a barbecue. Unfortunately, poor weather forced us to
cancel some of the planned activities but as the barbecue, with its
excellent food, wa held under cover, the weather did not spoil the
occasion. The evening was rounded off with a presentation to the
Tp Comd and a cabaret act performed by LCpl 'Scouse'
Skilling which caused much amusement.
EXERCISE MERC RY FINN 93
This was Summer Camp cum annual adventure training which consisted of three identical one week exercises run consecutively and
based in a village near Aviemore.
Mountain walking, although some might say mountain climbing,
took in the two highest peaks in the UK Ben Nevis, Ben Macdui and
Cairngorm all were conquered although the instructors found some of
the more unusual routes to get to lhe top.
Top rope and abseiling although not everyone's cu;> of tea proved
to be the most popular and along with canoeing and windsurfing were
the basic adventure training pursuits. Other activitie including water

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
If you've spent time in the forces building up

TR&A or is it bondage!

Middle East, as part of a large, highly motivated
expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air~conditioned accommodation • Free medical
""'-' ·'

care • Free life auurance • Goocl sporting and
recreational

ilities •Jnjoyable social

your technical skills you certainly won't want to

conditions •~egula~gene~ I~{with paid

lose them when you leave. And that is why you

UK air pas$0ges • lntere~t~ ahcl:~allenging
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and professional support services to the
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aerospace and defence industries worldwide, we

Airwork Limited, FREEPOST, Christchurch, Dorset
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~
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Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicians to work on civi lian contracts in the
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn
BFPO 807

HQ TROOP
Under the watchful eye of the Chief Clerk, SSgt Paul Kerr, and
with the addition of liberal quantities of elbow-grease from Pie (ex
Sig) ' Chappy' Chapman SHQ has undergone something of a facelift,
emerging under the weight of new notice boards, swiftly changed after
considerable encouragement from the RSM to gleaming red and blue,
the new Adjutant General's Corps colours. Movements clerk, LCpl
'Gaz' Coupe, inspired by the transformation, rose to the challenge
and produced a new information board with perhaps a little more
enthusiasm than observation. His choice of scale proved to be
somewhat unorthodox thus creating the illusion that the Province was
considerably larger than Scotland. Much to Cpl Norman Wright's
disappointment he learns that he will not be getting more air miles per
trip than before.
The Troop would like to extend a warm welcome to Capt Paul
Kelly, attached to us from 2 Sig Regt, or so we are led to believe as
he has proved an elusive creature; last sighted working with 1 King's
Own Border Regt, our resident battalion.
Finally on a sad note, we say farewell to two of our civilian
members of staff, Iris Forrest and Jamilah Samuel. Iris leaves us after
four years with a well earned promotion to join 5 Royal Irish. During
her stay with us she worked tremendously hard and will be sorely
missed by all. Jamilah, our Squadron typist, is leaving us to join her
husband in a new post with 1 RGJ, and we wish both good fortune
and happiness in the future.
TM TROOP AND THE BARBECUE
By LCpl Carter
I had been in the Province for several days, and the rumours were
true, it never stopped raining. The Troop was hit with barbecue fever.
The day finally arrived and the block was buzzing with people suitably
dressed for the occasion, in vests, beach shorts, sunglasses, wellingtons and umbrellas. At the site I was greeted by five year old Lee
Howson, a scaled down Sgt Pete Howson, armed with a powerful
water pistol. Raining or not, we were all soaked within minutes of
arrival . Cpl Bob Barker and LCpl Brian Whyte, the main organisers,
finally quietened the children by producing a quantity of lollipops. We
then found ourselves organised into teams for volleyball and a quiz,
in which the ladies team did very well, helped by some surprisingly
dubious decisions by the RSM, WOl (RSM) Wright. Next was the
three legged race for children and dads. This turned into a 1OOm sprint
for men with a child strapped to one leg. Sgt 'Brad' Bradley seemed
oblivious to three year old Louis, who clung to his dad for dear life
as he sprinted off to win the race.
The day was a great success, thoroughly enjoyed by everybody and
proved a great way for me to meet the guests from the Squadron
hierarchy along with the wives and families of my colleagues.
Before I finish, congratulations must go to Sig Tony Filches on his
Tradesman of the Year award. He is now the envy of everyone who
has failed to buy 'The Vital Link' before stocks were sold out. We bid
farewell to Cpl 'Hoppy' Hopkins who leaves us for Germany and
LCpl Brian Whyte who is fleeing the e shores for the mainland. I:-astly
a special mention must go to Cpl Bob Barker for the quanuty of
wrappers from RUC packed lunches that he has managed. to s~crete
into every nook and cranny in barracks. Cpl Gerry Dear 1s gomg to
be checking the vehicles and hill top sites next.
COMMS TROOP
Sgt Stan Kelly shocked us all by leaving suddenly to join Comms
Ops of 15 Sig Regt down in 'slipper city'. It is goii:ig to seem odd
speaking to him on the other end of the net. Cpl 'Dicky' Dyer now
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takes up the briefing responsibilities along with newly promoted Cpl
Pete Clements. Cpl ' Jez' Hornsby steps into the shoes of Tp Cpl
to assist SSgt Dougie Craig, who is gradually recovering from his
collar bone fracture and all in the aid of the inter Troop sports
competition too. Whilst on the subject of sports, Sig Colin Stewart
selected, coached and led the Tp tug-of-war team, along with igs
Chris Cowley, Martin Bentley and Dave Wilson to a decisive victory
against all comers.
gt Paul Brown has now returned from his course to look after all
our secrets, taking over from Sgt Jim Harvey, who leaves us with his
wi fe Pauline to join 640 Sig Tp. Sgt 'Two Jobs' Brown is now free to
combine his Helicomms Trials and the battalion resupply run with
LCpl Phil Templeton in tow . LCpl Sandy Rayner escaped to Lincoln
in July and returned married to LCpl 'Taff' Liles. The Troop wish
them all the best for the future.
Our farewells this month are to Sig Chris Cowley who leaves us for
civilian life, no doubt leaving a few broken hearts in Londonderry,
and to Sig Julie Taylor who leaves the Army, but not the garrison.
Congratulations go to LCpl Sue Wilson and Sig Dave Wilson on the
birth of their son. We all want to know when Sue is coming back
because her desk is exactly as she left it when she rushed out of the
commcen .

LANYARD TROPHY 1993
For the second consecutive year the Squadron entered a team,
comprised, naturally, entirely of enthusiastic volunteers. Such hardbitten characters as SSgt Dougie Craig and LCpl Jason Kielty had
competed in the previous year returned aware of what to expect;
however, the remaining half of the team, among them Cpl Bob
Garlick and LCpl Paul Stokes received a shock to the system akin to
a rain free day on the Emerald Isle. Conversely LCpl Ian Hughes took
it all in his stride remaining at the forefront of the squad for the
duration of the competition-obviously angling for a place in next
year's team.
On arrival SSgt 'Geordie' Merrie, our admin support, was
approached by a member of a rival team, curious as to our extensive
and rigorous preparatory training programme. SSgt Merrie readily (if
somewhat misleadingly) informed him 'one CFT in trainers without
webbing and we had a kit check last week!'
From this challenge we were pleased to have raised £1200 so far with
more waiting to be collected, and distributed between Multiple
Sclerosis Northern Ireland, the Maydown Primary School project for
new computer equipment, and an old people's home in need of special
care equipment.

'THE CHATTERBOX' AND LIFE IN THE NORJ:H WE.ST
Like all new posting it takes a little while to appreciate the house
rules and the measure of the yard rule! That said, this is in fact only
a short learni ng curve and it rapidly becomes obvious that there are
many things to do and places to go.
There are · two married areas and they are both well served with
Hi VE and wives clubs, one of which is aptly named 'The Chatterbox'
and has recently been renovated to bring it in line with its sister.
Many of the families and wives have taken advantage of the
excellent horse riding facilities, and most children have attended the
various camps and concentrated summer youth activities.
There are good lines of communication across the water, and some
families have had several relatives visiting for holidays. The north
coast resorts and beauty spots have proved of particular interest and
there are several more visits planned to major shopping centres and
factory shops following successful trips earlier this year.
It is encouraging to note that money is being spent on facilities for
families. We very nearly put ourselves forward as an ideal Northern
Ireland Tourist Board case study, but on second thoughts we'll
continue to content ourselves with simply taking advantage of their
renewed emphasis on the hundred and one things to see and do in our
area.
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

n Comd
Maj Jerry Bradshaw
2IC
Capt Alasdair Rodgers
AO Maj Graham Mills R Irish, Op Tp Comd Lt Chris Whitehead,
RS 1 WOl (R M) Dave Thomas, YofS W02 (Y fS) John Walesby,
FofS W02 (fofS) Phil Cutforth , RQMS WOZ (RQMS) 'Wullie'
Gray, CC
gt Brian Hogg, Trg S CO Sgt Ashley.
UPPORT TROOP
DEPARTURES
Recently we aid goodbye to Maj 'Moff' Moffat with a Troop
barbecue; he has now left u to take up work for his last six months'
crvice with l / 52 Lowland Volunteers, Glasgow. After that, he will
take up a post as the QM of TA VRA , Glasgow; all t.he very best from
Sp Tp and the Squadron. Congratulations to LCpl Tom Hill on his
recent promotion to Corporal.
MT ECTION
Welcome to LCpl 'Stan' Grewar and Pie Ronnie Holt.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Johns' Johnson on his recent marriage.
LCpl 'Gaz' O'Hara has finally got his sub rank after two years. Well
done Gary .
MT made up the majority of the Squadron Shooting Team which
incorporated the Corps SAAM in Bulford, doing quite well finishing
6th overall. Sgt 'Gaz' Ashcroft retained his best non R Sigs Trophy
for another year after finishing 4th overall Individual rifle, and 4th
pistol, resulting in 3rd position Champion-at-Arms.
RQMS DEPT
HAlI..S AND FAREWELLS
The department would like to welcome LCpl ' Dez' Finney and his
wife Mellanie, LCpl Ian Bennett and Elizabeth and say farewell to Cpl
Ian and Carol Bain on posting.

SQUADRO N SUMMER BALL
The Squadro n Bal l took place o n 23 July in the Sha mrock Club .
The theme for the night wa a Hawaiian/ Shipwreck night, so prior to
the event the com mittee led by W02 (YofS) Walesby a nd Sgt
'Tommo ' Thompson star ted organisi ng fund raising events, and
looking for materials to add the scenery. On one o f our scouti ng
escapades at the E ngi neers' cam p in A ntrim we found the very things
we were looking for. Palm trees, scenery and everything we needed.
The night itself got off to a good start with most people joining in the
theme and coming dressed for the occasion. Whilst the committee ran
around trying to sell the tickets for the raffle, most people enjoyed
themselves by dancing to the disco and the group .
The barbecue was served outside and to our amazement it didn't
rain, so we were able to enjoy it.
Then came the raffle, the RSM won the Sega master system which
he sportingly put back to the cheers of everyone present. LCpl
'Geordie' McKnight's number came up next so up be ru shed with a
smile on his face to receive his prize. His face soon changed when he
was presented with a pineapple.
EXERCISE FINN LINE
Twenty personnel of all ranks departed Lisburn for North Wales
for six days of adventure training pursuits , including mountain
biking, TR & C, white water rafting , windsurfing and, of course, hilJ
walking.
Many thanks to SSgt Gill, Cpl Turbitt, LCpl Forster, Pte Rees fo r
instructing, and LCpl Howarth for good 'scoff' .
The training comprised of early starts, long days of 9-10 hrs (10
mins lunch), and a 2100 hrs lights out. Well, almost!

OPS TROOP
ROVER GROUP
WELCO~,

FAREWELLS AND CONGRATULATIONS
Welcome to LCpls Amos and Forster both recently escaped from
behind the grill of doom, known as SYSCON. Farewell to LCpl
Leonard soon to be Mr Leonard. Congratulations to Pte Hinchliffe
and LCpl Smith on their pending promotions .
OP/COMMS SECTION
WELCO~ AND FAREWELLS
We recently bade farewell to YofS Nick Nicholson off to 55 Sig Sqn
(V), Cpl 'Nursey' Hatton on promotion to Sgt leaves us for 15 Sig
Regt, Cpl Brian Wilson off to Comms and Sy Gp (UK), LCpl
'Geordie' McKnight off to Army EWOPSU Wyton, and Sig 'Kitch'
Kitching on promotion to LCpl leaves us for 251 Sig Sqn.
We say hello to Cpls 'Smudge' Smith, 'Buff' Buffery, LCpl Matt
'Boo Boo' Booth and his wife Rachael, and finally Sig 'Ratts'
Ratcliffe.
Congratulations to Cpl Tony Martin and his wife Kim on the birth
of their son. Amazingly, Cpl Martin managed to pass his YofS
selection examination the next day-well done!
RIGGING SECTION
IC
Sgt 'Tornmo' Thomson BEM
.
Cpl 'Ginge' McNeilly
2IC
The section has been busy all over our TAOR doing antenna and
~~le fits, so our infantry colleagues have also been somewhat busy
givmg us ground cover especially in some of our more juicy areas (no
names mentioned) and also at night. Thanks for all your help.
Congratulations must go to Cpl 'Ginge' McNeiJly and Mrs
McNeilly on the birth of their son.
Finally we must soon say goodbye to LCpl 'Gladiator' Stoker
whose motto is 'I'll do anything as long as it's not work' who is soon
off to sunny Laarbruch . Thanks for all your help and best of luck for
the future to yourself and your wife.

TM SECTION
COUGAR SECTION
gt 'Ted' Heath and Cpl 'Tubbs' Turbitt.
We'd like to welcome Sgt 'Shuggy' Hughes after two year in
Catterick and South Georgia. Best wishes to LCpl 'Ginny' McCann
on her recent marriage. Congratulations to LCpls 'Paul' Wikock and
'Trigger' Perry on promotion to Corporal.
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In the hut atop Cadair Idris
L

to R: Cpl Tom Hill, Sig 'Naff' Ufton, Maj Jerry Bradshaw, Sig

Stef Carrol, Lt Tim Wood (Si lly hat), Cpl 'Tubbs' Turbitt (Silly
face), SSgt Dave Gill and Dvr Kev Mcgarry
LANYARD TROPHY
A big thanks goes to all personnel (volunteers?) who took part in
the adrnin, training and competition . A special thanks goes to LCpl
'Taff' Manns who played a major part in this .
Most of the training took place at the beginning of June over a
period of seven days , which gave the team plenty of time to adjust to
the climate and altitude. Despite the training, some members found it
a gruelling undertaking. However all the volunteers will be back next
year.
The team consisted of Lt Chris Whitehead, Sgt George Roper, Cpl
'Tubbs' Turbitt, Cpl Roger Carlucci-Hudson, LCpls 'Will Leech'
Ross, 'Scotty' Sherrett, Dave Amott, Hincliffe, 'Taff' Manns and Sig
Jimmy Stonestreet.
AO's FAREWELL DINNER
On 16 July the Squadron sat down to dinner to say farewell to the
AO, Maj 'Moff' Moffat PWO and wish all the best as he left the unit
and the Army. Maj Moffat's farewell speech included presentations
of a past and present PWO picture to the Sqn Comd.
Maj Moffat was presented with a farewell gift of a whiskey decanter
from all members of the Squadron and wish him happy days on the
shores of a Scottish loch.
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
PASS-OFF P ARADE-18 JUNE 1993
The College fi nally bade farewell to the last Platoon of ' C'
(In fa ntry) Coy Junior Leaders when they paraded under their Platoon
Comd , Lt Richard Morphew R Irish, to be reviewed by the Director
ETS (A), Brig J. M. Macfa rlane. The other troops on parade were
from intake 93A A pprentices who were passing-off from the early
training phase. Guests of honour on the day included Mr P. H .
Cairns, H eadmaster of the Ian Tetley Memorial School, and
Councillors Marsh a nd Ellington, fro m Harrogate District Council.
Sadly, the parade was the last occasion fo r 'C' Coy as it marked the
end of Junior Leader T raining at the College.
JUNIOR LEADER PRIZE WINNERS
Comd T rg Gp R Signal s prize
(for R Signals JLdr)
Comd prize (best all round conduct,
di scipline, example)

JLdr LCpl Cuckoo
JLdr LCpl Clark

EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP IN THE LAKE DISTRICT
By AT Cpl Robinson 928
The week began well with a sunny day as we travelled to the Lakes
for the first part of our External Leadershi p programme.
We were split into various groups, those who were walking were
scattered around the Lakes and were scheduled to meet at the summit
of Scaffe! Pyke.
At the end of the first day most groups found themselves close to
tarns or rivers, so a spot of skinny-dipping was in order.
The next day started wet and cloudy but morale was good . (Things
got slightly complicated when cloud came in and visibility was down
to about 20 metres .) The navigational skills of the Apprentices were
proven as we reached the top; it took about 15 minutes to find the
summit. Morale clipped when the weather deteriorated, with wind and
rain adding to our problems. We were cold, wet and hungry as we set
up our camp that night.
The third day started with drizzle but with the prospect of returning
to Harrogate morale was high , especially for o ur group as we travelled
on the scenic route over Windy Gap and down a waterfall.
The canoeing went well, starting at Bishop Monkton and finishing
quite a distance down stream; we experienced a couple of weirs, which
although difficult at times was also fun.
Some groups went to the indoor rock-climbing centre at Ingleton.
Climbs were quite difficult but all the same, some good attempts were
made. The other groups went gorge-running, which was cold but most
enjoyable.
All in all a great time and, thanks to External Leadership Troop,
our last week of half term was livened up considerably.
93A MARCH AND SHOOT
By AT Necrews
The competition was between Rawson, C Coy and Scott Sqn.
Squadron .
We were all briefed on what the course was like, it appeared to be
difficult but once we started it wasn't so bad after all.
In my team were ATs Spittles, Rimmer, Koobbs, Walker, Stenton,
Crossman and Spry.
We travelled to Otterburn on the Friday night. The journey was
long and tiring so when we got there we set up our bashas and went
to sleep.
Next morning, raring to go. The four mile 'tab', we took one last
look at the course set out for us and decided we had a big task ahead
of us.
Cpl Clinton called us up and we started. We made a good time for
the first mile and then slowed down as the heat started to hit us.
People were having difficulty managing their kit so we spread th~ load
between us. Lagging behind we upped the pace for the last mile.
But by now, people were starting to 'drag'. When we saw that the
end was in sight we all experienced a surge of energy. We reached the
finish four seconds over the limit.
Now the shoot. We had to run 200m and see how many plates we
could hit before our ammunition ran out. My team got 5 plates down
out of 16, not bad. Next came kit inspection and lost marks mainly
on our rifles, but not too many.
.
After that we just sat back and watched all the other teams commg
in.
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C Coy won the best individual squad, but Ra wson Sqn
won the overall team effort. I was pleased with my team 's re ults
which was 5th out of 11 teams. It wasn' t the winning, it was the taking
part.
ARMY JUNIOR SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
By AT SSM Willis
The Army Junior Championships 1993 were a great success for the
AA College, H arrogate.
This year the Champio nships were held at the Princess Marina
College, Ar borfield .
T he team consisted of: A Ts LCpls Smith 827, Barr, ATs Teesdale,
Carnegie, Horner, Piocott, Watson, Palmer, Fielding, Butterfield.
Water P olo Coach: Lt Col Hewitt. Swimming Coaches: Lt Roberts,
Lt Hulm.
We had an entertaining journey to Arborfield with AT Horner
regaling us with interesting facts about 'bad road users' . We all fell
asleep, except Lt Roberts, who was driving. The first competition of
the day was the water polo. Arborfield did not enter a team so we only
had one match against Chepstow who won 6-5. Nevertheless the
team played very well .
Thursday afternoon were the team events. We got off to a good
start winning the 4 x 50m, 4 x IOOm freestyle and the medley relay.
AT Fielding came an impressive second in the 400m freestyle. It was
a very close competition. We won the final team event and therefore
the 1993 trophy.
Friday morning was the individual races. As you can see the results
were quite impressive.
50m freestyle individual
AT Carnegie
1st
200m individual medley
lst
50m breastroke individual
1st
50m Fly individual
1st
AT LCpl Barr

1st
1st
!st

IOOm freestyle individual
50m Fly
200m individual

3rd
lOOm breastroke
2nd
400m freestyle
50m backstoke inruvidual
2nd
2nd
IOOm freestyle individual
lst
IOOm freestyle
AT Teesdale
2nd
50m freestyle individual
Congratulations to AT Carnegie who broke some existing Army
records and also set several new ones .

AT
AT
AT
AT

Palmer
Fielding
Pincott
Homer

DONKEY DERBY 1993
By LCpl Hunton, Scott Sqn and AT Smith, 843 Rawson Sqn
After several hours of preparation the majority of the stalls were set
up.
An influx of people began to emerge on to the field due to the fine
weather. There was a good turn out and a typical Donkey Derby
atmosphere with numerous stalls and events taking place. An
extensive military display of equipment was on show during the
afternoon with several members of the Green Howards demonstrating
the uses of infantry equipment for training and warfare. More
entertaining stalls such as 'The Human Fruit Machine', 'Pillow
Bashing' and. ' Name The Station' helped to provide a good contrast.
As names stated to roll in for jockeys to ride the donkeys, money
was changing hands at the betting stall. The first race went well but
one donkey needed a helping hand to complete the course, eventually
coming in a good few minutes after everyone else. There were no
injuries to jockeys this year, just a few bruises here and there.
The final event of the day was the Grand Draw-First prize won by
AT Mills, a high tech camera. AT Cpl Smith (080) won second prize
of the mini-TV and AT LCpl Renwick a personal CD player.
Music from the College Band and expert commentary by Sgt
Tomlinson during the races provided much fun.
LANDY ARD TROPHY
By AT Steve Hunt
Most of us volunteered for the training as you missed drill on
Saturdays (bad move lads!). The following weeks consisted of tabbing
across the Yorkshire Dales, with the weight in our bergans, and the
distance covered, increased each time.
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From th ten apprentice who had travelled to Cwrt-y- ollen Camp
eight ere to be elected to participate in the competition. I was one
of tho e elected.
We got up at illy o'clo k on !vfid ummer's Day, the competition
day, and ate a hearty breakfast. Then after a short m in ibu ~ ride we
were there. In the Brecon Beacons at the foot of Pen-y-Fan m CwmGwdi Camp. We were off, and about three false peaks later, we
rea hed the top .
.
'I ith about a hundred metre to go I began to enjoy myself. We
completed the tab in 11 hrs and 36 mins finishing in 6th place, not bad
really.
.
The team would like to thank 21 6 Sig Sqn (Para for their
tr mendou organisation and, of course, congratulate them on
winning in such spectacular fashion. (9 hrs 26 mins, for the record.)

Scott had been on their way back to Harrogate for an hour. This could
perhap be explained by the awe inspiring presence of their Sqn Comd
Maj Wilson who accom panied them on the secon~ half. .
T he winning ream recorded a tune of 16 hrs 40 mms wh ilst Rawson
managed 17 hrs 58 rnins. At time of going to Press we are still waiting
for the cash to fl ow in.
BIRTHDAY CAKE
AT Slaney of Bravo Tp was the lucky recipient of this birthday
cake beautifully decorated by his mother, to mark the occasion. It
was ~ery much enjoyed by members of the Troop. Congratulations to
Mrs Slaney for her culinary triumph.

COLLEGE TUG-OF-WAR
The College Tug-of-War Squad has had a comparitively quiet
eason due to detachments of the majority of the Squad . Nonetheless
the out-of-season training proved successful in a defeat of the
College's long tanding rivals, PMC Arborfield.

640kg Team

Rear Row: ATs Still, Broome, Lt Scott (OIC), ATs Hepworth,

FAREWELL TO MAJ CLIFFE WEBB
Rawson Sqn Technicians were part of a large gathering who said
farewell to Maj Cliffe Webb. The Comdt kindly agreed to push his
wheelchair around the College. Maj Cliffe Webb had participated in
many sports during his time at the College. We wish him all the very
best on his retirement.

Henderson

Front Row: ATs Whitmore, Roughneen, Raby (Coach) Lynk,
Ferguson
RAWSON SQUADRON
GOODBYES
The Squadron sadly say goodbye to a number of personnel in a
short space of time. Regretfully Capt Stewart McConnell and Karen
leave for 2 Sig Regt, the College's loss and 2 Sig Regt's gain. Sgt Peter
Waugh and Janet leave on early retirement to begin a new business of
Electrical Repairs and Maintenance. (Washers, Dryers, Fridges, all
repairs at reasonable rates!) Sgt Steve Easter and Chris join the
computer world of Blandford. The Squadron wish them all the very
best.
CPL JULIE PHILLIPS
Cpl Julie Phillips has recently returned to the College after
completing her Trade Reallocation to Data Telegraphist where she
gained an A grade pass; well done.

MABUS CHALLENGE
Way back in March of 93, Rawson Sqn had yet another great idea.
Sgt Greig 'Project Officer' Terry duly volunteered to take on the
Rawson Challenge.
The gauntlet was thrown down at Scott Sqn's feet to race from
Scarborough to Blackpool to raise funds for BLESMA.
The date was set and the race was to take place over 29/30 June;
come the da: Rawson Sqn roared off to its start point in Blackpool
whilst Scott ambled away to Scarborough. After much ceremony in
Blackpool and chaos in Scarborough the runners set off at 1000 hrs.
Rawson runners Jed by AT LCpl Geraint Hayes and his partner AT
Jamie Leishman, setting a scorching pace through the undulating
harder half from Blackpool to Harrogate. Meanwhile Scott Sqn earn
toiled across the flat plain from Scarborough to Harrogate. At the
half-way point, roughly the College, the teams were neck and neck.
After a hot day and the harder half behind us Rawson was confident
of victory as all that faced them was the flat plain and a cool evening.
Unbelievably by the time Rawson Sqn clocked in at Scarborough,
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RAWSON SQUADRON CHARLIE 'I TROOP
As the first year draws to a close for Charlie 1 Tp a look back
over the,past 12 months seems in order.
The Troop was formed with 46 members, since then some have left
and others TRA which has left a solid nucleus of 30 for a Troop.
Leading the way is Sgt Sheppard followed by his band of warriors:
AT Sgt Topping, AT Cpls Hepworth, Barker and Cowie.
The Troop entered the Kineton Dragon Boat Race and proved to be
very good (obviously a hidden Troop talent!). Although they did not
win they put up a very good show. They won their first two races
without a problem (despite AT Hardy insisting he wanted to find out
how cold the water was ... and he did!). The boat steerer refused to
steer for their third race due to the fact he was worried that the Troop
would beat his own team! So they lined up for their third race; new
steerer and paddles at the ready. Unfortunately the new steerer could
not control the boat and there was a Dragon Boat collision and here
endeth C Tp's Dragon Boat racing career.
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Finally, indi viduals have proved themselve~ in individual sports. AT
LCpl Barr and AT Carnegie were ·elected to swim for the Corps . AT
Doughty won the junior indi vidual ~la lom Ski Championships. ATs
Doughty and Coker also helped the College team win the Junior Army
Ski Championships . AT LCpl Liddle showed he was quite handy on
the football pitch and made the Army J unior Youth Football team.
Plus many other members who represen ted the College in a whole host
of sportS including Tug-of-War, Hockey and Rugby.
WHAT'S LIFE LIKE ON A PLANET GYM
By LCpl Josey Wells
Cpls Duncan Ledger and Stevie Collis have left for Aldershot and
transfer to the APTC. Cpl Alex Scott has also departed Strensall
leaving a big hole in the Duty PT! Roster.
Cpl Ron Clinton, has been very busy selling up his cholesterol
lecture and spending hours mumbling to himself, all in preparation to
join the big league PT Corps, his partner in crime and other activities,
Cpl Heath Wilcox, has just come back from an arduous tour of
Switzerland where quote 'I thoroughly enjoyed myself.'
LCpl ' Hammy' Hamilton was away taking part in the Inter Corps
Tug-of-War Championships for a couple of weeks having passed his
Det Comd's course. LCpl Alan Brown has also just passed his Det
Comd' s course and is bringing it all into good use by setting up his
basha permanently outside the YMCA.
OPERATOR WING
This term is dominated by the departures of some of Operator
Wings' best-known members of staff.
In June we said farewell to our first and to date only female
Instructor, Sgt Carole Denton , whose instruction on Joint Message
Handling, and operation of the Automatic Message Switch and her
professionalism and diligence have been admired.
July saw the departure of the Wing Yeoman of Signals W02 R.
Smith (an ex apprentice). When not sailing the ocean blue or
navigating the many North Yorkshire reservoirs (disturbing the local
fish population), he can be found playing with Mr Listers PC, or
advising on IT matters, running JOCOMMEX, Driver Training,
giving us the benefit of his experience, tea making etc . We wish him
well at UKLF, his expertise in IT will be particularly missed .
Everyone in the College knew of the departure of Mr Jobn Perkins
in August, effervescent John, Mr CCTC. There is not doubt that
John, and indeed his family, have made a significant contribution to
life at the College. Through his enthusiasm, expertise, he has
developed the Wing CCTC facility, into a primary College resource.
His efforts have paid off handsomely, as he has secured a CCTC post
at RMA Sandhurst. We all wish him and his family well .
We have said farewell to Mr Keith Thomas BEM, who left the
College on retirement after many years service with the MOD and the
Corps in particular. Keith commenced his career in Communications
in 1944, attending the Wireless College at Colwyn Bay, where he
obtained the Post Master General's certificate in Wireless Telegraphy,
qualifying him to become a Merchant Navy Radio Officer. Unable .to
secure a ship, he joined the RAF in 1945. He served as a Telegrap~st
Instructor at 3 Radio School RAF Compton Basset, and saw service
in Egypt, Malta and Lybia. He left the RAF after nine y~a.r's ser.:ice .
In 1962 he joined 14 Sig Reg as a Civilian Instr~ctor, trammg vano1;1s
Telegraphist subjects. He joined Operator Wmg. at th.e College. m
1968, where he has instructed most of the subjects m the Wmg
syllabus. He was responsible for forming the Co!lege Youth Clu~.
bringing together the young people from the Marn~d Quarters, therr
friends from Harrogate and the College Apprenuces. He was also
responsible for implementing the Duke of J?dinbur~h's aw.ard scheme.
He has always been active in the community and m char.1table work,
from raising funds for books and games for troops m Northern
Ireland and the Falklands, to being a community worker with the
PHAB Youth Club organisation, Dr Barnardo's and ~~Y othe:s.
For his work he was very deservedly awarded the Bntlsh Empire
Medal.
.
We wish both him and his wife a long and enjoyable retirement.
Finally we bid farewell to Op Wing Comd, Maj C. Birchall who
leaves the Corps after 32 year's service. f!'t. I:ancashire man throu~h
and through who, I believe, intends to reside m the land of the White
Rose.

FINANCIAL PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets , to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION
FINANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT
TRANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects of
possession being lost or
damaged.
-for present or future
dependants.
-immediately or in the future.
-for present or future children.
-based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
-to the next generation.

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where applicable,
insurance against ill health and the insurance of possessions .
We help clients to lay the foundations of sound plans, to
develop existing plans and keep them up to date, and then to
make the best use of resources when the time comes to meet
commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. The
more clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assist them. Please let us have full details of existing resources,
your ability to save , and any expectations. Please also tell us
all you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to cope. We, of course , treat all such information as
confidential .
AN EARLY ST ART helps, and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
you refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you .
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
made through us. It is based on over 45· years of examinin~
clients' problems, analys ing them and advising on them . It is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is given in writing
for you to study at your leisure .
ARE YOU MAKlNG THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS? .
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE.
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU .

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone: (0273) 328181/5

~
.
'·
Not all the services advertised here are regulated by the
Financial Services Act 1986 and the rules made for the
protection of investors by that Act will not apply to them .
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HQ Allied Forces Northern Europe
(AFNORTH)
BFPO 50

CO
Lt Col R. Smith
gt T. Parle, J. ummers, D.
hiting, Sgts M. Potterton, A.
Rimell, Cpl J. Blythe, S. Bl:t1he, K. Collett, I. Foulkes, S.
Montgomery, T. Lynch, I. Parker, W. Sturley.
IG AL OFFICER IN CHIEF'S VISIT
The Signal Officer in Chief accompanied by Mrs Boyle visited
orway in June. During their stay they visited HQ .'\FNORTH and
met the Royal Signals' contingent and their families.
This is the first time a serving SOinC has visited Norway in this
context. The Corps does not have an independent unit identity as
su h, and not as many members as some Squadrons have in their
Troop , one can imagine our pride in being part of this unique
occasion.
Maj Gen Boyle's visit coincided with a families' barbecue which was
held at Hvalstrand beach on Sunday 6 June. This provided an ideal
opponunity to meet on an informal basis before the official
engagements began the following day.
A tent primarily as a means of housing refreshments became part
of the wet-weather programme later that day when we were subjected
to a sudden downpour. The advance party put it down to good
planning and preparation and refused to let this 'passing cloud'
dampen enthusiasm. It is not true that the more senior among those
present saw the darkening heavens as a threat to continuing service in
the Corps!
Fortunately, the skies cleared to reveal a sun as bright as the future
of the recently reprieved before our guests arrived and smiling became
the order of the day.
Maj Gen Boyle and Mrs Boyle soon had everyone al their ease, and
by the time the call came to tuck-in to the food we were all enjoying
a relaxing evening by the fjordside.
Having many of our personnel employed on shift work in various
departments of the base, and with diverse living accommodation in
the outlying area, we seldom have the chance to get together for
occasions such as this.
Thanks must go to all the wives (and girlfriends) for their culinary
contributions, and SSgt Dave Whiting, Cpls John and Sandy Blythe,
Monty Montgomery, and Tony Lynch for their efforts in making it
the success it was.
During his vis_it the SOinC met serving and ex-serving Corps
personnel at their place of work. After meeting Gen Sir Garry
Jo~on KCB, OBE, MC! C-in-C Allied Forces Northern Europe,
MaJ Gen Boyle accompamed by LI Col Smith toured the base.
This entailed visiting the war-time operations HQ where, as one
would expect, key areas are manned by Royal Signals personnel
alongside their NATO colleagues.
After a short briefing on NATO's foreseen role in event of
emergency the SOinC continued his visit with the sun-worshipping day
workers of the Peace-time HQ.

Following a group photographic session outside the PHQ, SSgt Jill
Summers was presented with her LS & GC medal, which she assured
the SOinC she had earned! Maj Gen Boyle gave a presentation on the
state of the Corps, our continuing role at home and abroad and how
he foresaw the immediate and long term future. This was followed by
an often amusing and frank question and answer session; almost
certainly for all of us there, a never to be repeated opportunity to hear
a personal presentation from the Signal Officer-in-Chief!

FAREWELL TO THE TELE OP (PANDA)
On 26, June .1993 a Regimental Dinner was held in the HQ
Sergeants Mess m Blandford to mark the occasion of the transfer of
the Royal Signals Tele Op (P and A) to the AG Corps on I July 1993.
Amongst those who attended were several commissioned ex clerks a
few retired Chief Clerks and many serving Supt Clerks, Chief Cle;ks
and Sgt Clerks from as far away as Hong Kong, Cyprus, BAOR, NJ
and UK. For those who were there in spirit, if not body you missed
a good night.
'

SOinC congratulates SSgt Jilly Summers after presenting her with
the LS & GC . Cpl Sandy Blythe in background

Past and present Supt Clerks, Chief Clerks and Sgt Clerks gather
for a group photograph before the Dinne r

The visit culminated in a Corps luncheon, an occasion when we dine
out those leaving Norway. On this day 7 June, we were celebrating
if that is the correct word, the retirement of SSgts Mick Strefford and
Dougie Ward after 22 years' service .
The event, organised by Sgt Andy Rimmell, was made the more
memorable by the presence of the SOinC, under whose command
both Mick and Dougie had served earlier in their careers. Presenting
the customary leaving gifts Maj Gen Boyle, on behalf of the Corps,
and their colleague.s and friends serving in Norway, expressed his
thanks and good wishes for the future to them and their families.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
MT SECTION
The MT has undergone some changes during the past few months.
We are now fully computerised and together with the fleet of hire cars
parked in neat rows adjacent to the MT building we have taken on the
new look 'Motor Transport Group' (Kennings eat your heart out!).
Continuing to meet the transport needs of the Royal School we still
find time to go on trips lo the coast, rock climb, pony trekking and
partying. A special mention must go to Pie Linda 'I nterior decorator
and all round horsewoman' Brown for the time and effort she has put
into masterminding the decoration of the drivers' rest room. 'Girlie
Pink'? what next? We sadly say farewell to Miss Julie Sheppard who
has left us for the heights of the Headquarters and welcome Cpl John
Berman from the heights of Abraham! We also wish Sig ' Dick' Barton
all the very best on his forthcoming wedding. Others who deserve a
mention are Sgt Tracy Dodd who has moved so often that she has
decided to become a new age traveller, Sig 'Jakey' Jakeman who has
more tattoos than the Royal Tournament, Sig 'Torno' Thomson for
representing the Corps and Army at water polo (and eating for
Britain) . Finally, we would like to thank CPD for being so diligent in
the use of Shell Agency Cards and all the self-drive users we know and
Jove!
1 SQUADRON (TRAINING SUPPORT)
Sqn Comd
Maj Elaine Mitchell
SSM W02 (SSM) John Smith, RADEX Tp Comd WOl (YofS) Bob
Pemberton, SYSEX Tp Comd W02 Brian Appleyard, Sqn Clerk
Mrs Marion Dunn .

Don't be disappointed:
Maj Gen Boyle with SSgts Dougie Ward (left} and Mick Strefford

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE
PUBLICATION DA TE
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The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

The following day, the SOinC visited his 'opposite number' in the
Norwegian Army Signals Brig Hveberg at Sambands Regimentet,
Joerstadmoen. He was made extremely welcome by his Norwegian
hosts who, as well as providing an impressive briefing and
demonstration on the Norwegian total defence concept and the CIS
plans to support it, laid on a generous social programme and a tour
of the Olympic Winter Games 1994 sites.
This was the first time Maj Gen Boyle had returned to
Joerstadmoen (and indeed Norway!) since he was there on the
Whiteshod Course in 1962, and one of the highlights of the visit was
to .meet his instructor from that course, Maj Truls Oedegaard (now
retired). It was an extremely informative and enjoyable occasion for
us and our Norwegian hosts.
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES
During the last two months, the Squadron has said goodbye to Cpls
Paul Hattersley and Dave Phillpott who both left on discharge. Sig
Russ Ryan departed for 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt and Sig Pete
Bums also on discharge. We welcome CSgt Rob Nolan RM who
arrived to replace CSgt Ian Tomlinson RM in Radio Gp, Cpls Karl
Woodray and Brian Kirkup who took up their appointments in Tfc
and Sy Gp and Line Lab respectively, also to LCpl Audy Wyatt who
arrived from 28 Sig Regt for employment in the MT Section. We hope
that all our new arrivals have a happy and fulfilling tour in I Sqn.
VISIT OF MGO AND CDP
The last two months have been particularly busy with the Squadron
fielding fast-balls left, right and centre! With the visit of Lt Gen Sir
Jeremy Blacker and Dr M. K. Mcintosh who visited the School on
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1993

Tuesday 29 June. The Squadron demonstrated all type~ of communication equipment used across the whole battlefield spectrum,
from Coy HQ Lo Div HQ and involved individuals from both RADEX
and SYSEX Troops. Throughout the demonstration, the visitors were
accompanied by the Comd Brig J. H. Griffin and Lt Col Carl Conlon.
All participants put in a slick performance and LCpl Tony Caulfield
is still awaiting presentation of his Oscar!

LCpl Tony Caulfield as QC B. Coy briefs Dr M. K. Mcintosh in the
presence of Lt Gen Sir Jeremy Blacker and Lt Col Carl Conlon
CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron congratulates Cpls Yates and Harden on their well
deserved promotion selection to Sgt, LCpl Ian Wilson on his marriage
to Sarah , and LCpl Dave Monger from 30 Sig Regt on his marriage
to Sig Nicky Dowding.
2 SQUADRON (TRIALS)
TRIALS TROOP
Trials Tp babe been extremely busy. A number of equipments have
been tested including a new generator and an extensive HF trial
in Fremington Camp, N. Devon . The Troop are looking forward to
a well earned three weeks leave. Congratulations go to LCpl Fred
' Gonzo' Walker and LCpl John 'Baldy' Barton who completed the
Poole marathon in a reasonable time, also to Cpl Tweddle on his
promotion. The Troop would like to bid a fond farewell to Cpl John
Lightowlers on his depature to civvy street and Sig Brad King on his
posting to Ireland.
DEVELOPMENT TROOP
The Troop is losing a third of its technicians this month so we must
say farewell to Sgt Graham 'Onslow' Stott and Sgt Paul 'Spam' Flint
leaving for civvy street. Also leaving is Cpl Lee Morrison on posting
to Ireland. The Troop wish them all the best for the future. We
welcome Cpl Graham Wilcox who replaces Sgt Paul Flint.
EXERCISE FLY BACK
On Saturday 10 June the Squadron deployed for a week of adventure training, at the hospitality of the Royal Engineers' Training
Camp, Weymouth. Chickerell Camp, I must say ha all the qualities
of four star accommodation, even running water although some
people might say it was not running where they expected it to. Most
people ventured out the first night to Weymouth, where they enjoyed
the hospitality of the local residents before an early rise and jog
around the camp area. After breakfast groups were formed and it was
off to their relevant activities which included Board Sailing run by
SSgt Tim Wynn. Canoeing with special thanks to Sig Jason Metcalfe.
Climbing with Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson who had to respond to a 999 call
when LCpl 'Geordie' Robinson froze half way up the cliff face. Hill
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Tre king, or was it walking? with gt Dave Pollard who could not
get 8 \\ y from work becau e he wa too busy trying new methods of
hair gro th (- one don't work), and Orienteering which was won by
gt Ton} coin and h1 'merry bu nch' of men who laid down the
tandard to be achieved. At the end of the day most people seemed
to have enjoyed them elves and although tired till managed to find
heir way back to Weymouth. T he week followed in much the same
pirit until Wednesday, when we held a games evening won by 2
Section, kippered by the SSM who although he didn 't instigate the
frequent rule changes, or take part in any of the cheating that went
on, 'still managed to win '. On Thursday we held an indoor Barbecue
'well it was a novelty' . The wh ol~ week was very enjoyable and a good
chance for per onnel to come 0ut of their dark holes and mix with
other departments.
The last word for tho e who believe Weymouth is full of sun hine,
think again . However the rain that fell during the week didn' t dampen
our spirits .
CI ENGi EERING WING
AEMCA by gt Pete Me enger
A I am approaching the end of a long and very enjoyable tour with
AEMCA (Army Electro-Magnetic Compatibility Agency) I have
decided to write these notes to say thank you to those I have worked
with and, also to explain what I have been up to over the last five
years! The part of AEMCA that I have been working with tests all
electric and electronic equipment that enters service with the army.
This has meant that during my tour I have climbed over a variety of
vehicles from MLRS to Warrior-I have sometimes felt like a child in
a fairground. The majority of the staff in the Agency are civilian,
however this ha not exempted me from the normal rigours of army
life. I have taken part in all the mandatory military tests. I have tried
to encourage my civilian colleagues to participate in some of the
activities and have had some success (Ivan Park and Keith Tench have
both participated in a past Commander's Challenge), although I have
not succeeded in getting any of them into CAM Cream and NBC kit!
The tour has been extremely interesting and a good break from the
'normal' unit. I will miss the staff at AEMCA as I am soon to be
posted to 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt. However, I am (believe it or
not) looking forward to going on exercise again. I would recommend
a tour at AEMCA to anyone with a taste for something out of the
ordinary.

REGULAR FORCES
EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
The Association, together with the Ministry of
Defence and the Department of Employment, is
part of the Forces Resettlement Service. Our task
is to assist all non-commissioned men and women
who served with good character for a minimum of
three years, or less if discharged on medical
grounds, to find civil employment at the end of
their engagements.
Our services are free, and we take a long term
interest in ex-Regulars so they are available to
them throughout their working lives.
Our Employment Officers are situated in
Branches throughout the United Kingdom and
they maintain close contact with local employers
and Jobcentres. Their addresses and telephone
numbers can be obtained from Unit/Ship Resettlement Officers; Jobcentres and local telephone directories.
During the period l April 1992 to 31 March
1993 the Association assisted 12, 179 men and
women with their resettlement and placed 4,495
in employment. Of those placed 2,358 were men
and women from the Army and 216 were from
your Corps.
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RSSST {MAIN) PTARMIGAN SECTION
S02 (W) Comms
Maj J ohn Stuart
OIC Ptarmigan W0 2 {FofS) Dave Long, FofS Systems SSgt (FofS)
Huw Phillips, SSgt Systems SSgt Ralph Maddison , SO / PTO Systems
Mr Richard Webster .
EXERCISE ASSAY MARK 1
Ex Assay Mark I was the name given to Ptarmigan Software
Depatching Trial which took place at the Siemens Plessey Systems site
in Christchurch. It was the largest collection of Ptarmigan to be
colocated in the UK and qui te probably in the smallest area. Siemens
had not experienced such close proximity to so much of the system
since the days o f production, and although the story is uncorroborated it has been said by some that a tear was seen to be shed.
Throughout its development and service, amendments and changes
have been made to the Ptarmigan software for many a good reason.
The form these changes took to reduce risk to the overall system was
to 'PATCH' round areas of source code . With a number of enhancements due over the coming years it was decided that now was the
time to remove the patches and hopefully make the software more
resilient, hence The Ptarmigan Software Depatching Trial. In a
location barely large enough for a divisional headquarters someone
had managed to squeeze in 27 Ptarmigan processors, 17 LDA
communities, 4 TI!, 4 Centrals and JO SCRA(T).
The trial started on a none too happy note with the IBDP software
already having failed two weeks previously. Naturally there was some
concern that the same was likely to happen with the main software,
Siemens assured us that they were confident and in the end they were
proved right. The first phase of any trial is always the worst, it is in
this phase that the current software is used to test the schedule activity
and to form a baseline from which to start. It is also used as a time
to train operators into thinking 'Trial' and not 'Exercise', the two
require a quite different approach . From this you will have no doubt
gathered that we experienced a few problems, well yes, we did, the
schedules were not correct, the operators continued in exercise mode
and the knowledge of the Store and Forward was virtually non
existent, consequently we ran into night time working which we were
not equipped to do. However, in good British Army fashion we
persevered, adapted and overcame! and towards the end of the fifth
day we had completed enough to carry on to the next phase. Phase 2,
the loading of the new software ran smoothly, but again took more
time than anticipated and the midnight oil was burnt once more. As
the trial progressed into Phases 3 and 4 it became evident that the
trials planned finish date was achievable. As Phase 5 approached it
was clear that we would finish on time, indeed not only did we finish
on time but the 2 Sig Regt assets managed to leave early on the Friday
in plenty of time to prepare the vehicles over the holiday weekend
ready for exercise the following week!
All in all the trial was a great success, the software was proven (the
IBDP software was changed by Siemens and retested successfully a
few weeks later). large numbers of Ptarmigan equipment were
brought together from UK and Germany and 115 soldiers from
2 Sig Regt, 7 Sig Regt and 16 Sig Regt worked alongside Siemens
employees to great effect. I know, one question still remains unanswered, what about the accommodation? Well, I am sworn to
secrecy but . . . the electricians will not be forgotten for many a
season, Theakstons' shares are up and to all those in the know, 'Jo
Jo' sends her love!! WelJ Done Everyone.

Lower Saxony Sig Regt
BFPO 32
CO
Lt Col A. J . Grey
2JC
Maj H. A. Ross
Adjt Capt G. J. Complin , RSM WOl {RSM) C. A. Clark-Darby, Supl
Clk WO I (SC) J . Chapman.
July has been fairly quiet for the RHQ workhouse where we have
already said farewell to our Asst Adjt 2Lt Alison Harvey whose escape
plan came to fruition ; she waved tearfu lly as she left the camp gates
to catch a plane bound for Cyprus!
A cricket match was played to celebrate the press ganging of the
RHQ Clerks into the AGC. It was a beautiful day (one of the few)
where the best innings almost certainly came from the CO. Capt
Complin although not a batti ng superstar did sport the finest in silly
hats to keep the sun off.
It should be noted that the notes were written by a recently press
ganged member of the AGC who thought he 'd got away with it.
ATHLETICS SEASON
Now retitled the team too k to the track for the first hurdle in what
turned out to be a very long and enjoyable season, now a minor unit
the team consisted of a squad of 14.
On 24 May, on a well prepared ash track in Hohne, we took part
in the Brigade athletics championships with some all round good
results. The team ended the day winning by 4 points. Individuals then
entered the BAOR championships with outstanding success for Pte
Gary Wadsworth winning the 5000m and 1500m titles and repeating
his success in the Army 500m championships in Aldershot on 9 June.
The next team competition was the Divisional championships held
in Nienburg. Once again a good all round performance saw the team
win by 10 points . At the BAOR Championships held on 10 July in
Sennelager, competition was much tougher and by the end of the day
we had finished 2nd, 3 points behind the winners, 14 Support Regt
RLC. This qualified us for the Army Championships.
The team also took part in the Royal Signals Morrison Cup
Competition held in Herford It had some outstanding performers
among them Maj Richardson, javelin and 400m hurdles lst, LCpl
Moore, Shot 1st, and Pie Wadsworth, 1500m and 800m l t, and Sgt
Bill Bailey 5000m. Before the 4 x 400m relay event the competitors
were told that it was all square. We just had to win, so with this extra
incentive, the four runners did the job and broke the Morrison Cup
Minor Unit 4 x 400m record; they had won by a clear 10 points. Was
this a ploy by the team Captain to obtain maximum effort? We think
it was . With morale high it was to Aldershot and the Army
Championships, after the first six events we were leading by 6 points
but an afternoon of disappointments saw the team slip and end the
day in 5th place; a mention must go to LCpl Jeff Farnes on his effort
in the 200m especially having been a reserve for most of the season
and again Pte Gary Wadsworth who won his l 500m and 800m in style.

RSSST (MAIN)-CIS SECTION
S02(W) CIS
Maj Neil Swainson
S03(W) WA VELL/CIS
Capt Gordon Anderson
FofS WA VELL/CIS
W02 {FofS) Mal Thomas
EXERCISE HARMONY
Ex Harmony, what a serene name in patience and politeness for an
exercise involving four national comrns systems and four national CIS
systems, all linked together for the first time. The exercise took place
in Ulm in southern Germany and was the first fielding of the
Quadrilateral Interoperability Field System (QIFS), the UK's element
?f the Quadrilateral Interoperability Programme (QIP). The QIP
mvolves UK, France, Germany and the US and links together all of
their national CIS Systems through interfaces.
Deployed on the trial were Maj Neil Swainsoo and Capt Gordon
Anderson. The technical problems were easy to solve, but the
language difficulties were far more difficult. It was discovered very
quickly that patience is an essential element of interoperability, as was
the case when trying to talk to a Frenchman at 0300 hrs on a telephone, who does not speak English but does speak German and your
own German is limited and your French non-existent!
The trial was an unqualified success. Overall the trial was a very
interesting period which showed that interoperability is as much about
political awareness as anything else!
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Morrison Cup
Majo r Unit Champions - 1 ADSR
Pte Wadsworth was selected to represent the Inter Services in the
1500m , well done Gary. So a very successful season in our first and
last season as a minor unit as it disbands in early '94. The whole team
should be congratulated for its effort and enthusiasm throughout the
season; good luck wherever you go.
ATHLETICS 93 MINOR UNITS
Bde Champions, Div Champions, BAOR Runners up, Morrison
Cup Champions, Army Championships, 5th Place.
!SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj James Richardson
2IC
Lt Wilson
SSM W02 (SSM) Fullwood, FofS SSgt (FofS) 'Ozzy' Osbourne, YofS
SSgt {YofS) James Knight, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Terrance Murrell,
Trg SNCO SSgt Lancelot Thornton-Granville.
DISBANDMENT
'!st' Ptarmigan Squadron has disbanded but life goes on. It is
hoped that all who have served in this Squadron will retain happy
memories of those days. To everyone-good luck and remember that
'the grass is greener on the other side' .
SUMMER CAMP
Summer Camp was held at the Regimental Hut in Moosbach over
a three week period with each Troop taking a week. Due to the
distance involved in getting to the area, it was decided that a Level l
Challenge Pursuit camp should run with the same programme each
week.
As well as walking, canoeing, climbing and abseiling the Troops
took part in white water rafting and water skiing. There was also time
to enjoy Bavaria .
Everyone found most of the activities very demanding with,
surprisingly, water skiing the most physically demanding event. From
an exercise co-ordinator's view the hardest task was to get the troops
there. Twenty five soldiers on a train from Verden to Moosbach on
a Saturday is not a good idea.

Left to Right Back Row: LCpls Jeff Farnes, 'Westy' West, Cpl

Shaun Littlefield, Sig Liam Hutchinson, Cpl 'Wess' Weseldine,
W02 (ROMS) Pete Charles, Sgt Martin Garner, Cpl 'Becks' Baker
Front Row: Pte Gary Wadsworth, LCpl Andy Moore, SSgt (SSI)
Mark Davidson, Maj Jim Richardson, Sgt Bill Bailey, LCpl Lloyd
Parnell
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1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

IG. AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj P1111l Hudson
Capt Al:in Blackwell
2IC
M
W02 (SSM) Duncan HaJI.
The Squadron returned from Operation Grapple on 2 May.
• ~inden ba ed element were reunited with our rear party whilst other
member of the quadron di persed to their parent units. Everyone
proceeded on four week' leave during which time the Awards for
en ice in the former Yugo lavia were announced. Three members of
the Squadron received awards; WOI (YofS) Stephen Whytock is now
an tBE, and gt Nick Lovelock (Money) and Ken Southey (Food)
both received CinC' Commendations for their hard work. We offer
them our warmest congratulations.
Our return from leave heralded the start of a period of frantic
activity. In the la t four weeks the quadron has taken on a large
number of 'A' and 'B' vehicles in preparation for our new role a I
(UK) Div Rear HQ (now an armoured HQ), Div Alternate HQ and
HQ DSG (what u ed !O be HQ DAA to former BAOR warriors). The
Squadron is also involved with drawdown, since Minden Station is
due to clo e next year and the Squadron will move to Herford to join
the Regiment. The old tie with Minden began to be cut on Friday 30
July, when we officially ceased to be 211 (I I Armd Bde) Sig Sqn and
became 211 Sig Sqn; 11th Armd Bde passed into the history books
on the same day.
Life has not, however, been all work. PT, military training, visits
and adventurous training have continued ...
211

2 Sig Regt
York

EXERCISE DECI QUANTUM
After much planning t11e Exercise began at 0300 hrs on Tuesday 6
July. Landing in Sardinia was a bit of a shock but a quick change into
shorts and tee shirts and the rest of the day was spent collecting and
sorting tents and equipment. A short cross-country hike and a bit of
rock climbing and everyone wa in their stride .
The next day we were dropped off at the first campsite-only to
find it had closed down. So, forced to rough it, we camped out at the
side of the road in some convenient sand dunes. The next day's hike
was a lot more adventurous; after only a few km walking across burnt
scrubland, a 200fl gulley miraculously appeared in front of us.
'Miraculously', because either we were very lost-or it just wasn't
marked on the map which we were using. Anyway, with immense
courage or sheer stupidity Sgt Mick Openshaw led us (or should I say
fell) down, twisting his knee in the process. A few more hours walking
and the cries of 'how much further?' we reached the ferry and then
after another three hours walking finally made it to camp two.
We arrived at Arbatax (up the east coast} with very sore shoulders
and blistered feet.

SOinC(A) VISIT
Maj Geo A.H. Boyle visited the Squadron on 8 April.
The SOinC met members who had recently returned from Op
Grapple and inspected various sections of the Squadron.
During his visit he presented the LS & GC medal to Squadron
personnel.
The SOinC joined all rank and their wives at a curry lunch before
leaving the Squadron.

2 Lt Mark Brookes holds cookery lessons

LS & GG recipients : Sgt Thomas, SSgt Doc herty, Sgt Steed and
LBdr Ki rk

The SOinC ta lks to Sigs McK ie and Jones

HARRIER TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

Lt Andy Fallows
SSgt Chippy Chapman

Firstly, the hellos and goodbyes. Welcome to Sig Walton and Cfn
Woods, we hope your stay in the Troop is an enjoyable one. Goodbye
and good luck to SSgt 'Chippy' Chapman , off to sunny Bulford; also
off are Cpls Pete Paterson, Hayhurst and Sig Turney; we wish them
well for the future.
With Ex Exmoor Venture, Detaching Trials, Ex Anvil Ghost and
Squadron Camp now all well behind us, the Troop has time to reflect
on how jolly it has all been.
After a hard three weeks on exercise in Germany our 2IC Capt
Debbie Do uglas, decided that a week's leisure was required so the
Squadron packed up and set off for Crickhowell in the Brecon
Beacons.
On arrival YofS Dave Brudenall organised a stroll to enable us to
take in the surrounding scenery, with a pleasant river command task
to finish the day off. With this type of activity in mind, the next day
was spent wandering the Welsh countryside taking part in a variety of
events including rock climbing, where our Sqn Clk, LCpl Parker
enjoyed the view as he clung to the rock face. Mountain biking
produced a few good spills .
The third and final day of relaxation was spent on an interesting
triathlon devised by Capt Debbie Douglas . This involved a quick
shoot fo llowed by a nice jog up Sugar Loaf Mountain to visit the
SSM, W02 Ken Sykes, in the clouds. Then back down to the best
part, a quick spri nt around the camps very own Combat Trial. As you
can imagine, by the end there were some very clean and dry soldiers!
Finally, the Thursday was spent on free activities such as hill
walking, wind-surfing and climbing. This particular activity was
attended by the 2IC, the FofS, SSgt Pete 'The Fly' Crawley and Sgt
'Gaz' Davies who spent the day attempting an El climb and failed .
They were then shown how to do it by Cpl 'Gaz' Seeds (although Capt
Debbie Douglas did manage to break a nail!).
All-in-all, the Squadron had a really good time and we all look
forward to the next time the 2IC plans a relaxation time for the
Squadron!

TELEPHONE 071-414 8432
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support the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps. The exercise also involved
other Corps units and American satellite equipment in some novel
comms configurations. The bustle continues with Kohima Weekend,
adventure training in the Lake District and Ex Northern Hawk with
the TA in sunny Scotland; all punctuated by a well earned summer
block leave. Congratulations are in order to Cpls Paul Holmes, Bob
Wallace and Sean Fairfield for being successful on the Sergeants'
Board .

Ex Anvil Ghost- Sgt Paul 'Radio' Jude

RACE THE SUN CHARITY PRESENTATION
On 14 J uly 93 the Regiment presented the monies collected prior to
and during the Race The Sun charity event, held on 13 May 1993, t_o
six local children's charities which the Regiment had supported this
year.
.
In tota l the event raised the magnificent sum of £10,200.00. This
amount was divided equally between: The York District Hospital
Maternity Unit, The Special Needs Activities and Play Provisions for
York, Northfield School, Martin House Chi l d ren'~ Hospice, Galtres
School Pool Appeal and The Deanne Gee Memorial Fund . .
Representatives from all the charities attended the presentation and
received their cheques from the CO, Lt Col Andy Forster. Also
present was Mr Peter Anderson, the community relations executiv~ of
Nestle (UK) Ltd , who were the even t's chief ~ponsor. The presentation
received wide local media coverage, both in the press and on local
radio.
The event itsel f a 120 mile multi-leg relay race around North
Yorkshire was wo~ by a team from the Infantry Traini ng Bauali'!n,
Strensall . The event was organised by Capt Les Wood and the charity
coordinator was Capt Steve Watson .
219 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj David Larkham
2IC
Capt Les Wood
SSM W02 (SSM) Derek, Eagle Tp Comd 2Lt Dao Tomlinso_n,
Falcon Tp Comd Lt Bobby Scott , Phoenix Tp Comd 2Lt Dan Spac1e,
FofS SSgt (FofS) Pete Lowe, YofS SSgt (YofS) Kev Fowler, SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) Jon Duckworth.
The Squadron has seen a busy last few months with RSIT , Race The
Sun and Ex Key P anther (a tactical regiment al pl u ~-up and ~o.mm s
exercise in the area surrounding York). The busy penod was finished
off with Ex Anvil Ghost, a regimental deployment to Germany to

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED RHQ?
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217 SIGNAL SQUADRON, COLERNE
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Clark
21C
Capt Debbie Douglas
SSM W02 (SSM) Ken Sykes, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Dave Till, YofS
SSgt (YofS) Dave Brudenall , FofS SSgt (FofS) Pete Crawley, Sqn Clk
LCpl Parker (AGC (SPS))
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'All go in SYSCON' - 2Lt Dan Spacie and SSgt (YofS) Kev Fo w ler
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I
R OP
In June th Troop downed paint brushes and headed ea~t to
G many for · mil Gho t. It wa a tati ... Ex.,rcise for the Troop
(b ed in Ripon Barrack , Bielefeld) working for the multinational
t ff (a ne e perien e for the Troop). It has to be said that we
orked hard n 'well a1~d morale wa always high: kept there by daily
publi·auon of the SS 1's favourite-the hilariou 219 Times edited
b) Cpl Pal Barn ·. 2Lt Dan Tomlinson disappeared at the start of the
E ercise but was sighted in Cpl teve Marlow's radio relay watching
German cultural videos and drinking coffee. Our journey back to
York was omewhat of an eye C'pener, especially for those who had
not travelled by LSL before.
Goodbye and good luck to Cpl Tylor who is off to Sheffield to
teach the TA ever)1hing he knows about Ptarmiga.·! Farewell also to
Cpl '5.3 Air Time' Drewitt, who is off lO join the Army Youth Team
in Colche ter and to Cpl ten Sorbie and Sig 'Sgt' Summers who
leave u for BAOR. Sgt 'Happy' Holmes has finally escaped to Z
Troop. Sgt Jeff Watt and LCpl 'Fuggs' Stephenson to civvy street.
Hello and welcome to LCpls Le Williams and Lee Boston and Sig
Ltt Denham. Congratulations to Sig Paul Hynard and Mrs Hynard
on the birth of their baby daughter Katy and to Cpl Jonah Jones on
retaining his Inter Services hammer title.
FALCON TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

Lt Bobby Scott
SSgt Steve Clements

HELLO A~D GOODBYE
Hello to Sig Hawkin and family who join us from 16 Sig Reg.
Goodbye to newly promoted Sgt Sean Fairfield who goes to 217 Sig
Sqn, congratulations and good luck. Goodbye also to Sgt Dave
Watson who takes a sideways move to 214 Sig Sqn-just across the
vehicle park. We wish you all the best back in your post as a Reece
Sgt.
CONGRATULATIONS
To LCpl Micky Waldron on his long awaited promotion ... who
would have thought it after all these years! Also to LCpl 'Fred'
Keczupera and Mrs Keczupera on the birth of their son Joshua.
WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?
We have been on numerous TA weekends to teach our counterparts
all about Ptarmigan. Thank you everyone for your diligence in this
cask. A special mention to Cpl 'Gaz' Roberts who appears never to
have been off duty because of his excellent teaching skills.
The majority of the Troop deployed on Ex Anvil Ghost in June.
Again, a lot of work but successfully completed.

'h1l t SlllOC did the h1fr work, the athletes in the Troop remained
in the UK to compete at •he UKLF Championships in Colchester. Well
done to Sig Rob White who was a part of this. Sig Marie Henderson
has been doing extremely well in tennis competitions and was runner
up in the Army Championships , congratulations!
Finally, we have had word from Sig Timmy Jones out in Bosnia on
Op Hanwood. Not surprisingly, he is missing the Troop!
214 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SAXON TROOP
The Switches indentification crisis continues! 082, 062, 015, still
some uncertainty.
It came as no surprise to 'those in the know', or those who 'needed
to know' when Saxon Troop raced away with the coveted title of Best
Overall Troop, which includes Best Detachment in the Regiment!
Credit where credit is due to Sig Lynn, Cpl Henderson and Sig
Berwick who all worked extremely hard to obtain their just rewards.

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

Bulford Camp
Representatives from various Staff Colleges all over the world
visited the 'Iron Division' to improve their military knowledge. In the
words of the Commandant of the Army Staff College .(our previous
GOC), Maj Gen Christopher Wallace, this was the best demonstration
he had seen so our visitors went away with a good overall view of the
Armoured HQs, Trunk Nodes, Combat Net radio, CIS and EW
available to the Division.

RACE THE SUN
Once again Northfield School benefited from 214 Sig Sqn's efforts
to raise sponsorship money. Contestants in the swimming leg were
again nothing less than superhuman in their individual events. Whilst
on the subject of swimming, a special mention for Cpl 'Tich'
Maidment (Saxon Tp) who has swum the equivalent of two cross
channel swims to benefit the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
EXERCISE KEY PANTHER
The Exercise began on a sad note when LCpl Dixon, who recently
returned from Catterick having completed his Bl upgraders course,
'absconded' to the less fortunate Romans for the duration of the
Exercise. Unfortunately he was returned to Saxon immediately after
ENDEX!
On a happier note, during the Exercise our own ED, Sig Wharton
celebrated his twenty-first birthday. Cpl Tracy Scott RLC baked a
cake in honour of the occasion. Many thanks to Tracy for a job well
done.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
A warm welcome to Sig Coleman and Sig Smith, straight from the
factory. Welcome back to our very own 'Local Hero Underwater
Mess Tin Repairer Commando System Sgt Paul Bartliff' whose newly
acquired skills will be put to good use in the every day running of
Saxon Troop.
The Tp Comd's position, recently vacated by LI Peter Drew has
been filled by Capt Gareth James RRW.

VISIT OF MAJ GEN M. S. HEATH CBE
On Tuesday 15 June 1993 DGES(A) Maj Gen M. • Heath CBE
visited 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt LAD REME at Picton Barracks,
Bulford. Lt Col Morri~ (Commander Equipment Support) accompanied Maj Gen Heath on his tour.
Maj Gen Heath was met by CO, Lt Col R. Baxter, OC LAD, Capt
J. R. Belt and ASM W01 S. Milner. He was escorted to the wheeled
vehicle LAD at Picton Barracks from where 222, 257 and HQ Sqns
are supported. During this part of his inspection Capt Belt explained
the difficulties the LAD has due to the two Armd Sqns 202 and 206
being located in Wing Bks, especially with F AMTO support which is
provided by Sgt Cunningham and Cpl Thomas of the Royal Logistic
Corps. The General met members of the LAD before going on to visit
the A Vehicle LAD in Wing Barracks.
Here he was met by the Armd Sqn Artificers SSgts Knox and
Northey; SSgt Knox explained the steps that had already been taken
to incorporate 'total quality' within the LAD and how this wiIJ enable
it to provide a better service to the Regiment. DGES(A) was shown
one of the LADs temporary Rubb hangars, built to LAD specifications, which include exhaust extraction, 240 and 24V power supply,
heating and lighting. SSgt Northey explained that the Rubb hangar is
a temporary expedient until such times as a purpose built A vehicle
workshop is ready and the wheeled vehicle LAD move to Wing
Barracks. At the end of his visit Maj Gen Heath said he was impressed
with what had been achieved in the short time since the unit had been
in Bulford.

Trunk Node 043 advancing in review order for the Staff Course

SOinC VISIT
Maj Gen A. H. Boyle, SOinC (Army) and Director General CIS
(Army) visited the Regiment in July to see how we are getting into
Bulford Camp with the aid of a Shoehorn. He visited all the
Squadrons in their working areas.
At lunch-time in the Sergeants' Mess the SOinC was able to
acknowledge formally a total of 135 years of long service and good
conduct by awarding the LS & GC medals to SSgls Waldron, Hussey,
Pollard, Lindon, Smith, W02 (FofS) Davis and Tyson and Sgts
O'Donnell and Almond.

Cfn Holland and Gen Heath share a joke

GOC ON EXERCISE WITH 206 SQUADRON
Maj Gen H . W.R. Pike DSO, MBE, GOC 3 (UK) Div participated
in seaborne deployments with elements of 206 Sqn off Poole Harbour .
Were the Royal Marines impressed by the crossing from Poole to
Portland Bill?
The SOinC with LS & GC recipients and their families

2 Signal Regiment Army Athletics Champions 1993
pictured with the Signal Officer in Chief and the Master of Signals
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SOinC congratulates SSgt Hussey; Sgt Plowman is bearer
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GOC 3 (UK) Div all at sea with SSgt (YofS) Rutherford
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IR
LA. \ RD T ROPHY ENTRY
Intere·t in this competition began as early as February; volunteer
poured in. However !he training oon showed who was dedicated
enough co complete 40 miles over the Brecon Beacon .
The Regiment entered for the first time with two teams On the day
of the competicion the team were eager to show the Corp that 3 (UK)
Di\ HQ & ig Regt were ' back in town'.
The team wad led by Capt Mike Wood and the B team by Lt Nick
Beecher. Both team tarted off very well with t he A team in front up
to heck point two. For member <' •. t he A team character was needed
a. early as check point four. ow lying in third po ition and down to
eighc men an injury occurred to Sig 'Taff' Am s who, for the
remainder of the course, was in some considerable pain . There were
ome other fine individual performances by members of the A team
which included Cpl 'Rick' Pool who volunteered at short notice and
LCpl ' 1ick' Thwaites for his ense of humour throughout , which
kept the team ~pirit high . We came fourth with a time of 9 hrs
42 min .
The B team al o put in a fine performance with a time of 13 hrs
and 7 mm and good individual efforts by its members like Sgt Rob
Thoma drafted in two days before to make up a econd team. LCpl
Roger Doak who had only recently recovered from a motor cycle
accident and LCpl 'Jock' Ramsay who could not get enough of the
competition and if given enough time would have done a lap of
honour.
Well done all members of the Lanyard Trophy Squad and the
administration party for the hard work on the day and for also raising
money for charity.

WIN DSURFING TRAINING
The first unit windsurfing course was held at the UKLF Sail
Training Centre, Netley from 21 -25 J une.
The Course was run by Maj Gilchrist with Sgt Haley assisting. The
willing victims were: Sig Mick Downs fro m 202 Sqn , Cpl Steve
Li ndsay, LCpls P hil Heron, Wil Scarlett and Sig Stu Tucker from
222 Sqn.
The first day was spent explai ning relevant parts of the board and
sail with a bit of theory thrown in for good measure. By the afternoon
everyone had managed to rig up with not too much difficulty and
finally made it into the water .
As the week progressed everybody gained experience and confidence on the water, and some even managed to stay within the
designated sailing area, making life a bit easier for Sgt Haley .
On Thursday the wind strengthened and there followed a mad dash
to get on the water. Once out there Cpl Steve Lindsay and LCpl Phil
Heron forgot how to turn around, and were soon to be seen blasting
out into the main shipping lane. Meanwhile LCpl Wil Scarlett and Sig
Mick Downs were having a running battle near the shore trying to
separate themselves, witnessed by Sig Stu Tucker who, whilst lying on
his board, was offering words of advice. Anyway after a lot of
shouting and arm waving everybody made it back to the shore.
Friday soon came and everyone gained a Level I Windsurfing
Qualification at the end of the course.
THE SALISBURY SCOUT LINK
Scout Link is for mentally and physically handicapped children.
It provides a chance for able-bodied scouts and scout-leaders to work
with the young handicapped who are keen to participate in scouting
and to provide a break for full time helpers or parents.
Cpls Horsley-Wright and Bower co-ordinated this visit, based on
the gym activities, which included abseiling, an assault course, ball
games, a bouncy castle, rides in an arctic vehicle, provided by the
AMF(L) Log Sp Bn and, sitting in a FY 436. The day went well, the
children and young people reacted well to new challenges, even some
of the regular scout leaders were tested on the abseil. All the helpers
are to be congratulated on their care, hard work and enthusiasm.

7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

MORRISON CUP-1993
The Jahn Stadium, Herford was once again the setting for his year's
Royal Signals BAOR Athletics Championships, the Morrison Cup,
hosted by 7th Sig Regt and held on 15 July.
The Trophy was first presented in 1951 by the then SOinC BAOR,
Brig (later Maj Gen) A. E. Morrison CB, OBE. The Morrison Cup
Competition is now the largest Athletics meeting in the Army and
includes the inter unit Tug-of-War competition. There are cups for
both maj or and minor unit competitions. Every unit in BAOR was
represented this year, travelling fro m as far afield as Krefeld, Verden
and Hohne.
It was a wide open event with no favourites tipped to win. With the
Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, present
and a favourable weather forecast the scene was set for an outstanding
day's athletics . Neither the large crowd of spectators nor the
participants were to be disappointed.
The standard of entry this year was as high as ever and every one
of the 19 events was very hotly contested with fine performances, Sgt
Pearson breaking the Competition Long Ju mp record , being just one
example. Winning competitors ranged from Signaller to Major in
rank and from 17 to the late 30s age group .

In a thrilling Tug-of-War competition teams from each of the units
pulled in separate major and minor unit leagues. The winners of the
major unit competition were 7 Sig Regt with 16 Sig Regt as run nersup. 220 Sig Sqn took the minor unit trophy. T he two winning teams
then pulled against each other for the Morrison T ug-o f- War Cup,
which was eventually won by 7 Sig Regt.
The very high competition standards seen was complemented by the
fine weather and encouraged a large number of spectators to witness
this annual event.
BAOR SWIMMING AND WATER POLO CHAMPIONSHIP
By Capt Tim Langford
T he Regimental teams competed in the BAOR Championships in
Berlin during 21 -24 June 1993. In the individual swimming events we
had some notable results with Cfn 'Taff' Simons finishing second in
the 800m and 400m freestyle and also the IOOm backstroke. In
addition, LCpl Tim Williams gained second in the IOOm breastroke .
In the Team Swi mming Championship we gained a commendable
second by just winning t he last event, a very close run thing.
Outstanding swims were produced by LCpl Tim Williams (1st lOOm
freestyle) Cfn 'Taff' Simons (2nd 200m IM), LCpl 'Abo' Abbott
(2nd 100~ backstoke), the 4 x 50m medley relay team of LCpl 'Abo'
Abbott, Cfn 'Taff' Simons, LCpl Tim Williams and Sgt Graham
Weavers who finished second and finally the 4 x IOOm freestyle team
of Cfn 'Taff' Simons, Sig Andy Clark, LCpls 'Abo' Abbott and Tim
Williams who won the final race to secure the team second place and
push 16 Sig Regt into 3rd; an excellent performance by our
participants.
In the water polo competition we won our three pool games, 6-5
against 7 Armd Wksps, 6-3 versus 32 Armd Engr Regt and 12-1
was the result against 5 Regt RA. In the semi-final we played 16 Sig
Regt and beat them 6-3. In the final we met 7 Armd Wksps again
and although the team fought hard throughout this game we
unfortunately lost 6-5. Top goalscores were Sgt Graham
'Lumberjack' Weaver with 14 goals and Cfn 'Taff' Simons with 10.
These results have been achieved with minimal training. We believe
that this is the first time the Regiment has attained such outstandingly
good results in these competitions. Special thanks must go to Cpl
'Woody' Wood our MTO and entertainments' manager without
whom the results would have, undoubtedly, been rather different.

LCpl Pete Howlett pulling 7 Sig Regt to victory

Sig Firth and Capt Wood lead the team over the finish line

Scout Link Club in a Volvo Arctic Vehicle

If responding to any advertisements in The Wire please mention
that you saw it in your Corps Magazine.
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Right from the start it was evident that 1 (UK) Div HQ and Si.g Regt
had the edge over the other teams and they soon ran mto a
commanding lead; the race was on for runners-up. In th~ very best
traditions the fight for position was only finally settled with the last
event, the 4 x 400m relay. The packed stand was treated to~ thrilling
race in which 7 Sig Regt eventually pulled clear from 14 Sig Regt.
In an equally exciting minor units event, the curre~t ~older~ of. the
trophy , 207 Sig Sqn , were quietly confident of r~ta.rnmg thelf u~le ;
however this was not to be. The Lower Saxony Sig Regt, competing
as a min~r unit for the first time had too much strength in depth and,
despite being pushed all the way, eventually ran out winners of the
minor units competition . 200 Sig Sqn were runners-up.

If you are serving and have a standing order for THE
WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any
change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up
with hundreds of posting orders and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

The BAOR Swimming and Water Polo Teams
3rd Row: Cpl Eddie Longford, Sig 'Larry' Lamb: LC~I _'Mac'

McKenzie, SSgt Eric Sykes, Cfn Rob Shaw and Cfn Taff

S1m~ns

2nd Row: W02 'Mac' McCluskey, Sig Bob Lovell, LCpls Billy

Morris, Eric Sykes, Abo Abbot and Tim Williams
Front Row: Cpl 'Woody' Wood, Sig Andy Clark, Capt Tim

Langford, Sgts 'Doz' Day and Graham Weavers
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H DQU RTER Q ADRO
I T R- Q ADRO ATHLETICS
The fir t dut. on hi fir t day as CO, Lt Col D. McDowall MBE was
the pr sentation of the winning trophy for the inter-squadron athletics
to HQ qn Well done to team captain, Sgt Gary Pickford, and the
team.
HQ n aid a fond farewell to W02 (SSM) Dan acree who has
been posted to 63 Sig qn (V) and we wish him the best of luck.
Welcome to W02 ( SM) Marty Altham and Jane and we hope that
they will have a very happy tour with the Squadron.
MT TROOP
Farewell to
gt Dave Clark who has moved to South Camp to
become RQM (T) and gt Sieve White RLC who return~ to UK.
Congratulation are in order for Cpl Allan Dummer on promotion to
gt and his retour as the Tp Sgt. Well done also Daz Freeman on
promotion to LCpl. The MT Tp recently completed a 250kms
charity run and cycle along the Mittleland Kanai for the Stacy Mason
bowel tran ·plant appeal which raised DM4000. Thanks to Cpl Mick
Pl)ce and LCpl Jim Pritchard for organising the event.

Half Way Point-Mittleland Kanai
Left to Right Back Row: Cpl Ma rk Robins on RLC, LCpls Nige
Tomkins, Jim Pritchard, Sig Dave Pilgrim, Pte Sean Gilse nen, Sig
Mick King, Cpl Ian Hodgson
Front Row: LCpl Rob Sells, Cpls Mick Pryce, Rodger Moore, Roger
Heath

228 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SPORTS
The Page Trophy Inter-Squadron Athletics event provided some
fierce competition. The Squadron produced some good individual
performances.
The Squadron's 'Big Three' Sgts Mark Neighbour, Phil Price and
Cpl 'Tank'. ~herman do~inated the throwing events with Sgt Al
~st~IJo gammg more pomts and second place in both javelin and
high Jump events. 2Lt Simon Glover and Sig Kieron Slack showed the
opposition a clean set of heels in the 400m with 2Lt Simon Glover
looking decidedly the worse . for .wear at the end having already
competed m the 800m and tnple Jump. Sig Andy Clark raced into
second place in the 200m and Sig Jaqui Clark took the honours in the
women's lOOm. Maj imon Purser proved he can stilJ show the lads
a thing or t~o with a gutsy third place in the steeple chase. Sig Leroy
Cochrane displayed a lot of potential in gaining third place in the
400m hurdles. How, if he could only learn to hurdle ...
At the end of me day the team had enjoyed itself and were justly
proud of its performance.
CO!llGRA TULATION
Congratulations to the Tp Comd on the announcement of his
engagement to 2Lt Kristie Dove. Well done boss.

011 GO PAINTBALLING
After a hectic couple of weeks on Squadron and Regimental
Battlecamps, the Troop took up a challenge from HQMT to a day's
paintballing. The journey there was both interesting and wayward but
we eventually met up with the games master and prepared to do battle.
After a slow start the 'Wars' soon got going. Sgt Al Costello was the
first casualty who let everyone know what had happened to him in
good 'Geordie' language. However a determined assault by the Troop
saw Sig ' Ricky' Ross capture the enemy flag and hightail it back to
base. With a short respite io re-arm and clean the pistols, battle
resumed.
After three hours hard battling by each side the Troop came out as
winners. Special mentions go to the Tp Comd, Sig Dave Taylor, Annie
Taylor and Cpl Andy Lloyd for their efforts. 'Peace' was
celebrated with a barbecue and a beer rounded the day off nicely. For
anyone who has never paintballed, try it, it's great fun.
SHOOTING
The Regimental team was assembled by Capt Damian Chubb to
compete in the Divisional SAAM. Despite the team's relative lack of
experience they performed exceptionally well gaining second place
overall. Sig Donna Bick became a star for her winning performance
in the team LSW shoot. Due to Capt Cbubb's departure for Alaska,
the team was taken over by 2Lt Simon Glover and he with Sigs
Cochrane and Manston went to Bisley.
LIFE IN 231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
By Cpl Stan Stannage
Most of June was taken up by either preparing for, or being on Ex
Anvil Ghost. This the major ARRC exercise of the year.
It was quite a thing to see; the main complex looked more like Billy
Smart's Circus than a comms complex . The MAN even had three
switches, which proved a nightmare to control. This wasn' t helped by
the fact that at one stage, all three switches crashed at once. This was
put down to two things: a poor power source and inadequate earthing.
So, quickly the generators were changed from 20kw to 40kw . Then all
installations were double-earthed, the earth spikes having to be
watered every three hours. This didn't please too many people, as it
meant that nobody had any water left for that well earned brew.
Luckily the SSM Pocock, came to the rescue and started selling cold
drinks. Unfortunately he was also giving haircuts, so if anyone went
to buy a can of coke, they usually came away with no hair. Apparently
these new profit making enterprises have nothing to do with the fact
that the SSM has just ordered a new car.
After a week of being out on exercise the Staff Officers arrived and
quickly settled in to having to wear webbing and helmets and not
being able to smoke in the complex. However, Capt Adsett showed
officer-like qualities by devising an ingenious plan to overcome this
obstacle.
On the last day of the exercise we were visited by SACEUR,
preceded by endless rehearsals and visits. At one time we were visited
by 14 Generals who, between them had more stars than the
Planetarium.
The exercise was filmed by Cpls Jim Kerr and Victor 'Chester'
Hayes who jumped at the chance of being the official Sqn P Info reps.
232 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Ex Anvil Quadrant was run in the Harz and allowed the entire
Squadron to spend a week adventure training. Some of the more lifethreatening activities involved following 2Lt 'Knieval' Range down
hills on mountain bikes, risking being lost forever by using LCpl
'Dutch' HolJand's map references. More conventional adventure
training also took place and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. The
sense of fun was heightened by the knowledge of what was to
follow .. .
Ex Hard Stretch was a military skills competition wrapped
up as a patrolling exercise. The teams should have had to walk
something in the order of 4-0km. Some (especially those led by Cpl
'Pathfinder' Perham) walked a good distance further, although to be
fair, they did walk the extra kilometres very fast indeed. 'Very fast
indeed' is not a phrase which could be used for some of the other
teams, although they miraculously seemed to beat the gladiator's
team.
Stands co~ered such diverse topics as putting up a 9 x 9 blindfold,
completing command tasks across chasms, recovering land rovers
from knee-deep marshes and clearing areas of enemy infantrymen
using the SA WES simulator system. The last proved that Signallers
are not, in fact, bullet proof.
The overall winners after two very hard fought days were: Cpls
Hoyle, J ackson, LCpls Bizley, Walsh and Sig Andrews.
CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to Sgt Perham on his recent promotion to SSgt and
Cpl Bougbey on his impending entry to the Sergeants' Mess.
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8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
INTER-SQUADRON ORIENTEERING COMPETITION
As part of the on going sports competition in the Regiment, the
inter-Squadron orienteering competition was held on Wednesday
23 June 1993 in a small wood near Middlesbrough.
The course was planned and set by the planning team of W02
(RQMS) Paul Smith and Sgt John Thompson.
The weather stayed fine and a lot of effort was expected by the
various Squadron teams in an effort to win this prestigious event.
ln the end, TTS Sqn was triumphant (again!), largely due to Sgt
Mich Cowie's superb run. He managed to score more points on his
own than nearly all the three men teams scored . Needless to say he
won the overall competition. The CO, jogging due to injury displayed
real cunning and achieved second best score.
Special mention for Sgt Gloria Herbert. Having never won a medal
for any sport, she won the individual ladies prize, the best women's
team and overall Squadron team winner. Well done Gloria! we will get
you into the Regimental team yet.

SOFTBALL
The Regiment's inter-Squadron softball season was held between
28 June and 14 July with seven teams competing. All teams were given
the opportunity to play each other before the top four team were
chosen to advance to the semi-finals. The third place play off was
between I Sqn (B) and ITS, with the ITS winning narrowly 7-0.
The final between I Sqn (A) and HQ Sqn began with a light rain
falling, resulting in the more aggressive players slipping and sliding
around the bases. The lead see-sawed back and forth until the seventh
innings when HQ Sqn managed to rally and take the lead. I Sqn (A)
came to bat but sharp fielding by HQ Sqn put them down 1-2-3.
The final score was 47-34 in favour of HQ Sqn.
A large crowd saw a spectacular match and the CO presented the
trophies.

Sgt John Thompson and W02 (RQMS} Paul Sm1th-'Are you sure
you know how to lay out a course'
EXERCISE SUFFETE'S KAY AK
Ex Suffete's Kayak was a canoeing expedition to the Oppland
region of central Norway. The expedition was led by Maj Matthew
Bailey AGC(ETS) and was based in the hytte in the village of
Bakketun near Heida!. Oppland's rivers are fed predominantly by
melting glaciers.
The beginners' group comprising of Sigs Ennis, Morley, Hainey,
Powe and O'Neill undertook initial training before embarking for
Norway. During the expedition, all the beginners progressed in leaps
and bounds with four soldiers being awarded their Joint Services
Canoe Proficiency. Injury alone prevented a full house.
Apart from Cpl Tennyson RAF, the other members of the advanced
group, LCpl Walker, W02 (QMSI) Francis and M~j Bailey had never
paddled in Norway before. The rivers were everyth~ng they had hoped
for, both exhilarating and exacting; the gr?ups skills an~ nerv.e were
fully tested. Paddling in Norway is a senous under:takm~ with the
rivers being quite unforgiving. Suffete, a 11_1ytholog1ca~ nver beast,
came close to claiming a victim on two occasions. Happily, the group
survived, wiser for the experience, and a little chastened ..
The aim of the expedition had been to pad.die physically an.d
technically demanding rivers of a type not found m the UK. There is
no doubt that this aim was achieved. Many good lessons were learned
both on and off the water and most importantly, it was also great fun.

W0 2 (QMSI} Francis shooting the ledge on the R Lora
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A close call in the softball final
EASTERN DISTRICT (NORTH) SERGEANTS' MESS
SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION
On Sunday 4 July, the Regiment played. host to 10 teams .f~om
Eastern District in a Sergeants' Mess six-a-side football compeut1on,
.
.
organised by SSgt Dave Fraser .
After six hours of fast flowing football, the finalists were decided.
38 Engr Regc beat ITB Ouston in the final of the Plate competition.
The main trophy proved to be a hard fought match between two old
adversaries, 8 Sig Regt and 2 Sig Regt victorious with a score of 4-2.
The unlucky 8 Sig Regt team was: SSgt Dave Fraser. SSgt (FofS)
Tommy Steel, Sgts Carlos Sinclair , Dave Anwyl, Tel Fleet, Dave
Doody, Andy Slack and Andy Andrews.

Maj Hails and W01 (RSM) Haslam presents the winning trophies
to SSgt Shorrock of 2 Sig Regt
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ER I E PEGA U RU
Last year Lt Col . C. Jackson M8E wa asked to support 216 Sig
qn (PARA) endeavour to mark the 50th Anniversary of 'Operation
Market arden' by the in tallation of a stained glass window in the
Arnhem Ai le of the church in the village of Caythorpe. The window
~ould in orporate the Pega us of Airborne Forces, the Corps Badge
and a pictorial presentation of Airborne Signal .
He decided that in tead of just giving a donati011parachutists would
undertake a pon ored run from Ayios ikol;.os to Troodos. A
di tance of 104 miles would be covered by a ten man team, running
in relay leg of mile .
t 0500 hr on 26 April the CO started the run by completing the
first leg, allowing him time to return to work, along with lhe RSM,
WOl Dave Chr; tal and I Sqn Comd, Maj Jonathan Turner, before
rejoining the party for their econd leg later that afternoon . Maj
Tu er volunteered to do the final leg which consisted of the
Caledonian Way and though he had heard of 'hitting the wall' he
ne,·er thought he'd have to climb it. Seven miles later he concluded
that there wa something in the old adage of 'never volunteer'.
The run proved to be a great uccess. A special mention must go to
Cpl Hindley (ex 9 Para RE) who joined in the spirit of it all.
92 93 ORIENTEERING SEASON

We have had a successful season of orienteering with all the teams
putting in a fine performance throughout. Notable success was
achieved by the 2 Sqn team who maintained a prominent challenge
throughout, easing ahead to become League Champions.
Congratulations go to Mr Bill Smith, a member of the 2 Sqn team,
who achieved a maximum score in the league, convincingly winning
the lndhidual title and to Cpl Tracey Docherty who was the Ladies'
Individual Champion.
In the Inter Services Championships the teams did not do as well as
expected, the relays on Day 2 creating unforeseen problems despite the
'Fastest Leg' times recorded by Capt Tony Burgin and Mr Bill Smith.
However the individual event on Day I did produce some success with
prizes going to: Mr Bill Smith-Individual Champion and Maj Fred
Bancroft-M35 Champion.
Other notable successes throughout the season were:
12 SU Walkdown-An 18 mile orienteering/cross-country event.
Winner in a new course record were Sgt O'Doherty, Mrs Chris
O'Doherty and that man again Mr Bill Smith.
12 SU Walkabout-A 30 mile orienteering event. Winning Vets
team-Maj Fred Bancroft, Capt Tom Dean and SSgt Eddie Grattidge.
Long 'O' Championships-A 20km orienteering event. Runners-Up,
Maj Fred Bancroft and SSgt Eddie Grattidge.

EXERCISE NERO CHALLENGE
Twelve members of the Squadron got early suntans on Ex Nero
Challenge which was held in the waters around Dhekelia and Larnaca.
The aim of the exercise was to introduce soldiers to a variety of water
sports and included wind surfing, canoeing, water skiing and sailing
on the Corps Yacht Parang.
As part of the canoeing phase, participants were 'taught' how to do
a pier launch which in itself achieved all of the aims of adventurous
training. It was then out on to the Mediterranean to test (and teach)
the sailing skills of the lucky few. Cpl Phil Graham also had his
navigation skills tested when, after returning from buying some extra
rations, he had trouble finding the boat. The fact that it had already
left didn't help . After rejoining us eventually, Phil quickly settled into
his sunbathing routine. Due to a lack of suitable night harbours, we
spent the evening at Larnaca Marina.
The next morning started with the usual three cups of tea for Sgt
Theo Caderius van Veen (CV2to his mates). After recharging on a
cooked breakfast prepared by Capt Matthew Opie most of the crew
spent the day perfecting their sailing skills, while Sig Glen Brown (HQ
Sqn) came to grips with the concept of clockwise and anti-clockwise.
More sailing and some cave exploring was followed by lunch, expertly
prepared by Sgt Ian Shrubb and Cpl Brian Mason.
After the changeover, a second crew took charge of the yacht.
The last two days were spent learning the finer points of water
skiing and wind surfing at the Dhekelia Water Sports Club. Along
with good sun tans, everyone learnt a lot about water sports, and a
bit about themselves.
·

The 'A' Crew of the Parang
Left to right: Sig Glen Brown , Cpl Phil Graham, Cpl Brian Mason,
Capt Matthew Opie, Sgt 'Nobby' Clark, Sgt Ian Shrubb
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Maj P. J. McLoughlin
YofS W02 (YofS) Sam McElreavey, SSgt SSgt Dave Leyland, Tp Sgt
Sgt Walt Disney, DSOs A Shift-Sgt Chris Bailey, B Shift-Sgt Pete
Garside, C Shift-Sgt Chris Nelson, D Shift-Sgt Karen Tindill, Tp
Clerk, Cpl Eric Burns.
NEW ARRIVALS
The Troop welcomes Cpl Helen Sainsbury, LCpls Ann Collins,
Ellene Badge, Roz Holmes, L. A. Jones, Jenny Lynne, Sigs Tony
Inman, Sheridan Hardman, Micky Marshall. Have a good tour.
FAREWELLS
Best wishes go with Cpls Russ Craig, Allana Dempsey, Dave Hart
and Kev Ashfield who have moved on. Good luck to you all.

Maj J. Turner presents the International prize to Capt M. 'Aussie'
Opie

CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Dakin
Tp WOW02 John Gower, Tp FSgt FSgt Jon Oswin, Tp SSgt SSgt
Mark Finch.
Mid July saw the Troop congregate at the George Club in Dhekelia
for our annual Summer Ball. With the perfect backdrop of the
Mediterranean, and entertainment provided by the 54321 Disco, the
evening was a great success . Thanks go to Cpl Dave Souter and his
band of merry men for all of the hard work that went into the evening
. .
.
ensuring that we all enjoyed ourselves.
A big Cyprus welcome to W02 John Gower and his wife Chns, and
also to LCpl Lee Lawson. Welcome also to LCpls Steve and Jennifer
Lyne, and Sgt Ian and Sue Stirling. Also returning to the fold are Cpls
Lance Beaton and Tim Chapman .
On the departures front, our congratulations go to Jock Douglas
who moves on promotion to WO! into HQ Sqn. Sgt Gordon
Gardener and Cpl Dave Souter have now both defected to Romeo Tp,
I'm sure that I heard them muttering something about 'the grass is
greener ... ' And farewell to Sgt Larry Lambert on his way to UK.
Our best wishes to you all.

selected to help sail a yacht back from the island of Rhodes to Cypru
calling at numerous Greek islands on the way. The Tp Comd has been
informed of the impending stampede.
LCpl Phil Maher organised a mass bungey jump at Ayia apa. This
involved some persuasion on his part to involve the younger members
of the Troop who were doubtful about the feasibility of jumpi~g o~f
a 30m platform tied to a bit of bungey cord. Once they realised 1t
wasn't the same type that kept giving way at the basha building
sessions on battle camp they seemed a lot happier! All who took part
had a good day and have the photographs to prove it.
The Troop Summer Ball was the main social even~ for July.
Organised by LCpl 'Plonk' Easterbrook and held at a 11ttle known
bistro on the coast, all the ingredients were there for a super party.
The ladies were given flowers on their arrival and this set the mood
for a very enjoyable evening. The meal was a traditional Greek meze
which ensured that there were no complaints about not enough to eat.
This was followed by some traditional Greek singing and dancing, led
by the Tp Comd Lt Tomkins. An excellent evening was had by
all. Copies of the video 'The Do' can be obtained from Sgt John
McConnon for a small fee.
Finally eight members of the Troop attempted Ex Pitsilia Pursuit;
here is the report from JTW Lisa Harrison.
EXERCISE PITSILIA PURSUIT
Members of D Troop took part in Ex Pitsilia Pursuit in June and
July, a hiking exercise which involved_ an arduous t,rek ac~oss the
Pitsilia region of the Troodos mountams. The exercise, which was
held in three phases, was organised and run by Sgt Reed-Forester.
The first day began at a campsite on the outskirts of Agros where
they spent a 'relatively comfortable' night under the stars. After
breakfast the trekkers set out for Palekhori some 15 miles (or was it
mountain~?) away where they spent the night in a motel.
.
There followed a shorter but harder, route from Palekhon to
Odhou over a distance of Ji miles, where the exercise culminated in
a barb~ue followed by another night camping before returning home
the next day.

CONGRATULATIONS
To LCpl Andy (BIT) Liddle on his marriage to Jennette, JT Mar.k
Atkinson on his marriage to Tracey and to Cpl Tim Chapman on his
engagement to Mel.
.
.
One last arrival, absolutely nothing to do with RSMRO~ (this one
was on time}, Mellisa a new bundle of fun for LCpl and Angie Beaton.
Oh well ... back to the sun, sea and sand!

I SQUADRON

GOLF
The Squadron Golf competition got underway on the morning of
7 July. The golfers, 21 players, competed for the first prize, a cruise
to Egypt and Israel donated by Louis Travel. The organisers managed
to acquire more prizes than there were people playing so everyone
managed to win a prize of some sort. Three of these prizes were picked
up by Capt Alex Gaw who won both nearest the pin and the longest
drive in the morning. Mr Russ Scahill of Civilian Wing denied Capt
Gaw the clean sweep. The overall winner for the day was Sgt Chivers,
who would have cleaned up all the major prizes but for the fact that
only one major prize could be won by any one person. A great day
was had by all and was followed by a barbecue laid on by Lynette
Leyland; many lhanks to her. Also thanks to the organisers SSgt Dave
Leyland, Sgt Ian Shrubb and W02 (SSM) Fairbairn.

ALPHA TROOP
AROUND THE WORLD CHARITY MINI BUS PUSH
This annual event was held on 24th May 1993 on 9 Sig Regt's
hockey pitch. Last year, 17 Signals based units from all over the world
took part, this year as many as 30 units took part.
The team of 18 strong Alpha Tp 2 Sqn members were hoping for ·
a new course record for the 10 long miles that the Mini-bus had to be
pushed.
With the aid of a Mini-Fete supporting the event, and many
members of the Regiment in attendance to shout that little extra
encouragement, the event got underway. After a blistering first lap in
under 60 secs, there was a good chance of a new record time.
Some I hr 2 mins 40 secs after the start the bus crossed the line to
a roar of approval as the record was shattered.
The figure raised for the two chosen charities Save the Children
Fund in UK and the Special Baby Hospital in Nicosia is in the region
of £1,000.00 sterling.
Final results of the World Wide Charity Mini-Bus Push were as
follows:
I st
9 Signal Regiment
I hr 2 mins 40 secs
2nd
RAF Digby
I hr 5 mins
I hr 7 mins
3rd
7 Signal Regiment
Alpha Tp 2 Sqn will receive the winner's trophy in the near future.
Many thanks to everyone who came along to support and for the
generous contributions made. A special thanks to all members of
Alpha Tp and their families for the time and effort put in leading up
to and during the event.

THE RAFI RACE
Congratulations go to LCpls Billy Kidd, Sharon Speers and Sigs
Helen Nolan and Arnie Armstrong on their excellent performance in
achieving second place in the mixed event of the All-Island Raft Race.
A special mention goes to our resident carpenter and boat builder, Sig
Arnie Armstrong. Thanks goes to all Troop members for helping to
build the raft and supporting event.

D TROOP
On the athletic front JTW Marilyn Kitching is to be congratulated
on her performances in the Inter-Services competition held at .Happy
Valley. She won the 800m, 1500m and 3000m races, breakmg ~he
800m and 1500m records and holds the existing 3000m record which
was a new venture at Inter-Service level.
Representing the Troop in other sports we have W02 Frank
Lindsay, JT Paul Midgley and JT Paul Jones w.ho travelled to Tunnel
Beach for the annual one mile Bay to Bay swtm. All completed !he
event successfully (the solemn promises not to race each. other bemg
forgotten at the starter's whistle). A good da~ out despite the ear~y
start. The winning time of 22 mmutes promptmg everyone to put m
a bit more training for next year's event.
The All Island Quadrathon was held on I August. W02 Frank
Lindsay, Sgt John McConnon, Cpls Andrew . Bush and. M~rk
Findlater all competed in the 2km canoe, 600m swim, 30km bike ride
and 3km run. The start was at 0800 hrs, which was sti~ nice and cool.
After the initial briefings and, a few tips about the vanous events! che
starter's whistle blew and the race was under way. T~e competitors
were strung out the whole length of the course and ch~s s~t the form
for the rest of the competition. Sgt McConnon came m first for the
Troop. He decided though that he could wait until next year to do the
next one.
.
k ·1
JTW Cath Davey and JT Paul .Midgley ~ook part ma cwo wee sai
training course run by the Combmed Services Yacht Club. They were

The Hikers

ROMEO TROOP
.
CONGRATULATIONS
To SSgt Pat Hannan who gains promotion to W02 on po ung.
Well done to LCpls 'Paddy' Brown , 'Torno' Thomas and Craig
Doidge who have all recently passed RSDCC and also to Cpl 'Horney'
Horne who completed his EPC examination.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
This should be re-titled 'Farewells and Goodbyes' as even as
per onnel are posted out, no one seems to be posted in. A fond
farewell to WO Pat Hannan, Diane and family and to Sgt Sle,·e ReedForrester and Mary Jane. Goodbye also to Sgt 'Laz' Lambert, Kirsty
and family, LCpls 'Paddy' Bro~n and 'Torno' Thomas also leave us
briefly to attend class I upgrading courses. Good luck .
325
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Q ADRON
SHQ ha uffered (haven't we all?) from a change of key
per onalities. First to depart was Sgt Dave White. Good luck Dave.
H ton hi heel went Capt Bob Carty, to civilian life. Capt Carty and
Mar) are going to make a new life in the State with their two
daughters.
We had a farewell party for our SSM W02 Mark Wright.Jones who
leave us on promotion and to take up an appointment as RSM. Last
but not lea t ( ic) we bade a fond farewell to Maj Nick Naylor who
lea\es u to join 30 Sig Regt in Blandford-cum-Bramcote. Our roving
reporter interviewed him before he left and unfortunately the tape
recorder was left running after he had finished his 'official ' departure
message. He stated that this was the ideal posting as it was every
officer's and soldier's dream ... to send their wife to Coventry ...
Welcome to Maj John Floyd who moves across the corridor to sit
behind the 'Buck Stops Here' sign.
1

EXERCISE HAULED BACKSTOP
Ex Hauled Backstop was an advemurous training exercise held on
the Baltic off the coasts of Sweden, Denmark and Germany during 23
May-13 June 1993. The aim was to introduce novices to the arduous
skills of off-shore sailing in as wide a variety of conditions as possible,
including night sailing.
The Regiment chartered two 35ft Bermuda sloops Quicksilver the
Corps yacht and Kittiwake a brand new Rustler. Cpl Dave Sangster
skippered Quicksilver and Mr Dave Johnson skippered Kitti wake. The
first crew arrived at Kiel to sail to Denmark. Sonderbord was our first
port of call.
Another couple of days at sea, and all the novice crew members now
considered themselves salty old sea dogs. We were off the port of
Frederecia when we encountered a stiff breeze which called for a quick
change from T-shirts and shorts to oil skins and safety harnesses. We
were now sailing through 2-3m waves coming straight at us and hitting
the bow as they broke.

Sgt Barry Foster, Sig Tel Watson and Sig Glen Steele aboard the
Yacht Kittiwake
On 31 May we reached Hals. The wind was as forecast, very strong,
even though we were sheltered by the land. Our two yachts screamed
down ~he Fjord, and at one stage broached (turned on their sides). All
the sails were dropped and we motored the last three miles into
Aalb?r~. That ni&!'tt was spent. listening to the wind blowing through
the nggmg. Morrung came, still blowing a gale.
Because of lack of wind now, the crew change scheduled for
Goteburg had to take place at Frederickshaven. As planned, the
whole process of sailing by numbers started again. Next step Sweden;
Barborg was our destination, the weather forecast not encouraging.
As the day progressed the wind got stronger until at 2100 hrs it was
very strong and right behind us Kittiwake changed the sail plan as she
was rolling about in the wave•. As darkness fell, the sea became very
rough, and we. were all very glad to see Sweden that night.
After stoppmg at Halmstad and Helsingor, we at last reached
wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen on 7 June.
~e next morning we set off heading south, on the long haul back
!O Kie_l ..The next c~uple of days were spent motoring west toward Kiel
m bnlhant sunshme, with no excitement until we reached the
Sucnborg Sound. The wind increased and we headed off down the
narrow buoyed channel. As we approached Suenborg we noticed

Can you afford

about 50 pleasure boats and three yacht clubs out racing . We motored
cautiously through.
Eventually we moored at Faarborg that evening and went ashore for
our last night in Denmark.
Late the next morning we slipped moorings and headed for Kiel,
again no wind and a thick haze. After a few hours we were attempting
to round a cardinal buoy off the coast of Alb when we spied Ge/tin
Syd (a ferry boat) coming from the other direction, we slowed and
waited for him to round first, but it changed direction and headed
straight for us. The panic button was well and truly hit, and we
avoided it by the narrowest of margins. We arrived at Kiel at 1900 hrs
and that evening was spent recounting our experiences in the club bar.
Ex Hauled Backstop was very successful. It gave members of the
Regiment a chance to experience the rigours and pleasure of off-shore
sailing. All the exercise participants (and the skippers) thoroughly
enjoyed it. Novices gained some idea of being in precarious situations.
Total distance travelled 71 9 nautical miles.

to fall ill?

EXERCISE MERCURY BAYEUX
On 14 June 1993 a party of 20 set off from the Regiment bound for
Normandy on Ex Mercury Bayeux . In spite of the best efforts of our
navigators, we did in fact arrive some nine hours later. A quick turn
round and we were off to visit the war museum at Caen, which
provided us with a comprehensive introduction to our chosen
subject-the Normandy Landings. Recently opened, the museum
portrays the history of the Landings in a very informative way.
The following morning we travelled to Pegasus Bridge, the first
place to be liberated , and were fortunate enough, after an excellent
presentation by members of the party, to meet Maj John Howard who
commanded the company which liberated the bridge. Maj Howard
returns each year and stays at the cafe by the bridge, run by Mme
Arlette Gondre, whose parents ran it at the time of the liberation.
Arlette of course, was a young girl at that time, but remembers it all
well. It is sad to note that the bridge is due to be removed later this
year as part of a scheme to widen the canal.
The visit to Pegasus Bridge was followed by another presentation
on one of the landing beaches itself, Sword Beach at Ouistreham. A
typical French Lunch, was enjoyed at Sword and then down the coast
to Arromanches where a third syndicate described how the Mulberry
Harbours were utilised during the Landings. The remains of the
harbours are still visible today, just to the west of Arromanches.
The third day saw us on the road to the Omaha Landing Beaches
where we visited the American War Cemetery and heard of the
exploits of the American Forces and its battle to gain a foothold on
the beach. The final presentation was given at the fortified clifftop
stronghold of Pointe du Hoc, where US Commandos scaled the sheer
cliffs to attack and take the German positions .
The rest of the day was devoted to R & R in Bayeux. In the evening
we dined all together which provided an ideal forum to discuss the
events and presentations of the day. It was a most interesting tour and
everybody came away a little wiser about the events which took place
in 1944.

There's no doubt that protecting your income in case of sickness
or accident makes sound financial sense. And there's one scheme
specially designed for you - HM Forces Income Protection Plan.

• No war risk or flying risk exclusions.
• Covers all postings.
• Benefit available both on and off duty.
Naafi

• Competitive premiums.
For further details call in to your local
Naafi Financial Centre. Or phone us
direct on 0500 180181 (Free Call) in UK
and 02161 950156 in Germany.
The HM Forces Income Protection Plan is available exclusively to
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you from Naafi Financial Services.
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Naafi Financial Services is a member of FIMBAA
Naaf• Financial Services, College House, Upper College Street, Nottingham NG 1 SEU

At Pegasus Bridge with Maj (Rtd) John Howard
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HEADQUARTER QUA DRON
TH WE H 1,000m PEA K RACE SNOWDONIA
Team : gt John Wa) man, Sgts Andy Doidge, Gareth Hicks, Mick
Davie.
We left O nabruck early on the Friday morni ng for a very
demanding weekend.
A all good trip to UK go we were left with a PRI mini bus. We
ai led from Calais reaching Dover and made haste to Ashford to
collect the fourth team member, Sgt Mick Davies.
Arriving at Ba e Camp we settled in for the night. Sgt Gareth Hicks
woke us all up along with other race runners, got himself washed and
haved and came back to the room wondering why we were all still in
bed, 'Set your clock to the UK time next Lime mate.• The third
occasion we all rose, had our milk and Kelloggs and got our bus to
the start line ready for the hills and the marshes.
With the exception of Sgt Andy Doidge we were all first timers and
for about three miles wondered what was so difficult about it, but,
then-on the map it shows the peak of Llewellyn rising majestically
to 1062m. This took us to our first checkpoint where the team split.
, fany check points and exhausted legs later conspired to make us
not talk to each other, along with gasps of amazement, as the first fell
runners overtook us. The final haul up Snowdon was the hardest of
all as that also rose majestically to 1085m and our legs dragged-oh-sotiredly. Timings for the team were as follows :
Sgt Andy Doidge 7 hrs 16 mins; SSgt John Wayman 7 hrs 24 mins;
Sgt Mick Davies 7 hrs 40 mins; Sgt Gareth Hicks 9 hrs 00 mins.
The moral of the story, book a seat on the train from Snowdon
weeks before or, as we found out, start tabbing again?

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj V. J . T hatcher
OC
2IC
Capt Addley
SSM W02 (SSM) Waclawek , YofS SSgt (YofS) Slater, FofS SSgt
(FofS) Lane, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Naylor.
COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Smith
Tp SSgt SSgt Banner, Tp Sgt Sgt McGinn .

ROMEO TROOP
TROOP PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Capt R. K. Orr
Tp OPSWO W02 Eric Clee, Tp SSgt SSgt Paul Gardner, Tp Sgt Sgt
Martin Gill.
After our annual exercise in May to Denmark , we all trooped off
to the 10 day Regimental Battlecamp.
We used the CQB ranges and fired the GPMG at moving targets
from an armoured vehicle. The Troop took part in two Squadron
exercises, carried out south of Osnabruck , allowing the Troop to
practice its new role under tactical conditions.
On a lighter note we visited the Harz mountains fo r top rope and
abseiling, mountain biking, canoeing, trekking and skiving with Sgt
Gareth Hicks.
Capt 'Paddle' Orr, SSgt Paul Gardner, Cpls Lee Bourne a nd 'Trev'
Prosser and Sig 'Barney' Revell all took part in the Royal Signals'
sailing fortnight , sailing around Denmark .
SSgt Paul Gardner also went away on the sporting fron t
representing the Corps, BAOR and the Combined Services at cricket.

TM TROOP
The move from Celle to Osnabruck was a lot of hard work with the
sorting of equipment and packing everything etc.
Shortly after everybody had arrived in Osnabruck it was time for
Regimental Battlecamp at Vogelsang for most, just a few luckier
people managed trips to sunnier places, including Sgt Bailey who came
back from Cyprus more suntanned and lighter in the pocket.
Everybody worked hard, enjoyed themselves and were sorry to say
goodbye to Camp Vogelsang.
After Battlecarnp there were a few exercises to support and a lot
more work to do in the workshops.
WELCOME
A big hello and welcome to the new Troop members. Lt Plumb and
Dawn and family. S gt teve Hughes, LCpls Dave Brown, Shelley
Meadows and our great generator saviour LCpl Al Bradbury and his
wife Rachael.

EXERCISE WHITE WHALE
By Cpl Render
We were invited by 120 Fernmehlder Bn for the Regiment to take
part in their annual march and shoot competition. Getting together a
team fell on W02 {SSM) Waclawek and members of 226 Sig Sqn. The
team departed Osnabruck on Sunday 6 June 1993 to travel to
Rotenburg where 120 Fernmehlder Bn are stationed . After being met
by our hosts we retired to bed for a few hours sleep. We were woken
the next day at 0200 hrs and travelled to Ehra-Lessein training area
where the competition was to take place.
The first weapoo we fired was the Panzerfaust which is the German
anti-tank weapon. After firing the weapon five times we all achieved
the gold standard.
In the afternoon the section in defence shoot took place. After a
brief from our hosts DS we were informed that we would be firing the
German G3 rifle. The judges were impressed with our enthusiasm and
our weapon handling skills and our 52 hits on the 72 targets. On
Tuesday we were introduced to other weapons and fired the Walther
PI pistol, we all found this quite easy except LCpl 'Willy' Wilson who
had great difficulty in hitting the targets even after three attempts. The
march and shoot competition took place in the evening and included
stands on first aid, map reading, stretcher race, river crossing,
recognition, stripping and assembling German weapons, actions of
enemy snipers and command tasks. None of the stands posed any real

A LITILE MORE SERIOUS
Whilst we enjoy Hullavington we would li ke to say that we have not
forgotten those currently servi ng in Bosnia. Namely Sgt Mick
Sheppard , Sgt Mick Dytham, Cpls . ' Bunker'. Hill . and Tod.d
McCartney, LCpls Chris Foss, Karl Klem and Neri Merritt from this
Squadron.
Also Cpl Andy Bruce and LCpl 'Muz' Murray in Northern Ireland
and further south and enjoying a bracing winter is LCpl 'Smudge'
Smyth in the Falklands. We wish you all well and a safe return .

245 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj N. P. Harrison MBE
SSM W02 {SSM) ' Dicky' Bird , Ops WO W02 Mark Dickson RA
Signals, YofS SSgt (YofS) ' Ginge' Willimon!, FofS SSgt (FofS) 'Nev'
Smikle SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Neil Allamby.
June' saw the Squadron deploy on Ex Harry's Game IV, their first
exercise since arrivi ng in Osnabruck . The aim was to enable the
Troops to carry out Troop level training.

Top row (L to RJ: LCpl Teck, Sig Jenkins, LCpl Dernie, W02 (SSM)

Waclawek
Bottom row (L to RJ: LCpl Allardyce, Cpl Render, Sig O' Brien, LCpl

Wilson
237 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Rick Evans
2IC
Capt Mark Roberts
SSM
W02 (S M) Dave Toon
..
CHARITIES
The Squadron has been lending support to many char1t1es. Tang_o
Tp raised over £300 for Comic Rel!ef. 2~t. Colin Russell and his
merry band took part in the world wide Mm1-Bus Push and raised a
tidy sum for Save the Children Fund. Maj Bob Vale, SSgt Dave Exley,
Cpl Mick Hill, LCpl Simon Smit~ , Sig Scott Harriman! .Cpl Ray
McCollum and Sig Paul Norman raised £250.00 for The Bnt1sh Heart
Foundation by running the Bristol Half Marathon
SPORTS
In swimming, the Squadron joined the many summer leagues ~nd
under the supervision of WOI Dickie Pickup have sh~wn prom1 e.
WOl Dave Gunn continues to represent the Corps at cricket and has
had a couple of reasonable knocks as has 2Lt Colin Russell who has
also swung the willow for the army .
.
.
2Lt Annabel Hasker has gone off to join the army alpme skiers
summer camp.
.
l
The Inter-Troop competition which, l~ dat~, has m.cluded footba I,
swimming, athletics, BFT and volleyball is bemg dommated by Tango
Troop, assisted by SHQ.
LANYARD TROPHY
.
.
The Squadron is justly proud of the fact that 2Lt Cohn Russell with
his team which included Sgts Keith Balsdon, Derek Donnelly, Russell
Foster, Cpls Andrew Mileham, Mick Hill, LCpls Gare~h Owe?,
Martin Cox Paul Norman Jonathan O'Keefe, Stephen Tall and Sig
Julian Butl;r, managed thi;d place in this arduous event. Well done,
lads.
THE INVASION OF WALES
.
.
Over the past few months no fewer than three mcurs1on ha_ve been
made into the Principality. The Sqn Comd sent us on the first full
blown Squadron Exercise, Fox Hunt l.
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Does the sun ever shine in Wales? The Squadron developed "'ebbed
1eet, that is, all except Sgt Bates, Sig ' Mossy' Mos and • i Barker w ~o
basked in the sunshine of Cyprus a~ they sailed the Corps yacht while
this exercise was taking place.
Cpl Nick Oldfield, trying to instil confidence in rhc climbing kit he
was instructing on, related the tale of how he personally h~d f~ll en
some 50ft whilst using the equipment. 'Really,' commented 1g Dicky
Bird, 'did you survive?'

CONGRATULATIONS AND WELL DONE
Cpls Andy Crawford and Russell Foster have both gained
promotion to Sergeant, well done to you both.

HELLO'S AND FAREWELL'S
SSgt Bob Banner joins us from 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, Sig
Jones, Sig Leach and his wife Emma fr om 8 Sig Regt, we hope you
all have very enjoyable tours.
On a sadder note we say farewell to SSgt Allf Cupper who goes to
H Tp, LCpl 'Taff' Power to Tid won h EOD and Cpl Nick Feasey to
civvie street.

WELCOMES
We welcomed into our fold Cpl Kev Taylor and his wife Andrea and
we bade a sad farewell to W02 'Taff' Evans, fresh from his course
at Pirbright and the move over of Sgt Glen Cuthbertson to the
'Baywatch' team .
Finally we congratulated Capt Orr on his recent promotion from Lt
at the end of July, and the pre-selection of Cpl's 'Trev' Prosser and
Steve Moffet from the recent Sgt' s promotion board.

The Fab Four looking good

problems except for the recognition stand where LCpl 'The Bat'
Dernie couldn't see anything until someone pointed out that it might
help if he took the lens cover off the binoculars. We finished the
course ahead of all the teams that had started before us in a time of
5 hours 40 minutes. The next day we introduced our hosts to the Rifle
5.56mm and the Browning 9mm pistol under the watchful eyes of ·
W02 (SSM) 'Wack' Waclawek and Cpl 'Sleepy' Render. That evening
the team were invited to the Bn barbecue where we presented a Sqn
Plaque to our hosts for their splendid hospitality. The next day was
taken up with fir ing the Milan simulator and driving Hummels crosscountry.
Finally, on the last morning, in front of the Battalion, six members
of the team were presented with shooting medals and informed that
we had come second in the competition overall. After we bade our
friends goodbye we all look forward lo a further exchange trip in the
fut ure.
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INTER SQUADRON ATHLETICS
..
.
This year's inter-Squadron Athletics Competition took place m
May at the Illeshoehe Stadium, Osnabruck . The Squadron Team got
off to an excellent start with wins in the discus and hammer by LCpl
McTavish. From here the team went fr?m stre~gth t~ strength
winning the majority of the other events which culmmated m the two
spectator events, the relays.
.
.
In the 4 x lOOm W02 (SSM) 'Dickie' Bird got off to a bhstenng
start which surprised quite a few people, not least of all the two
runners that he overtook before the first bend! This gave the team a
good start which was built on and we cruised home.
In the 4 x 400m the team of Cpl 'Marv' Marvel, LCpls 'Rory'
O'Neil 'Smudge' Smith and 'Joe' McCullom again romped home
with s~me outstanding running.
The Squadron won the overall competition, for the second year,
quite comfortably.

FAREWELLS, WELCOMES AND CONGRATULATIONS.
.
During this period we say a sad farewell to Capt Jonathan Gillespi~,
Capt Bill Souter and SSgt 'Fitz' Fitzpatrick. A warm welcome rs
extended to W02 Moran, Cpls Hopgood and Mason, LCpls Adam ,
Payne, Jones, Reid and Mortimer and Sigs ~aUard and Whale.
Congratulations to SSgt Ashley, Sgts Wright, Dagnal and L~pl
Haymer on their promotion. Also to Sgt and Mrs Clay ~m the b1r1;h
of their daughter and LCpl and Mrs Harrison on the birth o~ their
son. And finally to Sgt Scott on his marriage to SSgt Katrina Grierson
on 19 June.
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H. Steele-Mortimer
Tp 21C
W02 T. Wood
Tp SSgt
SSgt J. S~hley
.
.
Whiskey Tp is settling down following our migration from Celle to
Osnabruck in early March.
A sad farewell was bade to SSgt 'Fitz' Fitzpa~rick._ who h~d b~come
something of an institution in the Troop. We wish him well m his new
post in Liverpool.
.
.
Special congratulations go to Sgt Al Scott on his recent marriage to
Keterina.
The Troop bas been heavily committed of late and our feet have
hardly touched the ground. In Apr!l . it w.a off to Cyprus for a three
week exercise. May saw us exerc1smg m ~e~ma.rk follow.ed by a
highly successful two week.s adven~urous trammg. m the Swiss Alp .
This was led by our intrepid pathfmders SSgt Ned Allamby and Sgt
John Rutland.
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IT OF OMD OMM BAOR
On 13 July Comd Comm BAOR Brig J. D. Stokoe CBE addres ed
the Regiment on it future and role and explained the effects of
Option for Change within BAOR. During the visit he presented the
Royal Signal In titute Silver 1edal to SSgt (".ofS) Tyler who was
awarded the medal in recognition of achievim: an A grade on his
Yeoman of Signals' Course in May 1992. Afte1wards the Brigadier
joined the officers in the mes for supper.
Earlier in the evening the Brigadier had opened the new porch to the
Officer ' ~es . The porch has a new late roof faced with a slate
'Jimmy'.

16 IGNAL REGIMENT WlVES CLUB
b · Suzanne Patterson
A chance to ee what the husbands get up to during exercise was
recently offered to the wives. The weekend started with a brief history
of the Regiment and its role. That was the easy part. Next came the
drill with W02 (SSM) Geoff Woodcock. This drew quite an audience
of husbands, obviously out to pick up a few tip . A few personalised
teps and a mere 25 minutes later this was mastered. We then headed
towards some exercise field vehicles to learn their operational role and
to ask some intelligent questions (we never did find where the brew kit
was!). Lunch time wa fast approaching and we were taken to the
Arsbeck training area to be issued with our 24 hour ration packs.
Unfortunately there was only one officers' ration pack containing
such delights as a fresh egg, bacon, frozen chicken, wine plus glass
and a tin of beer, which was appropriated by 2Lt Ian Hargreaves. A
very brave man.
After a brief lunch of brown biscuits and pate it was onwards and
outwards to meet the challenge of the field. The lecture on survival
prepared all the wives in case the NAAFI buses failed to turn up and
you were left to feed unexpected guests. Though I'm not sure dried
worms, tree bark and pine needle tea will catch on!
The camouflage and concealment activity made everyone feel like
a real soldier and was the quickest many had put on any make-up in
years. An introduction into weapon handling was followed by a return
to base and a 'basher building' session. The home-made
accommodation varied from a 4 star hotel to a basic, but waterproof
home. A quick meal break was followed by an orienteering test and
a chance for team spirit to surface.
Sunday loomed and the dreaded assault course was on everyone's
mind! After breakfast we returned to camp, with a chance to drive 4
tonners and a recovery vehicle and gain some of those all important
points. The competition bad begun. The main aim of the driving
seemed to be to wake any soldiers having a lie-in and generally disturb
the peace! The next skill was a turn at .22 shooting. Many of the wives
returned near perfect cards-ie, without a mark on them, but a few
did manage more of a Swiss cheese effect! Driving the Landrovers
brought us back to earth with a thump-but perhaps that was just the
~s. The assault course was attacked with a vengeance, with team
tunes that the husbands would have been proud of. The final results
were announced at the family barbecue with section 2 just in the lead.
So to the final phase-reuniting of the families with plenty of rime
to exchange stories about the weekend with a difference.
A heartfelt thanks goes to the many people who made the exercise
J?OSsible especially the volunteers from 255 Sig Sqn who kept us all in
bne and to Capt David Bizley, the exercise coordinator.

The first Bradbury Fayre was held in October 1960 and it has been
an annual event ever since. It is an opportunity for the local
population to j oin the soldiers and families and enjoy an afternoon of
fun and entertainment together. This year we had more than 70 stalls
and exhibits and an action packed afternoon of activities . The aim of
the Fayre is to raise money for local charities and we expect to beat
last year 's total of DMI0,000.
The Grand Draw was announced at 5pm with lots of prizes to be
collected, but the star attraction was a Diahatsu Charade car. The
lucky winner was one of our own soldiers, Cpl North of 255 Sig
Sqn- the beers were certainly on him that evening.
The Fayre was opened by the Stadt Direktor Krefeld , Herr Dr
Stienen accompanied by the CO, Lt Col N. F. Fi her, the Adjt, Capt
S. R. Workman and the RSM, WOI (RSM) Toms. Herr Dr Steinen
was welcomed by six soldiers who had cycled from Leicester to
Krefeld on a sponsored cycle ride. The team left Leicester Town Hall
at 1500 hrs on 10 July having been 'seen off' by the Lord Mayor,
Councillor Henry Dunphy. The team cycled in relays to Felixtowe,
and took a ferry to Zeebrugge before completing the final leg to
Krefeld.
In the arena, there was plenty of action . The Gladiators had come
with their inflatable podium jousting, sumo wrestling, bouncy boxing
and bungie running. Various teams competed to become the
champions at each activity. Balance was certainly a problem as people
wobbled all over the place in an attempt not to fall over!
The Royal Air Force put on an excellent police dog demonstration
that not only showed their talent but was full of humour. The final
act was one of the handlers giving a police dog a piggy back out of
the arena.
There was also a demonstration by the German Fire Brigade which
involved crushed cars and lots of water as they showed emergency
rescues with some of our own soldiers acting as casualties.
The Troops showed ingenuity in their ideas and decoration of stalls .
One Landrover bad been transformed into a spaceship from NASA.
A Radio Relay Wagon had been designed to look like an elephant!
This stall involved bitting a teddy as it came down the elephant's trunk
and was certainly not as easy as it looked.
The stocks generated a great deal of attention as soldiers paid to
soak their officers and SNCOs with sponges of water, or paid a bit
more to pour a whole jerry can over their heads. The CO and the
RSM, as you might expect, looked particularly bedraggled after their
turns.
The Irish Coffee Stand were working flat out all day, fronted by our
young Irish Subaltern Lt Dennis Thornton. The English Pub was
predictably busy and the Pimms Tent, run by LCpl Elaine Poole and
the Sergeants' Mess did a roaring trade.
One of the highlights of the afternoon was the huge paintball
display by the local German Club who demonstrated their equipment
and techniques. There was an opportunity to take part in a
competition, in and around the assault course, although it was
particularly hot work wearing plastic suits as protective clothing, but
it provided great fun for children and soldiers alike.
A lot of hard work was put in by the organiser Maj Tom Friend and
his helpers-so congratulations for making the 33rd and Final
Bradbury Fayre-the Best Ever!

FAREWELL TO THE BRADBURY FAYRE
The Regiment held its final Bradbury Fayre on 17 July in Krefeld
as the Regiment moves to RheindaWen next February. Therefore it
bad to be the biggest and best ever and it was certainly a huge success.

Drill under the supervision of W02 (SSM) Woodcock
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The RSM W01 (RSM) Steve Toms takes his punishment
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CO'S CADRE COURSE.
The Pass Off Parade was held on 27 May, the Inspecting Officer
being the CO Lt Col N. F. Fisher. A special mention goes to Sig Tins
Tinsell who was the Parade Commander and proved to be a potential
RSM on the square. The parade went very well and the trophy for Top
Student was awarded to Sig (now LCpl) Howe fro m 253 Signal
Squadron and a surprise promotion too.
All the stud ents worked hard on the course and the top three
placi ngs went to LCpl Howe, Sig 'Digger' Rigg (only half a point
behi nd) with Sig 'Greyhound' Coombs in third place.

The CO's Cadre Course

Top Student
The CO, Lt Col N. F. Fisher presents Sig (now LCpl} Howe with the
trophy

4SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj W. Ritchie
21C
Capt J . C. Poole-AGC (SPS)
Commcen Tp Comd WOI (YofS) R. W. Marshall, SSM W02 (SSM)
P . J. Ramsey.
The early summer has witnessed the usual mixture of comings and
goings. Most of the Electronic Support Team (ESDT) are about to
move to Rheindahlen to become part of I Sqn; and their Foreman
W02 (FofS) Jim Waterson and his family are departing for a new life
in Australia . We wish Jim, his wife Alyson, and the family all the very
best for their fu ture 'down under'. We have also said farewell to SSgt
Phil Plant who moved to 13 Sig Regt on promotion and our
congratulations and best wishes go with him and his wife Hillary. SSgt
Dave Smart departs on redundancy, and we trust he will enjoy civilian
life. Finally, from the SNCOs, Sgt Dave Stimpson, and his wife Julia
departed on posting to Blandford.
On July we said our final farewells to Maj Alan Dunbar and his
wife Yvonne. Alan (Taff to most) has left for the UK and the
Cryptographic world of UKNDA Thatcham. Both he and Y\.onne
were seen off in style with a Squadron party.
Alan Dunbar is replaced by Maj Bill Ritchie who has arrived fresh
from flying a desk in HQ BAOR. Perhaps it is no coincidence that
part of his old job was planning the Commcen drawdown; so he c~n
now get to work implementing his own plan! We hope be and his wife
Irene will enjoy their tour.
A number of personnel also participated in the Anglo-German
Hermanslauf-a 30km ridge run from Detmold to Bielefeld. They all
appeared to enjoy their jaunt, and gained a fresh appreciation of the
views from the Bielefeld ridge.

21 Sig Regt
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220 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj G. W. Bartliff
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
2IC
SSM W02 (SSM) Whittingham, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Christie, Ch Clk
Sgt Pritchard, Pay Sgt Wilkinson.
The wind of change is upon is. It began in MaY: when there was. a
slight gust which deposited Capt Andy Cameron m the 2IC's chalf.
Then in July, a gust blew off Sgt Bill Prit.c hard's Royal Signals beret
and deposited a shocking green one on his head, as he moves tO the
AGC (SPS). It is good to see that he has not desert~d the Corps by
removing his Royal Signals stable belt. The Squadron 1s glad to see the
Chief remain with the Squadron for some years to come!
BEM PRESENTATION
The Squadron was proud to welcome back SSgt Ian _Tepi.elow from
the British Embassy in Bonn after he was presented Wlth his ~EM b_y
the British Ambassador, Sir Nigel Broomfield KCMG. He re~e1ved his
award in the presence of his wife Debby and ~au?hter Corrmne. T~e
award announced in the New Year Honours List was to mark his
outstanding contribution to charity work within the SHAPE
International Community from November 1?89 to. August 1992.
It looks as though SSgt Ian Tepielow BEM 1s ~ookmg for som~ more
post-nominals. He recently complet~d the.~umch Marathon with Cpl
Billy Upton, during Ex Pongo's Pam, ra1sm_g_ over f?MI600 b~tween
them for the Erich Kastner School and the Bnusb Society for Disabled
Athletes Uunior section).
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Mrs Broomfield, Corrinne Tepiel~w, Debby
Tepielow, Sir Nigel Broomfield KCMG , SSgt Ian Tep1elow BEM

Left to right:
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1 . IG. AL
DRO (V) CAMP
On
gain e had the experti e of 81 Sig qn (V) to assist in the
d ) to d · running of the airfield. They attacked such task as
projects, maintenance, works order and faults to name but a few. A
pedal thank.. must go to Cpl John Brad haw and LCpl Keith
Da~id on for their completion of the Airfield Survival Measures
( SM) board, de igned by our illu trious Tech Sgt Kev Hayfield.
The T Camp wa highlighted by the visit of the CO of the
Regiment Lt Col D. A. Lynam MBE. o sooner had the CO's feet
touched the ground than he was off on a rugged and demanding trek
around the general area of Test Hut 5, led by our intrepid Tp SSgt
Mick Kelly. The CO was then filled with birthda} cake (SSgt Mick
KelJy's surpri cat Te t Hut 5) before returning to tne comforts of the
Troop Comd's office via a demonstration of the micro-bore
in tallation .
ARRl\'ALS
Welcome to Laarbruch, Sgt Kev Tierney, LCpl Sally Webster, Sigs
'Cav' Cavanagh , Josey Well and Jed Murphy.
DEPARTURES
Farewell to the Troop Comd, Capt Dave Wright who leaves for
JHQ on promotion. To LCpl Martin Cowlard posted 50m to the Sqn
MT and to Cpl Batley on hi chilling tour of the Falklands.

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Farewell to LCpls 'Barny' Barnard and 'Al' Worthing. And hello's
to LCpl 'A.D.' Lowe along with Sigs Buchanan, Garrod, Plmlott,
Owen, Laurence and Hughes who are all too fresh to get nicknames.
Welcome to the incoming Tp Comd 2Lt Duncan Parkinson, who is
also too fresh to get a nickname.
ALFA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

Capt John Norris
SSgt Steve Davison
Sgt Mark Tivey

CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to to newly promoted LCpls Close and Fisher.
43 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Ex Groundwave 2, the second of a series of progressive training
exerci e.s designed to complete the Squadron's role conversion, was
held at the end of May. It wa centred on RNAS Merryfield with
detachments deploying over the Somerset/Devon countryside to
practise basic VH/HF comms . This was the Squadron's first fully
tactical deployment where communications and det management skills
taught by SSgt (YofS) Prater and his team were finally put into
practice.

CONGRATULATIO S
Congratulation to LCpJ Tony Lythgoe and his wife Marie on the
birth of their baby daughter Vanessa and LCpl Mick Lawlor and his
wife baron on the birth of their son Sean .
H TROOP
Tp Comd
Cap Whitehouse
Tp SSgt
SSgt Tony McClean
Tech SSgt SSgt Tim Comyns, Projects Sgt Sgt Cauldwell, ~faint Sgt
Cpl Andy Mattson , FOSCI Sgt Sgt Bob Hindle.
The changeover of Troop Comds took place in July with Capt L.
L. Carr handing over to Capt P. Whitehouse. Capt Carr left us for
his last six months in the UK prior to his retirement after 28 years in
the Army. He will be sadly missed along with his wife, Gail, by all
members and families of the Troop. We wish him and his family all
the best for the future.

28 Sig Regt
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EXERCISE MERCURIAL DIAMOND
ROYAL SIGNALS OFF HORE BALTIC REGATTA
Skipper- Sarah Galloway, Crew- Lt Sharon Moffat, Cpl Sharon
Prescott, Sigs Jenny Evans and Mel Morrow.
Friday 16 July, the weather was awful as we left for the Regatta.
We arrived in Kiel and collecte~ our oilskins, signed for our yacht,
a 29ft Hallberg Rassy, and acquainted ourselves with what was to be
home for the next eleven days.
Saturday, we set off for Sonderborg. This was to be one of the only
sunny days.
We sailed to Middlefart the next day where we stocked up on fresh
rations before we set off on the longest leg to Anhalt. After 31 hours
of absolutely awful weather we arrived in Anholt, a one shop, one
restaurant island or so it seemed.
We left Anholt at 1900 hrs on Wednesday evening after taking part
in the novice skippers' race.
The journey from Anhalt to Arhiis proved to be a nightmare come
true. There was thunder, lightning, torrential rain and a force 7 gale.
We also had a narrow escape with a fishing boat-he seemed intent
on splitting our yacht in two. It was only the quick thinking of our
skipper Sarah Galloway that stopped him from doing exactly that.
From Arhiis we sailed to Svendborg where we picked up a team
from SSVC who was there to film the Regatta and us as we were 'The
First All Female Crew'. We dropped them off in Marstal and we
continued with a round the cans series. We all agreed this was the best
day-sunshine and an early night if you wanted one.
The last leg was from Marstal to Kiel. This was supposed to be a
short race but, due to the weather, it took 10 hours. Once we had
arrived it was a hot shower for everyone and a barbecue meal and the
prize giving. We came eighth out of the eleven crews. I think a lot of
people were surprised we weren't last.

W02 (RQMSl Archie Malcolm has finally mastered the art of
windsurfing on his last Summer Camp before departing to civilian
life after 22 years' service

STATION SUPERSTARS
Six members of the Troop took part in the Station Superstars'
competition and achieved 4th, 5th and 6th places. Well done to Cpl
Andy Mayletl, Sigs Malcom Tuck and Andy Edgar.
244 SIGNAL SQUADRAON
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holt
2IC
Capt Neil Makepeace
SSM W02 Steve Morgan, YofS W02 Pete Marti n, FofS SSgt Steve
Hutchinson, SQMS SSgt Gary Foster.
WELCOMES
To three new Troop Commanders. Lt Geoff Pullen to India Tp, Lt
Graham Fletcher to Alfa Tp and 2Lt Duncan Parkinson to Juliet Tp .
THE SQUADRON ALL-COMERS VOLLEYBALL
COMPETITION
This was the second Squadron Sports day, and this time 60 Sqn
RAF turned up (in a Wessex!) along with 1001 Sig Unit RAF, which
was defeated in the semi-final. Remaining in the Competition were
Alfa Tp A and B teams, India Tp A team and Juliet Tp B team. India
Tp A overcame Alfa Tp B convincingly, and Alfa Tp A narrowly
defeated Juliet Tp B. In the final Alfa Tp A team triumphed. The
winning team included Cpl 'Scouse' Johnston, Cpl 'Arry' Harrison
LCpl 'Scotty' Scott, LCpl Mark Wyldes, Sigs Joe Smeeth, Dav~
Altken and Rob Close.
EXERCISE RED BLISTER
Ex Red Blister was a Troop deployment to Swanage to help the
ational Trust in their conservation work.
Once at Swanage the Troop spent the week, under the direction of
the ational Trust, repairing a footpath at Dancing Ledge which had
been eroded by countless walkers. Even after just one day's work
people commented on ho v much easier our effort had made the path
to walk on. If we had a pound for each time we heard the phrase
'When arc you putting a chair lift in', Troop funds would be looking
good. Sunday was a day off and we took full advantage of the good
weather to vi it the surrounding area and of course Studland Bay.
During the following week an enormous amount of rocks and earth
were moved and we exceeded not only the expectations of the National
Tru t but our own as well. The weather and the encouragement of the
people u ing the path helped enormously.
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QUARTERMASTER (T) DEPT
The department is very busy in preparation for the formation of 280
(UK) Sig Sqn which will be under the command of LANDCENT.
From 20-30 May, the department deployed on Ex Quebec Backstop
the Annual Squadron Challenge Pursuit and Non Challenge Pursuit
training camp held in the Nehren area of the Mosel valley. The
following pursuits were carried out: Windsurfing, Canoeing,
Abseiling, Trekking and Cycling.
Many thanks to all the instructors and staff for ensuring that the
students obtained maximum benefit from the activities and a special
thank you to 16 Sig Regt for allowing gt Pavier and LCpl Brown to
attend the camp as canoeing instructors.
Farewells to Sig Taylor and LCpl Window who have departed for
civilian life. We thank them for all their hard work and wish them and
their families all the best for the future.

LCpl Shackleton ' with big stick'. Cpl ' Soupee' Brown -hold ing
out hand, LCpl Glanville - making hasty exist
A competition was run throughout in order to find the ' best det'
overall. This accolade was finally awarded to LCpl 'Para' Franks and
his crew of Sigs White and Henshall in the face of some very fierce
competition indeed. All in all it was a tremendously successful
weekend.
The next training weekend in mid-June provided the opportunity
for each Troop to follow its leader in a variety of directions.
SHQ followed Maj Tobey to Poole Harbour. E Tp followed Lt Sue
Jeanes to Dartmoor where some canoed and others letterboxed (for
the uninitiated letterboxing involves 'stamping' all over the moor) . F
Tp, not to be outdone, followed their leader Capt Mike Parnell to
Fremington Camp where, amongst other activities they cycled from
Barnstaple to Bideford along a disused railway track (yet more proof
of the link between Corps officers and trains).

Sig Butcher 'posing for the camera'
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Cpl Sharon Prescott not looking too confident

lSQUADRON
FOXTROT TROOP
Foxtrot Tp would like to congratulate Cpl Ady Wall and Sue on
the birth of their baby girl Christine on 21 June 1993.
Welcome to Sig Summers recently posted in from 2 Div and a sad
goodbye to Sgt 'Robbo' Robertson and his wife Aggy who are soon
off to 35 Sig Regt (V).
Social events included the Squadron inflatable day on Wednesday
26 May, when a barfly and sumo wrestling provided the
entertainment. A crystal maze day followed later in June organised by
Sgt Colin Hamilton which was a variety of games for different teams
to test their skills. Congratulations to the winners, Cpl Irene Fletcher,
Mr Martin Fletcher, Cpls Chris Dexter, Ady Wall and LCpl Bri
Sheard, all from Foxtrot Tp. Friday 2 July was the day of the 1
Sqn summer party.
Good Luck to all those leaving the Regiment and to those joining
280 Sig Sqn.
GOLF TROOP
Whilst all the preparations are going on to change Golf Tp i~to
Alpha Tp . 280 Sig Sqn some time was set aside for alternative
work. This brought a flurry of ideas ranging from the bizarre to the
almost impossible. Most of the ideas which did come to life had a
rather strange motive behind them, for example ...

Sig Mel Morrow enjoying a bowl of tuna and tomatoes
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Troop Day Out This took the form of a three phase exercise.
Go kart racing (or driver training). The standard of driving was
amazing. As for the technique, well, we had the 'I can overtake even
if I have to cross over the grass', as demonstrated by Sig 'Chalkie'
White, Sig Dawn Longmire thought that she could go faster if her
helmet was on backwards, and after a hard fought battle for !st, 2nd,
3rd and 4th place, between Cpl Paul Elgenia, Sigs 'Chalkie' White,
Mick Lawrence and Ian Gregory, all that could be seen was the large
smoke cloud caused by Cpl Paul Elgenia as he thought he would test
the strength of crash barriers.
Bowling (or marksmanship principles). This phase also had its stars,
while incorporating hand and eye coordination skills and also the
hand and mouth skills required by all good bowlers.
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The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
BFPO 1
Comd
Lt Col R. M. Crom bie
21C
Maj M. P. Wise
Gur ha Major Maj (QGO) Gambahadur Buduja Adjt Capt G. R.
Grant, A t Adjt Lt (QGO) Rajbahadur Rai, H~d Clk Lt (QGO)
hh·akumar Lama, RS 1 WOl (RSM) Gauparsad Magar.
HELLO AND GOODBYES
RHQ has recently bid farewell to one of its most popular members,
the British Training Sergeant, Sgt 'Scouse' Mahoney who leaves on
promotion to gt. His terrier-like commitment on the football pitch
will be sorely mi sed (literally) , as will his subtle sense of humour and
delicate laugh . All che British, Gurkha and Chinese ranks within RHQ
end 'Scouse' and his so ns Aaron and Lee, their very best wishes for
the futur-e . We ofter a warm welcome to Sgt Steve Alton and hope he
enjoys hi time with QG Signals .
HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd/QM (T)
Maj P. W. J. Whitehead
Senior QGO
Capt (QGO) Kesbahadur Gurung
Bde QM Lt Col I. R. Buckley, GSM WOl (GSM) A.G. R. Boensch,
SSM W02 (SSM) Ramkumar Rai, RQMS (T) W02 (RQMS) C.
McCue.
246 GURKHA SIG SQN (48 GURKHA INF BDE)
Sqn Comd
Maj I. A. J. Condie
Capt A. J. Parsons
2IC
Senior QGO Capt (QGO) Mekhman Gurung, SSM W02 (SSM)
Kindarman Rai, FofS SSgt (FofS) S. P. Davis, YofS SSgt (YofS) J .
R. Knight, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Baiaram Rai, Chief Clk Sgt
Pradeepkumar Rana .
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
SSgt (YofS) Paul Kendrick left at the end of July to become W02
(YofS) at 24 Air Mob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and was replaced by SSgt
(YofS) Knight who joined us from IADSR. From the whole Squadron
a big 'Thanks YOS!' and congratulations on the well deserved
promotion_. ~ warm welcome to all the men from 250 and 216 Sig
Sqns who 1om us for Ex Jungle Trooper. Finally, another shift in the
Squadron's hierarchy with a change of SSM, W02 Chandrakumar
Rai moves to HQ Sqn and passes lhe pace stick to W02 Kindarman
Rai who joins us from 30 Sig Regt.
CTROOP
OR AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS!
The majority of the Squadron's Rear Link Troop is seldom in the
same place at the same time so the photograph is a rare one. It has
bc;en a very busy six m~nths for the Regiment's Globe Trotting Troop
with personnel deploying to no less than five countries; Korea-with
the last UN Korean Honour Guard, Sabah with 2GR and JOOR and
Canada with 2GR for Ex Pond Jump West. More recently three
members of C Tp's Gurkha Sgts, Mukunda, Rajendraman and
Chandra somehow managed to wangle their way onto the JWIC

course in Brunei and will be joined in early A ugust by three other
Troop members o n Ex Jungle T rooper. With surprise and at 24 hours '
notice, Sgt Oil went back to Nepal to help with the flood relief efforts
in Op Rivers.
T he Troop regrouped briefly in late August with members
deploying to Belize with 2GR for a six month tour and Tp Comd Lt
R. E. Chamberlain disappeared off to Chile for five months as an
instructor with a Raleigh International expedition .
24 HOUR BOWLING MARA THON
The Sqn Comd, Maj I. A. J. Condie decided to launch a charity
extravaganza on behal f of the Gurkha Welfare T rust, T he Royal Star
and Garter Home fo_r Disabled Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen , a nd the
New Museum Project at Bla ndford . T hus we held a bowling
marathon .
Lt Rob Chamberlain, Sgts Mal Howard a nd Jimmy Anyon were
tasked with organising what quickly became a territory wide
sponsorship sweep, directing the Gurkha hit squads that wo uld arrive
at the front door of every married quarter in Hong Kong armed with
a beaming smile and a collection bucket, thu s making sure that
absolutely none of the forces personnel, fro m Stanley to the Chinese
border, was in any doubt at all that 246 was holding a Char ity Bowling
Marathon!
The big day arrived on Saturday 17 July, and all the fam ilies
gathered at Sek Kong 'Strike Bowl' for one of SSgt (SQMS) Balaram's
fantastic ' Ban Bhats' and to join in the bowling. The Gu rkha wives
had been asked to bring along a sample of home made chutney for a
' Chutney Tasting Competition • to be judged by the Comd QG Sigs Lt
Col R. M. Crombie and Mrs Crombie; a di ffi cult job at the best of
times, particularly when the chutney ranged from E kdamai Piro
(volcanic) to Halka Piro (pretty damn hot). After a diplomatic
'draw• the muglise (single soldiers) quickly tucked into what was left
of the chutney, a real taste of home and rare treat for them .
At 1200 hrs the Comd and the GM, Maj (QGO) Gambahadur
Garbuja bowled the first ball to mark the start of the 24 hour session
and from then on it was all downhill. Four teams of three 'stagged
on' for an hour and a half each, on what was for most an ' on the job
learning experience'! (However-the word on the street was that the
Sqn Comd had been seen having a crafty practice session earlier in the
week!). As was to be expected the event quickly developed into a
competition between the teams, each having their own star players.
Cpl Gyan and LCpl Dhanraj Ghale soon proved themselves to be first
time naturals with strike after strike, much to the disgust of bowling
veterans like SSgt (YofS) Kendrick and Cpl Whiteman who kept
'
muttering about beginners' luck!
Whilst the teams were bowling away, the rest o f the Squadron was
digging into a barbecue outside, sitting in the sun and having a good
'gaph saph' SSgt 'DJ' Hitmao provided the sounds with a blend of
English, Nepalese and Chinese 'popular' music to reflect the trilingual, multi national nature of the party. Whilst Mums and Dads
chatted away, the children were kept entertained by Sgt Di! with an
endless supply of fun and games that usually ended up with someone

getting soaking wet! At the 18 hour point morale was still high- with
Sgt Anyon desperately trying to tell everyone that he' d never been out
until this l~te on a Saturday night before. 24 hours later with plaster
wrapped fmgers and a few closet 'champion bowlers' discovered a
be~raggled team bowled ,the fi nal ball taking the total points sco;ed
to JUSt o~er 19,~. Youd have thought that after 24 hours practice .
evef)'.one s b~wlmg would have improved a little-not so , as the
subb1es (parttcularly 2Lt Kerry Levins!) and Sgt Suria Bikkann
ma na~ed to prove. More hard work needed and perhaps some
coach mg fro i:n the exp~rt, Cpl Dave Fowler who won the coveted prize
for most stn k e~- 18 m ~ hours. Total cash raised was just over
HK$30 000. Bng BG, Bn g S. M. A. Lee OBE late Royal Signals
kindly received a cheque on behalf of the Gurkha Welfare Trust fo;
HK$!~ 000-all the more.worth while following the recent devasting
flood m Nepal. The remamder of the cash raised is being distributed
between the other two charities.
247 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUA DRON
Sqn Comd
Maj M. N. J ohnson
Senior QGO
Capt (QGO) Chandraparsad Guru ng
SSM W02 (SSM) Chitrabahadur Gurung , SQMS (G) SSgt
(SQMS) ~hanbahadur Rana , Chief Clk Sgt Lalparsad Gurung.
T he Jomt CIS Branch has been keeping us busy with a variety of
questions regarding the drawdown a nd how we can reduce posts . The
'Wha t ifs ' include: 'We switch off the AMS and replace it with six
secure facsimiles', ' We close I Troop a nd use Hong Kong Telecom'
' We have a three day week' a nd 'How many men does it take to feed
30 carrier pigeons' (Maj (Retd) Bob Slather is certain to have a file on
how it was done the last time we tried it!) .
ISLAND TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj D. R. Davey
Lt (QGO) Santa Pun
2IC
FofS
WOl (FofS) R. Downie
Island Troop is responsible fo r the Master Systems Control Point
Hong Kong, which controls all strategic, threatre and territory-wide
communications, using commercial satellite and long haul H F and a
multitude of data communications systems. In addition to this, the
Troop maintains all static communications equipment, incl ud ing
radio relay, digital exchanges and H F radio, in suppo rt of the
Garrison. The busy line section, of Hong Kong Military Service Corps
tele-mechs under Sgt Mark Bullivant, looks after al l military line and
telephone installations on Ho ng Kong Island , and helps to maintain
line communications in Kathmandu and Pokhara , Nepal . They also
give assistance to the Brunei Signal Tp.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
We recently said farewell to Maj Peter Smurthwaite, W02 (FofS)
Bob Nicholl and SSgt Dave Smith. We wish them all the very best of
luck in their new jobs. Recent additions to the Troop include Maj
Russ Davey, SSgt (FofS) Prembahadur Thakali and WOl (FofS) Bob
Downie who has moved to the dazzling lights of Hong Kong Island .

EXERCISE NA YA KA GA
Most people think that going o n exercise means going into the
jungle, well, thi s one was di fferent and it was not in Hong Kong,
Brunei or UK. Ex Naya Kanga was an adventurous training mountaineering expedition to the Langtang Himal region of Nepal with the
aim of reaching the summit of Naya Kanga (19,180ft) by a previously
unclimbed route.
The Team consisted of Capt P . J. Holliday QG Sigs (Team Leader)
(from HQ BON), Flt Lt S. O . H unt RAF (from RAF Valley in the
UK), Cpl Purna Guruog, Sherpa and a cook/aspirant sirdar called
Surya.
On 27 April 1993 we departed HQ British Gurk has Nepal by
landrover and headed for Sundarijal which is to the North East of
Kathmandu and the start of the week long trek to base cam p. After
a long and tiring walk we stopped at Patibhanjang and had a good
night's sleep. As we continued the trek we stopped a t places like
Kutumsang and Gopte where we saw pieces of the fuselage of the
crashed Thai airways airliner which now forms part of the roof on a
small hou e. Then came a very hard day when we had to cross the
Laurabina La pass (15,000ft) th rough deep snow. As we headed down
the far side of the La urab ina we passed the sacred lakes at
Gosainkunda where Hindus visit in the summer to take a holy swim.
Not much chance of a ho ly swim when we were there as the lakes were
frozen solid and covered with snow. As we descended into the
Langtang valley we had superb views of Manaslu, Ganesh Himal,
Peak 29 a nd Himalchuli. A fter seven days walking we arrived at our
base camp at Kyangin Gompa where we met up with Surya and our
porters.
After a day of rest and organising climbing equipment we moved
up the northern side of the valley and established a high camp from
which to climb Yala Peak (18,045ft). This was to be an acclimatisation
climb and would also give good views of the new route on Naya
Kanga. Over three days we climbed Yala, Cpl Purna Gurung and Flt
Lt Huot on one rope Capt Holliday and Pemma on the other. The
summit day was exhausting and we had to rope up for the final two
pitch of steep ice near the summit. It was very pleasing to reach a
18,045ft Himalayan summit especially for those for whom it was a
first experience of mountaineering!
After Yala we returned to Kyangin. On 9 April Capt Holliday and
Flt Lt Huot supported by Pemma and Surya set off on the new route
on Naya Kanga. Pemma and Surya returned after helping carry to the
high camp. Unfortunately that night it started to snow heavily and the
two at high camp spent the night shovelling snow off of the tent. The
next day was even worse with visibility reduced to a few feet. The third
day the weather cleared mid morning.
Avalanche risk meant that they had no option but to come back
down the mountain and we were very relieved to see them safely back
at base camp.
The next couple of days we prepared for another attempt but the
weather continued to worsen and we eventually had to abandon the
mountain. We all arrived back in Jawalakhel on the night of 14 April
fit and sun tanned.
Although we didn't manage to climb the new route on Naya Kanga
it provided a real taste of mountain experience and its need for good
teamwork.

JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D. Turner
YofS W02 (YofS) B. Williams, SDSO SSgt J. Bullivant, Tp/ Admin
Sgt Sgt Haribahadur Tbapa.
Following the latest round of talks on the drawdown , the good news
is that the Commcen will be here for a while yet. The message is that
the posts are still here, so put in your preference posting
applications-especially if you are good on the AMS and regimental
standard at tennis.
CONGRATULATIONS
Not heeding the Commander' s call to reduce manning in the
Squadron we have had one new baby, Scott Regan, congratulations
to Alec and Karen .

C Tp 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn
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Brig S. M. A. Lee, Brig Bde of Gurkhas, receiving a cheque for
HK$10 000 from Maj I. A. J. Condie 246 Gurka Sig Sqn Comd
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1993

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The past two months have seen many changes, we bid fond
farewells to Sgt Mike Applegarth and Kim leaving for 8 Sig Regt
(wherever that may be at the moment!), LCpl Anne Vardy to 238 Sig
Sqn, Sig Sharon Mulholland to 243 Sig Sqo, Sig Fergi Ferguson to 39
Inf Bfe HQ and Sig Sqn, Sig Debbie Toomes to 251 Sig Sqn, Sig Elsie
Sutton and John to NI and Sig Rachael Darby to civvy street. We
wish you all the very best for the future .
We welcome the new Tp Comd, Capt David Turner and his wife
Anne, Cpl Chris Nelson, LCpl Baldwin and his wife, Sigs Debbie
Bicker, Paula Clansy, Anita Hattona and John McGee with his wife.
We hope you enjoy your tours in Hong Kong.
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1993

High camp on Naya Kanga
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WEST LOWLAND HIKE
The last weekend in May saw the Squadron deployed in Dumfries
and Galloway to provide comms for a two day Hill Race organised by
the Boy's Brigade. At the end of the two days it was a very tired group
of Mobile Comms and Mould crews that returned to Edinburgh in the
early evening.

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

69 (NIH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
E ERCI E CICHE TERRAIN (CAPT PUGWASHES REVENGE)
AD\'E 'TURE TRAINING IN THE WESTERN HIGHLANDS
Report by ig Jackie ott
0 E. ·erci e
Maj Bob Turnbull
2IC WOI (RSM) R. Patrickson, Adv Trg WO WO? 'Rab' Campbell,
OSI gt 'Taff' Thoma , DS2 SSgt (FofS) Alex Sc11tt, DS3 Sgt Steve
laney, Admin1Morale Mr John Taylor and Mr Steve Anderson.
Rain, ram and, yes, even more rain. This was the weather foreca t
for the west coast of Scotland for the week following 2 July, the start
of Ex Ciche Terrain and, for once, the Met Office bad it right!
Unfortunately 69 Sqn (V) had to forego the fun of putting up
ba her during the middle of the night in torremial rain, somewhere
in the back of beyond! They must have been kicking themselves at
mi sing the delights of leaking ponchos, migrating worms (they
eemed to take a liking LO LCpl Stewart), and that one boulder that
no matter where you leep always finds the most sensitive part of your
backbone!

Sunday, we spent the afternoon orienteering, let's just say for some
of us, the less said about that, the better.
On Monday, we had the opportunity to climb Sgur Na Ciche or go
abseiling-I chose the first option. However, for my first ever
Munroe, Sgur Na Ciche was definitely a big personal challenge. At
3410 feet I can honestly say I felt every single one of them, but we all
felt great when we finally made it to the top, despite the fact that we
couldn't see a thing when we got there as the summit was covered in
cloud.
The following day was a rest day, though we did manage to get in
a bit of fishing much to SSgt Tbomas's delight. The Foreman was a
bit miffed, he caught nothing while everyone else was hauling them in.
Also some of us got a chance to go to Mallaig for a few hours, for
supplies and a quick visit to the hospital to see our eye casualty.
Due to the weather it was decided that we would be better off in
more solid surrounds, so arrangements had been made for us to stay
in a hostel in Inverie, which until we arrived was a quiet little village
in the middle of nowhere.
Thursday we climbed another Munroe, this time it was Mean
Buidhe, unfortunately we didn't make it to the top due to the weather.
That night we saw the whole week off in style thrashing the D/ S in
a game of Trivial Pursuit.
Friday and time to go home, we all said our goodbyes, and had a
slight panic when we thought we had lost the keys to the 51 Sqn minibus. But we finally made it.
Just to top it all and make an end to a great week, the sun came out.
61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj B. P. Gilfetber MBE
21C
Capt B. Murray
PSAO Capt P. Campbell , Tp Comd Lt B. Shankland, Tp Comd Lt
A. Pepper, Tp Comd Lt D. Dodds, Tp Comd Lt K. Crosbie, SSM
W02 (SSM) I. McKay, SQMS SSgt (SQMS} F. Patterson and PSI
SSgt (PSI) R. Ibbotson.

L to R: Cpl Linda McKenzie, LCpl Paul Brown, Sigs Carmen Collins,
Jackie Scott, LCpl 'Paddy' Coyle, Sigs 'Citizen' Kane, 'Shaky'
Rennie, 'Blue Job' Higgins
Lunch on the way up Sgur Na Ciche

ot a very good start to a week of adventure training? You are
wrong. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the week despite the odd case of
hypothermia, micro eye surgery, and the occasional unexpected
bonfire provided by D/ S and students alike!
The following morning, due to poor visibility, and of course the
rain, canoeing for the weekend was cancelled. So instead, we moved
straight on to base camp at Stoul (on foot of course). Admittedly, by
the time we got there the idea of warm tents, semi dry clothing and
hot compo rations seemed like paradise.

EDINBURGH KAPE
June also brought the chance for a spot of PR and recruiting. A
Display Team was organised and despatched to two displays, the
Edinburgh KAPE organised by the local ACIO and the RAF Careers
display by Holyrood Palace. At KAPE the team was a big attraction
due to the announcement that Royal Signals are camming up
children's faces and it's free! Despite that draw, a number of potential
recruits contacted the recruiting team .

ROYAL SIGNALS SKILL-AT-ARMS MEETING
Although the Corps Shoot is not represented by any TA Unit, 69
(NIH) Sig Sqn (V) went to the aid of 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn by allowing
SSgt Johnston (PSI) to help them out.
This year's meeting was held at Bulford between 20-25 June and a
total of 18, both major and minor teams competed.
SSgt Johnston was the only team member who qualified to go
through to Stage 2 of the Individual Rifle Championship and was the
Individual Class A Winner in March 4-The Association Cup. He
went on to be the Champion-at-Arms- Royal Signals Individual
Winner 1993. He was also asked to go forward to the RASAAM at
Bisley to represent the R Signals Methuen Team but reluctantly had
to decline- maybe next year.
The team, competing against seven other Minor Units easily held on
to 3rd position behind two very consistent teams- 216 Sig Sqn and 19
Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209). They also far exceeded their own
expectations, especially after very limited training.

The Junior s Captain, J,Cpl Hami!tou on the toss, but it a to
be one of the few strokes of luck he would have that day. After
electing to bat, the two openers for the Jumors strolled out to meet
a determined and psyched up Officers' and Seniors' team. Di~ster
struck after only two balls when Sig Jones called for a 'suicide run'
and was smartly run out. First blood to the management! At the fall
of the next wicket, it was the Colonel's turn to stop the rot, and he
looked set for a big score until he was brilliantly caught in the covers
by the RSM. This had the effect of completely demoralising the
Juniors who collapsed to 38 All Out.
This proved to be a comfortable target for the Management, who
achieved the victory target with seven wicket to spare, despite the
CO's determined efforts to repay the RSM in kind .
Thanks go to Sgt Cammack for organising the game, and many
thanks to the wives of the Squadron who organised an excellent buffet
in the TAC after the event.

ANNUAL CRICKET MATCH
OFFICERS & SNCOs v JRC
The annual match between the 'Management' and the 'Workers' of
69 (NIH) Sig Sqn took place in glorious weather on Sunday 11 July
at Ballykelly Airfield near Limavady. Each team was boosted for the
day by a couple of ringers from over the water. The CO playing for
the lads, and the RSM helping out the older element.

The Workers with the CO

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
VISIT OF SOinC (A)
On Thursday 8 July the SOinC (A), Maj Gen A. H. Boyle visited
the Regiment. The SOinC came to view the progress of Ptarmigan
Garage build, to receive an update on the conversion and trade
training carried out to date and to meet as many members of the
Regiment as possible. The visit commenced at 48 Sig Sqn (V) in
Sparkbrook where Maj Gen Boyle was met and briefed by the CO Lt
Col John Ewbank and the 2IC of the Squadron, Capt Jan Barnes.
Following the briefing the General toured the Squadron including the
Ptarmigan Garages and the TA Centre; here he met most of 48 Sqn's
permanent staff including the PSAO Capt George Cairns, SSgt (FofS)
Russ Dale, SSgt Heaselgrave, Sgts Darren Evans and Stewart Banks
and Cpls Justin Marsh and Gary Currie. Cpl Currie is congratulated
on his recent selection for promotion. The SOinC then moved to RHQ
where he met the Ops Offr Maj Pat Bannigan, the Tech Adjt Capt
Rob Meinertzhagen (who briefed him on the plan for Ex Northern
Hawk} and the YofS W02 Mick Hawley. Finally, he visited the Regt
Trg Wing, viewing our trade training facilities and received a trade
training update from SSgts Keith Stewart, Bob Griffiths and Cpl
Dennis Feely who was warmly congratulated by the SOinC on his
award of the MBE in the Birthday Honours' List.
The SOinC talking to Sgt Stewart Banks of 4 8 Sqn

The RSM before fatigue caught up
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Sgt Karen Young at the KAPE
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1993

The SOinC bei ng briefed by Capt Rob Meinertzhagen
THE WIR E, OCTOBER 1993

A WARM WELCOME
Summer · has ushered in a fairly large number of new arrivals
principally to augment the regular permanent staff which brings the
Regiment almost up to its new manning level . Ptarmigan has now
started to arrive and following the elimination of a few irksome
building and security wrinkles, the first issue of Ptarmigan equipment
and vehicles have now been installed and secured in 58 and 95 Sqn's
Ptarmigan garages with the remaining equipment issued to 89 and 48
Sqns. A new, exciting and important chapter of the Regiment's
chequered history has now begun and a special warm welcome is
extended to all our recent new arrivals who include the new Padre, the
Rev Colin Butler and his wife Susan, SSgts (FofS) J ohn Whitmore,
Simon Hill, Ray J epson REME, Sgts Graham Potter, Tim Edwards,
Martin Jeanes and Taff Millard, Cpls Jim H ope, Nigel Tomlinson ,
Lee Thomas, Vince Tyler and LCpl Adrian Dear; to one degree or
another all will have quite an impact on how quickly we convert and
adapt to our new and demanding role. We are equally confident all
new arrivals will have a rewarding and enjoyable tour.
337

HAT' I.
M ?
The R 1 WOl Gu) Fi hguard, who suffered the indignity of
h \ing hL name mi pelt, and in particular, having it as ociated with
a fLh dinner, would not be con oled, wa not in a fo rgiving mood
and, v.ith con iderable peer pre sure, engineered a dastardly plot to
e ct revenge against the uspected perpetralOr and put him in his
plai e.
o \\ith the help of two zealot in the hapes of Sgls (we were only
follow·iog orders) Kevin Prince and Martin Jeanes an office (who e
location and occupant will not be disclosed) was dismantled and then
re-a embled in a variety of locations; fortunately it was quickly
re tored to it former hamble and is now kept permanently locked
to prevent any po ible repetition. However, in an effort to prevent
any other office from being relocated a timely apology was i sued to
deter uch e ·treme measure . It is believed that all parties involved
have now forgiven each other and a cea efire has been declared-but
v.ill it hold?

WEEKE D TRAINING POT POURRI
Waiting for Ptarmigan to arrive and the subsequent demands of the
conversion training caused the Regimental training calendar to be
turned on its head this year which threw everybody out of
ynchronisation. Early June is the traditional annual camp period but
becau e of our conversion to Ptarmigan, annual camp dates had to be
changed and will probably never be the same again and trade and
conver ion training became the ultimate priority. Psychologically we
were ready for camp and the pre and post camp trauma and clearly
had to find something else to do to occupy our weekends and to take
a mental break from the extremely intense but monotonous trade
training and indulge in some form of physical activity. 89 Sig Sqn (V)
based in Rugby found part of the answer when they organised a series
of external training weekends commencing in May with an exciting
escape and evasion and survival exercise superbly organised by SSgt
Mick Oarke and Sgt Steve Phillips. Many new skiJ!s were learnt by
mo t Squadron members during this exercise including river crossings,
night navigation, how lO live of the land.

the strains and tres of Ptarmigan Trg by packing her climbing gear
and joined the TA expedition to climb Mont Blanc. What follows is
her per onal account of the expedition.
EXERCISE TERRITORIAL DRAGON
On Saturday 21 July we set out fro m Shrewsbu ry to com mence
what turned out to be a 20 hour coach journey to Chamonix. I was
one of 30 members in the expedition who had been drawn from TA
units throughout Wales and We tern District.
Most of our kit was drawn fro m Thatcham; and judging by the
dated appearance of the clothing and boots in particular, I wondered
whether or not they were used for the fi rst attempt at climbing
Everest, either way they would clearly do little for my image.
Fortunately, 1 had most of my own gear! We were based at the 'Ille
Barratts' campsite in Chamonix from where we did one or two day
trips into the mountains and from where we were able to shower in
an international environment, cementing Anglo French, German and
Spanish relations. Earlier we were split into groups based on
experience and during the first day we climbed the Minnette Ridge and
performed some abseiling acts into what appeared to be nothingness;
a hair raising experience when you realize the only alternative is a
sheer drop to Chamonix. Later that night we found a supermarket
that sold J litre of beer for 50p- after that we never really looked
back. The second day saw an early start at 0530 hrs and whilst I was
traversing a difficult snow ridge which had sheer drops either sjde, I
wished I hadn't indulged in the 50p lager the night before. During day
three we were confined to the campsite because of poor weather;
fortunately the weather held out for the remainder of the exercise and
by the fourth day we managed lo reach the Albert Premier Hut at
2702m; this was preceded by rock climbing of various grades at the
Crags at Les Gaillands. For the remaining days we pushed on to reach
the summit and following one or two hairy moments which included
falling rocks, melting snow and biting winds which caused two sense
of humour failures, we reached the summit on the sixth day. Going
down was distinctly quicker than the ascent and upon reaching terra
firma the jubilation resuJted in a swift onset of refreshing sleep.
Thirteen members of the group had achieved their aim of reaching the
summit of Mont Blanc, 4807m and special thanks must go to the
organisers at HQ Wales and Western District and to the group leaders
for a very challenging and most enjoyable experience.
95 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Members of the Squadron took part in a sponsored relay race from
their TA Centre in Shrewsbury to Newcastle, which was organised by
SSgl Chris Hymas. They raised sufficient money to present three
colour television sets to the Children's Ward of the Royal Shrewsbury
Hospital and a much needed Pulseoximeter.

Ilford
CHANGE OF COMMAND
The weekend of 19/20 J une 1993 saw the change over of command
within the Regiment. LI Col D. McLay T D (V) handed over to LI Col
J. Henderson on a Regimental Parade held at llford TA Centre. We
welcome Lt Col J. Henderson and Mrs Henderson to the Regiment.
POSTINGS
There have been other important changes and we welcome Capt
R. J. Healey as Adjutant. Maj S. M. Jones takes up the appointment
of Training Major on his recent promotion and Capt P. J. Doherty
MBE has departed on posting to Blandford .
HQSQN
Lt Col Henderson ' s arrival coincided with the Regimental maintenance weekend , Ex Pinioned Eagle, where all the outlying
Squadrons arrived at RHQ llford for inspection of their vehicles and
equipment under the watchful eye of the TOT, Capt A. Newbery (V)
and SSgt (FofS) Warwick.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We say goodbye to SSgt (FofS) Paul Booth and welcome his
replacement SSgt (FofS) Danny Warwick .
Lt J. P. McManus (V) has transferred to 54 Sig Sqn (V) as Tp Comd
and Lt M. S. Kendrew (V) has joined us from TA Centre Bedford .

Staff Nurse Cynthia James receives a cheque for £920 from Maj
Helen James
Back row: LCpl Martin Winstanley, SSgt Chris Hymas, Sgt Dave
Torrence and LCpl Stephen Leighton . Front row: Sgt Mouland and
Cpl Maxine Hughes

BECOMING PART OF THE T ROOP
The main reason I stayed the course was my desire to get to grip
with my signals training. Consequently I was feeling very excited
about my fi rst weekend away with 749 Tp. As a trainee tele-data op,
I was placed in our AMC and for most of the Saturday played
observer to a group of increasingly irritated Corporals who were
wondering why none of the com ms seemed to be working. By the
evening the message traffic started to flow, and under careful supervision I was soon formulati ng messages and secretly thanking the
powers that be for the edit button on the ~qu i pm ent. Sunday morn!n~
was slightly Jess eventful. Although I sull have to do my Recruits
course, I am now an active member of my Troop and very pleased
about that.
45 SQUADRON (V)
45 Sqn have had a busy three months. Highlighted by May Ex
March Hare- a two day communication exercise in the Stanford
Training area. The live enemy was provided by elements of 4 RGJ
from London and 45 Sqn were joined by ACF personnel from Warley,
Essex.
Two Regimental Communication Exercises were held in April and
May and the Squadron is now undergoing a period of maintenance
prior to the Annual RSIT Inspection.
Two very young members have recently joined the Squadron. Sgt
John Mitchell and his wife Lesley (formerly Sgt Mitchell) are now the
proud parents of twins-George and Joanne-born at the end of
April. Many congratulations.

ANNUAL CAMP
Annual Camp will be held in Germany in November so the QM
Department is busy ordering winter clothing as well as all the other
stores required for Camp. If we freeze we shall know who to blame!
A NEW RECRUIT IN THE TA - A PERSONAL VIEW
FITNESS AND STRENGTH
By Sig Duff
The emphasis in 'Recruit Training' seems to be on fitness and
strength, two attributes that I could never claim I possessed. Hence it
was several weeks before I took the plunge and attended the Tuesday
night PT session. The PTI must have the most envied position in any
fitness conscious unit. Whilst one is experiencing a slow form of
death, the PTI simply has to reassure you that 'It is all for your own
good'.
Rapidly I learned that to not have a fixed grin on my f~ce was
tantamount to begging for ten press-ups, and never lo mention that
you felt cold in front of a PTI, for you would aot feel cold for long.
Soon however a miracle happened; I no longer developed the dayafter ache, the BFr was no longer an impossibility, and I even enjoyed
circuit training - the first obstacle had been overcome, I was now
relatively fit.
THE DREADED 'D' WORDS
Compared to PT, DriJ! was relatively easy .going, in~eed I'm sure
our instructors suffered far more than we did. A variety of means
were used to improve our competence in this field; it was patiently
explained in the best of 'army logic' that by the right can mean that
you move to the left, and that to advance often means going backwards, yet it was only the threat of missing a break that made the most
hopeless case find his footing.
.
For any recruit who has ploughed through a muJutude of documents in duplicate and triplicate, they will know why 'documentation'
is a swear word. The frustration of having to be continuously called
back because the recruiting Corporal has forgotten one little thing
cannot even be considered in a joking light. However, eventually, they
had all been filled in and we were eligible to undertake the next part
of our training.

Yes we have converted!
Le~ to right: Cpl Oz Gilroy, Sig Mick O'Driscoll, LCpl Colin
Richards and Sig Alvez Coles
This exercise was followed in June by a Detachment exercise the
aim of which was lO prepare members to cope as 2 or 3 'man
detachments-a requirement of their new Ptarmigan role as either
SCRAT or Central Ops-and took the form of an inter-detachment
challenge. The winning detachment was a 3 women dee composed of
LCpl ~yn Ca_imey, Pie Ann McColl and Sig Sally Lucas, they won the
day with their excellent camounage and concealment skills which as
you imagine caused a great deal of distress amongst their male
counterparts. The exercise took place at Bardon Hill (a densely
wooded area) and was visited by the CO, LI Col John Ewbank and
the RSM, WOl Guy Richards. 89 Sqn's physical break cuJminated in
an exhilarating and energetic military and adventure training exercise
at .Chikerell Camp in Weymouth during the weekend 14/ 15 July.
Jomed by members of the LAD this successful weekend included
ftring the APWT and final conv.ersions to the-Rine 5.56, Canoeing
where ig Mick O'Driscoll displayed remarkable skills at staying
upright, Rock Climbing where Sig Alvin Coles (of sticky fingers fame)
performe~ so.me miraculous rock c!im~ing acrobatics, Hill Walking
and a sprmkhng of bounty tests which mcluded BFr NBC and First
Aid. Refreshed, rejuvenated and regenerated all are n'ow having to be
restrained as ~e ~ervously contemplate the prospect of our firsL Regt
Comms exercise ID almost a year. Roll on September! One Territorial
Officer in the shape of Lt Claire Waterworth, also from 89 Sqn, fled

36 Sig Regt (V)

RAW RECRUIT TO 'LEAN, MEAN, FIGHTING MACHINE'
At last we had reached the point when we were allowed to 'cam-up'
and have weapons issued. To start with we were all laug!llng and
joking around but as night fell things became more serious; the
reason for the TA started to dawn on us. By the time we started our
night recce patrol, a section of reguJars could not have been more
conscientious; we were actively looking for the enemy and we felt
tense. The real test for those who were not as keen ~s others though
was on guard duty, most things can be borne, but bemg woken _up at
0300 hrs on a cold Sunday morning is a totally nasty expen.ence.
However, by the end of the weekend, althou~h I would not claim to
have enjoyed myself, I had achieved something, I knew I wanted to
stay in the TA.

Sigs Helen Sanger, Korina Louise Sayer and Sgt Helen Spar~es
listen intently to a briefing during 45 Squadron's recent exercise
on Stanta
GOLF SUCCESS
The PSI of our Warley Detachment Sgt Andy Harriott has recently
completed a double on the golfing scene, winning both the Royal
Signals 'Scratch Cup' and the Eastern District 'Scratch Cup'. At least
we now know where we can find you!

Sgt Andy Harriott balancing both the Royal Signals and Eastern
District Scratch Cups . Not a bad brace!
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch
CO
Lt Col John Macfarlane
21
Maj Stamford Cartwright (V)
Trg ~taj Maj Tom 'Foggy' Pengelley, Adjt Capt Andy Duncan, QM
pt Dave 'Hagar' Marsden , R M WOt Phil Abbott, Yof'S W02
liff Montgomery. Fof'S
gt bane Overton, Ch Clk Sgt 'Forever'
Phil Ro Jee. LCpl Ja on Clement.

EXERCISE SUMMER SOLSTICE
HQ Squadron's triumph in the an nual military skill competition is
reported on below but as a sideshow on the Sunday morning, the CO
and Sqn Comds took o n the RSM and SSMs in a falling plate match.
The result was extremely close but, by a split second, the officers were
declared the winners.

DEPART R
Capt raven and Katy have left for 11 (ARRC) ig Bde. We wish
them well.
We also bid a farewell to Cpl 'five bellies' Jones as he depart the
army to go ba k to the inging valleys of Wales. We wi h him well in
the future.
ARRIVA
\ e welcome four new members to the Regiment. Capt Andy
Duncan and hi wife Claire, RQMS Charlie Dubique and his wife
Doris, gt Daz Stubbins and hi wife Carol and LCpl Jason Clement.
We hope that they all enjoy their tours.
CO GRAT LATION
Hard work paid off for Maj Gill Jones TD (V) when he was
awarded the MBE for 37 years loyal and distinguished service in both
the Regular and Territorial Army. Her upport to the Regiment,
several military charitie and military welfare agencies made her most
worthy of the award .
VISIT BY COMO 2 (NC) SIGNAL BRIGADE
The Regiment hosted a familiarisation visit for Brig J. Neeve and
hi wife Jane, on his newest appointment.
He also joined us during the Ex Full Bloom, a Regimental
Communications exercise in the Wales and Western Disuict. The
Co~d visited elements of 67 Sig Sqn (V) at Sutton Coldfield,
Regunental Headquarters (deployed tactically for the first time in five
years) at Long Marston, and then he flew to Brecon where he saw
elements of 53 Sig Sqn (V).

CO ' s winning falling plate team
left to right: Maj Ian Morris (67 Sqn). Maj Stamford Cartwright
(21C). Maj Tony Reach (53 Sqn). Maj Les Porter (HQ Sqn). Maj
Stan Grimmitt (96 Sqn) , Lt Col John Macfarlane (CO)
HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Les Porter
2IC
Capt David Clough
PSAO Capt D. Cooper MBE, SSM W02 (SSM) Cliff Poole, PSI SSgt
'Two hats' Geoff Frazer.

THE END OF AN ERA
This is probably the most common headline in The Wire, but ours
is a bit special. On the 15 February demolition started on our TA
entre in Park Street. Purpose-built around 1912 for the Wdsh
Telegraph Coy RE (Territorial Force) which had been the first such
company formed under the Territorial Forces Act of 1908, and
luxuriously appointed with stabling for the horses, feed loft above and
with 'coach house' for the cable wagon, it was situated, with an eye
to recruiting, next door to the Head Post Office, with a field behind
belonging to a pub called The Cardiff Arms. The unit used to exercise
the horses on the field.
Life has moved on since then. The HPO has moved, but the BT
main exchange remains. The telegraph company went into two World
Wars as 53 (Welsh) Div Sigs, with a Corps change in between, then
in the TA reorganisation of 1967 became a Squadron of 37 Regt (V).
The TA Centre stayed virtually unchanged, except that the US Navy
occupied it for much of World War 2 while the Division was away on
its 1939 Annual Camp (longest ever, that one!) and Signals d idn't
repossess it until 1954. The field? That's still there, but we would
never get permission today to graze and exercise the horses on Cardiff
Arms Park!
The good news is that we will return to a new building (with car
parking!) on the same site in March '94. In the meanwhile we are
lodged in various corners of Maindy Barracks, (built 1880). Only
SQMS Brian Morrison, knows where everything is, the rest of us walk
miles every training night.
DEMOLITION PARTY
Not a raid by our Sapper forbears, but a series of wakes for the old
place. The final and certainly most nostalgic of these was that
organised by Lt Col (Retd) Gwyn Hall TD and Maj Gill Jones TD .
The objective was to round up as many former Squadron officers as
possible and the Div Sig Regt . 25 of these were assembled, some of
whom had enlisted there in 1938, and together with the serving
officers, a real ' Do you remember ... ?' lamp-sw inging party ensued.
It was such a success that the organisers were persuaded to start on
a rebuilding party immediately.

TAKEOVER
Plans were already well advanced for the 4th (V) Bn, Worcestershire
and Sh.erwood Foresters C.ompany to become HQ Sqn 37 Sig Regt (V)
when tt i:noved from Bnstol to Redditch and the Company was
re.badged m November 1992 .. In the current vacuum in 2 (NC) Sig Bde,
w1tho~t the new HDR~ eqmpment, the CO decided to capitalise on
the sk!lls of the WF~ S1gn~ls Platoon by basing the Regiment's Mould
Insertion and Repair Vehicles on Redditch.
In June, 2Lt Beverley Perumal graduated from Sandhurst to
become the first Mould Tp Comd, after very rapid progress through
the District Officer Training Scheme.
RETIREMENTS
Sadly, many old soldiers have taken the opportunity to hang up
their .b.oots. So~e have carried on to prove that they could make the
transition despite advancing years. One such was W02 Colin
Lav~rick •. who took over as RRTT Sergeant Major until retiring
earher this year.

Comd 2(NC) Sig Bde with CO . 'Oh no, not this story again '
HEREFORD AND WORCESTERSHIRE COUNTRY MILITARY
RECEPTION
The Regiment organised a CMR on behalf of Col D. Stephenson
RE, the County Military Commander. The event was held at the
County I:Iall in Worcester. The reception was greatly enjoyed and the
outstandmg performance of the band of the Royal Regiment of Wales
was much appreciated. A big thank you goes to RSM WOl Abbott
and. Capt John Byrne (V) and the rest of the team whose hard work
behind the scenes made the event such a success.
OinC (A) VI IT
Maj Gen A. ':f· Boyle visited
tour of the Regiment where he
the CO on the golf course By
decor:im got the .better half
plannmg?); the SOmC won!

the Regiment on 9 July. Following a
met many of its members, he joined
all accounts it was a close game but
of the CO (or was it just career

EXERCISE SUMMER SOLSTICE
Much retraining bas been necessary, including starting a REME
LAD from scratch. However, the annual military skills competition at
th~ end of July provided the opponunity to prove that the infantry
s~11ls had not been allowed to die, with the HQ Sqn team clinching
victory on the range on Sunday morning after an exhausting day and
night on Salisbury Plain.
O~h~r m.embers of HQ Sqn put a lot of effon into organising and
adm1rustermg the ~ompetiti?n: The REME spent all day on the
Saturday on a pa~t1cularly difficult recovery, digging out a Bedford
CL, after extracting the Yeoman's Land-Rover and a car as hors
d'oeuvres!
53 (WELSH) SIG SQN (V)
Sqa Comd
Maj Tony Reah
2IC
Capt John Duggan
PSAO Capt Brian Carney, SSM W02 (SSM) Tony Giles SQMS SSgt
.
(SQMS) Brian Morrison, PSI W02 'Chick' Cheetham . '
'
CONGRATULATIONS
.
S?me update~: Maj Tony Reah assumed command in January from
MaJ Edward W1dgery TD who moved on to become the voice on the
telephone as Regt Ops Offr.
Congratulations to SSgt Fred Newton on coming fourth in the
pistol shoot at the Wales SAAM .

Unbeknown to 'this recently joined Officer', the nods and winks
were due to the size and frequency of the hills! A few practice run
to get the old legs in shape again. 'How's the training coming along!'
'No problem.' (Why does Staff Campbell keep grinning?).
The day dawned, limbered up ready for the ten mile leg, dropped
off at my takeover point. Took over the baton and flung myself at the
hills. All went well for the first four miles, then for some reason the
hills got steeper and more frequent, more water please Cpl Fleming!
Press on. By this time it was grit the teeth, ignore the pain and go for
it. The Training Major did it last year so it must be easy! Suffice to
say, never was a Support Mini Bus so welcome as the one glimpsed
through a veil of sweat and pain at the end of my Hilly 100. 'Well
done, Sir!' said Staff Campbell, 'leg eight is the worst of the worst of
the lot!' Now be tells me! Apart from a damaged achilles recovery was
comparatively swift and I managed to join the rest of the team to
receive our medals. Who's joining next year?
93 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Whittle
2IC
Capt Ross Parsell
Tfc Offr Capt Alan Unwin, PSAO Capt Len Yates, SSM W02 (SSM)
Paul Todd, SPSI SSgt (SPSI) Andy Dawson, SQMS SSgt ( QMS)
Pete Harris.
LANYARD TROPHY 1993
On 24 June 1993, teams from the Regular army and reserve army
took part in a competition organised by 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para). The rules of the March are quite simple; to march between
two points on the map in the shortest time. Unfortunately, the
distance between the points is 40 miles, team members must carry a
40 pound pack and the route takes teams over the Brecon Beacons.
SSgt Andy Dawson, SPSI of 93 Sig Sqn (V) an~ a former ai~borne
signaller , had talked about the march to vanous people m the
Squadron and the idea took root. Under his guidance and advice, a
team took shape, arduous training began and plans were made.
It was not fully appreciated at the time, but history of a sort was
in the making. Other TA teams had taken part, few if any had finished
the course and none had female team members . But the mould was
due to be broken. The 93 Sqn team was finally firmed up to be: Lt
Richard Bowden, SSgts Andy Dawson SPSI, (YofS) Marcus
Cosgrove, Diane Feest BEM, Heather Kenny, Support backup ~gt
(NRPS) Pete Harris, Cpl Richard Gibson, LCpl Trace Ireland, S1gs
Debbie O'Neil, Jonathon Greaves and Zena Shortt.
At 0500 hours on 24th, the teams formed up and set off having had
their packs weighed and equipment checked. Soon foreign names such
as Pen y Fan, Pont Nant Gwinau and Fan Fawr, previously spots on
the map, began to challenge mind and limb .- Unkno_wn to the rest of
the team, SSgt Kenny was recording the conversatlons of the team
members and rumour has it that the unedited version will be on sale,
under the counter, at most good record shops. The day got warmer
and warmer and the packs got heavier and heavier and still the end
was not in site.
Suddenly there was a white banner with the simple word 'Finish'
emblazoned on it. The pain and sweat was forgotten and to the cheers
and applause of those who hours before had joked about the 'made
up team', the ten men and women crossed the line. The team had
completed the course in 14 hrs 48 rnins and was placed eleventh. But,
as the SPSI commented as he peeled the skin from his feet, 'The time
and place was immaterial, we finished it, that's what matters.'

Past and present in '53'
Front row (l to R): Tony Reah , Edward Widgery
Back row (l to R): Huw Jones, John Insley, Andy Flint,
Martin Williams , Gwyn Hall
67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
Maj Jan Morris
2IC
Capt Roy Naylor
PSAO Capt Gary Pitman, SSM W02 (SSM) Malcolm Cooper, SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) John Brister, PSI SSgt Terry German .
THE HILLY 100 1993
'Would you like to take part in this year's Hill 100, Sir?' These were
some of the words put over to this newly joined Officer during the
early days at 67. 'Of course.' (Being a bit of a runner, it seem7d the
right thing to say.) Instant smiles all round . 'Good oh,' said Sgt
Hughes (Fred), 'we'll put you in for leg Eight.' Everyone else retires
to the stores barely holding in the mirth and laughs of glee!
The Hilly 100 is an annual national event organised by the Stratford-upon-Avon Athletics' Club. As the name implies it'.s .100 miles
Jong starting and finishing at Stratford, w!th a team.cons1stmg .of ten
people, each equired to complete a ten rrule leg. Bemg a co_ntnbutor
to worthy events '67' enters a team each year, the sponsorship money
going to a worthy cause.

The Team with Certificates (after recoveri~I)
Back row (l to R): SSgt Andy Dawson, Sig Jonathorr-Greaves,
Lt Richard Bowden, SSgt (YoS) Marcus Cosgrove, Cpl Richard
Gibson , SSgt Diane Feest
Front row (l to R): Sig Zena Shortt, SSgt Heather Kenny,
LCpl Tracy Ireland, Sig Debbie O'Neill
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
46 IG. Al Q ORO. (\:)
Full Bloom, a recent 2 Sig Bde exercise, tested the Squadron's
nowledge of HF radio and allowed us to experiment with different
frequen ies and antennae, and to try out the new 'Data Over Mould'
S)Stem. The e.·erci e was very u eful and showed us that what we
learnt about antenna theory in the classroom works in practice.
Durin the exer i e, the quadron was visited by the new Bde
Comd, Brig J, E. Neeve, and his COS, Maj Alan Hutt. The CO, Lt
Col R. J. R. West, and the Sqn Comd, Maj J. R. Lingard, were at
RAF Digby to receive them. The QMS, SSgt Alan Lansborough and
Cpl Jean Melville, laid on a field breakfast (it was all we could do to
keep them from putting the mess silver out as wel:). The Brigadier
went on to talk to and meet many of the Squadron personnel,
including the recruits led by SSgt Ron Wilbraham and his team.
Before departure he met the 808 Tp Det Jed by Cpl J o Hartwell.
E.
Broad Bottom, a navigational exercise around North
Lincolnshire, wa a gentle preparation for the Regimental Walk, the
distance but not the hills! Sgt Jane Atherley and her team won the
team competition. LCpl Chris Sharman won the individual prize of a
very generous bottle of red wine. The CO, the Sqn Comd and 21C
took to their feet, walking some 20 miles before pre enting the prizes.
The Regiment's annual walk entails teams of five persons walking
a distance of 38km or the more gruelling 38 miles. This year in Lhe
Edale area, the weather again managed to live up to expectations by
raining and, on Kinder Scout, hailstorming throughout. The
Squadron managed to put 45 entrants in the largest contingent-even
the Sqn Comd Maj Rod Lingard and 2IC Capt Roy Szulakowski
managed to finish the gruelling course. Their times are a closely
guarded secret.
Ex Mega Drive tested the Squadron in military skills, weapon
handling, night navigation, fiel dcraft, MT, and patrols. The
Squadron went out on the Friday night IO Catterick training area,
forming a harbour area in the woods under the eagle eyes of the SSM
W02 Bob Ward and TASQMS SSgt Bob Warden .
Saturday found Squadron patrols sent out to fi nd friendly agents
who had vital information on enemy positions. All the friendly agents
were found, but needed rescuing. Capt Roy Szulakowski was found
stranded on an i land with only a dinghy with a hole in it. Amongst
others, Sig Mike Burns, bravely got wet in the rescue attempt. Sgt
Dick Alton surrounded himself with electronic booby traps, and his
favourite, a particularly nasty light sensitive one, caught every team
out. With all this vital information collected 'acting' intelligence
officer, Lt Julia Bridge, managed to establish two possible enemy
locations, each with its own high ranking officer present. Sgt Darran
Snow and Cpl Pete Beedle went out under cover of darkness and
successfully captured their prey. The enemy, ably acted by Sgt Martin
Lennon and Sgt Pete Turner, both heavily disguised managed to
escape three times before reaching the harbour area. The weekend
finished with an advance-to-contact to clear the area back to the
vehicles and home!
Meanwhile, in downtown Camp Roberts, Califo rnia, Lt Steve LeeJones was lucky enough to take part in an exchange with the US Arm y

39 Sig Regt (SC) (V)
Chelsea

Reserve. In all he spent two weeks with the 2373rd Sig Det, taking pan
in their annual camp. We are told he enjoyed it so much that he nearly
missed his return flight to the UK.
87 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj David Rigley
2IC
Capt David Tomlinson
PSAO Capt David Shakespeare, SSM W02 (SSM) Kevin Gater, SPSI
Sgt 'Duggie' Eaglesham, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) John Wade, SQMS
(TA) SSgt Stan Ross.
WELCOME
To 2Lt Steve Whitworth, who joins us on transfer from the
Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters (V). Despite his infantry
background, he has previous service in the Corps, and was an RTG.
We bid him a very warm welcome, and will pitch him in the deep end
with the Regimental Walk!
REGIMENTAL WALK
The Squadron has just recorded its best ever performance in this
year's Regimental Walk. On the 38 mile Derwent course, the male
teams recorded the best 10 aggregate times, the lead six storming in
under 12 hours. This took the Pedley Trophy for the men, which was
collected by Sig Box. On the 38km Edale course, the Squadron also
produced the best 10 aggregate scores. This took the West Trophy,
awarded for the first time, and received by 2Lt Steve Whitworth, on
his first time out with the Squadron. In addition, 2Lt Kay Budworth
wok the Rita Warburton Memorial Trophy for the first female on the
short course.
Our 38 mile girls were just shaded on the long course by 64 Sqn (V),
despite an excellent effort by Sgt Vicky Hardy and her team. This all
took place in some interesting weather, mostly wet. On the Kinder
plateau, as well as spoiling the normally magnificent view, this made
navigation rather di fficult, through a curtain of mist, rain and hail,
all driven by a biting wind. So much for a pleasant high level summer
walk!
Despite the weather, the Squadron put up a fine performance,
including providing the Mould safety net, Admin and Advance
Parties. All in all, a milestone weekend for years to come.

S (QOOH) SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj H. A. Collins
2IC
Capt R. D. Stone
F Tp Comd Lt J. Walker, G Tp Comd Lt T. J. R. Lankester, RRTT
Comd 2Lt C. M. Hughes, SSM W02 (SSM) A. Douglas, SQMS SSgt
(SQMS) R. Matthews, SQMS (TA) SSgt (SQMS) S. Cocksedge, PSI
(Ops) Sgt D. Oliver, PSI (Tech) Sgt S. Ruxton.
There have been several changes in Squadron personalties. 2Lt
Hughes has taken command of the Squa_d ron Reception an~ .Recruit
Training Team after successfully completmg her Officer Trammg. Sgt
Oliver replaces Sgt Buxton who moves to 2 Sqn and Sgt Ruxton
replaces Sgt Hagger who has been posted outside the Regiment.
EXERCISE DOGGER BANK
Ex Dogger Bank was a fully tactical Regimental Deployment.
5 (QOOH) Sqn deployed to RAF Halton. It provided a first outing for
the newly issued battle bowlers which proved to be about as popular
as an NBC Attack.
The exercise was used to trial the Euromux system in conjunction
with our normal kit. The trial was deemed a great success, putting
individual telephones to every conceivable use within the Squadron.
Honours must go to Sgt Ruxton who enthusiastically grasped the
technical aspects and made it happen!
Despite the heat, personnel kept their cool by devouring quantities
of ice cream supplied (who knows how) by SSgt (SQMS) Cocksedge
who proved that all adversity is survivable given first class administration and the superb cooking expertise of Cpl Jarvis-Cleaver.
EXERCISE MOUNTAIN LYNX
One weekend at the beginning of July, 5 (QOOH) Sqn deployed on
an exercise with a difference, Ex Mountain Lynx centred around
Capel Curig Training Camp, North Wales. Anyone who has visi~ed
Capel Curig will remember, with fondness, the tented accommo~atJon
and shared facilities-this time there was the added attraction of
13 year old cadets. The Sqn Comd Maj Collins was soon lost in this
throng.
.
Highlights of the weekend included the wonderful view from the

38 MILERS-MALE
Cpl Roe, SSgt Ross, LCpl Drury, Sgts Gill and Smith, Sig Swain,
Lt Bullock, Cpl Jones, Sigs Thorpe and Box.
38 MILERS-FEMALE
Sgt Hardy, Cpl Drury, Sigs Birchill, Anderson, H uff and the Civvi
Clk Sarah Nunn.
38KM

2Lts Whitworth, Budworth, Sigs Cane, Haywood, Lees, LCpl
Crogan, Sigs Willmer, Gillham, Cpl Nesbit, LCpl Ahmed, W0 2
Galer, Capt Tomlinson, Lt M. Bullock, Cpls Crogan, Orme, Sgts Lee
and Cooper.

Another fine mess you've got us into

Belfast
EXERCISE HOLYWOOD XL
35 Budding film stars from the Regiment took part in fi~ing for
a TA Recruiting Film. It took two days to produce two mmutes of
actual clips for our part in the film. However, all now know what it's
like after about 12 'takes' per scene. SSgt Andy O'Hare knows
aro~nd 20 different ways to carry out air trooping into the back <;if
Chinook helicopter. The filming took place at the TA Centre m
Belfast and at RAF Aldergrove.

FAREWELLS AND ARRIVALS
Relunctantly we say farewell to some old s tal wart~ , WOl_(MTWO)
Rick Logan and his wife Elizabeth , off to spend their last SIX months
on the mainland wi th sons Stuart and Matthew . Sgt Dave James, off
to 30 Regt and maybe to lots of places unknown, Sgt pave Inman a_nd
his wife Kathleen who moved just up the road to Lisburn, Sgt Mick
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THE BATTLE OF THE HAMBIDGES
On a warm sunny evening in Banburyshire as the sun slowly me~ted
into the Cotswold hills Sig Hambidge led his team out to bat against
Sig Hambidge and her team. After a confusing start (most of the
players thought they were umpires, Hambidge's team was t~?roughly
trounced in the first innings, scoring no runs. The oppos1t1on went
into a commanding lead with an impressive one run scored by LCpl
Marriot. So to the second innings, when Hambidge's team made a
valiant come back with four runs made by the NRPS SSgt Matthews,
(late starter) Capt Stone, Cpl Johnson and Cpl Milner at which point
the team declared (probably a bit out of breath). Out for the second
time the red socks bravely dodged the erratic bowling by LCpl Milner
but ~ere sadly all out for a duck. So divorce proceedings will go ahead
unless Mrs can beat Mr Hambidge in a re-match.

40 Sig Regt (V)

Ex Holywood XL - ' I don 't care what t hat guy with the funny hat
and stick says, we are hav ing ou r tea break now . The camera
crew in action'

Lts Julia Bridge, Steve Lee-Jones and 2Lt Fred Nilsson learning al l
about Steve's attachme nt to America' s Reserve Forces

top of Snowdon which was expertly described by Sgt Oliver •. ~~ose
poetic commentary made up in part for the lack of v1s1b1hty
(approximately 2 metres). This reduction i~ visio_n allowed th~ T~g
Maj , Maj Batho, to confirm the map readmg skills of those in _his
party; 2Lt Hughes dispelled the notion that you lose your map reading
ability on passing out of RMAS.
.
The abseiling was an experience which was thoroughly enjoyed by
all who took part, not withstanding the 'marathon' climb up to the
abseiling point. Our thanks must go to Sgt Gorten who spent .the
weekend running up and down which most of us found arduous JUSt
the once!
In the canoeing, the prize for the most spectacular capsize went to
W02 (SSM) Douglas who found his first ii;iadvert~nt. capsize and
rescue so enjoyable that he repeated the expenence within 10 seconds
of being put back in his canoe. In contrast to the poor weather
experienced by the walkers, the canoeists found that the best war to
combat the heat and excessive sunshine was an impromptu esk1mo
rescue competition, the winner being Sig Brady.
Ex Mountain Lynx was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Once again our
thanks to the organiser Sgt Oliver and our instructors M ~j Batho and
Sgt Oliver (Hill walking), Lt Toby Lankester (Canoeing) and Sgt
Gorten (Abseiling).
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Joyce to see some service in Germany. Many congratulations to both
Dave and Mick who are leaving on promotion, good luck .
A warm welcome to Capt Matt Fensom who joins us straight from
JDSC as Adjutant and Capt John Jordon the new PSAO for 85 Sqn
(V).

TA RECRUIT COURSE BALLYMENA
As well as sending recruits to training establis~ents on !he
mainland, TA units in Northern Ireland have the opuon of ~ending
recruits to Depot R Irish in Ballymena . It was the turn of 40 Sig Regt
(V) to sponsor the most recent TA Recruit Course. This was the first
TA Pas Off Parade to be taken by the new GOC NI, Lt Gen Sir
Roger Wheeler KCB, CBE, who was escorted by the CO, Lt Col I. ~·
G. Strong MBE. Also in attendance were Comd ~omms !JKLF Bng
Nigel Wood, Comd 107 Bde, Brig John Si;nal~ . Five recrwt~ from the
Regiment passed off, with the Best Recruit Prize gomg to Sig Steph~n
Whiteside. Present were the Trg Maj, Maj Ron Chisholm, the AdJt,
Capt Matt Fensom , the Trg Offr, Capt Mike ,Fraser-~rencbley, the
RSM , WOl George Cook, the T rg PSI, SSgt Tafr Rideout.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are extended to the following personnel who we~e
presented with the TA Efficiency Medal by the Comd 107 Bde, Bng
A. P. M. J. Naughten on his final visit to the Regimen~ . SSgts :rom
Edgar and J. R. Mcfarlane, Sgt Maurice Moates, Cpls Billy Herndge,
Alan Orr and Pete Youll . The 1st Clasp to the Efficiency Medal was
presented to Cpl Sammy Totton and the Saudi Liberation of Kuwait
Medal to SSgt 'Taff' Rideout.
SHOOTING
.
Congratulations are due to 2Lt Aaron Ballantyne for his success at
Corps SAAM in winning the Young Officers' Trop~y. Also t~ S~gt
'Taff' Rideout for his success at the National Rifle Assoc1auon
Imperial Meeting at Bisley in winning the Vice Captain's Cup.
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71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

VISITS
On 13 June Lt Gen Sir Richard Swioburn KCB, GOC Southern
Di trict v.isited the Regiment accompanied by Brig J. E. Neeve Comd
2 (NC) Sig Bde and Cotswold Garrison during Ex Full Bloom. They
were met by the CO Lt Col D. B. Jones and the RSM WOI (RSM)
Steve Buxton and briefed on the Regiment's role. The GOC and
Co~d toured the exercise area taking in Excon with the Trg Maj Maj
David Lawson, the RCP manned by the Ops Offr Maj David Hannam
and S~I .wot Barry Corfield who swore blind that all
commumcation systems were up and running with no major problems
and that the TA ~oldier finds n.o. difficulty in selling up an AFHQ or
Commcen. The fmale to the v1sH was a brief on Ex Yeomanry East
and W~t, the Regiments three day move to Scotland, for our Annual
Camp ID September. The o.qc was pl~ased to listen to the many ideas
put forward by our enterpnsmg planmng teams and wished them well
for September when the great master plan comes to fruition.
On 3 August the Regiment's Honorary Colonel The Right
Honourable The Earl of Limerick KBE, DL, visited Bexleyheath
TAC. He was met .by Lt Col D. B. Jones, HQ Sqn Comd Maj Brenda
Treyleo and 265 Sig Sqn Sqn Comd Maj Simon Malik where he was
briefed on trai.ning and ~nual camp. The Honorary Colonel toured
the TAC meeting the soldiers and seeing the excellent facilities available for o~r training nights. Th~s was followed by a supper prepared
by Capt Jim Esson, our stand-m catering officer with the Officers
and SNCOs before departing.
'

Lt Gen Sir Richard Swinburn KCB with the Ops Otfr Maj
David Hannam

The GOG and Brig Neeve listening with interest to the Subalterns
giving their Exercise Briefs

HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn
Op Grapple
BFPO 544

94 SIG SQN (V) VISIT YPRES
A Report by Sgt Carl Hibbs BEM
The Squ.adron took part in the 22nd International JOOkm March at
Ypres d1:1nng 20-2~ May 1993. Our aim was to train as a team in
pre~arauon for this year's Nijmegen March in July.
J?i~t ~embers of the Squadron set out in the early hours of 20 May
arn".'1n_g ID Yp~~s early afternoon. We were accommodated in 98
Log1st1ek Batal11on Arsenaal Van Uitrising from which we visited the
local museums.
. The. IOOkm march. :-vas ~t~ended by approximately 2,000 people
1Dc1udmg over 20> British Military personnel. 94 Sig Sqn were the only
n~m-Infantry umt present. The three day march retraced the course of
Fu:st Worl~ War Battles ?f the Ypres Salient where around 250,000
allied serv~cemen were killed, and where the Berkshire Yeomanry
served durmg .the latter part of the campaign.
The march 1s not a race but, like Nijmegen, a participation event.
We marched as a squad throughout which brought attention from the
loca! Flanders people who enjoyed watching the spectacle. We even
received a trophy for our efforts. After the March there was a parade
thro1:1gh the town ~here a wreath laying ceremony was held at the
~erun Gate Memorial. Sig Damon HilJ our youngest team member
laid a wreath on behalf of the Squadron.
265 SIG SQN (V)
In June the Squadron held a Passing out Parade for 11 new recruits
at Bex.leyheath TAC. The parade was attended by some 54 families
an~ fnends who watched the recruits perform their final task before
be1Dg posted t~ the -r:roops. AU 11 had worked hard throughout the
thre~ months 1Dduct1on course so it was difficult to decide who
~ented the awards most as the standard of achievement was very
1gh.
Well done 10 Sig Coils Top Student and Sig O'Mohany Most
Improved Student. The parade marked the end of an era for Sgt Keith
"(t'ra,te who took his last recruit parade, he has now handed over to Cpl
Sef Sefer tQ carry on the good work. Our thanks go to Keith for all
the hard and valua.ble work he has put in during the past two years.
The Annual cn~ket match versus 'C' Squadron The Royal
Yeo1;IlllnrY was held ID July with 'C' Squadron who elected to bat first
scormg 6? runs. In reply Capt Tony Jewel opened for 265 Sig Sqn with
Maj. David Hannam followed by 2Lt Keith Duffy-Penny and Capt
Adnan_ Rabot tea.m captain who managed to score enough runs to lead
us to v.1ctory. This eve.n~ was followed by the Annual shoot on 23-24
July with both teams fmng the Rifle 5.56 for the first time. The shoot
P~ oved a close event, the Squadron managed to retain the Insurer's
1 ver Salver for another year.

Sqn Comd
Maj S. Croft
2IC
Capt S. J. P. Spiers
QM Capt G. Hegarty, RSM WO (RSM) R. E. Boulton, RQMS W02
(RQMS) S. Talbot, YofS W02 (YofS) C . Nutt.

sent them over. They will be put to good use. Anyone wishing to
donate good secondhand clothing to the orphanage should send them
to the following address : WOI (RSM) Boulton, BRITFOR Sig Sqn,
BFPO 544.

SHQTROOP
Ch Clk Sgt A. P. Callaghan, Pay Sgt Sgt M. Dunne, ORC Cpl S. A.
Brown, Pay Clk LCpl P. R. Dawson all AOC (SPS).

RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Char Morcom
Tp SSgts SSgts Mick Williams, Jim Breboer, IC Kiseljak Det Sgt Steve
Ferris.
Having left Verden two months ago, Comms Tp became Radio Tp
and is now deployed on Op Grapple, based in Split but with
detachments in Gornji Vakuf, Kiseljack and Tomislavgrad.
Driving details 'up country' are now coming in thick and fast and
so everyone in the Troop has acquired some experience in cross
country driving.
Morale is high in the Troop due to a copious amount of organised
PT. This is organised daily by SSgts Williams and Brebner who both
have certificates in how to make every muscle in your body ache!
Congraulations go to Sigs Roberts and Dytham on successfully
passing their B2 upgrading tests.

Since our deployment on Op Grapple 2, the 2IC has been gallantly
trying to find as many jobs as possible. He had at the last count 10
hats in his desk. The RSM, WOI Roy Boulton, once he had settled
in, realised that he had been a National car park attendant in a
previous life and sorted out the parking areas, car passes and making
road signs for the barracks. That completed he moved on to a local
orphanage and has done everything in his power to make it a place
suitable for the children living there. After a short gardening stint,
decorating the rooms was next, this proved very successful, and is now
an ongoing Squadron task with the RSM firmly at the helm!
The Ch Clk, Sgt Andy Callaghan and the Pay Sgt, Sgt Matt Dunne,
first thought that 24 hours in one day was not enough, it has become
slightly easier and both were seen to have taken a day off, albeit a
Sunday. Despite the slight decrease in work, Cpl Steve Brown's hair
still seems to get greyer every day no matter how much he tries to
pluck them out and LCpl Les Dawson has now been permanently
hooked up to an STRU (Stress Level Recording Unit). Sgt Dunne has
been spotted running around the barracks looking for a working
photocopier, then when he found one he took great delight in bashing
and kicking every working part that didn't do as it was told! It will,
however, get a rest tomorrow, he's on R & R.
SPLIT ORPHANAGE
Since arriving in Split the Squadron has undertaken the
improvement of an orphanage, sited in the centre of Split. The
orphanage is home to some 40 children and some adults too, who have
been displaced by the war in Bosnia.
So far with the help of the personnel from HQ BRITFOR, 1 FD
SQN GP RE, and 2 SNCOs from I PWO, the Squadron has managed
to redecorate most of the bedrooms, the dining room and the
playroom.
The workforce has been visiting weekly and volunteers are
organised by WOl (RSM) Roy Boulton, taking the morning shift, and
Lt Char Morcom looking after the afternoon shift.
Special mention must also go to the wives back in Verden who have
raised over DM2000 for the orphanage by organising a Play,
sponsored dance, and other ingenious money spinning events. The
wives also collected secondhand clothing from the Verden area and

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jules Hill
MT Sgt Sgt Graham Gibson, RLC, Tp Sgt Sgt Mark Sala.
The Troop are well into servicings, details, PT and guards.
Congratulations to Cpl Sala on his promotion and to Lt Jules Hill
on his.
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
Alders hot
qn Comd
Maj John Whitby
21C
Csp ten Vickery
0 Capt Fred Payet Op 0 apt Fred Whichelo, RSM W01 George
Burrow , Cb Clk gt Ray Pritchard.
HOOTING TEAM
The Squadron hooting teams ' long momh of preparation bore fruit
in June and July with victory in the Corps SAAM and an appearance
at the Centenary RA AM at Biley.
The Team, gt 'Ginge' Morgan, Sgt Paul Airey, Cpl 'Jay'
aunders, LCpl Wayne Heaton and LCpl ' Richie' Long, ably
managed by Capt Graham lngli and S gt 'Strings' tringer returned
from Bulford with a fair collection of silver. The success, the glorious
weather and the friendly atmosphere made the Corp hoot an
e cellent five days. With success in Bulford still fresh in the memory,
the team then headed for Bi ley and the Centenary RASAM . After
initial succe , with third place in the minor units rifle team match the
competition did not proceed too well. Cpl •Jay' Saunders went down
with chickenpox and LCpl Wayne Heaton narrowly mi sed qualifying
for the Army 100. Having enjoyed the be t week of their army career,
the team watched Her Majesty The Queen present the Queen's Medal,
ala not to a member of 216 Para Sig Sqn .

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFPO 30

way of the coastal route was designed to cover a total distance of 216
miles over the period 12-22 July. Kape displays were planned in the
major holiday re orts throughout the South East and South of
England and calling at Chatham, Whitstable, Folkestone, Hastings
Eastbourne, Brighton , Chichester, Hayling Island and Portsmouth '.
These towns also provided the objective for successive days'
marching. An administrational support team leap frogged ahead to set
up accommodation and feeding facilities in TA Centres ideally
1t~ated en route, these were at Canterbury, Folkstone, Hasings,
Brighton and Portsmouth and the hospitality and friendship we
encountered was second to none.
To keep all team members fresh, individual taskings were rotated
on a daily basis so all contributed to the success of both projects.
Our only mi fortune was that the Kape and Charity March was
conducte~ in the wettest July ~or 40 years and therefore, working with
and meetmg the general public, was made that much more difficult.
Nonetheless the sterling efforts of all 19 team members resulted in
£3,000 being raised for the CRF. The omission of individual names
has been deliberate as the effort and conduct from all team members
was indicative of the airborne spirit and therefore was superlative
throughout.
The Kape display was assisted by over 3,000 people and the
averaged donation Lo charity was 40 pence per person, but meeting a
further 8,000 people whilst en route boosted our collection .
Therefore, both aspects of the project can be seen as an unqualified
succes in 'Keeping the Army in the Public Eye' .

. The Royal Signals Minor Unit Shooting Champions
Standmg: Capt Graham Inglis, SSgt ' Strings' Stringer, Sig

.

Bernie Byrne

Sqn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
2IC
Capt C. J. Mcintosh
QM Capt B. J. Dalton , Ops Offr Lt D. J. Foulkes, A Tp Comd 2Lt
N. O'Kelly, B Tp Comd Lt J. A.G. Langley, SSM W02 (SSM) D.
Stachini, YofS W02 (YofS) P. Sexby, FofS SSgt (FofS) D.
Alexander.
ARRIVALS
The return to being an independen t Squadron has meant more
hellos to say than goodbyes, for once. A warm welcome goes out to
the following and their families; Lt Foulkes the new Ops Offr, SSgts
Davidson, Murray, Sgts Berry, Buro, Webb, Cpls Henderson,
McGowan, Rogers, LCpls Berry, Galloway, Houston, Murphy,
Rainey and Rimmer, Cfn Conway and Sigs Jackson, Jones, Percival
and Slater, and last, but by no means least, Pte Smith.
DEPARTURES
The following having sadly moved on to pastures new and it is with
some regret that we say farewell to the following and their families;
Sgt 'The Snake' Jelfs, LCpls 'Lifer' Reid, McDonald and SSgt Rouse.
BELLINZONA MJLITARY PATROL COMPETITION
On Saturday 8 May, nine members of the Squadron competed in the
2nd Bellinzona Military Patrol Competition held in Switzerland.
The competition attracted 84 teams, each team consisting of three
men. A number of countries fielded teams for the competition,
including Switzerland, France, Italy, USA and the United Kingdom.
The 25km course consisted of a variety of stands which tested
military skills, such as, vehicle recognition, map reading and shooting.
The aim in these tests was to achieve the highest possible score in the
fastest possible time.
Team A, led by Cpl John Broughton, set off at 0800hrs. Ably
assisted by Sigs John Reardon and Andy Stoker, the team set off
towards the first stand trying to decipher the 12 figure grid references
on route. This they achieved with great success. On route the team
passed a number of teams who appeared to be on a stroll! Running
was definitely not on their agenda. The team achieved reasonable
success, notably on the grenade throwing, thanks to Sig Andy Stoker.
The orienteering was another success where a combined team effort
was required to produce good results. This event led on to the ranges
where Cpl John Broughton proceeded to miss everything in sight and
had to rely on Sigs Rearden and Stoker to bail him out with some
accurate shooting. Once this stand had been completed it was a race
to the finish where the teams equipment was weighed and final times
recorded.

Knee/mg: LCpls Wayne Heaton, Ritchie Long, Cpl Jay Saunders

Sgt 'Ginge' Morgan

'

A TROOP
~t last July, and adventure training for Alpha Tp had arrived.
AVJe~~re ~as the venue for a week's arduous activity. A two day
~pediuon. mto the unknown saw near death for Cpl 'Spence' Cave as
Sig Ian Firth and Cpl 'Jay' Saunders unknowingly let rip a huge
avalanche.- Lt 'Stu' Gillespie's cliff walking presented fun for all, and
anyway hills are for hats. Capt Fred Whicbelo led the canoeists and
thanks to Sgt :Ginge' ~orga.n for conque:ing all on the rock climbing
venue. LCpl Jer Wmder 1s now gunrung for the world abseiling
record after a shakey start. A great week for all, the town fel t our
presen.ce and the co~ntry lanes sob bed at the loss of SSgt Jack
Hawkms' mean machme.
KAPE TOUR
OC .
Capt Fred Payet
Project Manager Sgt M. J. 'Strings' Stringer I/C Marching Tps Sgt
Ian 'Chilli' Chillcott, Project Accountant Sgt Andrew 'Honey Master'
Miller.
After mu~h brainstorn:iin~, graphic designing, reconnaisance,
problem solvm~, lateral thmkmg and 259 letters of various sorts the
Kape and Charuy March had finally taken shape by the first week of
!uly. !he plan to produce a worthwhile military display aimed at
Keeping t~e Army m the. Publ!c Eye' and, running parallel, a charity
mare~ designed to pro"'.1de aid to the civil community by raising
donation for the Imperial Cancer Research Fund.
. The route that was finally selected was from Sun Pier at Chatham
In Kent to Southsea Common at Portsmouth in Hampshire and by

Cpl Craig 'Sc?use' Hale 'Kee ping the Army in the Public Eye'
Priory Park, Chichester, Sussex , 20 July

from Hohne) winning the competition. Our own teams achieved 13th,
18th and 32nd places respectively. Once the parade was over it was
time to socialise with the competitors at a banquet.
All in all the event proved very worthwhile with our teams achieving
some very good results.
24 HOUR CHARITY BASKETBALL MARATHON
By LCpl Chas Fisher
In April I had an inkling to set a world record. Guinness Publishing
Ltd told me that, 'It would not make a suitable record at this time.'
Undaunted I got together with Cpl Pete Gibbons BEM and we drew
up the plans for a 24 hour end-to-end lay-up marathon using a four
man team, each man doing ten minutes on court followed by a 30
minute rest.
This tiny idea had started to grow into a fund raising monster,
encompassing stalls to be run on the day a barbecue at night and a
grand raffle, which offered twenty prizes, the top three being return
ferry trips.
The extravaganza was set for Wednesday 7 July, starting at 1000
hrs. Pete and I busied ourselves running around begging raffle prizes
from various firms and shops in the area with a good deal of success .
Then the first blow came, a letter from Ester Raotzeo, she would be
unable to attend the fund raising day, never mind Ester, many thanks
for the kind letter you sent me. Many thanks too to Roy Castle for
his charming letter, unfortunately, he also, could not attend.
Then the day was upon us . There I was, 30 seconds to go before we
started. 'GO'. The Sqn Comd Maj C. Wakerley, passed the ball to me
and I was away on the first of my 36 visits to the court. As Captain
of this merry little band I felt I had to set the pace, at the end of the
ten minutes, I found I had scored 61 out of 64 attempts.
As the hours passed the score steadily rose, with LCpl Mark
Armstrong and Sig Mark Benson improving their score rate steadily.
Unfortunately around 2000 hrs we lost Mark Benson to a blistering
migraine, and Mark Armstrong was having trouble with a recent
injury. At this point we decided to bring out our super subs, Sig Andy
Murray and Sgt 'Dickie' Dickinson. Later that night W02 (YofS)
Paul Sexby put in some guest appearances when we were at our lowest
ebb.
By 0930 hrs the next day most of the Squadron, led by 21C Capt
Mcintosh, had made their way down to the gym to coax the team
through the last 30 minutes. At last we were down to the last ten
minutes, where Cpl Pete Gibbons BEM and I were to do the last run .
We had both promised not to push the pace, but as our strides
lengthened in tandem with our noses, we managed to stun the crowd
by putting over 60 baskets in each at the end of a gruelling 24 hours.
We managed to raise a grand total of DM 1448 for Cancer Research
and Chilclline BFG . The total number of baskets scored was 7252,
which breaks down as follows:
2041
Cpl Pete Gibbons BEM
LCpl Chaz Fisher
I 957
Sig Andy Murray
1003
LCpl Mark Armstrong
i34
Sig Mark Benson
642
Sgt Dickie Dickinson
491
W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby
384
A very special thanks to Lucy and Rich Butchers, Rock Steady,
Smudge and Cookie, our best supporters.

Cpl Broughton , Sigs Reardon and Stoker

O~ the mare~, Cpl ,Joe. Jord~n,, Sg~ 'Chilli' Chillcot, Cpl 'Ollie'
Oliver, LCpl Swing Win~ , Sig Spinks' Spink, Sig ' Daz' Kidd,
Wh1tstable, 13 July

Meanwhile Team B, led by LCpl Ian Milsom, was proving its skills
on the course. Scoring highly on the judging distance stand and the
commando march the team was racing ahead until held up in a field
by a friendly cow! The friendly cow took an in tant liking to Sig Mark
Wilson and proceeded to chase him around the field, much to the
amusement of his team mates . In the end the cow was distracted by
Sig Paul Green and Sig Wilson made his escape.
Whilst this was going on Team C, led by LCpl Paul Gaddas, had
started the course. It too achieved some very good results on route
notably on the vehicle recognition where the team achieved full marks.
The team was also successful on the ranges where LCpl Grant Gip on
proved his shooting skills along with Sig Russell Hornby.
The day ended in Bellinzona Castle with the Light Dragoons (also
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LCpl Fisher 'slamming ' for charity
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229 Sig Sqn

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

BFPO 45

CCX

O?C•o
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Leach
21
Capt Paul Peel
QM Capt Rick Licence, Op Offr Capt Rupert Chapman, A Tp Comd
Lt Richard Dean , B Tp Comd Lt Tom Sandman, RSM WOl (RSM)
WiJ on, RQM W02 (RQMS) Martin Collins, Yors W02
(Yo ) Granville Yoeman , Fors SSgt (FofS) lain McNelly, Chief
Clerk gt (OR QM ) Paul torrs.

Da,.,

DEPART RES
The quadron ha said farewell to many of its members . W02
(RQM ) Jim Monkman leaves after four years with the Squadron .
For the past four months he has been standing-in as the Officer • Mess
manager and ha now been offered a job with the mess contractors!
We also say farewell to gt 'Johno' Johnson our REME artificer,
and to Cpls Brunton and Wooding. All leave us on redundancy and
we wish them well for the future. Sgts Andy Sole and 'Torno'
Thomson al o leave the Tech workshops for civilian life and LCpl
'Smudge' mitb leaves us for orthem Ireland . Good Luck to you all!
EX GRYPHONS EYE AND EX GRYPHONS CLAW
After initial conversion training to our new role the Brigade
undertook a three week exerci e in June. The first two weeks consi ted
of a Brigade airmobility concentration at Stanford. This included the
Brigade Commander' study period and TEWT and culminated in an
FTX for I R Anglian battlegroup. The Squadron played a full part
practising a range of airmobility skills. The highlight was a complex
Squadron night move by Chinook and Puma involving three landing
sites. The move was organised by the 2IC, Capt Paul Peel, and the
RSM, WOI (RSM) Dave Wilson. Both breathed a sigh of relief when
all the loads got to the right place!

Gryphons Claw, the BBGT exercise. The Foreman , SSgt Ian McNelly,
aged visably whilst trying to wire-up the BBGT system to mirror airmobile brigade communications!
ARDUOUS TRAINING
In parallel with our exercise commitments, the regular stampede of
Squadron volunteers launched themselves into a wide variety of
challenging activities. During the first week of June, five hand-picked
'volunteers' participated in the Welsh 1000 peaks race. Led by Lt
Deans, sterling performances by Cpl Pete Griffiths, LCpl ' Alf' Doe
and Sigs Jason Shuttleworth and Paul Grundy are worthy of mention .
Everyone completed the course as a team in 7 hrs 40 minutes before
taking their aching limbs to join the others at BBGT.
The next event for the team was the Lanyard Trophy . Unfortunately, training time was cut short by the Brigade work up exercises
and having to provide a display for the RN Staff College visit.
Nevertheless, under the guidance of Lt Deans and Sgt Frank Flaherty
the team came a creditable fifth place with notable displays of
determination coming from LCpl Mick Tennent and Sig Paul
Munroe.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
Continuing the philosophy of 'work hard, play hard' the Squadron
ran two summer adventure training activities .
Ex Gryphons Splash was a sail training exercise run by Lt Tom
Sandman. A crew of IO took a 55ft Nicholson, Kukri, along the South
Coast to Cherbourg. At Cherbourg there was a 'crew change' for the
return leg. Nautical aptitude varied, Cpl Dave Skingley displayed
much potential.

Sqn Comd
Maj A. K. Trimble
21C
Capt J.M. P. Leggate
AO Capt F. Mackender, SSM W02 (SSM) K. G. Jenkins, Fors W02
(FofS) Moren , SQMS SSgt (SQMS) D. A. Wilson, Ch Clk Sgt D. J.
Cameron, YofS SSgt (YofS) K. J. Dennis, Radio Tp Comd Lt A. J.
Jones.
NEW ARRIY ALS
A warm welcome is extended to Sgt (YofS) Dennis, Sgt Melotte,
Cpl Hanbidge, Wright, Willis and Cfn Bennie.
DEPARTURES
We bade farewell to SSgt (YofS) Whittle, Sgts Swan, Cunningham ,
LCpls Jones, Pollard and Sig Oldfield.
EXERCISE MERCURY RINGER 2
On Friday 16 July at 0600 hrs , the advance party from 229 Sig Sqn
departed Berlin for the start of Ex Mercury Ringer 2, the annual
Summer Camp, this year at the (Berlin Adventure Training Centre)
Hut Stiebis in the Allgaue.
After 12 \li hours of traffic jams and torrential rain the party led by
the SSM and Sgt Roberts arrived at the Alpe Eibele Lodge, 6km south
of Stiebis.
The various activities for the following couple of weeks included
White Water Rafting, Kayaking, Top Rope Abseiling, Trekking and
Kletterstieg Walking; a break from the mundane pressure of life in
Berlin. Cpl Jase Andrews having recently passed alpine trekkers
leaders course was raring to take the lads/lasses up and over the top
of the Hograt Ridge which overlooks the Alpe Eibele Lodge at a
height of 1800m. We never realised that the weather experienced
travelling down was going to be a prelude of things to come for the
next 16 days. Webbed feet and hands were the order of the day.
The main party arrived at Steibis on 17 July.
Sunday 18 July was greeted by torrential rain. Breakfast , followed
by the issue of kit from the adequately stocked Adventurous Training
store. Sgt Roberts canvassed for volunteers for White Water Rafting
in Austria. Much to the disappointment of Cpl Andrews and due to
thunderstorms, the Sunday walk over the Hograt Ridge was limited to
the lower sections. The Gortex waterproofs were put to the test this
day as the group started off from lmmestadt for a 25km walk along
the lower section of the Hograt with LCpl 'Tosh' Pope forcing the
lead and Sig Clare Holley and Sig Mathieson bringing up the rear.
After the individuals had recovered from introduction to the
Hograt Ridge they were broken down into groups for Canoeing under
LCpl Richards and Top Rope Abseiling under Cpl Ruane for the start
of four days' intensive training. Much to everyone's delight Maj
Trimble chose to go Top Rope Abseiling with the lads.

Thursday 22 July and with Sgt Kev Roberts in charge, the intrepid
volunteers climbed aboard the mini-bus and set off for Garmish
Partenkirshen and the coach would take them across to Au~tria for
the day's White Water Rafting. The instructor was a New Zealander
and was as keen as the group to experience all the thrills and spills that
can be encountered travelling down a storm-swollen river, narrowly
missing rocks and boulders that were placed there by nature and
mankind while manoeuvring a rubber inflated dinghy! With cries of
'capsize' everybody would run to one side of the boat and throw it
over causing the boat to overturn, casti ng everybody into the river.
Fun was had by all!
Kelltersteig Walk which is situated along the Nebelhorn Ridge was
the main event for the Top Roping Abseilers. With a height of 2100m
with sheer drops on either side of the walk of approximately 800m this
proved to be a challenge to all those who suffer from vertigo. Under
the guidance of Cpl Jase Andrews and the Steibis Chief Instructor
Gardener the group set out for Kellersteig and into the clouds. Once
the first ladder along the walk was negotiated individuals found their
level of ability for going across and around the rocks. Much praise
goes to young Sig Suggitt and Pte Malcolm for bravely completing the
Kelltersteig. Disco leg was much in appearance on various part of the
walk, but after four hours and loads of photographs we came back to
the cable car from where we started, full of pride and self esteem for
having completed the Kelltersteig. This day brought to an end phase
I of the Squadron's Summer Camp.
EXERCISE RAFT RINGER
On Friday 21 May 1993, an intrepid party of eight from the
Squadron joined a similar number of American service personnel and
their families white water rafting in Taxenbach in Austria. The
Squadron members were: Sgt Kev Roberts, Cpls Craig Auld, Pete
Crawford, Jerry Marsden, LCpls Trev Graham (REME), Leo Lyons,
Pte Stu Malcolm (ACC) and Sig Jill Sandford.
We departed Berlin in glorious weather but were soon proven wrong
when, an hour later, the heavens opened.
Saturday morning saw the sun beaming through the windows so we
set out on a hike. The hike was only a few miles up a steep gorge; it
was both interesting and beautiful. By the time we had reached the top
of the gorge the two parties had become a party of friends.
In the afternoon after safety briefing we all took to the water, under
the tuition and guidance of our experienced helmsman. Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the day's experience. This was followed by a
barbecue, where events of the day were chatted over; amazing how
bad the rapids got after only ten minutes of talking.
Sunday was another sunny day, so off we went again on the river;
all went well until one of the boats burst going through the rapids.
That afternoon we went on a local sight seeing tour.
Monday brought to an end our short stay and we all mounted the
coach after breakfast for the 12 hour coach trip back into Berlin. The
weekend was really enjoyed by everyone, and we all look forward to
the next time when we have a chance to go white water rafting.

LCpl 'Maddog' Murdoch , Cpl Dave Skingley and Sig 'Mac'
McAree on board Kukri.
Brig Comd's Tac Group waiting to lift out of Watton Airfield : Cpl
Paul Moloney, Cpl Pete Griffiths, Sig 'Skel' Skelly and Lt Rich
Deans
, Inevi~bly, in c~mras.t to the, 'glamourous' side of the Squadron
swannm!! around m hehcopte;s., Support Tp had the task of running
the exercise control and prov1dmg the admin for the study periods.
The team, led by the QM, Capt Rick License, and consisting of W02
(RQM ) Marty Collins and Cpls 'Shorty' Green and 'Bike Ride'
Edwards did a sterling job.
. The_day after the FT~ the command elements of the Brigade,
mcludmg most of the Signal Sqn, deployed to Catterick for Ex
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The second.summe; activity was a two week challenge pursuit camp
held at Fremmgton m North Devon with climbing abseiling potholing, sailing and hill walking on the menu . The ha~d work of Capt
Paul Peel and Sgt '!aff' Baughan was enhanced by the glorious
weather and the occasional community liaison visit, ably controlled by
SSgt Coatsworth .
ALL THIS AND MORE
_After a :very ~usy su~mer o~r final act before taking leave was to
wmthe Bngade mter-umt Tenrus and Athletics competitions-a great
achievement. Well done to the team managers Capt Rick Licence and
SSgt Colin Mllne and the star athlete Cpl Edwards!
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Cpl Wilson , Cpl Ruane, Sgt Roberts and LCpl Richards
splash out on 'White Water Rafting'
On Tuesday 20th July the canoeists travailed to the Alpsee Lake and
stayed there for the next four days for an intensive canoeing course.
All those who have been canoeing before will know that the
mandatory swim test and capsize drills are required to be done before
anybody is allowed into the canoe. The waters of the Alpsee proved
to be invigorating and refreshing, setting the standard for the rest of
the week. Everybody progressed and advanced well enough to gain
level 2 intermediate proficiency.
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LCpl Leo Lyons, Sgt Kev Roberts, Cpl Craig Auld, Sig Jill Sanford,
Cpl Jerry Marsden, LCpl Trev Graham, Pte Stu Malcolm, Cpl Pete
Crawford
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242 Sig Sqn
Edinburgh
n Comd
Maj G. A. Carmichael
omm Tp Comd
Capt G. C. McAvoy
W Tp Comd Capt P . Grist, SAO LI G. A Murray AGC (SP }, SSM
\\02 ( M) Holden, Fors
gt (FofS) impson, Ch Clk Mrs
Lhing lone, SQMS Mr Dunn, PTO Mr Carre, CCO Mr Baros.
This la t few month ha
een Come nd Go the Summer
Adventurou Training Camp, Princess Royal Day celebrations, a
Craigiehall families fete and preparations for this year' Edinburgh
Tattoo.

243 Sig q 1
Bulford Camp

CRAIGIEHALL FAMILIES DAY
Sgt Dave Hand RL took it upon himself lo arrange a fun day with
the purpose of raising funds for two local children's charitites on 4
July. The Squadron was invited to participate and we offered to run
a stall and the bar. On the day the weather was not kind. However,
this did not deter a very good turnout of families intent on enjoying
themselves and more importantly, putting their hands in their pockets .
The day was very successful and raised over £500. Squadron personnel
involved included Cpl Helen McAslan, LCpl 'Scouse' Bradley, Sigs
Barry Carter, 'Shuggie' Wray and Jo Tumelty.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron warmly congratulates SSgt Colin Whitworth on his
marriage to Cpl Helen McAslan on 31 July. Helen has now handed
in her lightweight and is looki ng forward to her new life as an Army
wife.

242 Signal Squadron June 1993
Back Row L-R: LCpl Bradley, Sgt Findlay, Cpls Mcinnes , Henry,
Sigs Crawley, Franklin, Mr Stevenson, Sigs True, Carter,
LCpls Gardiner, Wilcock, Sigs Parker, Butler
Middle Row L-R: Mr Livingstone, LCpl Snellings, Sig Crossla nd,
LCpl Saunders , Cpl Brodie, Sig Tumelty, Cpl Milward, Sigs Hunt,
Noble, Dvr Bryant, Sig Tidd , Cpl McAslan, Sig Blackburn,
Mr Whitton
Front Row L-R: Mrs Cameron, Mr Dunn, Mrs Livingstone.
Mr Carre, W02 !SSM) Holden, SWS Comd Capt Grist,
Sqn Comd Maj Carmichael, Comms Comd Capt McAvoy,
SAO Lt Murray, Mr Barns, Sgt Witherstone , Mrs Thorburn

Sqn Comd
Maj I. N. Greig
2IC
Capt M. A. Eaton
Op Offr Capt A. C. Reynolds, SWS Tp Comd Maj (TOT} P. H.
Davis, U Tp Comd Lt D. A. Sunderland, Tech Tp Comd WOl (FofS)
Pri nce, SSM W02 (SSM) Cooper, YofS W02 (YofS} Smith, SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) Reid .
FAREWELLS/ ARRIVALS
The Squadron has bid farewell to: Sgt Rouse, Cpls Morris,
Toulson, LCpl Rees and Sig McGiveron who have all left for civvy
street, while Cpls Lappin and Mackay, LCpls Armstrong, Collins,
Carruthers, Leslie, McGuire, Woodhouse and Sigs Bentley, Bicker,
Dix, Edley have been posted to other units. Perhaps the biggest
farewell should be reserved for our very own media star-Maj Peter
Steeples, SWS Tp Comd. There can be few newspapers 01 TV stations
which didn't carry a report on his retirement from the Army at the age
of 62!
Our best wishes for the future go out to Peter and his wife Edna.
The lucky arrivals include the new Ops Offr Capt A. C. Reynolds,
SWS Tp Comd Maj P.H . Davis, U Tp Comd Lt D. A. Sunderland
and Tech Tp Comd WOI (FofS) Prince. A warm welcome is also
extended to Sgts Bond and Croudace, Cpl Tuck, LCpl Rees (nee
Hudson), Byrnes, Dixon and King and Sigs Birch , Daw, Debnam,
Dennison, Faulds, Germain, Granger, Hoey, Kane, Mannheim, Mills,
Rouchy, Tanner and Tuck.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are in order for Sig McGuire and Sig King who
have both gained promotion to LCpl. Two marriages have taken
place: Sig Evans (nee McBride) and LCpl Rees (nee Hudson); best
wishes to you both for the future.

COMMS TROOP
DEPARTURES
Sgt Dennis Pescod to Civ Div after 22 years' service, Cpl 'Smiler'
Miles and LCpl 'Mac' Gardiner also to civvy street, on redundancy.
LCpl 'Flo' Snellings on pos~ing to Pontrilas Training Area and to Sig
Rachael Crossland to 240 Sig Sqn. Good luck and best wishes to you
all.
ARRIVALS
Sgt '.Icky' Gratri~k and family from 216 Sig Sqn (Para) Sgt Heather
Mc}'lair from 633 Sig Tp, LCpl Craig Johnson from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl
Julie Pullen .from 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, and Sig Shona Ross
from 251 Sig Sqn. We hope you have an enjoyable tour in the
Squadron.
CONGRATULATION
The Troop has seen a number of happy occasions in the last few
months, LCpl 'Flo' Snellings, Sig Rachel Crossland and Sig Sharon
Carnegie will be happily married. Best wishes from all in the Troop.
Comms Tp have been quite busy, it started off with adventure
training up in sunny A viemore.
On our return to Craigiehall we were soon involved in Princess
Royal Day. For lunch, it was the turn of the Juniors to host various
officers of th~ Headquarters; the things they do to make us eat the
buffet and dnnk the free beer . After that it was on to the rugby pitch
for an 'Jt's a Knockout' competition, which some teams took rather
too seriously (SWS please note)!

SOinC presents Cpl Robyn Smart with her Combined Services
swimming colou rs

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))

DEPARTURES
Cpl Jimmy Frew has handed over the MT office reins and departed
for the greener pastures of civvy street after 22 years' service. Good
luck Jimmy.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
ew arrivals 10 our little clan are Sigs John Morley and Mat O'Neil
from 8 Sig Regt who come to '242' before going on to bigger and
better things, and Sig Keith Newman whose brief stay with u is being
used as a rest from his record breaking attempt at around the world
travel. Good luck Keith and don't forget the postcards.
~n the other side of the coin, deserting a sinking ship are Sgt Bob
W1lberstone and Cpl S. G. F. Carthy who are soon to become Misters.
Also leaving us for greener pastures is FofS Bill Simpson. Good luck
guys and all the best from everyone here.

SOinC (A) VI IT
The SOinC (A) Maj Gen A. H. Boyle visited the quadron on 23
I<ebruary. After a short briefing on our role Maj Gen Boyle met the
other members of SHQ and the Ops Cell. He then opened the newly
refurbished Bulford Military Telephone Exchange where a plaque
commemorating the event was unveiled. Members of the Squadron
then gathered for a buffet lunch at which Maj Gen Boyle presented
Cpl Robyn Smart with her Combined Services swimming colours.
After lunch the SOinC visited SWS Tp where he was met by SWS Tp
Comd Maj Peter Steeples and other key personalitie in the Troop.

Bulford Camp

The SWS Toga Team just being good friends
Cpl Keith Brodie and Sig Barry Carter in action
HEBRIDES SIGNAL TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Kennedy
SSgt Nick Phillips
Tp SSgt
HAILS AND FAREWELLS
The Troop has recently bid farewell to SSgt lain Wylie who has
moved to 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204) on promotion to W02
(RQMS), and to LCpl Tim Rigby who has left us for 13 Sig Reg. 'Mr
Be'?becula'. ali~s LCpl Ted Corner has also recently departed for
mamland hfe m Blandford after hacking a four year tour on the
Hebrides. We welcome SSgt Karl Povey, Cpl Donald Macinnes and
LCpl Paul Pearson and wish you a pleasant tour on the Outer
Hebrides .
BENBECULA HALF MARATHON
The day following return from Adventure Training Camp six
members of the Troop braved the elements of a 'Hebridean summer's
day' to run ~he half marathon in aid of the Royal Scottish Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
The runners SSgt Nick Phillips, Sgt Tom McLaughlan, Sgt Tony
Taylor, Cpl Ian Sutton and LCpl Paul Pearson complete with
'wheelie bin', were supported by WOl (FofS} Al~x Kennedy and
Master Bryson Phillips as bike orderlies.
Al .the end of the I? mi~es a total of .£211 had been collected by
blockmg of the traffic with the wheelie bin and much vigorous
collection box rattling.
N~dless to .say the rain came down 10 minutes after the start and
contmued until the runners had completed the 13 mile course.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Troop congratulates Cpl Ian Sutton on being recently selected
for promotion to Sergeant.

Sqn Comd
Maj John Terrington
Capt Clive Cook
2IC
QM Capt Peter "Bawden, SSM W02 (SSM) Martin George.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The Squadron has seen a big turnover in its seniors and officers, so
goodbyes to Capt Andy Hill , Lt Dave Duggan (enjoy the medal
hunting tour) SSgt (YofS) Dave Leaning, Sgts 'Geordie' Laverick and
Chris Hardwood, good luck to all in their future jobs and careers.
Those joining our merry band are Capt Clive Cook, Lt Keith
Mannings, W02 (RQMS) Boyle, SSgt (YofS) Walker, Sgts Dobbins,
'Geordie' Gardner and Morgan, welcome!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

Lt Richard Spencer
Sgt Chris Lloyd

Congratulations to Sgt Cliff Lloyd who has received recognition for
running the Troop whilst Lt Richard Spencer was in Norway with nine
other Squadron members doing their dustman impressions on Ex Post
Hardfall which apparently was hell!
THREE PEAKS YACHT RACE
By Cpl B. P. Hyde
Each year, in late June, the Three Peaks Yacht Race takes place
along the northwest coast of Britain . Main Tp have for the past few
years, reluctantly (not) taken the task of providing communications
for the race. This involves an inter-port RA TT link and an HF link
from the peaks to their respective port.
The teams deployed to Barmough, Caernarfon and Ravensglass a
day before the team left for Fort William. Comms were quickly
established between these locations and then it was time to take in the
pleasant surroundings before the race began.
The Caernarfon team appeared to have had a most excellent and
successful time on Op Majestic (a subsidiary of Ex Mountain
Mariner) .
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Unfortu nately for those at Barmouth the race start day wa a
washout, bm the yachts got away without a hitch and were soon at
Caernarfon where the runners made their way up Snowdon. At the
summit waiting for them were Cpl 'Dinky' Donnelly, Sigs Nick Ions
and 'Herman' Edmunds, unlike the unfortunates up Scafell (LCpl
Andy Blunn and Co). They (the soldiers) were able to catch a train to
the peak.
As the race progressed, the Dets at Caernarfon, Snowdon,
Ravensglass and Scafell were able to close down, leaving just Fort
William and Barmouth open on the RATT link, Cpl 'Fred' Perry, Sigs
Lee Lewis and 'Nobba' Thomson were able to gain a lift to the top
of Ben Nevis from the RAF Mouncain Rescue Helicopter.
Unfortunately for them it was a day earlier than required-so they
spent the best part of a week on the peak.
Ten days after deployment, it was time to return to Bulford and
spin yarns about individual experiences-most of them enjoyable for
those involved.
LANYARD TROPHY
On 23 June the Squadron entered a team of 10 men in the Lanyard
Trophy competition who had been selected after an arduous training
schedule.
Led by Lt Richard Spencer and Sgt 'Jonno' Johnson they set off
early on the morning of the 24th along the undulated terrain in great
spirit and enthusiasm up Pen-y-Fa n to check point one clo ely behind
216 (Para) Sig Sqn and 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt.
By check point three the team had stormed past 3 Div HQ and Sig
Regt and were giving 216 (Para) Sig Sqn a run for their money.
By check point nine the team had gained a Jot of ground, closing
fast on 216 with only a distance of 200m between both teams .
Unfortunately the team could not respond quickly enough to the
challenge due to injuries gained during the cour e.
8 hrs 52 mins later the team cro sed the finishing line to take a
comfortable 2nd place losing only two members during the event. The
team showed great determination and effort during the whole event.
The admin party led by Cpl 'Maggot' Storey did exceptionally well
supplying the team with food and water along the way.
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259 Sig Sqn

BFPO 53

633 Sig Tp

BFPO 12
qn Comd
Maj Gary Mason
2IC
Capt 'Butch' Maycock
M W02 ( SM) Gary Waters, OR QMS SSgt (ORSQMS) Mark
Bonham, ORC Cpl Pete Chapman, Trg CO Cpl Neil Hunt, Typist
Litsa Anasta iou.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations must go to LCpl Calum Smith on his recent well
deserved promotion .

HQ VIEWS
Sqn Comd Maj Gary Ma on competed in the Army Tennis
Champion hips and ju l lo make sure no-one fell asleep or saw too
much of the beach whilst he wa away, he left us with plenty lo do.
SHQ responded magnificently, of course.

Maj Gary Mason presents Green Berets and tankards to SSgt
(ORSQMS) Mark Bo~ham and Cpl Pete Chapman to mark the
occasion of their transfer to AGC
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt E. K. Croft
Tp SSgt SSgt S. H. Dobson, Line Sgt Sgt C. R. Morgan, Systems
Controller Cpl D. T. Bolton, SNCO IC Mountain Det Sgt J .
Ren haw.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Welcome lo Sigs 'Brallie' Beattie, Ernie Cheyne and 'Jonah' Jones
all fr?m Germany; have a good tour. A sad farewell to Cpl Gar;
Mathieson who has done a sterling job up the mountain.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
As always in a roulement type unit hellos and goodbyes are too
many to mention. Here are just a few, Sgt Heather McNair-Lang
may Yer Lumm Reek. Our own Mr Bean Sgt Steve Wells. Our old
Admin Doozer, SSgl Bob Claire who goes to civvy street, best wishes
to you and your family for the future.
CDA BELIZE
The CDA is probably the smallest unit within Belize.
The Custodian Officer is W02 (YofS) Chippy Wood who has been
in overall command since March 1993. Since taking over the CDA he
has made many changes which included moving to a new building and
a virtual re-write of the entire account. The Yeoman is assisted by Cpls
Baz Eglinton and Dave Green. Their jobs include the day to day
management of the account and distribution of Crypto to all units in
theatre. The CDA was visited by Maj Ian Sleighlholm the ATO from
UKNDA, for the annual inspection. The ATO spent a week inspecting
both CD and JSSU Belize accounts. All the hard work and effort in
preparing for the inspection was rewarded with a good grading for the
CDA.

CONGRA T LATIONS
Congratulalions to Cpl Neil Hunt and Amanda on the birth of their
beautiful daughter Bethany Loveday.
And finally 2IC Capt 'Butch' Maycock is the Inter Service Hammer
Champion-you hould ee those 6in nails go in!
TRANSFER TO THE AGC
Along with all the other Clerks in the Corps SSgt (ORSQMS) Mark
~nham and Cpl Pete Chapman surrendered their blue berets and
J101~ys for the more 'warlike' (lheir words) green berets of the AOC.
This well known double act, known affectionately as 'Batman and
Ro~in', 'Dich und Dorf', or 'Zippy and Bungle' were presented with
their new bead-dress and badge by Sqn Comd Maj Gary Ma on at a
Squadron Parade. Bes~ wishes to them in their new Corps.
They also both received engraved commemorative Royal Signals
tank~~s lo m~rk the occasion. The dynamic duo responded by
orgarusmg postmgs, Comds Courses and a Sgts Course for some of
our members.

Tp Comd
Lt Andy Churchill
21C
W02 (FofS) John Hiorns
YofS W02 (YofS) Chippy Wood, Tp SSgt SSgt Dave Harman, TQMS
Sgt Chris Collin.

Episkopi Troop
VISIT OF THE CPD INSPECTION TEAM
The Squadron recently welcomed the CPD Telephone and Line
Plant Inspection team to Cyprus. The SSM of CPD W02 (SSM)
Mi~k O'Calla~han a_nd side kic~ BTLO Tom Davis arrived incognito
posing as tourists. Lme Sgt Chris Morgan accompanied them on their
tour of Episkopi. We were surprised at their reaction to our exhibition
piec~ of line plant equipment. Sgt Chris Morgan did his very best to
convince them that all was well, but, they were having none of it!
~ter condemning most of our 'green' poles they progressed to cable
pits (too small) cabinets (too big) and ducts (wrong colour). The only
m~ to come away unscathed was part time Storekeeper LCpl Darren
Hilton.
Cpl 'Bolts' Bolton tried the same ploy with his cable records but
~ot_h he and records clerk LCpl Calum Smith did not get away with
1t either. By now the team was really getting into its stride. They then
progressed to health and safety inspections and those departments did
not fare too well either.
Cpl Gary _Mathies~n proudly presented his line plant network at
Troodos. Bemg especially keen that day he ordered his Telemech crew
of Sigs Terry Hall and Tony Hind to report for work at the unheard
of hour of I~ hrs. Det Comd Sgt 'Rennie' Renshaw waited
nervously for his turn. The outcome was predictable.
Fortunately the team has now gone on its way and has left us to put
all our wrongs to rights!
SYSTEMS TROOP
. Systems Tp is renowned for its smooth running of the Cyprus
FIXed Telecomms Sy~tem (CFTS). Led by Capt Alan Hooley and
W~2 ~ofS) Steve Wilks this bold band of technicians heads daily to
their air-conditioned buildings. It's a hard life!
Th~ Tro~p has seen 'comings' and 'goings' in the last few weeks.
We ve said fa_rewell to Cpl Scott Phillips who was a grand master
at the game gellmg Telemechs to do every job more than once on the
s~me faul't. A rare skill. He's posted to 40 Sig Regt (V) and we wish
him good luck. We also say farewell to SSgt (FofS) Nige Johnson
SSgt 'Hadge' Watkins, Sgts Stu Barclay and Steve Longworth
w~ose professional s~ills have now reached' the level where they are
gomg .to take them with them and seek fortune in the outside world.
We wish them all well for the future.
On the 'comings' front we welcome SSgt (FofS) 'Hank' Potts Sgts
Pau~ Bowes, Mick Je~is, an~ Cpl Billy Reilly.
'
Life as a Telemech m 259 1s never boring .
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EXERCISE MAYAN ADVENTURE
Exercise Mayan Adventure was the name given to an Adventure
Training and Challenge Pursuit exercise, based at Caye Chapel from
the 19-30 July. The aim was to assess leadership qualities of soldiers
and JNCOs and to have lots of fun.
Those members of the Corps who have served in Belize will
remember that Caye Chapel is a sun drenched, white sandy beached,
palm tree Caye close to the barrier reef. Operational shifts were
organised so that all personnel were able to take part.
The activities on offer were canoeing, scuba diving and snorkeling,
windsurfing, power boat handling and numerous other activities
including the morning PT and Portuguese Man-of-War avoidance
lessons (swimming).
The expert diving instruction was carried out by Belize Diving
Services. Our instructors were Frank and Anna, both very experienced
divers, with a lot of local knowledge of the reef. This ensured that 19
members of the Troop obtained the NAUI certificate. Diving in Belize
must be any diver's dream, but to start your diving career in Belize
means you are spoilt for life. Most of us spotted a shark and a large
eagle ray during our scuba adventure. Frank or Anna provided
constant support. Sgt Rick Hannah shot to the surface like Polaris,

after deciding that you should use the aqua lung provided; Cpl Andy
Firth forgot to inflate his stab jacket, see you at the bottom Andy.
Then there was Cpl Baz Eglinton, who imitated a missile when his stab
jacket malfunctioned and sent him rocketing to the surface. There
were many more hilarious incidents of this nature.
Caye Chapel is the perfect windsurfing resort, with onshore Trade
winds varying from Force 1-3 in the morning and a ripping Force 5-6
in the afternoons. Sig Caz Carrington decided to sail to Caye Caulker
via Miami. The two Gurkha lads Cpls Purr and Surr decided that this
was the fastest way to get to Nepal (with three years between leaves,
that's a possibility). Anyway everyone passed their Level l assessment
thanks to our radical instructor, 'Go For lt'-W02 (YofS) Chippy
Wood.
Those on the powerboat had only a 185 BHP engine to play with,
but this ensured even Cpl Andy Firth got up on water skis. The serious
side to the boat handler's course was instructed by a Royal Marine
Landing Craft expert, Mne Stu Gentry, who ensured that everyone
passed the course. Kneeboarding and the Tube were available to all
Troop members everyday as a fun activity. LCpl Sparky Blake had the
thrill of bis career, when trying he opted for an overdose of salt water.
Our welfare was looked after by the Chef, Pte Cam Turnbull and
the excellent camp administration and organisation of the tented camp
was thanks to SSgt Dave Harman and Sgt Chris Collin. ln conclusion
the Exercise was a resounding success which was visited by the SOI
G3 Comms UKLF, Lt Col Hussey during his visit to British Forces
Belize.
OPERATIONS AND EXERCISES
In June, the Troop carried out the mandatory Hurricane Exercise
in preparation for the windy season. The Troop also took part in Ex
Toucan Blade, which tests the defences of Airport Camp.

BRITISH ARMY TRAINING UNIT SUFFIELD
FAREWELLS
We would like to bid farewell to Cpl 'Tommo' Thompson, LCpls
Charlie Henson, Jase Scrase and 'Robbo' Robinson, Sigs Michelle
Burnett, Tim Alderson, Eck Cowan and Ally Simmonds, and Pte Fin
Finley lLI. Thank for for all your hard work. Karaoke in O'Rileys
will not be the same. Congratulations go out to Cpl 'Tommo'
Thompson on his selection for well deserved promotion to Sergeant.
ARRIVALS
We say hello and welcome to sunny Alberta to the following: Cpl
Steve Bretherton, LCpls 'Geordie' Aspery, 'Grass' Grassick, Mark
Wilby and Aiden Williams, Sigs Mark Abbott and Allan Clark, Pte
Scott Grant QOH and Tpr 'Paddy' Stirling QRIH. Have a good tour.
EXTENSIONS
The following have been lucky enough to extend their tours until the
end of the season. Sigs Mike Alsop, Karen Duffy, Anne Slaven and
Tpr Mark Charles 2RTR. Rumour has it they have only extended to
compete in the Calf Roping at the Ralston Rodeo. Cpl Bob Morrice
is still staggering on nightly with his ZAP checks .
OPS ROOM
The Medicine Man season is now half way through. The majority
of the crew have changed and the new crew are straight in at the deep
end with only a week to prepare and practise the complicated
procedures involved in the forthcoming three MedMan exercises. A
trying time for all especially the quickly greying boss.

L to R: Geoff (The Young Chippy), PO Robbie, Sgt Rick Hannah,

Cpl Andy Firth, Cpl Shep Shepherd
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TRAVEL
The breaks between MedMan exercises give Ops Room personnel an
opportunity lO travel. Recent tours have included a recreational
vehicle (camper) excursion to Waterton Glacier National Park and
Great Falls in Montana and also trips to Disneyland in California and
Mazatlan in Mexico.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

Cambridge University OTC

Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE
Col P. J. Pritchard
Col J. E. F. KJrby

Rear Commodores: Offshore, Maj B. H. Rowe; Dinghies, Lt Col M. J. P. Collins;
Windsurfing, Lt Col C. D. McK.Kemp; BAOR, Lt Col N. K. P . Hope MBE.
LI D AY B Q EST DINNER 19 JUNE 1993
Eighty- be past and present members of the oyal Signals Wing and
theu guests at down to dinner in the impo ing surroundings of the
Main Hall of Selwyn College. The Guesc of Honour was the SOinC,
Maj Gen A. H. Boyle. A highly entertaining and memorable speech
resulted and after dinner we all returned to the CUOTC Mess for an
enjoyable remainder of the evening.
This annual Dinner, held at the bequest of the late Capt Lindsay has
enjoyed a resurgence recently, and at the behest of the SOinC, our PSI
W02 (SSM) K. A. Jones, has been prevailed upon to pass the hundred
mark of members and guests attending next year. Any past members
of the CUOTC Signals Wing who have not received notification of
this event are strongly encouraged to contact W02 (SSM) K. A. Jones
at CUOTC or on Colche ter Mil 5016 or (0223) 247818.
In addition to our social events we have been involved in a number
of exercises including providing communications for the May
Bumps-Ex Blade Alley 2 from 9-12 June. Apart from reporting the
'bumps' as they occurred OCdt Ashley Dillon provided a mobile
outstation mounted on his push bike to cope with the tow path.
Ex Fast Rock was a challenge by Oxford UOTC to race three peaks.
The Wing was well represented by OCdt Suzanne Murray, a runner
in the ladies' team, OCdts Darryl Charman and John Couzens acted
as timekeeper and men's team driver, respectively. The Exercise was
not just running up hills, we also provided HF communications from
the three locations. This was the first of what we hope will become an
annual event.
The first week of Summer Camp this year was spent at AA College,
Harrogate for the Special-to-Arm training, but it also included
starting each day with an hour of PT. The second week was a three
Platoon exercise, covering advance to contact, escape and evasion and
withdrawal through a number of stands. Beach landings, abseiling
and a real river crossing all added to the excitement. However, the

REDESDALE CAMP, OTIERBURN
In the capable bands of W02 Chris Gopsil, we were quickly
initiated into the unique world of the ULOTC Sigs Sub Unit,
including the ubiquitious 'Jam Butty Diet' (for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and every square meal in between), and the amazing curried
tea (the cookhouse habitually forgetting to wash the containers!).
After the first day of complete madness (or so it seemed), the radios
stopped steaming enough to let some of our more adventurous and
senior personnel brave the hordes of completely indestructable
mosquitoes and recce our field locations for the second week. With a
blind fait~, we were left with the radios, whilst Capt Jonathan Manley
set off w:ith W02 Chris Gopsil and Sgt Liz Dutton (attached) to go
over the hills and far away.
Those Sigs Personnel not in the Ops Room, ie, almost all except us,
had just as an eventful week, with strenuous battle drills, tactics,
lea~ership l!aining and a day's watermanship, including combat
sw:im, on Kielder Water; the third years had their own cadre and
weren't seen for the whole week. During the second week of camp, we
saw all of the lessons learned in week one put into practice on the
p~trolling exercise, right around the perimeter of the training area,
with the patrols encountering a number of hazards (not all of their
own making!) and incidents, with which they had to deal.
The second week's exercise was a totally different story; with the
whole contingent out in the field, we had been tasked with providing
Comrns from two forward control stations (one staffed by a
detachment from 68 Sig Sqn (V) to Excon at camp. A numer of real
incidents supplemented the not inconsiderable amount of exercise play
traffic, tea<:hmg those of us new to the trade a lot about life in the Ops
Room, radio net. A large thank you must surely go to the 'Devils
Own' for their help, hard work, sense of humour and patience-oh
and the sweatshirts!
'
Unfortunately, this term we said good-bye to a number of
colleagues; ULOTC is sending 28 to RMAS in September and a

down side was coping with wet clothes and swimming in a helmet.
When we were not working we visited the submarine base at Faslane
and a warming visit to the Glengoyne Distillery. The final week was
rounded off with a barbecue held in typical Scottish weather.

BACKGROUND HISTORY OF CAMBRIDGE UOTC THE
LINDSAY BEQUEST DINNER
Capt R. L. G. Lindsay was a bachelor who had come to live with
his family in Cambridge after WWI - his father had been MP for
Belfast and supported Carson. Lindsay possibly served in WW I in RE
(Signals) and was encouraged to take an interest in the OTC Signal
Company by Lt Col F. J. M. Stratton from whom he took over
command in 1929. He died suddenly in 1933 possibly in India
although this is not confirmed. His successor was Maj (later Lt Col)
Donald Portway (RE) who was an eminent academic and who had
served in RE (Signals) in WWI. Lindsay's mother wished to provide
a cup in his memory but was persuaded by Portway to invest a sum
of money from which the income provides port and strawberries for
the annual Wing Dinner to this day, which is especially appropriate
as Capt Lindsay reputedly hosted excellent dinner parties in the 1920s.
A photograph of the CUOTC Signal Company taken at Catterick
Camp in 1927 shows Capt Lindsay together with Lt Col Stratton-it
was in this year that CUOTC won the Oxford-Cambridge OTC
signalling competition by a very significant margin using flag and
lamp signalling.
If any readers can add any further information, please write to
W02 (SSM) K. A. Jones, Cambridge University Officers' Training
Corps, TA Centre, Coldham's Lane, Cambridge CBI 3HS and Dr P.
J. Thwaites, Deputy Director, Royal Signals Museum, Blandford
DT!l 8RH.

number of others are looking towards TA Sandhurst this year. JUO
John Symmons hands over as sub unit JUO to JUO Tony Reeves and
JUO Chris Burge has been posted to Athlone Company as Signals
JUO-watcb out all those first years! We hope that those leaving us
this year will keep in contact and, indeed, would like to hear from
other ex-members of ULOTC serving in the Royal Corps of Signals.

OCdt Terrance Hall on Ex Northern Challenge

CONTACTS
Yachtsmasters: UK: Capt J. F. Calvert, Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Capt R. K. Orr, Osnabruck Mil 5358
Secretaries: General: Maj J. P. McD Coulthard, Corsham Mil 4457
Dinghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odling, Blandford Mil 2398
Dinghy Racing BAOR: Capt G. R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Windsurfing: Maj D. J. Gilchrist, Bulford Mil 2485
BAOR Windsurfing: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/ 300
Soldier Reps: Sgt D. Maw: Loughborough MU 4425 Sgt C. Cowell: Blandford Mil 2265

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events,
.
.
.
accounts of activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply
by registering with one of the Club secretaries.

BOSUN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 1993 Bosun Nationals were hosted by the Army Sailing
Association at Netley Sailing Club on Southampton Water, ably
organised by Maj Steve Pyatt RE and Ca.pt George Odling. Col Bill
Roper was inveigled into being Race Officer for the regatta, on the
basis that he was both a serving member of the Forces and
Commodore of Netley SC, with Sgt Chas Cowell acting as chief coordinator of rescue and mark moving boats, aided by this son Trevor.
A total of 42 entries were received for the event, with the split being
17 Army 16 Civilian, 8 RN/ RM and I RAF. The format of the
regatta w~s a series of five races, with one discard if more than three
were sailed.
The first days racing took place in. a westerly force three t? fou~,
with a fairly strong ebb tide for the first two races. Capt David Eilts
crewed by Cpl Phil Lever won the first race, followed by George
Barker from RMCS crewed by his wife in second place and Ch Tech
Ian Marshall RAF third, with Maj Steve Pyatt and Capt Peter Cooper
only managing a 4th place .
.
However, Pyatt got his revenge in t~e second race when Eilts
decided that the individual recall was for him, and returned to restart.
Pyatt went on to win, with Barker putting in another second place
followed by two civilians, Pitt and Stacey; needless to say, the re~all
was not for Ellis, and therefore he need not have gone back. Hav1Dg
done so, he was only able to pull back to 5th.
.
Race three was again won by Pyatt, this time with Marshall taklDg
2nd with Ellis 3rd. Capt George Odling and Maj John Ro~ley were
very unfortunate in this race, inasmuch as they were leading at the
first mark but then had to retire as Rowley had an unbreakable
appointme~t in London which he would have missed had they
continued racing.
. .
.
Come the Sunday, and the one thing that was miss1Dg was WIDd, all
the crews having assembled ready for a 0930 hrs start. After a two
hour delay race four finally got under way in a south westerly three
to four. This race was make or break for Ellis and Lever? so they took
the only option open to them and won the race, but with Pyatt and
Cooper snapping at their heels in 2nd place, .w!th.Mark Jardine crewed
by Sgt Robbie Jardine finding form and fimshlDg ~rd.
.
This now left the competition wide open for National Champion;
providing that Ellis and Lever either won the last rac.e OR firushed
down to 3rd with Pyatt and Cooper two pl.ace~ beh1Dd th~m ~hey
would would be the winners, any other comb1Dat1on would give it to
Pyatt and Cooper.
This race proved to be a real cliff hanger between these two boats,
with the lead between them changing places several times as each made
tactical use of other 'traffic' on the race course. All the time they were
both moving up the field but in the end Pyatt finished the race 3rd
with Ellis in 4th place, to 'a well deserved win by the Jardine brothers
with Marshall in 2nd place.
Thus Pyatt and Cooper ended up National Champions for 1993. It
should be added that this is the seventh year that Pyatt has ~mered the
Nationals and the fourth time that he has won them, commg second
on the other three occasions. Quite an impressive record.
Odling and Rowley were disappointed to only finish l lth overall,
but would have moved well up into the top ten had they not had to
retire from the race which they were leading.
It is of interest to note that in the top dozen pl~ces there ~ere 5
Army, 5 Civilians, I RAF and the first Navy came ID at 12th, ID the
class that was designed for them!
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Overall results were:
!st Pyatt/Cooper

Bosun National Champion/1st
Army
8. 5 pts
I st Veteran
2nd Ellis/Lever
3rd Marshall/ Anderson 11 pts
!st RAF
4th Jardine/Jardine
16.75 pts !st Civilian

6.5 pts

J24 'THE HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY'
UK NATIONALS AND WORLDS
THE SUCCESS OF THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS ...
The 1993 J24 National Championships were hosted by South
Caernarvonshire Yacht Club over the period 20-27 June. As the club
were also to host the World Championships in July, it was an ideal
opportunity for them to check out all their procedures and logistics.
The racing was held in Cardigan Bay, which is a huge open expanse
of water, with the Welsh mountains as a spectacular back~rop ~o. the
East. The weather was unbelievable for North Wales, with bnlltant
sunshine, dark blue sparkling water and the cloud shroud~d
mountains in the background to set it all off. The regatta was held m
near ideal conditions with the wind mainly force three to four and
predominantly from Nw, which made for a shifting wind as it was off
the land.
The competition was attended by a total of 43 boats~ including five
overseas entries, who had come early for the Worlds ID order to get
some advance practice.
'Hitch-Hiker' began the series with a bang, literally, as we came off
the first start line with an excellent start and led the race for two
rounds until Ian Southworth overtook us on the final run. This gave
rise to a very interesting last beat to the finish, where we managed to
get the shifts right and took the lead ba.ck with four ~und~ed yards to
go. Certainly a satisfying way of starting a Championship.
In the second race we had already had two general recalls, and were
now onto the 'Black Flag' rule, which is instant disqualification for
any boat that is over the start line in the final minute before the start
in that start and from subsequent restarts of that race. Jan Southworth
decided to have a total mental abberation, and started as the 'One
Minute' gun was fired; in addition there were another 17 boats that
were caught out on that start, which was another general recall, and
so the fleet bad now been nearly halved in size. Easy pickings, .thought
we we should be in here with at least a second, and be looklDg very
go~d on the leader board . Alas, it was not to be! The race w~s led
throughout by Chris Larson from the USA, (who came 2nd ID the
1992 Worlds) but in between him and us were three other UK boats
which we would normally reckon to beat, and they were all three
having the race of their lives. As soon as we got through one of them
another would pop back up, and so we had to settle f<?r 5th. lt'.s an
unusual feeling, being disappointed with a 5th place ID a Nauonal
Championship race!
For the rest of the regatta we maintained consistent po.sitio.ns of 7,
5, 8, 6, allowing us to discard the ~th and count. 23 .7 ~ pom~s ID tot9;1.
This gave us 3rd place in the Nauonal Champ10nship ?ehind .David
Bedford on 17.75 points and Ian Southworth on 16 pOIDtS, ~tth the
Open Championship being won by Chris Larson of the USA wtth four
lsts a 4th and a 10th discard totalling 7 points.
An in all it had been a very enjoyable regatta, with our best result
to date in a Nationals and moving ever closer to the two top UK guys,
Southworth who ha; now won the UK Nationals four times, and
Bedford who is a two time previous winner.
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D THE DI APPOINTME NT OF T HE WORLD
H MP I0 '.'1 HIP
We entered the e full of hig h hope after the atio nals, but these
ere not to be fulfilled . We no began a period where our starting
technique went adly awry. and we were consistently coming off the
tart line in the econd or third rank . On the occasions when we did
u eed in making a good tart, the race would be subject to a general
recall. There i one ure thing in a fleet of that standard, if you are
mak ing poor starts then your work is cut out for you, as everyone who
i competing there has had to qualify to get here and there a re no easy
picking.
To give an idea as to how badly we did at the Worlds in cnmparison
to the UK ationals/Open, one o f the overseas competitors by the
name o f Seadon Wijsen (what nationality other than American could
he be with a name like that?) came 7th in the UK Open with a score
o f 39 point to our 4th with 23.75 points. In the Worlds he finished
I Ith overall with a core of 61 points to our 31st with 135 points. And
yet we could still get the boat going well, as witnessed in the final race,
where we came around a leeward mark just behind Martinez from
Italy (who had won the previous race), sailed through his lee and back
up in front of him.
Let me put the concept of winning a race at the J24 Worlds in
context: in the whole history of the J24 World Championships, a nd
the class started in the mid-70s , UK sailors have won a total o f just
TWO races. Ken Read from the USA won three races in this year's
Worlds alone, one down on his performance last year, to take the title
for the 5th time. To quote Mike Urwin from his article in Yachts and
Yachting 'The J24 World Championship remains one of, if not the
world champion hip to win.'
Overall result were 1st Ken Read (USA) 9.25 pts, 2nd Terry
Hutchinson (USA) 25.75 pts, 3rd G. Bequerizes (Arg) 36 pts, 4th
Chri Larson (USA) 37 pts. Ian Southworth was the best placed UK
entry, at 6th with 41 pts, and deeply regretting the too-close lee-bow
tack in the second race which cost him an 'I Flag' (200/o penalty) and
third place overall .
AND NEXT .. .
Now we need to get out in the three remaining UK regattas that are
scheduled prior to the Europeans in October, and make sure that we
get our starting technique and self confidence re-established in order
that we make a creditable showing in Monaco.
We shall be in for a slightly changed team, as Sgt Chas Cowell is
now leaving the regular crew on taking up his new appointment at the
Colchester recruiting office. In his place we shall be welcoming back
Cpl Phil Hawkins on his return from the Falklands .
BAOR OFFSHORE-SUMMER NEWSLETTER
ROYAL SIGNALS BALTIC OFFSHORE REGATTA
The Royal Signals Baltic Offshore Regatta (Sail Training Week)
which took place from 16-26 July, was sponsored by Dortmunder
Kronen Braueri and run by Capt Robb Orr and Sgt Baz Ennels.
Eleven teams took part including three from the UK.
The event sailed from BKYC, consisted of a series of demanding
offshore passage races both by day and night, together with a round
the cans series and a novice helmsman's race. The yachts sailed over
600 nautical miles during eight days of sailing and experienced
weather from the extremes of bright sunshine and no wind, to a near
gale and torrential rain! Reproduced below is a summary of a logbook
of one of the yachts which took part:
Saturday 17 July: After an excellent breakfast cooked by 'Sam' in
th~ BKYC Restaurant our Skipper ~ttended the daily Skipper's
bnefing. Today was to be a practice race day from Kiel to
Sonderborg. The day started with fine weather and a light NNW wind
which freshened during the afternoon. Nearly all the yachts arrived in
Sonde!borg by 1900 hrs and moored on the town quay just north of
the bndge. We became quite a tourist attraction since the whole fleet
(with Kronen flags flying) was moored just behind the Danish Royal
Y.acht Dannebrog. ~ost crews. decided that Sonderborg on a Saturday
rught was an expenence that JUSt could not be missed!
Sunday 18 July: An early start and a rather grey day did not
dampen our enthusiasm for the first race of the series from Als Sund
to Aarosund . After slipping from Sonderborg we motored North for
about 5~ minutes to the start in Als Sund. The wind was freshening
by the time we reached Scatter, the Committee boat marking the start
line. The wind ~as WNW forcing an immediate change of course to
leave out the wmdward mark. We then had quite a long beat to the
fir t mark , followed by a box shaped course of about 28 miles. The
start was keenly contested with some fairly loose interpretation of the
rules (but no protests resulted?). Mallard (28 Sig Regt) started very
well and led to the first mark, however the experienced crews then
clawed back their lead with some snappy spinnaker drills. Line
ho~ours for ~he first race wer~ taken by Teal (16 Sig Regt) with
Widgeon (1 Sig Regt) and Pintail (1 ADSR) not far behind. The fleet
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then anchored near Skua (the seco nd Committee Yach t) for tea. Cpl
Dave Sangster gave a d isplay of ma t top acrobatics whilst trying to
drop his mainsail halyard which had jam med . The fl eet then sailed ' incompany' through the rather narrow a nd twisting channels o f the
northern part of the Little Belt to arrive a t Middelfart just before
midnight. For some crews this was to be their first experience of night
sailing- and what a beautiful, calm and starlit night to find out!
Monday 19 and Tuesday 20 J uly: Since the start was not u ntil
midday most crews went shopping for provisions during the morni ng .
There was some excitement wh en we tried to cram 40 people on the
bow of Stork (14 Sig Regt) in order to raise her stern out of the water .
We then discovered the reason for the engine vibrations-she had lost
one of the two blades of her propeller! Unfortunately she would have
to lim p along with us until we reached Aarhus where we could get her
repaired. Race 2 was a ' downwind ' start in very light airs, which
clearly presented a fe w dilemmas to Skippers during the pre-star t. No
one crossed the line early, however there were a few rather late
starters. T he yachts quickly spread into three groups- those who
hugged the west shore and picked up a rather light but co nstant
breeze; those who couldn ' t decide either way and went straight down
the middle; a nd those who tried to avoid the wind shadow of a large
ship at anchor- and lost the wind com pletely. If the lead changed
once that afternoon it must have changed 20 times. H owever there was
a slight breeze which allowed us to progress, albeit very slowly,
towards t he first mark. Then the wind decided to veer by 120 degrees
so that we all started to go backwards under our spinnakers. For the
next three or four hours the fleet struggled to slide past the point on
Endelave. The five yachts at the fron t managed this rela tively easily
however the ones at the back had another three hours of bobbing
around in circles to look forward to . T hen the breeze came agai n and
all but one yacht managed to get around the corner. So Stork
(accompanied by Skua) had to wa it until the early hou rs of T uesday
to get moving! The remainder of the fl eet raced past Samsoe and on
towards Grenaa. By first light the wind was sta rting to pick up to a
strong breeze and the sea state indicated Force 4/ 5. T he fleet battled
on with the wind by mid afternoon Force 516 in NN W ' ly direction.
Then the isolated and somewhat desolate sand dune in the Ka tegat
called Anholt came onto the hori zon . Anholt, which was our
destination, is a small island in the centre of the Kategat, midway
between Denmark and Sweden. It is five miles long a nd about one
tnile across. Then it was a case of battling on to find the finish mark
which really did present some difficulties. One yacht in the end
retiring and one unable to fi nd the fini sh (but full ma rks for thei r
honesty!). All the yachts were finally in to Anholt by a bout 2200 hrs
on the Tuesday evening-so for some it had been a 34 hour race! Had
the wind been even marginally stronger before midnight on Monday
we might all have finished in under 24 hours. Most crews were quickly
moored and into the local pub despite the rather unusual
mediterranean style mooring in Anholt. A very creditable result by
every crew for arriving at Anholt and a particular well done to Teal
who again won. Pintail was second and Curle w (1 Armd Bde Sig Sqn)
third.
Wednesday 21 July: After the long passage the day before, and as
a result o f the rather miserable overcast weather, the Committee had
decided that we would not stay for a whole rest day in Anholt but
would sail overnight to Aarhus . But first The Novice Skipper's Race;
this consisted of a short 'round-the-cans' type course. Each qualified
skipper was requi red to transfer to another yacht and were there to act
as safety supervisor only. The race started at 1500 hrs but no sooner
had it begun and the wind died on us. It took the fleet one and a hal f
hours just to complete the first triangle of the short two-mile course .
The wind then picked up a little and at the end of the ' sausage' 14 Sig
Regt caused a surprise because they were leading in Stork. They
battled on and although their lead was shortened still managed to win
the race. Well done to C pl T rev Prosser, their Skipper. The race was
then on to Aarhus, Denmark's second city!
Thursday 22 July: The fleet made good progress from Anholt and
by dawn the leaders were reaching along the Jutland coast making
some 8-9 knots through the water in a moderate to strong NNW wind.
T he cleve~ tactical move for this race was to hug the shore by Ebeltoft
and cut inshore across the next bay rather than following the main
shipping channel further to the south. Then, once around the corner
and into Aarhus Bay itself, the fleet had to beat the 11 miles into
Aarhus. Various clever tactica.I plans were tried in an effort to catch

a favourable current. T he pilot book suggests hugging the west shore
in order to catch the clockwise current. However the eventual race
winner, Teal, decided to go against the advice in the pilot and follow
the east shore. T he 'west shorers' , Gannet (8 Sig Regt) and Grebe (3
Div Sig Regt) came in second and third. Most crews found the beat
up the bay very tiring as the weather was by this stage really
unpleasant with torrential rain and a driving, near gale force wind .
Everyone was very pleased to arrive safely in Aarhus!
Friday 23 J uly: The fleet started t he fourt h race of the series in what
was destined to be the ' Mermaid T rophy Race' from Aarhus to
Svendborg . The catch was that Skippers had to decide whether they
wanted to go East or West of Fyn, ie, through the Little Belt or
through t he Great Belt. With the wind in WNW the pilot book
suggested a favourable current in the Little Belt but that route would
involve havi ng to beat to windward until we reached M iddelfart then,
hopefull y a fast reach down to Svendborg . As it was, seven yachts
chose the Great Belt and four yachts the Little Belt. The Great Belt
route proved m uch faster without a beat dead to windward. As it was,
none of the Yachts who went through the Little Belt managed to finish
in time a nd all therefore retired . As was becoming usual, Teal again
took line honours at Svendborg with Pintail second and Widgeon
third . T he fi nal yacht a rriving Skua which brought up the rear as
safety boat on the Little Belt route was finally in at 0600 hrs the next
morning (Saturday) .
Saturday 24 July: We awoke to a grey, drizzling day. The only
consolation was that the showers were hot and clean! But within a
couple of hours the weather b rightened up and by lunchtime we were
ha ving the best day o f the Regatta. SSVC a rrived du ring the Skipper's
Briefing and busied themselves with interviews and taking 'actionshots' o f crews doing their washing-u p and cleaning the decks. They

Pintail chasing Pochard, Widgeon and Curlew just after the start
of Race 2

then sailed with the 'all female ' crew o f Mallard from Svendborg
down to the start line between Marstal and Lolland for the Round-theCans Series. This was to turn ou t to be the best day's sailing of the
whole Regatta (probably due to the fact that the weather was bright
and sunny and we were not beating to windward for eight hours!) .
A fter three races round the cans Teal again emerged the overall winner
altho ugh this time Pintail and Gannet both won a race a piece. Racing
fi nished at 1700 hrs and the Fleet tied up in Marstal overnight.
Su nday 25 July: The last race day. The 'Homeward Bound' trophy
presented by LCpl Jerry Sharp was up for grabs on thi.s final race
from Marstal to Kiel. As had been the case for the remamder of the
week the day had started overcast and drizzling with rain. T here was
virtually no wind at the start and it took the fleet well over two hours
to reach the first mark of the course. But then, as had o ften happened
this week , the wind piped up to a strong to near gale fo rce breeze but
luckily from the NW. So it was a beat (again) from the first to the
second mark followed by a very fast reach to the fin ish off
Stollergrund North. With the absence of Maj Mark Butler Teal
seemed this time to be making hard work of the fi nal leg (even though
they had already won the Regatta overall), coming in at fi fth place.
The wi nner of the fi nal race was Grebe skippered by Maj Callum
Clark. Second was Curlew and third Gannet. The last yacht of the
fleet arrived home at Kiel by 1930 hrs just in time for a quick shower
before the Prizegiving and Barbecue. Kronen had very kindly d~nated
some excellent prizes including watches , beer mugs and glasses; m fact
every com petitor took something home with them, including the crews
of Petrel (Comms Bn), Pochard (206 Sig Tp) and Tern (20 Armd Bde
Sig Sqn) winners of the Sgt Don Shaw Memorial Plate for epitomisi~g
the spirit of the Regatta . The overall results were as follows: 1st 16 Sig
Regt, 2nd 1 (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt, 3rd 8 Sig Regt.

'Aye Aye Captain' - 7 Sig Regt looking for the finish

RSYC BAOR BALTIC OFFSHORE REGATTA

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
AND DINNER
The Annual General Meeting and Dinner of the Royal Signals
Yacht Club will be held at the Crown Hotel Blandford on
Friday, 29 October 1993, commencing at '1800 hrs. All
members of the Club are invited to attend .
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Musical Yachts - Petre/, Grebe, Widgeon and Stork round the
'cans'
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' Will they - Won't they?' A near miss between Teal and Gannet
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- Sport ATHLETICS
\\'edne day 21 July aw the climax of the A thletics season, the fi nals
of the Army Inter Unit Team Champion hips at Aldershot . Seven
team competed in the ~~jor Un.its final-two from Germany, two
from the Colche ter em1-fmal which took place in June and was won
by 2 ig Regt, and three from the semi-final held in Aldershot the same
day. ~t wa. good to ee the Corps repre ented so strongly in the finals
and 1lencmg the allegation of 'packi g' which are sometimes heard .
Besides 2 Sig Regt, who were strongly fancied to win the Major Units
ompetitio~, I <LJ:K) Armd piv HQ a.nd Sig Regt also took part as
B ~R 1aJ?~ Umts Champ10.ns, a did the Lower Saxony Sig Regt
haVIng qual1f1ed a runner-up m the BAOR Minor Units competition.
The day started well with a magnificent opening throw of over 53
metres .by Cpl S~n Jones, Army and Inter Services hammer throwing
c~amp1on! to chnch the hammer event. Cpl Pete Curtis followed up
wuh a sohd. throw to take ~econd place and secure maximum points
for the Regiment. Meanwhile Cpl Carl Richardson and WO! .Terry
lnm_an .ma~ched this. achievement in the triple jump, Richardson
gettmg 1t nght when It mattered by notching a second best jump of
13m 15cms to win.
By lunchtime, after a morning which included a mixture of polished
athletics by established athletes and some plucky performances by
)'oungster~, notably .Cpl 'Woody' Wood in the 800m, the Regiment
had estabh hed a solid lead over its nearest rival 1 R Anglian and had
dropped only 6 points out of a possible 112.
. As the afternoon progressed 2 Sig Regt continued to demonstrate
II ~alent and forged further ahead towards the inevitable victory.
W~ilst Sgt Clarence Cal~ender pulled off the expected double in the
spnnts. and the Yorkshire, Army and Inter Services high hurdles
champion LCpl Tim Tomkinson cruised effortlessly to victory in his
eve!1t. ~ther mo~e recent .ai:rivals on the athletics stage were earning
their slice of praise and givmg notice that the Corps has many more
years o~ athletic talen.t ahead. Cpl 'Woody' Wood followed up his
success m the 800m WJth a gutsy run to win the B string 400m, LCpl
~ ~osto.n ran a fine 15~~ to record a pb of 4 rnins 3.76 secs and
~1g Jim Richards, Army JUruor cross country champion, bettered his
time for the 3000m .steeplechase with a time of 9 mins 35 secs.
Although the championship was secured long before the last two
events, both relay squads proved that they were in a class of their own
winning by substantial margins to bring the team home in fine style'.

HOCKEY
SALISBURY F~TIV AL
The Corps team participated i.n the recent Salisbury hockey festival
held over the August Bank Holiday. The Corps relied on some past,
some old, so~e v.ery bold and some very young players to keep its end
up. At one pomt m the competition three families (Hammetts, Havlins
and the Eames) had a total of seven out of the 11 players on the pitch.
A great three days were bad by one and all, and no disasters were
encountered. Ten games were played, the results won two, drawn five,
lost three .. As all of Saturday games were played with no goalie and
the co!11bmed ages of the three backs amounted to 139 these are
splendid results. Thanks go to the following who took the time and
effort to represent the Corps at the festival. Maj T. Bushell, Capt A.
Eames, Capt N. Hammett, Capt J. Stuart, WOl (FofS) Boxhall W02
D. Payne, SSgt (FofS) Marston-Weston, Sgt Smith Aaron and Paul
Hammett, Mr P. Havlin, James Havlin, Natasha Eames.

rain ~o ul d. no~ stop play in a swimming competition but the thunder
and hghtnmg m the afternoon threatened to stop the race. Luckily the
clouds passed over and the competition was completed.

..

The relays were run on the second day under blue skies and with
little shade. Of the 22 courses, the Corps won 5. By chance three of
the Corps best runners were drawn on to the same course. Reversing
th.e previous day' s results , Sgt Sharp 264 Sig Sqn, won convincingly
with W02 (FofS) Case, AAColl Harrogate some four minutes behind
in . third pla~e . Maj Bateson , ATR Bassingbourn, was another fi ve
mmutes belund and had to be satisfied with 6th place. Other course
w~nners were Maj N. W. Gill , MOD, and three juniors: ATs
Richardson , Bugg and Clark, all from AAColl Harrogate.
In the inter-.unit competitio.n , ~he best Corps res ults were by the
wo!11en of 15 S1~ Regt. and the J_umors of ~Coll Harrogate who both
fi.mshed second m their respecuve categones. However, 8 Sig Regt, 15
Sig Regt, C~mms and Sy Gp (UK), AAColl Harrogate, and 264 Sig
Sqn along with th~ ~emale teams of 15 Sig Regt and Comms and Sy
Gp (UK) all qualified for the Army Championships in Berlin in
October.
ARMY TEAM
T~e Army Team tours Sweden every year at the end of August.
Prev!ous members of the team have included Maj Bateson, ATR
~assmgbourn, and Sgt Sharp, 264 Sig Sqn. This year the team
included Cpl Weston, Comms and Sy Gp (UK).

SQUASH
. The Royal Signals Indi:-'idual Squash Championships will take place
m Colerne over the penod 20-23 November 1993 inclusive. In the
compedtion is a three Man Unit Team event. All entries should be
forwarded to Maj W. V. Miles 21 Sig Regt Azimghur Barracks,
Colerne.

SWIMMING
ARMY SWIMMING CHAMPIONS 1993
Ith~ been a ~e~ ¥ood year for 16 Sig Regt's swimming team. The
women s team fm1shmg the seaso!l as Army Champions but the long
road to the UK began way back m January when training started at
Bo~h~m Indoor Pool. In between exercises, the team trained hard
until m May the Regiment outdoor pool opened which made training
times a. bit more sociable, although the schedules always seemed to
clash with the RSM's parades and family swimming sessions .
RHINE GARRISON CHAMPIONSHIPS
At the Rhine Garrison Competition we swept the board . In the
women's compedtion we .finish7d fir~t in every event except two and
collected a total of 53 pomts, stx pomts ahead of our nearest rivals
B Coy. I~ was. the first time the Regiment had seen Sig Tracey
Whea~ley m action, a rece~t di~covery who s.eems to have escaped the
attention of the Army Sw1mmmg Team until now. Sig Wheatley has
s"".am for ~cotland before she joined the Army three years ago and on
this occasion completed the 50m breast stroke in 38.97 seconds. Lt
Hassell won the individual medley and Lt Rankin won the 50m
backstroke.
~n the men's c<;>mpetiti?n, it was '.lgain a clear margin of victory, 12
pomts above theu next nvals, 28 Sig Regt. The team finished first in
all events excep~ two, with notable performances from LCpl Bissau
who came first m the 50m freestyle, W02 (YofS) Patterson first in
the lOOm backstroke, Sig Barnes in the 50m butterfly 'and Lt
Hargreaves who won the individual medley.
L! Col Westlake made the presentation at the Blue Pool
Rhemdahlen after an excellent day's competition. You would think

ORIENTEERING
UKLF/TA CHAMPIONSHIPS
The UKLF and TA Championships were held on Barry Budden
ranges over the weekend 22/23 May 93. The championships were
notable for the brilliant weather and well planned courses but
un.for1:u~ately also for their poor administration and a shambolic
pnzegivmg.
The first day saw.the individual races on the A course; Maj N. J.
Bateson, ATR Bassmgbourn, led the Corps runners home with 6th
place 5ome .four minutes down on the leader. He was followed a
couple of mmutes later by Sgt Sharp, 264 Sig Sqn, while W02 (FofS)
Case, ~Col~ Harrogate, and Cpl Weston, Comrns and Sy GP (UK),
also firushed m the top 30. On the B course Maj Gill MOD was fifth
~ut Lt Col P. Richards , HQ Wales and W~t. who ~as 24th was first
m the M45 age group. On the C course AT Morris AAColl
Harrogate, beat WOI Lawrence, 8 Sig Regt, by two seconds to lead
home the Corps runners. The D Course was won by AT Bugg closely
followed by A1: Landon, both of AAColl Harrogate, while Cpl
um.merell, 15 Sig Regt, and AT Bums, AAColl Harrogate were the
leadmg women for the Corps.
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16 S~g Regt Women's Swimming Team
Sig Wheatley, Sig Jones, Lt Rankin, Sig Scales, Lt Hassell,
Cpl Adamson
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WATERPOLO
Once again rain was a factor at the Rhine Garrison Waterpolo
Championships, the competiti on had just fi nished when the heavens
opened and the presentation had to be adj ourned to the Gymnasium .
Only two teams entered the competition and it was an excellent hard
fought first half with 28 Sig Regt ta king the lead . 16 Sig Regt began
to get their team work together in the second half and gradually
opened up a substantial lead. Notable goals came from LCpl
Crossland and LCpl Bissatt, with the experience of W02 Patterson
keeping the team together . Sgt Lloyd Bath in goal was always full of
useful advice and encouragement for the players!
BAOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
These victories meant we had qualified across the board for the
BAOR Championships. The women's competition was held at 4 Div
at Warendorf. Once more 16 showed their strength in depth by
finishing 1st with a 20 point lead over B Coy who were 2nd.
The BAOR Women's Individual Championships were also held at
this event with Sig Wheatley winning the IOOm breast stroke in
1.24.93, Lt Hassell was a close second in the butterfly and Lt Rankin
also collected silver in the freestyle.
The team came away with most of the silverware and an appearance
on Scene Here as SSVC had filmed the event.
The men were off to Berlin in June for their BAOR competition.
For all the teams, it seemed to be the social event of the year with
downtown Berlin being overrun with swimmers! The competition was
taken extremely seriously though, and in the waterpolo the referees
had a particularly hard task . A trip to the UK and the Army finals
meant aggression was at a premium. Whoever said waterpolo was a
non contact sport! Unfortunately the Regiment were beaten in the
semi final by 7 Sig Regt.

On the swimming side, it was again 7 Sig Regt who denied the team
a tnp to the UK . We finished 3rd, only three points behind 7 Sigs and
11 points behind the winners 71 AC Wksp. Once again LCpl Bis alt
and Lt Hargreaves won their races. T he team also won the freestyle
relay but a few very close races and dropped points meant they could
not quite overcome the opposition.
This was not the end of the line though because five members of the
team were put fo rward fo r the Individual Army Champs and Inter
Unit Relay Competition in the UK in July.
ARMY CHAMPIONSHIPS
A t the Inter Unit Relay Comp in the UK, the men couldn't forward
their best team because of other commitments, but still finished a
credible 4th in the Medley Relay.
The Women's team were set to sweep the board but were disqualified in the Medley Relay for a false start. They had to settle for
1st in the freestyle and breast stroke relays.
All the Individual Champs, Sig Wheatley showed her true ability
smashing two Army records, the l()()yds breast stroke by four seconds
and the 200yds breast stroke by an amazing 12 seconds! She would
have won the individual Medley had the race not been immediately
after the breast stroke. Lt Hassell also suffered as a result of the races
all being too close together . She gained silver in the l()()yds back stroke
but d;opp~d to 4th o.n the fi~I length of the l()()yds butterfly. Lt
Rankin gamed a credible 4th m the l()()yds freestyle and 5th in the
200yds freestyle.
Finally the women' s team competition-the highlight of the season.
The.team members kept changing due to two serious ilJnesses and Cpl
Chns Adamson was brought into the team at the last minute having
just won the Army Inter Unit Tennis Champs. It was a very close
competition, but 16 Sig Regt just hung on to victory beating Bulford
Area and HQ by one point!
Lt Rankin, Hassell and Sig Wheatley were subsequently selected for
the Army Swimming team.

TUG OF WAR
INTER CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS AND OUTDOOR SEASON
Report from Corps Sec/CoachW02 (SSM) P. Halstead
With the outdoor season drawing to an end it is sad to report that
the recent improvements seen in tug of war throughout the Corps have
come to a halt. The UK Morrison Cup was poorly supported but
perhaps when units have recovered from the recent turbulence we can
look forward to everyone participating in future competitions. 2 Sig
Regt were the easy overall and major unit winners for the third year
in succession with 210 Sig Sqn doing the same in the minor unit event.
In BAOR 7 and 16 Sig Regts both competed in the BAOR Championships with 7 Sig Regt qualifying for the Army Finals, while at the
UKLF event The Royal School of Signals made a token appearance
but the real performance came from 2 Sig Regt who showed
themselves to be in the top four.
At the Army Championships an extremely tough looking event saw
2 and ? Regts drawn in the same league with 7 Regt unwittingly
preventmg 2 Regt from reaching the semi-finals, by taking them to
three ends after 2 Regt had gone over five minutes against 12 Regt RA
and had beaten 14 Regt RA. Both teams then went onto the Plate
coi_npetitions in other weights with the part novice team of 7 Regt
domg very well but 2 Regt came out on top winning both the 680 and
640kg titles.
The day after the Army Championships saw a somewhat tired
Corps squad form up and enter their first preparatory competidon for
the Inter Corps Championships 13 days later, this was followed by
continuous intensive training and more competitions . Of course a
team cannot be created in two weeks but merely welded together and
the credit here should go to Cpl John Reid and LCpl Peter Howlett
of 2 and 7 Regts respectively who both trained, coached and pulled for
their teams; anyone who has ever undertaken this sort of venture wilJ
appreciate the problems they encountered.
In the middle of the second week of training the 7 Regt members
had to disappear back to BAOR for the Morrison Cup which was well
supported with five major and five minor units competing. After two
very bard competitions 7 Regt were champion major unit and 16 Regt
the runners-up with 7 Regt going on to win the Morrison Cup as
overall winners while 220 Sig Sqn won the minor units with 207 Sig
Sqn the runners-up. It is understood that in future the BAOR
Morrison Cup will be competed for by Squadrons and to this end
proposals are already in the pipeline for the format and prizes.
Meanwhile as 7 Regt 'winged' (in an old Transit Mini Bus!) back
to Blandford, training continued for the remainder, including evening
sessions with Blandford, Hedge End and HMS Sultan. The day of the
Inter-Corps dawned and with our weakest squad for many years, due
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to redundancies, courses and postings where individuals cannot
continue the sport, it was a privately nervous coach that led out the
team for the first weight (600kg). In this weight category we proved
to be in a class of our own, way above the opposition with LCpl Peter
Howlett, Sigs Dave Moore and Tony Dandy particularly outstanding
at the front as we won the category without losing an end. The 680kg
was next, a weight in which since the competition started we have
never lost an end but all sequences come to a close and so it proved
on this particular day where we lost, but not without a very hard fight,
to a very strong RLC team based around a unit team that had won
the UKLF Championship and were runners-up in the Army Finals.
Another dubious weight for us was the 560kg which came next where
we had to battle very bard, going three ends with the RLC before
beating them, but going down to a very strong REME team to come
runners-up by one point. Last was the 640kg where although it was
felt we were very strong, we were slightly light and up against a very
strong RLC team again. This was definitely our best performance of
the day with the whole team of Cpl John Reid, Sigs Dave Honeywill,
Dave Moore, Tony Dandy, Cpl Brian Clark, Sig Billy Milby, LCpls
Tel Briggs and Del Goodenougb proving so much stronger than the
opposition that they literally dragged them through the ground.
At the end of the day we finished with two winners and two runnersup positions which, with everything taken into account, was a very
good result however our rival Corps have us in their sights so any
complacency on our part will see results worsen. To this end l implore
units to give their teams as much backing and support that they can
and individuals, based in UK, to join civilian teams and keep in touch
with the Corps Secretary/Coach at Blandford.

The Tug of War Team-victorious again
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THE BFG PARAGLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993

ROY AL SIGNALS AND INSTITUTION AW ARDS

Maj Mike Wallis (HQ DAAC)
The
orp. wa well represented a1 the BFG Paragliding
Champion hip which tooJ.. place in the Al ps duri ng August. Pilot
from all three ervice competed in the ovice or Open Competition ,
each of which comprised the di cipline of Accuracy, Defined Tas k ,
and Du ration. LCpl imon Green of 13 Sig Reg! ou rflew the re t,
winni ng the individual Open Comp tition to become the Joint
er•ice Pa~agliding Champion. The
ya! Signals Team of Sgt Bob
Hope (16 1g Reg!), Cpl John fa ans (I (U K) Armd Div HQ and Sig
Reg1) and LCpl imon Green won the Tea m Competition. The Interervice Competi tion wa won by the RAF. All competitors

experienced some excellent flying; some pilots in the Novice
Competition more than doubled their aggregate air time!
The BFG Ascending Parachuting School (BFGAPS) in Bavaria run s
ab initio and continuation courses in Paragliding and these are also
open to non-BFG servicemen and women. The BFGAPS is currently
in the process of moving house within Bavaria but may be contacted
through the Chief Instructor, Sgt Mick Maloney, Box 587, BFPO 27
or through Col Jones, The General Secretary of the BAOR Sports
Board, HQ BAOR, BFPO 140.

The Pri ncess Mary Medal shall be regarded as a rare honour 10 be
awarded to mark an achievement, contribution or service of the
highest order which is considered manifestly to have enhanced the
performance, reputation or status of Royal Signals.
The Master of Signals A ward is given to mark the formal recognition
by the Corps of special contributions or services by individuals or
corporate bodies to the Corps, or, exceptionally to any pan of it,
where such recognition cannot properly be accommodated within the
term s of award for the P rincess Mary or Institution Silver Medals.
T he very natu re of this award precludes any formal direction or
criteria on which it shall be made. Nonetheless, the Master of Signals
Award shall be considered a rare and prestigious award and due
account of this must be taken in the consideration of a nomination by
the origi nator and in the processing of the nomination.
The Institution Silver Medal shall be regarded as a rare award to mark
the attainment of an outsta nding professional achievement in the
Corps. An exceptional perfo rmance on the following courses may also
qualify:(a)
(b)
(c)

The Royal Signals Office r's Teleco mmunications Engineering
Management Course
T he Foreman of Signals Course
The Yeoman of Signals Course

The Awards. The form of th.: Ma. ter of Signals Award on each
occasion will be recommended by the Selection Committee. The other
awards are silver medals.
Nominatio ns are to be submitted through the Royal Signals chain of
command to the Deputy Signal Officer in Chief for the serving Corps,
or through the Royal Signals Association to the Chairman for the
retired Corps, using the format below, and then to Regimental
Headquarters by mid August for consideration by the Awards
Committee and the information of the Council of the Royal Signals
Institution at its October meeting. The final selection for awards will
be made by the Corps Selection Committee comprisi ng the Master of
Signals, the Signal Officer in Chief, the Representative Colonel
Commandant and co-opted members as required.
Presentation. A full citation is to be prepared and the presentation
made at a suitable Corps fu nction for the Princess Mary Medal and
the Master's Award . The Institution Meda l is to be presented at an
appropriate occasion, to be decided by the senior Royal Signals officer
in the theatre or command . T hese awards confer Honorary
Membership of the Insti tu tion upon the reci pients.
Records. The Secretary of the Institution main tains the record o f
recipients' names and PB! I or Royal Signals M and RO will arrange
the annotation of personal records.

Nomination for the Princess Mary Medal*
Master of Signals Award*
Institution Silver Medal*
1. Rank and Name .... ..... . ....... .. ........... . ....... .. .. . .. . ...... . .. . .... . . .. . . . ... . . .
The Competitors

The Royal Signals Team at the prizeg iving w ith the MGRA
L to R: Maj Gen G. S. Hollands, Sgt Bob Hope , Cpl John Evans and

LCpl Simon Green

2. Event/ Course ........ .. . .. ... .. .... .... ... . .. . ....... . . .. .... . ... . . ..... .. . ...... . ... . . .
3. Citation
4. Comments
a. Commander Communications/ Association Branches*
b. DSOinC/ Chairman of the Royal Signals Association*
5. Institution Awards Committee Recommendation .. ... .. .............. . . . .............. . ..... .
6. Selection Committee Decision .. . ........... ... . . . . ... .......... . ... . .. .. .... . ............ .
*Delete where inapplicable

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Regimental Headquarters
London District Military or STD 071-930 4466 and ask for extension as helow
or
by direct dialling as shown
Appl
Regt Col
Regt Sec
Asst Regt Sec
Wei Sec
Assn AO
Corps Acct
Accts
Ed Wire/Journal
FAX

Ord Room
Ret Offrs

LCpl Simon Green of 13 Sig Reg; Inter Services Paragliding
Champion
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Chief Clerk
Asst Ed Wire
Clerk, Regt Col

Maj Mike Wallis after take-off from the Neunerkopf
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S02 (Sldr Rec)
Corps Resettlement Offr
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Name
Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE
Col A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
M11j G. Schofield MBE
Mrs P. J. Haw
Mr R. Whittle
Mr A. Wilkinson
Mr D. Wiles
Lt Col M . Q. M . Greaves
Lt Col Beattie/ Capt Dugdale
Miss S. A. Jackson
Mrs M. A. Riggs
Mrs D. Young
Maj B. H . Rowe
Lt Col A. de V. Hunt

Extension
8420
8421
8422
8423
8424
8425
8426
8428
8429
8430
8431
8432
8433
8443
8444
8427

(STD Direct Dial)
((171-4 14 8420)
(071-414 8421)
(071-414 8422)
(071-414 8423)
(071-414 8424)
(071-414 8425)
(071-414 8426)
(071-414 8428)
(07 1-414 8429)
(071-414 8430)
(071-414 8431)
(071-414 8432)
(07 1-414 8433}
(071-414 8443)
(071-4 14 8444)
(071-4 14 8427)
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A Toast to Retirement

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal GCVO
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman and Trea urer: Major General P. D. Alexander CB MBE
General ecretary: Colonel A. N. de Brctton-Gordon
Welfare ecretary: Mrs P. J. Haw

Assistant Secretary: Major G. Schofield MBE
Administrative Officer: Mr R. H. Whittle

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD. Tel Military System: London District 8424. STD 071 414 8424
Welfare Secretary (direct line) 071 630 0801. All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him
on exteo ions 8428 or 8433.

The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch
qffoirs as well as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries ore asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ con arrange for copies
to be delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dotes of Branch events con always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to contact
old comrades_ and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope rhot each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities,
preferably with photographs, at least once a year.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Following the success of our Luncheon in April, our Autumn
Luncheon will be held on Sunday JO October and will take the form
of Curry Tiffin at the Army Golf Club, Aldershot, 12.30 for !pm.
The cost per head will be £8 exclusive of drinks. We hope that our
friends from other Branches and serving and retired members of the
Corps will join us. Names please, and cheques to Lt Col (Retd) D.
Crookes OBE, 110 Field Way, Aldershot, Hampshire, GU 11 4UL.
We enjoyed a very pleasam occasion in August when a party
attended the Final Rehearsal for the Sovereign's Parade
Commissioning Course at the RMA Sandhurst. This was arranged by
Col Paddy Verdon OBE and Maj Hank Langford . These gentlemen
did a magnificent job, the rain which followed the parade doing
nothing to dampen our spirits, or the occasion, as a covered bar had
been arranged by the lake especially for use to enjoy our picnic
luncheons. We were delighted to be joined by friends from the West
London and Reading Branches, to say nothing of two guests from the
Coldstream Guards who were suitably impressed by the fine
performance of our Corps Band.

CARDIFF BRANCH
Fifty three of our members and their guests attended this year's
Blandford Reunion and some thirty two attended Canerick. Both
were very successful occasions.
The Branch meets on the second Wednesday in each month and its
meetings are fairly well attended; why not come and join us? The
annual dinner will take place at the end of November; this is a very
popular event. Our thanks to Carol and Graham Richards who
organise the dinners and to Mr David Prew our long serving barman.
Mr George Isom continues as Branch Standard Bearer.
C~n~ra~ula~ons to Mrs (Maj Retd) Gill Jones on being made MBE
(Civil List) m the recent Birthday Honours . Gill a past secretary of the
Br~ch has recently retired from the TA after many year's service with
37 Sig Regt (V). She has been employed in the Welsh Office for some
years.
~so, thank you to ~cho Tp Comd, for so kindly hosting us at
Mamdy Barracks, Cardiff. The Troop is shortly moving to Bristol and
we wish them good luck in the future.
We look forward to the return of 53 Sig Sqn (V) to their rebuilt
acco~odati?n in Park Street in late 1994, to renewing our close
assoc1auon with the Squadron and to holding our monthly meetings
there.

GLASGOW BRANCH
With regret we record the death of Tim Harvie aged 54 who served

f~r 18 years. A Sergeant in Line Troop 32 Sig Regt (V), a comrade and

friend of many members of the Branch.
The AGM was held on 19 May 1993, our President Maj Gen A. A.
G. Anders.on CB chaired the meeting. 29 members attended . Branch
membership now numbers 47 .
The President said he was confidem that the Branch would continue
to flo~ri.sh. ft is already one of the most active Branches of the
A soc1at1on after only two years in existence and this bodes well for
the. future. He thanked the CO and all ranks of 32 Sig Regt (V) for
their support.
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Chairman Bill Taylor, in his report, commented on the smart and
enthusiastic turnout of the 27 members who attended the Remembrance Day Parade who marched behind the Branch Standard.
The Standard was a generous gift anonymously given by a member.
This Branch receives outstanding support from all ranks of 32 Sig
Regt (V) who provide the facilities for our monthly meetings and for
various functions.
The Entertainments' Committee have worked hard to provide a
variety of social functions and have further events lined up for the
future, including the annual St Andrew's Ball to be held on 27
November.
To mark the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of 32 Sig Regt (V) and
to show the Branch's appreciation of its support the Chairman, on
behalf of the members, presented a plaque to commemorate the event.
This year 19 members attended the Catterick Re-union and having
enjoyed themselves last year, applied early to attend this year, and
were not disappointed either with the weather or the hospitality of our
hosts. It was much appreciated by the 'old sweats', the efforts of the
lads who looked after our interests over the weekend.
The Branch meets every third Tuesday in the month and makes this
known locally by way of the local press and radio stations and the inhouse magazine of BT and we hope it will attract new members.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
It is with deep sadness that the Branch reports the loss of another
valued and active member with the sudden death of John Smart on the
28 July, at the age of 56. At the funeral service on Wednesday
4 August over £400 was collected for the benefit of the Royal Signals
Association· Benevolent Fund; testimony of the esteem in which he
was held.
The Branch Standard, carried by Alan Wingate, led the cortege.

YORK BRANCH
Like many lawn-mowers at this time of the year, York Branch is
gently ticking-over. We are most fortunate in being able to hold our
monthly Meetings in the York Garrison Sergeants' Mess, Imphal
Barracks, York (on the last Wednesday in the month) under the kind
and helpful patronage of the RSM of 2 Sig Regt. Our annual dinner
is also held here and always proves to be a great success.
We are ~appy to report that we have a few new members. The very
long-standmg stalwarts of the Branch, John Varlow, our Chairman,
and Tony Leavesley, Secretary, continue to cast hopeful glances!
,Norman Haigh is another stalwart who proudly bears our Branch
Standard at British Legion, Dunkirk and Korean Veterans Association gatherings, plus inter-service events in the area .
We have now lost our man at Headquarters Eastern District in that
our Branch President, Lt Col Ralph Plant has recently retired from
his RO appointment.
So it's moving time again I At a well-preserved 84, Lt Col Eric Brice
recalls. the move from Maresfield to Catterick, and in particular
marchmg from Catterick Bridge Railway Station to Vimy Lines in
FSMO on a scorching hot day in August 1925. Kitbags and greatcoats
were. taken by .tr!-lck and dumped on the Square where the tar was
meltmg. Eric v1v1dly recalls removing tar stains from greatcoats! In
contrast, one of our 'younger' members recollects the post-war
motorcycle races at Blandford Camp with Geoff Duke on the 'featherbed' Norton proving unbeatable.
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After 47 years of service with .the Corps, Lt Col (Retd) Ralph Plant
has now actually retired. As Ralph himself puts it, he is now a retired
civilian, not a retired officer. Having served in the Corps for 35 years,
Ralph became a retired officer in 1981 and joined HQ North East
District as S02 Tels. For ten years, he was the only member of the
Comms staff in Headquarters. When HQ Eastern District moved to
York, Ralph stayed on . His help and exper~en~e were invaluable ~n
effecting the smooth transition to the new d1stnct structure. He will
be missed by everyone at the Headquarters. .
.
.
Ralph continues to play an active part m local affairs; he 1s
chairman of the local parish council and President of York RSA
Branch. He is using his free time to develop his culinary skills. As his
wife Rowena puts it, 'It's nice to get the odd meal prepared for you:
sometimes a very odd meal. ' We wish all the best to Ralph and
Rowena for a well earned retirement.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during
8 Sig Regt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 Sig Regt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norfolk Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anonymous ............. . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jn memory of Sgt Cyrus Tinson........... . ... .. . .
Mr. J. C. Gosling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Certo Cito Lodge...... ...... ....................

July 1993.
£ 750.00
£ 633.7 1
£ 100.00
£ 75.00
£ 20.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£1,598.71

WILLIAM VICTOR AGAR HUTIY
2318395 Boy William Victor Agar Hutty travelled to Catterick in
1926 aged 14 years to join the Royal Corps of Signals. It was a full
12 months before he saw his parents and his home in Portsmouth
again . He soon found enjoyment in running and was selected to
represent the Corps. His first noted success was coming third in the
Signal Training Corps Cross Country Championship, 1930,
behind Lt Seddon and the Winner Sig Fairley.
Over the years 'Ginger' Hutty won many cups for his Six Mile and
Cross Country events. He was also a crack Rifle Shot.
The 1930's found him serving in Ceylon, returning to England in
1936. At the outbreak of the Second World War he was immediately
sent with the BEF to northern France. His parents had moved to
Sundridge, near Sevenoaks, in Kent, where they had a little
confectionery and sweet shop. It was there that Victor met his future
wife. He and Rita were married in October 1941. Victor was posted
overseas, this time to the Far East, where he remained until 1947, by
which time he was CSM, acting RSM . Victor Hutty retired after 24
years with the Corps in 1951. He joined the Civil Service, where he
remained until 1973 when retirement was forced upon him, due to
illness. He died in 1980.
This year, the Churchwarden of Sundridge Church decided that
kneelers badly needed replacing. Rita Hutty decided her kneeler would
be worked with the badge and motto of the Corps which had meant
so much to her husband and in which he had been so proud to serve.
The mass dedication was held at St Mary's Church, Sundridge, Kent
.
.
on 19 September.
(We ore indebted to Mr and Mrs Nipper, the parents of Cpl Miles
Nipper, Drum Major, Corps Stoff Bond, for news of Mrs Hutty.)

The following donations were gratefully received during August
1993.
£ 400.00
Bequeathed by Mrs Olive Maud Prentice .... . ..... .
£ 250.00
Anonymous ............. . ...................... .
£ 217.23
644 (UNFICYP) Sig Tp ............ .. ....... ... . .
£ 150.00
Anonymous .. .. ........... . . .. .... . ...... . ..... .
St Albans Church, Army Apprentices College,
£ 100.00
Harrogate ........ ... , ............. . ......... .
£ 100.00
Anonymous ......... ... ..... .. ....... .. ........ .
£ 100.00
I Armd Div HQ and Sigs Regt ................. . . .
£ 80.00
In memory of Harold Cook (Brighton Branch) ..... .
£ 10.00
Mr and Mrs B. Hayes ........................... .
£ 10.00
Cpt (Retd) K. A. W. Wills ........ . .......... ... .
9.00
£
Mr R. Evans ... . ..... . .. . ...................... .
£1,426.23
CALLING ALL 'SIGNALLERS' IN THE HUDDERSFIELD AREA
The Huddersfield Branch of the Association is worried about its
falling membership .
Come on all you ex Signallers in the area-don' t let us see the
demise of this Branch-get in touch with Peter Todd-Huddersfield
(0484) 714487.
CAN ANYONE HELP?
The daughter of the late Bob Hoddinett who served in 1st Corps
Signals, BEF in 1939/40 (DR Sections I, 2 or 5) would like to r~place
accidentally destroyed photographs of her father. Also the penod of
his service in India/ Burma, 1942/ 45 would be of interest.
All photographs sent to me will be copied for Linda , and the
originals returned to sender. Len Palmer (West London Branch) 77
Cambridge Road, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OPU. Tel:
081-947-2000.
2LofC ROYAL SIGNALS
47 Construction Section-Raynes Park
Those who were members of the above unit (1943-44) are asked to
get in touch with T. D. Blunt, 3 Summerfields, Curtisden Green,
Goudhurst, Cranbrook, Kent TN17 !LA.
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REUNIONS
8TH ARMY SIGNALS/ 4LofC SIGNALS AL DIN ER
The annual reunion dinner will take place this year on Saturday 23
October in London. Plea e contact D.R. W. Thomas, Alturas, Town
Row, Rotherfield, East Susse TN6 3QX. Tel: 0892 852622.

19TH AIR FORMATION SIGNALS
The first Reunion was held at The Victory Service-s Club on Tuesday
24 August, Guest of Honour was Lt Col D. A. Lynam MBE, CO 21
Sig Regt (AS). Some 37 ex members were present from Burma days

to those who served post war. It was an enormous success. Any ex
members of 19th Air Formation Signals are invited to get in touch
with Gordon Pierce, 136 Court Road, Orpington, Kent BR6 OPZ.

'COMRADESHIP IS FOR LIFE'
50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE(S) OF
MONTE CASSINO
May 1994
In conjunction with the Royal British Legion Pilgrimage Dept.
we are organising the above event on behalf of the British and
Commonwealth Veterans and their families .
We cordially invite all those Regiments who proudly hold the
Battle Honours Cassino 1 & 2 to join us in what may well be
the last great gathering of veterans.
TRAVEL

We have organised our travel through Recreation & Group
Travel Services, 27 Marfield Road, Grappenhall, Warrington
WA4 2JT. Tel: 0925 261363. Contact: K. Foulkes.
Travel will be by air and coach, or by coach only. By air from
selected airports in the UK. Coach from London with possible
pick-ups from Knutsford Service Station M6.
LOCATION: GAETA and FORMIA.

LETIERS
From: Mr B. W. Burbidge
Dear Sir,

A recent visit to the Museum at Blandford prompted me to enquire
about the Signals Association of which I took out a Life Membership
on 17 November 1953, HQ Serial No 9003, soon after commencing my
National Service. I joined as a Signalman on 5 November 1953, passed
through 7TR and then went to Mons OCS, returning to Catterick
where, if I remember correctly, I was a member of 321 Course at
OCTU (Course officer-Capt Strong?). After commissioning I was
posted to HQ 61 Lorride Inf Bde, 6 Armd Div Sig Regt, in Minden
(BAOR)-Regt HQ being at Bunde. I was discharged at the end of my
National Service from the depot at Chester. I wonder whether you
have any news of fellow members of 321 Course-I remember Ian
Whittaker and Sam Noble who were both commissioned at the same
time, also Peter Hurford who became organist at St Alban's Abbey.
I am now retired after a career with BP.

Brumley
21 School Lane
Fctcharn
Leather head
Surrey KT22 9JX

Yours faithfully,
B. W. Burbidge

From: Mr J.M. Niland
Dear Sir,
Please find enclosed some photographs which were taken in the
Commonwealth War Cemetery at Fajara on my recent visit (22
August 1993) to The Gambia.
They may stir a memory or two in your more senior readers.
The Cemetery is beautifully maintained and is a credit to those who
look after it. Indeed the party I was with found it a moving experience
just to be there, knowing that the memory of our fallen is not
forgotten.
Lt J . C. Hall
2341982 Cpl K. G. Berry
2341223 Cpl E. C. Dobson
844151 Cpl E.W. Holbrow
278445 Driver H . J. Whipps.
Yours faithfully,
J.M. Niland
(Mr Niland has kindly sent us the prints and these are available to
relatives from the Assistant Regimental Secretary, RHQ . Further
copies can be supplied.)
37 Coniston Walk,
Parkside,
Hereford HR4 9PP
From: John Thomson
Dear Sir
As mentioned by Mr G. Robinson in the April 1993 issue (page
144), I have been compiling lists of the main barracks in Scotland and
the units which have been stationed in them over the years. There are
however still gaps, one of which concerns the Scottish Command
Signal Company which was formed in 1922 and stationed in
Edinburgh and in 1940 became No 5 Scottish Command Signal
Regiment. In 1956 the Regiment was reduced to a Squadron until
becoming Scottish Command (mixed) Sig Sqn which in 1959 was
renamed 242 Sig Sqn .
I would be grateful to hear from any reader of The Wire who
may have information as to which barracks or location the unit was
at from 1922 to 1940.
From 1940 it was apparently located at Dreghorn Barracks but later
moved to Army Headquarters Scotland at Craigiehall, the date of the
move is also required.
Similarly, No 2 Field Artillery Signal section from about May 1923
was stationed in Edinburgh probably at Piershill Barracks, can
anyone confirm this?
Yours faithfully,
John Thomson
52 Grove Street
Edinburgh
EH38AT

From: Maj (Ret'd) N. V. Ward, RCT,
Dear Sir,
Grangues, Normandy-'D' Day-6 June 1944
ln the early stages of the assault operations on Normandy carried
out by 6 British Airborne Division, a number of aircraft crashed in the
grounds of the Chateau de Grangues, near Dives-sur-mer. One of
these was a Horsa glider, carrying a number of men of the Divisonal
Signals, who survived the landing but were taken prisoner by the
Germans. They were:
2328803 Cpl A. D. MacDonald
2657749 LCpl W. D. Ainsley
14323987 Sig F. L. Howarth
6153972 Sig F. W. Martin.
They, or their families or friends may be interested to learn that a
project is under way to erect a memorial at Grangues to the fifty men
of all three Services who tragically lost their lives there. It is planned
to unveil the memorial on 7 June 1994. Full details are available from :
J. Shinner, 99 Park Lane East, Reigate, RH2 8LH .
The project has the full support of the Mayor and inhabitants of
Grangues.
Yours faithfully,
N. V. Ward
Sledmere, 1 Elm Close,
Green Park, Wootton Bassett,
Wiltshire SN4 7HZ.

Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT11 SRH
Telephone enquiries to Blandford Military 2248 STD (0258 482248).

Price list with effect from 1 April 1993:
Blazer Badge
Blazer Button - Set: 6 Large, 6 Small-presentation boxed
Set: 4 Large, 6 Small - presentation boxed
Belt, Italian leather, reversible Black/Brown engraved with Corps Badge
Bookmark - Real Leather ...
Fine Marker pen/pencil set, boxed with Museum Crest
Ballpoint pen, assorted colours, Museum Crest
'Tubby' notepad 3 Y," x 3 Y2", leatherette cover with Signals Crest ...
Brooch , wh ite with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge
Cocktail Mat Set, six, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Coasters, leather, set of 4, with Corps Crest
Corps Badge, on foil, framed and glazed, 11" x 9"
Corps Cassettes - Information Sheet Available
Credit card holder, leather, with Corps Crest
Crystal Engraved with Corps Badge
Brandy Glass
Sherry Glass
Whisky Glass .. .
Wine Goblet
Decanters, Plain
Decanters, Cut Crystal
Rose bowl Cut Crystal with engraved Corps Crest
Gilt Oval Cufflinks, engraved with Corps Badge
Hipflasks
Keyrings - Leather
...
...
...
...
. ..
Corps (enamelled Corps Badge, with leather tag)
Corps Badge . . .
Ladies Marcasite Brooch .. .
New Ladies Scarf, Dark Blue with White Jimmy in one corner
Lapel Badge (Association Members only) . . .
...
...
New Small lapel 'Jimmy' silver coloured-approx 2cm high . . .
Model Truck - Army Signal HQ c.1932 by Lledo .. .
Mug, white china with Corps Badge in blue
.. .
Bon Bon Dish , gilt edged white china with Corps Badge
Mini china tankard with Corps Badge
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge . . .
. ..
Pennant, embroidered Corps Badge with gold trimming
Postcards
Prints :
Frontier Ambush
Smith George Cross
Palace Guard
Imphal Road
Dhofar Incident
Catterick Parade 1987
Photoprints
Statuettes:
New 6 Y," Pewter 'Jimmy' on Teak Plinth
9" Royal Signals Officer in Full Dress (Bronze Resin)
...
9 " Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rifle (Bronze Resin) . . .
9" Signaller with SABO and Man Pack Radio (Bronze Resin)
11 Y," Jimmy cast Bronze Resin ...
Silver Plated Teaspoons with Corps Crest
Sticker, Corps Badge on Corps Colours, good quality-Large_
Medium
Small
Stickpin, 9 carat gold, Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Ti~ pi.n
Stickpin, sterling silver Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Sports/Leisure Wear, Excellent Quality, various sizes/colours
Sweat Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
...
. ..
Sport Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
V/Neck Sweater with embroidered Corps Badge
Rugby Style Shirt Corps Colours and embroidered Badge
Tablemat Set, six blue acrylic with Corps Badge ...
Tablemat, Large 15" x 11 Y, ", blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, Glass engraved with Corps Badge . . .
. ..
New Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter, heavyweight, with large embossed Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter, lightweight with engraved Badge . . .
...
Tankard, Y2 pt, polished pewter, lightweight with engraved Badge
Teatowel Blue Signals Design on White Background
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge
Tie, Corps Colours in polyester, 3" width
Tie, Corps Colours in Pure Silk, 3 " width
Umbrella, Golf Size, Corps Colours
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x 7*
Watch strap, Corps Colours, Nylon

PRICE
£

12.25
22 .20
1 B.40
14.50
0 .65
2.50
0 .69
1.50
3.50
2.75
16.25
2.30
6 .B5
6.20
3.15

Unsigned
B.50
B.50
B.50
B.50
8.50
B.50

10.25 ea
9.45 ea
9.50 ea
10.25 ea
38.50
59.25
52.00
15.25
16.95
0. 50
2.25
1.95
27.50
9.25
2.25
2.00
4.25
2.45
2.95
1.20
4 .95
27 .40
.20
Signed
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
15.00
39.50
70.00
70.00
62.50
70.00
2.50
0 .50
0 .50
0.45
72 .50
20.50
14.B5
12.25
15.85
19.75
35.75
10.65
10.35
26.50
15.25
12.55
2.50
2.50
5.7 5
12.50
15.75
13.95
1.45

Prices Inclusive of VAT. Overseas orders will be leas VAT. Bulk orders from PAi's will attract a discount.
Cheques made payable to: Royal Signals Corps Fund.

Please Note: Postage and Packing not included.
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RESEl.I'LEMENT PREPARATION

The Royal Signals Magazine

II should b empha i d that 'Re ettlement' should not be confused with 'Redundancy'. It i important that units identify all in the 'Resettlement
CattgOI') • 10 en. ure that they get !he proper advice in time for them to take advantage of it.
ttendance at Resettlement Panels, Career Advice Boards and
Final Re ettlement Board i compul ory for all soldiers completing a
regular engagement of a total of over five year , all oldiers should be
identified by the Unit Re ettlement Officer. So!lliers leaving at the end
of their ervice hould tart the process in their la c cwo year .
A Corp Re eulement Officer I felt that ;t might be u eful if I
outlined in 'The Wire' a check list to guide those who have put 1 for
redundancy or who are in their la t two years. It is important to 'plug
in' to resettlement provi ion in order to make a ucce sful transition
to civilian life. Otherwise, rather like an actress leaving a party you
could become 'the good time that wa had by all'.
• Visil nil Resellleme.nl Officer This is essential as 1he Unit Reseulement
Officer is the 'Key' to 1he whole re ettlemem process . If things go wrong al this
level, then usually everyone in the unit misses out, no mauer how good the
resettlement provision further up the line. This is where all unit personnel
receive initial counselling, formulate an action plan and begin the whole
rcsetllcment process. It is emphasised that under half of those leaving the Corps
leave on redundancy and ii i vital that Unit Resettlement Officers identify all
othu categories in their unit and initiate t he necessary resettlemenl provisions.
• Book courses During your visit to your Uni1 Resetllcment Officer, sort out
your courses. This is done on Army Forms 363. If you are in the redundancy
bracket you mu t gel your elf on a 'Couus' Job Search cour e. If you arc
coming to the end of your Service you should apply for two briefings which
cover the same ground: 'Second Career briefing' and 'Applying for a Job'. You
must ge1 both 1hese briefing or you will miss out. ow look through SRB IA
and SRB IB of 1993 and SRB 4 of 1993 which are the most releva01 and up to
dale documents. Your URO may also be able 10 advise you where other courses
are publicised. Decide on what will suit you and pu1 in for 1hem. Do not forge1
you are enritled to an unlimited number of resetllement advice briefings .
However, a SSgl wrote to the Service Leavers news stating: ' I have applied for
18 resettlement briefings and have only been allocated for 1wo'. Therefore it i
probably worth applying for a num ber and giving alternative dates whenever
possible. You must get on one of 1he financial briefings . You cannot afford to
wait until you return to UK before you embark on this proces . T here simply
isn't time.
• ETS Briefing Ask your Uni1 Resettlement Officer to book you on to a
SETS briefing if you are an officer, a Resettlement Panel Interview if you are
a Warran1 Officer and a Career Advice Board Interview for the remainder.
Do nol forget that if you have had one of these you still need a Final
Resetllemenl Board Interview as this is the one which advises you on registration
procedures for lhe Service Employmenl etwork and other agencies.
• Pa)· Office
ow go lo the pay office and gel a 'forecas1 of non effective
benefits'. This tells you how much money you will gel. You need to go on the
briefings which advise you on what to do with it. For an 'End of Service
Leaver', you need to go on a briefing entilled ' Financial Aspects of
Resettlement'. A ' Redundee' should anend a financial counseUing seminar run
by AGC SPS {What we used to call Commander Finance). These are the only
official briefings and if you go on others (such as an A FFAS briefing) remember
that you should adopt the same auitude as you would in a car showroom. If you
like the car, and can afford it, fair enough. However in the fina ncial world the
salesman who is 1rying to sell the product gets more comm ission on some deals
than on others and i1 should not surprise you which one he would prefer you
to have.
• PS Roadshow Get your URO lO book you a place on the PS roadshow and
take your spouse.
• Rousing Get your URO to give you a Joint Service Housing Advice Office
Information Proforma and send it off. The telephone number of the JSHAO
is: (Civil) 0722 336222 Ext 8350/835 1/8355 or (GPTN) Salisbury Mil Ext
83501835118355. They will be pleased to discuss your individual problem .
• Final Tour of Duty Read AGAI Vol 2 para 60.091. These provisions now
apply lo anyone made redundant or anyone who has bad 12 years service. Get
your Unit Reseulement Officer to brief you on 'The get well package'.
• Schools You may wish to bring this up at interviews and briefings . Contact
your local AEC for a lis1 of schools in your area. lnform your local education
au1hority of date of arrival. Write to school of your choice to reserve place. Talk
10 Headmaster. See RAO to find out situation on Board School Allowance.
• Write a CV It takes ages to write a good CV. Gel advice and ge1 one
together now. Once you have sorted it out, send it to me. (Note: There are two
separate pieces of advice on this subject. The first advocated by the 'Second
Career briefing' which advocates a one page func1 ional style a nd the second
adv<>cafcd by the Coutts 'Job Search' cou rse which favours seuing out your
career. tn reverse chronological order by appointment. I have the feeli ng that the
latter_ is_ bcuer. Do not forget 1ha1 a CV is useless without a good covering leucr
explammg why you are the person for the job.)
• Dislrict Action. upport Teams Find. out from your URO the telephone
number of the Action and Support Team 10 1he area where you intend to seule
down. They may have some valuable suggestions about possible jobs and could
have some contacts.
• Regular Force Employment Association Find out from your URO the
name, address and 1elephone number of the RFEA employment officer in the

area in which you intend to live. Go and see him when you arc next on leave.
(Only for LE Officers and soldiers). The Headquarters is: 25 Bloom sbury
Square, London WClA IEJ. Tel : 071-637 3918. There are 40 branches
nationwide.
e Officers A ociation Make co ntact early. They have branches in London ,
Edinburgh and Glasgow. Addresses: 48 Pall Mall, London SWlY 5JY. Tel
071-930 0125 . I Fitzroy Place, Glasgow, G3 7RJ. Tel 041-221 8141.
• Job Centre This is a very underrated avenue controlled by the Employment
Services. You should 1ouch base with the one in the area in which you intend
to seule down before you leave and ask 10 sec 'The ew Clienl Adviser' . They
have a number of schemes not least of which is the Job Club. If you join this
you are made lo apply for eight jobs a day. You also gel free 1elephone calls,
you can claim for travel lO interviews, you get free staiionary , use of the
computer for CVs and constant advice from a counsellor . NOle the Job Centres
have 1he blue SRB job vacancy sheets tha1 you find hanging up in units but you
have to ask for them .
• Service Emp loyment el work From I October J993 the eligibility rules for
those who can join have been extended. It now includes: all officers, anyone
who has comple1ed five or more years' service and those who leave under
invalidity discharge. You can register six months before you leave the Services,
and you stay on their da1abase for one year afterwards. Each job sent in by
employers is matched agai nst your details . You are sent details of jobs which
meet your preferences. You can join by obtai ning a copy of the SEN booklet
' How lo Register' and a SEN Registration Form which you complete. If you
need more information see your URO . The address of the Services Employment
etwork is: St George' s Court, 14 New Oxford Street, London WClA lEJ .
Telephone Prospect Military (Civil 071-632) 3613215806 if you get stuck.
• Retired Officer Posis Officers thinking of going down this route should
read AGAls, Vol 2, Chapter 40 and register using Annex C.
• Recruiting Posts Anyone thinking of going down this route should read
AGAl s, Vol 2, Chap1er 41 and obtain advice from Maj Rowe al RHQ R Signals,
London District Mil 8444.
e Long Service List The relevam reference is AGA!s, Vol 2, Chapter 46,
paras 057-087.
• Corps of Commissionaires Could be an op1ion . The address is: Corps
Headquarters, Market House, 85 Cowcross Street, London EClM 6BP.
• Training It may be worthwhile discussing this subject with your local AEC .
Do not forget that everyone is entitled to £207 per year towards their education
and in your last year of Service you are entitled to £534 . However do clear this
with the AEC before you spend it.
• Wives/ pouses Do not forget that Resettlement is a family affair and
affects everyone. If your wife is working think about the following : Reference
from currem employer, apply for transfer if in Civil Service, regisier with
Federation of Army Wives (FAW) computerised job register (FRED) . If in UK
consider applying for an office skiUs course on the FOCUS scheme run by
FAW. Contact DSS to establish eligibility for unemployment benefit. Do keep
Lhe whole family informed as lO your intentions, they are as worried as you are.
• Recruitment Agencies These come in two types. The first are firms or
individuals who are either retained, or target companies to fill their posts . These
are 'safe' and get their money from the organisation which employs you. The
second charge you, and the amount depends on their training package. You
shou ld contact as many of the first category as possible and you can get a list
which specialises in your area of interest from : Federation of Recruitment and
Employment Services, 36-38 Mortimer Street, London, WIN 7RB (Tel: 071-323
4300). Another avenue is to ask your local library for 1he Yearbook of
Recruitment and Employment Services.
• lnstitutes You may consider joining an 'Institute' such as the Institute of
Managemem or the Institute of Electrical Engineers. See your URO to find out
how you go about this. (Also in Newsleuer 11 .) If you do join, go lo the
meetings as the main aim is 'networking'.
• Dentist Try lo get as much fixed as possible before you leave . ll costs an
arm and a leg outside.
•
ewspapers Look at the job adverts and apply for any that interest you .
Even if you cannot be released, it is amazing what they might come up wi1h if
they like the look of you. Anyhow it is a ll good practice.
• Visiting Cards You can get these made cheaply at Railway Stations a nd
almost anywhere. All they need to have on them is yo ur name and a contact
address and telephone number. I cannot tell yo u how many times I am rung up
by employers staling 1hal they met someone on an interview and if they could
only make contact again they would have the job. Make s ure that when you go
for a job yo u take with you at leas t three CVs and a slack handful of cards.

•

Finally, if you wish to contact me my address is: Lt Col A. W. de
V. Hunt , Corps Resettlement Officer, RHQ Royal Signals, 56
Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD. Tel: London District (763) 8427.
STD 071 414 8427. You should also be aware that the Corps
Resettlement Warrant Officer, WOl C. A. Clark Darby arrives in
December 1993 .
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NORTHERN IRELAND AW ARDS
MBE
Maj P. J. Moseley, Royal Signals.
Maj R. F . Strawbridge, Royal Signals .

MID
Capt T . J. Carmichael, Royal Signals.
Sgt M. A. Main .
Acting Sgt C. D. Wrath.
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
MAJ GEN A. C. BIRTWISTLE CB, CBE, DL
At the Edit0r's request we write ou r Christm a message to yo u all in October and I put pen to pa per at a
time when one could de pair at the inhumanity o r human being one to another, a fter tl~e weekend mass~cre
in Bo nia and the killing or so many people in Northern Ireland . Let us not fo rget the relati ves or all the victims
of these two conflicts who e Jive have been shattered by such event . We are also reminded of the many families
in the Corps who will have members deployed on duty in bo th place , unable to join in the fa mily celebrati on
of hristmas. Let us not forget them either .
At the ame lime, with the third phase of redundancy about to begin , we remem ber ~II who have ~e ft the Corps
during the year, either at the end of their service or earlier t~an the¥ wou.ld have wished . We wish the ~ well
and thank them for their loyal service. We hope that they will remam acti ve members of the larger family of
the Corps that includes serving and retired, regular and volunteer and all their fa milies. and t~e ramili7s of those
who sadly have died. I am both privileged and proud to be Master of that larger family for 1t 1s obv1ou to me
in my travels that it is a very important part or so many people's lives and gives_ many people mu ch enjoy'!1enl.
Also a J write uncertainty about the nation's commitment to Defe nce, contmues as the government tnes to
balance the book's. Despite that and despite the constant lack o r recognition or the contribution o f the Corp
to all our defence commitment the morale of the Corps remains irrepres ibly high and I know this tO be based
on the ure knowledge that our role is the lifeblood of each and every defence commitment, and that we do
it all profes ionally, cheerfull y and well.
ylvia and I hope that a many of you as possible will be free to enjoy C:hristmas with your famili~s and
friends . We thank you for your hospitality wherever we go and end our best wishes for a very Happy Christmas
and a New Year or hope, happines and reward.

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF
MAJ GEN A. H. BOYLE
Chri tma marks an anniversary of monumental change for mankind in its religious import; in its more
ecular observance it i a time for those fortunate enough to be with their loved ones to strengthen family ties,
to reflect on another pa sing year, and to look to the future.
May I echo the Master's call to remember in our Christmas re fl eclion those families separated by operational
duty, and all for whom 1993 has brought unwelcome news.
Within the Corps family, we have seen many changes in 1993, there are more to follow in the coming year
and current uncertainties will undoubtedly unravel during the period thereafter. Change is part of the established
order and we must not lament its effects. Rather, as a forward looking Corps, we must embrace it, seek out
and seize the opportunities it presents, while marking and preserving our heritage.
May I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude for the hospitality and many kindnesses shown
by so many to Ann and to me during our visits in 1993 . We wish all members of the Corps and their families
a very happy Christma , and entry into the ew Year with renewed vigour and a spirit of hope and confidence.

REPORT BY THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SERVING CORPS DURING THE PERIOD
1 APRIL 1993 TO 31 OCTOBER 1993
I TROD UCTION
The work t0wards reshaping the Army under 'Options for Change'
is now well advanced and the more detailed implications for the Corps
are mentioned in the ensuing paragraphs. The period of this report has
been characterised by operational deployments and the more detailed
planning and execution of the many changes under way.
OPERATIONS
The Corps' main point of operational effort continues to be in the
Former Republic of Yugoslavia. A total of some 650 Signallers have
served in-theatre during the present troubles.
There are currently 170 members of the Corps deployed on Op
Grapple in support of the 1 PWO Battalion Group wh ich continues
to escort humaniLarian relief convoys in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The
majority of these soldier are from 2 Sqn, Lower Saxony Sig
Regt based in Verden (previously titled I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt).
It is intended that they should be replaced this month by soldiers from
4th Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn based in Osnabruck. Strategic
communications detachments from 30 Sig Regt will con tinue Lo
reinforce these Squadrons.
Directorate staff have been involved in detai led discussions and
planning for several contingency options for a possible deployment of
the ACE Rapid Reaction Corps (A RRC) to the former Republic of
Yugo lavia. It is widely recognied that effective and timely
communication will be imperative to the success of any such
deployment and could resu lt in a sizeable increase in the participation
of Royal Signals.
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A detachment of 30 Sig Regt has now been deployed since 1992 in
Saudi Arabia on Op Jura!, in support of the RAF contingent which
is enforcing a 'No Fly Zone' over Southern Iraq . Since early 1991
similar detachments have been deployed in Turkey and Northern Iraq
on Op Warden.
The significant contribution made by the Corps in support of the
Security Forces in Northern Ireland continues unabated.
ORDE R OF BATTLE
The draw-down of the Corps is proceeding according to plan. The
following units and personnel have been affected during the past six
month,s or will shortly be so:
• The 4th Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt was retitled !st United
Kingdom Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt on I July 1993.
• The old !st Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt was retitled
temporarily as the Lower Saxony Sig Regt on the same day, and
will disband in Verden, Germany in December 1993.
• 28 (BR) Sig Regt based in St Tonis, Germany conducted its
final freedom parade in Tonisvorst on 18 September 1993 . It will
reduce LO a Squadron, 280 Sig Sqn, in December 1993 . This
Squadron will support the new NATO headquarters,
LAN DCENT.
• To enable the development of the single foc us of Royal Signals
traini ng at Blandford, it has been agreed that 30 Sig Regt will
move from Blandford Camp to Gamecock Barracks, Bramcote in
the East Midlands by January 1994.
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e 237 Sig Sq n , a Sq uad ron of 14 Sig Regt (Electronic Warfare)
based in Osnabruck, will move from RAF Hullavington to
Azminghu r Barracks, Colerne in early 1994. Once there it will
absorb 640 Sig T p which wi ll relocate from Blandford next
Spring. T he barracks is currently occupied by 21 Sig Regt {Air
Support) . Earlier plans to di spose of this part of the defence
estate have been rescinded , and th ese Royal Signals units will
remain there.
e It is intended tha t 662 Sig Tp in Cyprus will be absorbed into
259 Sig Sqn in April 1994.
• 229 Sig Sqn in Berlin will di sband in J uly 1994.
e 197 R Sig Telecom Op (Personnel & Administration) were
transferred to the Adj t Gen's Corps in July 1993 when the latter
undertoo k the pro visio n of cleri cal support throughout the
Army.
MANNING
The current soldier strength of the Corps is some 9,700 and
continues to decline as we move towards the required manpower
ceiling for 1995. Natural wastage, recruiti ng measures and the third
phase of redundancy will all contribute tO a reduction of over 600
from the current figure . To complicate matters furth er , there are some
imbalances within trade groups which can only be addressed by the
recruiting and redundancy tools mentioned.
The outlook is not quite so bright for officer manning. Because the
redundancy programme leads the draw-down , it has been necessary tO
under-man some officer posts, yet the demand for o fficers fo r
operations and emergency t0urs remains high .
EQUIPMENT MATTERS
The release of fund s to provide communications and information
system s for the ACE Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) has initiated the
procuremen t of these necessary equipments for th is developing
formation .
Ptarmigan is being enhanced to produce added capability to meet
Lhe needs of the future . Studies are in train tO determine the most cost
effective means of providing Ptarmigan support for training areas in
the United Kingdom. The ARRC TA Signal Brigade, 11 (ARRC) Sig
Bde has been undergoing a Ptarmigan re-equipment and training
programme, and has recently completed its first major Brigade
exercise in Scotland with great success .
In July 1993 the contract was let to provide a new dig_ital fixe.d
telecommunications system for British Forces Germany . This work 1s
.
being conducted under the project title of Rodin.
The Army sponsored expansion of the Defence Pa~ket Sw1~ch~d
Network (DPSN) in the United Kingdom was brought mto service Ill
August . The process of migrating existing, and future, projecls from
private wire connections to DPSN , is now under way. The contract for
the next phase of expansion , to Germany, was awarded in September.
The communications facilities at Wilton have been upgraded ,
enabling HQ UKLF to ho st a JHQ . This work included the
construction of a data circuit engineering system control point, and
the design, implementation and support of strategic communications
for Op Grapple/ Hamden .
The Royal School of Signals continues tO consolidate its standing
as the Corps technical authority . CIS Engineering Wing has become
the Defence Naming and Addressing Registration Authority for the
UK Defence Community, and the Army EMC Agency is taking into
service a parallel processing mini-computer for frequenc y
management.
In August 1993 approval wa given for the competitive project
definition of Bowman , the next generation tri-service combat radio
system . Bowman is however more than just a simple replacement
radio. It will afford both security and data communications facilities
to the lowest levels, it will link with satellite communication and will
provide an aut0maLic position locating and reporting capability.
REVLEW OF THE TRAINING BASE
A major review of the Army Training Organisation (A TO) ha been
carried out by the In pector General of Doctrine and Training. The
following progress has been achieved :
• The Si ngle Entry. Junior leader training within the Army ha
now ceased. The training of all Royal Signals adult recruits at the
Army Training Regiment Ba singbourn i working well. Over 250
recruits have now pa sed through Bassingbourn for their trade
training in Catterick.
• T he Si ngle Centre
• By late I 995 all apprentice training and adult trade training will
be conducted at The Royal School or Signals in Bla ndford.
• Under current plans 8 Sig Regt will cease training in Catterick
in December 1994 and resume in Blandford in April 1995 .
Simi larly the Army Apprentices College Harrogate will cease
training in August 1995 and resume in Blandford in September
1995.
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THE BLANOJ-ORD PROJECT
The success of this ambitious and exciting Project v.ill be vital 10 the
future of the Corps. Recognising that the funding current!> available
is insufficient for all needs and aspirations initially, the mategy for
the development of Blandford Camp includes the provision of the
core requirements to the highest feasible specifications. The vision for
Blandford will not thereby be prejudiced and will enable those who
follow to develop the Camp as funds permit. Construe ion is due Lo
start in April 1994 and be complete in late 1995.
The aspirations of the long serving civilian staffs in Cauerick and
Harrogale demand full consideration. However, the reduced
requirement and such initiatives as market testing will inevitably lead
to the inability to offer all future employment in the new single centre
at Blandford.
The military populat ion in Blandford will increase to a pproximately
1,700, the majority of whom will be single soldiers undergoing ba ic
trade training. However, with the departure of 30 Sig Regt, the
number o f mili tary fa milies will remain very much as it is t0day. Close
liaison has been established with local civic leaders to assess the likely
impact o f the development on the town of Bland ford Forum and on
the lands adjoining the Camp .
REGIMENTAL MATTERS
The Band of the Royal Corps of Signal . Following an Army-wide
review of bands, the Band of the Royal Corps of Signals will reduce
in size to 35 musicians. Plans to effect this reduction within a total
Arm y plan are in an advanced stage. This last Summer the Band was
the Duty Staff Band at the Royal Military Academy Sandhur t and
drew considerable praise .
The New Museum Project. Plans and fund-raising for the £1
million extension to the existing Museum at Blandford are well in
hand , if the latter progresses more slowly than is desirable. To date
approximately £400,000 has been contributed, the va t majority by
serving and retired member of the Corps. It i hoped to complete the
project in the Summer of 1995 to conform with the Corps' 75th
Anniversary Celebrations.
75th Anniversary Celebrations. In 1995 the Corp will celebrate its
75th anniversary and appropriate celebrations are now being planned.
lt is intended to mark the occasion culminating in a week of activities
during the Summer.
Award of the Wilkinson Sword of Peace. 7 Sig Regt has been
awarded the prestigious Wilkinson Sword of Peace for 1992, in
recognition o f its charitable work in providing humanitarian relief in
Rumania and Albania . Full details of the Award have been published
in DCI JS 83/ 93.
SPORT
Amidst the turbulence of change, our soldiers and young officer
have not been deflected from demonstrating their sporting prowess.
The Corps' ath letes have produced some excellent results this season .
2 Sig Regt won the Army Major Unit Team Athletics Championship
at Aldershot in July, winning both the track and field events. At the
Army Individual Championships our athletes won 19 medals,
including seven gold, and Sig Holliday of 21 Sig Regt {Air Support)
set a new Army high jump record of 2. IOm. SSgt Martin of 2 Sig Regt
won the Inter-Service Marathon and became the Army and InterServices Marathon Champion for the fifth successive year.
Queen ' s Gurkha Signal once again qualified to c<;>m~ete at Bisl~y
this year and produced some superb scores. The h1ghhght of their
efforts was to win the Methuen Cup, last won by the Corps in 1970.
This is a prestigious and exceptionally competitive tri-se~vice mate~.
Their victory i the more noteworthy as the Team was usmg the ba 1c
iron sight on their rifles competing against those with the superior
optical sight . Six members of the Corps also reached the final stage
of the Army Rifle Competition- The Army Hundred-with Capt
Krishna Gurung in 26th place. Capt Sta nden, an Army Pistol Team
shot, achieved second place in the Pist0l Competition.
21 Sig Regt {Air Support) became the Army Tennis champions at
Aldershot in July. The team included Sgt Pollard who i also the
Army Squash Champion. The Corps windsurfing A-team won the
Inter Corps Windsurfing Championship in July, with the B-team
achieving a very creditable fourth place. gt Maw of Communication
and Security Group (UK) was the winner in the lightweight category.
The Inter Corps Tug of War Championships held in July re ulted in
win for the Corps in two categories and, la t month, HQ. orth~rn
Ireland and 15 Sig Regt won the Women' Army Orienteering
Ch•mpio"'Wp io B<d~

A.H. BOYLE
Maj Gen
ignal Officer in Chief (Army)
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OTH .R ARM\ 'FIR T' A \\OMAN APPRE 'TICE TAKES
PAR.\.D
rm~
T Karen 1oore, 1he fir I woman ever to command a male
drill ~uad. locked up ano1her 'first' when he took the pa ing-ouL
parad at 1he A Coll Harrogate.
Karen , l , from Barnard Ca 1le. Couniy Durham, wa appointed
\T
. I in ep1ember-1he fir t time uch an appointment ha gone
to a woman .
In October he commanded the colleg parade for all !he graduates
of her intake, in from of the GOC of Edi 1, Maj Gen Patrick
ordingle).
Karen, a former pupil of Teesdale Comprehensive School, !rained
10 be a lingui t at 1he ·ollege, where he wa judged be t recruit of her
intake.
he \\ill lea\'e 1he college 10 continue .training in
Loughborough.

AT RSM Karen Moore with AT SSM Paul Pettman and
AT Jamie Topping
Photo by Chris Barker

30 IGNAL REGIMENT RAISES ITS FLAG AT BRAMCOTE
30 Sig Regt formally IOOk over Gamecock Barracks, Bramcote, at
a short ceremony at noon on Monday 4 October 1993, when CO, LI
Col John Thoma , unveiled 1he Regimental sign and witnes ed the
raising of the regimental flag. 'We are delighted to be here ' he said
'and are a~! looking forward to getting 10 know the local co~munity.:
The regiment moves 10 Nuneaton from Blandford Dorset where it
has been stationed for the last 33 years replacing th~ Junior Leaders
Regiment, Royal Artillery, which disbanded earlier this year.
Gamecock Barracks was originally built as an RAF Station in the
late 1930s and during the last war was used as an operational base and
Transport Command Training Station. Polish bomber squadrons
were stationed there for most of the war. RAF Bramcote was
transferred to the avy on 3 December 1946 and became Royal Navy
Air Station Bramcote.

ANNE ARMSTRONG A WARD 1993
GOES TO MR E ME BUTLER
On Wednesday 29 September 1993, Ripon Barracks, Bielefeld was
the etting for the 5th Annual Conference of the Federation of Army
Wives (Germany). Amongst many items on the agenda, perhaps the
highlight of the day was the presentation of the Anne Armstrong
Award.
Anne Armstrong founded the Federation of Army Wive which was
launched in 1983. She campaigned vigorously to improve the living
condi1ions of the ervicemen and their families. Though her
achievements were many and varied possibly the most significant
advances she helped to instigate were; a review of Forces Pay which
received national coverage following a House of Commons debate·
wive of ervicemen overseas to be awarded maternity and
unemployment benefit ; improvements in the standard of service
children's play areas, and she also set the seal on the right of service
wives to work in British Forces Germany.
Sadly Anne Arm trong died from cancer on 17 May this year. Prior
to her death however, she devised and set up a trust which would
annually recognise the efforts of unsung heroes and heroines who
work to make life a little easier for the service families within their
community. In June nominaiions were invited from throughout
BAOR and of the twenty two names put forward, it was Mrs Esme
Butler from Herford who had been nominated by Mrs Laurette
Burton, who emerged the winner.
Mrs Butler, is the wife of Sgt Dave Butler. She has made an
outstanding contribution to the welfare of families in the Regiment
over the past four years. Despite being a busy housewife with her own
young family, she has selflessly dedicated most of her spare time to
the welfare of others. She is clearly motivated by nothing but kindness
and concern and in a general climate of declining support for wives
clubs she has succeeded in raising the morale and well-being of those
with whom she comes into contact.
Mrs Butler welcomes new families and provides a sympathetic ear
for tho e with problems which she helps to solve.
It was a poignant moment when Col John Mayo OBE spoke of his
wife's .comage a.nd of how she had been spurred on by her
deternunauon to improve the lot of the service family.
In presenting a Silver Rose Bowl to Mrs Butler, Col Mayo thanked
her for all her hard work and wished her well for future enterprises
she organises for the wives of the Regiment.

SWORD PRESENTATION
Col (Ret'd) Kevin Kirkby is seen here presenting Capt Martin
Phillips, the sword of the late Lt Col D. (Jock) Todd MBE, at the
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford. Lt Col Todd enlisted in the Royal
Engineers in March 1916, transferring to the Royal Sign)lls in March
1919. During his career, Lt Col Todd served in China where he was
awarded the MBE, Singapore, UK and BAOR, He was presented with
the sword by 1he Officers of the Royal Signals on his promotion to
Lieutenant in May 1939 .
In March 1956, 'Jock' Todd presented the sword to Col Kirkby, at
the time a young Captain at HQ Scottish Command, with the request
that in due course, he should pass it on to a deserving young officer
so that it would continue to have a place in the life of the Corps, be
worn on parade and have a special meaning to the officer into whose
care it was entrusted.
Capt Phillips was both delighted and honoured to receive the
sword, and will endeavour to fulfil 'Jock' Todd's wishes throughout
his military service.
Brig John Griffin, Mrs Marion Griffin, Mrs Lorna Kirkby, Flt Lt
Angela Phillips, Lt Col Ian Hamilton and Major Andy Kendall were
also at the presentation.

Capt Martin Phillips receiving the sword from Col (Retd) Kevin
Kirkby

HEREFORD CA1HF.DRAL SCHOOL CCF
VI IT TO 9 SIG REGT
From the 3-18 August thirty five Cadets and staff from the
Hereford Cathedral School Combined Cadet Force were hosted by 9
Sig Regt at Ayios Nikolaos in Cyprus.
In some respects this was a 'first' as 9 Sig Regl ha not previously
opened its door to a Combined Cadet Force. This was mainly due to
the CO Lt Col Nigel Jackson MBE having himself been a cadet at the
school some years ago. He and all ranks were extremely keen to see
that the visit was enjoyed by everyone.
The programme was very varied and well balanced between
military, adventurous training and visits of an historical nature.
Between the 7-11 August the entire group walked from sea level at
Episkopi up to Troodos Village at 5,500ft. The Duke of Edinburgh's
Gold Award party walked considerably further and scaled a greater
height, taking in Mount Olympus at 6,000ft. The overnight stops were
spent in the old Cypriot village of Pakhna, Vouni Omodhos and the
Perapedhi Forest. We all found the Cypriot hospitality second to none
and enjoyed our short stay in each village.
Despite carrying fairly bulky rucksacks, the extremely hot daily
temperatures (36-42°C} and the very unforgiving terrain, everyone
made it to the top despite one or two painful blisters!
During our stay we managed to visit the Stavrovouni Monastery
perched some 2,500ft above sea level. This Monastery dates back to
327 AD and is linked to St Helena who is thought LO have brought
back a piece of the Original Cross from Jerusalem, which is currently
housed in a large silver crucifix within the Monastery. Unfortunately
the Monastery is now closed to all females, but the view from outside
is something to behold in itself.
Another interesting trip was to the British High Commission in
Nicosia to meet an 'old boy' of the School, who is now the Deputy
High Commissioner. Mr Colin Jennings gave an extremely interesting
update on Cyprus and an insight into his career in the Diplomatic
Service.
In between all these interesting visits we managed to sample the
superb Cypriot beaches of Dhekelia and Ayia apa.
All in all our two weeks on the Island were thoroughly enjoyed by
all concerned and we look forward to our next visit in 1995 when we
hope to be able to walk across the Akamus and Troodos range of
mountains.
Lastly, we would like to express our sincere thanks to Capt 'Skip'
Redman for ac1ing as our man on the ground, and also for all his
hospitality during our short stay on the Island. We would also like to
say thank you to LCpl Carl Reed (PT Staff) for acting as our safety
cover during our expedition in the Troodos Mountains, his help and
assistance were invaluable.
(This article has been sent to us by ex WOJ M. J. 'Mike' Moffatt

(1964-88) who is now SS! to the Hereford Cathedral School Combined
Cadet Force.) Readers will also be interested to know that the
Cathedral Mace is dedicated to the memory of Maj Michael Forge,
OH. An article was published in The Wire, July 1983, page 300.)

NOT EVERYONE WAS ON BLOCK LEA VE
Throughout the summer many volunteers and National Trust
wardens were hard at work at Spyway Farm, a recently acquired Trust
property, near Langton Matravers, Dorset. Some of the volunteers
came from J Troop, 244 Sig Sqn, 21 Sig Regt. The work entailed
restoring old buildings, paths and, rebuilding the 200 year old
Purbeck stone wall.

Taking a short break under the trees on the first day of the walk

CO Lt Col John Thomas unveils the Regimental sign

The Volunteers - members of J Troop, 21 Sig Regt
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CHAMPAGNE CHARLIE
in Singapore
Further t0 the article which was published in the October issue of
The Wire , we have received the following card from Singapore:
'We are now heading south down the Al East coast of Au tralia
bound for Brisbane. We are little behind schedule as we had great
difficulty securing a passage out of Singapore (unions, consortiums
etc). Our next leg is Sydney to the USA, 19 days acros the pacific
which with its stormy reputation should test our sea leg and
stomachs. I have yet to get another ETA for arriving in UK a thi
delay means we mi s the QE2 and our contingencyship. I'll keep you
informed, best wishes, Deborah Jones.
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b) Cpl \ 'e Ion, Comms
) Gp( K)
fler attending an Arm~ Orienteering quad trammg camp in
no,,donia in June 1993, I wa luc ky enough to be selected to join the
rmy team on it annual Ex Running Compas in Sweden. This wa
b«au e of the new Army Orienteering A ociation policy of taking a
no\ ice, as the pre ent team i (how can I put thi politely?)
approaching it· ell-by date and in need of 'youngster ' (I never
thought that I would call my elf that again).
The e erci e took place during the period 19 Augu t-2 September
1993 with the main aim of compet'ng in the Swedi h Army
Orienteering Team Relay Championship. which were held this year on
the Baltic i land of Gotland. A secondary aim wa to retain our
Po ition in the wedi h Army orienteering league table. We were
ba ed throughout at Bora , about 70km east of Gothenburg and home
of our ho t , 115 Regiment.
During thee ·erci e, we trained at civilian and military competitions
held in the area between Gothenburg and Stockholm; in fact out of
the whole 14 day period only one day was not spent running!
I got my fir t ta te of the Swedish terrain and map in the Boras
area. After only the fir t IOOm it wa obvious that the going in Sweden
y,a a lot tougher than that in most of the UK. In addition, because
there are so many land features , obvious ones such as boulders are not
marked unle s they are least I .5m high. The same goes for crags that
are only mapped if jumping off requires either the u e of a parachute
or an abseil rope.
I gue s the average Swedish orienteer is a lot better than his British
equivalent. The enthusiasm for the sport was evident everywhere; it is
one of the bigge t sports in the country, second only to soccer, and
regularly shown live on TV. We were never caught on camera
our elves but reporters attended at least two of the events.
Most of the first week was spent at civilian events where the courses
ranged in length between 7 and 12kms. The tough going, the low hills,
the bogs and the thick conifers blocking vision made the courses
difficult. Everywhere looked the same, so knowing where you were on
the map at all times appeared to be the single most important thing.
However, a Swedish speciality is 'relocating' which involves just
running in the general direction and relocating near the control site.
This method obviously cuts down map reading time, so providing you
relocate successfully, it is a very quick technique. On the other hand,
for a 'green' Brit, like me, this relocation idea is a hard concept to
grasp, o at first I spent more time reading the map than running. In
addition, most of the running was sprinting trying to get back time
after becoming 'geographically embarrassed', ie lost.
The results for the Army team normally involved six decent times
followed by mine some 10 to 20 minutes behind. However, my fellow

EXERCISE IL ER FERN EBOR
By Capt Ke in Francis
The main aim of Ex Silver Fern was to climb the four highest peaks
on the North Island of ew Zealand. However, we were able to
indulge in a variety of other activities, including canoeing, white water
rafting, rock climbing and abseiling.
We were met at Auckland airport by a liaison officer from the
Army Training Group Support Unit (ATGSU) based in Waiouru.
Waiouru has the reputation of being a cold, remote place that you
pass through only if you really have to-rather like Catterick.
As part of our preparation, we spent the first day climbing at
1otuapa Rocks leading to some rosy hot-spots on necks and calves
as we attempted to scale the rocks' smooth surfaces. A variety of
grades up to E5 were available which allowed the more experienced
climbers the opportunity to be stretched.
Sunday 7 March dawned bright and beautiful, offering the opportunity of a full day's abseiling off the Moawhanga Dam-with drops
of up to 120m to test the nerves. For the faint hearted, practice abseils
were held on the less precipitous parts of the dam.
The Tongariro river provided the venue for our first white water
experience, but the summer had left the water level fairly low and the
rapids were not as fierce as had been hoped. Lt Suzanne Wartnaby
and Capt Liz Mallet found the occasion too entertaining at times and
could be found rolling around at the bottom of the raft whilst sole
paddle power was provided by the luckless Sgt Kidby.
The next phase of the exercise was an 85km canoe down the
Wanganui River over a period of 2Yz days. Starting at Maraekowhai
on the 8 March we were soon speeding along in an attempt to cover
the ~rst 40~m whilst it was still lig~t. Initially, the river was fairly fastn.o"'.1~g w11.h a number of_ rapids. As we progressed the rapids
dtm1mshed m number, the nver widened and slowed so that all that
could. be heard was the regular splashing of paddles. Camp was
e tabh hed near the John Coull hut and whilst we dined around an
open fire as night fell, our senses were alert for the intrusion of the
scavenging possums.
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team members were quick to inform me that no one comes to Sweden
and runs as well as they would hope first time and, after all, I was
running against six of the top British Army orienteers.
The team also entered the annual Swedish Army F lattav lan, or
'field event', this invoh•es orienteering as well as shooting using .22
rifles at 50m before and after the run. Every target missed resulted in
running an extra 300m penalty loop. We tried to show them how to
do it and the A team came 6th with the B team (including me) 13th
out of 16 teams. However, in the individual I ran out of time having
spent 40 minutes looking for control 7 which wasn't so clever.
ext day my honour was regained when I actually won a civilian
'sprint' (ie short distance) event on the outskirts of Boras. Jt was the
B class, not the A class like the rest of the team but, I'm happy to say,
it was the first time a novice has actually won a competition on the
Army tour.
Overall the two weeks were very physical, com petitive, educational
and, above all, enjoyable. This was due mostly to the very welcoming
Swedish Army, their liaison officers, and the excellent organisation
throughout . Team spirit also played a big part as far as I was
concerned and I would Like to thank the team manager Capt Tony
Farrow. My only regret being that I never did get to see the mixed
showers I had heard about before the exercise!

The British Army team with Cpl Weston far left

.

The Team
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The following morning mist shrouded the river as we set off to
paddle the 30km to the Tieke hut. By mid-morning the sun had burned
off the last clouds leaving clear, blue skies and by midday the
temperature had climbed to 30°.
One of the more interesting and historical features to be found
along the Tongario is the Bridge to Nowhere, located about a 45 min
walk from the Mangupurua Landing. The bridge was built in the
1920s to help resettle Maoris back into their ancestral land as a reward
for their services in the Great War. The difficulties of supply and the
general inhospitality of the area forced most of the settlers to leave.
All that remains now is the track and a bridge that leads to nowhere.
Camp was set in the early evening near to the Tieke Hut and the
Possum Guard mounted. As we were well into Possum Country now,
no chances could be taken. Several incursions by the scavengers were
attempted, but we managed to survive.
On the last leg of our voyage of discovery-a 15km paddle to
Pipiriki- the river was virtually still in places calling for extra
paddling. The unexpected appearance of several energetic rapids
caught us by surprise, resulting in the exposure of the truth concerning
some of our navigational skills- namely the overturning of two
Canadians. However, Pipiriki was safely reached and transport was
waiting to take the wet and the dry back to Waiouru.
On Friday 12 March we gathered at the base of Mt Ruapehu. The
weather had closed in overnight and by midday it bad deteriorated
with visibility reduced to about 50m. The initial stage of the ascent
was fairly easily navigated by using the lines of the ski lifts as a guide .
As the last lift ended, at 2200m, the slopes became increasingly ice
laden, necessitating the use of crampons and ice picks. The weather
continued to deteriorate and our AA TC guide decided to head for the
Mangaturuturu shelter for the overnight stay-by now we were almost
in whiteout. We reached the relative comfort and security of the hut
at 1600 hrs whilst the weather raged outside. By morning the weather
had cleared so we pushed on towards the first summit. Ruapehu is a
volcanic mountain with a number of named peaks which surround the
central crater like points on a crown. The main summit (2997m) was
reached shortly after noon. In the afternoon, Dome Peak (2672m),
Pyramid Peak (2640m), and Paratetaitonga (275lm) were all scaled
before the night bivvy was established in the lea of Dome.
Clear skies caused the temperature to plummet overnight, but
resulted in a spectacular dawn and unobstructed views from the
Tasman to the Pacific . The three peaks that we would climb that day
were clearly visible and quite inspiring. By midday we had added
Notch (2642m), Tukin (272lm) and Te Heuheu (2732m) to our list of
peaks climbed. It was with a sense of achievement that we left the
conquered Ruapehu behind and donned our crampons for the journey
down Pinnacle Ridge Glacier. Considering that we were losing
altitude, the going was slow and tiring as we struggled to maintain a
grip on the slush veneered ice slopes. As we dropped below 2000m, the
glacier gave way to mountainous scree and we were able to make
better time down towards Whakapapa Village. Arriving in the early
afternoon, we gladly exchanged our plastic boots for the more
comfortable leather variety and set off along the Mangatepopo trail.
By early evening we had reached the base of Mt Ngauruhoe, the
second highest mountain in the Tongariro range at 2300m and
established our bivvy site in the South Crater.
The weather was predicted to close in so we made an early start,
reaching the summit at 1030 hrs. The volcano had erupted 19 years
previously. The steep slopes had proved difficult to climb, but the
loose scree offered good opportunity for a spot of scree-running,
ensuring that the downward journey was considerably quicker. By
early afternoon we were crossing South Crater on our way towards
Mt Tongariro, climbing initially the North Crater and then Mt
Tongariro (!900m) before making camp. We had adjusted well to the
mountain walking and could even be seen scaling slopes in the evening
to appreciate the spectacular sunsets .
The lunaresque landscapes between the two volcanic mountains
changed suddenly as the Emerald Lakes swept into view. Three bluegreen , mineral-rich Jakes sparkled in the morning sun, completely at
odds with the surrounding landscape. Fed by underground waters,
they offered an excellent opportunity to wash the dust off and cool
our feet. However, we had to push on along the Trail, past Blue Lake
to the Ketetahi Hut where the famous Hot Springs beckoned to all
footsore walkers. Underground thermal activity forces steam up to the
surface where it heats pools of water and the surrounding earth,
providing a warm place to lie even on the coolest of evenings. We
completed the trail on the following day and were then transported
back to Waiouru.
On the 19 March, the group set off for Waitomo, home of the
famous glow worm caves and, of course, Black Hole Rafting.
Summer had left the water level low, but the combination of darkness,
water and claustrophobia was enough to keep the nerves on edge.
Making our way through the caves, we were treated to some fine
examples of glow worm cultures-which afforded us some visibility.
After recovering, we headed for New Plymouth and Mt Egmount
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(Taranaki), the second highest mountain on the orth I. land at
2518m.
The ATGSU had organised free flights to the South Island for us,
so we left Waioruru on the 24th for a week long phase starting in
Christchurch. We were met by a representative from the Army camp
at Burnham and started a four hour journey to Cook Village .
The Cook range was by far the most impressive sight seen o far.
On the morning of the 25th we headed along the Hooker Trail for the
Hooker Hut, some Skm into the range at an altitude of 2200m. The
views of Mt Cook rising above the clouds was justification enough for
going to the South Island .
The 26th saw us on our way to Wanaka, a two hour drive south of
Cook Village and an ideal place to stop for a few hours and stretch
the legs on a few gentle walks before continuing our journey to
Queenstown, another two hours south.
A variety of activities had been planned for the 27th starting with
horse-trekking, then Shotover Jetboating-an exhilarating experience
which proved to be more fun than dangerous. The afternoon was
spent White Water Rafting on the Kawarau River. An especially
adventurous raft had been arranged by our guides due to the
composition and willingness of our group. The first rapid loomed
large after just two minutes in the water and the 12ft wave proved too
much for one of the crews, tipping them into some hostile water. The
combination of back-waves and an underground whirlpool created a
vortex underwater which trapped the crew for what seemed an age. It
was an interesting start to the 90 minute ride and fear was certainly
battling against determination and excitement to gain the upper hand.
Fortunately, the rest of the river was not so inhospitable, but it was
certainly no place for the faint hearted.
Moving back to Burnham on the 29th, we handed back our minibus
and looked forward to our free day in Christchurch before having to
catch the flight back to Waiouru on the 31st.
Without the considerable support of the NZ Army, particularly the
AATC and ATGSU, much of what was experienced could not have
been achieved. We were offered the very best of administrative
support and were welcomed enthusiastically by all.

THE ORPHANAGE IN SPLIT

On page 417 the BRITFOR S ig Sqn has told us of the money raised
by the wives and the Squadron in Verden for the Vrlicka Institute
for mentally retarded children in Split. The photo shows Squadron
members w ith the children and staff

COLONEL A. H. HA WKSWORTH TD DL
TA readers, in particular, will be pleased to know that Col Alan
Hawksworth has been appointed a Colonel Commandant of the
Corps and is a member of the Corps Committee.

TRAINING WEEKEND AT BLANDFORD
The FANY were once again invited for a trai ning weekend at The
Royal School of Signals. The aim of the weekend was to learn how
to create and direct a training exercise. It took place over the weekend
3/4 July and was directed by Maj Hood and his team.
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RAW Y PLA E , U U UAL JOBS ...
OP RATIO, WARDEN
b)

gt M. J. McKenna 3 ( K) Div Hq and

ig Reg!.

Th Gulf War ha become a thing of the pa t for many of u ;
ho\.\ever the aftermath i still with u . In April, 1991, following Iraq's
defeat in Operation De en torm' the Kurds of northern Iraq went
ov r the border into the mountains of outh east Turkey.
n area in nonhern Iraq wa secured in which the Kurds could
ree tabli h their lives. A force of land and air element wa po itioned
in the area and repatriation wa tarted. Ha Ing e tablished the 'safe
ha\en' th coalition ground forces withdrew from Iraq and camped on
the Turki h border until the end of September 1991. A mall coalition
military ream, known a the military coordination commiuee ( 1CC)
wa left behind in the Iraqi town of Zakho to provide a presence to
rea ure the local people. The HQ Combined Ta k Force (CTF) then
moved to In irlik airba e in Turkey.
The Combined Ta k Force is known as 'Provide Comfort' and
compri e American, British, French and Turki h Force ; 'Op
Warden' i the British element of 'Provide Comfort'.
h i run from the US airba e lncirlik in Turkey and is commanded
by Group Capt J. C. Jarron RAF. The British contribution of 8
Harrier reconnai sance aircraft. supported by 2 VCIO air-to-air
refuelling (AAR) tanker , are based at lncirlik and play a key role in
the ucce sful running of the operation.
The operation aims to protect Kurds living in northern Iraq, and to
enforce the United ation 'no fly zone' nonh of the 36th Parallel.
This article would not be complete without mention of
communication . The ational UK Comms are provided by the
ubiquitous 30 Sig Regt who man the Joint Comms Unit (JCU),
commanded by Capt A hley Stocker, aided and as isted by Sgt Ned
eedham and gt Bob McDonald .
Having volunteered, and subsequently been accepted for the post of
SQMS Operation Warden, I arrived in Turkey via a 24 hour stopover
in Cyprus to be greeted by temperatures regularly around 100° F.
The title of SQMS is probably a misnomer as the 'Q' side of my role
is quite small, 1 had the luxury of a one week handover and I took the
job over from Sgt 'Deepak' Maskey of 7 Ghurka Rifles based at
Church Crookham.
1y main role is to ort out customs matters for Operation Warden
in liai on with the British Embassy in Ankara and the Turkish General
Staff. One may wonder what customs has got to do with the
operation? The British fleet of Harriers, VC 10 and MT vehicles need
constant maintenance, hence there is a constant flow of spare pans
and other items in and out of the country, all of which require to be
documented individually before going through tbe complex customs
process. On top of all this there is a requirement for various other
stores such as ammunition, clothing, and vehicle spares. Twice a week
the Hercules flights bring in these stores and the Turkish customs staff
check every item piece by piece. Patience and a sense of humour are
required but, we enjoy excellent working relations with the Turks.
Other tasks include booking accommodation for incoming crews
and passengers, paying the accommodation bills, overseeing the

SSgt McKenna checking stores aboard the 'C 130 at
Airbase, Turkey
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running of the clothing tore, local purchase , work service requests
and organising social function . The cell is headed by a Captain, QM,
currently Capt Mike Kerr of 28 Sig Regt, a Cpl Fitter and SAC Driver,
both RAF and, a LCpl toreman RLC . Interoperability and flexibilit y
are very much the name of the game here and everyone mucks in.
The role of the SQM on Operation Warden is both demanding and
interesting and working alongside multinational counterparts and the
RAF has its moment . As usual where American forces are to be
found the facilitie are econd to none. On the sports and social side
with numerous gyms, a 9 hole golf course, floodlit tennis courts,
hops, bowling alley, cinema, and many different eating places and a
car for my work and personal u e thrown in plus $240 per week to
spend. I think all that remain to be said is that this job provides a
unique opportunity for omeone in our Corps and is very worthwhile.
Corps presence out here spreads our name even further afield.
With an area in exces of 286,000 quare mile , Turkey is predominantly in the part of A ia called Anatolia, and is considered the
crossroad between Europe and Asia. Her 10,000 year civilisation has
a rich historical background and historical ites abound throughout
Turkey, ome just a few miles fro m the base. The miles-long beaches,
and counties historical ites attract millions of tourist every year.
Although the majority of the people rely on modern agriculture for
their prosperity, the country's carpet and tourist industries provide a
boost to its economy; copper and brassware are both of good quality
and inexpen ive and the leather goods and jewellery are excellent.

OFFICERS
OCTOBER 1993

Runk and Name
Lt Col A. J. Orey . .
Lt Col P. J . Hryhoruk
Lt Col D. B. Jon os ..
Lt Col J. P. Moreland
Lt Col S. M. Siddall
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Mnj
Maj
Maj
Maj

..

NOVEMBER 1993

Rank and Name
Col C. J.
Lt Col C.
Lt Col C.
Lt Col P.
Lt Col D.

..

Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj

P.
P.
K.
K.
B.
T.
R.
C.

Burton
M. Eastland
R. Harper
B. eale
J. Walden

R. Baron
Cain
G. Danby
W. Goodfellow
W. Maltby
R. Manders
W. Mansfield
W. S. Miller

Maj S. J. Purser

Maj P. M. Telford
Maj A. J. Tuson
Maj J . 0. S. Vannan
Maj R. G. West
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

241 Sig Sqn (HS)
11 Sig Regl
HQ 2(NC) Sig Bdc and Cotswold Garrison
UK DEL & SP Unit Landccnt
Royal Brunei Armed Forces
76 Engr Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)

IS Sig Rcgt
213 Sig Sqn (39 Inf Bde)

..
..

A. B. Anhunon
R. M. Artley ..
M. J. Crawford
A. H. T. Garrett
B. 0. W. Johnson

Unils to which posted
HQ BAOR/HQ BRSC
HQ AFCENT
DRFC
OR 10 Post British Appts (USA)
DOOWLS

DePot 11 Sig Regt
JCU (NI)
I A and SH
14 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt (HS Course)
9 Sig Rcgt (R)

K. Atkinson
A. R. Blackwell
N. R. N. Caleb
W. D. Fathers
A. H. Rodgers
A. M . Stokoe

Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

2Lt
2Ll
2Lt
2Lt
2Ll

..

R. A. Baker ..
E. J . W. Banham
0. W . Bartliff
..
R. V. J. Brannigan . .
S. C. Green . .
..
P. J . Mcloughlin
M. Nicol
B. R. Peel

Lt J. W. Dakin
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Lt S. J . Allan

A PADRE'S POINT OF VIEW
By Richard Gros e, Richmond , N Yorks
One always feel that the Army Chaplain of yesteryear had it easier
than his modern day counterpart. Somehow we think that the
Christian faith was more a part of everyday life say 80 years ago than
it is today. It probably was, but it would be a mistake to think that
this made the life of the cleric in uniform easy. Robert Graves recalls
his experiences of fighting as a soldier on the Western Front in his
classic memoir 'Goodbye to all that '. In it , he delivers a stinging
rebuke to Anglican padres, describing them as 'effete camp followers'
and as being 'remarkably out of touch with their Troops'.
Graves identifies the problem that has beset me in my role as junior
Chaplain to Cleveland ACF. Whether it be evening visits to dets, or
at the Annual Camp, the Chaplain can so easily find himself a helpless
observer standing on the sidelines, feeling the proverbial spare part.
If he believes that the cadet or anyone else will quickly approach him
and make conversation or pour out his heart, then he will find he is
mistaken. Noting the enforced idleness of the Chaplain, fellow
officers categorise the padre into the 'Mess Moth' category. Perhaps
other readers have the gift to relate to others straight away; if so I am
envious. They need read no further.
But God moves in mysterious ways. By chance I met Sgt Garry
Elliston of 8 Sig Regt. Sgt Elliston was formerly a member of The
Royal Signals White Helmet Motorcycle Display Team. The team are
famed worldwide for performing heart-stopping tricks on bikes, and
appear often on TV. In 1990 Sgt Elliston was seriously injured in a
motorcycle accident, although ironically not as a team member.
Although he subsequently recovered, his days as an active member of
the team were over. He was however invited to undertake a new
project on behalf of the Regiment which was travelling to promote the
White Helmets in particular and The Royal Signals in general. Sgt
Elliston's presentation with the aid of videos, and the opportunity to
ride pillion and be photographed on a powerful motorcycle proved an
immediate success. There are few teenagers who fail to be impressed
by the glamour of the White Helmets and a powerful motorbike.
Encouraged, Sgt Elliston extended his brief. Gathering together a few
small capacity motorbikes , he began to tour Annual ACF Camps
giving instruction on basic riding techniques to cadets in the safety of
a field.
I have motorcycles myself, and was interested in Sgt Ellisto n's
work. He kindly permitted me to accompany him on a tour of dets in
Cleveland ACF he made last winter. Later he allowed me to assist as
he taught cadets to ride the small capacity bikes.
He was inviJed to Cleveland ACF's Annual Camp at Ripon this
summer, and_l.was permitted to assist again. By this time, I was able,
under superv1s1on, to take part in the basic riding training myself. It
was almost as a dream come true. The bikes were one of the most
popular activities in the camp. Cadets would give up a disco or
barbecue to have a ride instead. Under the heady influence of the
motorbike, a go~d few threw off the veil of shyness. It was a novelty
for a represemauve of The Church to be associated with an event in
which everyone wanted to participate!
I am ~rateful to Sgt Elliston for putting up with a bungling amateur
und~r his feet for the past year. l hope he will be willing to let it
contmue.
Needless to say, the new role of the junior Chaplain in Cleveland
ACF has been the subject of kindly banter in the Officers' Mess.
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R. H . Gladwin
J. F. Hanifin
P. Leach
S. J. Macleod
A. Metcalfe
R. A. Mulholland
S. J . P. Spiers
B. F. Williams

Lt A. M . Churchill
Lt S. P. Moffat

11
11
11
11
11

Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig

Regt
Regt
Regt
Regt
Regt

(HS
(HS
(HS
(HS
(HS

Offr
Offr
Offr
Offr
Offr

Trg)
Trg)
Trg)
Trg)
Trg)

Unit to which posted
ACDS (OR) Land Systems
DCIS (A)
11 Sig Regt
9 Sig Scgt (R)
11 Sig Regt (HS)
38 Sig Regt (V)
30 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
Bowman Military Team
12 Armd Bde
DCIS (A)
35 Sig Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde
RMAS
11 Sig Regt
Bowman Military Team
15 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt (R)
240 Sig Sqn
DGLS (Army)
633 Sig Tp
I (UK) Armd Div HQ Sig Regt
DePol Tp 11 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate

14 Sig Regt (E\V)

WOs AND SNCO
OCTOBER 1993
Rank and ame
WOI E. Jeffery
..
\VOi (FofS) S. W. Jennings
A/ WO! M.A. Ara
..
..
A/WOI (FofS) S. K. Whitwood
A/WO! (YofS) S. P. Wood
A/ WOI (YofS) G. 0. Yeomans
W02 (FofS) J . L. Andrews
W02 (YofS) B. M. Kelly
A/W02 J . E. Stanford
A/W02 M. Brooks
..
A/ W02 (FofS) I. C. Rowe
SSgt (FofS) S. A. Bason
SSgt A. W. Dawson
SSgt K. J. Mardling
SSgt D. M . O'Brien
SSgt B. B. Patel
A/ SSgt D. C. Torrance
Sgt D. Almond
Sgt P. A . Anderson
Sgt R. T. Bates
Sgt A. O. Baughan
Sgt P. M. Boon
Sgt L. P. Bostock
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Unit to which posted
ts Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
242 ig Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)
LA DCE T
11 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
HQ BAOR
642 Sig Tp
Sp Bn ARRC
37 Sig Regt (V)
21 ig Regt (AS)
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
20 Armd Bde HQ and ig Sqn (200)
Latina
14 Sig Regt (EW)
The Royal School of ignals
240 Sig Sqn
AAC Centre
600 Sig Tp
2 Sig Rcgt
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Sgt P. A. Clogg
Sgt C. J. Cowell
Sgt P. S. Gee
Sgt S. M. Gilbert
Sgt C. J. Gleadow
gt S. C. Graveson
Sgt P . J . Gruncell
Sgt R. W. Hannah
Sgt 0. R. Hewlings
Sgt P. A. Holland
Sgt R. D. Hutton
Sgt P . W. Irwin
Sgt C. A. Longmuir
Sgt M. J. Mann
Sgt C. McQuade
Sgt D. R. Morgan
Sgt G. I. Murray
Sgt A. G. Nodwell
Sgt R. A. Owens
Sgt L. C. Parker
Sgt D. J. Purnell
Sgt S. Shaw
..
Sgt M . J. Simmonds
Sgt D. Smeaton
Sgt C. A. S. Smith
Sgt N. J. Smith
Sgt M. J. Stebbing
Sgt A. Stratton
Sgt J. K. Sutton
Sgt M. Thomas
Sgt M. K. Tiffany
Sgt I. P. Toft
Sgt I. D. Tucker
Sgt G. Wharton
A/Sgt R. P. N. Allen
A/Sgt S. A. Behan
A/ Sgt P. A. Buckley
A/Sgt C. S. Budding
A/Sgt R. C. Eden
A/Sgt C. A. Hale
A/Sgt R. S. Harvey
A/Sgt P. B. W. Hogg
A/Sgt M. H. Horan
A/ Sgt 0 . D. Hume
A/Sgt M. D. Lambert
A/Sgt C. D. Lloyd
A/ Sgt D. Maw
A/Sgt S. R. Owen
A/ Sgt M. A. Thompson
A/Sgt A. S. Yates
NOVEMBER 1993
WOI C. A. Clark-Darby
\VOi (YofS) A. F. Glover
WOI D. T. H. Wilson
A llOt (FofS) A. J. Amplett
A/WOI S. J. Morgan
W02 {YofS) C. Heels
W02 F. E. Small
A/W02 W. Chestnut
SSgt J. C. Clarke
SSgt I. E. Evans
SSgt (FofS) N. Fordyce
SSgt P. W. Fowkes
..
SSgt (FofS) R. D. Griffiths
SS gt (FofS) M. T. Sideras
SSgt (YofS) S. J. Tyler
A/SSgt A. C. Whitmore
Sgt '. C. Bailey
Sgt S. G. C. Booth
Sgt M. J . Boston
gt 0. N. Brown
Sgt P. E. Burrows
Sgt A . F. Churchward
Sgt D. Dorian
Sgt D. M. Glay
Sgt I. D. Good
Sgt D. 0. Henderson
Sgt C. C. Hoban
Sgt . Holcome
..
Sgt ·I. M, M. McCallum
Sgt M. G. M. McDonald
Sgt A. B. Morton
gt R. A . Owen
Sgt A. C. Painter
Sgt C. Quantick
Sgt S. L. Smith
Sgt S. A. Strawn
gt P. A . zczesiak
Sgt D. Thornton
Sgt A. P . Watters
Sgt K. A. Williams
Sgt P. Binns
gt 0. R. Brebner
A/Sgt C. Bruce
A/ Sgt R. Carter
Sgt K. M . Johnson
A l gt A. R. Purdy
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I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
AC!O Colchester
39 Inf Bde HO and Sig Sqn
HQ LANDCENT
8 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
663 Sig Tp
2S9 Sig Sqn
Comms & Sy Gp {UK)
3 tnf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
11 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
242 ig Sqn
HQ BAOR
7 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signal
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
21 Sig Regt (AS)
662 Sig Tp
32 Sig Regt (V)
6 Bn REME
633 Sig Tp
2 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt (V)
662 Sig Tp
IS Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Op (UK)
HQ NEDist R&L Staff
600 Sig Tp
662 Sig Tp
4 Fd Regt RA
The Royal School of Signals
33 Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt
JCUFI (AE)
1 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
The Royal School of Signals
3S Sig Regt (V)
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
S6 Sig Sqn (V)
22 AD Regt RA
16 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
3 RHA
8 Sig Regt
RHQ Royal Signals
600 Sig Tp
3 UK Div HQ and Sig Regt
14 ig Regt (EW)
24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig qn (210)
HQ Trg Gp
13 Sig Regt (R)
9 Sig Regt (R)
35 Sig Regt (V)
14 Sig Regt (EW)
11 Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signals
16 Sig Regt
600 Sig Tp
600 Sig Tp
21 Sig Regt (AS)
2 Stg Kegt
I (UK) Div HQ and ig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
IS ig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
AA Coll Harrogate
2 PWRR
243 Sig Sqn
31 Sig Regt (V)
NI Regt AAC
22S ig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
237 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
22S Sig Sqn
242 Sig Sqn
Sp Bn AARC
14 Sig Regt (E\ )
251 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)
225 ig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
JSSU Fl
8 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
Queen' Gurkha Sig Regt
RMAS
HQ BF Cyprus
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DEATHS
cke~-Cpl J.B. ckers- erved 1936-46-died 21September1993.
Bank - apt G. W. Bank -died 5 June 1993.
orni h-!\1aj W. Corni h DEM-died 15 August 1993 .
D \id. on-Maj F. A. Davidson- erved 1933-66-died 25 September
1993.
Drake-Fred Drake-died 7 July 1993.
Edward -Lt Col . Edwards-served 1939-73-died 2~ September
1993.
Ginnever-Mr G. E. Ginnever- died 15 October 1993.
Ha~man-LCpl W. J. Hayman-served 1950-56-died 1993.
IAudon-WO H. J. Loudon-served 1939-46-died 5 September
1993.
Newell-Lt Col K. . Newell-served 1939-69-died 30 October 1993 .
Po~er-Capt (Hon Maj) f. T. A. Turner MC-died 25 July 1993.
Prince-Mrs W. Prince, widow of Col Harold Prince- died 25
September 1993.
Randel-Lt Col D. A. C. Randel-died 28 January 1993.
Roach- gt W. Roach- erved 1940-46-died 27 September 1993.
linger-W. linger RE Signal -served 1914-18-died 25 September
1993.
tro\er-Maj M. C. trover-1941-61-died 23 September 1993 .
Turner-Capt R. J. A. Turner-died 5 July 1993.

OBITUARIES
Benson-ex Cpl Charles Benson served in the Corps from 1936-56 and
was a life member of Cardiff Branch. He died on 6 October 1993
aged 75 years, after a short illness. He leaves a widow, Nancy, six
children, grandchildren and great grandchildren. He wiU be much
mi sed in Cardiff Branch and also in his neighbourhood .
Duell-Lt Col A. N. 'Jimmy' or 'Totty' Duell ERO, TD as he was
affectionately known to many died at the age of seventy-five of a
heart attack on 25 May whilst on holiday in Tenerife. Several Old
Comrades were among the mourners at his funeral.
For more than half his life' Jimmy' had served in the Corps. He
joined the TA in 1938 and saw action in France and Belgium until
the Dunkirk evacuation and later in Palestine, lraq and Iran then
in the orth African campaign. He took pan in special operations
both there and in Yugoslavia and also in Italy. He was in Naples
when he was wounded in action and invalided home.
After the war 'Jimmy' rejoined the TA for a while in the Royal
lnniskillings in Ulster. Later, joining 47 Middlesex Yeomanry Sig
Regt, as a Captain in command of 'A' Sqn. Soon after he gained
his majority and converted his commission to become Regimental
TOT. He continued as Regimental TOT after the re-organisation
and formation of 31 (GL) Sig Regt (V) in 1967. In 1976 he attained
the distinction of being promoted Lt Col, TOT, the first in the
TAYR and was appointed TOT in II Sig Gp.
Short in stature he may have been but he was of big heart and
a force to be reckoned with when standing-up for what he knew
to be right emphasising his point with the half-open hand and the
little finger stabbing the air.
He will be remembered. Farewell Old Friend! We extend our
sympathy to his widow Eileen and their three children.
Emmett-LCpl ~· Emmett who died on 15 October 1993, aged 74
years, served m the Corps from 1939-45. For most of the time he
was attached t~ I Reece Regt and served in UK, North Africa,
Italy ar:id Palest.me. W,e sen.dour sincere condolences to his family
who will remember him wllh much affection.
Go~t-:-Maj

A. F. Go~t MBE who died on 8 September 1993 aged 89,
JOined the Corps in 1924. Always a practical and ambitious man
he became an Instrument Mechanic and later a Foreman of
Signals. Commis~ioned in 1939 when he was posted to India, he
was rushed to Singapore only to be captured and shipped to
Formosa where he convinced the Japanese he was a doctor. He
kept up the subterfuge until he was liberated by the Americans
tending his sick and dying comrades. He worked tenaciously
kc:eping up morale by obtaining small luxuries for the sick, along
w1~h _Paul Burrough Oater the Bishop of Mashonaland), and
building a covert radio receiver. For his devotion to his work he
was Mentioned in Despatches .
Aft~r the war he continued in the army, serving in UK,
Palestine, Egypt and in Cyprus. He was again Mentioned in
Despatches for his work in Palestine and made an MBE in I 957 for
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hi work during the Eoka emergency in Cypru . He retired in 1958
taking up a po t as a laboratory assistant, a task to which he
brought his considerable organising skills. 'Nanny' Goat was a
modest, sympathetic, caring and honourable man, nursing his
ailing wife and yet till finding time to help Others and continue a
an active member of the Roya l British Legion. We extend our
sympathy to hi daughter Celia.

NOTICES
CORPS DATES 1994
9 April
Branch Representatives' Meeting, Chelsea
• 10 May
Corps Dinner in The Royal Lancaster Hotel,
London
15 May
Association Reunion, Blandford
* 18 Jun e
Corps Luncheon, Blandford
25126 June
Association Reunion and AGM Catterick
*26 June
Corps Luncheon North, Catterick
28 June
Princess Royal Day
• 4 November Corps Scottish Dinner, Glasgow
10 November Field of Remembrance, Westminster Abbey
•24 November Royal Signals Institution London Lecture
13 December Corps Carol Service, London
Application Forms for those events marked with an • are to be
found at the back of The White List and The Retired Supplement.

Martin-Maj R. T. Martin. Bob Martin died in Mon , Belgium on 26
September 1993 at the age of 61 years.
At the time of his death Bob had been working with NA TO in
SHAPE. His Commander, Col John Randle, a United States Air
Force Officer, writes: ' Bob had been employed at SHAPE since
1988, initially in the NATO integrated Communications System
Central Operating Authority (NICS-COA), and lately in the
Integrated Software Support Centre (ISSC) following the SHAPE
reorganisation. In both activities Bob provided exemplary
technical leadership in the demanding and dynamic field of
Information Systems Security, achieving many breakthroughs in
the accreditation of ADP systems.'
Prior to joining SHAPE, Bob served for 26 years with the Corps
(1950-77), retiring in the rank of Major. His many friends and
associates in the SHAPE Community offer their deepest sympathy
to Bob' wife, Billie, and their three sons Simon, Andrew, and
Phillip.
Pierson-Mr Colin Pierson. It is with deep sadness that we report the
sudden death of Colin Pierson at Hildebrand Barracks, Army
Apprentices College Harrogate, on Thursday 28 October 1993
aged 56 years.
Colin joined the College in 1975 as a Craftsman Fitter, was
promoted to Leading Hand in 1988 and subsequently became the
Charge Hand in January 1989.
He served on the local Whitley Council committee. He was a
keen angler, active with the College fishing club, who gave much
of his spare time in organising trips for apprentices to local
competitions and to Germany. For many years he ran the College
car maintenance hobby which was extremely popular with
permanent staff and apprentices.
Colin was a large, bluntly spoken, Yorkshireman, who called a
spade a spade. However, he would do you a good turn rather than
a bad one as most the College staff, past and present, soon found
out.
He will be sadly missed by his family, friends and colleagues . He
leaves a widow Judith, a son Russell and a daughter Sarah to
whom we extend our deepest sympathy.
Smart-Sgt George 'Jock' Smart died on 30 August 1993 at the age
of 72 years. George served in the Black Watch from 1939-45, was
evacuated from Dunkirk and later served in Europe. He joined the
Corps in 1948 and served until 1967. His service took him to North
Africa, Korea, Suez, Cyprus, Germany and UK. He settled in
Catterick and became an active member of the Association and the
Catterick Branch. He was a popular and respected member of the
Branch and in his community. The Branch send sincere condolences to his wife Jean and their daughter Heather.
Whistler-Maj Gen A. M. W. Whistler CB, CBE, who died on 30
September 1993, was Signal Officer in Chief 1960-1962, Chairman
of the British Jo_int Communications Board , Assistant Chief of
Defence Staff (Signals) 1962-1965 and Colonel Commandant of
~he Corps from 1964-1968. He joined the Corps in 1929 and retired
m 1965. During a distinguished career he saw service in UK, India,
Burma, ALFSEA, BAOR, MELT and FARELF.
Maj Gen Whisler played a large part in the re-organisation of
the Corps followir:ig the end of Nation3:1 Service, and the planning
of new commumcauons systems which eventually led to the
intr?duction of. the CLANSMEN and PTARMIGAN range of
equipment. He.is ~l~o remembered for understanding the growing
importance of ind1v1dual career planning and the genuine interest
he showed for the well-being of all members of the Corps. He
leaves a son and two daughters.

71 SIG REGT (V)
2STH ANNIVERSARY EVENTS APRIL/MAY 1994
This Regiment will be holding several events during 1994 to mark
its 25th Anniversary.
I am attempting to trace all past Regimental Sergeant Majors in
order to let them know the Regimental plans for the year. Below are
a list of the past RSM's who we have no contact details for:
WOl (RSM) Len Kendrick BEM 1969-7 1
WOl (RSM) John Taylor
1971-73
WOl (RSM) Ian Rothwell
1976-79
WOl (RSM) 'Paddy' Lavery
1982-85
Should any reader know the whereabout or have a contact address
for any of the above please contact: WOl (RSM) S. R. Buxton , 71 Sig
Regt (V). Phoenix House, Watling Street, Bexleyheath, Kent DA6
7QQ or telephone 0322 529225 Ext 5132.

•

FAREWELL REGIMENTAL WEEKEND
To mark the cessation of our operations in Germany after 40 years
of continuous service, a Regimental weekend at Mercury Barracks in
Birgelen will provisionally be held from 1-3 July 1994. The dates will
be confirmed . The programme will include displays by the Corps
Band, White/ Blue Helmets, official receptions, a Stadt parade and
presentation ending with a Drumhead Service.
All former members of the Regiment are most welcome and anyone
interested in joining the celebrations should contact Capt Strangways
on Birgelen Mil ext 286/ Civil (Germany) 02432 47 286.
QUARTERMASTERS' CONVENTION 1994
The 1994 Quartermasters' Convention for past, present, regular
and volunteer Quartermasters will be held in 8 Sig Regt's Officers'
Mess, Catterick on 15 April 1994 followed by the dinner in the
evening.
As this is the last Convention to be held in Catterick, it is hoped that
as many Quartermasters as possible will make every effort to attend.
All Quartermasters should have received details by post: anyone
wishing further information , please contact Maj A. M. Boyle,
Catterick Mil: 2525 or 0748 872525.

ATTENTION ALL
YEOMAN OF SIGNALS GRADUATES
The Royal School of Signals has recently negotiated with the
Business and Technology Education Council (BTEC) for a
in
Engineering
Continuing
Education
Certificate
(Communications) to be awarded under the Accreditation of
Prior Learning (APL) scheme. All successful graduates of a
Yeoman of Signals course up to and including Yeoman of
Signals Course No 41 are eligible to apply for this award. The
cost of the award is current ly £53. If you wish to receive further
information on the procedure for regi tration, the following
details should be forwarded to Traffic and Security Group, The
Royal School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI 1 8RH :
Number, Rank, Name and Initials.
Current Unit with full postal address.
Yeoman of Signals Course Number.
On receipt of the above information, an APL pack will be
despatched from Traffic and Security Group CO!ltaining precise
details on how to obtain the award .

HA VE YOU ERV ED WITH THE ROYAL MARIN ?
Capt R. G. Mather currently S03 Comms at the newly formed
Headquarters Royal Marines in Portsmouth is attempting to compile
a list of all officers who have filled thi post over the years since 1948.
Those who filled the post from 1948-1968 have been traced. Any
reader who has filled the post or has knowledge of those who have,
is asked to contact Capt Mather, ideally letting him know the name
of predecessors or successors. His address is: Headquarter ,
Royal Marines, HMS Nelson (Gunwharf) Portsmouth, Hampshire
POI 3HH.
FOR SALE
Corps Colours Ties-Silk. A supply of Corps Colours Ties in Silk are
now available at a cost of £14.50 (incl p&p) from the Secretary, Royal
Signals Games Club.
Those who are qualified for Corp Colours and who wish to
purchase one should forward a cheque for £14.50, payable to 'The
Royal Signals Games Club', to The Secretary, Royal Signals Games
Club, HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde, Daysbrook Barracks, West Derby,
Liverpool Ll2 4YH.
THE VICTORIAN SOLDIER: NEW GALLERY AT THE
NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM
A new Permanent Gallery on the British Army from 1816 to 1914
opened at the Museum on Friday 26 November 1993 . The displays
continue the story of the British soldier told in the Road to Waterloo
Gallery and bring the story up to the outbreak of the First World War.
The exhibits are drawn from perhaps the strongest part of the
Museum's collections and include extensive displays of uniforms,
decorations, equipment and memorabilia. Many items on display have
never been exhibited before.
An audio-visual display explores the lives of three Victorian
soldiers. One was wounded in the Charge of the Light Brigade; one
was killed by the Zulus at Isandhlwana; the last won a Victoria Cross
in the Boer War. Through their individual stories the visitor will be
able to gain some insight into the soldier's life during one of the
British Army's most fascinating periods.

INTEGRATED DIGITAL NETWORKS
A new book by Capt L. S. Lawton BSc
Foreword by Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook
ISBN 1-85058-181-9. Retail: £24.95.
Published by Sigma Press,
I South Oak Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 6AR.
Tel: 0625 531035
Individual copies may be purchased from good bookshops or
direct from the publishers by cheque or credit card at a cost of
£25.95 (inc £1.00 p&p).
The 385 pages and 225 diagrams cover:
Modern telephone and facsimile systems
PCM and TDM systems
Digital switching including Public and Private DXs
IDN and ISDN technology, inc test facilities
Common Channel Signalling CCITT #7 and DPNSS
High Capacity Digital Systems
Long Haul Optical Fibre Transmission
The ideal guide to today's telecommunications technology

"SURVIVAL WAS FOR ME"
.

by

DUNCAN WILSON
ISB

1 872350 20 8

A true account of life in Japanese Prisoner of War
Camps in Singapore, Siam, Malaya and Changi Jail,
1942-1945. The fight against Cholera, Beriberi,
Pellagra and starvation.
IF TODAY WAS TOO MUCH TO BEAR
YOU HAD 0 TOMORROW
Price £6.45 at Bookshops or plus 80p post (credit cards
accepted) from SWFME BOOKS (Duncan Wilson),
Gatehouse of Fleet, Scotland DG7 2JD. Tel: 0557 814241.

Denbury Newton Abbot Junior Leaders' Reunion-see page 440.
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THE ARMED FORCES ~
ART SOCIETY
h ~

61st ANNUAL EXHIBITION

~}

at the National Army Museum,
Royal Hospital Road, SW3
Private View at 6pm on
Thur day, 9th December 1993
Public Opening, Daily 10-16 December,
l lam-5pm (Sunday 12 December, 2-5pm)
Tho e wanting to submit work for this exhibition
or who would like further details of the event
hould contact:
Lieutenant Colonel C. D. A. Blessington,
Secretary, The Armed Forces Art Society
The Oast House, Hankham,
ear Pevensey, BN24 SAP
Tel: 0323 461739
STOP PRESS: \

c arc aaively encouraging many more SERVI 'G men and
wome-n to submit their work. We know Lhcrc is a wealth of taJcm to be rnppcd and
that this c.'<hibition is a golden opponunit)' for those wanting to have their work
displayed in a prcs1igious London gallery.

ANNUAL LONDON EXHIBITION OF THE ARMED FORCES
ART SOCIETY
The Armed Forces Art Society has been holding iLS annual
exhibitions in the Lady Bueler galleries at the National Army Museum,
Chelsea for a number of years. This year the Society will hold its 61st
Annual Exhibition in the period 10-16 December 1993. Handing in
day will be Friday 3 December and Private View on Thursday 9
December. The gallery will be open daily from 1100 hrs to 1700 hrs
and 1400 hrs to 1700 hrs on Sunday 12 December.
The Society was formed in 1925 as the Anny Officers' Art Society,
by two retired army officers living in Chelsea. From the outset it was
no1 exclusively Army! There is evidence that even Royal Navy and
Royal Air Force officers were allowed to exhibit-but only by
invitation!
It was resurrected after a period in suspended animation during the
Second World War and in 1964 changed iLS name to the present title,
the Armed Forces Art Society. All ranks and their spouses, serving
and retired, of all services, became eligible to exhibit at the annual
show and to be elected to membership. The connection with Chelsea
remains to the present day.
The annual exhibition is unique in that it includes the work of a very
wide range of professional as well as amateur artists; all of whom have
at one time or another served in the armed forces . Unexpectedly,
military subjects do not predominate. One might expect walls
festooned with pictures of tanks and ships and planes; instead there
is always a refreshingly varied choice of subject executed in a wide
range of paint mediums, sculpture, carvings, glass and ceramics.
With a career interest in a service life it is inevitable that some artists
will choose military subjects. For instance the 1991 exhibition featured
the work of a number of artisLS who were actively involved in
Operation Desert Storm .
The overall standard is always impressive but it is the mix of talent
and the wide variety of styles that makes this exhibition so del ightful
and full of surprises. It has been sad to note the decline in submission
of work by serving artists who are missing a fine opportunity fo show
their work in London to the hundreds of people who visit the
exhibition. The Society is very keen therefore to encourage those who
are serving and who paint or draw, sculpt or engrave to come forward.
Spouses of relunctant serving talent, who may be hiding their light,
are urged to encourage their partners to present their work this year.
Of course wives of serving personnel and retired servicemen and
women are equally welcome.
Those who would like to submit their work for selection should ask
the Secretary of the AFAS to forward general instructions to them.
These are generally posted out in July/August with submission forms.
For further information please contact: Lt Col C. D. A .
Bies ington, Secretary Armed Forces Art Society, The Oast House,
Peelings Manor, Hank ham, Near Pevensey, East Sussex, BN24 SAP .
Tel/Fax: 0323 461730.
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QUEEN VICTORIA SCHOOL, DUNBLANE,
FOR THE SONS OF SCOTTISH SAILORS, SOLDIERS
AND AIRMEN
Queen Victoria School is Scotland's National Memorial to Queen
Victoria and to tho e who gave their lives in the South African War.
Opened in 1908 by King Edward VII, and built by public subscription
from throughout Scotland , the School was handed over t~ the now
Ministry of Defence to maintain in perpetuity. As a Boarding School
for the sons of Scottish Servicemen and Women, it continues as a
living Memorial.
. .
.
Originally run on military lines, today 1t 1s a modern B?ardmg
Sch ol with civilian staff, yet it jealously guards the b.est of its past
ceremonial traditions - the Queen's Colours, the Pipe Band and
Highland Dancers, i.ts re~ ~unics and Hunting ~tewart kil~s.
Equally, it fulfils its ongmal purpose: to provide education for the
sons of those Scots who have been, or are members of the Regular
Forces of the Crown in keeping with that prescribed by the Scottish
Office Education Department. It provides continuity of education for
children for whoin Service life can often mean changing schools.
Similarly, the School supplies stability and support to many boys
whose parents have separated, or, even more sa~l y, where the father
has laid down his life in action or the course of his duty or the mother
has died, for the School wishes to care as it educates.
There are 270 boys aged 10 to 18 years selected by need rather than
ability. Yet academic success is well above the Nation~! average; over
400Jo of boys join the Regular Forces at all levels while many others
go on to higher education.
In the Primary Department all 80 pupils are required to learn to
pipe, drum or dance as part of their nor'!1al school ~meta?le; thus ~he
foundations are laid for standards achieved later m their schooling
when these activities become voluntary and all practice takes place in
their own time. The Pipes and Drums are probably best known for
their appearance at Murrayfield, the home of the Scott.ish Ru_gby
Union. They have played at every Home Rugby International smce
before the Murrayfield Stadium was opened in 1925.
Currently there are 16 sons of Scottish servicemen servi ng in the
Corps attending the school. All enquiries and correspondence should
be addressed to: The Commandant, Queen Victoria School,
Dunblane, Perthshire, FK 15 OJY.

LETTERS
From JMWB
Dear Sir
Large Co rps or Small World?
I recently part exchanged my two year old car for a new one. There
was a complication over the re-registration and the DVLC wrote to me
demanding to know who purchased my old one.
My garage gave me the name and address of the new owner, a la~ y
who apparently lived in Cleveland, a long way from my home m
Canterbury, but I thought I recognised the address. On looking it up ,
the lady in question is a serving officer, the daughter of a former
Colonel Commandant in the Corps, who without my knowing , is now
stationed in Canterbu ry and had bought it without knowing its
previous owner.
Who is she? First correct answer - Rank , Initials, Name & Corps
- (other than from RHQ or her family!) on a post card to the address
below will receive a small prize.
Yours sincerely
JMWB
Antrum Lodge, Stodmarsh Road,
Canterbury, CT3 4AH.
From: Maj R. A. Hamilton
Dear Sir,
General Training Wing, AA CoJJege, Harrogate, - Wing Plaq ue
I had the honour to command the Wing, albeit briefly, in 1992/ 93.
Previous to that time there had been a Wing Plaque, available through
the PRI Shop . Sadly, when I relinquished command the supply of
these plaques bad dried-up, and l was unable to obtain one.
Could I ask if any ex-Apprentice, of recent years, who has one of
these plaques, and who might wish to sell it to me, please contact me
at the address below. I would be most grateful for the chance to add
such a memento to my collection.

Sqn Comd HQ Sqn
AA College
Harrogate

Yours faithfully,
R. A. Hamilton
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from: Lt Col A. W. de V. Hunt (Corps Resettlement Officer)
·
k
k'
Dear Sir,
I have had many approaches from O.fficers ~nd Semor r~n s as !ng
me to support their network marketing projects (especially .selling
water purifiers). I should like to publish my reasons for not d~mg so .
1 feel that this son of venture falls into the category of 'ducking ~nd
diving'. There is the danger of ex members of the C~rps coming
unstuck . I believe that the Corps should stay clea~ of any. involvement
or endorsement of such schemes as it gives the 1mpress1on that they
have official backing.
. .
It is really a case of who is fleecing whom. The theory 1s simple. ~ol
only does anyone recruited into such a venture make money by selling
the goods, they also encourage other people to join the scheme. Th~y
then get a commission on what th.ey sell. They ~so encourage their
friends to join the scheme and so 1t goes on. This used to. be kno:-vn
as pyramid selling which is illegal. However all the Fair Trading
Legislation of 1973 and the Pyramid Selling Act of 1989 did was make
the industry fi nd loopholes. Do not forget that anyone emb~rked on
the scheme needs stock to sell. This has to be bought before 1t can be
sold and if you can't sell it, tough luck.
There is a sick joke which goes like this: 'Why are there so many
cars parked in the street?' Answer: ' Because the garages are full of
water filters.' Do not forget that the later entrants at the bottom of
the pyramid find it more difficult to recruit people and the nu!'f1ber of
ordinary people who may be willing to buy the goods does not increase
as the number of sellers increases.
.
I do not subscribe to the theory that the ':"'orld 1s a .r~l race a~d
everyone over 21 should be left to make the.ir own dec1S1ons._ I still
hold to the old fashioned ideal of 'Comra.desh1J?' and thos~ leaving the
Corps are entitled to rely on the same mtegnty and gu1dan~e from
Officers and Senior Ranks who have left the Corps as they did when
they were in it. This also applies to other areas such ~.the ' World ~f
Financial Advice' and the selling of 'Resettlement Tramm~ Packages .
Certainly I do not feel that such marginal money making schemes
as pyramid selling should be sponsored. by the c;orps. As the
Department of Trade and Industry has pointed out: A few people
who get it right at the start might make extra money, but don ' t let
yourself be carried away by their success stories.'
Yours faithfully,
A. W. de V. Hunt

SITUATION VACANT

DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY

SENIO R CUSTODIAN/
BUILDING SUPERVISOR
Keyholder and residential custodian ~equire·d· to
supervise maintenance of buildings and air cond1uoning plant and assist with moving painting~/furm~~re.
Evening duties and some weekend cover in add1tt0n
to 9 am-5 pm hours Monda y-Friday.

Accommodation provided.
Salary £11,032 p.a. reviewed annually.
Premium rates paid for evening overtime.
Post would suit responsible, practical individual with
sound background in building maintenance/engineering. Ability to work on your own initiative is important as is physical fitness and smart appearance.

If you are leaving the Services send S.A.E. for further
details. Applications in writing only and marked:

GCHQ requires experienced
RADIO OFFICERS. If you are
looking for a career which
will build on the training you
have received, contact GCHQ.
We require skilled and
motivated staff , with a high
sense of purpose, to study our
communications across the
whole spectrum , from DC to
light. To qualify you require a
minimum of 2 years recent
and relevant radio operating
experience. We would prefer
you to be capable of readi ng
morse at 20 wpm, but if not,
full training will be given at
our Training School.

• Competitive salaries
reviewed annually

1111111111
•
1

Generous leave allowance
• Non-contributory Pension
Scheme
Trai ning period: Between 29
and 52 weeks (depending on
background and experience) .
Salary during training (£9757).
On compl etion of training,
sal ary is th en performance
related but will start at inclusive
rate of £17 ,958. Given normal
progression, standard pay will
be reached in 5 years. Currently
stand ard pay is:- £22 ,378 (all
pay to be reviewed October
1993).
For fu rther information and
application form contact:
The Recruitment Office,
Box 138, Room A/1108 , GCHO,
Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 5AJ,
or Telephone: 0242 232912/3,
Fax: 0242 260108.

Personnel, Dulwich Picture Gallery,
College Road SE21 7AD.
Includ e C.V. and two professional referees.
Closing date 4 January 1994.
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l{EPOR'I' FROM ULS'J ER

xl

CO
Lt Col C. L. Le Gallais
2JC
Maj G. J. Cary
Adj t Capt P. J. Watt, Asst Adjt/ AO Lt K. L. Gillies AGC ( P ),
RSM WOl (RSM) R. C. Cory, Ch Clk W02 (SQMS) R. T. Warne
AGC (S PS).
COMMS OPS
Ops Offr
Maj C. B. Keegan
Asst Ops Offr WOl (YofS) G. L. Benson, S02 Comms (Sys) Maj .
K. Mac Rostie, S03 Comms (Sys) Capt C. Ford , CPDLO (NI) S gt
(FofS) S. Stevens, Day Shift Comd Sgt D. T hornton .
A Shi ft: Sgt Pete Hatton , Cpl Graham Keith and LCpl 'Jono'
Johnson.
B Shi ft: Cpls 'Paddy' Hoy and Frank Baker.
C Shift: Sgt Stan Kelly, Cpl Brett Cowley and LCpl Jackie Gorman.

.::.J:.•

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
A

Fron t row fl to RJ: Maj Mac Rostie, Maj Keeg an, W01 (YofS)

Benson, Cpt Ford
Absent on leave : Cpl Keith
THE SHOP FLOOR
At present we seem to be moving our furniture, our equipment and
doing any other job that may be required as this keeps YofS Benson
happy. He says it's what is known as being personality driven!
Ops have recently had a management termin al fitted . It is caking up
a lot of time especially fo r Sgt Danny T hornton (our thank go to Cpl
Colin Cunningham who came aero s from CDC to give us all an idea
of what can be done).

,,,,,..
-

.

The re are wo options open to you
Firstly. you can JOln one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units bdsed in th e TAVRA region 1n which
you have decided to settle An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments
Secondly 1f you are leaving a Corps, you could
re ain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit. In either,
you can maintain and extend the special ski lls that you
have learned

Gorman , Cpl Baker
Centre row fl to R) : LCpl Aitchinson, Sgt Thornton , Sgt Kelly , Sgt

Hatton, Cpl Hoy

s you're well aware, serving in he Forces 1sn' 1ust a
1ob I ·s a way of life. So, 1s no surprise, that after
leaving. many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish ou of water.
But there's no need for you to feel th is way It's
perfec ly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
he bargain
How 7 Simply by becoming a member o the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a thi rd of our Army
and represen a s1gnif1ca nt J)art of our comm1 ment

o NATO

The Comms Ops Team
Back row fl to RJ: LCpl Johnson, Cpls Cowley, Eldergill , LCpl

I ~ return you will receJve payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regula r Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free oonus.

If you would like more information about how you
can stay in the swim of things. write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your wrrent age and address, your intended county
of residence, and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

-

HQNI and
15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801
Congratulations to Maj Paul Connors and Elizabeth on the birth of
their son Nicholas.
Best wishes to Sig 'Ginge' Anderson who tied the knot with Pte
Carol Wood in October and to Sig Vinoey Biggar who tied the knot
with Melissa in July.
At the beginning of September members of the Troop along with
Romeo Tp attended a PPW course run by Training Wing. It took
place in 'The Hollow' at Ballykinler.
Congratulations to Sig Scott Barrie who participated at Sisley with
the Regimental Shooting Team and just fail ed to reach the Army top
100 shots. A superb effort, well done.
OFFICERS V SENIORS CRICKET
During one of those long hot summer days that are so much a
feature of Efe in Lisburn an annual Officers' Mess v Sergeants' Mess
cricket match took place at the Thiepval Oval. Despite both teams
having last minu te no shows the Officers' team was asked to bat first
and scored a steady but credible 132 for 8 in their allotted overs. This
score was a team effort wi th notable contributions coming from Capts
G~coigne, Rix and Fairclough. Mention must also be made of the
tight bowling of the RSM who e contribution to the match is noted .
In response the Sergeants' Mess scored 110 all out, with SSgts
Whatton and Wheater causing some heartache for the Officers.
T he afternoon session turned out to be a repeat of the morning,
ending in a convincing victory for the Officers' team . A social
drowning of sorrows and tales of the six that never was, was held on
the bou ndary following the game. A good day's sport, unfortunately,
none of those present is free to tour the West Indies during the winter .
MERCURY CUP MARCH AND SHOOT COMP ETITIO N
T his year the Mercury Cup March and Shoot Competition was held
on 23 September 1993 at Ballykinler Training Centre. SSgt Arundel,
Cpl Lewis (RLC) and LCpl Stott (RLC) were responsible for the
overall organisation and co-ordination of the event. Each of the six
participating Squadrons were tasked with organising one of the events
which were the rifle and pistol APWT (NI), a Remington pump action
shotgun shoot, a LSW shoot , a mystery shoot (archery!) and, of
course, the main event, the march and shoot competition.
The teams and taff assembled at Ballykinler the night before. A
tremendous effort by all participants which resulted in only six points
separating the first and last teams. Lt Col Le Gallais presented
trophies to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn for winning overall and to 233
Sig Sqn for winning the March and Shoot.
Jn all a hard worked but enjoyable day was had by all . Many thanks
go to all participants and organising staff for the time and effort put
in.

"CO

GOODBYES
Fond farewells to the following who will be missed by us all: Lt Kev
Doyle on posting to 8 Sig Regt, Sgt George H ume off on the YofS's
course at Blandford, Cpl Geoff Buxton to Civ Div, and to LCpl 'Gaz'
Wilsea to 3 Div .
MT TROOP
MTO
Maj P. T. Connors
Tp SSgt SSgt Steven Beattie, Tp Sgt Sgt Vic mith, Details Cpl Mick
Harman .
ARRIV ALS/ DEP ARTU RES
We have said farewell to Cpl ' Mac' McMillan and family to 9 Sig
Regt and sunny Cyprus, Cpl Bob Hepplestone and family and Cpl
' Rev' Revill to UK on redundancy. We wish them all the best in the
future .
Welcome to Cpl Craig Roger and family from BAOR, LCpl Mick
Yendell, Sigs 'Gaz' Molton and Danny Rud man. We wish them all a
a successful to ur in the Province.
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Maj tewart barman
Capt Mike Burke
apt Paul Bo her, Op Offr Capt John Carr BEM .
D\ E iT ' RE TRAINING
The weather roreca t wa gale and rain, not a good omen but, by
the ume we arn~ed at the harbour to meet our kipper, the uo wa
hining and the wind not too trong.
The day was pent learning our 'heads' from our ' rowlock ' and
other nauti al term , and after a hard day of tacking and gybei ng the
ight of land with the promise of a pint of Irish nectar from the
·ipper oon had the ere\\ hoisting the mainsail for port. The 'crew'
on i ted of Cpl Lee Brook, 'Gaz' Campbell, Andy Clarke,
gt
'Tigger' Howarth with Cpl Pete Helm at the helm .

233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj A. W. James
Sqn Comd
SSM W0 2 (SSM) W. Gray, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) B. Smallman, Sqn
Clk Pte J. Ware AGC (SPS).
Thi month the Squadron welcomes the new SSM , W02 Willie
Gmy, and his wi fe Susan. They are no strangers to Lisburn having
spent the la t two years at 39 In f Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
The Squadron has won the CO's Cup Volleyball. Any uggesti on
that we only win events we have organised will be defended .
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Alan Stringer
Ops WO W02 (YofS) P. J. Day, Tp (FofS) SSgt (FofS) B. Pullan .
Romeo Tp is poised to take over some of NISS and move to a larger
building.
The Troop was victorious in the Inter Troop Basketball
Competition thanks to the efforts of LCpl Tibbets, captain of the
team by virture of his height. More important was the Troop bowling
team, the Big Mammary Lovers, winning the Lisburn Station League.
Congratulations to Cpl ' Mouse' Level on his promotion , rumour
has it he is now considering joining the Army.
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chris Wood
2IC W02 (ADP) Chris Mountain, SSgt SSgt Dave Inman, FofS SSgt
(FofS) Ian Matthews.
ARRIVALS/ DEPARTURES/ PROMOTIONS
We welcome Sgt Andy Osborne (ADP), Louise and baby Sophie
from Tidworth, and also Cpl Al Gibb from AFCENT, his wife
Catherine will be joining him early in the new year. Sadly, we bid
farewell to Cpl Dave Cox posted on promotion to Sgt to AAC
Harrogate, and Sig ' Daz' Almey posted to Belize as a LCpl ·
congratulations. We also congratulate newly promoted to SSgt, Pet~
Garman, who has now moved all of 100 metres to the SSG .
Congratulations also to Sigs Chris Joyce and Ian Rutland for being
selected for promotion to LCpl.

The Sailing Crew
WA TERSPORTS AT BALL YKINLER
. Members of 225 Sig Sqn participated in some adventurous training
ID Dundrum Bay, Ballykinler. On hand were SSgt 'Tigger' Howarth
to act as the windsurfing instructor and Sgt Melanie Crowther the
canoeing instructor. Other activities included beach games and raft
building of which members of Delta Tp won with their version of
Seacat.
WOODS MEMORIAL RUGBY MATCH
. Saturday 18 September saw another meeting of a select fifteen aside Rugby team against a civilian team, for the Woods Memorial
Cup.
In a game played in good spiri t, a strong wind and slight rain the
select fifteen more than held their own. However they never took
advantage of the weather conditions and a slick move from the
backs broke the deadlock just before half time.
The ~ides changed round with the opposition holding only a slim
five P.OIDts lead, but chang~ in the select fifteen's pack, notably Sgt
Dougie Durrant for Capt Mike Burke and Cpl Martin Wright for an
injured Maj Stewart Sharman, seemed to unsettle them.
Lisburn, now. wit~ the advantage of the wind, imposed their
supremacy, runnlDg ID four tries before the final whistle.
. The ~elect fifteen ma~aged to score a consolation try before full
ume, with a good handlmg move from the backs putting winger SSgt
John Rose over in the comer.
The match was keenly watched by the father of Cpl Woods and a
g?od_ enthusias~ic crowd. Later Mr Woods presented the trophy to the
w1Dmng Captam and following speeches byU Col u GaUais and
both team skippers, everyone settled down to a fine sociable occasion.

SUMMER 1993
Did we have one? Somebody forgot to mention it to us. However,
so~e of the boys managed a break with Sig ' Woz' Smith going to
Ibiza. Recently promoted W02 Chris Mountain has become a jack of
all trades since being accused of being a Yeoman and a Quartermaster.
He wishes it known that he is, in fact, an ADP Specialist, please!
CO's CUP SWIMMING
The CO's Cup Swimming Competition was held in the Lisburn
Station Leisure Centre on a wet Thursday afternoon in September.
The event was well organised and supported by all Squadrons from
the Regiment and a team from HQNI.
There were some excellent performances by Cpl Steve Turner
winning the 50m Freestyle, Sgt Danny 'the fish' Thornton winning the
5~m Butterfly, W02 Chris Mountain winning the IOOm Freestyle (at
his age!), SSgt Chris 'Flipper' Lamb winning the 50m Backstroke and
Cpl Steve Pettifer winning the IOOm Breastroke.
!he .day, how_ever, belonged to 225 Sig Sqn led by their nonsw1mmmg ~aptalD W02 Norman 'I used to swim' Yarwood winning
the compeuuon by the narrowest of margins. Congratulations to 225
and well done to everybody who took part.
CO's CUP GOLF COMPETITION
The competition took place at a local Golf Club on Thursday 19
August 1993. lt was organised by the Regimental Golf Officer Capt
Phil Leach and took the form of five-man teams from each of the four
Squadrons. It was played under the Stableford format with the best
four scores to count, the fifth score being used in the event of a tie.
The weather was unusually ideal and the course was in immaculate
condition for what proved to be an extremely competitive round. The
results are as follows: 225 Sig 3qn 125 points: HQNI 116: 233 Sig Sqn
111: HQ Sqn 106.

IF YOU RESPOND TO ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW IT IN'
YOUR CORPS MAGAZINE
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3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 809

Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Grogan
21C
Capt Richard Lapslie
AO Maj Eddy Wright R. IRI SH , RSM WOI (RSM) Stan Wise, YofS
WO (YofS) Steve Brant, Fo fS W02 (J<'ofS) Bob Hamilton , RAOWO
SSgt 'Hoppy' Hopkins AGC .
ARMAGH DETACHMENTS
We say a sad farewell to Pte Sam Dawson who is leaving us for 3
BAD in Germany. Congratulations go to LCpl John Wooding on his
recent marriage to Sam Gent . We wish you all the best for the future.
We welcome Maj Eddie Wright R. IRISH from Belfast and wish him
and his wife Marion a pleasant tour with the Squadron .
On the sport front, the Squadron has purchased a banana! An
inflatable one, which has proved to be very entertaining. Last
weekend was the first weekend available to give the 'banana' its sea
trials. Led by the Ch Clk, SSgt 'Hoppy' Hopkins, Squadron members
and families headed for a lake and a day on the water which included
Jet Skiing, Water Skiing and ' The Banana' . A great day out was had
by all, especially LCpl 'Geordie' Glendinning who apparently had one
go on the 'banana', fell off, went ashore and fell aslt:ep!
TM SECTION
TM Section would like to give a warm welcome to new arri vals Cpl
Steve Smith and Sig Colin Downey, and we also bid a fond farewell
to Cpl ' Moss Beast' Moss, Cpl Jase Smithurst and LCpl ' Mr' Paul
Grocott, good luck on the other side Paul.
Congratulations go out to Sgt McBride and Wendy on the birth of
a baby girl and also to LCpl Wilson and Tracy on the birth of their
little girl.
The past month has actually seen members of the Troop wearing
green, with the introduction of Monday morning fancy dress. Another
innovation has been stunt driving by LCpl Wilson and co pilot LCpl
Ian Kingsbury proving that vans really do run better on wheels than
roofs.
Congratulations go to LCpl Peter Hall who has this month been
introduced to FRT. Manpower on the tech side is low at the moment
with Cpl Mark 'le mar' Haworth away for a month on his EPC and
soon to leave for his detties. While Sig Beazley has spent the month
reminiscing about the past.
MT TROOP
By Sgt Craig Blake
Following my arrival four weeks ago, l have taken over the MT and
Admin Sgt's job from Sgt Russ Brookes who is leaving on
redundancy; we wish him well in the future.
The MT has recently become a joint MT with 8 R Irish . However,
it will work our way one day, no doubt.
During school holidays we assist in keeping the children occupied
with sports and games . Cpl Brian Innes helps run the potted sports
along with other members of the Brigade, while Mrs Gail Innes is the
Hive co-ordinator which keeps her busy .
Troop members relax at the Whynge Inn in the evenings which is
the Squadron bar. For sports we play footbali and participate in water
sports. We take the jet ski and few wet suits and go out for the day
with a barbecue as often as we can.
Sgt Dave Dempsey runs the REME work shop with his band of
three men.
In the last two months we have said goodbye to LCpl Wood and
Dvr Jason Spencer to Germany.
Hello to Cpl Turton, LCpl West and Pte Gorton who are our recent
arrivals.
QM's DEPARTMENT
Firstly, we all welcome Sgt Eddy Gajny on board, and say farewell
to Cpl Mark Willis after three years here.
The move from our spacious surroundings into a guardroom and
portakabin was awesome, a comedy of events which even involved the
mortar attack alarm. The RSM of 8 R Irish acquired one or two grey
hairs during that incident.
The Department would like to thank everyone for their magnif.ic~nt
assistance during the move, I never knew there were so many h1d1Dg
places on this camp. However, all is not gloom and doom, some of
us went off to Mont Blanc for a walk up the mountains for two weeks
in September. A special mention for RQMS, W02 Angus Reid ,
without whose guidance the move would not have gone so smoothly.
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COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Gibson
Tp Sgt
Sgt G. Robinson
Despite the upheaval, work has gone on as vigorously and
industriously as ever, with several comms trials, Cougar briefs to new
battalions coming into the Province and the normal busy routine.
We have said goodbye to several members, Cpl Phil Hopwell who
goes to civvy street on redundancy, best of luck to you and your
family, LCpl T heresa James posted to 633 Sig Tp, look out over there!
and Sig 'Daz' Mark who is also posted to 633 Sig Tp .
Posted in, LCpl Sy Bradley and Cpl Andy Corder and his wife Sam .
Several congratulations are in order : Cpl Bill Haley for successfully
completing his Al , LCpl Sy Bradley for coming top student on his
RSDCC, and to Sig Gav McCann on his recent marriage to Claire and
for being selected on the Sig to LCpl board . And finally to Sgt Sally
Oldridge for succe sfully completing her RSSC; well done to you all.
Moving on to some of the other events that have taken place: Sgt
Sally Oldridge and LCpl Tina Whalen have become the Troop
marathon reps having taken part in the Berlin Marathon. Several
members of the Troop have confirmed their insanity by completing a
sponsored parachute jump organised by Sig 'Butch' (who isn't?)
Tweddell . They hope to collect £150 when all the pledged money
comes in, well done to you . The gallant Squadron March and Shoot
team, led by Lt Gibson, went to battle in the Mercury Cup at
Ballykinler and came fifth.
EXERCISE BLANC FINN
Eight members of the Squadron travelled to Chamonix, France
under the watchful eye of Lt Rob Gibson and Sgt Taff Bryant to walk
the classic Tour of Mont Blanc. Dogged by mechanical problems,
such as brake failure, a broken gear stick and a seized clutch, not to
mention poor weather, they managed to complete nearly all of the
famous route and return safely.
Congratulations go to Rfn 'Fraggie' (did you know it takes 11 years
for a piece of ice to move down a glacier?) Frackleton on realising his
mistake and Cpl Tyan (I'm not stupid) Halsall on passing his
examination in colloquial Dutch, watch that throat.
Sgt Fitzmaurice is to be commended for his daring disp~ays of
driving unaided by sight and Fus Steve Flett for demonstratmg the
infantry man's ability to sleep in any position at any time. All joking
aside the team worked hard conquering some of the highest trekking
routes in the area and were duly rewarded, when the skies cleared,
with some of the finest scenery in the Alps.

In France with Mont Blanc in the background
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

Sqn Comd
Maj P.A. Pratley MBE
21 / Ops Offr:
Capt M. W. G. Adams
0 Maj J. L. Godfrey LD, Comms Offr Lt C.R. Sutherland, RSM
WOl (RSM) D. A. Wright, FofS W02 (FofS) P. Richardson BEM,
YofS W02 (YofS) . Bain, RQMS W02 (RQMS) M. Toner, MTWO
W02 D. . Appleby RLC, Ch Clk SSgt P. Kerr AGC, TM Tp Cornd
gt N. Preston, Comm Tp Comd SSgt D. W. Craig.
The Squadron extends warmest congratulations to Cpl Craig
Wrath, now in Cypru , on his Mention in Despatches, and to Capt
Ali lair Gordon and the now WOl (YofS) Tom HaJJ on their GOC's
Commendation . We were delighted to be able to congratulate Cpl
Tom Lloyd, our Pioneer Section Commander, in person, on his most
richly deserved GOC's Commendation. Over the last year, the
Squadron has been honoured by six Mentions in Despatches and four
GOC's Commendations with a rank range of Signaller to Major.
SHQ TROOP
Captain's Log, Stardate in the wrong millenium. The story so far :
Cpl NormaJ Wright has boldly gone where no man in his right mind
would ever go and attended ome Star Trek convention or other. Back
in the real world, LCpl 'Gaz' Coupe and Pte 'Chappy' Chapman find
themselves preparing for an equally bizarre ritual-the annual doc ' s
inspection . This enabled them to monitor the Squadron rebuild, and
to wonder how cement bore the markings 'Lew LD' .
To this shiny new vista we welcome Sgt Dave Simons, all the way
from Crprus (hard luck) and bid farewell to Sgt Warren Ginn whose
promouon (congratulations) entails a tour with the Welsh Guards
where he joins Cpl Andy Lane in eating daffodils. Furthe;
congratulations to LCpl 'Gaz' Coupe and Amy on their marriage.
TM TROOP
Th~ devoted connoisseurs of RUC cuisine, Cpl 'Sumo' Simpson
and Stg l_'at Bar~er have almost completed their dietary survey. Quite
why the mstallauon of more Ops Room radios entails so much work
in the canteen is a mystery; one which SSgt Nick Preston has valiantly
agreed to solve.
Bet~een ~askings and culinary delights the Troop managed last
place m the mter-Troop Sports Competition . Special mention for Sgt
'Brad' Bradley, alias the man from Atlantis who single handedly
'
held the ringers in SHQ's water polo team at bay:
What. used to be the PSA emerged with a new name, but their
propensity to employ the older members of the community on heavy
lifting work is undiminished. Cpl Gerry Dear and LCpl Steve Reeves
are becoming adept at shifting tonnes of concrete across various
picturesque sites but need Sgt Stu Ryder to tell them how wonderful
the view is.
Congratulatio!1s to Cpl B.ob Barker on his 40th Birthday. The party
was such a surpn.se, w~at with Cpl 'Taff Jones having contrived tasks
f~om five battalions m as many hours, that Bob was stunned into
silence for half an hour.
. Farewell to Cpl 'Bones' Balkham, off to Belize, and Sig Tony
Fll~hes as he leaves the Army. Meanwhile we welcome LCpl Bob
Reid.

COMMS TROOP
A mi!1~r comeback on the last leg of the inter-Troop Sports
Competition saw the power of Sgts Paul Brown and Jim Harvey, Cpls
J~z Hornsby, Bob Garlick and Anita Smith,oeing dragged along by
S1gs Doreen Powley and John 'Magnus' Massey. Good effort until the
final furlong .
~ gt D~ugie Craig .now realises that the way to pack 'em in for
bnefings 1s to throw m a CSE show. Cpls 'Dicky' Dyer and 'Gaz'
Lon~son are clearly quite at home with 70's bands; at least two of the
audience were shocked to hear their arrangements for a secluded leave
become common knowledge and LCpl 'Noddy' Newton should have
known better than to sit next to an alternative comedienne. Beyond
the ~onfines of the Waterside Inn, LCpls Phil Templeton and Phil
Oldfield have been getting their boots dirty in infantry teams.
We wave farewell to LCpls 'Tiggy' Tighe and 'Billy' Billcliffe as
they cross the water, and welcome Cpl Russ Jardine LCpl Pat
bailey, igs Helen Booth and Rachel Bingham.
'
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MT TROOP
Summer' s bright long days and equally long nights, and we
managed to cover 350,000 miles in an area the size of Yorkshire. Pte
' R~ders' Redfern r~ ko ns that the most welcome sight in Fermanagh
durmg the autumn 1s a good road resurfacing team.
The Safe and Skilled Drivi ng Team of Sgt Pete Howson LCpls
Paul Stokes and 'Geordie' Tidyman , havi ng swept the Northern
Ireland board, put in a very creditable performance for the Army
finals. Thanks to 44 T pt Sqn RLC for the hospitality.
Sig Jason Whitehead and LCpl Robert Jackson were the guinea pigs
for the course devised by Sgt Paul Hughes and Cpl Andy Dutton to
pu_t everyone t hroug~ the mill. Several wives were fai rly handy on the
skid car too. Best w1she~ to LCpl Louise Wilding on her marriage;
farewell to Cpls Jason Kielty and Shelley Larkin-Lepp . We welcome
into the fold LCpls Andy Estall, Dave Sheppard, Paul McCiaren Sigs
Clive Spiller and Darren Humphries.
'
QM TROOP
The Inspection silly season, where every man and his dog appeared
to want to inspect something, is fin ally over, and Sgt Mick Boehm is
trying hard to get Troop life back to normal by going on leave.
The m~ny varied talents and skills of the Troop have been put to
good use m the last few weeks . Our 'escort' , Pte ' Geordie' Hindmarsh
has been posing as a roadie for the recent CSE show on tour
throughout the Province.
On the sporting front Cpl Dave Fitton and LCpl 'Griff' Griffiths
have been busy sorting out and 'training' the QM's teams for all the
events during the inter-Troop Sports Competition . The Troop
managed to come second overall , just behind SHQ, proving that not
all pen-pushers are past their sell-by dates .
The .Troop welcomes to the Province Cpl Forbes and LCpl Beale
and wish them and their families an enjoyable tour in Northern
Ireland .
RSOC 1993
The team captain, SSgt Nick Preston had been navigating the minibus and consequently managed to take an hour and a quarter to find
the team's way out ?f B i~mingham . LCpl Ian Hughes and Sig Doreen
Powley consoled him with 'It's better to make mistakes now than
during the event.'
Unfortunately the ladies team were disqualified, but they all ran on
the second day with Cpl Anita Smith successfully completing the A
course. LCpl Sharon Stone ran round with Sig Doreen Powley, mainly
because the team had a ferry to catch the next day. LCpl Nadine
Newton became Second Placed Individual on the D course in her first
ever orienteering competition, and SSgt Nick Preston came second on
the A course. Fine runs on the second day by Cpl 'Tina' Turner and
LCpl Ian 'Chick' Hughes resulted in third overall place for the
Squadron team.
EXERCISE MAGILLIGAN CHALLENGE
Magilligan Training Camp was the venue for the Squadron cadre
course, cond~cted by Sgt Strefford and Sgt Horne. Cpl Lloyd ensured
that the maximum number of personnel were available.
Their first taste of the Province, and finally set loose on the
uns~specting members of the Squadron, were fou r young officers
straight from the factory attached to us for eight weeks. 2Lts Simon
~eadowcroft and Liz Dallyn were welcomed to the Province on an
eight weeks attachment.
.Th~ culminating fallihg plate shooting competition decided the
wmrung tum of the week, amongst them Cpl 'Dicky' Dyer, LCpls Pat
Shell~y and Jud~ Maguire, and Sig Martin Bentley. A sneaky, quick
me~t~on of the yo.ung officers' scratch falling plate team with the
addition of L.t Craig Sutherland, who had the first equal time with
what they claim were unzeroed rifles.
The chance to put on battle hats again, and to forget the 'troubles'
of Ireland was much ~elcomed by the Squadron. At the very least we
all learnt what to do m the case of fire during the lecturette phase.
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
·BFPO 801

Sqn Comd
Maj Jerry Bradshaw
2IC Capt Chris Whitehead, AO Maj Graham Mills R Irish, RSM
WOl (RSM) Pete McElwee, YofS W02 (YofS) John Walesby, FofS
W0 2 (FofS) Phil C utfort h, RQMS W02 (RQMS) Chris Skelton, CC
SSgt (ORSQMS) Brian Hogg, Trg SNCO Sgt 'Ash' Ashley.
The Squadron won the Mercury Cup March and Shoot competition
held on 23 September. The team consisted of Capt Chris Whitehead,
LCpls ' J ohnno ' Johnson, Billy Share, Ellis, Sig 'Evo' Evans and Pte
And y Holmes. Despite little opportunity to train for the event, the
team spent the day taking part in various stands with an assortment
of weapons as diverse as a longbow to a folding stock shotgun.
Starting slowly with the archery (the same 'mystery event' as last
year), the team went on to win the pistol shooting and LSW shoot,
and coming second in the clay pigeon shoot. At the prize giving, it
appeared strange that we were in second place; on studying the
scoreboard the mistake was spotted and we deservedly took the
trophy.
Than ks go to Trg Wing 15 Sig Regt who organised a great day out,
to the team, and to Sgt Ashley who prepared the team and ran the
LSW shoot which we won.
We said our goodbyes to Capt Alasdair Rogers, the 2IC, who leaves
us on promotion. We wish him well in his new job at The Royal
School of Signals.
Congratulations also go to Capt Chris Whitehead on his
promotion; he takes over as 2IC, moving up from Ops Tp Comd.
We have also said our goodbyes to WOl (RSM) Dave Thomas who
goes to London before becoming a civilian. Our best wishes and good
luck follow him to civvy street. We welcome to the Squadron his
successor WOl (RSM) McElwee.
OPS TROOP
Tp SSgt
Site Manager

SSgt John Rose
Sgt 'Shuggy' Hughes.

COUGAR SECTION
Sgt Ted Heath
IC
2IC
Cpl 'Tubbs' Turbitt.
Firstly congratulations to Cpls Paul Colborn, 'Trigger' Perry, Paul
Wilcock and Damien Dix on their recent promotions. Best wishes to
LCpl Jinny McCann on her marriage to Bob Pace.
YOs ATTACHME NT
By 2Lt Ros Artley and 2Lt John Speake
On 5 September we arrived in the Provi nce, still wet behind the ears,
having been commissioned from the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, only four weeks earlier.
After a whistlestop tour around the Squadron, meeting the
personalities , we were loaded up with INIBA vests, webbing etc and
packed o ff to Ballykinler for the week long Infantry NlRTT course .
Newly 'NIRTTed' we spent an extremely interesti ng week on the
streets of Belfast with 7 R I rish before returning to the Squadron to
learn about the communications and their problems in the Province.
We have been extremely fortunate to see so much of the operations
in the Province in the relatively short period we have spent here. Our
thanks go to Maj Bradshaw and everyone in the Squadron for making
us feel so welcome and imparting their experience to us so readily.
It has been an excellent opportunity for us to be attached to an
operational unit and we will always look back at our first weeks in the
Corps with fond memories.
VISIT OF COMD 39 INF BOE
The Bde Comd, Brig A. S. H. Irwin OBE (late Black Watch)
formally visited the Squadron on Thursday 16 September 1993 .
Although the Commander resides in the same building we rarely see
him in the Squadron as he is kept busy about the place .
After the initial brief by the Sqn Comd Maj Jerry Bradshaw and the
departing 2IC Capt Alasdair Rodgers with his successor in tow Capt
Chris Whitehead, the Commander toured various places of work to
meet the soldiers at their daily routine work .
First stop was the Indoor Range where Sgts Ray Pickering and
'Ash' Ashley were conducting 9mm Pistol Shooting. The Bde Comd
shot bu t, did not beat the scores of LCpl Julia Scott and Sig Nicky
Yoke. Well done girls.
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'So this is what the safety rail looks like'
The TM Section, led by SSgt John Rose, put on three interesting
displays that saw the rigging section under the command of Cpl
' Ginge' McNeilly demonstrating rigging and evasion techniques on the
39 Bde mast. Sgt Dave Evans displayed and explained to the Bde
Comd the workings of the new HSS, and Cpl Colborn was busy
putting a radio fit into one of the user units' cars.
Rover Group led by Sgt Robbie Hood was busy weapon training
and the Bde Comd could see at first hand the standard of weapon
handling that his team had achieved. A quick trip to the MT where
soldiers were getting to grips with latest Landrover for the Province,
'The Snatch', upon which the Comd gave an in depth brief on fuel
economy, finished off the formalities. The Comd then had lunch with
all members of the Squadron in the Horseshoe Club . All in all it was
a good visit. A thank you goes out to all those who were involved in
the planning of the visit.
TELS SECTION
BTLO
SSgt Phil Newman
2IC
Cpl Paul Cooney
IC Telemechs
Cpl Ali Watkins.
Well, it's goodbye to Sgt 'Skelitor' Dave Gill and welcome to gt
'Hank ' Newman and family, and welcome to Sig 'Gloria' lngate.
The section had just got up to strength when Sig Eddie Vareing and
LCpl Billy Share were borrowed by Heli Tele Section as operator .
Congratulations to Sig Ufton on passing his B2 exam.
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t 'Tommo' Thomp on
Cpl 'Ginge' McNeilly.
It' goodbye to LCpl • tevie' toker, off ro land of LOA in
L rbru h and welcome to LCpl Tony Artigan. Congratulations to
L pl 'Gillie' Gilchriest on hi recent promotion.

HELi TELE ECTIO
ect IC
gt Dave Evans
2IC
Cpl 'Dixie' Dix.
The Section ha been busy with the introduction of a new Air and
Ground y tern. Thank go out to all who have helped during this
hecti period. The ection ha been renamed HeJiborne Surveillance
y tern Section (H S Section).
RO\- R GRO P
We oon ay goodbye to LCpl 'Scotty' Sherritt who gae to London
to become the Royal dog walker. And newly promoted LCpl 'I'm still
the fa test man in 39' 'Gu her' Hinchliffe, who after many months of
hoping got his sunshine tour to Cyprus. And finally, LCpl 'Taff' Rees
who joins civvy street. We wish rhem all the be t.
ew arrival LCpl He lip from Germany and Sgt Rob Hood.

COMMS TRIALS
(with additional comments o n SYSCON and COMMCEN)
IC
Cpl Nick Campbell
Sig ' Joh no ' Johnson
21C
Team: Sigs 'Si' Staddon, Shaun Walsh.
Firstly congratulations to Sig •Johno' Johnson on his selection for
promotion to LCpl, although it could mean his 'early' departure from
the Province to 3 Div, and congratulations again to 'Johno' and his
wife Jo on the birth of their son Leighton.
Welcome to Cpl Alana Dempsey and Sigs 'Chalkie' White Kathy
Christie and Karen 'Fergie' Ferguson and farewell to LCpl P~te Lee
on his po ting to Heidelberg. The team would also like to thank LCpl
'Kitch' Kitching for his help on previous jobs before he went off to
Aldershot and married life.

~ News from Headquarters - ·
The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp
ARDUOUS TRAINING
On Wednesday 18 August 1993 a group of 10 energetic members of
the School set off to walk along a section of the Dorset Coastal Path.
The walk started at Osmington Mills, on a cloudless afternoon with
the temperatures in the 70s-yes, believe it or not, there was actually
one day when it didn't rain this summer. A stop was made near
Ringstead Village to down a pack-lunch, which in some cases was
supplemented by ice-cream and chips, while one intrepid member
decided to take a dip in Ringstead Bay-well up to the knees at any
rate.
Somehow, the contours shown on the map did not quite accurately
portray the gradients when encountered face to face. Abseiling gear
may even have come in handy and the point 'Burning Cliff' took on
a new meaning. After scaling the inclines and descents of the cliffs
literally, by the seat of the pants in some instances, everyone arrived
safely, albeit sunburnt, at the final destination of Lulwonh Cove.
On Wednesday 29 September, 10 members of the School were again
persuaded to participate in completing another section of the Coastal
Path-after promises of 'no hills this time', 'no snakes, rain, high
winds, etc'. The organiser lied, although admittedly no adders were
seen. Beneath overcast skies and against an onshore gale force 4 to 5,
the group started off from the village of Worth Matravers and
proceeded along the coast via St. Albans Head. A brief stop for lunch
near Winspit, this time sheltering from the winds behind a bramble
hedge. The rain obligingly held off until Anvil Point was reached and
the walk finally ended at Durlston Head.

SUPPORT TROOP
RQMS DEPT
W02 (RQMS) Chris Skelton, Sgt Ken PhiJlips, Cpl Dan Nicol LCpls
'Ben' Bennett, and 'Albert' Finney.
'
We would like to welcome the new RQMS from 216 Para Sig Sqn
and LCpl Bennett and his wife Liz, who have arrived from Laarbruch.
MT SECTION
Farewell to LCpl Tho mpson posted to Trials Team, Deepcut.
Welcome to LCpl Grewar and family, also to Pte Holt.

SWITCH TO
A NEW START
If you've spent time in the forces building up
your technical skills you certainly won't wont to
lose them when you leave. And that is why you
should join Airwork. As a successful internationa l
company specialising in the supply of technical
and professional support services to the
aerospace and defence industries worldwide, we

expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances • Free
air-conditioned accommodation • Free medical
t.- ~... --

...

,.

care • Free life ~once • GoO'd"°sporting and
recreational1-Cilities • ~njoyable social
conditions

•'Regular(jen~ ,.,.~

4

1f~ith paid
~~

all~ging

UK air passages• lnf9rest·
,,_..,..
work• The<chance .ofJtomotion.

Why not write (no stomp requireclf quoting
ref 005, with CV, to the Recru itment Manager,
Airwork Limited, FREEPOST, Christchurch, Dorset

hove a constant need for skilled personnel to join

BH23 6BR or telephone (0202) 572271 ext 2294 for

us in the following areas:

on application form. ~

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems
Technicians to work on civilian contracts in the
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Middle East, as port of a large, highly motivated

f~

Airwork
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COMMANDER'S GARDEN PARTY
On Sunday 17 September the Comd, Brig John Griffin and his wife
Marion, seized the fund raising initiative with an ingenious idea and
staged a garden party with a difference. The casual observer might
have been forgiven for thinking he had taken a step back in time, for
Foxdown House took on the ambience and atmosphere of 'the
Victorian days and the Raj'. Even the weather, which had been touch
and go all week, entered into the spirit of the occasion and produced
a beautiful Indian summers' day.
Guests were greeted at the entrance by an Indian gentleman
resplendent in the dress of a Maharajah who, on closer inspection,
looked not unlike the Commander. It was apparent that a great deal
of effort had been applied in the making of some elaborate and
striking costumes. Victorian ladies and gentlemen, Indian Bagwans
and Rajahs mixed with the Indian Army Officers, Big Game hunters
and even an Indian tiger! As the Band of the Royal Tank Regiment
played, competitors and spectators alike placed their 100 Rupee
wagers for the Rawalpindi 'Racing Elephant' stakes. This celebrated,
traditional race was run over eight furlongs and included one rather
difficult fence (attempted by only the nimblest and most athletic of
elephants). The owner of the champion elephant, Rajah, was Col Tom
Monur who took half of the total stake money.
Various wild and imaginative games were played during the
afternoon. The 'Prince's Open Pig Sticking Championships' required
considerable guts and skill. With a lance tucked under the arm and
held firmly in the hand, and with the other hand steadying the steed
(on two wheels), contenders were required to charge the length of the
lawn and spike a small card disc. A very senior, but rather
cantankerous panel of judges (namely Maj Gen Jimmy Hellier, Brig
Crew Stoneley and Brig Tony Willcox) presided over the contest,
scoring each Lancer on dash (roughly interpreted as speed), accuracy
(inversely proportional to the amount of wine drunk), and style.
Worthy of note was the spectacular fall from his steed by Capt Andy
Roberts-although the crowd applauded with enthusiasm, the judges
were unimpressed. Col John Kirby took the cup much to his wife,
Kim's, disgust. We have since discovered that Kim's attempt was
carried out with the brakes jammed on!
Many people helped to make this event a special and memorable
occasion, but special thanks go to FofS course No. 64 for manning
some excellent side-show games. Their team also won the Piggy Back
Polo and took the Commander's Rose Bowl Trophy. But best of all,
and in the name of fun and frolic, the afternoon raised the 'princely'
sum of £788.00 for the New Museum Project.
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The Pukka Poona polo players pose proudly for a portrait
11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
The Regiment said farewell to two of its longer serving members on
I October. Firstly to Maj Eddie Holland who joined the Army in
1952, and to Maj 'Taff' Evans, a mere junior by comparison, who
joined in 1968. We wish both Eddie and Mary, 'Taff' and Joyce our
warmest best wishes in retirement.
A special mention must go to Mrs Jill Hales, the RSM /GSM's wife
on successfully completing the Blandford Tower Half Marathon. Jill
raised approximately £283 which will go towards The Blandford
Camp wives against Breast Cancer Appeal.
1 SQUADRON (TRAINING SUPPORT)

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
During the last two months the Squadron has said goodbye to a
number of its characters, W02 (SSM) Brian Appleyard who left Sysex
Tp to take over as SSM HQ Sqn, SSgt (YofS) Steve Potterton
departed for 237 Sig Sqn, Sgt ' Mr Blobby' Cowell for the ACIO
Colchester, Cpl Simon Dupree for 40 Sig Regt (V), Cpl Eddie Yates
for 8 Sig Regt, Cpl 'Kirky' Kirkpatrick for Harrogate, LCpl 'Taff'
Trafford for 1 Mech Bde and LCpl 'Tug' Wilson for 2 Sig Regt in
York. Cpl Jerry Russell and LCpl Lindsay Joyce left on discharge and
SSgt Paul Marshall, Sgt ' Jackie' Gibbons, Cpl 'Marti' Bunkie and
LCpl 'Des' Lynam all departed on redundancy. Sgt Bob Wymer
simply did an internal transfer by leaving Sysex Tp for o 64 FofS
course. We wish all of them the very best for the future.
We welcomed WOl Graham Reith who arrived from 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt to take up the post of Sysex Tp Comd. Also W02
Fiona Nelson from 15 Sig Reg. Other new arrivals were SSgt Martin
Archer, Cpls 'Angry' Anderson and Brian Shepley, LCpls Jim Gray,
'Daz' King, Jeff Farnes and Sigs Michael Roberts and Paul Albone.
We hope all our new arrivals have a happy and successful tour in I
Sqn.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
In July the Squadron had a fun week adventure training in the local
area. Activities included rock-climbing, sailing in the Corps yacht,
wind-surfing, motor-bike riding, canoeing, abseiling, scuba-diving
and walking. Much fun was had by all, and thanks go to W02 (SSM)
John Smith who was responsible for all the organisation . Capt Dave
Evans RM and Cpl Neil Gigg took us on some spectacular climbs at
Swanage, where Cpl Gigg was officially renamed 'the Human Barfly' following one of his particularly impressive demonstrations.
Other impressive climbers were LCpls Caulfield, Devenport,
Woodward and Sigs Gronn and Cowan.
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The quadron received ome young v1s1tors in July-namely
RI hard Dunning, Robert Weoercott and Natalie Ledger. They came
from a lo al hool for work experience. The aim was to provide an
in ight into the army and the Corp . The programme included
pending time in all the different departments within the Squadron,
parti ipating in Troop and Squadron porting event and joining in an
e:xerci e held pecifically for scienti ts from ORA Malvern.
CONGRAT LATIONS
Congratulations to Cpl ' Phil' Harden on his sdection for YofS
training, ig Mick Ro , veo Groan and 'Taff' Barron on their
election to promotion to LCpl and LCpl Ronnie Wood and Sig Sven
Groan for their excellent run in the recent Truscott Trophy event.
Cl TRAI ING WING
THE VIDEO ECTION
The Video Section of The Royal School of Signals, known locally
a CCTV, has been in existence since the early 1970s. Established
primarily a Closed Circuit Television support in the training of
students within the School. The section started out with black and
white reel to reel and has now moved on to state of the art colour multi
machine editing systems .
The section headed by Sgt Gary Smith and assisted by Mr Alan
Deane have covered projects as diverse as 'The Royal Signals
Contribution to Operation Haven' and a promotional video for 216
(Para) Sig Sqn, to technical videos covering Video Conferencing Units
and Ptarmigan. The section also assists local schools with Media
Study days, work experience students and also provides a display for
the Royal Signals Association weekend.
All tasking is subject to clearance from 'upstairs' within The Royal
School and will fall into one of three categories: Training, Operational
or Promotional. On occasion, when loading permits the section can
be tasked by other Corps to give video support, the section has been
employed by 47 (Air Despatch) Squadron of the newly formed Royal
Logistic Corps.
In addition to editing and studio equipment, the section has an
extensive library which provides Instructors and Students with video
tapes which can form part of lectures and presentations. The library
also provides 'in house' video productions for use as training aids to
Regular and TA units.
The section is a small but busy operation and prides itself on the
standard of video production and are always ready to give help or
advice to other units on all video matters.

We say hello to Cpl Graham Willcock who joins us to fi ll one of
the many holes left by all the others who have taken redundancy, and
Goodbye and Hello to Cpl Paul Urwin who managed to get himself
posted to Trials Tp for only two weeks and then back again to us. It
seems that we cannot get rid of him. We say farewell to Sgt Paul Flint
and SSgt (FofS) Andy Hockley who leave us on redundancy.
Finally congratulations to Sgt Gary Marshall fo r coming 38th in the
Blandford Tower Run, and to Cpl Paul Urwin and W02 (YofS) Paul
Barrett for winning the Shakespeare Open Beach Fishing Festival .
W02 Paul Barrett also won the individual prize with only one fish .
Jonah wants it back when you have fini shed with it.
TRIALS TROOP
We extend a warm welcome to LCpl Craig Walker and Elaine who
joined us at the start of October, to Sgt Paul Irwin and Cpl Paul
Urwin (no that's not a mistake, there are two of them!) although Paul
Urwin's (the Cpl) stay is only temporary.
Maintaining our reputation for hard work in exotic places, we
found ourselves in Portsmouth for 10 days on a trial with Marconi
(the company, not the man) which will be remembered for the
Yeoman keeping his hand in, or in this case his finger in the car door!
After those IO days surrounded by fast cars we returned to reality
with a bump, being shipped off to North Wales for a wet and windy
week supplying safety comms in all of the most exposed locations .
Well done to Cpl Sean Jackson who completed a successful UEL
course and was given the chance to lead from 'close to the front', on
many mountainous expeditions in the Brecons.
Finally after all this excitement we returned to Blandford and
prepared ourselves for our next adventure. Congratulations to LCpl
John Barton who is to marry Kay this month, we wish them every
happiness, and we look forward to welcoming Kay to Blandford and
our Squadron.
Congratulations to Cpl Billy Anderson who will have to learn to eat
peas with a fork now that he has been selected for officer training at
RMA Sandhurst.
We say farewell to Sig Jason Metcalfe who is posted to 321 EOD
Coy, we hope he doesn't mind sudden loud noises!
Finally in the Commander's Challenge Cup Competition, 2 Sqn
currently leads the table with terrific performances in all of the sports
events; winners of the Volleyball and runners up in Football, Cricket
and Tennis.
FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT TROOP
By Sgt N. Deoweneley
Development Tp is part of 2 Sqn (Trials), The Royal School of
Signals. The aim of the Troop is to provide cost effective solutions to
tasks given to them by Sigs 34. These tasks include providing interface
equipments, feasibility studies, stand-alone equipments and
simulators for trade training. The Troop has produced a diverse range
of items from a simple radio power supply unit for special forces to
a multi-processor protocol converter for HQ Comms Branch in
Cyprus. A project of significance was the BID 300 interface produced
in large quantities for Op Granby. The Troop has changed
dramatically over the last six years, from a Heath Robinson type
environment to a high tech, modern, computerised laboratory capable
of research, design, development. and production. The technicians
find the work challenging and rewarding, knowing there's more to
being a technician than just working on 'green' kit.

Sgt Gary Smith and Mr Alan Deane editing the SOinC(A)'s
Conference video

2 Q ADRON (TRIALS)
DEVELOPMENT TROOP
This has been a quiet time for Development Tp, quiet in terms of
events but not in achievements. As always we have been beavering
away in our own inimitable fashion with Sgts Nigel Deowenely and
Andy Jenoo leading from the front as usual. Congratulations to Sgt
ody Jenoo and Mrs Jeooo on the arrival of their son Wiiliam earlier
in the year.
gt Tim Wynn has been away windsurfing in such glamorous
locations as Poole harbour and North Wales, during the wettest
weeks.
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2 Sqn (Trials) Volley Ball winners
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Sgt Fisher has been with Jaguar Tp since its formation. He has been
the only senior in the Troop for a long time and has kept things
running without a Tp Comd to pester him and despite immense
pressure from all round , especially the hockey team! We wish him all
the best for the future and hope that his new job in RHQ means that
he can see hi s wife and children a little more !
September saw much of the Troop depart to Bavaria on summer
camp. Everyone enjoyed it immensely apart from Sig 'Jinxed' Butler
who managed to ride his bike off a bridge, breaking his arm and
cracking his head open. Third time lucky.

News from Regiments
Lower Saxony Sig Regt
BFPO 32

We have, adly, aid goodbye to our CO, Lt C<>I A. J. Grey and
Ii on who have moved on to pa tures new at Rh i dahlen. We wish
them all the best and thank them for their contribution to Lower
ony Sig Regt.
Lt Col Grey will no doubt have his own special memories of
erden, not lea t leaving the Regiment.
In the chair from now until the completion of Drawdown is Maj
H. A. Ross.

HEADQ ARTER Q ADRON
A each Squadron disbands they are drawn into HQ Sqn o our
trength continues to be maintained. There has of course been many
other activitie the Squadron has been involved in, including
adventure training, military training and sport.
The Regiment has mounted two major adventurous training
exercises during the Summer. The first Ex Hunlen Diamond led by the
Sqn Comd Capt Steve May was a canoeing and trekking trip LO British
Columbia, a succe sful expedition despite the worst Canadian
ummer for 20 years! The party included Cpl Mandy Brogan and Pte
Mandy Jackson whose exploits in a canoe included almost drowning
the Sqn Comd and Anti Submarine tactics! SSgt Lee was an
inspiration, or was it a perspiration, to us all. Was that him singing
at the karaoke or was it Don Williams? The main accomplishment was
the climbing of Glacier Mountain completed by Capt Steve May, Sigs
Mark Allen and Chris Sharp. Their tale of Crevas es, Avalanches and
hairy rock which we didn't believe turned up on the photos! Other
members included Sig 'Smurf' Smurthwaite and Sig John Slater from
207 Sig Sqn. The latter is still trying to find out why crampons don't
fit on to basketball shoes.
The diving and trekking expedition to Spain, Ex Polished Diamond
was led by Capt Barry Williams, our Quartermaster Technical. The
weather was wet but that is not a problem underwater. The diving was
organised by the Squadron's resident marine boy Sgt Steve Roberts
who took a break to ensure that all went well in the depths of the Med.
We have also been active on the military training front with a March
and Shoot Competition. The weather stayed fine, and of the 70 or so
participants only five did not complete the march. Female competitors
should have started at the five mile point but Sig Maggie Healey
decided LO take on the full eight miles and completed it. The CO
awarded her a special trophy. The results were fairly close with
LAD/UAO led by W02 Jeff Minchin in third place, and Support Tp
led by Lt Richard Craig runners up. The winners, well it is their trade
was SSgt Ron Blackburn's Pioneer Section and the CO presented
some rather large trophies.
On the sporting front the Squadron has also been busy. Each
Wednesday afternoon a different sport is organised by a department
and competed for by all the S·.iuadron. To date we have had cricket
volleyf:>all, orienteering, ba~ketball, mountain biking and football'.
The wmners came from vanous departments with SHQ winning the
basketball and Support Tp the orienteering.

LYNX TROOP (TN 081)
Tp Comd
Lt John Evans
Tp SSgt SSgt Colin Dawson, Tp Reece Sgt Sgt Matt Murray, Tp Sys
Sgt Sgt Phil Davies.
The last few months have seen a big change in the Troop with many
new arrivals: SSgt Colin Dawson, Sgt Phil Davies, LCpl Chris Ogg,
Sigs Ian Boden, Carpenter, Gavin Cooper, Craig Jinks and Colin
Villiers.
The Regimental Cross Country Competition on 6 OcLOber 1993 saw
the Troop develop from a Pussy into a Wild Cat. With the Troop
reinforced with Sig 'Seb' Booth and LCpl 'The Young Kenyan'
Hannon the other teams were always going to play second fiddle. The
chaos of the mass start saw the Troop's runners forged to the front
but the hard course soon took its toll and both Sig Booth and LCpl
Hannon retiring due to injuries. Despite this the Troop's other six
runners all came in the top 20 and the team ended up clear winners.
Congratulations going to : LCpl Tom Mulloy, Sigs Graham Drew, Pte
Finch, Sigs Dale Armitage, 'Foxy' Fox and LCpl Andy Young.
Lastly a few goodbyes: to Cpl Bob Hugill who goes to Trg Wing
and to Cpl Al Newman who was all too sad to leave Herford and go
to the TA.
Ex Hunlen Diamond - Canada
L to R: Sigs John Slater, Chris Sharp, Mark Allen , Pte Mandy
Jackson, Sig 'Smurf' Smurthwaite, Cpl Mandy Brogan, SSgt Gaz
Lee

Pte Mandy Jackson canoeing Turner Lake
Ex Hunlen Diamond -Canada

PUMA TROOP (TN 091)
Tp Comd
Lt Alan Owen
Tp SSgt SSgt Adrian Scott, Tp Reece Sgt Sgt ' Baz' Raine .
A few hellos to start with; to Lt Alan Owen the new Tp Comd from
A2 Tp 212 Sig Sqn, to Sgt 'Baz' Raine who has moved all of 6ft from
Jaguar Tp and to Sig Ward who arrives fresh from training.
The Troop is currently undergoing UWJs and exercise preparation
for Quadriga Gallup 2 and avidly looking forward to seeing which
country Lt Owen can take us to next. Denmark would undoubtedly
be nice.
Goodbyes go to Cpl 'Sooty' Sutcliffe and to Cpl Steve Goodwin as
they move to pastures new and fertile.
REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS TEAM
The Athletics Team has gone from success to success this season.
The team completed the BAOR hat-trick, winning the 4th Armd Div
Championships, the BAOR Championships and capping it off with
the Morrison Cup. Not bad for a 'home-grown' team; 2 Div take note.
The climax of the season was the Army Team Championships in
Aldershot. There was outstanding effort all round and notable
performances from Cpl Davey in the 5000m and 3000m SC, Sig Peat
in the 200m, and Cpl Hamilton in the 1500m. With a record five PB.s
in a day the team achieved an excellent 3rd place and .celebrated until
late into the night with a few bottles of TNT-Isotonic.
With the season over we say good-bye to several members of the
team including Sgt George 'Old Man' Coffin on retirement and Pte
'Willy' Williams.

211 SIGNAL SQUADRON
qn Comd:
Maj Paul Hudson
2IC
Capt Neil Makepeace
Ops Offr Capt Kevin Francis, SSM W02 ( SM) Duncan Hall, SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) Gary Stoker, YofS S gt (YofS) Russ Darlington, FofS
SSgt (FofS) Andy Owen, A Tp Comd Lt Damien Quinn, B Tp Comd
Sgt Mark Hayward, C Tp Comd SSgt Jim Clace.
The Squadron returned from leave at the beginning of September
to face a challenge entirely unlike that which it faced in Bosnia. In the
coming year, the Squadron will re-role as Divisional Alt HQ, Rear HQ
(now armoured) and HQ DSG, and a move to join the Regiment in
Herford. Charlie Tp joined us from 208 Sig Sqn on 4 August, and reroled as HQ DSG. We extend a warm welcome to Sgt Jim Clace and
his Troop.
September turned out to be a race to deploy Alt and DSG HQs on
Ex Quadrega Gallop I in the final week of the month.
EXERCISE HALBARD HONE 1 & 2
Our somewhat hurried preparation for Ex Quadrega Gallop
encompassed Ex Halbard Hone I & 2 in the preceding week. On each
of these one-day 'run outs' the Troops practised comms and
movement drills, and in particular Alpha Tp (Div Alt HQ) practised
putting up and taking back down the BFT (Big Friendly Tent) which
covers the main staff complex. The shortage of AFV commanders was
resolved when the Sqn Comd volunteered himself and the rest of
SHQ. It rained all day on Halbard Hone 1 which was bad for morale
but consequently good for the morale of the rest of the Squadron.
By the end of Halbard Hone 2 the aim had been achieved, and
Alpha Tp were well versed in manipulating said friendly tent. The
highlight of the exercise, however, was the chance to take all the
vehicles around a cross-country route on Minden North training area.
The AFV drivers and commanders had a great time and had to baton
down on one part of the course. Unfortunately, we discovered some
difficulties the hard way. The BFT was duly returned to 212 Sig Sqn,
our own has yet to materialise as we approach Ex Quadrega Gallop.
FOOTBALL AGAINST 4 AF A
By LCpl Mark Jones
After a lengthy lay off from the football scene, the Squadron's first
match was against 4 AFA .
The team had not played for a long time and had several new
players, so not too much was expected. However, the Squadron
managed to put together a commendable performance, beating the
medics by 3 goals to 2.
The goal scorers were Sigs Vince 'Big Vern' Murphy, 'Mick' Siggs
and 'Div' Divitt .
The Squadron has never beaten the medics before, so we hope this
result is the sign of greater things to come.
WELCOME, FAREWELL AND CONGRATULATIONS
Welcome to Capt Neil Makepeace, LCpls Phil Dicken, Monty
Lamont Sigs 'Midge' Midgely and Glen Bishop. Farewell to the Three
Bears, Capt ' Papa Bear' Alan Blackwell, Lt 'Mummy Bear' Nick
Bruce and 2Lt 'Baby Bear' Mark Brookes. Farewell also to SSgt
Slaney, Sgts Webb, Baxter, Bullen, Coburn, Slaney, Shiels, Cpls
Falconer, Willets, LCpl Byrne, Sigs Hewitt, Palmer, Pt~ H. Harwood
(CinC Morale) and to Sig Paul Grimes. Congratulations to LCpls
'Dinger' Bell, Billy Blackmore, Sigs 'Bish' Bishop and Pete Lagden on
getting married, and best of luck for the future. Congratulations also
to Sig 'Chippy' Wood on his 21st Birthday.

1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15
CO
Lt Col D. M. Mills
2IC
Maj J. G. Peck
Adjt Capt I. P. F. Vingoe, RSM WOl (RSM) B. J. Spiers.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dined the CO Lt Col C.
J. Burton OBE out in style on Saturday 2 October 1993. Regrettably
Mrs Burton was not there as she was in the UK. The CO left the
barracks astride the Div HQ ' Rhino '. A sight not to be forgotten and
caused a little consternation with the Guard Commander and crew.
On Wed.nesda~ 6 October, Mrs Burton was dined out by the wives
o~ the Regiment m the Sergeants' Mess; the tributes flowed. Laurette
will be sorely missed as she has been the mainstay of the Wives' Club.
Her untiring efforts in promoting a flourishing club will live on for
years to come.
. T.hefollowing evening both the CO and Mrs Burton were dined out
m snrular style by the Regimental Officers.
eedless to say we wish both the CO and Mrs Burton a fond
farewell .and our very best wishes. We are assured that the trains do
run on lime from Surrey to Main Building!
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A big welcome is extended to Lt Col and Mrs Mills. We hope your
tour in Herford will be a happy one.

CONDOR SUPPLIES
Now Open at: The Shopping Arcade
BOYINGTON CAMP, Wareham
Dorset BH20 6JQ. Tel: 0929 405662

208 SIGNAL S~UADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Phil Brown
Capt Harold Enos, Royal Canadian
2IC
Signals
SSM W02 (SSM) John Grandison, FofS W02 (FofS) Nicol, YofS
SSgt (YofS) Gary Shakespeare.
JAGUAR TROOP (TN 071)
Tp Comd
2Lt Rue Whiting
Tp SSgt SSgt Neil James, Tp Reece Sgt Sgt Dave McCulloch, Tp Sys
Sgt Sgt 'Mac' McKeona.
This has been a period of real change for Jaguar Tp. We say a sad
farewell to Sgt Neil Fisher and welcome SSgt Neil James, Sgts Dave
McCuJJough and 'Mac' McKenna .
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MILITARY & OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Para Smocks, SAS Windproof Smocks, Softie Range of
Sleeping Bags, Bivi-Bags, Hi-Tee Magnum Boots, Mag-Lites,
Unbreakable Flasks, Rucsacs, Peak 1 Stoves, Lofty Wiseman
Survival Kits, N.I. Gloves, Norwegian Shirts, etc.
The Team with The Master of Signals and the CO
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ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED
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SQUADRON ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
The Squadron adventurous training took place in Crickhowell
Camp, Wales. The highlight of the week was a triathlon with a
difference. It involved a shoot, followed by an orienteering course up
Sugarloaf 'very small and gentle' mountain. The fi nale was a
command task followed by a rather wet combat trail. The winning
team run by Cpl 'Flas' Flannigan consisted of LCpl Pete Nealis, Sig
Dave Coster, and ~ig Kev Hawker.
The rest of the week involved a patrol with stands, potted sports,
horseriding, canoeing, windsurfing, climbing, golf, and a barbecue.

2 Sig Regt

York
214 IGNAL Q ADRON

qn Comd
21C
M W02 (

Maj Pete Stephenson
Capt Tim All n
M) Phil Atkin on, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) 'Stu' Conway .

EXERCISE TOPHAM HA TT
For two weeks in August Phantom Tp went to Swanage in
continuation of Ex Topham Hatt. The Troop took part in a number
of tasks from clearing trees to building a children' s mini railway line.

ALL CHANGE
Maj imon ~reen handed. command to Maj Pete Stephenson in
Sep~ember . M~J Green and his farmly have moved to Brunei on loan
erv1ce. We wish to thank Maj Green for all he has done for the
Squadron and wish him luck on his jungle course. The mantle of
'Squadron Ferry-Disco Dance Champion' is now up for grabs!
" ~ welcom~ Maj tephe~ on and his wife, Helen. With persuasion,
he ~II add weight to the officers' rugby team in their annual 'friendly'
agamst the Sergeant ' Mess.
VIKING TROOP
L~ P11ul Smith ~as been posted to Paderborn. We wish him and his
family. luck. Lt Lindsay 'Charlie' Cullen is now in the chair. He will
be quite busy establishing the Regimental Polo Club and Scottish
C:ountry Danci_ng eve~ing~. C~ng~~tulations to SSgt Bob Squires on
h1~ recent marnage. His wife N1kk1 1s already deeply involved with the
Wives' Club.
AXO TROOP
Lt Pete Drew is now back from Croatia. He will be taking over
from Capt Gareth James whe.n the latter goes on his Tp Comd's
cou.rse at Blandford . What will be find to be more challengingtakmg on the All Blacks for the Combined Services, or going back to
school!
INT~ SQU~DRON

WINTER SPORTS COMPETITION
This year, mstead of holding five different sports competitions in
order to find the cq•s champion Squadron (and have the same twenty
superstars compete m each sport), we decided to hold the whole lotfootball, rugby, basketball, hockey and cross country-during the
same two-day period in September.
217 Sig S9~ from Colernejoined the main body of the Regiment for
the compentl~n. and the Squadrons gave battle, playing concurrent
and consecuuve games, on a knockouc basis. All sports were
extremely hard fought.
The final results, calculated after the remaining wounded had
laboured around the cross-country course, were as follows:
Winner
Second place
Rugby
214 Sqn
219 Sqn
Football
219 Sqn
214 Sqn
Basketball
HQ Sqn
214 Sqn
Hockey
HQ Sqn
219 Sqn
C~oss Count~y
214 Sqn
217 Sqn
Particular credit goes to Sig 'Dinger' Bell of 214 Sqn who played
football for rwo days and came sixth in the cross country.

Sgt 'Ned' Kelly and Cpl Dean Henderson defending goal for 214
Sig Sqn
217 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Jim Clark
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Debbie Douglas
SSM W02 (SSM) John Williams, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Dave TiJI
YofS SSgt (YofS) Dave Brudenall, FofS SSgt (FofS) Peter Crawley'
MT Sgt Sgt Chris Wallace.
'
The. Sq~adron would like to welcome W02 (SSM) John Williams
and his wife Annette, SSgt (SQMS) Dave Till and Zoe Sgt Chris
W~lace, Pte Jo Bower, and Sig Chris Scales. We hope y~u have an
en3oyable tour.
We s.ay farewell and congratulations to SSgt Ken Sykes on his
promouon to W02 and we wish him well as the RQMS at 36 Sig Regt
(V). We also say goodbye to LCpl John Parker who is going to RHQ
at York .
PHANTOM TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lee O'Rourke
Tp SSgt SSgt Rob Dunseith, Tp Sgts Sgts Rob Marshall Pete Taylor
'Chalky' White.
'
'
. After a long period of Regimental and Squadron exercises it was
ume fo~ a ~~t. The answer ~ad to be a week in Wales; climbing,
mountam. bikmg, pony trekkmg and generally winding down. We
want to wish an, t~e ?es~ to Cpl Kev Book who has gone to 35 Sig Regt
(V) and LCpl Fitz. Fitzgerald who has joined 20 Armd Bde. The
Troop wo~I~ also hke to welcome Sigs Jim Copp and 'Faz' Farrell
who have JOmed us from York.
Congratulations to Sgt 'Gaz' Smurthwaite on his promotion to
Sergeant and to Sgt Pete Taylor on his recent marriage to Vikki.

HARRIER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Fallows
Tp SSgt SSgt 'Gaz' Smurthwaite, Tp Sgt Sgt Alex Hurst Tp Tech Sgt
Sgt Orea Choules.
'
Hellos to SSgt 'Gaz' S!llu~hwa~te, Cpl Brian Young, LCpls Keith
I:and, To.ny f.Iolcroft, S1gs Taff Verrinder, Steve Walton and to
fm81:1y ~elmq~1~h the last all m~le bastion of 217 Sig Sqn we say hello
lo Sig Char.lie Browne. Obviously having said all the hellos, tears
and flag wavmg and goodbyes are said to the following: SSgt 'Chippy'
Chapman, Cpl Bob Gregory, LCpl Nige Matthews and Sigs Paul
Tag~e, Nat Turney, ~ave Dorking and Jamie (AWOL) Truslove .
Fm:i11y congr~tulat1~n s to Cpl 'Dinger' Bell to Julie and Sig John
Watktns on their marriages.

Victorious-the 214 Sig Sqn rugby team

TORNADO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ashley Hayden
Tp. ~Sgt SSgt .Jim Eddowes, Tp Sgts Sgts 'Gaz' Davies, Shawn
Fa1rf1eld, Howie Barlow and Andy Crabtree.
~~rnado Tp w~~t. to . Fremington for this year's adventurous
trai~mg. The a~t1v1t1es mcluded surfing, walking, climbing and
cyclmg . Best wishes to Cpl 'DP' Davison-Page Cpl 'Tomme'
T_homson, SSgt Al Aimer, Sgt Andy Crabtree, LCpi Stu McNeil and
Sig Dave Powell who have all recently left us.
~ ~ello to S~gt Jim Eddowes and his wife Beverley, Sgt Shawn
Fa1rf1eld, and Sig McNaught.
Con~atulation~ to Sgt 'Gaz' Davies and Bev on the birth of their
baby girl, Catherme.
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Back Row: Sgt 'Chalky ' White, Sig 'Faz' Farrell, Sgt Peter Taylor,

LCpl Richie Lees emerges from the water tunnel with assistance
from Sgt Hurst and Cpl Back. The Tp Comds do what they do
best; watch!

219 SIGNAL SQUADRON

EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dan Tomlinson
Tp SSgt Sgt Paul Jude, Tech Sgt Sgt Tim Newell .
Welcome to LCpl Blair Smith from AWCS AFCENT. In at the
deep end deploying on exercise and taking over a det immediately on
arrival. Welcome also to Sgt Jim Newell fresh from the Tech
Workshops, he comes complete with camera, darkroom and the
ability to pop up where you least expect it with a long lens.
Congratulations to Sig Paul Hynard and Angela on the birth of
their baby girl Katie.
Ex Key Panther Ill reminded us of our reason for being here and
the Troop is deployed with the TA on Ex Northern Hawk in Scotland.

SSgt Frank Roberts, LCpl 'Scouse' Mclachlan, Sig ' Daz' Pickard,
Cpl 'Goldy' Goldsmith
Middle Row: Sig 'Mac' McNicholas, LCpl Bob Green, Sigs Ali
Martin, Jim Copp and 'Hodgy' Hodgkinson
Front Row: Pte Col Sinclair, Sig 'Jobby' Joburns, 2Lt Lee
O'Rourke, Sigs 'Cosmo' Chrysostomou, ' Bish' Bishop and 'Max'
Maxwell

EXERCISE FL YING EBOR
Monday morning in the torrential rain, members from all three
Troops of 219 Sqn departed for the Lake District-and the week
began as it meant to go on ... rain, rain and more rain!
However, despite this distraction a great deal of adventure training
still managed to go on around and about the Keswick area.
We set up camp in Braithwaite and the barbecues began! During the
week everyone took part in rock climbing and abseiling, canoeing . ..
or 'zigging and zagging', hill walking, mountain biking, and
windsurfing. The group then took a trip up to Rookin Farm House,
near Penrith where we partook of some quad bike trekking, go karting
and horse riding for five and a half hours . . . ouch!
Covered in mud and soaking wet the week was rounded off with yet
another excellent barbecue!.

FALCON TROOP
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Hello to Sig 'Taf' Treharne who has joined us from HQ Sqn on his
return from the Falklands.
Goodbye to Sig Blakey who is going to the Falklands.
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- -- - - -- ----------'... amongst the best pieces of kit
we had throughout operations'

Ark tis
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FACSIMILE N0.(0392) 461993 TELEPHONE N0.(0392) 465315
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Design, development, manufacture and direct sale specialists worldwide serving
the military, police and those working in extreme and arduous environments .
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp
202 IG
L Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj C. Qark
21C
Capt A. Qewlow
M W02 ( M) F. Evans.
• ice work if you can get it ,' said the SQMS SSgt Steve Cooper
after having just been briefed by the e; rcise planner Capt Ade
Clew low .
·or our e, a Squadron Summer Camp hould have m untain
biking, of cour e the boy should go climbing, and the guys hould
definitely do ome long walk , the SQMS continued, ' but Sir, you ' ll
never get away with taking them surfi ng every day. '
Suffice it to ay the 1993 202 Sqn Summer Camp did not take place
in the Lake Di trict, but in tead the wagons rolled South Westwards
to the land of white sand, sheer cliffs and huge breakers- Newquay,
Cornwall.
Living independently in a small tourist park, the Squadron went
into action for a two week camp, working hard by day ... and hard
by night. With expert instruction by Cpl (now Sgt) Carl Budding, Sgt
Marshall , Cpl 'Curt' Curtis, Sig J ohn Marsden and Capt Ade
Clewlow (of course I can surf . . . ), the Squadron personnel were
able to relax in and around the surf capital of Britain. Armed with
Triple Cock Cider, a tube of factor 13 suntan lotion and pots of
money, a thoroughly good time was had by all.
Summer Camps are ideal to see the real side of soldiers-sometimes
that 's not uch a good idea-and Newquay was no exception. Sig
Weavers with his elephant underwear, Strachan and his video camera
(a. econd career with the BBC .. .), Sig Smith and her Triple Cock
Cid.er, SSM ~v an s and ~is ponytail, Sigs Laverie and Sebti displaying
vanous survival techniques were but a few particularly amusing
moments (not forgetting Lt Phil Deans and his Captain Transport
impression every night) .
After such a successful Summer Camp, what else is there to look
forward to but Newquay 1994.

206 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Tucker
2IC
Capt N. Walker
SSM W02 (SSM) T . Keates.
Cambrai Tp have survived a very busy summer, exercising for the
fi rst time with 5 A B Bde and 3 Cdo Bde. Ex Roaring Lion in July with
5 AB saw the newly constructed AMSAN being employed. Ably
crewed by Cpl Pool, LCpls Cope and Wilkinson and Sigs Wood and
McLean there were no teething problems. The SCRA(T) crews sent
out with the battalions had a more arduous time. Cpl Gosnold fir st
encountered the enemy in the AMC Abingdon where he was attacked
with potato missiles for wearing the wrong colour beret. He deployed
from the FMB with Sig Lyons to provide comms for the PWRR.
Managing to go through three Landrovers and almost a complete
SCRA(T) fit, the hardy couple were abandoned by the PWRR. The
thought of being captured by the Gurkhas spurred the crew on to
superhuman effort and by ringing around their mates they managed
to be towed out of the rut they were stuck in. Cpl Gosnold is now on
attachment to PWRR . Sig Bryant on the 1 Para SCRA(T) did not
escape the Gurkhas. On route to refill his PTD and collect some
medicine for his tonsillitis he was pushed off his dispatch rider
motorbike by the 7 GR . He was kept in a hessian sack for three hours
before being handed over to the interrogation team.
One week after Roaring Lion the Troop was down in P lymouth on
Ex Morning Star with 3 Cdo Bde. T he exercise began with a quick spin
around Plymouth harbour on landing crafts . The Troop then
deployed on to Dartmoor. Here they imroduced the Commandos to
Ptarmigan and rescued four tourists from a car sinking into the
Dartmoor Bog.
The Troop has Gryphons Flight with 24 Bde to look forward to
prior to Ex Cambrai Crusade.

The Surfing Team on Wate rgate Beach, Newquay

EXERCISE IRON WING
On ~on<;tay 9 August i_he newly formed Busaco Tp deployed on Ex
Iron Wmg m the Light Div HQ role. This meant that time finally had
run out for LCpl ' Baldy' Barnes and his marathon effort to speak to
e~e'{' ~op ~ept deaJing _with dangerous air cargo, whilst Crewman
Sig Tmy Willcox remamed calm and collected and got on with
preparing for the exercise.
.The vehicles deployed to AMC South Cerney for a checking phase
Wlth all of us wondering just how radio relay rover Det Comd Cpl
'Waggy' Wagstaff was going to cope on his own. No don't worry
'Waggy', Sig Mick 'Terry' Downes is your man!
'
Very soon, it was time to move to RAF Abingdon and set up the
HQ for the. staff to carry out ~ planning phase. On the way Lt
McCarter, discovered that TAC signs do get you there. The vehicles
were packed and chalks prepared fo r the flight by C 130 Hercules to
RAF Keevil.
<?nee at Keevil the plan changed slightly, as our Riggers, Sigs Paul
Tailford and Sam Moger, had their job taken off them by the
Chmook Log Support of 5 AB Bde. Even so, Cpl Shaun Gibson was
there 10 receive the vehicles at the other end .
ow for th~ fi~I phase and a full set up of the HQ . This was a
h~ds-on a~fatr with. the ~qn Comd, Maj Clark, wasting no time and
qlllckly getting. to gnps with the SHF shot up to the radio relay. This
ena~led Ptarm~gan C'?mms to be established a nd time for the Tele Op
Radios to receive their well timed lesson in the arm of HF Comms
from that man on the grou nd , WOI (YofS) Baldwin .
Although Staff Moves Drivers Sigs 'Gus' Angus and Shipley must
have had trouble keeping their eyes shut after ex tensive trials of the
new ~eyland DAF cab 'slarf test. Last, but not least, comes a quick
mention f~r _LCpl 'C,hu~k', Berry for keeping the generators running
and Techrnc1an Cpl Mick Duggan for writing these notes.
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Sig Mclean operates the new AMSAN

EXERCISE PYRENEES PEDDLAR
A very bleak Tuesday morning kicked off Ex Pyrenees Peddlar at
0500 hrs froi:i . sunny :8ulford. Al.I .set off for Southampton, 'the
convoy c?mpnsmg two iss ue blue rmrnbuses, and ' the Noddy mobile' ,
a c~stom_1se~ Landrover, tastefully done in a disgusting light blue and
white pamt JO b.
. The j?umey thro~g~ Franc~ proved fairly uneventful except for the
smgers m the lead m1 mbus rec1tmg every possible song you could think
of in full glorious monotone.
Arriving safely, the group split into three cycling teams and the
ad min p~rty. The cycli~ts set off doing 3km each then swapping over,
the admm party shooting off to book the campsites.

The cyclists left us each morning still grinning from what we can
only assume was our outstanding continental breakfast of bread,
cheese and jam and something murky resembling tea!
The lads did well covering 70-120km of arduous hills and off-road
ter rain each day, arriving at the campsite, lovingly set up by the admin
party each aftern oon. Evening meal followed shortly afterwards.
Lloret De Mar dawned, camp was set for the final time (over a huge
colony of ants), about 15 mins walk from the town centre (about an
hour on the way back!). Guidelines were set up from Lt Townsend ,
as to what goes and what don't. Then it was off to the Queen Vic, a
fine starti ng place in the middle of Lloret, from which point the R&R
was attacked with vigou r, perhaps more than the Pyrenees!
On a serious note, all the lads and lasses who took part in Ex
Pyrenees Peddlar 1993 would li ke to tha nk those who made it
possible- SSgt 'Smudge' Smith and Lt ' JT' Townsend , even if he is
still out there in the sun.
SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj C. D. McGrory
2IC
Capt J. Swindells
SSM W02 (SSM) G. Baldry .
BATTLECAMP
For the first time since arriving in the UK the Squadron held
' summer' camp- you know- the usual stuff- windsurfing, rock
climbing, biking, etc- wrong! The area we were given was not suitable
for these sports. So we changed location and changed the word
'summer' to ' battle' ! The excitement within the Squad ron was
immense! In his wisdom, W02 (SSM) Geoff Baldry dreamed up a
suitable scenario . Scotland wanted independence and so SCOTARM
was formed .
And so we began . The first week consisted of in-camp training
where the Squadron was split into three Platoons-eight Sections. The
usual training was given-fieldcraft, section attacks etc and an
introduction to the Parachute Regiment Cup Shot- a beasting in
itself. As each day passed, an intelligence update was given and the
possibility of deployment to Scotland loomed closer-Barry Budden,
Dundee to be precise-not quite the Arctic, but you can see it from
there.
Deployment came on Saturday morning. Twelve hours later we
arrived at Barry Budden . The following morning and for the next twothree days more training continued including night navigation and the
assault course (a couple of times) . On the assault course the Section
Comds and their 21Cs were blindfolded and led across the course by
the rest of their men-needless to say a few of them got wet!
Eventually the time came for us to deploy to the field good and
proper. Time to put into practice what we may or may not have
learned. The usual routine was observed- you know-the surrender
of a Platoon, the capture of a fire support team from another.
Eventually SCOTARM were forced out of the area and driven back
to the beach. This is where the fun began-Live Firing .
This consisted of individual Battle Skills Range and Close Quarter
Battle and fi nally a live firing section attack in which Sig Sean
'Rambo' Brennan managed to fire off 27 full mags of ammo.
Background activity included Sgt Tony 'The Fool' Barker giving us a
lesson on capture of enemies and POW techniques-something he was
later to regret!
The final assault consisted of a company attack with two Platoons
attacking from the flanks and the other from the sea using assault
boats kindly loaned by the Royal Navy Reserve (credit to Geoff for
this ach ievement!). It was during this final ~ssault that 'The Fool' got
captured to the glee of all those involved-after putting into practice
some newly acquired techniques he was put up to the firing squad and
promptly shot. Thus SCOTARM was defeated and we could return
home after a barbecue.

FINANCIAL PLANNING
ITS PU RPOSE is to make th e best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets, to prepare the way for the individua l to
achieve financia l ai ms. T hese may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

-again t the effect of
possessions being lost or
damaged.
-for present or future
Fl ANCIAL SECU RITY
dependants.
-immediately or in the future.
HOUSE PURCHASE
-for present or future children.
EDUCATION EXPE SES
COMFORTA BLE RETIREMENT - based on an adequate
continuing income backed up
by an adequate capital reserve
-to the next generation.
TRA SFER OF ASSETS
WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income , the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where applicable ,
insurance against ill health and the insurance of posse sions.
We he lp clients to lay the foundations of ound plans , to
develop existing plans and keep them up to date, and then to
make the best use of resources when the time comes to meet
comm itments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. The
more clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assi t them . Please let us have full detai ls of existing resources ,
your ability to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us
all you can about commitments with which you expect to have
to cope. We, of course, treat all such info rmation as
confidential .
AN EARLY ST ART helps, and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest you r resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
you refer them to us, the more help we are likely to be able
to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not co mmit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
made through us. It is based on over 45 years of examining
clients' problems, analysing the m and advisi ng on them. It is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is give n in writing
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING T HE BEST USE OF YOU R
I COME AN D OTHER ASSETS?
WE AR E AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEA REST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE .
LET US SHOW YOU H OW GOOD PLA
HELP YOU.

ING CA

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 smP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE
Telephone: (0273) 32818115

Not all the services advertised here are regula ted by the
Financial Services Act 1986 and the rules made for the
protection of inve tors by that Act will not apply to them .
Cycli st s change over
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Sig Blennan and Cpl Blutn ell playing with t heir toy
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7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

KAPE TOUR
On 14 September 1993, a team of keen soldiers led by Capt Simon
Hutchinson, left Herford for Cardiff to visit schools in South Wales.
They received an encouraging response from pupils.
'Fun in the Forest' day enabled Sigs Charlie Greig and Colin
Andrew to play at being soldiers all day with the 3-7 year olds. Sig
Pele Wood, meanwhile was kept on hi toes keeping an eye on all the
PRC 349's as the youngsters wandered off into the woods with their
new 'walkie-talkies'.
During a period of five days, ten schools between Newport and
Builth Wells were visited. With some 80 to 200 14-16 year olds per
s~h~ol! Sgt Tom Smith decided to introduce them to a bit of Army
d1sc1phne and soon had them in order! There were five stands for the
tudents to see. The PT stand run by Cpl Andy Jones and Sig Mo Pay
put t~em throug~ ~eir paces . It '"'.as the first time we had seen people
laughing and en1oymg PT. The line stand, run by Sigs Col Andrew
with Tina Watkins and Bob Lovell, taught them how to lay cable and
fit field telephones, whilst developing the ever-growing Col Andrew
fan club. Cpl Phil Davies ran a radio stand with Sig Pete Wood and
Cfn Kllrl Sim~n~. They did their talks 15~ times over in five days. Sigs
Jo Smallman JOLD~ Al Evans and Charlie Greig on the mast erecting
stand. Cpl Geoff Richard told them all about army life the training
and the equipment and Lt Cath Waudby, the 21C ~nswered the
questions.
'
All too soon it was time to start the long trek back to Herford We
had had a good time.
·

Sig. My~rs celebrated his 21st birthday o n the fi rst day of the
exercise w10 ~ c h?col~ te cake. T he demon s t~ation went well, despite
language d1fftcult1es; 1t must have been the first time that Sig Dandy
was lost for words.
The Troop returned to camp after the satellite det from 30 Sig Regt
commanded by J / T Davies TCW dug a couple of new drainage
?i~che~ for the farm er and both the Central , commanded by Sig
B1ffa Banks, and the r.adio det , commanded by Sig Rhoades , had to
be dragged out of location by a REME wrecker after having sunk in
a marsh created by three days of rain.
Finally the Troop with SSgt Clarke good luck in his new post in
Sparkbrook, wit~ the TA, and welcome SSgt Bell, from SCRA Troop,
and Sgt Owen, S1gs Battey, Mann and MacLeod who have the joys of
RSIT to look forward to .

REGIMENTAL BOXING
The ringi ng of a bell and roar of the crowd is being heard again in
7 Sig Regt gym. After a break of four years the Regiment held its
Individual Boxing Championships during 29 September-I October.
T he preliminary bouts were held on 29th and from these results an
exciting fi nals night was expected. There was no disappoi ntment.
Each fi nal was extremely hard fought with boxers displaying fitness,
strength, courage and a pleasing level of skill. The bouts of the
evening were undoubtedly the two Welterweight contests where both
bouts were very evenly contested. In the first Sig Banks (228 Sqn)
boxed tenaciously against Cfn Watt (HQ Sqn) but unfortunately
suffered a cut eye in th e latter stages of the 3rd roun d . The second
Welterweight bout was the last of the night and provided three rounds
of highly exciting boxing with the advantage going fi rst o ne way then
the other and the result being in doubt right up to the fi nal bell. In
the end LCpl Freeman (HQ Sqn) defeated Sig Creeley (H Q Sqn) by
a unanimous decision but it was only LCpl Freeman's superior fitness
that had won the day.
The prizes were presented by the CO Lt Col D. McDowall MBE
who congratulated all competitors on their performance.
As a result of these Championships a 20 strong squad now go into
training in preparation for the BAOR Novice Grade 3 In ter Unit
Competition confident that success in the boxing ring can be added to
that on the Rugby field.

TN 011
Tp Comd
2Lt Golley
Tp SSgt
SSgt Read
Congratulations to Sig Gary Henderson and Sig Annie NewmanRodgers on their recent marriages .
A large thankyou and goodbye to SSgt 'Brummie' Cox and
congratulations on his promotion.
'
Welcome to Cpl Reason and his wife Ruth, also to SSgt Read from
HQ Sqn, and to Cpl Ramus, yet another rugby player in the Troop.
SCRA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

' If 1 were King for just One day ... Sig King demonstrates how

2Lt Mould (atlached post Tp Comds)
Sgt Davidson

to lay a lawn . . . in one's helmet'

WELCOMES
LCpls Goodenough, Abbot, Sig Nicholls from TN 012 with the
SC<;. Sigs Taylor, Mayne a!1d Tosh from TN 011 with the SAF. LCpls
Whitehead from TN 013 with the OSC and Baker from the old I Div.
FAREWELLS
SSgt Bell to TN 013 with Cpl Headly.
INTER SQUADRON RUGBY
W!th ev~ryone f~esh from leave Maj Hickling decided to break backs
agam with an mter Squadron Rugby Competition held on I
September. With a limit set on Regt rugby players we still had a very
strong squad, made stronger when 2Lt Lloyd Golley played for HQ
Sqn. Having won one and lost one the stage was set for a showdown
~ith HQ Sqn who had won two. In the end we were much stronger
m the pack and overwhelmed them to take the cup on points scored
throughout the day.

Sig 'Woody' Wood with a potential Officer
228 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Tp Comd
Lt Bridget Forster
SSgt ~ gt Nick Bell, Reece Sgt Sgt Owen, Systems Sgt Sgt 'Doz' Day,
Tech Sgt Sgt Andy aunders.
The Troop took part in Woodland Flight 3, the first exercise under
Lt Col D. McDowall MBE, where we practised
the ~ommand of
tactics and defence m a communication environment.
The exer~ise ended with a tl!rnaround in the field accompanied by
the only ram we had all exercise and a field satellite system.

cq

EXERCISE ABLE CONDOR
T 013 supplied the demonstration Node for Ex Able Condor the
Com~ Comms exercise for Staff Officers from the ARRC. 'The
location could not have been muddier or the weather wetter.
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EXERCISE VOGELSANG 1993
Definitely nothing like being in Colchester but still traumatic . . .
Ex Vogelsang 1993 was a Regt Mil Trg exercise held in sunny
Vogelsang trai ni ng area during July 1993. Events throughout the 7
day exercise included the firm or not so firm favourites of BC, Fir t
Aid, blindedfolded tent erection, weapon handling and signalling
skills. For sheer entertai nment, also included was a CFT, BFT and as
much range work as humanly possible.

TN 012
Tp Comd
Lt Nick Range
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ron Brent
Tech SSgt SSgt Mark Neighbour, Tp Sgts (Sys) Sgt 'Baz' Eglinton,
(RR) Sgt Roy Carter.
ARRIVALS
Sgt 'Baz' Eglinton from Belize, Cpl 'Doz' Penfold inter Sqn from
HQ Sqn, Sigs :Hutch' Hutchinson and Jill McSkeane both from
Lower Saxony Sig Regt.
GOODBYES
.Sgt Jim Davidson, LCpls 'Del' Goodenough, 'Abo' Abbott, Sig Jez
Nicholls and LCpl Mathew Petts to 2 Sig Reg.
CONG RA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to SSgt Mark Neighbour on his promotion.
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WELLINGTON SCHOOL
Cpl Paul Morland gains victory over Sig Paul Prentice

.l

Somerset TA21

8NZx

0823-663904
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Yet again it has been an extremely busy two months for those
associated with the Squadron, not only with respect to work bur also
with a massive turnover of manpower. The Squadron has also had its
fair share of hospitalisations as SSM 'Grant' Pocock and LCpl
' Richie' Richardson can testify.
However, despite that we have had an inter-Squadron Rugby
Competition with first match against 232 Sig Sqn a match they won,
their first inter-Squadron win in three years. That, unfortunately, was
the only success of the day but at least there was consolation in not
coming last.
Following on was Ex Woodland Flight, an exercise where a
considerable amount was learnt but to a few would rather be
forgotten.
As soon as the Squadron returned from that exercise RSIT loomed.
With preparations for RSIT well underway it was time to say goodbye
to the Regt Kape Tour Team, 600Jo of which was from 231. However
for the rest, including the Sqn Comd, Maj Paul Straughhair, life had
to go on .
232 SIGNAL SQUADRON
WHERE IN THE WORLD ..• ? A USERS' GUIDE TO THE
SQUADRON
Was . . .
Maj S Wallis.
Sqn Comd
Will be . . .
Capt J. Tod.
Was . . .
Capt J. Tod
2IC
Will be. . .
Lt S. Youngson
Soon to be ... Capt S. Youngson
SSM (Did I tell you about
Is . . .
3IC
when I was ... ) Simcox.
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Boarding & Day
HMC Coeducational
Admissior.

10-11 years: Junior Entrance
(Junior Entrance Examination - January 1994)
13-14 years: Common Entrance
16+: Sixth Form
- pupils also accepted between those age to
as ist in countering unexpected family mobility .
Fees for Boarders: £2498 per term
(All Service children receive £150 p.a. fee remi ion)
Strong academic, cultural porting
and CCF tradition .

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
PLEASE APPLY TO THE REGISTRAR
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8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
The proposed mo\e to Blandford is keeping the Regiment bu y but
there i till time for a full port programme.
QM DEPT
Q\t (Gen)
Maj A. M. Boyle
QM (Tech)
Maj R. Hails
RQMS (Gen) W02 (RQM ) P. Smith, RQMS (lech) W02 (RQMS)
W. Ogden .
The department ha bid a fond farewell to W02 (RQMS) Ian Gille tt
on completion .of 27 years ervice, and Mrs Anne Lumsden leaves
after 12 years in the Department , we wi h them both all the best for
the future.
We welcome W02 (RQM ) Bill Ogden, Sgt Bill Johnson, Cpl
' Robbo' Robert -on and LCpl Andy Carrick.
The Department is hard at it dealing with the account on the
amalgamation of 8 and I I Sig Regts. The move to Blandford looms,
and cries of angui h can be heard from the accounts office. 'Does
anybody know what's going and what's not?! ' "Two keys for every
door-but which ones!"
On the sporting front W02 (RQMS) Paul Smilh has been at the
forefront of Orienteering running the Regimental team . SSgt Chris
Andrews ha repre ented the Regiment at both swimming and water
polo.
Adventurou training and extra mural activities also figure. W02
(RQMS) Bill Ogden is hill walking with the tudents across the
Yorkshire Dales on Wednesday's and at weekends . SSgt Chris
Andrew can be found underwater, instructing potential sub aqua
divers and LCpl Andy Carrick is presently renewing his top roping
and ab eiling qualification.
On a recent training day, both RQ's were shocked to find that they
had been selected to go caving. Bill Ogden was last seen running off
into the distance muttering something about hill walking. Paul Smith
bravely headed underground wishing he had lost some weight before
crawling through water in a cave with a very low ceiling.
2SQUADRON
Due to the Regimental reshuffle, 2 Sqn has been lying dormant for
some time. However, now they are back with a vengeance. The return
to the limelight staned with a storming victory in the inter-squadron
Rugby competition . This was quickly followed by victory in the
football competition. Most of the same faces were seen two weeks
later in the cricket Competition where the Squadron gained second
place.
ot to be outdone, Sig Jason Manton gave an excellent performance in the Badminton competition winning the male sing]e's
final. The climax of the period came with the inter-squadron military
skills competition, The Gordons Cup. LCpl Kevin Hale surprised
everyone by bringing his team in first having completed all stands. His
teams effons along with the rest of the Squadron teams placing 2 Sqn
as champions in the Gordons Cup.
BADMINTON
Badminton was not really one of the Regiment's main sports, but
we have about 30 members who participate every Monday night. The
first inter-squadron competition brought some talent and interest out
of the woodwork.
INTER-SQUADRON HOCKEY COMPETITION
As part of the inter-squadron Sports Trophy and as a starter for ten
for the new Hockey season, W02 (YofS) Mick Dawson organised the
inter-squadron Hockey competition.
The competition was planned with each Squadron playing the
others on a round robin basis. Sure enough, at the merest mention of
anything organised by the Regimental Rainmaker, the heavens opened
up_and the first two games were played on the shale pitch with flippers
bemg the order of the day. In spite of appalling conditions, HQ Sqn
beat I Sqn by four goals to nil and ITS beat 2 Sqn eight goals to one.
IL was becoming clear that the two teams who would be in
contention for the honours would be TTS and HQ Sqn . The storyline
writers nearly had to rewrite the script when I Sqn gave ITS a shock
and with a very spirited performance nearly snatched a draw only the
woodwork saving the fortunate ITS team.
Despit_e this near shock result, the scene was set for the concluding
match _with both 17s and HQ Sqn on the same amount of points and
goal d1fference-nme goals for and one goal against.
In a tremendously hard fought game involving goalmouth
crambles and coats of paint the final whistle saw ITS taking the
honours by virtue of being awarded most short corners.
Congratulations to all who took part in what was a tremendous
example of inter-Squadron competition at its best.
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ASSAULT COURSE COMPETITION
The annual assault course competition took place on Thursday
10 June, with 12 eager team competing from the various squadrons.
The first part of the race consisted of a two mile log run which was
immediately followed by a complete lap of the assault course. Most
teams found the IOft wall quite hard a nd a few fell off the log walk
into the water ditch before continuing. Congratulations must go to
ITS 'B' who won quite convincingly.

Cpl Blackwood collecting the winners prize for TTS B

SUPERSTARS COMPETITION
Sgt Williams, who works in Power Group, keeps himself fit. Due
to the time he spends in the gym, he decided it would be a good idea
to host a team and individual competition based on Superstars. There
were two rounds, the first provided a winning team and the top 30
competitors who went through to the final on 5 August 1993 . 116
competitors entered the six events in the first round which were Cycle
and run, Assault course, six Gym tests, Football skills, Medicine ball
throw and Vehicle pull.
Those competitors who qualified for the final were then subjected
to four track events, 200m swim, nine Gym tests, Bench press, Cycle
and run and another go at the Assault course. The overall winner was
Sgt Williams. The event proved to be a huge success and it is planned
to stage it ann ually.

QUASAR AND BEACH BARBECUE
On Friday 20th August TM Tp gathered at the Quasar Centre in
Ayia Napa for a 'Survival of the Fittest Competition.'
Winners were Cpl 'Mitch' Mitchell who won the Top Gun trophy,
Cpls Michelle Watkins, Pam Lee and LCpls (guests from Comms Tp)
Sharon 'Sharp Shot' Speers and Tracy Chambers together with Cpl
Mitchell formed the winning team.
Runners-up were the PEs. What it stands for no one knows or do
they? This team consists of SSgt (FofS) John Dennis, Sgt Rob
Chivers , JT Roy Huxham, Sgt Debbie Riglar and Cpl Andy Lloyd .
In 3rd place was The Terminators-Sgt Dave Tribbeck, Cpl Phil
Graham, LCpls Steve Bagguley and Sarah Metherell . In fourth place
was the pad team, Red Seven- Sgt Martin 'Taff' Roberts, JT Ken
Dodd, JT Dave Wood and his wife Julie.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
QM
Maj Andy Rus ell
RQMS (G)
W02 (RQMS) Nat Cole
RQMS (T) W02 (RQMS) Tony Bottomley , Master Chef W02 Andy
Wilkes.
Maj Stan Hargreave MBE and his wife Mavis have returned to UK
for his last six months service. Congratulations to Stan on his award
in the Queen's Birthday Honours. Sgt John Broom , Cpls Rob Bayliss
and Danny Ford, LCpl 'Chuck' Berry have also left the Troop .
We welcome Maj Andy Russell and his wife Jane and hope their
tour is a happy one, also welcome to Sgt Richie Anderson and his
family, and LCpl 'Elvis' Taylor.
The Troop entered the annual All Island Charity Raft Race using
a new raft designed and made by Sgt John Williams who notably did
not take part in the race.
The raft started very slowly but soon the intrepid sailors got the
hang of it and sailed through the field of about 50 other rafts to come
7th overall.
All Troop members have been involved in the usual adventure
training(!) including: sub aqua diving, hill walking, vehicle treasure
hunts, karting, boat trips and, of course, barbecues.
In addition we have been training for the Regimental March &
Shoot competition, under the guidance (although ome might say
torture) of W02 (RQMS) Nat Cole.

hidden Sgt Tim Baitson
2SQUADRON
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comds

Lt Louise Tomkins
Lt Jason Kennedy
Tp WO W02 Steve Shannon, Tp F/Sgt F/ Sgt Brian MacMillan, Tp
SSgt SSgt Tony Worley.
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BUNGEE JUMPING
On 17 August, LCpl 'Mitch' Mitchell introduced us to bungee
jumping. A veteran of 130 jumps, LCpl Mitchell soon had even the
most nervous leaping, diving, screaming and splashing into the crystal
clear waters of Ayia Napa bay. As the barbecue sizzled away
~t
Frank Dalton howled with laugher as everyone recounted their
experiences.
LADIES DINNER NIGHT
27 September saw the annual Ladies Dinner night get off to a good
start in the Regimental Restaurant with a sumptuous four course meal
superbly prepared and presented by the Catering Department.
Everyone turned out to make this a really special occasion. The Head
Waiter was LCpl Ezza Henning who kept tight control over all the
guest waiters who included Maj Tim Gigg, Capt Chris Thain and the
recently arrived Lt Dave Dolling. The waiters worked exceptionally
hard for their free curry. With the meal over, Mrs Carole Smy
thanked the organisers, LCpls Carl Westerman and 'Taff' Evans, for
a wonderful time. The ladies were then escorted to the Famagusta
Saddle Club for the traditional 'Squaddies Opera and Skits".
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Lt Jon Dakin leaves us for the UK and is replaced by 2Lt Mark
Wadsley. Also some of our 'Top Flight Blue Jobs' in the Shape of JTs
Mark Torrans and Carl and Shelley Hoyle have left the fold to return
to RAF Digby. We also say farewell to Cpl Allen McPhail, who leaves
to go to Blandford, the island will not be the same without them.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Niall Stokoe
Tp WO W02 John Gower, Tp F/ Sgt F/Sgt Jon Oswin, Tp SSgt SSgt
Mark Finch .
It's all been happening in Charlie Tp this month, from our most
eligible bachelor, Cpl Tim Chapman getting married, to the Tp Comd,
Lt Jon Dakin, leaving.
.
.
Whilst our beloved supervisor has been away this month on his
helicopter pilot's course, he has been replaced by SSgt ~artin Farmer
(TA), who has donned his uniform for two weeks to aid the c~use.
On a night that Lt Jon Dakin will surely never forget, Charlie Tp
converged on the local Mexican restaurant to say goodbye to their
leader.
We say hello to 2Lt Niall Stokoe and Cpl Martin Pestell, we hope
you have successful tours. We also say goodbye and best wishes to Lt
Jon Dakin and JTW Angie Crow .
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jason Kennedy
Tp WO
W02 Frank Lindsay
Tp F/Sgt F/ Sgt John Jackson , Tp SSgt SSgt Andy Kelly .

L to R: LCpl Brian Parkes, Cpl 'Taff' Donald, LCpl 'Taff' Wright,

Cpl Pradhan checking out the opposition during the superstars
competition

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Wadsley
Tp WO
W02 Dave Smy
Tp F/ Sgt F/Sgt Jim Edwards, Tp SSgt SSgt Frank Dalton.

CHARITY EVENTS
The Troop has been busy collecting money for various local and
international charities . A mini bus push raised £CYP 375 for the
Archbishop Makarios Hospital Neo Natal Unit and £500 sterli~g for
the Save the Children Fund. 24 Troop members took part m the
Rescue the Maiden Charity competition. This involved a 15 mile run
from Ay Nik to Pergamos. The end result was ad.raw, with Alpha Tp
raising £CYP 200 and the whole event raising £CYP 600. The money
was donated to the St John Ambulance Brigade. The Troop also
raised £CYP 200 from its stall at the Regimental fete, £CYP 75 was
donated to the Mothers and Toddlers Group to buy much needed
toys.
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EXERCISE COMPETENT CREWE
On 6 September the Corps yacht Parang embarked on an adven~ure
with six new crew members. None of the crew had any previous
experience of sailing but did not think that it -.yas all that difficu_lt.
Anyway, there were six days to get the hang of 1t all and the exerc1 e
was in the Mediterranean .
The exercise got off to a rather slow start with t~eory being
crammed into one day. After a short stop for shopping for the
essential emergency supplies like Mars Bars and can of Coke, we
embarked on our journey around the island.
The general plan was for everyone to rotate through the different
tasks on the boat.
The crew got under ail for the first time after four days. Whilst on
the way to Cape Greco a school of dolphins came along ide, the boat
was hove to whilst the crew swam with them.
All too soon it was time to head back to port. Having spent five
days and nights at sea, and just got our sea leg , it wa time to leave
the yacht.
The crew had had a marvellou time. Thanks to gt Van Veen who
managed the adventure so well.

I.I. I. E IO
July :a\\ the arrival of CPD to the Regiment, who over the next t ¥0
day in pcctcd the tatic line communications network . The outcome
\\a a commendable effort by the Telemech ection, who over the last
year ha\ c put a great deal of effort to bring the station to a high
tandard.
Congratulation to LCpl 'Yorkie' Sowden on pa sing his Class I
course, and welcome back . Maybe he can come up with an effective
countermea ure for the Atkinson Fitne s Te t, before SSgt Pete
tkin on watche another epi ode of The Gladiators anc! comes up
with even more new ideas for Troop PT!

RADIO WORKSHOPS
RRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Throughout hi tory, Empires have risen and fallen but none will be
mi ed more than the demi e of gt Dave Evans' domain as acting
Work hop gt.
o longer will he be able to wield his axe of power and dish out the
jiff job usually acros the border into Adamson and Dickinson
country! So it is with sad regret that we bid farewell to Dave's Domain

+

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S VISIT
On Monday 27 September the Adjt Gen, Gen Sir Michael Wilkes
KCB, CBE, visited the Regiment.
He was greeted on arrival by the CO, Lt Col Philip Rouse, and the
RSM WOI (RSM) Hugh Allison. He inspected the Quaner Guard,
commanded by Sgt Gordon Burns.
The General accepted an invitation to join the members of the
Sergeants' Mess for a pre-lunch drink.
Lunch in the Officers' Mess was followed by Gen Wilkes meeting
many member~ of the Regiment in their workplace accompanied by
the OC Trg ~mg, Lt Dave Crystal. The General saw those attending
The Royal Signals Detachment Commanders' Course applying their
knowledge of knots, cantilevers and pivots to Command Tasks.
Gen Wilkes' visit was rounded off with afternoon tea with the
Regiment's families, who closely interrogated the Adjutant General
about his work. It was with great reluctance that the General
departed, having had a most informative and productive day.

as we warmly welcome SSgt Dave Cummings and his wife Fiona into
the Radio Workshop family. We would also like to welcome Sgt Dave
Tribbeck and hope he will enjoy his tour.
Leaving us are two of the workshop's stalwarts. Firstl y Sgt Clive
Quantick and his wife Sally off to Edinburgh. Also SSgt Bob Wright
and his wife Beverley off to join the ranks of the civvies as an ex-pat
in Hong Kong.
SYSCON
We are pleased to announce the arrival of the man with two first
names, SSgt (FofS) John Dennis to the driving seat of Syscon. He is
hotly pursued by Sgt Rob Chivers, who actually volunteered Lo be l/C
Syscon.
Sgt Andy Riglar gets a big hello as he has just arrived.
Then there is Cpl Garth McKimm with only a few more shift cycles
to go before returning to glorious TO Workshop . We also have JT
Jim McMurdo.
They' re a happy little crew, probably as they only do the Atkinson
Fitness Test once in a blue moon, and miss the interesting things in
Regimental life!

ROYAL SIGNALS TENNIS C HAMPIONSHIPS 1993
The culmination of intense training led to an outstanding victory
for Sig Sarah 'Smash-Em' Saunders at The Royal Signals Tennis
Championships, Colernc. With power and precision she brushed away
her opponents to reach the final, having dropped just three games on
the way.
The final saw Sarah matched against the former Army Champion
and after an hour of sizzling serves, blinding backhands and ferocious
forehands Sarah triumphed 7-5, 6-4 to take the Ladies Singles Title.
Unfortunately the rest of the team including Sgts Andy Butler, Roy
Poulton and LCpl Dave Unsworth did not achieve the same result as
they were promptly dismissed in the first round. Better luck next year!
Congratulations then to Sarah from all in the Regiment, let's hope
she will be Army Champion next year.
SPORTS COLOUR DINNER
A sports dinner was held in the Mercury Hall for the 'Gladiators'
of 13 Sig Regt 1992-93 . An excellent meal and evening was enjoyed by
all and congratulations to all colours recipients.

13 Sig Regt (R)
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66 US BRIGADE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
'When in doubt, post them out!' . Our sister unit 66 US Bde in
Augsburg Bavaria has, since January 1993, accepted our tradesman in
a mutually advantageous exchange programme.
LCpls Damien Hartley, David Whitehead and W02 Mick Reehal
were the Regiment 's representative when Gen Gordon Sullivan US
Chief of Staff, visited 66 US Bde last month.
'

The Cross Country Gladiators
W01 Pearson, Cpl Butler
LCpl Holland, Sgt Jensen, LCpl Sinclair
CHARITY RAFT RACE
' Let's have a charity raft race!' exclaimed SSgt 'Taff' Gillespie,
'and raise some money for the LATCH Children's Leukaemia
Hospital, Penarth .'
So, on 21 August, after much publicity, families,_ children and
soldiers gathered on the banks of the Effelder Lake B1~gelen f?r the
race. The fierce midday sun beat down on the gathenng. Children
screamed as so-called rafts were dropped into the lake. Unfortunately
many were ill-equipped for sea and pieces fell off into the murky
depths. Various attempts were made to sabotage the home made rafts.
This was for the most part unnecessary as many collapsed and fell
apart on the long paddle out. One team didn't even leave the start but
instead terrorised the spectators with a water cannon!
With relative ease MT's 'Black Pig' came first, leaving all
contenders floundering in the water . Obviously this was due to their
technical expertise and the many hours spen~ ~reparing in wo_rk ! 1:M
Tp came an admirable second and 2 Sqn fm1shed st~ongly m t!11rd
place. C Tps 'Golden Behind' raft won the best raft pnze for obvious
reasons and Lt Col P. A. R. Rose survived a hail of flour bombs,
champa'gne, eggs and water to present th~ win~ers trophy to S~t 'Baz'
Foster of the MT. Thanks go to 'Taff' Gillespie for a most enjoyable
afternoon.

General Gordon Sullivan, US Chief of Staff, with LCpl Hartley

The Adjt Gen 'Holding Down The Rear!' - The Det Cornd's Course
Command Tasks
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ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Th~ Orienteering Team dep!lrled for Lubbecke on a cool September
morrung to compete in the Royal Signals Orienteering Championships. SSgt 'Compass' Matthews was confident we would do well but
the team had its doubts .
The courses were, as usual, testing. Maj Simon Purser (7 Sig Regt),
who planned the event, prefers hills and yet again he delivered!
At t_he end of Day I, tpe team was lying in third place,
approXIJilately three hours behind the leaders 14 Sig Regt. Our thanks
go to Maj Richard Thurston who valiantly fought on to complete his
course, on a particularly bad day for him! Better luck next year.
After the relays the next day, 14 Sig Regt was disqualified 'What
a Shame!' and we were promoted to second place. Congratula'tions to
Capt Grant Hume who finished second in the M21 Class and to Pie
'Cheesy' Gardner who had the fastest time on the female course.
Sorry 'Cheesy' you're now in the team.
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EXERCISE PYRENEAN BACKSTOP
Ex Pyrenean Backstop, which took place between 28 August and 13
September 1992, was an adventurous training expedition to trek in the
French Pyrenees. Nine members of the Regiment led by Capt Grant
Hurne, travelled to the Eastern Pyrenees to the west of Perpignan . The
aim w;is to trek a 180km section of the Grand Randonee 10 (ORIO)
route which runs from Merens-Les-Vals to the Mediterranean coast at
Banyuls-Sur-Mer. A secondary aim was the ascent of Pie de Canigou,
at 9860ft the highest peak in the Eastern Pyrenees.
The expedition set forth at 'O dark o'clock' on the morning of
Saturday 28 August. The plan called for a mobile base camp, (the bus)
which would also, apart from taking the team to and from the
Pyrenees, meet the walkers at pre-designated points along _the route.
The resident driver, CPO Paul Lockhart performed m!Tacles on
treacherous tracks where even mountain goats would fear to tread!
After a night 'al fresco' just outside Lyon, and a dramatic climate
change from 15 degrees and overcast to 26 degrees and bright
sunshine, the group pitched tents at a campsite in Ax-Les-Thermes on
Sunday evening. In the town Capt Hume and W02 teve Maddison
visited the local tourist board office in an attempt to book places in
Gites D'Etape and chalets along the route. After scenes strongly
reminiscent of 'Allo Allo' schoolboy French triumphed and the group
was ready to set off.
By 0800 hrs the walkers had taken the minibus as far as a local cafe,
not bad for a trekking expedition . Suitably fortified, the group
strapped bulging bergans to their backs and, with the strains of the
expedition theme tune (AC/DC's 'Thunderstruck' playe~ at 50
million decibels) still ringing in their ears, they staggered up into the
mountains.
The end of the first day' s trek saw a more worldly wise team, we
pitched tents and were all asleep by 2000 hrs.
.
Bright and early the next day our heroes got up, ~rack~ the_1ce o~f
their bivvy bags and set off ever upwards . The alacnty wuh which this
was accomplished was due solely to the sub-zero temperatures (well a
heavy frost at least) encountered as soon as the sun disappeared over
the mountains.
The walking group had broken down into two parts, the main body
under the JSMEL trained eye of the 3 IC and the forlorn hope
comprising the 'Dangerous Brothers' (Messrs Hume and Burton) who
enjoyed a less relaxed pace. The brothers, _who spurne_d suc_h
trivialities as food and water, enjoyed the sceruc route dunng this
second day, pleasure enhanced by the fact that the issue compass was
apparently defective and some of the terrain features were
inconsiderately not orientated to the map! Beer, hot showers and beds
were found at the Barrage De Boiullouses (CAF) refuge and did
wonders for morale after a hard day's walk.
During the next three days the group moved steadily towards its
goal, the cloud wreathed slopes of Pie de Canigou. The terrain prove_d
harsh and rugged with continuous ascents and descents, the emphasis
being firmly on the ascents. Fortunately the use of Gites D'Etape ~nd
the ability to rendezvous with the minibus ensured that those suffering
from blisters were rested and food supplies topped up as necessary.
By the evening of Saturday 4 September the team had reached
Refuge Arago, a bare mountain hut some two hours walk from !he
summit of Pie de Canigou. The refuge itself and the s~roundu~g
terrain bore an uncanny resemblance to the lonely frontier post in
'Carry On Up The Khyber'. With the Union Flag fl~i!lg proudly from
the roof Capt Hume paraded the guard before retmng.
The weather throughout the trip had been superb and the S~nday
morning proved to no exception. With Sgt 'Sherpa' Jenson m the
lead, the main group followed the tracks of the '.Dangerous Brothers'
up the final rock scramble to the top of the Pie. The trekkers were
joined by the other two members of the. gr~up _who came up a
somewhat easier route and the group was united m tnumph at the top.
The following day, after a night spent in the Chalet de C<;>rtalets,
the group set off once more. With cries _of_ 'It's all down _hill f~om
here' (according to LCpl 'Skid' _Rowe !his 1s a somewhat jaundiced
version of the truth) the group chmbed mto the clouds once more for
the long day's trek to Aries Sur Tech.
.
.
Any thought of an easy jaunt down to the sun-k1s ed mediterranean
sands was rapidly dispelled as three more days of hard slog ensued.
The trials and tribulations were amply made up for on the last
morning by the views from the Pie de Ne1:1los (co?lplete wit~ strange
radomes and aerials) back over the trail to Pie de Camgou ~nd
forward to the sun shining on the sea at Banyuls-Sur-Mer. A fmal
photograph of the walker complete with packs, standing in the sea
was taken a few hours later on the beach before returning on 12
October. With the aim of the expedition achieved there remained only
the telling of outrageous war stories to anyone who would listen.
Who needs photographs? The memories will remain foreve .

MT 'Crewing the Black Pig'
Sgt 'Baz' Foster, Cpl 'Titch' Aves, LCpl 'Scouse' Woods and Sig
'Pugwash' Bass
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HILDRE ' CHARITY CHALLENGE 1993
The children of the Heilpadagogiscues Bildungszentrum handiappcd . chool in Osnabriick will be able to look forward to new
playground facilitie , thanks to the living-in members and staff of the
14 ig Regt Sergeant ' 1es who raised over DM7000 on Friday 27
ugu t by completing a series of physical challenges.
The day tarted early with gt Neil Allamby and Sgt 'Daz' Bailey
launching their canoes into the River Hase at 0300 hr . The next one
and a half hours proved an eerie e perience for the pair as they canoed
in a world of darkness and mist. The silence broken only by a warning
from the lead canoei t as faster water or obstructions were
encountered.
At the 13km point it wa necessary to carry the canoes the short
di tance to the Stich Canal for the remainder of the 30kms. This point
al o allowed a short break for a quick brew and a few words of
:ncour~ge~ent from the ~upport team of SSgt Steve Hughes and Sgt
Paddy 0 Toole, along with a somewhat bemused Ambulance driver!
The straight line of the obstruction free canal meant the remaining
17km passed without incident, the two canoeists arriving at the
0 nabriick Canoe Club at 0700 hrs.
Here they were met by a host of people including the GSM WOl
R. J. Smith, who had kindly agreed to act as referee for the d;y and
the two cycli t Sgt Bob Banner and Sgt 'Patty' Paterson who ~ould
undertake the next challenge of the day, by cycling JOOkm!
A quick touc_h of hands between the canoeists and cyclists, which
nearly resulted m SSgt Bob Banner tumbling head first into the canal
complete with bike, and the two cyclists were away.
Afler the first 50km around the outskirts of Osnabriick the pair
were cheered past the camp gates of Quebec Barracks as they headed
towards the climbing area 50km away.
It was during this part of the challenge that the only mishap of the
day o_ccurr~ •. when ~gt 'Patty' Paterson head down and 'going for it'
was m colbs1on with a very expensive camera and cameraman
provided by SSVC who were filming the day. The cameraman having
set his camera up on the side
the road for an action shot! Certainly
got ~>ne. Fortunately both bruised and shocked individuals were able
to pick themselves up and carry on. Watch out for the next series of
Beadles About!
Once at the climbing area the handover to the climbers was quickly
done and the mile climb commenced.
The climbing partnership consisted of SSgt Neil Allamby having
recovered.from his <:3-noeing, ably assisted by LCpl Karen Starting, the
Sc:rgeants Mess res1d~nt chc:f. The ~wo were soon scaling the height,
\\1th I:Cpl _Karen Starling bemg particularly impressive this being only
the third time she had been climbing.
The end of the climbing saw the start of the fourth and final
challenge_ of the dar.. Which was a run from the climbing area to the
Rathaus m Osnabruck, ~ompleting a marathon in the process.
The two run!lers ~avmg t~oroughly prepared, training Jong and
hard were confident in reaching the R.athaus by 1600 hrs in time to
meet the Oberbu~germeister, Herr Fip. This would require them to
ru~ a 3 hour 30 minute marathon, a feat which they achieved with the
assistance of a GCP and RMP Outrider who ensured their safe
passage ,thr?ughout. Many thanks to them. A special mention to Sgt
Sharky ~ddleton who at e_ach refreshment point would run with the
runners with a cup of water in one hand and a cup of Lucozade in the
other, only to _be told by the runners that they wanted a cup of tea.
At the next pomt tea was duly provided, but this time they wanted a
Mars bar and some water! Never mind Sharky, better luck next time.
. It was a somewhat refreshed looking SSgt John Wayman, running
his first marathon, and Sgt Andy Doidge who arrived at the Rathaus
to be met by the CO, Lt Col N. K. P. Hope MBE, and the remainder
of the team.
_After a quick photocall with the Oberburgermeister, it was a short
tnp. back to the camp, where the team were welcomed by the
Regiment, for another photocall this time with Mr Ashleigh Turley
of Mandrake Fi~ancial_ Services who had donated £250 to the course'.
!he day culminated m an All Ranks Function in the NAAF!, which
ra1 ed a further D~850, thanks to the organisation of SSgt Alf
Cup.per and Cpl Phil Ta?ner. The entertainment for the night was
proHded by the group The Banned' who gave their usual high
tandard of performance. A superb spread was laid on free of charge
by the AAFI manageress.

Not content wi!h putting themselves through pain, the challenge
members, along with the rest of the Sergeants' Mess livers-in then held
a i::un Day in the barracks on the Monday for 73 of the children ably
assisted by 53 of the school staff. The day started with the children
and staff being collected by 629 MCTG from the school and after
being taken to the camp they began to set upon the vario~s forms of
ent_ertainment, ~hich includ_ed a McDonalds' ~ouncy castle, Noddy
tram and horse ndes. The children then tucked into a party held in the
Sergeants' Mess before being entertained by Frau Marion Wendt, a
local children's entertainer. Prior to boarding the bus for returning to
school the children were given sweets and presented with an engraved
memento for both days.
The Oberburgermeister, Herr Fip, and the CO, Lt Col N. K. P.
Hope, were present to witness the culmination to a very special two
day~. Another note of thanks must go to Sgt 'Sharky' Middleton. The
Reg1_ment ~ow well established in the local community hopes to
continue this special relationship with the school for many years to
come.
As with ventures of this kind the success rests with those people who
were prepared to give up their time and money to support this
worthwhile cause. To you one and all, on behal f of the children
Thank You.
'

or

LCpl Karen Starling looks down to find out why her safety man
has let go of the safety rope

LCpl Ian Elliott. 'Have you taken it yet? l need to get going'
BAOR SERGEANTS' MESS SEVEN-A-SIDE FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Sunday 5 September 1993 saw 20 representative teams of 23
Sergeants' messes from all parts of BFG including Berlin arrive in
Quebec Barracks, Osnabriick for the re-launch of the Corps BAOR
Sergeants' Mess Football Championships.
Late in June 1993 some 81 invitations were sent out and despite
drawndown, re-location and amalgamation 20 positive replies were
received by the cut off date of 30 July and planning started in earnest.
The 20 teams were organised into four leagues and some 40 morning
matches were played on three pitches to produce eight qualifiers into
the main and eight qualifiers into the plate competitions. After a
further 28 furious, but skilful, matches we were left with the two final
contests.
Plate Final
20 Electronic Workshops REME versus 40 Regt RA.
Main Final
8 Arty Support Regt RLC versus 35 Engr Regt .
Despite all four finalists having already played some nine matches
each, in very hot conditions, both finals still produced good football
with the plate final being decided in favour of 20 Electronic Wksps,
REME, after extra-time and penalty shoot out, and 35 Engr Regt
shading 8 Arty Support Regt, RLC, by one goal in the main final.
Prizes to all finalists were kindly presented by Mrs Dawn Knight
who was volunteered by WOl (RSM) G. N. F. Knight 14 Sig Regt.
SSgt Smith of 8 Regt RLC being voted as player of the
Championships.
All 70 matches were splendidly marshalled by just six referees led
by Sgt Mack Asplin of Minden. The day's events were further
supported by car boot sales, Westfalia furniture stand, car sales stands
from Toyota, Mazda and Peugeot Racing Green, various other
commercial stands including a wives' club refreshment stand,
barbeque, children's penalty shoot out, grand raffle and of course a
bouncy castle.
We are especially grateful to Toyota Car Sales for supplying the
main trophy.
In all some 700 soldiers, families and civilians supported and,
hopefully, enjoyed a day's entertainment in what turned out to be a
very sunny early September day.
A substantial amount was raised for a local German handicapped
school and the soon to be launched Osnabruck Garrison youth
football club. 14 Sig Regt were happy to host the event and look
forward to even more entries for the 1994 competition.

EXERCISE UNITED DIAMOND
Ex United Diamond began with breakfast on a damp Saturday
morning prior to our departure from Osnabrilck for Bavaria. Once
the stores had been unloaded our chef, LCpl Simon Elli prepared the
first of many culinary delights and the briefings for the various
activities began.
All participants were divided into groups who, for the first week,
would take part in a round-robin of all activities to give everyone the
opportunity to sample each of them, prior to electing one to
concentrate on in the second week.
The instructors for the various activities ensured that groups were
briefed and equipped. They then spent a week trying not to laugh too
much at some of the efforts. The instructors were:
Trekking
- SSgt Phil Gordon
- LCpl Lee Fleming (Queen's Own Highlanders)
Canoeing
Climbing
- Cpl Stan Buxton
- Cpl Archie Gemmel
Abseiling
Windsurfing
- Sgt Liam Woods
Mountain-bike - Lt Ian Grey
By the end of the week most students had discovered unknown
talents in one or other of the activities, and others had at least worked
out which ones to avoid. Some decided that walking up mountains
was not only tiring but was at times extremely risky. Canoeing is
difficult at the best of times, but if you have no sense of balance then
it becomes swimming with a boat on. Most people enjoy climbing and
abseiling but for those with no head for heights it is no fun at all.
Lt Ian Grey discovered how sore mountain bike saddles were after
he led his fifth group of the week and volunteered for a rest. His
groups had been amazed to find how many uphill rides there were and
how few downhill freewheels. Liam Woods explained the problems of
windsurfing well, as he said there are only three: too much wind, not
enough wind, the cafe is on the other side of the lake. By the end of
each day's activities everyone felt tired, until the volleyball was found
and tlie bar was declared open.
The start of the second week meant concentrating on one activity
and the results from this were encouraging. The trekkers moved onto
higher peaks and pushed themselves as hard as they could. The
highlight being climbing Hoche Vogel involving an overnight stop in
a communal chalet. LCpl Bob Parkinson was astounded to find
himself sharing accommodation with schoolgirls. The canoeists made
great progress and despite several adventures underwater by W02
Myra Moran they all gained at least two star grades, even LCpl Steve
Welsh who, at first, spent more time in the water than in his canoe.
The windsurfers reached level one standard, apart from some
spectacular falls off the boards by all, the star was Sig Nicky Slayman
who showed a good sense of balance.
At the end of the week the groups came together for a trip into
Austria to sample some White-Water-Rafting. Several members of the
group opted to try Hydro-boarding which proved exciting, tiring and
very cold. The rafters had fun too, with boarding parties leaping from
boat to boat.
Some of the water was so rough that others were flung out of the
boats, most notably LCpl Denzil James whose exit from the boats was
proclaimed the moSt spectacular.
The exercise came to an end on 21 August 1993 and a weary group
arrived back in Osnabriick once again surprisingly without incident
(apart from Cpl Archie Gemmel running out of diesel at Fulda). The
aims of the exercise had been achieved and all who participated had
a good time. We were helped by the weather being so good and the
staff and instructors being so knowledgeable and helpful. The final
word must be a big thanks to the man who organised the exercise and
arranged all the administration, well done SSgt Pat Sutton.

SITUATIONS VACANT
MOD CIVIUAN VACANCIES
Applications are invited from ex-military personnel and their
families wishing to join the MOD civilian staff. Vacancie
continually arise in Central London and Outer London for
Patrolmen, Storekeepers, Communications and Electrical
Technicians, Drivers, Clerical and other posts.
Interested parties should contact: Steve Morgans or Peter
Ashton on 081-854 2242 Ext: 3574.

'No, I won't take just one more step back'
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16 Sig Regt
BFPO 35
ROYAL IG '
DI PLAY TEAM
Whil t on tour in BAOR, the Royal Signal Display teams
performed at Bradbury Barrack , Krefeld. The Blue Helmet , the free
fall parachute di play team. the White Helmets. the motorcycle
di play team and the Corps Band performed in fro nt of a packed and
appreciative Regimental audience.
The e\ening began with the Blue Helmets dropping in fr m their
Lynx helicopter-spiralling the Parade quare and marking t!'eir path
with red moke. Capt David Robson, OIC, of the team wa the last
of the i · men to land afely on the quare, before forming the team
up in the presence of the Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle,
CB. BE. DL.
The Band of the Royal Corps of ignal were next in the arena with
a marching display, conducted by the Director of Music Maj D. Wall.
The tune ranged from the cla ic marches to theme tune from the big
movie . Everyor.e's favourite was of cour e the 1812 Overture with
firework to accompany the mu icians.
The White Helmets then took centre stage with a breathtaking
performan e of speed, kill and balance. Their display included the
car jump, 60 mph cross overs and flame jumping-made more
pectacular and dangerous by the increasing darkne s.
The evening drew to a close with the playing of the National
nthem. By now cold and darkness had descended but it had been a
memorable and exciting evening.
A COT DAY
Sunday 12 September 1993 was Ascot Day at the Krefeld
Rennbahn, an annual event that takes place at one of the weekend
race meetings. For the last five years the Regiment has shared in
ho ting this event.
Sergeants' Mess members in mess kit ran a Pimms and Guinness
Tent which anracted lots of customers along ·with the cream teas tent
next door served by two of our excellent chefs, Pte ' Baz' Derbyshire
and Cpl 'Sandy' anderson. The CO, Lt Col Neil Fisher along with
Lt Col Boole, CO of 28 Sig Regt and Lt Col McDowell, CO of 7 Sig
Regt entertained Dr Dieter Gobbers, President of the Rennbahn and
other German guests.
The soldiers and their families enjoyed a good weekend out. SSVC
came to film the event focusing on the final 'Military' Race and of
course the flamboyant outfits and hats traditionally associated with
Ascot Day.
The Regiment sponsored the first race of the day the 1400m flat
race- stakes started at 1415 hrs, after the CO had officially opened
Ascot Day and welcomed everyone to the Rennbahn . Race 10 was
omewhat unusual, one of the Rennbahn directors had kindly allowed
us to use six of his horses for a military race in which the young
officer and two officers' wives took part in a 1200m flat race. The
jockeys had not had time for training or practice, but all officers were
given some lessons during rraining. They really looked the part, in
borrowed jockey silks and jodpurs, although the professional jockeys
thought they were mad!
The race began at 1900 hrs and was one of the closest of the day
with Mrs 'Jo Jo' Felton leading until the final !Om when Mrs Lorna
haw came flying through to finish in first place. Capt Mark Finneran
bravely brought up the rear having had a difficult start, meanwhile Lt
Carole Rankin was still going round for a second lap, unable to halt
the horse once it had got started!
2Lt Trina Reynolds was the most relieved person at the end of the
day-not only had she competed in the military race, but as organiser
of the whole event the day had gone very smoothly and been a big
uccess. Although the Regiment moves to Rheindahlen next year, it
intends to continue its support and sponsorship of Ascot Day in
Krefeld.

The 'Military Race'
l to R: Lt Col Fisher, Lt Rankin, Mrs Shaw, 2Lt Greenfield, Capt
Finneran, 2Lt Reynolds, Mrs Felton and Dr Gobbers
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EXERCISE ARAGONES BACKSTOP
A team of eight have just returned from a successful adventure
training exercise (Aragones Backstop) in the Spanish Pyrenees.
Setting off from Bradbury Barracks on 16 Augu t, in gloriou
sunshine, a taste of what lay in waiting down South, or so we thought.
The l 700km outward journey was uneventful.
The next morning, the team caught its first sight of, for most,
something they had only flown over en route to the Costas, the
Spanish Pyrenees, an awe inspiring sight, snow covered peaks
upwards of 2500-3000m looking down on winding and at times hair
raising roads, much to the delight of Sgt Johnson, the team's chief
instructor. Reaching our first campsite next to the cool water of River
Cimqueta 'a natural fridge', a much needed night' s rest was enjoyed
by all.
The following day was spent buying supplies in Barbandos, a two
hour drive from the campsite, taking in the local atmosphere and
trying to gauge how much water each of us would need to climb, if
we needed this much just to walk down here.
The trekking began with an early morning start to avoid the worst
of the heat. An ambitious climb up Punta Valtaire from a start point
of 860m to the summit at 2267m was achieved by the team. With
temperatures in the upper 30s, lessons on water con ervation were
quickly learned, an excellent day's climbing, a few dizzy spells, but the
team, led by 2Lt Trina Reynolds , worked well.
Then, the real trekking started. It was decided to climb in the area
of Monte Catiella, using the refuges with their ready water supplies.
The heat again took its toll, with the water being consumed at a rate
upwards of one litre per hour. We reached our camp at Lbon De Plan
0 Basa at a height of 2000m by the afternoon, setting up our tents by
a mountain spring.
The next day saw the team breaking camp climbing up and over
rock fields to a height of 2345m, before descending to Fuente De
Rianes and the foothills of Monte Catiella. Due to the lack of water
on the ground the team were unable to make the summit of Monte
Cattiella, a good day's scrambling was had by everyone. After resting
the team returned to the campsite the next morning.
The next day brought a visit to Monte Pendido, although the team
was keen to 'have a go', the lack of experience of snow and glaciers
prevented this, also the overnight trek through the Sierra De Guana
region was cut short by a Land Rover fault. This fixed, we decided to
cut our losses and move out of the Pyrenees and down to the largest
area of Canyons in Europe.
Then came the rain, a nice break from the heat, after about 12
hours, it became a little tedious to say the least, although it ensured
that our visit to the Canyon Peonera had been well worth while.
Wearing wetsuits and under the watchful eye of a Spanish guide we
swam, climbed, jumped our way down the Canyon culminating in a
45ft jump off a waterfall at the end of the canyon. A fantastic day,
caught on video by the guide, for all the team members to treasure.
The final phase of the exercise included a flying visit to Barcelona,
cut short by torrential rain. Moving on to Callela we spent the night
in the company of the locals before setting off the next evening for
home. The exercise was a total success from start to finish, many
lessons were learned and good contacts made. Next stop Monte
Pendido. Viva La Espana

NEWS FROM THE FRONT LINE?
EXERCISE SECOND SIP
The Regiment embarked on its long journey south of Frankfurt in
the early hours of Monday morning. 'Yippee'-thought RQ
Stevenson , 'we are going to the PX.' Sgt Wright and LCpl Tinto of
'A' Ech set up a soup kitchen at several locations which was very
much welcomed by the drivers.
The comms exercise is now ongoing, there have been many location
moves to test the command elements as well as the soldiers.
There was some light relief in the form of the P Info team featuring
Capt John Morgan and Lt Hassell who interviewed (willing)
volunteers for the video. They have sent messages home in 'Gu lf' and
' Bosnia' style. SSVC visited the exercise on Monday and saw a
completely different side of the Regiment after filming the Ascot Day
activities at the Rennbahn. No longer guinness and pimms, hats and
racing, but rather tea and compo, combats and cam cream.
Brig A. J. Schuler, Comd Comms, visited the exercise area . He had
lunch at the MAN with some of the soldiers and then went out to OSC
147 and TN 015 to visit 230 Sig Sqn.
Morale was good, in spite of tiredness. There was a good team spirit
and everyone worked well together.
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EXERCISE CAPSIZE BACKSTOP 1
After all the summer camps were over, there were still some who
thirsted for more canoeing. So, on I September, nine intrepid
adventurers left for Bavaria, their mission, to paddle water of
intermediate and advanced levels, get a few qualifications and, of
course, survive.
As the group had all paddled before, the natwater phase was soon
over and we got on to our first river, a grade II ; the highlight of the
day being the massed jump off a 40ft bridge into the river below. Sig
'Taff' Morgan managed to get his fingers jun:iped on .before ~e let go.
No amount of persuasion could get Sgt Wam Ratchffe to 1ump but
he made up for it in his video camerawork.
The next few days found us perfecting skills for star best
assessment. The group produced four qualified to one star and one
qualified to three star standard; well done to everyone and to Sig
Hughes.
.
.
After the assessments it was off to the Eiskanal at Augsburg which
is an artificial white water course. Built in 1972 for the Munich
Olympics, it is a grade four river, with i:nany stoppers to capsize in and
the water flows at warp factor 10 so 1l was great fun.
We spent three days at Augsburg before retu~ning, exhauste?•. to
Krefeld. The exercise was a complete success with paddlers gammg
valuable safety knowledge whilst improving their canoeing by. a
considerable amount. It was a training package which was good on its
own or would be ideal as preparation for a larger expedition to a big
river such as the Colorado or Sun Kosi in Nepal. Everyone had at least
one brush with danger but that is what canoeing is all about. Next
year, we'll go further afield.
Instructors: Lt Dennis T hornton and Sgt Mal Pavier.
Paddlers: Sgt Wain Ratcliffe, Cpls 'China' Cooper, Steve
Pickering, LCpl Wayne Ballard, Sigs Steven Pickering, 'Taff' Morgan
and Chad Chadwick.

SUMMER CAMP
This year the Squadron migrated to Bavaria for the fir t two weeks
in August for its annual Adventure Training Summer Camp . The
camp was split into two, one week periods, catering for approximately
37 people each week.
It got off to a good start with a fire practice at 0545 hrs organised
by our friendly house manager WOl Gatley. The frenzy of activities
included climbing, abseiling, trekking and mountain biking.
One group of climbers out on the rock face were noticed for their
potential climbing ability and four of them were offered places on the
Craig Leaders Course.
A few spectacular dismounts from bikes during the two weeks were
noted. Sig Howe's effort was the most spectacular. It happened at a
sharp left hand bend, he and his bike carried straight on into the field
ahead. Bike and rider became separated with rider going straight up
over the top of the handle bars.
There were a few relunctant trekkers as Capt Poole briefed groups
on their day's trek and the height they would be climbing.
Each week ended with a barbecue and skits were performed which
certain individuals will not forget, will they Sig Finlayson . All in all
it was a brilliant time for everyone.

Sig French and LCpl Jackson having a bite to eat

Lt Dennis Thornton demonstrates a 'roll' in moving water
253 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd:
Maj W. Ritchie
2IC:
Capt J. C. Poole
Commcen Tp Comd WOI (YofS) Marshall, SSM W02 (~SM)
Ramsey FofS SSgt (FofS) Sideras, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Shirley,
Exchange Tp Comd Sgt Matthews, Commcen Tp Sgt Sgt Millar.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Sgt Lavers has returned to the UK for his last six months before
leaving the Army after 25 years. Sigs Lennox and Scholes left on
discharge and Cpl McCorry was posted to Hong Kong.
We say hello to LCpl Debbie Mark from 28 Sig Regt, Sgt Dave
Purnell and his wife Carol and daughter Vicky from Cyprus also Cpl
Siddans and his wife Julia .
SPONSORED CHURCH SERVICE
On Sunday 12 September, 4 Sqn (now 253 Sig Sqn) hosted a_Church
Service at St George's Garrison Church in Ripon Barracks, Bielefeld.
During the service, readings were given by LCpls Adamson,
Newman and Sig Peddie.
Many from the out-detachment attended the Service. Th~ very
pleasant occasion 'was finished off with a curry lunch held m the
Viking Club. The 'smooth ' running of the day was thanks to the
organisation undertaken by Sgt Matthews.
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CONDOR SUPPLIES
Now Open at: The Shopping Arcade
BOYINGTON CAMP, Wareham
Dorset BH20 6JQ. Tel: 0929 405662
MILITARY & OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Paro Smocks, SAS Windproof Smocks, Softie Range of
Sleeping Bags, Bivi-Bags, Hi-Tee Magnum Bools, Mag-Lites,
Unbreakable Flasks, Rucsacs, Peak 1 Stoves, Lofty Wiseman
Survival Kils, N.I. Gloves, Norwegian Shirts, etc.

ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED
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21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

220 IGNAL Q ADRON
Sqn omd
Maj M. W. Edwards
:!I
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
S~t W02 ( M) Wat on, SQMS
gt Christie. Ch Clk Sgt
Pritchard.
The quadron ha said its farewells to Maj Glenn Bartliff and his
wife Ma11, as they move onto 2 ( C) Sig Bde and welcome Maj Mark
Ed"ftard and Mrs Edwards as 'first man and first lady', and their
children. It was a challenge to welcome him back to civilisation after
hi tour as QC JCUFI, although we are afraid that Laarbruch cannot
offer such a wide range of Penguins . Welcome W02 (SSM) De
Wat on and Tina to the Squadron from 16 Sig Regt. The Sergeant
:\fajor arrived a W02 ( SM) Dick Whitti ngham moved back to UK
for hi !a t ix month , after 22 years' ervice.
The Squadron played host to a number of events. Early in
September it wa our turn to show RAF Laarbruch just how it should
be done and presented a first cla s display by The Royal Signals Band,
The White Helmets and The Royal Signals Parachute Display Teams .
One hould mention the near perfect landing of Capt Dave Robson ,
QC Parachute Display team into the lap of the Station Commander.
However as an adverti ement for both the Army and the Corps, this
wa an excellent day, even though SSgt (SQMS) P hil Christie turned
down the offer to ride again with the White Helmets.
The Squadron played ho t to the Comd Comms (BAOR) Sport
Competition. The event was a superb example of sportsmanship, with
over 600 soldier of the Corps in BAOR meeting at RAF Laarbruch
to compete at rugby, football, hockey, cross country, tug of war,
volleyball, shooting and chain of command at Squadron level. It was
good to see such a high level of sporting skill between the teams . The
result was decided by the final chain of command event, in which 28
Sig Regt won the points to pip 220 Sig Sqn to the post. Anyway,
winning on one's own turf 'just isn't cricket!'

244 SIGNAL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holt
Capt J ohn Norris
2IC
SSM W0 2 (SSM) Sieve Morgan, YofS W02 (YofS) Pete Martin ,
FofS SSgt (FofS) Steve Hutchinson, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Gary Foster,
MT Sgt Lennie Parker.
MA IN EVENTS
And a busy time was had by all. A Banle Camp in Scotland,
Adventure Training in Italy, two exercises on the 'Plain' with 5 AB
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para) and 24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
an AMF (L) exercise in Denmark, another exercise in Wales and
finally a Support Helicopter exercise in Bavaria. All of this in the last
ten weeks. Who said 'The Red Hand Gang' had disbanded? Just to
keep the wives happy we also threw in a families barbecue and fun day
at which the Juniors managed to beat the SNCOs/ Officers at cricket,
thanks to Cpl 'Botham' Ross.
CHANGE.S
Capt Neil Makepeace (21 I Sig Sqn) and Sgt 'H' H utchinson were
both seen off in style. We wish them all the best. Capt J ohn Norris
has moved across from Alfa Tp to become 2IC/ Ops Offr. We
y,elcome gt Lennie Parker and his family. Finally we have a full team
of Officers, 2Lt Duncan Parkin on (Ex Tp Comds' Course)
commanding J Tp and Lts Geoff Pullen and Graham Fletcher (both
Ex Shrivenham) commanding I and A Tps respectively.
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

Lt Geoff P ullen
Sgt Neil White

EXERCI E WYVERN INDIANS (ITALY)
India Tp and a number of other members of 244 Sig Sqn went off
to 'Mont Blanc Massife'.
This was planned as an arduous Adventure Training Exercise to
provide experience of Alpine climbing, skiing and trekking to
members of the Troop.
After two days really exciting travelling we arrived at Courmayer
which was the base for our training. The group made a perfect start
by being evicted for using more than one shower between 48 persons;
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due to some expert lingo by Lt Geoff Pullen we made residence at
another camp ite (with bar).
The group pursued activities such as trekking, climbing, volleyball,
skiing and sunbathing.
Everyone took part in a climbing activity be it Rock Mountain or,
as in Sig 'Crash Dummy' Hickman and Sig 'Pied Piper' Fraine' s case,
climbing out of their scratchers.
After 13 days the more experienced climbers ascended ' Grand
Paradi o ', 4061m . This took 16 Y2 hours altogether. LCpl 'Aitch '
Hender crampon failed which caused some concern. However we
made the ummit for a well earned cuppa . Well done to all those
involved .
The ski instructor LCpl 'Suggs ' Sutherland with help from Sig ' Stu '
Foster and Sig 'Knocker' Dore took members of the group for fou r
days Downhill Skiing apart from Sig 'Frans Klammer' Purveur
everyone involved took to skiing.
Organised trips to Milan, Turin and the pool in Chamonix were
throughly enjoyed . We had a great time in Italy and thanks go out to
the instructors: Lt Pullen, SSgt White, Cpls Penrose, King, LCpls
Anderson and George Sutherland .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to SSgt Neil White on his promotion to W02 and
movement to Tayforth UOTC. Cheers from everyone in India Tp.
JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Duncan Parkinson
Tp SSgt SSgt Roy Holcombe, Tp Sgt Cpl Sieve Moses.
DEPARTURES
We say farewell to the following stalwarts: LCpls Nick Williams
and Phil Korba who are off to 217 Sig Sqn in hangar I just across the
road, Cpls 'Oz' Faramus and Jason Wells to 8 Bde and 30 Sig Regt
respectively and, finally to Sig Swash off to JCUNI, good luck to you
all.
ARRIVALS
The Troop welcomes 2Lt Duncan Parkinson to take over the fold
and to the following: LCpl Pollard and Teresa, LCpl Whitworth and
Iris, LCpl Atherton and Maggie and also to Sig Towner and Beki, Sig
Hill (147) and Andrea, along with the singlies Sigs Hill (651) ,
Addison, Allison, Bell, Nixon and finally Sig White. I think the
Squadron should think about renaming the Troop to J Sqn , we have
nearly reached 60 in number.
EXERCISES
We supported the RAF in the field on Ex Gryphons Flight,
Osex/ Highland Cardinal, Green Blade, Roaring Lion and cross
training with A Tp on Ex Action Express .
DETACHMENTS
Sig ' Paddy' Thompson is with JCUFI and Sig Abbot is with
BATUS and our jack of all trades master of none of them LCpl
'Woody' Woodland in JCUFI.
BATTLE CAMP
We had a good battle camp in Barry Buddon, nr Dundee. The
weather held and a vast amount of very useful training was carried out
including APWT, E&E, orienteering, various patrolling and stage 4/ 5
shoots . This culminated in a successful Platoon attack . A lot of
soldiers found out exactly how much the human body can endure
when it is cold, wet, tired and hurting (whoever the friendly golfer was
that provided Sig Hutson with breakfast money whilst he was trying
to get a drink out of the green sprinkler system during the E&E phase,
thank you) .

Having only just arrived and this being my first exercise with the
Troop, I was unsure of what to expect. I'd heard about the excellent
com mand and control within the AMF(L) from other members of the
Troop, the initial deployment put me in the picture. How five hundred
vehicl es and trailers were loaded off of the ship and expected to fit
into the area of a basket ball court was a truly amazing task. A special
thank you goes to all the movers and loaders for their delicate
handling of our vehi cles.
Ignoring this slight upset, the Troop set about its mission and by the
end of the second day were well into the smooth running routine. A
few highlights (or lowlig hts} of the exe rcise; many congratulations to
Sig Jim Petrie on actually turning on his sets and we hear he even
managed to pUL up a mast, though this may only be a rumour . A
thankyou to Sig Danny Adams on his excellent wiring that melted the
generator lead.
.
.
.
After the fifth consecutive day of ram, shouts and groans of dismay
were heard from the FOB detachment on being told to move, LCpl
' Geordie' Longstaff wanted to stay longer and wait for the rice in his
paddy field to ripen .
I've been warned not to mention SSgt Steve Davison 's mishap with
the generator and kerosene and also his off road driving course, so
please ignore all the above.
Towards the end of the deterrent phase the chance of a days R&R
surfaced so a posse led by Lt Graham Fletcher headed for the bright
lights of Copenhagen.
A big thanks to all the Techs, Cooks and REME personnel attached
to us for all their hard work and enthusiasm. Also to Cpl Paul Parkes,
on loan from lndia Tp and Sig Treena Taylor fro m Juliet Tp. We hear
she is trying to rewrite the challenge and reply procedure fo r the
AMF(L) whilst on sentry duty.
The two weeks generally went well but I' m sure the grass of Colerne
was never greener than it was when we got home.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Troop has said farewell to LCpl Si Jenner going to show TA
how to do it. Sig Kev Wakeford and Sig John Morton to JUCUNI and
to Capt John Norris on hi s promotion and far away move to
Squadron 2IC.
.
.
Hellos to Cpls Jim Hawkins and Mel Pryke, S1gs Matty D_orh~g,
' Daz' Shephard, Danny Adams and Sig Ray Hayes and his wife
Sarah, a warm welcome to all.

REGULAR FORCES
EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
The Association, together with the Ministry of
Defence and the Department of Employment, is
part of the Forces Resettlement Service. Our task
is to assist all non-commissioned men and women
who served with good character for a minimum of
three years, or less if discharged on medical
grounds, to find civil employment at the end of
their engagements.
Our services are free, and we take a long term
interest in ex-Regulars so they are available to
them throughout their working lives.
Our Employment Officers are situated in
Branches throughout the United Kingdom and
they maintain close contact with local employers
and Jobcentres. Their addresses and telephone
numbers can be obtained from Unit/Ship Resettlement Officers; Jobcentres and local telephone directories.
During the period 1 April 1992 to 31 March
1993 the Association assisted 12,179 men and
women with their resettlement and placed 4,495
in employment. Of those placed 2,358 were men
and women from the Army and 216 were from
your Corps.

43 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)

April saw the arrival of the CO LI Col David Lynam . His first visit
to the thriving metropolis of Bridgwater (the town wakes u~ once ~
year in November for Carnival) was on the third Tuesday m Apnl
whereupon the chef, W02 ' Robbie' Robbins, with the aid of Cpl
.
Tony Crout produced a mouth burning curry.
The Sqn Comd Maj Rosemary Tuhey, then proceeded to mtroduce
the CO to the delights of TA life.
This auspicious start to his tour was further advanced by a 50 day
attachment to the Regiment of Lt Susan Jeanes where the regular
subalterns were 'rested'.
Thus Annual Camp appeared on the horizon, not the s1:1nny climes
of Cyprus but windy Colerne and South Wales. (fhe ~s were to
represent Bavaria .) SSgt 'Teddy' Marshallsay acquitted himself well
as exercise SSM, W02 Jim Rawdon was SQMS, CP gopher and
sometimes Echelon SSM. Recently married Sig Toms nee Julie Rowe
wanted to cuddle the PSI SSgt Prater, he was having none of this as
he wished to relate real war stories with LCpl 'Taff' Manns and Sig
Paul Hanlon . Annual Camp was a success, ask the owners of the
Bristol Bier Keller, fortunately for those present, over-exuberance was
allowed .
The Regular, TA combination is working, at least r_o r the r_eg~lar
who does not like spending weekends at home. Seriously, ll is a
success and many friendships have been forged over the past year.
CONG RA TULATlONS
To Capt Ian Whitehall for passing his Law exams, Maj Craig
Treeby for his selection as TA Focus and last but not least to the 2IC
Maj Nigel Fairley for his permanent smile even when ubmerged
under Opeval statistics .

Don't be disappointed:
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE
PUBLICATION DATE

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gra ham Fletcher
Tp SSgt SSgl Steve Davison, TP Sgt Sgt Mark Tivey.
EXERCISE ACTION EXPRESS 1993
Midway through September Alpha Tp, in support of the AMF(L),
deployed to Denmark.
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The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
aFPO 1

28 Sig Regt
BFPO 35

FREEDOM PARADE
'Wnh >words drawn, bayonet fixed, and bands playing'. Such is
de cribed on the Freedom Scroll returned to Stadt Tonisvorst on
aturday l September 1993 by Lt Col Richard Hoole, the 14th and
.
. .
la t CO of 2 ig Reg.
The do ure of HQ orthag in June thts year wa the begmning of
the end of 2 Sig Regt. one of five NA TO signal units assigned to the
HQ . The Regiment has had a presence in St Tonis since 1957 and was
granted the Freedom of the Town in 1976: During these 36 ye~rs, local
relations have grown ever closer and 11 was therefore with some
emotion and sadne that the Burgermeister of Tonisvorst, Dieter
Buttner, accepted the return of the Freedom Scroll and granted. the
Regiment permission to exercise it rights. of fre~dom for the l ~sl ume.
Unique in the British Army, the Regiment 1s the only umt under
permanent operational command of ATO. It .has ~vorked ~lo ely
with the United States, German, Dutch and Belgian signal units and
wa the first British unit to receive a Fahnenband from Johannes Rau,
tini ter President of orth Rhine-Westphalia. To this was added a
second Fahnenband on Saturday 18 September, presented by Brig Gen
Urich, Deputy Commander Territorial Kommando Nord, on behalf
of the Bundeswehr.
The parade wa attended by the Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C.
Birtwi tie CB, CBE, DL, and the SOinC Maj Gen A. H. Boyle.
The Regiment will hand over its unique role to a new unit, 280 (UK)
ig qn, formed from the Regiment, when it disbands in December
1993. 280 (UK) Sig Sqn will remain in St Tonis and become part of
the LA DCE T Signal Group, supporting HQ LANDCENT in
Heidelberg.

Brig Gen Ullrich (Dep Comd and COS, German Territorial Northern
Command) presents the Bundeswehr Fahnenband to the
Regiment
FAREWELL TO VICTOR TROOP
It was with great sadness that on 30 September 1993 the CO Lt Col
R. T. Hoole transmitted the final signal frorilihe Joint Northern
Army Group/ Second Allied Tactical Airforce Communication Centre
Joint Headquarters Rheindahlen. This marked the closure of Victor
Tp, 28 Sig Regt (Northern Army Group). The final part of the text
read:
'This day is tinged with sadness as another part of the NATO
Communications etwork folds, but we can all look forward with
confidence to a bright future with the formation of 280 (United
Kingdom) Sig Sqn on 10 December 1993. Auf Wiedersen.'
Brig H. H. Kerr OBE (Comd Rhine Garrison) visited and was
treated to a look at gt Fluck's pride and joy, the colpro and some
of the most ferocious (albeit inaccurate) petrol bombing of a tank
ince the war. The highlight of the morning was when Lt Col Ross
(COS) having thrown his, was treated to a chorus of 'Sir, ycur leg's
on fire!' The coolnes with which he dealt with the situation was much
admired, once the giggling had ceased.
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Brig Kerr had a chat with us all then it was off to perform the
bayonet assault course for him-one word sums this up, 'nightmare'.
All agreed, never again, thank you very much!
After a pot of lunch it was into full NBC for the dreaded
degradation phase-activities ranging from playing golf to a small
assault course, command tasks and sheep herding. It hammered in the
fact that everything is harder in full 'noddy' gear.
A quick tea and then onto the much looked forward Lo GPMG
night shoot. For most of us it was the first and probably last time we'd
do it. Given that the range was a valley and that the backstop was 20
acres of wood LCpl Brenda Cooper still managed to miss the lot and
scare a few bats! While the other Platoon was having a go we had
lessons on NBC sentries-got into IPE and onto the wagons and we
were off on the next, harder pha e.
Our journey stopped at about 0130 hrs and the vehicle h.orns started
going, this was it, 'Gas, Gas, Gas'. It was chaos-explosions, people
shoutfog, pitch black. But we all got sorted out and started the
laborious task of decontamination . After we'd finished SSgt Fluck
hone an ultra violet light on us and revealed that most of the people
were dead! We bedded down in an old hou e and went to sleep-still
in masks because of the CS gas that was thrown in at intervals.
The rest of the day was very busy as we had chemical recces and the
corpro to fit in through the morning-the only breaks from the masks
were breakfast and lunch. That afternoon we had vehicle
decontamination-a long and laborious process. We were all
surprised when the landrover passed first time, but our faith in the
equipment was restored when the first DAF sent it off the scale from
a distance of four feet. We finally decontaminated the DAF properly
and took our respirators off at last.
That evening was spent relaxing in our house trying to get fullers
earth out of the weapons whilst trying to ignore the lingering smell of
CS. At least we wouldn't be needing the respirators again-wrong.
Friday at last! We tidied up the area and went back to the barracks
hoping to relax, when we were informed that the bad guys were using
chemical and nuclear weapons! Oh goody. We were then told a
landrover had bogged and off we went to get it. When we got out of
the lorries all we could see was a building. In we went and suddenly
we were in a battle field, gunfire, distant shouting and all sorts of
useful bits of wood laying in the sand around our rover, just right for
building a small shelter whilst recovering the vehicle.
We were doing quite well when we heard a plane and chemicals
sprayed over us from the ceiling-panic-ten people in a 3ft square
half completed shelter. Five minutes later the all clear and the shelter
was completed with renewed vigour. It went from noon to dusk in
another five minutes and then a huge flash lit the sky-we all hit the
deck and covered as huge speakers boomed out the noise, it was very
effective. War finally over, we tidied up the barrack rooms and
trooped out to the bus-homeward bound at last.
That afternocn we returned to camp and joyfully began telling
horror stories to people who were going out the following week.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Dean Allen
Foremen: SSgt (FofS) Andy Burns, (FofS) Simon Boyd.
Farewell to SSgt Thompson on completion of 22 years, Sgt Jim
Richardson, Cpls Celerier, Thomas, Leach, LCpls Thorpe, Selkirk,
Wardell, Cowie, Hogan, Cooper and Williams. Welcome Lo W02
(FofS) Dean Allen, SSgt (FofS) Andy Burns, Sigs Avern and Johnson .
To say farewell to the al::Tove, the Troop went to the De Efteling
theme park in Holland for the day. The weather was booked by the
TOT. (It rained all day) so when it came to the water fights on the
lake, it didn't matter if anybody got wet-which of course they all did .
Farewell to Sgt Jim Richardson' s bunch of keys- posted to the
bottom of the lake.
After a quick change, the Troop dined in a restaurant with some
superb speeches from those leaving ...
The TM Tp forecourt has been upgraded in some respects and
downgraded in others. Upgrades include SAAB soft top (skip),
Volvo/ Renault 850 (Hearse), Rover soft top (mini skip) and a Porsche
(porkey). Downgrades include a Yugo (don't go) and a Jaguar XJS
(Xpensive Jump Stan).
TM Tp is carrying on and is maintaining its Bodgit and Scarper
traditions of old.
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Comd
Lt Col R. M. Crombie
2IC
Maj M. P. Wise
Gurkha Major Maj (QGO) Gambahadur Buduja, Adjt Capt A. I. M.
Gordon, Asst Adjt Lt (QGO) Rajhahadur Ral, Head Clk Lt (QGO)
Shlvakumar Lama, RSM WOl (RSM) Gauparsad Magar.
HELLO AND GOODBYE
Sgt Minkaji Gurung is posted out oft.he Regime~t o~ an ERE tour
but he is not really leaving us as he will be workmg .in AOGFLS_K
which is just around the corner from ~H9 . The Adjt Capt Gavm
Grant has just handed over to Capt Alistair Gordon and hence the
Adjutant sporting talent shifts from the basketball C?urt to the hockey
pitch . The new Adjutant comes fresh from JCSC.wh1le the o!d one has
gone to Nepal on trek, claiming he has not received a posting order.
REGIMENT AL BIRTHDAY PARADE
On 23 September 1954 the then Maj Gen Bde of Gurkhas, Maj Gen
L. E. C. L. Perowne CB, CBE, presented the Gurkha Royal Signals'
Badge to the Regiment then stationed in K1_1ala Lum~ur. The badge,
approved by Her Majesty the Queen, established the link between the
Royal Corps of Signals and the Brigade of Gurkhas and although
there were Gurkha signalmen, this date has been adopted as the
Regimental birthday.
The Regimental birthday is celebrated wherever members of the
Regiment are serving. Each year all Hong Kong based elements ~f the
Regiment parade to hear the Comd QG Signals, cur~ently L~ ~o l R.
M. Crombie, read Maj Gen Perowne's ~peech in English and .1t is then
repeated by the Gurkha Maj QG Signals, currently. MaJ (Q~O)
Gambahadur Buduja in Nepali . The 21C, at present MaJ ~· P. W1~e ,
then reads the record of achievements to rem.ind the Re~1ment of its
successes over the last year. This year achievements incl.uded the
continued success of the Regimental shooting team at _B1sley; the
participation of various membe;s of, 25_0 ~urk.ha Sig Sqn .on
operations in Bosnia and the Regiment s v1cto:ie:s in mal_l~ sporting
competitions. The Pipes and Drums played a surnng ~~ndlllon of the
Regimental March and then in accordance .~ith tra~1u~m fell out to
take part in an inter-squadron sports competition which 1s followed by
a bhat (Gurkha curry).
.
This year, however, Typhoon Becky had other .ideas and o~ the day
before the celebrations she lashed Hong Kong with str?ng .winds and
heavy rains. Elements of the Regiment deployed to ma~nt~n standby
communications and although everybody had r.eturned m !1!11e for the
parade, the pitches were flooded and the sportmg compeuuon had to
be cancelled. The following trophies were awarded:
.
The Best Trainee of The Year-Sig Nareshkumar Ra1.
The Best Piper (The Bosun's Pipe Award)Sig Dhalbabadur Sabi.
The Best Footballer of The Year-Sig Tejprasad Rana Magar.
The Ridlington Trophy Award-Cpl Karnabahadur Rana .
The Best Runner of The Year-Cpl Burdus.
The Best Female Soldier of The Year-Cpl J.efferies.
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Lt Col R. M. Crombie , Comd QG Signals presents the B.est Runner
of the Year Award to Cpl Burdus, 24 7 Gurkha Sig Sqn
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246 GURKHA SIGNAL QUADRON
(48 GURKHA INFANTRY BRIGADE)
Sqn Comd
Maj I. A. J. Condie
21C
Capt A. J. Parsons
Senior QGO
Capt CQGO) Mekbman Gurung
SSM W02 (SSM) Kindarman Rai, FofS S gt (Fof ) . P. Davi , YofS
SSgt (YofS) J. R. Knight, SQMS SSgt (SQMS) Balaram Rai , Chief
Clk Sgt Pradeepkumar Rana .
EXERCISE JlJNGLE TROOPER
Ex Jungle Trooper is an annual, regimental, month long exercise
which takes place in the jungle of Brunei and for that reason alone it
can be considered quite unique in the world of Signal training. This
year it was coordinated by Capt Adam J. Parsons, 21C of 246 Gurk.ha
Sig Sqn. It involves a great deal of setting up. It is an overseas exercise
with all its inherent problems and involves various Signallers from QG
Sigs, 250 Sig Sqn, 216 Para Sig Sqn and RMC.S Shrivenha.m.
Nevertheless the results and training value of the exercise far out weigh
any problems encountered.
Having spent almost a week in ~.o n.g ~ong herdin~ th~ "'.'ary
soldiers and officers together for fam1hansauon and acchmausauon,
it was time to move on.
As soon as we arrived training began in earnest. The initial lectures
over people were wondering why on earth they had come, what with
all the leeches , scorpions, spiders and snakes.

River crossing in Brunei with Cpl Nick Gray and Sig 'Mac'
MacBean from 216 (Para} Sig Sqn and LCpl Manbahadur Gurung
from 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn
Having completed weapon zeroing it was time to do the river
crossing. ow full of confidence, the various fire teams broke
numerous world swimming records, and, no one had been eaten.
By a majority vote they all. did it ~gain.
.
..
The time had come to go into the jungle. At this tage we we.re given
the survival lectures followed by the A frame demonstrauon and
practical. Except for the distraction of those giant ams, the ~ork went
well and our visitors Maj Ian Condie, and The Gurka Major helped

ou~fter the first deployment we were settling into life in t~e Ju~gle.
The econd deployment went well but there wa ~ day s rau?ns
missing! The troops set traps for anything and everything, b_ut nothing
wa caught, de pite the effort of Sig Bisbnu K~mar , who d1 appeared
into the jungle brandi hing his kukri and saying 'I heard a.pig'.
However the Coy HQ had a very efficient mean of g~tting fi:esh
food, the market. That night, a the boys collected ome bit of edible
tree, we pre ented each platoon wit~ a few chick.ens and ome fresh
rations. This was an ideal opportumty for the Bnt to learn how the
Gurkhas prepared chicken . After this depl?yment the day o~f wa
much enjoyed and McDonalds in Bandar Sen Begawan (the capual of
Brunei) was nearly eaten out.
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,
th final . tage of the training approached the sections
parti 'p ted in ·ompetition tote t the skills I '3rnt so far. It wa a
run thin but the fitne and jungle skill of 2
tion under gt
R
\ere me all. Thi wa followed b} a pre entation and a series
f bu.i'e plat n
it . The following day the platoons were
m I am ted for the final e. er i e.
The final e er i took place in the outh of Brunei. A couple of
h ur drhe followed by a helicopter ride brought us to a beautiful
t rfall, which wa about !Om high . Occasionally the I ds had a
han to wa h in it and Cpl Nick Grey in isted on maintai ning his
ye rl'" quota of para jump . The exercise lasted six days and was the
ulmination of the month long training. It included; patrolling,
ambu·hing, advance to contact, CTR and finally the dawn attack. The
Platoon decided to lay up overnight in positions near the enemy camp .
part from the noring from Sig ' Slim' Shotton and LCpl Mohan Rai
all went well. s dawn approached the Platoon, with no shortage of
ammo or pyro, attacked. Most of the fire found its way, amazingly
enough, towards the Exercise Platoon Comd , Capt Adam Parsons.
Finally it was over and back in Sittang Camp a barbecue was being
prepared. We invited all those who had assisted us during our stay in
Brunei, to drink our beer and eat our food. This they did with total
dedication.

247 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj M. N. Johnsto n
Senior QGO
Capt (QGO) Chandraparsad Gurung
I Tp Comd Maj D.R. Davey, J Tp Comd Capt D. Turner, SSM W02
(SSM) Chitrabahadur Gurung.
On a hot and sunny day in September, when we sti ll had a summer,
the British Forces Hong Kong annual swimming co ntest was held in
Sek Kong . 247 Gurkha Sig Sqn trawled the women in the Squadron
and came up with a flo undering team consisting of SSgt Jo Bullivant
(Coach), Cpl Anthea Jeffries, Cpl Sharon Wright (nee Llewellyncongrats on your marriage Sharon), LCpl Dea Grime, Sig Trish
Bishop and Mrs Joy Cooper. On arrival , the ladies spied out the
opposition-HQBF, HMS Tamar and BMH whose standards were all
known to be high. The competition was a close run thing with 247
constantly achieving 2nd place in the individual races and the
opposing teams fluctuating between 1st and 3rd and 4th positions.
Before the start of the relays we were in joint 1st place with HQBF
and HMS Tamar. After a closely fought battle 247 Gurkha Sig Sqn
finished the competition in 2nd place for the second year runningwell done the girls. Capt (QGO) Chandraprasad Gurung, W02 (YofS)
'Tarr Williams, SSgt Ricky Fung, Sgt Jim Ross, Sig Paul Shotton and
Sig Gangabahadur Rai put up a valiant effort in the ten men's teams
but the field was just too strong- a good effort anyway lads.

CHEQ E FOR NEW MUSEUM
246 Gurkha Sig Sqn made a donation to the New Royal Signals
Mu eum Fund from money raised during the Squadron's 24 hr
ponsored bowling marathon. Lt Rob Chamberlain was able to make
the presentation of £650 en route to Chile where he is attached to
Operation Raleigh as Comms Officer for the next four months.

33 Sig Regt (V)

Liverpool
T his article should serve to remind you all that those of us who serve
with the TA don't actually disappear from the face of the earth. In
fac t these are very busy and changing times for the TA, not least for
the fact that this Regiment is now fully converted to Ptarmigan.
However, as all good Wire articles begin with a list of the
personalities:
CO
Lt Col P. Parfitt
Trg Maj
Maj Bob Dobson
QM Maj Stan Hargreaves MBE, Adjt Capt Neil Stevens, Tech Adjt
Capt Graham Atkinson, RSM WOl (RSM) Rod Whateley, YofS
W02 (YofS) Peter Mclnally, FofS W02 (FofS) Steve Gill.
One of the major changes has been the dramatic increase in the
number of regular soldier posts in the Regiment; there are now nearly
50. Look closely at your next posting order, it could be to one of our
Squadrons in Liverpool (HQ and 59 Sqn (V)), Manchester (42 Sqn
(V)) or Chester (80 Sqn (V)) .
NEW COMMANDING OFFICER
Faced with the challenge of raising money for the New Corps
Museum , the CO decided to run a raffle with a difference. The winner
will become CO for a day with all the trimmings; staff car, slap-up
lunch, and so on . The draw took place during Ex Northern Hawk and
the winner was LCpl Gerald Ayreetey of HQ Sqn. This came as no
surprise to HQ Sqn members who had all put his name on their
tickets. During the exercise the Master of Signals took young Ayreetey
to one side, and gave him some advice on being CO . The raffle raised
well over £400 for the appeal and the knock on 'vibes' from the
members of the Regiment leads us to believe that more money will be
forthcoming as a result of LCpl Ayreetey's day in command. There
is no truth to the rumour that the next raffle will be for a full
command tour.
DONKEY DERBY
The Regiment organised a Grand Fayre and Donkey Derby at
Altcar Training Camp on I 0 July. The idea was to raise money for the
Merseyside Haig Homes Appeal, a charity concerned with the
provision of sheltered housing for ex-servicemen. The CO, LI Col P.
Parfitt, wore out his computer producing all of the raffle tickets and
the programme of events which the remainder of the RHQ staff then
cut and stapled together. Despite the best efforts of the weather, to
dampen our spirits, the event passed off remarkably well. A special
vote of thanks to Lt Julian Deardon who, with the willing aid of
around 60 Army Cadets from the Merseyside area, ensured that the
clearing up operation was completed in record time. The result of the
day was that over £2,000 was raised for charity - well done to all who
took part.

Ladies Team. L to R: Mrs Joy Cooper, Sig Trish Bishop, Cpl
Sharon Wright, LCpl Dea Grime and Cpl Anthea Jeffries

EXERCISE NORTHERN HA WK
The Regiment is recoveri ng from its annual camp - Ex Northern
Hawk. A very wet fortnight was spent in the Galloway Forest area of
Scotland on a 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde exercise involving 2 Sig Regt, 33 Sig
Regt (V), 34 Sig Regt (V) and 35 Sig Regt (V). It was the first time that
the Regiment has fielded Ptarmigan in anger and all are in agreement
that it went extremely well. Undoubtedly, many valuable lessons have
been learned-especially on how to recover vehicles that are bogged
in. The Regiment was host to a number of visitors including; Lt Gen
Sir Michael Rose (Comd UK Field Army), the SOinC, the Master of
Signals, Maj Gen Ficuciello (Dept Comd ARRC) and Col C. G.
Dickie TD (Chairman TA VRA North West of England and Isle of
Man).
One incident of note occurred on the night of deployment on the
second phase of the exercise. About 50 vehicles, from different
regiments, were trapped on a single tracked road by two vehicles
becoming bogged in and two REME recovery vehicles subsequently
joining them. The road, soon known as 'the road to Basra', became
impossible to pass. Fortunately the CO along with the MTO, Capt
John Morrison, and the MTWO W02 (now NRPS) Ian Thorneycroft
managed to turn all of the vehicles with their trailers around to ensure
that the road was free before dawn. The QM has now been tasked with
issuing traffic control lollipops-commensurate with their duties to
the three of them.
EXERCISE PILOTS PROBE
This exercise was designated by the CO as being open to nominated
members from each Squadron who have performed particularly well;
a sort of pat on the back. We assembled at 42 Sig Sqn (V) in
Manchester on Friday 20 August 1993 and were then split into three
teams led by W02 Steve Gill, SSgts Steve Dickson and Frank Hale
who were present in an advisory capacity only. Friday evening was
taken up with team discussions during which the RSM made it clear
that a new tarmac path had been laid up Kinder Scout; so maybe the
walking phase would be not so bad after all? After six hours walking
on the Saturday there was still no sign of a tarmac path! Cpl John
Goodwin commented that if this was the way that the CO thanked
people he hoped he would never have cause to be castigated.
After crossing a wet and muddy Kinder Scout it was time for the
cooking competition with expert advice from W02 Rick Gooley, the
Master Chef. More walking and finally back to the TA Centre for a
quiz and well earned refreshments. Sunday morning was for
command tasks. One of the tasks, devised by the RSM , was to
suspend a tennis ball as high as possible using only newspapers,
sellotape and staples. All the resulting structures were interesting but
it was Team C that showed that all those years spent watching 'Blue
Peter' were not wasted with the tennis ball being suspended a
staggering 15ft above the floor. Overall the weekend was interesting
and enjoyable and another Ex Pilots Probe follows.

248 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj S. C. Dexter
2IC
Capt J. J. Cole
Senior QGO
Capt (QGO) Kesharbahadur Rana
A Tp _C omd Lt J. R. Anderson , K Tp Comd Capt L. S. Lawton, SSM
W02 (SSM) Jagatkumar Rai, YofS W02 (YofS) S. M. Bertram ,
RQMS(T) W02 (RQMS) T. A. Tulloch, FofS SSgt (FofS) P. A.
Cooper.

Lt Rob Chamberlain presenting a cheque for £650 to Brig John
Griffin Comd The Royal School of Signals

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED RHQ?
TELEPHONE 071-414 8432
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EXERCISE PACCHI BHETAULA
Ex Pacchi Bhetaula 3/93 took place during the summer and was
held in the New Territori~s. The exercise was conducted at Platoon
level '.ind was directed by Maj S. C. Dexter. The main purpose of the
exercise was to develop military skills, whilst giving all ranks
experience in the field.
The exercise was broken down into several phases which included
anti ambush , command tasks, navigation, ambush, deliberate attacks,
OPs and harbouring . Half way to our destination we were ambushed
by the enemy, led by a character who looked very like the 2IC Capt
J. J. Cole. Led by Lt J. R. Anderson we soon responded. Later in the
afternoon1 Brig S. M: A. Lee OBE, Brig Bde of Gurkhas, arrived to
watch an ambush bemg set and sprung.
The next day we placed OPs out, carried out a deliberate attack and
sent out recce patrols and following that completed command tasks.
The .final phase involved a dawn attack using information gathered
previously followed by anti ambush drill practice as the convoy moved
back to camp.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1993

Cpl Neil Olsson and LCpl Anthony Olssen getting to grips with a
12m mast
LCpls Michael Downey and Andy Kermode disguising themselves
as donkeys!
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
.
AL AMP-FORWARD
Following month of careful planning by Regimental and Brigade
taff and one or two equipment i ue scares resolved by the dexterity
of ~pt Rob Meioerzbagen, the moment of truth had finally arrived;
on aturday 25 September the Regiment (fully equipped) began its
long journey to the Galloway Forest area of Scotland. However, this
was only one mall part of 11 Bdes deployment, which saw at least 700
\Chicle from all unit within the Bde make their way Northward to
p3rticipate in Ex orthern Hawk. The purpose of the exercise was to
conclude our conversion training to Ptarmigan, and soon after our
arrival in Scotland the Regiment was pitched into a busy training
programme and the final phase of our conversion to Ptarmigan began
in earnest The fir t week concentrated on completing the trade
training element and this was followed by an intensive FfX during the
second week to develop and confirm the new skills acquired. Under
the expert guidance and tuition of our trade training instructors,
which included Sgt Chris Hyma , Sgts Chris Gleadow, J. D. Hogg,
Tim Edwards, Gary Mountain and Cpl 'Mouse' Fieldhouse, the final
trade training phase was judged a huge success and all students, much
to their relief, qualified as either Tele Op (RR) or Tele Op (Tg); but
would they meet our expectations during the exercise phase!
Ominously the weather had already begun to deteriorate and the
forecasted stormy and hazardous road conditions were to prevail for
the remainder of camp-according to a local farmer we were
fortunate to have arrived during what he considered to be an 'Indian
Summer'-we th.ink he was joking.
VISITORS DAY
On Thursday 30 September, the Lord Mayor of Birmingham, Cllr
PauJ Tilsley visited the Regiment, he was accompanied by the Hon
Col, Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBEand the SOI CIS HQ Wales
and Western District, Lt Col Peter Richards.

Following a briefing by the CO, Lt Col John Ewbank, the Lord
Mayor was was given a conducted tour of the trade training being
carried out in various locations and took time out to join members of
48 Sqn for lunch at High Mye Farm where he was hosted by Capt Bev
Needham. Following lunch, the Lord Mayor accompanied by the
Honorary Colonel moved to the SCRAT training location at Garland
Mains where he was joined by the Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C.
Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, the Regt Col TA, Col G. C. Mitchell TD,
ADC, Colonel Female Focus HQ UKLF, Lt Col E. M. Walters and
the Dep Comd 11 Sig Bde, Col B. N. T. Foxon OBE, here they viewed
displays of antenna erection and observed students undergoing Tg
training. Finally, the visitors party then moved on to Culmore Farm
to view a display of Centrals, simulating movement into a field
location and setting up drills. Unfortunately a severe thu nderstorm
terminated the display prematurely, and all visitors rapidly took cover
under the nearest available shelter-a simple case of rain stopped
play. Other visitors who made whistle stop tours of the Regiment
included Comd UK Field Army, Lt Geo Sir Michael Rose on
Thursday 7 October and Comd Comms UKLF, Brig N. F. Wood on
Wednesday 6 October.
OVER THE EDGE
On Sunday 3 October, during a deep depression that wasn't
necessarily confined to the weather, the Regiment , in torrential rain,
began its field deployment to the West and North of Galloway and
Strathclyde. It was during this deployment that the soft verges of
Galloway took their toll and claimed at least three of our TCs. It was,
however, of some comfort to learn that the vehicle casualties
elsewhere in the Bde area overshadowed ours quite considerably, and
the surviving wrecker crews seemed to be permanently on the road
either recovering themselves or others-to their great credit it has to
be mentioned that the Regiment's wrecker was the only recovery
vehicle that remained fully operational throughout camp, much to the
delight of its crew, Cpl Tom Blondell and LCpl Tony Rusowicz-at
one stage during the exercise they were deployed to recover the
wrecker that was despatched to recover another wrecker that was
despatched to recover the two TCs from an un-named Regiment-a
story they never tire of relating to any unsuspecting audience. They
have since commented that the recovery and repair experiences they
were personally involved in have proved invaluable. Eventually, after
what seemed like an eternity battling through the worst weather
conditions for a decade whilst negotiating very narrow country tracks
and roads with those treacherous verges, all regimental elements
settled safely into their initial field locations and comms were soon
established and thankfully maintained throughout the exercise much
to the credit of our newly qualified and now confident operators and
their instructors.

in slime with the putrid smell of liquidised cow dung much closer to
his nostrils than he would have liked. Unfortunately for him , he had
walked into a slurry pit where the farmer stored his liquid manure;
much to his regret the decontamination process lasted well into the
exercise-he is now trying to explain to the QM Dept why his combat
kit and boots are now at one with nature.
·
The RSM WOl Guy Richards has also paid the price for ridiculing
our much demeaned technicians. During a pre-camp briefing he
reminded the Regiment of the correct form of exercise dress, and
flippantly commented that the only exception were the techs who
could wear dresses. Prior to the field deployment and during the
regimental photograph four technicians in the formidable shapes of
Sgts Kevin Prince, Martin Jeanes, Richard Harley and Cpl Andre
Dodie took advantage of this dress variation and dressed up
accordingly! The RSM refused to be photographed with them. An
anonymous member of 95 Sqn, when questioned by a visitor if his
Squadron was located under what appeared to be camouflage netting
in a nearby farmyard, responded, 'No Sir, that isn't 95 Sqn it's a
compost heap.'

Finally, our sympathies to the PSAO of 89 Sig Sqn, Capt Dave
Brough , who had to cope with living under field conditions for the
first time in at least ten years and suffered the indignity of being issued
with a tent that had more perforations than a Tetley tea bag-to add
insult to injury one stormy night he lost his beloved beret. He was
attached to the Bde DAMCON coll, or DAMPCON as it became
known, and dealt with numerous incidents throughout the exercise
involving damage to property and consequently became engaged in
delicate negotiations with a large number of friendly and not so
friendly landowners and land agents, and the complexities of how
culverts, land-drains and dry stone walls should either be repaired or
rebuilt. Neglected map reading skills had to be restored overnight, as
did his Basic Signalling Skills but a certain revengeful member of the
Unit will not let rum forget about the mysterious Map Sheet 81 nor
the Grid Ref of the Central that was located somewhere in the North
Sea, no doubt waiting for a TUGREP. He fared a little bit better with
his own dedicated SCRAT but, according to his operator, a cheeky
LCpl Paul Beckett, disclosed that towards the end of the exercise he
repeatedly punched in the Grid Ref he was heading towards on the
subset instead of the number he wanted to call. There is, however, no
truth in the rumour that he wishes to volunteer for DAMCON duties
in 1994.

Right Dress! Sgt Richard Harley, Cpl Andre Dodie, Sgt Martin
Jeanes and Sgt Kevin Prince

Father and Son on joint exercise

Pump up the volume. L to R: Lt Martin Highfield, Sig Martin
Roberts and LCpl Martin Winstanley

Potential Tele Op (Tg) taking a break from training. L to R: Cpl. Sue
Harley, Sigs Sally Lucas, Simon Wright and Andrew Bugg1ns

The lord Mayor of Birmingham with LCpl Dominic Anslow of 48
Sqn

Members of the LAD with the only wrecker left on the road!

Honorary Colonel with the Master of Signals and the CO
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I WOULD RATHER BE SOMEWHERE ELSE!
Every annual camp has its humorous moments, often at the expense
of others who at the time would rather be somewhere else but who do
see the funny side much later on. This camp was no exception,
particularly for SSgt Keith 'Spludge' 'Stewart who during one cold,
stormy and miserable evening found himself walking through what he
thought was a very muddy farmyard track, enjoying the exhilarating
aroma of a working cattle farm. Suddenly he found himself waist deep
'. THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1993
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36 Sig Regt (V)
Ilford
nnual Camp t0ok place in ovember. The lead up to thi ha
con i ted of two e. erci e . the fir t Ex Fa t Wire, wa held in Carver
Barra.:k • affron Walden, E ex and introduced Lt Col J on
Henderson to the Regiment. This wa a commu nicatio n e. erci e and
\\3 the fir t time that we worked wit h the P tarmigan Switche
ince
th Regiment's new role wa an nounced.
F R WEL
AND GREETING
The Regiment ha ai d fa rewell to WOI (MTWO) Brian Cullen on
hi leaving the army. We wi h hi m all the best for his futu re as a 'full
time tudent' .
\ e welcome \ 02 ( RPS) Martin Roe !er as the new MTWO who
join us from the RCT at 29 Regt RCT, South Cerney, Glos .
Thi month al o sees the retirement of W02 Bill Vodrey, who has
been with the Regiment a Master Chef for the last even years. We
·ish him many happy unday mornings sleeping in bed whilst his staff
are busy cooking for everyone on exercises!
HQ SQ ADRON
The Squadron bade farewell to W02 (SSM) Pete Stockwell who has
now left us and transferred to 45 Sqn (V) and we look forward to
having SSgt Ron Hill serve in his place.
Sgt HeUew·ell has left the Army and we wish him all the best for the
future in Civvy Street.
The Squadron welcomes Sgt Stebbing to TM Tp as their Systems
Tech and we await to see what his horse ricling and phot0graphy skills
are like before pas ing judgement on his soldiering skills. (There is
plenty of room to stable the horses on the back field before the RLC
move their vehicles in!)
A welcome is also sent to Sgt 'Brummy' Taylor the newly appointed
PSI for MT and has already proved his right arm skills to the MT Sgt
'Wingnut' Nicholls.
The Squadron also warmly welcomes a PSAO for the first time,
Capt Len Carr, who joins us from 220 Sig Sqn on his retirement from
the regular army. Capt Siobhan Hitchen is greatly relieved to be
hancling him her Account books!
The Summer Ball was held in September and attended by 110
members of the Squadron and thei r partners who were warmly
welcomed .
The evening also provided the occasion to welcome Lt Col and Mrs
Henderso n to the Regiment which was marked by a presentation of
a basket of flowers by the organisers of the evening, LCpls Louise
Tarling and Sue Grogan. Their many months of organisation and
hard work was cenainly appreciated by everyone.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron congratulates Sig Stuart Purcell who has been
selected to play in the TAVRA ational Football Team his first match
being against the Army Crusaders.
44 SIGNAL SQUADRON {V)
The arrival of 747 Tp from Gillingham in Kent has completed the
move of 44 Sqn to Grays, Essex. The move led by Lt Graham Smith
was completed, as always, in record breaking speed. Returning also to
the Squadron (or is it home?) is Capt Caroline Greenhow transferring
from 45 Sqn (V).
ew to the Squadron is SSgt Stan Haynes from 21 Sig Regt, who
joined the best Squadron as PSI in July 1993. Welcome!
45 SIGNAL SQUA DRON (V)
'First Impressions'
By Sigs McDonald and Gregory
Our first impression on arrival at 750 Tp was the professionalism
of the soldiers and staff, with an obvious pride in their work. There
seemed to be a family spirit which enabled thelroop to act efficiently
a a Unit. There was a slight settling-in period for recruits, but now
we feel that we are becoming part of the team.
EXERCI E HIGH PEA K
Members of 45 Sig Sqn went to the Peak District for a weekend of
adventurous training. This included rock climbing, abseiling, hil l
walking and canoeing. Most people managed to have a crack at all the
activities on offer, putting in a lot of effort and having a lot of fun.
Enthusiasm was high, with everyone determined to reach the top of
the most difficult climb. Sigs Terry Stalley and Lee Farrow climbed
the face more than once but, to their disappointment, found out that
their efforts still only produced one pint as a reward.
Many thanks to the civilian instructors whose expertise ensured that
tho e who took part had an enjoyable and safe day. More of the same
please!
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37 Sig Regt (V)

Red ditch

All was quiet around Colchester Garrison one Sunday morning.
Then, suddenly, from the depths of the swimming pool came shouts
and cheers as 45 Sig Sqn TA started their Swimming Competition .
So it had begun, the second day of Ex Morale Booster. First came
the individual race of freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke and
butterfly, just to break everyone in gently! T hen there was the
individual relays whi ch also went well.
Then came the highlight-a canoe relay, with no oars. This race
went down very well because everyone had their own set of rules and
soon ended up pushing the canoes along.
After we had fina lly recovered from the Swimming Competition
there were the Individual team events. The e consisted of a basketball
competition, circuit training, a shooting com petition and finally a
superstars event. Each team had to rotate arou nd the different stands
and each time wa recorded, point being awarded for particular
times.
The Superstars stand was the main attraction of the afternoon. This
was a challenge where each team had to transport 20 fu ll water carriers
from one end of an obstacle course to the ot her. Obstacles consisted
of moving under a cam net, over some high wooden steps, across a
shark infested trench and , finally, in between some cones whilst
dribbling a ball.
To summarise the day, everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves
and got to know others better. These events revealed varying talents
of people and certainly produced good teamwork . Everyone had fun !

CO
Lt Col J . A. Macfarlane
21C
Maj S. J. Cartwright TD (V)
Trg Maj Maj Tom P engelley, Ops Offr Maj Ted Widgery, QM Capt
Dave Marsden, RSM W01 (RSM) Phil Abbott, FofS SSgl (Fof )
Shane Overton , Adjt Capt Andy Duncan, TOT Capt Dave Fraley,
QM (V) Capt John Byrne, YofS W02 {Yof ) Cliff Montgomery, Ch
Clk SSgt Phil Rosslcc .
Most of our efforts rece ntly have been devoted to preparing for the
Regiment's fi rst Annu al Camp, he ld at Ripon in September.
The basic philosophy was for the Squadrons to 'do their own thing'
for most of the fi rst week, comi ng together fo r the usual Regimental
events such as Tickle Test, Church Service and a Military Skills
Competi tion at the end of the week. In the second week the Squadrons
deployed on a Regimental exercise in the Ripon and Catterick areas
befo re returning to Deverell Bar racks for a sports competition and
return home. Most of the advance planning was carried out Maj Tom
Pengelley and the detail of the exercise was written by Maj Ted
Widgery with con tribu ti ons from others in RHQ.
We were particularly pleased to welcome a number of visitors. Lt
Col Peter Richards, SOI CIS at Wales and Western District, was the
principal visitor in the fir st week and dined with the officers.
We were deli ghted to entertain Brig Ronnie Silk , Comd 143 (West
Midland) Bde; Maj Gen Mike Regan, GOC Wales and Western
District and Brig John Neeve, Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde. All enjoyed
dining in the fi eld in a mess tent, superbly organised by W02 Eddie
O' Connor.
On return to Deverell Barracks, the Master of Signals, Maj Gen A.
C. Birtwislle CB, CBE, DL visited the inter-Squadron Sports
Competition and presen ted the prizes. Later, he presented the BEM
to SSgt Frank Dawson, form erly Chief Clerk at Bristol, and the LS
& GC Medal to SSgt (FofS) Shane Overton . The fo llowing received
the Territorial Efficiency Medal : W02 (SSM) Paul Todd 93 Sqn (V),
SSgt Nicki Neill 53 Sqn (V), SSgt Barry Weaver 67 Sqn (V), Sgt
Lindsey Millett 53 Sqn (V), Sgt Gill Saxton 67 Sqn (V), Cpl Catrina
Zukowec 67 Sqn (V) , LCpl Dawn Rundle 67 Sqn (V) and LCpl Pete
Duka 67 Sqn (V) .
HQ SQUADRON
Maj Les Porter
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt David Clough
PSAO Capt Dave Cooper MBE, SSM W02 (SSM) Cliff Poole, PSI
SSgt Geoff Frazer.

45 Sqn Abseil ing Team all smiles aher the descent
54 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
On 4-5 September I 993 the Corps Orienteering Championships
were held. 54 Sig Sqn (V) entered several competitors including a
Ladies Team.
The first was an individual/ team event with our ladies team o f Lt
Vivian Martin, Cpls Sue Kelly and Rachel Haigh, LCpls June Cole
and Nicky Baker all striving to gain the top four best times which
would be carried forward to the next day . All five managed good
times, indeed, LCpl Baker achieved 1st position on the 'D' course to
become the individual champion. Well done!
Our best individuals, Lt Martin, Cpl Kelly and LCpl Barker, set off
in the Relay Championships. Again they all produced excellent times
which, when added to the best times from the previous day, gained
them the TA Laclies Team Championship winners' trophy . A fine
achievement with 537 competitors to overcome .

In the second week the MIVs deployed to their lonely hilltops and
the Squadron was split between the rear party in Deverell Barracks
and guarding and administering RCP in the field at Ripon Parks. On
return to barracks, the sportsmen in the Squadron triumphed by
beating the rest of the Regiment in the Sports competition.
All in all an interesting and enjoyable camp for those ex-infanteers
who transferred from 4 WFR.
53 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Tony Reah
2IC
Capt John Duggan
PSAO Capt Brian Carney, SSM W02 (SSM) Tony Giles, PSI W02
' Chick' Cheetham .
The Squadron arrived in Ripon in good order on the Saturday
evening. After a day's adventure tra ining the Squadron deployed on
a two day infantry exercise Ex Gryphon's Glory organised by Capt
John Duggan. A day on the ranges was followed by Visitors' Day and
Military Skills Competition.
The exercise in the second week requ ired the deployment of two
Squadron bases, li nked to RCP and the other Squadrons by Data over
Mou ld; indeed the Squadron provided the com ms det at RCP . Each
Squadron base then deployed mobile dets to carry out tasks assigned
by RCP, varyi ng fro m simple recces to complex command tasks.
After returning to camp and back home to Cardiff and Brecon, we
were delighted to ee the fo undation stone for the new TAC at Park
Street in Cardiff laid on 28 September by Lt Col Sir Michael
Llewellyn, Chairman of Wales TA YR. We eagerly look forward to
movi ng back into ou r own accommodation.
67 SIG NAL SQUADRON (QOWWY)
Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Morris
21C
Capt Roy Naylor
PSAO Capt Gary Pitman , SSM W02 (SSM) Malcolm Cooper, PSI,
SSgt Terry German .
The Squadron experienced an enjoyable first week of Camp,
including plenty of adventurous training. Despite the weather's best
attempts to wash us away, everyone enjoyed canoeing, orienteering,
mountain biking , pony trekking and swimming. Before that, the CO
had a few surprises in store when the RSM's fire practice on the first
morning turned into a promotion parade for LCpls Ian Sewell, Keren
Brocklebank, Lucy Pennington and Dawne Elwell-Sutton .
We also fitted in a day on the ranges under Capt Roy Naylor and
a day on the cross-country circuit at ASMT, Leconfield. Surprisingly,
most of the MT survived this ordeal.
After some changes of mind by RHQ , the Squadron deployed two
bases in the second week for the Regimental exercise. We were
delighted to have Sgt Mike Peleck, of the US National Guard with us,
who SSgt Ray Campbell had visited earlier in the year.

HQ Sqn rea dy for t he road - Sig Gary Palmer, Sgt Paul Skelton and
Sig Andre w Mac ham c heck thei r sword drill with a di pstick

54 Sig Sqn successful Orienteering Team
L to R: Lt Vivian Martin, LCpls J une Cole , Nicki Baker, Cpls Sue

Kelly, Rachae l Haigh
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ANNUAL CAMP
After a swift run up the Ml and A I most of the Squadron arrived
in Ripon by mid-afternoon and quickly euled into their
accommodation and all the organisational tasks involved.
2Lt Beverley Perumal and her Mould Tp, under the guidance of the
TOT and FofS recced locations for the second week and aw a bit
more of the c~untryside than the others . Low-level training was
organised for a small group of students . The Squadron produced
over-35 and under-35 teams for the Military Skills Competitions and
Visitors' Day at the end of the first week .
TH E WIR E, DECEM BE R 19 9 3

CO pres ents their second tapes to LCpls Ia n Sewell, Ke ren
Brocklebank and Lucy Pennington
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96 IG
l . Q ' AORO. (\")
. n Comd
Maj tan Grimmitt
lJ
Capt ten Holder
If· Offr Capt Dick Hall, PSAO Capt Peter O'Gorman, SSM W02
(. • t) Da'e Blackford , P l
gt Cbri Taylor, Tp Offrs Lts Allan
Ja ob and all Forrest .
\"I ' ITOR

93 SIGNAL SQUADRON (\')
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Whittle
2IC
Capt Ross Parsell
PSAO Capt Len Yates, SM W02 (SSM) Paul Todd, SPSI SSgt Andy
Dawson .
The Female Cross Country Team came third in Wales and Western
District and qualified for the National Championships held at Kinmel
Camp in March 1993 where they finished 6th out of 11.

The Squadron wa honoured in J une with a visit by Brig J. E.
·een, the Comd 2 ( C) Sig Bde. The Brigadier was ~y interested
in this newly formed Squadron and in particular the • ecruiting and
training of the TA volunteers.
The Squadron continues to grow with ome 45 volunteers now on
it books. \: i1h the e t:iblishment agreed at a total of I 05 we are still
ome way off our 1arget; however progress to date is very
encouraging.

The Cross Country Team
L to R: LCpl Tracey Ireland, SSgt Heather Kenny, Sig Debbie

O'Neill, SSgt Diane Feest, Sig Zena Shortt, Cpl Dawn Phillips

The Brigadier discusses recruiting with Lts Sally Forrest and Alan
Jacobs
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to our newly promoted LCpls Stuart Adams, Peter
Deans and David Davies . The Squadron wishes them the very best on
this first step up the promotion ladder. Congratulations also to those
members who have recently successfully completed their recruit
cadres. The success rate speaks highly for the preparation training
conducted at Squadron and Regimental level.
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
The Squadron is pleased to welcome Mrs Adel Camm as the
administration officer for the Squadron and Mr Bertie Mcloud our
civilian driver. Pte Ian Ross is now appointed the Squadron civilian
storeman completing the much needed civilian support team.
Farewell to Sig Mark Geraghty who leaves us on transfer course to
London UOTC. We wish him the very best on on his university course
and hope to see him back in the future. Farewell also sadly to W02
Mick Co~ber w~o will be leavin!'l us on completion of his regular
army service. Mick can truly claim to be the first member of the
Squadron and our thanks to him for all the good work he has done
during the establishment of our occupation of Westfield House TAC.
We hope to welcome him back in 1he future as a volunteer member.
Don't leave it too long!

The Squadron deployed for Regimental Camp at Ripon on 11
September. On arrival at Deverell Barracks the usual round of parades
and settling in procedures took place, despite the fact that we were
moving as a Squadron to Strensall Ranges for a day shoot the
following day. Very much a case of 'packs on , packs off'.
The shoot took place in a dreadful downpour accompanied by gale
force winds, which was not particularly conducive to good
marksmanship . However, thanks to our range staff, the Squadron
fired the appropriate details and even managed the LSW as a bonus .
The remainder of the week was taken up with Squadron/ Regimental
activities both military and sport. The good news was that the under
35s team won the Regimental Military Skills Competition with the
over 35s team second in their category. (The only reason the over 35s
came second was that the Yeomanry team was able to throw
horseshoes more accurately!)
We had the pleasure of hosting two exchange soldiers, Sgt Dave
F1atjord of the US National Guard and Sar Sig Todd Newson of the
Canadian Defence Force Reserve. Both were a credit to their uniform
and their country and a pleasure to serve with .
The second week saw Ex Autumn Rose which allowed us to practise
the UN in Bosnia role thanks to some very good acting by members
of the HQ Squadron .
A series of location moves, ambushes, location attacks kept all our
dets on their toes and some very interesting PXR points were
accumulated. A good camp all in all; the first camp with 37 Sig Regt
(V) was not as traumatic as many thought it might be and we hope our
replacements in 38 Sig Regt (V), had an equally good time with their
new Regiment.

A
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CO
Lt Col C. J. Laurence TD (V)
2IC
Maj M. G. Touchln TD (V)
Adjt Capt A. G. Hill, RSM W01 (RSM) Bray, Trg WO W02
Robinson , YofS W02 (YofS) Burbidge, FofS SSgt (FofS) Melville,
CC SSgt Monk, Trg Sgt Sgt McNally .
It has been a very busy period with the handing over of RSMs, the
Trg Maj posted on promotion to Lt Col and the preparation for
Annual Camp. Everybody thought it would be quiet after camp but
this was not to be, followed by a Course Trg Weekend, and the lead
up to Ex Runnel Stone, the annual pilgrimage to Denmark , as enemy
to the Danish Special Forces, by air and sea. Another Trg weekend
and then the Lord Mayor's Show , and finally Remembrance Sunday
at St Paul 's Cathedral.

Capt Alan Hill and his wife Carolyn also joined the Regiment. He
is the first Adjutant in the Regiment's history and a period of
adjustment has been required for individuals to get used to the new
concept!
The Squadron also took on an additional officer to share the
workload. 2Lt Sinead Leng joined the Squadron in July from Bristol
UOTC and has taken up the position of City Tp Comd, HQ
Squadron's communication Troop.
One of the major gains from the past few months was the
acquisition of a chef! LCpl Platts joined us and has since provided
some excellent food on both exercises, weekends and training nights.
He has also attracted one of our drivers LCpl Donna Rayment to
change trade!

HQ SQUADRON
Maj Paul Willmott (V)
Sqn Comd
2IC
Capt Julian Gregory (V)
QM Capt Don Holmes, RMO Capt Steven Hughes (V), PSAO Maj
Robin Macheath, OC City Tp 2Lt Sinead Leng (V) , SSM W02 (SSM)
Tony Carr, RQMS (R) W02 (RQMS) Ken Kennedy, RQMS (V) W02
(RQMS) Derek Ellen, MTWO W02 Colin Riddell .

RALEIGH INTERNATIONAL
By LCpl Rachel Evans
Dear Comrades,
Here I am back from sunny Siberia to some surprised looks from
people who thought they were sponsoring me to suffer freezing
conditions. I cannot stress enough just how difficult it was sunbathing, I mean working in temperatures of 35 degrees plus!
As expected I have come back having gained many new skills from
my experiences, which include being able to party all night, make
three pairs of shorts and two tee-shirts last for three months (yes, they
did get washed, unlike my hair) and surviving on compo.
However, in between the fun and frolics there was some serious
work to be done. I worked for three weeks with Russian botanists, to
produce information that will convince the Russian Government that
Lake Baikal and the area around it are at risk from pollution.
Other arduous tasks included identifying grass. It was quite difficult
fending off the exceedingly hospitable Buryats with their never ending
supplies of Vodka.
These are but a few of the fond memories I have of Siberia (some
of the others are restricted, but I am sure you can all appreciate the
need for security when it comes to East, West relations!). Raleigh is
something I would recommend 10 anyone who can accept a challenge,
so go for it!

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Two weeks before our annual camp we said a rapid farewell to Maj
Roger Batho as he left us for a place on JDSC and congratulate him
on his selection for promotion .
WOl (RSM) Bob Taylor left in August to be commissioned and
posted to 21 Sig Regt.
We said goodbye to our MT PSI, Sgt Ray Webb who has left the
Army and is now running a kennel in Clacton. We wish him well in
his new life as a civilian and wonder whether he will notice the
difference.
WOl (RSM) Ray Bray joined the Regiment at the start of
September from 4 Armd Div Sig Regt. He had a sudden introduction
to the TA with his first major activity being the Regiment's Annual
Camp two weeks into the job!

W01 (RSM) Bob Taylor hands over to W01 (RSM ) Ray Bray

EXERCISE SUMMER SOLSTICE 1993
Th~ Squadron tc~ok part _in t~s annual Military Skills Competition
exercise and cons1denng its size and ex,perience pulled off some
con:imendable results. The most pleasing being coming first in the
falling plate shooting competition. Well done to all those who took
part both as team members and support staff. A most enjoyable
weekend of training.
UAL CAMP 1993
The Squadron thoroughly enjoyed its first annual camp this year
~e.ld at Ripon. Our t~ank~ to 67 (QOWWY) Sig Sqn for the first weeks
JOIDt ~ff<~rt and their guidance on how best to enjoy yourself! The
co~b.mauon of adventure training and military skills training, in
a~diuon to the second weeks full communications deployment, has
given the Squadron much confidence for the future.
Th~ Sqn Comd has still nol quite recovered from the social and
spomng aspects of ~he annual camp and waits, with trepidation, the
pho1ographs that will, no doubt, say it all.

39 Sig Regt (SC) (V)
Chelsea

2Lt Douglas Bye and Capt Alan Unwin, team captains in the
Military Skills Competitio n display the prize
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We welcomed W02 Colin Riddell to fill our new post as MTWO
who after a few days into the job faced the daunting problem of
getting the Regiment to camp in what is a considerably under
established vehicle fleet.
LCpl Brian Barr joined the Regiment in September as the CO's
Driver from 2 Sig Regt. He too arrived just in time for Annual Camp.
It was a strange feeling however to also have his predecessor, LCpl
Huw Jones, around and having Squadron members putting up with
twice the normal level of wit!
Sgt Pete Reeve joined the Squadron in May as the PSl(Tech) from
9 Sig Regt. He has done well and shows potential for being an
excellent TA soldier!
W02 (SSM) Tony Carr joined the Squadron in August and took
over from W02 Ellen who has now become RQMS. He has quickly
made his mark on both the Squadron and the Regiment and is warmly
welcomed by all.
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ADVENTURE TRAINING
By Francis Middleton
Last August Bank Holiday HQ Sqn went on an adventure training
weekend in Berkshire. The aim was to combine exercise with
relaxation and team spirit.
The first task on Saturday morning was to eat a large breakfast,
before setting off for the YHA in Srreatley, picking up hired bicycles
on the way. After exploring the village and stopping for lunch, cycling
started along the Ridgeway path, one of the oldest roads in Britain.
It was not long before map reading skills came into use, as parts of
the route were inaccessible.
The twenty mile journey was punctuated with frequent stops for
refreshments, with the majority of participants arriving home tired
but cheerful, looking forward to hot showers and good food .
The next day the Squadron set off along 1he Ridgeway again, this
time in the opposite direction and on foot. Stopping for lunch at the
famous Uffington White Horse, the walk continued late into the
evening, remrning home in time for an evening meal and a few soft
drinks!
Up early again the nexc day, the Squadron set off for Henley. The
morning was spent walking and boating along the River Thames,
returning to London early in the afternoon. A memorable time was
had by all.
THE MARRIAGE SEASON
The marriage season saw two Headquarter Squadron weddings.
The first was in May when the Sqn Comd, Maj Paul Willmott (V)
married Tara at Brentwood, Es ex. It was quite a Squadron affair
with a lance party led by Sgt Les Eldridge and the 21C Capt Julian
Gregory Best Man. The choice of Best Man was evidently well thought
out and may have something to do with keeping ecrets.
The second wedding in August was when the Ops Offr, Capt Helen
Hay married Hugo Barker in Scotland. Returning from her climbing
honeymoon in the Caucasus mountains to Annual Camp he till
seemed a little unsure of her identity often when an wering the
telephone on exercise by her maiden name.
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71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

On 25 eptember 1993 the Regiment bade Lt Col D. B. Jones
farewell in tyle befitting a UK Bobsleig team member. He wa
pu hed through Cultybraggan Camp b the Officers whilst the
Regiment lined the route. Lt Col Jones moves to pa tures green into
100. The Regiment would like to thank him for hi farewell camp,
en uring everyone had approximately five hours sleep a night. (If they
were lucky.) We wi h him all the very best for the future.
\ e welcome our new CO Lt Col S. P. Foakes (V) and wish him and
hi wife Heather a uccessful and enjoyable tour with the Regiment.

Lt Col Jones mounts his bobsleigh driven by Lt Helen Turner and
pushed by Maj David Whimpenny and Maj David Hannam our Ops
Team watched by their fellow officers

HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn.l'ii
.
Op Grapple
BFPO 544

We have just returned from an arduous ca mp in the Highlands of
Scotland. Thi year's camp was in three phases. The first being a three
day move to Cultybraggan with Squadrons carrying out tasks on route
to a MACA scenario. This enabled everyone to reali e that they were
on a fourteen day exercise and not the usual three. Phase two was
Squadron training where 68 Sqn (V) carried out a counter smuggling
exercise, 57 Sqn (V) based on Strone Camp did Adventurous training
as did 265 Sqn (V) at Ardintigh (Tom McCleans Adventure Training
Centre). With 94 Sqn (V) based at Barry Budden using the facilities
for Military Training.
Phase Three was the Regimental patrol competition held over a four
day period. Each Squadron provided an administrative area in
support of one of the four main events, A Bunker exercise, Comms
and Navex exercise, using Squadron resources, a Mil-Skills day and
finally the Trek. Squadrons provided two teams of 21 to compete each
day. This wa spiced up with three night activities, a night shoot,
Reece Patrol and a Cordon and Search. All this was followed by the
obligatory March and Shoot competition. The week was successful in
that all members of the Regiment were involved either competing,
administering or as OS.
Congratulations to 94 Sig Sqn (V) as winners of the Patrol
Competition and 265 Sig Sqn (V) who won the March and Shoot.
Rumour has it that 68 Sig Sqn (V) will zero their weapons next year.
265 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Annual Camp was probably one of the most testing in recent years
especially as virtually everybody in the Squadron in the rank of SSgt
or above has taken over a new role since last year's camp. Nevertheless
the Squadron acquitted itself extremely well.
We started with a three day comms and movement Ex Yeomanry
Run. The remainder of the first week was spent on an arduous
training exercise five hours from Cultybraggan Camp (the only way
in was by boat or by a very long walk) which was worth the effort as
we spent three days fell walking climbing and canoeing in one of the
most beautiful parts of the Highlands.
Each evening W02 'Micky' Mustoe led by example in the who
knows a rude song routine at the barbecue which helped ease the pain
of blisters and sore feet. The week went very well in preparing us for
the second week and gave our new soldiers a chance to settle into
Squadron life.
The second week was dominated by the patrol competition with its
mixture of Military, Physical and Communications skills. The
weather was appalling (I hope that wasn't your trade test Padre) but
spirits remained high, possibly because the SSM wasn't around to
keep the Troops singing. The two radio Troops provided the
competing teams with SHQ planning the night activities demanded by
the daily brown envelope from RHQ. SHQ Troop ran one of the
Admin bases for the week in the only abandoned but habitable house
for miles . The hessian and lighting gave the site a period air, probably
due to Sgt Les Watts the SQMS who is employed at the Imperial War
Museum.

Sqn Comd/FSO
Maj S. Croft
2IC
Capt S. Spiers
RSM WOl (RSM) R. Boulton.
SHQ TROOP
YofS
W02 (YofS) C. Nutt
FofS
SSgt (FofS) A. Soward
Pay Sgt Sgt M. Dunne AOC (SPS), Ch Clk Sgt A. Callaghan AOC
(SPS)
With the arrival of 4 Armd Bde Sig Sqn (204) recce party the light
at the end of the tunnel is really beginning to shine and preparations
for the handover/ takeover, of the various departments within the
Troop are well in hand. The recce party returned to Osnabriick with
more than a flavour of what life here, with the UN, is all about.
Everyone is kept busy here. Sgt (FofS) Andy Soward, and his team
of technicians has not only kept the HQ's multi national systems up
and running but also manages the systems for all the UN elements
within Divulje Barracks, Split. On the welfare front, his team has
installed BFBS and SSVC at the sharp end.
Well done to him and Sgts Carl Hindson, Andy Roberts and Cpl
Phil Bruce.
The rest of us beaver away in the background.

Troop leaders with their spoils. 2Lt Paul Owen and Lt Peter
Hitchcock March and Shoot winners, 2Lt Keith Duffy-Penny
March and Shoot runners-up, 2Lt Sarah Shelton Patrol
Competition Third
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QM DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt G. Hegarty
RQMS W02 (RQMS) S. R. Talbot, URS Sgt B. Cook RLC.
The Ordnance and Ancillary inspection over and the recce party
from 204 Sig Sqn returned, the QM's Dept is now organising our
return to Verden. Capt Gerry Hegarty assures everyone that there is
a plan but that it is still being typed. The MSA and 01098 account
holders, Cpls Andy Shaw and Jan Steward are weighed down by their
work load, keep going, there will be a day off at the end of it.
At the end of our tour here credit is given to all members who have
worked long hours as a team, always in good humour.

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFPO 36
Sqn Comd
Maj J. K. McKee
2IC
Capt M. G. Hanson
QM Capt D. K. Pawlow, Ops Offr Capt D. A. Craft, RSM WOl
(RSM) M.A. Wright-Jones, YofS W02 (YofS) R. K. Perry, FofS
SSgt (FofS) I. Rutherford , CC SSgt S. Davison.
WELCOMES
The Squadron welcomes Maj Jim Mckee and his wife Rachel, we
wish them both a happy tour. A warm welcome to 2Lt Jon Sutton,
WOl (RSM) Mark Wright-Jones and his wife Sharon.
FAREWELLS
Goodbye to Maj Dougie Rowlinson and family off to Kuwait! To
Lt Richard Rumsey good luck at Blandford.
THE MOVE
The Squadron has recently moved into more auspicious
surroundings within Quebec Barracks. The move went exceptionally
well with the RSM getting the smallest office, whilst the Sqn Comd is
able to hold football practice in his!
The QM department has settled into its new 'drive in' empire and
the ' lines' are now behind newly acquired caging in the MT. Perhaps
the saddest point of the move was, as SSgt 'Slap' Skinner was painting
everything within 100 yards of his office 'maroon', he realised that his
painter Sig Smithurst was colour blind and could not tell the
difference between maroon and black .
However, the Squadron is now in its new abode, the RSM is bu Y
polishing and Sig Smithurst is trying to retrade as a Dvr Elec!

W02 Brian Eason (Capt Pugwash) reminiscing that this is easier
than crossing the Atlantic and I'll catch some fish before the
week's out

THE ORPHANAGE
On Friday 15 October 1993 the orphanage in Split received a cheque
for DM5255 .22, DM3500.00 of which was raised by the wives back in
Verden and the rest by the Squadron. The cheque was presented, on
behalf of all concerned, by WOl (RSM) Roy Boulton.
Our replacements (204 Sig Sqn) will continue with this work after
our departure which will ensure that the whole of the orphanage is
repainted in due course. They have already launched an appeal for
money and winter clothing to meet the children's needs during the
hard winter months .

SUPPORT TROOP
MT
After a disappointing start of July due to the cancellation of the
Squadron Summer Camp in Bavaria, MT moved from ~h~ open
surroundings of the railway lines to the plush 4 tar MT serv1c1ng bay
and garage. Under the eye of SSgt Steve Jackson and Cpl Glenn
Kitchen the MT and line det moved over with little hassle. LCpl Al
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Pearson and Sig 'Geordie' Cullen managed to segregate themselves
from the rest of the MT by building a cage to keep the lineys in and
the new lads out. LCpl Mark Makings gave the line bay the once over
and commented that it was never so cushy in his day. Sig Carl Kidner
was impressed with the hire car, a Renault Clio, less the model from
the advert. Sig Steve Taylor is still walking around camp trying to
figure out where the new MT is. Congratulations to LCpl Mark
Makings on passing his Det Cornd's Course and to Sig Jim Womble,
the youngest dad in the MT. Welcome to Sig Carvin , newly arrived
from Depot.
TECH WORKSHOPS
The Tech Workshops goes from strength to strength. In the new
penthouse suite, the boys have created an excellent working
environment. The move across from Block 13 was a painful proce s
but we are all agreed that it was worthwhile. The FofS, SSgt Ian
Rutherford, manages to keep a watchful eye from the Sqn Ops Cell,
although there are still no teabags in the rest room. SSgt 'Choo Choo'
Roberts, recently arrived from Blandford has already made his mark
on the workshop with his posters of Swanage Railway. Amongst all
this frivolity there is still time for courses. Cpl Cheatle has now taken
on the mantle of Wavell Tech following his two weeks at Catterick.
Cpl 'Shep' Shepard nearly passed his Tl entrance, better luck next
time. Cpl Neil Parnham almost went on a CSSH cour e but he was
kind enough to allow LCpl Lee Clark to take his place . Cpl Neil
Shrimpton came top of his BITS course, he now instructs people on
how to do a job instead of ordering them. LCpl Stu MacDonald , well,
he managed two months on the Squadron bar, ome people have all
the luck.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. E. Sutton
Tp SSgt SSgt P. Skinner, Tp Sgt Sgt C. S. Morgan.
CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt Mick Angove on his promotion. LCpl Young and hi wife
Samantha on the birth of Hanna. LCpl Baber on pas ing hi RSDCC.
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The time ha come to ay goodbY\! to LCpl Lee Middleton and
Julie, i 'Johno' John on and LCpl Mick Preston.
W LCOl't

To Cpl Dudley and Angela,
Rhodes.

ig Dibbert and Michelle and

ig

PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. E. J. Rennie
Tp Sgt
gt . Thomas, Tp Sgts Sgt A. C hapman, Sgt S. Jackson .
The Troop deployed to Bosnia in ovember.
WELCOMI.S
We say hello and welcome to gt 'Chappie' Chapman. and his wife
ick., gt 'Stu' Jackson and his wife Maxine, Mrs Claire Smithurst
and her husband Jason (Cpl), Sigs Rio, Doran and Chapma n; we are
very plea ed to ee them.
FAREWELL
A few farewells to C pl Dave Owen and his fiancee Chrissie. Both
have done a great deal for the Troop and the Squadron. All the best
for your future together. To Sig Pat Milnes (now 3 UK Armd Div) for
a long and colourful tour in the Squadron. A character who will be
greatly mis ed. All the best Pat.

BATILE CAMP 1993
Due to our Grapple traini ng at STC , thi s year's camp was slightly
different.
The three Platoons took their turn in the round robin, each had a
go at driver training, mine awareness, vehicle fault finding and
recovery, HF practical and anti-ambush drills.
The stars were Cpl Bennett, Sig Drummond and Sig Baber who likes
four tonners.
The anti-ambush was a great success, run by our infanteer Cpl
'Moose' Moore and Cpl Preece . Sig Mundy was the difficult and
bulletproof enemy!
SSgt Paul Skinner and Sgt Craig Morgan ran an arduous HF
practical. The course was 25km with checkpoints along the way- alas,
some sections decided that the distance was not enough!
The final 48 hours was an exercise in a realistic scenario. Run by
Lt Sutton and SSgt Nige Thomas, the Platoons deployed and made an
operating base sandbag sangers, wire and ops room .
The DS provided the local civilian population and paramilitary
soldiers from the Saxony Action Dept. The SAD forces were no match
for our men and came a second best in several actions!
After a small demonstration, which turned out to be a mini-riot, Sig
Reid and Sig Dawson stepped in to help the surrounded gate sentry.
The SAD forces kept us all on our toes, and an extraction of our
Troops was followed by CFT! Let us hope that Bosnia is not half as
exciting.

CONGRATULATIONS
Finally congratulations to LCpl 'Scotty' Scott on his marriage to
ue. All the best to both of you.
OPERATION GRAPPLE 3
The Squadron has been preparing to deploy to HQBRITFOR. The
last two months have been spent in training and completed a JNCO's
Cadre, ATDs, a trade training week, driver training and battle
camp- phew!
The training wing ran a very successful JNCO cad re courses. What
a pleasant surprise after three week's leave!
The course finished with a field exercise. Yet another early call and
a full kit check-what bit was left? On to the transport and off to the
Costa del Achmer- and a gentle early morning jog!
On the command task stand Sig 'Oliver Hardy' Smithurst managed
to slip easily through a landrover tyre, well greased and with the use
of a large tyre lever!
After an enjoyable day on the area, they went into a harbour area
for the night. Who would guess SSgt 'Wacko' Jackson was dressed up
as a bush with a video camera-what a delight for the unlucky
sections.
On return to camp-yes, a log race around camp.
'Well done' to the best student, Sig Launder, and the best
endeavour of Sig Hemmings.

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Para)
· Aldershot
With the Squadron deployed to Cyprus on E x Lion Sun 10, we write
about two unsung departments in the Squadron. They are almost
unique to parachute signals, the P re-Para Staff and the Recruiting
Team.
TRAINING WING
One of the many functions of the Squadron' s Training Wing is to
organise pre-parachute selection. This is a two and a half week
physical build-up course held at Aldershot. It comprises cross-country
running, gym work, Bergen marches and P Company events such as
the assault course, steeplechase and trinassium. The Squadron has
earned a reputation for running an excellent preparatory course .
Much credit goes to Sgt Clive Smith (now 8 Sig Regt) who was a
stalwart of the Trg Wing. Sgt 'Stu' Archer has now stepped into the
breech and has already stamped his personality on the course. LCpl
Pete Lawn has proved a sound and enthusiastic assistant. SSgt Dave
Catchpole also contributes greatly to the smooth running of these
courses.
Success this year on the All Arms P Company has been outstanding.
35 have attempted P Company after the Squadron build up, and 19
have passed.

TH E RECRUITING TEAM
We are always keen to recruit suitable volunteers. Armed wuh a
gallery of photos, videos, slides and maroon rhetoric, the 'team' tours
Corp Units in the hope of attracting potential airborne soldiers . This
year the team visited Harrogate and Catterick . It has also visited other
Units in the UK and BAOR . Much preparatory work is done by the
RSM, WOl George Burrows and S gt Dave Catchpole. Others who
have helped include Cpls 'Scouse' Hale, Spence Cave and 'Scouse
Wings' Ramsden (now in AAC pilot training).

LCpl Pa ul Howl looking fo r th e s crew holes
Cpl Be nnett giving a roads ide interview

Don't be disappointed!

Sgt ' Stu' Arc her 'in ac tio n', briefing the lucky Squad about the
assault course

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE
The Re cruit ing Tea m
Back: Cpl ' Sco use' Ramsden, S ig ' Mac ' Mc Bean, LCpl Paul Howl
Fr ont: SSgt Dave Catc h po le, Ca pt Steve Vickery

PUBLICATION DATE
Obs ta cle No 1 on t he a ssa ult co urse . ' No problem!'
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PROMOT IONS
Congratulation to the fo ll owing o n their promotion: SSgt 'Stu'
Couszins, Sgts ' Scouse' Hale, 'Woody' Wood , LCpls Jason Wing and
'Ackers' Ackland .
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFPO 30
qn Comd
Maj C. Wakerley
2IC
Capt C. J. Mcintosh
Q '1 Capt B. J. Dallon , Op Offr Capt D. J. Foulkes, A Tp Comd 2Lt
. J. O'Kelly, B Tp Comd Lt J. A.G. Langley, RSM WOI (RSM)
mith, YofS W02 (YofS) Sexby, FofS Sgt (FofS) Alexander, SQMS
gt (SQM ) Dennis.
DEPARTURES
~ c bid a fond farewell to our last SSM Dave 'Stachs' Stachini who
i po ted to 3 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, SSgt Rouse posted
to I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, and Sgt, soon to be SSgt Carl Jelfs
who is off to gel a tan in Belize. Also off to civilian strasse are Sigs
Norman and Findley.
ARRIVALS
A heavy turnover has welcomed our new Ops Offr Capt Jim
Foulkes and our new RSM WOl Smith. Also a warm welcome to SSgt
Murray and Sgts Burn, Drew and Gear. Also arriving are Cpl Rogers,
LCpl Rainey, Riley and Cfn Conway. Finally, the new Signalmen are
Terry, Taylor, Murray, Wheeler, Grundy, Connel and Young.
CONGRA TULATIO NS
To Lt Jim Foulkes on his promotion to Capt and to Cpl 'Wobbly'
Owen on his promotion to Sgt.
SWIMMING succ~s
Having started training in April the Squadron team qualified
through the Brigade Championships for the Lower Saxony District
Minor Units Swimming Championships. The competition at the
district Championships was good and the Squadron managed to win
two of the four individual events and the Medley Relay so coming first
overall.
The BAOR championships were next. The competition proved
extremely close. Pte Godwin won the backstroke and 50m freestyle
and Lt James Langley the 50m breastroke. All hinged on the last event
the freestyle relay with Sig Farrar, Maj Wakerley, 2Lt O'Kelly and Sig
Wat.kins. All did not go well and on the last length the team was so
far down the field the competition could not be won. But after an
outstanding swim by Sig Watkins enough places were made up to win
the BAOR Minor Units Swimming Championships with BMH
Iserlohne coming a close second.
Al the end of July the team travelled to the UK for a serious build
up LO the Army Finals. Medals were won for the best minor unit
freestyle and medley relay teams with exceptionally good swims by
Sigs Kutzner and Wilson. The individual events did not go as planned
and only Pte Godwin managed co gain a first place. In the relay events
even the medley team only managed second place. With only the
freestyle to go second place was within grasp but after a tight race the
team was a fraction of a second too slow. A third place was gained
in the Army Minor units. The team will be back next year fitter and
faster.
EXERCISE DOUBLE DIAMOND
The aim of Ex Double Diamond was to take a nine man team across
some of the most scenic and arduous mountain ranges in Europe. The
team leader was Maj Wakerley with SSgt Skelland, Sgt Berry, Cpl
Murray, LCpls Bannister, Oulton, Sigs Murray, Boardman, Pond and
Rawlings.
After a pleasant drive we found ourselves in Sargans, the starting
point for the expedition.
The next three days we carried out three one day walks, with
suppon of the mini bus, in preparation for the unsupported phases of
the expedition.
A_fter the three day walks and some 70km further west along the
Alpme Pass, the team now had a very good idea of the severity of the
climbs, and what kit was required to complete the further 190km
which would hopefully take us to Montreaux and Lake Geneva.
The rest of the expedition was split into two three day walks
followed by two, one day walks to finish off with.
It.proved ex!remely difficult and the heat and 50lbs of weight being
earned sometimes pushed the team to its limits. However with
magnificent scenery and the lead weights attached to SSgt Skelland
and gt Berry's feet, the pace and morale were kept to an acceptable
level.
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The final descent into Montreaux was long and tiring, but after a
good dobie and sort-out the boys were ready to enjoy a well earned
24 hours of R&R in Montreaux.
The following morning the team set off back for Bergen with a
sense of achievement; after all we had taken in some of Switzerland's
most breathtaking scenery and most importantly, conquered the
260km Alpine pass route from Sargans to Montreaux.
EXERCISE JOTUNHEINEN DIAMOND (NORWAY)
The expedition took place in the Jotunheinen National Park, some
350km nonh of Oslo. Members were Cpl Alderson, LCpls Gipson,
Raybould, Sig Bettelley, Farley, led by Cpl 'Wobbly' Owen.
The aim was to climb Galdhoppigan the highest mountain in North
Europe some 2469m, and to carry out a five day high altitude
expedition covering 90km.
The first four days were used for introduction, which made it quite
clear that it would not be a walk in the park. The Team achieved its
first aim on the second day which was to climb to the top of the
Galdhoppigan. On the fourth day the team experienced an interesting
ice climb and explored some ice caves.
Morale was high and the weather pleasant. The majority of the
climbs were very demanding but the reward was some tremendous
views. During the expedition the team met many locals en route who
were very interested in the expedition and very willing to help the team
members.
On the journey home to Lilliehammer the location of the Winter
Olympics in 1994 was visited. A good time was had by all and
everyone would like to go to Norway again.

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209)
Catterick

Conversion exercises behind us, the Squadron entered a new era.
Fun, pleasure and fulfilment were the order of the day, or so said the
Sqn Comd Maj David Hargreaves!
EDINBURGH SEVEN HILLS
Due to exercise commitments the Squadron was unable to compete
in the Lanyard Trophy this year. In order to satisfy W02 (YofS)
'Stew' Little's desire for pain and his wish to keep the Squadron gladiators in shape, he found a new nightmare: The Edinburgh Seven Hills
Race.
As the name implies, the race takes in the seven hills which surround
Scotland's capital city, Edinburgh. By being a touch sparing with the
truth volunteers were found and it was not until a little later that the
truth emerged, competitors not only had to complete the course but,
also had to navigate! Oh yes, and that there was a distance of some
14 miles (or more, depending on map reading skills) between the hills.
Maybe it was the promise of a weekend in Edinburgh or more likely
a weekend away from Catterick that attracted LCpl Brian Ruddin and
the other eight runners to volunteer for the event. If only they'd read
the pink!

"I think I need to have my head examined," says LCpl Brian
Ruddin

Sigs Raw lings, Pond, Boardman, Cpl Murray, Sgt Berry, SSgt
Skelland and Sqn Comd

Conquering the mountain LCpl Grant Gipson, Sgt Owen, LCpl Jas
Raybould, Sig Charlie Farley, Cpl Dave Alderson and Sig Jas
Betteley
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The plan was to drive the course on the Saturday with the help of
a local guide and thus find out the shortest route as well as any short
cuts. It wasn't until we had to stop to refuel the minibus half way
round that it started to sink in. This was going to be one long race.
On the Sunday morning everyone was up in time to hear the local
sparrow do its rendition of that famous Viz character. Some did it by
means of an alarm clock, others by ensuring that the night and
morning became one! All however were pleased to see that the
minibus actually took us up to the top of the first hill where the race
was to start. Unfortunately, there )'Vas bad news, this was also the
finish. Would we struggle like the minibus?

Three of our competitors completing the Edinburgh 7 Hills Race
L to R: Sigs 'Taff' Thomas , Lee Harper and on far right Dave

Harding
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The start of the race saw us running down Calton hill and off
towards Edinburgh Castle. From the castle it was on to Corstorphine
hill some three and a half miles away. The team soon split into small
groups with W02 (YofS) 'Stew' Little trying desperately to catch the
leading group, nothing new there l hear you say.
As the race progressed it became obvious that local knowledge was
the key to success. How else do you explain passing the fifty year old
man with the tartan bonnet time and time again? The race, it must be
said, took in some spectacular views of the capital city and as the
Yeoman pointed out, 'beats taking a tour bus'. This may have been
true on reflection but as the team made a hands and knees ascent of
Anhur Seat, agreement on this point was not unanimous.
All ten runners finished the race and the team came a very creditable
eighth. For anyone wanting to get into fell running or distance events
then the Edinburgh seven hills is definitely an event worth
considering.
The other runners were LCpl Dave Churchward, Sigs Dave
Harding, Lee Harper, 'Tommo' Thomas, 'Mac' McMullen, Lee
James, Dougie lcke and Andy Wragg.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt David Kinnaird
SSgt 'Dusty' Miller, Sgt 'Baz' Tollington.
Welcome to LCpl David Robinson, who joins the Troop from the
wide open spaces of BATUS, Sigs Gilchrist and Knowles. Farewell
and congratulations to Sgt Bob Harvey and his wife Gill. Sgt Harvey
is on his Yeomans' course at the Royal School. Cpl David Robinson
leaves the Troop and the army, starting work as a satellite television
engineer, and we wish him all the best. Finally, congratulations to the
Tp Comd who announced his engagement, and was promoted to
Captain in the same week.
EXERCISE WINGED WARRIOR
Al the end of Battle Camp, the Squadron was at last reunited on
the main square at Gaza barracks. The chatter was of exploits in caves
with the Sqn Comd, up hills with Yeoman 'Stu' Little or on the range
with SSgt 'Nobby' Neville. Amid the cheerful banter there was
apprehension about the exercise to come. Lt David Kinnaird 's briefing
was short with little information of what was to come!
In fact what lay in store was a gruelling 40km walk through
delightful Yorkshire countryside, interspersed at irregular intervals
with diverting and amusing team tasks . A sort of nature trail and 'It's
a Knockout' combined! Sections were only given the grid of the next
checkpoint, and did not know what to expect when they got there. At
one, they found the RSM, SSgt 'Dusty' Miller, some barrels, rope and
wood, an expanse of murky water and a Signalman-shaped burden.
Al another they encountered SSgt Percival, with buttons to be sewn
on as fast as possible and blindfold compass walking. Other stands
tested weapon skills, first aid, NBC and agility (the FIBUA assault
course).
All teams approached the cour e with excellent spirit, but 'flagged'
occasionally. Most especially on the long walk to the First Aid stand,
a distance of some 9km that had to be covered in a bare 90 minutes.
The final event for all sections was a short march and shoot, where
tiredness and exhaustion had to be cast aside for one last effort. There
were in all 48 finishers out of 90 who started, but all made an
outstanding effort. The winning section was commanded by LCpl
Ruddin, whose excellem team thoroughly de erved to take the trophy.
In all it was an extremely tough two days that has left Lt Kinnaird
unpopular! (For the moment.)
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
I,t John Merritt
SSgt 'Nobby' Nevill
Tp SSgt
Now that everyone is rejuvenated after leave and ready for the off,
we find ourselves straight into the fore with Ex Panther' Prowl, a
Brigade concentration and FTX exercise.
Again, many personalities have changed and we find ourselve
bidding fond farewells to LCpl 'Baz' Hearne and Sig 'Stork' mart
both to the big wide civilian world. Sig ' Dean' Owen who ha
transferred to the cavalry and Sig 'Taff' Verrinder who ha gone to
21 Sig Regt.
Big CaLLerick welcome to Sig Turney, LCpl George Cowan, LCpl
Pete Wilkinson, Sig Sean Burke and of cour e Cpl 'Bear' Convery
who returns after his Al at 8 Sig Regl. Well done, Bear!
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20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16
qn Comd
Maj Paul Eaton
21C
Capt imon Parry
Q. 1 apt Mick Pa~lak, Op Capt David Gaul, '\: 02 (Yof ) Bob
Jona • gt (Fo ) Paul Redmond, SM W02 (
t) Neil Turnbull.

EXER I E FIGHTI G/FORAGING FIST 93
Well that' it for another year, the exercise season is finally over
but, Battlecamp, the culmination of our military training programme,
is till to come. A chance to display all the military skills hammered
into u over the past ix month .
The quadron deployed to ATA Haltern for a two pha e·
battlecamp. The first pha e ba ed on maintaining a route in order to
pro,1de humanitarian aid. It was a fairly quiet three and a half days,
except for being hot at, 'repairing' vehicles and injured peo_ple, being
ga ed by gt Marshall, ection attacks in the blistermg heat,
ma tering BA TCO (how many people in the Corps can spell BATCO
let alone u e it?). truggling over a nice dryish command task thought
up by gt tewart from the LAD and finally lugging a PRC 321 on
patrol (ever tried being tactical with HF noi e?). Yes, by and large,
quite a re tful time.
With an afternoon change over, we were off to SSgt McGinley and
Anderson and Ex Foraging Fist, the survival phase. We foolish but,
\\illing volunteers, were in tructed in the various a pects of survival:
helter, fire, water and food-the latter often in short supply. We
' ere also visited by the Sqn Comd, the 21C and SSM for a night, and
by Comd 20 Armd Bde Brig A. G. Denaro OBE, who was suitably
impre sed with all he saw and enjoyed his lunch with the boys.
Battlecamp wa a great success and many thanks go to those who
helped organi e and run it: from RQMS SSgt (RQMS) Sammy Cook
and his faithful helpers (especially Cpl Dave Bartlett) to LCpl
Griffith for his control of MT and the chefs Sgt Dave Adams and Pte
Jock Le lie, for their flexibility above and beyond the call of duty.

Training for the CCF on 3 Jul y with school s from all over the
country participating.
Sgt 'Chaz' Fox kept a keen eye on thing and even cajoled a fe w
cadets into joining up. Camp ended on 24 July.
Thanks go to 19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209) and 8 Sig Regt
for the loan of the equipment .

Royal
ignals

Lt Nick Tomkins ready to escape

l to R: Sig McGlinchley, Master Ellison, Lt Tomkins,
Cpls Rawlinson and Brebner
ATHLETICS
The Squadron Athletics Team had a successful season winning the
Paderborn Garrison Athletics Competition held at the BAOR
Stadium in Sennelager. This was the culmination of a season in which
~he team had put in some excellent performances achieving 2nd place
m the 1 <UK) A~md Div Minor Units Championships, 3rd in the
BAOR Mmor Umts and 2nd in the Morrison Cup.
The team was captained by Sgt 'Mitch' Mitchell who led by example
over the 400m hurdles. Outstanding performances also came from
LCpl Phoenix_ who, at a crit.ical moment in each competition,
produced a stnng of lst places m the shot and discus events. In the
middle distance events, Cpl 'Spud' Taylor and W02 (SSM) Turnbull
were always in contention for the top three places while the sprinters,
Cpl 'Tubby' Swanston, Cpl Payne and Sig McKenna did what
sprinters do best. With vital points also coming from the 'jumpers'
LCpl Welland, Sigs Tomkins and Sean Bysouth, and cameo
p_erfo~mances from Sgt 'Reg' Clarkson Uavelin). Cpl Minorczyk
Uavelin/ IOOm). Sig Jervis (4 x 400m and whatever else is going!), the
results were truly a team effort.
If any of these fine athletes actually do some training over the
winter, who knows, perhaps next season may be even more successful!

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Leach
2IC
Capt Jim Forrest
QM Capt Rick Licence, Ops Offr Capt Rupert Chapman, RSM WOt
(RSM) Dave Wilson, A Tp Comd Lt Rich Deans, B Tp Comd Lt Tom
Sandman.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Squadron bids a fond farewell to Capt Paul Peel, Kay and
Emily who move to 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt; Capt Peel takes over
as Adjutant. W02 (RQMS) Jim Monkman left the army to carve a
niche for himself in civvy street. He won't be too far from our
thoughts though as he has become the new Officers' Mess manager
working for RCO Catering. We wish him and Anne well. W02 (YofS)
Granville Yoemans left on promotion, with Lynn and the family to go
to LANDCENT at Hiedelburg; don't work too hard Granville.
A warm welcome to the new 2IC, Capt Jim Forrest who arrives
fresh faced from JCSC. Also to W02 (YofS) Kenny Kendrick and his
wife Maureen who find life in the Squadron something of a bit of a
shock after Hong Kong!
EXERCISE GRYPHONS FLIGHT
After many months of planning Ex Gryphons Flight 1993 finally
dawned. With all the attachments from 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt,
30 Sig Regt, 640 (EW) Sig Tp, 55 Sig Sqn (V); almost 12% of the
exercise were Royal Signals personnel. The Sqn Comd Maj Graham
Leach, tried to convince the Bde Comd that having 450 men under his
command, he should receive pay of higher rank needless to say he
didn't get it!
The flavour of the exercise was multi-national, with a German Para
Battalion, a Dutch airmobile group and some members of the Belgian
Para-Commando. This even extended to some of the Squadron
vehicles being lifted by German CH-53. The first week included
brushing up on airmobility training and a 'fun' afternoon of heliabseiling. Once the WOl (RSM) Dave Wilson and Sgt 'Taff' Baughan
had given an impressive demonstration, it was down to the rest of the
mere mortals. It was harder than it looked but, was great fun, this was
proved by everybody wanting a second go!

S ig Kath Burnett killing lunch
C F TRAI I G CAMP WA TH GILL
Team: O_C Lt Nick ~omkins, Sgt 'Chaz' Fox, Cpls Don Brebner,
Gar) Rawhn on and Sig Mark McGlinchley.
The team left Paderborn in excellent spirit for Catterick and the
workforce soon called on old friends to scrounge, beg and borrow.
oo~ we had a Land Rover. 'But wait, its VOR.' Eventually we were
mobile.
The ~ext. few days passed quickly, checking out radios etc and
reconnonenn~ t~e sun scorched training area-no really it's true. Just
b~fore the tra1mng commenced we changed locations and moved to
F1 hpond Lake.
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W01 (RSM) Dave Wilson eagerly throwing people out of a Puma

The first weekend saw the Brigade going into 'demo' mode, hosting
the CR CAST meeting. This involved a total of 63 stars (a Brigadier
being 1 star). coming to see a demonstration of airmobility. The QM's
dept, led by Sgt Pete Brooker, were tested putting up the lunch tent,
that had to move three times in one morning. During this
demonstration the
Squadron conducted a
multi-national
interoperability trial, with German, Dutch and Belgian radios. SSgt
(FofS) lain McNelly, Sgt Chris Kidd and Cpl Billy Cardwell battled
gamely with language and procedure, but got things working in the
end .
The second week saw the FTX start properly. Highlights amongst
which were the Brigade road move that blocked the A303 for 15 miles,
LCpl 'Vera' Duckworth doing a drowned rat impression whilst
ZIPOing the Brigade fly out and a 'mutiny' from the whole of Bde
Main HQ, led by Cpl Mick Markham, when the Bde Comd told him
the exercise was extended for another 48 hours.
NUMEGEN 1993
The annual marches held in the Netherlands saw the Squadron
representing 24 Airmobile Bde, alongside the other members of the
MND(C). The team was led by Lt 'White Helmets' Deans, SSgt Neil
Coatsworth and Sgt Frank Flaherty. The 24 man team easily finished
the 100 mile route; notable displays of determination were shown by
Cpl 'Mal' Malony and Sig 'Rock' Burnskill. Many friends were made,
both en route and in the multi-national beer tent! Everybody returned
eager to experience more foot slogging next year.
CADMAN CUP
After much arm twisting the QM , Capt Rick Licence, managed to
'persuade' Cadmans the building firm to present a sports trophy to the
Squadron. The various sports were athletics, basketball, hockey,
football, rugby and cross country. Uniform was firmly forgotten for
three days and a good time was had by all; amongst some impressive
performances SSgt Brian Jones and Sig Gav Storrey caught the
England selector's eye and Lt Tom Sandman ended up in hospital,
again! Everything hinged on the last event, the cross country. For
once the weather was fine and the Cadman Cup was won by Support
Tp. The QM's plan had worked!

The victorious Rugby team
l to R: Back Row: Cpls Mark Vaughan, Steve Brannan, Sgt 'Taff'
Baughan, LCpl Lee O'Keefe, Cpl Pete Connery, Sgt Barney Phillips
Front Row: SSgts Brian Jones, Paul Storrs, Sig Gav Storrey, Sgt
Dave Stewart, SSgt (FofS) lain McNelly

Top l to R: W02 (SSM) Turnbull, Sigs Tomkins, Bysouth,
McKenna, Cpl James, Capt Pawlak

Bottom l to R: LCpl Minorczyk, Sgt Clarkson, LCpl Phoenix,
Cpl Payne, Sgt Mitchell
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229 Sig Sqn

238 Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks

BFPO 45
EXERCISE MED MAN
Eight member of the Squadron were attached to 1 QLR for Ex
Med Man 5 four deployed as 432 DVR/ OP tliey were Cpls 'Taff'
Owen, Paul Urquhart and LCpls Mick Hatton a nd Rick Woolley.
The other four were employed as COMMSEC. Cpl Kev Wyatt and
ig Andy Higgins BG Ops Room Sigs Kate Ogden and Amanda
Rorke.
It as judged a success by CO lQLR, and the four Dvr/ Ops
enjoyed the trip down memory lane (43WHATS!).
.
Thanks go to the Infantry Signallers and Sgt Deano Poole for their
comradeship and assistance.

The Blue Helmets display team made a series of impressive landings
and on arrival at ground level reported that they'd managed to bundle
the AO into the plane they'd just got out of. All was well.
The car booters seemed to be doing a fair job of redistributing their
'unwanted items' around other parts of the Garrison, the fish and chip
shop was doing its usual roaring trade and was obviously employing
the QM BGAU Maj John Leighton as part of his resettlement course.
The stalls were all doing some brisk business and before long the
Corps Band started the Retreat Ceremony. Darkness fell, the crowds
departed and the tidying up began .
In all, a most enjoyable day for visitors and stall holders alike.
Many thanks are due to all the various agencies and other units that
supported the event and it is hoped that a substantial amount of
money will have been raised for both British and German charities .
Congratulations to the AO for organising what was, at the best of
times, a headache of migraine proportions. Finally, anyone with a
large tin of green paint is requested to contact the Stadium Warrant
Office, W02 Colin Ross.

Sig C. J. Ogden-Ex Med Man
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DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
SSgt John Godfrey, Sgt John Marsden and Cpl 'Dusty' Miller have
all left the Army after 22 years' Service. John Godfrey has not
however severed his links with the Troop as he now works for us as
a civilian! Sgt Mick Brown and Cpl 'Bev' Beveridge have left the
Army on redundancy. Sgt Robbie Hall, Cpls Roger Southwick and
Phil Alger have been posted to 237 Sig Sqn, 242 Sig Sqn and 241 Sig
Sqn respectively. Good luck to them all in their new careers and
postings. SSgt John Godfrey took the plunge and got married to Gwin
in May and Sgt 'Robbie' Hall married Verona in July.
Congratulations and good luck to them. A warm welcome is extended
to Sgt Roger Thompson, Cpl 'Georgie' Maughan, LCpl 'Evo' Evans
and Sig 'Taff' Rees. Finally, congratulations to our Tp Comd, Maj
A. S. Eames on his promotion to Major.
RAF 75th ANNIVERSARY INTERNATIONAL AIR TATTOO
(IAT)
On Monday 12 July the intrepid Public Address Crew set off for
RAF Fairford. The team consisted of Mr Colin Hatcher, John
Godfrey, Del Tyrrell, Sgt Mick Brown, Cpls 'Bev' Beveridge and
'Geordie' Maughan with additional help provided by Cpl Dave Bishop
and Sig 'Olly' Oliver.
Ten days were required to set up the eleven PA systems including
the 'got to be perfect' crowd line which consists of 79. twenty foot
poles with speakers fixed to the top running parallel to the runway .
The two days of the show were a complete success, with the M1G29's
stealing the limelight with their much practised mid-air collision!
Thankfully no one was hurt and the show continued. Our poles bad
nothing to do with the crash!

...

WILMERSDORF FRIENDSHIP DAY
Saturday 2 October started well. It wasn't raining, and there was
even a dash of blue sky around. So it was in high good humour that
the Squadron paraded at 0900 hrs for the final briefing on the
forthcoming day's activities.
Of course, there bad been much to do before 0900 hrs. The Admin
Officer, Capt Fred Mackender bad already been to meet the 7 Flight
AAC Gazelle, kindly loaned as a static display for the Maifeld, at 0730
hrs-apparently they bumped imo each other at 6000ft, when the AO
was still on his way up ...
The SSM, W02 Kev Jenkins, detailed off the various fatigue parties
to work under the direction of SSgt (SQMS) Dave Wilson. By this
stage however, the AO had managed to get hold of a walkie-talkie
radio, and was directing operations from the Maifeld. Ever flexible,
plans were changed and the new area of attention became the VIP
carpark. Or Diamond 3, as it is more commonly known in 229. That
was soon sorted out, chairs were laid out, the bandstand completed
and a dozen or so other 'minor' tasks finished off in record time.
The Troops then deployed to get their stalls kitted out whilst a
variety of other background tasks took place. The public address
system was tested, Lt Jones was shown how to turn the microphone
on and off and the AO was attached to 9000ft of fishing line; if we
couldn't see him, at least we could reel him in .
By 1030 hrs all was going according to plan. Radio Tp managed to
blow up their siren on the human fruit machine, the SQMS decided
to put his spuds in to bake ('500 potatoes in 90 minutes-no
problem'); there was no mains power in the tents and a sudden gust
of wind removed most of the posters from the 'Play your cards right'
stall. However, by opening time most things had either been rectified
or microwaved, in some cases both.
The public appeared, slowly at first but later in droves. The White
Helmets attracted the first large crowd of the day and gave a fine
show.
At 1400 hrs, the Burgermeister of Wilmersdorf, Herr Dohm,
together with the Bde Comd, Brig D. de G. Bromhead LVO OBE
officially opened the Friendship Day. Speeches were made, the band
played and still the sun shone.

Sqn Comd
Maj T. Bushell
Capt J. M. Harkness
2IC
M Tp Comd Maj A. S. Eames, 0 Tp Comd Maj R. W. McLaren, R
Tp Comd Capt P. S. Cubbin, SSM SSgt (SSM) Robinson , RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Thompson, YofS SSgt (YofS) Stack, Ch Clk SSgt
(ORSQMS) Morgan.

The March Past, Burgermeister, Herr H. Dohm is on the dais

THE NOT FORGOTTEN ASSOCIATION (NFA) CONCERT
For many years now the Troop has supported the NFA by instailing
and operating a sound system for their concerts. Twice a year, in July
and December, these concerts are staged in the grounds of
Buckingham Palace, providing entertainment for many disabled exservicemen and women. 'PA Team Leader' Mr Colin Hatcher rushed
back from IAT to meet his willing workers. Due to other PA
commitments, several members of the Troop made their PA debuts.
These were SSgt Bickerstaffe, Cpls Phil Alger, Martin Farmer and Sig
John Henry, joined by the slightly more experienced Cpl Dave
Bishop.
So, on a warm July evening we set off with lots of equipment and
more enthusiasm than knowledge. After a quick demonstration in the
art of suspending a speaker from a marquee roof at the correct angle,
the installation was completed remarkably smoothly and we were
ready for the show to go on. The following day Mr Hatcher, SSgt
Bickerstaffe and Cpl Bishop returned to run the sound for the show.
A great afternoon's entertainment was provided by many famous
artists including Ann Shelton, Danny La Rue and John Inman. We
now look forward to the Christmas Concert and to rubbing shoulders
with the 'stars' once again .
ROYAL TOURNAMENT
Each year, Royal Signals tradesmen are tasked to form the
Technical Communications Team at the Royal Tournament held at
Earls Court. They support the Technical Director and provide vital
sound systems for command and control purposes. The Team Leader
for this year's show was Sgt Mark Yates and he was ably supported
by Sgt Andy Horbord, LCpl Kenny Kenyon and Sig Rajeev from 30
Sig Regt, LCpl Andy Jones and Sig 'Higg' Hignett from 21 Sig Regt
and Sig Ray Buckle from 237 Sig Sqn.
The installation comprised over lOOOm of cable and many
alterations were incorporated before the producer was finally
satisfied. The show went ahead very successfully in front of many
Royal Guests and VIPs. It is hoped that the RT sponsors can find the
funds to replace the ancient Strowger Exchange before next year's
show!
OSCAR TROOP
DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
The Troop said farewell to W02 (YofS) Clive Copestake and Sgt
Annette WilJiams, who have joined 'civ div' and LCpl Viv Holloway
who has gone to the Falkland Islands en route to NI. Good luck to
them all.
Meanwhile, there have been many newcomers: SSgt (YofS) Bill
Stack, Sgt Andy Bums, Cpl Mandy Brazier, LCpl Ann Vardy and Sigs
Campion, Coffey, Gray, Doncaster and Thorpe.
Congratulation to Sigs Ron Edley and Graham Stanley who have
tied the knot and to LCpl Sarah Rix and LCpl Chris Manning who
have also got married.

Cpl Bev Beveridge and Mr John God.frey (recently ?ivilianised)
being coached in the art of pole erecting ably supervised by Cpl
Geordie Maughan and Sgt Mac McKenna (43 Sqn (V))

SUMMER CAMP
As the majority of Oscar Tp are shift workers, it is not very often
that they can get together as a complete Troop. However, summer
camp this year provided just that. OPj)Ortunity: .The camp_ was hel~ at
Fremington, and included rock chmbmg, abseiling, canoemg, walking
and horse riding. 'A' shift held an additional camp at the Wonderful
World of Adventures at Chessington. It was a day full of surprises,
including Sgt May Cobban and Sig Shell Hardy who got lost half way
and the supposedly dry water ride which was decidedly wet (there were
many soaked bodies squelching their way home on the tube).

The Parachute Team enter the Maifeld in style
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243 Sig Sqn
Bulford Camp
Sqn Comd
Maj I. N. Greig
21C
Capt M. A. Eaton
Op Offr Capt A. C. Reynold , SWS Tp Comd Maj P. H. Davis, U
Tp Comd Lt D. A. Sunderland, Tech Tp Comd WOI (FofS) Prince,
SSM W02 ( M) Cooper, YofS W02 (YofS) Smith, SQMS SSgt
( QM ) Reid.
H LLO A D GOODBYES
The Squadron bids farewell to Cpls Karen Chester, Jill Mackay and
ig ·Taff' Farr who leave u on posting. LCpls Amandi! HamiltonOldfield and Karen Rees both leave us for civvy treet.
elcome to Cpl Andrea Hindley, Jennifer Cornwell and Clive
faisoo. Welcome also to W02 Dave Metcalfe who join us at Wilton
as our DP pee.
CO GRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations go 10 Cpl Jill Mackay on her promotion to Sgt and
be t wishes to ig Wendy Robinson (nee Colley) on her recent
marriage.
EXERCISE LITILE BRUNO
Al the end of September the Squadron saw the departure of the
participants of Ex Little Bruno, a hill walking exercise in the Lake
Di trict. The party was made up of Sgt Geoff Croudace, LCpl Rod
Hodd, Sigs 'Woody' Oakman, Kev Daw, Rod Rouchy, Rick Hoey our
driver and the Squadron's equivalent of the three stooges, Sigs Wendy
Moore, Karen O'Keeffe and Mandy Robinson . Upon arriving at the
Lakes we pitched the tents and went to find the local walkers' rest
house, which we did with ease. The next day saw the start of the
walking with a mellow jaunt up Rosset Pikes on to Bow Fell, giving
a taste of what was to come. Wednesday saw the start of the rain and
although walking was not ruled out, the emphasis was on the map
work. On the following and last day the highest peak in England was
conquered, Scafell Pike. The exercise was a success and all enjoyed the
break from work and the chance to try something new.
A few thank yous then: to l KOSB for supplying us with another
Bedford after ours was mysteriously broken, also thanks to Sgt
Croudace for organising the escape.

251 Sig Sqn
Aldershot

ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 3 September ten members of the Squadron headed up to
Nottingham to what was, for most of them, their first taste of
orienteering.
The first day was the individual race. After being stuck in traffic,
Sig Rod Rouchy started off first with his trainers looking definitely
the worse for wear. Sig Chris Germain had a very short course and
ended up practising his first aid, rather than his map reading, on a
collapsed runner. Sig Wendy Moore had a good run and finally Sig
Paul Crocker-what can we say, except thank you to the farmer who
gave him the lift.
The second day and the relays. Sig Rod Rouchy 's trainers were
getting worse ... would they last the day? A good run for Sigs
Moore, Paul Crocker, Zoe Mannheim and Helen Mills . Sig Chris
Germain had a good run but did he really know where he was going?
Finally just where was Checkpoint 3 Cpl Ken Resoun?
A successful weekend. Thanks to Sig Ken Daw for his driving, Sig
' Woody' Oakman for his wit and finally Sig Zoe Mannheim for
forgetting to put a film in her camera!

ARMY SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
In the individual races, our swimming star Cpl Robyn Smart
competed in the 100 and 200 yards gaining two silvers. She was
subsequently selected for both the Army and Combined Services team
but had to pull out due to injury.
Bulford Area entered into the team competition quite confident this
year after an excellent performance in the SW District Event, winning
all but one event. With only the breaststroke relay to swim, Bulford
had a convincing lead and only needed to finish 5th to take the title.
Unfortunately a mistake Jed to disqualification and 16 Sig Regt won
by one point.
An excellent event which was nerve racking up to the last minute.
The team swam extremely well-coming away with the silver-next
year-the gold-girls! The team: Lt Bennett, W02 (QMSI) Bastow,
Sgt Watts, Cpls Smart, Mackay and LCpl Emanuele .

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Terrington
21C
Capt C. D. Cook
QM Maj P. C. Bawden, Main Tp Comd Lt K. Manning, Support Tp
Comd Lt R. Spencer.

the NCC team collected the trophy and their medals .
Combat operations ran very well, but everyone was glad when
endex was declared. Overall it was a very successful exercise and we
were praised for our efforts. Unfortunately there proved to be little
time for R&R, but most managed at least one night on the town.

MAIN TROOP
COMINGS AND GOINGS
ew arrivals within the Troop brought Sgt 'Johno' Blood from 3
(UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt in a massive move from one barracks to
another. Welcome also to the other new faces, Sig Richardson (AA
Coll Harrogate), Sigs Walker, Norris and Hughes from 8 Sig Regt. As
soon as they settle in they will be off on Battlecarnp in Norway.

SUPPORT TROOP
All in all it was a very successful exercise .. . pity about the R&R.
No doubt some people have a few stories to tell and the Tp Comd
would dearly like to hear the background behind Cpl Coussons
soaking experience at the hands of a statue?

EXERCISE ACTION EXPRESS
The Squadron deployed to Denmark on 12 September 1993 on Ex
Action Express; the RA TT dets had deployed a week earlier. From
our arrival in Denmark umil we left it rained ... in fact the daily
weather forecast was rain, mixed in with occasional showers and
floods.
Deployment Ops ran very smoothly. With Main Tp being the
'backbone' of the Squadron it was no surprise to see a large number
of the Troop competing in the NATO Challenge Cup team led by Lt
Mannings and Sgt Johno' Johnston. The team succeeded in winning
the overall competition and turned in the fastest run and assault
course time ... if only we also had SUSATS! All in all 26 teams from
the multi-national force entered, of which 249 proved to be the fittest.
A big thanks must go to the fitter members of the team who
'encouraged' everyone else.
Elements of the Troop also took part in the Observers' Day Parade
demonstrating an Arctic Stand. The parade was attended by hundreds
of civilians as well as many foreign soldiers. LCpl Gluba was very
impressive as the 'Snowman' for the day. On the parade that followed

THREE COUNTIES MARCH
A Report by Sig Eaton
It was 16 August 1993 when Support Tp made their annual epic
journey to 'sunny' Minehead in Somerset to commence the Three
Counties Charity March; a sponsored walk in aid of Cancer Research
that takes the Troop through Minehead, Ilfracombe, Northam, Bude,
Polzeath and Newquay.
On the morning of 17 August the lads set off on the route bright
and early whilst other members of the Troop, notably, Cpl 'PC'
Culleton went on a 'Hit Squad' hitting various towns on route and
also a Radio Roadshow to warn off the civilian populace that we were
on our way.
The march finished at Newquay where the Troop were given a
rapturous reception by the township and Lord Mayor. As the funds
raised were counted it was discovered that the march had raised
£3000.00.
In celebration the Troop spent the night sampling the various
'delights' of the town. Special thanks go out to SSgt Stringer of 216
Para Sig Sqn who alone raised £400 and Cpl 'Ricky' Taylor whose
tireless efforts ensured the event was a resounding success.
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Sqn Comd
Maj J. J. Gerrard
2IC
Capt K. M. Munnoch AGC (SPS)
SOO Capt D. Jepson, A/B Tp Comd Lt M. Eggers AGC (SPS),
CDSO WOl Skelton, SSM W02 (SSM) Vaughan BEM, Exch Sgt Sgt
Perkins.
FAREWELLS
Farewell and best wishes go to Maj R. G. Drake, SSgt Turner, Sgts
Bradbury, Devenney, Garnett and Young, Cpl Hanbidge, LCpls
Richards and Spooner, Sigs Atkinson, Castle, Edgar, Matthews and
Sanders.
ARRIVALS
The Squadron would like to extend a warm welcome to Sgts Bevan,
Mackay and Szczfsiak, Cpl O'Connell, LCpls Kitching and Whitaker,
Sigs Arundel, Bell, Gibbard, Goodman, Huggett, John, Keech,
Loughran, Martin, Reid, Theobold, Toomes and Tyrell.
SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
251 Sig Sqn have managed to get their name engraved on another
trophy. This time coming 1st in the Women's SDIST (E) Tennis
Championships, which qualified the team, Lt Eggers, Sgts Laver,
Perkins and Sig Murphy, for the Army Championships.
The hockey team has started its season well coming 12th out of 42
teams in the Army Hockey 7s .
On an individual note, Sig Mason has represented the Army in the
Inter-Services Swimming Competition. Sig Mason achieved a personal
best time in lOOm backstroke, and only just lost 1st place to an RAF
competitor. Sig Mason was selected for combined services, but sadly,
due to injury, is unable to compete.
EXERCISE MAIDEN TREK
Once again it was 'that time' of year, time for the Squadron to go
on annual Summer Camp (Ex Maiden Trek). An ideal opportunity to
learn and pursue adventurous training.
Naturally the camp was set in an exotic location, 'Hotel de la
Fremington, Barnstable,' Devon. Unfortunately the Aldershot
weather came with us. This minor set-back did nothing to dampen our
spirits it added to the holiday atmosphere.
After checking into our 'No Star' accommodation and, a good
night's sleep, we wtre all set to begin . Fire practice was the first order
of the day hosted by 32 Sig Regt (V) (also resident at 'Hotel de la
Fremington') .
Off we headed to the seaside, inconspicuous in our 4 tonner towing
half a dozen canoes. Our first activity was to be surf-canoeing expertly
instructed by Cpl Charlie Parker and CSgt Pete Richardson from the
Guards Adventure Trg Wing. After struggling for half an hour to
squeeze into the wetsuits, we were ready. We could see the water (like
a mirage in the desert) looming temptingly on the horizon. Eventually
we made it to the water edge, canoes and all. Surf Canoeing is
basically paddling out to sea in your canoe, turning round, and
heading back on a wave to the shore. Sig Annette McChesney
managed a superb impression of a submarine, whilst Cpl 'Charlie'
Parker seemed to be heading off towards Dover at one point, with
LCpl Andy Taylor in hot pursuit.
Water skiing was next on the agenda. This was where LCpl Andy
Taylor showed us his own unique style. Dvr Julie Tingle nearly lasted
one whole minute up on the skis out of the water, which was one
whole minute longer than the rest, apart from Sgt Avril Laver who
managed a record time of 2 minutes 30 seconds. 'Charlie' Parker
assured everyone that he had only done this once; even so he whizzed
round on his skis like an expert. The end of the first day, the sun set
on the water, or was that Sgt Laver in her wetsuit bobbing around out
there?
'Scrambling' it said on our programmes . Excellent, motor bikes we
thought. Not a chance. Back to the seaside to scramble over the rocks
by the water's edge. A close eye had to be kept on Sig Karen Wishart
as she leapt from rock to rock. Memories of Enid Blyton's Famous
Five as Cpl Debbie Batey led the way forward up a rock.
Now it was time to try our hands at pony trekking, little did we
realise that this activity was to be the highlight of the week. On arrival
at the stables we were paired with a 'suitable mount'. Having been
pre-warned by previous groups which horses not to ride-certain
members of the Section still found themselves upon 'the not so
suitable' mounts.

LCpl Chris Dickinson, 'Who said horse-riding is fun?'
Off we went, down a long, narrow country lane (all 13 of us). out
into an open field. In two seconds flat the peace was shattered and a
scene reminiscent of the Grand National replaced it. In the lead went
'Lester Piggott' Laver, there was no stopping her, well, not until she
hit the ground that is. Bravely she scrambled to her feet and jumped
back on. Sig Liz Brown volunteered to take over so horses were
swopped and Sig Brown was promptly carted off. Her fall was more
spectacular, she flew through the air and bounced off the backside of
the horse in front. Once we had all stopped laughing and rounded
everyone up we carried on without too many more disruptions. There
were a lot of sore backsides that day.
The last day produced a 'It's a knock-out competition', which really
meant-'Cheat as much as you can, and cover each other in flour and
eggs'. Lt Michelle Eggers took great delight in getting her own back
after having her leg pulled all week.
A trip to the town to mingle with the locals; a good time was had
all all. Back to Sunny Aldershot-and the real world .

Cpl Billy Bremner and Sig Neil Coils try to comfort each other
whilst Pte Julie Tingle hammers them down for the girls

Cpl Charlie Parker, 'No one can stop a .cool. dude like m~ from
getting my cup of water across this minor obstacle!
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News from Troops

259 Sig qn
BFPO 53

644 (UNFICYP) Sig Tp
BFPO 567
Tp Comd
Capt Steve Williamson
Tp YofS W02 (YofS) Bren Kelly, Tp SSgt SSgt Steve Maycock .

VI IT OF OinC
The OinC Maj Gen A. H. Boyle and Mrs Boyle visited the
quadron in Augu t. Mrs Boyle vi ited the Cable Pit at Airfield Tp
and joined the wi\e at their weekly coffee morning bef_ore touring the
ne\\ BFB Cypru studios at RAF Akrotiri.
Meanwhile the OinC carried out a tour of in pection at Epi kopi,
Troodo and Akrotiri. Capt Tim Jones' Airfield Tp were ubject to
an a toni hingly reali tic air bombardment where both fibre opt ic and
opper cable were lavi hly blown up. Supported by the Armoured 34
Sqn RAF Regiment, the BDR Troops went into action, to repair the
damage.
Maj Gen Boyle later presented LS & GC Medal to W02 (FofS)
teve Wilks, S gt (FofS) Robbie Windows and Sgt Adie West.
The SOinC and Mrs Boyle joined all members of the Squadron and
their families for lunch in the sweetly scented garden of the Sovereign
Club in Episkopi.

OUT WITH THE OLD!
There have been many changes in the role of UNFICYP Signals . On
I April 1993, after a period of 27 years in suspended animation 644
(UNFICYP) Sig Tp was reformed from the remaining element of 254
(UNF ICYP) Sig Sqn.
We still play a large pan in the comms plan of both Sector and the
UNPA itself. Due to hard work and exceptional wheeling and dealing
capabilities the transformation from Squadron to Troop went
extremely well , thanks to SSgt (now W02) (SQMS) Dave Forbes .
VISIT OF SOinC
On Tuesday 24 August the Troop was visited by the SOinC Maj Gen
A. H. Boyle. The visit although brief was thorough. The SOinC
visited all departments of the Troop and he endeavoured to meet as
many members of the Troop as possible.

TECH AND LI E SECTIONS
Admin Sgt
Sgt Jim Barr
Line Sgt
gt Charlie Hanson
Wksp Sgt
Sgt Carl McNulty
The Telemechs have been busy relaying, terminating and jointing all
cables in the UNPA in preparation for the new Centrex System. There
has been time for out of hours recreation in the form of the
Regimental Basketball and Swimming competitions, both of which
were well represented by the Mechs with the Troop coming runner -up
in both competitions.
COMMCEN
CommCen Sgt
Sgt Jim Kelly
CommCen Cpl
Cpl Ray Carte•
We have said farewell to the Canadian Contingent. We sha ll miss
them.
The section are well represented at the many U FICYP sports and
social events, the most notable being the 12 SU Walkabout which is
a run and march of 30km over very arduous terrain. The Team, W02
(YofS) Bren Kelly , SSgt (SQMS) Dave Forbes and Cpl 'Woodstock'
Chester finished 16th out of 65 competing teams.

LS & GC Presentation
Back L to R: Barry Wilks, Clare Wilks, W02 Wilks , Sgt West, SSgt
Windows, Patrick West
Front L to R: Mrs Marie Wi lks , Gen Boyle, Mrs Ute West, Martin
West, Mrs Liz W indows, Mathew Windows
WATER POLO
The Squadron featured strongly in the Island's Water Polo
Championships this season. Firstly the team, ably led by SSgt (FofS)
Robbie Windows , took on all-comers and won the All-Island Minor
Unit Championships. Sigs Andy Powell, Bob Weldon, 'Sh ippy ' Ship,
Chris Youngman and Mark Aplin featured well in the unbeaten run
o f games .
The following day the Episkopi Garrison team, led by Capt 'Butch'
Maycock, took the honours in the Major Unit Championships but the
best result of all was beating the RAF in the Inter Service Match by
nine goals to nil. Squadron players involved were Army Team
Capt/ Manager Capt 'Butch ' Maycock, SSgt Robbie Windows, Sigs
Spike Little and Aplin , in goal.

L to R: SOinC W02 (YofS) Bren Kelly, SSgt Steve Maycock, Capt
Steve Williamson
UNFICYP SHOOTING
Earlier in the year our two hawk eyed weapon experts W02 (YofS)
Bren Kelly (Pistol) and SSgt Steve Maycock (The Rifle) were
seconded to the Sp Regt Shooting Team for the UNFICYP Shooting
Competition organised by Sgt Charlie Hanson and the Line Section of
the Tp. The team achieved the following result .
The Rifle Match
I t
The Pistol Match 2nd
The Falling Plate 1st
Overall Position
2nd

Maj Gen Boyle discusses the finer arts of BDR with faceless
members of Airfield Troop. (Prizes available for supplying the
names!)
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Capt 'Butch' Maycock accepts the Inter Service Water Polo
Trophy, with his customary smile, from Captain Roger Gault
ACOS, Ops HQ BF Cyprus
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EXERCISE GREEN SPRINT
Members of the Troop took part in a 180km (The length of the
Buffer Zone) sponsored relay run the aim of which was to raise money
for Military charities and to practise middle distance running. The
Relays began at 1900 hrs with the first runner Sig Dick Purvis
completing a 9km leg in a time of 38 min 40 secs.
Throughout the night personnel continued to reach the fini h point
in creditable times the most notable being Cpl Ray Carter in 30 min
13 secs (a pace of 5 min 22 secs per mile).
By the morning the organiser S gt Steve Maycock and Cpl
'Woodstock' Chester were beginning to feel the effects of continual
start-stop routines. The safety vehicle drivers, LCpl Lee Barlow and
Sig 'Stumpy' Pearce, had eyes like their maps.
Eventually the last individual runner passed the baton to ig
'Brock' Brocklehurst the first man in the Chain of Command leg. At
0832 hrs exactly a total of 13 hrs 32 min of running time the Tp Comd
Capt Steve Williamson cro sed the finish line to end the relay.
Grand Total of a C£32 J .50 was raised for BLESMA and the Corp
Benevolent Fund.
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Sgt Jim Barr carrying out fine adjustment to the UNFICYP satellite
communication system
CONGRATULATIONS AND FAREWELLS
Congratulations to SSgt (FofS) Carl Shead on being awarded the
MBE for his outstanding contribution to Force life, Carl and Marion
have now left us. Also congratulation to SSgt ( QM ) Dave Forbe
and Lynda who have left us on promotion to \' 02. Fond Farewell
to Cpls 'Brad' Bradley,'\ oodstock' Che ter, 'Snowy' now (our la t
roulement Canadian Soldier), 'Robbo' Robson, igs ilcock , Val
Vallance, Nigel Brennan; all the best in the future.
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662 Sig Tp
BFPO 58
Tp omd
Capt Dick Gamble
0
Lt uzie Empson (AGC) SPS
. 1 W02 ( M) Benny Bennett, Maint Secrion Comd W02 (FofS)
Mark Edwards, Comms Section Comd WC.2 (YofS) Keith Roach ,
tation Comd FSS Cape Greco W02 Nige Varley, SQMS SSgt
( QM ) Jim O'Connor, Ch Clk Sgt (ORS) Eddie Edwards.
TELE-MECH SECTION
Sgt Steve Gerrish
Section S gt
Sgt Adrian Jones
Line gt
Cpl Les Cha11man.
,faint CO
HELLO AND GOODBYES
Goodbye 10 ig Keith Newman off to Northern lreland and
welcome to ig Paul immons from the Falkland Islands.
CONGRAT LATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl Steve Mesmer on his marriage to Claire,
may they have an enjoyable tour and well done to Sig Dave Miles on
pa sing his APTI course.
Also congratulations to Cpl Les Chapman on being selected for
promotion to Sergeant and his posting to The Royal School of
Signals.
PROJECT APHRODITE-SI SQUADRON (V)
July saw the arrival of the cavalry in the form of 81 Sig Sqn (V) for
two weeks much needed help as they completed a series of projects in
the Dheke.lia area . However it was not all work and no play, as they
challenged the Troop at Go-Karting and a games night. Both of which
the Troop managed to win. Maybe next year 81 Sqn (V) will have
better luck .
EDUCATING DOWNSIDE SCHOOL CCF
On the morning of 12 July the section was host to the Downside
School CCF. LCpls 'Mes' Mesmer, 'Suntan' Giles and Sig 'possessed
by 50 Demons' Simmons organised a demonsuation which included
pole dressing, jointing and terminating. Following this insight to the
world of cable, and after a quick break, teams were organised for a
competition. Once underway there was much sweating, dropping of
tools, banging of thumbs, swearing and last but not least, fun. The
losing team had the dubious honour of clearing up the aftermath.
FSS CAPE GRECO
After years of speculation and rumour FSS Cape Greco has finally
ceased operations. The Station that for thirty years formed part of the
NATO Ace High System switched off at the end of July. In its long
and distinguished career, FSS Cape Greco employed a large number
of Corps Personnel and all who have served at the Station will
remember it for its prominent location, the mist and the scenic drive
via Ayio Napa. The Station Personnel have all received postings and
the first man to leave the sinking ship was Sgt Al Martin, who moved
on promotion to 7 Sig Regt as SQMS. He was closely followed by Cpl ·
Pete Turner who moved on to 16 Sig Regt. We wish them and their
families all the best for the future.
The Station will be decommissioned by the end of the year and
personnel will be posted during this period which will mean more
farewells. If there are any personnel who served at FSS Cape Greco
and would like a print of the Station then a few are still available.
As a footnote all Cape Personnel are to be congratulated on
winning the Inter Section Cricket Competition.

COMMS SECTION
Sgt 'Si' Owen, Cpls 'Thommo' Thompson, Bob McCormick, LCpls
Ray Till, 'Gaz' Db:on, Sigs 'Scouse' Farrell, 'Dolly' Parton .
COMMCEN
Sgt Nick Hawkins, Cpls June Prudhoe, John Bedborough, Sigs Irene
Westermen, Jane Phillips.
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
A warm welcome to W02 (YofS) Keith Roach and his wife Debbie,
Sigs Irene Westerman and Jane Phillips. Farewell to Sig Tara
Henderson who has departed to 30 Sig Regt on a well deserved
promotion.
EXERCISE OPEN DOOR 1993
This exercise was a live firing event conducted by A Coy, 1WFR in
Portugal between 16 August-6 May 1993. In support of the exercise
a combined 259 Sig Sqn/662 Sig Tp rear link det was deployed . The
det arrived at Santa Margarita camp where they promptly went to
work and Sig Scargill promptly went to sleep! Whilst concentrating on
their Comms duties, the det was also invited to assist as enemy during
the 'dry training' phase or as one would quote 'getting beaten up by
the Infantry'. With Comms satisfactorily achieved the det participated
in various aspects of the exercise including sports and adventure
training. Unfortunately the weather was not as good as the brochures
state, and to coin a phrase 'the rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain'
and then runs into Portugal . However, an enjoyable exercise was had
by all and thanks must go to 1WFR for allowing us to participate.
Portugal - LCpls 'Gaz' Dixon, Andy Curtis, Sig 'Arthur' Scargil.
Dhekelia - Cpls Tom Rothera, Neil Hunt, Gary Thompson, LCpl
Ray Till, Sig ' Scouse' Farrell.
l/C 'Tearing Hair Out' W02 (YofS) Keith Roach.
THE CYPRUS ALL ISLAND CHARITY RAFT RACE
By Cpl John Bedborough
The Crew: Sgt Si Owen, Cpl John Bedborough, LCpls 'Gaz' Dixon,
Ray Till and Sig 'Scouse' Farrell.
As dawn broke over a quiet Mediterranean Sea the team from
Comms Section prepared their craft named Thunderbird for the
forthcoming race. The raft was made weeks earlier by Sgt Si Owen
and Sig 'Scouse' Farrell on an improved design of last year's winning
raft. The team lined up at the start line and awaited the starter's
whistle, with the race underway the team made good time to the first
buoy, but had a bit of uouble finding the second. The main problem
was Sig 'Scouse' Farrell losing his oar and then pushing the rudder the
wrong way. The solution was soon forthcoming however when Rear
Admiral (LCpl) Ray Till ordered Cpl John Bedborough to jump over
the side, which he promptly did, temporarily forgetting he was not a
very good swimmer. When the realisation dawned , and following a lot
of splashing, he was dragged back on board . LCpl 'Gaz' Dixon saved
the day however by jumping out and pushing the raft in the right
direction . Though no prizes were won that day the team had a lot of
fun anyway .

The Sappers get to grips with the dishes at Cape Greco
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Ex Safari Blue was an expedition to Kenya . Four members of the
Wing participated. It was a mountaineering exercise, very challenging,
with extremes of temperature, but, rewarding. We reached the top of
Mount Kenya, Batian (17 ,058ft) . After return to airobi and civilised
living, we set out for Shimoni, a village north of the Tanzanian border
and undertook open water diving in the Kisite National Marine Park .
A thoroughly enjoyable experience.

Edinburgh and Heriot-Watt Universities
Officers Training Corps
ROYAL SALUTE - EDINBURGH CA TLE
Each year Edinburgh and Heriot UOTC has the honour of firing a
21 gun salute, to mark the occasion of the birthday of HRH Prince
Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh. Prince Philip is also the Honorary
Colonel in Chief of this UOTC.
The Salute Troop is traditionally formed from RA sub-unit of the
UOTC. But this year the duty of organising and training fell upon
W02 (SS M) Paul Edwards. With guidance from 'Tam the Gun' the
district gunner, and a short period of familiarisation of gunner
phraseology. 'Gunners-Rear' (well you know what l mean) the
Salute Troop began to take shape.
The normal last minute crisis occurred, where key members of the
Salute Troop needed to be replaced. So SSgt Alistair Weir (REME
PSI) stepped into the breach as round counter, Maj Tom Buchanan
(RS) as saluting officer. Only 2Lt Guy Appleton survived as Tp
Comd.
After a night of final preparation and traini ng with uniforms and
gun drills the salute was to take place on the Mills mount of
Edinburgh Castle at midday. The Salute Troop was inspected by Col
TA HQ Scotland, Col E. J. Ostman TD ADC. When permission was
given 10 fire the salute, the Troop was given the order to 'Take Post'.
At precisely 1200 hrs on the 10 June 1993, the first of the four guns
rang out over Edinburgh . After a faultless display of gun drills the
salute was accomplished. With a great sense of pride and relief the
Troop formed up behind the guns.
The Salute Troop was then marched off parade by W02 (SSM)
Paul Edwards. A Royal Salute completed, without a badged gun ner
on parade. ls this a first?

Back L to R: OCdts Woodward, Marshall, Melville, Scott, Ridge,
Bremner, Wright
Front L to R: SSgt Weir, OCdts Nallas, McKinlay, Maj Buchanan,
2Lt Appleton, OCdts Johnstone, Hopper, Parkin, W02 (SSM)
Edwards
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Cpl Bedborough, Sig Farrell, Cpls Dixon and Till ready for the 'Off'
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CAMBRIDGE UOTC
During July and September 1993, members of the Signal Wing have
had the opportunity to join Ex Camp All American and Ex Safari
Blue. The first one was, as the name suggests, in America, at Fort
Bragg NC. Offr Cadets N. Oakes and Scholey took part. It included
assault and various other facets of army training. It was a fantastic
experience and we thank Capt J. Adam who was liaison o fficer.

University of London OTC

After Ex Northern Challenge we went on summer vacation. Whilst
W02 Chris Gopsill took a well earned (and twice delayed) holiday,
WOCdts Eleanor Beale and Alison King joined the Engineers for the
MACC task . This year this involved building an adventure
playground in a junior school in Berkshire, much to the pupil's
delight.
Meanwhile JUO John Symmons and WOCdt Isabell Lipsett went
to help the Artillery at their annual inter OTC competition, the King
George VI Cup, which they won-congratulations to them.
During September OCdts Fra er Patrick, Terrence Hall, Simon
Russell and Phillip Jackson went to Scotland with 71 Sig Regt (V) for
annual camp. The fortnight started with appointments as section
commanders on a recruit induction weekend at Longmoor (alma t a
new an experience for us as for the recruits). After a move to
Cultybraggen , where WOCdt Michelle Smee joined us, there was an
attachment to the Military Training Team under Capt Tim Glover to
learn the art of the Battle Lesson. This was interspersed with an
enjoyable range day including a session on an ISBR, and the first
shoot on the 5.56mm Rifle for most of us.
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The second week was spent running stands for the patrol
competition: section attacks, pairs CQB, casevac under fire (and
down a stream) and an introduction to Bayonet fighting-and few
(particularly the Adjt) will forget WOCdt Smee's invective
encouragement on that! In between the training there was also time
for some fun, with a formal dinner, evenings at the bar, etc ...
Meanwhile JUO Chris Burge was honing his infantry skills with an
attachment to 4RGJ for their annual camp-the mere pre ence of the
ULOTC in a defensive position prevented an attack for 48 hours-or
was omeone just trying to bore them?
The summer was rounded off by the four day training-the-trainer
weekend for JUO Tony Reeves and Chris Burge, including
conversion to the new rifle (which at the time of writing have arrived
but have yet to be unpacked). Throughout the latter half of the
ummer various member of the sub-unit have been involved in the
recruiting drive for the new academic year, involving over 40 stand
at freshers fairs and five interview night .
JUO Burge and OCdt Patrick are off to sample the delights of the
new recruits as in tructors with ba ic company, whit t J 0 ymmons
moves on to pastures new after his DAB pa s (well done, John).
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander CB OBE
Col P . J . Pritchard
Col J. E. F. Kirby

Rear Commodore : Off bore, Maj B. H . Rowe; Dinghies, Lt Col M. J. P . Collins;
Wind urfing, Maj D. I. Gilchrist; BAOR, Lt Col N. K. P. Hope MBE.
CONTACTS
Yacbtsmasters: UK: Capt J. F. Calvert, Blandford Mil 2459
BAOR: Capt R. K. Orr, Osnabriick Mil 5358
Secretaries: General: Maj J . P. McD Coulthard, Corsham Mil 4457
Dinghy Racing UK: Capt G. Odling, Blandford Mil 2398
Dinghy Racing BAOR: Capt G. R. Norton, Herford Mil 2349
UK Wi nd su rfing: Capt P . G. Cross, Blandford Mil 2464
BAOR Windsurfing: Maj W. N. White, Celle Mil 273/ 300
Soldier Reps: Sgt D. Maw: Loughborough Mil 4425, Sgt C . Cowell: Blandford Mil 2265

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events,
accounts of activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply
by registering with one of the Qub secretaries.
END OF SEASON REPORT FOR 'THE HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE'
Thi is a short report, which summarises what has been, in general,
a successful season, even allowing for the disappointment of the
World's.
P ROBLEMS EXT ANT
We are still suffering at the light end of the wind spectrum, and will
need to do more to address this problem in conjunction with our
sailmaker. Although it is not as bad as it has been in the past, we had
the ridiculous situation in the Autumn Cup of leading the second race,
having won the first, and ended up finishing last when the wind
dropped off very light.
1993 EUROPEANS
Although we had wanted to enter the Europeans in Monaco,
common sense indicated that we withdraw, when three of our regular
crew dropped out, owing to pressure of work. Expensive regattas are
only worth attending if you have the right crew together for them!
1994 SEASON
For the season ahead we intend to enter, once again, both Spi
Oueste at Easter followed by the French Open (where we shall be
defending this year's victory), as these make a convenient 'one trip
package'. Later in the year we intend to go to Holland for the
Europeans, which should be a good regatta . We shall also be entering
all the UK J24 Regattas, which naturally include the Nationals where
we shall be seeing if we can, once again, improve our position, and
get into one of the top two spots, or even number one.
1994 WORLDS
Although we have qualified for the 1994 Worlds in Australia, the
sheer cost of the operation precludes us from taking up our place .
Work it out for yourselves, with a £1500 boat charter fee to be added
to five return flights in the high season (January)!
1993 RESULTS
Summarised below are our results from 1993. Our consistency is
definitely improving. In at least four of the regattas where we finished
in the top five we were in contention to win them (Floral Cup through
to Southern Areas), and it is this final level of consistency that we
intend to work on in the new season.
UK Nationals 3: (4 UK Open), French Open I: Spi Oueste 6: Worlds
31 : North Series 1: Floral Cup 2: Summer Cup 3: Autumn Cup 3:
Southern Areas 5: Spring Cup 11: Northern Areas 12.
ROYAL SIG ALS UN ITED KINGDOM OFFSHORE REGATTA
1993
The United Kingdom Regatta was held in Sepcember. This is the
second year that it has been held in the present series and there were
two major improvements over last year, the number of crews entering
increased from 4 to 6 and this year we actually had some trophi es to
pre ent. The greatest improvement as far as the committee was
concerned was the committee boat, A Beneteau First 35.5, named
Spirit of Success, kindly provided by Capt (Retd) Les Knight. This
magnificent boat provided the Committee with great comfort and also
the speed required to overtake the fleet without effort when needed.
We are also most grateful to Capt Knight for becomi ng a key member
of the Committee. With the heavy call of duty on other members we
could not have run the Regatta without him .
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The much heralded challenge from the two new Units from BAOR
did not materialise. Perhaps after a year's practice in the Solent we
will see teams from 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Reg and 21 Sig Regt enter
next year. The Committee perhaps rather unkindly split up last year 's
winning Royal School team of Capt Calvert and W02 (FofS) Peck to
strengthen some of the teams' weekend by exercises. This left the
Regatta very open and the much improved Cpl Baxter, last year's
runner up, with his team from I Mech Bde proved their ability to sail
in both strong winds and light airs to win every race . The racing for
the other places was very close and were all decided in the final race.
The performance of The Royal School of Signals B was most
impressive with W0 2 (FofS) Peck racing as skipper for the first time
showing that he is going to be very difficult to beat next year . The
resu lts were:
!st I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (Cpl Baxter)
2nd 2 Sig Regt
(Lt Mountford)
(W02 (FofS) Peck)
3rd RSS B
4th 30 Sig Regt
(Cpl Goodwood)
5th 8 Sig Regt
(Sgt Collins)
6th RSS A
(Capt Calvert)
INTER GARRISON SAIL TRAINING WEEK 1993
The inter Garrison sail training week was held out of Kiel from the
1-6 October 1993. The Garrison entered two crews, our (invincible as
they proved themselves) male team and a brand new ' maiden' crew .
The boys on Pintail showed the rest of the fleet the way it should
be done and were the best individual yacht of the Regatta . After a few
teething troubles, including breaking the boat, the Maidens began to
get the hang of it and were the only crew to fini sh the long distance
race within the time limit.
The Herford Garriso n, or more correctly the I (UK) Armd Div and
Sig Regt, team won the sail training week overall and were placed first
and sixth individually.
Due to their successes in the inter Garrisons Sgt Mark Po undsett
and his trusty crew were invited to stay at Kiel and race against the
RAF the following week. Along with the two other Army yachts the
team sailed to victory again, winning both the long distance race and
the event overall. Well done to the winning crews and to all of those
who took part.

(UK) Arm d Div HQ a nd Sig Regt Offshore GTW Winne rs 1993
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RSYC WINDSURFING
The end o f the competition season and much to report on the Corps
Windsur fi ng front.
Back in July on the 16-18th the Army Individual Championships
were held at Weymouth with, on the first day, the Inter-Corps Team
event when 14 fou r-ma n teams competed over five races. The wind
was light to moderate and at the end of the day we had done
extraordinarily well! The Corps had entered two teams and
undisputably the A team came a clear first with the B team a
commendable equal fourth . Happily we were able to fie ld our
strongest team with Maj Jo Fletcher, Sgts Dave Maw, Barry Raine
and Norman Finnegan carrying off the tea m honours. Maj Fletcher
was actually taking over the role of Army Sailing Associatio n
Windsurf Competition Secreta ry during the event and in fact missed
the individual races because of his vital behind the scenes work. Lucky
for the Corps that he was abl e to at least sail in the team event and
a big thank you to him for the sacrifice he made in not competing on
the weekend! The individual event had some 82 entries with 9 of these
coming from R Signals. The wind further improved and Force 4
gusting 6 was the eventual order of the day. Excellent planing
conditions on the flat Port land Harbou r made for exciting racing and
the Corps continued to excel with the fo llowing achievements:
Army Lightweight Champion- Sgt Dave Maw of Comms & Sy Gp
(UK)
Third Lightweight-Sgt Norman Finnegan of th e RLD 47 Regt RA.
Second Heavyweight- Sgt Barry Raine I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt.
Across to Germany next for the BAOR Championships which as
usual were sailed on the Dummersee. Again some more fi ne resul ts for
the Corps with Sgt Barry Raine th e overall BAOR Champion and in
the major unit team event 28 Sig Regt beating I (UK) Div HW and
Sig Regt into second place.
Now back to Weymouth , th is time in August fo r the Join t Services
Individual Championships. The Army's turn to host the event and
another good turn out with Weymouth attracting the best service
sailors and a very high sta ndard of competition . A real cross-section
of wind conditions with on the final day Force 6 gusting 7/ 8 with only
a fraction of the fleet either brave or foolhardy enough to pit
themselves against the daunting conditions. This weather was actually
the start of the late August storm which saw much damage done to
moored craft in the harbour. Certainly picking ones way through large
heaving yachts which were scattered over half of the course provided
some hair raising moments! Maj Jo Fletcher again missed the racing
being the organiser but his efforts were well rewarded with an
excellent event appreciated by a large fleet of over 60 competitors. The
Corps made up six of these with the follow ing best results:
- Sgt Dave Maw
- 10th 44 pts.
Lightweight
- Maj Dave Gilchrist
- 12th 46o/4 pts
Heavyweight - Sgt Norman Finnegan - 8th
31 pts.
Best Lady
- Capt Liz Hyde
- 11 th 44 pts.
The Corps-wide event was again staged at Browndown this year but
somewhat later than normal being held in mid-October. The weather
was on the whole quite kind to us with no rain but fairly cold northerly
winds prevailing, bringing a chill to the proceedings with early
morning frosts. A mixture of wind strengths provided some good
experience for novices and more experienced alike, especially on the
last day when enough wind finally blew to create the magical planing
conditions.
Regrettably, a clash of dates with the ' Inter-Services team event
being sailed on the Saturday robbed us of two of our best sailors and
therefore the promised meeting of all the Corps 'giants' did not
materialise. Nevertheless Maj J o Fletcher and Sgt Barry Raine were
honoured to represent the Army in this premier event . A good turnout
with in particular an encouraging entry of 13 sailors from Germany
meant 32 individuals on the water with nine teams contesting the
Inter-unit event.
The detailed results were:
Individual
16 Sig Regt
Overall Champion- SSgt Maw
Runner-Up
- SSgt l<'radley HQ AFCENT
8 Sig Regt
3rd
- Sgt English
ACIO Glenrothes
Best Novice
- SSgt Irving
The Royal School of Signals
Runner-Up
- Maj Bowles
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
3rd
Cpl Lindsay
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Best Lady
- Sig Loades
Best Veteran
- Maj Gilchrist 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
- A/ T Stenning Apprentice College Harrogate
Best J unior
Retired Member - Mr Harwood Apprentice College Harrogate
14 Sig Reg
- Sgt Woods
Best Guest
Team- Major Unit
First
Second
Third

16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
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80 \4 pts
11 9 pts
151 \4 pts

Minor Unit
First
127 pts
- 280 Sig qn
Second
- 215 Sig Sqn
168 pts
At long last our sport has gained full recognition with it inclusion
into the annual RAF versus Royal Signals Sports Day! It was hosted
this year by the RAF at their Henlow base. The racing was held on
inland water at Brogborough Lake with fick le summer winds of Force
1-2. Having taken far too Jong to sort out our team tactics we fo und
ourselves 2:0 dow n in the five race series. Some energetic ' pumping'
and better tactics saw a big improvement in the third race which we
thought we had won. Certainly we went on to win the fi nal two races
of the day and the third went eventuall y to the RAF on a prote t.
Apparently one of our team, who shall remain nameless, mis ed out
a gybe mark and was subseq uently disqualified .
Nevertheless, an enjoyable event with a close result and some new
'blood' representing the Corps. The team comprised : Sig Tim Barker,
LCpl Mick Eades, Sgts 'Geordie' English , Dave Maw, Capt Paul
Cross and Maj Dave Gilchrist. LCpl Ritchie Townsend as the
heavyweight reserve, not selected because of the very light winds, sat
on the shore and gave support .
We look forward to hosting the event next year, probably at
Weymouth with the sea conditions more to our liking and an
opportunity to equal the score!
The Inter-Corps Knockout Competition has continued with some
fi ne results from both the A and B teams.
In the August issue the B team had just beaten the REME C team
and was looking forward to meeting the RLC A Team in the next
round . This was raced at Netley on 21 July and again the B team
produced their top form and despite flukey winds won by three races
to nil. So to the semi-fi nal and their foes the REME A team-the 1992
outright winners! All good runs have to come to an end and so it was
for our B team with a gallant defeat of three races to nil , again at
Netley on I September . Nevertheless a superb result for the B team
who over the year comprised the following windsurfers : Maj Brian
Pettifer, Capt Paul Cross, SSgt Ti m Wynn, Sgts 'Geordie' English,
2Lt Fred Hargreaves, Cpl Ch ris Mudie, LCpls Mick Eades and Ritchie
Townsend .
And so to the A team who had already beaten the Engineers 3:0 in
the second round . They needed to defeat the Gunners on their home
water at Thorney Island if they were to be given an opportunity to
avenge the REME A in the final. The match was sailed in light winds
and despite a spirited defence from a strong Artillery team, the Corps
came out on top again with a sound 3:0 wi n.
Managing lO arrange the final was in itself a feat with so much at
stake and both Corps having sailors coming from far afield.
Eventually Sunday 17 October, immediately following the Corps-wide
event, was agreed upon and Thorney Island confirmed as neutral
water. A blustery cold wind from the north which was freshening all
the time greeted the teams early on Sunday. An indication of the
extreme conditions soon became clear when the usual 7 .5m sails were
left ashore and the fleet took to the water on 6-6.5m sizes. After some
endurance sailing in very demanding co nditions, the Corps came out
on top with a resu lt of two races to nil. Not one race lost in the whole
competition was quite a record to boast and lO beat the REME into
the bargain having been knocked out by them in the first round last
year was truly sweet revenge! The A team throughout the event
remained the same sailors who were Maj Jo Fletcher, SSgt Dave Maw,
Sgts Barry Raine and Norman Finnegan plus Maj Dave Gilcbri t .
Stop press: The Corps are back on top in Germany having narrowly
edged the REME (yes-agai n!) into second place in the BAOR InterCorps event held at the Dummersee on 21122 October. A marvellous
end to a remarkable season with the final icing on the cake!

The triumphant Corps te am w in ne rs pro udly grasp their crystal
ta nkards at Thorney Island.
L to R: Maj Dave Gilch rist, Sgt No rman Fin negan, Maj Jo Fletcher,
SSgt Da ve Maw and Sgt Barry Ra ine
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ROYAL SIG NALS BAOR ORIENTEERING SECRETARY
After many years service to orienteering in BAOR, Maj Pur er has
been posted back to UK. On behalf of all those who have benefited
from his tireless work arranging orienteering for the Corps in BAOR
we wish him well in his new posting and thank him for all he has don~
over the last few years . BAOR's loss is 11 Sig Bde's gain. The new
BAOR secretary is Capt Wheeler, 14 Sig Regt (EW) , who can be
contacted on Osnabriick Military 5234.

CYCLING
ARMY CYCLING F TIV AL 1993
The 1993 Army Cycling Festival was successfully concluded in the
outh we t of England near Bath on Sunday I August. This Festival,
ho ted by 21 ig Regt, was a mixture of Inter-Service, Corps, InterUnit and Army Senior Event , and wa conducted over a period of
nine days.
Inter- enice There were four Inter-Service Championship events
held during the Festival, a Hill Climb, a 10, 25 and 50 mile Road Time
Trial (R11). The RAF won all but one of these events, failing to win
the 25 mile RTT becau e their top rider John Pritchard broke a front
wheel on the rerurn leg of the race.
Inter-Corps Three Inter-Corps events were held, a 10 and two 25
mile RTT. The average of all three events wa taken to produce an
overall winning Corp team . The REME domineered all three events
with the RE and RAC following along in that order, only the Royal
Signals managed to field a team for at least one of the three races .
Hopefully next year the AGC and RLC will be able to produce a team .
rmy Inter-Unit Army Inter-Unit events consisted of a Hill Climb,
39 mile Road Race, a 40 minute Circuit Race, a 25 and 50 mile RTT,
and a 25 mile three man team RTT.
Teams consisted of up to six riders with three to count as part of
a team result. All Army riders received points in relation to their finish

pos1t1on in each race. Points from the best members of each team
were added together to give a team score and placing. As the week
unfolded a running total of team points was being recorded towards
the overall winning team . This team would be presented with the
Fraser Cup.
The 1993 Fraser Cup winners were I RTR . SSgt Dave Campbell led
his team to victory, coming first as an individual in three out of the
six events . 28 Engr Regt furiou sly contended each event, winning the
Army Circuit Race and corning second in the remainder . Although the
team came second in the 50 mile RTT, a point difference of 18
between themselves and I RTR was a major factor in losing the Fraser
Cup.
This year Mr Alex Fra er who started the Inter-Unit Fraser Cup
Championships in the days of National Service, presented the Cup he
had never seen because of an overseas posting and eventually
retirement.
The Festival Organiser WOl Collinson would like to thank the
many people who helped to ensure an enjoyable nine days of Cycling.
Special mention should be made of Mr Alan Green from the Army
Apprentices' College, Harrogate for his timekeeping and help, Cpl
Stu Taylor from 21 Sig Regt for his upport and many hats, also Sgt
Gary Smirthwaite for the administration and manpower.

ORIENTEERING
The last few months have been busy for the Corps' orienteers. In
August, Cpl Weston toured Sweden with the Army sq uad (see
separate article, page 370). September saw the Corps' UK and BAOR
championships and a training camp for the Corps' team. October
started with the Corps' team competing in both the Infantry and RLC
championships, then the BAOR and Army championships in Berlin
and finally the Inter-Corps championships in Cornwall.
ROYAL SIGNALS UX ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Comms & Sy Gp (UK) hosted the Corps UK championships at
Proteus Camp over the first weekend in September. The organisers,
WOl (FofS) N. Baugh and SSgt M. Smart produced an excellent
weekend that was enjoyed not only by the Corps' runners but also by
the Gunners, who shared the championships, and the guest REME
and Infantry teams.
Some 27 Royal Signals units participated including teams
representing 259 Sig Sqn from Cyprus and 14 and 16 Regis from
~e~any. The championships consisted of two competitions, an
mctiVJdual race on the first day and a relay on the second. The first
day ~as at Wakerl~y Great Woods and some 379 competitors enjoyed
techrucal challengmg courses set by the Leicestershire Orienteering
Club in excellent weather. Unfortunately there was one casualty
during the day but quick action by Sgt Sandford Comms & Sy Gp
(UK), an? the medics of 222 Fd Amb saved the day.
The wmner of the A course and Corps champion was Maj N.
B~ teso n , ATR Bassingbourn, with a commanding lead of some 12
mmutes over SSgt Preston , 9 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. The B course
also saw s~ccess for the ATR, with Cpl Emmerson winning but by
only two mmutes from Lt Col Titterington, HQ Eastern District. The
Corps junior championship was also decided on the B course· it was
won by AT Williams, AA Coll Harrogate, just a minute ahead of Sig
McCelland of 259 Sig Sqn. The ladies champion_ was Maj J. C. Payne
TD of HQ 11 Sig Bde.
For th_e relay, the team.s moved north to Thieves Wood where again
challengmg courses awaited the unwary. This time the courses had
been se! _by Nott}nghamshire Orienteering Club. In the major units
compeuuo~ 14 Sig Regt were faste~t foUo~ed by 8 Sig Regt and HQ
I & 15 Sig Regt. Among the mmor umts, 264 Sig Sqn were the
f~test, foll~wed by both Comms & Sy Gp (UK) A and B teams. The
quickest ladies ~er~ HQ NI & 15 Sig Regt, while AA Coll Harrogate
were t~~ best JUmors and 63 Sig Sqn (V) the best in the TA
compeuuon.
Combi~ing the results of bot~ days, the overall Corps champions
were 14 Sig Re~ amoni: the ma1or units and Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
among the mmor umts. The champion juniors were AA Coll
Han:ogate, while overall the ladies champions were 54 Sig Sqn (V) and
89 Sig ~n (V) won the ~A championships. An inter-corps challenge
competition was held wuhin the championships and for once the
Corps managed to beat the Gunners-if only by a few seconds.
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ROYAL SIGNALS BAOR ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Corps' BAOR championships were not only organised but also
won by the then Corps BAOR Orienteering secretary, Maj Purser of
7 Sig Regt. In the M21 age group the winner was Maj Brown, 1 (UK)
Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, with Capt Hume, 13 Sig Regt second. Maj
Purser was M35 winner with Capt Doughty, 14 Sig Regt in second
place. Among the ladies, it was a clean sweep for 14 Sig Regt:
champion unit, ladies champion (Sig Ennis) and ladies junior
champion (LCpl Jefferson). 14 Sig Regt was also favourite for the
male championships, having built up a considerable lead on the first
day but a mispunch saw them disqualified which allowed 7 Sig Regt
the chance of winning. 207 Sig Sqn were champion minor unit.

selected for the Corps junior team in the Inter-Corp championships.
AT Williams is a name to watch for in the future .

FUTURE FIXTURES
4 December 1993 Army Night Championships, Yorkshire.
14/ 15 May 1994 Royal Signals Championships, West Midlands.
28/ 29 May 1994 UKLF/Army Championships, Swynnerton.
ROYAL SIGNALS BADGE SCHEME AWARDS
During the prizegiving at the Corps championships, Lt Col P.
Richards, President Royal Signals Orienteering, presented the
following awards in the Royal Signals Badge Scheme. For further
details of the scheme contact Lt Col P. Richards on Shrewsbury Mil
2243.
Gold
Maj Cary
Maj Gill
Maj Payne
SSgt Backhouse
Cpl Weston

15 Sig Regt
DOAC
HQ II Sig Bde
36 Sig Regt (V)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

Silver
Maj Wood
WOl (FofS) Baugh
WOl (RSM) Cory
SSgt Smart
SSgt Yeoman
WSgt Crowther
Cpl Poole
AT Williams

AA Coll Harrogate
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
15 Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
15 Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate

AT WILLIAMS
One new name on the Corps' orienteering scene this year is AT
Williams. Having joined the Army late last year AT Williams, who is
still only 17, attended his first Corps championships in September and
became Corps junior (ie under 21) champion. He is the youngest
person known to have done this. He started orienteering some years
ago with the Isle of Wight Orienteering Club and achieved 3rd place
in the civilian southern championships while in the Ml5 age group.
AT Williams has already achieved the Corps Silver award for
orienteering and is currently its youngest holder. He has also been

AT Willi ams - Royal Signals Junior Champion

-----------
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1993 Roy al Signal s BAOR Orienteering
M ajor Unit Champions 7 Sig Regt
Back Ro w l to R: M aj Pu rser, Cpl Mud ie, Lt Col McDowell,
W02 (SSM ) M cCl usky, W02 (RQMS) Fox
Fron t Row l to R: Cf n Smart, Sgt Keen, W01 (ASM ) Craze,
Cpl Hodgson , Sgt Gardner
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Design, development, manufacture and direct sale specialists worldwide serving
the military , police and those working in extreme and arduous environments .
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SHOOTING

TENNIS

RO\ AL IGN
HOOTI'llG 1993
A report b) the ecretaf)
ROY L IGNA
KILL AT ARMS MEETING
The Royal Signal kill at Arms Meeting took place at Bulford from
21-24 June thi year. A total of eight major unit teams and fo 1r minor
teams took part The major units included 40 Sig Regt (V) wl o ~ained
a pla e after much pleading and grovelling by SSgt 'Taff' Rideout
who wa determined not to be an individual again this year. The
number of teams repre ented was large considering the reduced size of
the- Corps. In the Major Unit competition QG Sigs once again turned
up with an impressive team and set out to win everything in sight.
However, a trong 30 Sig Regt team ably led by Lt Shyam won the
ection lfatch for the econd year in a row. The rest of the Major
Unit competitions did, howeve1, go to QG Sigs who once again
bowed their thorough, profe sional approach to service weapon
hooting.
.
. .
.
5AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)_ ach1e.ved. s1m1lar suc~ess m t~e
1inor Unit competition a QG S1gs did m the Ma1or Units
competition. S gt 'Strings' Strin~er boa~ted to hi Sqn Comd ~hat he
could bring back an armful of silver, given the chance an~, m true
Para tradition he succeeded. The only team match that slipped out
of 5 Airbome:s grasp was the LMG match, much to the surprise of
gt Labdon of Comms and Sy Gp (UK) who only stood in at the la t
moment but managed to win the match for his team.
The matches open to any team, the Pistol Tiles and Falling Plate,
were won by QG Sigs and 30 Sig Regt respectively. 30 Sig Regt, as the
winning Royal Signals team in the Falling Plate, then went on to beat
the Royal Artillery for the traditional secretaries prize. The Gunners
were quite dismayed at losing yet again! Something about stealing
candy from a baby was mentioned, but not too loudly!
The Champion at Arms this year was Lt Navindra of QG Sigs. SSgt
Jimmy Johnson of 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn showed that he hadn't lost his
touch since he last shot with the Secretary in 1985, by winning the best
Royal Signals prize. Sgt Ashcroft RLC of 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn won the
best Other Arm for the second year running and was finally united
with his cup after a year's wait. Lt Col Richard Hoole, another old
and bold shooter, showed that you don't have to be young to win a
prize by taking the Excell Trophy for the Best Royal Signals Officer.
2Lt Ballantyne of 40 Sig Reg (V) won the Best Young Officer
competition just to prove that SSgt 'Taff' Rideout hadn'c wasted his
time and effort.
ARMY RIFLE ASSOCIATION MEETING-BISLEY JULY 1993
A total of six major and three minor Unit teams entered the Regular
Army Skill at Arms Meeting this year. They were: 7 Sig Regt, 16 Sig
Regt, 28 Sig Regt, 30 Sig Regt, 15 Sig Regt, QG Sigs, 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (216 Para), 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and 662 Sig Tp.
QG Sigs were, yet again, spectacular and won the Series B Major
Units Championship and a host of team and individual prizes.
Unfortunately, there is not enough space to list their winnings in The
Wire so I will resort. to congratulating them all. A special mention is,
howeve:, due to the1r tc:ani Capt, Capt Krishna, on producing such a
well tramed team. 30 Sig Regt also did very well coming third in the
Major Units Rifle Championship and many of the team matche . 5
AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para) carried on the good work and
came 1hird in the Minor Units Rifle Championship.
Other individual successes are also worthy of note. Cpl Dave
Copley of 30 Sig Regt won four Bronze Bars and a place in the Army
100. 2.Lt A.ndrew Gri:enfield of 16 Sig Regt, Pte Story of 15 Sig Regt,
and Sig Wise of 28 Sig Regt each won a Bronze Bar in the Whittaker
(moving target). LCpl Tye of 30 Sig Regt won a Bronze Bar in the
Roupell. In the Service Pistol Championship Capt Ian Standen of 30
Sig Regt was second overall and won an ARA Silver Jewel.
This was a very successful year for Royal Signals participation at
RASAM but the best was yet to come in the Methuen Cup. The
Methuen Cup is the only opportunity to select a Royal Signals Service
Weapons Team. Those selected are choseri from the Units attending
RASAM and compete against the RN, RM, RAF, Divisions of
Infantry and Other Corps. This is a highly prestigious event where the
competition is always fierce. This year the Royal Signals won the
match for the first time in 23 years. The win was even more satisfying

INTER CORPS LEAGUE
A total of nine team s took part in the 1993 In ter Corps League
Competition whi ch was played du ring period April-Ju ly. Singles and
Doubles are played in these fix tures involving six players in each team .
The Corps had a mixed season , rarely playi ng its strongest team .
However, our final position of 4th is a satisfactory resu lt and obtained
from creditable performances from all who represented the Corps.
The results were as follow s:
Royal Signals 4
RLC
5
Royal Signals 9
RAMC/ RADC 0 (Walk over)
REME
6
Royal Signals 3
I Yz
Royal Signals 7 Yz RE
Royal Signals 4 !/z AGC 'A'
4 !/z
Royal Signals 5 Y1 AGC 'B'
3 Y1
Royal Signals 6
RA
2 Y2
Royal Signals 2 !/z RLC 'A'
6Yz
Representing the Corps for 1993 were:
Col W. K. Butler, Maj W. V. Miles (Capt), Sgt T. Pollard, SSgt Hall ,
Cpl J. Hope, Cpl Hill, LCpl Dowsett, Sig Tague, SSgt Dick and Sig
Lobb.

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para) Team at The Royal Signals
Skill at Arms Meeting with their trophies and medals
L to R: Sig 'Scouse' Byrne, LCpl Wayne Heaton, SSgt ' Strings'
Stringer, Capt Graham Inglis, Cpl Geoff Wright, Cpl Jay Saunders,
LCpl Richie Long and Sgt ' Ginge' Morgan

as the Royal Signals team was competing with iron sights against the
optical sights of the Infantry and Royal Marines. This is an historic
achievement which will be celebrated for years to come. The team
comprised: (Team Captain) Capt Martin Corcoran , 13 Sig Regt; Sgt
Yam Kumar Gurung, QG Signals; LCpl Nirmal Gurung, QG Signals;
Cpl Dave Copley, 30 Sig Regt; Sgt Yam Rana, 30 Sig Regt; Lt
Navindra Bikram Gurung, QG Signals; Capt Krishna Gurung, QG
Signals; and Lt Col Richard Boole, 28 Sig Regt (Team Adjt).
THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION TARGET RIFLE
MEETING
The Corps was represented by a team of three in the NRA Imperial
Meeting: SSgt 'Taff' Rideout, 40 Sig Regt (V); Sgt Alden, AA Coll
Harrogate; and Cpl Dave Copley (Tyro), 30 Sig Regt. Cpl Copley
received a medal for being placed 63rd in the Alexander with a highest
possible score of 50 with 4 V bulls. This result broke Cpl Copley's
Tyro status but, unfortunately, he only came 2nd in the Tyro
competition overall.
TARGET PISTOL
ln the Target Pistol Arena Capt Ian Standen and Lt Col Richard
Hoole have had a successful year. Capt Standen became a seeded
member of the Army Target Pistol Squad and shot against the British
Police, Wales and the other two Services. He also shot Standard Pistol
for the Combined Services Team against Great Britain. Meanwhile, Lt
Col Hoole captained the Army Target Pistol Team and shot against
England and the other two Services and Captained the Combined
Services Team against Great Britain.

RAF SIGNALS v ROY AL SIGNALS
This annual fixture was played at RAF Henlow in June. It has
always been a very good sporting event enjoyed by all players . Again
this year proved a good competition but with a marked difference.
RAF Signals produced a first rate team which included the RAF No
2, SAC Williams. Together with his partner they won all three of their
doubles fixtures but not before an enthralling battle against our top
pair, Sig Paul Tague and Cpl Jim Hope. The eventual result was a win
for the RAF pair 6-7 6-4 6-4. The overall result was a win by 7-2 to
the RAF. Tague and Hope won the Corps only two rubbers.
Representing the Corps at doubles were: Sig Tague-Cpl Hope;
Maj Miles-Col Butler; SSgt Hall- Cpl Hill .
ARMY CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Army Championships are, traditionally held at Aldershot
during the last week in August. This year's championships proved to
be an anti-climax from the previous year's outstanding results. Only
2Lt Kate Croft 259 Sig Sqn managed to achieve some success in being
runner up in the mixed doubles and being voted best up and corning
player of the Championships . Maj Miles partnered by Brig (Retd)
Reeve AGC managed runner up in the vets doubles, and both were
selected to represent the Army Vets team in the Inter Service fixture
played at Wimbledon.
CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Corps Championships normally held in June were moved to
September due to exercises . Next year they will be played again in
Colerne and hopefully in June. In 1995 these Championships will
move back to Blandford once accommodation is available. Back to
this year's Championships which again produced a disappointing !Urn

THE YOUNG OFFICERS' SKILL AT ARMS COMPETITION FOR
THE OTHER ARMS AND SERVICES
There were 12 Corps entries in the Young Officers' Skill at Arms
Competition (Rifle-Iron Sight) this year. 2Lt Mark Smith of 30 Sig
Regt was fifth equal and received an ARA Small Bronze Medal and
a cash prize of £60.
SUMMARY
This has been an excellent year for Royal Signals Shooting. Teams
of individuals have competed in and won prizes in every level of the
sport from service weapons to target rifle and target pistol. QG Sigs
won the Series B Championship at RASAM and the Corps won the
Methuen Cup for the first time in 23 years. It will take much hard
work and effort to match these results in 1994.

Army Tennis Champions 1993
21 Sig Regt: Cpl Jim Hope, Sgt Tom Pollard,
Lt Col D. Lynam MBE,
Sig Paul Tague and Maj Billy Miles
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out. A total of 16 players eventually arrived and enjoyed a good
competition. A new risi ng star with potential for the Women 's Army
Team is Sig Sarah Saunders from 13 Sig Regt. In what was a very good
final she defeated Sgt McNair, a regular member of the Women' s
Army Tennis Team . With the absence of Maj Gary Mason (flight
troubles) and the departure of Sig Paul Tague to civilian life, the
singles competition automatically looked like going to Cpl Jim Hope
who regularly plays for the Army . Maj Miles made life a little
uncomfortable by winning the first set 6-3. The second set was long
and hard but eventually going the way of Cpl Hope 3-6. In the final
set Cpl Hope produced a high rate of consistency that had been
somewhat lacking throughout the season and eventually won
comfortably 1-6.
The results are as follows:
Singles
Cpl J. Hope
Winner
35 Sig Regt (V)
R/U
Maj W. V. Miles
21 Sig Regt
Open
Doubles Winner Maj Miles/ Cpl Hope
21 Sig Regt/ 35 Sig
Regt (V)
RU
Col Butler/LCpl Jackson The Royal School of
Signals
Regt Doubles
Winner
SSgt Hall/ SSgt Gould
Comms & Sy Gp
(UK)
R/ U
SSgt Knight/ Cpl Setchfield 15 Sig Regt
Plate
Winner
Cpl Setchfield
15 Sig Regt
Ladies Singles
Winner
Sig Saunders
13 Sig Regt
R/ U
Sgt McNair
242 Sig Sqn
Ladies Doubles
Winner
Cpl Adamson/Sig Saunders 16 Sig Regt/ 13 Sig
Regt
2 Sig Sqn/242 Sig Sqn
Sgt McNair/Mrs Fairley
R/ U
(21 Sig Regt)
Mixed Doubles
Winner
Sgt McNair/LCpl Jackson 242 Sig Sqn/15 Sig
Regt
Cpl Adamson/Cpl Hope
16 Sig Regi/35 Sig
R/U
Regt
REPRESENTATIVE TENNIS-ARMY TEAM
Maj W. V. Miles and Cpl J. Hope have both represented the Army
Team in various fixtures throughout the summer season with Maj
Miles being selected as Captain in a represemative fixture versus
Oxford University. Cpl Hope is continuing to improve and should
regain his position in the Army Team for the Inter Services fixture
next season.
21 SIGNAL REGIMENT(AS) INTER UNIT TEAM ARMY
CHAMPIONS
Sig Paul Tague, the then current Army Tennis Champion, Sgt Tom
Pollard, Army Squash Champion, Cpl Jim Hope, Army Inter Unit
Doubles Tennis Champion (partnered by Paul Tague) and Maj Billy
Miles proved to be an effective combination as a four man team in
securing the Inter Unit Team Tennis Trophy for 1993.
The UK final was played at Aldershot on 18 July against Comm &
Sy Gp from Loughborough. Representing Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
were SSgt Hall, Gould, Sgt Sim and Pte Jones. Although there were
many good rallies and points played, 21 Sig Regt proved too strong
and won the fixture by 5-0.
However, it was good to see two Royal Signals units in the final
with six out of eight players Corps personnel.
In the Army Final the opponents were Rheindahlen Support Unit.
This team contained Maj Alan Butterfield AGC, the Army No 3
player, Capt Hill, Maj James and Maj Jammes.
fn the first round Tague played Butterfield and Hope played Hill
at singles whilst Miles and Pollard played James and Jammes at
doubles . Both Tague and Hope lost their first sets to their respective
partners whilst Miles/ Pollard won their first set. The match wa very
evenly balanced. Tague and Hope recovered to win their second sets,
Tague on a tie break and Hope 6-3, (Hope lost his first set 6-0).
Meanwhile Miles/ Pollard took the first rubber on a tie break 7-6.
One nil to 21 Sig Regt.
Tague and Hope played their third sets with a more relaxed, natural
tyle and in the end won fairly comfortably.
Three nil to 21 Sig Reg1, an unbeatable lead such are the rules of
the competition.
The evemual full result was:
21 Sig Regt 4
Rheindahlen Support Unit
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On one of the few fine days in October we held o ur Autumn
luncheon party at the Army Golf Club. This was a very cheerful
affair, an excellent curry contribu ting not a little to the warm
atmosphere . We have to thank Lt C ols J im Blake and Douglas
Crookes for their organisation and Lt Col and Mrs Jan Ronald for
arranging the rarne.
The Branch meets on the second Wednesday of the month at the
Sergeants' Mess, 5 AB Bde Arnhem Barracks by courtesy of RSM G.
Burrows. Members of other branches are always welcome. Our own
Members are reminded that the January meeting will be Mince Pie
Night when we hope the ladies will grace the meeting with their
presence (which is only fitting as they will be the major contributo rs
to the occasion).
In September Members of the Branch attended Divine Service at the
Royal Hospital, Chelsea at the invitation of the West London Branch
who for a number of years have been allowed to parade with the InPensioner . On this prestigious occasion one of our Members, Brig C.
G . Moore OBE was invited by the Governor to take the salute beside
him. This was a great honour, not only for a very revered member but
for our Branch.
A few days prior to our luncheon party Lt Col Jim Blake, in his
capacity of SOl Comms Southern District, organised a visit to the
Commcen at District HQ. This not only was of interest to those who
had served there in recent years, who saw considerable updating of
equipment familiar to them, but was a revelation to some (like your
scribe who had served there in the Middle Ages, and no doubt to Mr
A. H. 'Dodger' Green whose service at Aldershot Wireless Station
went back even further) . We were sustained by a generous cream cake
tea at the end of the visit. Had it been earlier we could not have
negotiated the stairs. For this, the success of the tour, and the
efficiency with which it was conducted, we thank Capt Kate Munnoch
of the Adjt Gen's Corps, Cpls Bremner, Nichol and McAuley, also the
young lady from Bradford and all those who made our visit so
pleasant and informative.

Our Autumn functi on was held at P embroke Bay Hotel- the bay
at which, incidentally, landing craft came ashore in 1945.
Members and guests enjoyed an excellent dinner , followed by a lide
show and talk by local ornithologist Tim Earl, who gave a fascinating
account of his recent trip to Siberia. Tim has given similar talks in the
past and is now almost an honorary member of the Branch .
With the fi ftieth anniversary of the liberation of the Channel
Islands on 9 May 1945, the Branch has appointed a sub-committee to
prepare a suitable programme of events to take place 1995 .

President: The Master of Signals
Chairman and Trea urer: Major General P. O. Ale.under CB MBE
General ecretary: Colonel A. N. de Bretton-G rdon
Welfare Secretary: Mrs P. J Haw

Assistant Secretary: Major G. Schofield MBE
Administrative Officer: Mr R. H. Whittle

A ociaUon Office, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD. Tel Military System: London District 8424. STD 071 414 8424
Welfare Secretary (direct line) 071 630 0801. All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him
on extension 8428 or 8433.
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DERBY BRANCH

Members of the Association with
In-Pensioner (W02) A . J. Judge

'Poppies fade ...

The Chairman of the Association talks to Mr and Mrs Des
Lambley of the Royal Australian Signals Association

Love endures'

Members of the Association

Four members of the Branch Committee were delighted to receive
an invitation from 46 Sqn to be their guests at their Annual Camp at
Pen hale.
We were welcomed by the Sqn Comd Maj R. Lingard and SSgt
Landsborough .
Thursday, we went to Princeton . Next we welcomed the Squadron
Team on the completion of their patrol exercise on Dartmoor. It was
with dismay that we heard the screams of Cpl Hamilton and were
relieved to discover the medical team were only cutting off her sock
to treat her blisters although the Admin Officer was encouraging them
to save time and amputate, saying she has got another one!
Thursday evening, one of our party attended the Officers' Dinner,
having an enjoyable evening . The rest of us joined the Squadron at the
local Inn after which, with the kind consent of WOl (RSM) Grainger,
we joined our friends in the Mess.
Friday. The Colonel's Cup Competition-we were put under the
tender care of SSgt Mellor who, when he gave the organiser our total
age group, expected his team to be immediately disqualified but, at
least half of our team completed che walk : After lunch we were sent
off to find twenty-two grid reference clues. On this we were
successful, our Madam chair, after jumping out of the Land Rover
seventeen times, fell out the eighteenth but she quickly revived when
we found an oasis at the back of a village green and she managed to
give the locals an interesting hour. On completing the twenty-two
clues we returned to camp to refresh ourselves for the Squadron party.
This was a happy evening. One forgot aching limbs, sore feet and
bruised rears from bumpy rides and enjoyed the meal, dance and
company.
We do thank everyone who worked so hard to make our visit
interesting and we incerely appreciate being included on the Camp
guest list.
14 November-the Memorial Parade was held at the Kingsway TA
Centre.
The 46th Sig Sqn (V) joined with the Association Members to lay
poppy wreaths at the Cross in memory of the Corps' fallen comrades.
Our President, Col A. Hawkesworth TD DL and W02 (SSM) Ward ,
conducted the service. A member of the Salvation Army played the
Last Post and Reveille. After the service the cooks laid on lunch at
which we were joined by the Royal Artillery, pre-world war two
Gunners who had served in Malta.
Congratulations to Sgt M. Pratt and Ruthine on the arrival of a
baby daughter , a sister for William , to Cpl D. Fletcher now proudly
wearing his third Tape.
We extend our deepest sympathy to Sgt P . Turner and Sue on the
sudden Joss of his father.

HULL BRANCH
To celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the formation of the Hull
branch, the members were entertained to a social evening as guests of
Alpha Tp (WR) Sig Sqn (V) , at Halifax Barracks.
The evening commenced with a tour of the barracks and the
equipment now in use with the Corps was demonstrated by gts Keith
Holdstock and Tony Quinn, Cpl Ian Tulley, LCpl Peter Gillyon and
Sig Mark Warrington.
During the evening an excellent dinner was served, followed by a
presentation to Alpha Tp by the Chairman Bob Stephenson, a
founder member of the branch, of an inscribed Royal Signals plaque
and a framed Corps print donated by Capt Ron Wilford .
Ron Wilford served with A Troop of the original 49 (WR) Regt (V)
from 1939 to 1945.
The Association members are extremely grateful to W02 Allan
James and his colleagues together with Lt Jerald Boddy and his
cadets, not forgetting LCpl Debbie Openshaw for her culinary skills,
for providing a very enjoyable dinner and a very entertaining evening.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
In September the Branch attended Divine Service at the Chapel of
the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. We were supported by the 31 Sig Regt
(V) Association, which included Col J. C. Eversfield ERO, TD,
accompanied by his wife, and members of other Branches. Our
marching contingent was led by Col D. A. B. Crawford CBE, ERD,
TD. (Maj Ron Miller TD certainly knows how to get off a parade!)
Lt Col Bruce Beattie of RHQ took photographs of the parade.
Brig C. G. Moore OBE, of the Hospital, a distinguished member
of the Aldershot Branch, was invited by the Governor to take the
salute beside him, which was indeed an honour for our Association .
Our standard was carried by Mr Harry Ruff. As in the past, we were
impressed by the service, which was conducted by the Hospital
Chaplain. Afterwards we were called to the bar of the In-Pensioners'
Club, where a good time was had by all.
At our September meeting we made a presentation to Joan and
Paddy O'Connell , both of who m served in the regular Corps and have
been stalwart members of the Branch . 1t was a convivial but, at the
same time, sad occasion. They have moved to the Emerald Isle but we
hope we have not heard the last of them and we wish them every
happiness in their new home.

The Parade

All photos by David Wiles !EO, RHOJ
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MANCHESTER BRANCH

REUNIONS

Together \\ ith their Pr~ident M aj Chris Reynolds-Jone , VicePre-ident and T rea urer Maj Jack Holmes, Chairman Ron Taylor and
retary Mrs Ida Hane) , ixteen members of the Bra nch enjoyed an
e' client tr aining weekend in Blackpool! It was a three day exercise
\'it h a Friday call-out. They took o ver a mall hotel-Chadlea and the
majority arrived promptly for lunchtime train ing. Training toolc place
in the bar and some never left the training area until bedtime in the
early hours of Saturday. Training was not compul ory a nd o a mall
detachment did visit the lights by tram both ways.
On the Saturday, following a committee meeting, Maj Jack
generou iy provided Jun h for several a t the Imperial Hotel-the last
of the on ervative Party Conference had ju t left! Formal dinner on
Saturday e\ening followed by the Chai rman' qui z and a late Sunday
lunch were taken with complimentary wine and several impromtu
peeche !
All safely returned home and thanks to the members generosiLy and
two rame , they were able to sho w a small profit for the Branch
fund .
The Manchester Branch meets on the first Sunday of every month
at 1300 hrs a1 the Royal British Legion, Beverley Road, Ru holme.
ew member are alway most welvome and should ring either Ron
Taylor 061-486-6772 or Mrs Ida Harvey 061-223-9395 for joining
details.

Front row: Mrs Rattray, Bill Rattray, George Mcloughlin, George
Royles, Dave O'Leary
Back row: Chris Reynolds-Jones (President). Ann Nowaki
(Hotelier), John Doyle, Mrs Lawson, Geoff Irving, Ida Harvey, Bill
Williams, Tom Lawson, Mrs Taylor, Ron Taylor (Chairman)

MAJ AND MRS D. A. R. ELLIOTT
Congratulations to Dougan and Olene on their recent remarriage.
Dougan served in the Corps from 1938-1969; they are now living in
Thatham, Berks.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during September
1993.
A. E . Roberts .. ......... . ..................................... .... ..
£100.00
Anonymous ... ........ .......................... ... ................. .
£ 95.00
In memory of Mr John S. Smart .... .. ...................... ..
£425.50
B. Anderson .............. ................................... ... .... .
£100.00
In memory of L. Addison, J. Brady
£ 15.00
£ 71.50
£ 79.09

~~1:i i~~w;:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

£886.09
The following donations were gratefully received during
1993.
M. A. Simons ... .... ... .......... . ............ .. .................. .
Capt (Retd) V. L. R. Dugdale ............. .. ............... ..
Maj A . Berncastle (V) .. .. ..... .. .. ... .............. . .. .. .... . .. .
R. \V. Griffin .. ................... ... .. ................. .. ........ .
G. S. Dawson .................. .. .. ..... .. .. .... .. ................ .
Col G. M. L. Claridge ... ... .. .... ... .. ..................... .. ..
Maj (Retd) R. H. Blizzard .... ..... .. ......................... .
Lt Col A . B. Gould ... ...... .......... . .. .... .............. . .. . ..
Col (Retd) C . B. Masser ............ .... ........................ .
G . \V. Cook .... .. .......... .. ........ .. .... .. ...... .. ............. .
56 Div OCA (Despatch Riders) .. .. .. ... ...... . .......... ... ..
Col (Retd J . W. W. Cock .. . ............... .. ................ . ..
In memory of Maj Gen A. M. W. Whistler .. ........... ..

October
£ 2.20
£100.00
£ 2.60
£ 2.20
£ 4.20
£ 20.00
£150.00
£ 2.20
£ 30.00
£ 27.74
£ 56.21
£ I0.00
£5.00
£412.35
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56 (LONDON) DIVISIONAL IGNALS OCA
DESPATCH RIDERS DINNER DANCE, EASTBOU RNE
The annual dinner dance will be held a t The Lansdowne H o tel, King
Edwards Parade, Eastbourne. O n Satu rday March 26 1994, which is
50 years almo t to the day when the Division was evacuated from the
Anzio Beachhead to ret urn to Egypt, to prepare for the fi nal a sault
on Tedeschi.
A ll Signal are welcome. Details from James Law, I Vincent Close
Langney Point, Eastbourn e, E. Susse-X, BN23 6ET. Tel 0323 730803'.
DENBURY NEWTON ABBOT )UNIOR L EADE RS ROYAL
SIGNALS REUNION
The Triennial reun ion in a nd around Newton A bbot will ta ke place
on the 23 and 24 September 1994.
The pro~ramn:e wi ll cover the Friday eve~ i ng a nd all o f Saturday.
T he Reumon will be much on the same Imes as previously when
approximately 100 attended and it is hoped that all regula r attendees
and some new ones will be able to make the date.
Any enquiries in the meantime to Sam Ward , 56 Seymour Road ,
Newton Abbot, South Devon, Telephone 0626 52 101, or daytime 0392
5!056.
Fuller details will appear in the April Wire and all those on the
mailing list and previous attendees will be circulated in March/ April
1994.
2ND ' F ' COMP ANY RE-UNION
39 ex members o f ' F Company' attended a most successful re-union
and buffet lunch at the Union Jack Club in London on 29 September
1993.
Victor Martin MC had travelled from New Zealand . Stanley Smith
and Charles Robbins from Canada. It was also very rewarding to see
others who had made long journeys to London .
Stan Smith produced an excellently enhanced photograph of all ' F '
Coy members taken at Catterick in late 1939 and it is reproduced
below .
Our Chairman Alan Ridgeon, thanked everyone for coming and fel t
that the very good attendance figure made the work of the committee
members worthwhile.
Alan Earl our President, gave a short but witty address followed by
our guest of honour, Col Alastair de Bretton Gordon, General
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association who mentioned the value
of the feeling of comradeship amongst the members present, created
by friendship forged during service with our Corps, many of which
friendships had survived for over fifty years .
We would like to thank Col A de Bretton Gordon for giving up his
time to attend our re-union as our guest of honour.
List of those who attended: B. Band, R. Brown, B. Beattie, B
Burch, D. Chetwynd (Treas), P. Clowson, J. Cragg, J. Dadswell, V.
Dugdale (Sec), A. Earl (Presdt), D. Fairweather, H. Galloway, M.
Ham, J. Harwood, C. Johnstone, L. Knight, R. Knight, R. Laing, A.
Lees, J. Le-Hardy, V. Martin, D. Neale, C. Newstead, F. Pavey, A.
Ridgeon (Chrnn), K. Risby, V. Render, C. Robbins, V. Sampson, G.
Sheldrake, J. Sinclair, R. Shove, D. W. Smith, P.A. Smith, S. Smith,
R. Todd, A. Weatherly MM, J. White, R. Webb.
219 SIGNAL SQUADRON
It is proposed to hold an initial 'get-together' at the Catterick
Reunion weekend 25/26 June 1994 for ex members of the Squadron
who were in Prinn Barracks, Tripolitania . Please contact Roy
Andrews, Moorings, 7 The Heath, Whitstable, Kent CT5 3HJ
(member of East Kent Branch) .
THE SOTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE(S) OF
MONTE CASSINO
A SPECIAL REMEMBRANCE SERVICE TO BE HELD IN
ST MARGARET'S CHURCH, WESTMINSTER ABBEY ON
SATURDAY 21MAY1994 AT 12 NOON
This Association invites all Cassino Veterans, their families and
descendants, along with all the Services Associations who have the
historical connection with Monte Cassino Lo join us in this sacred
gathering.'
Those wishing to travel in groups and by coach please register so
that special parking facilities can be made available.
Attendance will be by ticket only, obtainable from the Honorary
Secretary and are limited.
Send ticket requirements to the Honorary Secretary as soon as
possible, and not later than 31 January 1994, enclosing a first class
stamp. Medals will be worn .
Hon Sec: J. Clarke, 41 Aldermary Road, Manchester M21 2QW .
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3RD DIV SIG REUNION CLUB
From: J ohn Templeton-Hon Secretary
A fter a pretty mediocre week as far as the weather was concerned
the weekend of 17-19 September turned out to be quite beautiful,
warm a nd sunny, which was j ust as it should be. (You know the old
saying , the sun shines on the righteous!) At the kind invitation of the
CO , Lt Col R . A . Baxter, the Club had been invited to spend the
weekend with the 3rd (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt at its new home in
Picton Barracks at Bulford.
28 Members a nd 12 associated members attended. We were warmly
greeted on arri val.
Dinner in the Officers' Mess was fo llowed by a Games night in the
Sergeants' Mess. As is usual on these Games nights not much
attention was paid to the games a nd a lot spent on checking that your
companion had a drink in his or her ha nd and o f course that you were
simila rly encumbered .
Nonetheless 0745 hrs on Sat urday found Porky Edwards and Pedlar
Palmer, both in their 90s, in the dini ng room , shattered to fin d that
breakfast would be at 0930 hrs to allow the youngsters time to recover
from the previous night. Still they managed to scrounge a pot o f tea,
and then Porky and Pedlar accompanied me on a tour o f Bulford
Camp to work up an appetite for breakfast.
At 1030 hrs we gathered for a welcoming address by the CO a nd a
quick briefing by the RSM WOI (RSM) Mick Campbell ; this was
followed by a short Club meeting .
Then it was off to the sports field to witness the opening of the
Regimental Open Day Fete by the TV star Thelma Barlow, (Mavis o f
Coronation Street fame). Lunch was served in a tastefu lly set up
marquee with the Mess silver gleaming and a meal of the highest
standard .
After lunch we all enjoyed the fun o f the Fete which included the
Pipes and Drums o f 1st RT R displays by the RM Commandos, a
flying display by a helicop ter o f the AAC and throughout the
afternoon the heats o f the inter-Squadron Tug-of-War. All in al l a
very pleasant way to spend a sunny Saturday a fternoon . In the
evening we were guests at a Cabaret Night in the Sergeants' Mess
during the course of which Pedlar Palmer entertained us with songs
and tunes on his harmonica.
Sunday morning saw a good turnout for morning Service at St
George's Garrison Church Bulford . The Padre, in the way that Padres
have, delivered a sermon appropriate to the occasion and the hymns
were the kind we enjoy singing. After Church we moved to the sports
field to watch the annual Rugby match between the 'Old and Bold'
and the younger element o f the Regiment. In a hard fought game it
looked at one time that the youngsters were going to whitewash the
Oldies but in the last ten minutes o f the game two cracking tries and
conversions very nearly pulled things o ff for the ' wrinklies' . The
youngsters, who had seven of the Regimental team playing for them ,
did eventually run out the winners .
The Club members were then entertained to a curry lunch in the
Officers' Mess where I made one officer' s day by asking him what
Troop he had. He replied ' Actually I' ve got a Squadron.' You really
are getting old when the Sqn Commanders start to look so young.
It was time now to say our goodbyes and we each made our way
home with memories of a very enjoyable visit, happy in the knowledge
that our old Regiment is in good heart and safe hands .
Our next function will be the Reunion Luncheon and AGM at the
Victory Club in London on Saturday the 26 March 1994. If you are
not already a member of our Club or know someone who is ex 3 Div
who is not yet a member why not get in touch with the Secretary, John
Templeton, 6 E verton Road, Croydon, Surrey, CRO 6LA, Tel: 081
654 8408 . The Reunion next year , the 50th Anniversary of D Day,
promises to be a special one.
CEYLON H / S W / T REUNION
Last Friday, 22 October, 88 people sat down to a buffet mea! , etc.,
to celebrate our 5th Reunion and 50th Anniversary of the settmg up
of the station that became Ceylon HIS W / T Company/ Army
Wireless Chain Ceylon. The top table comprised 22 veteran members
(founders) and their wives headed by our principal guest Gen John
Badcock former CO of Ceylon Army Signals .
The B'elmont House Hotel in Leicester now fast becoming our
traditional venue gave us a wonderful evening. Seven months of
planning the event came finally to fruition and at the end of the
evening the hotel staff told me 'This is the event of the year for us .. ;
you are all so friendly and such good fun . .. yet so well behaved,
so I think the Corps' reputation ha been upheld. .
Next year's date is now pencilled into the hotel diary, 28 October
the last Friday in October is the date we now look forward to (Deo
Gratia!). Any of our former colleagues who might read this and be
unaware of our reunions can get in touch with Mr Harry Moore, I
Blue Granite Park, The Green , Mountsorrel, Leicestershire LE12
7AG , Tel: 0533-375423 .
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NEWS FROM CANADA
Brig W. H. Hu ntley who attended this year's Reunion in Catterick
has sent us a photograph of some of those who attended the 25th
anniversary of the founding of the Canadian Forces School of
Communication Engineering. T he School encompasses all trade
dealing with commun ications, operational and technical and members
of RCEME, RCAF and some RCN undergo training at this
establishment. The photograph shows veterans ' on parade'.

Veterans on parade
ANTWERP LIBERATION CELEBRATIONS 1994
The City o f Antwerp will celebrate the 50th Anniversary of its
Liberation between 2-5 September 1994 and wish to invite 150
Veterans who took part in the Battle for Antwerp which commenced
on 4 September 1944.
The Royal British Legion Antwerp Branch has been requested to
fi nd these Veterans who should have served with either the 11 Armd
or 53 Welsh Divisions.
Anyone interested in attending these celebrations should write to:
Mr H. H. Harding, MBE, Chairman, The Royal British Legion
Antwerp Branch, Steenweg naar Leuven 122, B.3200 Aarschot,
Belgium .
The invitation is for Men Only, and will include free travel,
accommodation, and meals, in Belgium only! Applicants should state
their age, and full designation of the Unit in which they served. The
closing date is set at 28 February 1994.
W02 JAMES COLIN BRADY
Will anyone who served with or knew the above named Warrant
O ffi cer, please get in touch with the Editor. Mr Brady died in April
1954, whilst serving in Germany and is buried there. His daughter
would very much like to have information about his career in the
Corps .
Ex W02 Michael Branden of 24/28 Winchelsea Road, Ore, Hastings,
Sussex would like to hear from former comrades, especially tho e who
served with him in Aden and Verden.

Maj Gen D. A. L. Wade CB CBE MC (President of the Norfolk
Branch, aged 95) with Capt Jack Perks , our oldest member (aged
101) enjoying a glass of wine at RHQ having earlier attended the
service at Westminster Abbey
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OF
OTTO, B RRACKS-DUSSELDORF
The photograph hown here were taken in 1957 at a parade to
mark the' i ·it of the Oin Maj Gen R. J. Moberly CB OBE KstJ to
i.g Regt at cotton Barrack . Dus eldorf. The CO of the
2Lof
R _iment, at that time, wa Lt Col W. C. Burke, father of Lt Col B.
J. Burke and Brig K. P. Burke and grandfather of Capt M. C. Burke.
In 195 the Regiment moved to Bradbury Barracks, Krefeld and is
now 16 ig Regt. The formation badge was that of Rhine District. a
blue cro on a yellow hield which, on the move to Bradbury
Barrack , wa changed to a yellow sword on a red cross on a bbe
hield, the badge of BAOR. Bradbury Barracks had previously been
occupied by a Battalion of the Coldstream Guard . The barrack were
probabl named after Capt Edward Kinder Bradbury, L ~artery RHA
who wa awarded a posthumou VC for his action at Nery on I
ep!ember 1914.
(Mr John Thomson (ex Corps) who has sent us these interesting
hi torical detail , would like to thank those who responded to his
letter published on page 64, October Wire and would be pleased to
hear from any reader who may be able to provide further
information).

WHO REMEMBERS 'U KAN LARF'?
'U Kan Larr was a cartoon character carried in the monthly pre
war issue of The Wire; the creator was 'Nackerby'. Does any reader
recall who ' ackerby' was? It has been suggested that it could have
beei:i _Maj N. A. C. Clubb, sometime Chief Instructor 2nd Ops
Trammg Centre, Prestatyn and later in Catterick (1993/ 4).
CAMPAIGN FOR A DEPARTMENT OF EX SERVICE AFFAIRS
Th~ Roy_al _British Legion, is about to re-launch a campaign to
establish within Government a Department of ex Service Affairs. Its
aim is to send a formal request to its Parliamentary advisers, Sir
Marcus Fox and Mr Alf Morris, to raise the matter with the
Government to trigger an Early Day Motion seeking Parliamentary
time for the passage of a Bill to establish such a Department.
If an Early Day Motion is to succeed, it is important that MPs are
canv.assed by as many members of the ex Service Community as
possible. A short draft letter is available from RHQ for you to
consider sending lo your MP.
GUEST OF THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY-1942/1945
By Harold A. Skinner
An AS, 32 pages, approx. 13,500 words booklet.
.A 'fl!~ narrativ~ of the author's personal experiences while serving
with M _Div., Smg~pore _Fortress and 3rd (Indian) Corps Signals~
from leavmg t~e Uruted Kmgdom in January 1941.
. It recounts nme months of Pe<l;Ce and w~r in Malaya and Singapore
(m verse form): then ,as ~ POW m Chan~ 3;11d Selarang; followed by
22 months_ on the Railroad of Dea.th m Thailand: subsequent
tr~nsportahon to Japan on the 'hell ships', 'Osaka Maru' and (after
ship~reck) ?!a~asan Maru ', liberation and repatriation via Okinawa,
Manila (Phil1ppmes), Canada and the liner 'Ile de France'.
. The ~ooklet con~ins some interesting appendices, and a few
11lustratJons not previously published
Se~f-published (March 1993), Hardback Edition July 1993,
o~tamable only from the author at 'Guild House', St Flora's Road,
L1ttlehampton, West Sussex, BNl7 6BB. (Tel: 0903-71663S).
'Cleanwipe' Hardback, 'gold' lettering, cover and spine.
UK £4.~5 pl':1s 50p p&p, Overseas Surface Worldwide £4.75 plus £1.00
p&p, Airmail Europe £4.75 plus £1.25 p&p, Airmail Elsewhere £4.75
plus £2.00 p&p. Paperback all post free. UK £2.50, Overseas Surface
Worldwide £3.00, Airmail Europe £3.00, Airmail Elsewhere £3.50.
Sig H. A. Skinner served in the Corps from 1940-46. He has been
a life member of the Association since 1946.
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SOE DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR
The Royal Signal Museum is trying to build up the material it holds
on the connection between the Corps and SOE during the Second
World War. The Deputy Director, Dr Peter Thwaites, wou ld be
pleased to hear from ex-Corps members who served with SOE, with
a view to recording their reminiscences for the Museum's archive.
THE ROLE OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION IN
BENEVOLENCE
One of the key objectives of the Association, set out in its Trust
Deed, 1 the relief of poverty where it occurs in former members of
the Corps, and their immediate families . There are many
organisations involved in ex-Service welfare, nationally, locally and
on a Regimental or Corps basis. This brief note describes the
relationship between them and explains how the Association carries
out its role.
A vital function in ex-Service welfare is filled by SSAFA. Jn
addition to providing welfare workers and nursing sisters overseas,
SSAFA provides the basic investigation organisation throughout UK.
SSAFA has virtually no welfare funds of its own and seldom makes
direct grants, but its caseworkers are deeply involved in the provision
of welfare investigation reports. These reports are the basis of most
of the Association's welfare casework. Some of our Association
members are also SSAFA caseworkers.
The Army Benevolent Fund is the Army's major charitable
organisation. It does not deal directly with individual cases but refers
them to the Regimental and Corps Associations to handle. lt has large
funds at its disposal and uses these to help the Associations with
individual cases, often on a 50:50 basis. It also makes extensive grant
on behalf of all Corps and Regimental Associations to ex-Service
charities such as the Regular Forces Employment Association, the
Royal Star and Garter Home, the British Limbless Ex-Servicemen's
Association and to approximately 70 national charities which provide
care and training for the disabled incorporating the ex-soldier.
The Association makes a large annual grant to the Army Benevolent
Fund: effectively, it gets all of it and more back in the support given
to individual cases . The Association relies on the Army Benevolent
Fund to support the numerous ex-Service charities on its behalf:
hence, the Association tries not to get involved in supporting
individual charities. This would be invidious, because there are so
many of them, as well as duplicating the Army Benevolent Fund's
work. The Chairman of the Association Central Committee is also a
trustee of the Army Benevolent Fund, and there is close coordination
between our RHQ and the Army Benevolent Fund staff.
The Royal British Legion (RBL) is effectively an Association for all
three Services which runs parallel to the Regimental and Corps
Associations. As with other smaller Associations such as the Burma
Star and Dunkirk Veterans, it is perfectly consistent for an individual
to be a member of his or her Corps Association and of the RBL. The
RBL has some investigative capability as well as some funds held
locally for welfare purposes. Occasionally the Association is involved
jointly in welfare cases with the RBL.
Welfare cases are handled for the Association by a Welfare Secretary based at RHQ . Cases are considered by a Welfare Committee,
meeting about every three weeks. The Chairman is invariably a retired
officer, and the members are an officer and a soldier of the serving
Corps. Urgent cases arising between meetings are dealt with
personally by the Chairman of the Association Central Committee. Jn
preparing cases for consideration, the Welfare Secretary makes
searching enquiries. Sometimes, the individual concerned served in
more than one Regiment or Corps: he or she may have gone on to
employment in an industry which has its own welfare funds which can
be called on to help. And there is then a mass of State suppo rt some
of it complex in nature. Finally, the benevolent funds bf the
Association have to be protected and it is necessary to check on
whether the applicant has given valid service to !he Corps . Support is
never refused if the case is sound.
In dispensing welfare funds, the Association has a duty to be
consistent and prudent. It has to establish the extent of the need and
ass~re itself that other more appropriate sources of support ar~ not
available. Once the need has been clearly established the
Association's help is prompt. Money is normally disbursed th~ough
SSAFA and not direct to individuals, so that there is reasonable
assurance that it is spent for the purposes for which it is needed.
The Association is equally involved in helping members of the
serving Corps and their dependants. Different procedures apply to
such cases and these are set out separately for units of the serving
Corps. The same basic criteria apply: there must be a need to relieve
poverty and a properly set-out investigation of the circumstances.
~owever, where it is a question of helping the dependants of a
divorced or separated member of the serving Corps, this is dealt with
by SSAFA investigation on the lines set out above and not by the
Unit.
•
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Area 1
Area Vice Chairman-Col A. W. Illingworth TD JP
BRADFORD
CA TTERICK (Area Rep)
Asst Hon Sec: R. Guest Esq
A McDonald Esq
13 High Ash
15 St Johns Road
Shipley
Hipswell
Catterick Garrison
West Yorks
BOIS INA
North Yorkshire
DL9 4BQ
CHESTERFIELD
G. Waddoups Esq
20 Green Farm Close
Newbold
Chesterfield S40 4UQ

DARLINGTON
C. Cooke Esq
95 Stooperdale Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUF

DERBY
Mrs D. Williams
S Maple Grove
Allestree
Derby DE33 2HD

HARROGATE
P. C. Wood Esq
45 Knapping Hill
Harrogate
North Yorkshire

HARTLEPOOL
J. J. Mitchell Esq
IS Hayston Road
Deer Park
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS26 OPL

HUDDERSFIELD
P. Todd Esq
24 Cawcliffe Drive
Hove Edge
Brighouse
West Yorkshire
HD62HU

HULL
R. Drewery Esq
4 Laurel Close
Priory Grange
Hull HU5 5YL

LEEDS (Area Rep)
T. Smith Esq
22 Parkswood Crescent
Leeds
West Yorkshire LSI I 5RB

LINCOLN
F. R. J. Robinson Esq
346 Newark Road
Lincoln LN6 SRU

MIDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadson
S9 Canterbury Road
Redcar
Cleveland TS 10 3QG

NEWARK
J. J. Dixon Esq
34 Fair Fax Avenue
Newark
Nottinghamshire NG24 4PQ
SCARBOROUGH
G. R. Rusby Esq
I Lancaster Way
Scalby
Scarborough
North Yorkshire Y023 OQH

MANCHESTER
Mrs I Harvey
62 Cornwall Court
Chapman Road
Gorton
Manchester Ml S SNT

OLDHAM
B. Macdonald Esq
2 Denbigh Drive
Shaw
Oldham, Lanes
OL2 7EQ

PRESTON AND BLACKBURN
I. W. Lorimer Esq
The Barracks
Canterbury Street
Blackburn BB2 2HS

SALE
M. J. Quinn Esq
32 Whitelake Avenue
Flixton
Urmston
Manchester M3 l 3QN

SHROPSHIRE
R. G. Aitken Esq
76 Boscobel Drive
Heath Farm
Shrewsbury SYI 3DU

SOUTHPORT
T. A. Thompson Esq
518 Oxford Drive
Waterloo
Liverpool L22 7RY

SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE
A. Whiles Esq
IS Clifton Avenue
Tamworth B79 SEE

Area 3
Area Vice Chairman-Brig M. R. Topple CBE
BEDFORD
CAMBRIDGE
T. E. Holyoake Esq
D. Watson Esq
54 Knights Avenue
14 Stonedale Avenue
Clapham
Biggleswade
Bedfordshire MK41 6DG
Bedfordshire SGIS OEA
COLCHESTER
J. Preston Esq
16 Priors Way
Coggeshall
Essex C06 I TW

EAST LONDON (Area Rep)
C. W. Dy ball Esq
5 Labumham Walk
Elm Park
Hornchurch
Essex RM12 5RR

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
G. R. Drybrough Esq
I Rye Close
Throckley
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear NEIS 9AU

LOUGHBOROUGH
P. Bruce Esq
557 New Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LEI l OEY

NORFOLK
B. C. Gibbs Esq
Dairy Farm
Trunch
North Walsham
Norfolk NR28 OAQ

SHEFFIELD
R. Simmons Esq
6 Fairfield
Birdwell
Barnsley
S70 5RR

NORTHAMPTON
L. W. Knowles Esq
6 Watery Lane
Nether Heyford
Northamptonshire NN7 3LN

NORTH LONDON
B. W. Cutler Esq
60 Fuller Court
Hockerill
Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 2EN

YORK
E. A. Leavesley Esq
Flat 3
Ingram House
90 Bootham
York Y03 7DG

PETERBOROUGH
A. V. K. Ward Esq
30 Cedar Drive
Bourne
Lincolnshire PEIO OSQ

WEST LONDON
J. T. Fowler Esq TD
231 Whitton Dene
Isleworth
Middlesex TW7 7NJ

Area 2
Area Vice ChairmanBIRMINGHAM
G. Hedge Esq
IS Rectory Park Avenue
Sutton Coldfield B75 7BN

CHESTER
W. Winder Esq
IS Willan Road
Blacon
Chester Ch I 5PU

Area 4
Area Vice Chairman-Brig T. H. Wheawell
ALDERSHOT
BRIGHTON
Ms Jane Knight
D. Tupper Esq
92 Baden Road
4 Grassy Lane
Maidenhead
Brighton BN2 4DP
Berkshire SL6 6AU

LIVERPOOL
J . J. Carruthers Esq
3S Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral L49 4NJ

EASTBOURNE
P. Pettigrew Esq
2A Southfields Road
Eastbourne
East Sussex BN2l lBU

COVENTRY (Area Rep)
C. G. Foster Esq
Two-aye The Hiron
Cheylesmore
Coventry CV3 6HT
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EAST KENT
J.M. W. Badcock Esq
Antrum Lodge
'Stodmarsh Road
Canterbury Kent CT3 4AH
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OUTHAMPTO .
W. F. Green F q
2 Pirrie Clo e
Shirley
outhampton
Hamp hire SO I 2QA

\\ I. CH . ·r R (Area Rep)
E. . \\ei;t-\ at on Esq TD

rea S
rea \ice

hairman-Brig A. M. Willcox
BOURNEMO TH (Area Rep)
Edridge
A. A. Hawke Esq
Firs
30 Coombe Garden
Down
Ensbury Park
Bournemouth BH 10 5AG

BRI TOL
T. Collier Esq
JO Pitchcombe
Yate
Bri tol BSl7 4JX

COTSWOLD
Mrs M. E. Cropp
18 Church Road
Swindon Village
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL51 9QP

DOR ET
W. Weir Esq
40 King Richard Drive
Bearwood
Bournemouth
Dorset BH 11 9PE

GUERNSEY
L. W. Barbe Esq
I Paradis Cottage
La Rue de Paradis
Vale
Guernsey Cl. GY3 5BL

JERSEY
H. Bell Esq
anyuki
La rue des Champs
Mom es Croix
St Brelade
Jersey Cl

PLYMOUTH
S. R. Newcombe Esq
'Colne'
16 Priory Close
Whitchurch
Tavistock PL19 9DH

POOLE

SALISBURY
A. J. C reed Esq
'Marston'
Mount Pleasant
Stoford
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP2 OPP

J. J. F. Logan Esq
69A Trinidad Crescent
Parkstone
Poole
Dor et BHI2 3NW

TAYSIDE AND FIFE
W. J. A. Naismith Esq
Newman House
Mid Craigie Road
Dundee DD4 9PH

GLASGOW
Miss Ivana Hamilton
Flat 9/6
75 Kirkton Avenue
Knight wood
Glasgow 013

Cabin Hill
4 Farley Clo e
Oliver· Batte v
\\'inche ter
Hamp hire 022 4JH

BATH
fr' P.
14 The
Combe
Bath

Scotland
Area Vice ChairmanABERDEEN
D. Bartlett Esq TD
15 Abergeldie Road
Aberdeen AB! 6ED

TORBAY
H. G. Vennall Esq
4 Hill Park Road
Upton
Torquay
Devon TQl 4LD
Wales
Area Vice Chairman-Brig G. J. Curl CBE
CARDIFF
W. C. Davies Esq
2 Hafod Street
Orangetown
Cardiff CF! 7RA

Northern lrela.nd
Area Vice ChairmanBELF AST
Details held in RHQ .
AFFILlATED BRANCHES
Glossop and District Signals
OCA
F. Price Esq
43 Ker haw Street
Glossop
Derbyshire

602 Signal Troop (SC) AOF
P. Grattan Esq
3 Herbert Grove
Southend-on-Sea
Es ex
SS! 2AT

Midd lesex Yeomanry OCA
A. P. D. Bridges Esq
I 7 Queensbury Place
Blackwater
Camberley
Surrey GU 17 9LX

Royal Signals Ex-Boys
Association
Mr and Mrs G. Pickard
'Jangor'
12 Jarvis Way
Stal bridge
Dorset DT I 0 2NP

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion
Club
J. Templeton Esq
6 Everton Road
Addi scorn be
Croydon CRO 6LA

56 Div and City of London
Signal OCA
T. A. A. Elliott Esq
24 Dymchurch Close
Polegate
East Sussex BN26 6ND

Indian Signals Association
A. Trueman Esq
29 Cotswold Road
Belmont
Su non
Surrey SM2 SNN

North Africa L of C Signals
Reunion Club
R. H. Williams Esq
34 The Mount
Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire WD3 4DW

18 Div Signals Reunion
Association
W. R. Partridge Esq
22 Kingsmead
Small field
Horley
Surrey RH6 9QR

Ceylon High Speed Wireless Coy
H. Moore Esq
l Blue Granite Park
The Green
Moumsorrel
Leicestershire LE12 7AG

SHAPE UNIT
W02 (FofS) R. M. Minton
UK Sup Unit
Supreme Headquarters
All.ied Powers Europe (SHAPE)
British Forces Post Office 26

AFCENT
Col M.A. Thorne
HQ AFCENT
CIS Division
Chief CIS 4
British Forces Post Office 28

Langeleben Reunion Branch
T. N . Wright Esq
Glenby, Steeds Lane
Kingsnorth, Ashford
Kent TN26 INQ

19th Signal Regt As ociation
A. G. Hanfield Esq
Plum Tree Cottage
Ro:tston Place
Barton-on-Sea
Hampshire BH25 7AJ

Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT11 SRH
Telephone enquiries to Blandford Military 2248 STD (0258 482248).

Price list with effect from 1 April 1993:
Blazer Badge
Blazer Button - Set: 6 Larg e, 6 Small - presentation boxed
Set : 4 Large, 6 Small - presentation boxed
Belt, Italian leather , reversible Black/Brown engraved with Corps Badge
Bookmark - Real Leather ...
Fine Marker pen/pencil set, boxed with Museum Crest
Ballpoint pen , assorted colours, Museum Crest
'Tubby' notepad 3 Y, • x 3 Y2 • , leatherette cover with Signals Crest ...
Brooch , white with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge
Cocktail Mat Set, six, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Coasters, leather, set of 4 , with Corps Crest
Corps Badge , on foil , framed and glazed, 11 • x 9 "
Corps Cassettes-Information Sheet Available
Credit card holder, leather, with Corps Crest
Crystal Engraved with Corps Badge
Brandy Glass
Sherry Glass
Whisky Glass ...
Wine Goblet
Decanters, Plain
Decanters, Cut Crystal
Rose bowl Cut Crystal with engraved Corps Crest
Gilt Oval Cufflinks, engraved with Corps Badge
Hipflasks
Keyrings - Leather
Corps (enamelled Corps Badge, with leather tag)
Corps Badge .. .
Ladies Marcasite Brooch .. .
New Ladies Scarf, Dark Blue with White Jimmy in one corner
Lapel Badge (Association Members only) ...
New Small lapel 'Jimmy' silver coloured-approx 2cm high ...
Model Truck - Army Signal HO c. 1932 by Lledo ...
Mug , white china with Corps Badge in blue
Bon Bon Dish, gilt edged white china with Corps Badge
Mini china tankard with Corps Badge
Pendants , white with gold Corps Badge ...
Pennant, embroidered Corps Badge with gold trimming
Postcards
Prints:
Frontier Ambush
Smith George Cross
Palace Guard
Imphal Road
Dhofar Incident
Catterick Parade 1 9B7
Photoprints
Statuettes:
New 6 Y, • Pewter ·Jimmy' on Teak Plinth
9 • Royal Signals Officer in Fu ll Dress (Bronze Res in)
9 • Royal Signals Soldier with SABO Rif le (Bronze Resin) ...
9 • Signaller with SABO and Man Pack Radio (Bronze Resin )
11 Y, • Jimmy cast Bronze Resin ...
Silver Plated Teaspoons with Corps Crest
Sticker, Corps Badge on Corps Colours, good quality-Large
Medium
Small
Stickpin, 9 carat gold, Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Stickpin, sterling silver Corps Badge, can be used as Brooch/Tie pin
Sports/Leisure Wear. Excellent Quality. various sizes/colours
Sweat Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
Sport Shirts with embroidered Corps Badge
V/ Neck Sweater with embroidered Corps Badge ...
Rugby Style Shirt Corps Colours and embroidered Badge
Tablemat Set, six blue acrylic with Corps Badge ...
Tablemat, Large 15" x 11 Y, •, blue acrylic with Corps Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, Glass engraved with Corps Badge . . .
...
...
. ..
New Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter, heavyweight, with large embossed Badge
Tankard, 1 pt, polished pewter. lightweight with engraved Badge
Tankard, Y, pt, polished pewter, lightweight with engraved Badge
Teatowel Blue Signals Design on White Background
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge
Tie, Corps Colours in polyester, 3 " width
Tie, Corps Colours in Pure Silk, 3" width
Umbrella, Golf Size, Corps Colours
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals', shield , 6 " x r
Watch strap, Corps Colours, Nylon

PRICE
£
12.25
22 .20
18.40
14.50
0.65
2.50
0.69
1 .50
3 .50
2 .75
16.25
2 .30
6 .B5
6 .20
3. 15

Unsigned
B.50
B.50
B.50
B.50
8 .50
B.50

10.25 ea
9.45 ea
9.50 ea
10.25 ea
3B.50
59 .25
52 .00
15.25
16.95
0.50
2 .25
1 .95
27 .50
9.25
2 .25
2 .00
4 .25
2.45
2 .95
1.20
4 .95
27.40
.20
Sig ned
12. 50
12. 50
12 .50
12 .50
12.50
12. 50
15.00
39.50
70.00
70.00
62.50
70.00
2. 50
0 .50
0 .50
0.45
72 .50
20.50
14. B5
12. 25
15. 85
19 .75
35.75
10. 65
10.35
26 .50
15.25
12.55
2 .50
2.50
5 .75
12.50
15.75
13.95
1.45

Prices Inclusive of VAT. Overseas orders will be leH VAT. Bulk orders from PRl's will attract a discount.
Please Note: Postage and Packing not included.
Chequas made payable to: Royal Signals Corps Fund.
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